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INTRODUCTION

The edited translations that comprise Volume I of this publication, and
the Marriage and Family Lists and Biographical Notes that make up Volume II
have one primary purpose: to provide a basis for better understanding Rajputs
and the kingdoms of Rajasthan during the pre-modern period. Until recently,
one major English language source has dominated this field: James Tod's
Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan.1 Tod was among the first British army
officers of the early nineteenth century to gain an in-depth view of Rajputs and
Rajasthani society. His comprehensive history of Rajasthan and its local
kingdoms bespeaks his knowledge, gained through years of association with this
area and painstaking work with local documents. Yet Tod himself was unaware
of the sources used for the translations, the marriage lists, and the biographical
notes which comprise these volumes. For his "Annals of Marwar," Tod relied
primarily upon two poetic works from the period of Maharaja Abhaysinghjl of
Jodhpur (1724-49): Suraj Prakds by Caran Kaviya KarnldanjT,2 and Rdjriipak
by Ratnu Caran Kaviya VErbhan,3 supplemented with material from Rathor
genealogies (vamsdvalis) and from local informants.4 These works were greatly
inadequate, even in Tod's own estimation, for the periods prior to the reign of
Maharaja AjItsinghjT of Jodhpur (1707-24).5

The writings of a number of historians in the last century have, of
course, added much information to Tod's Annals. These include notably Vir
Vinod by Caran Kaviraja Syamaldas in Urdu (Devanagarl script),6 and the
histories Rdjputdne kd Itihds by Pandit Gaurlsankar Hiracand Ojha7 and Mdrvdr

1 James Tod, Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan, edited by William Crooke; 3 vols.
(London: Oxford University Press, 1920).

2 KarnTdanjI, Suraj Prakds, edited by P. J. Muni; 3 vols. (Jodhpur: Rajasthan
Pracyavidya Pratisthan, 1961-1963).

3 Virbhan Ratnu, Rdjrupak, edited by Pandit Ramkaran Asopa (KasT: NagaripracarinI
Sabha, V.S. 1998 [A.D. 1941]).

4 Tod, Annals , 2:929-933.

5 Ibid., 2:932.

6 Syamaldas, Kaviraja, VTr Vinod, 2 vols. in 4 parts (Udaipur: Rajyantralaya, V. S.
1943 [A. D. 1886]).

7 G. H. Ojha, Rdjputdne kd Itihds, 5 vols. in 9 parts (Ajmer: Vedic Yantralaya, 1927-
1941).



ka Itihas by Pandit Bisvesvar Nath Reu8 in Hindi. These works now serve as
basic reference tools for historians of Rajasthan. More recently, scholars have
begun publishing research in English and Hindi based upon the use of local
sources, thereby making information on Rajasthani history and culture available
to a wider and less specialized audience.9 Only a very few original historical
materials have been published in translation,10 however, despite the importance
of Rajputs and their unique role in the history of pre-modern north India.

Richard Saran and I present here for the first time in English an
integrated series of original documents dealing with the history of a Rajput
kingdom during the "middle period."11 The documents deal with the Rathor

8 B. N. Reu, Mdrvdr kd Itihds, 2 vols. (Jodhpur: Archaeological Department, 1938-
1940).

9 The bibliography following the two introductory sections includes a sampling of more
recent works on Rajasthani history and culture. A full bibliography of English, Hindi,
and Rajasthani materials would require a separate volume.

10 Recent publications include: Jagdev Parmdr ri Vat: Trividha-vira Parmdr Jagdev ki
Mill Rajasthani Lok-kathd, Hindi Anuvdd, Prakrt, Samskrt, va Gujardti mem Prdpt
Itivrtta evam Sarvdngin Mulydhkan = Tale of Jagdev a Parmar, edited by Mahavir
Simh Gahlot (Jodhpur: Rajasthan Sahitya Mandir, 1986); Selections from the Banera
Archives: Civil War in Mewar (Banera Sangrahdlaya ke Abhilekh [1758-1770]),
edited by K. S. Gupta & L. P. Mathur (Udaipur: Sahitya Sansthan Rajasthan
Vidyapeeth,1967); John D. Smith, The Epic of Pdbufi: A Study, Transcription and
Translation (Cambridge [England]: Cambridge University Press, 1991); Smith, The
Visaladevardsa: A Restoration of the Text (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1976); Viramde Sonigard ri Vat: Pradn Rajasthani Lok Sahitya ki Prasiddh
Aitihdsik Kathd, Mill Rajasthani Path, evam Hindi-AngrejT Riipdntar Sahit: Vat
(Kathd) kd Sarvdngin Mulydhkan = A Muslim Princess Becomes Sati: A Historical
Romance of Hindu-Muslim Unity, edited by Mahavir Simh Gahlot (Jalor: Sri Mahavir
Sodh-Samsthan, 1981).

11 The term "middle period" designates a rather broad span of Rajput history extending
roughly from the 12th century of the Christian Era into the late 17th and early 18th
centuries. The period is defined according to Rajput traditions which mark its
"beginning" in the 8th through 12th centuries. It was during this period that the
Ksatriya ancestors of the Rajputs lost their kingdoms in northern and western India to
the Muslims, and began their migrations into the area of Rajasthan. The period of
migrations is seen as a time when authority was lost, when there was "mixing" among
the castes, and when rank was cast in doubt. The middle period itself represents an era
during which the Rajput successors to the Ksatriyas re-established their former positions
of rank through the conquest of new kingdoms and the reassertion of their authority.
This period ends in the early 18th century with the decline of Mughal rule in north India
and the Mahratta invasions of Rajasthan. It was during this time that the local
sovereignties of Rajasthan once again came into jeopardy. The designation of middle
period speaks to Rajput conceptions of history defined in terms of a cyclical alteration:
rulership and order - loss of rank, distress and migration - re-conquest and reassertion of
rank and authority.

For further comments, see: N. P. Ziegler, "Action, Power and Service in
Rajasthani Culture: A Social History of the Rajputs of Middle Period Rajasthan"



Rajputs of Marvar, western Rajasthan. They trace the history of a particular
branch (sdkh) of Rathors, the MertTyos of Merto in eastern Marvar, over a period
of some two hundred years from the mid-fifteenth to the mid-seventeenth
century, and detail their relationship with the Jodho Rathor ruling house of
Jodhpur and with other contemporary ruling houses of Rajasthan and north India.

We have chosen to focus on the MertTyos for several reasons. Their
story records the emergence of a Rajput brotherhood (hhdihandh - lit. "brother-
bound") into local prominence and follows the establishment of their kingdom
on the eastern edge of Marvar as a defined territorial unit. The evolution of the
MertTyos as a brotherhood passed through several clearly defined stages. With
regard to Jodhpur, MertTyo relations were characterized initially, in the mid-
fifteenth century, by a mixture of mutual support among brothers and brothers'
sons against outsiders, and by internal hostility over shares of ancestral lands,
locally termed grds-vedh (lit. "share-battle"), among these same brothers. A
second stage developed in the early sixteenth century and involved a clear
separation of the MertTyos from the house of Jodhpur, with MertTyo attempts to
consolidate their claims to ancestral lands within their own kingdom and to
assert an equal precedence alongside Jodhpur. A study of the MertTyos in this
context allows a unique view of the formation of a strong and independent
Rajput cadet line, of the establishment and defense of a local territory, and of the
internal relations among Rajput brotherhoods regarding issues of precedence,
honor, patronage and service. The hostilities with Jodhpur that the MertTyo
assertion of independence engendered occurred at a time of great political and
social change in north India. This change included the collapse of the Delhi
Sultanate before the Mughal advance under Babur, the rise of the Afghan Sher
Shah Sur (1540-45) to rule in Delhi, and the reconsolidation of Mughal authority
under Akbar (1556-1605).

The long and bitter struggle between the MertTyos and Jodhpur was not
isolated from these events taking place in north India. Rav VTramde Dudavat,
ruler of Merto (ca. 1497-1544) and son of one of the original founders of Merto,
was among the first local rulers in Rajasthan to form an alliance with the
Muslims. He sought out Sher Shah in 1543 to petition for aid in the recovery of
his lands in Marvar, which Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62) had
usurped in ca. 1535. Sher Shah agreed to help Rav VTramde to further his own
ends in Rajasthan. Sher Shah's victory against Rav Malde at the battle of Samel
(near Ajmer) on January 5, 1544 was due in great part to Rav VTramde's support.
Rav VTramde was then able to return to the rule of Merto.

With Akbar's succession to the Mughal throne in 1556, the nature of the
conflict between these two Rathor brotherhoods shifted from a question of local
force to that of the legitimizing sanction of the Mughal Emperor's grant of jdgir.
Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot, Rav Vlrarnde's son and successor to the rulership of
Merto (ca. 1544-57, 1562), soon became involved with the Mughals in his own
attempts to secure his rights to ancestral lands. When Rav Malde of Jodhpur

(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, The University of Chicago, 1973), pp. 3-5; R. D.
Saran, "Conquest and Colonization: Rajputs and VasTs in Middle Period Marvar"
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, The University of Michigan, 1978), p. 3.



again usurped these lands, Jaimal joined Mughal service under Akbar and
returned to Marvar with a force of Mughals under the command of Mlrza
Sharafu'd-Dih Husayn. They met Rav Malde's warriors before Merto in 1562
and defeated them with great loss. Rav Jaimal afterwards received Merto in
jdgir from Akbar.

Six years later, in 1568, this same Rav Jaimal stood against Akbar at the
historic battle of Cltor in Mevar. Rav Jaimal was related by marriage to the
Slsodiyo Gahlot ruling family. His father, Rav Vlramde, had married a daughter
of SIsodTyo Rano Raymal Kumbhavat of Cltor (ca. 1473-1509),12 and a daughter
of one of his paternal uncles, RatansI Dudavat, had been married to the STsodlyo
Bhojraj Sangavat, a son of Rano Sarigo Raymalot (1509-28). This daughter was
later to become the famous bhakU poetess of Rajasthan known as MlrambaT.13

Rav Jaimal was a leading commander of Rano Sango's successor, SIsodTyo Rano
Udaisingh Sangavat (ca. 1537-72). There at Cltor during the battle against
Akbar, Rav Jaimal was killed by Akbar himself while Jaimal supervised the
filling of a breach in the walls of the fort. Because of Rav Jaimal's display of
great bravery at Cltor, Akbar had his likeness carved in stone seated upon an
elephant and placed at the entrance to the main gateway of the Red Fort in Agra,
alongside that of STsodlyo Pato Jagavat, another distinguished Rajput warrior
from this battle.

Rav Jaimal's son, Kesodas Jaimalot, and a paternal nephew, Narhardas
Isardasot, were among the first Rathors to enter Mughal service following the
battle of Cltor, and to give their daughters in marriage to the Mughals.
Narhardas joined Akbar's service ca. 1570 and married his uterine sister, Puram
Bal, to Akbar in return for Akbar's support of Kesodas' claims to rulership at
Merto. Shortly thereafter, Kesodas himself married one of his daughters to
Akbar's son, Prince Sallm (Jahanglr).14 A contemporary of theirs, Mertlyo
Kesodas Bhlmvot, known in Mughal circles as Kesodas Maru, was also in
Akbar's service. Under Akbar, he rose to considerable prominence.15 Other

12 Gopalsimh Rathor Mertiya, Jaymalvamsprakas, arthat, Rajasthan Badnor kd Itihds
= Jayamal Vansa Prakasha, or, The History of Badnore (Ajmer: Vaidik Yantralay,
1932), p. 106.

13 Khydt, 1:21; Reu, Mdrvdrkd Itihds, 1:103, n. 5.

14 Regarding this marriage, see Vigat, 2:70 of the translated text, infra, and
Biographical Note no. 119 for Mertlyo Kesodas Jaimalot. The details of this marriage
are unfortunately shrouded in some uncertainty.

15 Kesodas Maru Bhlmvot does not figure in the portions of text that we have translated.
He is mentioned here because he was yet another among a number of Mertiyos and
other Rathors whose careers were based upon service under the Mughals. Kesodas
Mara was a MertTyo of the Varsinghot branch (sdkh), descended from Varsingh
Jodhavat, one of the founders of Merto. Under Mughal Emperor Akbar, he rose to a
position of influence and held the jdgir of Vadhnor in northern Mevar over a period of
years. He died sometime during the reign of Akbar's successor, Jahanglr (1605-1628).
See Rdthorom ki Khydt Purdnl Kavirdjji Murdrddnjt ke Yahdm se LikM Gal, Ms. no.
15672, no. 2, Rajasthan Pracyavidya Pratisthan, Jodhpur, p. 584.



members of this family in this and later generations were among the important
Rajput warriors of the Mughals in campaigns in Gujarat, the Deccan and north
India. These examples indicate not only the prominence to which Mertryos rose
in the middle period, but also their intimate involvement in both local affairs and
in the affairs of north India. Their careers and those of other contemporary
Rajputs detailed in the translation material and in the biographical notes that
accompany the translations, provide excellent data for the study of changing
patterns and perspectives among individual Rajputs of the period.

Although Akbar initially recognized Mertlyo claims to local lands, with
time all of Merto became incorporated within the vatan jdgir of the Jodho
Rathor rulers of Jodhpur. Mertlyo responses to this subordination varied from
cooperation and acceptance to outright protest and migration from Marvar itself.
On the whole, however, most Mertlyos remained, for a time at least, outwardly
accepting of Jodhpur authority. Then, after the death of Maharaja Jasvantsingh
Gajsinghot of Jodhpur (1638-78), the Mertryos again rebelled and sought to
reassert rights as individuals and families to ancestral lands. This conflict
occurred during a period of great local instability culminating in the Rajput wars
against the Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb. This latter period of instability lies
beyond the scope of the texts translated here, but its mention may serve to place
in perspective the tenuous compromise of statecraft that evolved in Marvar over
a century of Mughal suzerainty in the north. From the broader perspective of
political and social change in north India in the middle period, the history of the
Mertryos offers, because of its integral connection with the fortunes of Jodhpur
and Rajasthan as a whole, a deeper understanding of local rulership and
authority, and of the impact of Muslim and particularly Mughal rule in north
India on the organization and structure of a Rajput kingdom.

The companion Volume II that accompanies the translated material is
organized in two parts. The first part provides detailed Marriage and Family
Lists for the Jodho Rathor Rulers of Jodhpur. These lists extend over ten
generations beginning with Rav Jodho Rinmalot (ca. 1453-89), the founder of
Jodhpur, whose sons, Varsingh and Dudo Jodhavat, settled Merto and laid the
foundations for MertTyo rule in eastern Marvar, and ending with Raja
Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot (1638-78). The enumerations of wives, of sons, and of
daughters and their places of marriage (where known), offer an important
perspective on patterns of alliance within the ruling family of Rathors over a
two-hundred-year period. They mark the manner in which these alliances
evolved in relation to changing political fortunes in Marvar and neighboring
Rajput kingdoms, and in the Muslim kingdoms of northern and western India, to
the rulers of a number of which the Rathors of Jodhpur also gave daughters in
marriage.

The Biographical Notes which follow the Marriage and Family Lists
include entries for one hundred and sixty-three individuals mentioned in the
translated texts. The majority of these notes (nos. 1-153) are about Rajputs of
different families (kul) and branches (sakhdm) who played roles of varying
importance in the history of Merto and Jodhpur during the period under review.
There are also notes (nos. 154-163) about the Khanzada Khan Muslims who



controlled Nagaur during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries and interacted in
varying degrees with the Rathors of Jodhpur and Merto, and about members of
several administrative jdtis of local importance including the Bhandaris,
Mumhatos and Pancolls.

These notes draw on information from a variety of sources, among the
most important of which are the genealogical materials in the khydts of Nainsi16

and KavirajjT MurardanjI.17 Murardan's khydts were compiled
contemporaneously with those of Nainsi, and one possesses an extensive
genealogy of the Mertryo Rathors18 which has been particularly helpful in the
identification of Mertiyos who otherwise would remain obscure figures in the
historical texts. The genealogies also furnish biographical data about these
Rajputs and their families, and allow the placement of individuals firmly within
a network of kinship. Supplemented with material from other sources, they
greatly facilitate an understanding of individual actions within a generational
perspective.

The biographical notes are organized according to the different Rajput
families (kul) and branches (sdkhdm). They provide details about individuals
who figure in the translated texts, and where appropriate, about the founders of
particular branches. Three Jeso Bhatis are mentioned in the translated material,
for example (see Biographical Notes nos. 1-3). All were military servants of Rav
Malde Garigavat of Jodhpur (1532-62). One was killed in 1544 while defending
the fort of Jodhpur against attack from Sher Shah Sur and his forces following
Rav Malde's defeat at the battle of Samel. The other two died fighting at the
battle of Merto in 1562, when Rav Malde's forces at the Malgadh came under
attack from the combined forces of Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot and the
Mughal commander, Mirza Sharafu'd-Dln Husayn. Very little is known about
these three men other than their places and dates of death. But the Jeso Bhatis as
a group played an important role as supporters of the Rathor house of Jodhpur
beginning with Rav Jodho Rinmalot (ca. 1453-89), and one Jeso BhatI,
Goyanndas Manavat, later became pradhdn of Jodhpur under Raja Surajsingh
Udaisirighot (1595-1619). Information is provided, therefore, about the founding
ancestor of the Jeso Bhatis of Marvar, Jeso Kalikaranot, and his sons and

16 Mumhata Nainsi, Mumhatd Nainsi viracit Mumhatd Nainsiri Khyat, edited by
Badrlprasad Sakariya; 4 vols. (Jodhpur: Rajasthan Pracyavidya Pratisthan, 1968-1974).

17 Kavirdj Murdrddnji ki Khydt kd Tarjumd, Ms. no. 25658, no. 1, Rajasthan
Pracyavidya Pratisthan, Jodhpur; Rdthorom ki Khydt Purdni Kavirdjji Murdrddnji ke
Yahdm se Likhi GaT, Ms. no. 15672, no. 2, Rajasthan Pracyavidya Pratisthan, Jodhpur;
Rajputom ki Khydt: Kavirdjji Murdrddnji ki Khydt kd Tarjurnd, Ms. no. 15671, no. 3,
Rajasthan Pracyavidya Pratisthan, Jodhpur.

18 Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 444-643. Frances Taft has supplied us with another Mertiyo
genealogy, copied from the Udaibhdn Cdmpdvat ri Khydt, but unfortunately too late to
be used for these volumes. It appears that this text may have been the original Middle
Marvan version of Murdrddn, no. 2, which is mostly written in Hindi.



grandsons in order to set forth a context from which to understand the lives and
actions of those individuals named in the translated material.

Lastly, some Rajputs mentioned in the translation were individuals of
importance both locally and at the Mughal court. One such individual was
Dhiravat Kachvaho Ramdas Udavat (see Biographical Note no. 19). Ramdas
rose from rather humble beginnings to a position of considerable power and
influence at the Mughal court as a favorite of both Emperors Akbar and Jahanglr.
A broader range of information is, therefore, available about Ramdas from both
local documents and genealogies, and from Mughal Imperial writings including
the works of Abu al-Fazl19 and the Memoirs of Emperor Jahanglr.20 These
materials provide a rich tapestry of infonnation about the life of this important
Rajput, which has been incorporated in his biographical note.

It is hoped that these two volumes together will offer the reader a unique
opportunity to read and learn about Rajputs and the history of Rajasthan from a
local and individual perspective.

The remaining portions of this introductory section to Volume I provide
information about the sources from which the translated materials were selected
including a discussion of Mumhato NainsI, the methodology employed in the
translations, and the conventions used. Lastly, there is a section of importance to
the general reader on Rajput social organization during the middle period.

Norman Ziegler
Denver, Colorado

19 Abu al-Fazl ibn Mubarak, The Akbar Ndma of Ahu-l-Fazh translated by H.
Beveridge; 3 vols. (reprint ed.; Delhi: Rare Books, 1972).

20 Jahanglr, The Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri; or, Memoirs of Jahanglr\ translated by Alexander
Rogers, edited by Henry Beveridge; 2 vols. (reprint ed.; Delhi: Munshiram
Manoharlal ,1968 [1909-1914]).



s

INTRODUCTION TO THE TRANSLATIONS

I. The Texts.

We have selected for translation six prose historical passages taken from
three primary sources written in middle period Marvar. These texts, except for a few
short poems in Dingal,1 are in the same language, Middle Marvarl, and were
composed during the reign of Raja Jasvantsingh (1638-1678) of Jodhpur. The
passages translated all concern a pargano ("district") of Marvar, Merto, and its rulers,
the Mertlyo Rathors. They describe the founding of Mertlyo rule at Merto town, the
settling of the surrounding region, and events in the lives of leading Mertlyos in the
subsequent history of the pargano.

The longest of our selections is the Vat Par gone Merte n ("Account of
Merto Pargano"). This vat is contained in the Marvar n Pargandm fi Vigat,2 an
enormous gazetteer-like work compiled and at least in part written by Mumhato
NainsI, an administrator who served both Raja Gajsingh (1619-38) and Raja
Jasvantsingh of Jodhpur. The last year mentioned in this voluminous text is V.S.
1722/A.D. 1665-66; the data included within represent the efforts of several decades.

The Vigat ("List") gives historical and other information about seventeenth-
century Jodhpur and its six adjoining parganos: Merto, Sojhat, Pha]odhl, Pokaran,
Jaitaran, and Slvano. The text is divided into seven major sections, entitled vat, each
of which concerns a particular pargano. The sections are subdivided into numbered
entries or paragraphs. The largest section, the Vat Pargane Jodhpur ft ("Account of
Jodhpur Pargano"), contains 313 such entries; the Vat Pargane Merte fi has 111.
Every section begins with a short narrative, usually legendary in nature, discussing
the early history of the pargano, and then continues in a chronological sequence of
notes to record the coming to power of the Rathor Rajputs within that pargano and
subsequent events of local importance. The histories of Jodhpur and Merto parganos
are much longer and more detailed than the others: the former comprises some 150
pages; the latter forty.

Following the chronicle entries, the sections each contain a mass of
descriptive and statistical information. All the villages of the parganos are listed.
Nearly every village is described in a brief note following its name, accompanied by
statistics giving the yearly revenues produced by the village between V.S. 1715 and
1719 (A.D. 1658-59 to 1662-63). The kasbos, or main towns, of the parganos are
discussed in more detail, with a census of households according to jdti given for

1 Dingal is an archaizing derivative of Middle Marvari. Cf. John D. Smith, "An
Introduction to the Language of the Historical Documents from Rajasthan," Modern
Asian Studies, 9, 4 (1975), p. 375.

2 Mumhato NainsI, Marvar rd Pargandm fi Vigat, ed. Narayansimh BhatI, 3 vols.
(Jodhpur: Rajasthan Pracyavidya Pratisthan, 1968-74).



every kasbo save Jodhpur city. Besides all this, the sections have a variety of
miscellaneous data: lists of taxes, information about local fairs, administrative
classifications of villages, etc. John Smith has called the Vigat a kind of Domesday
Book,3 and so it is. In its entirety, it provides more information about a region of
India than does any other single source compiled prior to the advent of the British.

We have translated the first seventy entries of the Vat Pargane Merte if4

These comprise the chronicle portion of this vat; the last forty-one entries are all
statistical or descriptive in nature. The Vat begins with a legend concerning the
founding of Merto by the Puranic hero Raja Mandhata, then proceeds in the
following sixty-nine entries to record the settlement of Merto town in 1462 by Dudo
and Varsingh Jodhavat, the rise of the Mertlyos as a regional Rathor brotherhood of
some significance in Marvar, the struggles between the rulers of Merto and Rav
Malde (1532-62) of Jodhpur, the intrusion of the Mughals in 1562, and the
incorporation of Merto Pargano into the domain of the Jodhpur Rajas during the early
seventeenth century. The chronicle ends with the accession of Raja Jasvantsingh in
1638.

The second and third selections translated come from the Rav MaMe n Bat
included in a collection of historical texts edited by N. S. Bhati and entitled by him
"Aitihasik Batam" ("Historical Stories").5 This collection

... contains short historical narratives about all of the Rathor rulers of
Jodhpur from Rao Malde (1532-62) through Maharaja Surajsimgh
(1595-1619), and also includes stories about Rao Jodho, the founder
of Jodhpur city, and his father, Rao Rinmal. It is considered that all
of these batam (tales) were written down in 1646, a date which is
noted at the end of one of the stories. If this dating is correct for all
of the stories, they were probably written under the direction or
supervision of Nainsi, for the writer of the story which supplies the
date has also noted that Mumhata Sumdardas, Nainsi's brother, had
ordered him to prepare it. All of the stories also come from the
same old bahi (register), and are written in the same hand. As a
whole, the narratives complement the khyat of Nainsi by filling in
material between the reigns of Rao Malde and Jasvamtsimgh, and
they coincide with much of the later historical sections of the vigat
of Nainsi. From the contents, these narratives are clearly official
histories, written with the aid of state records.6

3 Smith, "An Introduction to the Language of the Historical Documents from
Rajasthan," p. 437, n. 18.

4 Vigat, 2:37-77.

5 "Aitihasik Batam," in Parampard, part 11, pp. 17-109, ed. N. S. Bhati (CaupasnT:
RajasthanI Sodh Samsthan, 1961).

6 Norman P. Ziegler, "Marvari Historical Chronicles: Sources for the Social and
Cultural History of Rajasthan," Indian Economic and Social History Review, vol. 13,
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Of the documents comprising the collection, the Rdv Malde riBat ("Story of
Rav Malde")7 is the longest and most valuable to the historian. The style of this bat is
very much like that of the VdtPargane Merte rT; indeed, some passages are virtually
identical, word for word. The account of Rav Malde's reign fills some forty pages of
printed text and is probably the best source available concerning events in the life of
this enigmatic and powerful Rathor.

The first passage selected for translation (pp. 42-44) discusses the invasion of
Marvar by Sher Shah in 1544, the flight of Rav Malde from the battlefield between
Samel and GirrT on Marvar's eastern boundary, and the role played by the ruler of
Merto, Viramde Dudavat, in deceiving Malde and causing him to flee. The second
passage (pp. 48-56) gives an account of the battle of Merto in 1554, records Malde's
acquisition of the town in 1557 following the battle of Harmaro, and ends with the
capture of Merto by Mughal troops aided by Jaimal Vlramdevot in 1562. Both
passages from the Rdv Malde ri Bat nicely complement the material in the Vdt
Pargane Merte n, adding valuable details and clarifying obscure events.

The last three selections translated are from Mumhato Nainsfs Khydt,8 an
immense collection of tales, poems, historical stories, genealogies, descriptions of
towns and regions, and other random facts pertaining to Rajasthan, Gujarat, and

no. 2 (April-June, 1976), p. 248. L. P. Tessitori mentions a chronicle entitled Vdtdm
Mdrvdri ram [sic] Rdthaurdm ri in his A Descriptive Catalogue of Bardic and
Historical Manuscripts, Section I: Prose Chronicles, Part I: Jodhpur State (Calcutta:
The Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1917), p. 56, and he published and translated a portion
of this ms. in idem, "A Progress Report on the Work done during the year 1917 in
connection with the Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana," Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, N.S. 15 (1919), pp. 47-48. This extract is identical to the beginning
of the Rdv Jodhdji rd Betdm ri Bat contained in "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 35-38.
Tessitori believed that the chronicle was compiled not long after the death of Rav
Malde of Jodhpur in 1562. Thus at least one of the stories contained in "Aitihasik
Batam" may be considerably older than 1646.

7 "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 39-78.

8 Mumhato Nainsi, Mumhatd Nainsi viracit Mumhatd Nainsiri Khydt, ed. Badrlprasad
Sakariya, 4 vols. (Jodhpur: Rajasthan Pracyavidya Pratisthan, 1960-67). A partial
edition of the Khydt, equivalent to most of vol. one of the Rajasthan Pracyavidya
Pratisthan edition, was edited by Ramkaran Asopa under the title Nainsi Id Khydt, vol.
1 (n.p., n.d.). A good complete Hindi translation with notes and full index was done by
Ramnarayan Dugar and Gaurlsankar Hiracand Ojha (Muhanot Nainsi Id Khydt, arthdt,
Nainsi ki Mdrvdri Bhdsd ki Khydt se Guhilot (Sisodiyd), Cauhdn, Solanki (Caulukya),
Parihdr (Pratihdr) aur Parmdr (Pamvdr) Vamsom klltihds kd HindiAnuvdd, 2 vols.,
Allahabad: K. Mittra at the Indian Press, 1925-34). More recently, Manoharsimh

Ranavat has translated into Hindi vol. 1 only (Muhanot Nainsi ki Khydt, vol. 1,
Sltamau: SrTNatnagar Sodh-Samsthan, 1987). John D. Smith brilliantly translated into
English with extensive annotations the Vdt Pdbuji ri (Khydt, 3:58-79) in Ms remarkable
book, The Epic of Pdbuji: A Study, Transcription and Translation (Cambridge
[England]: Cambridge University Press, 1991), pp. 480-505.
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central India compiled during the years Nainsi was in the service of the rulers of
Jodhpur (1637-66).9 The word khydt probably is derived from the Sanskrit khydti,
"fame," "renown." hi middle period Rajasthan, a khydt was a book of historical
information, either taking the form of a chronicle or being a collection of
miscellaneous data like Nainsrs or that of Bankldas, the court poet of Raja Mansingh
of Jodhpur (1803-43).10

The bulk of NainsTs Khydt consists of sections, also called khydt, which are
devoted to particular Rajput kuh. The printed text begins with the Sisodiydm ft
Khydt,11 which concerns the STsodTyo Rajputs of Mevar and includes stories and
poems about prominent SlsodTyos, an annotated genealogy of the ruling line, brief
genealogies of a few other major sdkhs, and a geographical account of Mevar.
Similar short khydts follow, giving details about the Hado Cahuvans of Bund! and
Koto, the Bhatis of Jaisalmer and Pugal, the Kachvahos of Amber and SekhavatI, and
other important Rajput kul and sdkhs of the middle period. The last quarter of the
second volume of the printed text and about half of the third contain stories and other
information about the Rathors.

Nainsrs Khydt has a bias toward the ruling families of western Rajasthan:
the Rathors, Bhatis, Sacoro Cahuvans, Sankhlos, Sodhos, etc. The information
concerning certain Rajput families that had military obligations to the Rathors of
Marvar is particularly full: we learn more about the Urjanot Bhatis, a minor sdkh
serving the Jodhpur rulers, than we do about the Bundelos of Bundelkhand. Clearly
Nainsi had more information about such local sdkhs than he did about the major
ruling families of eastern Rajasthan and central India. But there are curious
omissions also. Presumably Nainsi had at hand a good deal of data pertaining to the
Rathors of Bikaner, yet his Khydt contains only two short narratives about events
there. Even more striking is the lack of information regarding the reigns of the
Jodhpur rulers from Rav Candrasen (1562-81) onward. One reason for these
omissions may be that other documents (e.g., the Vigaf) existed to fill the gaps in the
Khydt. Alternatively, perhaps the Khydt was never finished (Nainsi was imprisoned
in 1666 and committed suicide in disgrace in 1670).

We have selected and translated three stories from the Khydt bearing upon
events in the lives of leading Mertlyo Rathors. The first, Ath Vdt Dudai Jodhdvat
Megho Narsihghddsot Sindhal Mdriyo tai Samai u ("Now the Story of the Time
that Dudo Jodhavat killed Sihdha] [Rathor] Megho Narsinghdasot"),12 delineates an

9 The Khydt, like the Vigat, contains no date later than V.S. 1722 (1665-66), Nainsts
last full year of service. Hukamsimh Bhati, "Muhanot Nainsi kl Khyat mem al hul
Ghatnaom ka Tithikram," in Muhanot Nainsi: Itihdsvid Muhanot Nainsi, Vyaktitva
evam Krtitva, Parampard, nos. 39-40, ed. Narayansimh Bhati (Caupasnl: RajasthanI
Sodh Samsthan, 1974), p. 82.

10 Bankldas, BdhkTdas ri Khydt, ed. Narottamdasjl SvamI (Jaypur: Rajasthan
Purattvanvesan Mandir, 1956).

11 Khydt, 1:1-97.

12 Khydt, 3:3$-40.
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episode in the life of Dudo Jodhavat just prior to the settling of Merto town in 1462.
The second story, misleadingly titled Ath Vat Hardas Uhar fi Likhyate ("Now the
Story of Hardas Uhar is Written"),13 mainly outlines the growing hostility between
Rav Malde, the ruler of Jodhpur (1532-62) and the Rav of Merto, Viramde Dudavat
(1497-1544) from the battle of SevakTin 1529, when Malde was kamvar ("prince"),
to Sher Shah's occupation of Marvar in 1544. The last selection, Ath Jaimal
VTramdevot nai Rav Malde ri Vat Likhyate ("Now the Story of Jaimal Viramdevot
and Rav Malde is Written"),14 continues the account of the hostility between Rav
Malde and the Rathors of Merto, now under the leadership of Viramde's son, Jaimal
(Rav of Merto, 1544-1557, 1562), during the years from Viramde's death in 1544 to
the battle of Merto in 1554.

The three stories are considerably different in style from the translated prose
sections of the Vigat and "Aitihasik Batam." They are more in the nature of oral
traditions, with a corresponding undated, almost timeless quality. One has to be
reminded that the events described are occuring over a period of years, not weeks or
months. This is not to say that these stories are less useful to the historian than the
other selections. On the contrary, they provide insights into matters of honor, shame,
prestige, and duty among Rajputs not as common in the more chronologically
organized texts.

One problem of these texts for the historian, however, is that they mention
events removed by one or two centuries from the lifetime of the man primarily
responsible for them, Mumhato Nainsi. As will be discussed below, Nainsfs family
had a long connection with the Jodhpur rulers. He undoubtedly had access to a wide
variety of documents and manuscripts from earlier periods. As a high-ranking official
within the Jodhpur bureaucracy, he also knew many important contemporaries who
supplied him with information, oral and written, over the many years of his service.15

He often cites the source of his information.16 Yet in many instances he does not,

13 Khyat, 3:87-102.

14 Khyat, 3:115-122.

15 Ziegler ("Marvari Historical Chronicles ...," p. 247) has remarked that

It seems clear from inspection of the text that Nainsi not only requested
and collected oral traditions from a large number of contributors
throughout Marvar and Rajasthan as a whole on the histories of the ruling
houses of different Rajput clans, but also solicited genealogies from Bhats
and others knowledgeable of them. In addition, he obtained materials
such as the survey reports from Qanungos and other local administrative
officials, as well as information from family and friends.

16 Nainsi frequently begins a narration with the phrase "I heard a tale like this (ek vat yiim
sum)." At times the name of informant is given. For example, Nainsi records that the Caran
Adho Mahes told him the bhed ("distinction," "secret") of the Slsodlyo Rajputs in 1649-50.
In April-May of 1658 Caran Dhadhvariyo Khimvraj wrote down the story of the battle
between Hajl Khan and Rano Udaisingh of Mevar at Harmaro in 1557. And in March-April
of 1663 Caran Jhulo Rudradas, son of Bhan and grandson of Salyo, recited some information
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and so one is led to wonder if he merely selected, or actually wrote, those particular
texts.

A partial answer to this question comes from the later Khydt of Dayaldas
Sindhayac. Dayaldas, who wrote in the mid-nineteenth century in Blkaner, included
without attribution and only slight modifications long passages also contained in
Nainsts Khydt, compiled nearly two hundred years earlier.17 One may compare a
portion of the Ath VdtHardds Uhar ftLikhyate with Dayaldas's later version:

Nainsi:
Tdhrdm Hardds chddiyo. Tdhrdm jay Sojhat Rdymal
Mumhataisum miliyo. Hardds VTramderai vds vasiyo.
Tdhrdm Hardds Rdymal num kahai: "Je the Rdv
Gdngaisum vedh karo, to hum thdmrai rahis, nahim to
nahlmrahum." Tdhrdm Rdymal kahyo: "Ji, mhdmrai
to dth pohar lardij chai. "18

(Then Hardas left. He went to Sojhat and met with
Mumhato Raymal. Hardas settled in the vds of Viramde.
Hardas told Raymal: "If you would do battle with Rav
Gango, then I will stay with you; otherwise I shall not
stay." Then Raymal said: "Jt, for us there is only battle,
twenty-four hours a day.")

Dayaldas:
PTche Hardds Kodhno chddnai Sojhat gayo, not
Rdymalsum miliyo. Aru Rdymalnum kayo: "Jo the Rdv
Gdngaisum lardi karo, to hum thdmrai rahum." Tad
Rdymal kayo: "JT mhdrai to dth paur lardij rahai."
Tdrdm Hardds Uhar Viramderai vds vasiyo.19

(Afterward Hardas left Kodhno and went to Sojhat, and he
met with Raymal. And he said to Raymal: "If you would
do battle with Rav Garigo, then I shall stay with you."
Then Raymal said: "/f, for us there is only battle, twenty-
four hours a day." Then Hardas Uhar settled in the vds of
Viramde.)

One might presume that Nainsi himself similarly included materials from much

concerning Slrohl while "in front of NainsT' in Jaitaran village. Khydt, 1:8, 60, 88.

17 Dayaldas Sindhayac, Daydlddsri Khydt: Bikdnerrai Rdthordmri Khydt, ed. Dasrath
Sarma, vol. 1 (Blkaner: Anup Samskrt Pustakalay, 1948). The accounts of the reigns
of Rav JaitsI (1:37-63) and Rav Kalyansingh (1:64-90) have the passages borrowed
from Nainsi.

l* Khydt, 3:87.

19 Sindhayac, Daydlddsri Khydt, 1:46.
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older, unattributed sources. He too may have rewritten them with slight
modifications, such as more modern vocabulary or grammar in place of archaic terms
or usages. Thus the three stories from his Khydt that we have selected may indeed be
contemporary with the events they mention.20

Alternatively, NainsT may have composed entirely new stories, based on his
knowledge and long experience. To explore this possibility, one may examine a text
discussing events at the court of Rava] Malo, ruler of Mahevo in western Marvar
during the fourteenth century. The text concerns the arrival at court of Kumbho
Kampaliyo, one of Rava} Malo's Rajputs, who happens to possess a fine mare that the
Rava] wants:

One branch (sdkh) among the Cahuvan [Rajput] branches is
called Kampaliyo .... Formerly Kumbho Kampaliyo was a great
Rajput.... Kumbho Kampaliyo possessed a very fine mare. In those
days Rava] Malo had acquired much land to the west [of Mahevo].
All the hhomiyos of the west accepted Rava] Malo's authority. He
decided to take Kumbho's mare. At that time Rava] Malo's pradhan
was Bhovo NaT. The Rava] said to him: "This mare should be
taken." Then Bhovo said: "Kumbho is not one who simply will
hand over the mare." They summoned Kumbho and had [him] sit in
court. 500 men, cindhars wearing armor, were seated in front. 500
men, gunners (tohci) remained standing, having touched off matches
[for their guns] ....21

This story contains an anachronistic element which reveals that it cannot be
contemporary with the events it describes. Fourteenth-century Marvar did not have
gunners, who first appear in large numbers there only during the reign of Rav
Candrasen of Jodhpur (1562-81). Nainsi may have rewritten an old tale and added
the gunners as a flourish that would make the events more plausible to his audience,
but perhaps he simply told a new story containing some historical truths of which he
was aware (Rava} Malo ruled from Mahevo; he probably did conquer much land to
the west, etc.).

Similar ambiguities surround other unattributed sections of his Khydt and to
a lesser extent, his Vigat. And so, the historian using these sections cannot make
easy judgements about their dates of composition.

20 These stories lack any sort of statement of attribution, even the simple "I heard a
story like this."

21 Khydt, 1:247-248. The term cindhar mentioned in the text refers to a type of warrior
serving for food, clothing, and (occasionally) money.
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A. Mumhato Nainsi.22

Nainsi was a member of the Muhanot family of MarvarT Osvals. The Osvals
are Mahajans who are named after Osian or Oslam, as it is called in the Vigat, a
village thirty miles north-northwest of Jodhpur. According to a legend, half of the
population of Oslam converted to Jainism around V.S. 282 (225-26), and so the
Osvaljdti had its beginning. Over time others converted and joined, including many
Rajputs. The internal structure of tho jati at present is complex, with more than 1,800
subdivisions. Most of the Osvals are Jains.23

The Muhanot family claims descent from Muhan, brother of Kanhpal, the
son and successor of Rav Raypal, a Rathor Rajput who ruled Kher in Marvar in the
early fourteenth century. Muhan converted to Jainism, and his descendants following
the Jain faith were called Muhanots and included in the Osval jati. This much is
generally accepted by scholars; the circumstances of his conversion are not.
According to one tradition, one day when Muhan had gone hunting, he killed a
pregnant doe. Stricken with remorse, he returned to Kher. While standing at a well
in this village, he encountered the Jain ascetic Sivsen. He pleaded with Sivsen to
bring the deer back to life. When Sivsen did so, Muhan converted to Jainism. This
event supposedly took place in V.S. 1351 (1294-95).24

A second account of Muhan's conversion relates that because of the hostility
of his brothers, he had gone to Jaisalmer during his father's reign and had received the
protection of the Raval there. While in Jaisalmer he fell under the influence of the
Jain scholar Sri Jinmanikyasuri and converted to Jainism. Another version of
Muhan's conversion in Jaisalmer indicates that he became enamoured of the daughter
of the Jaisalmer pradhdn, who was of the Srimal Vaisy a jati. When the pradhdn
complained to the Raval, the Raval decided to marry Muhan to the daughter. Upon
his marriage in V.S. 1351, Muhan became a Jain. A son, Sampat, was born from this
marriage; his descendants are the Muhanot Osvals. A third version of the Jaisalmer
episode indicates that the Raval of Jaisalmer had forced Muhan to marry a Jain girl
in revenge for Rav RaypaTs previously forcing a BhatI Rajput to become a Caran.
The descendants of the Jain wife of Muhan following the Jain faith are the Muhanots.
This last is the account Manoharsimh Ranavat himself prefers, but I see no real

reason why it might be more credible than the others, all of which depend on the
uncertain information about the fourteenth century provided by seventeenth-century

22 T h e following account of Nains i is based primarily upon Manors imh Ranavat ' s
excel lent study of his life entit led "Muhanot NainsT: uska Vyakt iva tatha uska Kal ," in
idem, Itihdskdr Muhanot Naiml tatha uske Itihds-Granth (Jodhpur: Rajasthan Sanity a
Mandir, 1981), pp. 16-46. Where possible I have examined the original sources that
Ranavat used.

23 Munshi Hardyal Singh, The Castes of Marwar: Being Census Report of 1891, 2nd
edition, wi th an introduction by Komal Kothari (Jodhpur: Books Treasure , 1990), pp.
128-130.

24 Ranavat, p. 16.
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sources.25

Very little can be said with authority about the Muhanots from Muhan's
death until the lifetime of Muhanot Aclo Sujavat in the sixteenth century, but clearly
they were in the service of the Rathor rulers of Mandor and Jodhpur in those years.26

Aclo Sujavat himself was Nainsrs paternal great-grandfather and served under Rav
Candrasen (1562-81) of Jodhpur. He shared the Rav's long, difficult life in exile
while the Rav wandered about Rajasthan, visiting Dungarpur, Vamsvajo, and Mevar.
When Candrasen returned to Marvar and attacked Sojhat's Mughal garrison,

Muhanot Ado died in the battle there on Sunday, June 30, 1578.27 After Candrasen's
death five years later, Aclo's descendants and the other Muhanots transferred their
allegiance to Candrasen's elder brother, Udaisingh Maldevot (ruler of Jodhpur, 1583-
95).

Inscriptions and khyats mention the name of Muhanot Jeso, Aclo's son, but
tell us nothing else about him. Much more is known about Jeso's son, Muhanot
Jaymal Jesavat, who was Nainsrs father. Jaymal was bom on Wednesday, January
31, 1582. He began his long period of service during the reign of Raja Surajsingh
Udaisinghot, ruler of Jodhpur from 1595-1619. The Mughal Emperor Jahangir had
ordered Surajsingh to Gujarat in 1606 to repress some rebels there. He obtained
some parganos in jagir, including Barnagar, of which he made Jaymal the hakim.
Jaymal managed the affairs of Barnagar until 1615. hi that year, Jahangir presented
Surajsingh with PhajodhI Pargano, and Muhanot Jaymal was appointed hakim of
Phajodhl by Surajsingh.

In February of 1621 Prince Khurram (later Shah Jahan) gave Raja Gajsingh
Surajsinghot (ruler of Jodhpur, 1619-38) Jajor Pargano. Gajsingh appointed Jaymal
hakim of Jajor. Subsquently Gajsingh obtained Sacor Pargano (1622) and by 1624
or 1625 Muhanot Jaymal was the hakim there. Following a serious attack on Sacor
by an army of Kachls which he successfully repulsed, Jaymal had the walls of Sacor
rebuilt.

After a series of military campaigns against rebellious Rajput chiefs in
Suracand, Pokaran, Rardhara, and Mahevo, Gajsingh appointed Jaymal to the post of
des'divan in 1629, replacing Singhvl Sahasmal. The des-divan was the highest
administrative office in the Jodhpur kingdom during the seventeenth century.
Holders of the office had great control over the fiscal affairs of Jodhpur. They also
had to function as military commanders in the absence of the rajas, who were often
out of Marvar involved in Mughal wars. Jaymal performed as des-divdn until 1633,
when Gajsingh replaced him with Singhvl Sukhmal. He had developed a reputation
for severity. During the famine of 1630-31 in Jalor, Jaymal had refused to make any
concessions in taxes and forced their full realization, a policy which drove the nearby
chief of Rardhara, Mahesdas, into rebellion. Perhaps Gajsingh was displeased with
Jaymal over this episode and so replaced him. Nothing more is heard of Jaymal after

25 Ibid., pp. 17-18.

26 Ibid., pp. 18-19.

27 Vigat, 1:73; Ranavat, p. 19.
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1633.28

Jaymal had made two marriages, the first to the daughter of Mumhato
Lalcand, Sarupde, by whom he had four sons, Nainsi, Sundardas, Askaran, and
Narsimhdas; the second to Suhagde, daughter of Singhvl Biradsimh, who had one
son, Jagmal.29

Jaymal's eldest son, NainsT, was born on Friday, November 9, 1610. NainsT
himself was married twice, the first time to the daughter of Bhandarl Narayandas, the
second to the daughter of Mumhato Bhimraj.30 An interesting story is told about
NainsTs attempt to make a third marriage with the daughter of Kamo, a kdrnddr from
Baharmer. At the time NainsT was hakim of Jajor Pargano. His administrative duties
kept him there, and so he sent only his sword to Baharmer along with some retainers
to represent him at the marriage. The kdmddr, Kamo, considered this an insult and
married his daughter elsewhere, hi revenge, an enraged Nainsi sent men to
Baharmer, had the main gates of the fort there removed, brought to him, and installed
at the main gate of Jalor.31

Not much is known of NainsTs life before his first appointment in 1637.
One may recall, however, that his ancestors had been in the service of the Rathors
since the fourteenth century. The family undoubtedly possessed many private papers
and manuscripts relating to the royal family. Nainsi probably received training in the
use and composition of documents from his father, Jaymal, who had been involved in
the Jodhpur administration for twenty-seven years. His early training must have
involved military training as well, for he, like his father, took part in several
campaigns within Marvar. His career may be studied by examining his activities in
both administrative and military affairs.

On October 12, 1637, Muhanot NainsT was appointed hakim of Phalodhi
Pargano in western Marvar, a post previously held by Mumhato Jagannath. For
several years previously, Baloc raiders had been stepping up their operations in this
pargano, and Jagannath had been unable to suppress them, hi March, 1634 Baloc
Mughal Khan and Samayal Khan looted two villages of Phalodhi. Then, in
September of 1636 the Baloc penetrated again, looting animals and material goods.
Jagannath lost several men attempting to stop them. Finally, on October 5, 1637,
Baloc Mudaphar Khan came upon Nenau village of Phalodhi, killed two Rajputs

28 Jaymal was a munificent patron of the Jain Svetambar sect. Several inscriptions from local
temples in Jalor, Sacor, Nadol , Palltana, and PhalodhT attest to his generosity. His final
inscription, found in the temple of Santinath in PhalodhT, is dated Tuesday, November 14,
1632 and refers to h i m as "Mantrlsvara," i.e., des-cfivdn. For Jaymal 's career, see Ranavat ,
pp. 20-23.

29 Ranavat, p. 23.

30 Ibid.

31 Bankldas, Bankldas ri Khydt, ed. NarottamdasjT SvamI (Jaypur: Rajasthan
Puratattvanvesan Mandir, 1956), p. 176, no. 2125. Ranavat ("Muhanot NainsT: uska
Vyaktiva tatha uska Kal," p. 24) states that NainsT looted several areas of Baharmer as
well, but Bankldas does not mention this.
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there along with their men, and came away with many animals. One week later
Nainsi replaced Jagannath as hakim and made his way to PhalodhI, where he arrived
on October 20, 1637. His mission was to end the Baloc raiding.32

The Baloc raider Mughal Khan Sarol returned to PhalodhI in December of
1637 and attacked Vap village with over one hundred mounted companions. Rav
Mohandas of Vap closed the gates and sent messengers to Nainsi in PhalodhI. Nainsi
reached Vap with a few soldiers, enough to drive away Mughal Khan. Nainsi tracked
down the Khan and, in a coordinated attack involving not only Rav Manohardas but
also the Raval of Jaisajmer, killed him at the AhvacI River on December 14, 1637.33

Many other Baloc were killed as well. For the moment, the raids were over. But
then Raja Gajsingh died, and on Thursday, January 31, 1639, eight months into the
reign of his young successor, Raja Jasvantsingh, the Baloc Mado and Phatai All
attacked PhalodhI with 750 men. Nainsi and his brother, Sundardas, confronted
them; they fled without a battle. This was the last of the Baloc raids against PhalodhI
during Nainsfs stay there.34

During the middle period, the rugged terrain of eastern Jaitaran and Sojhat
parganos was the homeland of the Mers, a jdti of diverse origin whose members
were often not under the control of either the Jodhpur rajas or the local Rajput
thakurs. In 1642-43 Raja Jasvantsingh sent Nainsi to Sojhat to suppress a Mer
rebellion. He attacked and defeated them. Many of their villages were burned down.
Then again, in 1645-46, Nainsi, along with his brother Sundardas, received

Jasvantsingh's order to proceed against the Mer leader Ravat Narayan, who had
begun looting villages of Sojhat from his mountain retreat. Nainsi and Sundardas
destroyed several Mer villages and put an end to the forays of Ravat Narayan.35

A more complex problem arose over Pokaran in 1649 following the death of
Ravaj Manohardas of Jaisalmer on November 11. Pokaran Pargano was situated on
the boundary of the Jodhpur and Jaisalmer domains. The Ravals of Jaisakner had
held Pokaran since the reign of Rav Candrasen of Jodhpur (1562-81). hi the
seventeenth century, the Mughal Emperors began to include Pokaran as part of the
lands granted to the Jodhpur rajas, but the Jaisalmer Ravals retained their de facto
control. Raja Jasvantsingh had acquired Pokaran in 1638 when he succeeded Raja
Gajsingh, but he made no attempt to exert authority over it. Then in 1650,
ManbhavatI Bal, Raja Gajsingh's sister and the wife of the deceased Mughal prince
Parvlz, petitioned Shah Jahan to write difarmdn ordering Pokaran to be turned over
to Jasvantsingh. Jasvantsingh's officers brought the farmdn to the new Ravaj of

32 Ranavat , pp .24-25.

33 Vigat, 1:118-123. See also Norman P. Ziegler, "Evolution of the Rathor State of
Marvar: Horses, Structural Change and Warfare," in The Idea of Rajasthan:
Explorations in Regional Identity, edited by Karine Schomer et al., 2 vols. (Columbia,
Mo.: South Asia Publications by arrangement with Manohar Publishers & Distributors;
New Delhi: American Institute of Indian Studies, 1994), 2:208-209.

34 Ranavat , pp . 25-27.

35 Ibid., p.27.
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Jaisalmer, Ramcandra, Manohardas's cousin, who rejected it with these words: "One
does not obtain a fort upon demand. Pokaran will come [into your hands] after ten
BhatI men have died."36 Jasvantsingh's response was to mobilize an army. Once
assembled, this army consisted of several thousand men under three commanders.
NainsI himself was in the hardval, or vanguard, led by Nahar Khan Rajsinghot, a
Kumpavat Rathor. They left Jodhpur on September 7, 1650, and arrived at Kharo
village of Pokaran Pargano on September 22,1650.37

During this same period Shah Jahan had inquired about the succession to the
throne of Jaisalmer. The Rathor Raja of Kisangarh, Rupsingh, had in his service
Sabalsingh Dayaldasot, Raval Manohardas's other cousin. He had him touch the feet
of the Emperor in a gesture of obeisance. Shah Jahan gave Sabalsingh the throne and
dispatched him to Jaisakner. As Sabalsingh had no military equipment or retinue, he
went first to Jodhpur and met with Raja Jasvantsingh. Jasvantsingh supplied him
with a horse, a sirpav, expense money, and instructions: "You go to PhalodhT; my
army is coming; they will help you."38 Sabalsingh remained in PhalodhT for some
time, then joined Jasvantsingh's army in Kharo with five or six hundred men. On
September 29, 1650, the combined army, now numbering 6,000 men, encircled
Pokaran. An initial attack failed. Most of the army returned to camp. NainsI,
however, remained behind with some BhatI and Rathor soldiers from Nahar Khan's
division. They attacked and penetrated the town of Pokaran, took up a position in a
temple, and began a gun-battle with the soldiers inside the fort.39 After several more
days of similar action, the enthusiam of the BhatI soldiers inside the fort waned, and
they came to an agreement to evacuate Pokaran. A few loyal Bhatls refused to
surrender and died confronting Jasvantsingh's army. After the capture of Pokaran on
October 4, 1650, Jasvantsingh's army set out for Jaisalmer. Raval Ramcandra fled,
and Sabalsingh became the new Raval of Jaisakner.40

In 1659, NainsI, now des-divan of Jodhpur, again became involved in a
military conflict over Pokaran with the Bhatls of Jaisalmer. The second military
campaign against Pokaran has been described in minute detail by either NainsI or
one of his subordinates. The account has been published in the collection of
documents entitled Jodhpur Hukumat rTBahi.41

In the fall of 1657, the Mughal emperor Shah Jahan fell ill. A war of

36 Vigat, 2:298.

37 Ranavat , pp. 27-28.

38 Vigat, 2:300.

39 Ibid., 2:302; Ziegler, , "Evolution of the Rathor State of Marvar: Horses, Structural
Change and Warfare," 2:209.

40 Ranavat , pp. 28-30.

41 "Jodhpur Hukumat rl Bahl," in Marwar under Jaswant Singh (1658-1678): Jodhpur
Hukumat ri Bahi, ed. by Satish Chandra, Raghubir Sinh and G. D. Sharma (Meerut:
Meenakshi Prakashan, 1976), pp. 39-74.
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succession soon began between his sons. Jasvantsirigh was sent to confront
Prince Aurangzeb, coming from the Deccan, and Prince Murad, coming from
Gujarat. On April 16, 1658, Jasvantsirigh lost the battle of Dharmat to
Aurangzeb. Most of Jasvantsirigh's personal contingent was annihilated.
Jasvantsingh accepted Aurangzeb's authority temporarily, but then abandoned
him. The Ravaj of Jaisahner, Sabalsirigh, took advantage of Aurangzeb's
renewed hostility toward Jasvantsingh and obtained afarman for Pokaran on
February 24, 1659. On March 26, 1659, an army from Jaisajmer under the
leadership of Kumvar Amarsingh, Sabalsirigh's son, seized Pokaran. But then
Aurangzeb was forced to conclude an agreement with Jasvantsingh in order to
prevent him from joining forces with Dara Shikoh, another of Shah Jahan's sons.
As part of this agreement, Jasvantsingh received Pokaran again.42

On March 31, 1659, Jasvantsirigh received the news that the Bhatls had
taken Pokaran. He dispatched an army under the leadership of NalnsI to re-
establish his authority there. NainsT gathered together an impressive force of
2,071 horsemen, 811 camel riders, and 2,622 footsoldiers, collected the military
equipment necessary, and took 20,000 rupees from the Jodhpur treasury for other
expenses. He and his army departed from Jodhpur at dawn on April 9, 1659.
Along the way they learned that the Bhati anny had evacuated Pokaran but were
continuing to loot villages in the area.43

NainsI and his men reached Pokaran on April 19. One may pause a
moment to contemplate the difficulty of marching thousands of men nearly 100
miles in eleven days through desert terrain in the heat of a Rajasthan April.44

Once in Pokaran, NainsT sent messengers to the Bhatls to inform them about
Aurangzeb's having given Pokaran to Jasvantsirigh. After resupplying the army,
NainsI departed after the Bhatls with approximately 4,000 soldiers. On April 26
they reached the Jaisahner border. Nainsi gave the soldiers permission to begin
looting the villages of Jaisajmer. They advanced slowly, looting and burning as
they went. Finally they returned to Pokaran on May 11, 1659. It had been an
inconclusive but devastating campaign.45

After returning to Jodhpur, NainsI received word that the Bhatls had
returned to the Pokaran/PhalodhI area and were themselves looting villages.
Once again NainsI left Jodhpur. He had to re-unite his soldiers, who had
disbanded and returned to their homes. He arrived at PhaJodhI on June 10. A
long period of raiding and counter-raiding began, with the Bhatls gradually
losing ground. Finally a peace agreement was signed with the aid of Raja Karan

42 Ranavat, pp. 30-31.

43 Ibid., p. 31.

44 The average maximum daily temperature in Jodhpur during April is over 100 degree
Fahrenheit. Cf. K. D. Erskine, ed., Rajputana Gazetteers: Volume III-A, The Western
Rajputana States Residency and the Bikaner Agency (Allahabad: The Pioneer Press,
1909), p. 20.

45 Ranavat, pp. 32-34.
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of Bikaner. Nainsi returned to Jodhpur on August 4, 1659. For four months he
had carried out a successful military operation in the worst heat of the Indian
summer.46

At the time Nainsi was appointed des-divdn, he had been in the service
of Jodhpur for twenty-one years, almost entirely as a hakim of various
parganos. As noted, he had received his first appointment in October of 1637,
when he was made hakim of Phajodhl. He remained in PhaJodhI for at least two
years, until 1639. From then until October, 1650, his status is unknown,
although he did lead military operations against the Mers of Sojhat in May, 1642
and in 1645-46.47 Then, on October 16, 1650, he was appointed hakim of
Pokaran. He held this position for about two months and then was transferred by
Jasvantsingh to Agra Province to become the new hakim of Udehl Paiicvar
Pargano in the district of Hindaun. Possibly he stayed there until August, 1652.
At that time he was appointed hakim of Malarno Pargano, where he remained
until June, 1656. Evidently he then became hakim of Vadhnor Pargano, his last
appointment before becoming des-divan.4S

During the years prior to his appointment, Nainsi gathered much of the
information that fills his Vigat and Khydt. His accounts of the military
campaigns in the Pokaran and PhalodhI areas come from this period. Wherever
he went, he collected anecdotes and documents.49 His experience, coupled with
his family's long association with the Jodhpur rulers and their undoubted access
to administrative records dating back to the previous century if not further, made
him uniquely placed to assume the duties of the office to which Jasvantsingh
appointed him on May 18, 1658. Jasvantsingh established his salary at 9,000 rs.
yearly and gave him in addition apato or land grant. Nainsi was to remain des-
divan until 1666.50

Probably one of his first tasks as des-dlvdn was ordering the compilation
of the pap hahi, or register of land grants, of V.S. 1714/1657-58.51 This
document, which lists all holders of patos in V.S. 1714 and recipients of grants
in succeeding years until V.S. 1729/1672-73, would give Nainsi a clear picture
of who held what lands in Marvar, what those lands' current assessed values
were, and the relative strengths of the Rajput landholding groups. One would

46 Ibid., p . 34.

47 Possibly Nainsi was hakim of Jalor between 1639 and 1650 and this was the period
during which he had attempted to marry in Baharmer. Cf. p. 10, supra.

48 Ranavat , p . 35.

49 The collection of documents began as early as 1643-44, when Mumha to Lakho had
the hakikat of Jaisalmer written for Nains i while in the military camp at Merto. Khydt,
2:6.

50 Ranavat, p. 36.

51 The pato bahiis contained in "Jodhpur Hukumat rlBahl," pp. 125-237.
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assume a new des-divan would have great interest in such information.
Conceivably it is not a mere coincidence that the first year of the hahi and
Nainsfs first year of appointment are the same.

Certainly Nainsi began the compilation of his Vigat soon after he took
office. The first year of village revenue statistics in the Vigat is V.S.
1715/1658-59. Evidently the village survey had been completed by the end of
this year as V.S. 1715 revenue returns are given for every village (around 2,000
in all). Similar statistics are given for most of the villages for each of the
following four years, V.S. 1716-19/1659-63. The Vigat also includes aggregate
revenue statistics for seven parganos of Marvar from V.S. 1711/1654-55 to V.S.
1720/1663-64. An analysis of these statistics, presented in Tables One and
Two,52 reveals the success of Nainsi in increasing the revenues produced by the
lands under his administration. The overall increase averaged 35.4% during the
first six full years of NainsFs tenure. Only in Sojhat Pargano was there a decline.
If one assumes that V.S. 1715 may have been a transitional year during which

the Vigafs village survey was completed, and that Nainsi may not have
implemented any changes until the following year, the statistics become even
more dramatic, as shown by Tables Three and Four, which demonstrate an
average revenue increase of 74.2% during the four years V.S. 1716-19 as
compared with the four years prior to V.S. 1715. Such a large difference in land
revenue very likely was due to new, more efficient administrative methods and
not to increased agricultural production or a change in weather conditions.53 But
efficiency in extracting land revenue from peasants on the margin of existence is
not always welcomed, as Nainsi was to find out.

Before 1666 there was no indication that Muhanot Nainsi had been
anything other than a valued soldier-administrator of the Jodhpur kingdom. But
while in Lahore in December of that year Raja Jasvantsirigh abruptly made some
major changes. On December 9, he appointed Rathor Askaran his newpradhdn.
Then, on December 24, he removed his des-divan, Nainsi, and tan-divdn,54

Muhanot Sundardas (Nainsfs brother), from office. After an investigation,
Sundardas's wealth was found in the possession of Rathor Syamsirigh
Gopaldasot. Syamsirigh lost his land grant and had to leave service.55

Why did Jasvantsirigh dismiss the Muhanot brothers? Some have
suggested that Nainsi appointed too many of his relations to important offices. It
is true that Nainsfs two brothers, Askaran and Sundardas, and later his son,

52 Tables O n e through Four are based on statistics given by the Vigat, 1:168-169, 402,
500,2:10,80,281,322.

53 Cf. Ranavat, p. 42.

54 Tan-divdn: an official of the Jodhpur kingdom whose main concerns were salaries
and the reckoning of land grants. Sundardas was tan-divdn from 1654 to 1666, and so
h e probably compiled the pattd-bahi found in the "Jodhpur Hukumat r l B a h l , " pp . 125-
237, on the orders of his brother, Nainsi .

55 Ranavat , pp . 4 0 - 4 1 .
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Muhanot Karamsi, held high positions within the Jodhpur administration, but
this fact alone does not explain why Jasvantsingh, who appointed them all,
would suddenly become concerned enough to remove Nainsi and Sundardas.
Others have suggested that Nainsi had his rivals within the administration, which
is possible but undocumented. One story suggests that Rajsingh Khimvavat,
Jasvantsingh's famous pradhdn, had something to do with Nainsfs fall from
favor in 1666. As Dr. Ranavat has pointed out, Rajsingh's death in 1640
removes him from this event by twenty-six years.56

One possible reason why Nainsi was dismissed comes from the Vigat
itself. Amidst an account of pargano taxes in Merto is the following note:

In January-February of 1662 the rait [of Merto Pargano] went to
the Mughal court and complained [about taxes]. Then [va]kll
Manohardas made a reduction ... and Maharajajl [Jasvantsingh]
agreed [to it].57

The previous autumn Nainsi had become aware that the Jats of several villages
were dissatisfied with local administration. He had attempted to placate them,
but they refused to come and meet with him. Then, about a year later, in late
1662, the Jats of Candarun, Lavero, and Rahln villages assembled and appealed
to the Mughal Emperor, Aurangzeb, about the heavy tax burden they bore.58

The appeals to Aurangzeb from the peasants of Merto in 1661 and 1662
probably did not disturb Aurangzeb as much as complaints from Hamsar.59

Jasvantsingh had received this area after he was transferred from Gujarat in
1661. Nainsi had sent his son, Muhanot Karamsi, along with Pancoll Bachraj to
Hamsar to assume control of the administration there. Hamsar was not in
Rajasthan. It had been more a part of the Mughal Empire than Jasvantsingh's
Marvar parganos, and what happened in it was of considerable concern to
Aurangzeb. Thus when the local people complained to him in 1666 about the
administration of Jasvantsingh's officials, Aurangzeb ordered the remission of
100,000 rupees (one lakh) to mitigate their difficulties. Jasvantsingh responded
as well. He appointed Vyas Padmanabh the new hakim of Hamsar and on
December 24, 1666 removed Nainsi and Sundardas from office.60

On March 11, 1667 Aurangzeb ordered Jasvantsingh to go to the
Deccan. At this time Jasvantsingh summoned Nainsi to him. He departed for
the Deccan with both Nainsi and Sundardas, who had been with him since
autumn, 1666. In the camp at Aurangabad on November 29, 1667, Jasvantsingh

56 Ibid,, pp . 43-45 .

57 Vigat, 2:93.

58 Ibid, 2:94.

59 Hamsar is in Haryana state, on the border of the old Bikaner Princely State.

60 Ranavat , p. 42 .
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ordered that they be imprisoned. They were held for one year, then Jasvantsingh
released them and ordered that NainsI deposit 100,000 rupees in the Jodhpur
treasury, exactly the same amount Aurangzeb had returned to the petitioners in
Hamsar. NainsI refused to pay, and so, on December 28, 1669, he was
imprisoned along with his brother once again. On August 3, 1670, NainsI and
Sundardas, disgraced, killed themselves in Phulmarl, a village not far from
Aurangabad.61

The very methods by which NainsI extracted an unprecedented amount
of revenue from the Maxvaxparganos evidently had alienated those who paid the
revenue. And so Jasvantsingh, faced with repeated complaints to his Emperor,
removed and imprisoned NainsI and Sundardas. Historians may admire the
documents left behind by NainsI, but his efficiency in office had its punishments
as well as its rewards.

II. Conventions.

A. Translation methodology.

Marshall G. S. Hodson has divided translations into three types: recreative,
explanatory, and precise study translations. Our translations fall into the latter
category. Hodgson has defined the precise study translation as one whose aim is

... to reproduce the information carried by the original work, for the
purposes of special study by those who cannot read the original
language. Such a translation attempts to provide an equivalent
communication of the original which readers can then interpret for
themselves. For study purposes, the translation has to be maximally
precise.... The translator must find an equivalent for every personal
turn of phrase of the original, however superfluous it may seem, and
must leave ambiguities, so far as possible, ambiguous. Such a
translation almost necessarily requires a certain number of explicitly
technical terms and a few footnotes or square brackets to pinpoint
untranslatable implications.62

hi general, we have followed Hodgson's guidelines. As he suggested, the
methodology demands the inclusion of technical terms, which for various reasons are
better left untranslated. Instead, we have defined these terms at length in footnotes
when they are first encountered in the texts. In addition, we have provided a glossary
comprising definitions for all such terms followed by lists of passages in which they
appear.

We have translated kinship terms, but have placed the corresponding Middle

61 Ibid., pp. 45-46.

62 Marshal G. S. Hodgson, The Venture of Islam: Conscience and History in a World
Civilization. 3 vols. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1974), 1:68.
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Marvari words after them in parentheses to save footnotes, as; "mother's brother"
(mdmo). Occasionally we have followed other translated terms with Middle Marvan
equivalents in parentheses, as, for example, "soul" (jiv\ but this practice has been
kept to a minimum, as has the reverse: following indigenous words with
parenthetical translations.

We have tried to represent the original texts faithfully without being overly
literal. Thus we have not translated every packed ("afterwards," "subsequently") or
tared ("then"), recognizing that to have done so would have made the English too
repetitive. Similarly, we have deleted obvious redundancies and noted their omission
in footnotes. We have made considerable use of brackets to add material not given
but implied by the original. Ambiguities, difficulties of interpretation, comments on
editorial mistakes or on misprints, points of grammar, etc., are all duly noted.
Finally, we have attempted to the greatest extent possible to standardize the
translations so that the same terms or phrases are rendered identically each time they
occur.

B. Transliteration.

We have used the following system for the transliteration of Middle Marvari
words:

voweis:

Consonants:

Anusvdr:

a
e

k
c
t
t
P
y
s

m

a
ai

kh
ch
th
th
ph
r
h

i

o

g
j

d
b
I

I
ail

gh
jh
dh
dh
bh
V

u

n
h
n
n
m

1. The scribes of middle period Rajasthan used only the anusvdr to indicate
both a nasalized vowel and the nasal before a consonant. We have distinguished
between the two instances in our transliteration system and have transliterated
anusvar before consonants as follows:

rt before gutterals,
n before palatals,
n before cerebrals,
n before dentals, and
m before labials.

Before semivowels and sibilants anusvdr is transliterated as m.
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2. Nasalized vowels before nasal consonants are not indicated in
transliteration (hence thano instead of thdmno).

3. Final au, which is a scribal variant of final o, has in all instances been
transliterated as o.

4. We have adopted a method for dealing with the unwritten vowel a similar
to that used for modern Hindi: final a is considered unpronounced and hence not
indicated; a deleted by rule63 is similarly omitted.

5. The symbol *T is considered an orthographic equivalent of ^r and is
accordingly transliterated as kh except when in a Sanskrit word (hence khan and not
sdn, but Visnu, not Vikhnu).

6. Finally, Sanskrit and Hindi words have been transliterated according to
current scholarly conventions.

C. Spelling.

The beginning student of Middle Marvarl cannot fail to be struck by the
variant spellings so ubiquitous in the texts. For example, Lajas lists no less than
fourteen additional forms of the proper name "Rathor."64 NainsI himself often
spelled the same word differently in the same story. Faced with such variety, we
have been forced to standardize terms and proper names, aware on the one hand of
the need to do justice to the original texts and on the other of the necessity of
eliminating confusion in the mind of the reader.

1. Terms not translated, such as sdth, bhdlbandh, etc., are transliterated
according to the spellings under which they are defined in Lalas's RdjasthdnT Sabad
Kos, unless they are contrary to the usual (or only) spellings found in our texts (hence
thdkur instead of thdkar, the variant preferred by Lalas). Certain terms well-known
to those with a knowledge of Indian society are given as they are commonly written
and not as they are spelled in Middle Marvarl. Thus, Brahman is preferred to
Bambhan, jdti to jdt, dharma to dharam, and so forth. We have indicated the
original Arabic and Persian forms of Middle Marvarl words when known and where
relevant.

2. Names of places are transliterated as they are ordinarily spelled in the
texts. If there are but two dissimilar spellings to be found, we have given each as it
occurs and footnoted the variant each time. Well-known names of places outside

63 For a statement of this rule, see Bruce R. Pray, Topics in Hindi-Urdu Grammar,
Research Monograph Series no. 1 (Berkeley: Center for South and Southeast Asia
Studies, University of California, 1976), pp. 41-43 .

64 Lalas, RSK, 4:1:4135.
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Rajasthan are given in their standard forms, as for example, Malwa, Delhi, Gujarat,
etc. (not Malva, Dili, or Gujrat).

3. Hindu personal names have been standardized according to the way they
are most commonly spelled in the texts. Muslim personal names have been similarly
treated; where possible we have identified Muslim individuals in footnotes and given
therein the standard Persian/Arabic versions of their names. Extreme variant
spellings of personal names are mentioned in footnotes also.

D. Abbreviations.

Jdti, kul, and sdkh names frequently are abbreviated in the chronicles: Ra.
for Rathor, Bha. for Bhatl, Ka. for Kachvaho, etc. In such cases we have simply
included the full name without abbreviation or bracketing, e.g., Rathor Devldas
instead of Ra. Devldas or Ra[thor] Devldas.

E. Paragraphing.

In general we have followed in our translations the paragraphing chosen by
the respective editors of the texts, Badrlprasad Sakariya and Narayansimh Bhatl. The
Vigat has numbered entries or paragraphs as well as the paragraphing done by Bhati.
We have retained the numbers for quick reference and also to preserve more exactly

the sense of the original.

F. Manuscript variants.

Both the Khydt and the Rdv Mdlde rl Bat contained in " Aitihasik Batam"
were edited from single manuscripts, but N. S. Bhatl edited the Vigat from two,
which he labelled ka and kha. His policy throughout was to consider the ka ms. the
"ideal" iadars) and list kha ms. variants in footnotes.65 Our policy has been to
indicate in footnotes wherever we have preferred kha ms. readings. We also have
indicated variant spelling of proper names given in the kha ms. if the names appear
in no other places in the texts.

G. Dates.

That chronicles indigenous to Rajasthan contain dates at all will perhaps
surprise those whose only knowledge of the area's history comes from the hyperbolic
prose of James Tod's Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan. That these dates are
usually remarkably accurate, as is shown by the consistent corroboration by
contemporary inscriptions and Persian chronicles, may surprise even the more
knowledgeable students of the middle period. Still, the dating system used in our

65 N. S. Bhati, "Sampadakrya," in Mumhata Nainsi, Mdrvar Pargandm ri Vigat, 3 vols.,
edited by Narayansimh BhatT (Jodhpur: Rajasthan Pracyavidya Pratisthan, 1968-74),
1:37.
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texts is not without its regional quirks, which require elucidation for the reader's
benefit.

It is evident that all the dates in these texts are in the luni-solar Vikrama Era,
which began in 57 B.C. The Vikrama Era was one of two major eras (there are
several minor ones) used in pre-modern India; the other is the Saka Era, beginning in
A.D. 78. In north India, the Vikrama luni-solar year generally began with the month
Caitra, hence it was called Caitradi Vikrama ("Caitra-first Vikrama"). But several
regions in Rajasthan, including Marvar, used a different system according to which
the year began with the month Srdvana (the Sravanadi or "Srdvana-first" Vikrama
luni-solar year). The last four months of the Sravanadi year are the first four of the
following Caitradi year; thus, if we see the date Vikrama Samvat ("Year") 1600,
Vaisakh, in a text, and we know that the reckoning is Sravanadi, we must recognize
that this corresponds to Vikrama Samvat 1601, Vaisakh by the Caitradi reckoning,
for Vaisakh is the second month of the new Caitradi year and the tenth month of the
old Sravanadi year. As standard conversion tables all use the Caitradi reckoning, all
Sravanadi dates falling in the last four months of the year must be changed similarly
to Caitradi dates before converting them into dates in the Christian Era.

An example found in the compilation entitled "Jodhpur Hukumat rl BahT
provides proof of the usage of the Sravanadi Vikrama luni-solar year in seventeenth-
century Marvar. The text describes the day by day encampments of one Mumhato
Kalo, who had been given a contingent of soldiers and sent to pillage the vast of a
certain BhatI Dvarkadas, beginning at the end of Vikrama Samvat 1715 and
continuing into 1716:

Asddh, sudi 13 Wednesday. In Phalodhl.
Asddh, sudi 14 Thursday. In Phajodhl.
Asddh, sudi 15 [Friday]. In Phajodhl.
Srdvana, badi 1, 1716, Saturday. In Phajodhl.66

This sequence clearly indicates that the first day of the new year was the first day of
the dark half (badi) of Srdvana. The sequence also reveals that the lunar month in
Marvar was reckoned as purnimdnta, "ending in the full moon" (i.e., sudi 15), an
important fact for the correct conversion of Sravanadi Vikrama luni-solar dates to
dates in the Christian Era.

Unfortunately for the modem reader, the writers of the Middle Marvarl
chronicles do not always provide such a clear indication of which reckoning they
used, but to our knowledge all the dates in our texts are in the Sravanadi or
"Srdvana-fvcsi" Vikrama Era and the lunar month is always purnimdnta.61

Whenever we have been able to corroborate a date, the reckoning has proved to be
Srdvanddi/purnimdnta. Yet there are many dates that cannot be corroborated, and
so one can never be completely certain if they are in the Sravanadi or Caitradi

66 "Jodhpur Hukumat n Bahi," p. 50.

67 The lunar month was generally counted as purnimdnta in north India. See D. C.
Sircar, Indian Epigraphy (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1965), p. 224.
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Vikrama Year or if the lunar month is purnimanta or amanta ("ending with the new
moon"). With the knowledge that the present weight of the evidence favors the
Srdvanddi/purnimdnta reckoning, we have converted all dates into the Christian Era
accordingly.

Another problem of dating is that the dates in the text are often incomplete:
perhaps just the year is given, or just the year and the month. We have used the
following system to convert such incomplete dates:

(1) If just the year is given, we give both years of the Christian Era in which
the months of the Srdvanddi Vikrama year fall. V.S. 1625 in the text therefore is
converted to 1568-69. If we know from other sources in which year a specific event
took place, we have converted the incomplete date accordingly. For example, the text
usually states simply that the great battle between Sher Shah Sur and Rav Malde took
place in V.S. 1600 (1543-44). As we know that this battle occurred in 1544 rather
than in 1543, we have used only the former year in our conversion.

(2) When the year and months are given, we give both months of the
Christian Era year in which the days of the month of the Vikrama year fall: V.S.
1600, Caitra, is thus converted to March-April, 1544. If we know in which month an
event occurred, we have given just that month and the year in our conversion.

We have used Cunningham's Book of Indian Eras62 and Swamikannu
Pillai's Indian Ephemeris69 to convert all dates. Occasionally the corresponding
Christian Era dates given by these authors are at variance with those given by G. H.
Ojha, the recognized expert on dates in Rajasthan's inscriptions and chronicles, in his
Rdjputdne kd Mhos (History of Rajputana).70 In such cases we have placed
Cunningham's or Pillai's dates in the text of the translation and Ojha's conversions in
footnotes. Also, some dates in the text are obviously incorrect; we have converted
these as they are and suggested the more likely dates in footnotes.

Richard D. Saran

68 Alexander Cunningham, Book of Indian Eras, with Tables for Calculating Indian
Dates (1883; reprint ed., Varanasi: Indological Book House, 1970).

69 Swamikannu Pillai, L. D., An Indian Ephemeris, A.D. 700 to A.D. 1799,7 vols. in 8
(Madras: Govt. Press, 1922-23).

70 G. H. Ojha, Rdjputdne kd Itihds, 5 vols. in 9 parts (Ajmer: Vedic Yantralaya, 1927-
41).
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used for works frequently cited:

Ahn-i-Akbari

"Aitihasik Batam"

Akhar Ndrna

Asop kd Itihds

Athar AM, Apparatus

Bdnkidds

BhatI, Sarveksan

Cdmpdvat Rdthaur

Census Report, 1891

Gehlot, Mdrvdr

Jahangir

Jaisalmer nKhydt

Abu al-Fazl ibn Mubarak, A hn-i-
Akhart

"Aitihasik Batam." In Parampard,
part 11, pp. 17-109

Abu al-Fazl ibn Mubarak. The Akbar
Ndma of Abu-l-Fazl

Asopa, Ramkaran. Asop kd Itlhds

Athar Ali, M. The Apparatus of
Empire: Awards of Ranks, Offices,
and Titles to the Mughal Nobility,
1574-1658

Bankldas, Bdnkidds rTKhydt

BhatI, Narayansimh. Rdjasthdn ke
Aitihasik Granthom kd Sarveksan

Bhagavatsimh, Thakur. Cdmpdvat
Rdthaur

"Mdrvdr kl Qaumom kd Itihds."
Riport Mardumsuman Raj Mdrvdr
bdbat san 1891 IsvT, part 3

Gehlot, G. S. Mdrvdr kd Sanksipt
Itihds

Jahangir. The Tuzuk-i-Jahdngiri; or,
Memoirs of Jahangir

Jaisalmer n Khyat. Parampard, parts
57-58. Edited by Narayansimh BhatI
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"Jodhpur Hukumat n
Bahl11

Jodhpur Rajya ki
Khydt

Khydt

Lajas, RSK

Madthir-ul- Umard

Mundiydr ri
Rdthordm ri Khydt

Murdrddn, no. 1

Murarddn, no. 2

Murdrddn, no. 3

Ojha

Pamvdr Vams Darpan

Platts, Dictionary

Rdthordm ri
Vams avail, ms. no.
20130

Reu

Sakariya, RHSK

"Jodhpur Hukumat n Bahi." In
Marwar under Jaswant Singh (1658-
1678): Jodhpur Hukumat ri Bahi,
pp. 1-237

Jodhpur Rdjya hi Khydt. Edited by
Raghuvtr Simh and Manoharsimh
Ranavat

NainsI, Mumhato, Mumhatd Naiml
viracit Mumhatd NainsTrt Khydt

Lajas, Sltaram, Rdjasthdni Sabad Kos

Shahnavaz Khan Awrangabadl. The
Madthir-uh Umard

Mundiydr ri Rdthordm li Khydt, MS
no. 15635, no. 2

Kavirdj Murarddnji ki Khydt kd
Tarjumd

Rdthorom riKhydt PurdniKavirdjji
Murarddnji ke Yahdm se LikhTGai

Rajputom ki Khydt: Kavirdjji
Murarddnji hi Khydt ha Tarjumd

Ojha, G. H., Rdjputdne kd Itihds

Sindhayac, Dayaldas. Pamvdr Vams
Darpan. Edited by Dasrath Sarma

Platts, John A., A Dictionary of Urdu,
Classical Hindi, and English

Rdthordm ri VamsdvalT. MS no.
20130, Rajasthan Pracyavidya
Pratisthan, Jodhpur.

Reu, B. N., Mdrvdr kd Itihds

Sakariya, BadrTprasad, and Sakariya,
Bhupati Ram, eds. Rdjasthdni Hindi
SabdKos
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Tavankh Jalsalmer Lakhmicand. Tavankh Jalsalmer =
The History of Jeysalmere

Tod, Annals Tod, James, Annals and Antiquities of
Rajasthan

Vlgat NainsT, Mumhato. Mdrvdr rd
Pargandm rl Vigat

Vir Vlnod Syamaldas, Kaviraja. VTr Vlnod

Full references will be found in the bibliography immediately following.

Other abbreviations:

B.N. Biographical Notes

V.S. Vikrama Samvat
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Rajput Social Organization:
A

Historical Perspective

For the general reader of these volumes, some discussion of Rajput
social organization during the middle period is necessary both to facilitate proper
identification of individual Rajputs mentioned in the texts, and to provide a
better understanding of the social reality in which Rajputs of this period lived.
This social reality was defined in terms of a complex network of kinship based
upon patrilineal units of descent and relationships through marriage. The
following discussion is divided into two parts. The first part offers an overview
of Rajput kinship1 and focuses upon the Mertlyo Rathor Rajput, Rav Jaimal
Viramdevot, ruler of Merto in eastern Marvar (1544-57, 1562), as an example of
an individual Rajput of this period. The second part analyzes the terminology
associated with Rajput units of descent and traces several important changes in
the use of this terminology over time.

I

Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Viramdevot lived during the mid-sixteenth century.
He and his family were surrounded by a world shaped by the Puranic traditions
of the great Hindu epics. These epics with their king lists and Ksatriya heroes
provided not only an illustrious ancestry for Rajputs, but also offered a
conceptual framework within which they viewed the order of their own society.
Central to this framework was the concept of time manifested in four cyclical
ages (yugas), with each age involving a progressive disintegration of society.
The fourth age (Kali Yuga) in which Rav Jaimal lived, was felt to be one of
significant decline from former ages, a period of lasciviousness and loss of
virtue, of the imperfect remembering of the sacred texts of the Vedas, and of the
weakness of kings.2 Rajputs as "sons of kings" saw themselves as being of less

1 This discussion is informed by the cultural style of analysis employed by David M.
Schneider in his study of American kinship, and by the works of Ronald Inden, Ralph
Nicholas, Lina Fruzzetti. and Akos Ostor on Bengali culture. See: D. M. Schneider,
American Kinship: A Cultural Account (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice
Hall, Inc., 1968); R. Inden, Marriage and Rank in Bengali Culture (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1977); R. Inden & R. Nicholas, Kinship in Bengali
Culture (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977); L. M. Fruzzetti, The Gift of a
Virgin (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1982); L. Fruzzetti & A. Ostor, "Seed and
Earth: A Cultural Analysis of Kinship in a Bengali Town," Contributions to Indian
Sociology (NS), Vol. 10, No. 1 (1976), pp. 97-132.

2 "Rathodam rl Vamsavall," in Rdthaud Vams n Vigat evam Rdthauddm ri Vamsdvali,
ed. by Phatahsimh (Jodhpur: Rajasthan Pracyavidya Pratisthan, 1968), p. 33; Richard
D. Saran, "Conquest and Colonization: Rajputs and Vasts in Middle Period Marvar"
(Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, The University of Michigan, 1978), pp. 34-35.
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stature and rank than the great warriors and kings of the epics. Their clan
histories contain traditions of the loss of great kingdoms of the past, of migration
and distress, of the mixing of castes and of the uncertainty of rank.3

Within this conceptual framework of time, genealogies were of utmost
importance to Rajputs in defining rightful position and place in society.
Elaborate family and caste genealogies had emerged by the mid-sixteenth
century and early seventeenth centuries. These took two distinct forms.4 Most
important were the vamsdvalis (lit. "line of the vams), which placed emphasis
upon ruling lines of local kingdoms and traced descent from forefathers who had
lived both in the KdlT Yuga and in other ages of the world. Richard Saran has
written that the composition of a vamsdvalT was felt to be a task equal in merit to
making a pilgrimage to a sacred shrine or performing libations to the manes.
Like these acts, the composition of the vamsdvalT was seen to purify the vams
(yamsasodhana) by properly linking Rajputs of the present age with their
Ksatriya ancestors of former ages and with the deities from whom they
ultimately descended.5 Associated with the vamsdvalis were pidhiydm (lit.
"generations"). These genealogies provided lists of the various males members
of each generation of a particular family, supplemented with important details
about their lives including battles they had fought, lands they had held in grant
(pato) from local rulers, and occasional information about marriages.6

Together, these two forms of the genealogy served important social and
political functions. By listing family members and detailing positions held and
acts performed, and by tracing descent from kings of this and other ages, the
pidhiydm and vamsdvalis served broad political functions in defining rank and
status, and in establishing rights to land and rulership. In addition, they provided
an ideological framework with reference to which these social and political
relationships were explained and sustained.7

3 Khydt, 1:1-12, 97-98, 2:211-212, 266-267, 304-308; Norman P. Ziegler, Marvari
Historical Chronicles: Sources for the Social and Cultural History of Rajasthan,"
Indian Economic and Social History Review, Vol. 13, no. 2 (April-June, 1976), p. 243.

4 L. P. Tessitori, "A Progress Report on the Work done in the year 1917 in connection
with the Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana," Journal of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal, N.S. 15 (1919), pp. 19-26. It should be noted here that in the chronicles of
Mumhato Nainsi, which date from the mid-seventeenth century, the distinction between
vamsdvalT and pidhiydm as discussed here is indistinct. One finds examples of the term
pidhiydm being used interchangeably with vamsdvalT. In general, however, the former
term applies to lists of members of particular families, or more rarely, to short lists of
the generations of the family of a local ruler. See: Khydt, 1:77, 3:182.

5 Saran, "Conquest and Colonization ... ," pp. 33, 39-40.

6 For some excellent examples of pidhiydm, see: Khydt, 1:293-332, 2:152-195.

7 Ziegler, "Marvari Historical Chronicles ... ," pp. 237-238.
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For Rajputs of the middle period such as Rav Jaimal Viramdevot,
questions of genealogy and descent pertained first of all to the ordered hierarchy
of patrilineal clans and lineages into which the Rajput caste (jdtl) was divided.
These clans and lineages were defined by ties of male blood to a common male
ancestor and provided the basic units of reference and identification. Rajputs
recognized six to seven different named units of descent. The most inclusive of
these were the great vams. These were originally seen to have been six in
number8 and were distinguished by the particular guardian deities who gave
them birth.9 As with all things in the cycle of time, these great vams, being most
powerful and pure, were seen to have emerged during the first or golden age (sat
yuga). The vams to which Mertiyo Rav Jaimal Viramdevot belonged was the
Suryavams ("family or dynasty of the Sun"). This vams had emerged with the
birth of the sun, Surya,10 and from this deity all SuryavamsT Rajputs traced
direct descent.

Through time, the Suryavams was seen to segment into distinct lines
from which emerged more particularistic vams or kul, such as the Gahlot,
Kachvaho, Rathor and others (see Figure 1, infra, for specific terminology
associated with the different levels of descent among Rajputs). The Rathor vams
to which Rav Jaimal belonged was felt to have originated during the second or
silver age (tretd yuga) some 1,728,000 years after the birth of the Sun.11 The
founding ancestor of the Rathors was Raja Rastesvar, a son of Raja
Jhalmalesvar. He was conceived in the body of his own father and was called
"Rathor" because he was given birth through his father's spine (rdtho).

The story12 of Rastesvar's conception and birth tells that Raja
Jhalmalesvar originally had no sons. Being greatly concerned about the future of
his line, he went into the forest with his wives to see the great sage (rsT), Gotam.
Gotam listened intently to the Raja, and when he learned of the Raja's plight, he
immediately agreed to help. Gotam first ordered the Raja to perform the great
sacrifice and to feed the host of deities in attendance. Gotam then spoke a sacred
mantra, the name of Sri Paramesvarjl, over a container of water, impregnating it
with the power to produce a son. Finally, Gotam ordered the Raja to give the
water to his wives to drink, after which a son would be conceived and born. The

"Rathodam ri Vamsavall," p. 10.

9Khydt, 1:1, 128, 134, 291, 2:3, 15.

3 Ibid., 3:177; "Rathodam rl Vamsavall," pp. 7, 9-10.

1 "Rathodam rl Vamsavall," pp. 5-6, 12-13.

12 I am here following Saran, "Conquest and Colonization ... ," pp. 35-37, in his
rendering of "Rathodam rl Vamsavall," pp. 12-14. Saran notes that the Vamsavall
contains a variant version of this same story (pp. 14-16). Both of these stories date
from the late 16th century. Another version dating from the early 18th century is found
in "Rathaud Vams rl Vigat," in Rdthaud Vams rl Vigat evarn Rdthauddm rl Vamsavall,
ed. by Phatahsimh (Jodhpur: Rajasthan Pracyavidya Pratisthan, 1968), pp. 1-2.
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Raja agreed to follow Gotam's instructions, but during the night following, the
Raja awoke with great thirst and mistakenly drank from the container of water
himself. A foetus then began to grow within Jhalmalesvar's own body. And
when it was time for the child's birth, a family goddess came to the Raja's aid.
She split open Jhalmalesvar's spine (rdtho) and removed a son from his body.
The son was called Rastesvar. Afterwards, Gotam RsT gave this new Raja his
blessing and the family goddess granted him a kingdom. There Rastesvar is said
to have founded the city of Kanauj as his capital and to have built a fort of gold.

Because of their close relationship with Gotam Rsi, the Rathors assumed
the gotra designation of Gotam.13 This gotra designation was seen to apply to
all Rathors, for Gotam RsT was considered responsible for instilling among them
the particular customs and behaviors (gotrdcdr) appropriate for their members,
which distinguished them from Rajputs of different gotra.14 For Rav Jaimal
Viramdevot, the gotra designation was important primarily with regard to
marriage, for it defined the boundaries of exogamy. All marriages with members
of the same gotra, that is, with one's own goU, were prohibited.15 In addition,
hostility (vair) and murder within the gotra (gotrakadamb - lit. "gotra-
destruction") were enjoined.16

The Rathors were considered to be one of the thirty-six rajkulis ("ruling
or sovereignty possessing families")17 which had emerged during the second age.
Tradition held that six rajkulis had emerged from each of the six original vams,
and each was in turn associated with its own particular fort or town which was
its homeland (utan). As noted above, the Rathors were associated with Kanauj

13 "Rathodam rl Vamsavall," pp. 16, 30, 36.

14 Ibid., pp. 20-22.

15 Phatahsimh, "Bhumika," in Rdthaud Vams rl Vigat evam Rdthauddm rl Vamsavall,
p. 13; Ojha, 1:348, 352-354; Ziegler, "Action, Power and Service ... ," pp. 38, 40. It
should be noted here that during the middle period, the same gotra designation did not
necessarily apply to all members at this level of segmentation (Level 3: see Figure 1,
infra). In actuality, different branches of a vams or kul often had distinct gotra names
of their own.

16 "Aitihasik Batam," p. 58; Khydt, 2:266-275; Ziegler, "Action, Power and Service ... ,"
pp. 38, 40.

17 "Rathodam rl Vamsavall," pp. 9-11; Saran, "Conquest and Colonization ... ," pp. 25-
27. Saran remarks of the 36 rajkulis that:

The idea of the existence of thirty-six clans is quite old,
developing at least as early as the twelfth century of the Christian Era.
During subsequent centuries many lists ... were compiled in
Rajasthan. An important facet of these lists is that no two seem to be
identical: they differ according to when and where they were written
.... One may consider the number thirty-six a conventional one
expressing totality (p. 27).
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in north India, where they were first seen to have established their sovereignty.18

Rathor affiliation with a particular family goddess (kuldevT) was also established
in this period. The kuldevT that the Rathors worshipped was PankhnI Mata, a
goddess in the form of a black hawk who had been instrumental in helping the
Rathors consolidate their authority within their kingdom.19

During the third age (dvdpara yuga), several important Ksatriya
ancestors of the Rathors emerged. These were Sri Ramcandrajl (the Hindu God,
Ram) and his two sons, Liv (Lava) and Kus (Kusa).20 The Rathors of Marvar
(and the Slsodlyo Gahlots of Mevar) trace descent from Liv, while the
Kachvahos of Amber are said to have descended from Kus.21 Then in the fourth
age (kali yuga), the Rathors themselves divided into a number of different
branches (sdkhdm) which spread over north India. Thirteen branches are said to
have emerged. The branch to which Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot belonged was
called "Kamdhaj" after Raja Kamdhaj, one of the great Rathor kings of Kanauj.22

Raja Kamdhaj was considered the direct ancestor of the last Rathor king of
Kanauj, Raja Jaicand, who according to tradition, was killed defending his
capital against the Muslim invasion of north India in the thirteenth century.

With specific reference to the Rathors of Marvar, their "genealogical"
history properly begins with Rav Slho Setramot (d. 1273). Again according to
tradition, Rav Slho is considered a grandson of Raja Jaicand. He is said to have
migrated to Marvar in Rajasthan following the Muslim invasion and the fall of
Kanauj, and to have founded a new kingdom of the Kamdhaj Rathors.23

18 "Rathodam n Vamsavah," p. 10.

19 Saran, "Conquest and Colonization ... ," p. 38. Saran notes that the "Rathodam ri
VamsavalT," pp. 20-21 and pp. 21-24, contains variant versions of the story regarding
the kuldevT of the Rathors.

20 "Rathodam rlVamsavall," p. 26.

21 Ibid.

22 Ibid., pp . 30, 35-36; Khydt, 3:218-219.

23 Khydt, 2:266; "Rathodam ri Vamsavall," p. 40; Vigat, 1:5. Rav Slho is known
epigraphically from a memorial stone found at the village of Blthu near Pall in central
Marvar. The inscription on the stone records only that SHio was a son of Rathor
Kumvar Setram, and that he died on V. S. 1330, Kdrtik, vadi 12 (October 9, 1273).
See: Ojha, 4:1:156-158; Reu, Marvar kd Itihds, 1:40.

Very little is known about the genealogical history of the Rathors of Marvar
from the time of Stho Setramot until roughly the time of Rav Cundo VTramot of
Mandor (d. ca. 1423). D. P. Henige, The Chronology of Oral Tradition: Quest for a
Chimera (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974), states:

... Anyone inclined to accept the testimony of the Jodhpur khydts
regarding the names and numbers of rulers before Chunda must at the
same time recognize that the chronicles have converted a kinglist into
an ascendant genealogy (p. 205).
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It is from Siho Setramot that Rav Jaimal Viramdevot of Merto traced
direct descent through some thirteen male ancestors to his own great-grandfather,
Rav Jodho Rinmalot, the founder of Jodhpur (ca. 1453-89).24 Over the two
centuries between the time of Rav Siho Setramot and Rav Jaimal of Merto, and
during the following period into the mid-seventeenth century, the Kamdhaj
Rathors of Marvar themselves became divided into numerous branches
(sdkham). These branches are sometimes referred to as "thirteen" in number.25

But in actual fact there were many more. From Rav Siho and his immediate
sons and descendants emerged the SlndhaJ, Uhar, Pethar, Mulu and other
branches.26 These branches spread widely throughout the lands of Marvar.
mingling with the branches of other Rajput clans and settling territories that
became known as their homelands iutari). These lands were often referred to by
the name of the group inhabiting and controlling the area, with the suffix "vafi"
attached, meaning "share or portion" of the group.27

In the early fourteenth century, the Mahevco Rathors emerged in the area
of Mahevo and Kher in western Marvar. It is from this branch that the Rathors
of Jodhpur and Merto descend in direct line:

Rav Salkho Tldavat (Mahevo)
I

Vlram Salkhavat
I

Rav Cundo Vlramot (d. ca. 1423) (Mandor)
I'

Rav Rinmal Cundavat (ca. 1428-38) (Mandor)
'l

Rav Jodho Rinmalot (ca. 1453-89) (Mandor and Jodhpur)

For additional comments in this regard, see: Ojha, 4:1:229-234; Saran, "Conquest and
Colonization ... ," pp. 39-41; Norman P. Ziegler, "The Seventeenth Century Chronicles
of Marvara: A Study in the Evolution and Use of Oral Tradition in Western India,"
History in Africa, Vol. 3 (1976), pp. 143-146.

24 Dalpat Vilds, edited by Ravat Sarasvat (Blkaner: Sadul Rajasthani Research
Institute, 1960), pp. 1-3; Vigat, 1:5-38.

"Vat Tldai Chadavat rl," in Vdtdm ro Jhiimakho, part 3, edited by M. Saraia (Blsau:
Rajasthan Sanity a Samsthan, n.d.), p . 40.

26 Ibid.; G. S. Gehlot, Marvar kd Sanksipt Itihds (Jodhpur: Gehlot Bindery Works,
n.d.), pp. 72-79.

27 Names of territories in Marvar, such as SihdhajavatI ("share or portion of the
SIhdhals"), do appear in the texts designating areas held by these early groups of
Rathors or by other Rajputs of the area. See: Khydi, 2:308, 3:41, 48, 125; Vigat, 2:235,
24L
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From Rav Rinmal Cundavat and his son, Rav Jodho, emerged the branches of
the Rathors of Marvar that became most prominent during the middle period and
possessed sovereignty within the kingdom of Marvar. These branches include
the Campavats, Jaitavats, Jodhos, Kumpavats, Mertlyos, U da vats and others.
Each branch established its own homeland within Marvar. Some, like the
Mertlyo branch to which Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot belonged, took their names
from the particular territory in which they became established. Other branches
took their names from their founders. For example, the Campavats trace descent
from Campo Rinmalot, one of the sons of Rav Rinmal Cundavat of Mandor. In
like manner, the Jaitavats trace descent from Jaito Pancainot, a grandson of Rav
Rinmal, and the Jodhos from Rav Jodho Rinmalot, the founder of Jodhpur.28

Depending on context, other levels of segmentation might be invoked.
All the Rathors who were descendants of Rav Rinmal Cundavat, for example,
were collectively referred to as "Rinmals" or "Rinmalots"29 in contrast to other
groups of Rathors, such as the Slndhals, against whom they often stood
regarding control of lands in Marvar. In addition, these branches themselves
became divided into more discrete units as particular families assumed
importance through time. By the late seventeenth century, the Mertlyos were
divided among several segments including the Varsihghots, descended from
Varsingh Jodhavat, one of the original founders of Merto; the Jaimalots,
descended from Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot; and the Jagnathots, descended from
Jagnath Goinddasot, a grandson of Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot.30

Among Rajputs of the middle period, all of the units of descent as
collectivities of individuals related through ties of male blood to a common
ancestor were known as brotherhoods (bhaibandham - lit. "brothers-bound").31

The higher units of descent, such as the great vams, however, did not designate
corporate brotherhoods in the sense that the collectivity of members possessed
joint control over land or acted in concert. Membership at these levels was too
widely dispersed over different territories in Rajasthan and Marvar. The
functionally corporate brotherhoods were the smaller, named internal segments
of these large units of descent, such as the Mertlyos, Campavats and Jaitavats.32

Even these groups did not necessarily include all members. In general,
brotherhoods were from three to five generations in depth and controlled
specified territories within which most of the members lived. These territories
are often referred to in the texts as the collective heritage of the brotherhood

28 Gehlot, Marvar kd Sanksipt Itihds, pp. 160-161, 201-203.

29 "AitihasikBatam," pp. 44, 48, 50, 54; Khydt, 3:84; Vigat, 1:67, 83, 2:66.

30 Several of these n a m e d units of descent did not fully emerge a m o n g the Mer t lyos
until the 18th century. See: Bdnkidds, pp. 57-67.

31 For further discussion of this term, see: Ziegler, "Action, Power and Service ... ," pp.
45-47.

32 Ibid., p. 47; Khydt, 1:64, 119, 248, 2:50, 213, 3:155.
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handed down from fathers and grandfathers (hap-dadd)33 and held by brothers
(bhdydm), their sons (hetdm), their brothers1 sons (hhafijdm) and their grandsons
(potrdm)34 While these brotherhoods acknowledged broader ties of descent and
paid varying degrees of deference to senior or ruling lines, for the most part they
looked upon themselves as separate and distinct units with equal rights to
precedence and land with relation to other, more "distant" brothers.35

Individual Rajputs as members of these brotherhoods were thus included
within and acknowledged a series of units of descent extending out from
themselves. Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot of Merto was first and foremost a Mertlyo
and secondly a Rathor. With relation to Rajputs of other vams or kul, he
recognized himself as a Rathor as distinct from a Gahlot, Kachvaho or Cahuvan.
But he also acknowledged more distant ties of male blood that existed among the
Suryavamsl Rajputs.

As an individual, he was himself known by a personal name given at
birth and by the name of his father. To the name of his father a suffix was added
to indicate "son of." Depending on the final letter of the father's name, this
suffix would be "ot," "avat," "ryot," or "uvot."36 In the case of Rav Jaimal, his
full name was then:

Suryavamsl Rathor Rajput
(yams) (sdkh) (jdti)

Kamdhaj Rathor Mertlyo Jaimal Vlramdevot
(sdkh) (sdkh) (personal (son of

name) Vlramde)

The terms "clan" and "lineage" are generally employed in English to
designate these different units of descent among Rajputs. Though acceptable,
they should be used with the understanding that Rajputs of the middle period
would not have recognized what is generally meant by these terms. "Putative

33 Khydt, 1:87; Vigat, 2:48.

34 Khyat, 2:50, 290; "Vat Tldai Chadavat rl ," p . 40 ; Vigat, 1:51.

35 For a m o r e comple te discussion of the Rajput brotherhood in the middle period, see:
Ziegler , "Action, Power and Service ... ," pp . 36-55, 84-90; Norman P. Ziegler , "Some
Notes on Rajput Loyalt ies Dur ing the Mughal Period," in Kingship and Authority in
South Asia, edited by J. F. Richards (Publication 3, South Asian Studies: University of
Wisconsin-Madison Publication Series, 1978), pp. 223-231.

36 For example: Jaimal Vlramdevot , Pritmraj Jaitdvat, Prithlraj Baluot/Balilvot, STghan
Khetsiyot. See: Vigat, 2:57-59, 74.

Genealogical listings also present the personal names of Rajputs followed by
that of the father wi th the suffix "ro" meaning "of" (e.g., Kesodds Jaimal TO). In other
cases, sons are listed as being "of the belly o f the individual listed as their father (e.g.,
Kesodds Jaimal rai pet ro). See: Khyat, 1:355, 2 :11 , 162.
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descent" from a common ancestor implied in the meaning of the term "clan"37

was not a defining criterion of the vams or any other Rajput unit of descent. If
lines of specific descent to particular ancestors were questioned, the vamsdvali or
pidhiydm provided the names and set out the relationships to each other. This
was their purpose. In addition, membership in a Rajput brotherhood was defined
differently from that generally understood under the term "lineage."38 In contrast
to the lineage which included members by birth only, the brotherhood defined
membership through birth and through marriage. It included by birth all male
descendants of the founder and all unmarried females, who were the daughters
and sisters of the brotherhood. It also included by marriage all the wives of the
male members of the group.

Rajputs of the middle period considered marriage to be an act which
transformed a woman's affiliation from a person related to her father and her
father's brotherhood into a person related to her husband and her husband's
brotherhood.39 Marriage was a samskdra (lit. "polishing, refining"), a rite whose
power affected substantial configurations in the world. The union of a woman
with her husband was symbolized through the hath-leva (lit. "hand-taking") rite

37 For example, see: Robin Fox, Kinship and Marriage (Baltimore: Penguin Books,
1967), pp. 49-50.

3%Ihid

39 In my dissertation work at the University of Chicago in 1973, I stated, following
Ronald Inden's work on Bengali culture, that a woman "became related to her husband
by male blood [through marriage] and was seen to possess the same substance and code
for conduct that he possessed" (Ziegler, "Action, Power and Service ... ," p. 48). This
statement needs modification. The woman is not changed bodily/substantially through
marriage into someone related by male blood to her husband, but she does change her
kinship status and her group affiliation, thereby becoming a member of her husband's
family and brotherhood. This change is similar to that which Fruzzetti defines for
Bengali culture: "In Bengali marriage women undergo a change of status through a
change of gotra. Through the ritual a woman leaves her father's line and is adopted into
the bangsa [line] of her husband and husband's father. The incoming wife of a male
line is not seen, however, as undergoing a bodily transubstantiation at marriage; she
neither changes to nor adopts her husband's blood (rakta). Married women continue to
share their father's and brother's blood. Only the gotra ties with their father's side
change at marriage." (Fruzzetti, The Gift of a Virgin, p. 120).

I have not had opportunity, for many reasons, to define in greater detail the
specific dimensions of this change in RajasthanI culture. Central aspects of kinship
among Rajputs include, however, the definition of brotherhood as those who share
descent from and male blood with a common male ancestor, the notion of the
exclusively male transmission of blood and heredity, the inclusion within the
brotherhood of all males born into it, all unmarried females, and all women brought into
it through marriage, and finally, the fact that a woman's kinship status and some of her
kinships relationships are changed through marriage, while she retains others including
the blood link to her father and brothers.

Having been out of direct contact with the field for several years, I am
indebted to Richard Saran for helping keep me abreast of developments in the literature.
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of the marriage ceremony, when the right hands of the bride and groom were
bound together, palm to palm, with a red thread. Between the palms a small ball
of mahendi, referred to as the hdth-pind (lit. "hand-ball"), was placed. The red
dye of the mahendi marked each palm as a mingling of the wife's blood with that
of her husband. This joining of hands was accompanied by the transforming
power of appropriate words from the sacred texts, and was seen to unite the
woman with her husband, making them one. A woman left her father's home
(pihar) after marriage, and took up residence in her husband's father's home
(sdsro), where she received a new personal name signifying her "birth" into her
husband's brotherhood.40

Accompanying these ideas about marriage was the Rajput's belief in the
exclusively male transmission of heredity within the marriage. Hereditary
features were seen to be passed to children of the union through the seed (Mj,
karan) that a husband implanted in his wife's belly or womb (pet) during sexual
intercourse.

Studies done during the British period provide support for the set of
beliefs evident in local texts from the middle period. In his work on the laws of
adoption and succession in Rajasthan done in 1853, Major W. H. Richards
wrote, for example:

. . . The Hindoo order of succession determines the nearness of
kindred, with the exception that the adoption must be from
among the lineal or collateral descendants of a common ancestor
in the male line. Thus a brother's son, grandson, or great-
grandson may be adopted, but not a sister's son or wife's
brother. Here the stirps or stock is considered changed by
marriage. On the same principle descendants of remote kindred
are preferred to all descendants of the female line or maternal
kindred. (Italics added) 41

Some years later in 1871, Brandreth completed his Treatise on the Law of
Adoption in Rajpootana. He stated:

40 Lists of the wives of the Rathor rulers of Jodhpur often indicate both the birth name
of the wife (pihar ro ndm) and the new name she received upon marriage. For
example, one wife of Rav Sujo Jodhavat (ca. 1492-1515) had the birth-name,
Likhmibal, but was known at the Jodhpur court as Rani BhatiyanT SarangdejI.
Similarly, a wife of Rav Gango Vaghavat (1515-32) had the birth-name, PadmavatibaT,
but was called Rani Slsodnl Uttamdejl at the Jodhpur court. See: Murdrddn, no. 2. pp.
103, 112.

41 Letter from Major W. H. Richards, Political Agent, Jaipur, to Lt. Col. Sir H. M.
Lawrence, Agent Gevernor General, Rajputana, April 29, 1853, in "Law and Practice in
Cases of Adoption and Succession to Sovereignties in Rajputana," Rajputana Agency
Office Historical Record 27/General, 1846, 1853, 1859 (National Archives of India,
Delhi, India), 1 (1853), p. 11.
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... A sister's son or daughter's son is not reckoned of the family
at all.42

And:

... Blood relationship is calculated to be on the paternal side
only. The female side is mere connexionship.43

While marriage changed a woman's kinship status and joined her with
her husband's brotherhood, it was also seen to create a special relationship
between her husband's family and her own paternal family, who became sagos.
The term sago is related to the abstract noun sagal, meaning both "betrothal" and
"alliance."44 Sagos defined one's relations by marriage, that is, those to whom
one gave and/or from whom one received daughters in marriage. In a more
general sense, sagos were allies and formed the other unit of primary reference
and identification outside of the brotherhood for Rajputs of the middle period.

Sagos included a range of individuals and groups: one's mother's and
one's wife's families, the collective groups from which they came, and the
relations by marriage of one's father and brothers. Genealogical entries for
Rajputs of this period often list the names of sagos alongside the names of
individual Rajputs, an indication of the importance in which they were held.
Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot of Merto, for example, is listed as sister's son (bhdnej)
of the Tanko Rajputs. His mother was a sister of the Tankos.45 Other Rajputs
are referred to as daughter's son (dohitro) of a particular Rajput clan, a segment
thereof, or of a specific individual from that clan.46

A woman's ties with her father's home and with her brothers generally
remained strong after marriage. She would continue to be called sister (bat) or
daughter (bett) of the brotherhood from which she had originally come,47 and her
offspring were entitled to special considerations from her relations. These bonds
were particularly strong between a mother's brother (mdmo) and his sister's son

42 Brandreth's Treatise on the Law of Adoption in Rajpootana, with notes by Col. J. C.
Brooke (Calcutta: Foreign Dept. Press, 1871), p . 5.

43 Ibid., p. 22.

44 Kal ika Prasad, Brhat Hindi Kos (4th ed. VaranasI: Jnanmandal , V .S . 2030 [1973]),
p . 1419; Platts, Dictionary, p . 667. T h e terms sago/sagd indicate "uterine or blood
relat ionship" when used in compounds , such as sago bhai ("uterine brother") .

45 Murdrddn, no. 2, p . 459.

46 For examples, see: Khyat, 1:26, 28, 31 , 2 :141.

47 Khyat, 2 : 41 , 248 , 292, 337, 3:64; Vigat, 1:111. A wife also retained the n a m e of the
group from which she had come, and would be called "Rathor," "BhatiyanI," Sankhll ,"
or "SlsodnT," etc. For examples , see: Khydt, 3:144, 259.
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(bhanej), the mother's brother holding strong obligations of support and
assistance for his sister's offspring. In the Rajput literature of the period, this
relationship figures most prominently alongside that between a son and his
maternal grandparents (ndno/ndni).43

Bonds of alliance and support established between sagos through the act
of marriage also provided an important means for the settlement of hostilities
(yair) between rival Rajput brotherhoods in the middle period. The marriage of
a sister or daughter to an opposing group was employed particularly when a
murder had been committed. In such instances, the brotherhood that had lost a
member received a woman from the brotherhood responsible for the killing.
This woman was usually given to a son or a brother of the murdered man as a
means of equalizing loss. In addition, the marriage itself established an alliance
with on-going obligations of support.49

II

Figure 1, infra, sets out diagrammatically the different units of descent
among Rajputs and gives the Middle Marvarl terms used to designate them. For
purposes of analysis, I have included terms in the figure that occur both in texts
from the middle period and in texts and usage from the eighteenth century and
after. The latter have been marked with an asterisk (*) to distinguish them.

Below Level 1, the level of caste (jdti), only Level 2, that of the great
clans (Suryavams, Somvams, Agnlvams, etc.), finds exclusive designation by the
single term vams (lit. "bamboo; bamboo pole"). The usage of vams in this
context appears to be a standard literary convention. For Levels 3-5, several
terms find virtually synonymous usage. These terms include jdti (or the
diminutive jdtiyo), vams, kul, and ked. In addition, gotx ("a person of one's own
gotra")50 is also used in contexts that make reference to these same levels of
descent.

In a general sense, all of these terms mean "offspring, progeny; family,
dynasty; brotherhood," or more loosely "assemblage, group."51 The lexicons
define each of them in terms of the other, giving the following equation:

jdti = vams = kul = ked = gotra

48 Nandno is the Middle Marvari term for the maternal grandparent's home. A passage
in Vigat, 1:51 specifically includes sisters' sons along with brothers and brothers' sons
among the warriors of a local Rajput (x rai bhdl bhafijam bhdnejdm ... ). See also:
Khydt, 1:26-27, 206-207, 2:141, 269-276, 288, 304-305, 3:63-64, 68-69, 151.

49 Khydt, 1:59, 2:336, 3:256-265; Murdrddn, no. 2, p . 212.

50 Lalas,J?Sir , 1:769.

51 Ibid., 1:525, 540, 605, 769; Brhat Hindi Kos, pp. 343, 399, 1207.
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In a more specific sense, these terms define "those who share male blood
(substance) and the particular inherent set of customs and behaviors (codes for
conduct) within a moral order of caste."52 The synonymous usage of these terms
for the different levels indicates that the units which they designate are all of the
same order, albeit of greater or lesser inclusiveness depending on the level of
segmentation invoked.

Other lower levels are designated by the single term sdkh (lit. "branch,
as of a tree"),53 although the term khdmp is occasionally found.54 These lower
levels are considered segments, branches or divisions of the higher and more
inclusive units. During the middle period, the term sdkh was employed almost
exclusively to refer to Level 6-7, and in appropriate contexts, also to Level 5.
The very occasional usage of the term khdmp for Level 6 presages a change in
the application of terminology beginning in the latter half of the seventeenth
century. In the "Jodhpur Hukumat ri Bahl," a text compiled during the reign of
Maharaja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot of Jodhpur (1638-78), for example, the term
khdmp appears only once to designate Level 6.55 In contrast, the term sdkh is an
almost exclusive designation for this level in both this and other texts from the
same period.56 However, by the eighteenth century, khdmp has replaced sdkh as
the designation for both Level 6 and Level 7. Sdkh remains in usage primarily
as a referent for Level 5.57

The lexicons define khdmp like sdkh in terms of jdti, vams, and kul.
But khdmp has the additional and more specific meaning of "a segment, a part, a
piece, a slice."58 During this change in terminology, the different branches of the
Rathors, such as the Mertryos, Campavats, and others, all became referred to as
khdmps. Accompanying this change in terminology was a progressive
modification in the presentation of Rajput names in the texts. This modification
is evident in lists of Rajputs found in material dealing with the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. Such lists were compiled for varying reasons. But they
sought primarily to preserve the names of Rajput warriors who fought in the

52 Ziegler, "Action, Power and Service ... ," pp. 23-26, 36.

53 Prasad, Brhat Hindi Kos, pp. 1345, 1476; Lalas, RSK9 4:3:5484-5485.

54

55

"Jodhpur Hukumat n Bahi," p. 134.

Ibid.

56 For examples, see: Ibid., p. 19; Khydt, 1:245, 248, 2:31, 112.

57 -For examples, compare the 18th century material from Ajit Vilds (in Parampara,
part 27, edited by N. S. BhatI, CaupasnT: RajasthanI Sodh Samsthan, 1969), pp. 28, 31,
72, and "Rathaud Vams ri Vigat," pp. 6, 9, 17, with the 19th century material from
Bdnkidds, pp. 1-2, 87.

58 Prasad, Brhat Hindi Kos, p. 343; Lalas, RSK, 1:605.
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army of a local ruler and/or who died in important battles. Two examples
illustrate the importance of this modification.

Lists dealing with the period of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-
62) set forth names of Rajputs in a haphazard manner.59 The names of individual
Rathors are mixed without seeming order or system among the names of Rajputs
of other clans, such as the Gahlots, Cahuvans, or Bhatls. In addition, named
segments among the Rathors, such as the Mertlyo, Campavat, or Jodho, are
rarely included as part of the identification of a Rajput. Only his personal name
and the name of his father are given.

By contrast, lists of Rajputs who served in the armies of Raja
Jasvantsingh Gajsirighot of Jodhpur (1638-78) are presented in a very different
manner. One such list in the "Jodhpur Hukumat rl Bahl" sets forth the names of
Rathor Rajputs according to clearly defined segments: Campavat Rathors,
Udavat Jaitaranlyos (Udavat Rathors of Jaitaran Pargano), Jodho Rathors, etc.60

Rajputs of these segments are still mixed without seeming order among groups
of Rajputs from other clans, and all are classified as thdkurs of different
branches (sdkh-sdkh rd thdkur). But on the whole, these lists evidence a
markedly increased formalization and systemization of material.

By the eighteenth century, Rajputs were generally identified by khdmp
designations in all such listings. In addition, even in textual passages where an
individual Rajput is mentioned, the particular khdmp to which he belonged is
noted.61 This change shows a still greater attention to categorization than in
earlier periods. It may be noted here that Rajputs of the modern period have
carried this classification system even further with the introduction of the term
nakh to designate the lowest level of segmentation (Level 7). Nakh (lit. "nail of
the finger") has the same meaning as khdmp in this context, that is, "a piece, a
part, or a segment."62

This transition in the presentation of names and in the usage of
terminology is significant. Several hypotheses present themselves as
explanations. One relates to internal developments among Rathors and other
Rajput clans over time. Most of the prominent branches of the Rathors of
Marvar, for example, descend either from Rav Rinmal Cundavat (ca. 1429-38) or
his son and successor, Rav Jodho Rinmalot (ca. 1453-1489). By the mid-
sixteenth century, these branches were well-defined groups with sizeable
memberships and with varying territories under their control. Over the next
century, most of these branches developed additional internal segments as new
families and groups rose to prominence. Some of these segments retained their
original names with the qualifying addition of a founder's name, as among the
Jaimalot MertTyos, mentioned above. Among others, the original names were

59 For examples , see Vigat, 2:59, 65-66, infra, in the translated sections of this volume.

60 "Jodhpur Hukumat ri Bahl," pp. 19-24.

61 Ajit Vilas, pp. 72, 80, 86-87.

62Prasad, Brhat Hindi Kos, p. 682; Lalas, RSK, 2:2:1985.
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replaced with newer names of more recent "founders" or men of prominence.
The relative stability in Marvar that followed Mughal domination of Rajasthan
and north India under Akbar may itself have fostered this process of
segmentation among groups that retained association with original lands and
kingdoms. From one perspective then, increasing complexity of terminology
and greater sophistication in the presentation of names can be seen as a response
to the greater number and complexity of named groups themselves.

Complementing this segmentation process were other influences that
affected the manner in which local groups and individuals perceived themselves.
Some of these influences are seen in the emergence of a strong indigenous
literature, particularly in the area of Marvar. Components of this literature are
found in the lists of Rajputs, such as those from the reign of Rav Malde
Gangavat, which derive from a tradition of recording the names of important
warriors and their deeds, usually in the form of stories or tales (bdtdm) in the
vernacular.63 One passage in a text dealing with Rav Malde's reign specifically
states that the Rav ordered warriors chosen to fight in a battle "recorded name by
name."64 Passages in other material relating to even earlier periods also contain
similar references.65

John D. Smith has recently discussed the origin and importance of this
vernacular tradition in connection with his reconstruction of the VTsaladevardsa,
a poetic composition that Smith dates to ca. 1450.66 Smith writes of this
composition and its language of Middle Marvarl:

Until [the mid-fifteenth century] the culturally dominant
region of Rajasthan had been the kingdom of Mewar, but
literature there was restricted to the 'classical' languages;
vernacular Mewarl was not (and has never become) accepted as
a literary medium. It would thus appear that the rise to unified
power of the Rathors [with the founding of Jodhpur under Rav
Jodho Rinmalot in 1459] was the impetus necessary to bring
about the earliest vernacular composition in Rajasthan. It is
hardly surprising if the first works to be composed were of a
popular nature, and probably derive at no great distance from
folk-song and ballad; nonetheless, from these humble beginnings
was to come into being one of the greatest of the [New Indo-
Aryan] literary languages.67

63 Ziegler, "Marvari Historical Chronicles ... ," p. 233.

64 "AitihasikBatam," p. 50.

65 For an example , see: Khydt, 2:228.

66 John D . Smith, The VTsaladevardsa: A Restoration of the Text (Cambridge:
Cambr idge Univeristy Press, 1976), p . 26.

67 Ibid., pp. 45-46.
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It is precisely this vernacular of Middle Marvari in which the prose chronicles
compiled under Mumhato NainsT in the mid-seventeenth century were written.

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the loose collections of
lists, the stories about the great deeds of warriors, and the compositions
describing important events changed. L. P. Tessitori and following him, D. P.
Henige, argue that the impetus for this change was political and was engendered
specifically through Rajput contact with the Mughal court of Akbar (1556-1605).
The compilation of much embellished genealogies and clan histories in this
period is put forward as evidence.68 With reference to Marvar and Blkaner,
Tessitori remarks:

It is natural that there, before an Emperor [Akbar] who
was ever ready to lend an interested and benevolent ear to
stories, beliefs, and disputes of his subjects, the Princes of
Rajputana brought all their mutual rivalries and their
controversies about pre-eminence and seniority, and each tried to
back his claim with pedigrees of his family. . . It was thus a
spirit of emulation and ambition that awoke in the Rajput
Princes who gathered at the Imperial Court, an interest in
historical matters. . . now they began to inquire into the origins
of their ancestors and the traditions concerning them, and to
complete their pedigrees with long lists of paurdnika names ....69

Tessitori argues further that even the format of the Rajput genealogies, especially
the vamsdvalis, which trace descent of rulers back to Adi Narayan, derived from
the model provided in the Akbar Ndmd in which Akbar's ancestry is traced back
to Adam.70

Mughal influence in Rajathan, Imperial concerns about ancestry and
precedence, and Rajput attempts to emulate the traditions of the Imperial court
for political advantage had an undoubted impact upon the forms and content of
local compositions. I have also argued elsewhere that the emergence of local
clan histories and genealogies during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
may be seen as an adaptive response to the Muslim conquest and the threat it
posed to local positions of precedence and power.71 This process may have
begun in the early part of the sixteenth century. The rather voluminous material

68 Tessitori, "A Progress Report on the Work done during the year 1917... ," pp. 24-26;
Henige, The Chronology of Oral Tradition, pp. 201-202.

69 Tessitori, "A Progress Report on the Work done during the year 1917 ... ," p . 25 .

70 L. P . Tessitori, "A Progress Report on the Work done in the year 1918 in connection
with the Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana," Journal of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal, Vol . XVI , N .S . 1920, p. 263 .

71 Ziegler, "Marvari Historical Chronicles ... ," pp. 233-234; Ziegler, "The Seventeenth
Century Chronicles of Marvara ... ," pp. 133-134.
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in local chronicles about the reign of Rav Malde of Jodhpur, for example, may
have been produced contemporaneously not only to commemorate Rav Malde's
reign, in itself remarkable, but also to record position and deed in response to the
continuing hostilities between Jodhpur and Merto.72 Muslim rulers from north
India entered into this conflict early on, for Sher Shah Sur (1540-45) became an
outside arbiter at the behest of Mertlyo Rav VIramde Dudavat, ruler of Merto
(ca. 1497-1544). Following his defeat of Rav Malde at the battle of Samel (near
Ajmer) in January of 1544, Sher Shah also occupied Jodhpur for a short period.
Questions of precedence, rank and rights to land all figured prominently in these
on-going hostilities.

Both emulation of Mughal customs and forms, and needs to re-define
rank and precedence in response to outside threats speak to a process of
objedification that occurred in Rajasthan during the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. This process helps to explain much of the increased categorization
and delineation of Rajput groups by name and level of segmentation which
appears in the terminology applied to Rajput units of descent. One other type of
influence that both Tessitori and Henige fail to note, however, also deserves
mention. This influence I shall term simply "bureaucratic." It emerged
secondarily from increasing Rajput contact with the Mughals. It is embodied in
various Mughal regulations pertaining to the ordering of men. An example
comes from the A'w-i-Akhan. Under the "Regulations Regarding the Branding
of Animals" (Book II, A yTn 7), the following is written:

When His Majesty had fixed the ranks of the army, and
inquired into the quality of the horses, he ordered that upright
Bitikchls should make out descriptive rolls of the soldiers and
write down their peculiar marks. Their ages, the names of their
fathers, dwelling-places, and race, were to be registered.73

Coupled with general interest on the part of the Mughal Emperors in
ancestry and genealogy, regulations such as this one must have had a
considerable influence over time upon Rajput conceptions of themselves as
individuals and as members of larger groups. These conceptions would have
affected how they ordered information about themselves and the terms they used
to describe themselves.

Norman P. Ziegler

72 Librarians and other men of letters from the Delhi courts did occasionally seek
at tachments in the darbdrs of Rajasthan, and they undoubtedly exerted their own
influence on the form and content of local literature and composit ion. Mul la Surkh, a
former l ibrarian from Humayun ' s court, for example , is known to have served in
Jodhpur during the t ime of R a v Ma lde Gangavat . However , no information is avai lable
about specific activities in which he may have been involved. See: Ziegler, "Marvari
Historical Chronicles ... ," p . 233 .

73 A>Tn-i-Akhari, p. 265.
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Succession Lists of the Major Rajput Ruling Families of
Middle Period Rajasthan

Aharo Gahlots of Dungarpur
Aharo Gahlots of Vamsvalo
Bhatls of Jaisalmer
Blkavat Rathors of Bikaner
Devro Cahuvans of Sirohl
Hado Cahuvans of Bund!
Jodho Rathors of Jodhpur
Mertlyo Rathors of Merto
Rajavat Kachvahos of Amber
Slsodlyo Gahlots of Mevar

Aharo Gahlots of Dungarpur

Raval Udaisingh Gangavat ca. 1497-1527
Raval PrathMj Udaisinghot ca. 1527-1549
Raval Askaran Prathirajot ca. 1549-1580
Raval Sahasmal Askaranot ca. 1580-1606
Raval Punjraj Karamsinghot ca. 1609-1657
Raval Girdhardas Punjrajot ca. 1657-1661
Raval Jasvantsingh Girdhardasot ca. 1661-1691
Raval Khumansingh Jasvantsinghot ca. 1691-1702

Aharo Gahlots of Vamsvalo

Raval Jagmal Udaisinghot ca. 1518-1544
Raval Jaisingh Jagmalot ca. 1544-1550
Raval Pratapsingh Jaisinghot ca. 1550-1579
Raval Mansingh Pratapsinghot ca. 1579-1583
Raval Ugrasen Mansinghot ca. 1586-1613
Raval Udaibhan Ugrasenot ca. 1613-1614
Raval SamarsI Udaibhanot ca. 1614-1660
Raval Kusalsingh Samarslyot ca. 1660-1688
Raval Ajabsingh Kusalsinghot ca. 1688-1706
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Bhatls of Jaisalmer

Rava| Kehar Devrajot
Rava] Lakhman Keharot
Rava] VairsI Lakhmanot
Rava] Cacag/Cacig Vairslyot
Raval Devldas Cacagot
Raval JaitsI Devldasot
Raval Lunkaran JaitsTyot
Raval Malde Lunkaranot
Rava] Harraj Maldevot
Raval Bhim Harrajot
Raval Kalyandas Harrajot
Raval Manohardas Kalyandasot
Rava] Ramcand Singhot
Rava] Saba]singh Dayajdasot
Rava] Amarsingh Saba]singhot

Bikavat Rathors of Bikaner

1361-1397
1397-1424 or 1437
1424/37-1448
1448-1464 or 1467
1464/67-1491
1491-1528
1528-1551
1551-1561
1561-1577
1577-1613
ca. 1613-1627
1627-ca. 1650
ca. 1650-(1651?)
16517-1660
1660-1702

Rav Biko Jodhavat
Rav Naro Bikavat
Rav Lunkaran Bikavat
Rav JaitsI Lunkaranot
Rav Kalyanmal Jaitslyot
Raja Raysingh Kalyanmalot
Raja Dalpat Raysinghot
Raja Sursinghot Raysinghot
Raja Karansingh Sursinghot
Raja Anupsingh Karansinghot
Raja Svarupsingh Anupsinghot

ca. 1485-June 17, 1504
ca. September, 1504-January 13, 1505
January 23, 1505-June 28, 1526
ca. 1526-February 26, 1542
ca. 1542-January 24, 1574
ca. 1574-January 22, 1612
March 28, 1612-January 25, 1614
ca. 1614-September 15, 1631
October 13, 1631-June22, 1668
ca. 1668-1698
ca. 1698-December 15, 1700
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Devro Cahuvans of Slrohl

Rav Lakho Sahasmalot
Rav Jagmal Lakhavat
Rav Akhairaj Jagmalot
Rav Raysingh Akhairaj ot
Rav Dudo Akhairajot
Rav Mansingh Dudavat
Rav Surtan Bhanot
Rav Kalo Mehajalot
Rav Rajsingh Surtanot
Rav Akhairaj Rajsinghot
Rav Udaibhan Akhairajot
Rav Vairsal Udaibhanot

Hado Cahuvans of Bundi

Napo Ajltot
Hamo Napavat
Varsingh Hamavat (Hamirot)
Rav Narandas Bhandavat
Rav Surajmal Narandasot
Rav Surtan Surajmalot
Rav Surjan Arjunot
Rav Bhoj Surjanot
Rav Ratansingh Bhojavat
Rav Catrasal Goplnathot
Rav Bhavsingh Catrasajot
Rav Aniruddsingh Kisansinghot

Founded Sirohi ca. 1395

ca. 1532

Died ca. 1575
ca. 1575-1610
ca. 1575-1575/ca. 1588
ca. 1610-1618
ca. 1618-1665 (?)
ca. 1665-1676
ca. 1676-1692

Died ca. 1527
ca. 1527-1531
ca. 1531-1554
ca. 1554-1578
ca. 1578-1607
ca. 1607-1631
ca. 1631-1658
ca. 1658-1681
ca. 1681-1695
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Jodho Rathors of Jodhpur

Rav Jodho Rinmalot
Rav Satal Jodhavat
Rav Sujo Jodhavat
Rav Gango Vaghavat
Rav Malde Gangavat
Rav Candrasen Maldevot
Raja Udaisingh Malde vot
Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot
Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot
Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot

May 12, 1459-April 6, 1489
ca. 1489-March, 1492
March, 1492-October 2, 1515
November 8, 1515-May 9, 1532
May 21, 1532-November 7, 1562
December 31, 1562-January 11, 15811

August 4, 1583-July 11, 1595
July 23, 1595-September 7, 1619
October 6, 1619-May 6, 1638.
May 25, 1638-November 28, 1678

Mertiyo Rathors of Merto

Rav Varsingh Jodhavat
Rav Siho Varsinghot
Rav Dudo Jodhavat
Rav Viramde Dudavat
Rav Jaimal Viramde vot
Kesodas Jaimalot
Surtan Jaimalot
Kesodas Jaimalot
Kanhldas Kesodasot
Surtan Jaimalot

Balbhadar Surtanot
Gopaldas Surtanot
Jagnath Gopa]dasot

March 7, 1462-ca.l492
ca. 1492-ca. 1495
ca. 1495-ca. 1497
ca. 1497-1544
1544-January 27, 1557; 1562
ca. 1570-ca. 1577 (half of Merto)
ca. 1572-ca. 1577 (half of Merto)
1586-1599 (half of Merto)
ca. 1599-ca. 1601 (half of Merto)
February 12, 1586-ca. 1589 (half of

Merto)
ca. 1589-ca. 1596 (half of Merto)
ca. 1596-ca. 1599 (half of Merto)
ca. 1599-ca. 1601 (half of Merto)

1 Rav Candrasen did not retain possession of Jodhpur after 1565; his son Askaran was
designated Ms successor upon his death in 1581 by a group of Rathors in Sojhat but was
killed on March 25, 1582. Another of Candrasen's sons, Raysingh, was in Mughal
service but was killed on October 17, 1583. None of Candrasen's sons ever ruled
Jodhpur.
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Rajavat Kachvahos of Amber

Raja PrithvMj Candrasenot
Raja Puranmal Prithvirajot
Raja Bhlm Prithvirajot
Raja Ratansingh Bhimot
Raja Askaran Bhimot
Raja Bharmal Prithvirajot
Raja Bhagvantdas Bharmalot
Raja Mansingh Bhagvantdasot
Raja Bhavsingh Mansinghot
Raja Jaisingh (I) Mahasinghot
Raja Ramsingh Jaisinghot

January 17, 1503-November 4, 1527
November 5, 1527-May 1536
Two and one-half months in 1536
1536-1547
Ruled only a few days in 1547
June 25, 1547-1574
1574?-November 14, 1589
November 26, 1589-July 6, 1614
July, 1614-December 13, 1621
December 18, 1621-August 28, 1667
September 10, 1667-Aprii, 1688

Sisodiyo Gahlots of Mevar

Rano Lakho Klietsot
Rano Mokal Lakhavat
Rano Kumbho Mokalot
Rano Udaisirigh Kumbhavat
Rano Raymal Kumbhavat
Rano Sango Raymalot
Rano Ratansingh Sangavat
Rano Vikramaditya Sangavat
Rano Udaisingh Sangavat
Rano Pratap Udaisinghot
Rano Amarsingh Pratapot
Rano Karansingh Amarsinghot
Rano Jagatsingh Karansinghot
Rano Rajsingh Jagatsinghot

ca. 1382-1420
ca. 1421-1433
ca. 1433-1468
ca. 1468-1473
ca. 1473-May 24, 1509
May 24, 1509-January 30, 1528
February, 1528-1531
ca. 1531-1536
ca. 1537-February 28, 1572
ca. 1572-January 19, 1597
January 19, 1597-January 26, 1620
January 26, 1620-March, 1628
March, 1628-ApriI 10, 1652
October 10, 1652-October 22, 1680
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Chronology of Important Events

Year

1459

1462

1489

1489

1492

1492

Month and Day

May 12

March 7

April 6

March 1

October 2

November 8

November 2

May 9

May 21

Event

Founding of Jodhpur by Rav Jodho
Rinmalot

Settlement of Merto Town by Varsingh
and Dudo Jodhavat

Death of Rav Jodho

Accession of Rav Satal Jodhavat in
Jodhpur

Battle of Kusano; death of Rav Satal

Accession of Rav Sujo Jodhavat in
Jodhpur

Death of Varsingh Jodhavat

Accession of Slho Varsinghot in Merto

Siho Varsinghot sent to Rahin by Dudo
Jodhavat, who replaces him in Merto

Death of Dudo Jodhavat; accession of
Viramde Dudavat in Merto

Death of Rav Sujo

Accession of Rav Gango Vaghavat in
Jodhpur

Battle of Sevaki; death of Sekho Sujavat

Rav Gango takes Sojhat

Death of Rav Gango

Accession of Rav Malde Gangavat in
Jodhpur
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ca. 1535

ca. 1535

1536

1544

1544

1544

1544

1545

1546-47

1554

1556

1557

1557

January 5

End of January

February or March

March 21

January 24

January 27

1558-59

1559 July 28

1560-61

1562

1562

1562

January 27

March 20

Rav Malde captures Merto from Viramde
Dudavat

Battle of Reyam

Conquest of Nagaur by Rav Malde

Battle of Samel; defeat of Rathors by Sher
Shah Sur

Occupation of Jodhpur by Afghans

Death of Viramde Dudavat

Accession of Jaimal Viramdevot in Merto

Death of Sher Shah Sur

Reoccupation of Jodhpur by Rav Malde
Gangavat

Battle of Merto

Accession of Mughal Emperor Akbar

Battle of Harmaro

Rav Malde Gangavat retakes Merto from
Jaimal Viramde vot

Construction of the Malgadh in Merto
begun

Jagmal Viramde vot receives half of Merto
Pargano in pato from Rav Malde
Gangavat

Completion of the Malgadh in Merto

Emperor Akbar gives Jaimal Vlramdevot
Merto

Siege of Merto by Mughal troops begins

Battle of Satalvas; Mughals gain complete
control over Merto and its surrounding
region
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1562 December 31

1562-63

1565

1568

ca. 1570

1572

ca. 1577

1581

1581

1582

1582

February 23

January 11

March 25

1583

1583

1586

October 17

February 11

1586

Accession of Rav Candrasen Maldevot in
Jodhpur
Jaimal Vlramdevot abandons Merto and
flees to Mevar in the wake of Mirza
Sharafu'd-Din Husayn's rebellion

Rav Candrasen Maldevot abandons
Jodhpur to Mughal troops

Jaimal Vlramdevot is killed by Mughals at
the siege of CItor

Kesodas Jaimalot receives one-half of
Merto Pargano in jagir from the Mughal
Emperor Akbar

Surtan Jaimalot receives the other half of
Merto Pargano from the Mughal Emperor
Akbar

Akbar removes Merto from the possession
of Kesodas and Surtan Jaimalot

Death of Rav Candrasen Maldevot

Askaran Candrasenot designated successor
to Rav Candrasen by Rathor commanders
at Sojhat

Assassination of Askaran Candrasenot by
his brother, Ugrasen Candrasenot

Accession of Raysingh Candrasenot to
throne of Jodhpur with Emperor Akbar's
support

Death of Raysingh Candrasenot

Accession of Udaisirigh Maldevot (Moto
Raja) to throne of Jodhpur

Surtan Jaimalot again receives one-half
Merto Pargano from Akbar

Kesodas Jaimalot again receives the other
half of Merto Pargano from Akbar
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ca. 1589

1595

1595

ca. 1596

ca. 1599

July 11

July 23

ca. 1601

ca. 1602

1605

1619

1619

1619

1623

1623

September 7

October 6

May-June

August 8

Death of Surtan Jaimalot; Balbhadar
Surtanot receives his half of Merto in
jdglr from Akbar

Death of Udaisingh Maldevot

Accession of Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot
to throne of Jodhpur

Death of Balbhadar Surtanot; Gopaldas
Surtanot receives his half of Merto
Pargano from Akbar.

Death of Kesodas Jaimalot, Gopaldas
Surtanot, and several other leading
Mertlyos at the battle of Bid in the
Deccan; Kanhldas Kesodasot receives
Kesodas's half of Merto Pargano mjdgir
from Akbar, and Jagnath Gopaldasot
receives GopaldaVs half

Death of Kanhldas Kesodasot; Akbar
transfers Jagnath Gopaldasot from Merto

Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot receives all
of Merto Pargano mjdgir from Akbar

Death of Emperor Akbar; accession of
Jahanglr

Death of Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot

Accession of Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot
to throne of Jodhpur

Merto transferred from the house of
Jodhpur and given to Prince Khurram in
jdglr by his father, Jahanglr

Prince ParvTz asserts control over Merto
after Khurram's rebellion

Raja Gajsingh receives all of Merto in
jdglr, but from Mahabat Khan, not the
Mughal Emperor
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1625-26 Raja Gajsingh's possession of Merto is
confirmed by the Mughal Emperor,
Jahanglr

Death of Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot

Accession of Raja Jasvantsingh
Gajsinghot to throne of Jodhpur

Death of Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot

1638

1638

1678

May 6

May 25

November 28
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Vigat, 2:37

An Account of Merto Pargano

1. Merto1 was the first city2 [in] the pargano.3 [It] was founded by Raja
Mandhata.4 So everyone says. I have heard also that for some time it was as
follows: when Rav5 Kanharde6 had much land, people say that he once had
authority [over Merto]. After that this place remained deserted [and] desolate for
many days. Here it became [overgrown with] many trees [and] shrubs.

2. Subsequently Rav Jodho7 took Marvar [and] on May 13, 1459,
founded Jodhpur.8 Then he decided to give land to [his] brothers [and] sons.
Rav Jodho had two sons, Dudo9 [and] Varsingh,10 [who were] uterine brothers of

1 For an account of the early history of Merto, see Appendix A.

2 Ad sahar. The ad sahar was the initial settlement in a region. Cf. Vigat, 1.1, 493.

3 Pargano: an administrative and revenue unit or division of a district (sarkdr). The
term came into prominent use in Rajasthan only during the Mughal period.

4 Raja Mandhata: the Puranic hero Mandhatr, ruler of Ayodhya.

5 Rav: a title held by many Rajput rulers in middle period Rajasthan, including the
Rathors of Jodhpur (until 1583), Merto, and Blkaner; the Bhatls of Pungal and
Vairsalpur; the Cahuvans of Bundl, Koto, Slrohl, and Jalor, and numerous others.

6 Rav Kanharde: The Sonagaro Cahuvan ruler of Jalor during the reign of 'Ala-ad-dlh
Khiljl of Delhi (1296-1316). The Sonagaro branch (sakh) of the Cahuvan Rajput
family (kul) takes its name from Suvarnagiri, an ancient name for Jalor, a town situated
sixty-five miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

7 Rathor Jodho Rinmalot, born April 1, 1416, Rav of Mandor and Jodhpur, ca. 1453-
Aprii 6,1489.

8 V.S. 1515, Jeth, Sudi 11. Ojha, 4:1:241, converts the date to May 12, 1459, a
Saturday. The Indian Ephemeris of L.D. Swamikannu Pillai (reprint edition; Delhi:
Agam Prakashan, 1982 [1922]), 5:120, indicates this day was May 13, 1459, a Sunday.
Vigat, 1:38, gives the date V.S. 1515, Jeth, Sudi 11, Sanivdr (Saturday), which
suggests that the day Jodhpur was founded probably was Saturday, May 12, 1459, and
that whoever recorded the date did not use the tithi current at daybreak, Sudi 10, but
rather the one beginning after the first pohar (three-hour period) of the day had expired,
Sudi 11.

9 Mertlyo Rathor Dudo Jodhavat (no. 104).

10 Varsingh Jodhavat (no. 146), ancestor of the Varsinghot Mertlyo Rathors
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the womb of Sonagan Campa, daughter of Khimvo Satavat.11 The Rav said to
them: "I give you Merto; you go [there] and settle." They accepted. He gave
them a horse [and a] sirpdv12 and dispatched them. They took their carts,
brought them to Cokri,13 and made camp. They went to inspect the hill of CokrT.
At that time Rathor Udo Kanhardevot, a Jaitmal,14 had left Nagaur,15 come to
Gagrano,16 and left [his] carts [there]. Rathor Udo would go in all directions to
hunt and also would wander about inspecting the whole land. While wandering,
he had seen the site of Merto. Someone informed Udo: "Rav Jodho's two sons
have come to settle this17 land; they are of a mind to have a fort constructed on
the hill of CokrT. They intend to settle a city on the lowland."18

Vigat, 2:38

3. Then Rathor Udo Kanhardevot himself mounted [his horse] and went
to Rathors Varsingh [and] Dudo. For several days he paid [his] respects. He
became acquainted [with them]. Then he said to Rathor Varsingh Jodhavat: "I
hear, raj,19 that you desire to settle this land. Have you thought of a place
somewhere?" Then Varsingh said: "We are resolved." Then Udo said: "Rdjl
What place have you decided on?" Then Varsingh [and] Dudo came, mounted
[their horses], and showed Rathor Udo the hill of Cokri. Then they asked Udo:
"What sort of place is this?" Udo said: "The place is well and good. [But] I
have seen a fine site [for a settlement]. Rdj\ Go there one time." Rathor Udo
took Rathors Varsingh [and] Dudo Jodhavat to where Merto city is situated.

11 The text has "of the Sonagan, Campo Khimvavat's daughter," which is either a
textual or printing error. Vigat, 1:39 gives the correct reading, which we have followed
here.

12 Sirpdv (Persian sar-o-pa): literally, "head-foot," a long dress or cloth such as a cloak
reaching the length of the body, given by a ruler to a subordinate for particular actions
of service, such as bravery in battle, etc. By the beginning of the nineteenth century
sirpdv had also come to mean more generally an honorary gift, favor, or reward.

13 CokrT: the village CokrT Bad!, situated twenty-four miles southwest of Merto. There
is a large hill directly east of the village.

14 Jaitmalot Rathor Udo Kanhardevot (no. 67).

15 For a historical account of Nagaur, see Appendix A.

16 Gagrano: a village located ten miles east of Merto.

17 The text has an, apparently a mistake for a, "this."

18 Talhati: The lowland around a hill or fort.

19 Raj: ruler, sovereign, king, kingdom; a form of address conveying respect.
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They saw the Kundal [and] the Bejpo, two early tanks.20 Afterward they saw the
place where the kotrt1 is in present-day Merto. Rathors Varsingh [and] Dudo
were pleased. They brought [their] carts here and laid the foundations of a fort.

4. When they came to this place to live, two lions were standing at the
site of the [future] kotri. One of them was a large lion; one a smaller lion. The
large lion there roared. They drove [it] off; it went away from there. And the
small lion sat in a cave there. Then an augur who was with them shook [his]
head. At this moment Varsingh saw [him]. He said: "Why did you shake
[your] head?" [The augur] objected several times [to answering], but Varsingh
became obstinate and asked [again]. Then the augur said: "An omen of a
singular nature has occurred." Then Varsingh said: "What do you think of this
omen?" The augur said: "Rdjl As long as you live, you will enjoy this place.
Afterward Dudo's descendants will live here; this place will not remain [the
possession of] your sons [and] grandsons."

Vigat, 2:39

At that time Dudo [and] Varsingh were one. Within [them] the souls (jiv) were
not separate. Varsingh said: "Dudo [and] I are one." Afterward he had the
foundations laid for the kotfi at the site [of] the [present] kotfi. They say
Varsingh [and] Dudo settled this place on Sunday, March 7, 1462, Hasat
Nakhatr.22

5. They made Rathor Udo Kanhardevot pradhan.23 All responsibility
[for governing] was on Udo's head. At that time the entire land of Merto was
depopulated, so Rajputs were coming [there]. They kept on settling. At that

20 The text, kundal hejpo taldv dd tho su dithd, is unclear, for tho is masc . sing, while
dxtha is masc . pi. T h e Kundal and the Bejpo were two separate tanks. Our translation is
merely a considered suggestion.

21 Kotfi: the male section of a Rajput house; a courtyard surrounded by high walls; a
small fort.

22 Hasat Nakhatr (Sanskrit Hasta Naksatra): the thirteenth of the twenty-seven
naksatras. A naksatra is a star or cluster of stars, or a constellation representing one of
the twenty-seven divisions of the lunar zodiac. Naksatras also represent phases of the
moon during its orbit of the earth, and are divided into auspicious (associated with the
waxing moon) and inauspicious (associated with the waning moon) . Margaret and
James Stutley, Harper's Dictionary of Hinduism (New York: Harper and Row, 1977),
pp. 200-201 . The word riv (= ravi, "Sunday") appears in the kha ms. only. March 7,
1462 was indeed a Sunday.

23 Pradhan: literally, "foremost," "chief," "principal," "most eminent." A chief
minister, commander-in-chief, a general or leader of an army. Within the Rajput
kingdoms, a Rajput generally held the post of pradhan, and this individual could be
either from the same family (kul) as the ruler of the kingdom, or from a different
family.
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time the Dango [Jats]24 were in Nagaur, in the direction of Savalakh.25 [Thir]
Raj, son of Delo, lived in KathotI [village] of Jayel;26 a vair21 occurred there.
Then Thir28 Raj Dango approached Rav Varsirigh [and] Dudo. He said: "If you
bring me, I shall cause all of the [empty] kheros29 to be settled." Then they
favored Thir Raj as he had proposed. They settled Thir Raj right in Merto at the
site of old Dangavas30 and made him the desmukh caudhn31 of the whole

24 The text has Digd, Ddngo (sing.), and Ddgd; the kha ms. has Dagd. Vigat, 2 :41 , has
Ddngd. Apparently Ddngo (pi. Ddngd) is the correct reading, as this form is used in
the name of the ward of Merto town occupied by these Jats, Dangavas.

25 Savajakh: an area located to the northeast of Merto and to the southeast of Nagaur.
In ancient times this area was known as Sapadalaksa, which became Savalakh in
Apabhramsa. Formerly the Cahuvan Rajputs had a kingdom here, for which reason
they were known as the "Sapadalakslya Kings." The area is still called Savalakh to this
day. It is widely known for its black soil, rain-fed wheat, and excellent bullocks.
Vigat, 3:109.

26 KathotI: a village thirty-five miles east of Nagaur and forty-four miles north of
Merto. Jayel is seven miles west of KathotI. From the context of the sentence, KathotI
village appears to have been part of an administrative subdivision of Nagaur with its
headquarters at Jayel. In an earlier period, Jayel was the homeland of the Khlcl branch
(sdkh) of the Cahuvan family (kul) of Rajputs. Vigat, 3:109.

27 Vair. the debt of vengeance owed upon the murder of a family member , kinsman, or
dependent.

28 The text has Ghar; the kha ms . has Thir. The correct reading apparently is Thir,
which is the form given in the genealogy of the Dangos (Vigat, 2:41). Also, in the kha
ms. , there is a textual addition that comes after tarai ("then"): "They left there, came to
Ghato village of Harsir, and stayed. [But] they could not be contained there."

29 Khero: outlying village land on which temporary huts are built during the growing
season; a small site more or less permanently inhabited but attached to a larger village
often at some distance; a deserted site, either of a former small village or of land
previously cultivated.

30 Purdno Ddngdvds (literally, "old ward of the Dangos"). The town of Merto was
originally comprised of three wards (vds): (1) Merto proper, inhabited in the mid-
seventeenth century by many jdth\ (2) Dangavas, inhabited by Jats; (3) Sodhavas,
inhabited by Jats and Turks. The nineteenth-century text "Pargano Merto" notes that
the Dango Jats constructed a tank known as Dangojal in Dangavas during the t ime of
Rav Dudo Jodhavat and also remarks that for many years after its establishment
Dangavas was a dhdni, a settlement of huts near the fields of the inhabitants, situated
some distance from the mother village. "Pargano Merto," in NainsI, Mdrvdr rd
Pargandm rt Vigat, vol. 2, edited by N. S. BhatI (Jodhpur: Rajasthan Pracyavidya
Pratisthan, 1968), p . 437; Vigat, 2:116-117.

31 Desmukh caudhn: literally, "the country's chief caudhn." h i middle period Marvar,
caudhri was a title taken by the headmen of Jat lineages.
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country. Thir Raj was a powerful man. Afterward the Jats of Savalakh were
favored and kept coming and settling in the villages of Merto.32 All the villages
of Merto were settled; the land became populous.

6. Jarauro Sah Srlmal had the temple of Sri PhaJodhT33 ParasnathjT34

built in 1134-35. Afterward, in 1498-99, Surano Hernraj, son of Devraj, restored
[the temple]. In the Surano jati [are those of] the Pamvar ja£* [descended from
Molan, who was] converted to [Jainism] by Dharamghokh Sur.35

7. Rathors Varsingh [and] Udo killed some Sankhlo [Rajputs] and
settled in CokrI. They killed some Sankhlos [at] Kusano36 [and] Madllyo37 also.

8. They brought Jats from these villages [and] these places and settled
them in these villages:38

32 There is grammatical inconsistency in the text. Dilasa kar-kar nai and an-an are
transitive and have as their object the Jats of Savalakh; hastd gayd is instransitive and
has as its object these same Jats. W e have given one possible "compromise"
translation; another would be "They kept favoring and bringing the Jats of Savalakh and
settling them in the villages of Merto ."

33 SrlPhalodhl: The village PhalodhI, situated nine miles northwest of Merto.

34 Parasnathjl: the twenty-third Jain tlrthamkara, Parsvanatha.

35 The text has a cryptic jdt Surdnai dharam dhokh [sic] surpatbodhlyd jdt Pumvdr.
However , Vigat, 2:115 gives the following information:

In the city of Ujjain was Madhudev Pamvar. His son, Surdev. His son,
Samval . His son was Molan. Sri Dharamghokh Sur converted h im and
established the Jain religion. He named the gotra [the descendants of Molan]
Surana.

Thus the Surano (sing.) jdti consisted of Pamvars descended from Molan, who was
converted to Jainsim by Sr i Dharamghokh Sur. The Pamvar (Sanskrit Paramara)
Rajputs ruled Ujjain and Malwa until the first decade of the fourteenth century, when
they lost their main centers of power to invading Musl im armies. Dharamghokh Sur is
a variant of Dharmaghosa Suri, the name of the founder of a chapter of Jain monks , the
Dharmaghosa Gaccha, which became prominent in Jaisalmer and Nagaur in the
fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries. See K. C. Jain, Jainism in Rajasthan
(Sholapur: Gulabchand Hirachand Doshi , 1963), p . 62.

36 Kusano: a vil lage twenty-eight miles southwest of Mer to and thirty-eight miles east-
northeast of Jodhpur.

37 MadlTyo: probably Madslyo village, located two or three miles south of Kusano.

38 We have arranged the names given in the text into a table for the reader's
convenience. When identifiable, the villages whence the Jats came and those in which
they settled are indicated on Map 2, "Jat Migrations and Settlements."
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[Jat Lineage]

Dango

ThTrodo

Vadivaro

Candellyo

Dugsato

Dldel43 Ravno

Kamedlyo

Kasnlyo

Vigat, 2:40

[From]

KathotI

Thlro [village]
of Nagaur

Ratau

Cuvo

Dustau

Bugraro

Bhadu

Kasno

[Settled in]

Darigavas,
Lohroyah,39

Raysalvas,
Idvo.40

Satajvas.

Phalo,41

Badgamv.

Mahevro.

BhovalT.42

LambTyam.

Kairo.

Reyam.

39 Lyoriyau in the kha ms.

40 ItTvo is the n a m e given in the text; Idbo is given in the kha ms . There are two
possible identifications:

(1) Probably Idvo, a village in Modro subdivision of Merto Pargano (Vigat,
2:167).
(2) Possibly one of several villages of Deghano subdivision of Merto Pargano,
all in the same general area,which have Itavo as the first part of their names
(Vigat, 2:191-193).

41 Phalo (Kalo in the kha ms.): Probably the village Phalko Bado, located in Anandpur
subdivision of Mer to Pargano (Vigat, 2:121).

42 Bhovall : there are two possible identifications:

(1) Probably Bhava] (Bhauval in the kha ms.) , located in Anandpur
subdivision of Mer to Pargano (Vigat, 2:121).
(2) Possibly Bhamvali (BhavalT in the kha ms.) , located in Deghano
subdivision of Mer to Pargano (Vigat, 2:198).

43 Dldelar in the kha ms.
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Radu44 Gvalro

Tetarval

A Godaro
[Jat, son]
of Pando.4*

Somadval

Bohariyo

Goro

Latiyal
Thirodo

Cohllo

Tago [village]
of Nagaur

Tetaro45 [village]
of Nagaur

Blkaner

Sornra47 [village]
of Nagaur

KathotI; they
came with the
Dango [Jats]

Vigat, 2:41

...

Nagaur

Suho50 of Nagaur

Rahan.

Jharau.

Jhlthlya,
Vadall.

Rohlyo.48

Mokalo,
A[r]nTyajo,
Sahesro.

Padubarl,49

Tambraull.

LampolaT,
KakarkhT.

ModrT.51

Ratu in the kha ms.

45 Tetaro in the kha ms. is preferable to Tltr l in the text.

46 Pando Godaro was a Jat of Ladhariyo village of Blkaner. The Godaro Jats of
Ladhariyo village became involved in a feud with the Saharan Jats of Bharang village
which resulted in the death of Pando. The Godaros then appealed to their protector,
Rav Biko Jodhavat (no. 42), the founder and ruler of Blkaner (ca. 1485-1504), who
avenged Pando. Khyat, 3:13-15.

47 Somra in the kha ms. is preferable to to Somrl in the text.

48 Rohlyo: probably Rohiso village, located in Anandpur subdivision of Mer to Pargano.
There are two villages named Rohiso situated very near to each other in this area. T h e
larger one is probably the village the Jats originally settled. The two villages are one or
two miles apart. Vigat, 2:121-122.

49 Padubari : probably the village Pad[u]mavat i Vadi, located in Reyam subdivision of
Mer to Pargano (Vigat, 2:199).
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Vat Gohilot Ajmer Niliyam.

9. In those villages are all the Anjana Jats.52 In ancient times the Dango
[Jats] were Cahuvan Rajputs. Subsequently their ancestor, Jagsl, [grandson] of
Chaju,53 became a Jat. [A genealogy]:

1. Maharikh.
2. Sam.54

3. Phokat.
4. Valayo.
5. Chaju
6. Delu.55

50 Suho (Persian suba): a province; the largest administrative and revenue division of
territory under the Mughal administrative system.

51 Modrl: Probably Modro, the head village of Modro subdivision of Merto Pargano
(Vigat, 2:166).

52 Anjana Jats: according to tradition, the Anjana Jats emerged as a designated jdti at
the time of Raja Prithlraj Cahuvan (late twelfth century). The Raja is said to have
assembled all the Jats during his reign for the purpose of performing a census. Many
other people of different jaft's came along with the Jats, and, at meal time, the Raja is
said to have ordered those who were Jats to sit and eat together while those of other
jatis stood nearby and ate. All were counted with the Jats in the census, but those who
ate standing were called "Anjana." The saying "ubho jiko anjana juna so Jat" ("those
who stand and eat cleanly/purely, they are Jats") comes from this tradition.

Census reports and gazetteers from the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries indicate that the Jats of Marvar originally came from the north and were
divided into three main divisions: (1) the AslI or pure Jats, claiming no Rajput
ancestry, being descended from a strand of hair (fat) of the God Siva's head, and having
two endogamous subdivisions, the Godaros and the Punlyos; (2) those Jats of Rajput
ancestry; and (3) the Anjana Jats of inferior rank. The nineteenth century census report
indicates that the Jats of higher rank and the Anjana Jats mingle and intermarry, but that
their internal subdivisions (khamp) are separate and distinct. The names of the Anjana
khdmps derive from the names of forefathers or from the gotras of Rajputs.

In the text, the Dango Jats, who are referred to as descendants of Cahuvan
Rajputs, are also equated with Anjana Jats, perhaps indicating a less strict division of
rank in the seventeenth century. Census Report, 1891, 1:41-48; Major K. D. Erskine,
ed., Raputana Gazetteers: Volume III-A, The Western Rajputana States Residency
and the Bikaner Agency (Allahabad: The Pioneer Press, 1909), p. 83.

53 The text indicates that Jagsl was Chaju's descendant; the genealogy following
suggests that he was Chaju's grandson.

54 Sam in the kha ms.
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7. Jagsi.
8. Dulorav.56

9. ThlrRaj.
10. Dugar.
11. Vlko.
12. Chltar.
13. Hemo.
14. Jalap.
15. KhTmvraj.

10. In the ancient period Raja Mandhata had the temple of MatajT57 of
Sri Phajodhljl58 constructed. After that there is a pillar dated 1026-27. There is
one large pillar dated 1019-20. Afterward, in 1498-99, Surano Hernraj renovated
[the temple] on the order of Rathors Varsirigh [and] Dudo.

11. All the land was settled. Rajputs of many different sdkhs59 also
settled. The responsibility [for governing] was the JaitmaTs. Udo controlled all
the affairs of state.60 After awhile discord arose between Rathors Varsingh and
Dudo. Rathor Dudo left and went to Blkaner. Back [in Merto] a famine
occurred. Not very much was obtained to eat.

Vigat, 2:42

Then the military and domestic servants (cdkar-bdhar), hirdgars,61 and [other]
subjects62 who had come with Varsingh from Jodhpur all began to go away.

55 Delo in the kha ms.

56 Dulerav in the kha ms.

57 Matajl: Mother Goddess.

58 Sri Phalodhiji: the village PhalodhI, located nine miles northwest of Merto.

59 Sdkh: literally, "branch." Rajputs perceived their jdti as divided into thirty-six great
lineages, called either rdjkups ("royal families") or rdjvams ("royal lineages"). The
word vams also means "bamboo shoot," and the Rajputs extend the imagery equating
their royal lineages with the bamboo even further: subdivisions of the vams were
known as sdkhs ("branches"), and, by the late seventeenth century, the word khdmp
("twig"), used for subdivisions of the sdkh, had become common in Rajasthan. See the
introductory section "Rajput Social Organization: A Historical Perspective" for a full
discussion of these terms.

60 Uddvadu sard raj ro kdm chai. Uddvadu perhaps is a mistake for Udda num.

61 Hirdgar. "one who performs hiro." Hiro is service performed with respect and
devotion. In middle period Marvar, the term hirdgar referred to a member of a class of
military servants (Rajputs and others) doing the more menial tasks, such as carrying
rockets, attending to the accountrements of the Rajputs of higher rank, etc.
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Then Rathor Varsirigh observed: "Why should we die this way?" Rathor
Varsirigh assembled a sdth63 and sacked Navlakhl Sambhar.64 He looted much
booty. Gold coins were carried off.65 In those days Ajmer66 was under the
authority of the Patsah of Mandu.67 Malu Khan68 was here, in charge of the suho
of Ajmer. He took [Varsingh's raid] very badly, but he remained seated [in
Ajmer].69 A commemorative kavitt70 of the sacking of Sambhar:

Implacably rending the lowland asunder, he made [as it
were] a great mountain pass.71

62 Paraj log, Paraj refers to the non-Rajput subjects of a ruler. Coupled with log, a
word meaning both "people" and "people engaged in agriculture," "peasants," paraj
may indicate the non-Rajput peasantry.

63 Sdth: one who accompanies or follows, a companion. In middle period Marvar, the
term was used in a technical sense to designated a contingent of soldiers comprised of
both cavalrymen and footmen. Among Rajputs, a sdth was usually composed of
kinsmen (brothers and sons) of the leaders as well as other men attached to them or
their subordinates as servants or retainers.

64 Navlakhl Sambhar: "Nine-lakh Sambhar." Navlakhl ("nine lakhs" "900,000") is an
adjective of deliberate exaggeration used to indicate large numbers. Here the intent is
to indicate that Sambhar was a populous, wealthy town. Sambhar is located fifty miles
northeast of Ajmer and eighty miles east-northeast of Merto. For details concerning the
early history of Sambhar and its local importance, see Appendix A.

65 Sovan mor udtyd: literally, "gold coins flew away." Mor is a variant of mohar, a
type of gold coin, but it also means "peacock." Perhaps a pun was intended.

66 For details concerning the early history of Ajmer and its strategic importance, see
Appendix A.

67 Pdtsdh (Persian padshah) : a tit le assumed by Mus l im rulers of the first rank in nor th
India, such as the rulers of Malwa , Gujarat, and Hindustan. T h e Patsah referred to here
is Ghiyath Shah Khiljl of Malwa (1469-1501). See U. N. Day, Medieval Malwa: A
Political and Cultural History, 1401-1562 (Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal , 1965), pp.
220-248, for details of his reign. Mandu was the capital of the Malwa rulers.

68 Malu Khan (d. 1505) was governor of Ajmer at this t ime. His governorship is
attested to by a tank called Malusar, which he had constructed at the base of Taragadh,
the hill fort at Ajmer (Ojha, 4 :1 :261, n. 4).

69 I.e., h e took no action.

70 Sdkh ro kavitt. Kavitt a type of Dingal poem, the first four line of which are in one
meter, the last two in another.

71 The text has dhano klyo ghdfo; evidently dhano is a misprint for ghano, "much,"
"great."
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Breaking the fort to pieces, [like] a clay pot, shredding
[it like] the bodice [and] petticoat [of a woman],

he set up a market place and served a liquor,72

the nectar of immortality (amiras), to the enemy soldiers.73

In perverse manner she played colors74 [with him] there,
bearing the burden of [her heavy] breasts.75

A GopI,76 in the form of Sambhar;77 Kanh [Krsna]the
cowherd, [in the form of] Varsingh.

12. Still the provincial governor of Ajmer remained seated. At that time
discord arose between Rav Satal78 and Kumvar79 Varsingh. Varsingh said to
Satal: "I too should obtain something out of [our] father's estate,80 Jodhpur."
Then both their pradhdns came to Ajmer. Malu Khan said: "You both come
here. I will advise [you]."

I have heard one story like this: Rav Satal and Rathor Varsingh went to
Ajmer. Rathor Varsingh made a proposal to Malu Khan: "You give me
Jodhpur; I shall give [you] a tribute of 50,000 rupees." Afterward, [some]

72 Mada galiyd. Madd perhaps is a poetic variant of the Sanskrit mada: "any
exhilarating or intoxicating drink, spirituous liquor, wine, Soma." M. Monier-Will iams,
A Sanskrit-English Dictionary (1899; reprint edition, London: Oxford University
Press, 1970), p . 777.

73 I.e., sent them to the next world.

74 Rang ramT. This is a reference to the HolT festival, when red dye and powder are
throne upon people (often by women upon men). The kavitt suggests that Krsna, in the
form of Varsingh, and a GopI (see n. 16, infra), in the form of Sambhar, celebrated
Holl, as it were, with Kxsna (Varsingh) breaking pots, ripping women's clothes, and
pouring out liquor, while the GopI (Sambhar) responds by throwing red dye (her
soldiers' blood). W e are indebted to John Smith for this inference.

75 Bhdr hharatjohan bharl: literally, "bearing a burden, filled with youth."

76 GopI: a herdswoman, one of the women with whom the youthful Krsna lived.
Margaret and James Stutley, Harper's Dictionary of Hinduism (New York: Harper and
Row, 1977), p . 101.

77 Sambhar jyart. JyarT perhaps is a feminine variant of jehro ("like," "similar to").
Lalas , J?SJ£, 2:1:1162.

78 Rav Satal Jodhavat, ruler of Jodhpur, ca. 1489-92.

79 Kumvar: prince; title of the son of a ruler.

80 Bdp him the text probably is a mistake for bdpl or hdpikd, "father's estate."
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Rathors mediated and reconciled Rav Satal and Rav Varsingh. They came from
there without meeting Malu Khan.81

13. Some say they themselves did not come; the pradhdns came; the
pradhdns had held this conversation [with Malu Khan].

Vigat, 2:43

But Malu Khan only was concerned with Varsingh.82 He said: "First, he
sacked my [town], Sambhar; I demand my [looted] goods from him. Second, he
had agreed to [pay] me a tribute; I helped him." At that time Rav Satal gave
Varsingh Kelavo83 along with several [other] villages of Jodhpur. [Malu Khan]
heard about these. He said: "You achieved your intent; why did you withhold
this tribute of mine? Give me what you agreed upon."84 Malu Khan demanded;
[Varsingh] refused. Malu Khan gathered together an army. They came to the
border of Merto [Pargano]. Then [Varsingh] sent word to Rav Satal at Jodhpur.
The Rav said: "You must not do battle there. Bring [your] men quickly to
Jodhpur." Then Varsingh came to Jodhpur. Malu Khan came after [him]. He
ravaged the land of Merto and also the land of Jodhpur. He made camp at
Pimpar,85 pillaged the whole countryside as far as Sathlano,86 and took
prisoners.87

14. Rav Satal received this news. Then Rav Satal, Sujo,88 [and]
Varsingh, the three brothers, mounted [for battle]. All of the sdth of Marvar
came and was assembled. The Rav's camp was in Blsalpur.89 That day all the

81 The text has uthai ay a, "they came there," which makes little sense, as the sentence
begins with uthi ihl, "from there." Perhaps uthai is a mistake for athai, "here," "this
way." If so, the translation would read: "They came here/this way from there without
meeting Malu Khan."

82 Malil Khan [VJarsingh sum Idgto tho hlj: literally, "Malu Khan only was
attached/adhering to Varsingh."

83 Kelavo: the village Kelavo Bado, situated sixty-five miles west of Merto and twenty-
two miles north of Jodhpur.

84 Sudo in the text is a misprint for su do, "give it."

85 Pimpar : a vi l lage located thirty-three mi les east-northeast of Jodhpur and thirty-six
miles southwest of Mer to .

86 Sathlano: a vi l lage twenty- two mi les due south of Jodhpur.

87 Bandh kl\ literally, "made an imprisonment." The term bandh ("bondage,"
"imprisonment") is used with the verbs karno ("to make, do") and pakarno ("to take,
capture") with the meaning "to take prisoners."

88 Sujo Jodhavat, Rav Satal's successor and the ruler of Jodhpur, ca. 1492-1515.

89 Blsalpur: a village twenty miles due east of Jodhpur.
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responsibility [for decision-making] was on the head [of] Rav Varjang
Bhimvot.90 The RavjT said to Varjang: "You decide about the battle." That day
Varjang was discontent. Varjang sent word with a pradhdn: "I am not
considering doing battle [today]."91 Then the Rav92 said to [his] pradhans:
"What should be done?" The pradhans said: "He is a treacherous man, and
self-interest is everything [for him]. Today the responsibility for the whole
country is on his head. He should be appeased in every way [possible]." Then
the Rav asked: "How would he be appeased?" The pradhans said: "He
demands Bhavl [village].93 Strike Bhavl on his head."94 Then [the Rav] wrote a
pato95 for BhavT and gave it [to Varjang] Varjang was pleased. He was
considerably more enthusiastic.96

Vigat, 2:44

He said to the Rav: "I am going to spy on the [Muslim] army. The Mughals97

have encamped at Kusano.98 You come and wait at such-and-such a place, one

90 Bhimvot Rathor Varjang Bhimvot (no. 41).

91 These two sentences appear in the kha ms. only.

92 The text has Rdvdm, the oblique plural of Rav, but the context suggests that only Rav
Satal was speaking.

93 Bhavl: a village located twelve miles south of Pnripar village and thirty-six miles
east of Jodhpur.

94 In rai mdthai mdro. Freely translated, the phrase would mean something to the
effect of "give the bastard the village." As the editor of the Vigat, N. S. BhatI, notes (n.
11), the phrase is idiomatic: it indirectly refers to the Rajput custom of raising the pato,
or paper upon which the grant of land is written (see n. 95 infra), to the forehead
{mdthai pato carhdno) when it is received from the ruler.

95 Pato: a written deed or title to land; lands granted by a ruler to a subordinate by such
a deed in return for the obligation of military service.

96 Su orhi hegl chai. Begi is not in Lalas's RSK; it probably is a derivation from the
Sanskrit vegin: "having velocity, swift, rapid, impetuous." M. Monier-Wil l iams, A
Sanskrit-English Dictionary, p . 1013. In the context, "enthusiastic" seems an
appropriate translation of begi.

97 T h e t e rm "Mughal" refers not to the Mugha ls who later achieved an empire in nor th
India, but ra ther was a generic term used to describe Musl ims of Central Asian origin.

98 Kusano: a vil lage located twenty-eight miles southwest of Mer to and thirty-eight
miles east-northeast of Jodhpur.
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kos" from Kusano. When night is over, I shall look over [their army, then]
come to the rendez-vous." Varsingh, Satal, [and] Sujo stayed behind. Alone,
Varjang approached the army. Then he cut a large bundle of grass. He became a
[grass]-bearer in the army and observed the entire army. The whole day he went
back and forth [from] the exit to the entrance [of the camp], made estimates, and
then, returning when night fell, came to the Rav at the rendez-vous. He reported
on the particulars of the [Muslim] army: "Malu Khan, along with such-and-such
size sdth, has pitched tents behind the tank at Kusano. All the prisoners100 of our
land are [being held] in [their] army."

15. Varjang said: "Now there is no use delaying." Saying [this], he had
two anis101 of the [Rathor] army formed. He provided a kettle-drum for both
positions. They drew near, rushed [the camp], and fell upon [the Muslims]. The
night was dark;102 panic broke out in the [Muslim] army. The Rathors also
fought well. Rav Varjang Bhimvot was particularly outstanding. Rav Sujo
Jodhavat fell badly wounded.105 Malu Khan fled; they killed the Mughal
Ghaduko.106 The prisoners were freed. They killed many Mughals. Victory was
Rav Satal's. Rav Varsingh came back to Merto and settled.

99 Kos: a unit of distance equal to approximately two miles.

100 Band in the text is a variant oihandh (see n. 87 to Vigaty 2:43 supra re: bandh).

101 Am: the point of a spear, arrow, etc., the end, the tip; piece, fragment; a division of
an army.

102 Andhihdri (andhi rlin the kha ms.) is a variant oiandhlydr ("dark," "darkness").

103 Bhalo loh hdhyo: literally, "struck a fine blow."

104 Literally, "Rav Varjang Bhimvot possessed much vises." Vises is "specialness,"
"outstanding quality." Those who are/have vises are distinct from others.

105 Other sources indicate that Rav Satal was mortally wounded in this batt le, but the
Vigat, bo th here and on p . 40 of vol. 1, omits any reference to Satal 's death and only
refers to R a v Sujo being wounded. The Jodhpur Rajya ki Khydt has the following
information:

R a v Satal died fighting in this batt le [at Kusano] on [Thursday], 1 March 1492.
They cremated Satal at the tank of Kusano .... Rav Jodho had given Sojhat to
Sujo, and while at Sojhat, Sujo fought a batt le with the Turks .... Sujo was with
[Satal] in the batt le of Kusano [and] was wounded [there].

Bdnkidds, p . 8; Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, pp. 56-57; Ojha, 4:1:262; Reu,
1:106-107. There is a cenotaph (chatrT) for Rav Satal at the tank in Kusano village.
VTrVinod, 2:806-807.

106 Ghaduko: this Musl im is referred to in other sources as "Gharula." H e was an
important officer in the army and a noble from Sindh. In Marvar, there is a large
festival held each year to commemorate his death. During the festival, women of the
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16. Malu Khan wrote a petition and sent it to the Patsah of Mandu.
Again an army came from Mandu. Then they negotiated with Rav Varsingh. He
too decided to make a pact. The Rajputs forbade Rav Varsingh, but he did not
accept [their] opinion. The Mughals also demanded concessions; he gave them.
Varsingh met Malu Khan in Ajmer.107 [Malu Khan] cordially108 honored the
Rathor.

Vigat, 2:45

In noble fashion he continually gave [Varsingh] presents.109 He captured
[Varsingh's] trust. [Varsingh] gave leave to [most of his] sdth. Varsingh stayed
[in Ajmer] with just a small sdth. Part of a month went by; then one day the
Mughals summoned Varsingh to the fort and seized him. Hul Jaito, [the son] of
Pritham Rav, [and] Sehlot Ajo Narbhamot, a Cahuvan, both died fighting.110 A
sdkhlii of [this]:

A scuffle112 occurred between Varsingh [and] the fierce
warriors113 [of Malu Khan]; there were "words" between the Hul
and an elephant.

Kumbhar jdti carry pitchers made with holes in them, in which candles have been
placed. Mir Gharula's presence is conjured up from these pots, the openings signifying
the arrow wounds in Ms body. Each day the women wander through the villages
carrying the pots on their heads and singing the song of Gharula. On the last day of the
festival, the pots are destroyed. Ojha, 4:1:262, n. 1; VTr Vinod, 2:806-807.

107 The text has [VJarsingh Ajmer Malukhdn num meliyo, "Varsingh sent Malu Khan
to Ajmer," clearly incorrect. Possibly num meliyo is a mistake for num miliyo, "met
with"; we have based our translation on this possibility.

108 Dili: "Of the heart , cordial, sincere, true, int imate." Platts, Dictionary, p . 525 .

109 Basat: literally, "material," "stuff."

110 The names of Hul Jaito, son of Pri tham Rav, and the Sehlot Cahuvan, Ajo
Narbhamot , appear only here and in one other source available to us. W e have not been
able to t race them genealogically. W e know only that they were Rajputs serving under
Vars ingh Jodhavat . See also Bdnkldds, p . 57.

111 Sdkh: literally, "evidence," "testimony"; one or more lines of verse commemora t ing
some event.

112 Bath: embrace , scuffle, hand-to-hand combat, duel.

113 Bdhgldm. Lalas , RSK, 3:2:2956 (under bdnghlo), glosses this word as "warrior"
(yoddh); actually it means "the one like a tiger."
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Aduho:1

Upon [him] were the "immovable ones" (agam); he saw
the course (gam) of the army of elephants (gai ghar)

Ajfyo!115 From the top of [your] head116 to the tips of
[your] toes the son of Narbharav.117

A kavitt:

The maddened elephant was circling round.
White-tusked, monstrous,

like a high mountain, very intoxicated with liquor,
black,

now that elephant trumpeted: "Hey boy!" (Putdrel)
With [his] sdbalns lance [the Hul] strikes defiantly,

[saying]: "Hey father!" (Bdbdrel)
In Ajmer fort [were] the demon-host (i.e., the Muslim

army) [and] the lion (i.e., Varsingh) with [his] beloved
companion, [the Hul].

The [Muslim] army, in a rage, strikes treacherously.
The elephant attacked Hul Jait[o].

17. News of Rav Varsingh's capture reached Rathor Dudo Jodhavat in
Blkaner. Then Dudo told Rav Blko119 the whole story, and he said: "Give me
leave." In those days Rajputs were fortresses of shame,120 so Rav Blko said:
"Varsingh is just [as important] to me as he is to you." Rav Blko pitched tents
outside [Blkaner] He told Dudo: "You go the the vicinity of Merto and gather

114 Duho: a rhymed verse possessing two lines; a couplet.

115 Ajlyo: a poetic form of Ajo.

116 Akdsdmh: literally, "from the skies." In Yoga, akdsa refers to the space between
the eyebrows and the top of the head. M. Eliade, Yoga: Immortality and Freedom
(second edition; Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969), p. 131.

117 Ajo is referred to as Ajo Narbhamot ("son of Narbham") in the paragraph preceding
the poems.

118 Sdhal: a type of lance (perhaps derived from sahal, "powerful).

119 Rav Biko Jodhavat (no. 42), founder and ruler of Blkaner, ca. 1485-1504, and the
ancestor of the Blkavat Rathors.

120 Ldj rd kot. Ldj ("shame") was used in Middle Marvar i as one would use "honor" in
English: the noble Rajputs were those who possessed m u c h shame (i.e., honor) , as
opposed to hav ing little shame or be ing shameless.
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your sath." Dudo came to Merto and gathered [his] sath. Biko reached Merto in
four days.121

Vigat, 2:46

In addition, Rav Satal had [his] sath readied122 in Jodhpur and mounted [for
battle]. Rav Biko [and] Dudo took a large sath and advanced on Ajmer from
Merto. The news was received at Malu Khan's [residence].123 Malu Khan
assembled a sath. The fort was prepared [for siege]. A pradhdn mediated.
There was an agreement; [Malu Khan] quickly released Varsingh and handed
him over to Rav Biko [and] Dudo. But he had given Varsingh a poison from
which one dies in the sixth month.124 Rav Biko [and] Dudo brought Varsingh to
Merto. Varsingh kept Rav Biko [and] Dudo in Merto seven days, showed them
hospitality, then gave them leave.125

18. Rav Dudo went to Sarvar126 He subdued and took the best villages
in all directions.127 [His] bhdibandhi2S settled in the various villages. Rav Dudo
lived in Sarvar. After six months, Varsingh died. Varsingh's son, Siho,129 was

121 W e have preferred "four," the variant found in the kha ms. , to "fourteen," the
number in the text. Blkaner is roughly one hundred miles from Mer to ; twenty-five
miles per day would not be unreasonable for a short march.

122 Sath num cherd. Cherd evidently is a conjunctive participle formed from cherdno,
"to cause [someone] to stir up, incite, st imulate."

123 The word/?m ("too," "also") following Maliikhdn rai in the text is redundant; we
have left it untranslated.

124 Literal ly, "... a s ix-month poison, from which one dies in the sixth month ." W e have
el iminated the redundancy in the text.

125 T h e last two sentences are rather garbled; w e have combined them into what w e
consider the most probable reading and translated them accordingly.

126 Sarvar: a vil lage located twenty-five miles east-northeast of Nagaur and forty-nine
miles due north of Merto .

127 We have preferred the Hindi variant given in the kha ms., cydrilm taraph kd ("of all
directions") to the reading capd catug kard (?) in the text.

128 Bhdibandh'. l i terally, "bound as brothers"; a brotherhood; those related through ties
of ma le b lood to a c o m m o n ma le ancestor. A m o n g Rajputs, membersh ip in a
bhdibandh included all males sharing c o m m o n descent, their unmarr ied daughters , and
their wives , who b e c a m e members through the act of marr iage. See the introductory
section "Rajput Social Organizat ion: A Historical Perspect ive" for a full discussion.

129 Vars inghot Mer t iyo Rathor Siho Varsinghot (no. 147).
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not so intelligent, but, thinking that the eldest son possessed experience,130 the
panco131 [and] military servants of Varsingh convened and gave the throne to
him. Siho was quite simple-minded. Four months passed, [then] Rav Satal
heard about the weak characteristics of Slho's sovereignty. Then Rav Satal [and]
Sujo established jurisdiction over [Siho and] Merto.132 They provided their
hujddrs133 with some sdth and sent them to the grain market.134 They came and
established their authority. They made camp in the city. They began to set up a
form of rulership135 over the villages [and] hamlets136 also.

19. Then Varsingh's wife, Slho's mother,137 assembled her five men,138

the Rajputs, [and] the kdmddrs.139 When she inquired, everyone said: "There is
no auspiciousness in your son, and Satal [and] Sujo, the rulers [of] Jodhpur, [are]
powerful; who will respond to them?" Then Slho's mother asked the panco:
"What should be done?"

130 Badai ro hairo jdn nai. There is a remote possibility that the reading should be
badairo bairo jdn nai, "knowing the elder {badairo) [to be] a deaf person." Bairo
means both "experience" and "deaf person."

131 Panco: the commit tee of five important Rajputs that convened upon the death of a
ruler to aid in the succession; more generally, a council of elders.

132 T h e text has in Mertd sum; presumably in refers to Siho.

133 Hujddr: an administrative official primarily concerned with the collection of
revenue.

134 The text has mddhi dhdndm rl\ the kha ms. has madhi dan n. The correct reading
probably is mandhi ddnii n, "grain market."

135 Dhdnpjydp-si: literally, "[something] like rulership."

136 GdmV'gothdm. Goth: a small village, a hamlet.

137 Bdnkidds, p. 57, indicates that Slho's mother was a Sankhll Pamvar (a woman of the
Sankhlo branch (sdkh) of the Pamvar Rajput family (kul).

138 I.e., the five men of the panco.

139 Kdmddr: literally, "one who has work." Kdmddrs (or kdmeti) were generally drawn
from among a number of non-Rajput jdtis such as the Brahman, Pancol i (Kayastha), and
Osval Jain and Vaisnava (Mumhatos, Bhandarls , Singhavls, Lodhos, etc.). These
officials performed not only record-keeping functions relating to the fiscal
administration of local areas, but also police and military functions in the settlement
and control of lands.
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Vigat, 2:47

Then the panco said: "You see the whole situation: today they took the market;
tomorrow they will take the whole pargano. A recovery party must be formed;
you must do this." Then this proposal pleased everyone: [that] they should
agree upon a half-portion [of Merto's revenue] for Rav Dudo and bring him from
Bikaner. Slho's mother also decided on this arrangement. Then they secretly
sent men to Dudo in Bikaner and summoned him. Afterward, within six or
seven days, Rav Dudo came to Merto at midnight. Some say he slaughtered Rav
Satal's men while they were sleeping. Some say he put them to flight.

20. For two years Rav Dudo took exactly half of the revenue of Merto
for Slho. All responsibility was in Dudo's hands. And I have heard a story like
this, too: There was no auspicious quality in Slho. While Slho was drunk140

[and] sleeping, Dudo141 had [his] dholiyo142 removed from Merto and sent to
Rahan143 during the night. In the morning Slho awoke in a maliyo144 in Rahan.
There were several servants [with him], whom he asked; "How [is] this?" They
said: "Dudo took Merto and gave you Rahan." Then [Slho] said: "Dudo will
eat ghee and bdti,145 [but] we too will eat." Dudo sat on the throne [in Merto],
and Barhath146 Mahes Caturavat, the Barhath of the Mertlyos, said: "Dudo
preserved the dignity on Slho's head."147

140 The variant reading matvdle ("while drunk") in the kha ms . is preferable to the
meaningless tavdvai in the text.

141 Sude in the text is a misprint or a mistake for Dudai.

142 DholTyo: a type of bed larger and more luxurious than the ordinary bed.

143 Rahan: a vi l lage located ten miles north-northeast of Mer to .

144 Maltyo: a la rge bed room buil t on the second floor of a large house or mans ion
(havelT), generally decorated with plaster, painting, and other embel l i shments .

145 BaiT: small bal ls of heavy wheat flour cooked to form bread balls , which are served
on feast occasions. T h e implicat ion of this sentence is that Mer to was a valuable and
and lucrative acquisition for Dudo, allowing him to live in style.

146 Barhath ("obstinacy at the gate"): a synonym for Paulpat ("recipient of the gate"), a
title given to trusted Carans who, during t imes of siege, stood at the main gates (paul)
of forts and were the first to fight and give their lives in its defense. These same Carans
were also those who stood first in line (even before the Brahman) during a wedding to
receive gifts and offerings (neg, tydg) from the members of the bride's party.

147 Ziegler has noted that "the position of one's head with relation to others was ... of
great importance to the Rajput .... The head ... symbolized authority, leadership and
more generalized notions of power, virility and manhood, and by extension that ability
to assert oneself over others and rule." N. P. Ziegler, "Action, Power and Service in
Rajasthani Culture: A Social History of the Rajputs of Middle Period Rajasthan"
(Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, The University of Chicago, 1973), p. 78.
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21. Dudo Jodhavat, born September 28, 1440.148 Dudo died in 1497-98.
Rav Viramde149 sat on the throne [in Merto]. Then he sent Siho to Rahan.150

Siho was simple-minded; Siho's three sons grew up [to be] great, fearsome
warriors:151 Rav Jeso, Rav Gango, [and] Rav Bhojo.152 Within the breasts of
men like [these] three there was no room for Merto [in the possession of
another].153 They went and met with Rav Malde.154 Rav Malde also greatly
disfavored Rav Viramde.

Vigat, 2:48

The Rav goaded them. He said: "Merto belongs to your father." Then they
proposed to Viramde: "We should obtain the share of our father [and]
grandfather." Viramde said: "The share is now based upon [the abilities of]
swordsmen."155 Then they too decided to fight. They removed [their] carts from

148 The kha ms. gives the variant date V.S. 1497, Asoj, Sudi 9 (October 5, 1440). There
is general agreement among sources regarding the year of Dudo Jodhavat's birth, but
there are differences about the month and day. Reu, 1:103, n. 5., gives the date V.S.
1497, Asvin, Sudi 15 (October 10, 1440), and notes thaiAsddh (the fourth month of the
Hindu calender) has also been given as the month of birth, which would make the V.S.
date correspond to July 4, 1441.

149 Mer t iyo Ra thor V i r amde Dudava t (no. 105), R a v of Mer to ca. 1497-1544. D u d o
Jodhavat had five sons: Vi ramde , Pancain, Raymal , Ray sal, and Ratansl .

150 T h e statement that R a v Vi ramde sent Siho to Rahan contradicts the preceding
assertion that it was D u d o Jodhavat who sent Siho to Rahan (Vigat, 2:47 supra).

151 Badi baldye uthiyd. Baldy, a l though feminine, was commonly used in Middle
Marva r l texts for male Rajputs, in the sense of "one who inspires fear or awe by his
presence," "a warrior," "a hero."

152 Varsinghot Mer t iyo Rathors Jeso Sihavat (no. 150), Gango Sihavat (no. 149), and
Bhojo Sihavat (no. 148), respectively.

153 I.e., they could not tolerate Viramde 's possession of Mer to .

154 R a v M a l d e Gangavat , son of R a v Gango Vaghavat and ruler of Jodhpur, 1532-62.
The events referred to in the text actually took place before Ma lde became R a v of
Jodhpur, during the reign of his father, Rav Gango of Jodhpur (1515-32).

155 Tarvdriydm. This probably is the oblique plural of tarvdnyo, "swordsman," "man
who carries a sword." However , tarvdrydm is given as the oblique plural of tarvdr
("sword") in Khydt, 3:117, l ine eight from the top of the page. Possibly, then,
tarvdriydm should b e translated as "swords" instead of "swordsmen" in the sentence in
Vigat, 2 :48. Then the translation of the line would be: "The share is now based upon
[the power of] swords." T h e editor of the Vigat, N . S. BhatI, has followed this
hypothesis in his n. 3 to Vigat, 2 :48.
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Rahan. They engaged in much written correspondence with Rav Malde. Written
assurance came from Rav Malde. They drove [their] carts toward Plmpar.156

When two ghans151 of the day were spent, fifty or sixty superior horsemen
mounted up, came to the market square of Merto, and raided it. A pursuit party
was sent after [them].158 Subsequently it caught up to [them] as they were going
to Kusano.159 Their sdth also rejoined them. Here a great battle occurred. A
large sdth from both sides died fighting. The three sons of Slho were wounded.
All [battle-field] responsibility was [placed] upon Rathor Khangar Jogavat160

[by] Rav Vtramde.161 This Khangar Jogavat [and] Rathor Bhado Mokalot162 fell
[under] heavy blows.163 Sandho Mokalot,164 others too-the entire rdhavno165 of
Viramde-everyone was in this battle.166 There was no sirdar161 like Vlramde in

156 P impar vil lage lies forty-five miles southwest of Rahan village.

157 Ghan: a period of time equal to twenty-four minutes.

158 B anise hdhar chod hut. W e have found no other instance of a verb stem plus hono\
chod huT probably is a mistake for chodi hui, a past participle. (Literally, the sentence
might then be translated: "Behind, a released/dispatched pursuit party.")

159 Kusano vil lage is situated seven miles northeast of Plmpar and thirty-six miles
southwest of Rahan.

160 Jodho Rathor Khangar Jogavat (no. 82) was the son of Jogo Jodhavat and the
grandson of Rav Jodho Rinmalot .

161 The text has Rav Vlramde sari muddr Rd. Khangar Jogavat par tht, literally, "Rav
Viramde—all responsibil i ty was upon Ra[thor] Khangar Jogavat ." Our translation
suggests the probable intent of this sentence.

162 Ja i tmal Rathor Bhado Mokalo t (no. 68).

163 Pure lohdm party a: literally, "fell [under] full/complete blows." Loh means both
"blow" and "weapon" in Middle Marvan. Lalas, RSK, 4:1:4446.

164 Ja i tmal Rathor Sandho Mokalo t (no. 71) . Sandho Mokalo t was B h a d o Mokalot ' s
brother.

165 Rdhavno: the members of the household of an important Rajput, including his
wives and concubines, their offspring, the descendants of offspring produced by Rajput
liaisons with w o m e n of different jdtis in the past who formed part of the body of
household servants, and other personal servants of various ranks.

166 Ar hlsd ro in the text is a mis take for or hi> saw; siko is a mis take for sako.

167 Sirdar (P. sardar): headman, chief, leader; representative of a community or group.
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[it].168 He struck down the three brothers on the battlefield.169 VTramde's sdth
won the battle.

22. Afterward, on April 20, 1532, Rav Gango died.170 Rav Malde sat on
the throne.171 In four or five years Malde roared [like a lion]. He increased in
strength.172 Within Rav Malde's breast there was no room for Merto in the house
of another. Rav Malde plotted173 a great deal [against Viramde], but Rathors
Jaito,174 Kumpo,175 Rav Jeso,176 [and] Rathor Khlmvo177 would not get involved

168 The text has Viramde Isar sirdar mdhe ko na chai, which makes little sense.
Perhaps Isar ("God," a personal name) is a mistake for isro ("such as," "like"); we have
based our translation on this possibility.

169 In tindm hi bhdydm nai khet pdfiyd in the kha ms. is preferable to in tindm hi
hhdnfpanyd in the text.

170 April 20, 1532 = V.S. 1588, Jefh, Vadi 1 (see also Vigat, 1:42). There is some
disagreement regarding the date of Rav Gango Vaghavat's death. Ojha, following
Bdnkidds, gives the date V.S. 1588, Jefh, Sudi 5 = May 9, 1532, which we have
preferred and which is the Srdvanddi reckoning, but Reu and Vir Vinod convert this to
M a y 2 1 , 1531, which is the Caitrddi reckoning. "Aitihasik Batam," p . 38, gives the
date V.S. 1589, Jefh, Sudi 5 = M a y 9, 1532, if the reckoning is Caitrddi, but M a y 28,
1533, if the reckoning is Srdvanddi. The circumstances of Rav Gangofs death also are
open to question. Some sources say h e was killed from a fall out of a window of the
palace. Others indicate that his son, Malde, pushed h im from the window when h e was
drunk. Bdnkidds, p . 11 ; V. S. Bhargava, Marwar and the Mughal Emperors (Delhi:
Munshiram Manoharlal , 1966), p . 18 and n. 6; Murdrddn, no. 2, p . 106; Ojha, 4 :1 :281;
Reu, 1:115 and n. 1; Vir Vinod, 2:808

171 The ceremony enthroning Rav Malde took place at Sojhat. Varying dates are given
for the accession, including V.S. 1588, Asddh, Vadi 2 = May 2 1 , 1532 (Srdvanddi
reckoning; Ojha, 4:1:284), V.S. 1588, Asddh, Vadi 5 = June 5, 1531 (Caitrddi
reckoning) or May 24, 1532 (Srdvanddi reckoning; cf. Reu, 1:116), and V.S. 1588,
Srdvan, Sudi 15 = July 29, 1531 (Bdnkidds, p. 12; Jodhpur Rdjya kiKhydt, p . 76). W e
have preferred Ojha's conversion, May 2 1 , 1532. See also Murdrddn, no. 2, p . 114.

172 Jorai in the kha ms. is preferable to jarai in the text.

173 DdV'ghdv in the kha ms . is preferable to ghdv in the text.

174 Rathor Jai to Pancainot (no. 61), founder of the Jaitavat branch of Rathors.

175 Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot (no. 95), founder of the Kumpavat branch of Rathors.

176 Campavat Rathor Rav Jeso Bhairavdasot (no. 48).

177 Udavat Rathor Khlmvo Udavat (no. 140).
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in this matter. Rav [Malde] had formed an army [to fight] against the
Sindhals.178 Rav Vlramde Dudavat also brought his rdhavno.

Vigat, 2:49

He was with this army. Rav Malde was a wily fhdkur.179 He sent word to
Daulatlyo180 in Nagaur: "Rav Vlramde is with me. All the great Rajputs [of
Merto] are with Vlramde. Vlramde lives having captured your elephant.181 You
must come behind [the back of Vlramde], pillage Merto, imprison all of
Viramde's men [and] close kinsmen,182 and take them away. They will give back
your elephant, too. And they will give other retribution as well." And he had
Pamvar Pancain183 informed: "You have Akho's vair [to settle].184 And now the
land of Merto is empty. Vlramde is with me with all of his sdth. What are you
doing sitting down?" He summoned Rathor Gango Sihavat and secretly told
him: "Now there is an opportunity; you go and confiscate the fort of Merto." He
employed these three stratagems. The Rav did so in secret from Jaito [and]
Kumpo.

23. Four days went by; he held [these] conferences in secret. Then
[Vlramde] asked some lehavds135 [and] pdsvans:186 "These days the Rav does

178 The Sindhals are a branch (sdkh) of Marvar Rathors. They were powerful in eastern
Marvar during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, particularly in the Jaitaran and
Bhadrajan areas.

179 Thdkur: God; master , ruler, sovereign; one who rules a k ingdom (among Rajputs,
the term is applied equally to the clan deity of a local k ingdom, to the Rajput ruler
himself, who is felt to rule as a subordinate and servant of this deity, and to other
Rajputs, w h o rule their lands directly under the ruler and who receive their authority
from Mm.

180 Daulat lyo: a diminutive n ickname for Khanzada M u h a m m a d Daulat Khan (no.
154), the ruler of Nagaur , ca. 1516-36.

181 A reference to a great war elephant, belonging to M u h a m m a d Daulat Khan and
named "Dariyajols," which was captured by Vlramde after the batt le of SevakI in 1529.
See Khydt, 3:93-94.

182 Caco-haco. This compound is derived from caco, "father's younger brother," and
haco, "son," "young male ," and was used as a generic term to indicate all the junior
agnates who lived with and served an important Rajput.

183 Pamvar Pancain Karamcandot (no. 24) of Catsu, a town located thirty-five miles
south of Jaipur.

184 Mer t iyo Rathor RatansI Dudavat , Viramde 's brother, had murdered a Pamvar of
Plsangan vi l lage n a m e d A k h o Sodhavat (no. 23) .

185 Khavds (Arabic khawass) : a m a l e or female at tendant or personal servant of a
Rajput ruler or important land-holder.
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not speak to me; what is he conferring about in secret?" Someone told [him]
what news there was. Then [Viramde] wrote letters and sent them to Merto. A
Raibari187 brought the letters to Merto a watch before Daulatiyo [arrived].
Rathor Akhairaj Bhadavat188 had come to Merto without requesting leave from
Rathor Viramde. [The Raibari] put the letters in Akhairaj's hands. Akhairaj
prepared the fort for defense. He closed the gates. He sent scouts before [the
enemy]; they brought back the information [that] the army had advanced to about
four kos [from Merto]. He closed the main gates of the fort, climbed up on top
of a tower, and stayed ready. Not very many retainers were inside the fort.
Daulatlyo came189 and sacked and looted the city. And he came and began to
reduce the fort. [His] sdth penetrated the fort.190 Then Akhairaj Bhadavat
observed: "There is no sdth [to aid us] nearby, and today Vtramde's men are
being captured. I see with my own eyes [that] there is no dignity in this
situation.191 Today I must die." Then Akhairaj leaped from the wall of the fort
[along with] fifteen to twenty men.192 Akhairaj wielded a nine-digit long
lance193 in a dash [through the ranks of the enemy; some men] were struck,
[others] warded it off.194

186 Pdsvan (Persian pas-ban): literally, "one who stands beside or in at tendance"; a
ma le body servant or a female concubine of a Rajput ruler or important landholder.

187 Raibar i : a m e m b e r of a jdti hav ing as its traditional occupation the t ranshumant
herd ing of camels , sheep, and goats. Raibarls were often used as messengers also.

188 Ja i tmal Ra thor Akhairaj Bhadavat (no. 69). Akhairaj was Viramde's pradhdn.

189 Aj in the text apparently is a misprint for the conjunctive participle ay.

190 Kot num sdth valiyo. The verb valno has many meanings, including "to penetrate,"
"to pierce." See Lalas , RSK, 4:2:4549, entry no. 15 under valno.

191 I.e., there was no dignity in Akhairaj's standing idly by while Viramde's men were
being captured.

192 W e have preferred the variant reading kot rlhhlnt thd kudiyo in the kha ms. to the
reading kudiyd in the text.

193 Barchi: a short lance, usually m a d e of iron, much favored by Rajputs, which could
b e used as a stabbing weapon or hurled in battle.

194 Ke Idgike tali: literally, "either it stuck or was warded off."
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Vigat, 2:50

They joined weapons [in battle]. Daulatlyo fled. Victory was Akhairaj's.
Rathor Bhairavdas Bhadavat195 died fighting. Pamvar Pancain, [son] of
Karamcand, came. They196 attacked Alnlyavas,197 [but] they fled before
Raysal.198

24. Rathor Gango Slhavat was coming to Merto with 500 horsemen. He
was coming in [the bed of] the river of Banjhankurl.199 The thdkurs were
sleeping; he suddenly became separated from them all.200 When they came to a
quarter kos [from Merto], Gango heard the palanquins of the thdkurs, then-no
palanquins. They turned back. For two gharis [Gango] searched for the thdkurs
[and] palanquins, [but] he did not find them. Then Gango turned back from
there. Vlramde's men brought this news to where Vlramde's tents were in the
army of the RavjT and secretly gave [Viramde] written reports. Upon looking at
the reports, Viramde took a small sdth and, using the pretext of having to relieve
himself, mounted up and departed. He said to the small sdth: "You must
assemble at the third watch in such-and-such a place."201 He had kept several

195 Ja i tmal Ra thor Bhai ravdas Bhadavat (no. 70) , brother of Akhairaj Bhadava t (no. 69) .

196 •«rpjiey'« r efe r s to Pamvar Pancain Karamcandot (no. 24) of Catsu, and his brother,
Ravat Jagmal Karamcandot (no. 25) of Catsu, who is ment ioned in section 24, infra, as
taking part in the at tack on Alnlyavas.

197 Alnlyavas in the kha ms . is preferable to Lohlyavas (?) in the text. AlnTyavas is a
vil lage twenty miles southeast of Mer to .

198 MertTyo Rathor Raysal Dudavat (no. 106), brother of Rav Vi ramde Dudava t (no.
105) and son of D u d o Jodhavat (no. 104).

199 Banjankurl : a vil lage located five miles nor th of Jaitaran and situated one-half m i l e
north of the Li l r l River, an offshoot of the LunT River of Marvar . This r iver would be
dry except during the rainy season. Mer to is twenty-eight miles north of the village.

200 The text has chint kapafiyo, "caught a drop," clearly irrelevant to the rest of the
passage. The correct reading probably is chlntak partyo, a compound verb: chlntakno
("to become separated") plus pamo, which adds a degree of suddenness or violence to
the main verb. See J. D. Smith, "An Introduction to the Language of the Historical
Documents from Rajasthan, Modern Asian Studies, 9, 4 (1975), p. 457, for a brief
discussion of compound verbs in Middle Marvarl.

201 The text has amakn thaur, "amakii place." We have been unable to locate any
place called amakn. Although it is not listed in either Lalas's or Sakariya's dictionary,
perhaps amakrol-l is a synonym for the adjective phaldnol-l ("such-and-such"), which
appears in identical contexts twice in this same passage.
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umrdvs202 [and] shrewd kamddrs right in the camp.203 He had told them: "In
the morning204 at this time demand leave from the Ravjl and come [to me].
When the Ravjl has you asked, 'Where is Vlramde?1, then you must say: 'He
informed us as follows: "I am going to relieve myself; afterward, if a hunt is to
be found, I will go hunting too.'"" And so, the Rav's men came. They said:
"Where is Vtramdejl?" [Vlramde's] servants said: "He has gone to relieve
himself; he will come soon." At the second watch a man came again. Then they
said: "He has not come; we think he must be hunting." At dusk they had the
news reported [to Malde]. Then the shrewd fhdkurs who were in the camp sent
word [to Malde's men]: "As long as we were together, there was no news [of
Vlramde]. But [afterward] a man came, who said: '[Vlramde] was hunting at
such-and-such a place. Twenty-two horsemen came there from Merto; they said:
"Pamvars Pancain [and] Jagmal205 attacked such-and-such a place; much of
Vlramde's sdth died fighting."1 We hear that is where Vlramde went."

Vigat, 2:51

During the night Vlramde's sdth remained in [Malde's] army. In the morning the
tent was loaded, and they went to the main entrance [of Malde's tent] and
informed the Ravjl: "Vlramde, in this [manner],206 suddenly mounted up and
departed. If we receive [your] order, we shall take leave." Then the Rav
summoned them into his presence and hastily207 gave them leave. Vlramde came
to Merto. None of the strategems Rav Malde had employed was successful. The
Rav also was disgraced in Jaito [and] Kumpo's presence.208

202 JJmrdv (from umara ' , pi . of Arabic amir): a man of high rank; a noble. Under the
Mughals , only those officers with a mansab rank of IfiOOjdt or more were considered
to belong among the umrdvs or nobility of the Empire .

203 The text has umrdv 2 pukhtd kdmddr derai hi rdkh gayd thd. Possibly the
translation should be: He kept two umrdvs, shrewd kamddrs, right in the camp."
However, to our knowledge, umrdv and kdmddr were two separate categories.

204 Savdrai in the kha ms. is preferable to su khdrai in the text.

205 Pamvar Ravat Jagmal Karamcandot of Catsu (no. 25).

206 The text has Vlramde to in acuk cadh khadtyd. Apparently the word bhdnt or tarai
("way," "manner") should have followed in.

207 Halbhal kar. Halbhal karno: "to make haste, to hurry; to make a commotion; to
flatter, to pay compliments to, to treat with respect and deference; to welcome
cordially."

208 Rdv hi Kumpd Jaitd bic besdn pafiyd. Besdn: The Persian prefix be- ("without,"
"devoid of1) plus sdn, the Middle Marvan version of the Arabic shdn, "rank, dignity,
state, pomp, grandeur, glory; radiance, lustre." Platts, Dictionary, p. 719.
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25. In the middle of that day the Patsah of Mandu209 died. There was a
certain kileddr210 at Ajmer; because of [the Patsah's death] he abandoned the fort
during the night and went away. The news reached Viramde: "The thdneddr211

of Ajmer, [who] was inside [the fort], went away; the fort has fallen vacant."
Then Rav Viramde took his sdth and mounted up. Ajmer came into his hands.
The fort came into his hands.212 Malde heard of this matter. Within the Rav's

209 The text has Mandovar ; Mandu, the capital of the Malwa Sultans, is meant . See n.
212, infra.

210 Kileddr (Persian qi l 'a-dar) : a person in charge of a fort. The kileddr was Sham
SheruT-Mulk, a noble serving the Sultan of Gujarat, Bahadur Shah (1526-37). See n.
212, infra.

211 Thdnedar: a person in charge of a garrison (thdno).

212 Mer t iyo Rav Vi ramde Dudavat 's fortuitous and apparently bloodless takeover of
Ajmer occurred as a result of changes in political fortunes in north India, Malwa, and
Gujarat in 1534-35, of which h e took full advantage. The local chronicles supply no
details about these changes. From their viewpoint, Ajmer was suddenly left unguarded
due to the death of the ruler of Mandu, a not uncommon occurrence on the death of a
king. La te r historians such as Ojha and Reu do not explain this event either, appearing
rather to take the chronicles at face value. Ojha, for example , states only that "for some
reason" the hdkim of Ajmer left the city unprotected.

T h e specific reasons are to be found in the relations be tween the Mughal
Empero r Humayun of north India and Sultan Bahadur Shah of Gujarat in this period.
Shortly after his accession to the throne of Gujarat, Sultan Bahadur (1526-37) began to
expand his territory into areas of Malwa and Rajasthan. In 1531, he attacked and
captured Mandu. Shortly thereafter, the ruler of Mandu, M a h m u d Shah Khil j l (1511-
31), was killed, br inging to an end the Khilj l dynasty of Malwa, which had ruled since
1436. Within the year, Sultan Bahadur had extended his authority over areas adjacent
to Mandu and had additional plans to lay siege to Cltor. However , the siege was
postponed until 1533, when Sultan Bahadur marched a large army into southern
Rajasthan, sending forces at the same t ime against Rinthambhor under Mal ik Burhan ' l -
M u l k and Mujahid Khan and against Ajmer under Sham SheruT-Mulk. Ajmer was
taken from the Pamvar Rajputs under Rav Jagmal Karamcandot (no. 25) by the 12,000
troops of Sham Sheru'1-Mulk in 1533. In March of 1535, Sultan Bahadur also besieged
and captured Cltor from Slsodlyo Rano Vikramaditya Sangavat (ca. 1531-36; see
biographical note for Slsodlyo Gahlot Rano Udaisingh Sangavat, no. 17).

Aware of the developments in Malwa, Empero r Humayun had travelled to
Gwalior in 1533 or 1534, but h e had not ventured further against Sultan Bahadur. Then
in late 1534, he marched toward Cltor. When his army drew near in 1535, Sultan
Bahadur 's commander at Cltor, Mal ik Burhan'1-Mulk, withdrew from the fort (which
was soon reoccupied by the Sisodlyos) and fled to Mandu, where he jo ined Sultan
Bahadur . Humayun then attacked Mandu, which he captured by the middle of 1535,
forcing Sultan Bahadur to flee to Campaner and then to Div on the coast of Gujarat.

Wi th the fall of Mandu in 1535 (the event that the local chronicles interpret as
the death of the k ing of Mandu) , Sham Sheru'1-Mulk, the kileddr of Ajmer, withdrew
from the city and travelled to Gujarat with his forces. The political vacuum created by
his flight opened the city of Ajmer to Rav Viramde Dudavat and al lowed h im to take
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breast there was no room for Merto [under the authority of Viramde]. When he
heard that Ajmer had come into Vlramde's hands, a fire flared up within the
Rav's body. Rav Malde sent [his] pradhdns to Rav Viramde and had them say:
"Merto is yours, but in the house [of the Rathors] I am the tikdyat;213 you are my
hhdlhandh servant.214 You yourself give Ajmer to me; the city [and] the fort215

are not for you to take." The pradhdns came to Merto. They told Viramde
[Malde's] words. Viramde did not comply with [Malde's] statement. The
pradhdns came back. The Rav assembled [his] sdth. Rav Vlramde's sdth came
too. Rav [Viramde] assembled [his] sdth. At one time Viramde, ready to die [in
battle], was preparing the kotrl216 [and] the city [of Merto] for siege.
Subsequently Vlramde's Rajputs [and] kdmddrs remonstrated with Viramde:

Vigat, 2:52

"We have no walls [or] fort [in Merto].217 If there is a siege of ten days or so,
then Merto is [as defenseless as] a village of the plains. If you die, you will be
salt in flour.218 Do not give an enemy a bundle of straw."219 Afterward Rav
Malde attacked Merto. Rav Viramde had gone away four days previously,

control virtually uncontested. M. S. Commissariat, A History of Gujarat, vol. 1
(Bombay: Longmans, Green & Co., Ltd., 1938), pp. 328-333, 350-356; Day, Medieval
Malwa, pp. 319-327; Ojha, 2:706-712, 4:1:285, ns. 2 and 3; Reu, 1:118-119; S. Tirmizi,
Ajmer through inscriptions [1532-1852 A.D.] (New Delhi: Indian Institute of Islamic
Studies, 1968), p . 12.

213 Tikdyat: a chosen successor; one designated to receive the throne and to have the
ttko or red mark placed upon his forehead upon succession; one who has received the
fiko.

214 Bhdlbandh cdkar. a military servant (cdkar) who is also a member of one's
brotherhood (hhdlbandh).

215 Gadh kot. h i most contexts, there is no substantial difference in meaning between
gadh and kot; both usually mean "fort." Here, however, kot evidently means "walls"
and, by extension, Ajmer city.

216 Kotnw the kha ms. is preferable to IT in the text.

217 Gadh kot. See n. 215 to Vigat, 2 :51, supra. At this t ime Merto had only a small
fort, the kotrl, constructed during the t ime of Rav Varsingh Jodhavat.

218 I.e., of no consequence.

) I.e., do not give an enen
ms. pulo. Pulo is the correct reading: "a tied bundle of straw or grass."

219 I.e., do not give an enemy even the slightest advantage. The text has puro; the kha
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leaving Merto as it was.220 He went to Ajmer with [his] men [and] vast.221 The
RavjT proceeded to Merto and established [his] authority [there]. This event
occurred around 1538-39.222 [Rav Malde] divided up the villages facing Ajmer
among various important umrdvs. He kept a garrison in Merto. He gave a large
pato to Rathor Sahaiso Tejslyot223 (TejsT [was] the son of Varsingh),224 a
Mertlyo, and settled him in Reyam rl Vadl.225 Vlramde was very angry with
Sahaiso. He said: "I shall kill Sahaiso today, in the morning." Rathors Sldho
Mokalot,226 Akhairaj Bhadavat, Ray sal227--all the Mertlyos228~persistently
restrained Vlramde and kept him [in Ajmer, saying]: "Sahaiso is your son.229

220 Merto ubho mel nisanyo. Uhho melno: to leave (a town, fort, etc.) as it is without
making defensive preparations; to abandon (a town, fort, etc.) without a fight.

221 Vast: the people or subjects bound to an important Rajput who lived either in his
village or town of residence (vds, q.v.) or in nearby villages under his control and who
performed various services for h im according to their status, receiving in exchange his
protection. Typically the vast of an important man contained persons of many jdtis,
including a contingent of Rajput warriors, peasants such as Jats, STrvis, Patels, etc.,
Vanlyos, Brahmans, Carans, and members of the lower jdtis: Kumbhars , Malls , Sutrars,
and others. Vasis were divided among sons either before or upon the death of a Rajput
thdkur, each inheriting son taking his part of the vast and going to live on his share
(vant, grds) of the paternal lands, a process referred to in the sources as juddl
("separation").

When Rajputs were forced to flee, as was Rav Vlramde, they frequently took
their vasis with them. For a discussion of the vast, see R. D. Saran, "Conquest and
Colonization: Rajputs and Vasis in Middle Period Marvar" (unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, T h e University of Michigan, 1978), chapters 2, 3, and 4 .

222 The date given here is incorrect. Authorities place Rav Malde's conquest of Merto
in 1534-35. Vigat, 1:43, has 1542-43, also incorrect. See Tirmizi , Ajmer through
Inscriptions, pp. 12, 16.

223 Varsinghot Mert lyo Rathor Sahaiso TejsTyot (no. 151).

224 A parenthetical remark by the author of the Vigat, Nainsl .

225 R e y a m r l Vadl: another name for Reyam village, located fifteen miles southeast of
Merto .

226 Jai tmal Rathor Sldho Mokalot (no. 72).

227 Mer t lyo Ra thor Ray sal Dudava t (no. 106), Vnramde's brother.

228 In a strict sense, "all the Mert lyos" does not include Sldho or Akhairaj , who were
Jai tmal Rathors . But in a general sense, the phrase would include both Mer t lyo Rathors
and those in their service, such as the Jai tmals.

229 I.e., Vlramde 's relat ionship to Sahaiso, a junior m e m b e r of Viramde 's hhdihandh, is
that of a father to a son.
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Rav Malde has divided Merto among so many [other] Rathors; kill them first,
then kill Sahaiso." But within Viramde's breast there was no room for Sahaiso.

26. The scouts who had been sent by Vlramde came [back]. They gave
[their] news; they said: "Sahaiso is sitting in Reyam with his sdth." When the
night was a watch spent, Rathor Vlramde himself mounted up and departed, not
giving very much information to anyone. Sahaiso's scouts also were in action;
they came and gave [him] the news [of Viramde's departure]. Rav Sahaiso
TejsTyot and Rathor VairsT Ranavat230 were friendly; VairsI had come to Reyam.
Rav [Malde's] sdth, [including] Rathors Kumpo Mahirajot, Rano Akhairajot,231

Jeso Bhairavdasot, [and] Bhado Pancainot,232 was at the garrison in Rarod233

VairsI had a she-camel, one that stayed fast for hours.234 He had his khavds
mount it and sent him to Rathors Kumpojl [and] Rano. He said: "[If you do not
hurry], you might come when we have [already] died [or] killed [them], so come
quickly!"235

Vigat, 2:53

The camel-rider arrived at midnight. Those thdkurs, upon looking over the
written message,236 mounted up and took the reins. Just before daybreak237

Rathor Sahaiso Tejslyot donned the saffron robe238 and [with] five hundred men
went outside Reyam, spread cloths [on the ground], and sat down. At that time
the Ravjfs sdth also had come near Reyam. Rathors Kumpo, Rano, [and] Jeso,
while still advancing [on the road to Reyam], had sent ahead scouts, four riders
[who were] owners of fine horses, off the road in the direction of Ajmer [and the

230 Akhairajot Rathor Vairsi Ranavat (no. 31).

231 Akhairajot Rathor Rano Akhairajot (no. 28).

232 Akhairajot Rathor Bhado Pancainot (no. 32).

233 Rarod in the kha ms. is preferable to der (?) in the text. Rarod is a village located
thirty-five miles west of Merto and six miles west of Asop village.

234 Ghanydm jovan. Jovan is a variant of javanljavan, "speed," "quickness"; "quick";
"fast." Lalas, RSK, 2:1:1084.

235 I.e., hurry or miss the battle.

236 Kagal dxthdm sdmd. Sdmd probably is a mistake for samdm, "at the t ime of."

237 Rat ghan 1 rai jhdnjharkhai. Jhdhjharkho: "dawn," "early morning." The editor
of the Vigat, N. S. BhatI, translates this phrase as "one ghan of the night remaining" (n.
1); we have followed Ms suggestion.

238 Kesariyd kar nai. Rajputs put on saffron robes (kesariyo) to indicate their
commitment to die in battle.
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approaching] Viramde. These thakurs came to the open field239 of Reyam, and
the scouts on horseback came and gave the news: "Rdj\240 Viramde is coming."
Then that thdkur [to whom the news was told] did not go to the village [or] to
Sahaiso; he made [all the men] go straight to where Viramde was coming. A
battle took place near the village. There was a great clash of weapons. Here a
large sdth from both sides died fighting. That day [was] a great day for Rav
Malde, a great glory. The Rav's sdth won the battle; fifty of Rathor Viramde's
men died fighting. Ravat241 Bhojo, [who was the son] of Gango [and] a Jaitmal
[Rathor],242 died fighting. Rathor Sldho Mokalot again fell wounded. Viramde
also showed outstanding prowess that day. He killed on five separate occasions
with a knife243 and all alone urged [his] horse into the Rav's sdth. The knife
having splintered, Viramde snatched up eleven lances thrust by the Rav's sdth.
He held them together with the reins in [his] left hand. With difficulty a Blharl
sirdar from Jalor244 brought Viramde twenty paces from the battlefield. That
day Rathor Bhado Pancainot showed much prowess. Bhado jostled Viramde and

239 Gorvo: the open field outside a village; the open field where the vil lage cattle are
gathered before being taken out to graze in the scrub-brush.

240 The text has raja, the vocative plural of raj, indicating that several thakurs were
being addressed, but the next sentence begins with o thakur, "that thakur." Perhaps
raja is simply a mistake for raj.

241 Ravat: a title held by many petty rulers in middle period Rajasthan, including the
Rathors of Ketu, Setravo, and Dechu, the Slsodlyos of Deval lyo, and the Mers of Gang.

242 Jai tmal Rathor Ravat Bhojo Gangavat (no. 76).

243 Churl kdr in the text is a variant of churikd, "knife." Churikd pherno: to turn the
knife, to kill with a knife.

244 The text has Jdlorl ro ek BThdri sirdar, evidently Jdlori is a mistake for Jalor.
Possibly, however, the translation could be: "a Blharl sirdar, [son/military servant] of
the Jalorl." The Blharis were Pathans (Afghans) of the LohanI tribe. They claimed to
have held the governorship of Bihar under the Tughluq Sultans of Delhi, hence their
name. In the late fourteenth century, the head of the family, Malik Yusuf, together with
kinsmen and retainers, migrated during the course of a pilgrimage from Bihar to Jalor,
where he seized power from the local Cahuvan ruler. Malik Yusuf died in ca. 1395 and
was succeeded by his son, Malik Hasan, who was recognized by the Tughluqs as the
governor of Jalor. The BHiarl Pathans subsequently became supporters of the rulers of
Gujarat, serving them with 7,000 horsemen. They continued to hold Jalor until 1538-
39, when they were driven out by a Baloc adventurer, who in turn was forced to flee by
an army sent by Rav Malde. After Malde was defeated by Sher Shah Stir in 1544, the
Blharis regained control of Jalor, which they held with brief interruptions until the
second decade of the seventeenth century. Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency:
Volume V, Cutch, Pdlanpur, and Mahi Kdntha (Bombay: Government Central Press,
1908), pp. 318-320; M. Vyas, Jodhpur Rdjya kd Itihds (Jaypur: PancasH Prakasan,
1975), pp. 95-96.
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knocked him away from the lances. He did [him] the honor of striking [his]
body.245 Rathors Bhado [and] Kumpo spared [Viramde]. Rathors Jeso
Bhairavdasot [and] Rano Akhairajot fell badly wounded. Viramde put his
wounded in stretchers246 and, having summoned [his] strength, departed.
Rathors Kumpo [and] Bhado had saiddnos247 played and remained standing right
where they won the battle.248

Vigat, 2:54

They bandaged the wounded, came to Reyam, and helped them dismount.249

When Rav Malde heard of this affair, he touched heaven.250 From this battle
[onward], Merto became succulent for the RavjT.251

245 DU mdran ro kdydo klyo. Kdydo (Persian qa ' ida) : a dignity, an honor. Striking the
body of another Rajput warrior (particularly a highly esteemed warrior) in batt le
without ki l l ing h im, was part of the Rajput etiquette of battle, from which one gained
great honor. Fo r a more detailed discussion of Rajput batt le etiquette, see Norman P.
Ziegler, "Evoluton of the Rathor State of Marvar: Horses, Structural Change and
Warfare," in The Idea of Rajasthan: Explorations in Regional Identity, ed. by Karine
Schomer et al., 2 vols. (Columbia, MO: South Asia Publications by arrangement with
Manohar Publishers & Distributors; New Delhi, India: American Institute of Indian
Studies, 1994), 2:192-216.

246 Jhdliydm mdmhe. JhdlTyd: wooden sticks or boards used to load goods into
oxcarts. Here they apparently were used as stretchers to carry the wounded men .

247 Saiddno (Persian shadiyana): a musical instrument played on an auspicious
occasion as a form of celebration.

248 Literally, "in that place [where] the field [of battle] had come into their hands." It is
evident that Kumpo and Bhado chose not to follow up their victory; they allowed
Viramde to regain his strength and leave the battlefield. Bdhkidds, p. 12, no. 126 notes
that on another, subsequent occasion in Bamvall village Jaito Pancainot restrained
Kumpo Mahirajot from killing Viramde, saying

Do not kill Viramde! Viramde is a great Rajput. If he remains alive, he will
bring someone [to aid him against Rav Malde] and fashion his own death.

The Jodhpur Rdj'ya kl Khydt (p. 80) has a similar version of events but substitutes
Catsu village for Bamvall.

249 The text has ghdv liydm thd vdmh nai Reyam di utdriyd. Our translation is
conjectural, based on ghdv liydm being a mistake for ghdyaliyd and vdmh being a
variant of bdndh. Literally, the translation would then be: "There were wounded men;
they bandaged [them], came to Reyam, and set them down/helped them dismount."

250 Ahh Idgo. The editor of the Vigat, N. S. Bhatl, translates this phrase as "became
very pleased" (ati prasann hud) in n. 1, but it is possible Malde may have been less
than pleased with his commanders' failure to follow up their victory and capture
Viramde.
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27. Rav Malde, having passed the time for a year afterward,252 formed
an army [to attack] Ajmer. He drove Rathor Vlramde from Ajmer also. Ajmer
came into his hands.253 Afterward Vlramde went to Naharno254 one time. The
Sekhavat Kachvahos255 protected [him] for some time. Day by day Rav Malde
increased in strength. He gave Ajmer to Rathor Mahes GharsTyot256 in pato. He
took Dldvano.257 He gave Dldvano to Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot in pato. He
took Sambhar. The Rav's kdmddrs continuously came and stayed in Sambhar.
Then Rathor Vlramde went to Catsu258 There too the armies of the Rav came

251 Rajputs often expressed their relationships toward land in terms of food; land was
"eaten" or "consumed" (dharti khdno, dharti hhogno) by the ruler in the symbolic
language of the Rajputs, and thus the remark concerning the land's becoming succulent
or tasty (ras pariyo) for Malde is an indication that h e had acquired full authority over
it. For a discussion of Rajput tenets concerning land, see R. D. Saran, "Conquest and
Colonization," pp . 88-90, 102.

252 Rav Malde 's conquest of Ajmer may have come much sooner than one year after his
defeat of Vl ramde at Reyam, as Vl ramde was in no position to defend the city.

253 Rav Malde captured Ajmer in 1535. He held the city until it was taken by Sher Shah
Stir in 1543. There are still remains at Ajmer of a massive unfinished water-lift said to
have been begun by Rav Malde to carry water to the top of the fort Taragadh, which
overlooks the city. V. S. Bhargava, Marwar and the Mughal Emperors, p. 22, n. 1;
Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 135; Ojha, 4:1:286, n. 4; Reu, 1:119; Tirmizi, Ajmer through
Inscriptions, pp. 12, 16. Vigat, 1:43-44, gives 1533-34 as the date for Malde's conquest
of Ajmer, which is incorrect.

254 Naharno/Nara ino: a town located forty-five miles northeast of Ajmer. Dur ing this
period, the town was ruled by Kachvaho Khangar Jagmalot , from w h o m the Khangarot
Kachvaho branch (sdkh) emerged. T h e Khangarots are a cadet l ine of the Kachvaho
rulers of Amber . The Mughal Emperor Akbar gave this town to Khangar 's son,
Naraindas, in jdgir, hence its name, Naraino. Khydt, 1:297, 304.

255 T h e Sekhavat Kachvahos stem from Sekho Mokalot , son of Moka l Balavat and
great-grandson of Raja Udaikaran Junslyot, ruler of Amber . Sekho Mokalot founded
Amarsar and Sikargadh, towns sixty miles northwest of Amber in the area known as
Sekhavatl . For an interesting account of the origin of the Sekhavat branch of the
Kachvaho family, see Refaqat Ali Khan, The Kachhwahas under Akbar and Jahangir
(New Delhi: Kitab Pub. House, 1976), p . 155.

Elswehere it is noted that Vl ramde Dudavat was taken in by Kachvaho Raysal
Sekhavat, son of Sekho Mokalot . Khyat, 1:296, 318-319, 3:98.

256 Ctindavat Rathor Mahes GharsTyot (no. 58).

257 Dldvano : a town 125 miles northeast of Jodhpur and sixty mi les nor th of Ajmer.
See Append ix A for a discussion of the local impor tance of Dldvano and its early
history.
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after [him].259 Rathor Viramde went to Lalsot.260 [Rav Malde] would not allow
[him] to stay there either. Afterward Viramde went to BamvaJI261 and left [his]
carts [there].

28. He sent his pradhans, Rathor Akhairaj and Mumhato KMnvo,262 to
the subeddr263 of Rinthambhor,264 who was a certain umrdv. Here no one went
inside just to pay respects to this [umrdv]. They grew weary striving [to see
him]. The Navab265 never came outside the vault266 [of the fort]. They had
nothing [with them] to give; [nothing] that they might give to the divdn261 [and]

258 Catsu: a town located thirty-five miles south of Jaipur city and Amber . This
reference to R a v Viramde's staying in Catsu is peculiar, as it was previously stated that
a vair existed between the Mert lyos and the Pamvar rulers of Catsu. See Vigat, 2:49,
and Biographical Notes under "Pamvars of Catsu."

259 R a v Malde 's armies conquered Catsu in 1541-42.

260 Lalsot : a town located thirty-five miles east of Catsu.

261 Bamval l : a town located twenty miles east of Lalsot.

262 M u m h a t o Kh lmvo Lalavat (no. 157).

263 Subeddr (Persian subedar): an officer in charge of a province {siibo).

264 Rinthambhor: a large fort and town situated forty miles south of Bamvall village
and sixty-five miles southeast of Jaipur, near Saval Madhopur. Because of its strategic
location near the Banas River, Rinthambhor controlled the passageway into the valley
of the Chambal River (southern Rajasthan). Historically, its fortress was one of the
most formidable in all India.

In 1541 Rinthambhor was captured by Sher Shah Sur from 'Usman Khan, its
governor under Qadir Shah, ruler of Malwa. Sher Shah then gave the fortress to his
son, Salim Shah, in jdgir. During this period, it was administered by Khizr Khan.
Governorship of the subo was at the same time given to Shuja'at Khan, to whom Sher
Shah had assigned the whole territory following Ms conquest of Gwalior and Malwa.
Jain, Ancient Cities, pp. 330-334; P. Saran, The Provincial Government of the
Mughals, 1526-1658 (Allahabad: Kitabistan, 1941), p. 58; R. P. Tripathi, The Rise and
Fall of the Mughal Empire (reprint edition, Allahabad: Central Book Depot, 1966),
pp. 121-122.

265 Navdb (Arabic nawwab) : a governor of a town, district, or province; a lord; a
prince, a deputy, one who rules in p lace of another.

266 Tekhdno (Persian tah-khana): a vault, a cellar, a room underground.

267 Divdn (Persian diwan): a minister or head of a department at either the state level or
the provincial level. In seventeenth-century Marvar, the divdn was the chief minister
over fiscal affairs and also performed military tasks on occasion.
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the hagsis268 and [thereby] have [them] make entreaties [and] requests [on
VTramde's behalf].

29. The Navab had a son of fifteen [or] sixteen years. He would come
outside to play for a short time.269 Rathor Akhairaj Bhadavat [and] the other
Rajputs as well all said: "Let us leave; we shall go away." Then Mumhato
Khimvo, [the son] of Lalo, said:

Vigat, 2:55

"There is no place to go back to. Driven from Marvar , we have come to
Bamvall, a hundred kos from Merto. In this region,270 this Navab has the full
authority of the Patsah. There is no place for us to put our feet." Then the
Rajputs said: "What should be done?" Mumhato Khimvo said: "I shall make
one [more] attempt." [They said]: "Do as you think best." Then, in the
morning, Mumhato Khimvo kept the Rajputs in the camp, placed a betrothal
coconut271 in a doykdnthro212 put in some satin cloth [and] four expensive silk
cloths,273 and himself took it to where the Navab's son was playing. His men
asked: "Who are you?" Mumhato KhTmvo said: "I am the servant of Raja
Vlramde, and Viramde is the brother274 of Rav Malde. He has become angry
with Jodhpur and has come to the NavabjI. Raja Vlramde has sent me to offer
his daughter [in marriage] to the MirjojT.275 I have come with the betrothal
coconut to make the sagdi."216 [The Navab's son] heard the name of Rav Malde.

268 Bags! (Persian bakhshi) : Ma paymaster , an officer whose special duty it was to keep
an account of all disbursements connected with military tenures." H. H. Wilson, A
Glossary of Judicial and Revenue Terms (1855; reprint edition, Delhi : Munshi ram
Manohar la l , 1968), p . 49.

269 Say to: probably this word is derived from the Persian sa 'at , "t ime; an hour; a short
t ime, a little while; a minute; a moment ." Platts, Dictionary, p . 625.

270 Mandal: a district, region, area, realm.

271 It was customary among Rajputs to send a coconut (ndler) to the family of a
prospect ive groom to express their will ingness to betroth a daughter in marr iage.

272 Doykdnthro: probably this word is a variant of dokdthro, "possessing two sticks,"
evidently a n a m e for a type of box or platform used to carry the betrothal coconut.

273 Mxsru: "a type of expensive silk cloth." Lalas, RSKy 3:3:3757 (glossed under
misru). A'Tn-i-Akbari, p. 100, notes that misrlis a type of silk cloth.

274 I.e., a kinsman of Malde's; a fellow Rathor.

275 Mirfo (Persian mirza) : a Mus l im pr ince; a Mus l im of h igh birth.

276 Sagdi: betrothal; alliance of marriage between two families or clans {kul, vamsa).
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Then he realized: "The betrothal coconut of the daughter of Raja Viramde,
brother of Rav Malde, has come." The various important men near the Mirjo277

offered [their] blessings: "They are very powerful men,278 a Raja [and] a Rav.
Today among the Hindus no one else has such a dynasty. The betrothal coconut
has come to the Mirjojl from a very excellent place." The Mirjo was very
pleased. He took [Mumhato Khlmvo] with him into the fort. The Mirjo had him
sit by the main entrance and went into [the Navab's quarters]. The servants of
the Mirjo informed the Navab: "Vlramde's pradhdn has come, bringing the
betrothal coconut of Raja VTramde, brother of Rav Malde." The Navab was very
pleased. He quickly summoned Mumhato Khlmvo into [his] presence. He
honored the betrothal coconut. He gave him a sirpdv. Khlmvo said: "Viramde's
brothers, who are umrdvs, are in [his] camp." [The Navab] ordered: "Bring
them; I will have them pay respects [to me]."279 He sent a welcome to their
camp. The Rajputs said to Khlmvo: "What are you doing? We do not
understand this matter." Then Mumhato Khlmvo said: "I will answer to
Vlramdejl about this matter." Then at dusk the divan, Rathor Akhairaj, and the
other Rajputs went to the darhdr280 [of the Navab].

Vigat, 2:56

The Navab summoned [them] into [his] presence and asked all about Rathor
Viramde. He allowed [VTramde] to leave [his] carts in BamvajT. He made out a
parvdno281 giving rulership rights to [some] parganos. He gave all of them
sirpdvs and dispatched them. He said: "May Viramde come to me quickly.
After Viramde and I are [together] in one place, I shall write a petition to the
Patsahjl just as [Viramde] tells [me] to." After coming here,282 they described
everything in detail to Vlramdejl. Vlramdejl listened to [their] story and was
pleased.

Within five or six days Rathor Vlramdejl, along with 400 horsemen,
went to an audience with the Navab. Viramde told his whole story in detail to

277 T h e text has Navah, but presumably Mirjo is meant , as the N a v a b was at this t ime
inside the fort of Rinthambhor . Possibly the implicat ion is that the important m e n close
to the Navab , w h o at that t ime were looking after the Mirjo, offered their blessings.

278 Buniyddi (Persian bunyadi): literally, "men possessing a firm foundation (hunyad)"
i.e., "strongmen," "powerful men."

279 Nimasyam in the text is an apparent misprint for namasyam (first person plural of
namdsno, "to cause to b o w down," "to have [someone] pay respects ."

280 Darbdr (Persian): the hall of audience of a ruler.

281 Parvdno (Persian parwana) : a writ ten order addressed to a subordinate.

282 I.e., back from the Navab ' s darhdr to where Vi ramde was.
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the Navab. The Navab had this story [and] all current news283 delivered to the
PatsahjI, then petitioned [him on Vlramde's behalf). The Patsahjfs order came
back: "You did a noble deed giving Vlramde Bamvall; now give Rathor
Vlramde some expense money and quickly send [him] into my presence."

30. Afterward the Navab sent Vlramde to the Patsah. Rathor Vlramde
went to the dargdh.1M He paid respects to the PatsahjI.285 He met with the
divan [and] the hagsis. He made known to the PatsahjT, together with the divan
[and] the bagsis, all the details about himself [and] Rav Malde. The PatsahjI was
pleased with Rathor Vlramde. Even before this the Patsah had become irritated
with Rav Malde, [for] at that time the ruler of Blkaner286 as well as Kumvar
Bhimraj Jaitsiyot287 [and] Mumhato Nago288 had also gone [to the Patsah] with
complaints.289 But Rathor Vlramde, a wily man, told the Patsah a thousand
tales. He made the next battle appear easy.290 The Patsah came to Agra from
Sahasram.291 He made complete military preparations292 and established a
war-camp outside Agra.

283 Sdn vdka. Vdkd probably is from the Arabic waqi'a, "news," "intelligence."

284 Dargdh (Persian): the court of a ruler, including the various depar tments of his
adminis trat ion and their heads .

285 T h e Pa t sah w h o m Vl ramde met was Sher Shah Stir, Afghan ruler of Delhi and nor th
India, 1540-45.

286 Bikavat Rathor Rav Kalyanmal Jaitsiyot (no. 46), ruler of Blkaner, ca. 1542-74.

287 Bikavat Rathor Bhimraj Jaitsiyot (no. 47) .

288 M u m h a t o Nago (no. 158).

289 A local Rajput source ment ions that Sher Shah had once gone to Blkaner during a
period of difficulty (before he assumed the rulership of Delhi) and had c o m e to know
the family of Rav JaitsI Lunkaranot (no. 4 5 ; ruler of Blkaner , ca. 1526-42), wh ich gave
h im some personal assistance. Sher Shah's extension of help now to Rav Kalyanmal
and K u m v a r Bhimraj , who had come to Delhi with M u m h a t o Nago , would indicate a
personal reason for Sher Shah's enmity for Rav Malde relating to Rav JaitsTs death and
Malde ' s conquest of Blkaner in 1542. Dalpat Vilds, edited by Rava t Saras vat (Blkaner:
Sadul Raj as thanl Research Institute, 1960), pp. 4 -5 .

290 Agio mdmlo sahal kar dikhdyo: literally, "having made the next battle easy, caused
[him] to see [it]."

291 Sahasram: a town in what is now Bihar State, located ninety miles southwest of
Patna.

292 Sulrndn in the text evidently is an abbreviation of sul-sdmdn, "[military] supplies."
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31. The news reached Rav MaJde also. The Rav's messengers293 went
back and forth [summoning his sdth]. There were preparations for battle. The
Patsah set out from Agra. The Patsah encamped at Hid van.294 The Rav also
mounted up and came to Merto from Jodhpur.

Vigat, 2:57

At that time 80,000 horse295 belonging to Rav Malde were assembled. The
Patsah came to the vicinity of Mojabad.296 Rav Malde came to Ajmer. The
[opposing] camps drew nearer and nearer. Pradhdns mediated; no pact was
made. Pradhdns mediated separately between Vlramde [and] Rav Malde. Men
negotiated between Rathors Kumpo [and] Jaito and created suspicion between
master [and] servant.297 Rav Malde moved the camp back twice. The Patsah's
camp was on the near side of Samel.298 The Rav's camp was at Girrl.299 Rav

293 Charo: a single man, single rider. Charos were sent to the thdkurs in the service of
a ruler to summon them to battle.

294 Hldvan: a town seventy-five miles east-southeast of Jaipur (Hindaun on modern
maps) .

295 Accord ing to Brahmadeva Prasad Ambashthya and V.S. Bhargava, who have
explored both Midd le Marva r l and Persian chronicles, R a v Malde only had a force of
50,000 men at Samel . T h e local chronicles of Marvar disagree. Some record that
M a l d e had a force of 80,000, while others indicate that it was Sher Shah who had an
army of this size. T h e Tabaqdt-i-Akbari states that Sher Shah's a rmy numbered 50,000;
other Mus l im sources do not specify its size, not ing only that it was very large. T h e
actual size of bo th armies at Samel remains in some doubt. 'Abbas Khan Sarwanl,
TdrTkhi-i-Ser Sdhi, translated by Brahmadeva Prasad Ambashthya (Patna: K. P.
Jayaswal Research Institute, 1974), p . 662, "Aitihasik Batam," p . 42 ; BdnkMds, p . 12;
Bhargava, Marwar and the Mughal Emperors, p . 29; Khwajah Nizamuddih Ahmad ,
The Tabaqdt-i-Akbari of Khwajah Nizdmudiin Ahmad: A History of India from the
early Musalman Invasions to the Thirty-sixth Year of the Reign of Akbar, 3 vols.,
translated by B. De (Calcutta: Asiatic Society, 1927-40), 2:171; Mmdrddn, no. 2, p.
119; Ojha, 4:1:302, n. 2.; Reu, 1:218; VTr Vinod, 2:810.

296 Mojabad: the town Mozabad or Mozamabad , situated forty-five miles northeast of
Ajmer.

297 I.e., be tween R a v Malde and Rathors Jaito and Kumpo.

298 Samel: a vil lage located in the Arava l l hills twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer
and twenty-three miles east of Jaitaran. T h e site of the batt le is indicated by M a p 3,
"Marvar Terrain of the Bat t le of Samel , 1544."

299 Girrl: a vi l lage located ten miles west-southwest of Samel village and fifty miles
from Ajmer. T h e village lies on the edge of the plains near the western side of the
AravalT hills.
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Malde said to Kumpo [and] Jaito: "Move the camp back once more." Then they
said: "In the direction of the land beyond here [to the east] that the Ravjl, a good
son, had conquered, we did what the Ravjl commanded. [But] we are not about
to abandon and flee from the land beyond here [to the west] that your
ancestors300 and our ancestors together had conquered." There was much
arguing301 between the Rav and the Rajputs. Rathor Vlramde sent his Barhath,
Pato,302 to the Rav and had him tell [the Rav] something. The Rav, without
having asked Jaito [and] Kumpo [their advice], mounted a horse belonging to the
guard-post and, when the night was a watch and a half spent, went away. Rathor
Jaito Pancainot, Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot, Rathor Khimvo,303 Rathor JaitsT
Udavat,304 Sonagaro Akhairaj Rindhirot,305 Rathor Pancain Karamslyot,306

Rathor Vldo Bharmalot,307 and a large additional sdth as well, 20,000 men,308

remained behind, ready to die. Another sdth left with the Ravjl. In the morning
the battle took place on the bank of the Samel River.309 The thakurs mentioned
above died fighting, along with 5,000 of Rav Malde's men.310

300 Malt, literally, "mother-father," used in Middle Marvari in the sense of "ancestors"
or "respected elders," i.e., those persons whom one treats with the respect accorded
one's mother and father.

301 Gddh: s tubbornness, firmness, argument.

302 Rohar lyo Caran Pato Devait . MertTyo R a v Dudo Jodhavat had granted Pato the
village B l jo l l i n Al tavo Subdivision (tapho) of Mer to Pargano (Vigat, 2:108).

303 Udavat Rathor Khimvo Udavat (no. 140).

304 Udava t Ra thor JaitsT Udava t (no. 139).

305 Sonagaro Cahuvan Akhairaj Rindhirot (no. 9) .

306 Karamsot Ra thor Pancain Karamslyot (no. 92).

307 Balavat Rathor Vldo Bharmalot (no. 37).

308 Various numbers are given in the texts, ranging from 12,000 to 20,000 men.
"Aitihasik Batam," p. 44; Bhargava, Marwar and the Mughal Emperors, p. 32; Reu,
1:130.

309 T h e bat t le of Samel be tween the forces of Rav Ma lde Gangavat , ruler of Jodhpur and
western Rajasthan, and Sher Shah Stir, Afghan ruler of Delhi and nor th India, took
place on January 5, 1544.

310 Var ious counts of the dead appear in the texts, ranging from 1,000 to 11,000 of R a v
Malde ' s Rajputs, plus a large number of Sher Shah's troops. Mos t of the local
chronicles contain a fairly detailed listing of the more important warriors of R a v
Malde 's who were killed. Appendix B contains a composi te list compi led from the
various sources.
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32. Rathor Viramde brought the Patsah to Jodhpur.311 A small
sdth-RMhor Aclo Sivrajot,312 Rathor Tiloksl Varjarigot,313 BhatI Sarikar
Suravat,314 Rathor SMghan Khetslyot315--died fighting at the Jodhpur fort.316

33. The Patsah stayed in Jodhpur for some time. Then the Patsah,
having stationed Saids317 Hasam [and] Kasam318 in Marvar and kept Khavas
Khan319 [there] as the only umrdv,320 set out from Jodhpur. He encamped in
Merto.

311 Sher Shah had occupied Jodhpur by the end of January, 1544. Bhargava, Marwar
and the Mughal Emperors, p. 34.

312 Jodho Rathor Aclo Sivrajot (no. 80).

313 T h e text has Tilok Sivrajot, which is incorrect. This Rajput was Udavat
(Baithvasiyo) Rathor Ti loks l Varjangot (no. 143), whose name appears in other lists
referring to the batt le at the fort of Jodhpur.

314 Jeso Bha t I Sankar Suravat (no. 2).

315 Rinmalot Ra thor SMghan Khetslyot (no. 129).

316 T h e chronicles contain lists of varying length and completeness regarding those
Rajputs who died at the fort of Jodhpur righting against the army of Sher Shah. For a
composi te list, see Appendix B .

317 Said (Arabic Saiyid): one who claims descent from the prophet Muhammad .

318 Hasam and Kasam: probably a reference to Saiyids Hashim and Qasim, sons of
Saiyid M a h m u d Khan of Barha. M a h m u d Khan was an important noble in the service
of the Surs who subsequently switched his allegiance to the Mughals . H e was the first
of the famous Saiyids of Barha to enter the service of the Mughal Emperors , and h e
became a personal favorite of Akbar 's . Hashim, Qasim, and Ahmad, Mahmud 's brother,
also were in Mugha l service, and Mahmud, Hashim, and Qasim all took part in several
Mughal mili tary campaigns in Rajasthan, perhaps because they knew the region well
from prior experience under Sher Shah. A'tn-i-Akhari, 1:424-425, 447 , 4 6 1 .

319 Khavas Khan: the Afghan Khawas Khan Masnad-I-Ali, one of Sher Shah's most
important knobles . Khawas Khan first distinguished himself in the siege of Gaur in
1537. Subsequently h e took part in the decisive battles fought by Sher Shah against
Humayun in 1539-40. H e was placed in command of the sarkar of Sirhind after Sher
Shah's conquest of the Panjab and by the t ime of Sher Shah's invasion of Marvar in
1543-44 had become the premier military commander in the service of the Stir
Emperor . 'Abbas Khan Sarwani, Tdrtkhi-i-Ser SdhTy pp . 261-262, 373-374, 377, 380,
445 , 449-450, 455-456, 459, 465-467, 539, 600, 656-657.

320 The Tdrikhi-i-Ser Sdhi notes that Sher Shah left Khawas Khan, Isa Khan NiyazI,
and "certain other chiefs" in the region around Nagaur. Khawas Khan is said to have
brought the regions of Nagaur, Ajmer, and Marvar under his control. Ibid., pp . 656-
657.
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Vigat, 2:58

34. Vlramde obtained Merto. Rav Kalyanmal321 obtained Bikaner. The
Patsah departed for Agra. While going to Agra,322 he gave leave to Viramde.
Shortly thereafter Viramde died.

35. Rathor VTrarnde, born on November 19, 1477. The great battle
occurred in January of 1544. In February or March of 1544 Viramde passed
away.323

The Caran324 who mediated between Rav Malde [and Viramde] was
Viramde's Barhath, Pato. [A genealogy]:

1. Pato.
2. Gango.
3. Jaimal.
4. Catro.
5. Mahes.

Once while Viramde was [still] living Jaimal325 had settled in the
Patsah's vds.326 He obtained Muthrajl327 in jdgir.322'329

321 Blkavat Rathor Rav Kalyanmal Jaitsiyot (no. 46), son of Rav Jaitsi Lunkaranot (no.
45) and ruler of Bikaner , ca. 1542-74.

322 Agre se jdtdm. T h e oblique form se (properly, sai), from the adjective part icle so
("like," "similar to") , is used in locative expressions of this type to add a slight degree
of vagueness, as in the sentence mhai athai sai dordm chdm\ "we are raiding (literally,
"running") hereabouts" (Khydt, 3:125, line 1 at the top).

323 Bdnkidds, p. 60, gives the following dates for Viramde:

Birth: V.S. 1534, Migsar, Sudi 14 (November 19, 1477).
Death: V.S. 1600, Kdtl (October-November, 1543).

324 Caran (f. CaranI): A person belonging to a/aft' whose traditional occupation is the
composition of poems and songs of praise in honor of heroes and rulers; a bard.

325 Mer t lyo Rathor R a v Ja imal Vlramdevot (no. 107).

326 Vds: the town or vil lage of res idence of an important man; the residential area or
ward of a jdti or group within a town or village. T o settle in someone 's vds meant to
enter his service and p lace oneself under his protection.

327 Muthraj l : probably the large town Mathura , located thirty miles nor thwest of Agra

328 Jdglr (Persian): a technical term from the Mughal period designating an assignment
of revenue on land based on moveable or prebendal tenure.
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36. After Viramde died, the Mertryos met and gave the throne to Rathor
Jaimal Viramdevot. The Patsahjl also gave [Jaimal] Merto in jdglr. For ten
years Rathor Jaimal enjoyed Merto in peace.

37. For three years Rav Malde lived on the mountain of Piplan330 during
a period of distress.331 In 1546-47332 the Sur Patsah died. The Patsah's people
who were the garrison in the fort of Jodhpur left the fort empty and went to
Khavas Khan MasadalT.333 They went to Khavaspur.334 Back [in Jodhpur] the
fort lay vacant. The Malls335 of Mandor336 received the news [that] the fort was
vacant. Then the Malls entered [the fort]. They sent the news to the Ravjl at
Piplan.

329 The two sentences beginning with "once" and ending with jdgir are found only in
thckhams.

330 Sher Shah's death occurred on May 22, 1545, some one and one-half years after the
conquest of Jodhpur. During this period, Rav Malde apparently went first to Sivano,
where he stayed in the fort and hills nearby, then travelled in southern Marvar near
Jajor and Parbatsar collecting men and materials. Vigat, 2:252, states that Malde lived
for awhile on the large hill or mountain (vado hhdkar) of Piplan, a village four or five
miles southwest of Sivano, during the Muslim occupation of Jodhpur. While there, he
had a fort and a tank, the Raytalav, constructed on the mountain. Ojha, 4:1:308; Reu,
1:132, Vigat, 1:180; Vtr Vinod, 2:811.

331 Vikho: a period of distress during which a Rajput must leave Ms homeland. A
vikho may occur during a military occupation, as in Rav Malde's case, or because of
local adversities such as famine. Implied in the term are confusion of order and rank, as
Rajputs without land may be forced to take up new occupations. For an extended
discussion of the vikho, see Ziegler, "Action, Power and Service ...," pp. 112-126, and
idem, "Some notes on Rajput Loyalties during the Mughal Period," in Kingship and
Authority in South Asia, edited by John Richards (Publication no. 3, [Madison]: [Dept.
of] South Asian Studies, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1978), pp. 236-237.

332 The date given in the text, V.S. 1603 (1546-47) is incorrect. Sher Shah died in 1545.

333 Masadall: a corruption of Masnad-T-'All, "Throne of 'All," a title held by a number
of Sher Shah's nobles, including Khawas Khan.

334 Khavaspur: the village Khuvaspuro of Merto Pargano, located forty-five miles
northeast of Jodhpur. The TdrTkhi-i-Ser Sdhi, p. 657, states that Khawas Khan built a
"city" called Khawaspuro near the fort of Jodhpur.

335 M a l l (f. Majan/Malnl): a person of the gardener jdti.

336 Mandor: a town situated five miles north of Jodhpur. Mandor was the original seat
of Rathor rule in Marvar.
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38. The Rav came to the fort. Five or six years passed, then, on March
21, 1554,337 Rav Malde once again attacked Merto. A battle occurred between
Jaimal and Rav Malde at the Kundal [Tank].338 There was a twist of fate. The
RavjT lost the battle; Jaimal won.

Vigat, 2:59

The following sdth of the Ravjfs died fighting:

1. Rathor Prithiraj Jaitavat.339

1. Ralhor Dhano Bharmalot.340

1. SlhdhaJ DungarsT.341

1. PancolTAbho.342

1. Sohar Pltho Jesavat.343

337 V.S. 1610, Vaisdkh, Vadi 2, the date also given by "Aitihasik Batam," p. 48,
Bdnkidds, p. 13, and Vigat, 1:59. The kha ms. gives the date V.S. 1610, Vaisdkh, Vadi
12 (March 30, 1554). Other dates given for this battle are:

(a) Srdvanddi V.S. 1610 (Caitrddi V.S. 1611), Vaisdkh, Sudi 2 (April 4,
1554). Jodhpur Rdjya kl Khydt, p. 87; Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 131; Ojha,
4:1:316, n. 2.
(b) V.S. 1610. Reu, 1:134.

The Mertlyos had formed an alliance with Rathor Rav Kalyanmal Jaitslyot (no.
46) of Bikaner (ca. 1542-74) at this time, and he came to their aid during the battle.
Ojha, 4:1:315; VTr Vinod, 2:811.

338 Kundal : an ancient tank in Mer to . See Vigat, 2:38.

339 Jaitavat Rathor Prithiraj Jaitavat (no. 63).

340 Ba lava t Rathor D h a n o Bharmalo t (no. 39).

341 S ihdhal Ra tho r DungarsT (no. 133).

342 Pancoli Abho Jhajhavat (no. 161), one of Rav Malde's kdmddrs.

343 Sohar Rathor Pitho Jesavat. Variant lists present this individual as "Pitho Jagavat"
and Pitho Jasvantot (see Bdnkidds, p. 13, and Vigat, 1:59, respectively). We have
found no other information concerning Pitho. According to G. D. Sharma, the Sohar
Rathors stem from Sohar, great-grandson of Dhandhal, son of Rav Asthan Slhavat. Rav
Asthan was the Rathor ruler of Kher, a village sixty-two miles southwest of Jodhpur,
and the son of SHio Setramot (d. ca. 1273), the founding ancestor of the Marvar
Rathors. J. S. Gahlot states that Sobhat Salkhavat, son of Salkho Tldavat, a fourteenth-
century Rathor ruler, was the progenitor of the Sohar Rathors. "Jodhpur Hukumat rl
Bahl," p. 145, n. 1; J. S. Gahlot, Mdrvdrkd Sahksipt Itihds (Jodhpur: Gahlot Bindery
Works, n.d.), pp 81-82.
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1. Rathor Nago Bharmalot.344

1. Radnor Jagmal Udaikaranot.345

1. Cahuvan Megho.346

1. Pancolls Rato [and] Neto.347

1. Rathor Sujo Tejslyot.348

39. Six persons, Rathor Jaimal's Rajputs, died fighting:

3491. Rathor Akhairaj Bhadavat.
1. Rathor Moto Jogavat.350

1. Rathor Naraindas, [son] of Candrav.351

1. Rathor Candrav, [son] of Jodho.352

1. RavatSagto, [son] of Sango.353

1. Rathor Sango, [son] ofBhojo.354

40. In the year 1557, on January 24,355 discord arose between Haji
Khan356 and Rano357 Udaisingh.358 Rav Malde helped Haji Khan. He provided

344 Balavat Ra thor N a g o Bharmalo t (no. 38).

345 Karamsot Ra thor Jagmal Udaikaranot (no. 91).

346 Sacoro Cahuvan M e g h o Bhairavdasot (no. 8).

347 The text has Rato and Neto; the kha ms. omits Neto. A variant list presents only
Rato's name. Rato (no. 163) and Neto (no. 162) were sons of Pancoll Abho Jhajhavat
(no. 161; see n. 342 for Vigat, 2:59, supra).

348 T h e kha ms . presents this n a m e as "Rathor Sujo Nets imhot"; another list gives
"Rathor Sujo Jaitsinghot" (Bdnkldds, p. 13). The name is obscure, and we have not
been able to trace it to a particular Rathor branch (sdkh).

349 Jaitmalot Rathor Akhairaj Bhada vat (no. 69).

350 Jaitmalot Rathor Moto Jogavat (no. 79).

351 Jai tmalot Ra thor Naraindas Candravat (no. 75).

352 Jai tmalot Ra thor Candrav Jodhavat (no. 74).

353 We have been unable to identify this Jaitmalot Rathor with certainty. Possibly he
was the son of Jaitmalot Rathor Sango Bhojvat, infra.

354 Jaitmalot Rathor Sango Bhojavat (no. 77).

355 T h e da te given is the date of the subsequent bat t le of Harmaro be tween Haji Khan
and R a n o Udaisingh.

356 Haji Khan was a noble of Sher Shah Sur's (see note 375 for Vigat, 2:60, infra).
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1,500 horsemen: Rathor Devldas Jaitavat,359 Raval360 Meghraj Hapavat,361

Rathor Jagmal Vlramdevot,362 Rathor Jaitmal Jesavat,363 Rathor Lakhman
Bhadavat364~a large sdth--and sent [them to Hajl Khan]. On Rano Udaisingh's
side also so many Hindus-with some military servants [and] some
sagos365—came and assembled:

Vigat, 2:60

1. Rano Udaisingh.
1. Jaimal Vlramdevot, Mertlyo Rathor.
1. Raval Pratap, master of Vamsvalo.366

1. Raval Ramcand SolankI, master [of] Todarl.367

357 Rano : A title held by several Rajput rulers in middle period Rajasthan, including the
Slsodlyos of Mevar, the Rathors of Slvano, the Sankhlo Pamvars of Run, the Parihars of
Mandor, and the Sodho Pamvars of Umarkot (in modern Sindh). Rano is also a personal
name (e.g., Rano Akhairajot).

358 Slsodlyo Gahlot Rano Udais ingh Sangavat (no. 17), ruler of Mevar , ca. 1537-72.

359 Jai tavat Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65).

360 Raval : a title held by several Rajput rulers of middle period Rajasthan, including the
Rathors of Mahevo , the Bhatls of Jaisalmer, the Aharo Gahlots of Dungarpur , and the
Aharo Gahlots of Vamsvalo .

361 M a h e c o Rathor Rava l Meghraj Hapavat (no. 103), ruler of M a h e v o (western
Marvar ) .

362 Mer t lyo Rathor Jagmal Vlramdevot (no. 124).

363 Campava t Rathor Jai tmal Jesavat (no. 49) .

364 Akhairajot Rathor Lakhman Bhadavat (no. 33).

365 Sago: a relation by marr iage; one to whom one gives or from whom receives a
daughter or daughters in marriage.

366 Aharo Gahlot Rava l Pratapsingh Jaisinghot (no. 12), ruler of Vamsvalo ca. 1550-79.
T h e territory of Vamsva lo lies directly to the south of Mevar .

367 "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51, calls this ruler "Rav Ramcand [of] Todo"; Bankidas, p. 14,
refers to him as MRav Ramcandra of Todarl" NainsI (Khyat, 1:280) notes that there
were branches of the SolankI Rajput family (kuf) at both Todo (the Balhanot Solankls)
and Todarl (the Mahilgot Solankls). The title of rav was held by the ruling lines of both
branches. Nainsts genealogy of the Mahilgot branch does not include a Rav Ramcand,
so perhaps he was a Balhanot SolankI from Todo, located sixty-five miles south-
southwest of Ajmer, on the northeastern edge of Mevar. Todarl lies sixty miles
southeast of Ajmer, near Tonk city.
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1. Rav Kalyanmal, master of Bikaner.
1. RavaJ Askaran, master of Dungarpur.368

1. Rav Surjan, master of Bundl.369

1. Rav Durgo, master of Rampuro.370

1. Rav Narayandas Idarlyo.371

1. Ram Khairaro, master of Jajpur.372

1. Ravat373 Tejo, master of Devajiyo.374

This battle occurred in Harmaro.375 It occurred twelve kos from Ajmer. Rano
Udaisingh fled. Rathor Tejsl Durigarslyot376 [and] Ballso Sujo Samvatot,377

368 Aha ro Gahlot Rava l Askaran Prithlrajot (no. 11), ruler of Dungarpur ca. 1549-80.
Dungarpur is located to the south of Meva r and directly west of Vamsvalo .

369 H a d o Cahuvan R a v Surjan Urjanot (no. 6), ruler of B u n d ! ca. 1554-85. B u n d l town
lies ninety-five miles southeast of Ajmer.

370 Candravat Sisodlyo R a v Durgo Aclavat (no. 18), ruler of Rampuro . T h e territory of
R a m p u r o lies east of Mevar ; R a m p u r o town is 145 miles south-southeast of Ajmer.

371 Idareco Rathor R a v Narayandas Punjavat (no. 60), ruler of Idar. The territory of Idar
lies to the southwest of Meva r and is directly west of Dungarpur.

372 S o l a n k l R a m Khairaro, ruler of Jajpur (modern Jahazpur). Very little information is
available concerning R a m . H e and (his brother?) Kumbho founded the city of Jajpur in
southern Rajasthan, located seventy miles south-east of Ajmer. 'Ai t ihasik Batam," p .
5 1 ; BdnkTdds, pp . 13-14; KhydU 1:279-280; Vigat, 2:60.

373 Rava t : A title held by a large number of petty rulers, both Rajput and non-Rajput, in
middle period Rajasthan.

374 STsodiyo Gahlot Ravat Tejo Blkavat (no. 16), ruler of Devalfyo ca. 1564-93.
Devaj lyo town is situated seventy-two miles southeast of Ajmer.

375 T h e batt le of Harmaro took p lace on January 24, 1557. Harmaro is located fifty-five
miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles south of Vadhnor. It is said that the
batt le was precipitated by a quarrel that broke out between Rano Udais ingh Sangavat ,
Slsodiyo ruler of Mevar , ca. 1537-72, and Haj i Khan, a noble of Sher Shah Sur's, over
the Rano's demand for one of Haji Khan's dancing girls.

With the conquest of Jodhpur, Sher Shah had stationed Haji Khan at the
garrison of Bhangesar (ten miles northwest of Sojhat) during the occupation of Marvar.
Haji Khan proceeded to launch his own conquest of the area upon Sher Shah's death in
1545, and moved against Ajmer and Nagaur in 1556 with the aid of both Slsodiyo Rano
Udaisingh Sangavat of Mevar and Rathor Rav Kalyanmal Jaitslyot of Bikaner. The
alliance was short-lived, however, and broke up soon after Ajmer, Nagaur, and
surrounding territories were occupied. When Haji Khan left Marvar for Gujarat with
5,000 horse and 150 war elephants in train, Rano Udaisingh stopped him with a large
force of his own Rajputs, demanding spoils from his recent conquests, including among
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famous umrdvs of the Rano's, died fighting. Baliso Sujo remained [on the
battlefield, killed] by the hand of Rathor Devldas Jaitavat. The Ravjfs sdth was
very noble. HajT Khan won the battle. Rav MaldejT had come and stayed in
Jaitaran378 in order to send forth this army. The news reached the RavjT: "The
Rano fled; HajT Khan won."

41. The RavjT was preparing to go against Merto. Just then the Ravjfs
spies, who had gone to Merto, brought news: "Rathor Jaimal's men, who were
vast Rajputs, all fled during the night and went to the Rano's territories or to
BTkaner [and] Dhundhar."379 The RavjT proceeded to Merto from Jaitaran on
January 27, 1557.380 [His] authority was established there. Afterward the RavjT
thoroughly despised the MertTyos.381 He knocked down the homes of the
MertTyos, made a level field [of them], had [them] plowed under, and had
radishes sown [there].382

Vigat, 2:61

Afterward, in 1558-59, he had [the construction of] the Malgadh383 begun. In
1560-61 it was completed.384 He kept a garrison—Rathor DevTdas Jaitavat with a
great sdth--m the Malgadh.

other things one of his dancing girls. HajT Khan then appealed to Rav Malde for aid,
promising Ajmer in return.

Rav Malde had captured the garrison of Bhangesar from HajT Khan's men left
in Marvar on the death of Sher Shah in 1545. "Aitihasik Batam, p. 50; Akbar Ndma,
2:72; Bdnkidds, p. 14; OjM, 4:1:319-320; Reu, 1:136-137; firmizi, Ajmer through
Inscriptions, p. 12; Vigat, 1:63.

376 U d a v a t R a t h o r TejsT DungarsTyot (no. 138).

377 BalTso Cahuvan Sujo Samvato t (no. 4) .

378 Jai taran: a town located fifty-six miles east of Jodhpur.

379 Dhundhar : the n a m e for the territory around Amber and Jaipur.

380 January 27, 1557 = V.S. 1613, Phdgun, Vadi 12, the date preferred by Ojha,
4:1:320, for Rav Malde's conquest of Merto, also given by Vigat, 1:60, and by Jodhpur
Rdjya ki Khydt, p. 89. Vigat, 1:65 and 2:60 have V.S. 1613, Phdgun, Sudi 12 =
February 10, 1557.

381 Rdvji rai Mertiydm sum kas ghano huto. Kas (Arabic qas ' ) : "despising, treating
with contempt." F. Steingass, A Comprehensive Persian-English Dictionary (reprint
edition, N e w Delhi: Oriental Books Reprint Corporation, 1973), p . 973.

382 Muld bavanyd. The rad
Platts, Dictionary, p . 1094.

383 The name of this fort aj
texts from this period. We have standardized the name in our translation, using

382 Muld bavanyd. The radish is a symbol for anything worthless or good for nothing.

383 The name of this fort appears as both Malgadh and Malkot in the Vigat and other
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42. On July 28, 1559, he gave half of Merto [Pargano] to Rathor Jagmal
Viramdevot inpato. A copy of this lpato]:3S5

List:

Thirteen [villages including] Nlllyam:

1. Nlllyam.
1. Itavo.
1. MherasnI.
1. Gothro.
2. Vas Makampa.
1. Bamo.
1. Vavajalo.
1. NlbrL

(The above document tore. I have had the [names of the] villages following
below copied from another document.)386

1. Rahan. 1. Lambo.
1. Hlradro. 1. Altavo.
1. AkelT. 1. Durgavas.
1. Candarun. 1. Gothrl.
1. Palrl 1. Vagar.
1. Dhanapo. 1. Ghagharno.
1. rChlndavro. 1. Phalko.
1. Gonarro. 1. Bhlmllyo.
1. Palrl Slndhale. 1. Itavo Khlyam ro.

1. Nathavro.
1. Bollo.
1. Kurlal

Malgadh to avoid confusion. Tod, Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan, 2:856-857,
notes that the Malgadh lies "about a gun-shot to the south-west of the town and encloses
an area of a mile and a half."

384 There is general agreement on dates for the start and the completion of the Malgadh
fort in Merto. One source ("Aitihasik Batam, p. 52) gives a more detailed date for the
start, March 1, 1558. Bankidas, p. 15; Ojha, 4:1:320; Vigat, 1:60.

385 The villages listed are shown on Maps 4A-B, "Pato of Mertlyo Jagmal Viramdevot,
1559." Problems of identification are discussed in Appendix C.

386 This sentence is a parenthetical remark by the copyist of the kha ms.
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Vigat, 2:62

1. Anoli.
1. Plthavas.
1. Julano.
1. Gotrian.
1. Sarnu.
1. DabrlyanT.
1. Udhlyavas.
1. Panclyavas.
1. Chapri.
1. CocTyavas.
1. Dhamanlyo.
1. DumanT.
1. Padubarl.
1. Gorharl.
1. Lunglyo.
1. Hidavas.
1. Kalnl
1. BhaduvasnI.
1. Khldavas.
1. Dhandalvas.
1

1. Paciplo.
1. Cundhlyam.
1. Tlghrlyo.
1. Manklyavas.
1. Sayarvas.
1. Raysalvas.
1. Khuharl.
1. Javll.
1. Bhaiyo.
1. Jodhravas.
1. KhateJaT.
1. Hasavas.
1. Vakhalvas.
1. Sathano.
1. KerTyo.
1. Thati.
1. Madavro.
1. Thaharvasnl.
1. SarangvasnI.
1. SiriyarT387 of Sojhat
1

[Subtotal]: 58.
[Total]: 71.388

[Malde] set up a second arrangement, given below, to which he had
[Jagmal]389 swear a devaco390 in the temple of Mahamaya391 at Phalodh!.392 He

387 Siyari in the kha ms.

388 T h e numbers 58 and 71 are given in the text. Apparent ly the intent was to divide the
villages into two groups: those connected wi th Nt l lyam (13) and those not (58).
However , only n ine vil lages are in the NUIyarn group and sixty-one, not fifty-eight, a re
in the second group. Possibly some of these sixty-one should b e included in the
Nt l lyam group. T h e grand total is seventy instead of seventy-one.

389 Malde had made Mertlyo Jagmal Vlramdevot kileddr of the Merto fort (the
Malgadh) at the time he granted him the villages mpato (see B.N. no. 124 for Jagmal).
Devidas Jaitavat served alongside Jagmal as commander of the troups of the garrison.

390 Devaco: an oath sworn in the name of a god or goddess. Such an oath need not be
sworn in a temple, al though that is the case in this passage.

391 Mahamaya: the transcendant power of illusion personified as the goddess
Mahamaya , who is also identified with Durga. Margaret and James Stutley, Harper's
Dictionary of Hinduism, p . 171.
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swore [the devaco] in front of Kumvar Candrasen,393 Mangliyo Viram,394

Cahuvan Jhanjhan,395 and PaficolT Neto.'396

Vigat, 2:63

He swore [the devaco] standing at the side of Rathor Jaitmal Pancainot397 [and]
Purohit Bhanldas.398 Jagmal swore the devaco to the following arrangement:399

[1]. He would never turn [his] back on the Ravjl or Kumvar
Candrasen.

[2]. [He]400 would not retain Rathor401 Cando Viramdevot402

[or] Rathor Vagh Jagmalot403 in [his] vds.

392 Phalodhi : the vil lage Phalodhi of Mer to Pargano, situated n ine miles northwest of
Merto .

393 Candrasen Maldevot , son of R a v Ma lde Gangavat and ruler of Jodhpur, 1562-81 .

394 Mang l iyo Gahlot Vi ram Devava t (no. 14). Viram held the posit ion of hujddr in R a v
Malde 's service.

395 Sacoro Cahuvan Jhanjhan Bhairavdasot (no. 7).

396 Panco l l Ne to Abhavat (no. 162), the son of Pancol l Abho Jhajhavat (no. 161), a
kdmddr of R a v Malde 's . Vigat, 2:59, lists Pancol l Neto as having been kil led at the
batt le of Mer to in 1554 against Mert lyo Rathor Jaimal Viramdevot , a long with his
father A b h o and his brother Rato .

397 MertTyo Ra thor Ja i tmal Pancainot (no. 127) was the son of Pancain Dudava t and the
grandson of D u d o Jodhavat .

398 T h e B r a h m a n Purohi t BhanTdas Tejslyot Slvar, to w h o m Mer t lyo Ra thor Jagmal
Vi ramdevot gave one-half of the vil lage Camvad lyo of Mer to Pargano.

399 The text includes i tems 5-8 of our enumerat ion under Section no . 43 . W e have not
included this section number in order to retain the unity of the passage.

400 T h e text has na rdkho ("you won't retain"), an apparent misprint for na rdkhai ("he
would not retain") .

401 T h e text has Rdv, but there is no other indication that Cando ever held this title.
Probably Rdv is a mis take for /?«., the standard abbreviation for Rathor.

402 Mer t lyo Rathor Cando Viramdevot (no. 123).

403 MertTyo Rathor Vagh Jagmalot (no. 125).
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[3]. He would not retain any military servant of the Ravj^s
without orders.

[4]. The grain of [each] Mahajan404 who comes back [to
Merto] has been buried; of this, three portions belong to
[Malde], one portion of the grain belongs to the owners
[of the grain].

[5]. [Each] Rajput of JagmaTs now will reside in Merto; after
one year, [conditions] being peaceful, he will go to the
village of [his] pato and reside.

[6]. Manglryo Vlram, a hujddr of [Rav Malde1 s], will stay in
Merto.

[7]. Then the fort will come down. They405 will retain the
moat. They will tear apart two tanks, the Kundal [and]
the Kukso.

[8]. [Malde's] kdmdars will make a camp in the city and live
[there].

(The name of the Kalyansar Tank was Kukso).406

44. [Malde's men] levelled the entire village of Merto; they made fields
of the [former] rulers' homes. They had established a [new] settlement,407 a city
near the Dorani Nad!.408 [People] say [the old settlement] had become various
ruins.409 They had given the city the name "Navo Nagar" ("New Town").

45. On February 10, 1557,410 Merto had come into the RavjTs hands. It
stayed [his] for five years, one month, [and] three days.411 Subsequently, during

404 Mahajan: literally, "great man ." T h e n a m e of a division of the Vaniyoyafr'; a grain
merchant.

405 T h e subject of this and the following sentence is unspecified; presumably the Rav ' s
officials in the city are the agents.

406 A parenthetical remark inserted by the author or by the copyist.

407 Vdsvdno. Lalas , RSK, 4:2:4640, merely glosses this word as "a p lace to l ive."
Vdno/vdhno is a fairly common noun in Middle Marvarl , defined by Lalas , RSK,
4:2:4583, as: (1) "a collection of water-vessels kept on a vehicle for bringing water";
(2) "the method or act of bringing water by the above means ." Possibly one could
translate the sentence in the Vigat as "They had established a [new] sett lement [and]
water supply, a city near the Doran i Nadl ."

40*NddT: a small tank.

409 T h e text has vaik, evidently a misprint for kaik ("several," "various").

410 February 10, 1557 = V.S. 1613, Phdgun, Sudi 12, the date also given by Vigat, 1:65.
Concerning the date of Rav Malde's conquest of Merto, see n. 380, supra.
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the year 1562, Rathor Jaimal Varamdevot went to the dargah again. The
Patsahji412 gave [him] Merto. He sent in aid the Mughal Saraphdin413 with 7,000
horse. The Ravji received the news [that] the Patsah's army was approaching.
Rathor Devidas Jaitavat always stayed at the garrison in the Malgadh of Merto.
Upon [receiving] the news [of the advancing army], the Ravji sent Kumvar
Candrasen, Rathor Prithlraj Kumpavat,414 Sonagaro Mansingh,415 Rathor
Samvaldas,416 and an additional sdth, along with 2,000 horsemen.

Vigat, 2:64

[Malde] said [to them]: "If you see some opportunity417 for a [successful] battle,
then you should do battle. If not, then take Rathor Devidas [with you] and come
[back] here." These thdkurs came to Merto. The Patsahjfs army was powerful;
they moved the camp back. Rathor Devidas Jaitavat, along with a large sdth,4iS

turned around419 and entered the Malgadh. The Mughals and Jaimal came and
camped, besieging the Malgadh. Kumvar Candrasen's camp was [at Satajvas and
Indavar].420 Samvajdas came back [to Merto from there] and fell upon the

411 According to Ojha, 4:1:320, Rav Malde captured Merto from Jaimal Viramdevot on
V.S. 1613, Phdgun, Vadi 12 = January 27, 1557, and held it until shortly after the
beginning of Akbar's seventh regnal year, which began on March 11 , 1562. See also
Akbar Ndma, 2:247.

412 The Mughal Emperor Akbar (1556-1603).

413 Mirza Sharafu'd-Din Husayn, a descendant of Timur through his mother and hence a
very distant relation of the Mughal Emperor Akbar. He was an important noble of
Akbar's, acquiring a rank of 5,000 in Mughal service. In 1560, Akbar gave Sharafu'd -
Din his sister Bakhshi Banu Begum in marriage and made h im governor of Ajmer and
Nagaur, a position he held at the t ime of the Mughal attack on Merto. A'in-i-Akhari,
1:339-340, Akbar Ndma, 2:196-197.

414 Kumpavat Rathor Prithlraj Kumpavat (no. 97).

415 Sonagaro Cahuvan Mansingh Akhairajot (no. 10).

416 Varsinghot Mertiyo Rathor Samvaldas Udaisinghot (no. 152).

417 Gam: probably from the Sanskrit word gama, "a going," "a course," "a road," and
by extension, "a way," "a chance," "an opportunity."

418 Akbar Ndma, 2:248, notes that the Rajput force was about 500 warriors.

419 I.e., Devidas refused to take part in the retreat; he turned around and entered the
Malgadh in order to confront the Mughals.

420 This sentence, literally "Candrasen's camp became/was," is incomplete. "Aitihasik
Batam," p . 53 , states that Candrasen moved the camp back to Satalvas and Indavar,
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[Mughal] camp.421 [He and his men] killed a hundred Mughals. Samvaldas's leg
was struck by a weapon. Then Rathor Samvaldas's Rajputs took [him] and left
[the battlefield]. Rathor Jaimal [and] Saraphdln rode after [them]. They caught
up to [them] after coming fourteen kos.422 There Samvaldas turned around423 [to
face them] and died fighting in noble fashion.

46. [The Mughals] besieged the Malgadh. There were assaults424 [on
the fort]. Rav Malde's letters were continually coming to Devldas, [saying]:
"You certainly are making a name for yourself, [but] you are causing the loss of
my thdkurdl"425 [The Mughals] besieged the fort on January 27, 1562.426 A
tower exploded from a mine.427 So Rathor Devldas made a pact with the

villages lying within four miles of each other and four and eight miles respectively to
the southwest of Merto.

421 Once again the account in "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 53-54, is more detailed. This
source states that Samvaldas remained behind after Candrasen had gone back to
Jodhpur and carried out a night attack on the Mughal army surrounding Merto .

422 According to "Aitihasik Batam," p . 54, Samvaldas proceeded in the direction of
Reyam village, located fifteen or sixteen miles southeast of Merto. It was near this
village that the batt le took place.

423 Val nai in the kha ms. is preferable to nai in the text.

424 Dhovo: an assault upon a fortified position. Cf. Khydt, 2:26, 50, 56, 83 , 108.

425 Thdkurdl: the quality or essence of a thdkur\ rulership, sovereignty, authority,
k ingdom, domain.

426 January 27, 1562 = V.S. 1618, Phdgun, Vadi 7 (see also Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, p .
92). Apparently the siege began on this date ("Aitihasik Batam," p . 55 , give the
alternate date V.S 1619, Phdgun, Vadi Amdvas = February 22, 1563, which is
incorrect) . Mughal operations against Mer to ended with the annihilation of Rav
Malde 's sdth under the command of Devldas Jaitavat near Satalvas on V.S. 1618, Cait,
Sudi 15 = March 20 , 1562, a date given by several sources, including Bdnkidds, p . 17
(twice), and Vigat, 1:61, 2:65-66. Variant dates include: V.S . 1618, Cait, Sudi 2 =
March 7, 1562 (Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, p. 92); V.S. 1618, Cait, Sudi 5 = March 10,
1562 (Bdnkidds, p. 16); V.S. 1619 Cait, Sudi 2 = March 7, 1562, Caitrddi reckoning, or
March 26, 1563, Srdvanddi reckoning ("Aitihasik Batam," p. 55); V.S. 1619, Cait, Sudi
5 = March 29, 1563, Srdvanddi reckoning (Vigat, 1:61* n. 3); V.S. 1619, Cait, Sudi 15
= March 20, 1562, Caitrddi reckoning, or April 8, 1563, Srdvanddi reckoning
("Aitihasik Batam," p. 55).

427 Sdhdt (Arabic sabat): a covered approachway protecting the besiegers a t tempting to
mine the towers or walls of a fortress; a mine . Akbar Ndma, 2 :248-249, gives the
following description of the Mugha l advance and their at tack on the fort at Mer to :

W h e n the army of victory arrived at the town the soldiers travel-stained as they
were and with their swift coursers all in a sweat donned the armour of
endeavor and upreared the flag of daring and without hesi tat ion advanced to
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Mughals and withdrew from [the fort].428 The Mughal Saraphdin [and] Rathor
Jaimal were seated on the khdndho419 of the main gate [of the fort]. A
footsoldier was in front of430 Rathor Devldas. In his hands was a gun,431 a
personal possession of the Ravjfs. A Mughal laid [his] hands on it. Devldas had
a kafiydli stick432 in [his] hands; he struck [the Mughal] a blow on the head with
the stick near Rathor Jaimal [and] Saraphdin. [The Mughal's] brains gushed out
and ran down toward [his] nose. Rathor Jaimal said to Saraphdin: "Devldas is
leaving [the fort] through the door of dharma433 [as] you saw well."434

the foot of the fortress. The garrison [of Rajputs] crept into the fort of fear and
did not venture to come out. Meanwhile four champion horsemen of the army
advanced the foot of boldness and discharged some arrows against the gate of
the fortress. Suddenly the Rajputs became restless under the discharge of
arrows and come out on the walls. They made the battlements their shields
and discharged confusedly bricks, stones, arrows and bullets, and also boiling
pitch. Two of the horsemen obtained martyrdom and the other two came back
wounded. Muhammad Sharafu-d-Dlh Husain and the other officer saw
wisdom in proceeding slowly and so they established themselves in the city of
Mutha and stations here and there. They applied thought and deliberation to
the business of taking the fort and cautiously invested it. They erected
batteries according to the proper rules and drove mines on various sides of the
fort. The garrison opposed them and everyday there were hot engagements.
Occasionally, they watched their opportunity and made sallies, and after
showing their valour again withdrew themselves. At length, a mine, which had
been carried up to under the tower was filled with gunpowder and set fire to.
The tower fell to pieces like cotton when it is carded and a great breach was
made. The heroes of fortune's army got an open road for battle and rushed on.

428 B o t h Jagmal Vlramdevot and Devldas Jaitavat m a d e an agreement with the
Mughals after m u c h deliberation to relinquish the fort and leave all property behind.
Jagmal did leave with a small contingent, while Devldas set fire to the property and
emerged from the fort wi th several hundred Rajputs to confront the Mugha l army.

429 Khdndho: a wall s tanding out from the main wall and blocking or covering the main
gate of a fort in order to shelter the entrance from direct attack.

430 Devldas rai mondai dgai: literally, "before the face of Devldas ." O n e could also
translate this fragment as "under Devldas 's supervision."

431 The text has hardukh; the kha ms. handakl. The correct reading probably should be
handukh, a Middle M a r v a n form of the Arabic word bandiiq, "gun."

432 KafiydTi gedi in the kha ms. is preferable to kafiyd Idgai in the text. A kafiydli stick
was a type of wooden stick banded with metal rings (kan).

433 Devldas dharam dudr nlsrai chai. Dharma dvdr nlsarno: to leave/go out through
the door of dharma, i.e., to leave a besieged fort with one's life intact after making a
pact with the enemy. Cf. "Aitihasik Batam," p. 55; James Tod, Annals and Antiquities
of Rajas than, edited by William Crooke, 3 vols. (London: Oxford University Press,
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Saraphdm said: "I saw!" Jaimal began to speak: "He is not the sort of Rajput
who abandons a fort and goes away, but Rav Malde was telling him: 'You are
causing the loss of my domain.1 [Devidas] is going unwillingly. If he reached
Jodhpur, he would get Rav Malde and attack [us] during the night."435

Vigat, 2:65

47. Saying these things took time. In the interim Rathor Devidas went
200 paces. Then Saraphdm said to Jaimal: "What should be done?" Jaimal
said: "If you wish [to preserve] our safety, then catch up to Devidas from behind
and kill him."436 Then the kettledrum was struck.437 Rathor Jaimal [and]
Mughal Saraphdln rode after [Devidas]. Devidas and the Rav's sdth, hearing the
striking of the kettledrum, turned around and stood waiting [for Jaimal and
Saraphdln]. A battle occurred on this side of Satalvas438 on March 20, 1562. A
list of the Rav's sdth that died fighting, as follows:439

1. Rathor Devidas Jaitavat, in [his] thirty-fifth year.440

1920), 2:1006; Vigat, 2:219. The connotation is not quite honorable, as the remark by
Jaimal following in the text indicates.

434 The reading rurd difhd in the kha ms. is preferable to uddoge (?) in the text.

435 Rav Malde num rat dpdr upar dvsi: literally, "he would catch up to Rav Malde and
attack during the night."

436 T h e Akbar Ndma, 2:249, notes that Rathor Jaimal VIramdevot and other Rajputs
present with the Mughals had an old quarrel with Devidas Jaitavat and the Rajputs of
the garrison (perhaps a reference to Devldas 's participation in the bat t le of Harmaro and
the subsequent occupation of Merto) . After Devidas burned the property of the fort (see
n. 428 to Vigat, 2:64, supra), they considered the agreement with the Mughals broken
and urged the Mughals to attack.

437 Tarai nagdro huo. Nagdro hono is a synonym for nagdro vajno, "kettledrum to be
struck." T h e ket t ledrum was struck to announce the commencement of batt le or attack.

438 Satalvas: a vil lage located four miles southwest of Merto . Reu, 1:140, ment ions
that the batt le took place between Mer to and the village of Sogavas [Sodhavas] , located
one mi le due west of Merto .

439 T h e chronicles contain lists of varying length and completeness regarding those
Rajputs who died at the batt le of Satalvas. For a composi te list, see Appendix B .

440 T h e Akhar Ndma contains a story about Devidas that also appears in the khydt
l i terature about this Rajput. This story relates that Devidas was indeed not kil led at
Merto , but only wounded, and that h e survived and appeared locally some ten to twelve
years later in the dress of a wandering holy man. See B.N., no. 65 . "Aitihasik Batam,"
pp. 83-84; Akbar Ndma, 2:250; "Bat Rathor Deldas Jaitavat rl," in Aitihasik
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1. Rathor BhakharsT Jaitavat.441

1. Rathor Puranmal, [son] of Prithiraj Jaitavat.442

1. Rathor Tejsl, [son] of Urjan Paiicainot.443

1. Rathor Isardas, [son] of Rano Akhairajot.444

1. Rathor Goind, [son] of Rano Akhairajot.445

1. Rathor Pato, [son] of Kumpo Mahirajot.446

1. Rathor Brian, [son] of Bhojraj, [who was the
son] of Sado Rupavat.447

1. Rathor Amro Ramavat.448

1. RaUor NetsI SIhavat.449

1. Rathor Jaimal Tejslyot.450

1. Rathor Ramo Bhairavdasot.451

1. Rathor BhakharsI Dungarslyot.452

1. Rathor Aclo Bhanot.453

1. Rathor Mahes Paficainot.454

Tavdnkhvdr Vdrtd (MS no. 1234, RajasthanI Sodh Samsthan, Caupasni), ff. 71-74;
Reu, 1:139, n. 2.

441 Jai tavat Ra thor BhakharsI Jaitavat (no. 66).

442 Jai tavat Ra thor Puranmal Prithirajot (no. 64).

443 Akhairajot Ra thor Te js l Urjanot (no. 34).

444 Akhairajot Ra thor Isardas Ranavat (no. 30).

445 Akhairajot Ra thor Goind Ranavat (no. 29).

446 Kumpava t Ra thor Pa to Kumpava t (no. 96).

447 Rinmalot Ra thor Bhan Bhojrajot (no. 130). Rupavat in the kha ms . is preferable to
Kiimpdvat in the text.

448 Campavat Rathor A m r o Ramava t (no. 51).

449 Akhairajot Rathor N e t s ! SIhavat (no. 36). Banfcidds, p . 16, lists h im as Tejs l
SIhavat, and on p . 17, has NetsI Soda vat.

450 W e have been unable to identify this Rathor with any certainty. H e is listed as
Jaimal Jaitslyot in the kha ms.

451 Campavat Rathor R a m o Bhairavdasot (no. 50).

452 Jodho Rathor BhakharsI Dungarslyot (no. 81).

453 W e have been unable to identify this Rathor with certainty. H e probably was the son
of Bhan Bhojrajot (see n. 447 , supra).

454 Karamsot Rathor Mahes Paficainot (no. 93).
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Vigat, 2:66

1. Mertlyo Rathor Jaitmal, [son] ofPancain
Dudavat.455

1. Rathor Rindhir Ray singhot.
1. Rathor Sango Rindhlrot.457

456

. 4581. Rathor Isar Gharsiyot.
1. Rathor Rano Jagnathot.459

1. BhatI Pirag Bharmalot.460

1. Mangllyo Dedo.461

1. Rathor Mahes Gharsiyot.462

1. Rathor Rajsingh Gharsiyot.463

1. Mahgllyo Viram.464

1. Sankhlo Tejsl.465

1. BhatI TiloksT.466

455 Mer t lyo Rathor Jai tmal Pancainot (no. 127).

456 This Rathor is listed as Rindhir Raysalot in the kha ms. Vigat, 1:62, says that he
was a military servant of Mertlyo Jagmal Vlramdevot. We have been unable to identify
Mm with certainty.

457 This Rathor probably was the son of Rindhir Ray singhot (see no. 456, supra).

458 Cundavat Rathor Isar Gharsiyot (no. 57). The identity of this Rajput is uncertain,
but h e appears to b e the brother of Rathor Mahes Gharsiyot, infra.

459 W e have been unable to identify this Rathor.

460 Bha t i Pirag Bharmalo t was the son of Bharmal Jesavat, a descendant of Rava l D u d o
of Ja isa lmer (early fourteenth century). Khyat, 2:66, states that Ptino, Rava l Dudo 's
grandson, died fighting in a batt le at Cang vil lage during the t ime of R a v R inma l of
M a n d o r (ca. 1427-38). Subsequently the family of Puno's son, Jai to, b e c a m e mili tary
servants in the service of Jodhpur. Pirag Bharmalo t was fifth in descent from Jaito.
Vigat, 1:62, also lists Pirag among those killed at Satalvas.

461 Mangl lyo Gahlot D e d o (no. 13).

462 Cundavat Rathor Mahes Gharsiyot (no. 58).

463 Cundavat Rarhor Rajsingh Gharsiyot (no. 59).

464 Mangl lyo Gahlot Viram Devavat (no. 14).

465 Sankhlo Pamvar Tejs l Bhojavat (no. 27).

466 Jeso Bha t I Ti loks l Parbatot (no. 3).
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1. BhatlPltho.467

3. Barhaths: 1. Jalap. 1. Jlvo. 1. Colo.468

1. A Turk, Hamjo.469

1. A Sutrar, Bhanldas.470

48. Afterward, Rav Malde formed no army [to attack] Merto. Eight
months thereafter, on November 7, 1562, Rav Malde passed away.471 Rav
Candrasen sat on the throne.472 Candrasen's brothers, grdsiyos,473 attacked
[him].474 There was enmity between the Rajputs, the Rinmals,475 and Rav
[Candrasen]. Rav Candrasen did not take the name of Merto.

467 Jeso Bhat lPTtho Anandot (no. 1).

468 W e have n o additional information concerning these three Carans.

469 T h e term Turk (Turak) was used in seventeenth century texts from Marva r to
indicate a Mus l im soldier, not necessarily one of Turkish extraction (for example , even
Rajputs who converted to Islam were called "Turks"). Cf. Khydt, 1:89. W e have no
information concerning Hamjo.

470 Sutrar (f. Sutran/Sutar l ) : a carpenter. W e have no additional information
concerning BhanTdas.

471 Rav Malde's date of death, V.S. 1619, Kafi, Sudi 12 = November 7, 1562 is
generally agreed upon as given in the text. Vigat, 1:42, says that he ruled thirty-one
years. Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, p . 76; Ojha, 4:1:325; Reu, 1:141; Vigat, 1:42. .
Bdnkidds, p . 18, has V.S. 1619, Kdti, Sudi 15 = November 10, 1562.

472 Rav Candrasen Maldevot (1562-81) was Rav Malde's chosen successor. According
to most sources, he ascended the throne of Jodhpur on December 31 , 1562 (V.S. 1619,
Pos, Sudi 6). "Aitihasik Batam," p . 78; Jodhpur Rdjya kiKhydt, p . 104; Ojha, 4:1:332-
333. Bdiikldds, p . 20, has V.S. 1618, Pos, Sudi 6 = December 12, 1561 (incorrect);
Reu, 1:148, gives the date November 11, 1562 (V.S. 1619, Mrgsar, Vadi 1).

473 Grdsiyo: a holder of a share of land (grds); a bandit, a robber. Though chosen
successor of R a v Malde , R a v Candrasen was not unanimously accepted as ruler of
Jodhpur. Fact ions quickly developed around Candrasen's elder uterine brother,
Udais ingh (later the M o t o Raja of Jodhpur, 1583-95), who held Pha lodh l in northern
Marva r in pato from R a v Malde (confirmed at Candrasen's accession), and R a m
Malde vot, an elder half-brother whom R a v Malde had banished from Marvar , and who
coveted rulership over Sojhat. Upon accession, Candrasen held jus t the three areas of
Sojhat, Jodhpur proper, and Jaitaran. Jaitaran was then under the Udavat Rathors , who
were mili tary servants of the Jodhpur rulers. T h e presence of the Mughals and their
intervention locally added m u c h to the confusion and turmoil . R a m Maldevot shortly
thereafter received Sojhat from the Mughals and consolidated his control there with
their assistance. "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 78-79; Bdnkidas, pp . 2 0 - 2 1 ; Murdrdan, no. 2 ,
pp. 154-158, 176; Vigat, 1:67-68.

474 Jor Idgd: literally, "were forcefully fastened/attached [to h im]."
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[49]. On March 20, 1562, Rathor Devldas Jaitavat died fighting. Very
soon thereafter Rav Malde passed away. Jaimal enjoyed [the rule of] Merto,
which he had obtained from the Patsah.476

Vigat, 2:67

Rathor Vithaldas Jaimalot477 was doing irdlitary service at the dargah. With
Rathor Jairnal [ruling] in Merto, the Mughal Saraphdin, having finished up the
business involving Rathor Devldas, quickly went to the dargah. There was
much affection between Jaimal and Saraphdin. While [Saraphdin] was there,478

he did much to tend to the personal affairs of Jaimal.479 As he was doing so, an
offense of Saraphdrn's came to the attention of the Patsah.480 Saraphdin fled

475 Rinmal : in the broadest sense, any Rathor descended from Rav Rinmal , ruler of
Mandor , ca. 1427-38. By the end of the sixteenth century, however, the term Rinmal
had c o m e to indicate those Rathors who did not fall within a more restrictive
classification, such as Jodho, Mert lyo, etc. See Vol. 2 under "Rinmalot Rathors" for an
extended discussion.

476 Literally, "from the Patsah's side" (PdtsdMtaraph).

477 Mer t lyo Rathor Vithaldas Jaimalot (no. 117). Vithaldas was Jaimal Viramdevot 's
son.

478 "There" (uthai) refers to the Mughal court.

479 "He did much to tend to the personal affairs of Jaimal" is a conjectural translation of
Jaimal ro khasmdno ... ghano karai chai. Khasmdno is not to be found in either
Lalas's or Sakariya's dictionary; it is perhaps derived from the Arabic word khasmana:
"inimically; —like a good husband; economically; attending to domestic affairs;
husbanding; ~s .m. housewifery." Platts, Dictionary, p. 490.

480 Literally, "a defect/fault (khdmi) in Saraphdin came to the Patsah1 s side." Khdmi is
from the Persian word khaml, ""rawness, unripeness, immaturity; inexperience;
imperfection, defect, fault." Ibid., p. 485.

With the victory over Devldas Jaitavat, Merto and portions adjacent came
under Mirza Sharafu'd-Dln's control. Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot held Merto mjdgir at
this t ime with his approval. According to the A'm-i-Akbari, the Mirza rebelled shortly
after his return to Agra with Akbar, after the conquest of Merto and shortly after his
own father had come to Agra and been received with great honor by Akbar. The
Mirza1 s father, Khwaja Mu ' ln , had been on a pilgrimage to Mecca. There was strain in
the relationship between father and son, and the Mirza is said to have been suspicious of
danger to himself, particularly after the fine welcome Akbar had given the Khwaja.
Mirza Sharafu'd-Dlh fled Agra in October of 1562, going first to Ajmer and Nagaur, his
jdgirs, and then on to southern Marvar (Jalor) and Gujarat. In Gujarat, he remained for
some t ime with a Gujarati noble, Changiz Khan, and then joined the rebellion of the
Mlrzas against Akbar in 1572-73.

When Mirza Sharafu'd-Dlh rebelled, Akbar appointed Husayn Qul l Khan
jdgirddr in his place and sent him to Nagaur. The Mirza left Ajmer under the control of
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from there; he brought Rathor VithaJdas with him. Saraphdm camped at the
Dango|aT.481 Rathor VithaJdas abruptly came to where JaimaJ was seated in the
darhdr and remained standing. He [then] touched the feet [of JaimaJ].482 Jaimal,
observing [VithaJdas], grew worried. QuickJy he rose from the darhdr, went
into the mahah483 and asked [VithaJdas]: "Why have you come?" Then
VithaJdas toJd JaimaJ in detaii the news of Saraphdln.484 JaimaJ said: "You did
wrong." [VithaJdas] said: "It [was] unavoidabJe. There was no remedy [for
what happened]." Then [JaimaJ] asked: "Where is Saraphdln?" [VithaJdas]
said: "He is camped485 at the DangoJal." Jaimal went and met with Saraphdln.
They conversed. [Saraphdln] said: "My men are in Nagaur; send for them
quicJdy."

50. Then JaimaJ provided Rathor SaduJ Jaimaiot486 with a smaJJ sdth
and aJso a few military servants of Saraphdih's and sent them to Nagaur. They
went [there], took [Saraphdln's] men from the fort, and sent [them] off. SaduJ
was coming behind [them]; meanwhiJe, the Patsah's ahadhls481 ran up from the
post-station. They brought a pharmdn488 to a certain jdgfrddr489 in Nagaur:

a servant, Tarkhan Dlvana, and fled to Jalor, which he held for a short time before
proceeding to Gujarat. A'Tn-T-AkbarT, 1:339-340; Akbar Ndma, 2:302-305; R. P.
Tripathi, The Rise and Fall of the Mughal Empire (reprint edition, AUahabad: Central
Book Depot, 1966), pp. 186, 189.

481 DangoJal: a tank near Dangavas, one of the three original wards (yds) of Merto
town. See n. 30 to Vigat, 2:39, supra.

482 Page Idgno: to touch the feet [of someone], to show subordination [to someone],

483 Mahal (Arabic mahall): residence, palace; room or chamber of the residence of an
important man; the wife or consort of a noble.

484 Saraphdln ro uvdko. Uvdko probably is derived from the Arabic waqi 'a, "news,"
"intelligence."

485 Literally, "seated" (baitho).

486 Mertiyo Rathor SaduJ Jaimaiot (no. 108). SaduJ was Jaimal *s son.

487 Ahadhi (Arabic ahadl): iiteraily, "single man." A soldier under the Mughal
Emperor Akbar's immediate orders who was paid in cash and held no jdgir. A'tn-T-
Akbart, 1:20,255.

488 Pharmdn (Persian farman): a royal decree, directive, or writ, issued to a subordinate
from the hands of the Emperor only and requiring (under the Mughals) Ms seal for
validity.

489 Jdgirddr (Persian): the holder of an assignment of revenue on land (jdgir) during
the Mughal period. This particular jdgirddr perhaps was Husayn Qull Khan, assigned
Nagaur after the flight of Sharafu'd-Dlh (see n. 480 to Vigat, 2:67, supra).
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"Saraphdm has fled; Saraphdln's men [in Nagaur] cannot go." [The jagirdar], a.
mansabdar490 rode after [them] with two to four hundred horsemen. He caught
up to [them] going into Merto. Saraphdln's men reached Merto safely. Rav491

Sadul Jaimalot was going along a fraction of a kos behind [them]. [The jdgirddr
and his horsemen] killed Sadul along with forty [of his] men and turned back.
Rav Jaimal quickly gave leave to Saraphdln. [Saraphdln] perceived Rathor
Jaimal's thoughts:

Vigat, 2:68

"My breach with the Patsah492 is complete. First, Vitha]das left and came from
the dargdh with Saraphdih; next, Sadul was killed493 in this way. There is no
[safe] place left to talk [in Merto]."

51. In 1562-63 Jaimal went to Mevar, abandoning Merto without a
fight. The Rano494 gave [him] Vadhnor.495 Afterward, on February 23, 1568,
Akbar Patsah attacked Cltor.496 Rathor Jaimal died fighting then. Carans,

490 Mansabdar (Arabic mansab plus the Persian suffix -dar): the holder of a mansah in
the Mugha l service. T h e term mansab (literally, "post," "office") designated a mili tary
rank and an office in the administrat ive service of the Mughal Empi re . T h e rank
consisted of both a personal or jdt (Arabic zat) rank, which marked the status of a
person among the nobles of the Empire , and a trooper or asvdr (Persian suwar) rank,
indicat ing the number of cavalrymen and horses an official or mansabdar was to
maintain. All persons within the administrative system of the E m p i r e were graded
according to this rank order and given either military or civilian responsibilit ies.
Payment on the basis of rank for duties performed was either in cash (naqda) or by an
assignment of revenue on land (jdgir).

491 The text has Rav, but this may be a mistake for Rd., the abbreviation used for
Rathor. N o other source indicates Sadul held the title of Rav.

492 Literally, "with the Patsah's side" (Pdtsdhi taraph tha).

493 Mardno in the text evidently is a mistake for mardno ("was kil led"), a perfect
passive participle.

494 STsodTyo Gahlot Rano Udais ingh Sangavat (no. 17), ruler of Mevar ca. 1537-72.

495 Vadhnor: a northern district of Meva r with its headquarters at the town of the same
name , located forty-seven miles south-southwest of Ajmer.

496 Ojha notes that Akbar reached the plain before Cltor and encamped on October 2 3 ,
1567, and soon thereafter ordered the investment of the fort. Smith states that Akbar
formed his camp on October 20 and completed his investment of the fort in the course
of a month. The date given in the text, February 23 , 1568, is in fact the date of Jaimal
Viramdevot ' s death. Whi le directing operations to mine the walls of Cltor, Akbar
noticed a man dressed in a chiefs cuirass standing at the breach in the wall and shot
Mm. This m a n was Jaimal , who died from the wound. Ojha and Vtr Vinod assert that
h e was shot in the leg and died shortly thereafter; A. L. Srivastava maintains that Ja imal
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servants of the Mertiyos, say [that] Jaimal had gone to Citor from Vadhnor with
500 men. The five hundred men, of various sdkhs, had gone up into the fort.
Their [Carans] speak as follows: "Jaimal died fighting with the five hundred
men, but [just] 200 men of Jaimal's, Jaimal's sdth, died fighting; [some of the
other 300]497 men who also died fighting were Jaitmal Rathors, great Rajputs of
[the Mertiyos]."

52. An account of Saraphdln's becoming estranged from the dargdh:498

the Patsah's mother had gone on a pilgrimage to Mecca. He had sent Saraphdln
with the he gam.499 There [in Mecca] a woman would have a viewing500 of the
ptrs501 [only] if she "tied the edges"502 with a man, otherwise the mujdvar503

was killed instantly and that Ojha and VTr Vinod are categorically wrong, but he does
not indicate specifically where he learned otherwise. Jaimal's death much weakened
the resistance of the Rajputs against the Mughals.

Jaimal Viramdevot died at Citor along with his brother, Isardas Vifamdevot,
and two close paternal relations, Mertlyo Rupsi Surjanot and Mertlyo Karamcand
Raysalot. By all standards, Citor was an extremely bloody victory for the Mughals. hi
addition to some 8,000 Rajputs and 1,000 musketeers, over 40,000 peasants and
servants attached to the fort and the soldiers were killed in the battle. Murdrddn, no. 2,
pp. 461-462, 507, 568, 572; Ojha, 2:727-728; V. A. Smith, Akbar the Great Mogul,
1542-1605 (second edition, 1927; reprint edition, Delhi: S. Chand & Co., 1966), p. 63;
A. L. Srivastava, Akbar the Great, vol. 1, Political History: 1542-1605 A.D. (second
edition, Agra: Shiva Lala Agarwalla & Co., 1972), pp. 108-109; Tripathi, The Rise
and Fall of the Mughal Empire, p. 205; VTr Vinod, 2:80, 82.

497 There is a g a p in the text; w e have supplied what seems to be a reasonable
replacement for the missing words.

498 For the rebell ion of Sharafu 'd-Dlh, see n. 480 to Vigat, 2:67, supra. The story given
here is probably a good example of the inevitably garbled chain of communicat ion, for
it was the Mlrza 's father who had gone to Mecca and returned and who was close to
Akbar. H e has apparently become confused somehow with Akbar 's mother in this
story.

499 Begam (Persian): "a title of Mughal ladies." Platts, Dictionary, p . 210. Here,
begam refers to the Patsah's mother.

500 Darsan: a respectful g l impse or viewing of someone or something.

501 Pir (Persian): an old man; a saint; a spiritual guide.

502 Chero: the upper edge of a woman's sari. The editor of the Vigat, N . S. BhatI,
remarks (n. 5) that the edge of the wife's sari was tied to the husband's shoulder in order
that the two might m a k e a request of a devoid together, and h e suggests that this custom
is still current in Rajasthan. It is not known whether or not this was a custom among
Musl ims in the Mugha l period, however .

503 Mujdvar (Arabic mujawir): the attendant at a Musl im shrine or mosque .
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would not have [her] perform the viewing. The hegam said to Saraphdin: "You
tie the edges with me." He objected very much, but the begam, the Patsah's
mother, tied the edges [of her garment] to [his] headdress and they made the
pilgrimage.504 They came [back]. The Patsah, who for some time disfavored
[Saraphdin], conspired against [him]. The PatsahjT was highly displeased [with
Saraphdin]. He began to speak: "First he was my slave; now he has become my
father.505 Summon [him] from wherever he is and tell [him] I will behead
[him]." Saraphdln's agent at court wrote and sent Saraphdin this information.
For this reason Saraphdin fled.

Vigat, 2:69

53. Rathor Jaimal himself went with Saraphdin as far as Slrohl506 in
order to have him reach [there safely]. He told [his] hhaibandh back [in Merto]:
"All of you must take the vast, go507 to the lowland of Vadhnor, and stay
[there]." Jaimal, returning [from Slrohl], came to Vadhnor via Baral.508 Rano
Udaisingh also had come [near Vadhnor] in the direction of the mountains of
Rupjl509 [village] to hunt. He approached Jaimal, showed [him] favor, gave
[him] Vadhnor, Karhero,510 [and] Kotharlyo511 [in grant], and retained [him] in
his vds, [Cltor]. Rathor Jaimal died fighting in CItor. There occurred a period of
distress in the land for the Rano. The Rano had given Rathors Surtan512 [and]
Kesodas513 the fort Bor514 on a mountain three kos from the village Rupjl.

504 Lalas, RSK, 3:3:3655, interprets mdnd in this sentence as a variant of maur,
"headdress." But it might be a variant of mdnddm, "with force," "forcefully." If so, the
translation would be as follows: "He objected very much, but the hegam, the Patsah's
mother, forced [him] to tie the edges and they made the pilgrimage."

505 I.e., by tying edges with Akbar 's mother , h e usurped the father's role.

506 Slrohl: a town ninety-five miles south of Jodhpur.

507 Literally, "come."

508 Baral : w e have been unable to locate this village on modern maps of Mevar .

509 Rupjl: the vil lage Rupnagar , located fifty miles north-northwest of Udaipur.

510 Karhero: a town forty-five miles north-northeast of Udaipur.

511 Kotharlyo: a town twenty-six miles north-northeast of Udaipur.

512 Mer t lyo Rathor Surtan Jaimalot (no. 113), son of Jaimal Vlramdevot . T h e text has
Surtan Kesodasot , but this is a mistake. Kesodas was Surtan's half-brother.

513 Mer t lyo Rathor Kesodas Ja imalot (no. 119), son of Ja imal Vlramdevot .

514 T h e fort B o r is located five miles east of Rupj l and forty-seven miles nor th of
Udaipur .
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Their515 vast remained there for some time. The Sri Catarbhujji516 Temple,
[which] the Mertlyos had constructed, is there.

54. Four or five years thereafter, Rathor Jaimal's sons, Rathors Surtan
[and] Kesodas, went to the dargdh.517 [The Patsah] did not give them Merto
right away. For a while the Patsahjl gave Rathor Surtan Jaimalot the pargano of
Malarno518 near Rinthambhor in jdgiri [tenure].519 While [the Mertlyos] were
staying in Malarno [Pargano], a fight broke out with hhomiyos520 living there
[who were] kileddrs living in the main town (kasho). Rathor Surtan's servants,
[about] one hundred men [who were] helddrs,521 killed a Turk who was a
bhomiyo there.

55. I have heard a story like this: in 1580-81522 or 1582-83, Rathor
Surtan Jaimalot obtained Sojhat [Pargano], given mjdgir by the Patsah,523 for a

515 The text has in ri ("his"), but perhaps it should have indm n ("their"), since both
Surtan and Kesodas were in Bor.

516 Sri Catarbhujji: the four-armed manifestation of Visnu and the patron deity of the
Mertlyo Rathors. Tod, Annals and Antiquities ofRajasthan, 1:331, n. 1.

517 The genealogy of the Mertlyos included in the Khydt of Murardan indicates that
after Jaimal was killed at Citor, Akbar sent word via Kachvaho Raja Bhagvantdas
Bharmalot to Mertlyo Surtan Jaimalot in Mevar, informing him that he would receive
Merto upon Ms coming to the Mughal court and showing his obeisance to the Mughal
throne. Surtan is said to have sent word back that he would not leave the service of the
Sisodlyo Rano for one year because this was against his dharma.

hi the meantime, Mertlyo Rathor Narhardas Isardasot (no. 120), Surtan's
paternal cousin, met with Akbar on behalf of Surtan's half-brother, Kesodas. Akbar
then granted one-half of Merto to Kesodas. Narhardas is said to have married his own
sister, Puram Bal, to Akbar at this time (1568-69). Sometime later, Surtan met with
Akbar and received the other half of Merto mjdgir. After a few years, it was revoked
and he was given Sojhat mjdgir in 1578-79; he also held Malarno near Rinthambhor.
He obtained Merto originally in 1572-73. Murardan, no. 2, pp. 462-464; 471-472, 512-
513; Vigat, 1:389-390.

518 Malarno: a town twenty miles north of Rinthambhor.

519 Jdgiri (Persian): the technical term used to indicate the tenure of land held by a
jdgirddr; relating to or pertaining to ajdgir (see Glossary).

520 Bhomiyo: literally, "one of the soil (bhom)"; a local; one who controls or asserts a
dominant right over a small area of land.

521 Belddr. a person belonging to ajdti whose traditional occupation is excavating.

522 The kha ms. gives the variant date 1581-82.

523 The text has PdtsdM ri divl jdgtr, evidently PdtsdM is an abbreviation of PdtsdM
taraph, the standard phrase in such contexts.
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time.524 During 1580-81, Rathor Surtan went to the dargah. The Patsah525 gave
[Surtan] Merto [Pargano]. When [Surtan] was dividing villages among [the
MertTyos], discord arose with Rathor Narhardas Isardasot.526 Narhardas was in
the faction of Rathor Kesodas Jaimaiot.527 Narhardas took Rathor Kesodas and
left.528 No petition [put forth] there529 was successful.

Vigat, 2:70

Then Rathor Kesodas married his daughter to the Patsah and took away half of
Merto Pargano [in jdgir].530

56. Subsequently a certain wet-nurse of the Patsah's, who had gone to
Gujarat, came to Merto. Rav Surtan,531 master of Slrohl, had come with the
wet-nurse as far as Merto. And the Patsah's wet-nurse said to Rathors Surtan
[and] Kesodas: "Escort me as far as Amber."532 Then they said: "Many

524 Surtan received Sojhat in jdgir in 1578-79, as is noted in the account of Sojhat
Pargano given in the Vigat (1:389-390). H e held it for about one year, then it was
overrun by R a v Candrasen Maldevot and his band of followers jus t shortly before
Candrasen's death in 1581.

525 The text has Pdtsdhi once again. See n. 523 supra.

526 Mertiyo Rathor Narhardas Isardasot (no. 120).

527 See n. 517 supra. Narhardas held the villages R e y a m and Padu of Mer to Pargano in
grant from Kesodas Jaimaiot .

528 T h e respect ive accounts given by the Khydt of Murardan and the Vigat conflict.
Murdrddn has no ment ion of Kesodas or Narhardas quitting Mer to at any t ime. F r o m
this source, Kesodas 's holding of one-half of Mer to in jdgir appears to have been
cont inuous from his recept ion of it jus t after Ja imal Viramdevot ' s dea th at Cltor in 1568
until Ms own death in the Deccan in 1599-1600. Narhardas held the jdgir of Vadhnor in
M e v a r from Akbar , and it may have been here that they went for some t ime.
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 4 7 1 , 512-513.

529 It is not clear where "there" was. It could have been either Mer to or the Mughal
dargah.

530 Literal ly, "Then, marrying Rathor Kesodas 's daughter to the Patsah, Kesodas took
away half of Mer to [Pargano in grant] ." This section is in disagreement wi th
Murardan, no. 2, p . 512, which states that it was Narhardas Isardasot who marr ied his
sister to Akbar (see n. 517 to Vigat, 2:69, supra). For a discussion of the marr iage, see
B.N. under "Mert iyo Rathors ," s.v. "Kesodas Jaimaiot" (no. 119), n. 1.

531 Dev ro Cahuvan Rav Surtan Bhanot (no. 5), ruler of Slrohl, ca. 1575-1610.

532 Literal ly, "Have m e reach/send m e as far as Amber ."
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whores533 like this one come and go." They would not escort her. Afterward she
went to Agra. She went and told the Patsah: "No one treats me the way the
Mertlyos treated me. Tell [me your preference]: either you take Merto away
from them,534 or I shall cut off the nipples of my breasts." Afterward [the
Patsah] removed Merto [from their authority].535 He gave Rathor Surtan Sarvar
again.536 [Surtan's] vast went there. And Rathor Kesodas's vast stayed in
Nageiav.537 Surtan's vast stayed in Sarvar ten or twelve years afterward. After
that, in 1586, the Patsah gave [Surtan and Kesodas] Merto again. Again Surtan
[and] Kesodas returned to Merto.

57. In 1584 the Navab Khankhano538 received the suho of Gujarat.539

Rathor Surtan Jaimalot was in the contingent of the Navab. In those days Jago

533 Rand: a widow; a woman whose husband is dead but who has not b e c o m e a sati
("virtuous woman") ; a whore.

534 Indm thd Merto tdglr karo. Tdglr (Arabic taghir) is a technical term used to refer to
the transfer of jdgirs in the Mughal period; here we have translated taglr karo as "take
away" rather than "transfer" in order to emphasize the brothers' loss of Merto.

535 This curious episode involving the Patsah's wet-nurse is paralleled by an event that
occurred in the mid-seventeenth century in Merto, described by the traveller Jean-
Baptiste Ta vernier:

Mirda [Merto] is a large town, but badly built. When I arrived there, during
one of m y journeys in India, all the caravansaraTs were full of people, because
the aunt of Shahjahan, wife of Shaista Khan, was then on her way, taking her
daughter to marry her to Sultan Shuja, second son of Shahjahan. I was obliged
to order m y tent to be pitched upon a bank where there were large trees on
both sides, and two hours afterwards I was much surprised to see fifteen or
twenty elephants which came to break off as much as they could of these great
trees. It was a strange thing to seem them break large branches with their
trunks, as we break a piece of faggot. This injury was done by order of the
Begam to avenge herself of an affront by the inhabitants of Mirda, who had not
received her, and had not made a present as they ought to have done.

Jean-Baptiste Tavernier, Travels in India^ trans. V. Hall (1889; second edition, ed. W.
Crooke, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1925, p. 72.

536 Sarvar: (1) a town thirty-five miles southeast of Ajmer; (2) a village located
twenty-five miles east-northeast of Nagaur and forty-nine miles due north of Merto .
There is no indication that Surtan had held either place previously, but Mert iyo Rathor
Dudo Jodhavat (no. 104) had held Sarvar village, located to the north of Merto, in the
fifteenth century.

537 Nagejav: a town eighteen miles southwest of Ajmer.

538 Khan Khanan Mlrza 'Abdu ' r -Rahlm, the son of Akbar's famous regent, Bairam
Khan. Mlrza 'Abdu ' r -Rahlm was one of Akbar's most important nobles, a commander
of five thousand in the Mughal service. For a detailed account of his career, see A'in-i-
Akban, 1:354-361.
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Jareco540 was a great bhomiyo in Gujarat. He caused nothing but harm to
Ahmadabad city, skipping one day only to resume the next. Phaujddrs,541

sikddrs,542 kotvdk,543-they all died striving [to capture him];544 Jago came into
no one's hands. He repeatedly would take forty to fifty horsemen and by means
of trickery545 raid546 the bazaar [and] the market place at the main gate. Deer lost
[their] tails [just] from mentioning Jago's name.547

539 Mirza 'Abdu ' r -Rahim twice held the subo of Gujarat: from 1575 to 1578 and from
1584 to 1589. M . S. Commissariat , A History of Gujarat, vol. 2 (Bombay: Orient
Longmans , 1957), p . 16.

540 T h e Jarecos were very powerful Rajputs in Kutch (around Bhuj city) and Saurashtra
(around Navnagar city) at the time of the events described in the Vigat. Akbar had
conquered Gujarat in 1573, but many areas of the province remained outside Mughal
authority for over twenty years afterward. We have found no additional information
concerning Jago Jareco himself; evidently he was head of a local Jareco branch in the
vicinity of Ahmadabad.

541 Phaujddr (Persian faujdar): literally, "one who has an army (phauj)." A
subordinate military official under the Mughals , responsible for the maintenance of law
and order within a district (sarkdr) of a province (subo)\ more generally, a military
official responsible for a local area. During the reign of Shah Jahan the phaujddrs of
the Empi re became involved with revenue collection as well. See Appendix D.

542 Sikddr (Arabic shiqq plus the Persian suffix -dar): under Sher Shah, the revenue
officer of a single pargano, whether appointed by the state or by the holder of a land
grant; in the Mughal period, a synonym for kiron (see Appendix D) ; within the territory
under the administrative control of the Rajas of Jodhpur during the Mughal period, an
official placed in charge of maintaining order within a town.

543 Kofvdl: during the Mughal period, the chief officer of police within a city or large
town; the superintendent of the market.

544 Sard pane mud. Pane probably is a mistake for pac, from the verb pacno, "to
strive," "to labor."

545 Bhdgale. Lalas , RSK, 3:3:3338, glosses bhdgal/bhdgal as "coward," "one who flees
from the battlefield." Possibly the translation of the sentence could be : "The coward,
taking a long forty to fifty horsemen, repeatedly would raid the bazaar [and] the marke t
p lace at the main gate." T h e problem with this translation is that bhdgale is oblique;
one would have to assume that bhdgal was meant . Our translation is conjectural, based
on bhdgale be ing a mis take for or a variant of bhagale. Bhagah "trick," "deceit,"
"fraud." Plat ts , Dictionary, p . 190; Lajas, RSK, 3:3:3268 (under bhagal).

546 Karai in the kha ms. is preferable to pherai in the text.

547 Hiran bdndd huvai chai. The editor of the Vigat, N. S. Bhati, suggests (n. 8) that
this phrase is an idiom (muhdvrd) signifying that people were terrified by the very
name of Jago.
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One day Rathor Vlthajdas Jaimalot548 [and] Slndhal Campo,549 [son] of
Karamsl, had gone on a hunting trip along the bank of the SamarmatI River.550

Vigat, 2:71

On the opposite side came people who had fled from [Ahmadabad] city.
[Vltha|das], having finished [his] hunting trip, was coming back. Meanwhile,
the multitude of people who had fled were approaching. He asked: "You come
fleeing in this manner—what sort of army comes behind you?" Among them was
an intelligent fellow; he remained standing [before Vlthajdas] and said: "Jago
Jareco, who is always doing great damage to Ahmadabad, is coming." Then
Vlthajdas [and] Campo said: "Which one is Jago?" Then [the people] said:
"Jago is not hidden." [Vlthaldas and Campo] said: "He is not hidden from you,
but we do not recognize [him]." Meanwhile the Jareco, Jago, came near. He
became visible. Those whom they were asking said: "He is mounted on a
bay-colored horse, wearing a red turban [and] chain-mail.551 He sparkles [in the
sun]. He is the sirdar among the horsemen.552 Another one [is Ratno].
So-and-so [is] Ratno, so-and-so [is] Jago, riding the horses-Ratno [and] Jago
[who] are destruction [to] all Gujarat."553 Talking took time; [Jago and Ratno]
bore down on them. A skirmish554 occurred there. Rathor Vlthajdas [and]
Slndhal Campo killed Jago [and] Ratno along with ten to fifteen [other] men.

58. Rathor Surtan did not receive the news. First555 the Navab received
word [that] some Hindu had killed Jago. The Navab himself mounted up and

548 Mertlyo Rathor Vlthaldas Jaimalot (no. 117).

549 Slndhal Rathor Campo Karamslyot (no. 136).

550 The SamarmatI River flows south from the Aravall hills, from which it finds its
source, travelling through Ahmadabad and on into the Gulf of Cambay.

551 Hajdr menkhi: literally, "having a thousand metal nails"; a type of chain mail.
Akbar Nama, 2:472, notes that wearing hazar mikhl armor was a mark of chieftainship
among Rajputs.

552 Literally, "he is the sirdar among so many horsemen (itrai asvdf)."

553 The beginning of this sentence, dujo Ratno Jago, is confusing; we have given what
seems to be the most logical translation of the entire sentence.

554 Mdmlo, from the Arabic mu'amala, "trading, negotiating, bargaining with," etc.
(Steingass, Persian-English Dictionary, p . 1266), is used in Middle Marvarl with the
meaning "battle" or "skirmish" as well.

555 The text has Rd. Surtan num khabar hut nahim td paihli Navdb num khabar hut,
literally, "Rathor Surtan did not receive the news; before that the Navab received the
news." We have translated td paihli'simply as "first" to avoid confusion.
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came there. The entire sath of the subo mounted up and came. [Then] Rathor
Surtan mounted up and came. The Navab asked [Vithaldas and Campo]: "Who
are you?" Rathor Vlthajdas [and] Slndha] Campo said: "We are Surtan
Jaimalot's military servants." The Navab was very pleased. The Navab cut off
the heads of Jago [and] Ratno and brought [them] into the city. He asked
responsible men in the city [to tell] the story of [Jago and Ratno]. The people of
the city said: "Great glory for the Patsah! Good fortune for the Navab! Today,
[through] the killing of Jago [and] Ratno, Gujarat fell completely under the
Patsahjfs control."556

Vigat, 2:72

The Navab commanded Rathor VTthaldas: "Make whatever request you have; I
will petition the Patsah and have it given to you." Then Rathor VTthajdas [and]
Campo made [this] request: "We are Rathor Surtan Jaimalot's military servants.
Navabjl, if you have been pleased, have Merto given557 to Rathor Surtan."
Thereafter the Navabjl had [Merto] given [to him].

59. On February 11, 1586, their vast came to Merto. They say Rathor
Surtan passed away in 1589-90.558 Half of Merto [Pargano] was Surtan's. Half
of Merto [Pargano] was Rathor Kesodas Jaimalot's. Rathor Surtan's men stayed
where the kotfi [is] in Merto City. And Rathor Kesodas's men stayed in the
Malgadh. In 1589-90 Surtan passed away. Balbhadar559 received [half of] Merto
[Pargano], transferred from Surtan.560

60. In 1596-97 Balbhadar Surtanot passed away.561 Rathor Gopaldas
Surtanot562 received Merto [City] with Surtan's share [of the villages]. And

556 Pdtsdhjirai Gujrdt khan ras pan. For ras parno, see n. 251 to Vigat, 2:54 supra.

557 Dirdvo in the kha ms . is preferable to diyo in the text.

558 Murdrddn, no. 2, p . 464, says that the Emperor sent Surtan with Raja Mans ingh
Kachvaho to the east and that he died near Gokal in 1589-90.

559 Mer t lyo Rathor Balbhadar Surtanot (no. 114), one of the sons of Surtan Jaimalot.

560 Surtan rttdgirl. Tdglrv. that which has been transferred. Cf. n. 534 to Vigat, 2:70,
supra.

561 Murdrddn, no. 2, p . 465 , notes that Balbhadar died in the Deccan from a wound
received from a Turk during a fight at Ms camp. No date of death is given, but the date
in the Vigat, 1596-97, would be a period of active Mugha l campaigning in the Deccan
against Ahmadnagar , Bijapur, and Berar , in the final years before the death of Akbar
(1605).

562 Mer t lyo Rathor Gopaldas Surtanot (no. 115). Balbhadar Surtanot had no sons, and
therefore the land of Mer to passed to his brother, Gopaldas .
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Kesodas [continued] enjoying [his] share.563 In 1599-1600, in the Deccan
outside Bid city,564 a battle occurred between Cand BlWs565 people and Ser
Khojo,566 who was a sirdar in the Patsah's army. The Patsah's army lost.567

Rathor Gopaldas Surtanot, Rathor Kesodas Jaimalot, [and] Rathor Dvarkadas
Jaimalot,568 three MertTyos, died righting there.569 Kachvaho Raja Jagnath's son
Jagrup570 also died fighting there. This battle occurred at the river that is outside
Bid City. Kachvaho Jagrup's chatrt11 is [there]. [When] he lost the battle, Ser

563 Literally, "And Kesodas [continued] enjoying Kesodas's share." Cf. n. 530 to Vigat,
2:70, supra.

564 Bid city lies in the western Deccan sixty-five miles east of Ahmadnagar .

565 Sultana Cand Btbl, wife of the Nizam Shah of Bijapur and sister to the deceased
ruler of Ahmadnagar , Burhanu 'd-Dlh. Burhanu 'd-Dlh had succeeded to the throne of
Ahmadnagar in 1590 with Akbar1 s assistance and then had repudiated the Mughals .
Within a short t ime, Burhanu 'd-Dlh died, and the state became split into four rival
factions for the throne, with civil war emerging. Then, in 1595, the Mughals attacked,
having been invited in by the Deccani faction, and a treaty was signed in 1596, with
Ahmadnagar as a Mughal vassal state. The treaty lasted only a short t ime, and the
Mughals returned to take Ahmadnagar in 1599-1600. In the interim period, Cand B i b l
had ruled a portion of the territory of Ahmadnagar including the fort at Ahmadnagar
city. She was eventually killed by her own troops before the fall of Ahmadnagar in
1600. Y. M . Khan, The Deccan Policy of the Mughals (Lahore: United Book Corp. ,
1971), p . 62-65, 85-87; Srivastava, Akhar the Great, 1:391-422; Tripathi, The Rise and
Fall of the Mughal Empire, p. 329.

566 Ser Khojo tho in the kha ms. is preferable to Ser Khdm Jodhd in the text. This man
was Sher Khwaja, a Saiyid of Itawa. For some details concerning his career, see A'tn-i-
Akbari, 1:510-511.

567 In the months of mid-1599, Bid was occupied by Mughal troops under Sher Khwaja
after their defeat outside the city and was under heavy attack from the forces of
Ahmadnagar . Bid was hard pressed at this t ime, but was eventually relieved by
reinforcements sent by Abu ' l Fazl , whom Akbar had deputed to military duty in the
Deccan. Khan, The Deccan Policy of the Mughals, p . 83; Srivastava, Akbar the Great,
1:438-439; Tripathi, The Rise and Fall of the Mughal Empire, p . 329.

568 Mert lyo Rathor Dvarkadas Jaimalot (no. 118). Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 504-505,
indicates that Dvarkadas died fighting along with Kachvaho Ramcandro.

569 h i addition to these three Mert lyo Rathors, six other Mertiyos, Narbad Raymalot ,
Prayagdas Arjunot, Cakrasen Raysinghot, Narsinghdas Rupslyot, Tatar Khan Aclavat,
and Devldas Vairslyot, were also killed at Bid. Ibid., pp. 556, 557, 559, 569.

570 The text has Mantup; the kha ms. Manrup. This Rajput was in fact Rajavat
Kachvaho Jagrup Jagnathot (no. 21), son of Raja Jagnath Bharmalot of Todo and
grandson of Raja Bharmal Prithirajot of Amber.

571 ChatrT: a cenotaph; a memorial erected for a fallen Rajput warrior.
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Khojo fled and re-entered the fort [of Bid]. Afterward Rathor Jagnath
Gopaldasot572 received Rathor Gopaldas's half share and Kanhldas Kesodasot573

received Rathor Kesodas['s] half.

Vigat, 2:73

61. Thereafter discord arose between Rathor Jagnath Gopaldasot and the
Kachvaho Raja, Ramdas Udavat.574 Then Akbar Patsah gave Jagnath's half share
[of] Merto [Pargano] to Raja Surajsingh, [starting] from the spring crop of
1602.575 Rathor Kanhldas Kesodasot had [the other] half. In those days
Kanhldas's men stayed in the city's kotn. The RajajI's kdmddr stayed in the
Malgadh.

62. Afterward, in 1604-05, Rathor Kanhldas passed away.576 Then the
various important Mertiyo thdkurs took a sdth of 2,000 horsemen and went to
the dargdh. The Patsahjl would not accept Indrabhan577 [as Kanhldas's heir].

572 Mert iyo Rathor Jagnath Gopaldasot (no. 116).

573 Mertiyo Rathor Kanhldas Kesodasot (no. 121).

574 Dhrravat Kachvaho Raja Ramdas Udavat (no. 19), who was a favored servant of
Emperor Akbar's.

575 Jodho Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot, ruler of Jodhpur, 1595-1619, had
succeeded to the throne of Jodhpur in 1595 while at Lahore, to which he had travelled
with his father, Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot (1583-95), to meet with the Emperor,
Akbar. There is some slight confusion about the exact date of succession. Vigat, 1:92,
has V.S. 1651, Asddh, Vadi 13, corresponding to June 25, 1595. Jodhpur Rdjya ki
Khydt, p . 131, and Reu, 1:181, have V.S. 1652, Sdvan, Vadi 12 (July 23 , 1595), with
which Ojha (4:1:364) agrees. Bdnkidds, p. 25, has both V.S. 1651, Asddh, Sudi 15 =
July 11 , 1595, and V.S. 1657, Asddh, Vadi 11 = June 16, 1601. "Aitihasik Batam,11 p.
74, has V.S. 1642, Asadh, Vadi 12, corresponding to June 3, 1586. The last two dates
are clearly wrong; the choice appears to be between the date given by the Jodhpur
Rdjya ki Khydt and accepted by Ojha and Reu, the date given in the Vigat, and
Bdnkidds's earlier date.

Surajsingh received the first half of Merto in 1602, and then in 1605 received
the other half. Ojha, 4:1:370, gives the date May 30, 1605, for his receipt of all of
Merto (see also "Aitihasik Batam,11 p . 95).

Wi th regard to the receipt of the first half of Merto, Surajsingh had been on
maneuvers with the Mughal army in the Deccan and had participated in the battle with
Amarcampu on May 3, 1602. Here he played a prominent part in the winning of the
battle. In return, he received the raiment of red and white, which became his colors,
and one-half of Merto. In the same year he also obtained the title of Savai Raja. See
Reu, 1:185, and Vigat, 1:96.

576 Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 472, states that Kanhldas died in 1601-02.

577 Mert iyo Rathor Indrabhan Kanhldasot (no. 122), son of Kanhldas Kesodasot.
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Later, in 1605, Akbar Patsah gave Raja Surajsirigh Rathor Kanhidas's half,
578

too. Merto remained [a possession of] Raja Surajsinghji's as long as he
lived.579

63. On September 7, 1619, [Surajsirigh] passed away in Mahaikar.580

Raja Gajsingh received the throne of Jodhpur.581 Then Merto was transferred.
Sahjado582 Khiiram583 received [Merto, starting] from the mal5M [and]
ghdsmdn585 [of 1619].586 Abu, an amin, came [to Merto]. He entrusted the
[two] halves of the pargano to the custody of kiroris: one, HajT ItbarT; the other,
Mir Sako.587 Abu's hdkmf28 lasted two years. Afterward, [beginning] with the

578 See n. 575 supra. Akbar died on October 16, 1605, shortly after mak ing this grant to
Raja Surajsingh. Jahangir ascended the throne several days after Akbar1 s death, on
October 24, 1605.

579 Literally, "It~as long as Raja Surajsingh lived-Merto remained."

580 Maha ika r is located in the Deccan eighty miles east-northeast of Aurangabad.

581 On the death of Raja Surajsingh at Mahaikar, Gajsingh (Jodho Rathor Gajsingh
Surajsinghot, Raja of Jodhpur, 1619-38) was in the Deccan with his father in the service
of Jahangir. When the Emperor heard of Surajsingh's death, he sent a sirpdv from Agra
to Gajsingh consisting of an elephant, horses with gold trappings, and other things. On
October 6, 1619, he received the tiko of succession at Burhanpur from the son of Navab
Khankhanan, Darab Khan.

At the time of succession, Gajsingh received a rnansab rank of 3,000 zdt, 2,000
suwdr. Along with the rank came the following parganos in jdgir: Jodhpur, Sojhat,
Slvano, Jaitaran, Satalmer, and Pokaran (included but not under direct administration
due to the occupation of the area by the Bhatls of Jaisalmer), all in Marvar, and
Tervaro-Mervaro in Gujarat. Bankidas, p. 27 (he gives the date of V.S. 1676, Asoj,
Sudi 10 = October 8, 1619, for the succession); Mahdrdj Sri Gajsingh kl Khydt (MS
no. 15666, Rajasthan Pracyavidya Pratisthan, Jodhpur), pp. 1-2; Ojha, 4:1:388; Vigatl,
1:95, 105.

582 Sdhjddo (Persian shahzada): the son of a shah, a prince.

583 Sahjado Khuram: Pr ince Khur ram (later Shah Jahan) , son of Jahangir . Khur ram
was subeddr of Ajmer at this t ime.

584 Mdl (Arabic): literally, "money"; the land revenue.

585 Ghdsman: literally, "grass-struck." A local tax levied on domestic animals at so
much cash per type of animal. See Vigat, 2:95, for an example from Merto Pargano.

586 Vigat, 1:106, says that only the ghdsman tax was granted at this time.

587 Amm (Arabic) and kiron are names of Mughal revenue officials entrusted with the
assessment and collection of land revenue. These two functionaries stand in an
interesting relationship to each other in this passage. The period referred to in the text
is 1619, during the middle of the reign of Emperor Jahangir (1605-27). The
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year 1621-22, Sahjado Khuram divided up the entire pargano and gave [it] to his
military servants [and] Rajputs in jdgirl [tenure].589 So it remained for two
years. Details590 [and] a list of the villages in April-May, 1623 ....59i

64. [Khuram] gave Raja Bhlm Amravat, a STsodlyo [Rajput],592 the town [of
Merto] along with 204 villages. Raja BhTm himself came to Merto.

On November 11, 1619, Abu came to Merto and established [his]
authority [there]. With Abu Kabo, the amin, were the two kiroris. Entrusted to
him [were] fivcpatis593 [in the charge of] Hajl Itbari:

1. HavelT.
1. Anandpur.
1. Kalro.594

1. Modro.595

terminology used and the relationships defined, however, stem from the reign of
Emperor Shah Jahan (1628-58) and after, near the time this account was set to writing.
Properly designated, Abu Kabo should be the 'amU or kirofi, and Hajl Itbarl and Mir
Sako the amins serving under his authority.

For an overview of the Mughal land revenue administration and its
development and functioning over time, see Appendix D.

W e have no further information about the review officials mentioned in this
passage.

588 Hakmi: an abstract noun formed from hakim (Arabic hakim). A hakim was an
administrative official encharged with the authority over a district on behalf of an
outsider. In this instance, Abu was an agent acting on behalf of Prince Khurram.

589 Khurram appears to have kept Merto in khalso tenure (see glossary) long enough to
allow for surveying and assessment and then to have changed it into jdgir land based
upon what one supposes was a reasonably realistic assessment of actual revenue and
value of land.

590 Tahal in the text has no relevant meaning. The word might be a mistake for the
term taphsU (Arabic tafsll), "details," "particulars," which appears in similar contexts.
Cf. Vigat, 1:113, 171.

591 There appears to be a gap in the text, as only the grant to Raja Bhlm Amravat is
mentioned.

592 Slsodlyo Gahlot Raja Bhlm Amravat (no. 15).

593 Pafi: a term used for the administrative subdivisions of Merto, Nagaur, and Jalor
parganos. The word tapho was also used for the Merto Pargano subdivisions, which
are located on Map 5, "Administrative Divisions of Merto Pargano, ca. 1660."

594 The text has Phaldu, evidently a mistake for Kalro/Kalru, one of the subdivisions of
Merto Pargano.
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1. Rahan.

[And] four patis [that] were in the charge of Mir Sako:

1. Reyam.
1. Mokalo.
1. Deghano.
1. Altavo.

Vigat, 2:74

Abu's custodianship lasted two years.
[Estimated revenue] produced596 in 1619-20 [and] 1620-21:

Rs. 325,000 in 1619-20.
Rs. 475,000 in 1620-21.

In May-June of 1623, Patsah Jahangir came to Ajmer. Khuram
rebelled.597 Then [Jahangir] placed all of [Khuram's] responsibilities on

595 T h e text has Mandro , a mistake for Modro, one of the subdivisions of Mer to
Pargano.

596 T h e text has only upnd ("produced"); the round numbers suggest an estimate.

597 T h e revolt of Khur ram/Shah Jahan (Khurram had been given the title "Shah Jahan"
in 1617 by Jahangir at the time he was made siibedar of the Deccan) began in 1621.
Jahangir's health had begun failing as early as 1618, while he was in Gujarat. He had
suffered attacks of fever with signs of asthma, and in 1619, his eye problems
reappeared. Then in 1620, he again suffered a relapse from asthma and became very ill
while returning to Agra from Kashmir. This condition worsened from much drinking.
From this time forward, his health remained very delicate and he relied more and more
upon his wife, Nur Jahan, to run the government. In addition, in late January of 1621,
the Prime Minister (vakil) of the Empire, I'timadu'd-Daulah, Nur Jahan's father, died,
leaving Nur Jahan with virtually complete control over the Empire.

Nur Jahan feared Shah Jahan's power from his base in the Deccan, and she
quickly moved to entrench her candidate for succession, Shahriyar, the youngest son of
Jahangir, in a position of power. The court itself became divided into three factions
around Nur Jahan and Shahriyar, Khurram/Shah Jahan, and Khusrau. Shah Jahan, upon
learning of his father's illness in 1621 and of Nur Jahan's rise to supreme power in the
Empire, quickly took measures to protect his own position. He first had his half-
brother, Khusrau, strangled to death at Burhanpur in February of 1621. He later told
Jahangir that Khusrau had died of colic (which the Emperor appears to have accepted),
but the infamy of this deed clung to Shah Jahan throughout the rest of his life.

In the meantime, Qandahar was attacked by Shah 'Abbas of Persia, and Shah
Jahan, militarily the ablest of the Mughal princes and the most powerful, was ordered to
the north by Jahangir, who was in Kashmir at the time because of his health. Shah
Jahan refused to move beyond Mandu unless he was put in full command of the army of
the Panjab and given Rinthambhor in jagir, for the protection of his family. While
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Parvej.598 He gave Merto to Parvej. The phaujdar, Sadat Beg, attacked the
kiron, Sekh, in May-June [of 1623].5" He took the ghdsmdn [tax] in 1623-24.

[1]. Rathor Bhlmv Kilandasot [received] Anandpur village.600

[1]. Rathor PrithTraj Baluvot [received] Reyam [village].601

[1]. Rathor Mahesdas Dalpatot [received] Badall [village].602

[1]. Rathor Isardas Kalyandasot [received] Rohlso [village].603

65. RajajT [Gajsingh's] jdgtrddrs had seized the mdl [and] ghdsmdn
[tax] in 1619-20. Rathor Rajsingh Khlmvavat604 approached Abu, [the amln\
and stayed in Merto twenty days in negotiations605 over this [seizure]. He paid

these negotiations were taking place, Qandahar fell to the Persians, raising Jahanglr's ire
at Shah Jahan (to Nur Jahan's pleasure).

Then in 1623, Shah Jahan rose in revolt, supported by most of the great amirs
in the Deccan, Malwa, and Gujarat. He advanced from Mandu with the large army and
reached Fatehpur Sikr and Agra, which he partially looted. He also seized Dholpur
(near Agra), which had been assigned in jdgir to Shahriyar, and other tracts belonging
to the jdgir of Nur Jahan. Afterwards, he marched toward Delhi, where he was defeated
in battle and forced to retreat to Mandu, pursued by the army under his half-brother,
Parvlz, and Mahabat Khan. Jahangir himself came to Ajmer at this time for some
months to oversee operations against Shah Jahan, eventually retreating to Kashmir, the
only place he could now live in his worsening physical condition, before the end of the
year. B. Prasad, History of Jahangir (Allahabad: The Indian Press Ltd., 1940), pp.
292-342; Tripathi, The Rise and Fall of the Mughal Empire, pp. 393-397.

598 Parvej: Prince Parvlz, son of Jahangir and half-brother of Khurram.

599 We have been unable to identify either one of these officials. Presumably the kirori,
Sekh, was Khurram's representative, whose local functions were taken away by the
phaujdar, Sadat Beg, upon the outbreak of the rebellion and Parvlz's reception of
Merto.

600 Udavat Rathor Bhlmv Kilandasot (no. 142). Anandpur village was the head village
of the Anandpur subdivision (pafiltapho) of Merto and is located twenty miles south of
Merto.

601 Bharmalot Rathor Prithlraj Baluvot (no. 40). Reyam village was the headquarters of
the Reyam subdivision of Merto Pargano is located fifteen miles southeast of Merto.

602 Jodho Rathor Mahesdas Dalpatot (no. 89). Badall village is located thirteen miles
south-southeast of Merto.

603 Jodho Rathor Isardas Kalyandasot (no. 88). Rohlso village is located two miles
southeast of Badall village and fifteen miles south-southeast of Merto.

604 Kumpavat Rathor Rajsingh Khlmvavat (no. 101).

605 hi this sentence, mdmlo is used in the sense of "negotiations" or "bargaining." See
n. 554 to Vigat, 2:71, supra, for another sense of this word in Middle Marvarl texts.
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rs. 50,000 cash and stationed Mumhato Velo606 with Abu [in Merto]. A fight
occurred between some of Velo's and Abu's servants. [Velo said]: "Draw up a
deed of discharge607 and give [it] to me." [Abu] had the deed of discharge made
and brought [it to Velo].

66. Thereafter, in February-March of 1623, Sahjado Khuram rebelled
against the Patsah, Jahanglr. Srljl608 was in the des.609 A battle occurred
between the Patsah's [forces and] Khuram's [forces] near Delhi. Mahabat
Khan610 fought [the battle] there. Raja Vikmadlt, a Brahman,611 was killed.
Khuram fled. Jahanglr, the Patsah, was coming to Ajmer. Maharaja Sri
Gajsinghjl went and met with Patsah Jahanglr near Catsu.612

Vigat, 2:75

He paid [his] respects. The Patsah came to Ajmer. He designated Sahjado
Parvej [his] heir-apparent,613 made Mahabat Khan the commander [of a military

606 Mumha to Velo (no. 160).

607 Phdrkati (Arabic far-khatl): "A deed of release or discharge." Platts, Dictionary, p.
775.

608 SrljT: N a i n s t s te rm of address for the rulers of Jodhpur under w h o m h e served
(Gajsingh and Jasvants ingh) .

609 Des: land, geographic region; a term used by NainsI in his Khydt and Vigat to refer
to the lands in Marvar under the authority of the Jodhpur Raja.

610 Mahaba t Khan was one of the mos t powerful nobles in the service of Jahanglr. H e
was widely known for his pat ronage of Rajputs (he had four or five thousand in his
service) and his opposition to the Iranian (Khurasan!) faction at the Mugha l court. For a
detailed discussion of Mahaba t Khan's career, see Shah Nawaz Khan, Madthir-ul-
Umard, t ranslated by H. Bever idge , revised, annotated, and completed by Baini
Prashad, 3 vols. (Calcutta: T h e Asiatic Society, 1941-52-64), 2:9-28.

611 Raja Vikmadl t (Bikramajlt in Persian sources) was the title of the Brahman Sundar
Das , who rose from the position of writer for Pr ince Khurram to that of Mrr Saman
under Jahanglr . H e was a nat ive of Bandhu in the Allahabad District. H e attained the
rank of 5,000 zdt, 5,000 suwdr in the Mughal service, took part in several mili tary
expedit ions (most notably the siege of Kangra in 1620), and was killed by a bullet
received in batt le here , which the Vigat records. For some details of the Raja's career,
see ibid., 1:412-419.

612 Bhargava, Marwar and the Mughal Emperors, p. 72, gives the date May 1, 1623,
for this meeting.

613 Sahjado Parvej num vale dhad kar nai. Vale dhad (Arabic wall-'and): "heir-
apparent, destined or acknowledged successor." Platts, Dictionary, p. 1201.
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expedition] under [Parvej's] supervision,614 and dispatched them from [Ajmer]
after Khuram. Then the Navab, [Mahabat Khan], highly recommended the
Rajajl and had [his rank] increased one thousand jdt [and] one thousand asvdr.615

[His] mansab616 was increased.617 The Navab [and] Parvej took [him] with
them. But [Gajsingh] did not obtain his full claim.618 At that time he obtained
Phalodhi619 [Pargano] assessed at rs. 67,000 and Sahjado Parvej received all of

614 Navab Mohobatkhdn mumhadai dgai mudait kar nai. This sentence fragment may
be interpreted in two ways:

(a) "He made [Parvej] the commander [of a military expedition] under
Mahabat Khan['s] supervision and ...."
(b) "He made Mahabat Khan the commander [of a military expedition] under
[Parvej's] supervision and ...."

Either translation is problematic: the first is grammatically preferable (one would
assume that the postposition num would follow Mahabat Khan's name if he were being
made commander [mudait]); the second is preferable on historical grounds (Mahabat
Khan was the commander of this expedition; he was under Parvlz's nominal
supervision) and for lexical reasons (mudait is used in Middle Marvarl texts to refer to
one who has real, as opposed to nominal, responsibilities for decision-making). We
have chosen the second alternative based on a parallel passage occurring in Vigat,
1:108, where it is stated clearly that Jahanglr, at the time he made Parvlz heir-apparent,
"gave Mahabat Khan full responsibility (sdn maddr) under Parvej's supervision (Parvej
rai mumhadai dgai)" and dispatched them after Khurram.

615 Jdt (Arabic zat) and asvdr (Persian Suwar) were the two indices of rank (mansab) in
the Mughal administration. See n. 490 to Vigat, 2:67, supra.

616 Mansab (Arabic mansab): literally, "post," "office." See n. 490 to Vigat, 2:67,
supra.

617 Raja Gajsingh was in the Deccan at the t ime of Shah Jahan's revolt and had shown
initial sympathies toward his cause. He had then returned to Jodhpur, having been
granted leave from Mahaikar where he had been posted in action against the Deccanis
since early 1622. At the t ime of which the text speaks, he had just returned to the
Deccan from Jodhpur. His rank was raised to 5,000 zat, 4,000 suwar.

Gaj singh's initial sympathy for Shah Jahan's cause may have been due to the
fact that Shah Jahan was the son of Jodh BaT, daughter of Gaj singh's grandfather, Moto
Raja Udaisingh Maldevot of Jodhpur (ruled 1583-95). Bdnkidds, p . 27; Mahdrdj Sri
Gajsinghjl kl Khydt, pp. 21-22; Khan, The Deccan Policy of the Mughals, p . 155;
Ojha, 4:1:390-392; Vigat, 1:107-108.

618 Talab (Arabic talab): the pay claim on a mansab.

619 Phalodhi: a town situated seventy-two miles northwest of Jodhpur.
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the parganos comprising the khalso620 of the subo of Ajmer. Parvej received
Merto among these [parganos] as well.

67. Afterward Sahjado Parvej gave Merto to a Said m jdgiri [tenure].621

Then the Rajajl had [his] negotiator,622 Rathor Rajsingh Khlmvavat,
adamantly623 tell the Navab four or five times: "For many days I have enjoyed
[the lands] obtained by Raja Surajsingh. I have enjoyed [them] and have
retained the entire jamiyat614 so that the Navab would have Merto given [to me]
in the near future. My625 Rajputs have stayed with me so many days in the hope
of [my receiving] Merto. Now my Rajputs heard in the darbdr that the Sahjado
is giving Merto to someone else, so all my Rajputs are going away. And the
Navabjl had my mansab increased, [but] I have not even obtained the [full]
claim of this [mansab]" Afterward the Navab petitioned Sahjado Parvej and
had Merto given by the SahjadojT. He wrote out a tdliko626 and gave [it to
Gajsingh]. The Rajajl sent the tdliko to the des. Subsequently Rathor Kanh
KhTmvavat627 [and] Bhandarl Luno628 brought the tdliko to Merto. At first
Parvej's men in Merto raised an objection. Then Rathor Kanh [and] Bhandarl
Luno sent men to negotiate with them, and, after a little give-and-take, gave
them leave. [Gajsingh] established [his] authority [over Merto] on August 8,

620 Khalso (Persian khalisa): literally, "pure." Land directly administered and taxed by
a ruler and his personal officials.

621 The text, Pachai Merto Sdhdjddo Parvej Said num jdgiri mdmhai tho, is unclear.
Literally, the translation would be: "Afterward, Merto-Sahjado Parvej-was to a Said
in jdgiri [tenure]." The kha ms. differs, but it also confusing: Sdhjdddm num jdgir
mem deto tho, "He was giving [Merto] in jdgir to the Sahjados (?)." Our translation
suggests what might have been the intention of the author.

622 Bic: midd leman, negotiator.

623 The editor of the Vigat, N . S. Bhati , takes gddhpur in the text to be a place-name
(Vigat, 3:210); w e believe -pur to be a variant of the suffix -pur, "filled with," jo ined
with gddh ("stubborn," "obstinate," etc.) to form an adverb, gddhpur, "stubbornly,"
"adamantly," "obstinately," etc.

624 Jamiyat (Persian jam' Iya t ) : the assemblage of men and horses in the service of a
chief.

625 Ydmhrd in the text evidently is a misprint for mdmhrd, "my."

626 Tdliko (Persian ta ' l lqa): the certificate of appointment to all posts that required the
approval of the Mughal Emperor . In this instance, however, Parvlz wrote the tdliko
upon the petition of the Navab , Mahabat Khan, hence the ensuing difficulties with the
Mugha l administration.

627 Kumpavat Rathor Kanh Khunvavat (no. 100).

628 Bhandar l Luno (no. 156).
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1623. He did not obtain it in dargahi mansab.629 It was given by the Sahjado
personally,630 assessed at rs. 200,000, dams631 8,000,000.

Vigat, 2:76

68. Two years later Mahabat Khan was in the Deccan under the
supervision of Parvej. The Khurasanls632 misled the Patsah, Jahanglr, and had
[Mahabat Khan] called back from there. PhidaT Khan633 came to Burhanpur634 in
1625-26, bringing a pharmdn from the person of the Patsah to all the umrdvs.
The Sahjado [and] all the umrdvs prepared to leave with the Navab. They came
outside the city and made camp. The Rajljl stayed where he was in [his] camp.
Then the Sahjado [and] the umrdvs all came back.635 The Sahjado [and] all the
umrdvs persuaded [Raja Gajsingh to take the recall] very well. He went to the
dargdh.636 Then PhidaT Khan, after speaking to Srljl, took Rathor Rajsinghjl
with him to Lahore. PhidaT Khan went to Lahore and paid [his] respects [to the
Patsah]. He had Rathor Rajsingh Khlmvavat touch the feet of the Sri Patsahjl

629 Dargahi mansab: a mansab given by the Mughal Emperor.

630 Sdhdjddiridpritaraph sum: literally, "from the Sahjado's own side."

631 Dam: a copper coin equal to one-fortieth of a rupee.

632 Khurasanl : a person from the Iranian province of Khurasan; an Iranian. T h e
reference is to the Iranian faction at the Mugha l court, centering around N u r Jahan,
Jahangir 's wife, and her brother, Asaf Khan. For an account of this faction and its
impor tance in contemporary polit ics, see M a n Habib , "The Family of N u r Jahan during
Jahangir 's reign: A Polit ical Study," in Medieval India: A Miscellany, vol. 1 (London:
Asia Publ ishing House , 1969), pp. 74-95 .

633 PhidaT Khan: F ida l Khan (Hedayat Ul lah) , a protege of Mahaba t Khan 's (at one t ime
his vakU), who later b e c a m e a servant of the Mugha l Emperors Jahanglr and Shah
Jahan. For an account of his career, see Madthir-ul-Umard, 1:559-563. Ojha, 4 :1 :395,
indicates that this Mus l im possibly was an advisor regarding mansabddrs at the darbdr
of Jahanglr .

634 Burhanpur: an important town 110 miles north-northeast of Aurangabad. Burhanpur
was the central base of operations for the Mughals in their campaigns against the
Deccan Sultanates.

635 This sentence is found only in the kha ms.

636 Ojha, 4:1:395, notes that Gajsingh had refused to leave camp out of fear for the
anger of Navab Mahabat Khan, who, he felt, would berate him at court and place him in
a difficult position with the Emperor. Although Ojha is not explicit about the reasons
for this feeling, it may have been due to Gajsingh's initial sympathy for the cause of
Shah Jahan when he was in the Deccan (see n. 617 to Vigat, 2:75, supra).
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Phidai Khan highly praised Rajsinghji. At that time Khojo Abdal Hasan637 was
the Patsah's divan of the kaceri.638 Khojo Abdal Hasan prepared an accounting
of the mansah [of Gajsingh] and made [it] known to the Patsah: "Merto was not
given to the Rajajl in dargdhi mansab. Mahabat Khan showed favor [to
Gajsingh] and had [Merto] given by Sahjado [Parvej]." [The Patsah] wrote out
[a notice of] transfer for Merto.639 Afterward Phidai Khan informed the PatsahjT:
"The Rajaji had paid [his] respects [to you]; he was a candidate for an increase
[in mansah]. Why in this instance640 are you deciding to the contrary641 and
transferring Merto?'1 Then the Patsah reversed Abdal Hasan and made a
command. He had Merto kept as it was.642 [However], the assessment [of Mer
to] was increased 2,000,000 dams (rs. 50,000). By this means Merto was
assessed at rs. 250,000.

637 Khojo Abdal Hasan (Abal Husen in the kha ms . ; Abal Hasan farther down on Vigat,
2:76): Khaja Abu-1-Hasan of Turbat , a district of Khurasan. H e was an important
m e m b e r of the Iranian faction at the Mughal court (see n. 632 to Vigat, 2 :75, supra).
Beginning his career in the service of Prince Danyal , one of Akbar 's sons, h e later
attained the position of diwdn of the Deccan under Akbar. Subsequently h e became
mir bakhshi under Jahangir (1613) and then was appointed chief diwdn wi th a rank of
5,000 zdt, 5,000 suwdr. H e died in 1632-33, after attaining a rank of 6,000/6,000 under
Shah Jahan.

Vigat, 1:109 remarks that the Khwaja bore ill-will toward Gajsingh. H e was
an opponent of Mahaba t Khan, and as such h e may have objected to the Khan's
pet i t ioning Parvlz and having Mer to given to Gajsingh.

For addit ional details concerning the career of Khwaja Abu-1-Hasan, see
Madthir-ul-Umard, 1:128-130.

638 Kacen: the department of the Mughal administration encharged with reviewing
documents .

639 Merto tdgir mem likhiyo: literally, "He wrote Merto in transfer." Mahdrdj Sri
Gajsingh ki Khydt, pp. 33-39, notes that Parvlz was angry with Gajsingh because of
Mahabat Khan's favoring h im and his words of praise for him. The Khydt intimates that
Khwaja Abu-1-Hasan was a person of the Prince and in his accounting made special
note of the fact that Mer to had not been an imperial grant, but had been given by
Mahabat Khan. This tradition is in conflict with the details in the Vigat, which do not
indicate that Parvlz was angry with Gajsingh.

640 Literally, "there" (tafhai). The literal translation of the entire sentence thus would
be "Why are you deciding to the contrary there and transferring Merto?"

641 Sdmo in this clause apparently is used in the sense of "contrary" or "opposite,"
meanings given by Lalas , RSK, 4 :3:5472.

642 Barkardr (Persian barqa-rar): "continuing as heretofore." Platts, Dictionary, p . 147.
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69. Thereafter, in 1632-33, Patsah Shah Jahan sent Asap Khan643 along
with many Hindus [and] Muslims against Bljapur. At that time he had sent Raja
Gajsinghji644 with Asap Khan too.645 There was no accord between Asap Khan
and the Rajajl.

Vigat, 2:77

Asap Khan came back. He complained a great deal about the Sri Maharajajl.
Then [the Patsah] increased [the assessment] on all tEe lands [held by
Gajsingh].646 Once again he increased [the assessment] on Merto 2,000,000
dams. The total rekh641 became 12,000,000 dams, the rupee [value] of which
[was] 300,000.

70. On May 6, 1638, Raja Gajsinghji passed away in Agra.648 On May
25, 1638, Patsah Shah Jahan gave Raja Sri Jasvantsinghjl the throne of
Jodhpur.649 On that day [the assessment] on Merto was again increased

643 Asap Khan: the noble Asaf Khan, Nur Jahan's brother and the most powerful noble
in the Iranian faction at the Mughal court. His daughter was the famous Mamtaz
Mahal, the favorite wife of Shah Jahan, for whom he built the Taj Mahal. Asaf Khan
continued in favor after the death of Jahanglr and acquired a rank of 9,000 wt, 9,000
suwdr under Shah Jahan. He died in 1641. For some details of his career, see Madthir-
ul-Umard, 1:287-295.

644 The text has Rdjsihghji, clearly incorrect. Gajsingh is meant.

645 Bhargava , Marwar and the Mughal Emperors, p . 76, notes that Gajsingh was
deputed a long wi th Asaf Khan against M u h a m m a d Adl l Khan, Sultan of Bljapur, in
December of 1631.

646 The assessments of the parganos Sojhat, Jaitaran, and Merto were increased at this
time.

647 Rekh: assessment, evaluation.

648 At the t ime of Gajsingh's death, he had spent one lakh twelve krors of rupees, taken
out of the treasury built up by his father, Raja Surajsingh, and had in addition taken out
a loan of Rs. 1,300,000, for which he had mortgaged Jalor Pargano to the imperial
treasury. These debts were left to his son and successor, Jasvantsingh, to pay back.
Bdnkidds, p . 27; Mahdrdj Sri Gajsingh kiKhydt, p. 139; Ojha, 4:1:407; Vigat, 1:105.

649 Jasvantsingh had been to Bundl to marry at the t ime he received the news of his
father's death in Agra. Immediately after the marriage, he proceeded to Delhi, where he
was given the throne of Jodhpur by Shah Jahan himself. At the t ime of his succession,
his mansah rank was raised to 4,000 zdt, 4,000 suwar, and he received the parganos
Jodhpur, Sivano, Merto, Sojhat, Phalodhl, and Satalmer (Pokaran) in jdgir. Bdnkidds,
p . 29; Jasvantsinghjl ki Khydt (MS no. 15661, Rajasthan Pracyavidya Pratisthan,
Jodhpur), pp. 1-2; Ojha, 4:1:413-414; Vigat, 1:123-124.
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2,000,000 dams.650 [The total assessment] there became 14,000,000 dams, the
rupee [value] of which was 350,000.

650 The text has dam lakh 2,000\000\ apparently the word his ("twenty") should have
followed lakh (100,000).
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"AitihasikBatam," p. 42

A great battle came up in the month of January, 1544,1 between [the villages of]
Samel [and] Khap.2 There is a river [flowing] before Samel. Its [flow is] toward
GirrI [and] Babro.3 On its near side4 are two small hills. The sdth of Rav [Malde]jT
came [to the battle] between them. There was brush there. The entire battlefield
there consisted of terraces.5 Now they have fallen. On the far side of the river of
Samel are the chatn% of the Mertlyos. Once during the battle6 both Jaito7 [and]
Kumpo8 dismounted while in the safety of the river bank and ate opium with the
water of the river.9 They rinsed their mouths. Tightening the reins [of their horses],
they urged [them] up again and spurred [them] on into [the opposing army].

1 The battle of Samel between the forces of Rav Malde of Jodhpur and those of Sher
Shah Stir took place on January 5, 1544.

2 The text has Amel Khdpas, evidently a printer's mistake for Samel and Knap, two
villages located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer and twenty-three miles east of
Jaitaran town. Khap is listed as "Khap of Samel" in Vigat, 1:555.

3 Literally, "its direction [is] to GirrI [and] Babro." Babro is situated seven miles to the
west of Samel; GirrI lies eight miles southwest of Babro. The site of the battle is
indicated by Map 3, "Marvar Terrain of the Battle of Samel, 1544."

4 Ulai kdnai: the near side; the side nearest Jodhpur.

5 Cautro: a raised platform; a terrace. Lands near the hills, particularly where there are
potential waterways or streams, are often terraced with mud walls around them to
contain water from runoff and rains. James Tod, Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan,
edited by William Crooke, 3 vols. (London: Oxford University Press, 1920), 2:774, has
an excellent description of terrace cultivation in the Aravalls:

From the margin of the stream on each side to the mountain's base they have
constructed a series of terraces rising over each other, whence by simple and
ingenious methods they raise the waters to irrigate the rich crops of sugarcane,
cotton, and rice, which they cultivate upon them .... Wherever soil could be
found, or time decomposed these primitive rocks, a barrier was raised.

6 Literally, "having done battle" (vedh kar nai).

7 Rathor Jaito Paiicainot (no. 61), one of Rav Malde's pradhdns and the founder of the
Jaitavat branch of Marvar Rathors.

8 Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot (no. 95), Rav Malde's sendpati, or army commander, and
the founder of the Kumpavat branch of Marvar Rathors.

9 It was a common custom among Rajputs to take opium before or during a battle, both
to steady nerves and to alleviate or deaden pain.
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The Sur Patsah, a Pathan,10 and the Rathor, Viramde Dudavat,11 advanced against
Rav Malde. Viramde Dudavat brought [the Patsah's] armies [to Marvar]. Then Rav
Malde, [having gone] as far as Harmaro,12 [a village] of Ajmer, confronted [them]
with 80,000 horse.13 The encampments of the Patsah drew near. Then [Rav Malde]
moved [his camp] back two or three kos. Samel became the Patsah's camp. Girrl
became the Rav's camp. Here the Rav decided to move the camp back once more.
He told Rathor Jaito Paiicainot [and] Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot [this]. They said:
"The land beyond [here] you obtained. And the land to the rear of here your
ancestors and our ancestors obtained together. We shall not move back from here."
Then Viramde Dudavat played a trick and confused the Rav.

It was dusk. [The first] four ghans of the night were gone. The Ravji had lain
down on a dholiyo in [his] tent. He was wearing a suthan.u He was covered with a
fine dupato.15 Rathor Pato Kumpavat16 [and] Rathor Udaisingh Jaitavat17 both were
sleeping on the ground near the Ravjrs dholiyo. Meanwhile, a Caran of Rathor
Viramde Dudavat's came and had [his] respects paid [to the RavjT while standing] at
the entrance [to the tent]. Then the RavjT said: "Come inside." The Caran sent word:
"Viramde has had [me] make a request. He has had [me] make [it] in secret. Rajl

Stand outside at the entrance." Then the RavjT went outside wearing the suthan,
covered with the dupato.

"AitihasikBatam," p. 43

He conversed with that Caran while standing near the tent-rope. Rathor Viramde had
fabricated a lie and sent word with the Caran: "The Ravs [of Jodhpur] drove us away,
but even so we wish the throne [of Jodhpur to be] yours. Your Rajputs have all met
with the Patsah." Then the Ravji said: "Why should one think [so]?" The Caran
said: "The Patsah has given mohar$ls to the umrdvs." Then the Ravji said: "The

10 Sher Shah Sur, the Afghan (Pathan) ruler of Delhi and north India, 1540-45.

11 Merelyo Rathor Rav Viramde Dudavat (no. 105).

12 Harmaro: a village situated fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer.

13 For the size of the armies present at Samel, see n. 295 to Vigat, 2:57.

14 Suthan: a type of pajama covering the lower portion of the body; a type of chain
mail fulfilling the same function.

15 The text has dupatl here and dupato farther down the page. We have standardized
the usage to avoid confusion. A dupato was a type of shawl or cover-cloth commonly
worn by Rajputs.

16 Kumpavat Rathor Pato (Pratapsingh) Kumpavat (no. 96).

17 Jaitavat Rathor Udaisingh Jaitavat (no. 62).

18 Mohar (Persian muhr): a gold coin, hi Akbar's time, the mohar had an accounting
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umravs are not the sort of men [who can be bribed]." The Caran said: "[Their] tents
cannot be searched, but send a Sahukar;19 have the Modls20 of the umravs estimate
the mohars." So the RavjT sent the Sahukar. Previously VTramde had withheld
mohars from the hands of his own Modls, having promised21 [them to] the Modls [of
the umravs]. And so [the Sahukar] came and told the RavjT: "They have ready as
many mohars as they need." Then [concern] entered the mind of the RavjT. He came
back [into his tent], quickly put on a vdgo,22 tied on a dagger, tied on a sword, and
did not even ask anyone [about the mohars]. There was a horse of the guardpost
standing [nearby]; he mounted [it] and set out himself. He told the kdmddrs: "Come
quickly with the camp equipment."

Then they began to take down the camp equipment. Rathor Pato Kanhavat,23

Rathor Udaisingh Jaitavat, [and] Rathor KumpojT received this news. These thdkurs
did not believe [what they had heard]. They sent for [additional] information; yet
another man came and said: "The RavjT departed." Then both brothers,24 KumpojT
[and] JaitojT, came and sat down in one place. [Someone] had set free an elephant of
the Rav's; [men] had to search for it. It [was] the elephant [carrying] the Rav's
throne25 [and] had been injured.26 It [could] not be saved, [no matter] what they did.

value of nine silver rupees. Its exact value at the time of the battle of Samel in 1544 is
unknown. For a discussion of the relationship between the mohar and the rupee in
Mughal times, see Man Habib, The Agrarian System of Mughal India, 1556-1707
(Bombay: Asia Publishing House, 1963), pp. 384-387.

19 Sahukar: a person who deals with money, a banker.

20 ModT: a grain merchant. H. H. Wilson, A Glossary of Judicial and Revenue Terms
(1855: reprint edition, Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1968), p. 344, has the following:
"[Modi] most usually denotes the village shopkeeper, a sort of grocer or chandler and

grain dealer, who sells a variety of of articles of necessity to the villagers, ... who are
generally in his debt at an usurious rate of interest." Apparently ModTs also handled
funds for important Rajputs in middle period Marvar.

21 Sadvdy: perhaps this conjunctive participle is from the verb sandavno, a variant
form of sandhdno, "to join," "to connect," "to promise," "to vow." Our translation is
based upon this possibility.

22 Vdgo: a garment bound at the waist and extending down to the knees.

23 Akhairajot Rathor Pato Kanhavat (no. 35). There may be some confusion of names
in the text between Pato Kanhavat and Pato Kumpavat, who is mentioned on p. 42,
supra, as sleeping outside the Rav's tent along with Udaisingh Jaitavat.

24 Kumpo and Jaito were not actual brothers, but rather paternal cousins. The term
"brothers" is used in a broader sense here, indicating those Rajputs of close male blood
belonging to the same brotherhood (hhdibandh).

25 Pat ro hdthl. Literally, "the elephant of the throne," i.e., the elephant the Rav would
have ridden into battle.
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Then Kumpoji [and] Jaitoji had [it] shot by the men who searched [for it]. Afterward,
they sent a man to the [RaVs] tent and had [him] report how large a sdth had left
[and] how large a sdth had stayed. The man came [back] and informed [them]: "A
large sdth went with the RavjI. There are various important thdkurs [still here], and,
up until now, quite a large sdth has remained. Twenty thousand horse have stayed."
Then both thdkurs, Jaitoji [and] Kumpoji, spread floor-cloths and sat down. They
pondered: "What should be done?" Then they summoned all the great thdkurs.
They asked [their opinion]; all thought this: "If we let Marvar be lost now, where
would we go?" And [so] thinking, they perceived: "Rav Malde left; the sdth [left]
behind [is] small; we cannot match [the enemy] in a daytime battle." Then they
mounted to carry out a night attack. There was some twist of fate. They wandered
around all night [but still] did not find the innumerable27 horse of the Patsah.

Meanwhile, it became morning. The Patsah's kettledrum was struck. [As] the
Patsah's kettledrum was being struck, [the Rathors], as they wandered around, came
to the bank of the river of Samel.

"AitihasikBatam," p. 44

They did not find [the Patsah's army] during the night28 [because] Viramde told the
Patsah: "The Rajputs will attack [our] tents [during the night]; take down the tents."
So the Patsah took down the tents, retreated, and set up [the tents again].

Then [the Rathors] came to the bank of the river of Samel. Even before [they
came there] the sdth of the [Patsah's] guardpost saw [them]. The Patsahjl prepared
for battle also.29 Here both armies rushed forward30 and joined [in battle]. The

26 Virariyo in the text is a misprint for vlgariyo ("injured," "spoiled"), as the editor, N .
S. Bhati , suggests in n. 5.

27 Navldkh: literally, "nine lakhs," "900,000," an adjective of deliberate exaggeration
used to indicate very large numbers .

28 The text has rate lahh nahim; apparently the reading should be rate Idhholldhhai
nahlm.

29 T h e Rathors were already prepared to fight, as they had been trying to carry out a
night attack.

30 Kathath nal Lajas, RSK, 1:399, defines kdthathno thus:

(1) To leave; (2) to come outside; (3) to move making the "kathath" sound; (4)
to move being in a frenzy/boil.

Sakarlya, RHSK, p. 192, defines kathathno in this way:

(1) To be ready/prepared; (2) to be ready/prepared for attack; (3) to attack; (4)
to be in a frenzy/boil; (5) to surge/overflow.

The verb may be onomatopoeic, suggesting the bubbling of a liquid or (perhaps) the
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kettledrums sounded. These thakurs, Jaitoji [and] Kumpoji, destroyed an am, a large
harot1 of the Patsah's army, and remained standing unharmed [on the battlefield].
Afterward there was a skirmish32 with Jalal Jaluko.33 Jaitoji struck JalaTs chest [a
blow] with [his] lance. Jalal had full armor, so the lance did not break through, but
JalaTs foot left the stirrups from the magic34 of the lance. Jalal, [knocked back] on the
hairs of [his] horse's tail, fell down, and both front feet of JaitojFs horse broke [from
Jaitoji's] hurling the lance. Such strength Jaitoji showed! These thdkurs died
fighting. Another sdth died fighting. Rathor Jaitoji died fighting in [his] sixtieth
year. Kumpoji died fighting in [his] thirty-fifth year. Rathor Pato Kanhavat fought
so [fiercely] that the blood of Pato's body got on the Patsah's body. The Patsah
himself was in the battle, mounted on a very fine horse. He won the battle.
Afterward, the Patsahjl came upon [the bodies of] Jaitoji [and] Kumpoji. He looked
at [them]. He stood Jaitoji up and looked at [him]. He told Rathor Vlramde
Dudavat: "This Rajput did so much—I might have lost the Empire of Delhi.
Perhaps if Rav Malde had stayed, I would have lost the battle."35

sound of armored men marching forward in step.

31 Harol (Persian harawal): an advance guard of an army, a vanguard.

32 Kdm: literally, "an action."

33 Jalal Jaluko: Jalal Khan JalvanI, an Afghan chief in the service of Sher Shah.

34 Jdl: magic, magical power.

35 One may contrast the description of the battle of Samel given here with that given by
the Muslim historian, 'Abd al-Qadlr ibn Muluk Shah Bada'uni:

In short Shir Shah, who would not give the head of one of his soldiers for a
kingdom, and to whom the Afghans were far dearer than can be expressed, was
by no means willing to involve his army in calimity with the ignorant, boar-
natured, currish Hindus. Accordingly he devised an artifice, and wrote
fictitious letters purporting to emanate from the generals of Maldeo's army, to
himself, couched in enigmatic language, the substance of them being that there
would be no need for the king in person to superintend the fighting, when the
armies were drawn up for battle, because they themselves would take Maldeo
alive and deliver him up, upon the condition that such and such place should
be given them as a reward. Having done this he so arranged that those letters
fell into Maldeo's hands, with the result that Maldeo became utterly suspicious
of all his generals, and, in the dead of night, fled alone without looking behind
him; and, notwithstanding that his generals denied their complicity with oath
upon oath, saying that they never could have been guilty of such dastardly
conduct, and that this was all the handiwork of Shir Shah in his desire to raise
dissension between them, it was of no use, and had no effect upon Maldeo's
mind. Kanhaiya [Kumpo], who was his minister and agent, abused Maldeo in
violent terms, and taking four thousand resolute men devoted to death, or even
more than this number, came down upon the army of Shir Shah, with the
intention of surprising them by night, but missed his way, and after marching
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Five thousand Rathors out of twenty thousand died fighting. Fifteen thousand left
[only] after having fought [with the enemy]. Rathor JaitsT Vaghot,36 Rathor Jeso
Bhairavdasot,37 Rathor Mahes GharsTyot38—these great thdkurs left. Many others
left. The Rav left and came toward Slvano to the mountains of Plplan. [Thereafter]
the guros39 of the Rinmals were in the hills. Kumpojfs [wife] became a satt0 [near
the statue of] Mahaka]41 in Saran.42

the whole night, when morning broke became aware that he had left the camp
far in rear. After striving to the utmost of their powers, when they had
abandoned all hope of life, at the very moment when the army of Shu* Shah
came in sight, as a result of their own stupidity, by the good luck of Shir Shah
or by the superior good fortune of Islam, the infidels in a body dismounted
from their horses, and renewing their vows of singleness of purpose and mutual
assistance, binding their sashes together and joining hand to hand, attacked the
army of the Afghans with their short spears, which they call Barchcha, and
with their swords. Shir Shah had given orders saying that if any man ventured
to fight with the sword with this swinish horde, his blood would be on his own
head. He accordingly ordered the elephant troops to advance and trample them
down. In the rear of the elephants, the artillery and archers gave them a taste
of the bowstring, and admitting them to the banquet of death, gave them the
hospitality of the land of extinction. The bright surface of the world's page
was polished, and freed from the dark lines of the land of infidels, and not one
of the infidels got off with his life, nor was a single Muslim lost in that
encounter.

'Abd al-Qadir ibn Muluk Shah Bada'unI, Muntakhabu't-Tawarikh, vol. 1, translated
and edited by George S. A. Ranking (1898; reprint edition, Delhi: Idarah-i Adabiyat-i
Delli, 1973), pp. 477-479.

36 Jodho Rathor JaitsI Vaghavat (no. 85).

37 Campavat Rathor Jeso Bhairavdasot (no. 48).

38 Cundavat Ra thor Mahes Gharslyot (no. 58) .

39 Guro: a h ideout ; a temporary vil lage which m a y grow into a permanent set t lement; a
type of long- term camp, different from the dero or short-term c a m p in that it included
all of the dependents of its Rajput master—peasants , Carans , Brahmans , potters ,
e tc .—and not j u s t those persons concerned with mili tary service. Lives tock was also
kept in the guro. See R. Saran, "Conquest and Colonization: Rajputs and Vasts in
Midde Period Marvar (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, The University of Michigan,
1978), pp . 88-89.

40 Sati: a "virtuous woman"; a woman who has immolated herself on her husband's
funeral pyre.

41 Mahaka}: (1) Siva as Lord of T ime and hence of Death; (2) an image or statue of
Siva in this destructive aspect. T h e text has a cryptic Kumpdji ri sati Saran Mdhkdl
hut, but "Aitihasik B a t a m , " p . 85 , has the following:
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Rav Candrasen was cremated near the banyan tree (var) of Mahakal of Saran
[village]. There were three satis. Their chatris are near [the statue of]
Mahakal.

From this passage, one might hypothesize that it was a tradition (during the sixteenth
century, at least) for important Rathors to be cremated and their wives to become satis
near the statue of Mahakal in Saran village. See also "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 87-89;
Vigat, 1:465.

42 Saran: a village located eighteen miles southeast of Sojhat.
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"Aitihasik Batam," p. 48

Thereafter Rav Malde recalled again the enmity with the Mertlyos. The
Ravjl went against Merto in 1554. At that time these great thdkurs were with [him]:
Prithiraj Jaitavat,1 Cando Viramdevot,2 RatansT KMmvavat,3 Nago Bharmalot,4

Prithiraj Kumpavat,5 and Mansingh.6 There was another large sdth too. They came
to Indavar7 and made camp. Jaimal8 sent a man to Prithiraj and had [him] say: "We
are the RavjTs Rajputs. Have us perform services; why kill us?" He as well as the
five thdkurs9 entreated with the Ravjl, but the Rav, in a hostile mood, would not
consider [their request]. On March 20, 1554,10 he carried out an attack [against
Merto]. These [men]—Rav Malde himself, Pritharaj, and Nago Bharmalot—[were]
at the Jodhpur Gate.11 The large ant1 was on this side. Cando Viramdevot had not
joined [them] at the time of the battle. He had camped at Vadagamv.13 He
procrastinated a bit; [then] he came and joined [them] at Satalvas14 [after the battle].

1 Jaitavat Rathor Prithiraj Jaitavat (no. 63).

2 Mertlyo Rathor Cando Vlramdevot (no. 123).

3 Udavat Rathor Ratansi Khun va vat (no. 141).

4 Balavat Rathor Nago Bharmalot (no. 38)

5 Kumpavat Rathor Prithiraj Kumpavat (no. 97).

6 Sonagaro Cahuvan Mansingh Akhairajot (no. 10).

7 Indavar: a village situated eight miles southwest of Merto.

8 Mertlyo Rathor Jaimal Viramdevot (no. 107), Rav of Merto, 1544-57 and also briefly
in 1562.

9 The "five fhakurs" referred to apparently were the Rathor thdkurs with Rav Malde at
this time.

10 See n. 337 to Vigat, 2:58, for the date of the second attack on Merto.

11 I.e., the gate of Merto town facing Jodhpur.

12 Apparently the Rav's army was divided into two anis: one, referred to as the "Rav's
sdth" or the "large ani" situated near the Jodhpur Gate; the second, called the "am of
the Rinmals" or simply the "other am" situated near the Bejpo Tank and the kotri.

13 Vadagamv: a village situated eleven miles south-southwest of Merto and five miles
due south of Indavar, mentioned above.

14 Satalvas: a village situated four miles southwest of Merto.
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Ratansi Khimvavat, Jagmal,15 [and] another large sdth as well, forming a [smaller]
am hi the direction of the Bejpo [Tank],16 had told [him]: "Come to the kotn"

[Meanwhile] Jaimal was performing many religious devotions17 for Sri
Catarbhujjl18 The Thakur19 was pleased. There was a command: "Do battle;
victory will be yours." So Jaimal himself came in front of the large am and remained
[concealed] among some shrubs.20 The Rav's sdth did not even take very much
notice [of him], and Jaimal's men went back and forth in between. They came and
told Jaimal: "PrithMj [is] by himself, [subdividing the [large] ani. The [smaller]
am of the Rinmals is separate [near the Bejpo Tank]. The sdth is inattentive. If you
rush upon [them] now, there is a chance. Also, Prithlraj will come before you now to
divide the [large] am" Then all of a sudden they made a quick attack. When
Prithlraj saw them, he dismounted. His am remained separate. A skirmish occurred
here. Sri Caturbhujjl was Jaimal's ally. The fight began with Pritharaj Jaitavat.
Pritharaj showed great prowess. Fourteen men were struck down by his hand. The
sword of his military servant, Hlngolo Plparo,21 broke. Then he snatched Surtan
Jaimalot's22 sword, one embellished with silk,23 from [Surtan's] waist,24 took [it]
away with him, summoned Hlngolo, and gave [it to him].

Nago Bharmalot died fighting.

15 Mertiyo Rathor Jagmal Viramdevot (no. 124).

16 The Bejpo was an ancient tank in Merto town (see Vigat, 2:38).

17 Sevd: service of a religious or devotional nature performed for a god, goddess, or
religious teacher.

18 Sri Catarbhujjl: the patron deity of the Mertiyo Rathors (see n. 516 to Vigat, 2:69).

19 I.e., Sri Catarbhujjl.

20 Ak (Calotropis Procera): a much-branched shrub, usually two or three meters high,
common throughout Rajasthan. M. M. Bhandari , Flora of the Indian Desert (Jodhpur:
Scientific Publishers, 1978), p . 219.

21 Plparo is the designation of a branch (sdkh) of the Gahlot Rajput family (kuf). W e
have no additional information concerning Hlngolo.

22 Mer t iyo Rathor Surtan Jaimalot (no. 113).

23 Sdjh resmitho: literally, "the embellishment/decoration was silken."

24 Kanydm sum. Kanydm is "waist," but also is the plural of kan, "metal ring/band."
Possibly kanydm in this sentence refers to the embellishment (sdjh) of Surtan's sword.
If so, the translation would read; "Then h e snatched Surtan's sword, one embellished
with silk [and] with metal bands, took [it] away with him, summoned Hlngolo, and
gave [it to h im] ."
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"Aitihasik Batarn," p. 49

CaturbhujjT himself mounted a horse and joined Jaimal's faction.25 The RavjTs sdth,
the [large] am, fled. The Ravjl withdrew from there and remained standing to the
rear. Jaimal, having won the battle, immediately turned back. He came before the
gate near the kotn.26 Just then [the men of] the other am, which was coming to this
entrance of the Bejpo [Tank] after having taken the [nearby] villages under control
and looted the city, perceived Jaimal returning. They thought: "He has come from
there having lost [the battle]." This am and Jaimal joined [in battle]. There Devldas
Jaitavat27 was about to strike Jaimal a blow with a lance when out of the mouth of
RatansI Khimvavat [came the words]: "Rav [Jaimal] should be spared." That
thdkur, [Devldas], did not thrust the lance. Jaimal was a perceptive man. He
realized: "I have acquired the backing of a powerful man."28 Then he went inside the
gate. A duho concerning this [occurrence], the sdkh of RatansI Khimvavat:

Jaimal, man of battle, one who troubled the land of Mandovar,29

the son of KMmvo30 defeated the weapon before you.

Jaimal closed the gate and remained seated [inside]. [The men of the ant\
looted the market square and the city again, then came outside [the walls]. Previously
[they] received the news [that] the Rav had fled. Many men wrung [their] hands in
regret over this occurrence. The sdth came to Satajvas and joined the Rav. Then
Rathor Cando Vftamdevot said a great deal to Rav Malde: "Make camp right here.
Tomorrow we will attack. We will kill Jaimal." But the RavjT did not consider
[Cando's] proposal. He made camp back at Gangarro.31

hi this battle [at Merto] the following sdth of Rav Malde's died fighting:32

25 Bhir: crowd, faction.

26 Kotn kanai najik paul rai murnhadai dyo. The word nqjik is redundant in this
sentence.

27 Jaitavat Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65).

28 Mhai sabalo bol bdmsai ndnkhiyo chai. W e are uncertain of the precise meaning of
the fragment bol bdmsai ndnkhiyo chai; the sense of the entire phrase seems to be that
Jaimal had put or placed strong words or a firm promise on his side (literally, "behind
[him]"), i.e., that h e had acquired the support of a powerful man (RatansI Khimvavat) .

29 Mandovar : another n a m e for Mandor , a town situated five miles north of Jodhpur.

30 Khemal : apparent ly this is a poetic form of Khlmavalo /Khimvavat , "son of
K h l m o / K h l m v o , " a reference to RatansI Khimvavat .

31 Gangarro : a vi l lage situated seven miles west of Mer to .

32 This list contains several redundancies , which w e have el iminated for the reader 's
convenience.
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Pritharaj Jaitavat died fighting. He fought well. Y&ssdkh:

Destruction33 [itself] in hand-to-hand combats,34 a warrior
with a collection [of] twelve lances [belonging to fallen enemies],

Plthal (PrithMj), destroying the renown35 [of others], killed
so many in battle.

There, in the Rathor family, several became men a second
time,36

but none [your] equal in profound virtues, Plthal!

Rathor PrithMj Jaitavat [was] thirty years [old].
Rathors Nago Bharmalot [and] Dhano Bharmalot, two brothers.
Rathor Jagmal Udaikaranot37

Rathor Dhanraj.38

Dungarsl.39

Megho.40

Abho.41

Rato.42

Sohar Pltho Jesavat43

Sujo Tejslyot44

33 Bibhar: probably this is a variant of vibhdr, "destruction."

34 Vdthdm: the oblique plural of vath/hath, "scuffle," "embrace," "duel," etc.

35 Virad: a laudatory title held by men of renown (e.g., kal-bhujal, "warrior capable of
fighting Death/Time itself).

36 I.e., "died fighting." Bhalaih in the text is glossed by Lalas (RSK, 3:3:3317) as a
variant of vale, "again," "a second time."

37 Karamsot Rathor Jagmal Udaikaranot (no. 91).

38 Probably Balavat Rathor Dhanraj (Dhano) Bharmalot (no. 39). If so, this would be
yet another redundancy in this somewhat garbled list.

39 Slndhal Rathor Dungarsl (no. 133).

40 Sacoro Cahuvan Megho Bhairavdasot (no. 8).

41 Pancol l Abho Jhajhavat (no. 161).

42 PancolT Rato Abhavat (no. 163), son of Abho Jhajhavat.

43 Sohar Rathor Pltho Jesavat. See n. 343 to Vigat, 2:59.
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[These men] fell [on the battlefield].

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 50

Then the Rav left [Gangarro]. A military servant of Jaimal's, Slsodfyo
Megho,45 came near to thrust a weapon at the RavjT. Rathor Kisandas Gangavat46

[and] Rathor DungarsT Udavat47 realized: "He will strike the Rav with [his] lance."
Then they killed [Megho].

Afterward Jaimal [and] several [others] heard of this affair. Then Rathor
Kisandas came to the Rav's vds [for protection]. Jaimal was infuriated. After that the
RavjT proceeded to Jodhpur.

At that time there was no Rajput like [Pritharaj Jaitavat in the Rav's service],
for which [reason] the RavjT [was] very worried. The RavjT gave Bagri48 to Pritharaj's
son, Puranmal.49 At that time Rathor DevTdas Jaitavat was in the sdth of RatansT
Khimvavat. He had BanjhankurT50 in pato. DevTdas left there and came to the RavjT.
The RavjT highly honored DevTdas. DevTdas greatly strengthened the RavjT. The

RavjT thought: "He will achieve the aim of Prithiraj for me." DevTdas requested
orders from the RavjT: "If [you] command [me], I shall depart one time and end the
vair of Prithiraj. "51 Then he went52 to [his] home, dispatched one thousand horsemen
of the Rinmals, came [with them] to Reyarn,53 and invested [it]. [After] they had
stayed [there] an entire day, Jaimal received word. Then the entire MertTyo coldvaf4

44 Ra thor Siijo TejsTyot. See n. 348 to Vigat, 2:59.

45 N o addi t ional information is avai lable concerning this STsodTyo Rajput.

46 Jodho Ra thor Kisandas Gangavat (no. 87).

47 Udava t Ra thor DungarsT Udava t (no. 137). Bo th DungarsT and Kisandas were
Jaimal 's mil i tary servants at this t ime.

48 B a g n : a vi l lage situated fifty-two miles southeast of Jodhpur, near Sojhat.

49 Jaitavat Rathor Puranmal Prithirajot (no. 64).

50 BanjhankurT: a vi l lage situated five miles north of Jaitaran and fifty-two miles due
east of Jodhpur.

51 Vair ekarsum khar bhdhjhdm. Vair hhdnjno: "to break a vair"; i.e., to end the state
of tension or hostility that exists for a lineage or an individual upon the murder of a
kinsman or retainer.

52 Literally, "came."

53 R e y a m : a vi l lage si tuated twenty-e ight mi les northeast of BanjhankurT and eighty
miles east-northeast of Jodhpur.

54 Coldvaf: pe rhaps this word is a compound formed from cold ("bodies") p lus vat
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prepared for [battle] and came [to Merto] for an attack [on Devidas]. Jairnal stopped
[them]. He said: "This [situation] is very favorable to them [now]. In the morning
have the kettledrum struck." Devidas passed near Merto with [his] supplies loaded
into one hundred plowman's carts. Even then no one came to oppose [him].

Subsequently Hajl Khan,55 [who had been] an umrdv of the Patsah's,56 was
going to Gujarat. Discord arose between him [and] Rano Udaisingh.57 Then HajT
Khan sent word to the Ravjl: "If you send a sdth to help me, then I will give you
Ajmer." The Ravjl became very thoughtful: "Who shall I send? Who will go?"
Rathor Devidas Jaitavat said to the Ravjl: "I shall go. Rdj\ Why do you worry?"
The Ravjl was very pleased. He praised [Devidas] much. He said: "Indeed you are
my [man]! First, last, and always the shame58 of Marvar is on your shoulders." Then
the Ravjl said to Rathor Devidas: "Take with you the sdth you decide upon; you are
dismissed." Devidas decided upon 1,500 horsemen. He had the ones selected
recorded name by name.59 The Ravjl gave Devidas a horse [and] a sirpdv and
dispatched [him]. The following great thdkurs were in the sdth:

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 51

Rathor Devidas Jaitavat.
Rathor Jagmal Vlramdevot.60

Raval Meghraj Hapavat.61

Rathor PrithMj Kumpavat.62

Rathor Manes Gharslyot.63

("share," "portion"), signifying the living members of the Mertiyo sdkh.

55 See n. 356 to Vigat, 2:60.

56 Sher Shah Sur, Afghan ruler of north India, 1540-45.

57 Slsodlyo Gahlot Rano Udaisingh Sangavat (no. 17), ruler of Mevar, ca. 1537-72.

58 Re: "shame" (%'), see n. 120 to Vigat, 2:45.

59 T h e Ra thor rulers of Marva r were in the habi t of recording the names of those m e n
taking part in mili tary endeavors . A passage in N a i n s t s Khydt (2:288) suggests that this
may have been a practice since the reign of Raval Maloji (fourteenth century):

Then they decided on a night attack. Maloji ordered: "Write down the names
of the sirdars." He had the names of one hundred and forty sirdars written
down.

60 Mer t iyo Rathor Jagmal Vl ramdevot (no. 124).

61 M a h e c o Rathor Meghraj Hapavat (no. 103).

62 Kumpava t Rathor Prithlraj Kumpava t (no. 97) .
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Rathor Lakhman Bhadavat.64

Rathor Jaitmal Jesavat.65

Rathor Mahes Kumpavat,66 a military servant of the Ratio's, was in the
opposing sdth. At that time Mahes had little material wealth. [He] had one village of
Mevar, Nlprar,67 in pafo. In the battle Mahesji protected the Rano's elephants, which
were being seized. He brought [them back], for which [reason] Mahes gained
esteem. Afterward the Rano gave Mahesji Ball68 with seventeen [other] villages.

The RavjTs sdth came from [one direction]; Hajl Khan came from
[another].69 The Rano also came to Harmaro.70 Here preparations for battle began.
At that time Rathor Tejsl Dungarsryot71 was in the opposing army of the Rano. He
had come to meet [his] brothers.72 Afterward the Ranojl asked Tejsl for information
concerning [Rav Malde's] army: "Tell [me] the information [you have]." Then
[Tejsl] said: "Rdjl I shall tell you what you ask." The Ranojl said: "If the opposing
army were to be defeated,73 how large a sdth [of theirs] would die fighting?" Tejsl
said: "Five hundred Rathors would die fighting." And the Ranojl said: "If our army
were to be defeated, how large a sdth [of ours] would die fighting?" Then Tejsl said:
"Five [to] seven men would die fighting."74 The Ranojl said: "You are speaking

very well75 of your brothers!" Then he said: "Tejsl! This [battle] will end quickly!"

63 Cundavat Rathor Mahes Gharslyot (no. 58).

64 Akhairajot Rathor Lakhman Bhadavat (no. 33).

65 Campavat Rathor Jaitmal Jesavat (no. 49).

66 Kumpavat Rathor Mahes Kumpavat (no. 98).

67 Nlprar: we have been unable to find this village of Mevar on modern maps.

68 Bal i : a large vi l lage forty-eight miles northwest of Udaipur and seventy-six miles
south-southeast of Jodhpur.

69 Literally, "The Ravjrs sdth came from here; Hajl Khan came from there."

70 Harmaro : a vi l lage situated fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer.

71 Udava t Rathor Tejs l Dungars lyot (no. 138).

72 I.e., Ms fellow Rathors who were in Rav Malde 's army.

73 Literally, "flee" or "be destroyed" (bhdjai).

74 Tejsl is saying that if the Rathors were to lose, five hundred Rathors would die
because, being great warriors, they would all stay on the battlefield and fight to the
death. But if the Rano's army were to lose, only five or six Slsodlyos would die
because most would run away and not fight.

75 Literally, "very fully" (nipatpuro).
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Very soon afterward the battle occurred. Rathor Tejsi Dungarsryot, of firm resolve76

[and] world-famous, [said]: "I shall kill the sirdar, Hajl Khan."
After [that], HajT Khan sat in an iron compartment on an elephant. He took

many precautions,77 Even so Tejsi came and struck Hajl Khan a blow. Rathor
Devldas Jaitavat killed BalTso Sujo.78 Hajl Khan [and] the RavjTs sdth won the
battle. The Rano lost. He fled. At that time the following other desot$19wem in the
Rano's army:

Rav Kalyanmal, the Blka[ner]Iyo.80

Rav Ramcand Solanki [of] Todarl.81

Rav Durgo of Rampuro.82

RavTejoofDevallyo.83

Rav Ram Khairaro of Jajpur.84

Rav Narayan[das] of Idar.85

76 Vadievad: this word is problematic; it seems to be a compound adjective formed
from vadie, which perhaps is the oblique past participle of vadno, "to say," "to speak,"
"to decide," "to be stubborn," "to insist," etc. (Lalas, RSK, 4:2:4501), plus the noun
vdd, "obstinacy," "promise," "word," etc. (Lalas, RSK, 4:2:4611), used to qualify Tejsi.

Cf. "Aitihasik Batam," p. 67, where the variant form vddiyevdd appears in another
passage concerning the same events. Our translation suggests one possible meaning of
vadievad, others might be "of firm promise," "of spoken word," of determined
stubbornness," etc.

77 Ghana jatan kiyd: literally, "made many efforts [to defend himself]."

78 Bal lso Cahuvan Sujo Samvatot (no. 4) .

79 Besot: the ruler of a des ("country").

80 Blkavat Rathor Rav Kalyanmal Jaitslyot (no. 46), son of Rav JaitsT Lunkaraaot (no.
45) and ruler of Bikaner, ca. 1542-1 A.

81 The text has Toda, evidently a mistake for Todarl. Cf. n. 367 for Vigat, 2:60. Todarl
lies sixty miles southeast of Ajmer, near Tonk.

82 Candravat SIsodlyo Gahlot Rav Durgo Aclavat (no. 18), ruler of Rampuro. The
territory of Rampuro lies east of Mevar, Rampuro town is 155 miles south-southeast of
Ajmer.

83 SIsodlyo Gahlot Rav (or Ravat; see Vigat, 2:60) Tejo Blkavat (no. 16), ruler of
Devallyo ca. 1564-93. Devallyo town is situated seventy-two miles southeast of Ajmer.

84 Solanki Rav R a m Khairaro, ruler of Jajpur (modern Jahazpur). See n. 372 to Vigat,
2:60. Jajpur lies seventy miles southeast of Ajmer.

85 Idareco Rathor Rav Narayandas Ptinjavat of Idar (no. 60). T h e territory of Idar lies to
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Rav Surjan, master of Bundi.86

Rav Jaimal VTramdevot [of Merto].
Rava] Askaran of Dungarpur.87

Raval Pratapsingh of Vamsvajo.88

[The Sihdha]s] Rrndhlr [and] Dedo Kojhavat died fighting.89

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 52

This battle occurred on January 24, 1557, a Sunday.90 It was perceived [that]
the Ravjfs sdth possessed much excellence. On the Ravjf s side the Sihdhajs Dedo
[and] Rindhir died fighting. Afterward Hajl Khan gave leave to the [Rathor] thdkurs.
The Ravjl thought very well of Rathor DevTdas. He had decided to give [him]

Khairvo91 along with eighty-four [other] villages. The hujddrs said to the Ravjl:
"Their house is one of a kind.92 One should ask [DevTdas] one time [what he
wants]." Then the hujddrs said93 to DevTdas: "The RavjT is saying that you
performed a great deed. We shall give you whatever] lands you want." DevTdas
said: "If you would favor me, then have Bagn given to me." Then DevTdas was
given BagrT with eighty villages. Puranmal PrithTrajot94 was given Paciak95 with

the southwest of Mevar and is directly west of Dungarpur.

86 Hacio Cahuvan R a v Surjan Urjanot, ruler of BundT ca. 1554-85 (no. 6) . BundT is
situated to the east of Mevar . BundT town lies ninety-five miles southeast of Ajmer.

87 A h a r o Gahlot Rava l Askaran Prithlrajot, ruler of Dungarpur ca. 1549-80 (no. 11).
Dungarpur is located to the south of M e v a r and directly west of Vamsvalo .

88 Aha ro Gahlot RavaJ Pratapsingh Jaisinghot, ruler of Vamsva lo ca. 1550-79 (no. 12).
T h e territory of Vamsva lo lies directly to the south of Mevar . T h e text mistakenly lists
Raval Pratapsingh as ruler of Dungarpur and Raval Askaran (n. 87, supra) as ruler of
Vamsvalo .

89 Sihdhal Rathors Rindhir and Dedo Kojhavat (nos. 135 and 134, respectively).

90 See n. 375 to Vigat, 2:60.

91 Khairvo: a village situated fifty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

92 Ek hhdntro: "one of a kind," "unique," "singular," "strange." The "house" referred
to is the Jaitavat Rathor house.

93 Literally, "asked" (puchiyo).

94 Jaitavat Rathor Puranmal PrithMjot (no. 64). Rav Malde had given Puranmal,
DevTdas's paternal nephew, Bagn village upon the death of Prithiraj Jaitavat. See
"Aitihasik Batam," p. 50.

95 Paciak: a village located twenty-three miles north of Bagn and three miles north of
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twelve villages.
A few days thereafter Rav Malde quickly formed an army [to attack] Merto.

Jaimal left Merto without a fight and went away. Rav Malde took Merto. The Ravjl
had attacked from a camp in Jaitaran.96 [Before] a battle occurred,97 Jaimal went
away. The Rav took Merto. He had the kotn [and] the place [where] Jaimal's houses
[were] knocked down. He knocked down the houses. He had radishes sown in the
place [where] the houses [were].98 He took Merto in 1557.99

On March 1, 1558, Rav Malde began to have the Malgadh constructed.100

And when he asked Rathor Devidas [his advice], Devidasji restrained [him]. He said:
"[Merto] is a village of the open field. The Mertryos are attached to it. They will

constantly be bringing armies against Merto. If there is to be a fort, a few men101 will
[have to] stay here. They will have to die. Otherwise, they will come [to you] when
you summon [them]."102 But Rav Malde did not accept [what] Devidas said. He had
the Malgadh begun in 1558. hi 1560 it was completed.

After having the fort made, he said to Rathor Devidas Jaitavat: "You stay at
the garrison in the Malgadh." Devidas said: "Soon the Mertryos will bring armies
[to Merto]. Then you will tell me: 'Come near [me] now.' Then I will not come.103

For that reason you must keep another [there]." The Ravjl began to talk: "Merto [is]
in the face of attacks by the Patsah's armies. The Mertryos are strongly attached [to
it]. Who else is the sort of man who would stay [there]?" The Ravjl was very
obstinate and kept Devidas at the garrison in Merto.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 53

hi 1562 the Mertryo, Jaimal, went to the [Mughal] darhdr and was

Bllaro.

96 Jaitaran: a town located thirty-two miles south of Merto .

97 The text has vedh hui, "a battle occurred," but there was no battle at this time.

98 T h e text has muld vddiyd, "cut the radishes/roots." All the other sources suggest that
Ma lde sowed radishes on the site of the Mert lyos ' house. Vddiyd therefore probably is a
mis take for vdviyd/hdviya, "sowed."

99 R a v M a l d e took Mer to on January 27, 1557. See Vigat, 2:60, n. 380.

100 Re : the dates for the contract ion of the Malgadh, see n. 384 to Vigat, 2 :61 .

101 Literally, "four men."

102 In other words, of what use is a fort in Mer to if the men stationed there either must
leave when attacked or die fighting in a losing cause?

103 Devidas is implying that he prefers dying in battle to abandoning Merto to the
enemy.
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dispatched from the darbar [with] the sirdar Saraphdin104 [and] an army of the
Patsah's.105 Rav Malde received the news. Then he sent an army in aid to Merto,
[dispatching] Kumvar Candrasen106 along with Rathor Pritharaj Kumpavat,
Mansirigh Akhairajot, [and] Samvajdas, a Varsirighot Mertlyo,107 [and] providing
[him] with an additional large sdth. He told Devldas along with Candrasen: "If an
opportunity arises, then you should do battle, otherwise you [Candrasen] come back
with Devldas." Candrasen came to Merto. The opposing armies drew near also.
Then Candrasen decided: "There is no opportunity for battle. The Patsah's armies
[are] strong." Then Kumvar Candrasen said to Devldas: "Come, we shall go to the
Ravjf s presence." Devldas said: "I pleaded with the Ravjl at the very time [he built
the Malgadh]: 'Do not have the fort built and do not keep me at the garrison [in
Merto].' Yesterday108 PrithMj109 died fighting in this way at Merto. I would not
appear noble coming [back to Jodhpur] having left Merto without a fight."
Candrasen remonstrated with Devldas a great deal, but Devldas turned around and
went into the Malgadh. Rathor Samvajdas Varsirighot conversed with Devldasjl
during the night. Then he went to his vast, which was somewhere nearby.
Candrasen made camp back at Satajvas [and] Indavar.110 Rathor Samvajdas
Varsirighot came there.

Rathor Jaimal came to Merto too, bring the Patsah's army. Then once again
Candrasen assembled the entire sdth and deliberated. Rathor Samvajdas Varsirighot
was an overly talkative thdkar. He said: "Now how should one decide? Devldas
was a Rajput equal to [many] Rajputs."111 He deliberated: "Who are the Rajputs
near you? One [is] a little one-eyed man! One is a Vanlyo!"112 The one-eyed man
was Mansirigh Akhairajot, and Rathor Prithiraj Kumpavat, who was lazy, Samvajdas
called a Vanlyo. Afterward the talk became disagreeable. Rathor PrithMj Kumpavat
[and] Sonagaro Mansirigh rose up behind [the back of Samvajdas], filled with anger.

104 Mirza Sharafu'd-Dih Husayn (see n. 413 to Vigat, 2:63).

105 T h e Mugha l Emperor Akbar (1556-1605).

106 Candrasen Maldevot , R a v Malde's successor and Rav of Jodhpur, 1562-81.

107 Varsirighot Mer t lyo Rathor Samvaldas Udaisinghot (no. 152).

108 Kale. Prithiraj actually had died eight years earlier.

109 Jaitavat Rathor Prithiraj Jaitavat (no. 63).

110 Satajvas and Indavar l ie within four miles of each other, and four and eight miles
respectively southwest of Merto .

111 DevTdas was not dead at this point but he no longer was with Candrasen's sdth to
offer his advice.

112 Ek kdniyo, ek vanlyo chat a sneering rhyme in the original. Kdniyo: diminutive
of kdno, "one-eyed man." Vanlyo: a merchant or moneylender, a Baniya.
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They complained about Samvaldasjrs dishonorable action in the affair involving
Mandan Kumpavat.113

113 Rathor Mandan Kumpavat vdli kdm ri Samvalddsji mamhai Miami thi, tin hat ro
gilo kiyo: literally, "There was a fault (khdmT) of action of Samvaldasjrs [in the
affair/matter] involving Rathor Mandan Kumpavat; they complained about that
affair/matter." This sentence and the following paragraph contain several obscure
references, elucidated only by Norman Ziegler's discovery of a story about Kumpavat
Rathor Mandan Kumpavat (no. 99) and Samvaldas Udaisinghot. The story is of interest
because it speaks directly to issues of honor and dishonor that stem from slights of
behavior and actions that result from such slights. Mandan is portrayed in the story as a
great warrior, while Samvaldas is presented as a rather obtuse, boorish Rajput,
constantly getting himself into trouble through thoughtless acts. The dishonorable
action to which the text refers is Samvaldas's flight before Mandan, leaving his wife to
confront him in his stead and allowing Mandan to kill his mother and wound one of his
elephants. The substance of the story is as follows:

Mandan Kumpavat and Samvaldas Udaisinghot were both Rajputs of
prominence who moved about offering military service to local rulers in return for land.
As the story opens, Mandan Kumpavat had gone to Mevar with a large sdth to attend a

wedding at which the Slsodiyo Rano, Udaisingh Sangavat (ca. 1537-72) was also
present. While he was there, the Mevar people insulted him, suggesting that the sdth
was not his own, but rather belonged to his brotherhood. The Rano himself added
further insult by suggesting that the sdth belonged to Abho Sankhlo. These remarks
angered Mandan greatly. He promptly left Mevar for Vamsvalo, where he took service
under the ruler there in return for a sizeable pato. Mandan remained in Vamsvalo for
one year.

During this time Samvaldas Udaisinghot left Marvar for Mevar, where he
sought military service under Rano Udaisingh. The Rano was pleased to receive
Samvaldas. He honored him and later sent him some of his personal servants.
Samvaldas insulted these servants by ordering one old man to warm water for his bath
and putting his hands on another. News of these actions quickly reached the Rano, who
was infuriated and refused to retain Samvaldas in his service.

Samvaldas in turn went to Vamsvalo, arriving there shortly after Mandan
Kumpavat had departed following his term of service. The Raval of Vamsvalo took
Samvaldas into his service and gave him Mandan's old pato along with additional lands.
The Raval remarked when he granted these lands that Samvaldas had a great honor to

uphold, for he had received the pato of Mandan Kumpavat, a great Rajput of Marvar,
along with another pato formerly belonging to a great Rajput of Vamsvalo. Samvaldas
replied that he had received many such patos and that he did not know a Rajput named
Mandan, son of Kumpo.

A servant of Mandan's happened to overhear the slur and informed Mandan,
who resolved to confront Samvaldas. Some of Mandan's Rajputs cautioned him against
involving the two Rathor bhdihandhs (his own and Samvaldas's) in a fight, but he was
not dissuaded, despite the sanctions for such actions (see n. 118 infra).

Mandan proceeded to ride to Samvaldas's village with his sdth. He and his
men killed thirty of Samvaldas's Rajputs during an initial confrontation. Mandan then
entered Samvaldas's house and climbed up to the mdliyo where Samvaldas and his wife,
a Vadgujar Rajput woman, had been sleeping. Samvaldas had heard the approach of
Mandan and his men as they rode in on horseback, and had awakened. He was able to
escape at the last moment by leaping down from the mdliyo into the house of a
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A certain servant of Samvajdas's, Kevarigin, who was standing [nearby],
heard [their complaint]. He went to where Samva]das had pitched [his] tent and
quarreled with [him, saying]: "Why did you say such a petty thing to that tkakurV

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 54

Then he told Samvajdas the slanderous remark [they had made]:114 "They are talking
too, [saying]: 'Up to this point there is no fault of ours equivalent to Samvajdasf's]."'
When he heard these words, a fire flared up in Samvaldas's body. He rose up from
his tent and went115 to the darbdr. Samvaldas said to Prithiraj [and] Mansingh:
"You complained about me; you did well. The world knows [that] I was offended
[and] you were offended.116 Even at the time [of the incident involving Mandan
Kumpavat] I was not the sort of Rajput [who] would flee, but Kumpo's dharma
drove me away.117 Otherwise, Mandan would have received the penance [imposed
by] the bhdibandh, and up until now why hasn't he gone?"118

The Rav's darbdr was convened. Within were the various important

neighboring Brahman. Samva|das left his wife to confront Mandan wearing one of his
garments (vdgo). She said: "Your brother indeed has fled; I stand [before you].11

Mandan then went away, but before leaving he killed Samvajdas's mother and wounded
an elephant.

The Rano of Mevar heard of Mandan Kumpavat's deeds soon afterward. He
then summoned Mandan into his presence and rewarded him with a large grant of lands.

For the story concerning Mandan and Samvaldas, see "Vat Mandanji
Kumpavat rl," in Aitihasik Tavdnkhvdr Vdrtd (MS no. 1234, RajasthanI Sodh
Samsthan, Caupasni), ff. 67-68.

114 Tarai Samvaldas kahan nai kahyo. Kahan: "a word, saying"; "a proverb"; "a
slanderous remark, public slander."

115 Literally, "came."

116 Ek [vat] uvdm taihd monum Idgi. Uvdm ("they") apparently refers to Prithiraj and
Mansingh. Since Samvaldas is speaking to them, we have substituted "you" for "they"
in the translation.

117 Pin Kilmpd rai dharam monum thel kddhlyo. Samvaldas is suggesting that that his
respect for Kumpo Mahirajot, Mandan's father (no. 95 under "Kumpavat Rathors") led
him to avoid a conflict with Mandan. See also n. 118, infra.

118 Samvaldas is saying that had he stood his ground and allowed Mandan to kill him,
Mandan would have incurred the penance imposed by the bhdibandh {bhdibandh ro
prdcit) for intra-lineage murder (gotrakadamb), which was a pilgrimage to Dvarka, a
town in Saurastra. Because Samvaldas fled, Mandan did not have to go to Dvarka to
atone for killing him.

Re: pilgrimage to Dvarka as a penance for gotrakadamb among Rajputs, see
A. K. Forbes, Rds-Mdld: Hindu Annals of Western India (1878; reprint edition, New
Delhi: Heritage Publishers, 1973), p. 312; Khyat, 1:111, 2:266-268.
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Rajputs. [Samvaldas said]: "Devidas is in the fort with many Rinmals. The Mughal
army is on all sides. We might proceed with deliberate speed119 to the fort. Or we
might join up with Devidas after killing the Mughals. Let him who would do as I do
come forth. I shall proceed with deliberate speed120 [to the fort]." Candrasen
departed and went to Jodhpur. Samvaldas assembled his sdth in two [or] three days
and [then] decided to attack the Patsah's army. Samvajdas sent word to Rathor
Devidas too: "I shall come to [you], rdj, if I am able. Have the door to the main gate
[of the fort] kept open." Samvaldas carried out a night attack on the Patsah's army.
He killed a large sdth there, people of the Patsah's. He killed fourteen sirdars. He
destroyed the campsite of the fourteen sirdars. He killed fourteen sirdars [and] many
[other] people. Rathor Samvaldas received a severe blow on the foot there as well.
Many other [men of] the sdth were wounded also. Then Rajput Samvaldas's military
servants remonstrated with him and brought him away [from the battle].

In the morning Jaimal came and appealed to Saraphdin: "If the Rathors are
stubborn about this matter,121 they will strike constantly, time after time. We will not
be able to stay in place here. Alternatively, come [with me now]; we shall ride after
Samvaldas and kill [him]." Then Jaimal took Saraphdin [with him] and reached
Samvaldas at Reyam [village]. A skirmish occurred there. Sarnvaldas fought very
nobly. Samvaldas died fighting at Reyam.

Rathor Devidas took refuge in the fort at Merto.122 Rav Malde's men
constantly were corning to Devidas [with the message]: "Today you are making a
name for yourself, but you are destroying all I have achieved.123 [If you] die today,
my rdj will become weak." And Rathor Devidas Jaitavat took refuge in the Malgadh
in Merto.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 55

Then the Turks attached a mine124 to a tower and exploded [it]. After that there was a
pact [between Devidas and the Mughals]. Rathor Gopajdasjl125 told this story: the

119 Cdl sum cdl bandh: literally, "binding/joining motion with motion."

120 Hum sdthal sum sdthal bdndhum: literally, "I shall bind/join thigh with thigh."

121 Je in bat mdthai Rathor dyd. The perfective (dyd) is used here as a tense of
possible condition. See J. D. Smith, "An Introduction to the Language of the Historical
Documents from Rajasthan," Modern Asian Studies, 9, 4 (1975), pp. 456, 458. Bat
mdthai dno\ "to do what one has said; to be stubborn." Lalas, RSK, 3:2:2997.

122 Merto ro kotjhdliyo. Kot/gadhjhdlno: "to take refuge in a fort" (literally, "to catch
hold of a fort").

123 Literally, "you are destroying my entire creation (bandh)."

124 Sidhro: a variant of sindhro, "a vessel m a d e of camel skin for storing ghi or oil."
Lalas , RSK, 4 :3 :5623. In this instance, the vessel evidently was filled with gunpowder .

125 Rathor Gopaldasjl : probably Mer t lyo Rathor Gopaldas Sundardasot (no. 128), the
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Mughals made a pact with Devidasji. The Mughals said: "You take what is yours
and leave. And do not burn the stores behind [you]." They made a pact in this way.
[However], Devidas burned the stores [left] behind.

Saraphdlh and Jaimal came and sat on the main gate. Devidas mounted up
along with the entire sdth and left. A servant was going along in front of Devidasji
carrying a gun [that was] a personal possession of the RavjTs. Saraphdlh [and] Jaimal
were sitting on the main gate. When Devidas left, a servant of one of the Mughals
put [his] hands on the Ravjfs gun. Just then some thdkur's horse kicked out; [the
blow] struck the shin-bone of Devldas's leg. [His] leg broke. Then someone said:
"The thdhir's leg broke." Then Devidasji said: "Indeed this one [leg] is broken.
[But], if I abandon Merto like this and go away, then, if there is justice in the house of
Paramesvar,126 both my legs should break." Just then the Turk put [his] hands on the
gun. And it fired. Devidas perceived: "You seizefd] the gun." He gave the Turk a
blow on the head with a stick he had taken up127 in one hand. The [Turk's] brains
began to come out inside [his] nose. Devidas went outside the fort. Then Jaimal said
to Saraphdln: "You see, Devidas is leaving through the door of dharma.128 He is not
the sort of Rajput who abandons a fort and goes away, but Rav Malde wrote Devidas
again and again, [saying]: 'Why are you weakening my thakuraf? So he has left.
But you should see now how quickly Rav Malde comes. Devidas is bringing [him]
upon us." Then Saraphdlh said: "We will Mil [Devidas] right now."

Saraphdln and Jaimal mounted up. The kettledrum was struck. Devidas
heard. He turned around and remained ready [for battle] once more. The battle
occurred between129 Sata|vas [and] Merto. The Mughals took the fort in February,
1563,13° on the last day of the dark fortnight [the twenty-second]. Some [people] say
the battle [of Satajvas] occurred on March 26; [others say it occurred] on the last day
of the bright fortnight [April 8].131

pradhdn of Jodhpur under Raja Jasvantsingh during the years V.S. 1699-1705 (1642/43-
1648/49). Gopaldas was a contemporary of Mumhato Sundardas, Nainsts brother, who
is said to have had the last bat (and possibly all the others) in the "Aitihasik Batam"
collection written down in V.S. 1703 (1646-47). See "Aitihasik Batam," p. 109. It is
Gopaldas who related the story concerning Devidas in the text to the writer.

126 Paramesvar : the highest or supreme lord; God; a powerful or illustrious man .

127 Sdmbithi. Sdmbno: a variant of sambhano, "to take up," "to raise up."

128 See n. 433 to Vigat, 2:64.

129 T h e text has bichai, evidently a misprint for bicai, "between."

130 The siege of Merto had begun on January, 1562. See Vigat, 2:64.

131 See n. 426 to Vigat, 2:64, for a discussion of these dates. All are incorrect if the
reckoning is Srdvanddi; if the reckoning is CaitradI the last date, V.S. 1619, Cait, Sudi
15, would convert to March 20, 1562, which is the date we have preferred for the battle
of Satalvas. See also Vigat, 1:61, n. 3.
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There Devidasji died fighting along with the following sath; a list of this
[sath] is written [below]:132

Radnor Devldas Jaitavat, [age] thirty-five years.
Rathor BhakharsI Jaitavat.133

Rathor Puranmal, [son] of Prithlraj Jaitavat.
Rathor Tejsl, [son] ofUrjanPancainot.134

Rathor Goind, [son] of Rano Akhairajot.135

Rathor Pato, [son] of Kumpo Mahirajot136

Rathor Bhan, son of Bhojraj, [who was the son of] Sado Rupavat.137

11 Aitihasik Batam" p. 56

Rathor Amro Ramavat138

Rathor Sahso Ramavat.139

Rathor Nets! Sihavat140

. 141

143

Rathor Jaimal Tejsiyot.
Rathor Ramo Bhairavdasot.142

Rathor BhakharsI DungarsTyot.
Rathor Aclo Bhanot.144

132 T h e chronicles contain lists of varying length and completeness regarding those
Rajputs w h o died at the bat t le of Satalvas. For a composi te list, see Appendix B .

133 Jai tavat Rathor Bhakhars I Jaitavat (no. 66).

134 Akhairajot Ra thor Te js l Urjanot (no. 34).

135 Akhairajot Ra thor Goind Ranava t (no. 29).

136 Kumpava t Rathor Pato Kumpava t (no. 96).

137 Rinmalot Rathor Bhan Bhojrajot (no. 130).

138 Campavat Rathor Amro Ramava t (no. 51).

139 Campava t Rathor Sahso Ramava t (no. 52).

140 Akhairajot Rathor N e t s ! Sihavat (no. 36). See also n. 449 to Vigat, 2 :65.

141 W e h a v e been unable to identify this Rathor.

142 Campavat Rathor R a m o Bhairavdasot (no. 50).

143 Jodho Rathor BhakarsT DungarsTyot (no. 81).

144 W e h a v e been unable to identify this Rathor with certainty. H e probably was the son
of B h a n Bhojrajot (see n. 137 to "Aitihasik B a t a m , " p . 55 , supra.
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Rathor Mahes Pancainot.145

Rathor Jaitmal Paiicainot, [son of] Pancain Dudavat, a Mertiyo.146

Rathor Rindhir Raysinghot.147

Rathor Mahes Gharslyot.148

Rathor Sarigo Rindhirot.149

Rathor Rajsingh Gharslyot.150

Rathor Isar Gharsryot.151

MangUyo Viram.152

Rathor Rano Jagnathot.153

PirkgBharmalot.154

Tejsl.155

Tiloksl.156

Dedo.157

PTtho.158

A Turk, Hamjo.159

145 Karamsot Ra thor M a h e s Pancainot (no. 93).

146 Mer t iyo Rathor Jai tmal Pancainot (no. 127). T h e text has "Rathor Ja imal Pancainot ,
Pancain Dudavat , a Mer t iyo , " which is incorrect.

147 We have been unable to identify this Rathor with certainty. See n. 456 to Vigat,
2:66.

148 Cundavat Ra thor M a h e s Gharslyot (no. 58) .

149 W e have been unable to identify this Rathor with certainty. See n. 457 to Vigat,
2:66.

150 Cundavat Ra thor Rajsingh Gharslyot (no. 59).

151 Cundavat Ra thor Isar Gharslyot (no. 57).

152 Mangl lyo Gahlot Vi ram Devavat (no. 14).

153 W e h a v e been unable to identify this Rathor.

154 BhatTPirag Bharmalot . See n. 460 to Vigat, 2:66.

155 Sankhlo P a m v a r Tejs l Bhojrajot (no. 27).

156 Jeso Bha t I T i loks l Parbatot (no. 3).

157 Mangllyo Gahlot Dedo (no. 13).

158 Jeso BhatI PTtho Anandot (no. 1).

159 Re: the Turk, Hamjo, see n. 469 to Vigat, 2:66.
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A Sutrar, Bhavanldas.160

Jivo, aBarhath.161

Jalap [and] Colo.162

So many men died fighting.163 Afterward Rav Malde did not form any army
[to attack] Merto.

160 This m a n is called Bhamdas on Vigat, 2:66. W e have no additional information
concerning h im.

161 N o other information is available concerning Jivo.

162 Jalap and Colo are listed as Barhaths on Vigat, 2:66. W e have no additional
information concerning them.

163 The text has dsdmsi—itrd kdm dyd, a mistake for dsdmi itrd kdm dyd. Asdmf. man,
person.
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Khyat, 3:38

Now the Story of die Time that DOdo Jodhavat
Killed Megho Narsinghdasot Sfndhaj

Rav Jodho1 had lain down. The storytellers were conversing. They were
telling stories about those who rule.2 One said: "The Bhatis do not have a single vair
remaining [unsettled]." [Another] one spoke up: "The Rathors have a vair." [A
third] one stated: "One Rathor vair remains [unsettled]." [Someone] said: "Which
one?" They said: "The vair of Askaran Satavat3 remains [unsettled]. The vair of the
time that Narbadji4 captured Supiyarde."5 Then Rav Jodhojl heard the conversation.
He asked them: "What are you saying?" They said: "JT, nothing at ah1." Then he
spoke up: "No, no! Tell [me]!" Then they said: "Ji, Askaran himself had no son,
and Narbadji also had no son. Thus this vair remains [unsettled]." Hearing this
statement, Rav Jodhojl kept [it] in mind.

hi the morning, when [Rav Jodhojl] was seated in the darbdr, Kumvar
Dudo6 came and paid [his] respects. The Ravjl was displeased with Dudo. The Ravjl
said: "Dudo! Megho Sihdhal7 should be killed." Dudo performed salami The
RavjT spoke: "Dudo! Narbadji captured Supiyarde; in exchange, Narsinghdas
Sihdhal9 killed Askaran Satavat. Narsinghdas has a son, Megho; go and kill him."

1 Rav Jodho Rinmalot, ruler of Mandor and founder of Jodhpur, ca. 1453-89.

2 Rajviyam. There were two major ranks within the Rajput jdti: a higher rank
consisting of those from ruling families, termed either rajviyam ("those who rule") or
vadd ghardm rd chord ("sons of great houses"); and a lower rank consisting of the
Rajput peasantry (gamvdr or padhrd Rajputs) and other minor or petty Rajputs (chutd
Rajputs). For a discussion of internal ranking among Rajputs, see N. P. Ziegler,
"Action, Power and Service in Rajasthani Culture: A Social History of the Rajputs of
Middle Period Rajasthan" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, The University of Chicago,
1973), pp. 84-106.

3 Cundavat Rathor Askaran Satavat (no. 55).

4 Cundavat Rathor Narbad Satavat (no. 56), Askaran Satavat's elder brother.

5 SankhlT Pamvar Supiyarde, daughter of the Runeco Sankhlo Rano Slhar Cacagot,
master of Run village of Jangalu, an area of southern Bikaner. Run lies twenty-eight
miles south-southeast of Nagaur and twenty miles northwest of Merto.

6 Mertiyo Rathor Dudo Jodhavat (no. 104).

7 Sihdhal Rathor Megho Narsinghdasot (no. 132).

8 Saldm: literally, "peace." A salutation, either of parting or of greeting; an act of
bowing to or acknowledging in some manner the superiority of someone.

9 Slndhal Rathor Narsinghdas Khlhdavat (no. 131).
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Dudo performed saldm and started off.

Khyat, 3:39

Then the Ravjl said: "Dudo! Don't go like this! You make preparations! Megho
Slhdhajis before [you]. You haven't heard Megho with your own ears." Then Dudo
said: "Either Megho [will Mil] Dudo, or Dudo Megho."

Then Dudo came to [his] camp, took his sdth, and mounted [his horse]. He
went and camped three kos from Jaitaran.10 He sent a man. [The man] went and told
Megho: "Dudo Jodhavat has come. He demands [revenge for the death of] Askaran
Satavat."11 The man went and told Megho [this]. Then Megho said: "Why did he
come [so] late?" [The man] said: "After he found out, Dudo did not drink water until
he came before [you]."12

Then Megho climbed up into a matiyo. He called out: "Hey! Don't graze
mares in this direction.13 Dudo Jodhavat has come; he will steal the mares." Then
Dudo spoke. He said: "Who is that speaking?" They said: "Jt, Megho is speaking."
Then he said: "Oh? He can be heard at such a distance?" Then they said: "Jt, have

you heard Megho Sihdha] with your own ears, or not?" Then [Dudo] sent word to
Megho: "I have no concern with mares. [I have] no concern with wealth. My
concern is with your head. We will fight one another."14

On the next15 day Megho formed a sdth and came forth. Dudo approached
from the other direction.16 Megho said: "Dudojl! You found an opportunity; all of
my Rajputs departed in my son's marriage procession. I am [on my own] here."
Then Dudo said: "Meghojl! We two will fight one another. Why should we kill
[other] Rajputs?

10 Jaitaran: a town situated fifty-six miles east of Jodhpur. Megho Sindhal was master
of Jaitaran at the time of the events described in the text.

11 "To demand [x]H (x mdngno, x num mdngno) is a stock phrase in tales of vengeance;
cf. Jodhpur Rdjya kiKhydt, p. 90, Khydt, 1:350.

12 Dudai pdni dgai ay plyo chai: literally, Dudo, having come before [you], has drunk
water." Constructions of this sort are common in Middle MarvarT texts and serve to
emphasize the commencement of one activity or state of being only upon the
completion or cessation of another, as in the sentence tiim gadh mar nai dai, literally,
"die, then give up the fort," but much better translated as "don't give up the fort until
you die." For this example, see Vigat, 2:219, line five counting from the top of the
page.

13 I.e., toward Jaitaran. Megho obviously is a man endowed with a very loud voice; he
is shouting this insult to the entire countryside around Jaitaran.

14 Parat rl vedh karasydm. Parat: reciprocal, mutal. Lalas, RSK, 3:1:2365.

15 Literally, "second" (bijai).

16 Literally, "from this direction" (iyai taraph sum).
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Khyat, 3:40

Either Megho [will kill] Dudo, or Dudo Megho. We two alone will acquire the fruits
of our actions."17 Then the sdth of both sirdars remained standing apart [from the
two]. Megho came from one side; Dudo came from the other side. Then Dudo said:
"Megho! Strike a blow." Megho said: "Dudo! You strike a blow." Then Dudo

said again: "Megho! You strike the blow."18 Megho struck a blow; Dudo warded it
off with [his] shield. Dudo remembered PabujI19 and struck Megho a blow.
[Megho's] head was severed from [his] body and fell. Megho died fighting. Then
Dudo took Megho's head and started off.

Then his Rajputs said: "Put Megho's head on [his] body. He is a great
Rajput." Dudo put the head on the body. Afterward Dudo said: "Do not pillage a
single village. Our business was with Megho." Having killed Megho, Dudo turned
back. He came and performed taslim20 to RavjT Sri JodhojT. The Ravjl was very
pleased. The RavjT gave Dudo a horse [and] a sirpdv.

The Story of Dudo Jodhavat is concluded.

17 Ampdmhij samphal husl. Sdmphal: a fight, battle, combat; less specifically, any
action (kdm) that has its karmic reward, or "fruit" (phal).

18 The following account of a similar encounter suggests that striking the first blow may
have been a sign of inferior or lower rank based on age, position, or reputation:

Then Hemo said: "Kumbho! You strike a blow." Kumbho said: "Hemoji!
You strike a blow." Hemo said: "Kumbho! You are a child. I have bandaged
many [wounds with] turn [leaves]." Then Kumbho said: "Hemojll you strike
the blow." Hemo said: "Kumbho! Up until now a weapon hasn't touched your
body; you are a child. You strike the blow. I am an elder; why should I strike
the blow?" Kumbho said: "Hemoji! You are senior in years, but I am senior
in rank.... You strike the blow." Khyat, 2:296.

19 Dhandhalot Rathor PabujT Dhandhalot, a Rajput warrior of the early fourteenth
century. He is believed to have been the son of Dhandhal Asthanot, grandson of Rav
Siho Setramot (d. 1273), who is considered the ancestor of the Marvar Rathors. PabujI
is associated with Kolu village (located eighteen miles south of PhaJodhT), where there
are two small temples dedicated to him. He is credited with many heroic deeds. For an
account of PabujT, see John D. Smith, The Epic ofPdbuji: A Study, Transcription and
Translation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990) pp. 71-102; L. P.
Tessitori, "A Progress Report on the Preliminary Work done during the year 1915 in
connection with the Proposed Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana," Journal of
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, N.S. 12 (1916), pp. 106-114.

20 Taslim: a salutation consisting of placing the back of the right hand on the ground
and raising gently until the person stands erect, when he puts the palm of his hand upon
the crown of his head. The salute indicates that one is ready to give himself as an
offering. AHn-i-Akhan, 1:167.
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Khydt, 3:87

Now the Story of Hardas Char Is Written

Hardas Mokalot1 had Kodhno2 with one hundred forty [other] villages. This
Hardas would not do the simplest military service;3 he would [merely] come during
Dasraho4 and perform saldm. Malde,5 the Kumvar, would not tolerate [this] sham.
He gave Kodhno to Bhan.6

Hardas [was] such a fearsome man [that] no one whosoever would tell him.7

Bhan would perform the military service; Hardas enjoyed [the rule of] Kodhno.
Three years passed in this manner. Then Bhan's and Hardas's hujdars fought. Brian's
hujddrsssdd: "JT, you may rule. But do not speak to us. Bravo! For we allow you
to live in the village with a revokedpap." Hardas heard. He said: "Hey! What is
[this]?" Then they said: "Your pap is revoked." Having heard this statement,
Hardas said: "Ah! I ate filth;8 I live in the village with a revoked pap." Then

1 Uhar Rathor Hardas Mokalot (no. 144).

2 Kodhno: a village located twenty-eight miles west-southwest of Jodhpur.

3 Tiko Hardas lakar cdkri na karai. There are two ways to interpret this clause. One
may consider lakar ("stick") a reference to Hardas, as the editor of the Khydt, B. P.
Sakariya, has done (n. 2). By this reasoning, Hardas was a "stick": a rigid, unyielding
person. It is also possible to consider (as we have done) lakar cdkri a unit meaning
"stick military service," i.e., the simplest form of military service, which could have
been performed even by the untrained village Rajput peasantry.

4 Dasraho: a festival held in the month of Asoj (September-October) to commemorate
the victory of Rama, King of Ayodhya, over Ravana, the demon-king of Sri Lanka. It
was often customary at the time of this festival for Rajputs in the service of a local ruler
to pay court at an official darbdr, during which vows of loyalty and service were
reaffirmed.

5 Malde Gangavat, son and successor of Rav Gango Vaghavat, ruler of Jodhpur 1515-
32.

6 Uhar Rathor Bhan Kajavat (no. 145).

7 Tdhrdm Hardas isri baldy nahim jo koi iyainum kahai. The structure of this
sentence is peculiar: either nahim is in the wrong clause or the conjunction ju ("that"),
which should precede nahim, has been omitted.

8 Among Rajputs, relationships between a ruler and subordinate warriors in his service
were seen in forms of bonds between a master (dhani) and a servant (cdkar). These
bonds were often symbolized by and expressed through the idiom of food, the master
being obliged to feed and sustain his servant in return for the servant's loyalty and
support. Land itself within this idiom became equated with grain, or more generally,
with food, sustenance, and protection. A Rajput who had eaten another's grain was
automatically indebted for the gift of life and support to serve in order to equalize the
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Hardas left.
He went to Sojhat9 and met with Mumhato Raymai.10 Hardas settled in the

vds of Viramde.11 Hardas told Raymai: "If you would do battle with Rav Garigo,12

then I will stay with you; otherwise I shah1 not stay." Then Raymai said: "JT, for us
there is only battle, twenty-four hours a day."

Khydt, 3:88

Then one day a battle occurred. A horse from Viram[de]jTs stable had been
given to Hardas to ride; here both Hardas and the horse were badly wounded. Bhan
picked up Hardas and sent him to Sojhat. Hardas came to Sojhat. He had the
wounds bandaged. Then Viramde said: "Be off, Hardas! You caused my five-
thousand [rupee] horse injury." Hardas said: "Worthless Rajput! I caused injury to
my own body as well." Hardas, offended, set off without [his] wounds having
healed. He left the vds [of Viramde]. He set off in the direction of Sarkhei Khan13

fin Nagaur].
At that timeSekho Sujavat14 h'vedin Pimpar.15 Sekho stopped Hardas. He

exchange.
hi this passage, the dissolution of this bond is also couched in the idiom of

food, as if to say that the Rajput, Hardas, had swallowed a bitter pill, or that the
symbolic food, the land, had turned sour in his stomach. For further discussion of this
idiom and its importance for Rajput culture of the middle period, see N. P. Ziegler,
"Action, Power and Service in Rajasthani Culture: A Social History of the Rajputs of
Middle Period Rajasthan" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, The University of Chicago,
1973), pp. 84-97.

9 Sojhat: a large town situated forty-six miles southeast of Jodhpur.

10 Mumhato Raymai Khetavat (no. 159).

11 Jodho Rathor Rav Viramde Vaghavat (no. 84). Viramde was the half-brother of Rav
Garigo Vaghavat of Jodhpur (1515-32). Their father Vagho Sujavat, who was
designated successor to Rav Sujo Jodhavat (ca. 1492-1515), died during the lifetime of
Rav Sujo. Gango then emerged as heir and upon Rav Sujo's death, succeeded to the
throne of Jodhpur. The texts indicate conflict between Garigo and Viramde at the time
of succession, with final selection by the powerful Rathor fhdkurs of Marvar resting
upon Garigo. Viramde was given the rule of Sojhat and surrounding territory in
compensation along with the title of rav. He remained in opposition to the ruling house
for some years afterwards. Khyat, 3:80-88; Murardan, no. 2, pp. 104-106; Vigat, 1:41.

12 Rav Garigo Vaghavat, son of Vagho Sujavat and ruler of Jodhpur, 1515-32.

13 Khanzada Khan Sarkhei Khan (no. 155).

14 Jodho Rathor Sekho Sujavat (no. 86).

15 Pimpar: a village located thirty-three miles east-northeast of Jodhpur.
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said: "They will say there are no Rajputs in Marvar at all, for they did not have
Hardas's wounds bandaged."16 Then Hardas said: "Sekho! Would you consider and
retain me? If you would fight with Rav Gango, then retain me, otherwise do not
retain me." Sekho said: "Paramesvar will set things right. You may stay [with me]."
Then Hardas stayed in Pimpar, the vas of Sekho.

Now Hardas and Sekho would confer in the mahah all night.17 Sekho's
wives would stay sitting up wearing saris all night. Because of [their] fine clothes,
they would suffer in the cold.18 Then one day Sekho's wives said: "Husband's
mother (sdsujT)l19 We [nearly] died in the cold!" [Sekho's mother] said: "Wives!
Why [so]?" They said: "Husband's mother! Your son confers with HardasjT [while]
we sit all night suffering in the cold."20

Khydt, 3:89

Then [Sekho's] mother said: "Wives! Today when Hardas returns, inform me."21

The wife whose turn it was stood blocking the path [of Hardas]. As soon as
Hardas returned the succeeding night, she said: "Husband's mother! Hardas returns."
Sekho's mother also was standing [nearby]. Hardas came down from above. The

path [was] in the my-dngan.12 Hardas came into the rdy-dngan. Sekho's mother had
him called inside; then she went and performed saldm [to him]. She said: "Hardas
[my] son! Take care; are you not bringing ruin upon the hut23 of Sekho's mother?"
Then he said: "Majl!24 First the hut of Hardas's mother will be ruined, [only] after

16 Rank as a Rajput and among Rajputs as a group was closely associated with a
complex ideology relating to the body (deh, pind) and its preservation and sustenance.
Threats to the body (either individual or collective) through loss of substance
(blood/lohl or lemd/dhartT) were seen in terms of a threat to rank and power. For further
discussion of this ideology, see N. P. Ziegler, "Action, Power and Service ..., pp. 67-83.

17 Car pohar: literally, "four watches' or "half the day." Here the meaning is "all
night."

18 Literally, "die in the cold" (slyam marai).

19 A reference to the mother of Sekho Sujavat, daughter of Rav Tejsl Varjangot, the
Sacoro Cahuvan ruler of Sancor in southern Marvar. Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, p. 67.

20 It was cus tomary among Rajputs for young wives to await the ret i rement of their
husband dressed in finery and ready to receive h im in bed. This is an amusing
reference to this custom, the fine clothes of the wives being either silks or musl ins .

21 Monum khabar diyd. Diyd is a plural imperative in this sentence.

22 Rdy-dngan: the courtyard of a ruler's residence.

23 Tdpro. The connotation of this word, a diminutive for home (ghar), might be likened
to that of the phrase "humble home" in English.

24 MdjT: a pol i te address for a female elder (md, "mother" + respectful par t ic le ji).
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that will the hut of Sekho's mother be ruined. Jodhpur will not be obtained without
the ruin of [someone's] hut, MajT! Either [our] hut will be destroyed, or Jodhpur will
be obtained."25

Then Rav Gango's pradhdns came to Sekho, and they told Sekho: "Sekho!
All the land containing karar [grass] shall be yours; all the land containing bhurat
[grass] shall be ours."26 Then Sekho said: "Excellent!"

Then Hardas came. Sekho said: "Hardas! They are proposing an excellent
division of the land." Hardas would not accept the proposition.

Then [a Caran], Jhuto Asiyo,27 recited a ditho:

The Uhar, Hardas, would not consider a single pledge [of
Rav Gango's].

Either all the sdmatho for Sekho, or all the grds for
Gango.28

25 The point of this passage is that Hardas is subjecting Sekho to no more danger than
he faces himself, and that one has to take chances to get what one wants.

26 Karar grass (Iseilema laxum) is a tall, thin-leaved grass much used as fodder in
Marvar; hhurat grass (Cenchrus catharthicus) is a burr grass, particularly abundant in
years of scarcity, when it is used as food. The seeds are about the size of a pin's head
and are enclosed in a prickly husk which readily clings to clothing or to animal hair or
fur. T h e seeds are ground to use as flour. Bhurat is more common in the sandy, dry
tracts of Marvar than is karar. The division of land proposed would have given Sekho
the agriculturally more productive eastern region of Marvar but would have left Jodhpur
in Rav Gango's possession. Major K. D. Erskine, ed., Rajputana Gazetteers: Vol. III-
A, The Western Rajputana States Residency and the Bikaner Agency (Allahabad: The
Pioneer Press, 1909), p . 49 .

27 Caran Jhuto Blkavat of the Asiyo branch (soldi) of Carans, who was attached to the
court of Jodhpur. Rav Malde Gangavat (ruler of Jodhpur, 1532-62) gave Jhuto the
small village called "Jhuta r l Vasnl," located seventeen miles south-southwest of
Jodhpur, in perpetuity (sdmsan tenure). Vigat, 1:242.

Caran Jhuto appears in this passage as a go-between. Carans in Rajasthan,
because of their sacred status, often assumed this role in negotiations between hostile or
warring groups.

28 Sekhai siglo sdmatho, (kd) Gdngai siglo grds. Sdmatho is defined by Lalas (RSK,
4:3:5473) as: (1) high place, platform; (2), more, much, many; (3) strong, powerful.
Grds literally means "mouthful" or "sustenance." By extension, the term came to mean
a share of land given to a Rajput for his maintenance (such shares were also called vant,
which simply means "share" or "porton"). In Marvar during the pre-Mughal period it
was customary for one son of a Rajput ruler to inherit his father's title, residence, and
the majority of his lands, while the other sons received smaller territorial shares termed
grds for their livelihood. The word grdsiyo was used to designate a holder of one of
these shares.

The sense of the duho is that either Sekho will get "the high place" (i.e.,
Jodhpur), in addition to his share, or Gango will get the "mouthful" (i.e., Sekho's share)
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Khydt, 3:90

Then Hardas said: "What two divisions shall we make of the single [city of]
Jodhpur? Jodhpur is but a small hill;29 shall I fix it on a lance and carry it behind
you?"

Then the pradhdn went back. He said: "ffl They would not consider an
agreement. They will fight."

Rav Gango assembled a sdth. He summoned Rav JaitsIjT30 from Bikaner.
[JaitsT] assembled another large sdth. Sekho and Hardas approached Sarkhel Khan in
Nagaur. [Hardas] told Sarkhel Khan: "We shall marry [our daughters] to you and
Daulat Khan.31 Come to our aid." Then Sekho spoke: "Hey, Hardas! Whose
daughters will you give? I have no daughter; you have no daughter." Then Hardas
spoke: "Whose daughters? It will be raining swords on [us].32 If we win, there are
many Rinmals; we will marry two of their girls [to the two Khans]. And if we [all]
die fighting, who will be married [anyway]? Whose concern [will it be]?" Having
[spoken] thus,33 Sekho, [Hardas, and] Daulat Khan came to the drahsM of Bairal35

and camped.
An informant came [to Rav Gango]. Then Rav Gango asked: "Where did

Daulatiyo come?" [The informant] said: "Rdj\ He came to BairaT and camped.
Victory is in your hands."

Rav Gangojl came to Gharighani36 and camped. [Ghanghanl] is within two
kos [of Bairal]. After that, Rav Gangojl sent word [to Sekho]: "Rdj\ Come yourself

in adition to Jodhpur: Hardas will accept no compromise. There is alliteration
involved as well: grds for Gango, sdmatho for Sekho.

29 The original settlement of Jodhpur was essentially a fort and houses built on and
immediately around a hill.

30 Bikavat Rathor Jai tsI Lunkaranot (no. 45) , Rav of Bikaner ca. 1526-42.

31 Khanzada Khan M u h a m m a d Daulat Khan (no. 154).

32 Tarvdrdrnrd mdthai bhothparsv. literally, "showers (bhoth) of swords will be falling
on [us]."

33 Yum kar nai: literally, "having done thus." Yum kar nai and yum kartdm ("while
doing thus") were stock phrases in Middle Marvari, translatable in a variety of ways
according to the context.

34 Drah: a deep pool, a ditch.

35 Bairal : a vil lage located twenty-five miles northeast of Jodhpur.

36 Ghanghanl : a vil lage located seventeen miles northeast of Jodhpur and eight miles
southwest of Ba i ra l vil lage. T h e text indicates two kos (about four miles) , which is
inaccurate.
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and camp [here]. This [shal] be] the border [between] us. Raf. That much [is] yours.
You are the elder, rdj, you are [my] father's brother (kdko)." [Gango] had his

pradhdns speak in such a way.37 The pradhdns negotiated, but [Sekho] would not
consider [the proposal].

Khyat, 3:91

[Sekho] said: "JF, a brother's son (bhdtnjo) enjoying [the rule of] the land while [his]
father's brother sits [quietly by]? In such a situation I would not sleep." He sent word
to Rav Gangojl: "I have prepared a field of [the village] SevakT38 [for combat].39

You and I will fight a battle there." Rav Gango said: "All right. I am ready just as I
am,ra/!"40 [Sekho] said: "The battle is tomorrow."

Then the Josls41 said to Garigo: "Rdj\ Tomorrow a Jogni42 is facing us,
[her] back to them." Rav Garigojl said43 to Rav Jaitslji: "Ravji! Tomorrow a Jogni
is facing us, [her] back to them." Rav JaitsI said: "Raj\ [Tomorrow] the battle is not
under our control, it is under theirs. [That is why] they [wish to] fight tomorrow
only." Then a Caran, Khemo Kiniyo,44 spoke: "Rdjl There may be a Jogni, but

37 Iso pardhango kiyo. This sentence is problematic; go may be Persian, mean ing
"word," "speech," "saying," etc. If so, the literal translation of the passage would be:
"He caused/made apradhdn-s ta tement of this sort," i.e., Gango had Ms pradhdn m a k e
such a statement.

38 SevakT vil lage is located approximately midway between B a i r a l a n d GhanghanT.

39 Sevakiro khetr mhe buhdriyo chai. Khet buhdrno: to remove the underbrush and
other impediments from a field in order to prepare the area for the movements of men
and horses in battle.

40 W e have based our translation on the theory that rdji in the text is a variant form of
the term of address rdj and not of the adjective rdji ("pleased"). T h e editor's
punctuation is therefore incorrect. For an example of rdji used in place of the term of
address rdj, see Lajas, RSK, 4 :1 :4131, example no. 4 under rdji. Gango's use of the
term rdj for Sekho also is consistent with the form of address Gango used for his
father's brother (kdko) on Khyat, 3:90.

41 JosT: an astrologer.

42 Jogni: any woman thought to possess magical powers; a witch or demoness; a female
spirit rul ing over periods of good and bad fortune. It was commonly believed that there
were sixty-four Jognis, located in different places on different dates. It was considered
unlucky to travel in the direction of the Jognis. H. A. Rose, A Glossary of the Tribes
and Castes of the Punjab and North-West Frontier Province, 3 vols. (1883; reprint
edition, Delhi : Punjab National Press, 1970), 1:243-248; Margaret and James Stutley,
Harper's Dictionary of Hinduism (New York: Harper and Row, 1977), p . 350.

43 Literally, "asked" (puchiyo).

44 Khemo Kiniyo was a Caran of the Kiniyo branch (sdkh). We have found no
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what does the Jogni ride?" Then [the Josis] said: "Jt, the Jogni is riding a lion."
[The Caran] said: "JT, summon a Brahman, ask if the Jogni is riding some other
mount." Then the Brahman said: "Tomorrow the Jogni rides a crow." Then he said:
"The crow flees from arrows. There are arrows in battle, so it will flee from the

arrows of both Gango [and] Sekho."
While [they were speaking] in this way, day broke. Sarkhel Khan had an

elephant, whose name was "Dariyajols". He had forty elephants on one flank [and]
forty elephants on the other flank. He had weighted down the elephants, armoring
them with iron and fastening weapons to them. The elephants were in the front of
[his] army.

Rav Gango approached from [GhanghanI]. Rav Gangojl, having formed
[his] army, came before [the opposing army].

Khyat, 3:92

Sekho had told Daulat Khan: "The Divan45 will flee." On the day of battle,46 as the
entire sdth [of Rav Gango] used [its] weapons and [thus] showed its strength, Daulat
Khan said: "Sekhojl! You were saying they would flee." Sekhojl said: "Khan
Sahib! Jodhpur is [in the balance], so why would they flee?" [Daulat Khan] thought:
"Might there not be a trick?" Daulat Khan grew inwardly afraid.

Meanwhile the Rav spoke: "If you [so] advise, I shall strike the [lead]
elephant with an arrow, [or], if you [so] advise, I shall strike the mahout with an
arrow." The [lead] elephant was approaching. The mahout was shouting. Then
[Gango] hit the mahout with an arrow; the mahout fell. And he hit the elephant's
temple with a second arrow. The elephant fled; Daulat Khan also fled. And Sekho
stood his ground. Sekho did not consider fleeing. Sekho dismounted along with
seven hundred men; there was a battle. Sekho died fighting along with [his] son.
Hardas died fighting along with [his] son. The Turks fled. Many died. Many turned
back.

[Before he died] Sekhojl was gasping convulsively on the battlefield. Then
Rav Gango asked: "Sekhojl! Whose land [is it now]?" Then Rav JaitsI had shade
provided for Sekhojl. He had [Sekho] take opium. He served water [to Sekho].
Then Sekhojl asked: "Who are you?" He said: "I am Rav JaitsI." Sekho said:

additional information concerning Khemo; perhaps he was a descendant of the Kiniyo
Caran Vlko, who was given the village Butelav by Rav Jodho Rinmalot (ca. 1453-89).
Butelav is approximately eight miles north of Sojhat. Vigat, 1.488.

45 Divan: a reference to Rav Gango, ruler of Jodhpur. The rulers of Jodhpur were
referred to as divans, or "deputies," of the god Siva, from whom their ancestors
received their respective sovereignties. The rulers of Mevar also were known as divans
for a similar reason.

46 Literally, "tomorrow" (savarai). The battle of SevakI took place on November 2,
1529 (V.S. 1586, Migsar, Sudi 1). "Aitihasik Batam," p . 37; Bankidas, p . 11 ; Vigat,
1:41. Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, p . 72, and Vigat, 1:41, both have V.S. 1596, Migsar,
Sudi 1 = November 11 , 1539, which is incorrect.
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"Ravji! What have I harmed of yours? We—father's brother [and] brother's
son—were quarreling over land." Then Sekho said: "Jaitsljl! Your fate shall be
what mine has been."47 As [he spoke] in such a way, Sekho's soul (jiv) departed.

Khyat, 3:93

Kumvar Malde took the best of what elephants there were. And the great
elephant of the Khan's stable that had run away went to Merto. The MertTyos took it.
Rav Malde became hostile to the MertTyos over [the issue of) this elephant.

Now a Ghiimar48

The wife asks: "Hey Daulatryo! What did you do with
[your] elephants?

[Daulat Khan replies]: "The Rav took all the best ones; he
gave back the 'buffalo calves'."

The wife asks: "Hey Daulatryo! What did you do with
[your] Muslim nobles?"

[Daulat Khan replies]: "I had a grave dug on a high hill; I
embraced each one."49

47 R a v Jaitsi was kil led February 26 , 1542, when R a v M a l d e Gangavat of Jodhpur sent
Ms Rajputs under Ra thor K u m p o Mahirajot (no. 95 ; founder of the Kumpava t b ranch of
Marva r Rathors) to at tack Bikaner . R a v Malde 's forces conquered and occupied
B Ikaner city, which they held for two years. Ojha, 5:1:135-136.

48 Ghumar: (1) a variant of ghumaro, "flock," "herd," "heap," "siege," "encirclement";
(2) a type of folk dance performed by women in a circle; (3) a folk song used to
accompany this dance.

49 T h e rhyme of the ghumar is based upon a repeating pattern of kiydldiyd, the wife's
questions ending in kiyd, the Khan's answers in diyd. Other points:

(a) The wife addresses the Khan disrespectfully using the term re ("hey!") and
also refers to him as Daulatlyo ("Little Daulat").
(b) The editor suggests that kethd in the text is to be translated as "how many"
(kitne). However, kethd/kitho used with karno forms a unit meaning "what to
do with?" For an example, see Khydt, 1:2, where a Brahman asks: "What
shall I do with this son of a Rajput?" (O Rajput ro heto kitho karuml). In the
ghumar, the wife is asking what happened to all the elephants and Muslim
nobles (mlyd) the Khan went into battle with, and not, as the editor suggests in
Ms translation (bottom of Khydt, 3:93), how many Muslims the Khan "made"
and how many elephants he took.
(c) Bdthai bdthai diyd in the last line of the ghumar is problematic. Lalas,
RSK, 3:2:3002, suggests that bdthai is a variant of bdthdm, "wrestling," "arm-
embrace," "duel," etc. (RSK, 3:2:3001). Probably "arm-embrace" is the correct
sense of bdthai in the ghumar, its repetition therein indicating distribution of
the embraces among the dead Muslims.
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Now the elephant went to the Mertiyos' [residence]. Then the Mertiyos
bound the wounds of the elephant. They were bringing the elephant inside; it would
not fit through the entrance gate. Then they had the gate dug up and took the
elephant inside. The augurs said: "You have done wrong in digging up the gate."
They said: "It's done. What now?"

While they were so engaged, Rav Gangojl and Malde heard that the elephant
went to Merto, [the residence] of Vlramde.50 Malde demanded the elephant. He
said: "Jt, the elephant is ours; we fought [for it] and took it." The Mertiyos would
not give [them] the elephant. Then Viramdejl said: "Give the elephant to Rav
Garigo." Then the [other] Mertiyos said: "We shall not just hand over the elephant.
[But], if he would be our guest, we would feed him and give him the elephant." Then
Malde mounted up and came [to Merto]. They had food for Malde.

Khydt, 3:94

At that time the elephant was in Reyam.51 Then the food was ready. They said:
"Kumvarjl! Come, partake of the meal.52 hi the meantime, the elephant, which was
in Reyam, is now coming [here]." Then [Malde] said: "/F, first we will take the
elephant, then we will eat." Then Raysal Dudavat53 spoke up. "JT, we too have
[among us] obstinate boys like [you]. We will not give [you] the elephant. You must
depart."54

Then the Kumvar became infuriated and said: "Indeed you are not giving
[me] the elephant, but my name is Malde. I, Malde, will have radishes sown on the
site of Merto." Malde came back to Jodhpur.

Then Rav Gangojl sent word to Viramdejl: "What [is] this you have done?
As long as I live, you are my paramesvar.55 But I was not a match for [you]. Malde
has been insulted by you; he will cause you distress. Give the elephant its freedom."
Then Vlramde sent word: "Fine, if it pleases you, we will send back the elephant."
He sent horses for Rav Gangojl [and] the elephant for MaldejI. When the elephant
came to Pimpar, [its] wounds split open and the elephant died. The men brought the

50 Mert iyo Rathor Rav Viramde Dudavat (no. 105), ruler of Merto.

51 Reyam: a village located fifteen miles southeast of Merto.

52 The padhdno, bhagat drogo. T h e two verbs in this sentence, padhdrno and drogno,
are special forms used to indicate respect for the individual addressed or the actor
involved. They replace respectively the verbs dno ("to come") and khdno ("to eat") in
this sentence.

53 MertTyo Rathor Raysal Dudavat (no. 106), Vlramde Dudavat's brother.

54 Despite the stubborn words, Raysal addresses Malde politely, using the verb
padhdrno in his command.

55 I.e., his superior.
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horses and presented them. And they said: "Jt, the elephant died coming into
Pimpar." Then Rav Gangojl said: "An elephant came into my land and died. It
[was] my [elephant] that came."

Then Kumvar Malde spoke: "JT, your elephant came, but my elephant did
not come. When I can take [my] elephant, then I will take it." Rav Gangojl lived
only one year after that.56

Khyat, 3:95

When Rav GangojT attained the devlok,51 MaldejT sat on the throne.58

Malde was intent upon Viramde now; so intent he would not allow him to
draw a breath. He said: "Abandon Merto and go to Ajmer and settle." Then
ViramdejT abandoned Merto. The Pamvar [Rajputs] used to live in Ajmer; Vlramdeji
killed them and took Ajmer.59 Then Sahaiso60 fled and approached Malde. Malde
gave [him] Reyam with five [other] villages.

When Ray sal had prepared a feast at the Anasagar,61 he summoned the entire
sdth. Then he told Mumhato Khlmvo:62 "We are going to eat the feast. You must
not allow Rav [Viramde] to ascend the VintlT [Hill].63 Whenever he will ascend the

56 R a v Gango Vaghavat died in 1532.

57 Devlok: the realm of the devs, or gods; Paradise.

58 Re : R a v Malde 's succession to the Jodhpur throne, see n. 171 to Vigat, 2:48.

59 Na ins f s chronology here is incorrect, with confusion both about t ime and events.
The Pamvar Rajputs did control of Ajmer in this period, but their rule ended when
Sultan Bahadur Shah of Gujarat extended his authority into central Rajasthan and
occupied Ajmer. Mer t lyo Vi ramde did not assert his authority over Ajmer until ca.
1535, and then only upon the fall of Mandu to the Mughal Emperor Humayun and the
subsequent departure of Bahadur Shah's forces under Sham Sheru'1-Mulk from Ajmer.
For further details, see n. 212 to Vigat, 2 :51 .

60 Varsinghot Mer t lyo Rathor Sahaiso Tejslyot (no. 151).

61 Anasagar: a large man-made lake situated on the northern side of Ajmer city. It was
built in the mid-twelfth century by Arnoraja Cahamana to purify the land, which had
become polluted from the blood of Musl ims killed there during a battle. Jain, Ancient
Cities, p . 302.

62 Mumhato K M n v o Lalavat (no. 157), Viramde Dudavat's pradhan.

63 VlntJI: a sizable hill of sandstone and granite situated on the western side of Ajmer
city. It is an outlier of the Arava l l hill system, in a low saddle of which Ajmer is built.
T h e hill provides a view of the city to the east and of the plains of Marvar extending
westward across the far side of the AravalTs. The great fortress Taragadh (also called
Gadh Vlntll) is a top this hill. H. B . Sarda, Ajmer: Historical and Descriptive (Ajmer:
F ine Art Print ing Press, 1941), pp . 49-59.
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Vintli [Hill], he will see the hill of Reyam. Then Sahaiso will come to mind. Then
he will say: T shall not drink water without [first] having killed Sahaiso.1" After
telling the Mumhato [this], Ray sal went to eat the feast.

And [Rav Viramde] said to Mumhato Khlmvo: "You and I will go to the
VMII [Hill] and send for sweets." Mumhato KMmvo forbade [him] one or two
times, but he would not stay; he went and ascended the VM1T [Hill]. Having
ascended [it], he saw Marvar before [him]. Looking, he said: "Isn't that the hill of
Reyam?" He said: "Indeed this hill is near. If I don't kill this Sahaiso, then he is my
father."64 Afterward Raysal came with [him] too. The pradhans told [Raysal] a
great deal.

And Rav Malde was in Nagaur.65 Rav Maldejl said: "Viramde is on my
chest." At that time ten thousand horse were at the Rarod66 garrison, and within
[were] these thdkurs: Jaito,67 Kumpo,68 Akhairaj Sonagaro,69 [and] Vido
Bharmalot.70

Khyat, 3:96

They came to Reyam and camped. Their orders were: "Drive Viramde from Ajmer."
Viramde departed [from Ajmer] during the night. He came to Reyam.71

And ahead, unknown [to him, Malde's] sdth was already prepared [for him].

64 Two interpretations of this sentence are possible:

(a) It may mean something to the effect of "I'll be damned if I don't kill this
Sahaiso."
(b) Or it may mean that Sahaiso would be considered Viramde's superior if
Viramde didn't kill him.

65 This reference to Nagaur appears incorrect. Rav Malde did not capture Nagaur until
January of 1536. T h e events being referred to in the text took p lace ca. 1535. Ojha,
4:1:286-287.

66 Rarod: a vil lage located thirty-five miles west of Mer to and six miles west of Asop.

67 Jaito Pancainot (no. 61), founder of the Jaitavat branch of Marvar Rathors .

68 K u m p o Mahirajot (no. 95), founder of the Kumpava t b ranch of Marva r Rathors .

69 Sonagaro Cahuvan Akhairaj Rindhlrot (no. 9).

70 Balava t Rathor Vldo Bharmalo t (no. 37).

71 Tiko rdtiro khatiyo Viramde Reyam dyo: literally, "he departed during the night,
Viramde came to Reyam." This phrasing doesn't make very good sense; perhaps the
reading should have been tikd rdtiro khatiyo Viramde Reyam dyo and the translation
then "Viramde, departing that night, came to Reyam" (literally, "that-night-departed,
Viramde came to Reyam").
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Thereafter a battle occurred. Adversity befell Viramde.72

Many of Viramde's sdth died fighting. Three horses were cut down under
Viramde. He mounted a horse [wielding] a knife. He snatched up ten of the
opponents' lances and held them together with the reins. He suffered four wounds on
the head. Streams of blood went down into [his] beard.

Both armies, becoming satiated with battle, were standing [apart] on the far
side [of the battlefield].

Viramde was tending to his wounded men.
Then Paficayan73 came. He came and said: "Wherever will you find

Viramde in such a state [again] that you are not killing him today?" Then the sirdars
said: "Brother! Once [already] we have with difficulty averted misfortune on [our]
chests.74 Brother! Viramde will not die by our doing. And, if you would kill [him],
that one [over there] is Viramde."

Then Pancayan came upon Viramde with thirty horsemen. And he called
out to ViramdejI. Then ViramdejI said: "Hey, Pancayan! Is it you? Very well,
come forth! Pancayan! There are many boys like you in Marvar; if any one [of
them] could press the back of Vir[amde],75 then [why hasn't he]?" Pancayan drew the
reins [of his horse] and remained standing right there.

Khydt, 3:97

Then ViramdejT said: "One such as [you] I might kill even while he stands [over]
there. But, be off!" Then Pancayan turned the reins [of his horse] right back
[around].76

Then KumpojT said: "Rdj\ Viramde won't die easily like this!" Afterward
Viramde, having picked up his wounded men, came to Ajmer. [Malde's] army also
advanced to Nagaur. Much adversity befell Viramde. [His] entire sdth died fighting.

Rav [Malde] greatly feared Raysal; he always held [Raysal in] awe.
Someone said Raysal died fighting; someone said he did not die fighting. Then
[Malde] sent Mulo the Purohit77 [to find out]. He came; he met Viramde. He began

72 Viramdenum alvlpari. Alvt: distress, difficulty, adversity. Sakariya, RHSK, p. 65,
indicates that alvils an adjective meaning "difficult," "unbearable", "adverse"; here it is
used as a noun.

73 T h e identi ty of this Rajput is uncertain, but he is probably Karamsot Ra thor Pancain
Karamslyot (no. 92), son of K a r a m s l Jodhavat .

74 I.e., they had avoided being kil led by Viramde.

75 I.e., subdue or defeat Viramde.

76 I.e., he turned the horse right around and galloped away.

77 Purohit Mulo Kumpavat, a Slvar Brahman. Mulo held five villages in grant from
Rav Malde: DhandharTyo and Kherapo of Jodhpur Pargano (Lavero Subdivision),
Dhuhariyo Vasnl and Caharvas of Sojhat Pargano, and Vikarlal of Jaitaran Pargano.
Vigat, 1:349, 479-480, 546.
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to speak: "Burn, [Viramde] !78 This very land [has become] harmful to you.79 It
caused Raysal to die."

Then [Viramde] said: "Wait [a moment], for Raysal has quite minor
wounds. A wound of this sort is not serious." And he sent word to Raysal: "You
must provide [yourself with] a cushion and sit [where you are]. I am sending Mulo to
you." Then he said to Purohit Mulo: "Go to Raysal yourself." Then Raysal had a
Kachi80 horse saddled, tied on [his] weapon himself, mounted,81 and approached
them, all the while making [his] horse gallop at full speed. Then they82 mounted up
and came to Rav Malde. They came and said: "JT, Raysal is going about galloping
[his] horse at full speed."

Khydt, 3:98

Then Raysal came back. [His] wounds burst open. Raysal died. When the
news of Ray sal's dying arrived, the armies [of Malde] came again [to Ajmer]. They
came and drove off ViramdejI.

Then [the Mertiyos] approached Raymal, a Sekhavat Kachvaho [Rajput].83

Raymal performed many services for them. They stayed at Raymal's for one year.
He made many arrangements for [their] safety.84 [The Sekhavats1 servants]
performed various services [for the Mertiyos] according to the types of servants they
were. Then ViramdejI said: "Raymaljl! You [are] our great sagof5 you have

78 Balo! This imperative apparently has the same connotation as jalo \ in Marathi:
"Burn thee! Burn it! used in expressions of anger or scorn." J. T. Molesworth,
compiler, A Dictionary, Marathi and English (1857; corrected reprint edition, Poona:
Shubhada-Saraswat, 1975), p. 311.

79 A dhartij thdmhlnumjydn dyo. Literally, "this very land, harm come to you." Jydn
is from the Persian ziydn, "harm," "loss."

80 Kachi : from the region of Kutch. This area is situated to the southwest of Rajasthan
and comprises the westernmost part of Gujarat fronting the Arabian Sea directly south
of the R a n n of Kutch.

81 Asvdr huy: literally, "became a rider."

82 "They" (ai) apparently refers to Mulo and his unspecified companions.

83 Sekhavat Kachvaho R a m a l Sekhavat (no. 22) .

84 Ghamjdhtd ktvl. Jdbtd: arrangement for protection. Sakariya, RHSK, p. 441.

85 Mer t iyo Rathor R a y m a l Dudava t of Rahin vil lage had marr ied a daughter to Sujo,
R a y m a l Sekhavat 's son. Other marr iage connect ions be tween the Mer t iyo Rathors and
the Sekhavat Kachvahos are uncertain. It is possible that Mer t iyo V i r a m d e Dudavat ' s
son, Ja imal , had marr ied among the Sekhavats . F ive of Jaimal 's sons were born of
Kachvaho wives; three of the five were uterine brothers and daughter 's sons of
Kachvaho Raja Askaran of Gwalior. T h e other two sons may have been of different
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performed important services for us." Afterward Viramdeji took leave of that place.
Afterward Viramdeji took Baumll [village].86 He took Vanhato [village].87

He took Varvaro [village].88 After taking (Varvaro], he stayed there.
Then Maldejl received [this] information. He said: "Viramdeji has acquired

a greater domain." Again he dispatched armies against Viramdeji. The armies came
to Mojabad.89 Viramdeji got word [that] the armies had come to Mojabad. Then
Viramdeji said: "This time I will die fighting. This time I shall not leave [the
battlefield]. Many times [previously] I left [it]. But this time I shall not abandon [the
field of battle]. I shah1 not abandon [the battlefield] many times [again]. This time I
will die fighting."

Then Mumhato Khimvo said: "Inspect the battlefield site. Look at the place
where we will do battle." Then Viramdeji [and] Mumhato Khimvo mounted [their
horses] and went90 to inspect the site. Then Mumhato Khimvo went forward a bit.

Khydt, 3:99

Khimvo said: "If you were [meant] to die [in battle], then you would have died in a
battle for Merto. Why die in an alien land [now]?" Then he dragged [Viramde]
ahead and departed.

At Malarno91 there was a thdneddr, some Muslim, whom they went and
met. This Muslim said: "I will have you meet the kileddr of Rinthambhor;92 he will
have you meet the Patsah."93 Next they met the kileddr of Rinthambhor. Then he
took Viramde into the presence of the Patsah. He had [him] meet the Patsah. The

mothers, but details are lacking. The specific connection with the Kachvahos is also
unspecified. Jaimal's father, Rav Viramde Dudavat, does not appear to have had any
Kachvaho wives himself. See Haraath Singh Dundlod, The Sheikawats & their Lands
(Jaipur: Raj. Educational Printers, 1970), p. 12; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 473, 502, 504-
507.

86 B a u m l l (spelled BamvaJI on Vigat, 2:54): a vil lage fifty miles southeast of Jaipur.

87 Vanhato : a vi l lage ten mi les south-southeast of Bauml l .

88 Varvaro: a vi l lage fourteen miles south-southwest of Bauml l .

89 Mojabad: the town Mozabad or Mozamabad , situated forty-five mi les northeast of
Ajmer.

90 Literally, "came" (aya).

91 Malarno: a town ten miles east of Bauml l and twenty miles north of Rinthambhor.

92 Rinthambhor: a large fort and town situated forty miles south of Bauml l and sixty-
five miles southeast of Jaipur. Re: the kileddr of Rinthambhor, see n. 264 to Vigat,
2:54.

93 Sher Shah Sur, Afghan ruler of Delhi and nor th India, 1540-45.
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Patsahji was kind to Viramdeji. Subsequently Viramdeji brought the Sur Patsah
against MaldejI. With eighty thousand horses Malde confronted [them] at Ajmer.94

Then Viramdeji devised a stratagem. He sent twenty thousand rupees to
Kumpo's camp. He said: "Please send us blankets." And he sent twenty thousand
rupees to Jaito's camp. He said: "Please send us swords from Slrohl." He played
tricks like these.95 And he sent word to Malde: "Jaito [and] Kumpo have met with
the Patsah. They will capture you and give you to the Patsah. An illustration of this:
If you see a surplus of rupees in their camp, then [you will] know [that] he provided
expense money for them."

In the meantime Jalal Jaluko96 began to speak: "Patsah saldmatl97 Have one
summoned from their side; I will be [the one] from the Patsah's side, and we will
summon a soldier from their side [for a single combat]. Decide victory [or] defeat on
this [basis]."

Khydt, 3:100

Then the Patsah said to Viramde: "Does this arrangement one of my Pathans is
talking about meet with your approval or not?" Viramdeji said: "Patsah salamdtl I
have seen the Pathan [but] once; summon the Pathan once again so that I might look
at [him]." [The Patsah] summoned the Pathan. The Pathan came. Then Viramdeji,
after looking [him over], said: "Patsah saldmatl Summon two more Pathans like
[this one]. Send these three from our side. And the other side will send Vldo
Bharmalot. He will kill all these three, take their weapons, and go off safe and sound.
Patsah saldmatl Indeed you must not decide [victory or defeat] on this [basis]!"

Viramdeji had sent information to MaldejI. The information [Viramde] had
sent, that there was a surplus of rupees in the camp of the umrdvs, was in Maldejts
mind. Considerable fear arose in Malde's mind. The fear was from the various
things Viramdeji had suggested.98

Afterward, when it was the evening watch, Jaito, Kumpo, [and] Akhairaj
Sonagaro were seated in Kumpojfs tent. Jait[sl] Udavat99 [and] Khlmvo Udavat100

94 Re: the number of warrior in the army of Rav Malde, see n. 295 to Vigat, 2:57.

95 Isrd sd cinh kiyd. Cinh usually means "mark" or "sign." Molesworth , Dictionary, p .
287, notes that one meaning for cinh/cihn is "pranks." This mean ing seems more
appropriate here in the context of Viramde's actions.

96 Jalal Khan Jalvani , an Afghan chief in the service of Sher Shah. Ojha, 4:1:306.

97 Saldmat: a salutation literally meaning "safety," "salvation," "health," etc. Saldmat
was used to address both Hindus and Muslims of high rank.

98 Literally, "had implanted (thahrdi) [in Malde 's mind] . "

99 Udava t Ra thor JaitsT Udava t (no. 139).

100 Udava t Ra thor Kh lmvo Udavat (no. 140).
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were negotiating for the Ravji. Whatever the Ravji said they would come and tell
[Jaito, Kumpo, and Akhairaj]. They went and told the Ravji what [Jaito, Kumpo, and
Akhairaj] said: "We will see that you reach Jodhpur." Hearing their answer, the
Ravji set out seated in a sukhpdl}01 The Ravjfs hand was on Khimvo's hand, and
they were going along. Then JaitsI Udavat spoke: "Take leave, [Khimvo], people are
expecting us." Khimvojl did not speak. Then JaitsI spoke again.

Khyat, 3:101

He said: "KMnvojl! You cannot manage102 such a distance. It is very far from
Samel to Jodhpur."103 Then KMmvojI withdrew [his] hand and came back. The Rav
said: "Very well, it will be seen what happens." In the morning the battle occurred.
People died fighting.104

Then the Rav went into the mountains of Ghughrot105 and stayed. The Sur
Patsah came to Jodhpur.106 Tiloksl Varjarigot107 was the kileddr in Jodhpur. He died
fighting with three hundred Rajputs. The Sur Patsah stayed in Jodhpur four
months.108 Maldeji cut down the acacia trees (hdval)109 of Merto; he told Viramde

101 Sukhpdl: a type of palanquin.

102 Ldhho. Ldhhno'. to gain, acquire, obtain, find, attain.

103 Samel village lies eighty miles east of Jodhpur. The implication of JaitsFs statement
is that Khimvo cannot escort the Rav to Jodhpur and come back in time to take part in
the battle with Sher Shah.

104 For comments regarding numbers killed in the battle of Samel, see n. 308 to Vigat,
2:57.

105 Ghughrot: a vil lage four miles south-southwest of Slvano on the northern edge of a
large chain of rugged hills. Vigat, 2 :255, notes that Ghughrot was a place to stay dur ing
a vikho, or period of distress during which a ruler must leave his rea lm and take refuge.
Vigat, 2 :58, states that R a v M a l d e went ot the village of Plplan (located two or three

miles west of Ghughrot) during this t ime of troubles.

106 Sher Shah occupied Jodhpur in late January, 1544.

107 Udava t Ra thor (Baithvasiyo) Ti loks l Varjangot (no. 143).

108 T h e actual length of Sher Shah's residence in Jodhpur is unknown. S o m e sources
give a t ime of up to one year. Whi le at the fort of Jodhpur, h e had a small mosque built
in the place of a temple which was levelled. Bdnkidds, p . 13; Murdrddn, no . 2, pp .
126-127; Vigat, 1:58.

109 Bdval trees (Acacia arabica): an important indigenous source of timber. The leaves
and pods are used for fodder in the hot weather; the bark is valuable in tanning and
dyeing and the gum from the tree is an exportable i tem. Erskine, Rajputana
Gazetteers, III-A, p. 48.
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[this]. Then Viramde said: "I will cut down the mango trees of Jodhpur." Then the
people said: "It is not proper110 for you [to do] this." Then he took [his] knife and
cut off a small mango-tree branch for a walking-stick. Afterward everyone went to
his own residence (thikdno).111 And the Sur Patsah went to Delhi.112

He kept a garrison in Harvaro,113 a garrison in which he had stationed
Pathans and [also] Viramde Dudavat [and] Kalyanmal, master of Dronpur.114 One
day they rode out and imprisoned the vast of Rav Maldejl, which was in the
mountains of Ghughrot. After imprisoning [it], they came [back] to Harvaro. There

110 Haisab: Lalas, RSK, vol. 4:3:221, gives the meanings "proper" (ucit) and "correct"
(thik) for haisab in this sentence, but he quotes no other context. Apparently this word
is a variant of the Persian hisdbl, "proper", "accurate," "just." Platts, Dictionary, p.
477.

111 I.e., the sdth disbanded and the sirdars went back to their own lands.

112 Sher Shah seems to have remained in Jodhpur only long enough to organize Ms
administration of the area and to establish an outpost of some 5,000 strong at Bhangesar
village near Sojhat. He then marched against Ajmer, which he conquered, only to
return to Marvar to pillage Pall. He finally quit Marvar in the latter part of 1544. V. S.
Bhargava, Marwar and the Mughal Emperors (Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1966),
pp. 34-35; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 126-127; Ojha, 4:1:308; R. P. Tripathi, The Rise and
Fall of the Mughal Empire (reprint edition, Allahabad: Central Book Depot, 1966), p.
126.

113 Harvaro: a variant of Harmaro, a village located fifty-five miles south-southwest of
Ajmer city. The last three paragraphs of this sections (Khydt, 3:101-102) are suspect as
historical material for several reasons:

(a) There is no other reference to an outpost of Sher Shah's at the village of
Harvaro/Harmaro in Mevar. There seems to be some confusion with the battle
of Harmaro, which took place in 1557.
(b) These paragraphs contain the only reference to Vlramde's being stationed at
an outpost of Sher Shah's, an unlikely development given that most indications
are he went directly to Merto to consolidate his foothold there.
(c) Time sequences are incorrect. If one assumes that the reference to Malde's
attack on a village is correct but that the village was Bhangesar, the only large
outpost of Sher Shah's in Marvar, and not Harvaro, then the attack would have
occurred after the death of Sher Shah in 1545. Viramde was already dead at
this time, having died shortly after his return to Merto in 1544.

114 Vidavat Rathor Kalyanmal Udaikaranot (no. 153). Kalyanmal was connected
through ties of marriage with the Sekhavat Kachvahos of Amarsar and Slkargadh.
Kachvaho Raymal Sekhavat was his maternal grandfather, and it is to Raymal that
Viramde Dudavat went after his flight from Ajmer. Both Raymal and Kalyanmal
served under Rav Ltinkaran of Btkaner (1505-26) and were reputed to have been good
friends and companions. Viramde was a sago of Raymal's (see Khydt, 3:98, supra, and
n. 85 to same), and also a distant paternal cousin of Kalyanmal's. Khydt, 3:151, 166;
Ojha, 5:1:117-118.
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was some old woman, who began to speak: "Who is he?" Then they told [her]:
"Kalyanmal, master of Dronpur." Then the old woman said: "Bravo! The noble one
departed after causing the imprisonment of our fathers' mothers (dddiydm) [and]
fathers1 sisters (kdkiyam) and putting female clothing on [his] head." Kalyanmal
heard this retort. Then he made a vow [not to eat] grain.

Khydt, 3:102

He said: "I will not eat115 [grain] until I cause the release of the prisoners." Then
Vlramde began to talk: "They were our enemies and still you say [this]! A fine
thing!" On the seventh day [of Kalyanmal's fast, Vlramde] had [him] drink milk;
they got up. Whereupon Vlramde began to speak: "I will go there, to the Pathan's
[residence], and petition on behalf of the prisoners." Kalyanmal was cognizant of
omens. He said: "Rqfl Do not petition for the prisoners, hi the morning Rav
Malde's army will attack; all of the prisoners will be freed. Whoever has to die will
die. And the Pathans will flee." Then Vlramde said: "Then, raj, why do you not
eat?" Kalyanmal116 said: "Vtramdejl! I will die fighting."

While they [talked] like this, day broke. Rav Maldejfs army attacked the
garrison. The Pathans did flee. Kalyan[mal] confronted [Malde]. Then Rav Maldejl
said: "KalyanmaljT! Why should you die? We have come just because of you."
Then [Kalyanmal] said: "No, Sahib! When [the men of] the Patsah's garrison flee,
then a few good men die." Kalyanmal died fighting there. Udaikaran Raymalot117

died fighting. The Pathans who fled went to Delhi.
Rav Maldejl took the prisoners and went to the mountains of Ghughrot.

Viramdejl came [back] to Merto and stayed. Afterward Rav Maldejl came [back] to
Jodhpur. A few Turks were [there]; they ran away.

Concluded.

115 The text has jamls, a misprint for jimis, "I will eat."

116 The text has Kalyandas, a mistake for Kalyanmal.

117 Udaikaran Raymalot: we cannot identify this Rajput with any certainty. He could
be a son of Kachvaho Raymal Sekhavat, but he is not listed in Sekhavat genealogies
available to us. He might also be a son of Vlramde Duda vat's brother, Raymal, but he
is not listed in the available Mertlyo genealogies either. Perhaps the name is simply
wrong.
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Khydt 3:115

Now the Story of Jaimal Viramdevot
and Rav Malde is Written

When Viramde1 attained the devlok, Jaimal2 obtained the throne of Merto.
Then Rav Malde had word sent from Jodhpur. He said to Jaimal: "Men like me are
your enemies. You must not give the entire pargano [of Merto] to [your] military
servants. Keep something in the khdlso as well."3

Then Arjan Raymalot4 obtained Idvo5 from Jaimal. JaimaljT sent a man to
Arjan. He told [the man]: "Summon the brother6 and bring [him to me]." And
Arjan had promised [that] when a summons came [from Jaimal], he would not go to
[his] home, he would go to JaimaljT. When the man came, Arjan was in [Idvo]
village.

The man came and said: "ArjanjT! Jaimal has summoned you. A letter of
the Ravjts has come from Jodhpur; you must depart." Then Arjan spoke; he said:
"Rdjl What has the Ravji written in the letter?" [The man] said: "The Ravjl has
written: 'You are giving the entire realm to [your] military servants. Are you keeping
anything in the khdlso as well?' And finally: Is there any such man [among Jaimal's
military servants], anyone at all who would stand firm in the middle [of battle]?'"7

ArjanjT said: "Rdjl My pato is secure;81 will stand firm." [The man] said again: "Is
there any such man who would stand firm in the middle [of battle]?" ArjanjT felt
insulted. He, [Arjan], not stand [firm], even a single time? He would speak in this
way [to Malde]: "RavjT! When you and we fight, would any [man of yours] stand

1 Mertiyo Rathor Rav Viramde Dudavat (no. 105).

2 MertTyo Rathor Rav Jaimal Viramdevot (no. 107).

3 The implication of this statement is that Jaimal's military servants may be disloyal
when faced with an enemy like Malde; Jaimal would do better to keep his lands directly
under his own authority.

4 Mertiyo Rathor Arjan Raymalot (no. 111).

5 Idvo: a village located eighteen miles northeast of Merto.

6 Bhdt: brother; a member of one's brotherhood (hhdibandh); in this instance, a fellow
MertTyo.

7 Vicai hlubho rahai. Uhho rahno: literally, "to remain standing." In the context of
battle, this phrase often is used in the sense of "standing firm" in the face of the enemy.
It also implies taking an active role in battle, as opposed to fleeing or remaining

inactive (in the idiom of the period, "seated." Baitho rahno: to remain seated or
inactive [on the day of battle]).

8 Sabalo: strong; large, extensive; powerful; firm, secure.
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firm in the middle [of battle]?"9 Then Arjanji said: "Yes, raj\ I will stand firm. My
pato, at least, is secure."10

Khydt 3:116

Then Arjanji came to [his] camp and said: "I have made a grand vow.11

They say one forgets in a single moment of battle12 [the saying]: 'Noble is he who
performs nobly; ignoble is he who performs ignobly."'13 At that time a Sankhlo
[Rajput]14 of Jalsu15 was in [Arjan's] vds. He said: "JT, I will remind [you]." [Arjan]
said: "Bravo, great Rajput!" Then [the Sankhlo Rajput] said: "Be cautious. They
must have been offended by this [statement of yours]."16

[Rav Malde] performed the Dasrahopujd17 during [the month] Asoj,18 then

9 The language of this passage is rather cryptic, to say the least, and a summary may be
of use to the reader:

Jaimal's man comes to Arjan Raymalot, a loyal Mertlyo who has promised to
go directly to Jaimal when summoned, and tells him about Malde's remarks
disparaging Jaimal's military servants. At first, Arjan is puzzled. His pato is
secure; he will stand firm in battle. The man repeats Malde's final insult: is
there anyone at all among Jaimal's men who will stand firm? Arjan realizes
this demeans him; he decides to throw Malde's words back at him: is there any
among Malde's retainers who will stand firm when the Mertlyos and Malde
fight?

10 Mhdro ij pato sahalo chai. The particle Tj has restrictive force in this sentence:
Arjan is saying his own pato is secure; others may not be.

11 Mhai mhoto hoi holiyo. Boh word, statement, promise, vow.

12 Rinaktdl palakekmem. Rinaktdl apparently is a compound formed from rinak, "the
soud of a weapon or musical instrument") and tdl ("time," "occasion") used
metaphorically to mean "battle." It may simply be a variant of rintdllrantdl, "battle,"
"battlefield." Palakekmem appears to bepalak ek mem ("in one instant/moment") run
together.

13 Bhalo chaijakan ro hhalo; hhundo chaijairo bhilndo: literally, "noble is he who
possesses nobility/of whom there is nobility; ignoble is he who possesses ignobility/of
whom there is ignobility." The editor of the Khyat, B. P. Sakariya, translates this
saying (n. 2) as: "good is the outcome of goodness; bad the outcome of badness."

14 I.e., a man of the Sankhlo branch (sdkh) of the Pamvar family (kuf)

15 Jalsu: a village situated twenty-two miles northeast of Merto.

16 lydmrai a [hat] Idglhutij. Bat lagno: words to be felt or to hurt; words to offend.

17 PUjd: worship, homage. For an account of the Dasraho pujd as performed in early
ninteenth-century Mevar, see James Tod, Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan, edited
by William Crooke, 3 vols. (London: Oxford University Press, 1920), pp. 680-685.
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prepared an expeditionary force19 [to attack Merto]. Malde came [to Merto Pargano]
directly after forming the large army. He came to the village Gangarro20 and made
camp. [His] army raided in all directions. The rait log21 of Merto were being driven
away. The land was being ruined. The land was being destroyed. And Aclo
Raymalot22 was saying: "JaimaljT is summoning me, but here I shall sit during the
day tomorrow." And JaimaljT was being very firm, [saying]: "Aclo! You must come
and come quickly!" Then Aclo sent word [to Malde's camp]: "PrithMjjT!23

Summon AkhairajjT,24 so that I will stand firm during the day tomorrow.25 If you
would favor me, do [so] well, otherwise I will join Jaimalji in the morning."

Then [Prithlraj] said: "First we will kill Jaimal and afterward we will kill
Aclo. And, if they join together, we will kill them together."

At that time Jaimal was saying: "If our [conflict] with the Rav were settled,
[it would be] good." The responsibility [for negotiating] was held by [Jaimal's]
pradhdns, the Jaitmal [Rathors] Akhairaj Bhadavat [and] Candraj Jodhavat,26 [the
sons] of brothers.27 (Both Bhado [and] Jodho were [sons] of Mokal.)28 On them was
[placed] the responsibility for Merto.

18 Asoj: the seventh month of the Hindu luni-solar year (days 163-192), which may
begin either in August or in September, depending on the initial day of the luni-solar
year. The Dasraho festival begins on the first day of Asoj.

19 Muhim (Arabic muhimm): expeditionary force; an army prepared to take part in a
distant campaign. Cf. Khydt, 1:39-40.

20 Gangarro: a vi l lage situated seven mileswest-northwest of Mer to .

21 Rait (Persian ra ' Iyat ) in middle period Marvar referred to the non-Rajput populat ion
that was not part of the vast of any part icular Rajput thakur. Rait in itself does not
always imply the peasantry; coupled with log ("people"; "people engaged in
agriculture") , it does.

22 Mer t lyo Rathor Aclo Raymalo t (no. 110).

23 Jaitavat Rathor Prithlraj Jaitavat (no. 63), a military servant of Rav Malde's.

24 Jaitmalot Rathor Akhairaj Bhadavat (no. 69), one of the Mertiy o$' pradhdns.

25 Apparent ly Ac lo is suggesting that he would jo in Rav Malde 's forces only if Prithlraj
Jai tavat could persuade Akhairaj Bhadavat to do the same.

26 Ja i tmalot Rathor Candraj Jodhavat (no. 74) .

27 Kdkd-bdba rd: literally, "[sons] of father's brother [and] father." Akhairaj and
Candraj were related as paternal cousins.

28 W e h a v e changed the word order slightly and treated this sentence as a parenthet ical
remark.
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Khydt 3:117

Jaimaljl said: "AkhairajjT! You go [to Malde]." Then AkhairajjT said: "Rdj\ For
what reason do you send me? And, if you are sending me, make provisions for
battle." Then AkhairajjT [and] CandrajjT set out.

Prithiraj had some familial tie29 with Akhairaj. These thakurs, [Candraj and
Akhairaj], came to PrithTrajjrs camp. They came and sent [the greeting] "Ram
Ram"30 to PrithirajjT. PrithirajjT send word [back]: "I am bathing; afterward I also
will come to the darhdr [of Rav Malde]." In PrithMjjrs camp swords were being
sharpened.31 Several Rajputs were [practicing] firing guns. A great uproar was going
on. These sirdars, [Candraj and Akhairaj], observed [all this] and grew worried.
Meanwhile PrithirajjT put on a vdgo, got ready, and went outside. He took these
thdkurs to the darhdr.

Previously Rav Maldejf s darhdr had been convened. These thakurs went
and paid respects to Rav MaldejT. Nago Bharmalot32 was seated on one side [of the
Rav]; PrithirajjT was seated on the other side. They seated these sirdars, [Candraj and
Akhairaj], facing [the Rav]. Then Prithiraj spoke: "RavjTsaldmatl Thepradhdns of
Merto have come." Then the RavjT was talking. He said: "What are the pradhdns
saying?" Prithiraj spoke: "They are speaking in this manner, mahdrdj:33 'Give
Merto to us. We will perform military service for you.'" Then the Rav said: "We
shall not give [them] Merto; we will give [them] another pato." Just then Akhairaj
spoke: "Rqjl Are you speaking [for yourself], or are you saying what someone [else]
said? Who gives Merto and who takes [it]?

Khydt 3:ll&

n34He who has given you Jodhpur has given us Merto." Then Nago Bharmalot spoke:
"Take care, [or] even the Rav's Pandavs35 will kill you." Then Candraj spoke; he

29 Ndtro: relationship, connection, familial tie. Perhaps Prithiraj and Akhairaj had
married into the same family.

30 R a m Ram: a form of salutation used among Hindus only.

31 Tarvdrydm num vddh Idgai char, literally, "[sharp] edges were being applied to
swords."

32 Balavat Rathor N a g o Bharmalot (no. 38).

33 Mahdrdj: a respectful term of address slightly more honorific than raj.

34 T h e implication of these two sentences is that the giving of Mer to was not in the
hands of R a v Malde , and its acceptance was not in the hands of Jaimal: both Mer to and
Jodhpur were given as shares (vant) by Rav Jodho Rinmalot to his sons. Cf. Vigat,
1:38-40, for a list of the lands Jodho divided among these sons.

35 Pandav: a stable hand, a groom.
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said: "Jt, either the RavjTs Pandavs will kill Jaimaljf s Pandavs, or Jaimal 's Pandavs
will kill the RavjTs Pandavs . You will kill us, or w e will kill you."3 6 Meanwhi le
Maldej l spoke: "O P r i t hMj ! Are these [men] really the pradhdns of Mer to , or are
there others?" Pr i thMj said: "[Long] live the mahdrdjl These [men] are indeed [the
pradhdns]." Then the Ravjl said: "The feet of the Mer to pradhdns are weak,
brother!"

A t that m o m e n t they became irritated and stood up. Akhairaj violently
jerked [his] dupato. The dupato came apart in threads. And Candraj t ightened the
leather cinch3 7 of a horse. Al l four feet of the horse came up [in the air]. Then these
thdkurs mounted [their own horses] and came [back] to Merto .

Back [in the Rav's darbdr], the Ravjl had his people je rk [their] dupatos, but
only Jaimal 's Rajput jerked [his] in such a way [that it came apart in threads].

Then these thdkurs c ame to JaimaljT. They came and told [their] story
before JaimaljI. JaimaljT said: "Why would you have m e fear dying? This is not to
be." Then Isardas3 8 [stole and] brought the RavjTs horses, which had come to the
tank in Gangarro to drink the water. Then JaimaljT said: "You openly humbled a
great man .

Khydt 3:119

Don' t you k n o w the Rav will not give way to you?"
O n the next day the besieging army3 9 advanced. Then the anls of both

armies jo ined [in combat] . Shot [and] powder were being discharged. Then that
[Sankhlo] Rajput reminded Arjan Raymalot [of his] vow. And he said: "Rdj\ Y o u
were saying, I have m a d e a grand vow. ' The t ime [to remember it] is today."

Then ArjanjT came in front of Nago Bharmalot . And meanwhi le Akhairaj,
going forward, came in front of the RavjTs elephants. Akhairaj drew near the
elephants. Then two ribs of an elephant broke from a b low of Akhairaj 's. Then
Akhairaj said: "My concern is with P r i thMj . " At this m o m e n t Pr i thMj spoke. H e
said: "Dwarf!40 W h y did you delay coming?" Akhairaj said: "I performed a service
for the RavjTs elephants." In the meant ime Prayagdas4 1 came [to battle] mounted on

36 Nago Bharmalot has suggested that a mere stable hand could kill the pradhans of
Merto; Candraj corrects him by saying that stable hands kill only other stable hands, not
Rajput warriors: Rajputs alone kill other Rajputs.

37 Ukafo. Lalas, RSK, p . 326, notes that the ukafo is a leather cinch fastened to a
camel 's saddle. Here it is used with a horse's saddle.

38 MertTyo Rathor Isardas V M m d e v o t (no. 109), Jaimal Viramdevot 's younger brother.

39 Ldgti hiphoj: literally, "the touching/contiguous army."

40 Khdtro: dwarf, pigmy.

41 MertTyo Rathor Prayagdas Arjunot (no. 112).
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an Iraqi horse. Even as the horse was galloping, he came and performed salam to
Jaimaljl Then Jaimal spoke: "Prayaglyo42 comes! I [always] would forgive his
offences for this reason."43 Meanwhile the men of Rav MaldejTs army approached.
And four blows fell on Prayagdas's head. And he went after [the men of] the army.
At the moment he reached them, he raised [his] lance [to strike]. He said: "I shall
thrust [the lance] into the Rav's head." At that very moment he braced the lance.44

Then—God knows why45—he took out [his] bow and strove to force [it] onto the
Rav's neck.

Khydty.UO

The first time [he tried] the bow lay lightly46 on the [Rav's] neck. On the second
occasion, he whipped [his] horse and forced the bow onto the [Rav's] neck. Then
someone came from behind and struck Prayagdas a blow. Prayagdas fell in two
pieces.47 And the bow remained right on Rav MaldejTs neck. [The Rav's men] went
ahead a bit. And he fell down.

Prithlraj was fighting. Nago Bharmalot was fighting. The rest of Rav
Maldejfs army fled. The two sirdars were fighting. At that time PrithTrajjI had a
military servant, Hnigolo Plparo,48 whom PrithTrajjI had promised49 a sword.50

42 Prayagiyo: a diminutive or affectionate nickname for Prayagdas.

43 I.e., Jaimal forgives Prayagdas his offenses because Prayagdas shows up when there
is a battle.

44 Itrai mdmhai to barchi kasisl. T h e editor of the Khydt, B . P. Sakariya, suggests (n.
19) that kasisl is to be translated as "slipped" (phisal gal), which is certainly plausible.
However , in his own dictionary (Sakariya, RHSKy p . 216, he gives kasnd ("to draw
tight," "to tighten," "to brace," "to tie, strap, or fasten"), khlmcnd ("to draw," "to pull ,"
"to fasten"), and kasdjdnd ("to be drawn tight, "to be tightened," etc.) as meanings for
the verb kasisno. Lalas , RSK, p . 449, gives the meanings kasd jdnd and pratyancd
carhdnd ("to string the bow," "to get ready to fight") under kasisno. T h e context
suggests that Prayagdas is something of a comic figure. Evidently he was about to kill
R a v Ma lde with his lance, but then inexplicably took out his bow and at tempted to
strangle the Rav with it.

45 Kol Paramesvar ro khydl huvo: literally, "it was some notion of Paramesvar 's ."

46 Upar sai: externally, superficially, lightly.

47 This sentence suggests that Prayagdas was killed, but Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 465 , 557,
indicates that Prayagdas died in 1598-99 in the Deccan during the batt le of Bid city. It
may be that the characterization given here in this story has gained in the telling: i.e.,
Prayagdas was only wounded.

48 Plparo is the designation of a branch (sdkh) of the Gahlot family (kuf). W e have no
additional information concerning Hnigolo.

49 Literally, "awarded" ibagsi). Bagasno: to give, grant, bestow, award.
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Hingolo said: "Prithirajji! You promised me a sword. Give it [to me now]."
PrithMjjI said: "O Hingolo! You demanded [it] at a fine time!" But a man mounted
on a dark-colored horse was coming; in fact it was Surtan Jaimalot51 [who] came. He
came; just as he was coining [near] he thrust a lance at PrithMj. PrithMj warded off
the lance. He said: "Little boy! Don't you come [to fight me]; tell your father that he
should strike PrithMj a blow." After [saying that], PrithMj plucked [Surtan's] sword
from [his] waist and awarded [it] to Hingolo Plparo. [Hingolo] said: "Noble [is]
PrithMj! A samanf2 of Marvar." Then PrithMjjT said: "No, brother! Just the
Kumvar of Merto53 [is] noble."

PrithMj, a great Rajput. A weapon could not strike PrithMj in the front;
[he] had received a boon from a Jogl.54 Then Akhairaj Bhadavat came and thrust a
weapon at PrithMjjT from behind.

Khydt 3:121

PrithMj said: "A curse on you, son of Bhado! You licked a fine pot."55 Then
[Akhairaj] said: "The pot I licked belonged to a great house. Inside [that house] the
khic56 is plentiful."57 PrithMj died fighting there. Nago Bharmalot also died
fighting. Rav MaldejTs army fled.

Then they gave JaimaljT the good news. They said: "Ji\ Rav Malde fled."
Jaimaljl said: "He backed off before [our superior] courage.58 Announce the good
news in Merto of his having gone."

The kettledrums left behind by Rav MaldejT came into [their] hands.
[Jaimal] gave the kettledrums to Juglo, who was a Bambhl59 of Merto, and sent him

50 Cf. "Aitihasik Batam," p. 48 .

51 Mert lyo Rathor Surtan Jaimalot (no. 113), son of Jaimal Vuramdevot.

52 Sdmant: subordinate ruler (Sanskrit sdmanta).

53 I.e., Jaimal's son, Surtan Jaimalot.

54 Jogl: a yogi; a practitioner of yoga.

55 I.e., Akhairaj had finished off a fine man.

56 KhTc. a food prepared by cooking wheat or millet with various sorts of pulse.

57 I.e., P r i t hMj was a member of a great Rajput house (the Jaitavat Rathor house) and
there were many other Rajputs in that house.

58 Chdtidgd sum khisiyo chai. Chdfi, literally "chest" or "breast," was sometimes used
metaphorical ly to mean "courage" or "spirit." Cf. Vigat, 1:50, l ine ten from the top of
the page.

59 Bambhl : a leather-worker (hence untouchable); one fit to handle or touch leather
drums.
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[to Malde]. When that Bambhi came near the village Lambiyo,60 he observed: "I'll
strike the kettledrums. These are Rav Malde's kettledrums, so they will go away [to
him]."61 Then the Bambhi struck a kettledrum. Then he observed: "Be off to his
[place], if you must go! "62

Then Cando63 said [to Malde]: "[Jaimal] is my brother. Why are you so
alarmed? I will reason with him." Rav Malde then said: "Cando! See that I reach
Jodhpur somehow." Cando said: "You must not give in to fear. He is no god. You
must not fear Jaimal. I will see that you enter the fort of Jodhpur." Then Cando took
everything that was with Rav Maldejl—horses, elephants, wounded men—with him
and sent Rav Maldejl to Jodhpur.

Khydt 3:122

Rav Maldejl went to Jodhpur and stayed there. Jaimaljl ruled Merto contentedly.

The Story of Maldejl [and] Jaimal is concluded.

60 Lambiyo : a village situated eighteen miles due south of Merto .

61 Apparent ly this passage is meant as a joke: the B a m b h i perhaps is tired from
carrying the drums (Lambiyo being eighteen miles from Merto) and so he facetiously
remarks that since they are Rav Malde 's drums, they will go back on their own if h e
strikes them. However , there may be a cultural idiom involved here that we do not
understand.

62 Jd ("be off) iyairai ("to his [place] ")jejdijai ("if you must go").

63 Mertfyo Rathor Cando Vlramdevot (no. 123).
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APPENDIX A

Some Important Towns of Middle Period Rajasthan

I. Ajmer Town (26° 27' N., 74° 37' E.)

Ajmer is situated at the base of a low saddle in the Aravalll hills which
strike northeast and southwest across the center of Rajasthan. This strategic
location eighty-five miles due east of Jodhpur made Ajmer one of the more
contested towns of the region. Ajmer controlled the trade routes moving from
north India west to Gujarat and the Arabian Sea, and into Sindh.

Originally known as Ajayameru or Ajayapura, the town was founded in
the twelfth century by the Cahamana ruler, Ajayaraja, as his new capitol, which
he moved from Sambhar in the north. Ajmer became a premium town in north
India under Cahamana rule, and withstood several attacks from Muslim invaders.
Then in 1192 Mu'izz al-Dln Muhammad of Ghur defeated Prthvlraja III and took
possession of the city. It returned to Cahamana rule soon after, but was then
seized by Qutb al-Dln Aybeg in 1195. From this time forward, control over the
city changed hands many times among the various Muslim rulers of the Delhi
Sultanate and prominent Rajput rulers such as the Slsodlyo Ranos of Cltor.
Mahmud Shah KhaljT I, ruler of Mandu (in Malwa), 1436-1469, took control of
the town in 1452 and rule remained with him and members of his family until
1531, when Bahadur Shah of Gujarat asserted possession following his conquest
of Malwa. Then in 1535 control again changed hands when Rathor Rav
Vlramde Dudavat of Merto occupied the town following the withdrawal of the
kiledar, Sham Sheru'1-Mulk, who was a subordinate of Sultan Bahadur Shah of
Gujarat.

K. C. Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns of Rajasthan (Delhi:
Motilal Banarsidass, 1972, pp. 301-303; Upendra Nath Day,
Medieval Malwa: A Political and Cultural History, 1401-1562
(Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1965), p. 135; Ojha, 4:1:607-
608.

II. Didvano Town (27° 24' N., 74° 35' E.)

Dldvano town lies alongside a salt lake one hundred and twenty-five
miles northeast of Jodhpur city and sixty miles north of Ajmer. An ancient
town, it was under the rule of the Pratiharas and then the Cahamanas from the
eighth into the twelfth century. The Sultans of Delhi subsequently occupied the
town, and then, with the fall of the Sultanate, it became like Sambhar to its east,
a contested prize fought over by the Slsodlyo Ranos of Cltor, the Khanzada
Khans of Nagaur, and the Sultans of Malwa and Gujarat because of its salt
industry. By the mid-fifteenth century, control over the town passed to the
Khanzada Khans of Nagaur, who held nominal control over the area until the
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time of Rathor Rav Malde Garigavat of Jodhpur (1532-62).

Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns of Rajasthan, pp. 192-193;
Major K. D. Erskine, ed., Rajputana Gazetteers: Volume III-A,
The Western Rajputana States Residency and the Bikaner
Agency (Allahabad: The Pioneer Press, 1909), pp. 184-185.

III. Merto Town (26° 39' N., 74° T E.)

Merto was referred to both as Medantaka and Medatapura in the pre-
Muslim period, but in the early Muslim period (12th century), its name changed
to Medanipura. Its significance in this early period appears to stem from the fact
that it was an important religious center and occupied a place on the trade routs
moving from north India toward Sindh and Gujarat. Epigraphically, the earliest
reference to Merto is found in the Jodhpur inscription of Pratihara Bauka, ca.
837. The inscription notes that one of Bauka's predecessors, Nagabhata, had
established his capital at Medantaka. Pratihara Nagabhata was the son of
Narabhata and the grandson of Rajilla, who originally established Pratihara rule
at Mandor in central Marvar in the sixth century.

Pratihara rule in this area eventually fell to the Cahamanas. A certain
Rana Maladeva Cahamana had his capital at Medantaka around 1319. This same
Maladeva is associated with Javalipura (Jalor) in southern Marvar and Citrakuta
(Cltor) in Mevar.

Temporary Muslim rule extended over Merto at the turn of the
fourteenth century. The Pandukha inscription of the V.S. year 1358 (A.D. 1301-
02) mentions the rule of Alavadl of Joginlpura ('Ala' al-Dln of Delhi) and his
viceroy, Tajadl (Taj al-Dln) at Medantaka (Merto).

No other references to Merto in inscriptions or local texts have been
found until the time of Rav Jodho Rinmalot and his sons, Varsirigh and Dudo
Jodhavat.

Archaeologically, there are few extant remains in Merto proper dating
from the pre-Muslim period. Those present include two eleventh century pillars
and other structures in the temple of LaksmI, and the remains of a temple of
Mahavlra, built in 1113 by Abhayadevasuri in tribute to Jainism which
flourished in this area from the twelfth century onwards. The town was of
undoubted importance as a religious center from this time.

For reasons which are unclear, the town fell into obscurity during the
second half of the fourteenth century and the first half of the fifteenth, for it was
uninhabited at the time the Rathor brothers Varsirigh and Dudo came to this area
around 1462.

Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns of Rajasthan, pp. 177-179,
Khyat, 1:204-205; H. C. Ray, The Dynastic History of
Northern India. 2 vols. (1931-36; reprint edition, Delhi:
Munshiram Manoharlal Publisher Pvt. Ltd., 1973), 2:1205;
Dasharatha Sharma, ed., Rajasthan through the Ages, vol. 1
(Bikaner: Rajasthan State Archives, 1966), pp. 701, 723.
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IV. Nagaur Town (27° 4' N., 73° 49f E.)

Nagaur is an important town on the trade route from north India west
into Sindh. It is situated sixty miles north-northeast of Jodhpur city. Prior to
1198 when control over it passed into Muslim hands, the town was held by a
series of Hindu dynasties extending back into the eighth century. Nagaur had
several Turkish governors between 1198-1270 and was a minto town for the
Sultans of Delhi. Rule passed to Rathor Rav Cundo Vlramot, the ruler of
Mandor in central Marvar, ca. 1399, after the fall of the Tughluq empire. Rav
Cundo was subsequently killed at Nagaur1 fighting against a coalition of BhatI
Rajputs from Pugal and Muslim Pathans from the north including Khyam Khan
from Hisar and Khidr Khan of Multan, who sought to assert control over the
area. Nagaur then became an independent seat of rule under a local Khanzada
Khan dynasty founded by Shams Khan DandanI, a noble of Firuz Shah of
Gujarat. Shams Khan was a younger brother of Zafar Khan, the founder of the
independent Sultanate of Gujarat, and he had established himself at Nagaur by
ousting its governor, Jalal Khan Khokhar.

Later, following Shams Khan's death, Nagaur became subject to inroads
from the Ranos of Cltor, and to conflict among various branches of the
Khanzada Khan family. Rav Malde Garigavat of Jodhpur conquered Nagaur in
1536 and again brought it under Rathor rule. Rav Malde's rule lasted for eight
years, then passed into Muslim hands following Rav Malde's defeat at the battle
of Samel in 1544 at the hands of Sher Shah Sur.

Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns of Rajasthan, p. 242-246.

V. Sambhar Town (26° 55' N., 75° 11' E.)

Sambhar is an ancient town which remained of considerable importance
throughout the pre-modern period because of its position on trade routes and its
value as a source of revenue from salt. The town is located at the southern
extremity of a large salt lake lying some fifty miles northeast of Ajmer and
eighty miles east-northeast of Merto. The salt lake extends northwest from the
town for about twenty miles and varies in breadth from two to seven miles. It
covers an area of nearly ninety square miles. Although dry much of the year, the
lake fills with water during the rainy season, and may have water all year if the
rains are exceptionally heavy.

Sambhar first came into prominence during the eighth and ninth
centuries when the early Cahamana rulers controlled the area as subordinates of
the Pratiharas. The Cahamanas gained independence in the early tenth century
during the rule of Sinharaja, and this independence lasted into the twelfth century
when Ajayaraja Cahamana transferred his seat of rule to his newly founded city
of Ajayameru (Ajmer).

Control over Sambhar passed to the Sultans of Delhi in 1198, but again

1 For a discussion of the dating of this event, see "Cundavat Rathors" in the B.N.
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changed hands in the following centuries in response to the political fortunes of
the Sultanate. Balhanadeva, ruler of Rinthambhor, held the rule of Sambhar for
some time during the early thirteenth century, then in 1226 it again came under
Sultanate rule when Iltutmish led an anny successfully against Rinthambhor and
Sambhar. Inscriptions indicate that Flruz Shah Tughluq of Delhi governed
Sambhar in 1363. Slsodlyo Rano Mokal Lakhavat (ca. 1421-33) of Citor then
took control, only to be pushed out by the Muslim ruler of Nagaur, Mujahid
Khan. Rano Mokal's son, Rano Kumbho Mokalot (ca. 1433-1468), reconquered
the area not long after his succession to rulership. Some time during the latter
part of Rano Kumbho's rule, control passed under the authority of the Muslim
ruler of Mandu.

Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns of Rajasthan, pp. 250-254;
Erskine, Rajputana Gazetters, III-A, pp. 214-216.
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APPENDIX B

Lists of Men Killed in Various Battles

According to Available Sources

I. Battle of Samel, January 5,1544.

A. From Vigat, 1:56-57:

Bhati Pancain Jodhavat
Bhlmvot Kalo Surjanot
Nlmbo Anandot, Jeso [Bhati]
Rathor Bhavanidas Suravat, Akhairajot
Rathor Bhojo Pancainot, Akhairajot
Rathor Hamlr Slhavat, Akhairajot
Rathor Jaimal, [son] of Vldo Parbatot, Dungarot
Rathor Jaito Pancainot, Akhairajot
[Rathor] Jogo Ravalot, Akhairajot
Rathor Khimvo, [son] of IJdo Sujavat
Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot, Akhairajot
Rathor Pancain Karamslyot
Rathor Pato Kanhavat, Akhairajot
Rathor Raymal Akhairajot, Rlnmal
Rathor Surtan Gangavat, Dungarot
Rathor Udaisingh Jaitavat, Akhairajot
Rathor Vldo Bharmalot, Balavat
Rathor VairsT Ranavat, Akhairajot
Sonagaro Akhairaj Rindhlrot

B. From Vigat, 2:57:

Rathor Jaito Pancainot
Rathor Jaitsi
Rathor Khimvo Udavat
Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot
Rathor Pancain Karamslyot
Rathor Vldo Bharmalot
Sonagaro Akhairaj Rindhlrot

C. From Jodhpur Rajya kiKhyat, pp. 83-84:

Bhati Bhairi [i.e., Mero] Aclavat
Bhati Gango Varjangot
Bhati Hamlr Lakhavat
Bhati Kelhan Apmal Hamlrot
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Bhati Madhodas Raghodasot
BhatI Nlmbo Patavat
BhatI Pancain Jodhavat
BhatI Suro Parbatot
BhatI Suro Patavat
Caran Bhano KJietavat Dhadhvariyo
Devro Akhairaj Banavat
Indo Kisno
Jaitmal Vldavat Dungarot
Mangllyo Hemo Nlmbavat
Pathan Oledadkhan
Rathor Bharmal Bajavat
Rathor Bhado Pancainot
Rathor Bhavanldas, [son] of Suro Akhairajot
Rathor Bhojo Pancainot
Rathor Bhojraj Pancainot, Akhairajot
Rathor Hamo Slhavat
Rathor Hardas Khahgarot
Rathor Harpal Jodhavat
Rathor Jaimal, [son] of Vldo Parbatot
Rathor Jaito Pancainot
Rathor JaitsI Raghavat
Rathor JaitsI Udavat
Rathor Jogo, [son] of RavaJ Akhairajot
Rathor Kalo Urjanot, Bhlmvot
Rathor Khimvo Udavat of Jaitaran
Rathor Khimvo Udavat's military servant
Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot
Rathor Mahes Dedavat
Rathor Nlmbo Anandot
Rathor Pancain Karamslyot
Rathor Pato Kanhavat
Rathor Raymal Akhairajot, Rinmal
Rathor Surtan Gahgavat
Rathor Udaisingh Jaitavat
Rathor Vldo Bharmalot, Bal[avat]
Rathor VairsI Ranavat
Sankhlo DuhgarsI Dhamavat
Sankhlo Dhanraj Dhamavat
Sodho Natho Dedavat
Sonagaro Akhairaj Rindhlrot
Sonagaro Bhojraj Akhairajot
Uhar Surjan Narhardasot
Uhar Vlro Lakhavat
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II. Siege of Jodhpur Fort, 1544.

A. From Vigat, 2:59:

BhatI Sankar Suravat
Rathor Aclo Sivrajot
Rathor Slnghan Khetsryot
Rathor TiloksT Varjangot

B. From Vigat, 1:58:

BhatI Malo Jodhavat, a Jesavat
Rathor Aclo Sivrajot
Rathor Pato Durjansalot
Rathor TiloksT Varjangot, an Udavat

C. From Jodhpur Rdj'ya kiKhyat, pp. 85-86:

BhatI Bhojo Jodhavat
BhfatI] Malo Jodhavat, brother of Ramo
BhatI Nathu Malavat
BhatI Sankar Suravat
Indo Sekho Dhanrajot
Jaimal
Nayak Bhlkhu
Nayak Jhajhan
Rathor Aclo Sivrajot
Rathor Ramo Vlramot
Rathor Slnghan Khetslyot
Rathor Tiloksl Varjangot
Sohar Bhairav, son of Bhlmv Slhavat

Udavat Sankar Jaitslyot

III. Battle of Merto, March 21,1554.

A. Rav Malde Gangavat's men.

1. From Vigat, 2:59:
Cahuvan Megho
Pancoll Abho
Paiicoll Neto
Pancoll Rato
Rathor Dhano Bharmalot
Rathor Jagmal Udaikaranot
Rathor Nago Bharmalot
Rathor Prithlraj Jaitavat
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Rathor Sujo Tejsiyot
Sindha] Dungarsi
Sohar PTtho Jesavat

2. From "Aitihasik Batam", p. 49:

Abho
DungarsI
Megho
Rathor Dhano Bharmaiot
Rathor Dhanraj
Rathor Jagmal Udaikaranot
Rathor Nago Bharmaiot
Rathor Prithiraj Jaitavat
Rato
Sohar PTtho Jesavat
Sujo Tejsiyot

3. From Vigat, 1:59:

Cahuvan Megho Bhairavdasot
Pancoli Abho Jhajhavat
PaficolT Rato, [son] of Abho
Rathor Bhannal Devldasot
Rathor Dhano Bharmaiot, a Balavat
Rathor Dhanraj Bharmaiot
Rathor DungarsT
Rathor Jagmal Udaikaranot [of] KJumvasar
Rathor Nago Bharmaiot, a Balavat
Rathor Prithiraj Jaitavat
Rathor Raghavde Barsalot, an Udavat
Ramo PTparo
[Ramo] Bhairavdasot, a Campavat
Sohar PTtho Jagavat

4. From Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, 87'-88:

Cahuvan Sardul
Cahuvan Megho
Plparo Hoglo
PTparo Ramo
PancolT Abho Jhajhavat
Pancoli Rato, Abho's son
Rathor Dhanraj Bharmaiot, a Balfavat]
Rathor Jagmal Udaikaranot of KMmvasar
Rathor Nago Bharmaiot, a Balavat
Rathor Prithiraj Jaitavat
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Rathor Raghavde Versal[ot], an Udavat
Rathor Ramo Bhairavdasot, a Campavat
Rathor Sujo Jaitslyot
Slhdha] DungarsI
Uhar Prithiraj

B. Rav Jaimal's Rajputs.

1. From Vigat, 2:59:

Rathor Akhairaj Bhadavat
Rathor Candrav, [son] of Jodho
Rathor Moto Jogavat
Rathor Naraindas, [son] of Candrav
Rathor Sango, [son] of Bhojo
Ravat Sagto, [son] of Sango

2. From Vigat, 1:60:

Akhairaj Bhadavat
Rathor Candrav Jodhavat
Rathor Moto, [son] of Jogo
Rathor Narandas Candravat
Rathor Sango Bhojavat
Ravat Sagto Sangavat

3. From Jodhpur Rdjya kiKhydt, p. 88:

Jaitmalot Akhairaj Bhadavat
Jaitrnal[ot] Candraj Jodhavat
Jaitmal[ot] Sango Bhadavat

IV. Battle of Satajvas, March 20,1562.

A. From Vigat, 2:65-66:

Barhath Colo
Barhath Jalap
Barhath Jivo
Bhati Pirag Bhannalot
BhatT PTtho
BhatT TiloksT
Hamjo, a Turk
Mangllyo Dedo
Mangllyo Vlram
Rathor Aclo Bhanot
Rathor Amro Rama vat
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Rathor Bhan, [son] of Bhojraj, [who was the son] of Sado
Rupavat

Rathor Bhakharsi Durigarsiyot
Rathor Bhakharsi Jaitavat
Rathor Devldas Jaitavat
Rathor Goind, [son] of Rano Akhairajot
Rathor Isar GharsTyot
Rathor Isardas, [son] of Rano Akhairajot
Rathor Jaimal Tejsfyot
Rathor Jaitmal, [son] of Pancain Dudavat, a MertTyo
Rathor Mahes Gharslyot
Rathor Mahes Pancainot
Rathor NetsI Slhavat
Rathor Pato, [son] of Kumpo Mahirajot
Rathor Puranmal, [son] of Prithiraj Jaitavat
Rathor Rajsirigh Gharsryot
Rathor Ramo Bhairavdasot
Rathor Rano Jagnathot
Rathor Rindhlr Raysirighot
Rathor Sarigo Rindhlrot
Rathor Tejsi, [son] of Urjan Pancainot
Sarikhlo TejsT
Sutrar Bhanldas

B. From Vigat, 1:61-63:

Barhath Colo
Barhath Jalap
Barhath Jlvo
BhatT Pirag Bharmalot
BhatT Pltho Anandot
Bhati TiloksT, [son of] Parbat Anandot
Cahuvan Vlram Udavat
HamTr Odavat, Balavat
Hamjo, Turk
MariglTyo Dedo
Mariglfyo Vlram Devavat
Rathor Ac|o Bhanot
Rathor Akho Jagmalot, [descendant] of Kanho Cundavat
Rathor Amro Rama vat
Rathor Bhakharsi Durigarsiyot
Rathor Bhakharsi Jaitavat
Rathor Bhan, [son of] Bhojraj, [who was the son] of Sado

Rupavat
Rathor Bhimv Udavat, Balfavat?]
Rathor Devldas Jaitavat
Rathor Goind, [son] of Rano Akhairajot
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[Rathor] Isar Gharsiyot
Rathor Isardas, [son of] Rano Akhairajot
Rathor Jaimal Tejslyot
Rathor Jaitmal Pancainot, [son of] Pancain [D]udavat
Rathor Mahes Gharsiyot
Rathor Mahes Pancainot
Rathor Netsi Sihavat, Akhairajfot]
Rathor Pato, [son] of Kumpo Mahirajot
Rathor Prithlraj, [son of] Slnghan Akhairajot
Rathor Puranmal, [son] of Prithlraj Jaitavat
Rathor Ramo Bhairavdasot
[Rathor] Rano Jagnathot
Rathor Rin[?] Raysalot, military servant of Mertiyo Jagmal
Rathor Sango Rindhlrot
Rathor Sehso Rama vat
Rathor Sehso, [son of] Urjan Pancainot
Rathor Tejsl, [son of] Urjan Pancainot
Sankhlo Tejsl Bhojuvot
Suthar Bhanldas

C. From "Aitihasik Batam", pp. 55-56:

Barhath Colo
Barhath Jalap
Barhath Jlvo
Dedo
Hamjo, a Turk
Mangllyo Vlram
Pltho
Pirag Bhannalot
Rathor Isar Gharsiyot
Rathor Ado Bhanot
Rathor Amro Rama vat
Rathor Bhan, son of Bhojraj, [who was the son of] Sado
Rupavat
Rathor Bhakharsi Dungarsiyot
Rathor Bhakharsi Jaitavat
Rathor Devldas Jaitavat
Rathor Goind, [son] of Rano Akhairajot
Rathor Jaimal Tejslyot
Rathor Jaitmal Pancainot, [son of] Pancain Dudavat, a
Mertiyo.
Rathor Mahes Gharsiyot
Rathor Mahes Pancainot
Rathor Netsi Sihavat
Rathor Pato, [son] of Kumpo Mahirajot
Rathor Puranmal, [son] of Prithlraj Jaitavat
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Rathor Rajsingh Gharsiyot
Rathor Rano Jagnathot
Rathor Rindhlr Raysinghot
Rathor Sahso Rama vat
Rathor Sango Rindhlrot
Rathor TejsT, [son] of Urjan Pancainot
Sutrar BhavanTdas
TejsT
TiloksT

D. From Jodhpur Rajya kTKhyat, pp. 93-94:

Barhath Colo
Barhath Jalap
Barhath JTvo
BhatT PTrag Bharmalot
BhatTPTtho
BhatT TiloksT
Hamjo
ManglTyo Dedo
ManglTyo VTram
Rathor Isar GharsTyot
Rathor Isardas Ranavat
Rathor Aclo Bhanot
Rathor Amro Ranavat
Rathor Bhan Bhojrajot
Rathor BhakharsT DungarsTyot
Rathor DevTdas Jaitavat
Rathor Goind Ranavat
Rathor Jagmal VTramdevot
Rathor Mahes GharsTyot
Rathor Mahes Pancainot
Rathor NetsT SThavat
Rathor Pato Kumpavat
Rathor Puranmai PrithTrajot
Rathor Rajsingh GharsTyot
Rathor Rano Jagannathot
Rathor Ramo Bhairavdasot
Rathor Sahso Ramavat
Rathor Sahso Urjanot
Rathor Sango RTndhTrot
Rathor VTram
Sankhlo TejsT
Suthhar BhanTdas
Vpfjthu Meho
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E. From Bankidas, p. 16:

BhatI Pltho Anandot
BhatI Tiloksl Parbatot
Cahuvan JaitsT
Jagmaljrs military servant
Kak Candavat's [son]
Mangllyo Dedo
Mangllyo VTramdev
Rathor Ado Bhanot
Rathor Akho Jagmalot
Rathor Amro Asavat
Rathor Amro Ramavat
Rathor Amro Rayavat
Rathor BhakharsI DungarsTyot
Rathor BhakharsT Jaitavat
Rathor Bhan Bhojrajot, a Rupfavat]
Rathor Bhlm Dudavat, a Balfavat]
Rathor Devldas Jaitavat
Rathor Goind Ranavat
Rathor HamTr Udavat, Bal[avat]
Rathor Isardas GharsTyot
Rathor Isardas, [son] of Rano Akhairajot
Rathor Jaimal TejsTyot
Rathor Jaitmal Pancainot, a Mertiyo
Rathor Mahes Gharslyot
Rathor Mahes Pancainot, a Karamsiyot
Rathor Puranmal Prithlrajot
Rathor Pato, [son] of Kumpo Mahirajot
Rathor Prithlraj
Rathor Puranmal Prithlrajot
Rathor Rano Jagnathot
Rathor Raysingh Gharslyot
Rathor Rindhlr Raymalot
Rathor Sahso Ramavat
Rathor Sango Rindhlrot
Rathor Slnghan, [son] of Akhairaj
Rathor Tejsl Slhavat
Sankhlo Tejsl Bhojavat
Vlram Dudavat's [son]

F. From Bdnkldas, p. 17:

Barhath Jalap
Barhath Jlvo
BhatI Plragdas Bhannalot
BhatI Pltho
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Bhati TiloksT
Hamlo, a Turk
Jaimal Tejslyot
KhatI Bhanldas
Mangllyo Vlram
Rathor Aclo Bhanot
Rathor Amro Rama vat
Rathor BhakharsI Dungarot
Rathor BhakharsI Jaitavat
Rathor Bhan Bhojrajot
Rathor Devldas Jaitavat
Rathor Goinddas Ranavat
Rathor Isardas Gharslyot
Rathor Isardas Ranavat
Rathor JaitsI, [son of) Urjan Pancainot
Rathor Mahes Gharslyot
Rathor Mahes Pancainot
Rathor NetsI Sodavat
Rathor Pato Kumpo Mahirajot's [son]
Rathor Puranmal Prithlrajot
Rathor Raj si Gharslyot
Rathor Ramo Bhairavdasot
Rathor Rano Jagnathot
Rathor Rindhlr Raysirighot
Rathor Sahso Rama vat
Rathor Sahso Urjanot
Rathor Sarigo Rindhlrot
Sarikhlo Tejsl

V. Composite Lists.

A. Battle of Samel, January 5, 1544.

Bhatis

Bhati Hamlr Lakhavat
Bhati Madhodas Raghodasot
Bhati Nlmbo Patavat
Bhati Suro Parbatot
Bhati Suro Patavat
Jeso Bhati Gango Varjarigot
Jeso Bhati Mero Aclavat
Jeso Bhati Nlmbo Anandot
Jeso Bhati Pancain Jodhavat
Kelhan Bhati Apmal Hamirot
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Carans

Dhadhvarlyo Caran Bhano Khetavat

Cahuvans

Devro Cahuvan Akhairaj Banavat
Sonagaro Cahuvan Akhairaj Rindhlrot
Sonagaro Cahuvan Bhojraj Akhairajot

Gahlots

Mangllyo Gahlot Hemo Nlmbavat

Pamvars

Sankhlo Painvar Dhanraj Dhamavat
Sankhlo Pamvar DungarsT Dhamavat
Sodho Pamvar Natho Dedavat

Parihars

Indo Parihar Kisno

Pathans

Oledad Khan

Rathors

Akhairajot Rathor Bhado Pancainot
Akhairajot Rathor Bhavanldas Suravat
Akhairajot Bhojo Pancainot
Akhairajot Rathor Hamlr Slhavat
[Akhairajot] Rathor Jaito Pancainot1

Akhairajot Rathor Jogo Ravajot
[Akhairajot] Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot2

Akhairajot Rathor Pato Kanhavat
Akhairajot Rathor Raymal Akhairajot
Akhairajot Rathor Udaisingh Jaitavat
Akhairajot Rathor VairsT Ranavat
Balavat Rathor VTdo Bhannalot
Bhlmvot Rathor Kalo Urjanot

1 Founder of the Jaitavat branch of Marvar Rathors.

2 Founder of the Kumpavat branch of Marvar Rathors.
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Durigarot Rathor Jaitmal Vidavat
Dungarot Rathor Surtan Garigavat
Karamsot Rathor Pancain KaramsTyot
Rathor Bharmal Bajavat
Rathor Hardas Kharigarot
Rathor Harpal Jodhavat
Rathor JaitsT Raghavat
Rathor Mahes Dedavat
Udavat Rathor JaitsT Udavat
Udavat Rathor KhTmvo Udavat
Uhar Rathor Surjan Narhardasot
Uhar Rathor Vlro Lakhavat

Others

Udavat Rathor KhTmvo Udavat's military servant

B. Siege of Jodhpur Fort, 1544.

Bhatis

Jeso BhatT Bhojo Jodhavat
Jeso BhatT Malo Jodhavat
Jeso BhatT Nathu Malavat
Jeso BhatT Sankar Sura vat

Nayaks

Nayak BhTkhu
Nayak Jhajhan

Parihars

Indo Parihar Sekho Dhanrajot

Rathors

Jodho Rathor Acio Sivrajot
Rathor Pato Durjansajot
Rathor Ramo VTramot
Rinmalot Rathor STnghan KhetsTyot
Sohar Rathor Bhairav BhTmvot
Udavat Rathor Sankar JaitsTyot
Udavat (Baithvasiyo) Rathor TiloksT Varjarigot
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Others

Jaimal

C. Battle of Merto, March 21, 1554.

1. Rav Malde Gangavat's men:

Cahuvans

Cahuvan Sardul
Sacoro Cahuvan Megho Bhairavdasot

Gahlots

Plparo Gahlot Hoglo
Plparo Gahlot Ramo

PancoIIs

PaiicolT Abho Jhajhavat
Paiicoll Neto
PaiicolT Rato Abhavat

Rathors

Balavat Rathor Dhano Bharmalot
Balavat Rathor Nago Bharmalot
Campavat Rathor Ramo Bhairavdasot
Jaitavat Rathor Prithlraj Jaitavat
Karamsot Rathor Jagmal Udaikaranot
Rathor Bharmal Devldasot
Rathor Sujo JaitsTyot/TejsTyot
STndhal Rathor DuhgarsI
Sonar Rathor Pltho Jesavat
Udavat Rathor Raghavde Vairsalot
Uhar Rathor Prithlraj

2. Rav Jaimal Viramdevot's men:

Jaitmal Rathor Akhairaj Bhadavat
Jaitmal Rathor Candrav Jodhavat
Jaitmal Rathor Moto Jogavat
Jaitmal Rathor Naraindas Candravat
Jaitmal Rathor Sango Bhojavat
Rathor Sagto Sangavat, Ravat
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D. Battle of Satalvas, March 20, 1562.

Barhaths

Colo
Jalap
JTvo

Bhatis

BhatT Pirag Bharmalot
Jeso BhatT Pltho Anandot
Jeso BhatT TiloksT Parbatot

Cahuvans

Cahuvan JaitsT
Cahuvan VTram Udavat

Carans

Vlthu Caran Meho

Gahlots

ManglTyo Gahlot Dedo
ManglTyo Gahlot VTram Devavat

Pamvars

Sankhlo TejsT Bhojavat

Rathors

Akhairajot Rathor Goind Ranavat
Akhairajot Rathor Isardas Ranavat
Akhairajot Rathor NetsT SThavat
Akhairajot Rathor PrithTraj Smghanot
Akhairajot Rathor Sahso Urjanot
Akhairajot Rathor TejsT Urjanot
Balavat Rathor BhTrnv Udavat
Balavat Rathor HamTr Udavat
Cundavat Rathor Akho Jagmalot
Cundavat Rathor Isar GharsTyot
Cundavat Rathor Mahes GharsTyot
Cundavat Rathor Rajsingh GharsTyot
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Campavat Rathor Amro Ramavat
Campavat Rathor Ramo Bhairavdasot
Campavat Rathor Sahso Ramavat
Jaitavat Rathor Bhakharsi Jaitavat
Jaitavat Rathor Devldas Jaitavat
Jaitavat Rathor Puranmal Prithirajot
Jodho Rathor Bhakharsi Dungarsryot
Karamsot Rathor Mahes Pancainot
Kumpavat Rathor Pato Kumpavat
Mertiyo Rathor Jaitmal Pancainot
Rathor Aclo Bhanot
Rathor Jaimal TejsTyot
Rathor Rano Jagnathot
Rathor Rindhlr Raysinghot
Rathor Sango Rindhlrot
Rupavat Rathor Bhan Bhojrajot

Sutrars

Sutrar BhanTdas

Turks

Hamjo, Turk
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APPENDIX D

Mughal Land Revenue Administration: An Overview

Land revenue administration in Mughal India was concerned with two
primary activities: the assessment of revenue on lands and the collection of this
revenue. The revenue system was based on a variety of methods inherited from
previous rulers of north India during the early years of Emperor Akbar's reign
(1556-1605). These included varying methods of assessing production for both
the autumn (khanf) and the spring (rabP) crops, and fixing revenue demands.
One method called hast-o-biid involved a rough estimate of the area of all
cultivated land in a village without any kind of measurement of the area under
crops, an estimate of production, and finally a fixing of the revenue demand in
cash and kind. Alongside this very crude method was another called kankut.
Kankut involved a stricter assessment based upon actual field measurement
using a rope (jarib) or walking off distances, then estimating crop yields by unit
through first-hand observation. Demands under this method were fixed
primarily in kind through various methods of share-cropping, referred to locally
as batdi or bhdoli (or by the Persian term ghalla-bakhshi). Several methods of
share-cropping were in evidence, including division of a field of standing crop,
division of the crop after it had been cut and stacked in readiness for threshing,
and finally batdi proper or division of the crop on the threshing floor. Revenue
farming with grants of land to locals at fixed prices was also current in some
areas.

These methods of fixing demand and collecting revenue, while
workable, posed inherent difficulties. Share-cropping divided the risks between
the peasants and the state, and provided a relatively simple and easy method of
fixing demand. However, it was expensive and cumbersome to operate because
it required an army of officials to administer. These officials had to watch local
village lands and crops and do the actual collection, in itself a major task.
Additional problems were present because of the necessity of transport and
storage of goods over large areas of the Empire.

The methods of assessment were also crude, there being no standardized
measures, and were equally hard to administer. The assessments generally did
not distinguish adequately between lands of differing quality, nor did they have a
means of adjusting demand in relation to yearly fluctuations in crops, yields and
prices at local levels. The fixing of demand was, in addition, open to serious
abuses. Reliance was placed entirely on the fairness of the assessor who
estimated land area and production. Corruption and inefficiency compounded
difficulties present in the systems of assessment and collection.

By the thirteenth year of Akbar's reign (1569-70), a situation had
emerged in the Empire which rendered the functioning of the land revenue
system, particularly as this affected assignments of revenue on land (jdgirs),
virtually impossible. Land revenue assignments (jama6) no longer bore any
relation to the amounts of revenue actually collected (hdsil). Emperor Akbar
had, in essence, an inflated paper valuation of his empire which bore little
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relation to land areas under production and the revenues derived from these
lands.

Akbar had attempted to correct some of the shortcoming in his land
revenue administration in his eleventh regnal year. He had placed his Imperial
divan, Muzaffar Khan, and then Muzaffar Khan's successor, Raja Todar Mai, in
charge of all revenue affairs for the Empire. They began a more consistent
gathering of information about lands and crop production from the local
hereditary officials concerned with village revenue accounts (qdnungos) and
other knowledgeable men. The new assessment (jama() which emerged was an
improvement, but it still remained far from actual collection figures (hdsil).

Akbar finally initiated a series of reforms beginning in his nineteenth
regnal year (1575-76) which fundamentally altered the Imperial revenue system.
He first resumed all jdgirs throughout the Empire with the exception of those
assigned in Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa. He then ordered the establishment of a
system for fixing permanent local cash rates for different crops and assessing
values on land. The latter was finally accomplished in his twenty-fourth regnal
year, based on a ten-year schedule (jama (4 dahsdla) determined through actual
field measurement using bamboo rods linked with iron loops (an innovation of
Akbar's to ensure uniform measurement), yields by year and crop prices. Actual
field measurement did not extend to all parts of the Empire, but included only
the Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Malwa, and portions of Ajmer and Gujarat.

The new jama6 based upon the ten-year schedule allowed the
development of a system called gabf, a payment of land revenue in cash based
upon actual measurement of land and assessment of production. The gabt
system involved the preparation and use of cash rates (dastur-al 'amah or
dasturs) derived from information the local qdnungos had provided about lands,
crops and revenues. New valuations were determined yearly, and cash rates
eventually became fixed for particular areas. Revenue assessment and the fixing
of the revenue demand became a matter of establishing a proportion of average
production multiplied by averaged cash rates for an area.

Akbar reorganized the machinery of revenue administration in order to
facilitate the compilation of a new and more accurate jama(. He first had all
crown lands (khalisa) divided into administrative districts (pargands, mahak).
These small administrative unites were grouped, in turn, into larger divisions
(sarkdrs) and finally unified into provinces (subds). There were one hundred
and eighty-five pargands designated, each of which was expected to yield one
kror of fankas, or 250,000 rupees.

An 'amil (also called 'amalguzdr) was appointed over each
administrative district (pargand). This 'amil was initially responsible for both
revenue assessment and revenue collection. It is this official, the 'am% who
became known as the kiron (the official associated with/responsible for a kror of
taiikas). Kiroris were placed over one or more pargands and had wide powers
to settle the boundaries of lands under their jurisdiction, assess production on the
land, set revenue demands based on local prices, and administer the collection of
the revenue itself. Subordinate to the kiron/'amil were officials known as amins
who were in charge of the revenue parties sent to local villages to carry out the
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actual measurement and assessment of lands. The anting reported back to the
kirons, who in turn conveyed local information to the Imperial divans posted at
each of the provincial headquarters, where all revenue accounts were audited.

This system of land revenue administration functioned in all crown lands
(khdlisa) during the latter years of Akbar's reign and during the reign of his
successor, Jahanglr (1605-27). Then, when Shah Jahan (1628-58) succeeded to
the Mughal throne, there was a reversal of roles among local revenue officials.
Shah Jahan had his divan, Islam Khan, make several changes in the land revenue
system in order to curb abuses which had grown up (indeed the system as a
whole had been fraught with abuse since its inception, due in large measure to
the heavy-handedness of the kirofisl'amUs). Islam Khan transferred the work of
the leirons/'amTh to the amlns, whose duty it became to assess the revenue.
Actual collection became a separate function under the kirons.

Islam Khan's successor, Sa'adullah Khan, later reduced the powers of the
kirons even further. This change was made in order to counter the local practice
which had emerged of combining the functions of the kironand the faujddr, the
local official charged with the maintenance of law and order. The practice of
combining these two functions in one person had led to a great increase in local
abuse of the land revenue system.

It seems evident from the material about Merto that not only were
qdniingos involved in the development and administration of the local land
revenue system, but that a gabt system based on dasturs evolved which extended
both to Merto Pargano and to other nearby areas of Marvar (see Vigat, 2:83-84,
2:88, 2:96 for mention of qdniingos, labtl, and the 'amal dastur for Merto).

Man Habib has written of the extension of the Mughal revenue system
into Rajasthan that

Some of the Rajput states seem to have been influenced considerably by
the general pattern of Mughal administration. In the kingdom of
Jodhpur, for example, a kind of jagirdari system existed. The Raja held
a few villages in each pargana for his own treasury, while he assigned
the rest in pattas, equivalent to jagirs, to his officers in lieu of their
pay.... It even appears from the Ain that in some Rajput states,
especially Ambir and Jodhpur, an attempt was made to copy the Zabt
method of revenue assessment established in the imperial territories. But
if these states copied the Mughal system, they did so of their own
volition. Nor was the copying ever one hundred per cent. Jodhpur, for
example, did not have qdniingos, officials whose functions were vital
for the working of the jagirdari system. Nor did it enforce the Zabt, for
though it had established cash revenue rates it did not apparently come
round to measuring the land, and the Ain fails to provide areas statistics
for its territory. Finally, these states were, after all, exceptions, and there
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is no reasons to believe that the chiefs in general ever followed their
example.1

Based on material in the Vigat, a reassessment of Habib's observations
appears to be in order.

1 Man Habib, The Agrarian System of the Mughal Empire, 1556-1707 (New York:
Asia Publishing House, 1963), p. 186. For a complete discussion of the Mughal land
revenue system and its operation over time, see also the following sources: I. H.
Qureshi, The Administration of the Mughal Empire (Patna: N. V. Publications, 1966),
pp. 227-238; P. Saran, The Provincial Government of the Mughals, 1526-1658
(Allahabad: Kitabistan, 1941), pp. 63-82, 125-138, 165-212; S. R. Sharma, Mughal
Government and Administration (Bombay: Hind Kitab Ltd., 1951), pp. 69-94; A. L.
Srivastava, Akhar the Great, vol. 1, Political History (2nd ed., Agra: Shiva Lala
Agarwala & Co., 1972), pp. 95-96, 142, 162-165, 228-229.
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GLOSSARY

A

ahadhi [A. ahadl]

ak (calotropis procera)

amin [A.]

am

Asoj

asvdr [P. suwar]

B

Bdmhhi(f. Bdmbhan)

Bdrhath

Literally, "single man." A soldier under
the Mughal Emperor Akbar's immediate
orders who was paid in cash and held no
jdgir. Vigat, 2:67.

A much-branched shrub, usually two or
three meters high, common throughout
Rajasthan. "Aitihasik Batam," p. 48.

See Appendix D. Vigat, 2:73.

The point of a spear, arrow, etc., the end,
the tip; piece, fragment; a division of an
army. Vigat, 2:44; "Aitihasik Batam," pp.
44, 48-49; Khydt, 3:119.

The seventh month of the Caitrddi
Vikrama and the third month of the
Srdvanddi Vikrama luni-solar year. Asoj
may begin either in August or in
September, depending upon the initial day
of the luni-solar year. Khydt, 3:116.

One of the two indices of rank in the
Mughal administration. See also jdt and
mansah. Vigat, 2:75.

A paymaster, an officer whose special
duty it was also to keep an account of all
disbursements connected with military
tenures. Vigat, 2:54, 2:56.

A leatherworker. Khydt, 3:121.

Literally, "Obstinacy at the gate." A
synonym for Paulpat ("Recipient of the
gate"), a title given to trusted Carans who,
during times of siege, stood at the main
gates (pout) of forts and were the first to
fight and give their lives in the fort's
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bdU

begam [P.]

Belddr (f. Belddri)

bhdtbandh

bhomiyo

bhurat (cenchrus biflorus)

defense. These same Carans were also
those who stood first in line (even before
the Brahman) during a wedding to receive
gifts and offerings (neg, tydg) from the
members of the bride's party. Vigat, 2:47,
2:57-58, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56.

Small balls of heavy wheat flour cooked to
form bread balls, which are served on feast
occasions among the well-to-do. Vigat,
2:47.

A title of Mughal women. Vigat, 2:68.

An excavator. Vigat, 2:69.

Literally, "bound as brothers"; a
brotherhood; those related through ties of
male blood to a common male ancestor.
Among Rajputs, membership in a
bhdtbandh included all males sharing
common descent, their unmarried
daughters, and their wives, who became
members through the act of marriage.
Vigat, 2:46, 2:51, 2:69; "Aitihasik
Batam," p. 54.

Literally, "one of the soil (bhom)"; one
with intimate knowledge of a local area, a
local; one who controls or asserts a
dominant right over a small area of land.
Vigat, 2:69-70.

A burr grass, particularly abundant in
years of scarcity, when it is used as food.
The seeds are about the size of a pin's head
and are enclosed in a prickly husk which
readily clings to clothing or animal hair or
fur. The seeds are ground to use as flour.
Khydt, 3:89.

Caran (f. Carant) A person belonging to a jdti whose
traditional occupation is the composition
of poems and songs of praise in honor of
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(Sri) CatarbhujjT

caudhri

chain

colavat

D

dam

darbar [P.]

dargdh [P.]

dargahi mansab

Dasrdho

heroes and rulers; a bard. Vigat, 2:58,
2:68; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42-43;
Khydt, 3:91.

The four-armed manifestation of Visnu
and the patron deity of the Mertlyo
Rathors. Vigat, 2:69; "Aitihasik Batam,"
pp.'48-49.

A title taken by the headmen of Jat
lineages. Vigat, 2:39.

A cenotaph; a memorial erected for a
fallen Rajput warrior. Vigat, 2:72;
"Aitihasik Batam," p. 42.

The living members of a lineage.
"Aitihasik Batam," p. 50.

A copper coin equal to one-fortieth of a
rupee. Vigat, 2:15-77.

The hall of audience of a ruler. Vigat,
2:55, 2:67, 2:75; "Aitihasik Batam," pp.
53-54; Khydt, 3:38, 3:117.

The court of a ruler, including the various
departments of his administration and their
heads. Vigat, 2:56, 2:63, 2:67-69, 2:73,
2:76.

A mansab (q.v.) given by the Mughal
Emperor. Vigat, 2:75-76.

A festival held in the month of Asoj
(August-September) to commemorate the
victory of Rama, king of Ayodhya, over
Ravana, the demon king of Sri Lanka. It
was often customary at the time of this
festival for Rajputs in the service of a local
ruler to pay court at an official darbar
(q.v.), during which vows of loyalty and
service were reaffirmed. Khydt, 3:87,
3:116.
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desot

devaco

devlok

dharma

divan [P. diwan]

doykantro

drah

duho

dupato

Land, geographic region; a term used by
NainsT in his Vigat and Khydt to refer to
the lands in Marvar under the authority of
the Jodhpur raja. Vigat, 2:14-15.

The ruler of a des, q.v. "Aitihasik Batam,"
p. 51.

An oath sworn in the name of a god or
goddess. Vigat, 2:62-63.

The realm of the devs, or gods; Paradise.
Khydt, 3:95, 3:115.

Obligation, duty, code of conduct. In
middle period Marvar, dharma was
considered to be inherent in one's jdti and
to be maintained by acts (kdm) appropriate
for that jdti. Vigat, 2:64; "Aitihasik
Batam," pp. 54-55.

(1) A minister or head of a department at
either the state or provincial level. Vigat,
2:54-56, 2:76. (2) A title held by the
Rathor rulers of Jodhpur and the Slsodlyo
rulers of Cltor and Udaipur, who were
considered divans or "deputies" of the god
Siva, from whom their ancestors were
believed to have received their respective
sovereignties. Khydt, 3:92.

A type of box or platform. Vigat, 2:55
(see also n. 2 for Vigat, 2:55).

A deep pool, a ditch. Khydt, 3:90.

A rhymed verse generally possessing two
lines; a couplet. Vigat, 2:45; "Aitihasik
Batam," p. 49; Khydt, 3:89.

A type of shawl or cover-cloth commonly
worn by Rajputs. "Aitihasik Batam," p.
42; Khydt, 3:89.
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G

ghafi

ghdsmdrT

ghumar

gras

grasiyo

guro

H

hdkml

A period of time equal to twenty-four
minutes. Vigat, 2:48, 2:50; "Aitihasik
Batam," p. 42.

Literally, "grass-struck." A local tax
levied on domestic animals at so much
cash per type of animal. Vigat, 2:73-74.

Flock, herd, heap, siege; a type of folk
dance performed by women in a circle; a
folk song concerning this dance. Khydt,
3:93.

Literally, "mouthful" or "sustenance." By
extension, the term came to mean a share
of land given to a Rajput for his
maintenance (such shares were also called
vant, which simply means "share" or
"portion"). In Marvar during the pre-
Mughal period it was customary for one
son of a Rajput ruler to inherit his father's
title, residence, and the largest share of his
lands and retainers, while the other sons
received smaller territorial shares termed
gras for their livelihood. Khydt, 3:89.

A holder of a share of land (gras, q.v.); a
bandit, a robber. Vigat, 2:66.

A hideout; a temporary village which
might grow into a permanent settlement; a
type of long-term camp, different from the
dero or short-term camp in that it included
all of the dependents of its Rajput
master—peasants, Carans, Brahmans,
potters, etc.—and not just those persons
concerned with military affairs. Livestock
was also kept in the guro. "Aitihasik
Batam," p. 44.

An abstract noun formed from hakim [A.
hakim]. A hakim was an administrative
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harol [P. harawal]

HasatNakhtar (S. Hasta naksatra)

hiragar

hujddr

J

jdgir [P.]

jdgtrddr \P.]

official encharged with the authority over
a district on behalf of an outsider. Vigat,
2:73.

An advance guard of an army, a vanguard.
"Aitihasik Batam," p. 44.

The thirteenth of the twenty-seven
naksatras. A naksatra is a star or cluster
of stars, or a constellation representing one
of the twenty-seven divisions of the lunar
zodiac. Naksatras also represent phases
of the moon during its orbit of the earth,
and are divided into auspicious (associated
with the waxing moon) and inauspicious
(associated with the waning moon).
Vigat, 2:39.

"One who performs him." Hiro is service
performed with respect and devotion, hi
middle period Marvar, the term hiragar
referred to a member of a class of military
servants (Rajputs and others) doing the
more menial tasks, such as carrying
rockets, attending to the accoutrements of
the Rajputs of higher rank, etc. Vigat,
2:42.

An administrative official concerned
primarily with the collection of revenues.
Vigat, 2:46, 2:63; "Aitihasik Batam," p.
52; Khydt, 3:87.

A technical term from the Mughal period
designating an assignment of revenue on
land, based on moveable or prebendal
tenure. Vigat, 2:58, 2:69.

The holder of an assignment of revenue on
land (jdgir, q.v.) during the Mughal
period. Vigat, 2:61, 2:1 A.
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jagin\P.]

jamlyat \P. jam'Iyat]

jdt [A. zat]

jdti

Jogi

Jogni

Josi (f. Josari)

K

kacen

kdmddr

The technical term used to indicate the
tenure of land held by ajdgirddr; relating
to or pertaining to a jdgir. Vigat, 2:69,
2:73, 2:75.

The assemblage of men and horses in the
services of a chief. Vigat, 2:75.

One of the two indices of rank in the
Mughal administration. See also asvdr
and mansah. Vigat, 2:75.

Genus, type, community, caste. Vigat,
2:39.

A yogi; a practitioner of yoga. Khydt,
3:120.

Any women believed to possess magical
powers; a witch or demoness; a female
spirit ruling over period of good and bad
fortune. It was commonly believed that
there were sixty-four Jognls, located in
different places on different dates. To
travel in the direction of the Jognls was
considered unlucky. Khydt, 3:91.

An astrologer. Khydt, 3:91.

The department of the Mughal
administration encharged with reviewing
documents. Vigat, 2:76.

Literally, "one who has work." Kdmddrs
(or JcdmetT) were generally drawn from
among a number of non-Rajput jdtis such
as the Brahman, PancolT (Kayastha), and
Osval Jain and Vaisnava (Mumhatos,
Bhandarls, Singhavls, Lodhos, etc.).
These officials performed not only record-
keeping functions relating to the fiscal
administration of local areas, but also
police and military functions in the
settlement and control of lands. Vigat,
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karar (Dicanthium annulatum)

kariydU

kavitt

khdlso [P khalisa]

khdndo

khavds [A. khawass]

khero

khic

Mleddr [P. qiradar]

kiron

kos

2:46, 2:50-51, 2:54, 2:63, 2:73; "Aitihasik
Batam,"p. 43.

A tall, thin-leafed grass much used as
fodder in Marvar. Khydt, 3:^9.

A type of wooden stick banded with metal
rings (kan). Vigat, 2:64.

A type of Dirigal poem, the first four lines
of which are in one meter, the last two in
another. Vigat, 2:42.

Literally, "pure." Land directly
administered and taxed by a ruler and his
personal officials. Vigat, 2:75; Khydt,
3:115.

A wall outside the gate of a fort made to
shelter the entrance from direct attack.
Vigat, 2:64.

A male or female attendant or personal
servant of a Rajput ruler or important land-
holder. Vigat, 2:49, 2:52.

Outlying village land on which temporary
huts are built during the growing season; a
small site more or less permanently
inhabited but attached to a larger village
often at some distance; a deserted site,
either of a former small village or of land
previously cultivated. Vigat, 2:39.

A food prepared by cooking wheat or
millet with various sorts of pulse. Khydt,
3:115.

A person in charge of a fort. Vigat, 2:51,
2:69; Khydt, 3:99.

See Appendix D. Vigat, 2:73-74.

A unit of distance measurement equal to
approximately two miles. Vigat, 2:44,
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kotn

kopal

kutnvar

M

Mahdjan

Mahakal

mahal [A. mahall]

mahdrdj

mdji

mdl [A.]

Mdfi(t Mdlan/Mdlnt)

2:49, 2:54, 2:60, 2:64, 2:69; "Aitihasik
Batam," p. 42; Khydt, 3:90.

The male section of a Rajput house; a
courtyard surrounded by high walls; a
small fort. Vigat, 2:38-39, 2:51, 2:73;
"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48-49.

During the Mughal period, the chief
officer of police within a city or large
town; the superintendent of the market.
Vigat, 2:70.

Prince; title of the son of a ruler. Vigat,
2:42, 2:56, 2:62-64; Khydt, 3:87, 3:93-94,
3:120.

Literally, "great man." The name of a
division of the Vanlyo jdti; a grain
merchant. Vigat, 2:63.

Siva as Lord of Time and hence of Death;
an image or statue of Siva in this
destructive aspect. "Aitihasik Batam," p.
44.

Residence, palace; room or chamber of the
residence of an important man; the wife or
consort of a noble. Vigat, 2:67; Khydt,
3:88.

A respectful term of address slightly more
honorific than raj (q.v.). Khydt, 3:117-
118.

A respectful term of address for a female
elder. Khydt, 3:89.

Literally, "money"; the land revenue.
Vigat, 2:73-74.

A person belonging to a jati whose
traditional occupation is gardening. Vigat,
2:58.
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mdpyo A large bedroom built on the second floor
of a large house or mansion (havelt),
generally decorated with plaster, painting,
and other embellishments. Vigat, 2:47;
Khydt, 3:39.

mansab [A. mansab] Literally, "post," "office." The term
mansab designated a military rank and an
office in the administrative service of the
Mughal Empire. The rank consisted of
both a personal or jdt [A. zat] rank, which
marked the status of a person among the
nobles of the Empire, and a trooper or
asvdr [P. suwar] rank, indicated the
number of cavalrymen and horses an
official or mansabddr was to maintain.
All persons within the administrative
system of the Empire were graded
according to this rank order and given
either military or civilian responsibilities.
Payment on the basis of rank for duties
perfonned was either in cash (naqda) or
by an assignment of revenue on land
Q'dgTr). Vigat, 2:75-76.

mansabddr [A. mansab + the P. suffix -dar]
The holder of a rank (mansab) in the
Mughal service. Vigat, 2:67.

mirjo [P. Mirza] A Muslim prince; a Muslim of high birth.
Vigat, 2:55.

Modi A village grain merchant or grocer.
"Aitihasik Batam," p. 43.

mohar [P. muhr] A gold coin. Vigat, 2:42; "Aitihasik
Batam," p. 43.

mujdvar [A. mujawir] The attendant at a Muslim shrine or
mosque. Vigat, 2:68.

N

nddi A small tank. Vigat, 2:63.
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navab [A. nawwab]

P

panco

Pdndav

paramesvar

pargano

parvdno [P. parwana]

pdsvdn [P. pas-ban]

paU

pap

patsdh [P. padshah]

A governor of a town, district, or
province; a lord, a prince; one who rules in
place of another. Vigat, 2:54-56, 2:70-72,
2:75-76.

The committee of five important Rajputs
that convened upon the death of a ruler to
aid in the succession; more generally, a
council of elders. Vigat, 2:46-47.

A stable hand, a groom. Khydt, 3:118.

The highest or supreme lord; God; a
powerful or illustrious man. "Aitihasik
Batam," p. 55; Khydt, 3:88, 3:94.

An administrative and revenue unit or
division of a district (sarkdr). The term
came into prominent use in Rajasthan only
during the Mughal period. Vigat, 2:37,
2:56, 2:69, 2:73, 2:75; Khydt, 3:115.

A written order addressed to a subordinate.
Vigat, 2:56.

Literally, "one who stands beside or in
attendance"; a male body servant or
female concubine of a Rajput ruler or
important landholder. Vigat, 2:49.

A term used for the administrative
subdivisions of Merto, Nagaur, and Jalor
parganos. Vigat, 2:73.

A written deed or title to land; lands
granted by a ruler to a subordinate by such
a deed in return for the obligation of
military service. See also n. 13 for Vigat,
2:43. Vigat, 2:43, 2:52, 2:54, 2:61, 2:63;
"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 50-51; Khydt,
3:87,3:115,3:117.

A title assumed by Muslim rulers of the
first rank in northern India, such as the
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pharman [P. farman]

phaujddr [P. faujdar]

pir{P.]

pradhdn

puja

Purohit

R

rdhavno

rulers of Malwa, Gujarat, and Hindustan.
Vigat, 2:42-43, 2:51, 2:54, 2:56-58, 2:63-
64, 2:66-67, 2:70-77; "Aitihasik Batam,"
pp. 42-44, 50, 52-54; Khydt, 3:99-102. "

A royal decree, directive, or writ, issued to
a subordinate from the hands of the
emperor only and requiring (under the
Mughals) his seal for validity. Vigat,
2:67, 2:76.

Literally, "one who has an army." A
subordinate military official under the
Mughals, responsible for the maintenance
of law and order and for the collection of
revenue within a district (sarkdr) of a
province (subo); more generally, a
military offical responsible for a local area.
Vigat, 2:70, 2:74.

An old man; a saint; a spiritual guide.
Vigat, 2:68.

Literally, "foremost," "chief," "principal,"
"most eminent." A chief minister,
commander-in-chief, a general or leader of
the army. Among Rajputs, the post of
pradhdn was held predominately by
Rajputs themselves, either of the same
clan or of a different clan than the ruler of
a local state. Vigat, 2:42-43, 2:46, 2:51,
2:54-55, 2:57; Khydt, 3:89-90, 3:95,
3:116-18.

Worship, homage. Khydt, 3:116.

A Brahman employed as a family priest.
Vigat, 2:63*; Khydt, 3:97.

The members of the household of an
important Rajput, including his wives and
concubines, their offspring, the
descendants of offspring produced by
Rajput liaisons with women of different
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Raibdn (f. Raibdran)

rait [A. ra'iyyat] log

raj

Ram Ram

rano

rav

raval

jatis in the past who formed part of the
body of household servants, and other
personal servants of various ranks. Vigat,
2:48.

A member of a jdti whose traditional
occupation was that of transhumant
herding of camels, sheep, and goats.
Raibarls were often used as messengers
also. Vigat, 2:49.

The non-Rajput peasantry in middle
period Marvar. Khydt, 3:116.

Ruler, sovereign, king, kingdom; a form
of address conveying respect. Vigat, 2:38,
2:53; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42, 50-51,
54; Khydt, 3:90-91, 3:97, 3:102, 3:115,
3:117,3:119.

A form of salutation used among Hindus
only. Khydt, 3:117.

A title held by several Rajput rulers in
middle period Rajasthan, including the
Slsodlyos of Mevar, the Rathors of
Slvano, the Sankhlo Pamvars of Run, the
Parihars of Mandor, and the Sodho
Pamvars of Umarkot (in modern Sindh).
Rano is also a personal name (e.g., Rano
Akhairajot). Vigat, 2:59-60, 2:68-69;
"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 50-51.

A title held by many Rajput rulers in
middle period Rajasthan, including the
Rathors of Jodhpur (until 1583), Merto,
and Bikaner; the Bhatls of Pungal and
Vairsalpur; the Cahuvans of Bundl, Koto,
Slrohl, and Jalor, and numerous others.
Vigat, 2:37, 2:39, etc.

A title held by several Rajput rulers in
middle period Rajasthan, including the
Bhatls of Jaisalmer, the Rathors of
Mahevo, and the Aharos of Dungarpur
and Vamsvahlo. Vigat, 2:59-60;
"Aitihasik Batam," p. 51.
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ravat

rdydngan

rekh

s

sdhal

sagdl

sago

sdhjddo [P. shahzada]

Sdhukdr

saiddno [P shadiyana]

sdkh

A title held by a large number of petty
rulers, both Rajput and non-Rajput, in
middle period Rajasthan. Vigat, 2:60.

The courtyard of a ruler's residence.
Khydt, 3:89.

Assessment, evaluation. Vigat, 2:77.

A type of lance (perhaps derived from
sabal, "powerful"). Vigat, 2:45.

Betrothal; alliance of marriage between
two families or clans (kul, vams). Vigat,
2:55.

A relation through marriage; one to who
one gives or from whom receives a
daughter or daughters in marriage. Vigat,
2:59; Khydt, 3:98.

The son of a shah, a prince. Vigat, 2:73-
76.

A person who deals with money, a banker.
"Aitihasik Batam," p. 43.

A musical instrument played on an
auspicious occasion as a form of
celebration. Vigat, 2:53.

(1) Literally, "branch." Rajputs perceived
their jdti as divided into thirty-six great
lineages, called either rdjkutis ("royal
families") or rdjvams ("royal lineages").
The word vams also means "bamboo
shoot," and the Rajputs extend the
imagery equating their royal lineages with
the bamboo even further: subdivisions of
the vams were known as sdkhs
("branches"), and, by the late seventeenth
century, the word khdmp ("twig"), used
for subdivisions of the sdkh, had become
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salam [A.]

saldmat [A.]

sdmant [S. samanta]

sdmatho

sdth

sati

sikddr [A. shiqq + the P. suffix -dar]

common in Rajasthan. Vigat, 2:41, 2:68.
(2) Literally, "evidence," "testimony." A
term used to describe poetry containing
historical information. Vigat, 2:45;
"Aitihasik Batam," p. 49.

Literally, "peace." A salutation, either of
parting or greeting; an act of bowing to or
acknowledging in some manner the
superiority of someone. Khydt, 3:38,
3:119.

A salutation literally meaning "safety,"
"salvation," "health," etc., used to address
both Hindus and Muslims of high rank.
Khydt, 3:99-100, 3:117.

Subordinate ruler of high rank. Khydt,
3:120.

High place; platform. Khydt, 3:89.

One who accompanies or follows, a
companion. In middle period Marvar, the
term was used in a technical sense to
designate a contingent of soldiers
comprised of both cavalrymen and
footmen. Among Rajputs, a sdth usually
was composed of kinsmen (brothers and
sons) of the leaders as well as other men
attached to them or their subordinates as
servants or retainers. Vigat, 2:42-46,
2:48-53, 2:56-57, 2:59-61, 2:63-65, 2:67-
68, 2:71, 2:73; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42-
44, 48-55; Khydt, 3:39-40, 3:90, 3:92,
3:95-97.

A woman who has immolated herself on
her husband's funeral pyre. "Aitihasik
Batam," p. 44.

Under Sher Shah, the revenue officer of a
single pargano, whether appointed by the
state or by the holder of a land grant; in
the Mughal period, a synonym for kiron
(q.v.); within the territory under the
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sirdar [P. sardar]

sirpav [P. sar-o-pa]

SfijT

suheddr [P. subahdar]

subo [P. subah]

sukhpdl

suthan

Sutrdr (f. SutrdfiJSutJdn)

administrative control of the rajas of
Jodhpur during the Mughal period, an
official placed in charge of maintaining
order within a town. Vigat, 2:70.

Headman, chief, leader, commander;
representative of a community or group.
Vigat, 2:48, 2:53, 2:71-72; "Aitihasik
Batam," pp. 51, 53-54; Khydt, 3:40, 3:96,
3:117,3:119.

Literally, "head-foot," a long dress or cloth
such as a cloak reaching the length of the
body, given by a ruler to a subordinate for
particular actions of service, such as
bravery in battle, etc. By the beginning of
the nineteenth century sirpav had also
come to mean more generally an honorary
gift or reward. Vigat, 2:37, 2:55-56;
"Aitihasik Batain," p. 50; Khydt, 3:40.

A phrase by which Mumhato NainsI
referred to the rulers of Jodhpur under
whom he served (Raja Gajsingh (1619-38)
and Raja Jasvantsingh (1638-1678)).
Vigat, 2:74.

An officer in charge of a subo (q.v.).
Vigat, 2:54.

A province; the largest administrative and
revenue division of territory under the
Mughal administrative system. Vigat,
2:41-42, 2:70-71, 2:75.

A type of palanquin. Khydt, 3:100.

A type of pajama covering the lower
portion of the body; a type of chain mail
fulfilling the same function. "Aitihasik
Batain,"p. 42.

A person belonging to a jdti whose
traditional occupation is carpentry. Vigat,
2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56.
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T

ffiUko [P. ta'llqa]

tasUm [A.]

thakur

thakurai

The certificate of appointment to all posts
that required the approval of the Mughal
emperor. Vigat, 2:75.

A salutation consisting of placing the back
of the right hand on the ground and then
raising it gently until the person stands
erect, when he puts the palm of his hand
upon the crown of his head. The salute
indicates that one is ready to give himself
as an offering. Khydt, 3:40.

God; master, ruler, sovereign; one who
rules a kingdom (among Rajputs, the term
is applied equally to the clan deity of a
local kingdom, to the Rajput ruler himself,
who is felt to rule as a subordinate and
servant of this deity, and to other Rajputs,
who rule lands directly under the ruler and
who receive their authority from him).
Vigat, 2:49-50, 2:53, 2:57, 2:64, 2:73;
"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 43-44, 48, 50, 52-
53, 55; Khydt, 3:95, 3:117-118.

The quality or essence of a thakur,
rulership, sovereignty, authority; kingdom,
domain. Vigat, 2:64; "Aitihasik Batam,"
p. 55.

A person in charge of a garrison (thdno).
Vigat, 2:51; Khydt, 3:99.

A chosen successor; one designated to
receive the throne and to have the fiko or
red mark placed upon his forehead upon
succession; one who has received the Uko.
Vigat, 2:51.

urnrav {A. umara', pi. of amir] A man of high rank; a noble. Under the
Mughals, only those officers with a
mansab rank of 1,000 jdt or more were
considered to belong among the umrdvs
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V

vdgo

vair

Vdniyo (f. Vaniyan)

vas

vast

or nobility of the Empire. Vigat, 2:50,
2:52, 2:54-55, 2:57, 2:60, 2:76; "Aitihasik
Batam," pp. 43, 50; Khyat, 3:100.

A garment bound at the waist and
extending down to the knees. "Aitihasik
Batam," p. 43; Khyat, 3:117.

The debt of vengeance owed upon the
murder of a family member, kinsman, or
dependent. Vigat, 2:39, 2:49; "Aitihasik
Batam," p. 50; Khyat, 3:38.

A merchant or moneylender; a Baniya.
"Aitihasik Batam," p. 53.

The town or village of residence of an
important man; the residential area or
ward of ajdti or group within a town or
village. Vigat, 2:58, 2:63, 2:69; "Aitihasik
Batam," p. 50; Khyat, 3:87-88, 3:116.

The people or subjects bound to an
important Rajput who lived either in his
village or town of residence (yds, q.v.) or
in nearby villages under his control and
who performed various services for him
according to their status, receiving in
exchange his protection. Typically the
vast of an important man contained
persons of many jdtis, including a
contingent of Rajput warriors, peasants
such as Jats, Slrvls, Patels, etc., Vanlyos,
Brahmans, Carans, and members of the
lower jdtis: Kumbhars, Malls, Sutrars,
and others. VasTs were divided among
sons either before or upon the death of a
Rajput thdkur, each inheriting son taking
his part of the vast and going to live on his
share (vant, gfds, q.v.) of the paternal
lands, a process referred to in the sources
as juddi ("separation"). Vigat, 2:52, 2:60,
2:69-70, 2:72; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 53;
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Khyat, 3:101.
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INDEX OF PERSONAL NAMES

Abdal Hasan, Khojo Vigat, 2:76
Abho Jhajhavat, Pancoll Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48-49
Abu Kabo, amin Vigat, 2:13-1 A
Ac]o Bhanot, Rathor [sdkh unknown] Vigat, 2:65
Ado Raymalot, MertTyo Rathor Khydt, 3:116
Ado Sivrajot, Jodho Rathor Vigat, 2:57
Aharo Gahlots

Askaran Prithlrajot, Raval Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Pratapsingh Jaisinghot, Raval Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51

Ajo Narbhamot, Sehlot Cahuvan Vigat, 2:45
Akbar, Mughal Emperor Vigat, 2:63-64, 2:67-73; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 53-

54
Akhairaj Bhadavat, Jaitmal Rathor Vigat, 2:49, 2:52, 2:54-55, 2:59; Khydt,

3:116-121
Akhairaj Rindhlrot, Sonagaro Cahuvan Vigat, 2:57; Khydt, 3:95, 3:100
Akhairaj ot Rathors

Bhado Pancainot Vigat, 2:47, 2:52-53, 2:58
Goind Ranavat Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 55
Isardas Ranavat Vigat, 2:65
Lakhman Bhadavat Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
NetsI Sihavat Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Pato Kanhavat "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 43-44
Rano Akhairajot Vigat, 2:52-53
TejsT Urjanot Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 55
VairsI Ranavat Vigat, 2:52

Amro Ramavat, Campavat Rathor Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Anjana Jats Vigat, 2:41
Arjan Raymalot, Mertlyo Rathor Khydt, 3:115-116, 3:119
Asap (Asaf) Khan Vigat, 2:76-77
Aslyo Caran, Jutho Bikavat Khydt, 3:89
Askaran Prithlrajot, RavaJ, Aharo Gahlot Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p.

'51
Askaran Satavat, Cundavat Rathor Khydt, 3:38-39

B

Balavat Rathors
Dhano Bharmalot Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 49
Nago Bharmalot Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," pp 48-49; Khydt,

3:117-121
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Vldo Bharmalot Vigat, 2:57; Khydt, 3:95, 3:100
Balhanot SokrikI, Ramcand, Rava] Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Balbhadar Surtanot, Mertiyo Rathor Vigat, 2:72
Ballso Cahuvan Sujo Samvatot Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
BambhlJuglo Khydt, 3:121
Baniyo "Aitihasik Batam," p. 53
Barhath Carans

Colo Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Jalap Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Jivo Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Mahes Caturavat, Roharfyo Vigat, 2:57-58
Pato Devait, Rohariyo Vigat, 2:57-58

Bhado Mokalot, Jaitmal Rathor Vigat, 2:48
Bhado Pancainot, Akhairajot Rathor Vigat, 2:47, 2:52-53, 2:58
BhakarsI Durigarslyot, Jodho Rathor Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
BhakarsI Jaitavat, Jaitavat Rathor Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 55
Bhandari Luno Meghrajot Vigat, 2:75
Bhan Bhojrajot, Rinmalot Rathor Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 55
Bhan Kajavat, Uhar Rathor Khydt, 3:87-88
Bhanldas Tejslyot, STvar Brahman, Purohit Vigat, 2:63
BhanTdas, Sutrar Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Bharmalot Rathors

Bharmalot Rathor Prithiraj Baluvot Vigat, 2:74
BhatI Rajput Plrag Bharmalot Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Bhatls Khydt, 3:38
Bhlm Amravat, Slsodlyo Gahlot, Raja Vigat, 2:73
Bhimraj Jaitsiyot, Bikavat Rathor, Kumvar Vigat, 2:56
Bhlmv Kilandasot, Udavat Rathor Vigat, 2:1 A
Bhlmvot Rathors

Bhlmvot Rathor Varjang Bhlmvot Vigat, 2:43-44
Bhojo Gangavat, Jaitmal Rathor Vigat, 2:53
Bhojo Sihavat, Varsirighot Mertiyo Rathor, Rav Vigat, 2:47-48
Bikavat Rathors

Bhimraj Jaitsiyot, Kumvar Vigat, 2:56
Blko Jodhavat, Rav Vigat, 2:45-46
JaitsI Lunkaranot, Rav Vigat, 2:56; Khydt, 3:90-92
Kalyanmal Jaitsiyot, Rav Vigat, 2:58, 2:60

Blko Jodhavat, Bikavat Rathor Vigat, 2:45-46

Cahuvan Rajputs
Ajo Narbhamot, Sehlot Cahuvan Vigat, 2:45
Jhanjhan Bhairavdasot, Sacoro Cahuvan Vigat, 2:62
Megho Bhairavdasot, Sacoro Cahuvan Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik

Batam," p. 49
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Sujo Samvatot, Baliso Cahuvan Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Surjan Arjunot, Hado Cahuvan, Rav Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam,"

p. 51
Campa Sonagari, daughter of Sonagaro Cahuvan Khlrnvo Satavat Vigat, 2:37
Campavat Rathors

Amro Ranavat Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Jaitmal Jaisavat Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Jeso Bhairavdasot Vigat, 2:48, 2:52-53; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 44
Ramo Bhairavdasot Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Sahaiso Ranavat "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56

Campo Karamslyot, Sindhal Rathor Vigat, 2:70-72
Cand Blbl, Sultana Vigat, 2:72
Cando Viramdevot, Mertiyo Rathor Vigat, 2:63; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48-

49; Khydt, 3:121
Candrasen Maldevot, Jodho Rathor, as Kumvar Vigat, 2:62-64; "Aitihasik

Batam," pp. 53-54. As Rav Vigat, 2:66
Candraj Jodhavat, Jaitmal Rathor Vigat, 2:59; Khydt, 3:116-118
Candravat Sisodiyo Gahlot Durgo Ada vat, Rav Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik

Batam," p. 51
Caran (appellation) Vigat, 2:68; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42-43
Carans

Catro Jaimalot, Roharlyo Vigat, 2:58
Colo, Barhath Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Gango Patavat, Roharlyo Vigat, 2:58
Jaimal Gangavat, Roharlyo Vigat, 2:58
Jalap, Barhath Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Jlvo, Barhath Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Jutho Blkavat, Aslyo Khydt, 3:89
Khemo, Kiniyo Khydt, 3:91
Mahes Caturavat, Roharlyo, Barhath Vigat, 2:47, 2:58
Pato Devait, Roharlyo, Barhath Vigat, 2:57-58

Catarbhujji, Sri (deity of the Mertiyo Rathors) Vigat, 2:69; "Aitihasik Batam,"
p. 48-49

Catro Jaimalot, Roharlyo Caran Vigat, 2:58
Colo, Caran, Barhath Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Cundavat Rathors

Askaran Satavat Khydt, 3:38-39
Isar Gharslyot Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Mahes Gharslyot Vigat, 2:54, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 44, 51, 56
Narbad Satavat Khydt, 3:38
Rajsingh Gharslyot Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56

D

Danga Jats Vigat, 2:39-41
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Daulat Khan (Daulatfyo), Khanzada Khan Vigat, 2:49-50; Khyat, 3:90, 3:92-
93

Dedo, Mangliyo Gahlot Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Dedo Kojhavat, Slndhal Rathor "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 51-52
Devldas Jaitavat, Jaitavat Rathor Vigat, 2:59-61, 2:63-67; "Aitihasik Batam,"

pp. 49-55
Devro Cahuvan Surtan Bhanot, Rav Vigat, 2:70
Dhandhalot Rathors

Dhandhalot Rathor PabujI Dhamdhalot Khyat, 3:40
Dhano Bharmalot, Balavat Rathor Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 49
Dharamdokh Sur, Jain Vigat, 2:39
Dhtravat Kachvaho Raja Ramdas Udavat Vigat, 2:73.
Dudo Jodhavat, MertTyo Rathor Vigat, 2:37-39, 2:41-42, 2:45-47; Khyat,

3:38-40
DungarsI, Sindhal Rathor Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 49
DungarsT Udavat, Udavat Rathor, Rav "Aitihasik Batam," p. 50
Durgo Aclavat, Candravat Sisodlyo Gahlot, Rav Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik

Batam," p. 51
Dvarkadas Jaimalot, MertTyo Rathor Vigat, 2:72

G

Gajsingh Surajsinghot, Jodho Rathor, Raja Vigat, 2:73-77
Gahlot Rajputs

Bhlm Amravat, Sisodlyo Gahlot, Raja Vigat, 2:73
Dedo, Mangliyo Gahlot Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Durgo Aclavat, Candravat STsodTyo Gahlot, Rav Vigat, 2:60;

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Megho, STsodlyo Gahlot "Aitihasik Batam," p. 50
Pratapsingh Jaisihghot, Aharo Gahlot, Raval Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik

Batam," p. 51
Askaran PrithTrajot, Aharo Gahlot, Raval Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik

Batam," p. 51
Tejo Blkavat, Sisodlyo Gahlot, Ravat "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Udaisingh Sangavat, Sisodlyo Gahlot, Rano Vigat, 2:59-60, 2:68-69;

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 50-51
Vtram Devavat, Mangliyo Gahlot Vigat, 2:62-63, 2:66; "Aitihasik

Batam," p. 56
Gango Patavat, Roharlyo Caran Vigat, 2:58
Gango Slhavat, Varsinghot Mertlyo Rathor, Rav Vigat, 2:47-50
Gango Vaghavat, Jodho Rathor, Rav Vigat, 2:48; Khyat, 3:87-95
Ghaduko Mughal Vigat, 2:44
Goind Ranavat, Akhairajot Rathor Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 55
Gopaldas Sundardasot, Mertlyo Rathor "Aitihasik Batam," p. 55
Gopaldas Surtanot, Mertlyo Rathor Vigat, 2:72
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H

Hado Cahuvan Surjan Arjunot, Rav Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Hajl Itbarl, Won Vigat, 2:73
Hajl Khan Vigat, 2:59-60; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 50-52
Hamjo, Turk Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Hardas Mokalot, Uhar Rathor Khydt, 3:87-90, 3:92
Hingolo Plparo Vigat, 3:120; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 48
Hul, Jaito Prithamravat Vigat, 2:45

I

Idareco Rathors
Idareco Rathor Narayandas Punjavat, Rav Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik

Batam," p. 51
Indrabhan Kanhidasot, Mertiyo Rathor Vigat, 2:73
Isar Gharslyot, Cundavat Rathor Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Isardas Kalyandasot, Jodho Rathor Vigat, 2:74
Isardas Ranavat, Akhairajot Rathor Vigat, 2:65
Isardas Viramdevot, Mertiyo Rathor Khydt, 3:118

Jagmal, Pamvar, Ravat Vigat, 2:50
Jagmal Udaikaranot, Karamsot Rathor Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 49
Jagmal Viramdevot, Mertiyo Rathor Vigat, 2:59, 2:61-63; "Aitihasik Batam,"

pp. 48, 51
Jagnath Bharmalot, Rajavat Kachvaho, Raja Vigat, 2:72
Jagnath Gopaldasot, Mertiyo Rathor Vigat, 2:72-73
Jago, Jareco Vigat, 2:70-71
Jagrup Jagnathot, Rajavat Kachvaho, Kumvar Vigat, 2:72
Jahangir, Mughal Emperor Vigat, 2:73-76
Jaimal Garigavat, Roharlyo Caran Vigat, 2:58
Jaimal Tejslyot, Rathor [sdkh unknown] Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Jaimal Viramdevot, Mertiyo Rathor, Rav Vigat, 2:58-60, 2:63-69; "Aitihasik

Batam," pp. 48-55; Khydt, 3:115-119, 3:121-122
Jaitavat Rathors

BhakharsI Jaitavat Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 55
Devldas Jaitavat Vigat, 2:59-61, 2:63-67; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 49-

55
Jaito Pancainot Vigat, 2:48-49, 2:51, 2:57; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42-

44; Khydt, 3:95, 3:99-100
Prithlraj Jaitavat Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48-50, 53;

Khydt, y.\\6-\2\
Puranmal Prithlrajot Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 50, 52, 55
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Udaisingh Jaitavat "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42-43
Jaitmal Jesavat, Campavat Rathor Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Jaitmal Pancainot, Mertiyo Rathor Vigat, 2:63, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Jaitmal Rathors Vigat, 2:37, 2:68; Khydt, 3:116

Akhairaj Bhadavat Vigat, 2:49, 2:52, 2:54-55, 2:59; Khydt, 3:116-121
Bhado Moka]ot Vigat, 2:48
Bhairavdas Bhadavat Vigat, 2:50
Bhojo Gangavat Vigat, 2:53
Candrav Jodhavat Vigat, 2:59; Khydt, 3:116-118
Moto Jogavat Vigat, 2:59
Naraindas Candravat Vigat, 2:59
Sagto Sangavat Vigat, 2:59
Sandho Mokajot Vigat, 2:48
Sango Bhojavat Vigat, 2:59
Sldho Mokalot Vigat, 2:52-53
Udo Kanhardevot Vigat, 2:37-39, 2:41

Jaito Prithamravat, Hul Vigat, 2:45
Jaito Pancainot, Jaitavat Rathor Vigat, 2:48-49, 2:51, 2:57; "Aitihasik Batam,"

pp. 42-44; Khydt, 3:95, 3:99-100
JaitslLunkaranot, Bikavat Rathor, Rav Vigat, 2:56; Khydt, 3:90-92
JaitsI Udavat, Odavat Rathor Vigat, 2:57; Khydt, 3:100
JaitsI Vaghavat, Jodho Rathor "Aitihasik Batam," p. 44
Jarauro Sah Srlmal, Jain Vigat, 2:39
Jareco Rajputs

Jago Vigat, 2:70-71
Ratno Vigat, 2:71

Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot, Jodho Rathor, Raja Vigat, 2:77
Jat Thir Raj Delavat Vigat, 2:39
Jeso Bhairavdasot, Campavat Rathor Vigat, 2:48, 2:52-53; "Aitihasik Batam,"

p. 44
Jeso Bhatls

Pltho Anandot Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Sankar Suravat Vigat, 2:57
TiloksT Parbatot Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56

Jeso Sihavat, Varsinghot Mertiyo Rathor, Rav Vigat, 2:47-48
Jhaiijhan Bhairavdasot, Sacoro Cahuvan Vigat, 2:62
Jlvo, Caran, Barhath Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Jodho Rathors

Aclo Sivrajot Vigat, 2:57
BhakharsI Durigarslyot Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Candrasen Maldevot, as Kumvar Vigat, 2:62-64; "Aitihasik Batam,"

p. 53-54. As Rav Vigat, 2:66
Gajsingh Surajsirighot, Raja Vigat, 2:73-77
Gango Vaghavat, Rav Vigat, 2:48; Khydt, 3:87-95
Isardas Kalyandasot Vigat, 2:1 A
Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot, Raja Vigat, 2:77
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Jaitsi Vaghavat "Aitihasik Batam," p. 44
Jodho Rinmalot, Rav Vigat, 2:37; Khyat, 3:38-40
Khangar Jogavat Vigat, 2:48
Kisandas Gangavat "Aitihasik Batam," p. 50
Mahesdas Dalpatot Vigat, 2:1 A
Malde Gangavat, Rav Vigat, 2:47-66; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42-44,

48-55; Khyat, 3:87, 3:93-102, 3:115-122
Satal Jodhavat, Rav Vigat, 2:42-44, 2:46-47
Sekho Sujavat Khyat, 3:88-92
Sujo Jodhavat, Rav Vigat, 2:43-44, 2:46
Surajsingh Udaisinghot, Raja Vigat, 2:73-75
Vlramde Vaghavat, Rav Khyat, 3:87-88

Jodho Rinmalot, Rav Vigat, 2:37; Khyat, 3:38-40
Juglo, Bambhl Khyat, 3:121
Jutho Bikavat, Aslyo Caran Khyat, 3:89

K

Kachvaho Rajputs
Jagnath Bharmalot, Raja Vigat, 2:72
Jagrup Jagnathot, Kumvar Vigat, 2:72
Ramdas Udavat, Dhlravat Kachvaho, Raja Vigat, 2:73
Raymal Sekhavat, Sekhavat Kachvaho Khyat, 3:98

Kalyanmal Jaitsiyot, Bikavat Rathor, Rav Vigat, 2:58, 2:60; "Aitihasik
" Batam," p. 51

Kalyanmal Udaikaranot, Vldavat Rathor Khyat, 3:101 -102
Kanharde, Sonagaro Cahuvan, Rav Vigat, 2:37
Kanhasingh Khimvavat, Kumpavat Rathor Vigat, 2:75
Kanhldas Kesodasot, Mertlyo Rathor Vigat, 2:72-73
Karamsot Rathors

Jagmal Udaikaranot Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 49
Mahes Pancainot Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Pancain Karamslyot Vigat, 2:57; Khyat, 3:96-97

Kesodas Jaimalot, Mertlyo Rathor Vigat, 2:69-70, 2:72
Kevangln "Aitihasik Batam," p. 53
Khairaro SolankI Ram, Rav "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Khangar Jogavat, Jodho Rathor Vigat, 2:48
Khankhano, Navab (Khan Khanan Mlrza 'Abdu'r-Rahim) Vigat, 2:70-72
Khanzada Khans

Daulat Khan (Daulatlyo) Vigat, 2:49-50; Khyat, 3:90, 3:92-93
Sarkhel Khan Khyat, 3:88, 3:90-91

Khavas Khan Vigat, 2:57-58
Khemo Kiniyo, Caran Khyat, 3:91
Khimvo Lalavat, Murnhato Vigat, 2:54-55; Khyat, 3:95, 3:98-99
Khimvo Udavat, Udavat Rathor Vigat, 2:48, 2:57; Khyat, 3:100-101
Khurasanls Vigat, 2:76
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Khuram, Sahjado, Mughal Vigat, 2:73-75
Kisandas Gangavat, Jodho Rathor "Aitihasik Batam," p. 50
Kumpavat Rathors

Kanhasingh Kumpavat Vigat, 2:75
Kumpo Mahirajot Vigat, 2:48-49, 2:51-54, 2:57; "Aitihasik Batam,"

pp. 42-44, 54; Khyat, 3:95, 3:97, 3:99-100
Mahes Kumpavat "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Mandan Kumpavat "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 53-54
Pato (Pratapsingh) Kumpavat Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42,

55
Prithlraj Kumpavat Vigat, 2:63; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48, 51, 53-54
Rajsingh Khlmvavat Vigat, 2:74-76

Kumpo Mahirajot, Kumpavat Rathor Vigat, 2:48-49, 2:51-54, 2:57; "Aitihasik
Batam," pp. 42-44, 54; Khyat, 3:95, 3:97, 3:99-100

Lakhman Bhadavat, Akhairajot Rathor Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Luno, Bhandarl Vigat, 2:75

M

Mahabat Khan, Navab Vigat, 2:74-76
Mahevco Rathors

Meghraj Hapavat, Raval Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Mahes Caturavat, RoharTyo Caran, Barhath Vigat, 2:47, 2:58
Mahes GharsTyot, Cundavat Rathor Vigat, 2:54, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," pp.

44,51,56
Mahes Kumpavat, Kumpavat Rathor "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Mahes Pancainot, Karamsot Rathor Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Mahesdas Dalpatot, Jodho Rathor Vigat, 2:74
Malde Gangavat, Jodho Rathor, Rav Vigat, 2:47-66; "Aitihasik Batam," pp.

42-44, 48-55; Khyat, 3:87, 3:93-102, 3:115-122
Malu Khan Vigat, 2:42-44, 2:46
Mandan Kumpavat, Kumpavat Rathor "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 53-54
Mangliyo Gahlots

Dedo Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Vlram Devavat Vigat, 2:62-63, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56

Megho Bhairavdasot, Sacoro Cahuvan Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 49
Megho Narsihghdasot, Sindhal Rathor Khyat, 3:38-40
Megho, SIsodlyo Gahlot "Aitihasik Batam," p. 50
Meghraj Hapavat, Mahevco Rathor, Raval Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p.

51
Mertlyo Rathors Vigat, 2:47, 2:52, 2:58, 2:60, 2:68-70, 2:73; "Aitihasik

Batam*" pp. 42, 48, 50, 52; Khyat, 3:93, 3:98
Aclo Raymalot Khyat, 3:116
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Arjan Raymalot Khyat, 3:115-116, 3:119
Balbhadar Surtanot Vigat, 2:72
Cando Viramdevot Vigat, 2:63; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48-49; Khyat,

3:121
Dudo Jodhavat, Rav Vigat, 2:37-39, 2:41-42, 2:45-47; J^ja*, 3:38-40
Dvarkadas Jaimalot F/ga/, 2:72
GopaMas Sundardasot "Aitihasik Batam," p. 55
Gopaldas Surtanot Vigat, 2:72
Indrabhan Kanhldasot Vigat, 2:73
Isardas VTramdevot Khyat, 3:118
Jagmal VTramdevot Vigat, 2:59, 2:61-63; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48,

51
Jagnath Gopajdasot Vigat, 2:72-73
Jaimal Viramdevot, Rav Vigat, 2:58-60, 2:63-69; "Aitihasik Batam,"

pp. 48-55; Khyat, 3:115-119, 3:121-122
Jaitmal Pancainot Vigat, 2:63, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Kanhldas Kesodasot Vigat, 2:72-73
Kesodas Jaimalot Vigat, 2:69-70, 2:72
Narhardas Isardasot Vigat, 2:69-70
Prayagdas Arjanot Khyat, 3:119-120
Raysal Dudavat Vigat, 2:50, 2:52; Khyat, 3:94-95, 3:97-98
SaduJ Jaimalot Vigat, 2:67-68
Surtan Jaimalot Vigat, 2:69-72; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 48; Khyat,

3:120
Vagh Jagmalot Vigat, 2:63
VTramde Dudavat, Rav Vigat, 2:47-48; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42-44;

JO*)^, 3:93-102, 3:115
Vltha]das Jaimalot Vigat, 2:67-72

Mir Sako, kiron Vigat, 2:73
Mirza Saraphdin (Mirza Sharafu'd-Dln Husayn) Vigat, 2:63-65, 2:67-69
Moto Jogavat, Jaitmal Rathor Vigat, 2:59
Mughal Vigat, 2:44-56, 2:64, 2:66-69; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 54-55

Mughal Ghaduko Vigat, 2:44
Mulo, Purohit Khyat, 3:97
Mumhatos

Khlmvo Lalavat Vigat, 2:54-55; Khyat, 3:95, 3:98-99
Nago Vigat, 2:56
Raymal Khetavat Khyat, 3:87
Velo Vigat, 2:74

N

Nago Bharmalot, Balavat Rathor Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48-49;
Khyat, 3:117-121

Nago Mumhato Vigat, 2:56
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Naraindas Candravat, Jaitmal Rathor Vigat, 2:59
Narayandas Punjavat, Idareco Rathor Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Narbad Satavat, Cundavat Rathor Khydt, 3:38
Narhardas Isardasot, Mertlyo Rathor Vigat, 2:69-70
Narsinghdas Khlndavat, VTdavat Slndhal Rathor Khydt, 3:38
Navab Khankhano (Khan Khanan Mlrza 'Abdu'r-Rahlm) Vigat, 2:70-72
Navab Mahabat Khan Vigat, 2:74-76
Neto Abhavat, Pancoll Vigat, 2:59
NetsI Slhavat, Akhairajot Rathor Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56

Pabuji Dhandhalot, Dhandhalot Rathor Khydt, 3:40
Pancayan Karamcandot, Pamvar of Catsu, Ravat Vigat, 2:49-50
Pancain Karamslyot, Karamsot Rathor Vigat, 2:57; Khydt, 3:96-97
Pamvar Rajputs

Akho Sodhavat, Pamvar of Catsu Vigat, 2:49
Jagmal, Pamvar of Catsu, Ravat Vigat, 2:50
Pancayan Karamcandot, Pamvar of Catsu, Ravat Vigat, 2:49-50
TejsT Bhojavat, Jangalvo Sankhlo Pamvar Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik
Batam," p. 56

Pancolls
Abho Jhajhavat Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 49
Neto Abhavat Vigat, 2:59, 2:62
Ratno Abhavat Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 49

Pirag Bharmalot, BhatI Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Parvej, Sahjado, Mughal (Parvlz) Vigat, 2:74-76
Pathan "Aitihasik Batam," p. 42; Khydt, 3:100-102
Pato Devait, Roharlyo Caran, Barhath Vigat, 2:57-58
Pato Kanhavat, Akhairajot Rathor "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 43-44
Pato (Pratapsingh) Kumpavat, Kumpavat Rathor Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik

Batam," pp. 42, 55
PhidaT (Fidal) Khan Vigat, 2:76
PTparo Gahlot, Hingolo "Aitihasik Batam," p. 48; Khydt, 3:120
Pltho Anandot, Jeso BhatI Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Pltho Jesavat/Jagavat, Sohar Rathor Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 49
Pratapsingh Jaisinghot, Aharo Gahlot, Raval Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam,"

p. 51
Prithiraj Baluvot, Bharmalot Rathor Vigat, 2:1 A
Prithiraj Jaitavat, Jaitavat Rathor Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48-50,

53; Khydt, 3:116-121
Prithiraj Kumpavat, Kumpavat Rathor Vigat, 2:63; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48,

51,53-54
Prayagdas Arjanot, Mertlyo Rathor Khydt, 3:119-120
Puranmal Prithlrajot, Jaitavat Rathor Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 50,

52, 55
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Purohits
Bhanldas Tejslyot, Slvar, Brahman Vigat, 2:63
Mulo, Brahman Khyat, 3:97

R

RaibarT Vigat, 2:49
Raja Mandhata Vigat, 2:37, 41
Rajput Vigat, 2:39, 2:41, 2:44-46, 2:49, 2:51, 2:54-55, 2:57, 2:63-64, 2:66,

2:68, 2:73, 2:75; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 43-44, 48, 50, 53-55;Khyat,
3:39-40, 3:87-88, 3:101, 3:116, 3:119-120.

Rajsingh Gharslyot, Cundavat Rathor Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Rajsingh Khlmvavat, Kumpavat Rathor 2:74-76
Ram, Khairaro SolankI, Rav Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Ramcand, Balhanot SolankT, Raval Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Ramdas Udavat, Dhiravat Kachvaho, Raja Vigat, 2:73
Ramo Bhairavdasot, Campavat Rathor Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Rano Akhairajot, Akhairajot Rathor 2:52-53
Rano Jagnathot, Rathor [sakh unknown] Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
RatansI KJiimvavat, Udavat Rathor "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48-50
Rathor Rajputs Vigat, 2:42, 2:44, 2:52; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 51, 54; Khyat,

3:38
Aclo Bhanot [sakh unknown] Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Jaimal TejsTyot [sakh unknown] Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Rano Jagnathot [sakh unknown] Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Rindhlr Raysinghot [sakh unknown] Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam,"

p. 56
Sango Rindhlrot [sakh unknown] Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p.

56
Sujo Tejslyot [sakh unknown] Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 49
See also individual listings under:

Akhairajot Rathors
Balavat Rathors
Bharmalot Rathors
Bhlmvot Rathors
Blkavat Rathors
Campavat Rathors
Cundavat Rathors
Dhandhalot Rathors
Idareco Rathors
Jaitavat Rathors
Jaitmal Rathors
Jodho Rathors
Karamsot Rathors
Kumpavat Rathors
Mahevo Rathors
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Mertiyo Rathors
Rinmalot Rathors
Slndhal Rathors
Sonar Rathors
Udavat Rathors
Udavat (BaithvasTyo) Rathors
Uhar Rathors
Varsinghot Mertiyo Rathors
Vldavat Rathors

Ratno, Jareco Vigat, 2:71
Ratno Abhavat, Pancoll Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 49
Raymal Khetavat, Mumhato Khydt, 3:87
Raymal Sekhavat, Sekhavat Kachvaho Khydt, 3:98
Raysal Dudavat, Mertiyo Rathor Vigat, 2:50, 2:52; Khydt, 3:94-95, 3:97-98
Rindhtr Kojhavat, STndhal Rathor "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 51-52
Rindhlr Raysifighot, Rathor [sdkh unknown] Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam,"

p. 56
Rinmalot Rathors

Brian Bhojrajot Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 55
Singhan Khetslyot Vigat, 2:57

Rinmalots Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 44, 48, 50, 54; Khydt, 3:90
Roharlyo Carans

Catro Jaimalot Vigat, 2:58
Gango Patavat Vigat, 2:58
Jaimal Gangavat Vigat, 2:58
Mahes Cahuravat, Barhath Vigat, 2:47; 2:58
Pato Devait, Barhath Vigat, 2:57-58

Sadat Beg (Sa'adat Beg) Vigat, 2:74
Sadul Jaimalot, Mertiyo Rathor Vigat, 2:67-68
Sagto Sangavat, Jaitmal Rathor, Ravat Vigat, 2:59
Sahaiso Tejslyot, Varsinghot Mertiyo Rathor Vigat, 2:52-53; Khydt, 3:95
Sahaiso Ramavat, Campavat Rathor "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Said (Saiyid) Vigat, 2:75
Said Hasam (Saiyid Hashim) Vigat, 2:57
Said Kasam (Saiyid Qasim) Vigat, 2:57
Sacoro Cahuvans

Jhanjhan Bhairavdasot Vigat, 2:62
Megho Bhairavdasot Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 49

Sandho Mokalot, Jaitmal Rathor Vigat, 2:48
Sango Bhojavat, Jaitmal Rathor Vigat, 2:59
Sankar Suravat, Jeso BhatI Vigat, 2:57
Sankhlo Pamvars
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Supiyarde Sankhli, daughter of Runeco Sankhlo Sihar Cacagot Khydt,
3:38

Tejsl Bhojavat, Jangalvo Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56
Samvaldas Udaisinghot, Varsinghot MertTyo Rathor Vigat, 2:63-64;
"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 53-54
Saraphdin (Mtrza Sharafu'd-Din Husayn) Vigat, 2:63-65, 2:67-69; "Aitihasik

Batam," pp. 53-55
Sarkhel Khan, Khanzada Khan Khydt, 3:88, 3:90-91
Satal Jodhavat, Jodho Rathor, Rav Vigat, 2:42-44, 2:46-47
Sehlot Cahuvan Ajo Narbhamot Vigat, 2:45
Sekhavat Kachvahos Vigat, 2:54; Khydt, 3:98

Raymal Sekhavat Khydt, 3:98
Sekho Sujavat, Jodho Rathor Khydt, 3:88-92
SerKhojo Vigat, 2:72
Shah Jahan, Mughal Emperor Vigat, 2:76-77
Sher Shah Sur, Afghan Emperor Vigat, 2:56-58; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42-

44, 50; Khydt, 3:99-102
Sldho Mokalot, Jaitmal Rathor Vigat, 2:52-53
Slndhal Rathors

Campo Karamsiyot Vigat, 2:70-72
Dedo Kojhavat "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 51-52
Dungars! Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 49
Megho Narsinghdasot Khydt, 3:38-40
Narsinghdas Khlndavat (Vidavat) Khydt, 3:38
Rindhlr Kojhavat '' Aitihasik Batam," pp. 51-52

Singhan Khetslyot, Rinmalot Rathor Vigat, 2:57
Slsodlyo Gahlots

Bhlm Amravat, Raja Vigat, 2:73
Durgo Aclavat, Candravat, Rav Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Megho "Aitihasik Batam," p. 50
Tejo Bikavat, Ravat "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Udaisingh Sangavat, Rano Vigat, 2:59-60, 2:68-69; "Aitihasik

Batam," pp. 50-51
Sohar Rathors

Sohar Rathor Pitho Jesavat/Jagavat Vigat, 2:59; "Aitihasik Batam," p.
49

SolankI Rajputs
Ram, Khairaro, Rav Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Ramcand, Balhanot, Raval Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51

Sonagaro Cahuvans
Campa Sonagarl, daughter of Sonagaro Khlmvo Satavat Vigat, 2:31
Akhairaj Rindhlrot Vigat, 2:57; Khydt, 3:95, 3:100
Kanharde, Rav Vigat, 2:37
Mansingh Akhairajot Vigat, 2:63; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48, 53-54

Sujo Jodhavat, Jodho Rathor Vigat, 2:43-44, 2:46
Sujo Samvatot, Ballso Cahuvan Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
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Sujo Tejsiyot, Rathor [sdkh unknown] Vigat, 2:59;" Aitihasik Batam," p. 49
Supiyarde, Sankhll, daughter of Runeco Sankhlo Pamvar Slhar Cacagot

Khyat, 3:38
Surajsingh Udaisinghot, Jodho Rathor, Raja Vigat, 2:73-75
Surano Hemraj Devrajot, Jain Vigat, 2:39, 2:41
Surjan Arjunot, Hado Cahuvan, Rav Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Surtan Bhanot, Devro Cahuvan, Rav Vigat, 2:70
Surtan Jaimalot, Mertlyo Rathor Vigat, 2:69-72; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 48;

Khyat, 3:120
Sutrar Bhanldas Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56

Tejo Bikavat, Sisodiyo Gahlot, Ravat "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Tejsl Bhojavat, Jangalvo Sankhlo Pamvar Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p.

56
Tejsl Dungarslyot, Udavat Rathor Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Tejsl Urjanot, Akhairajot Rathor Vigat, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 55
Thir Raj Delavat, Dango Jat Vigat, 2:39
Tiloksl Parbatot, Jeso BhatI Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 55
Tiloks! Varjangot, Udavat (Baithvaslyo) Rathor Vigat, 2:57; Khyat, 3:101
Turk Vigat, 2:69; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 54-55; Khyat, 3:92, 3:102
Hamjo Vigat, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56

u
Udaikaran Raymalot [sdkh unknown] Vigat, 3:102
Udaisingh Jaitavat, Jaitavat Rathor "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42-43
Udaisingh Sangavat, Sisodiyo Gahlot, Rano Vigat, 2:59-60; 2:68-69;

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 50-51
Udavat Rathors

Bhlmv Kalyandasot Vigat, 2:74
DungarsI Udavat, Rav "Aitihasik Batam," p. 50
JaitsI Udavat Vigat, 2:51; Khyat, 3:100
Khlmvo Udavat Vigat, 2:48, 2:57; Khyat, 3:100-101
RatansI Khlmvavat "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48-50
Tejsl Dungarslyot Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51

Udavat (Baithvaslyo) Rathors
Tiloksi Varjangot Vigat, 2:57; Khyat, 3:101

Udo Kanhardevot, Jaitmal Rathor Vigat, 2:37-39, 2:41
Uhar Rathors

Hardas Mokalot Khyat, 3:87-90, 3:92
Bhan Kajavat Khyat, 3:87-88
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Vagh Jagmalot, Mertiyo Rathor Vigat, 2:63
VairsI Ranavat, Akhairajot Rathor Vigat, 2:52
Varjang Bhimvot, Bhimvot Rathor Vigat, 2:43-44
Varsingh Jodhavat, Varsinghot Mertiyo Rathor, Rav Vigat, 2:37-39, 2:41-46
Varsirighot Mertiyo Rathors

Bhojo Sihavat, Rav Vigat, 2:47-48
Gango Sihavat, Rav Vigat, 2:47-50
Jeso Sihavat, Rav Vigat, 2:47-48
Sahaiso Tejslyot Vigat, 2:52-53; Khydt, 3:95
Samvaldas Udaisinghot Vigat, 2:63-64; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 53-54
Siho Varsinghot, Rav Vigat, 2:46-48
Varsingh Jodhavat, Rav Vigat, 2:37-39, 2:41 -46

Velo, Mumhato Vigat, 2:1 A
Vldavat Rathors

Kalyanmal Udaikaranot Khydt, 3:101-102
Vldo Bharmalot, Balavat Rathor Vigat, 2:51 \ Khydt, 3:95, 3:100
Vikmadit, Brahman, Raja Vigat, 2:1 A
Viram Devavat, Mangliyo Gahlot Vigat, 2:62-63, 2:66; "Aitihasik Batam," p.

56
Viramde Dudavat, Mertiyo Rathor, Rav Vigat, 2:47-58; "Aitihasik Batam,"

pp. 42-44; Khydt, 3:93-102, 3:115
Viramde Vaghavat, Jodho Rathor, Rav Khydt, 3:87-88
Vlthaldas Jaimalot, Mertiyo Rathor Vigat, 2:67-68, 2:70-72
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INDEX OF PLACE NAMES

Agra Vigat, 2:56, 58, 70, 77
Ahmadabad Vigat, 2:70, 2:71
Ajmer Vigat, 2:41, 2:42, 2:44, 2:45, 2:46, 2:51, 2:52, 2:54, 2:57, 2:60, 2:74,

2:75; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42, 50; Khydt, 3:95, 3:96,3:97, 3:98, 3:99
Akell Vigat, 2:61
Alnlyavas Vigat, 2:50
Altavo Vigat, 2:61, 2:73
Amber Vigat, 2:70
Anandpur Vigat, 2:73, 2:74
Anoll Vigat, 2:62
Arnlyalo Vigat, 2:40

B

Babro "Aitihasik Batam," p. 42
BadalT Vigat, 2:74
Badgamv Vigat, 2:40
BagrI "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 50, 52
Bairal Khydt, 3:90
Ball "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Bamvall Vigat, 2:54, 2:55, 2:56
Banjhankurl Vigat, 2:50: "Aitihasik Batam," p. 50
Band Vigat, 2:69
Barno Vigat, 2:61
BaumlT Khydt, 3:98
Bhadu Vigat, 2:40
Bhaduvasnl Vigat, 2:62
Bhaiyo Vigat, 2:62
Bhavl Vigat, 2:43
Bhimllyo Vigat, 2:61
BhovalT Vigat, 2:40
Bid Vigat, 2:72
Bljapur Vigat, 2:76
Bikaner Vigat, 2:40, 2:41, 2:45, 2:47, 2:56, 2:58, 2:60,; Khydt, 3:90
Blsalpur Vigat, 2:43
Bollo Vigat, 2:61
Bor Vigat, 2:69
Bugraro Vigat, 2:40
Bundl Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Burhanpur Vigat, 2:76
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Candarun Vigat, 2:61
Catsu Vigat, 2:54, 2:74
ChaprI Vigat, 2:62
Cltor Vigat, 2:68, 2:69
Coclyavas Vigat, 2:62
Cokri Vigat, 2:37, 2:38, 2:39
Cundhlyam Vigat, 2:62
Cuvo Vigat, 2:40

D

DabrlyanI Vigat, 2:62
Dangavas Figa£, 2:39, 2:40
Deccan Vigat, 2:72, 2:76
Deghano Vigat, 2:73
Delhi "Aitihasik Batam," p. 44; Khyat, 3:101, 3:102
Devallyo Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Dhamanlyo Vigat, 2:62
Dhundhar Vigat, 2:60
Dldvano Vigat, 2:54
Dronpur ZAja^, 3:101
Dumanl Vigat, 2:62
Dungarpur F f^ , 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Durgavas Vigat, 2:61
Dustau Vigat, 2:40

G

Gangarro "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48, 50; Khyat, 3:116, 3:118
Ghagharno Vigat, 2:61
GhanghanI Khyat, 3:90, 3:91
Ghughrot Khyat, 3:101, 3:102
GirrI Firga ,̂ 2:57; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 42
Gonarro Vigat, 2:61
Gorhari Vigat, 2:62
Gothan Vigat, 2:62
Gothrl Vigat, 2:61
Gothro F/gar, 2:61
Gujarat Vigat, 2:70, 2:71; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 50
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H

Harmaro
Harvaro
Hasavas
HavelT
Hldavas
Hidvan
Hiradro

Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42, 51
Khydt, 3:101
Vigat, 2:62

Vigat, 2:73
Vigat, 2:62

Vigat, 2:56
Vigat, 2:61

I

Idar "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Idvo Vigat, 2:40; Khydt, 3:115
Indavar Vzga*, 2:64; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48, 53
Itavo Vigat, 2:61
Itavo Khryam ro Vigat, 2:61

Jaitaran
Jajpur
Jajsu
Javll
Jayel
Jharau
Jhlthfya

Vigat, 2:60;
Vigat, 2:60; "

Khydt, 3:116
Vigat, 2:62
Vigat, 2:39

Vigat, 2:40
Vigat, 2:40

"Aitihasik Batam,"
Aitihasik Batam," p

p. 52; Khydt, 3:39
.51

Jodhpur Vigat, 2:37, 2:42, 2:43, 2:46, 2:55, 2:56, 2:57, 2:58, 2:64, 2:73, 2:77;
"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 43, 48, 50, 53, 54; Khydt, 3:89, 3:90, 3:92, 3:94,
3:100, 3:101, 3:102, 3:115, 3:118, 3:121, 3:122

Jodhravas Vigat, 2:62
Julano Vigat, 2:62

K

Kairo Vigat, 2:40
Kakharkhl Vigat, 2:41
Kalnl
Kairo
Karhero
Kasno
KathotI
Kelavo
Kerlyo

Vigat, 2:62
Vigat, 2:73

Vigat, 2:69
Vigat, 2:40
Vigat, 2:39, 2:40
Vigat, 2:43
Vigat, 2:62
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Khairvo "Aitihasik Batam," p. 52
Khap "Aitihasik Batam," p. 42
KhatelaT Vigat, 2:62
Khavaspur Vigat, 2:58
Khldavas Vigat, 2:62
Khihdavro Vigat, 2:61
Khuharl Vigat, 2:62
Kodhno Khydt, 3:87
Kotharlyo Vigat, 2:69
Kurlal Vigat, 2:61
Kusano Vigat, 2:39, 2:44, 2:48

Lahore
Lalsot

Vigat, 2:76
Vigat, 2:54

Lamblyam Vigat, 2:40
Lamblyo
Lambo
Lampolal
Lohroyah
LungTyo

Khydt, 3:121
Vigat, 2:61

Vigat, 2:41
Vigat, 2:40

F/ga£, 2:62

M

Madavro Vigat, 2:62
MadlTyo Vigat, 2:39
Mahaikar F/ga£, 2:73
Mahevro Vigat, 2:40
Malarno F/ga^, 2:69; Khydt, 3:99
Mandor F/ga^, 2:58
Mandovar "Aitihasik Batam," p. 49
Mandu Vigat, 2:42, 2:44, 2:51
Manklyavas Vigat, 2:62
Marvar Vigat, 2:37, 2:43, 2:57; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42, 43, 50; Khydt,

' 3:88,3:95,3:96,3:120
Mecca Vigat, 2:68
Merto Vigat, 2:37, 2:38, 2:39, 2:41, 2:43, 2:44, 2:45, 2:46, 2:47, 2:48, 2:49,

2:50, 2:51, 2:52, 2:54, 2:55, 2:56, 2:57, 2:58, 2:60, 2:61, 2:63, 2:64,
2:65, 2:66, 2:67, 2:68, 2:70, 2:72, 2:73, 2:74, 2:75, 2:76, 2:77;
"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56; Khydt, 3:93, 3:94,
3:95, 3:99, 3:102, 3:115, 3:116, 3:117, 3:118, 3:120, 3:121, 3:122

Mevar Vigat, 2:68; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Mherasnl Vigat, 2:61
Modro Vigat, 2:73
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Modrl Vigat, 2:41
Mojabad Vigat, 2:57; Khydt, 3:98
Mokalo Vigat, 2:40, 2:73
Muthrajl Vigat, 2:58

N

Nagaur Vigat, 2:37, 2:39, 2:40, 2:41, 2:49, 2:67; Khydt, 3:88, 3:90, 3:95, 3:97
Nagelav Vigat, 2:70
Naharno Vigat, 2:54
Nathavro Vigat, 2:61
Navlakhi Sambhar Vigat, 2:42
Navo Nagar Vigat, 2:63
Nlbrl Vigat, 2:63
Nlllyam Vigat, 2:41, 2:61
Nlprar "Aitihasik Batam," p. 52

Paciak "Aitihasik Batam," p. 52
Paclplo Vigat, 2:62
PadubadI Vigat, 2:41, 2:62
Palrl Slndhale Vigat, 2:61
Pair! Vigat, 2:61
Panclyavas Vigat, 2:62
Phalko Vigat, 2:61
Phalo Vigat, 2:40
PhalodhT V ^ , 2:39, 2:41, 2:62, 2:75
Pimpar Vigat, 2:43, 2:48; Khydt, 3:88, 3:94
PTplan Vigat, 2:58; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 44
PIthavas Vigat, 2:62

R

Rahan F ^ , 2:40, 2:47, 2:48, 2:61, 2:73
Rampuro Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Rarod Vigat, 2:52; Khydt, 3:95
Ratau Vigat, 2:40
Raysalvas F/ga^, 2:40, 2:62
Reyam Vigat, 2:40, 2:52, 2:54, 2:73, 2:74; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 50, 54;

Khydt, 3:94, 3:95, 3:96
Rinthambhor Vigat, 2:54, 2:69; Khydt, 3:99
Rohlso Vigat, 2:1 A
Rohlyo T%tf, 2:40
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Rupjl Vigat, 2:69

S

Sahasram Vigat, 2:56
Sahesro Vigat, 2:40
Samarmati River Vigat, 2:70
Sambhar Vigat, 2:42, 2:43, 2:54
Samel Vigat, 2:57; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42, 43, 44; Khyat, 3:101
Saran "Aitihasik Batam," p. 44
Sarangvasnl Vigat, 2:62
Sarnu Vigat, 2:62
Sarvar Vigat, 2:46, 2:70
Satalvas Vigat, 2:40, 2:64, 2:65; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 53, 55
Sathano Vigat, 2:62
Sathlano Vigat, 2:43
Savalakh Vigat, 2:39
Sayarvas Vigat, 2:62
SevakI Khyat, 3:91
Sirlyarl Vigat, 2:62
Sirohl Vigat, 2:69; #/*ja*, 3:99
STvano "Aitihasik Batam," p. 44
Sojhat Vigat, 2:62, 2:69; Khyat, 3:87, 3:88
Somra Vigat, 2:40
Sri PhalodhI JI Vigat, 2:41

Tago Vigat, 2:40
Tambraull Vrgaf, 2:41
Tetaro Vigat, 2:40
Thaharvasnl F/ga^, 2:62
Thati Vigat, 2:62
Thiro Vigat, 2:40
TIghrlyo yiga^, 2:62
Todarl Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51

u
Udhiyavas Vigat, 2:62
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Vadagamv "Aitihasik Batam," p. 48
Vadall Vigat, 2:40
Vadhnor Vigat, 2:68, 2:69
Vagar Vigat, 2:61
Vakhalvas Vigat, 2:62
Vamsvalo Vigat, 2:60; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51
Vanhato Khydt, 3:98
Varvaro Khydt, 3:98
Vas Makampa Vigat, 2:61
Vavalalo Vigat, 2:61
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INTRODUCTION

Volume II provides supplementary information to the translations about
the history of Merto and the Mertlyo Rathors of Marvar, Rajasthan. The
translations include mention of many individuals who played roles of varying
importance in the history of Merto and Jodhpur. Some held prominent positions,
while others were warriors whose names appear only once in a list of men killed
in a particular battle. In all cases, it is important to know something about their
lives and their families in order to understand better the context in which they
lived and their motivations for action. These pages are offered in the hope that
they will facilitate such an understanding.

The material is organized into two sections:
1. Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur
2. Biographical Notes

Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur

This section presents a detailed listing of the wives (ranis), sons, and
daughters of the Rathor rulers of Mandor and Jodhpur over nine generations
from Rav Jodho Rinmalot (ca. 1453-89) to Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsirighot (1638-
78). While general information is available in English language publications
about the reigns of these rulers, detailed information about their families is not
so readily available. These listings attempt to rectify this situation, and include
(where known):

1. The name of the branch (sdkh) and clan (vams, kul) from
which the wife came;

2. The wife's birth name, by which she was known at her
paternal home (pihar);

3. The new name given to the wife upon her marriage, by which
she was known at her husband's father's home (sasro);

4. The dates of marriage, birth of children, and of death;
5. The names of all sons born to the wife, with brief mention of

significant events in the lives of the more important sons. If a son has
been included in the Biographical Notes, the number of his Note, e. g.,
(no. 105), follows his name;

6. The names of all daughters born to the wife, with their dates
and places of marriage.

This information provides important information about Rathor patterns
of alliance through marriage, and details the manner in which these patterns



developed over time in relation to the changing political fortunes of Rajasthan
and north India.

Biographical Notes

The Biographical Notes provide information about the lives of all
individuals mentioned in the translated texts, with the exception of the
following:

1. Rathor rulers of Mandor and Jodhpur, and important Muslim
rulers of north India, such as Sher Shah Sur (1540-45) and Mughal
Emperor Akbar (1556-1605). Information about these individuals is
readily available in English language sources;

2. A small number of Rajputs and other individuals, about
whom only minimal information is known from sources available. Such
individuals are treated in a footnote to the translated texts themselves.

The Biographical Notes include entries of varying length for one
hundred and sixty-three different individuals referenced in the translations. The
entries are numbered sequentially no. 1 - no. 163, and are divided into three
groupings to facilitate location of specific notes: Rajputs, Muslims, and
Administrative Jdtis.

Rajputs: The section on Rajputs covers Notes no. 1 - no. 153.
Individual Rajputs are identified by a four-part name. The first two elements are
the names of the branch (sdkh) and the clan (vams, hit) to which the Rajput
belonged, such as Hado Cahuvan, Slsodlyo Gahlot, or Mertlyo Rathor. The third
and fourth elements are the personal name of the individual followed by his
father's name with the suffix meaning "son of." For example:

Jaitavat Rathor Jaito Pancainot (Jaito, son of Paiicain)
Kumpavat Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot (Kumpo, son of Mahiraj)
Mertryo Rathor Vlramde Dudavat (Vlramde, son of Dudo)

These four elements provide the structure for the organization of the
Notes themselves. The section is ordered first alphabetically by clan, and then
within the clan, alphabetically by branch. The Notes for individual Rajputs
within subsections are placed in approximate chronological order according to
family groupings.

To facilitate the location of specific Notes, two devices have been
employed. First, all Notes are numbered sequentially, and the number of a
Rajput's specific Biographical Note accompanies him wherever his name is
mentioned either in a footnote to the translated texts or in different sections of
the Biographical Notes where his name may appear in discussion. The reader
can easily turn to the specific number in the Notes for that individual and locate
the information about him.



Second, there is an alphabetical listing by personal name at the front of
each subsection pertaining to the branch of a clan, of all individuals included in
the subsection. Knowing a Rajput's personal name and the name of the branch
and clan to which he belongs, the reader can turn to the appropriate subsection of
the Notes and locate the number of the Note for the individual from the listing at
the front of the subsection.

To site an example, in order to locate the Biographical Note for Mertlyo
Rathor Jaimal Vlramdevot, the reader can turn either directly to the Note for
Mertlyo Jaimal (no. 107), or turn to the Mertlyo subsection for the Rathors, then
look at the listing at the front of the subsection for Jaimal Vlramdevot. The
number of Jaimal's Note (no. 107) is listed in front of Jaimal's name, allowing
easy location of the Note itself.

If the reader knows only the personal name of the Rajput along with his
father's name, he or she may refer to the general index of names at the end of the
volume. This index provides listing of all individuals in the Biographical Notes
by personal name, and gives the number of the individual's specific Biographical
Note.

Biographical subsections (Jeso BhatI, Hado Cahuvan, Slsodlyo Gahlot,
etc.) also include genealogical charts, placed at the end of the subsections. These
charts list all of the individuals with Notes along with some close family
members, and trace their relationships to each other. Each individual is
numbered on the genealogical chart by generation and by placement within the
generation on the chart itself for easy reference and location. This number
locator follows the names of the individuals in the alphabetical listing at the front
of each subsection. A listing will appear as follows:

(no. 107) Jaimal Vlramdevot (8-1)

with the number of the individual's Biographical Note (i.e, no. 107), the personal
name, (son of) father's name, and then the location on the genealogical chart (i.e.,
generation 8, position 1, beginning on the left).

Note: for Rathors, genealogical charts generally begin with Rav Salkho
(1-1) and his son, Vlram Salkhavat (2-1), ancestors dating from the fourteenth
century whose genealogical position in relation to later generations is known
with certainty.

The subsections on branches of different Rajput clans include not only
information about individuals belonging to this branch who are mentioned in the
translated texts, but also material about the origin and early history of the branch.
The subsection on the Jeso Bhatls, for example, includes short Notes on three
Jeso Bhatls (no. 1 - no. 3) mentioned in the translated texts, and a somewhat
longer lead section on BhatI Jeso Kalikaranot. BhatI Jeso was the founding
ancestor of the Jeso Bhatls of Marvar. It was he and his sons who established
ties of service with the Rathor rulers of Jodhpur following the marriage of Jeso
Kalikaranot's sister to Jodhpur ruler, Rav Sujo Jodhavat (ca. 1492-1515).

The founders of different branches, as in the case of the Jeso Bhatls,
were often separated by several generations from the individuals who are



included in the Notes. In other cases, the founders of branches are Rajputs who
lived during the period discussed in the translations. Rathors Jaito Pancainot and
Kumpo Mahirajot, for example, were founders of the Jaitavat and Kumpavat
sdkhs of Marvar Rathors. Both of these Rajputs served under Rathor Rav Malde
Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62) and were killed at the battle of Samel in January
of 1544, fighting against the Afghan Sher Shah Sur. Properly speaking, these
individuals belonged to branches of Rathors other than Jaitavat and Kumpavat,
for these groupings did not emerge until after their deaths. They are referred to
in the texts under discussion as Akhairajot Rathors. However, material about
them belongs with that for their descendants, who were Jaitavat ("son o f Jaito)
and Kumpavat ("son of Kumpo). This organization provides a better and more
coherent ordering for the Notes.

Information about origins and founders offers an important and
necessary context for understanding the lives of individual members of a
brotherhood, who may have lived generations apart. Both immediate family
relations and the larger network of kinship through time provided the context
from which individual actions emerged.

Muslims and Administrative Jdtis: This section consists of Notes no.
154 - no. 163. It includes a brief section on the family of Khanzada Khan
Muslims who ruled at Nagaur for a period of years during the fifteenth and early
sixteenth centuries, and sections on the members of three different administrative
jdtis who played roles of varying importance in the history of Merto and
Jodhpur. Because less is known from local sources about these individuals, the
sections themselves are devoted more to a general discussion of the jdti than to
the lives of the individuals mentioned in the texts, about whom often only a
personal name and a few other facts are in evidence.

Source References

Considerable attention has been given to the notation of sources from
which material has been gathered for both the Marriage and Family Lists and the
Biographical Notes.

Sources for the Marriage Lists have been arranged by individual wives
of rulers and placed in footnotes. This ordering should facilitate the
investigation of particular marriages and children of marriages which readers
may wish to pursue.

Source references for the Biographical Notes have generally been placed
at the end of individual sections, so the reader may go immediately to sources for
that individual. The only exceptions are where there is limited information about
a group of related individuals. In such cases, the sources have been placed
together at the end of the section for these individuals.
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Rav Jodho Rinmalot (5-1)

Born: Tuesday, April 1, 14161

Died: April 6, 1489 (unconfirmed by inscriptional evidence)
Ruled: ca. 1453 - April 6, 1489
Mother: Rani Bhatiyanl Koramde, daughter of BhatI Rav Ranagde
Lakhamslyot of PungaJ.

The following section on Rav Jodho Rinmalot is divided into two parts.
The first provides a composite listing of Rav Jodho's brothers. Many of these
men played roles of importance in the history of Marvar and Bikaner. Their
exact number is unknown, but sources list twenty-five to twenty-seven brothers.
Virtually no information is available about their mothers. The listing of these
brothers is organized, therefore, into four alphabetical groupings based on what
is known of their activities.

The second part of this section presents a detailed listing of all of Rav
Jodho's wives, sons and daughters.

Brothers2

A. Brothers who died in childhood:
1. Goyand
2. Karamcand: died of smallpox.
3. Sagto
4. Sayar: drowned in a tank at the village of Dhanlo3; is

said to have become a spirit (pitar).

B. Brothers included in Rav Jodho's division of the lands of Marvar
following the founding of Jodhpur in 1459:

1. Akhairaj: received BagrI village4 (see "Akhairajot
Rathors," infra).

2. Bhakhar: died before the founding of Jodhpur; his
son, Balo, received the three villages of Kharlo, KharrI, and

1 We are following Ojha, 4:1:235, here. Jodhpur Rajya ki Khyat, p. 55, gives the date
of Saturday, March 28, 1416 for Rav Jodho's birth.

2 General sources for this section include: Gehlot, Marvar, pp. 160-162; Khydt, 3:40;
Murardan, no. 1, pp. 205-208; Ojha, 4:1:225-226; Reu, 1:80; Vigat, 1:38-39; Vtr
Vinod, 2:805-806.

3 Dhanlo village: located twenty-seven miles south of Sojhat in eastern Marvar.

BagrI village: located nine miles east-southeast of Sojhat.
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Sahli (located to the south of Jodhpur; see "Balavat Rathors,"
infra).

3. Campo: received Kaparro5 and Banar6 villages (see
"Campavat Rathors," infra).

4. DungarsI: received Bhadrajun village7; the Dungarot
sdkh of Marvar Rathors emerged from his descendants (see
"Rinmalot Rathors," infra).

5. Jagmal: died before the founding of Jodhpur; his
son, KhetsT, received the village of Netram.8 Two sdkhs of
Marvar Rathors descend from Jagmal: the Jagmalot and the
Khetslyot (see "Rinmalot Rathors," infra).

6. Karno: received Lunavas village9; founder of the
Karanot sdkh of Marvar Rathors.

7. Mandalo: received Sanduro village in the area that
later became Blkaner; founder of the Mandalot sdkh of Blkaner
and Marvar Rathors.

8. Pato: received Karnu village10; founder of the
Patavat sdkh of Marvar Rathors.

9. Rupo: received Cadi village11; founder of the
Rupavat sdkh of Marvar Rathors (see "Rinmalot Rathors,"
infra).

10. Vairo: received Dudhvar village12 from Rav Jodho;
founder of the Vairavat sdkh of Marvar Rathors.

C. Brothers who left Jodhpur with Rav Jodho's son, Blko Jodhavat, and
participated in the founding of Blkaner:

1. Kandhal: founder of the Kandhalot sdkh of Blkaner
Rathors.

2. Lakho: founder of the Lakhavat sdkh of Blkaner
Rathors.

5 Kaparro village: located twenty-eight miles east of Jodhpur.

6 Banar village: located eight miles east-northeast of Jodhpur.

7 Bhadrajun village: located forty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur.

8 Netram village: located twenty-one miles north-northeast of Jodhpur.

9 Lunavas village: located twenty miles southwest of Jodhpur.

10 Karnu village: located sixty miles north of Jodhpur.

11 Cadi village: located fifty-eight miles north of Jodhpur.

12 Dudhvar village: located eleven miles south of Sojhat in eastern Marvar.
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3. Natho: founder of the Nathavat sakh of Bikaner
Rathors.

4. Udo: founder of the Udavat sdkh of Bikaner
Rathors.

D. Brothers whose activities are unknown:
1. Adva]: founder of the Advalot sdkh of Marvar

Rathors.
2. Hapo: his descendants are known as both

"Rinmalots" and "Hapavats" in Marvar.
3. Jaitmal: his son, Bhojraj, was founder of the

Bhojraj ot sdkh of Marvar Rathors.
4. Man dan: founder of the Mandanot sdkh of Marvar

Rathors.
5. Sando: founder of the Sandavat sdkh of Marvar

Rathors.
6. Sindho: his descendants are called "Rinmalots.1'
7. TejsT: founder of the TejsTyot sdkh of Marvar

Rathors.
8. Vanvlr: founder of the Vanvlrot sdkh of Marvar

Rathors.

Ranis, Sons, and Daughters

1. Rani Had! Jasmadeji13

The texts list this Rani's name as both "Jasmade" and "Koramde."
Jasmade appears to be the name she received upon marriage to Rav Jodho.
Koramde may have been her pihar name, but this name was also the name of
Rav Jodho's mother, Rani Bhatiyanl KoramdejI. Its ascription to one of Rav
Jodho's wives may indicate some confusion in the sources.

The name of HadI Jasmadejf s father is uncertain. The texts list his name
variously as Hado Cahuvan Jltmal Devot, Ajlt Maldevot, and Devldas Jaitmalot
of Bundl. Jltmal Devot's name appears in the genealogy for the Hado Cahuvans
recorded in the Khydt of NainsI, 1:101. Jltmal was a son of Hado Devo
Bangavat, the founder of Hado rule in Bundl, 1342-43. Given Rav Jodho's birth
in 1416, it would appear on genealogical grounds alone that Hado Jltmal Devot
could not have been Jasmade's father. The name Ajlt Maldevot appears to be a
corruption of Jltmal Devot. It does not appear in the Hado genealogy in Nainsl's
Khydt, nor does the name Devldas Jaitmalot. Without further information, it is
not possible to know the identity of this Rani's father with certainty.

S - Nlmbo: designated successor to the Jodhpur throne; died
while a kumvar (see "Jodho Rathors," infra).

13 "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 36-37; Bdhkldas, p. 8; Khydt, 1:101, 3:31, 216; Murdrddn,
no. 2, pp. 401-402; Ojha, 4:1:251-252; Vigat, 1:39.
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S - Satal: Rav Jodho's successor to the Jodhpur throne ca. 1489.
S - Sujo: born August 2, 1439; succeeded Rav Satal Jodhavat to

the Jodhpur throne in March of 1492.

2. Rani Bhatiyani Puramji14

Daughter of Kelhan BhatI Rav Vairsal Cacavat of Pungal and Vairsalpur
(ca. 1448-64).

S - Karamsl: (see "Karamsot Rathors," infra).
S - Raypa]: founded the Raypalot sdkh of Marvar Rathors
S - Vanvlr: founded the Vanvlrot sdkh of Marvar Rathors.
S -Jasvant
S - Kumpo
S - Candrav
D - Bhagam: married to Khanzada Khan Salho Khan (Salah

Khan, ca. 1467-69) of Nagaur in 1464-65 by her two uterine brothers,
Karamsl and Raypal. Her brothers received from Salho Khan, in turn,
the important villages of Khlmvsar and Asop15 in sold katdrl (lit. "wife's
brother-dagger").16

D - RajambaT: married to Mohil Cahuvan Ajlt Samvatsryot of
Chapar-Dronpur.

3. Rani Sarikhli Narangdeji 17

There is uncertainty about the identity of this Rani's father. This
uncertainty extends both to the name of her father and to the branch of Sankhlos
(Runeco or Jangalvo) from which he came. Jodhpur Rdjya kiKhydt, pp. 55, 57,
states that Narangde Sankhll was a daughter of Sankhlo Pamvar Mando Jaitavat,
and refers to her as a Run eel, of the Sankhlos of Run village18 in Marvar. Khydt,
3:8, confirms that Jodho Rinmalot married among the Runeco Sankhlos, stating:

14 Bankidas, p. 8; Khydt, 2:117, 3:158-159; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 431, 600-601; Ojha,
4:1:252; Vigat, 1:40.

15 Khimvsar and Asop are located sixteen miles apart from each other some fifty-four
miles north-northeast and fifty miles northeast of Jodhpur, respectively.

16 Said katdrv. the customary gifts which the brother(s) of the bride claim from the
groom at the end of the marriage, following the couple's circumambulation of the fire.
At this time, the wife's brother (sdlo) takes up a sword or dagger and grabs hold of the
groom's ear, demanding his presents or gifts (neg). These generally consist of weapons
and/or money, but can also take the form of parcels of land or villages. See: Census
Report, 1891,3:1:33-34.

17 Bdnkidds, pp. 8, 74; Khydt, 1:340-341, 346, 353, 3:8, 31; Ojha, 4:1:252-253, 5:1:72-
73. 90; Reu, 1:103, n. 3; Vigat, 1:31, 39.

18 Run village: located twenty miles northwest of Merto and fifty-nine miles northeast
of Jodhpur.
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[Jodho] proceeded to [the home of] the Sarikhlos of Run. The
Sarikhlos took a betrothal coconut and came before the RavjI.
The designated successor (tlkdyat) of the Sarikhlos was called
Ravat; his daughter was married to the RavjI.

Rdthordm rl VamsdvalT, MS no. 20130, f. 35, gives Nararigdejfs
father's name as Man dan Jaitavat, while Khydt, 3:31, in a section entitled "Ath
Vat Rav SlhojT (rai Vams) rl" (Now the Story of Rav SlhojFs Vams), includes
the following entry:

Rav Jodhojfs wife (antevar), Nararigde Sarikhll, [was] Rano
Mandan Runavat's daughter.

The Mandan referred to here was a Sarikhlo of Run, "Rano" being a common
title assumed by the Runeco Sarikhlos. Vigat, 1:39, lists two alternative names
for the father, Rano Madajetsot and Rano Madasirighot, both of which appear
simply to be corruptions of Mando/Mandan Jaitavat.

Khydt, 1:341, lists an individual by the name of "Rano Mando, [son] of
JaitsI," in its genealogy of the Runeco Sarikhlos. This individual is presumably
Mando Jaitavat, but the Khydt gives no information about him, listing only his
name.

Elsewhere in Vigat, 1:31, NainsI provides a cryptic entry about Sarikhll
Nararigde's father. As if writing a note to himself, he refers to two different
Sarikhlos who might have been the father: Sarikhlo Mando [Jaitavat] and
Sarikhlo Napo Manakravat (no. 26) of the Sarikhlos of Jarigalu.19 He states:

Previously Sarikhlo Napo Manakravat - Mando [Jaitavat] was
the dhani - [either] his daughter [or] Napo's, Nararigde Sarikhll,
... was married [to Rav Jodho].

In support of Napo Sarikhlo as the father, Bdnkidds, p. 74, records that Sarikhll
NararigdejI's eldest son, Blko Jodhavat, was a sister's son (hhdnej) of the
Sarikhlos of Jarigalu.

It is difficult to evaluate this information. Jarigalvo Sarikhlo Napo
Manakravat was closely associated with Rav Jodho and with Sarikhll Nararigde's
two sons, Blko and Vldo. It may be that for this reason, he became, over time,
NararigdejI's father.20 The weight of the evidence rests, however, with Runeco
Sarikhlo Mando/Mandan Jaitavat/Jaitslyot as the father.

The date of this marriage is also uncertain. According to Khydt, 3:8, it
took place sometime during Jodho Rinmalot's period of distress (yikhau)

19 Jangalu village: located sixty-five miles northeast of Phalodhi and forty-five miles
northwest of Nagaur.

20 See infra, "Sariklilo Pamvars," for more information about Napo Sankhlo (no. 26).
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following his father Rav Rinmal Cun da vat's murder at Citor ca. 1438. This
dating is problematic, however, given at least one of the dates of birth for
Narahgde's eldest son, Blko.

S - Blko: different dates are given for BIko's birth including
August 5, 1438 and July 14, 1440 (adhika vais) or August 14, 1440
(nija vais). Blko founded the kingdom of Bikaner, and a Rathor sdkh
bearing his name emerged after him (see "Blkavat Rathors," no. 42,
infra).

S - Vldo: (see "Vldavat Rathors," infra).

4. Rani Sonagari Campabai (pihar name) 21

Daughter of Sonagaro Cahuvan Khlmvo Satavat of Pall village22 in
eastern Marvar.

S - Varsingh: born sometime prior to 1440 (see "Varsinghot
Mertlyo Rathors," no. 146, infra).

S - Dudo: varying dates appear in the texts for Dudo's birth,
including June 15, September 28, October 6 and October 10, 1440, and
July 4, 1441 (see "Mertlyo Rathors," no. 104, infra, and Vigat, 2:47, n.
148 of the translated text).

5. Rani Hulni Jamnadeji (or Janandeji) 23

Daughter of Hul Gahlot Vanvir Bhojavat (or Vlrbhan Bhojavat).

S - Jogo: (see "Jodho Rathors," infra).
S - Bharmal: (see "Bharmalot Rathors," infra).

6. Rani VaghelT Vinamji24

Daughter of Vaghelo Solanki Urjan Bhlmrajot.

S - Sam vat si
S - Sivraj (see "Jodho Rathors," no. 80, infra).

7. Rani Solankani 25

21 Khydt, 1:207; Murarddn, no. 2, pp. 444, 583; OjM, 4:1:253-254; Reu, 1:103, n. 5;
Vigat, 1:39,2:37.

22 Pali village: located forty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

23 Khydt, 3:31; Murarddn, no. 2, pp. 403, 422; Ojha, 4:1:253; Vigat, 1:39.

24 Murarddn, no. 2, p. 417; Ojha, 4:1:254; Vigat, 1:39.

25 Murarddn, no. 2, p. 98.
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8. Rani Cahuvan 26

9. Rani SIsodnl27

Daughter of SlsodTyo Gahlot Rano Mokal Lakhavat, ruler of Cltor (ca.
1421-33), and uterine sister of Rano Kumbho Mokajot, ruler of Cltor (ca. 1433-
68); given to Rav Jodho in marriage, ca. 1453.

Miscellaneous

Several additional sons of Rav Jodho, whose mothers are not known
with certainty, are mentioned in the sources. 28 These sons include:

S - Abhayraj
S - Jagmal
S - Lakhman
S - Natho
S - Rupsingh

The texts also list several daughters of Rav Jodho, whose mothers are
not known. The names of these daughters and their places of marriage are:

D - SundarbaT: married to Sonagaro Cahuvan Lolo Ranavat by
Rav Jodho!s father, Rav Rinmal Cundavat (ca. 1428-38). Sonagaro Lolo
married a daughter to Rav Rinmal in exchange. 29

D - SringardevI: married to Slsodlyo Gahlot Rano Raymal
Kumbhavat, ruler of CTtor (ca. 1473-1509).30

D - RupkumvarbaT: married to BhatI Raval Caco Vairslyot,
ruler of Jaisalmer (1448-64 or 1467). Her son by Raval Caco was Raval
Devldas Cacavat, ruler of Jaisalmer (1464 or 1467-91). 31

26 Ibid.

27 Pandit Badrl Sarma, Ddsapom kd Itihas (Jodhpur: Senasadana, V.S. 2011 [A.D.
1954]), p. 13; Cdmpdvat Rdthaur, p. 6. This marriage is not included in the lists of
Rav Jodho's marriages found in other primary sources. References to it appear only in
the two above noted secondary sources that deal with the history of the Campavat
Rathors of Marvar.

28 Bdnkidds, p. 7; Reu, 1:103; "Rathaud Vams rl Vigat," in Rdthaud Vatns n Vigat
evatn Rdthauddm rl Vamsdvali, edited by Phatahsimh (Jodhpur: Rajasthan Pracyavidya
Pratistan, 1968), pp. 10-11.

29 Khydt, 1:206-207, 3:133.

30 Dasharatha Sharma, Lectures on Rajput History and Culture (Delhi: Motilal
Banarsidass, 1970), p. 81.

31 Jaisalmer rl Khyat, pp. 64-65; Tavdrlkh Jaisalmer, p. 47.
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D - (name unknown) married to Shams Khan Kyam Khan, the
master of Jhunjhanum.32

Marriage Lists

Lists of Rav Jodho's marriages and of his sons and daughters are
contained in the following primary sources. These sources reference all
marriages except those for Ranis no. 7, no. 8, and no. 9. The sources are:

Jodhpur Rdjya kiKhydt, pp. 55-58.
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 98-99.
Rdthordm n VamsdvalT, MS no. 20130, ff. 35-36.

Other references include:

L. P. Tessitori, "A Progress Report on the Work done during the
year 1916 in connection with the Bardic and Historical Survey
of Rajputana," Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, N.S.
12 (1917), p. 218; Murarddn, no. 2, pp. 93-97, no. 3. p. 23;
Ojha, 4:1:235, 239, 267; "Rathaud Vams rl Vigat," pp. 10-11;
Reu, 1:103; VTr Vinod, 2:806.

32 Kyam Kham Rasa, pp. 36-37, as noted in S. Inayat Ali Zaidi, "The Pattern of
Matrimonial Ties between the Kachawaha Clan and the Mughal Ruling Family," Indian
Historical Congress: Proceedings of the 35th Session, Jadavpur (Calcutta), 1974, pp.
133, 140.
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Rav Satai Jodhavat (6-2)

Born: (?)
Died: March of 1492
Ruled: ca. 1489 - March, 1492
Mother: Rani Had! Jasmadejl of Bundl l

Ranis, Sons, and Daughters

1. Rani Bhatiyani HarakhbaT (pihar name)
Daughter of the Kelhan Bhatls of Vikumpur.

2. Rani Bhatiyani Phulam

Miscellaneous
Rav Satal is said to have had five other wives. There are no references

to these wives by name among the sources available. All are said to have
become satis following Rav Satal's death. There are no sons or daughters listed
in any of the chronicles.

General References

Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, p. 57; Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 100; Ojha,
4:1:259-260, 262-263; Vigat, 1:39.

1 See supra, Rav Jodho Rinmalot, Rani no. 1, for a discussion of the confusion
surrounding the identity of Rani JasmadejTs father.
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Rav Sujo Jodhavat (6-3)

Born: Sunday, August 2, 1439
Died: Tuesday, October 2, 1515
Ruled: March, 1492 - October 2, 1515
Mother: Rani HadI JasmadejT of Bundl l

Ranis, Sons, and Daughters

1. Rani Bhatiyani Sarangdeji (pihar name Likhmlbal)2

The name of this Rani's father is variously given in the sources as BhatI
Jlvo Urjanot, Kalikaran Keharot and Jeso Kalikaranot, a son of Kalikaran
Keharot's.

No listing is found for a Jlvo Urjanot in the genealogy of the Bhatls in
the Khydt of Nainsl. The name Jlvo is possibly a corruption of Jeso. Most
references associate Bhatiyani Likhmlbal with Jeso Kalikaranot and his father,
Kalikaran Keharot. From textual evidence, it appears that this Rani's father was
Kalikaran Keharot of Jaisalmer, a son of Raval Kehar Devrajot (1361-97).
Likhmlbal's brother, Jeso Kalikaranot, was the founder of the Jeso sdkh of
Marvar Bhatls (see "Jeso Bhatls," infra).

S - Vagho: born December 16, 14573 (see "Jodho Rathors," no.
83, infra).

S - Naro: founder of the Naravat sdkh of Marvar Rathors.

2. Rani Cahuvanji 4

Daughter of Sacoro Cahuvan Rav Pithamrav Tejslyot of Sacor.

S - Sekho: (see "Jodho Rathors," no. 86, infra).
S - Devldas

1 See supra, Rav Jodho Rinmalot, Rani no. 1, for a discussion of the confusion
surrounding the identity of HadI Jasmadejts father.

2 "AitihasikBatam," p. 37; Bdtikidas, pp. 9, 119; Khydt, 2:152-153, 3:34, 104-105, 215;
Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 431; Ojha, 4:1:269; Vigat, 1:40-41. The Vigat of Nainsl references
Vagho Sujavat as the son of Rani MangliyanI Sarangde, the daughter of Mangllyo
Gahlot Pancti Vlramdevot. This information is incorrect. It probably involves
confusion with Rani no. 3, infra.

3 This date is from Ojha, 4:1:269. Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, p. 68, records a date of
birth of Friday, April 15, 1468, which appears to be in error. See: Ojha, 4:1:260-270,
n. 5, for his discussion of issues surrounding the dating of Vagho's birth.

4 BdnkTdds, pp. 9, 163; Khydt, 1:241-242; Ojha, 4:1:270.
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3. Rani Mangliyani Sarvandejl5

Daughter of Mangllyo Gahlot Rano Patu HamTrot (Ranavat)

S - Udo: (see "Udavat Rathors," infra).
S - Pirag (or Prag)
S - Sango

4. Rani Sankhli SahodramjT (or Soharadejl)6

Some uncertainty surrounds the name of this Rani's father. Murdrddn,
no. 2, p. 103, refers to him as Gopaj Mahirajot. However, no listing for an
individual of this name is found in the genealogy of the Sankhlo Pamvars in the
Khydt of Nainsl. This genealogy does list a Mahiraj Gopaldevot, a Sankhlo of
the Jangajvo sdkh, closely associated with Rathor Rav Cundo Vlramot of
Mandor (d. ca. 1423). Although this Mahiraj was too far removed
genealogically from Rav Sujo to have married a daughter to him, it is possible
that this "daughter" came from one of his sons or grandsons.

S - Prithlraj
S - Napo

Miscellaneous

The sources list two more sons and a daughter for Rav Sujo:

S - TiloksT: (mother unknown).7

S - Natho: Bdnkidds, p. 112, records that Natho was the
daughter's son {dohitro) of Bhati Raval Harraj Maldevot of Jaisahner
(1561-77). This information is incorrect. From other sources, it is
evident that Natho was not Rav Sujo's son, but rather a daughter of Bhati
Rava] Harraj named Nathukumvar. Nathukumvar lived in Jodhpur at the
court of her maternal grandfather, Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat (see
infra, Rav Malde Gangavat, Rani no. 3, D - Sajnambal).8

D - Khettibal (mother unknown): married to Hado Cahuvan Rav
Narandas Bhandavat of Bundl (d. ca. 1527). Khetubal's son by Rav
Narandas was Surajmal Narandasot, ruler of Bundl, ca. 1527-31.9

5 Bdnkldds, pp. 8-9; Ojha, 4:1:270.

6 Khydt, 1:347; Ojha, 4:1:270.

7 Bdnkidds, p. 9; Reu, 1:110.

1 Baitkidas, p. 112; TavarTkh Jaisalmer, p. 53.

} Khydt, 1:102.
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The chronicles record an interesting story about Khetubai and
Rav Narandas. The Rav is said to have been addicted to opium and
accustomed to taking exceedingly large amounts each day. Khetubai
found her husband in an open field on one occasion, where he had fallen
asleep in a stupor while urinating. She threw the end of her sari over
him to cover him and to hide his shame. The following morning when
the Rav awoke and found his wife standing over him, he was pleased
and granted her one wish that was within his power to fulfill. Khetubai
asked only that she be allowed to keep his opium pouch. KhetubaT
gradually reduced the amount of opium the Rav consumed each day
thereafter. Before long, she also gave birth to a son named Surajmal.10

Marriage Lists

Lists of Rav Sujo's marriages, and his sons and daughters are contained
in the following primary sources:

Jodhpur Rdjya kl Khydt, pp. 67-68.
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 102-104.
Rathoram rl Vamsavali, MS no. 20130, ff. 46-47.

Other general references include:

Ojha, 4:1:262, 264, 269; "Rathaud Vams ri Vigat," pp. 10-11;
Reu, 1:110; Vigat, 1:39; VTr Vinod, 2:807.

10 Bdiikidds, p. 144; Jodhpur Rdjya Id Khydt, p. 69; Khydt, 1:102, 107; Rathoram n
Vamsavali, MS no. 20130, f. 48. Bdnkidds, Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt and Rathoram ri
Vamsavali refer to KhetubaT as the daughter of another of Rav Jodho Rinmalot's sons,
SamvatsT. This information appears incorrect.
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Rav Garigo Vaghavat (8 -1)

Born: Thursday, May 6, 1484
Died: May 9, 1532
Ruled: November 8, 1515 - May 9, 1532
Mother: KumvranI Cahuvan Udanbal (Udaikumvar - pihar name),
daughter of Cahuvan Ram Kamvravat (or Ravat Ramkaran).

Ranis, Sons, and Daughters

1. Rani Sarikhlf GarigadejT l

2. Rani Sisodnl Uttamdeji (pihar name Padmavatlbal)2

Daughter of STsodlyo Gahlot Rano Sarigo Raymalot of Citor (1509-28).
Uttamdeji was at her paternal home (pihar) at Citor when Rav Garigo

died in 1532. Her uterine brother, Udaisirigh Sarigavat (Rano of Citor, ca. 1537-
72), would not allow her to become a sail. Uttamdeji then waited, and when
Citor came under attack from the Mughals in 1568, she took part in the jauhar
within the fort.

3. Rani Devri Manakdeji (pihar name Padmabal)3

Daughter of Devro Cahuvan Rav Jagmal Lakhavat of Sirohi.

S - Malde: born Friday, December 5, 1511; succeeded Rav
Garigo to the Jodhpur throne.

S - Vairsal
S - Mansirigh
D - Sonbal: married to BhatI Raval Lunkaran Jaitslyot of

Jaisajmer (1528-51).

4. Rani Bhatiyani PhoiambaT (pihar name)4

She became a satiai the time of Rav Garigo's death.

D - Rajkumvar (or Raykumvarbal): married to Sisodiyo Gahlot
Rano Vikramaditya Sarigavat of Citor (ca. 1531-36).

xOjha, 4:1:282.

2Bankidds, p. 11; OjM, 4:1:282.

3 BankTdds, pp. 12, 154-155; Khyat, 1:136, 160-161, 2:87-89, 3:215; Murdrdan, no. 1,
pp. 628, 637; Ojha, 4:1:282.

4 BdnkTdds, p. 12; Ojha, 4:1:282.
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5. Rani Bhatiyani Ladbai (pihar name)5

S - Kisandas: (see "Jodho Rathors," no. 87, infra).

6. Rani Kachvahl CandravalbaT (pihar name)6

She became a sa£f at the time of Rav Gango's death.

7. Rani Sonagari Sabirabal {pihar name)7

She became a sa£f at the time of Rav Gango's death.

D - Campabai: married to Devro Cahuvan Rav Raysingh
Akhairajot of Sirohi. Her son by Rav Raysingh was Udaisingh
Raysinghot, who succeeded to the throne of Sirohi.

The Khydt of NainsI records that Campabai was a wise and
respected wife of Rav Raysingh's. She was murdered in Sirohi,
however, some years after Rav Raysingh's death as a result of conflict
over succession to rule in Sirohi.

Campabafs son, Udaisingh, was a minor when Rav Raysingh
died. The Rav had ordered before his death that the throne pass to his
brother, Dudo Akhairajot, and that Dudo should protect and raise his
son, Udaisingh, to assume rulership in Sirohi when he came of age.
Dudo Akhairajot became rav with the support of the pane Rajput (lit.
"the five Rajputs"; the council of elders), and he fulfilled Rav Raysingh's
order, raising Udaisingh to rule and keeping his own son, Mansingh
Dudavat, away from the throne.

When Rav Dudo died, the pradhdn and pane Rajput gave the
tiko of succession to CampabaTs son, Udaisingh Raysinghot. Rav
Udaisingh had his father's brother's son, Mansingh, given the village of
Lohiyano for his maintenance, but soon after, had him driven from the
land. Mansingh went to Mevar and took service under the Rano of
Cltor, under whom he became a devoted military servant.

Rav Udaisingh died childless not long thereafter from smallpox,
and the leading Rajputs of Sirohi called Mansingh back from Mevar and
seated him on the throne. Campabai learned shortly after Rav
Mansingh's accession, however, that her son Udaisingh's wife was
pregnant. She sent a message to the wife, saying: "Tomorrow our
grandson will be born. Who is Mansingh to enjoy the rule of this land?"
This message fell into Rav Mansingh's hands and he had both Campabai
and Udaisingh's pregnant wife killed.

5 Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 632; Ojha, 4:1:282.

6 Ojha, 4:1:282.

7 "AitihasikBatam," p. 38; Bdnkldds, p. 155; Khydt, 1:135-137, 141; Ojha, 4:1:283.
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8. Ram Devri Jevantabai (or Jaivantam) (pihar name)8

S-Sadul
S - Kanho

9. Ran! Jhali Premaldeji (or Premdejl)9

She became a sa£f at the time of Rav Garigo's death.

10. Ram Bhatiyam Karametijf 10

She became a sa£f at the time of Rav Garigo's death.

Marriage Lists

Lists of Rav Garigo's marriages, and of his sons and daughters by these
marriages, are contained in the following primary sources. These sources
reference all marriages except that of Rani no. 10:

Jodhpur Rdjya kiKhydt, pp. 71-76.
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 112-113.
Rdthordm n Vamsdvali, MS no. 20130, ff. 52-53.

Other general references include:

Bdnkidas, p. 11; Khydt, 3:215; Murdrddn, no. 1, pp. 238-239,
628, 632, 637-639, no. 2, pp. 106-112, 114; Ojha, 4:1:270-271,
281-283; "Rathaud Vams rl Vigat," p. 11; Reu, 1:115; Vir Vinod,
2:807-808; Vigat, 1:41-42.

8 Murdrddn, no. 1, pp. 638-639; Ojha, 4:1:283.

9 Ojha, 4:1:283.

10 "AitihasikBatam," p. 38.
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Rav Malde Gangavat (9-1)

Born: Friday, December 5, 1511
Died: November 7, 15621

Ruled: May 21, 1532 - November 7, 1562
Mother: Rani Devrl Manakdejl {pihar name PadmabaT), daughter of
Devro Cahuvan Rav Jagmal Lakhavat of STrohl.

Ranis, Sons, and Daughters

1. Ban Rani Cundavat SIsodni Pohpavatiji {plhar name ParvatlbaT)
She went to her pihar to live, and died there.

2. Rani BhatiyanI Umadeji {pihar name Ramkumvar)2

Daughter of BhatI Raval Lunkaran Jaitslyot of Jaisalmer (1528-51).
Raval Lunkaran was himself a daughter's son of the Baharmer Rathors. His
mother was Baharmerl Rathor Lachamdejl {pihar name SltabaT).

Umadeji was married to Rav Malde on Friday, March 30, 1537 at
Jaisalmer. She became angry with the Rav in 1538-39 while at Ajmer, and
thereafter remained apart from him. When Rav Malde drove his son, Ram
Maldevot (see Rani no. 16, S - Ram, infra), from Marvar in 1547-48, Umadeji
joined this son in exile in Mevar. Umadeji was at the village of Kelvo in Mevar,
which was a village of Ram's vast, on Tuesday, November 10, 1562 when news
of Rav Malde's death arrived, and she became a sati there. Ram Maldevot made
preparations to ride to Jodhpur even before the rite of UmadejI's sat! had begun,
and Umadeji is said to have cursed Ram at the time of her burning, saying that a
woman should never entrust herself to a co-wife's (sok's) son.

A cenotaph (chatri) was built for Umadeji at Kelvo village.
Sources do not specify the reasons for UmadejI's anger at Rav Malde.

Informants of the author's in Jodhpur indicate that this anger grew out of Rav
Malde's favoritism for a court singer/dancing girl (olgant).

3. Rani Jhali Narangdeji (or Navrangdejl; pihar name Ardhanbal)3

Some uncertainty surrounds the identity of this Rani's father. Rdthordm
ri Vamsavali, MS no. 20130, f. 63, lists him as Jhalo Mero Sujavat. No
individual by this name appears in the genealogy of the Jhalos in the Khydt of

1 This date is from Ojha, 4:1:325, and Jodhpur Rajya ki Khyat, p. 76. Bankldas, p. 18,
provides the alternate date of November 10, 1562.

2 "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56; Bankldas, p. 18; Jaisalmer ri Khydt, p. 67; Khydt, 2:86, 88;
Ojha, 4:1:326, n. 1; Tavdrikh Jaisalmer, pp. 49-50; Vigat, 1:53-55.

3 "Aitihasik Batam/'p. 56; Khydt, 2:264; Vigat, 1:55.
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Nainsi. The name Malo Sirighot does appear in this genealogy, and one of
Malo's sons was a military servant of Rav Malde, holding several villages in
pato from him. Malo himself was also a close relation of other Jhalos who
married daughters to Rav Malde. It is possible that the name of Rani
NarangdejI's father was Malo Sirighot, not Mero Sujavat. Without further
evidence, however, his identity remains in doubt.

Rani Naraiigdeji became a satt at the time of Rav Malde's death.

D - Rajkumvarbai4: married to Hado Cahuvan Rav Surtan
Surajmalot of Bundi (ca. 1531-54). Rav Malde murdered a daughter of
the Hados who had been given to him in marriage (see infra, Rani no.
21) sometime after RajkumvarbaT was married. The Hados killed
Rajkumvarbai in retaliation. The exchange of brides between the Hados
of Bundi and the Rathors of Jodhpur ceased for some time thereafter.

D - Pohpamvatlbal5: married to Aharo Gahlot RavaJ Askaran
Prithlrajot of Durigarpur (ca. 1549-80). She became a sati at the time of
the Rava]'s death.

D - Kankavatlbal6: married to the Patsah of Gujarat, Mahmud
III (1537-54). Her married name was Naraiigdeji. Kankavatlbal went to
live with her sister, Sajnambal (see infra) in Jaisalmer after the Patsah's
death, bringing much wealth with her. She died in Jaisajmer.

D - Hamsbal7: married to Sekhavat Kachvaho Rav Lunkaran
Sujavat of Amarsar.8 Her son by Rav Lunkaran was Manakrav
Lunkaranot.

D - Ratanavatlbal9: married to Pathan Hajl Khan. She came in
mourning to her half-brother, Rav Candrasen Maldevot, at Jodhpur after
Hajl Khan's death. She followed Rav Candrasen into exile from Jodhpur
in southern Marvar and the Aravallls in the 1570s and remained with
him thereafter. Rav Candrasen's successor, Moto Raja Udaisingh
Maldevot (1583-95), sent her to Nagaur to live. She died there in 1592-
93. A chatrl was built at Nagaur in her memory.

4 BdnkTdas, p. 20; Khyat, 1:109; Ojha, 4:1:327; Vigat, 1:53.

5 Bankidas, pp. 20, 107; Ojha, 4:1:327; Vigat, 1:52.

6 Bdnkidas, p. 20; Vigat, 1:52. Neither Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt nor Rdthordm ri
Vamsdvali, MS no. 20130, reference this daughter or her marriage.

7 BdnkTdas, p. 20; Khydt, 1:319; Ojha, 4:1:328; Vigat, 1:52.

8 Amarsar: located forty miles due north of Jaipur in central Rajasthan.

9 BdnkTdas, p. 20; Vigat, 1:52. Neither Jodhpur Rdjya kT Khydt nor Rdthordm n
VamsdvalT, MS no. 20130, reference this daughter or her marriage.
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D - Sajnambai10: married to Bhati Rava} Harraj Maldevot of
Jaisalmer (1561-77). Rava} Harraj was himself a daughter's son of the
Baharmer Rathors. His mother was the daughter of Baharmer Rathor
Rav Punraj. SajnambaTs married name was HarakhandejI. Her son by
Rava} Harraj was Bhlmv Harrajot, successor to the Jaisalmer throne
(1577-1613). One of her daughters by Rava} Harraj named
Nathukamvar, lived at her maternal grandfather Rav Malde's court at
Jodhpur.

D - ManavatibaT11: married to Vaghelo SoJankI Vlrbhadro
Ramcandravat, Rav of Bandhavgadh.

Rani Jhall Narangdejl had three or four other daughters, all of whom
died young.

4. Rani Jhall Hiradeji12

Granddaughter of Jhalo Jaito Sajavat, a military servant of Rav Malde
holding the village of Khairvo13 in eastern Marvar in pato, and daughter of
Jaito's son, Mano Jaitavat of Ha}vad. Jhalo Jaito Sajavat also married a daughter
to Rav Malde (see infra, Rani no. 5).

The Vigat of NainsI, 1:55, lists this Rani's father incorrectly as Jhalo
Raysingh Mansinghot of Ha}vad. Jhalo Raysirigh's son, Candrasen Raysinghot,
received a daughter in marriage from one of Rav Malde's sons, Udaisirigh
Maldevot (see infra, Moto Raja Udaisirigh Maldevot, Rani no. 9, D -
Satyabhamabal). This marriage may account for the confusion in the Vigat.

S - Raymal: one of his daughters was married to Prince Danyal
on October 2, 1595.

D - Indravatibal: married to Rajavat Kachvaho Raja Askaran
Bhlmvrajot of Gwalior.

5. Rani JhaSI SarupdejlI4

Daughter of Jhalo Jaito Sajavat, a military servant of Rav Malde's
holding the village of Khairvo in pato.

10 Bdnkidds, pp. 20, 112; Jaisalmer ri Khyat, p. 42; Khyat, 2:92, 98; Ojha, 4:1:328;
Tavdrtkh Jaisalmer, p. 53; Vigat, 1:52.

11 Khyat, 1:133; Ojha, 4:1:329; Murdrddn, no. 2, does not reference this daughter or her
place of marriage.

12 Akbar Ndma, 3:1041; Bdnkidds, p. 20; Khyat, 1:303, 2:256, 264; Murdrddn, no. 1,
p. 605; Ojha, 4:1:326, n. 4, 329; Vigat, 1:55.

13 Khairvo village: located eleven miles southeast of Pali in eastern Marvar.

14 "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56; Bdnkidds, p. 18; Khyat, 2:262, 264; Murdrddn, no. 1, p.
598; Ojha, 4:1:326* n. 1; Vigat, 1:47-48, 55, 65, 76, 2:5.
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Several sources list Rani Sarupdeji's father incorrectly as Jhalo Sujo
Rajavat (or Rajo Sujavat). Rdthordm ri Vamsdvali, MS no. 20130, f. 63,
records that Sarupde was sent in dolo to Rav Malde.

SarupdejT attempted to become a sati at the time of Rav Malde's death in
November of 1562, but her son, Candrasen, who succeeded to the Jodhpur
throne, prevented her and had her put in confinement in order to keep her alive.
Candrasen eventually released Sarupdejl, and she then became a sati. She is said
to have cursed Rav Candrasen and his kingdom because he prevented her from
burning with Rav Malde.15

S - Udaisingh: born Sunday, January 13, 1538. He succeeded
his younger brother to the Jodhpur throne in 1583 as the Moto Raja.

S - Candrasen: born Saturday, July 30, 1541. He succeeded
Rav Malde to the Jodhpur throne.

6. Rani Cahuvan IndradejT (pihar name Indambal)16

Daughter of Cahuvan Rav Dalpat (identity uncertain).
Indradejl became a saii at the time of Rav Malde's death.

D - Durgavatlbal: married to Kachvaho Raja Bhagvantdas
Bharmalot of Amber (ca. 1574-89).

7. Rani Jadam/Jadav RajbaT (pihar name)17

Sister of Rav Mandlik (identity uncertain). She became a sat! at the time
of Rav Malde's death.

S - Askaran: born on Thursday, October 15, 1551. He died at
the age of five years.

8. Rani Vaghell Pohpamvatibai (pihar name)
She died at her pihar.

9. Rani Bhatiyani Ratanbai (pihar name)18

Daughter of BhatI Mahiravan Jaitslyot of Jaisalmer. BhatI Mahiravan
was a son of Rava] JaitsT Devldasot (1491-1528) and a brother of Raval
Lunkaran Jaitslyot (1528-51).

Rani RatanbaT went to Mathurajl on a pilgrimage and died there.

15 The Vigat of Nainsi, 1:76, records incorrectly that Udaisingh's and Candrasen's
mother was Devrl Padma, the daughter of Devro Cahuvan Rav Jagmal Lakhavat of
SirohT. Devrl Padmabai (married name Manakdejl) was their grandmother (see supra).

16 "AitihasikBatam," p. 54; Khyat, 1:297; Ojha, 4:1:329; Vigat, 1:56.

17 "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56; Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 626; Ojha, 4:1:327, n. 3; Vigat, 1:56.

18 Khydt, 2:28; Tavdrikh Jaisalmer, p. 49.
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10. Ram KeShan Bhatiyani Kisnavatfjl
She became a sa/f at the time of Rav Maide's death.

11. Rani Jam vail Kathiyamji19

Daughter of Balo Jagmal Suravat. She went to Puskarjl and died there in
1607-08.

12. Rani Bhatiyani Jashar20

She was married at Merto and became a sati at Reyam village21 at the
time of Rav Malde's death.

13. Rani Sonagarl Dammajl22

She died during Rav Malde's lifetime.

S - Gopajdas: he became angry with Rav Malde and went to
Idar to live. While there, he became involved with VaghelT Udhal, wife
of Cavro RavaJ Aso. Vagheli Udhal eventually came to live in
Gopaldas's home, and in retaliation, the Cavros killed Gopaldas. The
vair which then arose between the Rathors of Jodhpur and the Cavros of
Idar was not settled until the time of Rav Malde's successor, Rav
Candrasen Maldevot (1562-81). The Cavros married a daughter to Rav
Candrasen's son, Askaran, and then to Rav Candrasen's elder uterine
brother, Moto Raja Udaisirigh Maldevot (see infra, Rav Candrasen
Maldevot, Rani no. 4, S - Askaran, and Moto Raja Udaisihgh Maldevot,
Rani no. 12).

14. Rani Sonagarl Ladbal (pihar name)23

She died during Rav Malde's lifetime.

S - Prithlraj: Rav Malde sent Prithlraj and his paternal relation,
PratapsI Vaghavat,24 with Prithlraj's uterine sister, Lalbai (see infra),
when he gave Lalbai to Sher Shah Sur in dolo following the battle of

l9Vigat, 1:56.

20 "AitihasikBatam," p. 56; Vigat, 1:56.

21 Reyam village: located fifteen miles southeast of Merto in eastern Marvar.

22 Murarddn, no. 1, pp. 626-627; Ojha, 4:1:327, n. 4.

23 Bdnkidds, p. 20; Murardan, no. 1, p. 626.

24 PratapsI Vaghavat was a son of Jodho Rathor Vagho Sujavat. See infra, "Jodho
Rathors," Vagho Sujavat (no. 83).
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Samel25 in January of 1544. Prithiraj apparently remained outside of
Marvar for the remainder of his life, for he later died in north India.

' S - Kanho
D - Lalbal: given to Sher Shah Sur in dolo in January of 1544

following Rav Malde's defeat at the battle of Samel.

15. Rani Sonagari POrbai (or Purambal) (pihar name)26

Daughter of Sonagaro Cahuvan Akhairaj Rindhlrot, a military servant of
Rav Malde's holding the village of Pall27 in pato (see infra, "Sonagaro
Cahuvans," no. 9).

Rani PurbaT became a satT at the time of Rav Malde's death.

16. Rani Kachvahi Lachapdeji (or Lachaldejl)28

Daughter of Sekhavat Kachvaho RatansI Sekhavat of Amarsar.
Rani Lachapdeji was living in the village of Kelvo of Mevar at the time

of Rav Malde's death. She had gone there to live with her son, Ram Maldevot
(see infra), who was in exile from Marvar. Rani Bhatiyani Umadeji (see supra,
Rani no. 2) was with her in Kelvo, and both she and Rani Umadeji became satis
at Kelvo upon receipt of the news of the Rav's death.

S - Ram: two dates of birth are given for Ram, February 12,
1530 and 1531-32 (month and day unspecified).

Rav Malde drove Ram from Marvar following Ram's attempt to
usurp power at Jodhpur in 1547-48. Ram went first to Mevar, where he
remained for some years with his mother and Rani Bhatiyani Umadeji,
who had become disaffected with the Rav very shortly after her marriage
and had joined him in his exile. Ram eventually took service under the
Mughals, from whom he received Sojhat in eastern Marvar in jagir. He
came into direct conflict with Rav Malde's successor to the Jodhpur
throne, Rav Candrasen Maldevot (1562-81), over control of lands in
Marvar, and it was only with Mughal assistance that this dispute was
resolved. Ram died at Sojhat on either May 9 or May 23, 1574.

D - Jasodabal: married to Khanzada Khan Muhammad Daulat
Khan of Nagaur (see "Khanzada Khans," no. 154, infra).

25 Samel village: located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer.

26 "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56; Vigat, 1:56.

27 Pall village: located forty miles southeast of Jodhpur.

28 Bankidas, pp. 18, 20; Jodhpur Rdjya IdKhyat, p. 103; Khydt, 1:327; Murdrddn, no.
1, p. 591; Ojha, 4:1:326, n. 3; Reu, 1:144, n. 1; Vigat, 1:55.
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17. Rani Kachvahi Sahodramji 29

Daughter of Kachvaho Bhlmvraj Prithlrajot of Amber. Bhlmvraj was a
daughter's son {dohitro) of Blkaner Rathor Rav Lunkaran Blkavat (1505-26) and
son of Kachvaho Raja Prithlraj Candrasenot (1503-27).

Rani Sahodramji made an oath to Rav Malde that she would not remain
behind him after his death. She was at her plhar when news of the Rav's death
came, and members of her paternal family would not allow her to become a saU.
She then began to fast, refusing all foods except buttermilk (chdch) to drink.
She died three months later.

18. Rani Sodhi Kasumbhabai {plhar name)30

Daughter of Sodho Pamvar Rano Pato (or Patal) Gangavat of Umarkot.
This Rani was brought from Umarkot to Mandor in dolo and married there. She
became a satT at the time of Rav Malde's death.

19. Rani Sodhi Lohariji
She died at Slvano in Marvar during the time of Rav Malde's exile from

Jodhpur following his defeat at the battle of Samel in January of 1544.

D - (name unknown): died very young in 1555-56.

20. Rani Ahari Ratanadeji {plhar name Lachbal)31

Daughter of Aharo Gahlot Raval Prithlraj Udaisirighot (Gangavat) of
Dungarpur (ca. 1527-1549).

S - RatansI: born on Sunday, October 6, 1532.
S - Bhojraj: born January 24, 1534.

21. Rani Had! Rambhavatlji (plhar name Dropdabal)32

Daughter of Hado Cahuvan Rav Surajmal Narandasot of Bundl (ca.
1527-31). Rav Surajmal was a daughter's son {dohitro) of Rathor Rav Sujo
Jodhavat of Jodhpur (ca. 1492-1515) (see supra, Sujo Jodhavat, D - KhetubaT
[mother unknown]).

Rav Malde drove this Rani from the palace at Jodhpur and had her killed
when he saw her laughing at his younger uterine brother, Mansingh (see supra,
Rav Gango Vaghavat, Rani no. 3, S- Mansingh). In retaliation, the Hados killed

29 Khyat, 1:290,302.

30 "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56; Khydt, 1:358; Vigat, 1:56.

31 Bdnkidds, p. 19; G. H. Ojha, Dungarpur Rdjya kd Itihds (Ajmer: Vedic Yantralaya,
V. S. 1992 [A. D. 1935]), pp. 84-89; Khydt, 1:70; Murdrddn, no. 1, pp. 613, 617; Ojha,
4:1:327, n. 1, n. 3; Reu, 1:144, n. 2, n. 3; Vigat, 1:55.

32 Bdnkldds, p. 20; Khydt, 1:102; Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 622; Ojha, 4:1:327; Vigat, 1:59.
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Rajkumvarbai, a daughter of Rav Malde's who had been married to Hado Rav
Surajmal's son, Surtan Surajmalot (see supra, Rani no. 3, D - Rajkumvarbai).

S - Vikramadit

22. Rani Bhatiyani Dharbai (pihar name)33

There is some confusion in the texts regarding the identity of this Rani's
father. His name is variously given as both BhatI Prithlraj Dujansalot of
Vikumpur and simply BhatI Prithlraj. There is no listing for a BhatI Prithlraj
Dujansalot in the genealogy of the Kelhan Bhatls recorded in the Khydt of
Nainsi. This name appears, therefore, to be incorrect. A BhatI Prithlraj Netslyot
does appear in this genealogy. He was a Khlmvo BhatI and Rav of Vairsalpur,
fourth in line of descent from Rav JaitsI Khlmvavat. This BhatI Prithlraj was
probably Bhatiyani DharbaTs father.

The confusion about names and designation of the proper branch of
Bhatls may be related to the following: a Kelhan BhatI named Rav Dujansal
Varsirighot did marry a daughter to Rav Malde's son, Udaisingh Maldevot (see
infra, Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot, Rani no. 4). The Khlmvo Bhatls of
Vairsalpur are a branch of the Kelhan Bhatls of Vikumpur.

Rani Bhatiyani Dharbai was married at Man dor and died in 1599-1600.

S - Bhan
D - Mlrambal: married to the Bagrlyo Cahuvans of the Bagar

region of Mevar.

23. Rani TankanI Jamnadeji34

This Rants father is variously listed in the texts as Kisno Kalhanot and
Vlko Kisnavat. It has not been possible to identify him further from sources
available.

Rani Jamnadeji became a saU at the time of Rav Malde's death.

D - Balhabal: married either to Sodho Pamvar Raysal Gangavat,
a son of Rano Gango Campavat of Umarkot, or to Sodho Pamvar Rano
Varsingh (VairsI) Naranot of Umarkot (sources are unclear). She came
back to Jodhpur to live after her marriage and was given the village of
Samvatkuvo35 in pato for her maintenance. She died in 1603-04.

33 Khydt, 2:121, 128; Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 617; Ojha, 4:1:327; Vigat, 1:56.

34 "Aitihasik Batam," p. 56; Bdnkidds, p. 20; Khydt, 1:358; Ojha, 4:1:329; Vigat, 1:52-
53, 55.

35 Samvatkuvo village: located thirty-two miles north-northeast of Jodhpur.
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24. Rani Candravatiji36

Daughter of Candravat Slsodlyo Gahlot Rav Aclo Raymalot of
Rampuro.

25. Rani Sisodnl Likhmi (pihar name)37

Daughter of Slsodlyo Gahlot Rano Udaisingh Sangavat of Cltor (ca.
1537-72).

Miscellaneous

The texts list varying numbers of sons for Rav Malde, ranging between
twelve and twenty-two. The total number appears to be twenty-one or twenty-
two. Several of these sons were born of court concubines or prostitutes (pdtar),
and of court singers (olgant). Sons born of the latter include38:

Of pdtar: DungarsT and Mahesdas, born of Tlpu (or TTvu) Gudi,
a daughter of Mano Gudo of Rohila.

Of olgani: Isardas, Jaimal, Likhmldas, NetsI, Rupsingh,
Tejsingh, ThakursI, Tiloksl.

(Unknown): Raypal, Jasvantsingh, Kalyandas.

Rav Malde had one daughter who was born of a concubine, and several
others whose mothers' names are unknown. These were:

D - Baghrava (mother unknown): sent in dolo to the Vaghelos.39

D - SujkumvarbaT (mother unknown): married to BhatI Raval
Malde Lunkaranot of Jaisalmer (1551-1561). Raval Malde's mother was
Idarecl Rathor Hamsabal, the daughter of Rav Jaimal of Idar.40

D - Kalavatlbal (mother unknown): married to BhatI Akhairaj.
D - Gangabal (mother unknown): married to Devro Cahuvan

Mero.
D - RukhmavatI: daughter of Tlpu (or Tlvu) Gudi, a pdtar of

Rav Malde. RukhmavatI was sent in dolo to the Mughal Emperor
Akbar.41

36Khyat, 3:246, 248.

37 Rathoram nVamsavali, MS no. 20130, f. 64.

38 Bdhkidds, p. 19; Murdrddn, no. 1, pp. 586, 591, 598-599, 605, 615-617, 622-623;
Ojha, 4:1:326-327; Reu, 1:144.

39Vigat, 1:53.

40 Khydt, 2:91; Tavdnkh Jaisalmer, pp. 50, 52.

41 Bdnkidds, p. 20; Ojha, 4:1:327, n. 6; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 148-149; Rathoram n
Vamsdvall MS no. 20130, f. 64.
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Marriage Lists

Lists of Rav Malde's marriages and of his sons and daughters are
contained in the following primary texts, which reference all marriages except
that of Rani no. 25:

JodhpurRdjya kiKhydt, pp. 76, 96-101.
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 139-147.
Rdthordm n Vamsavali, MS no. 20130, ff. 62-64.

Other general references include:

Dasharatha Sharma, Lectures on Rajput History and Culture
(Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1970), p. 144; Murdrddn, no. 1,
pp. 586, 591, 598-599, 605, 615-617, 622-623, 625-628, no. 2,
pp. 137-138; Ojha, 4:1:284, 325-329; "Rathaud Vams rl Vigat,"
pp. 11-13; Reu, 1:144; Vir Vinod, 2:809-813.
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Rav Candrasen Maldevot (10-1)

Born: Saturday, July 30, 1541
Died: January 11, 1581
Ruled: December 31, 1562 - January 11, 1581
Mother: Rani Jhall Sarupdejl, daughter of Jhalo Jaito Sajavat, a military
servant of Rav Malde's holding the village of Khairvo1 in pato.

Ranis, Sons, and Daughters

1. Ban Rani Cahuvan Kalyandejl2

Daughter of Sacoro Cahuvan Hamlr Vlkavat. Kalyandejl died during
Rav Candrasen's lifetime.

S - Ugrasen: born on Wednesday, August 2, 1559. Ugrasen was
killed in 1582-83 following his murder of his younger half-brother,
Askaran (see infra, Rani no. 4, S - Askaran).

D - JamotlbaT: married to Dungarot Devro Cahuvan Vljo
Harrajot at Bhadrajun3 in Marvar while Rav Candrasen lived there
during his exile from Jodhpur.4 JamotlbaT became a sail at the time of
Vljo Harrajot's death in 1588.

2. Rani Naruki Kachvahi Suhagdeji5

Daughter of Naruko Kachvaho Vlro.
Rani Naruki remained behind Rav Candrasen after his death. She went

to live at htvpihar in the village of Phagl.

1 Khairvo village: located eleven miles southeast of Pah in eastern Marvar, and fifty
miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

2 Bdnkidas, p. 22; Khydt, 1:163; Murdrdan, no. 1, p. 600; Ojha, 4:1:350-351, n. 3.

3 Bhadrajun village: located forty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur.

4 Bdnkidas, p. 22, gives the date V. S. 1636 (1579-80) for this marriage at Bhadrajun.
This date appears incorrect. Rav Candrasen began his exile from Jodhpur in December
of 1565 when he vacated the fort and took up residence at Bhadrajun. His exile
continued until November of 1570, when he met with Emperor Akbar at Nagaur and
submitted to him. Rav Candrasen gave up Bhadrajun to the Mughals shortly thereafter
in February of 1571 (Cf. Ojha, 4:1:335-338). The correct date for this marriage is
perhaps 1569. A half-sister of JamotlbaTs named KarametTbal was married at
Bhadrajun in 1569 (see infra, Rani no. 3, D - Karamettbal).

5 Bdnkidas, pp. 22, 159; Khydt, 1:297; Murdrdan, no. 1, pp. 599-600, no. 2, p. 164;
Ojha, 4:1:351.
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S - Raysingh: born in 1557-58.
D - AskumvarbaT: married to Kachvaho Raja Mansingh

Bhagvantdasot of Amber (1589-1614).
D - RukhmavatlbaT: sent in dolo to the Mughal Emperor

Akbar.6

3. Rani Bhatiyani Sobhagdejl (pihar name Kankande)7

Daughter of BhatI Rava} Harraj Maldevot of Jaisajmer (1561-77).
Sobhagdejl became a satT at the time of Rav Candrasen's death.

D - KarametlbaT: married to Slsodfyo Gahlot Rano Udaisingh
Sangavat of Cltor (ca. 1537-72) on either December 9 or December 13,
1569 at Bhadrajun in Marvar, during Rav Candrasen's exile from
Jodhpur.

4. Rani Sisodni Surajdejl (pihar name Candabal) 8

Daughter of SlsodTyo Gahlot Rano Udaisingh Sangavat of Cltor.
Surajdejl was married to Rav Candrasen on Tuesday, April 23, 1560 at

Cltor. She survived Rav Candrasen and received the village of Sivrar9 in pato
for her maintenance from Rav Candrasen's successor to the Jodhpur throne, Moto
Raja Udaisingh Maldevot (1583-95). Paiicoll Neto and Bhandarl Mano went
with her from Jodhpur to Sivrar and served under her there. She left Marvar in
1584-85 and settled in MathurajT, where she died in 1613-14.

S - Askaran: born on Monday, June 19, 1570. Askaran's half-
brother, Ugrasen Candrasenot (see supra, Rani no. 1, S - Ugrasen),
killed Askaran on March 25, 1582 when he was but twelve years old.
Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 600, records that the murder took place while
Askaran lay asleep on a cot at the village of Sirlyari,10 and that Khetslyot
Rathor Sekho Sankarot killed Ugrasen in turn in 1582-83. Askaran's
wife, Cavrl Gopaldejl, became a satT at Jodhpur following Askaran's
murder.

6 Neither Jodhpur Rajya ki Khyat nor Rdthoram rt Vamsavah, MS no. 20130, list
RukhmavatTbai as a daughter of Rav Candrasen's.

7 "Aitihasik Batam," p. 80; BdnkTdds, p. 22; Khydt, 2:92, 97; Ojha, 4:1:351; Vigat,
1:69.

8 "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 78, 87-89; BdnkTdds, pp. 21-22; Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 600;
Ojha, 4:1:350, n. 4, 351; Vigat, 1:70.

9 Sivrar village: located nine miles southeast of Sojhat.

10 Sirlyarl village: located twenty miles southeast of Sojhat in eastern Marvar.
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5. Rani Kachvahi Kankundebai (or Kukamdebai; pihar name)
The identity of this Rani's father is uncertain. The texts list him by the

name of Kachvaho Jogl. It has not been possible to identify him further from
materials available.

6. Rani Devri Ahankardeji u

Daughter of Devro Cahuvan Rav Mansingh Dudavat of Slrohl (d. ca.
1575).

Ahankardeji was married on Tuesday, June 22, 1568 at Slrohl. She
survived Rav Candrasen. She went to Mathurajl in 1602-03 and she died there.

D - Kamlavatlbal: married to Rajavat Kachvaho Gordhan
Askaranot, a son of Raja Askaran Bhlmvrajot of Gwalior.

D - Raykumvarbal: married to Kachvaho Sabalsingh
Mansinghot, a son of Raja Mansingh Bhagvantdasot of Amber (1589-
1614). She became a satt at the time of Sabalsingh's death.

D - (name unknown): married to Slsodlyo Gahlot Rano
Udaisingh Sangavat of CItor (ca. 1537-72).

7. Rani Bhatiyani HarakhandejT {pihar name Sahodarambal)12

Daughter of Kelhan Bhatl Ram Pancainot of Vairsalpur.
Harakhandejl survived Rav Candrasen, and Rav Candrasen's successor,

Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot (1583-95), gave her the village of Gopasar13 in
pato for her maintenance. She died at Gopasar in November or December of
16*40.

8. Rani Bhatiyani Premaldejl14

The identity of this Rani's father is uncertain. The texts list both Kelhan
Bhatl Rav Jaiso Varsinghot of Pungal and Rav Jaiso's paternal nephew, Rav
DungarsI Dujansalot, as her father. Rav Jaiso Varsinghot appears to be correct.
Textual confusion may result from the fact that Rav DungarsI also married a
daughter of Rav Candrasen's (see infra, Rani no. 12).

Premaldejl died at Vikumpur in 1626-27.

11 Khydt, 1:140-142, 298, 303.

12 Ibid., 2:119.

Vigat, 1:333, lists a village by the name of Gopasarlyo, located twenty-seven miles
north-northwest of Jodhpur. Gopasar and Gopasarlyo are probably the same village.

14 Khyat, 2:127-128.
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9. Rani Bhatiyani Jagisambai (pihar name)15

Daughter of Jeso BhatI Meho Tejslyot, a military servant of Rav
Candrasen's.

Jagisambai became a satx at the time of Rav Candrasen's death.

10. Rani SodhijI Meghambai (pihar name)
Daughter of the Sodho Pamvars of Umarkot. Meghambai became a saft

at the time of Rav Candrasen's death.

11. Rani Cahuvan Purbanljl16

Purbanljl became a saU at the time of Rav Candrasen's death.

12. Ram Kelhan Bhatiyani17

Daughter of Kelhan BhatI Rav DungarsI Dujansalot of Vikumpur.

13. RaniHadI1 8

Daughter of Hado Cahuvan Rav Surjan Urjanot (Narbadot) of Bundl (ca.
1554-68).

Rani HadI was married on February 21, 1569 at Rinthambhor. Rav
Surjan gave Rav Candrasen an elephant, fifteen horses and jewelry worth rs.
15,000 in dowry.

Marriage Lists

Lists of Rav Candrasen's marriages and of his sons and daughters are
contained in the following primary texts. These texts reference all marriages
except those of Ranis no. 12 and no. 13:

Jodhpur Rajya ki Khydt, pp. 104, 113-114.
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 164-166.
Rdthordm n VamsdvalT, MS no. 20130, ff. 69-70.

Other general sources include:

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 78, 85; Murdrddn, no. 1, pp. 589-600, no.
2, pp. 154-163; Ojha, 4:1:332-333, 350; Reu, 1:160; Vir Vinod,
2:813-814.

15 Ibid., 2:194.

16 "Aitihasik Batam," p. 85.

17 Khydt, 2:128, 132.

n Ibid., 1:110-111; Vigat, 1:69.
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Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot (10-2)

Born: Sunday, January 13, 1538
Died: Friday, July 11, 1595
Ruled: August 4, 15831 - July 11, 1595
Mother: Rani Jhall Sarupdejl, daughter of Jhalo Jaito Sajavat, a military
servant of Rav Malde's holding the village of Khairvo2 in eastern Marvar
in pato.

Ranis, Sons, and Daughters

1. Ban Rani Sojankani Nachrangdejl (plhar name Kankade)3

Daughter of Sojanki SamvatsI Raymalot of Desurl in Godhvar.4

Nachrangdejl was married to Udaisingh while he was a kumvar to settle
a vair that had arisen between the Rathors of Jodhpur and the Solankls. She died
at Jodhpur in 1589-90, while the Moto Raja was in Slrohl.

S - Narhardas: two different dates are given for his birth:
Thursday, December 17, 1556 and October 10, 1557.

D - RambhavatlbaT: married to BhatI KhetsI Maldevot, a son of
BhatI Rava] Malde Lunkaranot of Jaisalmer (1551-61). KhetsI Maldevot
was himself a daughter's son (dohitro) of Blkaner Rathor Rav JaitsI
Lunkaranot (ca. 1526-42).

D - Dhanbal: married to ChirmI Khan of Nagaur.5

D - Ray kumvar: married to Rajavat Kachvaho Raja Rajsirigh
Askaranot of Gwalior.

1 This date is from Ojha, 4:1:354, and Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khyat, p. 118. "Aitihasik
Batam," p. 91, gives the date of October 14, 1583.

2 Khairvo village: located eleven miles southeast of Pall in eastern Marvar, and fifty
miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

3 Bdnkidds, pp. 22-23, 25, 112, 134; Dasharatha Sharma, Lectures on Rajput History
and Culture (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1970), p. 145; Khyat, 1:284-285, 303, 2:93,
96; Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 178; Ojha, 4:1:362; Reu, 1:178, n. 3; Tavdnkh Jaisalmer, p.
52; Vigat, 1:89.

4 Desun: located ten miles southeast of Nadul in Godhvar.

5 Neither Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khyat nor Rdthorc
this daughter or her marriage to ChirmI Khan.

5 Neither Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khyat nor Rathoram n Vamsavah, MS no. 20130, mention
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2. Rani Sisodni Apuravdejl6

Daughter of STsodlyo Gahlot Ram (or Pharasram) Udaisinghot, a son of
Rano Udaisingh Sangvat of Cltor (ca. 1537-72).

ApuravdejT died in 1596-97.

S - Bhagvandas: born on Tuesday, September 21, 15577 and
died on October 1, 1594.

S - Bhopatsingh: two different dates of birth are given in the
texts: Monday, October 17, 1558 and October 26, 1568. Bhopatsingh
was killed at Masudo village (near Ajmer) by either Pamvar Sadul
Maldevot or his son on November 25, 1596 or December 4, 1606
(sources conflict). Pamvar Sadul was a Rajput from the Pamvars of
Catsu in central Rajasthan. He had held several villages of Jaitaran
Pargano in Marvar mjagir from the Mughal Emperor Akbar.

D - CandramatI: died young.

3. Rani Kachvahi Ankardejl {plhar name Purbal)8

Daughter of Sekhavat Kachvaho Mansingh Tejslyot, a brother of
Ramsingh Tejslyot, who also married a daughter to Udaisingh Maldevot (see
infra, Rani no. 5).

Ankardejl died while she was in PhalodhI with Kumvar Udaisingh,
during the early years following Rav Malde's death in 1562.

S - Akhairaj: died in battle while his father was at SamavalT in
north India, prior to Udaisingh's succession to the throne of Jodhpur in
1583.

4. Rani BhatiyanI Jasvantdeji (pihar name Harakhambal)9

Daughter of Kelhan BhatI Rav Dujansal Varsinghot of Vikumpur.
Some uncertainty exists in the texts regarding this Rani's name.

Jasvantde appears to be the name she received at the time of her marriage to
Udaisingh Maldevot. However, sources also refer to her both by her plhar
name, Harakhambal, and by the name Pohpavatl. The latter name appears
incorrect. This was the name of Rav Dujansal's son Raymal Dujansalot's
daughter, who was also married to Udaisingh Maldevot (see infra, Rani no. 14).

6 "AitihasikBatam," p. 96; Bdnkidas, p. 24; Khydt, 1:21; Ojha, 4:1:362.

7 This date comes from Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khyat, p. 124. This same text (p. 128) gives
the alternate date of June 15, 1558, and Bdnkidas, p. 24, records the date of September
12, 1557.

8 Bdnkidas, p. 24; Khydt, 1:326; Ojha, 4:1:362.

9 Akbar Ndma, 3:594-596; Khydt, 1:312, 2:128; Vigat, 1:83.
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The texts also display some discrepancy regarding the date of this Rani's
death. One source indicates that she died following her marriage, before
reaching Jodhpur, and another that she died in 1600-01 at Jodhpur. The latter
date appears correct. It was again Rav Dujansal's son Raymal's daughter who
died before reaching Jodhpur.

D - DametlbaT: married to Kachvaho Jaimal Rupslyot, a
grandson of Raja Prithlraj Candrasenot of Amber (1503-27).

The Mughal Emperor Akbar sent Kachvaho Jaimal on an
expedition to Bengal in 1583, during which he took ill near Causa and
died from heat prostration and over-exertion. DametibaTs son and his
Kachvaho relations attempted to force DametlbaT to become a satt when
they received word of Jaimal's death. News of this situation reached
Akbar, who took it upon himself to stop the Kachvahos and allow
DametlbaT to live. She died some years later in 1626-27.

u
5. Rani Kachvahi UttamdejT (pihar name Ratanavatibai)10

Daughter of Sekhavat Kachvaho Ramsingh Tejslyot of Amarsar,u who
was a brother of Mansingh Tejslyot (see supra, Rani no. 3).

S - Klratsingh: born on December 15, 1567.
S - Mohandas: born in 1571-72. He stabbed himself with a

dagger (katarlkhay) in 1620-21 and died.
S - Madhosingh: born on September 24, 1575 or October 16,

1581.
S-Jaitsingh: died in 1631-32.
D - Jasodabal: married to Kachvaho Sursingh Bhagvantdasot, a

son of Raja Bhagvantdas Bharmalot of Amber (ca. 1574-89). She
became a safi at the time of Sursingh's death.

D - Kamlavatlbal: married to Khlcl Cahuvan Rav Gopajdas of
Mau (modern Mhow).

D - Pemavatlbal: married to Rav Bharo of Bhuj.

6. Rani Raja vat Kachvahi (pihar name Sltabal)
Rani Kachvahi died at Jodhpur during the Moto Raja's lifetime. Her

father's name is unknown.

S - (name unknown): died young.

7. Rani Cahuvan Ajayabdejl (pihar name Kankabal)12

10 Bdnkidds, pp. 24-25, 142; Khyat, 1:300, 326; Murardan, no. 1, p. 586; Ojha,
4:1:362-363.

n Amarsar village: located forty miles due north of Jaipur in central Rajasthan.

nBankidas, pp. 24-25, 146, 162; Khyat, 1:233, 312; Ojha, 4:1:363.
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Daughter of Sacoro Cahuvan Mahkaran Ranavat, a military servant of
Rav Malde.

This Rani died in 1617-18.

S - Dalpat: born on Sunday, July 18, 1568. Dalpat's daughter's
son (dohitro) was Hado Ravraja Bhavsingh Catrasalot of Bundl (ca.
1658-81).

S - (name unknown): died young.
D - KisnavatlbaT: married to Kachvaho TiloksT Rupslyot, a

grandson of Raja Prithlraj Candrasenot of Amber (1503-27). Tiloksfs
father, RupsI VairagI, was a Mughal mamabddr holding Parbatsar in
jdgir from Emperor Akbar. KisnavatlbaT became a safi at the time of
Tiloksl's death.

8. Rani Bhatiyam Kapurdeji13

Daughter of Gadalo Kelhan BhatI Kamo Goyandot.

S - Sakatsingh: born on Saturday, November 29, 1567 or
Monday, December 15, 1567 as Udaisingh's third or fourth son, while
Udaisingh held PhalodhI14 as his share of the lands of Marvar.

At a relatively early age, Udaisingh granted Sakatsingh the pato
of Hungamv village15 for his maintenance, and Sakatsingh went there to
live with his family and retainers. Local chronicles speak of Sakatsingh
as a dutiful son {saput) and state that Udaisingh presented him to
Emperor Akbar, who took him into his service and granted him a
mansab of 500 zdt. Sakatsingh rose steadily in the Emperor's esteem,
and Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, p. 128, records that he attained a rank of
3,000 zdt by the time of his death. He also received the title of rdv.

Suspicion of Sakatsingh began to grow due to the favor in which
he was held at the Mughal court, and Jeso BhatI Goyanddas, pradhdn of
Jodhpur under Raja Surajsirigh Udaisinghot (1595-1619), secretly
administered poison to him outside the Red Fort at Agra one day
because Sakatsingh "desired to have Jodhpur written [into his jdgir]"
(ibid.). The date of this murder is uncertain, but it would have occurred
between March of 1605, when Sakatsingh received an increase in

13 Akbar Nama, 3:1252; Athar Ali, Apparatus, p. 32; Bankidas, p. 24; Jodhpur Rdjya
kTKhydt, pp. 128-129; Khydt, 2:140; Murdrdan, no. 2, pp. 655-658; Ojha, 4:1:363, n.
4; Surjan Simh Sekhavat, Kharvd kd Vrhad Itihds (Kharva: Rav Candrasen JI, V.S.
2055 [A.D. 1998]), pp. 18-24; Vigat, 1:73-75, 111.

14 PhalodhI: located seventy-two miles north-northwest of Jodhpur.

15 Hungamv village: located twenty-two miles northwest of Sojhat in eastern Marvar.
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mansab rank to 1600/300, and May of 1615, when Bhati Goyanddas
was killed at Ajmer.16

A daughter of Sakatsingh named LllavatlbaT was married to
Prince Khurram (Shah Jahan). The date of this marriage is uncertain. A
single reference to LllavatlbaT in Vigat, 1:111, places her with Shah
Jahan at Juner in the Deccan in 1627-28. This source notes that Shah
Jahan sent her to Jodhpur with a message of conciliation for Raja
Gajsingh Surajsinghot (1619-38) following Emperor Jahanglr's death in
October of 1627.

Frances Taft (personal communication) believes that in all
likelihood this marriage took place between the years 1623-27, during
the time Shah Jahan was in rebellion against his father and sought to
strengthen ties with Jodhpur.

9. Rani Bhatiyani Santokhdeji (plhar name Sajnambal)17

Daughter of Bhati Surajmal Lunkaranot, a son of Raval Lunkaran
Jaitslyot of Jaisalmer (1528-51).

Santokhdeji died in 1620-21.

D - Rajkumvar: married to Saktavat STsodlyo Gahlot Bhan
Saktavat of Mevar.

D - Satyabhamabal: married to Jhalo Rano Candrasen
Raysinghot of Halvad. Udaisirigh's brother, Rav Candrasen Maldevot
(1562-81), arranged this marriage.

10. Rani Rajavat Kachvahi Manrangdejl18

Daughter of Rajavat Kachvaho Raja Askaran Bhlmvrajot of Gwalior.
Manrangdejl died at Lahore on Monday, May 21, 1593.

S - Jasvantsingh: died young.
S - Surajsifigh: born on Tuesday, April 24, 1571. Surajsingh

succeeded the Moto Raja to the Jodhpur throne. He was adopted by an
olgani ("court singer") of the Moto Raja's named Harbolam while he
was young. This olgani became a sail at Lahore at the time of the Moto
Raja's death. When Surajsingh ascended the throne in 1595, he had a
stepwell built in Harbolam's name near Balsamand Lake at Jodhpur.

S - Puranmal: died at the age of nine years.

16 Surjan Simh Sekhavat, Kharva kd Vrhad Itihas, p. 23, gives May 30, 1606 (V.S.
1662, Jeth, Sudi 4) as the date of Saktasingh's death, but offers no source for this date.

17 Bankidas, p. 93; Khyat, 1:26, 2:90, 256.

18 "AitihasikBatam," p. 91; Akbar Nama, 3:677-678, 880, 921, 1094; Bankidas, pp. 23,
25; G. H. Ojha, Dungarpur Rdjya kd Itihds (Ajmer: Vedic Yantralaya, V. S. 1992 [A.
D. 1935]), pp. 104-106; Jahanglr, 1:19; Khydt, 1:79, 303; Murdrddn, no. 1, pp. 588-
589, no. 2, pp. 187-188; Ojha, 4:1:363-364; Vigat, 1:92.
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S - Kisansingh: born April 28, 1583. He founded the kingdom
of Kisangadh in central Rajasthan.

S - Kesodas: died young.
S - Ramsingh: died young.
D - ManavatlbaT (Manlbal): born on Wednesday, May 13, 1573;

married to Prince Sallm (Jahanglr), who gave her the name Taj Blbl.19

Her son by Jahanglr was Prince Khurram (Shah Jahan), born September
5, 1592. She was called Jagat Gosa'in at the Mughal court, and was
popularly known as Jodhbal.

D - Ramkumvarbal: died young.
D - TiloksIbaT (or LilavatlbaT): died young.
D - Pranmatlbal: married to Aharo Gahlot Karamsl Sahasmalot,

a son of Raval Sahasmal Askaranot of Dungarpur (ca. 1580-1606).
PranmatlbaT died at Jodhpur on Monday, August 10, 1640.

11. Rani Cahuvan Suhagdeji (pihar name PurbanlbaT)20

The identity of this Rani's father is uncertain. The texts list him by the
names Vais DhundhanjI and SurtanjT. They also note that Suhagdeji was the
brother's daughter (hhafijT) of a Devsen. From sources available, it had not been
possible to identity these men further.

Suhagdeji was married in Idar in 1584-85. She died some years later in
1599-1600 at Jodhpur.

D - Gangabal: married to Naruko Kachvaho Ramcandro
Raymalot at Samavall in north India. She became a saU at the time of
Ramcandro's death.

19 Bdnkidas, p . 25 , and Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 187-188, 199, offer three different dates
for ManavatTbaTs marr iage to Prince Sallm: V.S. 1643 (1586-1587). V.S. 1644 (1587-
1588), and V.S . 1645 (1588-1589). It is known that the marr iage occurred somet ime
after February of 1585, the date Prince Sallm celebrated his first marr iage to a daughter
of Kachvaho Raja Bhagvantdas Bharmalot of Amber. Frances Taft (personal
communicat ion) places this marr iage in late 1586 based on her investigation of Mugha l
sources. T h e Akbar Ndma does not give a date for this marriage, but both the
Jahdngirndma and the Ma'asir-i-Jahangiri give the date of A.H. 994 (December, 1585
-December, 1586). See Khwaja Kamgar Husaini, Ma'asir-i-Jahangiri: A
Contemporary Account of Jahangir, edited by Azra Alavi (Bombay: Asia Publishing
House, 1978), p . 13 (text) and p. 26 (Introduction), and Jahangir, The Jahangirnama:
Memoirs of Jahangir, Emperor of India, translated, edited, and annotated by Wheele r
M. Thackston (Washington, D.C.: Freer Gallery of Art, Arthur M. Sackler Gallery;
N e w York: Oxford University Press, 1999), p . 6. The marriage was celebrated at
Lahore , and because Akbar did not reach Lahore until May of 1586, it can therefore be
dated to 1586. Taft also notes that Prince Salnn was married to a daughter of Rathor
Raja Rays ingh Kalyanmalot of Bikaner (ca. 1574-1612) at Lahore in 1586 {Akbar
Ndma, 3:748-749).

20 Khydt, 1:318.
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12. Rani Cavrl Sigardeji 21_
Daughter of Cavro Aso of Idar. Sigardeji was married in 1584-85 to

settle the vair between the Cavros of Idar and the Rathors of Jodhpur that had
arisen when the Cavros killed Gopaldas Maldevot, a son of Rav Maldev
Gangavat of Jodhpur (see supra, Rav Malde Gangavat, Rani no. 13, S -
Gopaldas). She died in 1618-19.

D - RukhmavatlbaT: married to Kachvaho Raja Mahasingh
Jagatsinghot on Sunday, November 26, 1598 at Jodhpur. She became a
sail at the time of Raja Mahasingh's death in 1616-17 at Balapur in the
Deccan.

13. Rani Cahuvanji 22

Daughter of Sacoro Cahuvan Vanvlr Singhavat, a grandson of Vagho
Pi tharnra vat's. Vanvlr was a military servant of Rav Malde's of Jodhpur, and he
founded the village of Vaghavas nead Kodhno23 in western Marvar. His
daughter was married on Tuesday, December 29, 1589 at the village of
Sathlano.24 She became a satidX Lahore at the time of the Moto Raja's death.

14. Ram BhatiyanI Pohpavatiji
Daughter of Kelhan BhatI Raymal Dujansalot, a son of Rav Dujansal

Varsinghot of Vikumpur.
Pohpavatiji died following her marriage, while enroute from her paternal

home (pihar) to Jodhpur.

15. Rani Sonagari JasodajT 25

Daughter of Sonagaro Cahuvan Bhan Akhairajot, a son of Akhairaj
Rindhlrot's (see infra, "Sonagaro Cahuvans," no. 9). Bhan was a military
servant of the Rano of Mevar.

Jasodajl became a saft at Mandor upon the arrival of the Moto Raja's
turban from Lahore with news of his death.

21 Bankldds, p. 25; Khyat, 1:297; Ojha, 4:1:363, n. 7.

22Bankidas, p. 163; Khyat, 1:242.

23 Kodhno village: located twenty-eight miles west-southwest of Jodhpur. Vaghavas is
situated eight miles further southwest from Kodhno.

24 Sathlano village: located twenty-two miles south of Jodhpur.

25 Bankidas, p. 152; Khyat, 1:207. 209-210.
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16. Rani Devri LadijT (pihar name Ranibai)26

Daughter of Devro Cahuvan Rav Kalo Mehajalot. Rav Kalo was a
military servant of the Moto Raja during the latter part of his life, and he held
several villages in Marvar in pato from the Raja.

Ladiji was married in 1589-90. She became a saU at Lahore at the time
of the Moto Raja's death.

17. Ram Cahuvan Taramatfji 27

Daughter of Cahuvan Jivo. The Khydt of NainsI, 1:241, 243, lists two
Cahuvan Jlvos in its genealogy of the Sacoro Cahuvans, a Jivo Gangavat and a
Jivo Goyanddasot. The Khydt provides no information about Jivo Goyanddasot.
Jivo Gangavat was a military servant of Udaisingh Maldevot's before he
succeeded to the throne of Jodhpur in 1583. Following Udaisingh's accession
and return to Marvar from Samavall in north India, he granted Jivo Gangavat the
pato of Manaklav village.28 It is probable that this Jivo was Taramatljfs father.

Taramatljl became a satT at Lahore at the time of the Moto Raja's death.

18. Ram Bhatiyani 29

Some doubt exists about the identity of this Rani's father. The Khydt of
NainsI, 2:132, lists a BhatI Jaimal Kalavat as father in its section detailing
marriage ties between the Rathors of Jodhpur and the Kelhan Bhatls of
Vikumpur. However, Khydt does not list a BhatI by the name of Jaimal Kalavat
in its genealogy of the Kelhans of Vikumpur.

Elsewhere, Khydt, 2:199, lists a BhatI Kalo Jaimalot in its genealogy of
the RupsI Bhatls. Kalo Jaimalot's father, Jaimal Devrajot, was a military servant
of Rav Malde of Jodhpur, who died in the defense of the fort of Jodhpur
following Rav Malde's defeat at the battle of Samel in January of 1544.

It is possible that RupsI BhatI Kalo was the father of this Rani Bhatiyani,
and not Kelhan BhatI Jaimal Kalavat.

19. Rani Bhatiyamji30

Daughter of Khlmvo BhatI Jagmal Sarigavat (KJiImvavat) of Vairsalpur.

26 BdnkTdds, p. 155; Khydt, 1:160.

21 Khydt, 1:241,243.

28 Manaklav village: located eleven miles north of Jodhpur.

29 Khydt, 2:132, 199.

30 Ibid., 2:121,- 132.
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Miscellaneous

One additional son of the Moto Raja's is listed:

S - Karansingh (mother unknown).31

Marriage Lists

Lists of the Moto Raja's marriages and of his sons and daughters are
contained in the following primary sources. These sources reference all
marriages except those of Ranis no. 18 and no. 19:

JodhpurRdjyakIKhydt,pp. 118, 124-131.
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 193-201.
Rdthordm n VamsdvalT, MS no. 20130, ff. 76-79.

Other general references include:

Murdrddn, no. 1, pp. 586, 588, 590, no. 2, pp. 174-200; Ojha,
4:1:327, 354; "Rathaud Vams rl Vigat," pp. 13-14; Reu, 1:178-
180; VTr Vinod, 2:815-816.

31 Reu, 1:180.
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Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot (11-2)

Born: Tuesday, April 24, 15711

Died: Tuesday, September 7, 16192

Ruled: July 23, 1595 - September 7, 1619
Mother: Rani Kachvahl Manrangdejl, daughter of Rajavat Kachvaho
Raja Askaran Bhlmvrajot of Gwalior.

Ranis, Sons, and Daughters

1. Ban Rani Sisodnl Manorathdejl3

Daughter of Slsodlyo Gahlot Sakatsingh Udaisinghot, a son of Rano
Udaisingh Sangavat of Cltor (ca. 1537-72).

Manorathdejl was married to Surajsingh while he was living with his
father, Kumvar Udaisingh Maldevot, at PhalodhI in northern Marvar. She died
young at her plhar.

2. Rani Bhatiyani Sujandeji (plhar name Gulabkumvarbal or Balbal)4

Daughter of Kelhan BhatI Goyanddas Pancainot of Pungal and
Vairsalpur.

Sujandeji was sent in dolo to Surajsingh and married to him while he
was a kumvar. The marriage took place at Mandor on Saturday, April 24, 1585.
Sujandeji became a saM at the time of Raja Surajsingh's death. She was with
him in the Deccan when he died.

S - (unnamed): aborted at eight months in 1586-87.
S - Pratapsingh: born in September or October, 1592 at Lahore.

He died at the age of eight months. His wet-nurse (dhdy) was the wife
of sikddr Sobho (tentatively identified as Jangalvo Sankhlo Pamvar
Sobho Harbhamot).

1 We are following Ojha, 4:1:364, here. Jodhpur Rajya ki Khyat, p. 131, gives the date
of Wednesday, April 25, 1571 for Surajsingh's birth. Other dates given in the sources
include April 5, 1570, and April 15 and April 16, 1571. See: "Aitihasik Batam," p. 94;
Bankidas, p. 25; Vigat, 1:92, n. 2.

2 This is the date given in Ojha, 4:1:364; Bankldas, p. 25, gives the alternate date of
September 6, 1619.

3 Khydt, 1:26.

4 Bdnkldds, pp. 27, 115; Khydt, 1:351-352, 2:119.
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3. Rani Kachvahl Sobhagdeji (pihar name Kisnavatibai)5

Daughter of Sekhavat Kachvaho Durjansal Karamslyot.
The Mughal Emperor Akbar took this girl as his daughter. He married

her to Surajsingh at Lahore on Sunday, June 23, 1588 while Surajsingh was a
kumvar. She died at Burhanpur in the Deccan in July or August of 1609.

S - Gajsingh: born on Thursday, October 30, 15956 at Lahore.
He succeeded Raja Surajsingh to the Jodhpur throne.

S - Jasvantsingh: born in 1588-89 in Gujarat. He died at the age
of five months.

D - ManbhavatlbaT: born in 1598-99. She was married to Prince
Parvlz in 1623-24 in return for Parvlz's grant of Merto Pargano to her
uterine brother, Raja Gajsingh. She remained a resident of Emperor
Jahanglr's household after Prince Parvlz's death in 1626.

D - Kalyankumvar: died young.

4. Rani Aharl Surtandejl (pihar name JasodabaT)7

Daughter of Aharo Gahlot Ravaj Sahasmal Askaranot of Dungarpur (ca.
1580-1606).

Surtandejl was married on Friday, May 21, 1591 in Dungarpur. She
died on Monday, March 25, 1633 (adhika vais) or April 24, 1633 (nija vais)
while at Baijnathjl enroute home from a pilgrimage.

S - Sabalsingh: born on Saturday, August 15, 1607. He held
PhaJodhT mjdgir from Emperor Akbar, in addition to areas in Gujarat.
He died at PhalodhI on Friday, January 24, 1647 from poison
administered to him by a slave.

5. Rani Ban Jadam/Jadav Suhagdejl (pihar name Pohpambal)
Daughter of Jadav Rav Mandlik.
Suhagdejl was sent in dolo to Raja Surajsingh and married at Jodhpur on

Friday, June 4, 1591.

6. Rani Pamvar Caturangdejl8

Daughter of Pamvar Sango Maldevot (of the Pamvars of Catsu),

5 Bankidds, p. 26; Khyat, 1:325; Murardan, no. 2, p. 187; Ojha, 4:1:386-387; Jahanglr,
2:295; Vigat, 1:108.

6 Bankidas, p. 27, Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, pp. 157, 161, and Ojha, 4:1:388, all record
this date. Vigat, 1:105, gives the alternate date of October 15, 1595.

7 Bdnktdds, pp. 26-27, 107; G. H. Ojha, Dungarpur Rdjya kd Itihds (Ajmer: Vedic
Yantralaya, V. S. 1992 [A. D. 1935]), p. 103, n. 1; Khydt, 1:79; Murdrddn, no. 2, 652-
653; Ojha, 4:1:386, n. 4; Vigat, 1:94-95, 104, 108.

8 Bdnkldds, pp. 27, 138; Khydt, 1:298-299; Pamvar Yarns Darpan, p. 30.
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Caturangdeji was married in the village of Aral on Sunday, June 20,
1591. She died at Lahore in 1593-94.

D - AskumvarbaT: given in adoption to Rani Sujandejl (see
supra, Rani no. 2). AskumvarbaT was married to Kachvaho Raja
Bhavsingh Mansinghot of Amber (1614-21). The marriage took place
on either June 20 or July 3, 1616. She became a sati at Burhanpur in the
Deccan at the time of Raja Bhavsirigh's death. She had only one
daughter, Rupkumvar, who died young.

7. Rani Solankani Manorathdeji9

Daughter of Solarikl KhetsI Samvatslyot of Desurl in Godhvar.10 KhetsT
was a military servant of SIsodlyo Rano Amarsingh Pratapsinghot of Mevar
(1597-1620).

ManorathdejT was married in the village of Slrlyarl11 in Marvar on
Monday, February 18, 1594. She died in November or December of 1606.

8. Rani Jareci Sahibdejl (pihar name LadbaT)
Daughter of Jareco Jam Satrasaj of Nayanagar.
Sahibdejl was given in dolo to Raja Surajsingh. The marriage took place

at Ahmadabad on Monday, January 24 or Tuesday, January 25, 1597. She died
at the fort of Jodhpur on Friday, March 23, 1649.

9. Rani Borl Ratanadeji (pihar name Phulambal)12

Daughter of Boro Cahuvan Rav Vagho Vljavat of Sayano village.
Ratanadeji was sent in dolo to Raja Surajsingh and married to him at

Ahmadabad on January 30 or February 14, 1597. She died in 1651-52.

S - Vijaysingh: lived only fourteen (or twenty-four) months.

10. Rani Sodhi Uchrangdeji13

Daughter of Sodho Pamvar Rav Candrasen Patavat (or Sodho Bankldas)
of Umarkot.

Uchrangdeji was married at Ahmadabad on Saturday, April 22, 1598.

9 BdnkTdas, p. 135.

10 Desurl: located ten miles southeast of Nadtil in Godhvar.

11 Slrlyarl village: located twenty miles southeast of Sojhat in eastern Marvar.

12 BdnkTdas, p. 161.

13 Khydt, 1:359; Pamvar Yams Darpan, p. 33.
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11. Rani Devri Hiradejl (pihar name Kamvlavatibai)14

Daughter of Devro Cahuvan Rav Kalo Mehajalot.
Hlradejl was sent in dolo to Raja Surajsingh. She came first to Agra,

then to Mathurajl, where the marriage took place on Monday, June 25, 1604.
She died at Jodhpur on Saturday, August 8, 1647.

S - Vlramde: born in 1607-08. He died at the age of six years.
S - (name unknown): died young.

12. Rani Virampurl Nararigdeji (pihar name Campabal)
Daughter of Rano Vanvlr.
Narangdejl was married at Ahmadabad on Sunday, August 17, 1606.

She died at Jodhpur in either October/November of 1623, or
November/December of 1633.

13. Rani BhatiyanI AmolakhdejT (pihar name Parvatlbal)15

Daughter of BhatI Sahasmal Maldevot, a son of Bhatl RavaJ Malde
Lunkaranot of Jaisajmer (1551-61). Sahasmal had settled in Marvar.

Amolakhdejl was married at the village of BHaro16 in 1607-08 while
Raja Surajsingh was on his way to Agra. She died on Friday, September 7,
1677.

D - Mrigavatlbal: married to Kachvaho Raja Jaisirigh
Mahasinghot of Amber (1621-67). Her marriage took place at Jodhpur
on Monday, November 25, 1622, three years after Raja Surajsingh's
death in 1619.

14. Rani Pamvar GarigadejT (or RarigadejT)17

Daughter of Pamvar Sadul Maldevot (of the Pamvars of Catsu).
Gangadejl was married at Burhanpur in the Deccan in 1609-10 to settle

the vair that had arisen between the Rathors of Jodhpur and the Pamvars of
Catsu over the death of Kumvar Bhopatsingh Udaisingh (see supra, Moto Raja
Udaisingh Maldevot, Rani no. 2, S - Bhopatsingh). Kumvar Bhopatsingh was
killed several years prior in either 1596-97 or 1606-07.

Gangadejl became a satiat the time of Raja Surajsingh's death.

14 Bankidds,p. 155.

15 Ibid., pp. 27, 125; Khyat, 1:297, 2:96.

16 Bllaro village: located forty-one miles east-southeast of Jodhpur.

17 "Aitihasik Batam," p. 96; Bdnkldds, p. 138; Pamvar Vams Darpan, p. 30; Vigat,
1:96-97.
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15. Rani Lohri Jadam/Jadav Sujandejl18

Daughter of Jadav Pahar Khan (or Padkhan).
Sujandejl was married at Burhanpur in the Deccan in 1609-10. She was

at Jodhpur when Raja Surajsingh died in the Deccan in September of 1619. She
proceeded to Mandor on Wednesday, June 21, 1620 and became a saU there.

16. Rani Kachvahi Norangdejl (pihar name Arnram)19

Daughter of Sekhavat Kachvaho Tirmanray Raysalot and granddaughter
of Kachvaho Raysal "Darbari" Sujavat.

Norangdejl was married at the village of Khandelo on Sunday, June 7,
1612. She became a satT at the time of Raja Surajsingh's death.

D - Indrakumvar: born on Tuesday, July 28, 1618. She died at
the age of four years in 1622-23.

17. Rani Kachvahi Singardeji (or Rangadejl)20

Granddaughter of Dhlravat Kachvaho Ramdas Darbarl Udavat (no. 19).
Singardeji was sent in dolo and married at the village of Mandal on

December 2, 1614 while Raja Surajsingh was proceeding from Udaipur in Mevar
to north India. She died on Sunday, November 23, 1628 at Puskarjl (near
Ajmer). She was beginning a pilgrimage to the Ganges River.

Miscellaneous

D - Prabhavatlbal: a daughter of Raja Surajsingh's by his
concubine, Mohanl. Prabhavatlbal was married following the Raja's
death to BhatI Candrasen Pancavat of Jaisalmer by her half-brother, Raja
Gajsingh Surajsinghot (1619-38). Her marriage was conducted in
Jodhpur at the home of Jeso BhatI Goyanddas Manavat, who had been
pradhdn of Jodhpur under Raja Surajsingh. Raja Gajsingh gave BhatI
Candrasen a pato village in dowry, and retained him in his personal
service.21

Marriage Lists

Lists of Raja Surajsingh's marriages and of his sons and daughters are
contained in the following primary sources:

Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, pp. 131, 156-161.

nVigat, 1:93.

19 Khydt, 1:320,323.

20 Ibid., 1:331.

21IMd.,2:U.
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Murardan, no. 2, pp. 207-213 {Murardan does not reference
Raja Suraj singh's daughter, PrabhavatlbaT, born of his
concubine, MohanI).
Rdthordm n Vamsdvali, MS no. 20130, ff. 99-100.

Other general sources include:

Baiikidds, pp. 25-26; Khydt, 1:303; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 205-
207; Ojha, 4:1:362, 364; "Rathaud Vams rl Vigat," pp. 14-15;
Reu, 1:198; Vigat, 1:92; VTr Vinod, 2:816-818.
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Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot (12-1)

Born: Thursday, October 30, 1595
Died: Sunday, May 6, 1638
Ruled: October 6, 1619 - May 6, 1638
Mother: Rani Kachvahl Sobhagdeji, daughter of Sekhavat Kachvaho
Durjansal Karamslyot.

Ranis, Sons and Daughters

1. Bar! Rani Kachvahl Kalyandeji (pihar name RupvatlbaT or RupmatlbaT)1

Daughter of Kachvaho Kumvar Jagrup Jagnathot, a son of Raja Jagnath
Bharmalot of Todo.

Kalyandejl was born on Tuesday, September 9, 1595. Her marriage to
Gajsingh took place at Todo in 1605-06. She died in October or November of
1648.

D - CandravatlbaT (or Candramatlbal): born on Wednesday,
August 24, 1614. She was married to Vaghelo SolankI Raja Amarsingh
Vikramadityot of Bandhavgadh, Rlvam and Mukandpur on Saturday,
February 22, 1634. She returned to Jodhpur in 1650-51 after Raja
Amarsingh's death, and she died at Jodhpur in 1669-70.

D - PurbaT: died young.
D - Andlbal: died young.
D - Pimaikumvar: died young.

2. Rani Cahuvan Amratdejl (or Imaratdeji; pihar name Raykumvarbal)2

Daughter of Sacoro Cahuvan Sikhro Mahkaranot, a son of Mahkaran
Ranavat, who had married a daughter to Moto Raja Udaisihgh Maldevot of
Jodhpur (see supra, Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot, Rani no. 7). Sikhro
Mahkaranot was a military servant of the Moto Raja. He received the village of
Khejarlo3 and three others in pato from the Moto Raja.

Amratdejl was married at the village of Khejarlo in January or February
of 1608. She died at Jodhpur on Tuesday, January 20, 1663.

S - Aca|sirigh: bom in 1613-14; died young.

1 Bdnkidds, pp. 28-29, 102; Khyat, 1:133, 300-301; Ojha, 4:1:408.

2Bdnludas9 pp. 28, 162; Khyat, 1:233; Ojha, 4:1:408, n. 1.

3 Khejarlo village: located thirty-nine miles east of Jodhpur.
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3. Ram Sisodni Pratapdeji (pihar name Rukhmavatibai)4

Daughter of Saktavat STsodTyo Gahlot Bhan Saktavat of Mevar.
PratapdejT was born on Monday, October 2, 1598. Her marriage took

place at Mathurajl on Monday, September 19, 1607 and was arranged by her
maternal grandfather, Varsinghot Mertlyo Rathor Kesodas "Mara" Bhlmvot.
She received the rank of rani at Jodhpur on Wednesday, November 27, 1622.
She died in Lahore on Friday, May 30, 1634.

S - Jasvantsingh: born on Tuesday, December 26, 1626 at
Burhanpur in the Deccan. He succeeded Raja Gajsingh to the throne of
Jodhpur.

4. Rani Candravat Kasmirdeji5

Daughter of Candravat STsodTyo Gahlot Rav Cando Durgavat of
Rampuro.

KasmTrdejT was married at Rampuro on Friday, April 24, 1612 while
Gajsingh was a kumvar.

5. Rani Bhatiyani Lachajdeji (or LaldejT) (pihar name RamkumvarbaT)6

Daughter of BhatT Raval Kalyandas Harrajot of Jaisalmer (ca. 1613-27).
LachaJdejT was born on Sunday, November 25, 1593. Her marriage took

place at Jaisakner on Friday, January 1, 1613 and was arranged by her paternal
uncle, Ravaj BhTmv Harrajot (1577-1613). She died at MathurajTin 1667-68.

6. Rani Sonagari Mansukhdejf (pihar name BhagvatTbaT)7

Daughter of Sonagaro Cahuvan Jasvant Mansirighot of PalT village.8

MansukhdejT was born on Tuesday, January 21, 1595. Her marriage
took place at the village of MTnTyarT in Godhvar on Saturday, April 9, 1614.9

She left Jodhpur with her son, Amarsingh, on Sunday, March 1, 1635 and settled
with him at Nagaur. She died at Nagaur on Tuesday, June 15, 1641.

4 Bankidas, pp. 29, 93; Mahardj Sri Gajsinghji ki Khyat, MS no. 15666, Rajasthan
Pracyavidya Pratisthan, Jodhpur, pp. 17-18; Khyat, 1:26; Murdrddn, no. 3, pp. 125-126;
Ojha, 4:1:408; Vigat, 1:110, 123.

5 Bdhkidas, p. 33; Khyat, 3:248.

6 Bdnkidas, pp. 28, 34, 113; Khyat, 2:98.

7 Bdnkidds, p. 34; Khyat, 1:208; Ojha, 4:1:407-408.

8 PalT village: located forty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

9 This Ram's marriage apparently took place almost five months after the birth of her
son, Amarsingh. The circumstances behind this late marriage are unknown.
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S - Amarsingh: born on Friday, December 11, 1613.10 He
received the title of rdv from the Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan along
with the jdglr of Pargano Nagaur.

7. Rani Vagheli Kasumbhadeji u

Daughter of Vaghelo SolankI Sango.
Kasumbhadeji was born on Friday, December 5, 1595. She was married

at Jodhpur in June of 1615 in the home of sikddr Sobho (tentatively identified as
Jangalvo Sankhlo Pamvar Sobho Harbhamot). She had been sent in dolo from
Idar to Raja Gajsingh.

8. Rani Jarecl NorangdejT
Daughter of Jareco Jam Sah, master of Nayanagar.
Norangdeji was sent in dolo to Raja Gajsingh at Burhanpur in the

Deccan. She was married at the village of Ravar on Friday, April 12, 1622. She
died during the night at Jodhpur on Wednesday, January 21, 1663.

9. Rani Kachvahf Sorajdeji12

Daughter of Kachvaho Raja Bhavsingh Mansinghot of Amber (1614-21).
Surajdejl was married at Amber on Monday, November 4, 1622. The

marriage was arranged by Raja Jaisingh Mahasinghot (1621-67). She became a
satT at the time of Raja Gajsingh's death at Agra in May of 1638.

D - (name unknown): born in 1636-37. She died young at
Burhanpur in the Deccan.

10. Rani Naruki Kachvahi KesardejT 13

Daughter of Naruko Kachvaho Candrabhan Jaitslyot, the master of
Panvar. Candrabhan had settled in Marvar in 1611-12, and he held the village of
Rahan14 in pato from Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot. He later took service under
Mughal Emperor Jahanglr.

Kesardejl was born on June 10, 1608. Her marriage took place on
Tuesday, May 27, 1623 at the village of Panvar during the time Raja Gajsingh

10 Jodhpur Rajya hi Khyat, p. 199, converts this date to December 30, 1614, which is
incorrect, but on p. 272, converts this same date correctly to December 11, 1613. Ojha,
4:1:408, lists the date correctly.

11 Bahkidas, p. 34.

12 Ibid.; Khyat, 1:298-299; Vigat, 1:111.

13 Banlcidds, p. 34; Khyat, 1:315.

14 Rahan village: located ten miles north-northeast of Merto.
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was traveling in the area of Rampuro on the Chambal River. She was in Jodhpur
when the Raja died, and she became a sati at Mandor on Monday, May 14, 1638.

11. Rani Bhatiyani (plhar name UdaikumvarbaT) 15

Daughter of BhatI Rava] Manohardas Kalyandasot of Jaisajmer (ca.
1627-50).

Marriage Lists

Lists of Raja Gajsingh's marriages and of his sons and daughters are
contained in the following primary sources. These sources reference all
marriages except that of Rani no. 11:

Jodhpur Rdjya Id Khydt, pp. 161, 197-201.
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 225-228.
Rdthoram riVamsdvali, MS no. 20130, ff. 118-119.

Other general references include:

Khydt, 1:325; Mundiydr n Rdthoram n Khyat, no. 2, pp. 100-
101; Murdrddn, no. 1, pp. 545-561; Ojha, 4:1:388, 407-408,
413; "Rathaud Vams rl Vigat," p. 15; Reu, 1:209; Vigat, 1:105;
VTr Vinod, 2:819-821.

5 Jaisalmer n Khydt, p. 74; Tavankh Jaisalmer, p. 56.
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Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsiitghot (13-1)

Born: Tuesday, December 26, 1626
Died: Thursday, November 28, 1678
Ruled: May 25, 1638 - November 28, 1678
Mother: Rani STsodnl Pratapdejl, daughter of Saktavat Sisodlyo Gahlot
Bhan Saktavat of Mevar.

Ranis, Sons, and Daughters

1. Rani Bhatiyara Jasrapdeji (pihar name PemkumvarbaT)1

Daughter of BhatI Raval Manohardas Kalyandasot of Jaisajmer (ca.
1627-50).

Jasrtipdejl was born on Saturday, September 15, 1627. She was married
to Jasvantsirigh while he was a kumvar on Tuesday, April 25, 1637 at Jaisajmer.
She died on Wednesday, April 10, 1650 and was cremated on the banks of the
Jumna River in Delhi.

2. R%i Had! Jasvantdeji 2

Daughter of Hado Cahuvan Rav Catrasal Goplnathot of Bundl (ca. 1631-
58).

The texts list several different pihar names for Jasvantdeji. These
include KalyanbaT, Kankumvar, and Ramkumvar. From sources available, it is
not possible to determine which name is correct.

Jasvantdeji was bom on either July 10 or August 9, 1627. She was
married to Jasvantsingh while he was a kumvar on Saturday, May 5, 1638 at
Bundl. She received the rank of mahdrdnl on Friday, April 22, 1670 at
Aurangabad. She died in Bundl.

3. Rani Cahuvan Jagriipdeji {pihar name Raykumvarbal)3

Daughter of Sacoro Cahuvan Dayaldas Sikhravat.
Jagrupdejl was bom on Monday, June 4, 1632.4 She was sent in dolo to

Raja Jasvantsingh and married at Bllaro village5 on either January 19 or February
2, 1641 while the Raja was returning to Jodhpur from Lahore.

1 Baiikidas,pp. 33, 113.

2 Ibid., pp. 34, 146; Vigat, 2:462.

3 Bdnkidas, p. 34; Khydt, 1:233.

4 Jodhpur Rdjya kl Khydt, p. 262, records this date. Rdthordm ri Vamsdvali, MS no.
20130, f. 155, gives the date of June 11, 1626, which is incorrect.

5 Bllaro village: located forty-one miles east-southeast of Jodhpur.
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4. Rani Kachvahi Jasmadeji6

Daughter of Sekhavat Kachvaho Raja Dvarkadas Girdhardasot of
Khandejo.

Jasmadeji was born on Friday, August 20, 1624. She was married at
Khande]o on Wednesday, February 24, 1641.

D - Pratapkumvar: born on Tuesday, August 21, 1649. She
died one day after birth.

5. Rani Jadav (Jadam) Jaivantdeji
Daughter of Jadav Prithlraj Raysinghot.
Jaivantdeji came in dolo from the village of Corau near Junagadh. She

was married at Jodhpur on Monday, May 13, 1644.

D - Mahakumvar: born on Saturday, May 31, 1645. She died
on Wednesday, January 6, 1647.

6. Rani Gaur Jasrangdeji (pihar name CarmatTbal)7

Daughter of Gaur Manohardas Gopajdasot.
Jasrangdeji was born on Saturday, June 27, 1635. She was married to

Raja Jasvantsingh at the order of Emperor Shah Jahan to end the vair between
the Rathors of Jodhpur and the Gaurs that emerged following the death of Raja
Jasvantsingh's half-brother, Rav Amarsingh Gajsinghot.8 The marriage took
place at Rinthambhor on Friday, February 8, 1650 under the supervision of Gaur
Raja VTtha]das. Jasrangdeji died on Monday, September 1, 1662.

7. Rani Kachvahi Atrangdeji (pihar name Jankumvarbal)9

Daughter of Sekhavat Kachvaho Raja Varsingh Dvarkadasot of
Khandelo, and daughter's daughter (dohitn) of Hado Cahuvan Ravraja
Ratansingh Bhojrajot of Bundl (ca. 1607-58).

Atrangdeji was born on Tuesday, August 19, 1634. She was married at
Khandejo on Tuesday, May 28, 1650 or May 17, 1651.

S - Prithlraj: bom at Jodhpur on Thursday, July 1, 1652. He
died in Delhi on Wednesday, May 8, 1667.

6 Khydt, 1:321-322.

7 Batikidas, p. 34; OjM, 4:1:409-410.

8 See Endeote to this section for a discussion of the circumstances surrounding Rav
Amarsingh Gajsinghot's death and Raja Jasvantsingh's resultant marriage of a daughter
of the Gaurs.

9 Bdntidas, pp. 34-35; Khydt, 1:322.
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D - RatanavatI: born in 1655-56.

8. Rani Sisodnl Jasrupdeji (pihar name RupkumvarbaT)10

Daughter of Slsodfyo Gahlot Vlramde Surajmalot, a grandson of
Sisodlyo Rano Amarsingh Pratapsirighot of Mevar (1597-1620).

Jasrupdeji was born in 1643-44. She was married to Raja Jasvantsingh
at Mathurajl on Wednesday, April 20, 1657. She died on Tuesday, October 21,
1662.

9. Rani Devrl Atisukhdeji (pihar name AnandkumvarbaT)11

Daughter of Devro Cahuvan Rav Akhairaj Rajsirighot of Slrohl (ca.
1618-65).

Atisukhdeji was born in 1643-44. She was married on Wednesday,
March 30, 1659 in Slrohl while Raja Jasvantsingh was enroute to Gujarat.
Atisukhdeji died at the fort of Jodhpur on Sunday, December 29, 1658.12

Mundiydr ri Rathordm ri Khydt, pp. 138-139, states that the Devros
presented this Rani in dolo to the Raja in order to settle the vair which had arise
between the Devros of Slrohl and Jodho Rathors of Jodhpur. This vair arose
when Jodho Rathor Rav Raysihgh Candrasenot was killed at the battle of DatanI
in Slrohl on October 17, 1583.13 Rav Raysingh was a son of Rav Candrasen
Maldevot of Jodhpur (see supra, Rav Candrasen Maldevot, Rani no. 2, S -
Raysingh).

10. Rani Candravat Jaisukhdejl (pihar name Nabhavatlbal)14

Daughter of Candravat Sisodlyo Gahlot Rav Amarsingh Harlsinghot of
Rampuro.

Jaisukhdejl was born on Saturday, February 21, 1646. Her marriage
took place at Rampuro on April 9, 1665 while Raja Jasvantsingh was enroute
from Poona in the Deccan to north India. The Raja received forty horses and one
elephant in dowry. Jaisukhdejl became a sati at the time of Raja Jasvantsingh's
death.

S - Jagatsingh: born on Friday, January 4, 1667. He died during
the night on Saturday, March 4, 1676.

10 Khydt, 1:30.

11 Ojha, 4:1:448; Vigat, 1:138.

12 Jodhpur Rdj'ya ki Khydt, p. 270, records this date. Rathordm ri Vamsdvali, MS no.
20130, f. 156, gives the date of December 16, 1708. It is not possible to know which
date is correct, and the difference may be due to scribal error.

13 See infra, "Devro Cahuvans," Rav Surtan Bhanot (no. 5), for more details about this
battle and its aftermath.

14 Vigat, 1:150.
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D - UdaikumvarbaT: born in January or February of 167615; died

young.

11. Rani Jadav Jaskumvarjl16

Sources are in conflict regarding the identity of this Rani's father. He is
listed as both Jadav Raja Chatraman (or Chatrasal) Mukandot of KaraulT, and
Jadav Kumvar Bhupal Chatramanot, a son of Raja Chatraman's. From sources
available, it is not possible to determine his identity with certainty.

Jaskumvarjl was married on Saturday, April 15, 1665 in the village of
Hibhavan near Karaull, while Raja Jasvantsingh was returning to Marvar from
Poona in the Deccan.

S - Ajltsingh: born in Lahore on Wednesday, February 19, 1679
following Raja Jasvantsingh's death. He succeeded Raja Jasvantsingh to
the throne of Jodhpur.

12. Rani Kachvahi Narukiji17

Daughter of Naruko Kachvaho Phatahsingh Ladkhanot of Kankor
village.

S - Dalthambhan: born on Wednesday, February 19, 1679
following Raja Jasvantsingh's death at Lahore; died young.

Marriage Lists

Lists of Raja Jasvantsingh's marriages and of his sons and daughters are
contained in the following primary sources:

Jodhpur Rdjya kiKhydt, pp. 203, 267-272.
Mundiydr ri Rdthordm riKhydt, pp. 138-139 (this source does
not reference Rani no. 4).
Ojha, 4:1:468-469.
Rdthordm n Vamsavail, MS no. 20130, ff. 155-156.

Other general sources include:

Ojha, 4:1:413, 459; "Rathaud Vams ri Vigat," pp. 15-16; Reu,
1:238; Vir Vinod, 2:821-828.

15 Rathordm fi Vamsdvali, MS no. 20130, f. 156, records this date. It is preferable to
that given in Jodhpur Rdjya kiKhydt, p. 271, which lists the date of January/February,
1665 for the child's birth. This latter date appears incorrect.

16 Vigat, 1:150; VTr Vinod, 2:1499-1500.

17 Bdnkidds, p. 35; Khydt, 1:318.
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Endnote

Rav Amarsingh Gajsinghot's Death
and

Raja Jasvantsingh's Marriage of a Daughter of the Gaurs

Raja Jasvantsirigh's marriage of a daughter of the Gaurs is of interest
because the Gaurs were not directly responsible for Rav Amarsingh's death. Rav
Amarsingh was the eldest son of Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot (1619-38). He was
a Mughal mansahddr of rank, who at the time of his death, held Nagaur mjdgir
from Emperor Shah Jahan. He had received Nagaur in 1638 on the death of Raja
Gajsingh.

On July 25, 1644 Amarsingh stabbed and killed Salabat Khan Raushan
Damlr, the second Imperial BakhshT, with his dagger in the private parlor of
Sultan Dara Shikoh's house at Agra, where the Emperor was living and holding
court. Imperial mace-bearers in attendance upon the Emperor then took
Amarsingh's life. These killings occurred after the evening prayers, while the
Emperor was writing difarmdn with his own hand. Rav Amarsingh had been
absent from the Imperial darbdr for some time due to illness, and he had come to
court this evening during his convalescence in order to pay his respects to Shah
Jahan and to present him with a customary gift. After performing obeisance
before the Emperor, he took his assigned position standing to the right of the
throne. But he suddenly drew his dagger and attacked Salabat Khan who was on
the Emperor's left. He caught the Khan unawares, stabbing him under the breast
and killing him instantly.

Khalll Ullah Khan and Gaur Arjan Vlthaldasot, a son of Gaur Raja
Vithaldas's, who were among those present, both drew weapons and attacked
Rav Amarsingh on the Emperor's order. The Rav was able to ward off Khalll
Khan's blows, but Gaur Arjun struck and wounded him while himself sustaining
a cut to his ear from Amarsingh's dagger. Imperial mace-bearers then fell on the
Rav and killed him. A series of pitched battles followed with Amarsingh's
Rajputs. Madthir-ul-Umard, 1:234, reports:

After [Rav Amarsingh was killed], Mir Khan Mir
Tuzak, and Mulak Chand the accountant of the daulatkhanakhas,
brought the body of Amar Singh, in accordance with orders,
outside the vestibule (dihliz) of the kMlwatkhana (private
chamber) and sent for his [Rav Amarsingh's] men, in order that
they might take it to his house. Fifteen of his servants heard of
the affair and laid hands on their swords and daggers; Mulak
Chand was killed, and Mir Khan was wounded and died on the
following night. Meanwhile the Ahadls and others came out and
sent that rabble to hell. Six of the mace-bearers were killed and
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six were wounded. Not content with this, a number of Amar
Singh's servants resolved what they would go to [Gaur] Arjan's
house and kill him.

The Emperor learned what had occurred and attempted to have matters
explained to Arnarsingh's men, and to quiet and disperse them to their homes.
They would not be dissuaded, however, and the Emperor finally sent Saiyyid
Khan Jahan Barha along with a number of the Imperial bodyguard to oppose
these Rajputs, and many of them were killed.

Madthir-ul-Umara (ibid.) notes that "Though the king made inquiry
into the origin of this uproar, nothing appeared except the long use of intoxicants
aggravated by the illness of some days." Contrary to this assertion, there appear
to have been a number of factors contributing to this outbreak of hostilities.
Earlier that year a boundary dispute had arisen between Jakharilyo village of
Nagaur and Sllvo village of Blkaner, and fighting had broken out between
opposing forces. A number of men on both sides were killed, but the sdth from
Blkaner had gained the upper hand. Rav Amarsirigh wrote to his men at Nagaur
afterwards, ordering them to assemble another sdth and prepare to attack
Blkaner. He then entreated the Emperor to allow him to attack Blkaner in
retaliation for his earlier defeat, but the Emperor forbade this action. Blkaner
Raja Karansingh Sursinghot (1631-68), upon learning of Rav Amarsingh's plans,
petitioned Salabat Khan to appoint an amin to settle the dispute. Salabat Khan
did appoint an amin, and appears openly to have sided with Blkaner. This slight
greatly offended Amarsihgh.

It is unclear why Salabat Khan sided with Blkaner, but he seems to have
taken a personal dislike to Rav Amarsirigh. Mundiydr ft Rdthordm riKhydt, pp.
125-126, reports that Rav Amarsirigh had formed a relationship with Salabat
Khan's wife, whom he is said to have visited in Agra when the Khan was away
on Imperial business. This liaison angered Salabat Khan, who according to this
khydt, tried unsuccessfully on a number of occasions to kill the Rav.

On the evening of July 25 when Rav Amarsirigh came to pay his respects
to the Emperor, Salabat Khan approached him and spoke disrespectfully to him.
Their exchange led to angry words, and the Khan's provocation contributed
directly to Rav Amarsingh's attack in the darhdr. According to "Maharav Sri
Amarsinghjl Rathor rl Vat," pp. 113-114, a text composed in 1649 just five years
after Rav Amarsingh's death, Salabat Khan approached Amarsirigh as he entered
the private chamber, questioning why he had been absent for so many days, and
asking if he had brought a gift for the Emperor. Amarsirigh explained about his
illness, but Salabat Khan persisted, saying, "Ravjl, have you remained absent
because of the news of the fighting with Blkaner?" implying directly that the Rav
could not show his face because he had been shamed by his loss. The Khan then
openly stated, "Ravjl, your sdth has run away before, and now again it will flee."
Rav Amarsirigh then cursed the Khan, retorting, "Spider (makrd)\ Shut up!"
The exchange of insults continued until Amarsirigh drew away to pay his
respects to the Emperor and present his gift. As he then went to his place in the
chamber, the Khan taunted him, saying, "What, does the Ravjl act like an
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[ignorant] villager (gatnan karau)T These words enraged Amarsingh and he
drew his dagger and attacked Salabat Khan.

Regardless of the reasons behind this enmity and the immediate cause of
Amarsingh's death, the Rathors held the Gaurs responsible.

For information about Rav Amarsingh Gajsinghot, see: Jodhpur Rdjya
kiKhydt, pp. 199, 269-283; Maathir-ul-Umara, 1:232-236, 2:2:702-703; Ojha,
4:1:409-410; "Maharav Sri Amarsinghji Rathor ri Vat," in Rdjasthdnl Vat-
Sangrah, Manohar Sarma, Srllal Nathmalji Josi, eds. (Nai DillT: Sahitya
AkademI, 1984), pp. 109-117; Mundiyar ri Rathoram n Khydt, pp. 124-129.
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(no.
(no.
(no.

i)
2)
3)

Pitho Anandot
Sankar Suravat
Tiloksl Parbatot

Jeso Bhatis

(5-1)
(6-3)
(6-1)

The Jeso Bhatis are an important group of Rajputs in Marvar. Their
association with the Rathors and with Jodhpur dates from the mid-fifteenth
century, when a sister of BhatI Jeso Kalikaranot, the founder of this brotherhood
(bhaibandh), was married to Jodho Rathor Kumvar Sujo Jodhavat (Rav of
Jodhpur, ca. 1492-1515). Within a short span of years, members of the Jeso
Bhatis emerged among the staunchest supporters of the Jodhpur throne, and a
number of them became important fhdkurs in Marvar with influential positions
at court.

Early History of the Jeso Bhatis

The Jeso Bhatis descend from BhatI Jeso Kalikaranot (3-1). Jeso was
the son of Kalikaran Keharot (2-1) and grandson of Raval Kehar Devrajot (1-1),
ruler of Jaisalmer (1361-97).1 No information is available about Jeso's father,

1 Sources reviewed all state explicitly that Jeso Kalikaranot was a son of Kalikaran
Keharot and grandson of Raval Kehar Devrajot. However, the Khydt of NainsI, 2:116,
144, also lists a Kalikaran as son of Raval Kelhan Keharot of Pungal, who was himself
a son of Raval Kehar Devrajot of Jaisalmer (see infra, Figure 2. BhatI Ruling Family
of Jaisajmer). Khydt records that the descendants of the latter Kalikaran were
associated with a village called Tanano. There appears to be no village by this name in
the area of Pungal, and the name is suspiciously close to that of Tano village of Mevar,
which Jeso Kalikaranot received from the Rano of Cltor. The confusion about the
village and the recurrence of the name Kalikaran for a son and grandson of Raval
Kehar's, which is most unusual, especially considering that Kalikaran and Kelhan were
uterine brothers {Khydt, 2:75-76), casts some doubt on the Jeso BhatI genealogy.

The sources compound the confusion between the Kalikarans in the following
manner: NainsTs Khydt, 3:7, refers to a Kalikaran BhatI (father unspecified, but
presumably Kelhan Kaharot), who rode with the Kelhan Bhatis against Rathor Biko
Jodhavat (no. 42) and was killed in battle near Koramdesar (located eleven miles due
west of present-day Blkaner). This battle occurred while Biko Jodhavat was
establishing a foothold in the area which later became known as Blkaner. Ojha, 5:1:94-
95, mentions this same battle in his history of Blkaner. But he identifies the BhatI
involved as Kalikaran Keharot of Jaisalmer, noting that Raval Kehar Devrajot's son,
then aged eighty, went to help the Kelhans against Biko Jodhavat and was killed there
in 1478-79.

Jaisalmer ri Khydt, p. 62, lists no son of Raval Kelhan Keharot's by the name
of Kalikaran. However, it does list a son by the name of Lunkaran. It is possible that
Ltinkaran is the correct name and that the name confusion is due to "scribal error" in the
transmission and recording of names.
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Kalikaran Keharot, except the name of his mother. She was the Devri Cahuvan
Lacham. Regarding Jeso Kalikaranot himself, uncertainty extends both to
questions about his family and to issues of chronology relating to events of his
life.

There is detail in local sources only about the maternal side of Jeso's
family. This information is difficult to interpret, however. The relationships in
question concern those among BhatI Jeso Kalikaranot, the Sankhlo Pamvar
Harbhu Mahirajot of BaimhgatI village,2 and BhatiyanI Likhmlbal (pihar name)
who was married to Jodho Rathor Sujo Jodhavat and lived at the Jodhpur court
as Rani BhatiyanI Sarangdeji.3

Sources record the following contradictory information about these
individuals:

1. "Aitihasik Batam," p. 37, states that LikhmlbaT was Jeso's
daughter (betT) and Harbhu's daughter's daughter (dohitri).

2. Khydt, 3:7, states that Jeso was Harbhu's sister's son
(hhdnej).

3. Khydt, 3:103-104, records that Jeso was Harbhu's daughter's
son (dohitro) and LikhmTbaT was Jeso's sister, presumably born of the
same mother (the text is unclear).

Given the broad range of possible degrees of kinship evident here, with
Jeso either Harbhu's daughter's husband, daughter's son or sister's son, and
LikhmTbaT either Jeso's daughter or sister, these accounts are impossible to
reconcile. The weight of both this and other evidence, however, points to the
probability that Jeso was Harbhu's daughter's son, and that LikhmTbaT was Jeso's
uterine sister. These relationships appear most logical, given other details
available about the lives of these individuals.

The Khydt of NainsT, 3:103-104, records, for example, that Jeso and
LikhmTbaT were brother and sister, that BhatI Kalikaran Keharot of Jaisalmer had
married at Sankhlo Harbhu's home, and that the Sankhlo Harbhu was Jeso and

To add to the confusion, Bhattivams Prasasti (see: Ojha, 5:1:94-95, n. 3, for a
complete reference to this text) also mentions a Lunkaran with relation to the BhatI
attack on Koramdesar. The Prasasti identifies this Lunkaran, however, as Rav
Lunkaran Btkavat, who was Rav Biko Jodhavat's son and ruler of Btkaner, 1505-26.
The Prasasti was composed by Vyas Govind Madhuvan during the rule of BhatT Raval
Kalyandas Harrajot of Jaisalmer (ca. 1612-26) It is apparent that the individuals
involved have become confused over the passage of time. Ojha, who references the
Prasasti in Ms discussion of the history of Blkaner, discounts the passage dealing with
this Lunkaran. It may be, however, that while certain parts of the Prasasti are in error,
the name Lunkaran and his association with the Kelhan attack against Biko Jodhavat
are correct.

2 BaimhgatI: located eleven miles due west of PhalodhI village in northern Marvar.

3 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Sujo Jodhavat,
Rani no. 1.
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Likhnubats maternal grandfather (nano). There is no evidence that another of
Harbhu's daughters was married to BhatI Kalikaran. Jeso and Likhmlbal,
therefore, appear to have been uterine brother and sister. This same entry in
Khydt also notes that Harbhu's daughter remained at her father's home (pihar)
following her marriage to Kalikaran BhatI, and that she gave birth to LikhmlbaT
at BaimhgatI village.

Khydt, 2:152-153, records a slightly different version of LildimlbaTs
birth. It states:

[Jeso] went to the open fields [before] Kiraro4 and stayed; there
Rani Likhml was born . . ; then she was sent to Harbhu's [home],
the maternal grandfather's home (ndndno).

Finally, Khydt, 3:7, places Jeso Kalikaranot at Harbhu's home during a time he
would have been a child or early adolescent, and it appears that Jeso and
Likhmlbal were both closely associated with their maternal grandfather's home
throughout much of their early lives.

Information concerning events of Jeso Kalikaranot's life covers the
period from the early 1440s to the late 1460s or early 1470s. Again there are
difficulties with chronology and fact. The events recorded in the texts include
the following:

1. Jeso was in BaimhgatI village in the early 1440s.
2. He left Jaisalmer and proceeded first to the village of Kiraro

(near Phalodhl) and then to Bhaundo village of Nagaur.5

3. He had a fort built at Bhaundo village.
4. He came to live in the vds ("residence, dwelling") of Rathor

Sujo Jodhavat of Jodhpur.
5. He went to Cltor and received the village of "Tano, the one

[formerly] belonging to Malo SolankI (Tdno Mdlo Solankivdlo)"6 and
140 others in pato from Slsodlyo Rano Kumbho Mokalot (ca. 1433-68).

6. He left Cltor for Delhi in order to organize an attack upon
Jaisalmer.

7. He died "two months" after reaching Delhi.

Khydt, 3:7, places Jeso in BaimhgatI village with his maternal
grandfather, Sankhlo Harbhu Mahirajot, in the early 1440s. It is unclear from
the text whether Jeso was living in BaimhgatI at this time or merely visiting
there with his mother. Regardless, the dating of the early 1440s rests upon Jeso's
presence in this village at the time Rathor Jodho Rinmalot came to BaimhgatI to
visit Harbhu Sankhlo, who was a well-known omen-reader and seer (pir). Jodho

4 Kiraro: located twelve miles north of Phalodhl.

5 Bhaundo: located twenty-five miles southwest of Nagaur.

6 Tano: located near Todgarh some sixty-four miles northwest of Cltor.
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Rinmalot was living in Jangaju7 at the time. His father, Rav Rinmal Cundavat,
had been murdered at Cltor ca. 1438, and in the wake of his death, Jodho had
fled Mevar for Marvar and Jangaju while the Sisodiyos under Rano Kumbho
occupied Mandor and much of eastern Marvar. Jodho himself then began the
process of collecting Rajputs and horses for the conquest of Mandor which
finally bore fruit ca. 1453, fifteen years after his father's murder. There is no
indication that Jeso Kalikaranot was included in the discussions which took
place at Baimhgati or that he took part in any of the subsequent Rathor actions
against the Sisodiyos. Both omissions lend support to the probability that Jeso
was a boy at this time.

Jeso's presence in Baimhgati in the early 1440s appears to have
coincided with LikhmlbaTs birth. Her birth is also placed in the early 1440s for
the following reasons: Entries regarding Likhmlbafs birth (Khydt, 3:103-104)
record that she was born under the vado or mill nakhatra. This lunar asterism,
considered by some the twenty-fourth, and by others the seventeenth or
nineteenth, contains eleven stars which appear to be the same as those in the tail
of Scorpio and are, therefore, considered unlucky.8 Prospective bridegrooms
whom Harbhu Sankhlo approached with offers of marriage all considered
Likhmlbal unacceptable. She was, therefore, married "late" to Rathor Sujo
Jodhavat. Her first son by Sujo was Vagho Sujavat (no. 83), born in December
of 1457. If Vagho's birth took place shortly after Likhmlbafs marriage, this
marriage would have occurred in the mid-1450s,9 not long after Sujo's father,
Rav Jodho Rinmalot, conquered Mandor from the Sisodiyos ca. 1453.
Furthermore, if Likhmlbal was in her late teens at the time of her marriage, she
would have been born in the early 1440s. This dating coincides with Jeso's
presence in Baimhgati village at the time of Rathor Jodho Rinmalot's visit.

Khydt, 2:152, indicates that Jeso "left Jaisajmer." This departure must
refer to his journey to Baimhgati village as a boy. He and his mother may have
quit Jaisalmer at his father's direction because of conflicts either within his own
family or within the BhatI brotherhood. Khydt records only that Jeso went to
Kiraro village (near Phajodhl) and that Likhmlbal was born there. However,
Kiraro appears to have been a stopping place only and, as noted above, it is
probable that Likhmlbal was born at Baimhgati village itself.

Khydt (ibid.) also notes that when Jeso left Jaisalmer, he "did not stay in
any village of Pha]odhl at any time." This passage is difficult to interpret given
the fact that Jeso either lived in or visited Baimhgati, a village of PhalodhI, and
that his mother and sister were there. The statement in the Khydt appears to refer
not to Jeso himself, but rather to his sons and for the following reasons: Jeso's
sister, Likhmlbal, gave birth to two sons by Sujo Jodhavat, Vagho and Naro

7 Jangalu: located sixty-five miles northeast of Phalodhi and twenty-four miles south of
present-day Blkaner.

8 See: Platts, Dictionary, p. 1093.

9 Sujo Jodhavat would have been between fourteen and eighteen years of age at this
time. He was born on August 2, 1439.
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Sujavat. Her second son, Naro, received Phalodhi and its surrounding area for
his maintenance from Rav Sujo. An inscription at the fort of Phalodhi dated
Monday, March 27, 1475 (Caitrddi) or Monday, April 15, 1476 (Sravanddi)10

records the erection of the main gate of the fort during Naro's rule. Khydt,
3:103-114, records that Naro went to Phalodhi with his mother, and that he was
involved there for a number of years in the consolidation of these lands under his
authority. Because Naro was Jeso Kalikaranot's sister's son (hhdnej), Naro was
the "receiver" in the network of kinship. It would have been inappropriate for
Jeso's sons to take from him or from LikhmlbaT, their father's sister, or to occupy
and live in villages under Naro's control. Jeso's sons themselves first settled in
Khairvo and Sojhat, villages of Marvar located some distance to the south and
southeast respectively of Phalodhl.

This prohibition appears not to have extended past the second
generation. Another inscription at the fort of Phalodhi dated Wednesday,
December 3, 1516 records the erection of pillars on the outer gateway of the fort
during the time of Naro Sujavat's son, Hamlr Naravat. The inscription includes
mention of a BhatI Nlba who was at the fort with Hamlr. This BhatI may have
been Jeso Kalikaranot's grandson, Nlmbo Anandot (5-3). Nlmbo was a military
servant of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62) and held the important
village of Lavero11 in pato from the Rav. This village was to become a central
place for the Jeso Bhatls of Marvar for many generations to come.

It is difficult to say when Jeso reached Bhaundo village of Nagaur.
Khydt, 2:153, states only that Jeso went to Bhaundo and had a fort built there.
His arrival may have coincided with the period of political unrest in Nagaur that
began in the mid-1450s. The ruler of Nagaur, Khanzada Khan Firuz Khan I,
died in 1451-52. A succession struggle between his son, Shams Khan II, and his
brother, Mujahid Khan,12 followed his death, which was not settled until 1454-
55. This dispute, into which Slsodlyo Rano Kumbho Mokalot of Cltor (ca.
1533-68) also entered, may have allowed Jeso to occupy Bhaundo and to
consolidate his position there. He may have been recruited by one of the sides in
this struggle. Jeso eventually left Bhaundo for Cltor, but he retained control over
Bhaundo. Khydt, 2:153, states that Jeso's vast stayed behind him there. This
village remained in his family for one more generation.

Jeso was probably drawn to Cltor by the growing power and influence of
Slsodlyo Rano Kumbho Mokajot, who was able to assert direct control in the
area of Nagaur for a brief period before being drawn into a series of conflicts

I See: L. P. Tessitori, "A Progress Report on the Preliminary Work done during the
year 1915 in connection with the Proposed Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana,"
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, N.S. 12 (1916), p. 94. Tessitori gives the
date as V.S. 1532, Vaisdkh, vadi 2 (?), Somvdr, noting that the number for the day of
the month is unclear on the inscription. Dates given here are, therefore, calculated for
Somvdr ("Monday"), which is vadi 5 and vadi 6, respectively, for the Caitrddi and
Sravanddi dates.

II Lavero: located thirty-four miles north-northeast of Jodhpur.

12 See infra, "Khanzada Khans."
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with the rulers of Gujarat and Malwa. Jeso received a sizable pato grant from
Rano Kumbho when he reached Cltor. This grant included Tano village and 140
others. Tano is located along the eastern base of the Aravalli hills near Todgarh,
some sixty-four miles northwest of Cltor. If it is assumed that the 140 other
villages of this grant were contiguous with Tano, Jeso would have controlled an
important tract of lands along the northern edge of Mevar fronting Ajmer.
Unfortunately, no information is available about Jeso's years in Mevar or the
services which he may have performed for Rano Kumbho. It is known only that
Jeso killed a man at Tano village who was the father of Ramdas, a Cahuvan
Rajput of the Malhan branch (sdkh). The hostilities iyaif) that arose from
Ramdas's father's murder continued into the next two generations of Jeso Bhatis.

Much uncertainty surrounds the date of Jeso's arrival in Jodhpur, where
he lived in the vds of Rathor Sujo Jodhavat. Khydt, 3:105, records only that
"Likhmfs brother, Jeso, came [and] stayed [in] Sujo's vds." Jeso's coming may
have occurred at the time of Likhmlbafs marriage to Sujo, placed in the mid-
1450s. But it is more likely that he came to live in Sujo's vds either while
enroute to Cltor or after he had been in Mevar for some time. Khydt, 2:153,
states only that "Here [at Bhaundo, Jeso] had a fort built and kept [his] men, and
he [himself] went to the Rano at Cltor."

It is also unclear how long Jeso remained in Mevar before proceeding on
to Delhi. Khydt, 2:153, records of his life in Mevar only that:

After coming [to Mevar] during the time of Rano Kumbho, the
pato [of Tano and 140 other villages] was established. [Then
Jeso] said to the Divan [Rano Kumbho] - "[If you] say [that is,
give me permission], then I would go to the dargdh [at Delhi]
one time; I would attack Jaisajmer."

Regardless of the time, Jeso would have reached Delhi during the reign of the
Afghan Bahlul LodI (1451-89). His intention appears to have been to enlist the
aid of the Sultan in an attack against Jaisahner. However, he died two months
after reaching the city. It is difficult to connect Jeso's trip to Delhi with any
event in Jaisalmer that might have occasioned it. Jeso's arrival in Delhi can be
placed in the late 1460s, during the final years of Rano Kumbho's rule, or in the
early 1470s some years after the Rano's death in 1468.

Jeso had four sons of whom there is record: Anand (4-1), Bhairavdas (4-
2), Jodho (4-3), and Vanvlr (4-4). About Jodho there is no information, and of
Vanvlr it is known only that he received the village of Khairvo13 in pato
(probably from Rav Jodho Rinmalot, ca. 1453-1489).

Bhairavdas succeeded to Jeso's lands in Mevar. Khydt, 2:153, records
that the Rano of Mevar "gave Bhairavdas Jesavat the title of rdv and Tano

13 Khairvo: located fifty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.
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village [along with] 140 [others] in pato." At the same time, Bhairavdas kept at
least part of the vast he inherited from his father at Bhaundo village of Nagaur.
Bhairavdas also received Dhaulharo14 from Sujo Jodhavat, and is said to have
settled this village. The date of the grant is uncertain. Khydt, 2:178, records that
"Rav Sujo" made the grant. But Sujo did not succeed to the rulership of Jodhpur
until ca. 1492. It is probable, therefore, that the grant was made during the rule
of Sujo's father, Rav Jodho Rinmalot.

The circumstances surrounding Bhairavdas's death are also unclear. One
entry in Khydt, 2:153, states:

[Bhairavdas's] vast was at Bhaundo village of Nagaur. The
Baloc took the herd of Bhairavdas's vast. Bhairavdas caught up
to [the Baloc] with 40 [of his own] men, and [he] died in battle.

Elsewhere, Khydt, 2:178, relates that at the time Bhairavdas settled Dhaujharo
village of Sojhat, a military servant of Sujo Jodhavat's named Surmalhan held
the nearby village of Copro.15 A disagreement arose over the border between
these two villages, and a battle broke out, during which Surmalhan killed
Bhairavdas.

These accounts are difficult to reconcile. The name "Surmalhan" is of
interest, however. Surmalhan appears to be an incorrect rendering of Sur
Malhan, a Cahuvan Rajput named Stir of the Malhan sdkh. This Sur Malhan
may have been a relation of Ramdas Malhan's, whose father Jeso Kalikaranot
killed at Tano village in Mevar a number of years before. If so, Sur Malhan's
killing of Bhairavdas would be related to the settlement of the vair between the
Jeso Bhatls and the Malhan Cahuvans.

Bhairavdas married a daughter named KarametlbaT to Rathor Mahiraj
Akhairajot. Her son by Mahiraj was Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot (no. 95), the
founder of the Kumpavat branch of Marvar Rathors and commander of the
armies of Jodhpur under Rav Malde Gangavat (1532-62).

Little is known about Bhairavdas's brother, Anand Jesavat, other than the
fact that he avenged Bhairavdas's death. Again, the accounts from Nainsfs
Khydt are contradictory. Khydt, 2:153, records that Anand lived in Rav Sujo's
vds at Jodhpur. Anand is said to have sought out Surmalhan and killed him at
Ahilanl village of Godhvar.16 Khydt, 2:178, relates that Surmalhan fled Marvar
after killing Bhairavdas and went to Mevar. Anand is then said to have brought

14 Dhaulharo: located eighteen miles west-northwest of Sojhat in eastern Marvar.

15 Copro: located eight miles to the north of Dhaulharo village, and eighteen miles
northwest of Sojhat.

16 Ahilanl: located twelve miles south of Khairvo village on the south side of the
SumerT River.
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a company of men (sath) from Jaisalmer and to have killed Surmalhan near the
villages of Ahilani and Indravaro.17

That Anand brought a sath from Jaisajmer is difficult to accept if he
were living in Rav Sujo's vds. It would appear either that Anand originally went
to live in Jaisajmer after his father Jeso's death, and only came to Jodhpur to
avenge Bhairavdas's murder, or that the reference to Jaisalmer is simply wrong.
No other information is available about Anand Jesavat.

The Rano of Cltor (probably Rano Raymal Kumbha vat, ca. 1473-1509)
gave Bhairavdas's son, Acajdas (5-4), the pato of Tano village when Bhairavdas
died. Khydt, 2:153, states that the vast could not remain at Bhaundo village of
Nagaur, however, when Acaldas succeeded Bhairavdas. The reasons are unclear
from the texts. This association with Bhaundo was not re-established until the
early seventeenth century when one of Jeso Kalikaranot's descendants, Surtan
Manavat (7-1), held it for a short time. To compensate for this loss, Rani Likhml
requested that Rav Sujo grant Acaldas the village of Copro, formerly held by the
Malhan Cahuvan, Sur, for his vast. Acajdas then moved the vast to Copro while
he himself remained in Mevar. He was eventually killed in Copro village by
Ramdas Malhan, whose father BhatI Jeso Kalikaranot had killed at Tano village
of Mevar some year earlier, thus bringing the vair full circle.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 37; Bankidas, pp. 118-119, 141;
Jaisalmer rt Khydt, pp. 59, 61-62; Khydt, 2:2, 75-77, 152-157,
164, 178, 192, 3:7, 20, 34, 103-114, 116, 144, 216, 221; M. A.
Chaghta'I, "Nagaur - A Forgotten Kingdom," Bulletin of the
Deccan College Research Institute, Vol. 2, nos. 1-2
(November, 1940), pp. 174-178; Mangllal Vyas, Mdrvdr ke
Ahhilekh (Jodhpur: Hindi Sahitya Mandir, 1973), pp. 72, 75;
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 103-104; Ojha, 2:582, 590, 613-618,
4:1:269, n. 4, 5:1:94-96, and 94-95, n. 3; Reu, 1:107, 109;
Tessitori, "A Report on the Preliminary Work done during the
year 1915 in connection with the Proposed Bardic and Historical
Survey of Rajputana," Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
N.S. 12 (1916), pp. 94-95; Tavdrlkh Jaisalmer, pp. 40, 42, 45-
49, 101, 104; Vigat, 2:1-2, 421; Vir Vinod, 2:332.

(no. 1) Pitho Anandot (5-1)

Pitho Anandot was a son of Anand Jesavat (4-1) and grandson of Jeso
Kalikaranot (3-1), the founding ancestor of the Jeso Bhatls of Marvar. He was a
military servant of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62). All that is
known about him is that he was killed at Merto in 1562. He was fighting there
under Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65) against Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot

17 Indravaro: located one mile to the north of Ahilani on the north side of the Sumen
River.
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(no. 107) and the Mughal forces of Akbar under the command of Mirza
Sharafu'd-Dln Husayn.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 56; Bdnkidds, pp. 16-17; Khydt, 2:163;
Vigat, 1:62, 2:66.

(no. 2) Sankar Suravat (6-3)

Sahkar Suravat was a great-grandson of BhatI Jeso Kalikaranot (3-1)
through Jeso's son, Bhairavdas Jesavat (4-2) and Bhairavdas's son, Suro
Bhairavdasot (5-4). The texts refer to Sankar as a vado Rajput ("great warrior")
of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62). Sankar came into prominence at
the time of Rav Malde's occupation of Ajmer ca. 1535 when the Rav made him
kileddr of the fort at Ajmer and gave him the village of BhinaT18 in pato. When
Rav Malde's Rajputs began to vacate the fort of Ajmer in 1543 in the face of
Sher Shah Sur's advance from north India, Vigat, 1:58, states that Sahkar wished
to remain at the fort and die in its defense. His Rajputs eventually took him
away, however, and brought him to Jodhpur. Rav Malde then posted him at the
Jodhpur fort.

Sankar remained at the fort during the battle of Samel (near Ajmer)19 in
January of 1544. He was later killed at the fort when Sher Shah attacked and
occupied Jodhpur following his victory at Samel. One of Sankar's descendants,
Jeso BhatI Goyanddas Manavat (7-2), the pradhdn of Jodhpur under Raja
Surajsingh Udaisihghot (1595-1619), had a cenotaph built in Sankar's
remembrance. This cenotaph is no longer present at the fort of Jodhpur and there
is some confusion about its original location. "Aitihasik Batam," p. 45, states
that it was built at the fort near the small mosque that Sher Shah had constructed
there during his occupation. But Khydt, 2:180, records that the cenotaph was
built on the embankment of a tank (pdj) of the fort. Without further evidence, it
is not possible to establish which one of these locations is correct.20

Sahkar Suravat had two sons, Hamlr and Vairsal. Both served under
Raja Udaisingh Maldevot of Jodhpur (1583-95) and died in battle on his behalf.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 45; Bdnkidds, p. 13; Khydt, 2:178, 180-
181; Murdrddn, no. 2. pp. 124-126; Vigat, 1:44, 58, 2:57.

1 Bhinai: located twenty-nine miles south-southeast of Ajmer.

J Samel village is located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer.

20 Norman Ziegler questioned the Director of the Jodhpur Fort and Museum, Nahar
Singh Mahevco, about the location of this cenotaph during a visit to Jodhpur in 1981.
Nahar Singh indicated that although a great deal of investigation had been done, no one
had been able to identify either the location of Sher Shah's mosque, no longer in
existence, or the location of Sankar Suravat's cenotaph. There are several tanks built at
varying levels and distances from the main fort itself. None of these showed any
indication that their embankments had once held the cenotaph.
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(no. 3) Tiloksi Parbatot (6-1)

TiloksT Parbatot was a great-grandson of Bhati Jeso Kalikaranot (3-1).
No information is available about TiloksT's father, Parbat Anandot (5-2). Of
TiloksT himself it is known only that he was a military servant of Rav Malde
Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62). Tiloksl was killed along with his paternal
uncle, Pltho Anandot (5-1) (no. 1), and other Jeso Bhatls at the battle of Merto in
1562. Here Rav Malde's Rajputs under the command of Rathor Devidas Jaitavat
(no. 65) fought against Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no. 107) and the
Mughal forces of Akbar under MTrza Sharafu'd-Dln Husayn.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 56; Bdrikidds, pp. 16-17; Khyat, 2:162;
Vigat, 1:62, 2:66.
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Figure 2. Bhati Ruling Family of Jaisalmer
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Bahso Cahuvans

(no. 4) Sujo Samvatot

The Baliso Cahuvans

Little is known about the origins of the Baliso branch (sdkh) of the
Cahuvans. There is reason to associate this brotherhood with the village of Ball1

in southern Marvar and to link its name with that of the village. As with other
Rajput branches whose names derive from places with which they were
originally associated,2 it seems probable that the name "Baliso" comes from Ball
village. In this regard, Sakariya, RHSK, 2:891, defines the term Balls dhard as:

1. Ball Pargano of Marvar. 2. The region in the vicinity of Ball
town in Godhvar. 3. The land under the authority of the Valisa
[sic] Cahuvans.

This definition is supported by the association of the Baliso Rajputs as a group
with the town and area of Nadul3 in the Khydt of Nainsi, 3:48.

The Ballsos held lands under the Ranos of Mevar prior to 1540. The
texts do not specify which lands or for what periods, other than to locate the
Baliso sdkh in Godhvar around Nadul and Ball. Their location in Godhvar, the
traditional Slsodlyo influence in and control over much of Godhvar prior to the
rule of Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62), and the designation of
the Ballsos as pol rd cdkar ("servants of the gate") of Mevar (cf. Vigat, 1:49)
also indicate that the Ballsos' relationship with Mevar and the Ranos of Cltor
was a long standing one.

(no. 4) Sujo Samvatot

Sujo Samvatot appears in local texts first in relation to events that
occurred in Marvar in 1540-41. He then disappears, only to re-emerge some
fifteen years later as a participant in events in Mevar in 1556-57. Sujo came to
Jodhpur in 1540-41 to seek service under Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat. Rav
Malde welcomed him and granted him an important village in pato. In 1556-57,

1 Bali village is located seventy-seven miles south-southwest of Jodhpur in Godhvar,
the area of southern Marvar fronting the western edge of the Aravalll hills.

2 Examples include the Mahevco Rathors, whose name comes from their association
with the village and area of Mahevo in western Marvar, the Mertlyo Rathors of Merto
in eastern Marvar, and the Idareco Rathors of Idar in southwestern Rajasthan.

3 Nadul lies just sixteen miles northeast of Ball village in Godhvar.
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Sujo was one of the pradhans of Sisodiyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat of Mevar
(ca. 1537-72; no. 17). He played an important role in events leading up to Rano
Udaisingh's battle at Harmaro4 with Rav Malde of Jodhpur and Pathan Hajl
Khan. He was killed at Harmaro on January 24, 1557.

The texts do not specify Sujo's reasons for coming to Jodhpur ca. 1540.
They indicate only that he was angry with Rano Udaisingh and left Mevar to
settle in the vets ("residence, dwelling") of Rav Malde. Vigat, 1:48, records that
upon Sujo's arrival in Jodhpur, Rav Malde showed him great respect and retained
him, granting him the pato of Khairvo village.5 The Rav also "performed a great
many kindnesses [for Sujo] and questioned [him] in detail."

That a local ruler would welcome and retain a warrior who had left
another kingdom to seek service in his own was not uncommon in this period.
Rav Malde's more than favorable reception of Ballso Sujo bears explanation,
however. It appears based upon the enmity that had emerged between Rav
Malde and Rano Udaisingh shortly before Sujo's arrival in Jodhpur.

Relations between these two rulers had grown suddenly hostile in 1540-
41. Only shortly before ca. 1537, Rav Malde's warriors under the leadership of
Sonagaro Cahuvan Akhairaj Rindhlrot (no. 9), who had married a daughter to
Rano Udaisingh, had ridden into Mevar to unseat a pretender to the rulership of
Cltor, Sisodiyo Vanvlr Prithlrajot, and bring Udaisingh to the Sisodiyo throne at
Kumbhalmer. This supportive relationship altered ca. 1540 when Rano
Udaisingh married a sister of Rav Malde's wife, Rani Jhall Sarupdejl, who was a
daughter of Jhalo Jaito Sajavat.6 Vigat, 1:47-48, presents the circumstances
surrounding this marriage as follows:

Jhalo Jaito Sajavat was a military servant of Rav Malde's, holding the
village of Khairvo mpato from the Rav. The Rav had come to Khairvo in 1540-
41 as a guest of the Jhalos, bringing his wife, Jhall Sarupdejl, and other wives
from the court at Jodhpur with him. While at Khairvo, the Rav heard many
taunts from the co-wives (saukdm) about Jhall Sarupde's sister, who was said to
be exceptionally beautiful {nipat rupvant). The co-wives told the Rav that
"Sarupde's sister is so pretty, there is no other as pretty as she." The Rav himself
saw the girl shortly after hearing these remarks, and he immediately desired to
marry her. He had the Jhalos informed of his wish, but they were not agreeable,
responding that they had already married one of their daughters to the Rav.
When the Rav persisted and the Jhalos still refused, the Rav threatened to marry
their daughter by force.

At this point, Jhall Sarupdejl attempted to persuade her brothers and
fathers (bhdibdpdm) to comply with Rav Malde. The Jhalos hedged, but finally
agreed with the Rav's demands, at the same time secretly planning a deception.

4 Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar.

5 Khairvo village: located fifty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

6 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Malde Gangavat,
Rani no. 5.
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They set the marriage date for one and one-half months from that time and
convinced the Rav to return to Jodhpur until it was time for the wedding. As
soon as the Rav departed, they sent word to SlsodTyo Rano Udaisingh of Mevar,
offering their daughter to him. This offer undoubtedly arose from the Jhalos1

prior ties with Mevar dating from the rule of Sisodiyo Rano Sango Raymalot
(1509-28). The Jhalos had first migrated into Mevar during his reign. They left
only after Rano Sango's defeat in battle at Khanua in north India in 1527,
fighting against the Mughal Babur. Upon Rano Udaisingh's agreement to the
marriage, the Jhalos left Khairvo and proceeded toward Mevar. The Rano met
them enroute and married Jhall Sarupdejf s sister at their camp.

Rav Malde quickly learned of the Jhalos1 deception and directed his
anger for this slight at Rano Udaisingh. He placed outposts throughout Godhvar
and sent a contingent of Rajputs (sdth) against the Rano's fortress of
Kumbhalmer. Rav Malde's attack against this fortress was unsuccessful, but
both he and the Rano directed raiding parties into each other's lands for some
months thereafter.

It was during this period that Ballso Sujo Samvatot arrived in Jodhpur.
Rav Malde retained him and granted him the Jhalos' former pato of Khairvo
village in return for his pledge of service. The Rav also ordered Sujo to join a
force riding against Mevar. Before setting out from Jodhpur for his village,
however, Sujo told the Rav:

five to seven times - "We are the servants of the gate (pol rd
cdkar) of Mevar. Ravjl! There are thousands of different tasks
[I might do; you] may dispatch me to that place, but [you]
should excuse me from this service" (Vigat, 1:49).

Rav Malde did not listen to Sujo and obstinately repeated his order. Ballso Sujo
then asked permission to leave for Khairvo, stating that when the army arrived
on its way to Mevar, he and his men would be ready to join it.

Sujo proceeded on to his pato village. But while settling there, conflict
arose with some Campavat Rathors living in villages neighboring Khairvo.
Vigat (ibid.) states that this conflict emerged because Sujo and the Balisos were
outsiders (pardesT) whom the Campavats wanted to drive away. In response,
Sujo decided to quit Marvar, and as he was leaving, his men attacked and looted
two villages in the pato of the Campavats, killing "twenty Rajputs of Marvar." 7

Sujo returned to Mevar when he departed Khairvo, and he sent pradhdns
to Rano Udaisingh. The pradhdns reported to the Rano all that had happened,
and the Rano was very pleased. He sent his man (ddmt) to Sujo, in turn, with a
horse and a sirpdv in gift. The man presented these to Sujo and then brought
him into the presence of the Rano. Rano Udaisingh took Sujo into his service

7 Other, later sources indicate that Sujo "refused" to do as the Rav ordered, that is, to
ride against Mevar, and that he left Marvar as a consequence of this refusal. Cf. Ojha,
2:270, n. 2; Vtr Vinod, 2:70-7.
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once again and granted him the former pato of the Balisos (unspecified in the
texts) along with the town of Nadul8 and twelve other villages.

Vigat, 1:49, states that Rav Malde was both very saddened (ghano dukh
payo) and greatly distressed with Sujo (ghano darad Suja sum rakhiyo chai)
when he learned what had happened. But then, when Sujo took occupation of
Nadul, the Rav could not abide this affront and summoned Balavat Rathor Nago
Bharmalot (no. 38), ordering him to proceed against Nadul and kill Sujo by any
means possible. Nago Bharmalot and his two brothers, Vlnjo and Dhano (no.
39), were important Rajputs in Marvar at this time. Together these Balavats set
out against Nadul with five hundred horse (asvdr) and an unspecified number of
foot (paid). The battle they fought with Sujo near Nadul is of interest and is
recounted here in some detail, based on information from Vigat, 1:50-52.

The Balavats moved by stealth to within a kos of Nadul, then sent
twenty to twenty-five horsemen before the gates of the town as a ruse, ordering
the horsemen to cause a disturbance by breaking the water pots of the women at
the wells and stealing off with the herds. The Balavats reasoned that the Balisos
would come in pursuit of these horsemen and that the Balavats' main force could
then fall on and kill them. While the ruse worked at first, as the outcry was
raised, Ballso Sujo suspected a trick, and he stopped his brothers and sons from
following the raiders. He then ordered men summoned from the nearby villages
and gathered a force of two thousand horse and foot. He set out in pursuit of the
raiders with this small army. Ten kos from Nadul the Balisos caught up with the
Balavats, and in the battle which ensued, one-hundred and forty of the Balavats
were slain. Vigat, 1:50, records that Nago Bharmalot was wounded and both of
his brothers, Vlnjo and Dhano, were killed. Other sources indicate that Dhano
did not die in this battle, but was killed later in another battle fought in the
service of Rav Malde of Jodhpur (see "Balavat Rathors," infra, for details).

The Balavat force fled from the field following their defeat, stopping at
the village of Daharo some twelve miles east-northeast of Nadul. The Balisos
pursued them there, and as they approached, Sujo and his brothers, brothers'
sons, and sisters' sons (bhdi bhatijim bhdnejdm) saw Nago Bharmalot riding
away. Two of Sujo's brothers1 sons, two of his sisters' sons and a Sahlot Rajput
with them wanted to stop Nago and kill him. Sujo attempted to stop them,
saying:

There is no deep-seated hostility (yair) between us and them; do
not follow after Nago. [He] is not such a Rajput that he would
run away, but [his] military servants [and his] brotherhood
persuaded [and] forcefully took him away. He is an exceptional
warrior (ban baldy); you should not speak his name (Vigat,
1:51).

Despite Sujo's words, five or six horsemen rode after Nago. When Nago saw
them coming, he stopped to confront them. He struck one man in the chest with

' Nadul town: located some twenty miles south of Khairvo village in Godhvar.
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his lance, throwing it with such force that it passed out of the man's back, into
the hindquarters of the horse and through the horse's testicles. Nago gave a great
shout while removing the lance, and it is said that another two of the Ballso men
fell senseless and did not speak for six months afterwards out of fear.

Rav Malde sent no further armies against Nadul, and the Balavats
exacted no revenge for their humiliating defeat at BalTso Sujo's hands. The
chronicles contain no further information about Sujo until he is mentioned again
with reference to the battle of Harmaro. He reappears here as a pradhdn of
Sisodiyo Rano Udaisingh of Mevar, and he played an important role in the
events leading up to and during this battle against Haji Khan and Rav Malde's
forces from Jodhpur.

Haji Khan was a noble of Sher Shah Stir. Following Sher Shah's death
in 1545, he assumed control over Alvar (Mevat) and was there at the time of
Akbar's succession to the Mughal throne in 1556. Akbar sent Nasiru'1-Mulk Plr
Muhammad SarvanI to drive Haji Khan from Alvar. Haji Khan fled with his
army to Ajmer, where he usurped control. But he quickly came into conflict
with Rav Malde of Jodhpur, who had heard of his coming with a large treasury
in train. Rav Malde dispatched a force against Ajmer. This venture ended in
stalemate, however, because Haji Khan appealed to Sisodiyo Rano Udaisingh for
aid. The Rano agreed to help and sent a force of Rajputs to Ajmer. Their arrival
halted the Rathor advance on the city, and both armies then turned back to their
own lands and dispersed.

The Rano sent two of his pradhdns, Udavat Rathor Tejsi Dungarslyot
(no. 138) and Ballso Sujo Samvatot, to Ajmer shortly thereafter to demand
payment from Haji Khan for his support against Rav Malde. The Khydt of
Nainsl. 1:60-61, states that the Rano ordered his pradhdns to tell Haji Khan:

I supported you against Rav Malde. [In payment] give me
several elephants [and] some gold, [and] you have a band [of
women]; in it is the dancing girl (pdtar), Rangray, so give [her]
to me.

Both Tejsi and Sujo requested that the Rano not demand this form of payment
from Haji Khan. But the Rano persisted and sent them to Ajmer against their
will.

Udavat Tejsi and Ballso Sujo informed Haji Khan of the Rano's
demands when they arrived in Ajmer. Haji Khan refused the demands, saying
that he had nothing to give and that the pdtar, Rangray, was his wife and
therefore could not be given away. He then dismissed the Rano's pradhdns who
returned to Mevar, and he dispatched two of his men to Rav Malde at Jodhpur to
ask for his support against the Rano. "Aitihasik Batam," p. 50, records that he
offered Rav Malde the city of Ajmer in return for this support.

Both sides in this affair now prepared for battle. Rav Malde sent fifteen
hundred chosen warriors under the command of Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65)
to Ajmer to join with Haji Khan's army, while the Rano assembled an equally
large force comprised of local rulers allied with Mevar and their Rajputs. They
met at the village of Harmaro to the south of Ajmer on January 24, 1557 as Haji
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Khan was leaving Ajmer for Gujarat. The Khyat of Nainsi, 1:61, records that
Udavat Tejsl Dungarslyot and Baliso Sujo mediated between the opposing
armies before the battle and said to the Rano: "[You] should not fight [this]
battle. Five thounsand Pathans and a thousand Rathors both will die." But the
Rano would not accept their counsel. The field was then cleaned (Jchet
huhdnyo) for battle.

During the fighting that followed, the armies of Hajl Khan and Rav
Malde defeated the Rano's forces. Both Udavat Tejsl and Baliso Sujo were
killed along with many others. Baliso Sujo's deatli came at the hands of Rathor
Devldas Jaitavat. Vigat, 1:52, states that Devldas challenged Sujo to single-
handed combat, saying: "Sujo, [be] alert, [for] today I demand [revenge for the
deaths of] Rathors Vlnjo and Dhano [Bharmalot]." Devldas then killed Baliso
Sujo with his spear.

Vigat, 2:60, refers to Baliso Sujo as one of the renowned nobles
(ndmvjddik umrdv) of the Rano's who died at Harmaro by Rathor Devldas's
hand. Devldas's challenge to Sujo stemmed from the defeat and humiliation of
the Balavat Rathors at Nadul some seventeen years earlier. By 1557 the leading
Balavat fhdkurs were all dead and it was left to Devldas Jaitavat to end the vair.
Vlnjo Bharmalot had been killed near Nadul ca. 1540. Nago Bharmalot died at
Samel in January of 1544, and his remaining two brothers, Dhano and Vldo,
were both killed at Merto in 1554.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 50-51; BdnkTdds, pp. 14-15, 141, 166;
Khydt, 1:60-62, 89, 2:262-264, 3:48; Jana, Kydm Khdm Rdsd,
edited with extensive notes by Dasarath Sarma, Agarcand Nahta,
and Bhamvarlal Nahta (Jaypur: Rajasthan Puratattva Mandir,
1953), p. 5, v. 54; Lajas, RSK, 3:2:3034-3035; Ojha, 2:716-720,
4:1:290-291, 316-320; Sakariya, RHSK, 2:891; Vigat, 1:47-52,
60, 65, 2:59-60; Vir Vinod, 2:70-71.
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Devro Cahuvans

(no. 5) Surtan Bhanot, Rav (8-3)
(Ruler of SlrohT, ca. 1571-1610)

Surtan Bhanot descends from a collateral line of the ruling house of
Sirohl. He was born in 1559-60 and succeeded to the rulership of this kingdom
in 1571-72 at the age of twelve years. His succession inaugurated a period of
internal disruption and local factionalism similar to that which had characterized
the reign of his predecessor, Rav Mansingh Dudavat (8-2). The Slsodlyo
Gahlots under Rano Pratapsingh Udaisihghot of Mevar (1572-97) and the
Mughals under Akbar both entered into the affairs of this kingdom, adding to the
turmoil. Rav Surtan ruled intermittently during the first twenty years following
his accession. It was only in the 1590s that he was able to consolidate his
authority. He maintained it thereafter as a nominal subordinate of the Mughals
until his death in 1610 at the age of fifty-one years. His reign spanned some
thirty-nine years during which he is said to have fought and emerged victorious
from fifty-two battles. Local chronicles speak of him as a great warrior and a
generous ruler who granted some eight-four villages in samsan to Brahmans and
Carans.

The Khydt of NainsI, 1:141, provides detail about events leading to
Surtan's succession. These events speak to the internal rivalries and factionalism
that plagued the SlrohT ruling family of this period. The Khydt records that on
some occasion shortly before Surtan's succession, Surtan's predecessor, Rav
Mansingh Dudavat, poisoned Surtan's pradhdn, Pamvar Pancain, in an attempt
to force contributions from Surtan's vast. Rav Mansingh afterwards went to Abu
in the hilly region of southwestern Sirohl, where he became involved in a
disagreement with one of his personal attendants (khavds) and "shoved" him.
This khavds was Pamvar Kalo, a brother's son (bhafijo) of Pamvar Pancain's. In
retaliation for being shoved, Pamvar Kalo stabbed Rav Mansingh one evening
with a dagger, mortally wounding him.

Rav Mansingh had no sons. The Devros in attendance upon the Rav
asked him to whom the tiko of succession should be given. Rav Mansingh's last
wish was that Surtan Bhanot succeed him. The Khydt provides no rationale for
Rav Mansingh's choice of Surtan, who was a paternal relation several times
removed from his family. Following the Rav's wishes, however, the Devros, led
by Dungarot Devro Vljo Harrajot (10-1), brought the young boy, Surtan Bhanot,
forward and seated him on the throne at Sirohl.

Rav Surtan thus came to power with the primary support of the Dungarot
Devros. The Dungarots were the most powerful branch of Devros outside of the
ruling family. The Khydt of NainsI, 1:162, refers to them as the
"defenders/protectors of the land" (des rd dgal - lit. "wooden bar or bolt [for
fastening a door] of the land," and bhar kimvdr - lit. "warrior-door"), that is,
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those who remained steadfast in battle and barred the advance of the enemy into
the land.

The leader of the Dungarots, Vijo Harrajot, had been a primary influence
around the throne prior to Surtan's succession, and Vijo quickly asserted his
power over the new ruler. He became Surtan's dham-dhofi (lit. "master-
leader"), assuming a primary role in managing the affairs of the kingdom at the
same time that he plotted against Surtan for control of the throne. Rav
Mansingh's wife, a Baharmerl Rathor, was pregnant at the time of his death. She
gave birth to a son not long after Surtan was placed on the throne. The birth of
this son marked the outbreak of open hostilities at the Slrohl court, for it was
around this boy that Vijo Harrajot began laying plans to unseat Rav Surtan.

The Baharmerl quickly perceived the threat to her son, and she took him
from Slrohl to her paternal home (pihar) to ensure his safety. With Mansingh's
infant son gone from the capitol, Devro Vijo sought further to consolidate power
around himself in order to exclude Rav Surtan and seat Mansingh's infant son on
the throne in Surtan's stead. To accomplish this end, Dungarot Vijo had first to
remove the influence of Surtan's father's brother (kdko), Devro Sujo Rindhlrot
(7-5), who was Surtan's primary support at the Slrohl court. Devro Sujo was a
powerful and influential Rajput, "who had gathered many fine Rajputs [and]
many fine horses [in his service]" (ibid., 1:143). Vijo Harrajot talked with those
Dungarots around him about the need to kill Sujo Rindhlrot. Many spoke
against him, saying, "Do not do this thing. Surtan has already become the
master (dhant) of Slrohl" (ibid.). But Vijo would not heed their advice and
proceeded on his own. Through a paternal cousin, Dungarot Ravat Sekhavat
(10-4), he sent Rajputs to Devro Sujo Rindhlrot's home when an opportunity
arose, and had him murdered. Vijo then proceeded to take possession of all of
Sujo's lands and possessions. Sujo's wife managed to escape with two of her
sons, Prithlraj Sujavat (8-5) and Syamdas Sujavat (8-6), while a third son, Mano
Sujavat (8-4), died fighting against Vijo Harrajot.

Vijo now summoned Rav Mansingh's infant son from Baharmer in
western Marvar, where his mother had taken him. The Baharmerl complied with
this summons and returned to Slrohl with her son. Upon receipt of news of their
coming, Vijo Harrajot went out to receive them and escort them to the capitol.
Rav Surtan, in the meantime, realizing that his primary support was now gone
and that he had little chance of survival if he remained at Slrohl, left the capitol
one day on the pretext of going hunting, and went to Ramsen village1 where he
took refuge. Devro Sujo Rindhlrot's wife, who had fled to Abu with her two
sons, now came and joined him there.

With Surtan gone from the capitol, Dungarot Vijo welcomed Rav
Mansingh's son there. The mother brought the boy (ddvro) and placed him in
Vljo's lap (gave him over for adoption). However, the infant died suddenly,
thwarting Vljo's plans to place him on the throne and rule through him. Not to
be deterred, Vijo attempted to assert his own right to the throne. He spoke with
the Dungarots, Samro Narsinghot (9-5) and Suro Narsinghot (9-6), the sons of

1 Ramsen village: located eighteen miles northwest of Sirohi town.
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Narsingh Tejsiyot (8-8), saying, "Give the tiko to me" (ibid., 1:144). But these
Devros refused to recognize his claim, stating that there were many of the former
ruler of SlrohT, Rav Lakho's (4-1), belly (Rav Ldkho rai pet rd), and that even if
there were but a year old baby boy (of his line) living, that child would be
recognized before VIjo as the legitimate ruler of Sirohi.

Vljo remained undeterred. While alienating the support of these
influential Dungarots who left Sirohi in anger, he placed himself on the throne
and began to rule. His usurpation was very short-lived, lasting only some four
months, for STsodlyo Rano Pratapsingh Udaisinghot of Mevar now entered into
local affairs on behalf of Devro Kalo Mehajalot (7-3). Kalo Mehajalot was a
grandson (potro) of SlrohT Rav Jagmal Lakhavat (5-1) and a sister's son (bhdnej)
of the Slsodlyo ruling family. Rano Pratap sent a force in support of Kalo into
Sirohi and forced Dungarot Vljo to flee south to Idar. He then seated Kalo on
the throne and provided him with a firm base of operations from Kumbhalmer,
his fortress on the western edge of the Aravallls some forty-five miles east-
northeast of Sirohi town. Once Rav Kalo established himself at the capitol,
Surtan Bhanot came from Ramsen village and made obeisance before him. Rav
Kalo then took Surtan into his service as one of his military servants. Surtan
received several villages in pato from the new Rav and "from time to time"
performed service.

Rav Kalo's rule at Sirohi proved short-lived as well. Just as the
Dungarot Devros were the primary power behind the throne during Rav Surtan's
brief rule and in prior years, the Clbo Devros led by Clbo Khlmvo Bharmalot2

assumed this role under Rav Kalo. And while those Dungarots who left Vljo
Harrajot took service under Rav Kalo, they quickly became dissatisfied with him
because the Clbos alienated their support and in turn undermined Rav Kalo
himself.

The Khydt of NainsI, 1:145-146, relates a story which characterizes this
alienation. The Khydt tells that Rav Kalo arose from his darbdr one day while
several Dungarots, including Samro and Suro Narsinghot, remained seated in the
chamber on a small carpet (dulico). Seeing them there, a Clbo named Pato
ordered the phards ("spreader of carpets"3) to "pick up and bring the dulico"
The phards went to the darhdr only to find the Dungarots seated on it. He then
came back without it. When Clbo Pato asked him why he had not brought the
carpet, he replied that those men were sitting on it. Clbo Pato rebuked him,
exclaiming, "What! Are they [like] your father [that you treat them with such
deference]? Take up the carpet and bring it!" The servant then returned to the
darbdr and requested the carpet from the Dungarots. They arose in disgust,
knowing the Clbo's designs, and stated, "Even if Parmesvar wished it, we will

2 See Khyat, 1:169, for an attenuated genealogy of the Cibo Devros listing Khimvo
Bharmalot.

3 Phards (Arabic farras): a spreader (of carpets); tent-pitcher, bed-maker; servant. See:
Sakariya, RHSK, p. 830; R. S. McGregor, The Oxford Hindi-English Dictionary
(Oxford, Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1997), p. 678.
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not now sit upon Rav Kalo's floor cloth (jajam4)," that is, they would not sit in
Rav Kalo's darbdr again.

They proceeded to their homes, greatly offended. And they informed
Surtan of what had taken place, saying, "If you would come, we would join with
you." They met with Surtan at Ramsen village where they again placed the tiko
on his forehead and began to treat him as ruler. From this time forward, they
endeavored once again to seat Surtan on the throne at SIrohl.

This faction of Devros urged Rav Surtan to summon Dungarot Vljo
Harrajot from Idar, where he had fled. Despite earlier problems, Rav Surtan
agreed to their suggestion. Vljo was a very influential Devro. Khydt, 1:146,
148, speaks of him both as a fearsome warrior (baldy) and as a discerning, far-
sighted Rajput who was skilled in battle (rdh-vedhl Rajput).5 Given Surtan's
age and position of weakness, it is understandable that he might again turn to
Vljo Harrajot. Vljo himself seized upon this opportunity to return. Rav Kalo
quickly learned of his coming, and he sent a force of some five hundred men
under the command of Devro Ravat Hamavat to bar his way. But Vljo defeated
this army with a small force of one hundred and fifty of his own Rajputs.

Dungarot Vljo afterwards presented himself before Rav Surtan and
begged forgiveness for his past offenses. Without other visible support, Rav
Surtan joined forces with him. Vljo immediately urged the Rav to enlist further
aid from the ruler of Ja]or, Malik Khan-I-Jahan. Rav Surtan then sent a man to
Jalor with an offer of a lakh of rupees in return for the Malik's aid. Khan-I-Jahan
replied that he would not ask the members of his brotherhood (hhdibandh) to die
in battle for a lakh of rupees, but he would be ready to come if Surtan would
agree to give four parganos of SIrohl. While there was disagreement within Rav
Surtan's ranks, the Malik's demands were finally met. Malik Khan-I-Jahan then
joined the Rav with fifteen hundred horse. Three thousand additional warriors
had gathered by the Rav in the meantime, and this combined force defeated Rav
Kalo's army of four thousand in a decisive battle near the village of Kalandharl.6

The Khydt of NainsI, 1:147, records that the Khan's Vihariyos (Blharl Pathans)
showed exceedingly great valor at this battle, and contributed much to the
victory. Dungarot Samro Narsinghot died fighting on behalf of Rav Surtan. Rav
Kalo was forced to flee with great loss. Among his Rajputs killed was Clbo
Pato. Rav Kalo's wives and family (Kald rd mdnas) were at SIrohl when Rav

4 Jajam: a checkered or figured linen cloth spread on the floor or over a carpet for
sitting; a floor cloth. See: Sakariya, RHSK, p. 437; McGregor, The Oxford Hindi-
English Dictionary, p. 366.

5 The term rdh-vedht has the additional meanings of "plunderer, looter, and hhomiyo"
all of which might be applied to Dungarot Vljo. See: Sakariya, RHSK, p. 1159.

6 Kalandharl village: located eleven miles west-northwest of SIrohl town.
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Surtan occupied the city. The Rav made certain the women were treated with
respect, and he had them seated in sejhvdlos1 and delivered to Kalo.

Surtan then ascended the throne at Slrohl a second time in 1574-75, three
years after his initial succession. He was now fifteen years old.

Relying on Dungarot VTjo quickly proved a mixed blessing for Rav
Surtan. Within a short time, Vljo began again forcefully to assert his authority
over the Rav and to take on the airs of a ruler. While Surtan was master (dhani),
Vljo controlled the administration of the kingdom. Day by day Devro Vljo grew
more powerful, and soon open enmity reasserted itself between Surtan and Vljo.
But Surtan had little power in his own person and could do nothing to assert
himself against Vljo. During this time, the Rav married a Baharmerl Rathor.
When the Baharmerl came to Slrohl and saw the manner in which VTjo acted, she
exclaimed, "What is the situation here in this kingdom (thdkurdi)! Are you
master, or is Vljo?11 (ibid., 1:148). Rav Surtan replied that there were no Rajputs
in the land who would oppose a fearsome warrior (baldy) like Vljo. But the
Baharmerl counseled that if Surtan would fill their stomachs, he would have
many Rajputs in the land. Rav Surtan then had his wife call twenty men from
her paternal home (pihar), and twenty exceedingly powerful (nipat prabal) men
came. These men became Surtan's personal bodyguards (pdsvdn).

Rav Surtan's circumstances now appeared brighter. Other Rajputs began
to gather by him. Even Devro Vljo's two brothers, Luno Harrajot (10-2) and
Mano Harrajot (10-3), separated themselves from Vljo and joined with Rav
Surtan, whose authority continued to increase. One day thereafter, the Rav had
Vljo driven from the capitol. Dungarot Vljo then proceeded to the village of his
vast, where he waited.

The year 1576 ushered in a new set of circumstances for Rav Surtan, for
Slrohl came under direct pressure from the Mughals. Early in this year, Emperor
Akbar had received word that Taj Khan of Jalor and Devro Rav Surtan of Slrohl
had joined in support of Sisodiyo Rano Pratapsingh of Mevar in his rebellion
against the Mughals. Given Surtan's age and circumstances in Slrohl, it is
uncertain what his actions were. But it would seem probably that the Devros
offered support to the Slsodryos.

Akbar sent Blkavat Rathor Raja Raysingh Kalyanmalot of Blkaner (ca.
1574-1612), Tarson Khan, Saiyyid Hashim Barha and others against them, with
instructions that "they were to begin by using soothing and admonitory language
in order that they might guide the recalcitrants into the highway of obedience"
(Akbar Ndma, 3:267). When the Imperial army reached Jalor, Taj Khan quickly
swore allegiance to the Emperor. The army then moved on toward Slrohl. Rav
Surtan, deeming it prudent, took this opportunity to meet with Raja Raysingh,
whom he welcomed to Slrohl with great respect and hospitality. Akbar Ndma
states that "The Rai of that place also awoke from his somnolent fortune, and
came with an ashamed countenance to the servants of dominion." Dungarot Vljo

7 Sejhvalo: a carriage used to convey women in purdah, with sides that are enclosed
with curtains, and in which bedding has been spread for seating. See: Lalas, RSK,
4:3:5797.
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gathered a large sath and also ventured forth to meet with the Raja. Vijo sought
to entice the Raja's allegiance to his cause, but the Raja would not agree to
support him in his bid for rulership in Slrohl. The Raja held further talks with
Rav Surtan, and he promised to drive Dungarot Vijo from Slrohl in return for the
Rav's pledge of one-half the lands of Slrohl to the Mughal throne.

Rav Surtan accepted this offer. Raja Raysingh then drove Devro Vijo
from the land. The Raja sent word to the Emperor, informing him of the cession
of lands and his assistance to the Rav in driving out the bandit (grdstyof VTjo.
He made the ceded lands khalso and placed an outpost (thano) there with five
hundred horse (asvdr) under Rathor Madno Patavat. He asked the Emperor to
send revenue officials (karoris) to assume charge, and closed by stating, "Rav
Surtan is [your Majesty's] obedient military servant (hukmi cdkar)" (Khydt,
1:150).

Rav Surtan, "together with Taj Khan, set off to perform the worship of
prostration at the holy threshold" (Akbar Ndma, 3:267), while the Raja and
Saiyyid Hashim Barha took up quarters at Nadul9 in order to close the routes to
and from Mevar during their on-going campaign against Sisodlyo Rano
Pratapsingh. Rav Surtan left the Imperial court shortly afterward, however,
without permission from the Emperor, and "from his ill-fate, and native
savagery, came to his own country with an evil intention" (ibid., 3:278). Akbar,
in turn, dispatched Raja Raysingh and Saiyyid Hashim once again against this
kingdom in early 1577. Word of their conquest of Slrohl reached the Emperor
on February 27, 1577. Akbar Ndma, 3:278-279, includes a brief account of this
conquest from records that Raja Raysingh sent to court:

At the signal from H. M. [Akbar], Rai Rai Singh, Saiyad
Hashim and other servants went to conquer that country [Slrohl],
and to punish that evil-disposed person [Rav Surtan]. They
began by entering the country and besieging him. As the fort
was strong, and he was without calculating reason, he thought
that the lofty hills would protect him, and his arrogance
increased. The warriors took up their abode there and proceeded
to act leisurely instead of rapidly. Rai Rai Singh sent for his
family from his home. He whose fortune was slumberous (the
Rai of Sirohl) attacked the caravan on the road with a number of
determined men. Many Rajputs who were with the convoy . . .
fought bravely and there was a great fight. Many fell on both
sides, but by the blessing of daily-increasing fortune that
audacious highlander was defeated and became a vagabond in
the desert of failure. He abandoned Sirohl and went off to
Abugarh. . . The victorious bands came to the fort [of Abu] by
the aid of daily-increasing fortune, and so strong a fortress, such

8 See Glossary, Volume I, for full meaning of this term.

9 Nadul: located fifty miles to the northeast of Sirohl.
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as great princes would have found difficult to conquer, came into
the hands of the party of loyalists with little effort. [Devro Rav
Surtan] was bewildered by the majesty of the Sultanate of the
Shahinshah and fell to supplications. He took refuge with the
auspicious servants, and made the key of the fort the means of
opening the knot of his fortune, by delivering it to them. Rai
Rai Singh left the fort in charge of able men, and proceeded to
court along with the Rai of Sirohl.

While administrative and revenue officials (divdn-hagu) had, in the
meantime, come to Sirohl and begun taking control of the ceded lands in the
Emperor's name, another outsider intruded into the affairs of the kingdom, this
time in the person of Slsodfyo Jagmal Udaisinghot. STsodlyo Jagmal was a son
of Rano Udaisingh Sangavat (ca. 1537-72; no. 17) who had been passed over in
succession to the throne of Cltor in favor of Rano Udaisingh's eldest son,
Pratapsirigh, who now ruled in Mevar. Jagmal was a son of Rano Udaisingh's
favored Bhatiyanl wife, and the Rano had designated him as his chosen
successor. But the leading STsodlyos at court passed him over in favor of
Pratapsirigh. Jagmal in turn left Mevar in anger and offered his service to the
Mughal Emperor.

Jagmal had married one of the daughters of the former ruler of Sirohl,
Devro Rav Mansingh Dudavat, and was familiar with Sirohl lands. Once at the
Imperial court, he used his relationship with Rav Mansirigh's family to support
his petition for the grant of Sirohl lands in jdglr. The Khydt of NainsI, 1:150,
also indicates that the divan and hagsis sent word to Akbar about Slsodlyo
Jagmal. Akbar was well disposed to accept JagmaTs petition and he granted him
the lands. Durigarot Vljo had also gone to court at this time to represent his own
cause against Rav Surtan. But Akbar denied his petition, and when Slsodlyo
Jagmal left for Sirohl, Dungarot Vljo joined with him.

Rav Surtan came forward to meet Slsodlyo Jagmal when he arrived
bearing the Imperial certificate of appointment (tdltko), and he handed over to
Jagmal one-half of the lands of his kingdom. But hostilities quickly developed
between Rav Surtan and Slsodlyo Jagmal. The Rav continued to live in the
ruler's quarters of the palace (pat rd ghardm) at Sirohl, while Slsodlyo Jagmal
and his family were relegated to quarters elsewhere. Nainsl's Khydt, 1:150,
indicates that Slsodlyo JagmaTs wife, Rani Devrl, complained to her husband,
saying, "Why is another living in my father's home while we are here?" She
encouraged the enmity between her husband and Rav Surtan. On one occasion
shortly thereafter when Rav Surtan left the palace, Slsodlyo Jagmal and
Dungarot Vljo attempted to usurp control at the capitol. However, they met with
stout resistance from military servants loyal to Rav Surtan, who included So]ankl
Sarigo and the Asiyo Carans Dudo and Kharigar. Shamed by this defeat, Jagmal
took Dungarot Vljo and returned to the Mughal court to seek redress before the
Emperor.

Rav Surtan brought other difficulties upon himself during the late 1570s.
He provided refuge for Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot of Jodhpur (1562-81)
after the Mughals drove him from Marvar. Rav Candrasen remained for two
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years in Sirohi before proceeding on to Vamsvajo and Durigarpur in southern
Rajasthan. When he left SlrohT, he entrusted the safety of his mother and wives
to Rav Surtan at the Devro court.

Then in 1581-82 the Rav had Saiyyid Hashim Bokharl murdered. Akbar
had appointed Saiyyid Hashim to oversee affairs in Sirohi along with Mir Kalan
and Kamalu'd-Dln Husayn Diwana. Rav Surtan's Rajputs fell on and killed the
Saiyyid during a moment of negligence on the part of the Mughals. Rav Surtan
remained in control of Sirohi during this time, however, and he continued to
maintain a nominal allegiance to the Mughal throne. Vigat, 2:70, records, for
example, that in 1582-83 the Rav escorted a wet-nurse of Akbar's from Gujarat
to Merto in Marvar.

Akbar finally revoked Rav Surtan's rights to rulership in Sirohi in 1583.
He granted Sirohi, in turn, to Slsodlyo Jagmal Udaisirighot. Jagmal returned to
Sirohi with the support of an Imperial army under I'timad Khan, Rav Raysirigh
Candrasenot, a son of Rav Candrasen Maldevot of Jodhpur who held Sojhat in
eastern Marvar injdglr from Akbar, and Kollsirigh, master of Dantlvaro. Akbar
ordered Ftimad Khan to occupy Sirohi and to make the lands over to Jagmal.
The Khan was able to accomplish this task, forcing Rav Surtan to flee once again
into the hills. I'timad Khan afterwards retired from Sirohi, leaving Slsodlyo
Jagmal to assume final control with the assistance of Rav Raysirigh Candrasenot
and Kollsirigh. But with the departure of many of the Imperial troops for
Gujarat, Rav Surtan emerged from hiding and met JagmaTs and Rav Raysirigh's
forces near the village of Datanl.10 Both Slsodlyo Jagmal and Rathor Raysirigh
were killed there along with a large number of their Rajputs, and the field fell to
Rav Surtan.11 Rav Surtan had reached twenty-four years of age at the time of
this great victory.

The Khydt of NainsI, 1:151-152, records that prior to this battle, the
Rathors in JagmaTs army thought it would be best if they weakened Rav Surtan's
forces by attacking the villages of the Rajputs in his vast (Rdv Surtdnrai vasird
Rajputdmrd gdmv), thereby drawing these Rajputs away from the Rav as they
sought to protect their own lands. They decided to dispatch Durigarot Vljo

10 Datani: located thirty-one miles southwest of Sirohi town.

11 Akhar Ndma, 3:614, records incorrectly that the battle in which Rathor Rav Raysingh
and Slsodlyo Jagmal were killed was fought at Sirohi, where the Rav and Jagmal had
set up quarters. It notes:

. . . Jagmal entered Sirohi [town]. The presumptuous one (S. Deorah)
retired to the ravines. Rai Singh [and others] were left to help Jagmal.
When the victorious troops marched to Gujarat, that wayward one
[Rav Surtan] renewed his turbulence, . . The wicked man came upon
their quarters by secret paths. Those two men (Jagmal and Rai Singh)
awoke out of the sleep of neglect and preserved their honour by
bravely sacrificing their lives.

See also: Ojha, Sirohi Rdjya kd Itihds (Rev. 2nd. ed. Jodhpur: Rajasthan Granthagar,
1999 [1936]), p. 239, for his comments on this passage.
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Harrajot along with Rathor Khimvo Mandanot, Rathor Ram Ratansiyot and a
number of Turks (Muslims) against the pargano of Bhitrot to accomplish this
end. Dungarot VTjo spoke out against this plan to Rathor Rav Raysingh and
Slsodlyo Jagmal. He said, "[Beware]. If you separate me off from yourselves,
then Rav [Surtan] will attack you." But the Rathor thdkurs made light of his
words and replied sarcastically, "Even in a village with no rooster [to greet the
dawn] night still ends" (Khydt, 1:151), thereby saying, we don't need you; we
can take care of ourselves without you.12 Dungarot Vljo then departed in the
direction of Bhitrot, and Rav Surtan, true to VIjo's words, took full advantage of
Vljo's absence. He had the kettledrums sounded, and with the help of VIjo's
paternal cousin, Dungarot Samro Narsinghot (9-5), quickly fell upon the Rathor
camp at Datanl.13

This historic battle took place on October 17, 1583.14

12 See Khyat, 1:151, n. 18, for the editor's explanation of this proverb.

13 Ojha, Sirohi Rdjyd kd Itihds, pp. 232-233, notes that the well-known Caran Kavi
Adho Durso was with Rathor Rav Raysingh at Datanl and fell wounded in battle there.
Rav Surtan found him on the field after the fighting. A Rajput with him was ready to
kill the Caran, not knowing who he was, but Adho Durso declared that it was not proper
for Rajputs to kill men like himself, that he was a Caran. Rav Surtan replied that if he
were a Caran, he should recite a duho in honor of Dungarot Samro Narsinghot, who had
fallen in battle that day. Adho Durso recited a poem that pleased the Rav very much,
and the Rav had the Caran seated in a palanquin and taken from the battlefield. He had
his wounds tended, and when the Caran returned to health, the Rav made him his
paulpdt Caran and granted him several villages in sdtnsan.

Adho Durso was widely known throughout Rajasthan for his poetry, and rulers
of Jodhpur and Udaipur alike gave him and his sons villages, showing them great
respect and deference. In 1586 Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot of Jodhpur sequestered
lands that Rathors Kalo and Karan Ramot had given in sdmsan to the Carans (and
Brahmans) in Sojhat Pargano of eastern Marvar. To protest the Moto Raja's actions, a
large number of Carans gathered at Auvo village and cut their throats with daggers in a
mass suicide. Adho Durso was present at Auvo. He also cut his throat, but Murdrddn,
no. 2, p. 186, records that he did not die on that day.

14 During the reign of Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot of Jodhpur (1595-1619), efforts were
made to settle the vair that arose between the Rathors of Jodhpur and the Devros of
Sirohi over Rav Raysingh Candrasenot's death, and to arrange for the return to Jodhpur
of all of the stolen property, which included Rathor Rav Raysingh's kettledrums. Rav
Surtan Bhanot's son, Rajsingh, had succeeded him to the throne in 1610. Rav Rajsingh
soon became involved in hostilities with his younger brother, Sursingh, who sought a
way to usurp control of the throne for himself and his family. Sursingh met with
Jodhpur Raja Surajsingh in 1611-12 to,gain his support in his bid for power. He offered
to marry one of his daughters to Kumvar Gajsingh Surajsinghot (Raja of Jodhpur, 1619-
38), and the daughters of his Devro supporters to twenty-nine of Raja Surajsingh's
Rajputs whose family members had been killed at Datanl. He also promised to give
Kumvar Gajsingh the bejeweled dagger of Vljo Harrajot's, and ensure the return of all
Rav Raysingh's belongings, including his kettledrums, which Rav Surtan had stolen.
The Raja for Ms part was to support Sursingh in his bid for power, seat him on the
throne at Sirohi, and then present him before the Mughal Emperor and see that he and
his sons were recognized as the legitimate rulers of Sirohi. An official agreement
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Rav Surtan again assumed control at Sirohi following this decisive
victory. He ruled there in relative security until 1588. During this short period
of five years, the peace was disturbed only when Slsodfyo Sagar Udaisinghot
raided into Sirohi to avenge the death of his brother, Jagmal.15 Dungarot Vijo
also left Sirohi and returned to the Mughal court to petition the Emperor for the
grant of Sirohi to him in jagir. This time Akbar agreed. Vljo's petition to the
Emperor appears to have been aided by the support he received from Dhlravat
Kachvaho Raja Ramdas Udavat (no. 19), who was Emperor Akbar's petition-
bearer (arajvegt). Dungarot Vijo had approached Kachvaho Ramdas in 1587
with offers of the marriage of one of his daughters. Kachvaho Ramdas accepted
this offer, and helped to arrange the marriage of this daughter to his sister's son.
This alliance undoubtedly helped Vljo's bid for power in Sirohi.

Vijo returned to Sirohi in February of 1588 with an Imperial army under
the command of Rathor Moto Raja Udaisirigh Maldevot of Jodhpur (1583-95)
and Jambeg. Rav Surtan again fled Sirohi for Abu on the approach of Imperial
troops. The Mughals encamped at the village of Nltoro for one month, raiding
and looting the surrounding lands. Moto Raja Udaisihgh carried out a series of
inconclusive operations, as much to avenge the death of his brother's son, Rav
Raysingh Candrasenot, as to punish Rav Surtan. The Imperial forces also
planned a deception, and using the offices of Kumpavat Rathor Thakur Vairsal
Prithlrajot of BagrI village16 in Marvar, had several of Rav Surtan's leading
Rajputs summoned to the Imperial camp on the pretext of holding settlement
talks. These Rajputs included the Dungarots Pato Samvatslyot, Suro Narsinghot
(9-6), Suro's son, Togo Suravat (10-4), and Clbo Devro Jeto Khlmvavat. Once
these men were in camp, they were murdered at the hands of Rathor Ram
Ratanslyot. Rathor Vairsal Prithlrajot only learned of this deception afterwards,
and he rode into the Moto Raja's camp in anger and killed Ram Ratanslyot

stipulating all of the above was written down and signed on February 12, 1612. This
agreement came to naught, however, for Sursingh soon came to battle with Rav
Rajsingh and was defeated and forced to flee Sirohi. See: Jodhpur Rdjya kl Khydt, pp.
145-149, for a detailed listing of this agreement and all of the marriages it entailed;
Ojha, 4:1:373-374; Ojha, Sirohi Rdjya kdltihds, p. 232.

15 Ojha, Sirohi Rdjya kd Itihds, pp. 243-244, writes that Slsodlyo Rano Pratap refused
to be party to these raids into Sirohi on the part of his brother, but instead allied himself
through marriage with Rav Surtan. When talk of the marriage of his son Amarsingh's
daughter, Kesarkumvar (Sukhkumvar), to Rav Surtan had first begun, Rano Pratap's
brother, Sagar, had remonstrated before the Rano, saying that he should seek revenge
for JagmaTs death at Rav Surtan's hands. But Rano Pratap disregarded his words. He
told Sagar that he should go ahead and do as he wished, but he should understand that
his family had not gained their honor by going to Delhi and filling their bellies serving
the Muslims. Rano Pratap proceeded with the marriage of his granddaughter to Rav
Surtan, whom, according to Ojha, he considered one of his equals.

16 BagrI village: located nine miles east-southeast of Sojhat in eastern Marvar.
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before the Moto Raja. He then committed suicide by stabbing himself in the
stomach with his dagger.17

Durigarot Vljo himself was killed during one of these operations in
Slrohl when he and Jambeg rode off with a separate raiding party apart from the
Moto Raja. With a void now in the rulership, the Moto Raja seated Devro Kalo
Mehajalot (7-3)18 once again on the throne of Slrohl. The Moto Raja also
demanded a large tribute from Rav Surtan including two lakhs of rupees and a
number of horses, and he held several of Rav Surtan's family members hostage
to ensure the payment of this tribute.

Despite these events and the sanctions placed against him, Rav Surtan
soon emerged from the hills and reasserted his own authority in Slrohl Rav
Kalo Mehajalot was forced to flee without fighting to Marvar, where he entered
the service of Moto Raja Udaisingh. The Moto Raja granted Kalo the village of
Bhadrajun19 inpato. Devro Kalo remained there until his death in 1604.

With Durigarot Vljo now dead, Rav Kalo in Marvar, and Mughal forces
employed elsewhere, Rav Surtan spent the remaining years of his rule in relative
peace. There is mention of only two episodes of outside interference. Akbar
Ndma, 3:985, records that in 1593 Moto Raja Udaisingh of Jodhpur "took leave
to go to Sirohl in order that he might reduce the proprietor there to obedience, or
else prepare punishment for refractoriness." These operations appear to have
been inconclusive. However, in 1595 Rav Surtan was forced to pay a penalty
(dand) to the Moto Raja's son and successor, Rathor Raja Surajsirigh
Udaisirighot of Jodhpur (1595-1619). Raja Surajsirigh exacted this penalty on
behalf of Emperor Akbar while he was was enroute from Jodhpur to Gujarat on
Imperial business.

Rav Surtan died on September 12, 1610. He had twelve wives and two
sons. His eldest son by his Slsodnl Rani was Rajsirigh Surtanot (9-1). Rajsirigh
succeeded Rav Surtan to the throne of Slrohl. A second son named Sursirigh
Surtanot (9-2) was also born.

Akbar Ndma, 3:266-267, 278-279, 544-545, 614, 985;
Bdnkidas, pp. 155-156; Khydt, 1:135-169; Murarddn, no. 2, pp.
171-173, 185-186; Ojha, 2:736-738, 4:1:352-353, 359-360,
5:1:172-174, 176-177; Ojha, Sirohl Rdjya kd Itihas, pp. 217-
244; Vigat, 1:92, 2:70; Vir Vinod, 2:161-163, 221-222, 1097-
1098.

17 There is a memorial stone to Thakur Vairsal Prithirajot at the village of Nitoro. See:
Ojha, 4:1:359.

18 The Moto Raja received one of Devro Kalo's daughters in marriage in 1589-90. See
Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Moto Raja Udaisingh
Maldevot, Ranlno. 16.

19 Bhadrajun: located forty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur.
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Hado Cahuvans

(no. 6) Surjan Urjanot, Rav (12-2)

Hado Rav Surjan Urjanot, ruler of Bundl (ca. 1554-78), began his career
as a military servant of Slsodlyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat of Mevar (ca. 1537-
72; no. 17).l He became a close companion of the Rano and served under him
until shortly after the fall of Cltor to Akbar in 1568. Both his rise to power in
Bundl and his position of local authority were intimately tied to the Rano and to
Cltor. He then made obeisance to Akbar in 1569 and served under the Mughals
in varying capacities until 1578-79, when he retired from Mughal service. He
went to Benares to live with his family and died there in 1585-86. Rav Surjan
achieved the rank of 2,000 zdt as a mansabddr in Mughal service. Despite this
prominence, he always carried with him the shame of being the Rajput
commander of Rinthambhor who submitted to Akbar without battle.

As a military servant of Slsodlyo Rano Udaisingh's in the period prior to
1554-55, Surjan initially held twelve villages mpato. The Rano then gave him
the pargano of Phuliyo as an increase after he was wounded while performing
some service for the Slsodlyo ruler. The Rano later revoked this grant and gave
Surjan Vadhnor2 in northern Mevar in exchange.

Rano Udaisingh supported Surjan's struggle for power in Bundl in 1554-
55 against a paternal relation, Hado Rav Surtan Surajmalot (12-1), who proved
incompetent. Rav Surjan continued in the Rano's service during the early years
of his rule, holding Bundl in grant from him. He was a major ally of the Rano's
at the battle of Harmaro3 in January of 1557, during which the Rano's forces
were defeated by the combined armies of Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat of
Jodhpur (1532-1562) and Pathan Hajl Khan. Soon after Harmaro, Rano
Udaisingh expressed his increased confidence in Rav Surjan, giving him seven
parganos in pato and entrusting him with the keys to the fortress of
Rinthambhor. The seven parganos included in addition to Bund! with its three-
hundred and sixty villages, the following: Patan, Koto, Katakharo, Nainvay,
Amratdo, and Khairavad.

Rav Surjan remained in control of the fortress of Rinthambhor from
1557 until early 1569. He was a constant companion of the Rano during this
period, and he accompanied the Rano on his pilgrimage to Dvarkajl in
Saurashtra, which the Rano made in order to perform a penance for his murder of
a close kinsman at Cltor. While at Dvarkajl, Rav Surjan asked the Rano's

1 Rav Surjan's father, Urjan Narbadot, was Rano Udaisingh's mother's father (nano).

2 Vadhnor: located forty-seven miles south-southwest of Ajmer.

3 Harmaro: a village lying fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar.
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permission to have the temple of Rinchorji at Rinthambhor rebuilt, which he did
following his return.

The Mughal Emperor Akbar invested Cltor in 1568. After his defeat of
Rano Udaisingh's forces and his occupation of this fortress, Akbar sent an army
under the command of Ashraf Khan against Rinthambhor. Akbar himself soon
followed, reaching Rinthambhor in early February of 1569. He ordered batteries
set in place and the siege of the fortress to commence. Desultory fighting
occurred for more than a month between Rav Surjan's Rajputs and the Mughal
army. Rav Surjan then sent his two sons, Dudo (13-1) and Bhoj (13-2), to meet
with Akbar and arrange an end to the siege and a transfer of the fortress to the
Mughals. Akhar Ndma, 2:494, records that Rav Surjan's sons

succeeded, by the instrumentality of some high officers, in
obtaining an interview [with Akbar] and placed the foreheads of
supplication on the threshold of sincerity. They begged the
pardon of their father's offenses and requested that they might
perform the prostration (sijda).4

Madthir-ul-Umard, 2:2:917-918, adds the following details:

It is said that in the end of the month of Ramadan
Emperor said that if the garrison did not surrender that day, the
fort on the morrow— which was the 'Id day— would be the
qabaq-bdzl (archery or gunnery) target. Surjan became
frightened and losing heart sent as emissaries to the Presence his
sons Duda and Bhoj together with a number of his officers.
After the interview orders were passed for presenting both of
them with robes of honor. When they were taken out of the
royal enclosure for putting on the Khil'ats, one of the
companions, whose brain was deranged, thought that an order
had been issued for the arrest of Surjan's sons. Consequently out
of loyalty he lost control and drew his sword. One of the
servants of Raja Bhagwan Das tried to restrain him, but that mad
man used his sword on him. He ran to the royal enclosure, and
wounded Puran Mai son of Kan Shaikhawat and two others, and
with his sword cut into two Shaikh Baha'-ud-Dln Majdhub
Badayunl. Thereupon a servant of Muzaffar Khan killed him.

The sons of Surjan were stricken with remorse at this
occurrence, but as they were innocent, the Emperor excused
them, and after granting them robes of honour allowed them to
return to their father.

4 Sijda: bowing the forehead to the ground (as in prayer to Allah). See: R. S.
McGregor, ed., The Hindi-English Dictionary (Oxford, Delhi: Oxford University
Press, 1997), p. 1013.
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Rav Surjan himself later met with the Emperor. Akbar Ndma, 2:245,
notes:

Surjan, in order that his honor might be preserved, begged that
one of [Akbar's] . . . intimate courtiers might come and introduce
him to the court. . .

Akbar agreed to this request and sent Husayn QulT Khan to escort the Rav. Rav
Surjan then emerged from the fort, and on March 22, 1569 "prostrated himself at
the threshold."

The Khydt of NainsI, 1:112, records that Rav Surjan told Akbar during
their meeting that while he was submitting to Mughal authority, he was under an
oath of allegiance to the Rano of Mevar and would not be sent on any military
campaigns against him. Akbar accepted this condition at the time of Rav
Surjan's submission. He then brought the Rav into Mughal service and granted
him four parganos in the area of Benares for his maintenance.

Akbar appears to have been pleased that Rav Surjan submitted to his
authority. But he held a low estimation of him as a warrior, for when he
returned to Agra, he had the likenesses of two of the great Rajputs who had been
killed fighting at Cltor, Mertlyo Rathor Jaimal Vlramdevot (no. 107) and
Slsodlyo Gahlot Pato Jagavat, carved in stone seated upon elephants and placed
as columns at the main doorway to the Red Fort, while he had Rav Surjan's
likeness carved in the form of a dog on one of these same columns. This slight
from the Emperor greatly shamed Rav Surjan.

For a number of years thereafter, Rav Surjan held the Gadha-Katanga
territory of Jabalpur in jdgir from Akbar. The Emperor exchanged this land in
1575 for Fort Canadh (Cunar). Then in 1578 Akbar decided on the conquest of
Bundi. This action arose in response to local disruptions in the area which
Surjan's elder son, Dudo, had caused. Rav Surjan's younger son, Bhoj, had come
to court to live at the Emperor's "foot" following Rav Surjan's capitulation at
Rinthambhor in 1569. Rav Surjan's elder son, Dudo, left Rinthanmbhor without
the Emperor's permission, fleeing to Mevar. There he took service under Rano
Udaisingh, who "established some daily wage and gave [it to him]." Dudo then
proceeded to enter into the affairs of Bundi, and Akbar sent a force under Rav
Surjan, his son, Bhoj, and Zain Khan Kokaltash to chastise Dudo and bring
Bundi securely within the orbit of the Mughal throne. This operation proved
successful, and afterwards Akbar promoted Rav Surjan to the rank of 2,000 zdt.

Rav Surjan remained at court in attendance upon the Emperor for a short
period after the conquest of Bundi. He then went to live at Benares with his
family in 1578-79. He had a palace constructed there. Surjan apparently left
active service under the Mughals at this time. While he was in Benares, his
younger son, Bhoj, continued to live at court. His elder son, Dudo, was
pardoned in 1579, and he also came to live at court. Akbar then stationed him in
the Punjab. But he again left his station without permission from the Emperor
and returned to Mevar and Bundi.

Rav Surjan died in Benares in 1585-86. Emperor Akbar gave the tiko of
succession to Surjan's younger son, Bhoj, and granted him Bundi in jdgir.
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Bhoj's succession precipitated a grasvedh (lit. "share-battle") between Bhoj and
his elder brother, Dudo, over the rulership of Bundl, a conflict into which the
Mughals also entered.

A'ln-i-Akbari, p. 510, records that Bhoj Surjanot, who carried the title
of rdv, received Bundl from Akbar in jdgir in 1578, and that he served under
Kachvaho Raja Mansingh Bhagvantdasot of Amber (1589-1614) against the
Afghans in Orissa, and under Shaikh Abu'1-Fazl in the Deccan. Rav Bhoj then
committed suicide in 1607-08. This action was the result of his refusal to
consent to the marriage of his daughter's daughter to Emperor Jahanglr. The
A9in notes:

In the first year of his reign, Jahanglr wished to marry
Jagat Singh's daughter.5 Ray Bhoj, her grandfather, refused to
give his consent, and Jahanglr resolved to punish him on his
return from Kabul. But Ray Bhoj, in the end of 1016 [1607-08],
committed suicide. The marriage, however, took place . . .

It is said that Rathor and Kachhwaha princesses entered
the imperial Harem; but no Hada princess was ever married to a
Timuride.

Rav Surjan was a sister's son (bhdnej) of the Gahlots. His son, Dudo,
was the daughter's son (dohitro) of Campavat Rathor Jeso Bhairavdasot (no. 48)
of Marvar, and his son, Bhoj, was the daughter's son of Aharo Gahlot Rav
Jagmal Udaisirighot of Vamsvajo (ca. 1518-44).

A'in-i-Akbari, pp. 449-450, 482, 510; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51;
Akbar Ndma, 2:484-496, 3:223, 258, 284-287, 851, 855; Athar
Ali, Apparatus, p. 15; Bdnkidds, pp. 14, 143-145; Jahanglr,
1:144; Khydt, 1:109-112, 291, 297; Madthtr-ul-Umard,
2:2:917-919; Vigat, 2:60; Vir Vinod, 2:108-111.

Raj a vat Kachvaho Jagatsingh Mansinghot, eldest son of Raja Mansingh
Bhagvantdasot of Amber (1589-1614).
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Figure 5. Hado Cahuvans of BflndT

(1-1) Hado Vijaipalot (Nadul sdkh of Cahuvans)
I

(2-1) BangoHadavat
I "

(3-1) DevoBangavat (Hados of Bfindl)
I

(4-1) JltmalDevot
I

(5-1) Napo JTtmalot
I

(6-1) HamoNapavat
I

(7-1) Varsirigh Hamavat
!

(8-1) Vairo Varsinghot
I

(9-1) Bhando Vairavat

I
(10-1) Rav Narandas Bhandavat

I
(11-1) Rav Stirajmal Narandasot

I
(12-1) Rav Surtan Sflrajmalot

(10-2) Narbad Bhandavat
I

(11-2) Urjan Narbadot
' I

(12-2) Rav Sorjan Urjanot

(13-1) Dfldo Surjanot
I

(14-1) Rav RatansT Dudavat
I

(15-1) Goplnath RatansTyot
I

(16-1) Rav Catrasal GopTnathot

I
(13-2) Rav Bhoj Surjanot
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Sacoro Cahuvans

(no. 7) Jhaiijhan Bhairavdasot (4-1)
(no. 8) Megho Bhairavdasot (4-2)

The Sacoro Cahuvans

The Sacoro Cahuvans take their name from the town of Sacor in
southern Rajasthan.1 The Khydt of Nainsi, 1:229, records that Sacor came under
Cahuvan rule on January 24, 1085 when VijaisT Alanot seized it from the Dahlyo
Rajput Vijairaj. This information is incorrect. This area was under the control
of the SolankI Rajputs of Gujarat between the tenth and the twelfth centuries.
Cahuvan control began in the late thirteenth century when the Cahuvan ruler of
Jalor2 extended his authority over Sacor. It continued into the early fifteenth
century, finally ending in 1421. In this year, Mir Malik defeated Sacoro Rav
Varjang Patavat (1-1) in battle and captured the town. The Khydt of Nainsi,
1:232, states that Varjang's son, Jaisinghde Varjarigot (2-1), was also master
idhani) of Sacor, but it is not known to what degree he exercised authority in
this area.

Rav Jaisinghde was a contemporary of Slsodlyo Rano Udaisingh
Sangavat of Mevar (ca. 1537-72; no. 17), whose sister he married, and of Rathor
Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62).

K. C. Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns of Rajasthan (Delhi:
Motilal Banarsidass, 1972), pp. 198-201; Khydt, 1:229-232.

(no. 7) Jhanjhan Bhairavdasot (4-1)

Jhanjhan Bhairavdasot is listed in the texts under review simply as
Jhanjhan Cahuvan. He was a military servant of Rav Malde Gangavat of
Jodhpur, and was attached to the Rav's personal service. The genealogy of the
Sacoro Cahuvans in the Khydt of Nainsi, 1:238, indicates that he resided in the
vds ("residence, dwelling") of Rav Malde. Jhanjhan held the village of Mehagro3

in pato from the Rav. He is mentioned only once in the texts, his presence noted
at the time Rav Malde granted one-half of the villages of Merto to Mertlyo
Rathor Jagmal Vlramdevot (no. 124). This grant took place in July of 1559
following the laying of foundations for the Malgadh at Merto. Jhanjhan was a

Sacor town is located one hundred thirty miles southwest of Jodhpur and seventy
miles west of Srrohi.

Jalor is situated sixty-six miles northeast of Sacor.

3 Mehagro: located twelve miles west of Slvano.
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witness to the grant and to the swearing of Mertiyo Jagmal at the temple of
Mahamaya in PhajodhI village near Merto4 along with Rav Malde's son, Kumvar
Candrasen, and other Rajputs in Rav Malde's service (see Vigat, 2:59 of the
translated text for details of this swearing).

According to Barikfdas, p. 162, Jhanjhan lived at Pokaran in northern
Marvar and was killed there during an outbreak of hostilities with the Devrajot
Rathors.

BdnkTdds, p. 162; Khyat, 1:238; Vigat, 2:62, 249.

(no. 8) Megho Bhairavdasot (4-2)

Megho Bhairavdasot was Jhanjhan Bhairavdasot's (4-1) brother. He was
killed at Merto in 1554 fighting with Rathor Prithlraj Jaitavat (no. 63) against
Mertiyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no. 107). Megho was apparently in Rathor
Prithiraj's personal service. He died along with a paternal nephew named Vlram
Udavat (5-2). Vlram Udavat's son, NetsI Vlramot (6-1), was killed at Merto
some eight years later in March of 1562 fighting with Rathor Prithiraj's brother,
Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65), against Mertiyo Rav Jaimal and the Mughal forces of
Akbar under Mlrza Sharafu'd-Dln Husayn.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 49; Khyat, 1:238, 240-241; Vigat, 1:59,
2:59.

4 Phalodhi: located nine miles northwest of Merto town.
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Sonagaro Cahuvans

(no. 9) Akhairaj Rindhirot (5-1)
(no. 10) Mansingh Akhairajot (6-1)

The Sonagaros Cahuvans of Marvar

The Sonagaro Cahuvans of Pall village1 in eastern Marvar descend from
a branch of the Cahuvans of Nadul2 in southern Marvar. Their association with
the Rathors of Mandor and Jodhpur dates from the time of Rathor Rav Rinmal
Cundavat (ca. 1428-38).

Rav Rinmal was a sago of the Sonagaros of Nadul. He had married a
daughter of theirs prior to his usurpation of power at Mandor ca. 1428 from his
uterine brother, Rav Sato Cundavat (no. 54). The chronicles of Marvar relate
that the Sonagaros grew suspicious of Rav Rinmal and his growing power
following his assumption of rulership, and they began to plot his murder. They
used their ties through marriage to gain access to the court at Mandor to further
their ends. Word of the Sonagaro plot reached Rav Rinmal's SonagarT wife,
however, and she informed her husband of the danger and helped him to escape
unharmed. In retaliation, Rav Rinmal organized a systematic campaign to rid
Marvar of all Sonagaros. This campaign culminated in an attack on Nadul,
during which Rav Rinmal pillaged and burned the town and had all the Sonagaro
men who had escaped his earlier retribution killed and their bodies thrown into
the wells of the fort.

One Sonagaro who survived Rav Rinmal's revenge was Lolo Ranavat (1-
1). His mother was pregnant with him at the time of Rav Rinmal's attack. She
was a BhatiyanI from the ruling family of Jaisalmer and went to her paternal
home (pihar) to live following Rav Rinmal's attack on Nadul. She remained at
Jaisalmer thereafter, raising Lolo at his maternal grandfather's home (nanano) at
the BhatI court. Rav Rinmal came to Jaisalmer sometime later to marry, and one
afternoon while hunting with members of the BhatI ruling family, noticed
Sonagaro Lolo, then aged twelve years. The Rav was impressed with the
physical strength and prowess Lolo displayed during a fight with a lion. The
Bhatls told Rav Rinmal about this Sonagaro, saying that the Rav had killed all
the Sonagaros of Nadul except this one who had been spared because he had
been in his mother's belly. Rav Rinmal then requested Lolo from the Raval, and
brought him along when he left Jaisalmer. Upon his return to Mandor, Rav
Rinmal married Sundarbal, the daughter of his son Jodho Rinmalot, to Lolo.3

1 Pah: located forty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

2 Nadul: located sixty-seven miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

3 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Jodho Rinmalot, D
- Sundarbal
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The Rav also took the village of Pali from the Nimbavat Smdhajs then in
control, and granted it to Lolo for his maintenance. Lolo Ranavat later married a
daughter to Rav Rinmal in exchange. Sonagaro attachments as military servants
to the Rathor rulers of Mandor and Jodhpur date from this time forward.

Little information is available about Lolo Ranavat's immediate
descendants. They maintained their position at Pall as military servants of
Jodhpur. Lolo Ranavat's grandson, Khlmvo Satavat (3-1), married a daughter
named Campabal to Rav Rinmal's son and successor, Rav Jodho Rinmalot (ca.
1453-1489),4 in exchange for the daughter of Jodho that Rav Rinmal had given
to Lolo. This Sonagarfs two sons, Varsingh (no. 145) and Dudo Jodhavat (no.
104), established Rathor rule at Merto in eastern Marvar during the early 1460s.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 18; BdnkTdds, p. 151; Khydt, 1:206-207;
Vigat, 1:39.

(no. 9) Akhairaj Riodhirot (5-1)

Akhairaj Rindhlrot was fourth in line of descent from Lolo Ranavat (1-
1). He was a military servant of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-1562),
under whom he rose to considerable prominence among the thakurs of Marvar.
Following the death of his father, Rindhlr Khlmvavat (4-1), he succeeded to the
rule of his ancestral village of Pali, which Rav Malde granted him in pato.
While thdkur of Pall, Akairaj became known as a warrior with few equals
among the Rajputs of Marvar. Local chronicles honor him as a great patron
(vado ddtdr), a great adept on the battlefield (vado dkhdrsidh), and a great
warrior (vado jhuhjhdr).

Akhairaj Rindhlrot is mentioned in the texts in connection with several
of Rav Malde's major campaigns between the years 1532 and 1544. He played a
leading role in Rav Malde's occupation of Merto and Ajmer ca. 1535, when
Mertlyo Rav Viramde Dudavat (no. 105) was driven from the land. Two years
later ca. 1537, he led the contingent of Rajputs who went to the aid of the
fifteen-year-old heir to the throne of Cltor, Slsodlyo Udaisingh Sangavat (Rano
of Mevar, ca. 1537-72; no. 17). Udaisingh's elder uterine brother, Rano
Vikramaditya, had been murdered at Cltor ca. 1536. Udaisingh himself escaped
to Kumbhalmer and was under threat from a pretender to the throne, Slsodlyo
Vanvlr Prithlrajot. Udaisingh's supporters called upon Sonagaro Akhairaj,
offering to arrange the marriage of one of Akhairaj's daughters to Udaisingh in
return for Akhairaj's support. Akhairaj demurred, saying he would be honored to
marry a daughter to Udaisingh, but that there were rumors that this Udaisingh
was not the real heir to the throne. Slsodlyo Vanvlr, the pretender, had been
spreading rumors of Udaisingh's death. Akhairaj said that if the Rajputs around
Udaisingh would eat Udaisingh's leavings Q'uthd), he would accept this
Udaisingh as the legitimate heir. Udaisingh's Rajputs ate his leavings to prove

4 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Jodho Rinmalot,
Rani no. 4.
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his identity, and Akhairaj brought his daughter to Kumbhajmer and married her
to Kumvar Udaisingh. The Khydt of NainsT, 1:207, records that later, when
Udaisingh came under attack, he had a letter sent to Akhairaj, saying: "[You]
should help me." Akhairaj then rode to Kumbhajmer in concert with other
powerful Rathors and their Rajputs including Kumpo Mahirajot (no. 95), who
was stationed at the thdno of Madarlyo village5 in Godhvar at the time, and Jeso
Bhairavdasot (no. 48), who had taken service under Udaisingh a short time
before and had been in close contact with Kumpo Mahirajot. The Khydt credits
Akhairaj with defeating Vanvlr's forces, driving Vanvlr from Cltor, and seating
Udaisingh on the Slsodlyo throne at Kumbhahner.

In January of 1544 Akhairaj remained in the forefront of Rav Malde's
army which faced Sher Shah Sur at Samel.6 He was killed there along with one
of his sons, Bhojraj Akhairajot (6-2). Bhojraj was a personal retainer of Rathor
Kumpo Mahirajot. Kumpo and Kumpo's paternal cousin, Jaito Pancainot (no.
61), were the commanders of Rav Malde's armies at Samel.

Akhairaj married daughters to several of the most powerful rulers of
Rajasthan. He gave one daughter to Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur.7 He
married another, as noted above, to Slsodlyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat of Mevar
(ca. 1537-72) while Udaisingh was a kumvar. This daughter's son (dohitro) was
Pratapsingh Udaisinghot, who succeeded Rano Udaisingh to the throne of Cltor
and ruled 1572-97. A third daughter he married to Blkavat Rathor Kalyanmal
Jaitslyot (no. 46), a son of Blkaner Rav JaitsI Lunkaranot (ca. 1526-42; no. 45).
Kalyanmal succeeded Rav JaitsI to the throne of Blkaner (ca. 1542-74), and his
son, Raysingh by Akhairaj's daughter, also succeeded to the rulership of Blkaner
(ca. 1574-1612).

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 45, 60; Bdnkidds, pp. 151, 153; Khydt,
1:20, 28, 206-208, 212-213, 3:31, 95-96, 100; Murdrddn, no. 2,
pp. 99, 121; Ojha, 2:714-716, 4:1:306, n. 2; Vigat, 1:56, 2:57;
Vir Vinod, 2:63.

(no. 10) Mansingh Akhairajot (6-1)

Mansingh Akhairajot was a son of Sonagaro Akhairaj Rindhlrot (5-1)
(no. 9) of Pall village in central Marvar. Mansingh succeeded his father at Pall
following his father's death at the battle of Samel in 1544. He continued to hold
this village mpato from Jodhpur for the next twenty years. He then left Marvar

5 Madanyo village: located thirteen miles south-southwest of Nadul, and thirteen miles
west-northwest of Kumbhalmer.

6 Samel village: located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer.

7 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Malde Gangavat,
Rani no. 15.
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for Mevar in 1566-67, where he remained for the next ten years until his death in
June of 1576.

Mansingh was one of Rav Malde Gangavat's most prominent thdkurs
following Samel. His name is mentioned with reference to several of the Rav's
important military campaigns. He took part in Rav Malde's abortive attempt to
re-conquer Merto from Mertlyo Rav Jaimal VTramdevot (no. 107) in 1554, ten
years after Samel. Some eight years later in 1562, Rav Malde sent Mansingh
and a select number of Rajputs with his son, Kumvar Candrasen Maldevot, to
support Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65) in the defense of the Malgadh at Merto
against Mertlyo Rav Jaimal and the Mughal forces of Akbar under Mirza
Sharafu'd-Dln Husayn. Mansingh appears to have withdrawn from Merto with
Kumvar Candrasen prior to the battle. His association with the Kumvar at this
time may indicate that he was in the Kumvar's personal service.

Mansingh continued to serve under Rav Malde's son and successor, Rav
Candrasen Malde vot (1562-81), following Rav Malde's death in 1562.
Mansingh supported Rav Candrasen against his elder uterine brother, Udaisingh,
shortly after Rav Candrasen's accession, when the brothers met in battle at the
village of Lohiyavat in northern Marvar8 ca. 1563. Udaisingh attempted
unsuccessfully at Lohiyavat to challenge Rav Candrasen's authority in Marvar.

An elder half-brother of Rav Candrasen, Ram Maldevot, took control of
Sojhat in eastern Marvar with Mughal assistance in 1564. A year later in 1565,
Mughal forces under Husayn Qull Khan attacked first Pall and then Jodhpur.
Mansingh took part in the engagement at Pall, and then joined Rav Candrasen at
the fort of Jodhpur. Rav Candrasen's forces were able to maintain control of the
fort for several months, but on December 2, 1565 the Rav finally handed over
authority to Husayn QulT Khan and proceeded first to Bhadrajun9 and then to
Slvano10 in southern Marvar where he sought refuge during this time of distress
(vikhau).

Mansingh remained with the Rav for a short period after quitting
Jodhpur. He then left Marvar for Mevar in 1566-67, where he took service under
his sister's husband (hahanoT), Slsodlyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat (ca. 1537-72;
no. 17), and then his sister's son (hhdnej), Rano Pratapsingh Udaisinghot (1572-
97). He was killed in June of 1576 at the battle of HaldighatI in northern
Mevar,11 when a Mughal force of Akbar's some five thousand strong met and
defeated an army of three thousand Rajputs under Slsodlyo Rano Pratap.

8 Lohiyavat: located eighteen miles southeast of Phalodhi in northern Marvar.

9 Bhadrajun: located forty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur.

10 Slvano: located fifty-eight miles southwest of Jodhpur.

11 HaldlghatT is a narrow defile set amongst the Aravalll hills eleven miles southwest of
Nathdvara village and eighteen miles northeast of Gogundo. The village of Khamnor is
nearby. Nathdvara lies twenty-six miles to the north of Udaipur in south-central Mevar.
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While thakur of Pali, Mansingh granted the village of Ravajvas12 to the
Brahman Purohit Mahav Raygur.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48, 53-54, 80; Bankidas, pp. 21, 151;
Khyat, 1:207-208; Ojha, 4:1:335; Vigat, 1:61, 68, 80, 83, 267-
268, 2:63.

' Ravalvas: located eight miles east of Pali village in eastern Marvar.
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Figure 7. Sonagaro Cahuvans of Marvar

(1-1) LoloRanavat
I

(2-1) SatoLolavat
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(3-1) Khlmvo Satavat
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(4-1) Rindhlr Khlmvavat
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(5-1) Akhairaj Rindhirot
I

I I
(6-1) Mansingh Akhairajot (6-2) Bhojraj Akhairajot
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Aharo Gahlots

(no. 11) Askaran Prithirajot, RavaJ of Dungarpur
(no. 12) Pratapsingh Jaislnghot, RavaJ of Varasvajo

(no. 11) Askaran Prithlnyot, RavaJ

Askaran Prithlrajot succeeded to the rulership of Dungarpur in 1549-50
and ruled for over thirty years until 1580. His accession followed a decade of
division and hostility among the Aharo Gahlots of southern Rajasthan, who held
control of territory directly to the south of Mevar. The Rano of Cltor, Sisodlyo
Ratansingh Sangavat (ca. 1528-31), had entered into these hostilities as an
arbiter, and during the rule of RavaJ Askaran's father, RavaJ Prithiraj Udaisirighot
(ca. 1527-49), this territory had been divided into the two kingdoms of
Dungarpur and Vamsvajo. Rava] Askaran came to the throne of Dungarpur at a
time when overt hostilities had momentarily settled between the two main
branches of the Aharos, and Rava] Askaran could look forward to an uncontested
reign.

Few details are available about Rava] Askaran's period of rule. He
figures in local chronicles largely because of the location of his kingdom in the
hilly region of southern Mevar and the Bagar, where he provided refuge on
several occasions for rulers and prominent men from nearby kingdoms. One of
the first of such men was Suja'at Khan, whom Sher Shah Sur had made hakim
of Malwa in 1543. Suja'at Khan fell out of favor with Sher Shah's successor,
Islam Shah, following Sher Shah's death in 1545, and declared himself the
independent ruler of Malwa. Islam Shah then sent an army against Suja'at Khan,
forcing him to flee Malwa and seek refuge in Dungarpur with Rava] Askaran.
Suja'at Khan remained in Dungarpur for some time, finally leaving to reassert
his authority over Malwa.

Due to Dungarpur's proximity to Mevar, Sisodlyo influence was strong
throughout the kingdom. Rava] Askaran maintained a close but inconstant
alliance with Mevar. He was one of the allies of Sisodlyo Rano Udaisingh
Sangavat (ca. 1537-72; no. 17) at the ill-fated battle of Harmaro1 in January of
1557. He rode to defeat here along with a number of other local rulers who had
gathered in support of the Rano against Pathan Hajl Khan and the Rajputs of
Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62). Rava] Askaran's support of
Rano Udaisingh appears short-lived, however, for an inscription at the Visnu
temple near Banesvar Mahadev in Durigarpur dated V.S. 1617 (1560-61) speaks
of an attack from Mevar and a victory for Dungarpur against the Rano. Specific
details regarding these hostilities are unavailable.

1 Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar.
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The Mughal Emperor Akbar sent an army under Ahmad Khan Koka
against Malwa in 1561. This army forced Baz Bahadur, son and successor of
Suja'at Khan, to flee the region. Baz Bahadur sought refuge in Durigarpur in
1562. Later in 1564, Akbar sent 'Abdu-llah Khan Uzbek against Dungarpur in
pursuit of Baz Bahadur, who then fled to Mevar. Baz Bahadur soon returned to
Dungarpur and to Raval Askaran's protection, however. The series of
inconclusive Mughal operations against him finally ended in 1570 when he
formally submitted to the Mughal throne.

Akbar sent another army under the command of Kachvaho Kumvar
Mansingh Bhagvantdasot (Raja of Amber, 1589-1614) in the direction of
Dungarpur and Mevar in the period following his crushing of the rebellion in
Gujarat in 1573. Kumvar Mansingh engaged Ravaj Askaran in battle and forced
him to flee and to seek refuge in the hills. The Kumvar then looted Dungarpur
town and proceeded on toward Udaipur. It was not until three years later in 1576
that Raval Askaran finally submitted to the Mughals. Akbar Ndma, 3:277,
includes the following entry about the Rava]'s submission:

while the splendour of the august standards was casting glorious
rays on the territory of Bans warn, Raul Pertap the head of that
district - who was always stubborn - and Raul Askaran ruler of
Dungarpur and other turbulent spirits of that country came and
paid the prostration of repentance. Inasmuch as H. M. [Akbar's]
nature is to accept excuses, and to cherish the humble, he
accepted the shame of their having rendered little service, at the
rate of good service, and took the life, the honour and the
country of this faction under the protection of his justice and
kindness. They were exalted by special favours.

Raval Askaran offered one of his daughters to Akbar in marriage not
long after his submission. Akbar sent a mission under Raja Birbar to Dungarpur
to bring the Aharl to his harem.

While earning a respite from Mughal depredations into his land through
these actions, Raval Askaran gained the ire of SIsodlyo Rano Pratapsingh
Udaisirighot of Mevar (1572-97). Rano Pratap sent an army against both
Dungarpur and Vamsvalo in 1578 to exact punishment. A battle took place
along the Som NadI, but it was inconclusive and ended only when the Rano's
commander was wounded and a number of Rajputs on both sides had been
killed.

Ravaj Askaran extended help to Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot of
Jodhpur (1562-81) when the Rav fled Marvar in 1576 for southern Rajasthan,
and spent several years in exile. The Rav stayed in Dungarpur for a number of
months, then moved on to Vamsvalo with the approach of Mughal forces. Raval
Askaran had married a daughter of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur named
PohpamvatlbaT, and he was Rav Candrasen's sister's husband (bahanoi).2

2 See, supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Malde Gangavat,
Ram no. 3, D - PohpamvatlbaT.
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Rava} Askaran was succeeded to the rulership of Dungarpur by his son,
Sahasmal. Sahasmal married one of his daughters to Rathor Raja Surajsingh
Udaisinghot of Jodhpur (1595-1619).3

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 51; Akbar Ndma, 3:277-278; Bdnkidds,
pp. 14, 106; G. H. Ojha, Dungarpur Rdjya kd lUhds (Ajmer:
Vedic Yantralaya, V. S. 19*92 [A. D. 1935]), pp. 84-101; Khyat,
1:79; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 140, 208; Vigat, 2:60; VTr Vinod,
2:1006-1007.

(no. 12) Pratapsingh Jaislnghot, RavaJ

Few details are available about the life and rule of Rava] Pratapsingh
Jaisinghot of Vamsvalo (ca. 1550-79). He was a close but inconstant ally of
Mevar like his Aharo relation, Rava] Askaran Prithirajot of Dungarpur (no. 11).
He did participate in the ill-fated battle of Harmaro in January of 1557 with
SIsodlyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat (ca. 1537-72; no. 17). During Rathor Rav
Candrasen Maldevot's exile from Jodhpur and Marvar in the years 1576-79, he
gave refuge to the Rav and granted him several villages for his maintenance.
Rava} Pratapsingh maintained his independence from Mughal rule until the mid-
1570s. He finally submitted to Akbar in 1576 along with Rava] Askaran of
Dungarpur and other local rulers.

Rava] Pratapsingh was succeeded by his only son, Mansingh, bom of a
concubine.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 51; Akbar Ndma, 3:211 \ Bdnkidas, pp.
14, 107-108; Khyat, 1:70-88; Ojha, 3:2:75-81; Vigat, 2:60; Vir
Vinod, 2:1031-1032.

3 See, supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Surajsingh
Udaisinghot, Rani no. 4.
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Mangllyo Gahlots

(no. 13) Dedo
(no. 14) Viram Devavat

Mangliyo VTram Devavat is an obscure but important figure in the
Rathor chronicles. He lived during the period of Rav Malde Gangavat's rule at
Jodhpur (1532-62) and served under the Rav in what appears to have been an
administrative capacity.

Viram's family had been associated with the house of Jodhpur for several
generations. His grandfather, Mangllyo Bhado, had initiated this contact. Bhado
was from the village of Vavrl in northern Marvar.1 He presented several hunting
dogs to Rav Malde one day when the Rav was hunting in the vicinity of his
village. The Rav, in turn, accepted Bhado's son, Devo Bhadavat, into his
military service (cdkrt). Devo must have taken part in the Rav's conquest of
Slvano from the Jaitmalot Rathors in June of 1538 and distinguished himself in
some capacity during this campaign, for the Rav honored Devo afterwards by
placing him in charge of Slvano fort. Devo later died at the fort.

ManglTyo Devo's son, Viram Devavat, followed his father into Rav
Malde's service. Bdnkidds, p. 60, refers to Viram as a worthy and dutiful son
(yado saput). Viram became a hujddr of Rav Malde's, responsible for the
collection of revenues. His name is first mentioned in the chronicles with
relation to Rav Malde's grant of one-half of the villages of Merto to Mertlyo
Jagmal Vlramdevot (no. 124) in July of 1559. Mangliyo Viram was present
along with Rav Malde's son, Kumvar Candrasen, and other Rajputs during
Mertlyo JagmaTs swearing at the temple of Mahamaya in Pha]odhl village near
Merto2 prior to Mertlyo JagmaTs receipt of this grant. Rav Malde afterwards
stationed Viram at Merto and entrusted him with the management of his affairs
there.

Three years later on March 20, 1562 Mangliyo Viram was killed at
Merto.3 He was stationed at the Malgadh along with other Rajputs under the
command of Rav Malde's commander, Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65). He
died fighting there when Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no. 107) and the
Mughal forces of Akbar under Mlrza Sharafu'd-Dln Husayn laid siege to Merto
in early 1562 and succeeded in taking the fort and town. Among the Rajputs in
the Malgadh was a relation of Viram's, Mangliyo Dedo (no. 13). Mangliyo
Dedo's reason for being at Merto and the role he played during the siege are
uncertain. His specific relation to Mangliyo Viram is also unknown.

1 Vavri village: located twenty-one miles north of Phalodhi.

2 Phalodhi village: located nine miles northwest of Merto.

Vigat, 1:63, incorrectly lists Mangliyo Viram as "Cahuvan Viram Udavat."
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"Aitihasik Batam," p. 56; Bankidas, pp. 16, 60; Ojha, 4:1:288;
Vigat, 1:62-63, 2:62-63, 66.
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Sisodlyo Gahlots

(no. 15) Bhim Amravat, Raja (Mevar) (8-1)
(no. 18) Candravat Durgo Acjavat, Rav (Rampuro)
(no. 16) Tejo Bikavat, Ravat (Devallyo) (7-2)
(no. 17) Udaisingh Sangavat, Rano (Mevar) (5-3)

(no. 15) Bhfm Amravat, Raja (8-1)

Bhim Amravat (Amarsinghot) was a son of Sisodlyo Rano Amarsingh
Pratapsinghot (7-1) of Mevar (1597-1620), and grandson of Rano Pratapsingh
Udaisinghot (6-1) (1572-97). He was a daughter's son (dohitro) of Akhairaj
Kanhavat of BIrpur, tentatively identified as a SoJankI Rajput.

The Khydt of NainsI, 1:30, refers to Bhim as a great warrior (vado
Rajput). During the rulership of his father, Rano Amarsingh, and until 1615
when Rano Amarsingh submitted to the Mughal Emperor Jahanglr, Kumvar
Bhim participated in the Sisodlyo struggles against the Mughals. Rano
Amarsingh met with Prince Khurram (Shah Jahan) in 1615 at the village of
Gogundo near Udaipur. This meeting marked the culmination of a concerted
Mughal campaign against Mevar led by Prince Khurram and begun over a year
earlier in December of 1613. Rano Amarsingh sent his son, Karansingh (8-2), to
the Mughal court with Prince Khurram following his submission. Bhim was
among the contingent of SIsodlyos in accompaniment, and he remained at court
and soon became a personal servant of Prince Khurram's. MadtMr-ul-Umara,
2:1:572, notes that Bhim distinguished himself in the Prince's service. He also
gained the respect and affection of Emperor Jahanglr. Bhim continued to serve
under Prince Khurram for the remainder of his life.

Bhim became involved with operations against zaminddrs in Gujarat
and against the Deccanis soon after joining the Prince's service. He also took
part in operations in Gondwana, where he proved valuable in collecting tribute,
and he acquired a considerable reputation for bravery and courage. Prince
Khurram granted Bhim the revenues of the ghdsmdrl tax of Jalor Pargano in
1619, which he held for approximately one year. Bhim was in Kashmir with
Emperor Jahanglr in 1620 when his own father, Rano Amarsingh, died at
Udaipur in Mevar. Jahanglr notes in his Memoirs:

On this day came the news of the death of Rana Amar Singh,
who had died a natural death at Udaipur (became a traveler on
the road of non-existence). Jagat Singh, his grandson, and
Bhim, his son, who were in attendance on me, were presented
with dresses of honor . . . (Jahanglr, 2:123).

Emperor Jahanglr also honored Bhim with the title of rdjd during this time. Raja
Bhim served with Prince Khurram in the Deccan in 1621 during operations there
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against Malik 'Ambar. He was placed in charge of one of the five armies used in
these operations. Then in 1622 while Khurram was silbeddr of Ajmer (including
Merto), Bhlm received 204 villages of Merto Pargano in Marvar along with the
town of Merto in jdgir. Vigat, 2:73, records that Raja Bhlm himself came to
Merto at this time.

Raja Bhim held Merto for only a short period, for in 1623 Prince
Khurram rebelled against Emperor Jahanglr. Raja Bhlm followed the Prince into
the Deccan, eastern India, and finally the Gangetic plains, and remained one of
the Prince's foremost supporters during his rebellion. In May of 1624 Khurram's
forces of some 10,000 men under Raja Bhim's command met an Imperial force
of 40,000 led by Prince Parviz and Mahabat Khan at the village of Damdama on
the confluence of the Tons and the Ganges Rivers. Raja Bhlm was killed during
the battle that ensued.

Athar AM, Apparatus, pp. 74, 86; BdnkTdds, pp. 95-96;
Jahanglr, 2:123, 162; Khydt, 1:30-31; Maat_hir-ul-Umara, 1:60,
417, 419, 455-456, 730, 2:1:572; Ojha, 2:280, n. 4, 824-828; R.
P. Tripathi, The Rise and Fall of the Mughal Empire (Reprint
ed. Allahabad: Central Book Depot, 1966), pp. 400-401; Vigat,
1:106, 112,2:73.

(no. 16) Tejo Bikavat, Ravat (7-2)

Tejo (Tejmal) Bikavat, Ravat of DevaJIyo and Partabgadh (ca. 1564-93),
came from a collateral line of the ruling house of Mevar, stemming from Rano
MokaJ Lakhavat (1-1), an early fifteenth century ruler of Cltor. He was the
eldest son of Ravat Blko (also referred to as Vikramsihgh) Raysirighot (6-2). His
mother was the daughter of Chapanlyo Rathor Jaimal Jaicandot. Tejo's father
had ruled Partabgadh and founded his own capitol at DevaJIyo. The dates for
Ravat Biko's rule are obscure, and it appears from inscriptional evidence1 that the
ruling family was divided among a number of factions during this period, with
unclear and disrupted periods of rulership. Ojha, 3:3:101, 104, gives the date of
1563-64 for Ravat Biko's death, while Vir Vinod, 2:1056, offers the later date of
1578. Ojha's earlier date is preferable, but still problematic, for Biko's son, Tejo,
is mentioned with the title of ravat with relation to events that occurred as early
as 1557.

Ravat Tejo Bikavat is also an obscure figure in local history. Only a few
references to him appear in the texts. He is mentioned as an ally of Slsidlyo
Rano Udaisirigh Sarigavat of Mevar (ca. 1537-72; no. 17) and fought with him at
the battle of Harmaro2 on January 24, 1557 against the forces of Pathan Hajl
Khan, a former noble of Sher Shah Stir's, and Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat of
Jodhpur (1532-62). Vigat, 2:60, which lists him as a participant in the battle,
gives him the designation "Ravat Tejo, master of Devallyo."

1 See: Ojha, 3:3:90-101.

Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer.
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It is known that Ravat Tejo was much involved with Sisodiyo Rano
Pratapsingh Udaisinghot of Mevar (1572-97) (6-1) during the latter's long
struggle against Mughal domination of his lands. Akbar had conquered Cltor in
1568. With the death of Rano Udaisingh in 1572, his son, Rano Pratapsingh,
maintained a running battle with the Mughals for several years thereafter. Ravat
Tejo assisted the Rano with men and supplies, and he sent one of his sons to
fight with Rano Pratap at the battle of Hajdlghatl in northern Mevar3 in June of
1576. Tejo's son was killed in this battle. Ravat Tejo submitted to the Mughals
this same year, but he continued to assist the Rano as opportunity allowed.

Ravat Tejo died in 1593-94.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 51; Bdnkidds, pp. 14, 105-106; Khyat,
1:90-96; Ojha, 3:3:90-108; Vigat, 2:60; VTr Vinod, 2:1056.

(no. 17) Udaisingh Sarigavat, Rano (5-3)

Udaisingh Sangavat was a son of SIsodTyo Rano Sango Raymalot (4-1),
ruler of Cltor and Mevar (1509-28). His rise to power and rulership in Mevar ca.
1537 came at the end of a decade of turbulence in Mevar following the death of
his father, Rano Sango, in 1528. Rano Sango was poisoned by his Rajputs
following their defeat at the battle of Khanua in 1527 against the Mughal Babur,
to prevent him from organizing another force to oppose the Mughals. Ten years
of political turmoil in Mevar ensued. Udaisingh Sangavat, a younger son of the
Rano's by his wife, HadI Karametl, the daughter of Hado Urjan Narbadot of
Bundl, succeeded to the seat of power ca. 1537.

Events leading to Udaisingh's accession are as follows: Rano Sango's
elder son, Ratansingh Sangavat (5-1), born of the daughter of Rathor Vagho
Sujavat of Jodhpur (no. 83), succeeded to the throne of Mevar at Cltor in
February of 1528. Immediately after his accession, he became involved in a
dispute with Hado Rav Surajmal Narandasot of Bundl (ca. 1527-31). This
dispute centered upon control of the fort of Rinthambhor, then under nominal
Sisodiyo authority but entrusted to the Hados of Bundl. The fort was in the pato
of two of Rano Ratansingh's younger half-brothers, Vikramaditya (5-2) and
Udaisingh (5-3). Vikramaditya and Udaisingh were uterine brothers, related to
the ruling house of Bundl through their mother, HadI Karametl, and therefore
under the protection of the Hados. Rano Sango had given this pato to
Vikramaditya and Udaisingh during the latter years of his rule in order to protect
as well as sustain them.

Rano Ratansingh attempted to assert his authority over Rinthambhor,
and issued a summons to his half-brothers and their mother to come to Cltor.
This summons brought immediate Hado resistance which enraged Rano
Ratansingh. HadI Karametl then initiated negotiations with the Mughal Babur to
enlist his aid in seating one of her sons on the throne of Cltor. These

Haldighati is a narrow defile in the Aravalh hills eleven miles southwest of Nathdvara
village and eighteen miles northeast of Gogtindo. The village of Khamnor is nearby.
Nathdvara lies twenty-six miles to the north of Udaipur in south-central Mevar.
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negotiations came to naught, but they helped to inflame an already difficult
situation among the different factions around the ruling house of Mevar. In 1531
the personal hostility between Hado Rav Surajmal and Slsodlyo Rano
Ratansingh reached a peak. While hunting together near Cltor, they fell to
fighting and killed each other from wounds inflicted.

Both Vikramaditya and Udaisirigh were summoned from Rinthambhor
to Cltor in the wake of Rano Ratansirigh's death. Succession passed to
Vikramaditya, the elder of the two brothers, then aged thirteen or fourteen years.
His was a very short reign, lasting only five years ca. 1531-36. By all standards,
Vikramaditya was incompetent to rule both because of age as well as personal
idiosyncracies. He is said to have dismissed all of the regular palace servants
and attendants and to have brought in a large number of wrestlers and strong
men to court in order to make himself feel more secure. He also alienated many
of the leading thdkurs of Mevar because of the frivolities of his rule. They left
his attendance to remain sequestered in their own strongholds.

Cltor came under attack from troops of the Sultan of Gujarat, Bahadur
Shah (1526-37) in 1533. Bahadur Shah was expanding from Gujarat into Malwa
and southern Rajasthan in this period. Cltor fell to his troops on March 8, 1535
and was held until later that same year when the Mughal Emperor Humayun
defeated Bahadur Shah's army in north India. As news of this defeat reached
Cltor, Bahadur Shah's men abandoned the fortress, allowing Vikramaditya and
his followers to reoccupy it. Slsodlyo Vanvlr Prithlrajot (5-4), a son of Rano
Vikramaditya's paternal uncle, Slsodlyo Prithlraj Raymalot (4-2) by a concubine
of the KhMijati, had become a close companion and sycophant of the Rano's
during this time. In 1536 Vanvlr stabbed and killed Rano Vikramaditya and
made himself master of Cltor.

Servants of Udaisirigh's smuggled him out of Cltor on the night of Rano
Vikramaditya's murder, taking him first to Devallyo, then Durigarpur to the south
of Mevar, and finally to the fortress of Kumbhajmer, located among the AravallT
hills in western Mevar. Udaisingh was then fifteen years old. Rajuts around him
quickly organized support for his cause against Vanvlr, pretender to the throne.
The chronicles relate that one of the prominent Rajputs they called upon to assist
Udaisingh was Sonagaro Cahuvan Akhairaj Rindhlrot (no. 9), who was a
military servant of Rathor Rav Malde Garigavat of Jodhpur (1532-62).
Udaisirigh's supporters arranged the marriage of one of Akhairaj's daughters to
Udaisingh in turn for Akhairaj's support. Akhairaj agreed to this marriage and
brought his daughter to Kumbha]mer for the wedding. He later returned to
Mevar with a large force of Rajputs from Marvar, including Kumpo Mahirajot
(no. 95), Rano Akhairajot (no. 28), and Bhado Pancainot (no. 32). The
assembled force defeated Vanvlr's army and marched on Cltor. Vanvlr is
reported to have either been killed or to have run away in the face of the attack.

Udaisirigh's succession took place ca. 1537 at Kumbhajmer. His reign as
Rano of Mevar spanned thirty-five years until his death in 1572 at the age of
fifty. The first part of his rulership involved several confrontations with Rathor
Rav Malde of Jodhpur. Rav Malde sent a force under Balavat Rathor Nago
Bharmalot (no. 38) against Kumbha]mer in 1540-41 in an ill-fated attempt to
take this fortress and the surrounding territory from the Rano. The Rano's
marriage of a daughter of Jhalo Jaito Sajavat, a military servant of Rav Malde's
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holding Khairvo in pato, precipitated this attack. The Jhalos initially promised
this daughter to Rav Malde, but later deceived the Rav and gave their daughter to
Slsodlyo Rano Udaisingh.4 Later in 1557 the Rano and an allied force of
Rajputs fought at the ill-fated battle of Harmaro5 against Pathan Hajl Khan, a
former noble of Sher Shah Stir's, and Rajputs of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur
led by Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65).

Rano Udaisingh had the foundations for the new fort and town of
Udaipur laid in the heart of the Aravalll hills in southern Mevar in 1559-60.
This construction had not been completed by the time of the Rano's death in
1572.

In late 1567 Akbar marched into Mevar and laid siege to Cltor. Bitter
fighting took place there in January and February of 1568, with Akbar's final
establishment of authority over Cltor on February 25, 1568. The battle for Cltor
was one of the most intense and bloody in India during this period, with more
than 40,000 dead. Among those killed were Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot
(no. 107) and his brother, Isardas Vlramdevot (no. 109), both of whom were
military servants of the Rano's.

For the remainder of his reign, Rano Udaisingh lived in the hills of
Mevar and at the fortress of Kumbhalmer, evading Mughal troops in an attempt
to remain free of Muslim domination. He died on February 28, 1572, four years
after the fall of Cltor to Akbar.

Rano Udaisingh had a large family, including fifteen sons. His
successor to the throne of Mevar was Pratapsingh Udaisinghot (6-1), daughter's
son of Sonagaro Cahuvan Akhairaj Rindhlrot of Pall, Marvar. Rano Pratap ruled
Mevar from 1572-97. There were five other sons by Udaisirigh's wife, Rani
BhatiyanI, a daughter of BhatI Raval Lunkaran Jaitslyot of Jaisa]mer (1527-49),
and nine additional sons by other wives.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 50-51; Akbar Ndma, 2:442-446, 465-
477; Bdnkidds,'pp. 91-92; Khydt, 1:20-21, 102, 109; Ojha,
2:695-735; Tavdnkh Jaisalmer, p. 50; Vigat, 2:59-60, 68-69;
VTr Vinod, 2:1-8, 25-34, 61-87, 142.

(no. 18) Candravat Durgo Adavat, Rav of Rampuro

The origin of the Candravat branch (sdkh) of the Slsodlyo Gahlots is
shrouded in obscurity. The Khydt of NainsI, 3:239, 247-248, whose authority if
generally accepted,6 records that the founder of this branch was Candro

4 See supra, Baliso Cahuvan Sujo Samvatot (no. 4), for details regarding this marriage
and its aftermath.

5 Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar.

Syamaldas, author of VTr Vinod, notes, 2:982, that the Barva Bhats with whom he
spoke regarding the Candravat genealogy, stated that the founder of the Candravats was
Candro Arlsinghot, second son of Arlsingh Lakhmanot and grandson of Slsodlyo Rano
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Bhavansryot, a son of Sisodiyo Rano Bhavansi (Bhimvsi), a thirteenth century
ruler of Mevar. The following genealogy emerges from NainsI:

Figure 8. Candravat Sisodiyo Gahlots

Rano Bhavansi (Bhimvsi) of Mevar
I

Candro Bhavansiyot (Candravat Sisodiyos)
I

Sajan Candravat

I I
Chaju Sajanot Jhanjhansl Sajanot

I I
Rav Sivo Chajuot BhakharsI Jhanjhanslyot

I
Rav Raymal Sivavat

!
Rav Ado Raymalot

"l
Rav Durgo Aejavat

During the time of Bhakharsi Jhanjhanslyot and his paternal uncle,
Chaju Sajanot, the Candravats are said to have established themselves in the
pargano of Antri in the land of Amand in south-central Rajasthan. Following
their establishment of control in Antri, Chaju fell out with his paternal uncle,
BhakharsI, and left this area, settling in the land of Mandu to the south. His son,
Sivo Chajuot, is credited with bringing this branch of the family into pre-
eminence among the Candravats. According to tradition, Sivo rescued one of the
wives of Hushang Ghurl, ruler of Mandu (1405-34), from drowning. In reward
for this feat of bravery and for the service to his family, the ruler of Mandu
granted Sivo the title of rav and made him one of his military servants. The
Mandu ruler is also said to have granted Sivo title to his homeland (utan) of
Antri. Rav Sivo and his family then returned to the pargano of Antri.

Rav Sivo's son, Rav Raymal Sivavat, became a military servant of
Sisodiyo Rano Kumbho Mokalot of Cltor (ca. 1433-68). The Candravats under
Rav Raymal's son and grandson, Rav Aclo Raymalot and Rav Durgo Acjavat,
remained based in Antri and continued as supporters and servants of the
SIsodlyos of Mevar until the fall of Cltor in 1568.

Lakhman of Mevar (ca. 1382-1420). Syamaldas also makes note of another variation in
the Tarikh Mdlvd, a history written in the 18th century by Saiyyid Karim All, which
lists Candro as a son of Sisodiyo Rano Hamlr (ca. 1326-65) and a brother of Sisodiyo
Rano Kheto (ca. 1366-81).
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The Khyat of Nainsi, 3:246, describes Rav Durgo as a vado desot ("great
ruler of the land"), a vado ddtdr ("great giver"), and as a kdranik thakur
("proven and tested master"). When he succeeded to the rulership of the
Candravats, he founded his own capitol of Rampuro.7 He named his capitol in
honor of Thakur Sri Ramcandrajl, the patron deity of the Candravats. Rav
Durgo emerged as a powerful and influential Rajput due to his more than forty
years of active and devoted service to the Mughal throne.

In the early years of his rulership, Rav Durgo maintained an alliance
with the Slsodlyo Ranos of Mevar, for whom he performed military service.
Khydt, 3:248, notes, however, that while the Candravats were servants of Mevar,
they always maintained a measure of their own independence. As servants, the
Candravats under Rav Durgo participated with Slsodlyo Rano Udaisingh
Sangavat (ca. 1537-72; no. 17) in the ill-fated battle of Harmaro8 in 1557, when
the Rano met defeat at the hands of Pathan Hajl Khan, a former noble of Sher
Shah Stir's, and the Rajputs of Rathor Rav Malde Gahgavat of Jodhpur (1532-
62).

Rav Durgo continued in the service of the Rano until after the battle of
Cltor in 1568. He then met with Akbar and swore allegiance to the Mughal
throne. From this time torward until his death in 1608 at the age of eighty-two,
Rav Durgo remained a loyal servant of the Mughals. He was active in Mughal
campaigns in the Deccan, Gujarat, Malwa, and elsewhere from the 1580s
onwards. In 1582 he accompanied Prince Murad on an expedition against Mlrza
Muhammad Hakim of Kabul. Several years later, he was attached to Mlrza
Khan's troops and distinguished himself in Gujarat. He followed Mlrza 'Aziz
Koka to the Deccan, and then again joined Prince Murad in operations in Malwa
and the Deccan.

In 1586 Akbar appointed Rav Durgo and Rajavat Kachvaho Jagnath
Bharmalot (no. 20) as governors of the sitbo of Ajmer. This joint appointment
was part of Akbar's attempt to reorganize the administrative machinery of the
empire, with two governors for each subo, each governor having his own divans
and bakhshls. Rav Durgo held this assignment for a short time only.

In 1593-1594 Rav Durgo rose to the rank of 1,500 zdt, which was
confirmed in 1595-1596. He reached the rank of 2,000 zdt in 1605, then was
raised to 4,000 zdt in 1606 not long before his death.

Rav Durgo died at the end of the second year of Emperor Jahanglr's
reign. The Emperor mentioned him in his Memoirs, remarking on the Rav's
many years of devoted service to his father, Akbar:

He had been in attendance for forty years and more in the
position of an Amir of my revered father, until, by degrees, he
had risen in rank to 4,000. Before he obtained the good fortune
of waiting on my father, he was one of the trusted servants of

7 Rampuro is located one hundred forty-five miles south-southeast of Ajmer and one
hundred ten miles east of Udaipur.

8 Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar.
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Rana Uday Singh . . . He was a good military man . . (Jahangir,
1:134).

A'in-T-Akban, pp. 459-460; "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51; Akhar
Ndma, 3:599, 613, 632, 634-635, 1052, 1071, 1142, 1150, 1153,
1173, 1184, 1188; Athar AM, Apparatus, pp. 11, 17, 21, 33, 46;
BdtikTdds, p. 14; Jahangir, 1:134; Khyat, 1:61-62, 95, 3:239-
248; Madt_hir-ul-Umard, 1:505-509; Vigat, 2:60; Vir Vinod,
2:982-984.
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Dhlravat Kachvahos

(no. 19) Ramdas Udavat

Ramdas Udavat was a Rajput who rose from very simple beginnings to a
position of great prestige and influence at the Mughal court. He served under
both Emperors Akbar and Jahanglr, and, except for brief periods when he was
sent on special assignments, spent most of his forty-three years of service under
the Mughals in personal attendance upon the person of the Emperor. His rise to
high position rested upon Akbar's personal friendship and esteem. Ramdas
became an amir under Akbar, and he was able to maintain this position under
Akbar's successor, Jahanglr.

Discrepancies exist among the sources regarding Ramdas's family and
ancestry. Madthir-ul-Umard, 2:2:587, and Blochman's note on Ramdas in A'ln-
T-AkharT, 1:539, record only that Ramdas's father was a man named "Urdat" or
"Ordat." Both names appear to be corruptions of Udavat (lit. "son of Udo"), a
man by the name of Udo being listed in the Khydt of Nainsi as Ramdas's father
(see infra).

"Patal-Pota," a RajasthanI document about Ramdas Kachvaho,1 provides
more detailed (though also problematic) information about Ramdas's family.
This source traces Ramdas's ancestry back to Patal, a son of Raja Udaikaran
Junslyot of Amber, who ruled during the fourteenth century. It is from this Patal
that the name Patal-Potd (lit. "Patal's descendants") derives (see infra, Figure
10. Ramdas's Genealogy According to "Patal-Pota").

This genealogical list stands in considerable disagreement with that
found in the Khydt of Nainsi. Nainsl's material traces Ramdas's ancestry to Raja
Kalyande Rajadevot of Amber, some three generations preceding Raja Udaikaran
Junslyot. Khydt also records that Ramdas's father was a man named Udo
Candot, who was a descendant of Dhlro Malakot's, from whom Ramdas's sdkh
took the name of Dhlravat (lit. "son of Dhlro") (see infra, Figure 11. Ramdas's
Genealogy According to Nainsl's Khydt).

Given the degree of divergence between these two genealogical lists, no
reconciliation is possible. The material in Nainsi appears preferable, however.
Nainsl's Khydt records that the Kachvaho genealogy was copied from material
that the Bhat Rajpan of Udehl had collected and written down. Given the
traditional role that families of Bhats performed as genealogists for Rajputs, Bhat
Rajpan's information may be given credence and considered material handed
down over generations within Ramdas's family. No similar credence can be
given the genealogy in "Patal-Pota." Of significance is the fact that Nainsfs

1 B. P. Ambastha, "Patal-Pota: Biographical Account of Ram Das Kachhawaha," in Ms
Non-Persian Sources on Indian Medieval History (Delhi: Idarah-i-Adabiyat-i Delli,
1984), pp. 75-128.
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Khyat, 1:286-332, does not include a man by the name of Patal in its list of sons
of Raja Udaikaran, nor do any other of the later Middle MarvarT sources, such as
Bdnkldds ri Khyat. Lastly, no information is available about the dating of
"Patal-Pota" or the material upon which it is based. While other information in
this text agrees with and supplements material from other sources contemporary
to Ramdas, the genealogy tracing Ramdas's descent from a Patal Udaikaranot
appears suspect. Final judgment must rest, of course, upon further elucidation
from local sources.

Discrepancies also exist among sources regarding Ramdas's place of
birth and the village in which he lived during the early part of his life. Madthtr-
ul-Umard, 2:2:587, records that the village of Lunl was his home, and Ayin-i-
Akban, 1:539, gives his home as Lunl (or BaulT) village. Akbar Ndma, 3:91,
states, however, that Akbar stopped at the village of Newata (Lucknow ed.
"Huna") in September of 1573 while enroute from Ajmer to Agra, and that
Newata was Ramdas Kachvaho's home. In this instance, "Patal-Pota," p. 77-78,
provides clarifying information. It states that Ramdas was born in the village of
Baull ,2 but that he later left Bauli and settled in the village of Nevata (location
uncertain).

Sources generally agree that Ramdas's father, Udo Candot, was a man of
limited means who lived in difficult circumstances, and that Ramdas could not
provide for his family from his lands at the village of Nevata. He, therefore, left
his family to seek his livelihood elsewhere. The Khyat of NainsT, 1:331, records
that Ramdas was a supporter (hdldr - lit. "the main beam of a house; a son
dutiful to his mother") of Rajavat Kachvaho SalhaidI, who was a son of Raja
Bharmal Prithlrajot of Amber (d. ca. 1573), for a period of time. Then in 1568-
69 he entered the service of Sekhavat Kachvaho Raysal Sujavat, better known as
Raysal DarbarT.

Raysal Darbarl was a trusted servant and attendant of the Mughal
Emperor Akbar's. It was Raysal who brought Ramdas to the Mughal court and
provided him with his first opportunities there. "Patal-Pota," pp. 79-80, records:

After being properly tutored in the arts of court-
estiquettes [sic], he (Ram Das) was given a horse (by Rai Sal)
and was taken into the market of ahadis [personal servants and
retainers of the Emperor's]. The emperor [Akbar] came to
inspect the prospective ahadis. Being pleased with the manners
of Ram Das, the emperor enquired [sic] of the man who had
brought Ram Das into the market. Ram Das made a Kurnish
[salutation, with an inclination of the body and head; obeisance,
made only before the Emperor] before the emperor, and, after
making obesiance [sic] with proper respects, he represented that
it was Rai Sal who had brought him (Ram Das) into the market.
. . [Raysal] made a request that he (Ram Das) might be admitted

2 Bauli village: located fifty-five miles southeast of Amber.
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to the cadre of the royal ahadis. The emperor appointed Ram
Das as one of the ahadis.

"Patal-Pota," p. 80, notes that Akbar was pleased with the service that
Ramdas performed and soon appointed him as one of the khds bardar ahadis
(special attendants who carried the Emperor's arms). Ramdas continued to rise
in the Emperor's esteem, and within a short period thereafter, was again
promoted, this time to the position of jam'ddr ("the one in charge") of 200 khds
suwdr (personal horsemen of the Emperor's). Over and above his performance
of exceptional service, Ramdas gained Akbar's affection for his songs. Ramdas's
liking for heroic songs had quickly come to the Emperor's attention, and Akbar
would often call Ramdas into his presence to hear him sing.

On July 4, 1572 Akbar left Fatehpur Sikri with his army for Gujarat.
Ramdas accompanied Akbar on this campaign as one of his personal attendants,
and except for a brief visit to his home at Nevata while enroute back to north
India, he remained with Akbar until June of 1573 when the Emperor returned to
the capitol. Ramdas arranged the marriage of one of his daughters, Naglna Bal,
to Pamvar Kisansingh Daulatsinghot, a military servant of Kachvaho Raysal
Darbarl's, while he was at Nevata. In August of 1573 Ramdas again
accompanied Akbar to Gujarat. The Emperor traveled this time by rapid march
to suppress the rebellion against his rule and to reassert Mughal authority. While
returning to the capitol in early October of 1573, Akbar displayed his affection
for Ramdas by stopping at Ramdas's village for a short time at Ramdas's special
request. Ramdas then followed the Emperor to Agra, accompanied by his
daughter's husband (jamdt), Pamvar Kisansingh. In return for his devoted
service during the Gujarat campaign, Akbar awarded Ramdas the rnansab rank
of 500 zdt upon Ramdas's arrival at the capitol.

Shortly thereafter, in August of 1574 Akbar appointed Ramdas deputy of
the revenue department under Raja Todarmal, whom he dispatched to Bihar to
assist Khan Khanan in the reorganization of the Mughal army involved in
operations there. "Patal-Pota," pp. 86-87, records that Ramdas performed well in
Bihar under Todarmal, and that Todarmal in turn made recommendations to the
Emperor on his behalf. During this same period, Ramdas held the position of
kotvdl of the town of Sanganer (near Amber). Because of his capable service,
the Emperor called him into his presence and awarded him with the favored
position of petition-bearer (arajvegf [Persian 'anbegT]) in Mughal service. This
position allowed Ramdas direct access to the Emperor. Madthir-ul-Umara,
2:2:588, notes that Ramdas gained Akbar's affection as petition-bearer, and that
because of this affection, the Emperor accepted most of Ramdas's petitions and
representations.

Akbar sent Ramdas and Mujahid Kambu to Bengal in late 1584. Their
departure followed the earlier dispatch of Peshrau Khan and KhwajagI Fath
Ullah to assist Shahbaz Khan with operations against the Afghans, against whom
the Mughals had suffered a series of defeats. By September/October of 1584,
news of these defeats and of Shahbaz Khan's difficulties in maintaining order
among his own units and among the zdminddrs of Bengal and Bihar had reached
the Mughal court. Ramdas and Mujahid Kambu were "by sharp words to
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produce a beneficial effect and make them [the zdmmddrs and the Mughal
officers under Shahbaz Khan] keen for service" (Akbar Ndma, 3:660). Ramdas
performed his duties well in Bengal, and in the period between December, 1584
and January, 1585 he and KhwajagI Fath Ullah were responsible for a Mughal
victory against the Afghans. This victory entailed a dangerous crossing of the
Jumna River in pursuit of the Afghans. "Patal-Pota," p. 90, notes that upon
Ramdas's return from Bengal, Akbar increased his mansab rank to 1,500 zdt.

Little information is available about Ramdas's activities between 1585
and the time of Akbar's death in October of 1605. During most of this period,
Ramdas appears to have remained in personal attendance upon the Emperor.
While he had a spacious mansion built in the fort at Agra near the Hatiapol with
the wealth he had begun to amass, Madthtr-ul-Umard, 2:2:942, records that he
always lived in the guard-room (peshkhdna) of the fort and attended upon the
Emperor with two hundred of his own Rajputs armed with lances.

Ramdas's position of influence at the Mughal court attracted many to his
person. "Patal-Pota," p. 91, records that numerous nobles claimed to enjoy his
love and affection, and others sought alliance with him through marriage in order
to consolidate their own positions of power. One such Rajput was Dungarot
Devro Vljo Harrajot of SlrohT,3 who came to the Mughal court between the years
1583 and 1588 seeking Akbar's support for his pretensions to rulership in Slrohl.
Devro Vljo approached Ramdas in 1587-88 with a proposal for the marriage of
his daughter to Ramdas's sister's son (bhdnej), Sambhusingh. Devro Vljo's
daughter was the granddaughter of Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot of Jodhpur.
Rav Candrasen had married one of his daughters to Devro Vljo at Bhadrajun in
Marvar in 1569, during his period of exile from Jodhpur.4 While Ramdas had
refused other offers, he accepted this one from Devro Vljo and helped to arrange
the marriage to his sister's son. This alliance appears to have helped Devro Vljo
in his bid for power in SlrohT, and it is probable that Ramdas made
representations on VTjo's behalf before Akbar, for in 1588 Akbar granted Devro
Vljo's petition for rulership in Slrohl.

In May/June of 1589 Ramdas accompanied Akbar to Kashmir during
Mughal operations there. Akbar Ndma, 3:942, states that Akbar named the
gardens of a mansion situated north of the Ravi River on the route to Kashmir,
Rambari Bagh ("Ramdas's garden") in honor of Ramdas.

Ramdas also played an important role in Rajput affairs under Akbar.
Vigat, 2:73, records that in 1601-02 he was involved in the transfer of one-half
of the villages of Merto Pargano in Marvar from Mertlyo Rathor Jagnath
Gopaldasot (no. 116) to the ruler of Jodhpur, Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot
(1595-1619). According to Vigat, this transfer was due, at least in part, to some
discord that had arisen between Ramdas and Mertlyo Jagnath. The nature of this
discord is unspecified.

3 For further information about Devro Vijo Harrajot, see supra, "Devro Cahuvans."

4 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Candrasen
Maldevot, Rani no. 1, D - Jamotibal.
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The only other official duties Ramdas performed under Akbar involved
the supervision of the Imperial roads. Akbar entrusted Ramdas in 1602-03 with
the supervision of the routes leading from north India to the Deccan and to
Malwa. Ramdas held specific responsibility for protecting travelers and
merchants along these routes from the undue levying of transit duties by local
zdminddrs.

Because of Akbar's personal friendship with and esteem for Ramdas, he
involved himself in Ramdas's personal life. In 1601 Ramdas married one of his
daughters to a Rajput named Syamsingh (identity uncertain). Akbar attended the
wedding ceremony on this occasion, and beforehand "went to the ante-chamber
(peshkhdna) of the bride's father and bestowed favours, and presented five lakhs
of dams for the marriage celebration" {Akbar Ndma, 3:1197). A year later,
Akbar again became involved with Ramdas when Ramdas's son, Dinmindas (the
Akhar Ndma has "Datman Das"), was killed. Dinmindas had left the Imperial
court for his home without permission from the Emperor, and once in his own
territory, had begun to oppress local inhabitants. Ramdas requested that Akbar
have Dinmindas brought back to court, and Akbar dispatched Shah QulT Khan
for this purpose. Dinmindas was apprehended, but he began a fight when he was
returned to court and was killed in the exchange that ensued. Akhar-Ndma,
3:1181, notes:

That chosen servant (Ram Das) was grieved on account of his
child. H. M. [Akbar] went to his ante-chamber (peshkhdna) and
administered consolation, and applied balm to the inward
wound.

Ramdas had risen to the rank of 2,000 zdt, 200 suwdr by the time of
Akbar's death in 1605.

During the brief succession struggle that developed in Akbar's last days,
Ramdas remained steadfast in his loyalty to Akbar and to Akbar's choice of
successor in Prince Sallm (Jahanglr). In taking this position, he came into
conflict with his paternal relation, Kachvaho Raja Mansingh Bhagvantdasot
(1589-1614), who used his influence at the Mughal court to further the cause of
Prince Sallm's son, Sultan Khusrau. Sultan Khusrau was Raja Mansingh's
sister's son. With Raja Mansingh was Azam Khan, who was Sultan Khusrau's
wife's father. While they tried to influence Akbar's choice of successor and the
opinions of other nobles of the court, Akbar remained unmoved. Ramdas
himself withdrew from any involvement in the factionalism and maintained an
unswerving guard with his Rajputs over the Imperial treasury and the magazine
at Agra. Jahanglr later noted in his Memoirs that at the time of his accession, he
promoted Ramdas, "whom my father had favoured" to the rank of 3,000 zdt
(Jahanglr, 1:21). Under Jahanglr, Ramdas's position at the Mughal court
increased in stature.

Jahanglr appointed Ramdas as the personal advisor (atiliq) to Kachvaho
Mahasingh Jagatsirighot in June of 1607. Kachvaho Mahasingh was a grandson
of Raja Mansingh of Amber. Jahanglr sent both to help pacify the area of
Bangash north of the Indus River. Following operations in Bangash, Jahanglr
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ordered Ramdas to accept jagir lands in the area of Swat (Sawad Bajaur) and to
be enrolled among the auxiliaries of this suho under the command of Shah Beg
Khan Khan-dauran. Sources do not indicate how long Ramdas remained in the
area of Swat, but he appears to have returned within a short period to his duties
as personal attendant upon the Emperor. Jahangir's Memoirs next mention
Ramdas as being among those who accompanied the Emperor on a hunting
expedition in 1610.

During the next year, Jahanglr appointed Ramdas, "who was one of the
sincere servants of my revered father," to accompany 'Abdu-llah Khan, the
Governor of Gujarat, to the Deccan (Jahanglr, 1:201). Jahanglr recorded that he
had sent Ramdas with 'Abdu-llah Khan

in order that he might in every place look after ['Abdu-llah
Khan], and not allow him to be too rash and hasty. For this
purpose I bestowed on him great favours, as well as the title of
Raja, which he had not thought of for himself. I also gave him
drums and the fort of Ranthanbur, which is one of the noted
castles in Hindustan, and honouring him with a superb robe of
honour and an elephant and horse I dismissed him (Jahanglr,
1:202).

While Ramdas sought to urge due caution and deliberation upon 'Abdu-
llah Khan during the operations in the Deccan, the Khan paid little heed. He sent
no intelligence reports by runner to other sections of the Mughal army also
proceeding toward Daulatabad, nor did he attempt to coordinate his movements
with theirs. The result was a sharp defeat for the Mughals at Daulatabad at the
hands of Malik 'Ambar, and a forced retreat of Mughal contingents that had
survived the fighting.

Two versions of the aftermath of this defeat and its effect upon Ramdas
appear in the sources. Madthtr-ul-Umard, 2:2:588, records that when Jahanglr
received news of the defeat, he had portraits made of all the officers who had
taken part in the campaign and fled, and out of anger, made disparaging remarks
about each as he viewed their portrait in the Imperial darhar. About Ramdas he
is reported to have said:

You were a servant of RaTsal at a tankah a day, my father
cherished you and made you an Amir. It is a disgrace for a
Rajput to run away (from a field of battle). Alas! that you did
not even have respect for the title of Raja Karan [the name by
which Ramdas was known at the Mughal court].51 hope that you
will lose faith and fortune (din u duniyd).

5 "Patal-Pota," pp. 111-112, records that Emperor Jahanglr himself gave Ramdas the
name of "Karan." This occurred after Jahanglr learned of a pious act that Ramdas had
performed. Following the death of one of his sons, Ramdas is said to have withdrawn
from the world for a time into a religious life, filling his house with both Muslim and
Hindu holy men and poets. He performed many pious acts of feeding and caring for the
poor, and he bathed twice daily in the Ganges River. One day during the cold season, a
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Maatjur-ul-Umara, 2:2:588-589, further states that Jahangir refused Ramdas an
audience upon his return to the capitol from the Deccan, and that he sent Ramdas
to Bangash as a punishment. When Ramdas died in Bangash shortly thereafter,
Jahangir is reported to have remarked: "My prayer worked, for, according to the
Hindu religion, whoever dies after crossing the river Indus, goes to hell."

Jahangir provides a different and more preferred version of events in his
own Memoirs. He records that Ramdas came to court "from the victorious army
of the Deccan and paid his respects, and made an offering of 101 muhrs." He
then states:

For the purpose of advising the Amirs of Kabul, and on account
of the disagreements that had sprung up between them and Qilij
Khan, I sent Raja Ram Das, and bestowed on him a horse and
robe of honour and 30,000 rupees for expenses (Jahangir,
1:233).

"Patal-Pota," p. 125, provides additional details of events during this
time which clarify the discrepancies between these two accounts. According to
this source, Ramdas had indeed been ineffective in his efforts to direct operations
in the Deccan. Despite his good counsel, the Mughal forces met defeat. Ramdas
then fled the field with his Rajputs. He considered suicide in the face of this
defeat, but dismissed suicide as a cowardly act, deciding instead to go into
hiding for a time until the truth of the affair became known to the Emperor.
While he remained away from court, Ramdas learned that Kachvaho Raja
Mansingh blamed him publicly for the defeat. Emperor Jahangir was much
angered and had Ramdas's palace and jdglr confiscated. "Patal-Pota"
corroborates the passage from Madthir-ul-Umara, stating that the Emperor

took each of the pictures in his hand and maligned the man
there. When his turn (the turn of the picture of Ram Das) came
up, after being properly reprimanded, his jagir was confiscated
and his palace occupied.

This source goes on to say, however, that some days later, Jahangir came to
know that the defeat was not due to Ramdas's actions, that Ramdas had given
good counsel on the field. The Emperor then had a change of heart, and when
word of this change reached Ramdas, he returned to court (December 17, 1612).
The Emperor was pleased and conferred a robe of honor upon him along with a
reward of horses, elephants, and 30,000 rupees. Ramdas was then allowed to
proceed to his palace.

bad hail storm came, and during the storm Ramdas met an old man by the road to
whom he gave his costly shawl for warmth, exposing himself to the elements. This
pious act came to the Emperor's attention and led him to give Ramdas the name of
Karan.

The term "karan" means "action, act, deed; making, doing; the instrumental
cause." See: Platts, Dictionary, p. 827.
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Ramdas died shortly thereafter on July 30, 16136 while on duty for the
Emperor in Bangash. When news of his death arrived at the capitol, fifteen
women and twenty men burned themselves in the company of his turban at the
famous Hindu place of worship known as Rangta Hilalabad on the Jumna River
near Agra.

Ramdas had acquired the mansab rank of 5,000 zdt by the time of his
death.

Both Persian and Middle Marvarl sources comment on Ramdas's
generosity and on his liberal bestowal of favors on Caran bards and others. The
Khydt of NainsI, 1:331, describes him as a vado ddtdr ("great giver"), while
Madthir-ul-Umard, 2:2:589, states:

He was unequal for his generosity and liberality. For
one good story he would give a large sum of money. When he
once gave a present to a charan, a bddfarosh7 or a musician,
they every year in the same month received the same amount
from his treasurer, and there was no necessity of altering the
receipt.

Ramdas was also extremely fond of the game of caupar.
The Khydt of NainsI, 1:331, lists Ramdas's name as "Ramdas DarbarT

Udavat."
One of Ramdas's granddaughters named Singarde (or Rahgade) was

married to Raja Surajsingh Udaisihghot of Jodhpur (1595-1619) in 1614, shortly
after Ramdas's death.8

A>w-i-Akhan, 1:539-540; Akhar Ndma, 2:538, 3:48, 55, 69, 91,
660, 673, 819, 825, 942, 1181, 1197, 1200, 1253; Athar Ali,
Apparatus, pp. 18, 23, 32, 42, 52, 54; B. P. Ambastha, "Patal-
Pota: Biographical Account of Ram Das Kachhawaha," in his
Non-Persian Sources on Indian Medieval History (Delhi:
Idarah-i-Adabiyat-i Delli, 1984), pp. 75-128; Bdnkidds, pp. 123-
130; F. Steingass, A Comprehensive Persian-English
Dictionary (Reprinted ed. New Delhi: Oriental Books Reprint
Corporation, 1973), p. 150; Jahanglr, 1:21, 29, 111, 128, 201-
202, 220, 233, 252, 285-286; Khydt, 1:287, 295-297, 302, 313,
318-320, 329, 331-332; Kunwar Refaqat Ali Khan, The
Kachhwahas Under Akbar and Jahangir (New Delhi: Kitab
Publishing House, 1976), pp. 172-175; Madthir-ul-Umard,

6 See: "Patal-Pota," p. 127, n. 151. This reference has an obvious misprint of 30th July,
1630 A. D. for Ramdas's death. The next page (p. 128) notes that Jahanglr received
word of Ramdas's death on September 10, 1613.

7 A Bhat, a musician or minstrel. See: Platts, Dictionary, p. 119.

8 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpor, Surajsingh
Udaisinghot, Rani no. 17.
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2:2:587-589; Murdrdan, no. 2, p. 213; R. P. Tripathi, The Rise
and Fall of the Mughal Empire (Reprint ed. Allahabad:
Central Book Depot, 1966), pp. 208-212; V. S. Bhargava, The
Rise of the Kachhawas in Dhundhar (Jaipur) (Ajmer, New
Delhi: Shabd Sanchar, 1979), p. 15, n. 1; Vigat, 2:73.
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Figure 10. Ramdas's Genealogy According to the "Patal-Pota"1

Raja Udaikaran Junsiyot (of Amber)
I

Patal [Patal-Pota]
I '

Karighal
I

Bhoj

I I I I
Ramo Kisansingh Rupsingh Jayatsingh

I
I I I

Lakho Ratan Udo
I

Patar
I

Ramdas

1 Ambastha, "Patal-Pota (Biographical Account of Ram Das Kachhawaha)," p. 77.
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Figure 11. Ramdas's Genealogy According to Nainsi's Khydt'

Raja Kalyande/Kilande Rajadevot (of Amber)

I
Raja Kuntal

I
Raja JunsI

I
Raja Udaikaran

Raja Akhairaj
I

Malak
I

Dhlro (Dhlravats)
I

Napo
I

Khan
I

Cand
I

Udo
I

Ramdas

Khyat, 1:295-296, 331-332.
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Rajavat Kachvahos

(no. 20) Jagnath Bharmalot, Raja (4-2)
(no. 21) Jagrup Jagnathot, Kumvar (5-2)

(no. 20) Jagnath Bharmalot, Raja (4-2)

Rajavat Kachvaho Jagnath Bharmalot was a son of Raja Bharmal
Prithirajot of Amber (1547-74) (3-1). He was born on December 10, 1552. Few
details are available about his early life prior to 1562. In this year he and two of
his paternal relations, Khangar Jagmalot (4-6) and Rajsingh Askaranot (5-4),
were taken hostage. Mirza Sharafu'd-Din Husayn was governor of Ajmer at this
time, having received the area of Me vat along with Ajmer and Nagaur in jdglr
from Akbar in 1561. The Mirza was eager to increase his holdings and had
thoughts of acquiring Amber, and he quickly became involved in the internal
disputes of the Kachvahos of Dhundhar (Amber). Kachvaho Bharmal Prithirajot
was then Raja of Dhundhar. Mirza Sharafu'd-Din accepted the homage of Raja
Bharmal's elder brother's son, Sujo Puranmalot (4-5), and then encouraged Sujo's
rivalry with Amber. Following a series of skirmishes in which the Mirza took
part, Raja Bharmal was forced into the hills. The Raja finally came to terms, and
the Mirza levied a fixed sum on the Raja and took his son, Jagnath, and two of
his brothers' sons hostage as surety for the payment.

Akbar Ndma, 2:240-243, contains an interesting description of the
events of this time, and records how Chaghata'I Khan represented Kachvaho
Bharmal to Akbar, speaking of his loyalty to the throne and of the bad treatment
he and his family had received at the hands of Mirza Sharafu'd-Din:

When the tale of the loyalty of this old family had been
communicated to His Majesty he graciously gave permission for
the introduction of the Rajah [Bharmal]. When the cavalcade
reached Deosa [near Amber] most of the inhabitants fled from
fear. His Majesty said, "We have no other intention than to do
good to all mankind. What can be the reason of the flight of
these people? Apparently these rustics of the valley of
desolation have drawn an inference from the oppression they
have undergone from Sharifu-d-dln Husain and so have run
away" . . . Next day when the village of Sanganlr [seven miles
southwest of Amber] was made the camping ground Caghatai
Khan introduced Rajah Bihar! Mai together with many of his
relations and leading men of his clan. Rajah Bhagwant Das, the
Raja's eldest son, was excepted as he had been left in charge of
the families. His Majesty with his discerning glance read
devotion and sincerity in the behavior of the Rajah and his
relatives. He captured his heart by kindness and exalted his
rank. The Rajah from right-thinking and elevated fortune
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considered that he should . . . make himself one of the
distinguished ones of the Court. In order to effect this purpose
he thought of a special alliance, to wit that he should by means
of those who had the right of entree introduce his eldest
daughter, in whose forehead shone the light of chastity and
intellect... his petition was accepted and His Majesty sent him
off from this station along with Caghatai Khan in order that he
might arrange for this alliance . . . and quickly bring his
daughter.

. . . When the standards were pitched at Sambar Sharifu-
d-dln Husain Mlrza had the bliss of doing homage, and brought
suitable gifts. His Majesty the Shahinshah demanded Jagannath,
Raj Singh and Kangar, whom the Mlrza had taken as hostages,
in order that Rajah Biharl Mai might be entirely free from
apprehension. The Mlrza agreed to surrender them, but put off
the time of doing so by subterfuges . . . A stringent order was
[later] issued for the production of the hostages and . . . the
Mlrza brought before His Majesty Jagannath, Raj Singh, and
Kangar. Rajah Biharl Mai from the sincerity of his disposition
made arrangements for the marriage in the most admirable
manner and brought his fortunate daughter to the station and
placed her among the ladies of the harem. . .

Jagnath entered Mughal service at this time and remained a loyal
supporter of the Mughal throne for the rest of his life. He was a much favored
mansabddr of both Akbar and Jahanglr. Under Akbar, he was often in
attendance at the royal stirrup. When not in the Emperor's presence, he
performed much of his service alongside his paternal nephew, Kumvar Mansingh
Bhagvantdasot (5-1) (Raja of Amber, 1589-1614).

Jagnath's active military career began in 1573 when he was twenty-one
years old. He accompanied Akbar on his rapid march to Gujarat to suppress the
rebellion that had emerged here, and he took part in the successful campaign to
reassert Mughal authority. Akbar afterwards sent Jagnath with Kumvar
Mansingh, Shah QulT Khan and others to Dungarpur by way of Idar to seek the
homage of the various Rajput rulers of this area. Jagnath's specific role in these
activities is unknown, but he did take part in actions in Mevar against Slsodlyo
Rano Pratapsingh Udaisinghot (1572-97), who refused to come to terms with
Akbar.

Later in 1575-76 Jagnath again joined Kumvar Mansingh, who led a
Mughal force seeking to bring Rano Pratap to battle. Jagnath was placed with
the van of the Mughal army and fought well against Rano Pratap's Rajputs at
HaldlghatI1 in June of 1576. Local chronicles credit him with killing Mertlyo

1 Haldighati is a narrow defile set amongst the Aravalli hills eleven miles southwest of
the village of Nathdvara and eighteen miles to the northeast of Gogundo. The village of
Khamnor is nearby. Nathdvara lies twenty-six miles to the north of Udaipur in south-
central Mevar.
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Rathor Ramdas Jaimalot, a son of Rav Jaimal Viramdevot (no. 107), who was in
the Rano's service.2

Akbar sent Jagnath and his brother, Raja Bhagvantdas Bharmalot of
Amber (ca. 1574-89) (4-1), to the Punjab in 1578, allotting jdgirs there to them
and presenting them with horses, robes of honor, and advice regarding proper
deportment with their commander, Saiyyid Khan. Jagnath spent three years in
the Punjab on military operations, some of which were directed against Mlrza
Hakim in an attempt to prevent his re-entry into India from Kabul. Akbar
allowed Jagnath and other Kachvahos to leave the Punjab in 1581, and Jagnath
then returned to Agra.

Akbar had sent Kachvaho Jaimal Rupslyot (4-3), a grandson of Raja
Prithlraj Candrasenot of Amber (1503-28) (2-1), on an expedition to Bengal in
1583. Jaimal became ill during the expedition, and died near Causa of heat
prostration and exhaustion. His wife, Dametibai, was a daughter of Rathor Moto
Raja Udaisingh Maldevot of Jodhpur (1583-95).3 She refused to become a satT
when news of Jaimal's death reached Agra. Jaimal's son, Udaisingh (5-3), and
other Kachvahos then took Dametibai to the burning grounds and sought to force
her to become a sail. Word of this situation quickly reached the Emperor, who
himself rode to save the woman from burning. Jagnath Bharmalot was in
attendance upon the Emperor at this time, and he and Sekhavat Raysal Darbarl
Sujavat seized Udaisingh and prevented him from harming Dametibai. Akbar
Ndma, 3:594-596, records the following description of these events:

One of the occurrences was that the grand-daughter
{nabira) of Maldeo obtained a new life. In the wide country of
India, on account of truth-choosing, and jealous honour, when
the husband dies, his wife, though she have spent her days in
distress, gives herself to the fire with an expanded heart and an
open brow. And if from wickedness (tarddmant) and love of
life she refrain from doing this, her husband's relatives
(kheshawanddn) assemble and light the flame, whether she be
willing or unwilling. They regard this as preserving their honor
and reputation. . .

At this time H. M. had sent Jaimal by relays of horses to
the Bengal officers. On account of immoderate expedition, and
the excessive heat, the torch of his existence was extinguished in
the neighborhood of Causa. His wife, the daughter of the Mota
Rajah (The Fat Rajah), had not the courage to burn herself. Udai
Singh her son and some bold and foolish persons set themselves
to work this injustice (to make her burn). It was high dawn
when the news came to H. M.'s female apartments. The just

2 The Mertiyo genealogy in Murarddn, no. 2, p. 487, gives the date V. S. 1632, Sravan,
vadi 7 (June 30, 1575) for Ramdas Jaimalot's death.

3 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Udaisingh
Maldevot, Rani no. 4, D - Dametibai.
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sovereign fearing that if he sent others there would be delay,
mounted a swift horse and went off to the spot. . . When the
cavalier of fortune's arena had come near the spot, Jagannath and
Rai Sal went ahead and seized the ringleader . . .

Akbar initiated a series of innovations in the administration of the
empire during this same year. He appointed Jagnath along with QulTj Khan and
others to look after the care of armor and the security and condition of the roads
as part of these changes.

In 1584 Akbar placed Jagnath in command of the Mughal forces sent
once again against Slsodlyo Rano Pratapsingh of Mevar. This was the first time
Akbar gave an independent command to Jagnath. Jagnath spent a number of
months involved in inconclusive operations there. Two years later in 1586
Akbar assigned Jagnath as governor of the subo of Ajmer along with Candravat
Slsodlyio Gahlot Rav Durgo Aclavat (no. 18). This joint appointment reflected
Akbar's attempt further to reorganize the administrative machinery of the empire,
with two governors for each subo, each having his own divans and bakhshts.
Jagnath had acquired a great deal of military acumen by this time. He was also
quite familiar with this area. Both of these qualities recommended his
appointment to Akbar.

Jagnath's governorship of Ajmer lasted only a short time. In 1587 he
accompanied Mlrza Yusuf Khan to Kashmir. Jagnath was soon given leave to
return to Agra, which he did in the accompaniment of the former governor of
Kashmir, Qaslm Khan. But Akbar then sent him again north under the command
of Zain Khan Koka to take part in military operations against the Yusufzai
tribesmen of Swat. Jagnath remained in the north until 1589, when he joined
Akbar in Kashmir as one of his personal attendants. Akbar presented Jagnath
with a personal gift of the spacious mansion of Qara Beg in Kashmir at this time.
This gift caused great wonder among the other officers in Akbar's attendance.

Two years later in 1591, Jagnath was sent with Prince Murad to Malwa
and the Deccan. He remained involved with Mughal operations there until 1598,
and is reported to have performed distinctive military service. He then received
permission from Prince Murad to return home. Jagnath proceeded first to the
fortress of Rinthambhor, which was in his jdgir, and afterwards into the presence
of Akbar in the Punjab. Because he came into Akbar's presence on this occasion
without permission, Akbar denied him an audience. However, Akbar eventually
received Jagnath and pardoned him. During Jagnath's absence from the Deccan,
one of his sons, Jagrup Jagnathot (5-2) (no. 21), was killed fighting at
Ahmadnagarin 1599-1600.

Jagnath was promoted to the rank of 3,000 zdt in 1593-1594. This rank
was lowered to 2,500 zdt in 1595-1596, but then raised to 5,000 zdt in 1601, a
great distinction for a Rajput amir of the empire. Following this honor, Akbar
visited Jagnath at Rinthambhor while enroute from the Deccan and "Jagannath
obtained auspiciousness by scattering money, and by presenting peshkash [to
Akbar]" according to the custom of devoted servants {Akbar Ndma, 3:1189).
Jagnath then returned to the Deccan, where he remained until Akbar's death in
1605. Several years prior to this time, in 1602, Akbar had placed Jagnath in
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charge of Mirza Kaiqubad, the son of Mirza Muhammad Hakim, entrusting
Jagnath to school Kaiqubad in the prison at Rinthambhor. The Mirza was kept
there as punishment for his drunkenness and unworthy deeds, and as a political
safeguard.

Jahangir presented Jagnath with a robe of honor and a jeweled waist-
sword upon his succession to the Mughal throne in 1605, and sent him under the
command of Prince Parviz and Asaf Khan against Sisodiyo Rano Amarsingh
Pratapsinghot of Mevar (1597-1620). Prince Parviz was soon recalled to Agra
because of the rebellion of Prince Khusrau. He left Jagnath in command of the
Mughal army in Mevar during his absence, taking Sisodiyo Vagho Amarsinghot,
a son of Rano Amarsingh's whom the Rano had offered in truce, with him to
north India. Some months later, Jagnath was himself sent to Nagaur to put down
the rebellion of Rathor Raja Raysingh Kalyanmalot of Blkaner (ca. 1574-1612)
and his son, Dalpat Raysinghot (Raja of Blkaner, 1612-14).

Jahangir promoted Jagnath again in 1609 to the rank of 5,000 zdt, 3,000
suwdr. Jagnath died shortly thereafter at the garrison of Mandal in eastern
Rajasthan. During his life, he held not only the fort of Rinthambhor in jdgir, but
also the district of Todo in Rajasthan along with parganos in the Punjab and
elsewhere. The Khydt of NainsI, 1:300-301, records that Todo, which lies to the
east of Amber, became his capitol (rdjthdn). A cenotaph (chain) was built in
his honor along the banks of a tank at Mandal village.

A'Tn-i-Akbari, pp. 421-422; Akbar Ndma, 2:240-243, 3:48, 69,
237, 244-246, 380, 494, 546, 595-596, 599, 661, 705-706, 779,
798, 802, 810, 819, 825, 834, 923, 1052, 1071, 1110, 1136,
1178, 1189, 1236; Athar Ali, Apparatus, pp. 11, 29, 41, 50;
Jahangir, 1:16, 74, 76, 156; Khydt, 1:297, 300-301, 303-304,
312-313, 3:248; Madthir-ul-Umard, 1:724-725, 2:1:580, 618;
Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 487; Refaqat Ali Khan, The Kachhwahas
Under Akhar and Jahangir (New Delhi: Kitab Publishing
House, 1976), pp. 143-149; Vigat, 2:72

(no. 21) Jagrup Jagnathot, Kumvar (5-2)

Jagrup Jagnathot was one of the eight sons of Raja Jagnath Bharmalot
(3-1) (no. 20). He took part with his father in Mughal operations in the Deccan
under Prince Murad, and he remained there in 1598 when Raja Jagnath received
permission to return home. While the Raja was in north India, Jagrup was killed
outside Bid city in 1599-1600, fighting in the Mughal van against the forces of
Ahmadnagar. Vigat, 2:72, notes that Jagrup's cenotaph (chatrt) was built there.

Jagrup had no sons. His one daughter named Rupvatlbal was married to
Rathor Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot of Jodhpur (1619-38).4 The marriage took
place at Todo in central Rajasthan in 1605-06, some years after Jagrup's death.

4 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Gajsingh
Surajsinghot, Rani no. 1.
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AkbarNama, 3:1136; Khydt, 1:1136; Vigat, 2:72.
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Sekhavat Kachvahos

(no. 22) Raymal Sekhavat (5-1)

The Sekhavat Kachvahos

The Sekhavat Kachvahos descend from Sekho Mokalot (4-1), a son of
Mokal Balavat (3-1) and great-grandson of Raja Narsingh Udaikaranot (1-1) of
Amber. Sekho's date of birth is placed in 1433-34. Both his birth and his name,
Sekho, have important local significance. According to Sekhavat traditions,
Sekho's father, Mokal, was without sons until he received the blessing of the
Muslim saint, Sheikh Burhan Chishtl. One of Mokal's wives, Nirvan CahuvanjI,
gave birth to a son following the saint's blessing, and in honor of this saint,
Mokal named his son Sheikh (Middle Marvarl "Sekho").

Sekho asserted his independence from Amber as a young man, and with
the help of his father, established his seat of rule in territory to the north and west
of Amber that became known as SekhavatI (lit. "Sekho's share/portion"). Sekho
founded his capitol of Amarsar1 between the years 1449-60, and then in 1477,
laid foundations for the town of Sikargadh.2 Some years later on April 4, 1489
Sekhoji was killed in battle defending his lands from attack by the Gaur Rajputs
of Maroth.3

(no. 22) Raymal Sekhavat (5-1)

Raymal Sekhavat was the youngest of the twelve sons of Sekhoji (4-1).
He succeeded his father to the rule of Amarsar on April 15, 1489. Kachvaho
Kumvar Prithlraj Candrasenot (Raja of Amber, ca. 1503-27), a son of Raja
Candrasen Uddhranot of Amber (d. ca. 1503), came to Amarsar to attend the
succession ceremonies.

During the early years of his rule, Raymal consolidated his position at
Amarsar and carried out a series of raids against the Gaurs of Maroth who were
responsible for the death of his father, Sekhoji1. The Gaurs finally married a
daughter to Raymal and ceded a number of villages to him to-elid the vair.

Much of Raymal's life until his death in 1537-38 was spent in the
defense of his territory against Muslim encroachments from north India. Navab
Hindal, a noble of Sikandar LodI of Delhi (1489-1517), attacked Sikargadh in
1498-99. Raymal appealed to the Kachvahos of Amber for aid to counter this

1 Amarsar: situated forty miles due north of Jaipur.

Sikhargadh: located sixty miles northwest of Jaipur.

3 Maroth: located fifty miles west-northwest of Jaipur and thirty miles south of
Sikargadh.
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raid, and the combined force of Rajputs from Sekhavati and Amber defeated the
Navab's army in battle.

Some years later in 1526, Raymal and Raymal's daughter's son
(dohitro), Vldavat Rathor Kalyanmal Udaikaranot (no. 153) of Chapar-Dronpur
(southeastern Blkaner territory), joined Rathor Rav Lunkaran Blkavat of Blkaner
(1505-26; no. 44) in an expedition against Sheikh Ablmlra and the Muslims of
Narnol. While Kalyanmal and Raymal were, at first, willing supporters of Rav
Lunkaran's, their loyalty altered as they moved through Chapar-Dronpur enroute
to Narnol. Kalyanmal overheard the Rav speak of taking this land for himself,
and suspecting deception, Kalyanmal and his maternal grandfather (ndno),
Raymal, withheld support during the fighting near Narnol. Rav Lunkaran and
three of his sons were killed in battle there. Rav Lunkaran's son and successor,
Rav JaitsI Lunkaranot (1526-42; no. 45), held Kalyanmal responsible for his
father's death, and he mounted a series of expeditions against Chapar-Dronpur,
finally forcing Kalyanmal to flee the area. Rav JaitsI placed a collateral relation
of Kalyanmal's on the seat of rule and maintained close control over these lands
from Blkaner. Raymal Sekhavat's specific role in the latter conflict is unknown.

A contingent of Kachvahos from Amber joined the large force of Rajputs
under Slsodlyo Rano Sarigo Raymalot of Cltor (1509-28) that traveled to north
India in 1527 to meet the Mughal Babur in battle at Khanua. It is probable that
Raymal Sekhavat took part in this expedition. However, local sources do not
specify. Later in 1533 Mlrza Hindal, the younger brother of Mughal Emperor
Humayun, attacked Amarsar. Humayun had made Mlrza Hindal the jdgirddr of
Mevat,4 and Hindal attempted unsuccessfully to incorporate both Amarsar and
Sikargadh within his territory. The Kachvahos of Amber once again came to
Raymal's aid during the fighting at Amarsar.

Two years later in 1535-36 Raymal took Mertlyo Rathor Rav Vlramde
Dudavat (no. 105) under his protection at Amarsar. Rav Vlramde was in exile
from Merto and Ajmer, his lands having been occupied by Rathor Rav Malde
Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62). Rav Vlramde remained at Amarsar for
approximately one year before proceeding on to Rinthambhor and then Delhi,
where he met with Sher Shah Sur (1540-1545). Rav Malde of Jodhpur sent
armies in pursuit of Rav Vlramde, following him north and east from Ajmer to
Sambhar and Dldvano, and then south as far as Catsu (near Amber).5 This force
did not encroach on Sekhavati. The Rathors of Jodhpur and the Sekhavats were
sagos, and it is probable that their relationship through marriage deterred the Rav
from sending his armies into Raymal's lands.

Marriage ties between the Jodho Rathors and the Sekhavat Kachvahos of
Amarsar and Sikargadh include the following:

4 Mevat: the territory lying in the vicinity of modern Alvar, to the north and east of
Jaipur.

5 Catsu lies thirty-five miles to the south of Jaipur.
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1. Rathor Vagho Sujavat (no. 83), a son of Rav Sujo Jodhavat
of Jodhpur (ca. 1492-1515), married his daughter, Ratankumvar, to
Raymal Sekhavat's son, Sujo Raymalot (6-3).

2. Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur married his daughter,
HamsbaT, to Raymal Sekhavat's grandson, Lunkaran Sujavat (7-5).6

3. Raymal Sekhavat's brother, RatansI Sekhavat (5-2), married
his daughter, Lachalde, to Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur.7

The Khydt of NainsT, 3:98, records that the Sekhavats were also sagos of
the Mertlyo Rathors of Merto in eastern Marvar, but provides few details.8

Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 473, 504, 506-507, lists several sons of Mertlyo Rav
Jaimal Viramdevot (no. 107) who were born of Kachvahl wives, but does not
indicate the families from which these women came. Dunlod, p. 10, notes that a
"Mertlyo Raymal" of "Rahan" village married a daughter to Raymal Sekhavat's
son, Sujo Raymalot. This Mertlyo Raymal of Rahln is identified as Mertlyo
Raymal Dudavat, a brother of Rav Vlramde Dudavat of Merto. Raymal Dudavat
held the village of Rahan9 in pato from Rav Vlramde and was killed fighting at
Khanua against the Mughal Babur in 1527.

Raymal Sekhavat is also known to have married daughters to Rathor Rav
Lunkaran Blkavat's son, Kumvar VairsI Lunkaranot, of Blkaner, and to Vldavat
Rathor Udaikaran Vldavat of Chapar-Dronpur. Udaikaran Vldavat was the father
of Kalyanmal Udaikaranot (no. 153).

Akbar Ndma, 1:327, and Madthir-ul-Umard, 2:1:564, both record that
Mlyam Hasan Khan Sur, the father of Sher Shah Sur, was a military servant of
Raymal Sekhavat's for a period of time.

Raymal died in 1537-38 and was succeeded by his eldest son, Sujo
Raymalot (6-3).

Akbar Ndma, 1:327; Bdnkidds, p. 18; Harnath Singh Dunlod,
The Sheikhawats and Their Lands (Jaipur: Raj Educational
Printers, 1970), pp. 8-10; Khydt, 1:295-296, 318-327, 3:98, 151,
166; Madthir-ul-Umard, 2:1:564; Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 241, no.
2, pp. 473, 504, 506-507, 555; Ojha, 5:1:117-118; Refaqat Ali
Khan, The Kachhwahas Under Akhar and Jahangir (New

6 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Malde Gangavat,
Rani no. 3, D - HamsbaT.

7 See supra, WLffl"vi&ge and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Malde Gangavat,
Rani no. 16.

8 Khydt, 1:320, lists only one specific marriage. A grandson of Raymal Sekhavat's,
Ray sal Sujavat (7-4), married a daughter of Mertlyo Rav Viramde's grandson,
Vlthaldas Jaimalot (no. 117). This marriage appears removed in time, however, from
the events of 1535, when Mertlyo Rav Vlramde took refuge with the Sekhavats.

9 Rahan (or Rahln) village: located ten miles north-northeast of Merto.
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Delhi: Kitab Publishing House, 1976), p. 155; Thakur
Surjansimh Sekhavat, Rav Sekha: Sekhdvdti-Sangh tathd
Sekhavat Vams ke Pravarttak Rav Sekha ka Jivan-Vrtt (Sikar:
Maharav Sekha Smarak Samiti, V. S. 2030 [A. D. 1973]), PP-
13-17, 107-114, 130-142; Vigat, 1:55, 2:54; VTr Vinod, 2:1270-
1271.
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Pamvars of Catsu

(no. 23) Akho Sodhavat
(no. 25) Jagmal Karamcandot, Ravat (5-2)
(no. 24) Paficain Karamcandot, Ravat (5-1)

The Pamvars of Catsu1 played an important but minor role in events
discussed in the texts under consideration. Their involvement in several vairs
with different sdkhs of Marvar Rathors provided the context.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 60-62, details a vair that developed between the
Pamvars of Catsu and the Udavat Rathors of Jaitaran2 in eastern Marvar. This
vair began during the time of Pamvar Ravat Karamcand Raghavdasot (4-1).
According to the "Aitihasik Batam," Ravat Karamcand had gone on a trip to
Mevar to visit his sagos &\ the court of Cltor. On return, he took a circuitous
route across the Aravallls into Marvar and encamped at the village of Nlmbaj,3

near Jaitaran.
Karamcand noticed the prosperity of the residents of Nlmbaj, and seeing

that they were unprotected, proceeded to loot the village. Complaints were
immediately taken to Udavat Rathor Rav Dungarsi Udavat (no. 137) at Jaitaran.
Rav Dungarsi was an aged thdkur at the time and did nothing to recover the
stolen goods nor to punish the Pamvars. The Pamvars then moved against
Jaitaran itself and upon arrival on the outskirts of the town, sent two pmdhans to
Rav DungarsT demanding that the Rav give Ravat Karamcand one of his
daughters in marriage, or the Pamvars would attack the town. Rav Dungarsi
acceded to the Pamvars1 demands and gave them one of his daughters. Ravat
Karamcand then left Marvar and returned to Catsu.

It was left for Rav Dungarsl's son, Tejsl Dungarsiyot (no. 138), to take
revenge for this insult. Tejsl was a young boy at the time Ravat Karamcand
looted Nlmbaj and extorted a daughter from his father. Even then, he vowed to
avenge his family's honor. Tejsl organized a force of Rajputs in the years after
1535 and raided Catsu, looting much wealth and killing many Pamvars. One of
Pamvar Karamcand's son's, Jagmal Karamcandot (5-2) (no. 25), who was then
ravat at Catsu, is said to have left Catsu prior to the raid and to have gone to live
near Amber (see infra), leaving the town open to Tejsl's raid.

Tejsl Dungarsiyot attacked Catsu again sometime later. Following this
raid, the Pamvars sent pradhdns to Jaitaran to plead for an end to the vair. They
offered one of their daughters in marriage to a member of Rav DungarsJ's family.
Tejsl agreed, but only if the daughter were married to the Rav himself.

1 Catsu: located thirty-five miles south of Jaipur in central Rajasthan.

2 Jaitaran: located fifty-six miles east of Jodhpur.

Nlmbaj : located six miles southeast of Jaitaran.
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Considering the advanced age of Rav Dungarsi, the Pamvars balked, but then
conceded and the vair was finally settled.

The circumstances surrounding this vair, including who specifically was
murdered, are difficult to verify and are not corroborated in other sources. That a
vair did exist seems entirely possible. However, Tejsl's attacks on Catsu appear
not to have been isolated ventures under his sole direction. Vigat, 1:44, records
that Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62) held Catsu and had a fort built
there in the years following his occupation of Ajmer ca. 1535. In this year he
sent an army under his military commander, Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot (no. 95),
to drive Mertlyo Rav Vlramde Dudavat (no. 105) from Ajmer and then
Rajasthan. Kumpo brought a wide area of central Rajasthan under Rav Malde's
authority, including the areas of Dldvano, Sambhar, Fatehpur, Jhunjhanum and
Catsu. It is probable that there were a series of raids on Catsu itself. Udavat
Tejsi Dungarsiyot may have taken part in these raids both as a military servant of
Rav Malde's and as a private party interested in carrying out his own personal
vendetta.

Pamvar Karamcand and his family held traditional attachments to the
area of Catsu in central Rajasthan. They were also associated with Ajmer and
lands in its vicinity, and it was while master of Srlnagar (near Ajmer)4 in the
years prior to 1508, that Pamvar Karamcand became closely involved with the
Slsodlyo ruling family of Cltor, which greatly altered his political fortunes.

Vir Vinod, 1:344, characterizes Karamcand as a luterd Rajput
("plunderer/robber Rajput") who ruled from Srlnagar with three or four thousand
warriors under his command. Several years prior to 1508, Slsodlyo Kumvar
Sango Raymalot (Rano of Cltor, 1509-28) came to Karamcand in disguise and
entered into his service as an ordinary military retainer. Kumvar Sango was then
in exile from Mevar, having fled and assumed anonymity during a period of
conflict with elder brothers over precedence and rights to succesion at Cltor.
Sango remained with Karamcand at Srlnagar, where he was able to conceal his
whereabouts from members of the Slsodlyo ruling family and protect himself.

Karamcand eventually learned of Sarigo's true identity, and he then
pledged himself to the kumvar's service and married one of his daughters to the
him.5 Kumvar Sango's elder brother, Prithlraj, was then killed in battle in Slrohl
ca. 1508, and his father, Rano Raymal Kumbhavat (1473-1509), learned shortly
after that Sango was alive and with Pamvar Karamcand at Srlnagar. The Rano
summoned Sango back to Mevar, and Karamcand accompanied him to Cltor.
The Rano was pleased with Pamvar Karamcand's service to his family, and he

4 Srmagar village: located ten miles due east of Ajmer.

5 Pamvar Karamcand married" several of Ms daughters to members of the Slsodlyo
ruling family. Sources indicate that these daughters were given both to Kumvar Sango
Raymalot, and also to two of Rano Sango sons, Udaisingh and Ratansl. See: Khyat,
1:21, 106; Ojha, 2:655; Vir Vinod, 1:354.
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rewarded Karamcand with a grant of lands in Mevar. He also conferred on
Karamcand a prominent rank among Rajputs at his court.

Sango Raymalot succeeded to the throne of Cltor as rano shortly
thereafter in 1509. He in turn granted Karamcand a large pato in central
Rajasthan including the parganos Ajmer, Parbatsar, Mandal, Phuliyo, and
Banero. Ojha, 2:659, states that it was from Rano Sango that Karamcand
received the title of rdvat. Ravat Karamcand's son, Jagmal Karamcandot (no. 25;
see infra), joined his father in the Rano's service, and the Rano is said to have
given Jagmal the title of rav in return for his actions against Gaur Rajputs in
Mevar who had "raised their heads" in rebellion.

Pamvar rule over areas of central Rajasthan and Ajmer in particular
continued through the reign of Rano Sango, and following the Rano's death by
poison in 1528 after his defeat at the battle of Khanua against the Mughal
Emperor Babur, the Pamvars established a short-lived rule of their own at Ajmer.
A prasasti dated V.S. 1589 (1532-33), which Somanl, p. 17, references, records
that "Sri Jagmal [Pamvar]" was ruling at Ajmer in that year. Then in 1533, the
troops of Sultan Bahadur Shah of Gujarat (1526-37) occupied the city, ending
the Pamvars' independent rule in this area.

Pamvar association with Ajmer apparently extended back several
generations. Pamvar Vams Darpan, p. 16, records that Karamcand and JagmaTs
ancestor, Ravat Mahapo Sangavat (2-1), received Ajmer in pato. The text gives
no date for the grant, nor does it indicate from whom the pato was received. In
all likelihood, it came from a Slsodlyo ruler of Cltor. Slsodlyo influence in
central Rajasthan dates from the time of Rano Kumbho Mokalot (ca. 1433-68).

Vigat, 2:49-50, mentions a second vair in which the Pamvars were
involved. It records that shortly after his succession to the throne of Jodhpur in
1532, Rav Malde Gangavat sent word to Pamvar Karamcand's son, Ravat
Pancain Karamcandot of Catsu (5-1) (no. 24), to goad him into an attack against
Merto. The Vigat alludes to the vair of Akho Sodhavat (no. 23), which the
Pamvars had yet to settle. Akho Sodhavat was a Pamvar Rajput of Pisangan
village6 whom Mertlyo Rathor RatansI Dudavat had murdered. RatansT Dudavat
was a brother of Rav Vlramde Dudavat (no. 105). At the time he killed Pamvar
Akho, RatansI was living in Kurki village,7 which Rav Vlramde had granted him
in pato. The murder would have occurred before March 17, 1527 when RatansI
was killed in battle. He had accompanied Slsodlyo Rano Sango Raymalot to
north India in March of 1527 to light against the Mughal Babur, and he died at
Khanua along with one of his brothers, Mertlyo Raymal Dudavat. The fact that
Ravat Pancain was responsible for avenging Akho's death suggests that Akho

6 Pisangan: located fifteen miles west-southwest of Ajmer.

7 Kurki: located eight miles west-northwest of Pisangan village.
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was under Pancain's protection and probably a junior member of the Pamvar
brotherhood, perhaps holding Plsangan in grant from the Ravat himself.

Pancain Karamcandot had succeeded his father, Ravat Karamcand
Raghavdasot (4-1), as ravat of Catsu sometime after 1522-23. The Khydt of
NainsI, 1:122, records that Sah Parbat, a kirori of the Patsah of Mandu, came
and settled the town of Parbatsar (near Ajmer)8 in 1522-23, "in the time of
Pamvar Karamcand."9

Ravat Pancain did become involved in an attempt to settle Akho's vair.
Rav Malde had formed an army to attack the Slndhajs of Bhadrajun10 shortly
after his accession in 1532, and he summoned members of the brotherhood
including the Mertlyos, to participate in this campaign. MertTyo Rav Viramde
reluctantly agreed to comply with the summons and reported with his Rajputs,
leaving Merto virtually unprotected. As the expeditionary force gathered near
Jodhpur, Rav Malde sent word to Ravat Pancain, encouraging him to come and
settle the vair. Rav Malde declared that with Rav Viramde involved elsewhere,
the land of Merto was empty and the Pamvars could now exact their revenge.

Goaded by Rav Malde, Ravat Pancain proceeded to attack the village of
Alnlyavas.11 Pancain's brother, Pamvar Jagmal, who succeeded him as ravat of
Catsu, was with Pancain on this raid. He likely joined him from Ajmer, where
he appears to have held rule. Very little was accomplished, however, for the
Pamvars fled without a fight when Mertlyo Ray sal Dudavat (no. 106), who had
remained behind Rav Viramde at Merto, advanced against them with a force of
Rajputs.

Sources do not mention any other raids the Pamvars made against Merto.
The vair of Akho Sodhavat appears to have remained unsettled.

Ravat Pancain was the maternal grandfather of Kachvaho Raja Mansingh
Bhagvantdasot of Amber (1589-1614). He was killed at Cltor on May 25, 1533
fighting in the service of Rano Vikramaditya Sarigavat of Mevar (ca. 1531-36)
against the invading troops of Sultan Bahadur Shah of Gujarat.

One of Ravat Pancain's sons, Raja Malde Pancainot (6-1), was for a time
a mansahddr under Mughal Emperor Akbar. He left Imperial service, however,
and went to Mevar to serve under Slsodlyo Rano Udaisirigh Sangavat (ca. 1537-
72; no. 17), under whom he held the pato of Jajpur.12 One of Malde's sons, Raja

8 Parbatsar: located thirty miles north of Ajmer, near Sambhar.

9 It is possible that Ravat Karamcand had accompanied Rano Sango to north India in
1527 and was killed at the battle of Khanua, but sources available provide no
information about the date or circumstances of his death.

10 Bhadrajun village: located forty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur.

11 Alnlyavas village: located twenty miles southeast of Merto.

12 Jajpur: modern Jahazpur, located seventy miles southeast of Ajmer.
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Sadul Maldevot (7-1), was also in Mughal service. Bankidas, p. 138, records
that Jahanglr granted him the siibo of Ajmer injdgir. The extent of Raja SaduTs
authority at Ajmer is unknown, and this grant is not confirmed in other sources.
Bankidas states that at the behest of STsodTyo Raja Bhim Amarsifighot (no. 15),
Pamvar Sadul acknowledged the authority of Prince Khurram (Shah Jahan) over
Ajmer. Sadul was in all likelihood a military servant of the Prince's and received
his authority at Ajmer from him.

It may have been at this time that Sadul became involved in a vair with
the Rathor ruling family of Jodhpur. Kumvar Bhopatsingh Udaisinghot, a son of
Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot, was killed at Masudo village near Ajmer13 by
either Sadul or one of his men. Pamvar Sadul married a daughter to Raja
Surajsingh Udaisinghot of Jodhpur (1595-1619) to settle this vair. The marriage
took place in 1609-10 at Burhanpur in the Deccan. SaduTs brother, Sango (7-2),
had already married one of his daughters to Raja Surajsingh in 1590-91.14

After Ravat Pancain's death at Citor in May of 1533, his brother, Pamvar
Jagmal Karamcandot, assumed authority at Catsu. As noted above, Pamvar
Jagmal had succeeded his father, Karamcand, to rule at Ajmer, but was forced to
give up authority there in 1533 when the city was taken by troops of Sultan
Bahadur Shah's of Gujarat under Sham Sheru'1-Mulk.

Vigat, 2:54, records that Mertlyo Rav Vlramde Dudavat stopped with the
Pamvars at Catsu during his flight from Merto and Ajmer in 1535.15 The fact that
he did stop at Catsu may have been an additional pretext for Rav Malde's raid on
this town. Sources do not clarify how Rav Vlramde was able to stay at Catsu
when a vair between the Mertlyos and the Pamvars remained unsettled.
However, Pamvar Pancain was killed in 1533 at Citor, and his brother, Pamvar
Jagmal, may not have wished to continue the hostilities. Sources available
provide no explanation.

Jagmal Karamcandot was rav at of Catsu when Udavat Rathor Tejsl
Dungarslyot (no. 138) attacked the town (probably in 1540-41, but perhaps as
early as 1536-37). For some reason, Jagmal left Catsu prior to this attack and

13 Masudo village: located twenty-six miles south-southwest of Ajmer.

14 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Surajsingh
Udaisinghot, Rani no. 6 and Rani no. 14.

15 The Khydt of NainsI, 3:95, states that the Pamvar Rajputs were in control of Ajmer at
the time Mertlyo Rav Vlramde asserted his authority over this city. This reference is
incorrect. Ajmer came under the authority of the Sultan of Gujarat, Bahadur Shah, in
1533. It was administered directly by his hakim, Sham Sheru'1-Mulk, who was in
charge of the city just prior to Rav Vlramde's occupation. The hakim vacated Ajmer
upon the fall of Mandu to the Mughal Emperor Humayun, leaving the city open to
Mertlyo Rav Vlramde. See: Vigat, 2:51, n. 212, of the translated text for details.
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took up residence in Khoh village near Amber. Catsu was then left open to
TejsiTs depredations.

A certain Pamvar Jagmal rose to the rank of 500 zdt in Mughal service
and is mentioned several times in Akbar Ndma. It is unclear from sources
available whether this Pamvar Jagmal was the same person as Pamvar Ravat
Jagmal Karamcandot of Catsu.

A'm-I-Akban, p. 532; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 60-62; Akbar
Ndma, 2:509, 3:69, 380, 519, 587, 599; Athar Ali, Apparatus,
p. 22; Bdnkidds, pp. 24, 27, 124, 131, 137-138; Khydt, 1:21,
106, 122, 3:95, 176; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 194, 209, 212, 573-
574; Ojha, 2:654-655, 659, 706-709; Pamvar Vams Darpan, pp.
16, 23, 30; Ramvallabh SomanI, "Malde aur Biramde Mertiya ka
Sangars," Maru-Bharaff, 15:4 (January, 1968), pp. 17-19;
Vigat, 1:43-44, 2:49-50, 54; Vir Vinod, 1:344, 351-352, 354.
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Figure 14. Pamvars of Catsu

(1-1) Ravat Sango
I

(2-1) Ravat Mahapo Sangavat
I

(3-1) Ravat Raghavdas Mahapavat
I

(4-1) Ravat Karamcand Raghavdasot
I

I I
(5-1) Ravat Pancain Karamcandot (5-2) Ravat Jagmal Karamcando

I
(6-1) Raja Malde Paiicainot

I '
I I

(7-1) RajaSadul (7-2) Sango
Maldevot Maldevot
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Sarikhlo Pamvars

(no. 26) Jangalvo Napo Manakravat, Rano (14-1)
(no. 27) Jangalvo Tejsi Bhojavat (15-1)

The Saokhlo Pamvars

The A%yo£ of NainsT, 1:337-339, records that the Sarikhlo and Sodho
sdkhs of Pamvar Rajputs emerged from a common ancestor, a certain Bahar, the
son of Dharnlvarah. Bahar had two sons said to have been born of a fairy
(apchard) who lived in his home. One son was called Sodho and the other
Sarikhlo Vagh. The Sarikhlos trace direct descent from this Sarikhlo Vagh (1-1),
who lived in the areas of Baharmer and Chahotan (Cohatan) in western Marvar,
while the Sodhos established themselves at Umarkot.1 Sankhlo Vagh's son,
VairsI Vaghavat (2-1), is said to have migrated from western Marvar to the
vicinity of Merto, where he founded the village of Run.2

From Vairsfs descendants emerged two branches of Sankhlos. Those
who remained associated with the village of Run became known as Runecos. A
cadet line split off from this group and settled in the village of Jarigaju,3 which
they took from the Dahlyo Rajputs then in control. This group became known as
Jangalvo Sankhlos. A memorial stone {devil) found at Rayslsar village near
Jarigaju dated May 3, 1231 establishes Sarikhlo occupation in this area from the
early thirteenth century onwards.

These two branches of Sarikhlo Pamvars can be traced genealogically
from material recorded in the Khydt of NainsI, l:338-354.4 This information
appears only partially acceptable, however. Rano Napo Manakravat (14-1) and
TejsT Bhojavat (15-1) are listed in the fourteenth and fifteenth generations,
respectively, from Sarikhlo Vagh (1-1). Yet these two individuals were
separated in time by more than a century. Lists from Rajasthan which trace
descent of ruling or prominent families for periods prior to the mid-fifteenth
century share a common failing, that of turning lists of brothers or members of
collateral lines into ascendant "king lists" tracing lineal descent. Questions about
generation and relationship are thereby rendered difficult to ascertain. The
genealogical lists of the Sankhlos appear to partake of this failing.

1 Urnarkot is located in modern-day southeastern Pakistan.

2 Run village: located twenty miles northwest of Merto and fifty-nine miles northeast
of Jodhpur.

3 Jarigalu village: located sixty-five miles northeast of PhalodhX and forty-five miles
north of Nagaur.

4 See infra, Figure 15. Sankhlo Pamvars of RUE and Jangaju.
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K. C. Jain, Ancient Cities and Towns of Rajasthan (Delhi:
Motilal Banarsidass, 1972), pp. 310-311; Khyat, 1:337-354;
Ojha, 5:1:72.

(no. 26) Jangajvo Napo Manakravat, Rano (14-1)

Jangalvo Sankhlo Rano Napo Manakravat played an important role as a
military servant, advisor, and supporter of Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot of
Mandor and Jodhpur (ca. 1453-1489) and of his son, BIko Jodhavat (no. 42),
who founded the new kingdom of Bikaner in northern Rajasthan. Napo
succeeded his father, Rano Manakrav Punpajot (13-1) as master (dhani) of
Jangalu village in the 1420s or 1430s. Shortly thereafter, he came into close
contact with Jodho Rinmalot. Jodho Rinmalot's father, Rav Rinmal Cundavat
(ca. 1428-38) had been murdered at Cltor ca. 1438, and Jodho, who was present
at Cltor when his father was killed, had fled back across the Aravallls into
Marvar, eventually seeking refuge at Jangalu while the Slsodfyos under Rano
Kumbho Mokalot (ca. 1433-68) occupied Mandor and overran much of eastern
Marvar.

The Khydt of NainsT, 3:8-9, records that Napo Sankhlo lived for some
years at the court of Cltor as Jodho Rinmalot's representative. This would have
been between the early 1440s, when Jodho first arrived in Jangalu, and ca. 1453
when Jodho placed Rathor authority once again over Mandor. Jodho Rinmalot
spent the fifteen years from 1438 to 1453 collecting horses and Rajputs, and
raiding SIsodlyo outposts in Marvar as he sought to re-assert Rathor authority in
Marvar. It is uncertain how long Napo remained at Cltor, but he was an
important advocate of Jodho's before SIsodlyo Rano Kumbho, strongly urging
the Rano to work toward a reconciliation. Khydt, 3:9, records:

[The Rano] said to Napo Sankhlo: "In what manner would there
be a reconciliation?" Then Napo entreated: "Long live the
Divan. Resolution of the hostilities (yair) [with] the Rathors is a
very difficult matter. Entwined in this matter is the hostility
[caused by the murder] of Rav Rinmal." Thus the Divan began
to grow very fearful. And Napo entreated: "Divan! The
hostilities are intense. If by giving the land [back] in some
manner, [the hostilities] could be averted, then Divan! [You]
should give the land [back]!" These words also appealed to the
Divan.

Napo kept Jodho informed about developments at the SIsodlyo court
during these years, and he counseled Jodho about the most opportune time to
reassert Rathor hegemony in Marvar.

Napo returned to Jangaju following Jodho Rinmalot's conquest of
Mandor ca. 1453 and Jodho's assumption of his rightful position as rav of
Marvar. Sometime thereafter, Jangalu and its neighboring areas came under
heavy attack from the Baloc, who began raiding herds and looting villages, and
forcing the Sankhlos to flee. Unable to prevent these inroads, Napo Sankhlo
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came to Rav Jodho's court at Jodhpur to appeal for aid. Rav Jodho responded by
sending his two sons, Biko Jodhavat (no. 42) and Blko's younger uterine brother,
Vldo,5 to Jangalu. Khydt, 1:346, records in its genealogy of the Jangalvo
Sankhlos:

Napo Manakravat. Master at Jangaju. Then the Baloc pressed
upon [the lands of Jangalu]; for this reason, [Napo] came before
Rav Jodho at Jodhpur, brought Kumvar Biko [Jodhavat and his
brother, Vldo,] to Jangalu, and made [Biko] master. The
Sankhlos became [Blko's] military servants (cdkars).

Biko Jodhavat and his brother's arrival in Jangaju is placed in 1465-66.
With the support of Napo Manakravat and the Sankhlos, Biko was able to secure
the area against further attacks from the Baloc. Napo remained in attendance
upon Biko from this time forward. Khydt, 3:19-20, records that Napo
participated with Biko in the conquest of the territory that became Biko's new
kingdom of Bikaner, and that he was responsible for advising Biko about the
most appropriate site for his new capitol and fort. The foundations for these
were laid in 1485. Khydt, 1:353, also records that the Sankhlos of Jangalu
became Biko's most trusted servants. It was to Napo and his direct descendants
that the keys to the fort of Bikaner were entrusted.

During the period from 1464-74, Rav Jodho and his sons, Biko and
Vldo, were also active in the conquest of the area of Chapar-Dronpur.6 Rav
Jodho eventually gave this territory to Vldo Jodhavat to rule. While operations
were being undertaken here, Rav Jodho's brother, Kandha] Rinmalot, was killed
by Sarang Khan, the Muslim governor of Hisar. News of KandhaJ's death came
first to Biko Jodhavat, and he sent Napo Sankhlo to Rav Jodho at Jodhpur to ask
for the Rav's support in exacting revenge for this killing.

No further information is available about Napo Sankhlo, and the date
and circumstances of his death are unknown.

Bdnkidds, p. 74; Khydt, 1:346, 353-354, 3:5, 8-9, 11, 19-21, 31;
Ojha, 5:1:72-73, 90-91, 95-96, 102-103; Vigat, 1:31, 39.

(no. 27) Jangajvo Tejsi Bhojavat (15-1)

Jangalvo Sankhlo Tejsi Bhojavat was a military servant of Rav Malde
Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62). He was killed in 1562, fighting at Merto under
Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65) against Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no.
107) and the Mughal forces of Akbar under the command of Mlrza Sharafu'd-
Din Husayn.

No further information is known about Tejsi or his family from sources
available.

5 For more information about Vido Jodhavat, see infra, "Vidavat Rathors."

6 Chapar-Dronpur constitutes the area of modern-day southeastern Bikaner territory.
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"Aitihasik Batam," p. 56; Bankidas, pp. 16-17; Khyat, 1:354;
Vigat, 2:66.
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Akhairajot Rathors

(no. 32) Bhado Pancainot (7-4)
(no. 29) Goind Ranavat (7-1)
(no. 30) Isardas Ranavat (7-2)
(no. 33) Lakhraan Bhadavat (8-1)
(no. 36) NetsI Sfhavat (7-7)
(no. 35) Pato Kanhavat (8-4)
(no. 28) Rano Akhairajot (6-1)
(no. 34) Tejsi Urjanot (8-3)
(no. 31) Vairsi Ranavat (7-3)

The Akhairajot Rathors

The Akhairajot Rathors descend from Akhairaj Rinmalot (5-1), a son of
Rav Rinmal Cundavat (4-1), ruler of Mandor (ca. 1428-38). In the broadest
sense, all descendants of Akhairaj Rinmalot are included among the Akhairaj ots.
However, several powerful and important branches (sakhs) of Rathors emerged
in later periods from among Akhairaj's sons and grandsons. These are discussed
separately under their individual sdkh names and include, among others, the
Jaitavat Rathors and the Kumpavat Rathors who descend from two of Akhairaj
Rinmalot's grandsons. Rathors discussed here as Akhairaj ots are referred to in
the texts by this designation, and are, for the most part, less important sons and
descendants of Akhairaj Rinmalot. In certain cases, these descendants and their
families did found sakhs in their own names. Where this occurred, mention is
made in the discussion of the individuals involved.

Akahiraj Rinmalot was Rav Rinmal Cundavat's eldest son, and sister's
son (hhdnej) of the Sonagaros Cahuvans of Nadul. He spent his early life with
his father, first at the village of Dhanlo1 which was his father's initial seat of rule,
and then at the court of Mandor after ca. 1428 when Rav Rinmal usurped power
from his younger uterine brother, Rav Sato Cundavat (no. 54). Akhairaj
participated in Rav Rinmal's consolidation of authority at Mandor, and in his
extension of authority over eastern Marvar in 1429-30. Areas brought under
control included Jaitaran,2 BagrI,3 and Sojhat,4 all of which were taken from the
Sihdhal Rathors. Reu, Marvar kd Itihds, 1:73, states specifically that Rav

1 Dhanlo village: located twenty-seven miles due south of Sojhat in eastern Marvar.

2 Jaitaran town: located fifty-five miles east-southeast of Mandor.

3 Bagri village: located nine miles east-southeast of Sojhat and twenty-six miles north-
northeast of Dhanlo village.

4 Sojhat town: located forty-eight miles southeast of Mandor.
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Rinmal entrusted Akhairaj with the rule of Sojhat following its conquest, but
Bagri village became Akhairaj's seat of rule. Texts vary in their discussion of
how Bagri was acquired, one stating that it was Rav Rinmal himself who killed
Carro (Cardo) Sindha] at Bagri and established authority there, while others state
that it was Akhairaj who defeated and killed Carro Sihdhaj in battle and
conquered Bagri. In all likelihood, Akhairaj played a leading role in the
eastward expansion of Rathor authority from Mandor and established a strong
presence at Bagri early in his father's reign. Kanota, Cdmpdvatom kd Itihds,
1:8, notes that Akhairaj's younger brother, Campo Rinmalot,5 assisted him in the
conquest of Bagri, and that afterwards, Akhairaj left Mandor and settled with his
family there.

Rav Rinmal left Mandor for Mevar in 1433-34, and spent the latter years
of his rule there. His sister, Hamsbal, had been married to Slsodlyo Rano Lakho
Khetsot (ca. 1382-1420), and her son by Rano Lakho, Slsodlyo Rano MokaJ
Lakhavat (ca. 1421-33), was murdered at Cltor ca. 1433. Hamsbal then
summoned her brother to Cltor to protect her young grandson, Kumbho Mokalot
(Rano of Cltor, ca. 1433-68), then aged nine years, and ensure his succession to
the throne. During his absence from Marvar, Rav Rinmal entrusted the rule of
his kingdom to his two sons, Akhairaj and Campo.

Their authority at Mandor was short-lived, for ca. 1438 Rano Kumbho
had Rav Rinmal murdered at Cltor to rid Mevar of Rathor influence and control.
The Slsodlyos then proceeded to overrun eastern Marvar and to occupy Mandor.
They maintained a hold over Marvar for the next fifteen years. Akhairaj spent
these years fighting in support of his younger half-brother, Jodho Rinmalot, who
was Rav Rinmal's chosen successor. The Rathors finally succeeded in
reasserting their authority at Mandor ca. 1453. Akhairaj was present at Mandor
to place the tlko of succession on Jodho's forehead when Jodho assumed his
rightful position as rdv. This honor fell to Akhairaj as Rav Rinmal's eldest son.6

During this period, Akhairaj also reestablished his own authority at Bagri.
Rav Jodho founded his new capitol of Jodhpur five miles to the south of

Mandor in 1459. He then divided the lands of Marvar among his brothers and
sons, and confirmed Akhairaj in his possession of Bagri village.7 Asopa, Asop
kd Itihds, pp. 16-17, writes that after Akhairaj established himself at Bagri, he
extended his authority over Sojhat as well, and granted rule of Sojhat to his son,
Mahiraj Akhairajot.8 This information appears incorrect. Akhairaj was

5 See infra, "Campavat Rathors," for more information about Campo Rinmalot.

6 The honor of placing the tlko of succession on the new ruler of Jodhpur has been
retained by a branch of Akhairaj Rinmalot's family, the Jaitavat thdkurs of Bagri
village in eastern Marvar.

7 Vigat, 1:38, and BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:91, record that Rav Jodho granted Bagri to
Akhairaj in 1459, but it seems certain that Akhairaj's association with this village dates
from an earlier period during the rule of his father, Rav Rinmal, at Mandor.

8 See infra, "Kumpavat Rathors," for more information about Mahiraj Akhairajot.
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associated with rule at Sojhat for a brief period during his father Rav Rinmal's
rule at Mandor, as noted above. His authority at Sojhat extended only during the
initial establishment of Rathor authority in this area immediately after 1428. It is
known that Jodho Rinmalot lived at Sojhat as a kumvar sometime between the
years 1428-38, and following his succession ca. 1453, Rav Jodho placed his son
and chosen successor, Kumvar Nlmbo Jodhavat, at Sojhat. Vigat, 1:390, records
that Nlmbo had one of the arched gateways (praul) to the fort of Sojhat
constructed while he was there. Nlmbo Jodhavat remained at Sojhat until his
death in 1464 from wounds received in battle. Rav Jodho then called his son,
Sujo Jodhavat (Rav of Jodhpur, ca. 1492-1515), from PhaJodhI and placed him
in charge at Sojhat.

No other information is available about Akhairaj's activities, and his date
of death is uncertain.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 36; ; Asop kd Itihas, pp. 16-17; Bdnkldds,
p. 52; Bhati, Sarveksan, 3:91; Jodhpur Rdjya kd Itihas, p. 44;
L. P. Tessitori, "A Progress Report on the Work done during the
year 1917 in connection with the Bardic and Historical Survey
of Rajputana," Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, N. S.
15 (1919), pp. 69-70; Mohansirnh Kanota, Cdmpdvatom kd
Itihas (Jaypur: Ranbankur Prakasan, 1990-1991), 1:8, 10; Ojha,
4:1:224-225; Reu, 1:73, 93, 97; Vigat, 1:38, 389-390.

(no. 28) Rano Akhairajot (6-1)
(no. 29) Goind Ran avat (7-1)
(no. 30) Isardas Ranavat (7-2)
(no. 31) Vairsi Ranavat (7-3)

Rano Akhairajot was a son of Akhairaj Rinmalot (5-1) and grandson of
Rav Rinmal Cundavat (4-1), ruler of Mandor (ca. 1428-38). Little information is
available about Rano and his three sons, Goind, Isardas, and VairsT. Rano
himself was a military servant of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62).
Sources mention him primarily in the company of several of his close paternal
relations. These included Jeso Bhairavdasot (no. 48), Jaito Pancainot (no. 61),
and Kumpo Mahirajot (no. 95). All of these Rathors were stationed at the
garrison of Rarod9 ca. 1535 when word came of a battle developing with Mertfyo
Rav Vtramde Dudavat (no. 105). Rano rode to Reyam village10 with the
contingent from Rarod to aid Rav Malde's Rajputs there. During the fierce and
bloody fighting against the Mertlyos that followed, Rano was badly wounded.

Rano took part in an expedition into Mevar ca. 1537. He was included
among the contingent of Rathors and other Rajputs of Rav Malde's who went to

9 Rarod village: located forty-four miles northeast of Jodhpur and six miles west of
Asop.

10 Reyam village: located forty-nine miles east-southeast of Rarod and fifteen miles
southeast of Merto.
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the aid of Sisodiyo Udaisingh Sangavat (Rano of Mevar, ca. 1437-72; no. 17),
then under attack at Kumbhalmer by a pretender to the throne of Cltor, Sisodiyo
Vanvlr Prithlrajot. Following the defeat of Vanvlr forces, Rano participated in
Sisodiyo Udaisingh's accession at the fortress of Kumbhalmer where Udaisingh
had established his court during his forced exile from Cltor. The Sonagaro
Cahuvan thdkur of Pall village11 in Marvar, Akhairaj Rindhlrot (no. 9), who was
Sisodiyo Udaisingh's wife's father, had led this campaign into Mevar and
presided over Udaisingh's succession.

The texts do not mention Rano Akhairajot with reference to events after
this time. The date and circumstances of his death are also unknown. During his
life, he held the village of Palrl12 in pato from Rav Malde. A sdkh of Rathors
known as Ranavat later emerged bearing his name.

Rano's three sons, Goind, Isardas, and VairsI, were also military servants
of Rav Malde of Jodhpur. VairsI Ranavat took part alongside his father in the
battle at Reyam village ca. 1535. Then in January of 1544 he was killed at the
battle of Samel13 fighting against Mertlyo Rav Vlramde Dudavat and Sher Shah
Sur.

Vairsl's two brothers, Goind and Isardas, were both killed during the
battle of Merto in 1562. They fought there under the command of Rathor
Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65) against Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no. 107) and
the Mughal forces of Akbar under Mlrza Sharafu'd-Dln Husayn.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 40, 45, 55; BdnkTdds, pp. 16-17; BhatI,
Sarveksan, 3:91; Gehlot, Marvar, p. 160; Khydt, 1:22-23;
Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 120; Vigat, 1:57, 61, 2:52-53, 65.

(no. 32) Bhado Pancainot (7-4)
(no. 33) Lakhman Bhadavat (8-1)

Bhado Pancainot was a grandson of Akhairaj Rinmalot's (5-2). He was a
prominent thdkur of Marvar during the reign of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur
(1532-62), under whom he served as a military retainer. References in the texts
to Bhado associate him primarily with his paternal uncle, Rano Akhairajot (6-1)
(no. 28), and two other close paternal relations, Jaito Pancainot (no. 61) and
Kumpo Mahirajot (no. 95), who were the commanders of Rav Malde's armies of
Marvar.

Bhado was stationed at the garrison of Rarod ca. 1535 with Rano
Akhairajot, Jaito Pancainot and Kumpo Mahirajot when word came of the battle
developing with Mertlyo Rav Vlramde (no. 105) at Reyam village. Bhado rode
to Reyam with the contingent from Rarod, and fought valiantly against Rav
Vlramde's Rajputs. Rav Vlramde came before him during the battle, and

11 Pah village: located forty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

12 Palrl village: located eighteen miles south-southeast of Sojhat.

13 Samel village: located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer.
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"Aitihasik Batam," p. 40, records that Bhado voiced great contempt for him,
calling him "black-faced" and a rav worth only a ser of grain.

Despite these insulting remarks, Bhado did Rav VTramde the honor of
striking his body during the fighting at Reyam. Vigat, 2:53, also records that
Bhado and Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot were responsible for sparing Mertlyo Rav
Viramde's life when he was badly wounded and the field had fallen to Rav
Malde's Rajputs. Rav VTramde was allowed to flee Marvar and seek refuge in
parts of eastern Rajasthan.

Later, ca. 1537, Bhado was among the contingent from Marvar that
Sonagaro Akhairaj Rindhirot (no. 9) of Pall village led to Kumbhalmer to help
defend Sisodlyo Udaisingh Sangavat (no. 17) against a pretender to the throne of
Cltor, Sisodlyo Vanvlr Prithlrajot.

BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:96, associates Bhado with the village of
Dantlvaro.14 He may have held this village in pato from Rav Malde, though the
text does not specify. The date and circumstances of his death are also unclear.
Murardan, no. 2, p. 120, records that he was killed at the battle of Samel in
January of 1544, fighting against Mertlyo Rav Vlramde and Sher Shah Stir.
BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:96, 113, indicates, however, that sometime after 1535, Uhar
Rathor Brian Kajavat (no. 145) organized a plot against Bhado Pancainot and his
brother, Kanho Pancainot (7-6), and had them poisoned at a feast given by Rav
Malde. According to this source, Rav Malde, who had undoubtedly instigated
this intrigue, gave Bhado and Kanho biros (betel leaves filled with spices, and
folded to be eaten) that had been laced with poison at the feast of Dlvall. Bhado
set out afterwards for his village of Dantlvaro, but died on the way. Kanho's fate
is uncertain. The circumstances leading to the plot and murder are unknown.

In later generations, a Rathor sdkh called Bhadavat emerged bearing
Bhado's name.

Bhado's son, Lakhman Bhadavat, was also a military servant of Rav
Malde of Jodhpur. No information is available about Lakhman prior to 1557,
but in this year he was one of the select warriors whom Rathor Devldas Jaitavat
(no. 65), the commander of Rav Malde's forces, chose to accompany him to
Mevar to fight alongside Pathan Hajl Khan, a former noble of Sher Shah Sur's, at
Harmaro.15 This battle was fought against an allied force under Sisodlyo Rano
Udaisingh Sangavat of Mevar (ca. 1537-72; no. 17).

Lachman's name does not appear with reference to other local events
until the late 1560s, during the rule of Rav Malde's son and successor, Rav
Candrasen Maldevot (1562-81). "Aitihasik Batam," p. 98, records that Lakhman
held a place of defense (gudho) near the village of Jojavar16 in Godhvar. A
Mughal force attacked this stronghold on December 25, 1567, destroying the

14 Dantlvaro village: located eighteen miles due east of Jodhpur.

15 Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar.

16 Jojavar village: located in the Godhvar some twenty-eight miles south-southeast of
Sojhat.
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small fort there and looting all its goods. Lakhman and his Rajputs rode after
these raiders and fought a pitched battle with them near the village of Kandu,17

during which a number of Mughals were killed. Though Lakhman's gudho was
destroyed, the text says that Lakhman was deserving of praise, for four elephants
"came [to him, i.e., fell into his hands]." Another text records a slightly different
version, stating that Lakhman "cut down" four elephants.18

No other information is available about Lakhman. The circumstances of
his death are unknown.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 40-41, 51, 92, 98; Bankidas, p. 14;
BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:95-96, 113; "Jodhpur Hukumat ri Bahl," pp.
208-210; Khyai, 1:21, 61, 207; Murardan, no. 2, p. 120; Vigat,
1:60, 68, 2:52-53, "Parisist - 4: Davl ne JTvnT Mislam rl Vigat,"
2:475.

17 Kandu village: located eight miles northwest of Jojavar and twenty-three miles due
south of Sojhat.

18 The reference to the attack on Lackman's gudho appears as a fragment of text set
toward the end of a larger section of the "Aitihasik Batam" entitled "The Story of the
Rule of Maharaja SurajsinghjI." This section deals in some detail with events that
occurred during the reign of Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot of Jodhpur (1595-1619), but
appears to be an amalgam of material, for there is mention of fiscal matters pertaining
to the reigns of Raja Surajsingh and his two successors in addition to other fragments
placed without seeming order and referencing events as early as 1553-54 during the
latter part of Rav Malde Ganga vat's reign (1532-62).

The fragment about Lakhman records that "Ismayal KulX" (Isma'Il Qull)
attacked his stronghold. It has not been possible to identify this Muslim warrior with
certainty, or to understand the context for the raid. The territory of eastern Marvar was
being parceled up in this period. Rav Candrasen's half-brother, Ram Maldevot, had
acquired Sojhat in 1564 with Mughal assistance, and Rav Candrasen's elder uterine
brother held PhalodhI in northern Marvar. Rav Candrasen himself had handed over the
fort of Jodhpur to a Mughal force under Husayn QulT Khan in December of 1565, after
a siege of several months. He was in exile from Jodhpur until November of 1570, when
he met with and submitted to Akbar at Nagaur. Lakhman's gudho was in the area of
Sojhat, and the general unrest in this period may have provided opportunity and context
for (random ?) Mughal attacks against local strongholds.

This fragment of text lists several Rajputs by name who fought with Lakhman
near the village of Kandu. These men included Rathors Samvaldas Ramot (9-1), Sujo
Raymalot (9-2) and Sadul Raymalot (9-3), all of whom appear to have been members of
Lakhman's brotherhood, Samvaldas being a brother's son, and Sujo and Sadul related
through a collateral line descending from Akhairaj Rinmalot's son, Nagraj (6-4) to
Raypal (7-8) and then Raymal (8-5). "Jodhpur Hukumat rl Bahl," pp. 208-210, and
BhatI, Sarvaksan, 3:91-96, provide genealogical information about the Akhairajot
Rathors. But these sources unfortunately do not specifically mention the names of the
three Rathors who were with Lakhman. They reference only the fathers' names, Ram
Bhadavat (8-2) and Raymal Raypalot (8-5).
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(no. 34) Tejsi Urjanot (8-3)

TejsT Urjanot was a great-grantson of Akhairaj Rinmalot's (5-1). He
served under Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-1562) and was killed in
1562 at the battle of Merto. He fought there alongside Rathor Devldas Jaitavat
(no. 65), Rav Malde's commander at the Malgadh. No other information is
available about Tejsi from sources at hand.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 55; BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:91; "Jodhpur
Hukumat rl Bahl," p. 209; Vigat, 1:61, 2:65.

(no. 35) Pato Kanhavat (8-4)

Pato Kanhavat was a great-grandson of Akhairaj Rinmalot's (5-1). His
father, Kanho Pancainot (7-6), had been part of the contingent of Rajputs from
Marvar under Sonagaro Cahuvan Akhairaj Rindhlrot (no. 9), who went to the
aid of STsodlyo Udaisingh Sangavat (no. 17) ca. 1537 and helped to seat him on
the throne of Mevar at Kumbhalmer. It is possible that Pato was with his father
at this time. However, texts available record only that Pato was a military
servant of Rav Malde of Jodhpur, and that he was killed at the battle of Samel
(near Ajmer) in January of 1544.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 43-44; Khydt, 1:21, 207; Vigat, 1:57.

(no. 36) Nets! Sihavat (7-7)

NetsI Sihavat was a grandson of Akhairaj Rinmalot's (5-1). He served
under Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-1562), and was killed at the battle
of Merto in 1562. He fought there alongside Rav Malde's commander at the
Malgadh, Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65), against Mertlyo Rav Jaimal
Viramdevot (no. 107) and the Mughal forces of Akbar under Mlrza Sharafu'd-
Dln Husayn.

No other information is available about NetsI from sources at hand.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 56; BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:91, 95; Vigat,
1:52,2:65.
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Balavat Rathors

(no. 39) Dhano Bharmalot (8-3)
(no. 38) Nago Bharmalot (8-2)
(no. 37) Vido Bharmalot (8-1)

The Balavat Rathors

The Balavat branch (sdkh) of Marvar Rathors descends from Balo
Bhakharot (6-1), a grandson of Rav Rinmal Cundavat (4-1), the ruler of Mandor
(ca. 1428-38). Little is known from the chronicles about Balo's father, Bhakhar
Rinmalot (5-2). He either died or was killed prior to 1459, for when Rav Jodho
Rinmalot (ca. 1453-89) divided the lands of Marvar among his brothers and sons
following his founding of Jodhpur in this year, Rav Jodho gave his brother
Bhakhar's son, Balo, three villages as Bhakhar's share of lands. These villages
were:

1. KharrI: located twenty-two miles due southeast of Jodhpur,
2. Kharlo: located twenty-five miles south-southeast of KharrI,
3. Sahll: located twenty miles south-southwest of Kharlo.

Vigat, 1:38, records the names of these villages, but does not include any
explanation for Rav Jodho's choice of them. It is possible that they afforded
access to or control over an important route across central-eastern Marvar. The
villages lie in a line extending to the south from Jodhpur.

No further information is available about the Balavat family until the
time of Balo's grandsons, Vido (8-1), Nago (8-2), and Dhano Bharmalot (8-3).
These three sons of Bharmal Balavat's (7-1) were all military servants of Rav
Malde Garigavat of Jodhpur (1532-62). They held positions of varying
importance in Marvar and were all killed within a short time of each other in
major military engagements involving the Mertlyo Rathors.

Bdnkidds, p. 57; Gehlot, Marvar, p. 160; "Jodhpur Hukumat rl
Bahl," pp. 133-136; Vigat, 1:38, "Parisist - 4: DavT ne Jlvnl
Mislam rl Vigat," 2:476.

(no. 37) Vido Bharmalot (8-1)

Vido Bharmalot's name is associated with events that occurred earlier in
the reign of Rav Malde of Jodhpur than his two brothers, Nago and Dhano. Vido
was among a number of important Rathors and other Rajputs whom Rav Malde
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posted at the garrison of Rarod1 ca. 1535 under the command of Rathors Jaito
Pancainot (no. 61) and Kumpo Mahirajot (no. 95). Vldo rode with the Rajputs
from this garrison to participate in the battle that developed at Reyam village2

with Mertlyo Rav Vlramde Dudavat (no. 105). Rav VTramde's forces suffered a
severe defeat at this battle, and afterwards Rav Vlramde was forced to quit
Marvar and relinquish Ajmer, which he and his Mertlyos had only recently
occupied.

A few years later in 1538-39 the Blharl Pathan ruler of Jalor,3 Sikandar
Khan, sent an appeal to Rav Malde for aid against the Baloc who had driven him
from his capitol. The Rav responded by sending Vldo Bharmalot with an army
against Jajor. Vigat, 1:43-44, and "Aitihasik Batam," p. 41, record that Vldo and
his Rajputs captured Jalor fort from the Baloc, but details are lacking about the
course of events and the length of time they remained in occupation.

Two years later in 1540-41 Vldo participated in an unsuccessful attack
on Kumbhalmer, the Slsodfyo fortress that guarded the western passes through
the Aravalll hills into Mevar. Rav Malde launched this expedition while he was
placing garrisons throughout Godhvar and sending raiding parties into Mevar in
an attempt to humiliate Slsodlyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat (ca. 1537-72; no. 17)
for marrying a sister of his wife, Jhall SarupdejI. The Jhalos had originally
promised this daughter to Rav Malde, albeit under duress.4

In January of 1544 Vldo was among Rav Malde's leading warriors who
assembled before Samel village5 to do battle against the combined forces of
Mertlyo Rav Vlramde and Sher Shah Stir. The Khydt of Nainsi, 3:99-100,
speaks of the great esteem in which Vldo Bharmalot was held as a warrior,
equating his prowess and strength with that of three of Sher Shah's Pathan
warriors. There had been discussion in Sher Shah's darhdr prior to the battle
about the best means to settle the dispute. A noble of Sher Shah's had suggested
single-handed combat between one of Sher Shah's Pathans and one of Rav
Malde's Rajputs. Mertlyo Rav Vlramde is said to have responded that Vldo
Bharmalot would be sent from Rav Malde's side, and if he were to fight, he
could easily defeat three of Sher Shah's Pathans in single-handed combat, take
their weapons, and return to his side unharmed (see translated texts for details
of this discussion).

Vldo Bharmalot was killed during the battle at Samel.

1 Rarod village: located forty-four miles northeast of Jodhpur and six miles west of
Asop.

Reyam village: located fifteen miles southeast of Merto and forty-nine miles east-
southeast from Rarod.

3 Jalor: located sixty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur in southern Marvar.

4 For details about this marriage and the disruption is caused, see infra, Nago
Bharmalot (no. 38), and supra, Ballso Cahuvan Sujo Samvatot (no. 4).

5 Samel village: located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer.
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"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 41-42, 45; Khyat, 3:95, 99-100;
Murdrdan, no. 2, pp. 118, 120; Ojha, 4:1:288, 291, 306-307, n.
2; Vigat, 1:43-44, 48, 57, 2:57.

(no. 38) Nago Bharmalot (8-2)

Vigat, 1:49, states that Nago and his brothers, Dhano (8-3) and Vlnjo (8-
4), were great warriors of Rav Malde of Jodhpur. There is no information about
specific lands that Nago and the Balavats held in pato from the Rav. But these
may have included the villages Rav Jodho Rinmalot (ca. 1453-89) originally
gave to his brother's son, Balo Bhakharot (6-1), following the founding of
Jodhpur in 1459 (see supra).

Nago Bharmalot is first mentioned in the chronicles as part of an
expedition Rav Malde of Jodhpur sent against BalTso Cahuvan Sujo Samvatot
(no. 4) at Nadul6 in 1540-41. The Rav launched this expedition to punish and
humiliate BalTso Sujo. Sujo had been a military servant of his holding the
village of Khairvo7 in pato, but had quit Marvar in anger. While leaving, he had
allowed his Rajputs to loot several Campavat Rathor villages in the vicinity of
Khairvo and kill a number of Campavats. BalTso Sujo had then gone to Mevar
and taken service under Slsodlyo Rano Udaisingh Sarigavat (ca. 1537-72; no.
17).

Baliso Sujo reappeared soon after in Marvar as a servant of the Rano's,
having been given the pato of Nadul and surrounding villages for his
maintenance. Vigat, 1:49, records that Rav Malde became very distressed upon
learning of BalTso Sujo's return. He immediately summoned Nago Bharmalot to
Jodhpur and ordered him to attack Nadul and killed BalTso Sujo by any possible
means. Nago send word to his Rajputs, Rathor Daso Patalot, Uhar Rathor Jaimal
and others, ordering them to assemble with all due haste. He gathered a force of
some 500 horsemen and a number of footmen, and set out for Nadul.

The Balavats and their men rode by stealth to within a short distance of
Nadul, then sent 20-25 riders before the gates of the town as a ruse. They
instructed these riders to cause a disturbance by breaking the pots of the women
drawing water at the wells, and by stealing the herds. They thought that the
BalTsos would pursue these men and allow the main force of the Balavats to fall
upon and kill them by surprise. The ruse failed, however, for BalTso Sujo
quickly suspected a trick. He prevented his brothers and sons from riding in
pursuit of the party and instead, gathered a large force from the surrounding
villages. With some 2,000 men consisting primarily of his close relations by
blood and marriage, he rode out to confront the Balavats. He drew near to them
some ten kos from Nadul.

During the battle which followed, BalTso Sujo and his Rajputs defeated
the Balavat force with great loss. Some 140 of the Balavats were killed, among

6 Nadul: located sixty-seven miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

7 Khairvo village: located fifty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.
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them Vinjo Bharmalot.8 Nago himself was badly wounded and his horse slain.
The field fell to Ballso Sujo as Nago Bharmalot, Daso Patalot, Uhar Jaimal and
the remaining force of Balavats fled. They finally halted before the village of
Deharo.9 Vigat, 1:50-51, states that Nago sat on the ground there, apparently in
wait for the Balisos. One of his Rajputs approached him with concern, saying:

You [must] go away! Why give the enemies any chance [to kill
you]? One [thing is that] Vliijo . . . [has] already died in battle,
and if you also die, then the thakurdi of the Balavats will
diminish.

Nago was very obstinate, refusing to listen to the Rajput. He replied:

Vinjo having been killed, where would I go? And my horse died
in battle. I cannot mount a horse [in my condition].

The Rajput then left to catch VTnjo's horse, which had been wounded. He
brought it and gave it to Nago, helping him to mount.

The Balisos arrived at the village just as Nago turned to ride off with the
other Balavats. Several of Ballso Sujo's men saw Nago and wanted to ride after
and kill him. Sujo tried to stop them, saying:

There is no deep-seated hostility (yair) between us and them; do
not follow after Nago. [He] is not such a Rajput that he would
run away, but [his] military servants [and his] brotherhood
persuaded him [and] forcefully took him away. He is an
exceptional warrior (banbaldy); you should not speak his name.

Despite Sujo's words, five or six horsemen rode after Nago. When Nago saw
them coming, he stopped to confront them. He threw his spear at one man,
striking him with such force that the spear passed out of the man's back and into
the hindquarters of the man's horse, striking its testicles. Nago then gave a great
shout as he pulled his lance free from the horse and rider. It is said that when he
shouted, two other of the BalTsos became senseless and did not speak for six
months thereafter out of fear. Having silenced his pursuers, Nago joined Daso
Patalot and Uhar Jaimal to proceed home in defeat.

Rav Malde sent no further armies against Nadul, and the Balavats
exacted no revenge that is recorded for their humiliation at Ballso Sujo's hands.

Nago's activities over the next five years are uncertain. His name does
not appear in the chronicles with relation to any events of this period, including
the battle of Samel in January of 1544, at which Rav Malde's Rajputs suffered a
humiliating defeat at the hands of the combined forces of Mertfyo Rav Vlramde

Vigat, 1:50, records that Dhano Bharmalot also died in battle here, but other sources
indicate that he died in battle later, which appears to be correct.

9 Deharo village: located tweleve miles east-northeast of Nadul.
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Dudavat and Sher Shah Sur. Nago was undoubtedly recovering from his wounds
during this time, but how extensive these were and how debilitating is again not
known. In all probability, Nago was with Rav Malde in the period before the
battle of Samel, withdrawing with him just prior to the main engagement and
returning to Jodhpur.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 40, includes Nago among the renowned
(ndmvjddik) warriors that Rav Malde sent against the Muslim outpost at
Bhangesar village10 in 1545, shortly after Sher Shah's death. This attacked
marked the start of the Rav's campaign to reassert his authority in Marvar
following his defeat at Samel. Nago was again wounded during the fighting at
Bhangesar.

Nago then appears among the warriors Rav Malde led against Mertlyo
Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no. 107) at Merto in 1554. "Aitihasik Batam," p. 48,
states that Nago Bharmalot and other of the Rav's Rajputs counseled against this
attack. Their counsel was to no avail, however. The Rav met in darbdr with the
Jaitmalot Rathor pradhdns of Rav Jaimal, Akhairaj Bhadavat (no. 69) and
Candraj Jodhavat (no. 74), prior to the main engagement on April 4, 1554. Nago
Bharmalot and Rathor Prithiraj Jaitavat (no. 63) sat alongside the Rav during this
meeting as his leading military servants and advisors. The pradhdns had come
seeking a means of accommodation with Rav Malde. They offered the promise
of military service in return for the grant of Merto in pato to Rav Jaimal. Rav
Malde would not agree to this request, however. He offered another pato in
Merto's place, unable to countenance Mertlyo rule over Merto. The pradhdns
then challenged the Rav's authority to take possession of Merto at all, saying that
the Mertlyos had equal rights, that he who had given the Rav Jodhpur, had given
Merto to the Mertlyos. Rav Malde's posture remained unbending, and the talks
ended in mutual recrimination and insult, with the pradhdns leaving Rav
Malde's darbdr in anger and returning to Merto without accommodation (see
Khydt, 3:117-118, of the translated text for details of this meeting).

Rav Malde's forces were disorganized the following day and unprepared
for the stout resistance they encountered from Rav Jaimal and the Mertlyos.
Nago Bharmalot rode alongside Rav Malde, and for part of the fighting occupied
a position near Merto's Jodhpur Gate. Both Nago and his brother, Dhano, were
killed on this day, and by the end of the fighting, Rav Malde's force had been
driven from the field in defeat.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 40, 48-49; Bdnkidds, pp. 13, 57; Khydt,
3:117-121, 121; Murardan, no. 2, p. 129; Vigat, 1:48-51, 65,
2:59.

(no. 39) Dhano Bharmalot (8-3)

The chronicles mention Dhano Bharmalot less frequently than his two
brothers, Vldo (8-1) and Nago (8-2). His name appears only twice. He was

10 Bhangesar village: located sixteen miles west of Sojhat in eastern Marvar.
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among the Balavats who proceeded against Baliso Cahuvan Sujo Samvatot (no.
4) at Nadul in 1540-41, where he was probably wounded, and he is listed among
those killed at the battle of Merto on April 4, 1554. But there is disagreement
among sources regarding the place and date of Dhano's death. Vigat, 1:50,
records that Dhano was killed during the fighting against the Baliso Cahuvans
near Nadul in 1540-41. Other sources including "Aitihasik Batarn," p. 49,
Bdnkidds, p. 13, and Vigat, 1:59, 2:59, all list Dhano among those killed at
Merto on March 20, 1554. He was probably only wounded at the fighting near
Nadul, as was his brother, Nago.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 49; Bdnkldds, p. 13; Murdrddn, no. 2, p.
130; Vigat, 1:49-52, 59, 2:59.

Avenging the Balavat Defeat at Nadul

Neither the Balavats nor Rav Malde of Jodhpur exacted any revenge for
the humiliating defeat the Balavats suffered at the hands of Baliso Cahuvan Sujo
Samvatot (no. 4) near Nadul in 1540-41, or for Vlfijo Bharmalot's (8-4) death
during the fighting there. These were not avenged for seventeen years. Vldo
Bharmalot (8-1) was killed four years later at Samel in 1544, and his two
brothers, Nago (8-2) and Dhano (8-3), both died ten years later at Merto in 1554.
There were apparently no opportunities in the interim to exact this revenge. It
was left for Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65) to end the hostility iyair). Devldas
accomplished this feat at the battle of Harmaro11 in January of 1557. During the
fighting there between the combined armies of Rav Malde of Jodhpur and Pathan
Hajl Khan, and an allied force under Slsodlyo Rano Udaisirigh Sangavat of
Cltor, Devldas challenged Baliso Sujo to single-handed combat. He killed him
there with his spear.

Vigat, 1:52.

11 Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar.
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Figure 17. Balavat Rathors
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Bharmalot Rathors

(no. 40) Prithiraj Baluvot (11-1)

The Bharmalot Rathors

The Bharmalot Rathors descend from Bharmal Jodhavat (6-1), a son of
Rav Jodho Rinmalot (5-1), ruler of Mandor and Jodhpur (ca. 1453-89). Bharmal
was born of Rani Hulnl Jamnadeji (or Janandejl), a daughter of Hul Gahlot
Vanvlr Bhojavat.1 During Rav Jodho's division of the lands of Marvar among
his brothers and sons following the founding of Jodhpur in 1459, the Rav
granted Bharmal and his elder uterine brother, Jogo (6-2), the village of Kodhno2

and its surrounding lands in western Marvar.
The lands of Kodhno were then under the control of the Uhar Rathors.

Bharmal and Jogo proceeded to take those lands from the Uhars and settle
themselves at Kodhno proper in the early 1460s. They remained there together
for some years. Jogo Jodhavat then left upon Rav Jodho's death in 1489 and
returned to Jodhpur, while Bharmal remained at Kodhno and established his line
there. Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 97, records that Bharmal had a fort constructed at
Kodhno. He also eventually left, however, moving his residence to the village of
Bllaro3 in eastern Marvar, where he spent the remainder of his days. The texts
give no date for this resettlement nor the context under which it occurred, but it
would have taken place toward the end of the fifteenth or during the early
sixteenth century.

Members of this group of Rathors display rather tenuous ties to the
house of Jodhpur. The cause of this appears related to dealings over land that
began during the first generation after Bharmal Jodhavat.

Jaisinghde Bharmalot (7-1) succeeded his father, Bharmal Jodhavat, to
rule at Kodhno village. This succession probably took place when Bharmal
moved from Kodhno to Bllaro. Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 403, records that while
Jaisinghde was master of Kodhno, he was unable to protect his lands and
maintain control in the face of BhatI raids from Jaisa]mer. These raids became
serious enough to draw the attention of Rav Gango Vaghavat of Jodhpur (1515-
32). To deal with the problem, the Rav began summoning Uhar Rathors from
Mahevo in southwestern Marvar, where they had gone after losing their lands to
Bharmal and Jogo Jodhavat in the mid-fifteenth century, and parceling out the
lands of Kodhno among them. Murdrddn {ibid.) notes, for example, that Rav

1 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpor, Jodho Rinmalot,
Ram no. 5.

2 Kodhno village: located twenty-eight miles west-southwest of Jodhpur.

3 Bllaro village: located forty-one miles east-southeast of Jodhpur.
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Gango gave the village of Rajvo4 and twelve others to the Uhar Mokal
Kharhathot. The Uhars were able to stop the BhatI raids into this area, and
thereby regained their former position of control. Kodhno was lost to the
Bharmalots from this time forward.

The texts give no further information about Jaisinghde Bharmalot or
indicate what happened to him or his family when they lost Kodhno. Little is
known about his son, Jaitmal Jaisinghdevot (8-1). Murardan, no. 2, pp. 410-
411, records only that Jaitmal and a brother named Ram Jaisinghdevot (8-2)
were both killed on order from Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62). A
number of years earlier in November of 1529 these same brothers had supported
Rathor Sekho Sujavat (no. 86) at the battle of Sevakl village,5 when Sekho
Sujavat and his ally from Nagaur, Khanzada Khan Daulat Khan (no. 154), had
challenged Rav Malde's father, Rav Gango Vaghavat (1515-32), over the
rulership of Marvar. Sekho Sujavat's forces were badly defeated at Sevakl and
Sekho himself killed. It appears that Jaitmal Jaisinghdevot and his brother, Ram,
had joined with Sekho Sujavat against the house of Jodhpur because of their
enmity toward Rav Gango, who had taken Bharmalot lands and given them to
the Uhar Rathors. They gained the ire of Rav Gango's son, Kumvar Malde, who
had them murdered after he succeeded to the Jodhpur throne in 1532.

No further information is available about members of this family until
the time of Ba]u Tejslyot (10-1) some fifty years later. Baju first appears in the
texts as a military servant of Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot of Jodhpur (1583-
95), from whom he received the village of Bhetnaro6 in pato in 1584-85.
Murardan, no. 2, p. 404, states the he revolted from the Moto Raja in 1592-93
while at Lahore, and fled to Rajasthan, where he took service under Blkavat
Rathor Raja Raysingh Kalyanmalot of Blkaner (1574-1612). Baju then returned
to Marvar in 1595 upon the death of the Moto Raja and offered his service to the
Moto Raja's successor, Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot (1595-1619). The Raja
accepted Ba]u's offer and granted him the pato of Au (Auvo) village.7 Balu
again revolted in 1598-99, this time from Ahmadabad in Gujarat while on tour
with the Raja, and he fled to Mevar, where he offered his services to Slsodfyo
Rano Amarsingh Pratapsinghot (1597-1620). He was killed some years
thereafter along the border of northern Mevar during an outbreak of hostilities
with the So]ankl Rajputs.

Bankidds, p. 8; Khydt, 3:31; Murardan, no. 2, pp. 97-98, 403-
404, 410-411, 422-423; Vigat, 1:39.

4 Rajvo village: located fifteen miles northeast of Kodhno and fourteen miles west of
Jodhpur.

5 Sevakl village: located twenty-three miles northeast of Jodhpur.

6 Bhetnaro village: located twenty-three miles southeast of Jodhpur.

7 Au village: located twenty-one miles south of Sojhat in eastern Marvar.
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(no. 40) Prithiraj BaMvot (11-1)

Balu Tejslyot's son, Prithiraj Bajuvot, had a career of military service
similar to that of his father's in its erratic movements among different kingdoms
and territories. Unlike his father, however, Prithiraj eventually took service
under the Mughals, and he became a loyal supporter of Prince Khurram (Shah
Jahan) with whom he remained for much of the remainder of his life.

Prithiraj began performing military service in Mevar while his father was
still living. After his father's death, he left Mevar and came to Marvar, where he
took service under Jodhpur Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot (1595-1619). Prithiraj
received his first village in pato from the Raja in 1609-10. This was Kharlo
village.8 Shortly thereafter, he appears to have returned to Mevar, for
Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 405, records that in 1614-15 he revolted from Udaipur
where he had killed a Dahlyo Rajput named Mohandas, and returned to Marvar.
Raja Surajsingh re-instated Prithiraj with his former pato of Kharlo village in
1615-16.

Prithiraj again left Marvar after only four months, however, this time for
Ajmer where he took service under Prince Khurram. Emperor Jahanglr (1605-
1627) had appointed Prince Khurram suhedar of Ajmer during the period of
increased Mughal operations against the Slsodlyos of Mevar between 1613-1615.
With the effective reduction of Slsodlyo opposition by the end of 1615, Prince
Khurram moved on to the Deccan, and Prithiraj followed him there.

Prithiraj appears to have remained in Khurram's service between the
years 1616-1624. However, Vigat, 2:74, records that Prithiraj received the
village of Reyam9 in jdgir from Khurram's brother, Prince Parvlz, in 1623.
Prince Parvlz was suhedar of Ajmer at this time, having been appointed to this
position by Emperor Jahanglr upon the revolt of Khurram from the Deccan.
Emperor Jahanglr also transferred Merto Pargano from the house of Jodhpur
when Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot died in 1619, placing it first under Prince
Khurram and then under Prince Parvlz. It was not until August of 1623 that the
new Jodhpur ruler, Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot (1619-38), regained authority
over the area (see Vigat, 2:73-75, of the translated text for details).

That Prithiraj ever joined Prince Parvlz's service seems doubtful from
what is known of later events of his life. It seems equally doubtful that he ever
took possession of Reyam village. Prince Parvlz may simply have awarded this
jdgir to Prithiraj in an attempt to win his support away from his brother,
Khurram.

Prithiraj's continuing support for Khurram in this period is born out by a
passage from Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 407, which states:

Kharlo village: located thirty-two miles south-southeast of Jodhpur and nine miles
southeast of Rohath.

9 Reyam village: located fifteen miles southeast of Merto.
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In V.S. 1680 [1623-24], Prince [Khurram] stayed in the village
of Kudano10 which SrijI [Raja Gajsingh] had given to Prithlraj
for his vast.

A brother of Prithlraj's named Mohandas (11-2) was living in the village of
Kudano at this time. Prince Khurram's sojourn in the village probably occurred
in early 1623 just prior to Khurram's flight from Rajasthan. Prithlraj followed
Khurram to eastern and northern India, and fought with him at the battle of
Damdama on the confluence of the Tons and Ganges Rivers in October of 1624.
He was wounded there when Imperial troops under Prince Parvlz and Mahabat
Khan defeated Khurram in his bid for control of the empire.

Raja Gajsingh of Jodhpur, who was present at Damdama with the
Imperial troops, took Prithlraj from the field and cared for him following the
battle. When Prithlraj recovered from his wounds, the Raja retained him and
gave him Gundoc11 and several other villages in pato. Then in early 1628, upon
Khurram's succession to the Mughal throne as Shah Jahan, Prithlraj once again
left Marvar and proceeded to north India along with a brother named Ramsihgh
(11-3). He remained in north India for the remainder of his life. Murdrddn, no.
2, p. 406, notes that "The Patsah gave him a mansab." Few details are available
from local chronicles about Prithlraj's life while he served under Shah Jahan.
They record only that the people of his vast remained behind in Marvar, living in
the village of Javll.12

Madthir-ul-Umard, 2:1:481-483, however, does present information
about a "Prithlraj Rathor." This sources does not indicate who Prithlraj's father
was, but it does give the names of a brother, Ramsingh, and a son, Kesarlsingh.
In its genealogy of the Bharmalot Rathors, Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 404, 408, does
not list any of Prithlraj's sons, but it does record the name of Prithlraj !s brother,
Ramsingh. We can, therefore, identify this "Prithlraj" with some certainty as
Prithlraj Baluvot.

According to Madthir-ul-Umard, Prithlraj was one of Prince Khurram's
household troopers or bodyguards, entrusted with the safety of the royal person.
He was always in attendance during Khurram's rebellion, and "had thus assumed
a position of reliance and trust." Khurram granted him the rank of 1,500 zdt, 600
suwdr following his succession to the Mughal throne as Shah Jahan in February
of 1628. Local sources confirm that Prithlraj left Marvar when Khurram became
Emperor in order to enter Mughal service. Madthir-ul-Umard records further
that:

In the 2nd year [A. D. 1629], [Prithlraj] in company with
Khwaja Abul Hasan TurbatI was deputed to pursue Khan Jahan
LodI who had fled from Akbarabad (Agra). Out of his zeal he

10 Kudano village: located seven miles west of Gundoc village and some thirteen miles
to the south of Pall.

11 Gundoc village: located fifty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

12 Javll village: located ten miles north of Merto, near Rahan.
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did not wait for others, but went off with a few officers, who all
excelled in this noble quality, and overtook him near Dholpur.
During the fight, he, following the Rajput tradition, dismounted,
and engaged in a single combat with Khan Jahan who was on
horseback. He wounded him with a spear, and himself received
wounds. The Emperor graciously summoned him to the
Presence, and raised his rank to 2,000 with 800 horse, and
presented him with a horse and an elephant.

Prithiraj progressed steadily in rank as he continued to serve in varying
military capacities under Shah Jahan. When Mahabat Khan became Viceroy of
the Deccan (1632-33), he was appointed one of his officers and was promoted to
the rank of 2,000/1,500. During the siege of Daulatabad, he again fought in
single-handed combat with a Deccani horseman who challenged him. He "left
the ranks [of the other troopers], and finished [the Deccani] in a sword duel."

In 1644-45 Prithiraj was made kileddr of the fort of Daulatabad. A year
later, he was promoted to the rank of 2,000/2,000, and shortly thereafter, recalled
to Agra and placed in charge of the fort there along with BaqI Khan. In
following years, he served under Prince Aurangzeb and then Prince Dara Shikoh
in northern India at Qandahar, and then under Prince Aurangzeb once again, this
time in the Deccan.

Prithiraj died in 1656. He mansab rank remained at 2,000 zdt, 2,000
suwdr. He would have been over seventy years of age at this time. Maathir-ul-
JJmard records that his brother, Ramsingh, and his son, Kesarisingh, had also
received small mansabs.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 94; Athar AM, Apparatus, pp. 101, 107,
119, 126, 134,' 140, 145, 192, 199, 205, 209, 214, 303;
Ednkidds, p. 26; "Jodhpur Hukumat rl Bahl," p. 207;
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 220, 403-411; Madthir-ul-Umard,
2:1:481-483; Vigat, 1:111, 272, 2:74.
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Figure 18. Bharamlot Rathors
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Bhimvot Rathors

(no. 41) Varjang Bhimvot, Rav (5-2)

Varjang Bhimvot is an interesting though enigmatic figure in the Rathor
chronicles. These chronicles refer to him by the title of rav and speak of him as
a powerful and influential thdkur and a great warrior who, along with his
brothers, Vairsal (5-3) and Vljo (5-4), became "a pillar of Marvar." Stories about
his life span the reigns of several Rathor rulers of Mandor and Jodhpur from the
time of Rav Rinmal Cundavat (ca. 1428-38) (4-1) to the early years of Rav Sujo
Jodhavat (ca. 1492-1515) (6-2), when Varjang would have been an elderly
Rajput in his late seventies or early eighties. Some of the stories about him have
gained with the telling but reflect the honor of one who was seen to have been
"victorious in countless battles" and was praised as a protector who was the
equal of 100,000 protectors. While a pillar of Marvar, Varjang also had another
side, for the chronicles portray him as a thdkur who looked to his own self-
interest and who was not above extorting favors from the house of Jodhpur. He
also stirred trouble among Rav Jodho Rinmalot's sons over issues of precedence
and rights to rulership.

Varjang first appears in the chronicles alongside his father, Bhimv
Cundavat (4-2). He would have been a young man in his late teens at this time.
They were together at Cltor with Bhimv Cundavat's brother, Rav Rinmal.
Bhimv was serving under his brother and had accompanied him to Mevar. The
Rav spent much of the latter part of his reign in the company of his sister's
grandson, Slsodlyo Rano Kumbho Mokajot (ca. 1433-68), whose protector he
had become.l

The Slsodlyos under Rano Kumbho deceived and killed Rav Rinmal one
night ca. 1438 in order to free Mevar from Rathor influence and control.
Immediately following the murder, the Slsodlyos attacked the Rathor camp in
the valley of Cltor in an effort to find Rav Rinmal's son and chosen successor,
Jodho Rinmalot (5-1). Jodho managed to flee with a small band of warriors.
Among them was Varjang Bhimvot. But they had to leave Varjang's father,
Bhimv, behind. Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 69, records:

When Jodho [Rinmalot] escaped [from Cltor, the Rathors] came
to wake Bhimv and Varjang, but Bhimv would not awaken.
Then Jodho took Varjang and left.

According to the chronicles, Bhlrnv Cundavat was asleep in a drunken
stupor at the time of the Slsodlyo attack and could not be aroused. The Rathors

1 Rav Rinmal's sister, Hamsbai, was married to Sisodiyo Rano Lakho Khetsot (ca.
1382-1420). Her son by Rano Lakho was Rano MokaJ Lakhavat (ca. 1421-33). Rano
Mokal was murdered at Cltor ca. 1433 when his son, Kumbho, was only nine years old.
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fleeing the camp were forced to leave him, and he fell into the hands of the
Sisodiyos and was imprisoned. He managed his release, however, through the
good offices of a Brahman purohit named Damo.

Bhlmv's name does not appear in the chronicles with relation to events
after this time. Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 70, notes that while Bhlmv was a great
thdkur, he did not become renowned. He did found a sdkh of Marvar Rathors
and his name is associated with several villages in Marvar which he held from
Rav Rinmal. Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 6, lists seven villages. Six of these, situated
in two groups of three, were located to the south and east of Mandor. The
location of the seventh village is uncertain. The villages were:

1. Salavas: a large village located sixteen miles south of
Mandor

2. Nandvano: located one-half mile due west of Salavas
3. Mogro: located four miles due east of Salavas

4. Bhavl: a large village located thirty-six miles east-
southeast of Mandor

5. Jhurll: located two and one-half miles east-southeast of
Bhavl village

6. Lambo: located three and one-half miles west-southwest
of Bhavl village

7. Guro: (location uncertain).

Varjang fled from Cltor with Jodho Rinmalot and the other Rathors
toward the Aravallls. Near the pass of Delvaro, the Rathors fought one of a
series of pitched battles with the pursuing Sisodiyos. Varjang was wounded
during the battle at Delvaro and was left on the field as Jodho and the other
Rathors made their escape. The Sisodiyos later picked Varjang up and carried
him back to Cltor. Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 70, records that the Sisodiyos did not
kill Varjang because he was their "sister's son." The specific tie by marriage is
unclear, but the Rano did take Varjang into custody at Cltor and have his wounds
cleaned and bound. A Caran and a Nal ("barber") who were Varjang's cdkars,
cared for Varjang and wrapped his wounds. Unbeknownst to his captors, they
used extra cloth to wrap the wounds, and when the wounds were healed, Varjang
was able to make a rope from the cloth, and escape over the walls of the fortress.

Once outside, Varjang disguised himself and proceeded by bullock cart
along a circuitous route back to Marvar. His journey took him past the village of
Gagrun (Gaguran), where he stopped by the tank and encamped under the shade
of a tree. The Khlcl Cahuvan Acajdas Bhojavat was the master of Gagrun.
Khlcl Acajdas was a renowned warrior of Mevar and had married one of his
daughters to the Slsodlyo ruling family of Cltor.2 Varjang soon met Khlcl

2 Bankldds, p. 143, records that Acaldas Khici performed a sako (lit. "event that begins
an era"), or heroic defense of the fort of Gagrun ca. 1425, when it came under attack
from the Muslim ruler of Malwa. There are several celebrated literary compositions
about Khlcl Acajdas, including Sivdas, Acaldas Khlcl' rl Vacnlkd: Sodhpurn Bhumikd
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Acaldas and was given one of his daughters in marriage. The story of this
meeting is told as follows (Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 71-74):

While Varjang was encamped near the tank at Gagrun, several slave girls
came from the fort to fill their water pots in the wells. Varjang overheard them
talking about one of KhlcT Acajdas's daughters and learned that there was much
concern within the family because no suitable husband could be found for her.
Varjang then stepped forward and presented himself, saying to the girls, "If you
would give the sister (bat) to us, we would marry her." The slave girls were
amused by this remark, seeing only Varjang's dirty clothing, his bearded face and
dark complexion, and they responded with laughter, "Why don't you marry
[someone of| lower [rank more suitable to yourself] ?" They returned to the fort,
and one reported what had happened, saying with amusement, "Today the sister
has found a good husband."

Word quickly reached KhlcT Acajdas, who became suspicious, thinking
no ordinary man would ask for the hand of his daughter in marriage. He then
remembered that several days prior, news had arrived from the Rano about
Varjang and his escape from Cltor. Acaldas asked his thdkurs and Rajputs if
they had seen Varjang. Several replied that they had seen him by the tank. He
then sent them to verify that the man they had seen was indeed Varjang. These
men returned saying they had found Varjang himself. Even at this young age,
Varjang had already made a considerable reputation for himself as a warrior.
Khlcl Acaldas sent a. purohit to Varjang with a betrothal coconut and an offer of
marriage for his daughter. Varjang complained to the purohit, however, that he
had nothing, neither clothing nor horses nor money for expenses, and questioned
how he should be able to marry. The purohit replied, "What is this you are
worried about? You are &thakur of royal blood (rdjvi thdkur). Everything will
be provided for you." Varjang then accepted the coconut with great humility.

Varjang remained at Gagrun for several days during the wedding
ceremony and the celebration afterwards. He then took his leave, saying he
needed to go, that Jodho was alone and there was distress in the land of Marvar.
Khlcl Acajdas gave Varjang a large dowry including horses and men. Varjang
left his wife at Gagrun with her father and rode out for Marvar to find Jodho.
Once in Marvar, he and his followers fell on and destroyed a STsodTyo outpost at
the village of CokrI 3 (near Merto), killing a number of the Rano's men. The
STsodlyos had overrun much of eastern Marvar following Rav Rinmal's murder
and had stationed men at various outposts in addition to occupying Mandor.
Varjang soon joined Jodho Rinmalot, and he spent the next fifteen years helping
him gather Rajputs and horses and raiding Slsodlyo outposts in an attempt to
dislodge STsodlyo control of Rathor lands. Jodho was finally able to capture
Mandor ca. 1453. He then assumed his rightful position as rdv of Marvar.

sahit. Edited by Sambhusimh Manohar (Jodhpur: Rajasthan Pracyavidya Pratisthan,
1991).

3 CokrI village: located twenty-four miles southwest of Merto in eastern Marvar.
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Following his accession, the Rav granted Varjang the village of Rohath4 in
return for his long years of devoted service.

Varjang took his family and retainers and settled at Rohath. Not long
thereafter, a force of Slsodfyos raided into Marvar and attacked Rohath. Varjang
and his Rajputs successfully defended the village, but Varjang was again
wounded. According to Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 75, he received a severe cut on the
back of his neck from the blow of a sword. A bone from Varjang's neck had to
be removed because of this wound, and a peg of wood from the kair tree {Acacia
catechu) substituted in its place. The Bhlmvots of Rohath have honored and
performed puja to the kair tree since this time.

Varjang and his brother, Vairsal, kept many mares at Rohath. The
horses used to graze in the open fields near the village. As the story is told, they
wandered off one day in the direction of Tilvaro,5 which lies in Mahevo some
sixty miles to the west of Rohath. They were found and captured by the sons of
Mahevco RavaJ Vldo of Kher.6 Varjang and his brother soon discovered that the
horses were missing and sent military servants in search of them. These servants
followed the horses' tracks to Tilvaro, and when they discovered them in the
possession of the Mahevcos, they requested their return. The Raval's sons were
not hospitable, however. They had been drinking and were rude and abusive.
They refused to give the horses back and said mockingly, "Put one hand on your
head, and one hand on your ass," and go away. The military servants responded,
"You have abused us, but Varjang is behind us."

They returned to Rohath and told Varjang what had happened. Varjang
became filled with anger. He summoned his brothers, Vairsal and Vljo, gathered
his sath, and rode into Mahevo, looting and burning as he went. He fought a
great battle against the Mahevcos at Tilvaro, killing many and capturing the
town, which he also looted and burned. Varjang lost his riding horse named
"Garigajal" this day, but he and his sath returned to Rohath in triumph.

Varjang and the Bhlmvots were among the primary supporters of the
Jodhpur throne following Rav Jodho Rinmalofs death in 1489. Varjang himself
became kileddr of the Jodhpur fort, while his brother, Vairsal, later rose to
become pradhdn under Rav Sujo Jodhavat (ca. 1492-1515). "The weight of
rulership (thdkurdt) was upon the Bhlmvots" {Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 78).

Varjang used his position of influence to extort lands from the new rdv
of Jodhpur, Satal Jodhavat (ca. 1489-92) (6-1). A confrontation had been
developing between Rav Satal's half-brother, Rav Varsingh Jodhavat of Merto,
and the Muslim governor of Ajmer, Malu Khan, a subordinate of the Patsah of
Mandu. Varsingh had sacked Sambhar and angered Malu Khan and then
withheld tribute promised to him. Rav Satal was drawn into their dealings when
Varsingh turned to him for support against the Khan. Malu Khan gathered an

4 Rohath village: located twenty-five miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

5 Tilvaro village: located sixty miles west of Rohath on the LunT River.

Kher village: located five miles east of Tilvaro and sixty-two miles southwest of
Jodhpur.
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army and began ravaging the lands of Merto and Jodhpur, and Rav Varsingh and
Rav Satal then joined forces to oppose him. Their armies gathered near each
other in February of 1492, and Rav Satal called upon Rav Varjang to "decide
about the battle."

Here responsibility for decision-making "was upon the head [of] Rav
Varjang Bhlmvot." But Varjang displayed discontent and procrastinated in the
face of the Rav's requests for his service. He then demanded the village of
Bhavl, which his father Bhimv Cundavat had held before him. Rav Satal readily
agreed to the grant in order to appease Varjang, after which Varjang became
much more "enthusiastic" about taking part in the action against Malu Khan.
While Rav Satal and Rav Varsingh's forces waited, Varjang went to spy on the
Muslim army which was encamped at the village of Kusano.7 He disguised
himself as a grass-bearer and stole into the enemy camp, returning to lead a
daring night attack. The attack caused great panic among the ranks of the
Muslims, and the Rathors were able to route Malu Khan's forces and take the
field. Rav Varjahg's efforts on that day (March 1, 1492) were "particularly
outstanding" (see Vigat, 2:43-44, of the translated text for complete details of
this attack and Varjang's role in it).

Little information is available about Varjang's activities following this
battle. He was by now a man of advanced age, probably in his late seventies or
early eighties. He remained an influential thdkur in Marvar during the early
years of Rav Sujo Jodhavat's rule (ca. 1492-1515) and continued in his position
as kileddr of the Jodhpur fort.8 He used this position to involve himself in
political intrigues surrounding the rulership of Jodhpur. Murdrddn, no. 2, pp.
81-82, records that when Rav Sujo succeeded to the throne, Varjang sent
messages to Rathor Rav Blko Jodhavat (no. 42), ruler of the newly founded
kingdom of Blkaner (ca. 1485-1504), saying, "If you come, then we will capture
Jodhpur."

Rav Blko did bring a force against Jodhpur and lay siege to the fort.
Rav Varjang had promised to open the gates of the fort to him, but this plot was
discovered and foiled. Rav Blko then withdrew and returned to Blkaner.
Thdkurs at Jodhpur confronted Varjang afterwards, questioning his role in this
affair. He is reported to have replied, "Jodho's puppies are growling." Varjarig's
brother, Vairsal, was pradhdn of Jodhpur under Rav Sujo. His role during this
episode is unknown.

Mention of Rav Blko Jodhavat's attack on Jodhpur is noticeably absent
from the accounts of Rathor Rav Sujo's reign in the chronicles of Marvar. Ojha,
4:1:266, writes that it is acknowledged only in the accounts of Varjang Bhlmvot.
There were issues of precedence to rulership among Rav Jodho's sons by his
different wives. Rav Jodho had apparently obtained an oath from Blko that he
would support his half-brother Satal's succession to the throne as Rav Jodho's
chosen successor. At the same time, Rav Jodho promised Blko that a number of

7 Kusano village: located thirty-eight miles east-northeast of Jodhpur and seven miles
northeast of Pnnpar.

8 BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:102, states that Varjang was thaneddr at the fort under Rav Sujo.
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the prized family heirlooms would be his. When Rav Satal died after a reign of
only three years and his uterine brother, Sujo Jodhavat, succeeded to the throne,
Biko was no longer constrained by oath to his father and sought to assert his
rights as eldest living son to precedence in questions of rulership. Rav Sujo's
mother, Rani HadI Jasmadeji, apparently interceded with Rav Biko when he laid
siege to Jodhpur, and made arrangements for the heirlooms to be transferred to
him in return for his withdrawal. These heirlooms included the image of
Nagnecljl, the kuldevi of the Rathors, a pair of kettledrums, Rav Jodho's sword,
and the sandalwood throne, all of which Rav Biko carried back to Blkaner.

There is record among sources available of only one of Varjarig's wives,
a daughter of Khlcl Acaldas, and one son, Surjan Varjarigot (6-3). Murdrddn,
no. 2, p. 91, records about this son that he fought for the Rano of Mevar and died
in battle on his behalf. It is uncertain when he would have left Marvar and under
what circumstances his death occurred.

Two of Surjan's sons are listed, Kalo Surjanot (7-1) and Vldo Surjanot
(7-2). Kalo held the villages of Salavas and Nandvano from the ruler of Jodhpur,
which his great-grandfather, Bhlmv Cundavat, had originally received from his
brother, Rav Rinmal. Kalo's descendants also retained possession of these
villages. Kalo's brother, Vldo, was killed at the battle of SevakI on November 2,
1529 when Rav Gango Vaghavat of Jodhpur (1492-1515) came to battle with his
paternal uncle, Sekho Sujavat, over rulership in Marvar. Murdrddn, no. 2, p.
92, does not specify for which side Vldo fought in this conflict.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 37; Bdnkidds, p. 143; BhatI, Sarveksan,
3:101-102; Jodhpur Rdjya kiKhydt, pp. 60-64; L. P. Tessitori,
"A Progress Report on the Work done during the year 1917 in
connection with the Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana,"
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, N.S. 15 (1919), pp.
73-75; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 5-6, 58, 69-82, 91-92; Ojha,
4:1:261-266, 5:1:86-89; Vigat, 1:31, 40, 2:43-44, "Tippaniyem:
Pratham Bhag (Mahatvapurn Vyaktiyom tatha Sthanom adi para
Tippaniyem), Pargana Jodhpur," 3:66-69.
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Figure 19. Bhlmvot Rathors
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Bikavat Rathors

(no. 47) Bhimraj Jaitsiyot (9-2)
(no. 42) Biko Jodhavat, Rav (6-1)
(no. 45) Jaitsi Lunkaranot, Rav (8-1)
(no. 46) Kalyanmal Jaitsiyot, Rav (9-1)
(no. 44) Lunkaran Bikavat, Rav (7-2)
(no. 43) Naro Bikavat, Rav (7-1)

Set out below are brief discussions of the Rathor rulers of Bikaner
mentioned in the texts under review, beginning with Rav Biko Jodhavat (ca.
1485-1504) (6-1) and ending with Rav Kalyanmal Jaitsiyot (ca. 1542-74) (9-1).
References are provided at the end of this section for more detailed information
about these individuals and their reigns with mention of sources readily available
in published form in English.

(no. 42) Biko Jodhavat, Rav (ca. 1485-1504) (6-1)

The Bikavat Rathors descend from Biko Jodhavat, a son of Rav Jodho
Rinmalot (5-1), ruler of Mandor and Jodhpur (ca. 1453-89). His mother was the
Sankhll Pamvar Narangdejl, daughter of Runeco Sankhlo Pamvar Mandan
Jaitavat.1 Biko was born August 5, 14382 and was thirty-one years old at the time
his father founded Jodhpur in 1459. The Jodhpur chronicles state that Rav Jodho
divided the lands of Marvar among his brothers and sons following the founding
of Jodhpur, and Vigat, 1:39, records that he granted Biko and his younger uterine
brother, Vldo Jodhavat (6-2),3 the area of Jangaju,4 located some one hundred
miles to the north of Jodhpur, and the desert tract to the east and northeast of
Jangalu that became known as Bikaner.

In fact, Blko's and Vldo's association with these areas did not begin until
the mid-1460s. Bikaner chronicles relate that this association emerged from a
casual remark made one day in Rav Jodho's darbdr at Jodhpur. Biko is said to
have arrived late in the darbdr on this day and to have taken a seat alongside his
paternal uncle (kdko), Kandhal Rinmalot (5-2), with whom he quickly became

1 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Jodho Rinmalot,
Rani no. 3, for a discussion of the uncertainties surrounding the identity of this Rants
father.

2 Reu, 1:103, n. 3, gives the date of July 14, 1440 (adhika vais) or August 14, 1440
(nija vais) for Blko's birth.

3 For information about Vldo Jodhavat, see infra, "VTdavat Rathors."

4 Jangalu village: located twenty-four miles south of present-day Bikaner.
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involved in a whispered conversation. Rav Jodho took note of Biko's late arrival
and his secretive discussion with Kandhaj and remarked to the side that they
must be scheming about the conquest of new lands. Kandhal Rinmalot
overheard the Rav's aside and took it as a personal challenge. He pledged before
Rav Jodho that he would lead the conquest of new lands with Biko at his side.

The Jangalvo Sankhlo Pamvar, Napo Manakravat (no. 26), was in the
darhdr at the time. He had come to Jodhpur to seek aid in the recovery of the
Sankhlos' lands of Jangaju, which the Sankhlos had abandoned in the face of
attacks from the Baloc. This land now lay vacant. Sankhlo Napo urged Biko
and his uncle, Kandhaj, to consider the conquest and occupation of Jangaju,
offering his support and that of the Sankhlos in this enterprise.

Biko set out from Jodhpur for Jangalu with his brother, Vldo, several of
his paternal uncles, including Kandhaj Rinmalot, and a contingent of retainers
and servants on September 30, 1465. While Vldo eventually returned to assist
his father, Rav Jodho, in the conquest of Chapar-Dronpur, an area lying east-
southeast of Jangalu,5 and then assumed authority there at the direction of his
father, Biko spent the next twenty years establishing his own foothold in Jangalu
and then in the lands further to the north. He established himself at Koramdesar6

in 1472, and several years later in 1478, began construction of a fort near the
tank at Koramdesar. He also formed an important alliance through marriage
with BhatI Rav Sekho and the Bhatls of PugaJ, an area to the northwest of
Koramdesar. Then in 1485 he had the foundations for a new fort laid some
twelve miles to the east of Koramdesar and three years later in 1488, settled in
his new capitol of Blkaner.

Biko's success in consolidating his authority at Blkaner rested upon the
support he received from two important sources. The first was from CaranI
BhagvatI Sri Karnljl, who resided at the village of Desnok, nineteen miles to the
south of Blkaner. It was to her that Biko had proceeded for blessings and advice
prior to each of his campaigns. Biko's power also rested upon an important
alliance with the Godaro Jats. Different groups of Jats controlled areas of land
around Blkaner, and Biko's alliance with the Godaros led to the defeat of other
Jat opposition to his rule. From this time, a Godaro Jat has placed the tiko of
succession on the forehead of the new ruler of Blkaner.

Rav Biko turned his attention to the south after consolidating his power
at Blkaner. He rode to aid his uterine brother, Vldo Jodhavat, who had been
driven from Chapar-Dronpur by the Mohil Cahuvans and a Muslim force under
Sarahg Khan, the silbeddr of Hisar. Rav Biko succeeded in driving this force
from the area, and then placed Vldo once again upon the seat of rule.

A short time thereafter, ca. 1489, Rav Biko's paternal uncle, Kandhal
Rinmalot, whose support had been central to his establishment of authority at
Blkaner, was killed in battle against Sarang Khan. Biko vowed to avenge
Kandhaj's death to settle the vair, and he called upon the aid of his father, Rav
Jodho Rinmalot of Jodhpur, and his half-brothers from Merto, Varsingh (no.

5 Chapar village: located seventy miles east-southeast of Jangalu.

6 Koramdesar village: located eleven miles west of present-day Blkaner.
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146) and Dudo Jodhavat (no. 104). Their combined force met and defeated
Sarang Khan, and Blko's son, Naro Blkavat (7-1) (no. 43), is credited with
killing Sarang Khan.7

Blko halted at Dronpur with his father, Rav Jodho, upon returning from
this battle. It is here that Rav Jodho is said to have taken an oath from Blko,
who was then his eldest living son. Blko now had his own kingdom of Blkaner,
and Rav Jodho asked that he lay no claim to Jodhpur, but leave this kingdom to
those of his brothers who were Rav Jodho's chosen successors. Blko promised
to abide by this request, but he asked in return that he be given several of the
prized heirlooms of the Rathor ruling family. These included the sandalwood
throne, the royal umbrella and fly whisk, Rav Jodho's sword and shield, the
kettledrums, Sankhlo Pamvar Harbhu Mehrajot's dagger, the Hiranyagarbha idol
of LaksmlnarayanjI, and the large silver idol of Nagnecljl, the kuldevi of the
Rathors. Rav Jodho is said to have acceded to Blko's request, promising to send
these prized possessions to him upon his return to Jodhpur. Rav Jodho died soon
after his return, however, and the heirlooms remained at Jodhpur.

Rav Blko rode to Jodhpur several years later in 1492 to aid his half-
brother, Rav Satal Jodhavat (ca. 1489-92), and his two half-brothers from Merto,
Varsirigh and Dudo Jodhavat, during a period of conflict with the Muslim
subeddr of Ajmer, Malu Khan. Soon thereafter, during the reign of Rav Satal's
successor, Rav Sujo Jodhavat (ca. 1492-1515), Rav Blko marched on Jodhpur
itself, claiming the prized heirlooms which Rav Jodho had promised him. Issues
of precedence to rulership among Rav Jodho's sons by different wives were
involved here, and there is evidence of factions at the Jodhpur court around
different sons. The chronicles relate that Rathor Varjang Bhlmvot (no. 42),
kileddr of the Jodhpur fort under Rav Sujo Jodhavat, secretly summoned Rav
Blko to Jodhpur, saying that if he came, they could capture the town. He offered
to open the gates of the fort to him. This plot was foiled, but Rav Blko did
march on Jodhpur and lay siege to the town and fort. He finally agreed to lift his
siege only after meeting with Rav Sujo's mother, Rani Jasmadejl HadI, who
arranged to have the prized Rathor symbols of rulership and authority given to
Rav Blko. He carried these back to Blkaner with him.

Some years later, on June 17, 1504, Rav Blko died at the age of sixty-
five years.

(no. 43) Naro Bfkavat9 Rav (ca. 1504-05) (7-1)

Naro Blkavat, Rav Blko's eldest son, succeeded him to the rulership of
Blkaner. Naro ruled only four months. He died on January 13, 1505. He had no
sons and was succeeded by his younger brother, Lunkaran Blkavat (7-2).

7 The circumstances of Sarang Khan's death are uncertain. The date of his death is given
variously in the sources as 1489 and 1490. The latter date falls after the date given for
Rav Jodho Rinmalot's death on April 6, 1489. This date is unconfirmed by inscriptional
evidence, however, further complicating issues of chronology. See: Ojha, 4:1:247-250.
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(no. 44) Luokaran Bikavat, Ray (1505-26) (7-2)

Lunkaran Blkavat was born on January 12, 1470. His mother was
BhatiyanI Rani Rangkumvar, the daughter of BhatI Rav Sekho of Pugal. He
ascended the throne of Blkaner on January 23, 1505 at the age of thirty-five
years, and ruled until June of 1526, when he was killed along with three of his
sons fighting Muslims near Namol in central-eastern Raj as than.

Rav Lunkaran spent the twenty-one years of his reign consolidating and
expanding the territories that his father, Rav Blko Jodhavat (6-1) (no. 42), had
originally settled. He attacked the Cahuvans of Dadrevo in eastern Blkaner
territory in 1509-10 and placed this land under his control, and then led a series
of raids against the Kyam KhanT Muslims of Fatehpur in 1512, bringing back
much spoil to his capitol. In 1513, he defeated the Khanzada Khan ruler of
Nagaur, Muhammad Khan I (ca. 1495-1520), in battle and, a year later,
proceeded to Cltor to marry a daughter of Slsodlyo Rano Raymal Kumbhavat
(ca. 1473-1509).

Then in early 1526, he became involved in a dispute with BhatI Raval
JaitsI Devldasot of Jaisalmer (1491-1528). This dispute is said to have arisen
over a slight. Caran Lajo of Blkaner happened to be at the Jaisajmer court one
day and overheard the Raval mocking the Rathors. The Caran remarked to the
Raval that he should not speak ill of the Rathors, whereupon Raval JaitsI replied
that he would give the Brahmans of his kingdom as much of his land as the
Rathors could ride over. Caran Lajo quickly reported the RavaJ's boast to Rav
Lunkaran at Blkaner, and the Rav took up the challenge and rode with his
warriors into the BhatI lands. They penetrated as far as Jaisalmer itself, laying
siege to the town and fortress and capturing Raval JaitsI. The Rav lifted his
siege and released the Raval only after the Raval agreed to marry one of his
daughters to a son of Rav Lunkaran.

Rav Lunkaran rode with a force of Rajputs from Blkaner against the
Muslims of Narnol in March of 1526. With him on this expedition were three of
his sons, a contingent of Bhatls from Pugal, Vldavat Rathor Kalyanmal
Udaikaranot (no. 153) (8-5) and his Rajputs from Chapar-Dronpur, and Sekhavat
Kachvaho Raymal Sekhavat (no. 22) of Amarsar. They halted in Chapar-
Dronpur on their way to Narnol, and Vldavat Kalyanmal is said to have
overheard the Rav speak of coveting this land for his own family. These words
raised grave suspicions in Kalyanmal's mind, and when Rav Lunkaran came to
battle with Sheikh Ablmlra at the village of DhosI near Narnol, Kalyanmal told
his close companion, Raymal Sekhavat, that he would not support Rav
Lunkaran. Kalyanmal and the Vldavats then withdrew from the field and refused
to participate in the fighting. Raymal Sekhavat is also said to have sided with
Sheikh Ablmlra.

Rav Lunkaran was killed at DhosI on March 30, 1526 along with his
sons, NetsI (8-2), PratapsI (8-3) and VairsI (8-4).

(no.45) Jaitei Lunkaranot, Rav (ca. 1526-42) (8-1)
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Rav Lunkaran's eldest son, Jaitsi Lunkaranot, succeeded him to the
throne of Bikaner. Jaitsi was born on October 31, 1489 and came to the throne
at the age of thirty-six years. His first actions upon succession were to protect
his capitol from Vldavat Kalyanmal Udaikaranot, who had proceeded to Bikaner
after the fighting at Narnol, asking to be allowed into the city to mourn the Rav's
death. Rav Jaitsi wisely forbade him entry and soon after organized an
expedition against the Vidavats of Chapar-Dronpur to avenge his father's and his
brothers' deaths. The Rav was able to drive Kalyanmal from the area, and he
afterwards placed one of Kalyanmal's paternal nephews, Vldavat Sango
Samsarcandot, on the seat of rule at Chapar-Dronpur.

Several years later, in 1529, Rav Jaitsi rode to Jodhpur to aid Rav Gango
Vaghavat (1515-32) in Rav Gango's dispute with his paternal uncle (kdko),
Sekho Sujavat (no. 86), over land and authority in Marvar. Rav Gango was
victorious at the battle of SevakI8 on November 2, 1529 with Rav Jaitsl's help.
Rav Gango and Rav Jaitsi found Sekho Sujavat lying on the field after the
fighting, and, before dying, Sekho is reported to have reproached Rav Jaitsi for
interfering in a dispute between a father's brother (kdko) and a brother's son
(bhafijo). He also stated that Rav Jaitsi would meet the same fate that he,
Sekho, had met.

Bikaner came under attack from a Mughal army under Prince Kamran,
brother to Emperor Humayun, some years later in 1534. The Mughals had first
attacked and taken Bhatner (Hanumangarh) from Rav Jaitsl's son, Khets!
Jaitslyot (9-4), who was killed. They then besieged Bikaner and eventually took
the fort. Rav Jaitsi was forced to flee, but he returned in October of 1534 to
retake the fort from the Mughals in a daring night attack.

Then in late 1541 Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62) sent an
army under Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot (no. 95) against Bikaner. Rav Jaitsi was
killed fighting in the defense of his kingdom at Sobho village (near Bikaner) on
February 26, 1542. Rav Malde's forces occupied Bikaner city and fort, and held
it for the next two years. The Bikaner Rathors under Rav Jaitsl's successor were
only able to occupy the city again in December of 1543.

(no. 46) Kalyanmal Jaitslyot, Rav (ca. 1542-1574) (9-1)
(no. 47) BMmraj Jaitslyot (9-2)

Rav JaitsFs son, Kalyanmal Jaitslyot, succeeded him to the throne of
Bikaner in 1542. Kalyanmal was born on January 6, 1519. His accession in
1542 took place in the village of Sirso because of the occupation of Bikaner by
Rav Malde Garigavat's forces from Jodhpur. For the next several years,
Kalyanmal moved about the countryside seeking to consolidate a foothold in the
face of Rav Malde's superior force at the capitol. Rav Kalyanmal sent his
younger brother, Bhlmraj Jaitslyot, and a trusted court administrator, Mumhato
Nago, to Delhi to meet with Sher Shah Stir (1540-45) and plead the case of

' Sevaki village: located twenty-three miles northeast of Jodhpur.
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Bikaner against Rav Malde of Jodhpur. Dalpat Vilas, pp. 4-5, a local chronicle
of Bikaner dating from just after this period, notes that Sher Shah had gone to
Bikaner during the time of hardship prior to his assumption of authority in north
India, and that he had been cared for by Rav Kalyanmal's family. Sher Shah's
earlier association with the Bikaner ruling family undoubtedly played a role in
his decision to move against Rav Malde of Jodhpur and assist in the recovery of
their homeland.

Sher Shah marched from north India against Marvar in early 1544. His
forces met those of Rav Malde's at Samel9 in February of that year, defeating
them after a long and costly battle. Rav Kalyanmal came with a contingent of
warriors to aid Sher Shah in this battle, and Mumhato Nago had Sher Shah place
the ttko of succession on Kalyanmal's forehead afterwards to confirm him as
ruler of Bikaner. Rav Kalyanmal then proceeded to his capitol. Rav Malde's
defeat at Samel effectively removed all of his authority from this area and
allowed Rav Kalyanmal to consolidate his position for the first time.

Rav Kalyanmal once again sent forces against Rav Malde in 1554, this
time to aid Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no. 107) at the battle of Merto. Rav
Jaimal emerged victorious here, and the Bikaner chronicles record that Rav
Jaimal was much indebted to Rav Kalyanmal and his warriors for their support.
Three years later, in January of 1557, Rav Kalyanmal again sent warriors south
from Bikaner, on this occasion to aid Slsodlyo Rano Udaisingh Sarigavat of
Cltor (ca. 1537-72; no. 17) and his allies against the forces of Hajl Khan Pathan,
a former noble of Sher Shah Sur, and Rav Malde of Jodhpur. They met in battle
at Harmaro,10 where the Rano's army met defeat.

Rav Kalyanmal went with his son, Kumvar Raysingh Kalyanmalot (10-
1), to meet with the Mughal Emperor Akbar at Nagaur on November 16, 1570.
The Rav offered his service to Akbar at this time, and he gave a daughter of his
brother, Kanho Jaitslyot (9-3), to the Emperor in marriage. His son, Raysingh,
remained in attendance upon the Emperor after his return to Bikaner. This
meeting marked the beginning of the long and enduring bond of service between
the Blkavat Rathors of Bikaner and the Mughal throne.

Rav Kalyanmal died on January 24, 1574 and was succeeded by his son,
Raysingh Kalyanmalot.

Akbar Ndma, 2:159, 518; Bdnkldds, pp. 74-75; Captain P. W.
Powlett, Gazetteer of the Bikaner State (Calcutta: Office of the
Superintendent of Government Printing, 1874), pp. i-v, 1-22;
Dalpat Vilas, edited by Ravat Saras vat (Bikaner: Sadul
RajasthanI Resarc Instltyut, 1960), pp. 4-5; Jodhpur Rdjya ki
Khydt, pp. 54-58; Kami Singh, The Relations of the House of
Bikaner with the Central Powers, 1465-1949 (New Delhi:
Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 1974), pp. 20-42;

9 Samel village: located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer.

10 Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar.
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L. P. Tessitori, "A Progress Report on the Work done during the
year 1917 in connection with the Bardic and Historical Survey
of Rajputana," Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, N. S.
15 (1919), pp. 43-50, 67-79; Major K. D. Erskine, ed.,
Rajputana Gazetteers: Volume III-A, The Western Rajputana
States Residency and the Bikaner Agency (Allahabad: The
Pioneer Press, 1909), pp. 309-330; Ojha, 4:1:247-250, 5:1:83,
90-162; Reu, 1:103, n. 3; Vigat, 1:39, 2:45-46, 56, 58, 60; Vir
Vinod, 2:478-485.
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Campavat Rathors

(no. 51) Amro Ramavat (8-2)
(no. 49) Jaitmal Jesavat (8-1)
(no. 48) Jeso Bhairavdasot (7-1)
(no. 50) Ramo Bhairavdasot (7-2)
(no. 52) Sahaiso Ramavat (8-3)

The Campavat Rathors

The Campavat Rathors descend from Campo Rinmalot (5-1), one of the
elder sons1 of Rav Rinmal Cundavat (4-1), ruler of Mandor (ca. 1428-38). He
was bom of Rani Sonagarl Ramkumvar of Nadul. Sources give widely differing
dates for Campo's birth. The most reasonable is January 5, 1413. He would
have been fifteen years of age when his father came to power at Mandor ca.
1428. Campo took an active role in the affairs of the kingdom and spent much
of his early life in his father's service at Mandor.

Not long after his father's assumption of power, Campo founded a
village that became his seat of rule. The site he chose for the village, it is said,
was where he had captured a caravan of camels that was passing near Mandor on
its way from Sindh to north India. The camels were loaded with "chunks" or
"large pieces" of raw sugar {gar ke tape2), considered an auspicious sign. In
recognition of this omen, Campo established the village on this site and named it
Kaparro.3

Campo's father's sister, HamsbaT, had been married to Slsodlyo Rano
Lakho Khetsot of Cltor (ca. 1382-1420). Her son by Rano Lakho, Moka}
Lakhavat, had succeeded to the throne of Mevar and ruled ca. 1421-33. When
he was murdered at Cltor ca. 1433, HamsbaT had summoned her brother, Rav
Rinmal, to Mevar to safeguard her grandson, Kumbho Mokalot, then aged nine
years, and ensure his succession to the throne. Campo initially accompanied his
father to Cltor, where the Rav was able to establish authority and seat Kumbho
Mokalot on the Slsodlyo throne. The Rav then spent much of the latter part of
his reign in Mevar as the Rano's protector, while Campo returned to Marvar,
where he and his elder brother, Akhairaj, assumed management of the kingdom
in their father's absence. The Slsodlyos under Rano Kumbho (ca. 1433-68) later
murdered Rav Rinmal ca. 1438 to rid Mevar of Rathor influence and control and

1 Mohansimh Kanota, Cdmpdvatom kd Itihds (Jaypur: Ranbankur Prakasan, 1990-91),
1:5, states that Campo was Rav Rinmal's third son after Akhairaj and Kandhal.

2 For a definition of kdpo, see: Lalas, RSK (2nd edition, 1988), 1:625.

3 Kaparro village: located twenty-eight miles east of Mandor and nine miles south-
southwest of Plmpar.
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afterwards proceeded to overrun much of eastern Marvar and occupy Mandor.
Campo spent the next fifteen years fighting alongside Rav Rinmal's chosen
successor, Jodho Rinmalot, during Jodho's attempts to reassert Rathor authority
in Marvar.

Jodho finally succeeded in the conquest of Mandor ca. 1453. He then
made Campo his pradhdn and delegated to him responsibility for managing the
affairs of the kingdom. Campo played a leading role in campaigns to drive the
STsodiyos from their remaining outposts in Marvar. When Rav Jodho organized
a large force of Rathors to attack Pall,4 the last of the Slsiodlyo garrisons, Campo
conducted negotiations with Slsodlyo Rano Kumbho prior to the engagement.
The Vigat of NainsI, 1:35, records:

One time later, Rano Kumbho assembled all the contingents
(sdth) of Mevar and came and halted at Pall. News [of the
arrival of the STsodiyos] reached Rav Jodho. Rav Jodho had
very few horses at this time. Then 10,000 Rathors [seated in]
2,000 bullock carts resolved to die. And Rav Jodho went and
encamped above Pali. The news reached the Rano, "Jodho has
come sitting in a [bullock] cart."

The Rano determined to quit Marvar following negotiations rather than confront
a Rathor army dedicated to death in battle. He agreed to marry his uterine sister
to Rav Jodho to seal the peace,5 and he gave Rav Jodho the lands of Sojhat in
dowry.

Campo participated in the general settlement of Marvar following the
Slsodlyo withdrawal, and sources note that he attacked and subdued the Sihdhal
Rathors under Narsingh Suidhal at Jaitaran6 and made Narsingh Rav Jodho's
subordinate.

Rav Jodho founded his new capitol of Jodhpur five miles south of
Mandor in 1459. During the Rav's subsequent division of lands in Marvar
among his brothers and sons, he confirmed Campo's possession of Kaparro
village and in addition granted him the village of Banar7 as a reward for his
devoted service to the throne.

Few details are available about the remainder of Campo's life. He
participated with Rav Jodho in several campaigns against the Mohil Cahuvans of
Chapar-Dronpur8 between the years 1464-1474. Then, on April 2, H79

4 Pah village: located forty-five miles south-southeast of Mandor.

5 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Jodho Rinmalot,
Rani no. 9.

6 Jaitaran town: located fifty-six miles east of Jodhpur.

7 Banar village: located ten miles east-northeast of Jodhpur.

8 Chapar-Dronpur: southeastern Bikaner territory.
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(Caitradi) or March 22, 1480 (Srdvanadi) Campo was killed fighting against the
Sindhal Rathors of Jaitaran. Sources note that Campo made an offering to the
land of flesh and blood from his own hand prior to his death. He was
approximately sixty-seven years of age.9

Campo had between two and eight wives and five to eight sons, the most
important of whom was Bhairavdas Campavat (6-1).

BdnkTdds, p. 54; Kanota, Cdmpdvatom kd Itihds, 1:5-38;
Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 655; Pandit Badrl Sarma, Ddsapom kd
Itihds (Jodhpur: Senasadana, V. S. 2011 [A. D. 1954]), pp. 11-
17; Cdmpdvat Rdthaur, pp. 1-10; Vigat, 1:35, 38, "Parisist - 4:
Davlne Jlvnl Mislam rl Vigat," 2:475; Vir Vinod, 2:805.

Bhairavdas Campavat (6-1)

Bhairavdas Campavat was born in 1434-35 during the last years of Rav
Rinmal Cundavat's (4-1) rule at Mandor (ca. 1428-38). He was three or four
years old when Rav Rinmal was murdered and grew up during the fifteen year
Rathor struggle against the Sisodlyos. No specific information is available about
Bhairavdas's activities in this period, but when he came of age, he undoubtedly
served with his father, Campo Rinmalot, in the Rathor campaigns that Jodho
Rinmalot led to reassert his family's authority in their homeland. Bhairavdas
proved to be an ardent supporter of the Jodhpur throne and of Rav Jodho's
family. The Jodhpur chronicles speak of him as a great pillar of Marvar.

Following Rav Jodho's assumption of rule at Mandor, the Rav sent
Bhairavdas with an army of Rathors to attack Rathor Narbad Satavat (no. 56) at
his village of Kaylano in Godhvar.10 Narbad Satavat had participated with the
Sisodlyos in the occupation of Mandor and eastern Marvar, and Rav Jodho
sought to take revenge for these actions. The Rathors under Bhairavdas were
successful in driving Narbad Satavat from Kaylano and looting his village.

Bhairavdas was also vigilant in the protection of his family lands at the
village of Kaparro. When these came under attack from Bagho Slhdha| of
Kamvlam11 in 1459-60 and the cattle were driven off, Bhairavdas rode in pursuit.
He brought Bagho Sindhal to battle near Kamvlam and killed him there.

Soon thereafter in 1461-62, Bhairavdas accompanied Rav Jodho on his
pilgrimage to Mathurajl and other holy sites at the behest of his father, Campo.
Some years later in 1472-73, Rav Jodho called upon Bhairavdas to assist his son,
Biko Jodhavat (Rav of Blkaner, ca. 1485-1504; no. 42), in the consolidation of

9 A brother's son, Balo Bhakharsiyot, avenged Campo's death a short time later, killing
Narsingh Sindhal in battle.

10 Kaylano village: located thirty-eight miles south of Sojhat and nine miles east-
northeast of Nadul.

11 The identity of this village is obscure. It is perhaps Kamvllyo, located seventeen
miles south of Merto and twenty-eight miles west of Pimpar.
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his authority at Jangalu12 and then at Koramdesar13 against Bhati inroads.
Bhairavdas remained with Biko Jodhavat for over seven years and was with him
when his father, Campo, was killed in 1479. Bhairavdas returned to Kaparro
following Campo's death to assume his position of rule there. Rav Jodho granted
Bhairavdas the additional village of Cotilo14 at this time.

Bhairavdas was apparently busy with family affairs over the following
years for the texts next speak of him with relation to events of the mid-1480s.
He once again became involved with Rav Biko Jodhavat when Rav Biko went to
aid his uterine brother, Vido Jodhavat,15 in the recovery of the lands of Chapar-
Dronpur. These had been taken from Vido by the Mohil Cahuvans and their
ally, Sarang Khan, the siibedar of Hisar. Bhairavdas was badly wounded in the
fighting in Chapar-Dronpur. He also rode with Rav Jodho when the Rav's son,
Rav Biko Jodhavat, called upon the Rav to aid in avenging the death of Rathor
Kandhal Rinmalot ca. 1489. Kandhal had been killed near Hisar fighting against
Sarang Khan. Bhairavdas was again wounded in battle here.

Bhairavdas continued his service to the house of Jodhpur following Rav
Jodho's death in 1489, under Rav Jodho's successors, Rav Satal Jodhavat (ca.
1489-92) and Rav Sujo Jodhavat (ca. 1492-1515). He fought at the battle of
Kusano16 on March 1, 1492, when Rav Satal came to the aid of his half-brothers,
Rav Varsingh Jodhavat (no. 146) and Dudo Jodhavat (no. 104), whose lands of
Merto were being attacked and pillaged by the suheddr of Ajmer, Malu Khan.
Rav Varsingh had precipitated Malu Khan's encroachments by an earlier attack
on the rich trading city of Sambhar to the north. The Rathors were victorious at
Kusano, but Bhairavdas was again wounded, and one of his brothers, Ratansi
Campavat (6-2), was killed. Rav Satal Jodhavat was himself mortally wounded
at Kusano and died soon after. He was succeeded to the Jodhpur throne by his
uterine brother, Sujo Jodhavat.

Under Rav Sujo, Bhairavdas participated in a campaign against the
Mahevco Rathors of Pokaran who had attacked Phalodhi17 and besieged Rav
Sujo's son, Naro Sujavat. Later, in 1503-04, he and other Rathors took action
against the Mers of Sojhat to avenge the death of Mahiraj Akhairajot.18 Mahiraj
was Bhairavdas's father's brother's son. Bhairavdas also joined Rav Sujo in the

12 Jangalu village: located twenty-four miles south of present-day Bikaner.

13 Koramdesar village: located eleven miles west of present-day Bikaner.

14 Cotilo village: located seven miles southeast of Rohath in eastern Marvar.

15 See infra, "Vidavat Rathors," for more information about Vido Jodhavat.

16 Kusano village: located thirty-eight miles east-northeast of Jodhpur.

17 The towns of Pokaran and Phalodhi lie eighty-three miles northwest and seventy-two
miles north-northwest of Jodhpur, respectively.

18 See infra, "Kumpavat Rathors," for more information about Mahiraj Akhairajot.
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conquest of Jaitaran in eastern Marvar from the Sindha] Rathors and participated
in the consolidation of this area under Rav Sujo's son, Udo Sujavat.19

Bhairavdas and other Rathor thdkurs close to the throne, including
Bhairavdas's father's brother's son, Pancain Akhairajot,20 were instrumental in
securing the succession to the Jodhpur throne of Rav Sujo's grandson, Gango
Vaghavat, over the claims of an elder half-brother, Vlramde Vaghavat (no. 84),
upon Rav Sujo's death in 1515. There is no information about Bhairavdas's
activities after 1515, but he apparently remained closely involved with the affairs
of Jodhpur. He was killed in battle some years later fighting in the service of the
Jodhpur ruler. Sources differ regarding the date and circumstances of his death.
One states that he was killed in November of 1529 at the battle of SevakI,21

while others record that he was killed in 1521-22 during a skirmish with Rav
Vlramde Vaghavat's Rajputs near Sojhat. He would have been ninety-five years
old in 1529.

Bhairavdas had twelve wives and from eleven to seventeen sons, the
most important of whom was Jeso Bhairavdasot (no. 48) (7-1).

Bdnkidds, p. 54; Cdmpdvat Rdthaur, pp. 11-17; Kanota,
Cdmpdvatom kd Itihds, 1:42-56; Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 655;
Sarma, Ddsapom kd Itihds, pp. 18-23; Vigat, "Parisist - 4: Davl
ne Jlvnl Mislam rl Vigat," 2:477.

(no. 48) Jeso Bhairavdasot (7-1)

Jeso Bhairavdasot was a son of Bhairavdas Campavat (6-1) and
grandson of Campo Rinmalot (5-1), the founding ancestor of the Campavat
Rathors. He was born on January 12, 1467, as Bhairavdas's fourth son. His
mother was BhatiyanI Bhagvankumvar. Jeso's birth took place eight years after
the founding of Jodhpur in 1459, and he grew up during the period of Rathor
consolidation and expansion in Marvar, rising to a position of great influence
and power under both Rav Gango Vaghavat (1515-32) and his successor, Rav
Malde Gangavat (1532-62).

Little is known about Jeso's life prior to his father's death in 1521-22.
The only recorded event is his founding of the village Rinslgamv22 on November
3, 1502 when he was thirty-five years old. The texts offer varying reasons for
Jeso's move from his father's village of Kaparro. The most cogent appears to be
the curse of a holy man who lived in a garden at Kaparro. The holy man is said

19 See infra, "Udavat Rathors," for more information about Udo Sujavat.

20 See infra, "Jaitavat Rathors ," for m o r e information about Pancain Akhairajot .

21 SevakI village: located twenty- three miles northeast of Jodhpur.

22 R ins lgamv village: located seventeen miles east-northeast of Kaparro and forty-three
mi les east of Jodhpur.
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to have foretold that if Bhairavdas's descendants remained at Kaparro, they
would perish.

Jeso was fifty-four years old when his father died. He maintained his
father's influential position in Marvar, and it is recorded that he lived another
thirty-seven years and died in 1558-59 at the age of ninety-one at his village of
Au.23

Jeso's first major campaign following his father's death took place in
1527. He was part of the contingent of warriors from Marvar whom Rav Gango
Vaghavat of Jodhpur sent to north India with STsodlyo Rano Sango Raymalot of
Cltor (1509-28) to meet the Mughal Babur in battle at Khanua. Among this
force was a contingent of Mertlyos under Rav Viramde Dudavat (no. 105) and
his two brothers, Raymal and RatansT, both of whom were killed at Khanua.
Jeso himself was wounded there, and a large number of Rajputs who
accompanied him killed.

Jeso fought alongside Rav Gango of Jodhpur on November 2, 1529 at
the battle of Sevaki 24 against the Rav's paternal uncle, Sekho Sujavat (no. 86),
and Sekho's ally from Nagaur, Khanzada Khan Daulat Khan (ca. 1526-36; no.
154). Sekho Sujavat, who sought broader authority and control in Marvar, had
precipitated this conflict between father's brother (kako) and brother's son
(bhafiyo).

Rav Gango again turned his attention to Sojhat following his victory at
Sevaki. He sequestered this land from his half-brother, Rav Viramde Vaghavat
(no. 84), with whom there had been on-going conflict since his accession in
1515. Rav Viramde was given the village of Khairvo25 in compensation, but he
was not content with this offer and continued his depredations against Jodhpur,
forcing Rav Gango to drive him from Marvar. Rav Viramde then went to
Mevar. He gained the support of Slsodlyo Rano Vikramaditya Sangavat (ca.
1531-36) and led a small force back into Marvar and attacked Jeso's village of
Rinslgamv. Rav Viramde suffered defeat here, but he returned again for a
decisive confrontation at the village of Saran26 on the edge of the Aravallls
southeast of Sojhat. Here Rav Gango defeated Rav Viramde and removed all of
his authority from Sojhat and Marvar. Jeso was an active participant in all of
these actions and, during the latter conflict, was again wounded.

Rav Gango's son, Malde Gangavat, succeeded to the Jodhpur throne in
1532, and, with his succession, Jeso rose to become one of the principal thakurs
of Marvar alongside Rav Malde's leading military commanders, Rathors Jaito
Pancainot (no. 61) and Kumpo Mahirajot (no. 95). Rav Malde's accession took
place at Sojhat, and, following ceremonies there, the Rav proceeded first to
Jeso's village of Rinslgamv to pay his respects and to accept Jeso's oath of

23 An village: located twenty-one miles south of Sojhat.

24 Sevaki village: located twenty-three miles northeast of Jodhpur.

25 Khai rvo village: located twenty- two miles southwest of Sojhat.

26 Saran village: located eighteen miles southeast of Sojhat.
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loyalty and service. He made Jeso one of his pradhans at this time. Shortly
thereafter in 1534 Rav Malde sent Jeso with a force of Rajputs to assist Sisodiyo
Rano Vikramaditya in his unsuccessful defense of the fortress of Citor against
Sultan Bahadur Shah of Gujarat (1526-37).

A year later, ca. 1535, Jeso became more directly involved in the
hostilities that had developed between Rav Malde and the Mertlyo Rathors.
"Aitihasik Batam," p. 57, records that early in Rav Malde's reign, Rathor Jaito
Pancainot had confronted the Rav when he spoke of his desire to conquer Merto,
Blkaner, and Slvano and had objected to these conquests because Rathors ruled
all of these kingdoms. He stated forcefully, "The offense of killing one's family
members/brothers (gotrakadamb - lit. 'go^ra-destruction') will not be committed
by me." Vigat, 2:48, also notes that when Rav Malde plotted against Rav
Viramde Dudavat (no. 105) and the Mertlyos, Kumpo Mahirajot and Jeso
Bhairavdasot "would not get involved in this matter."

Neither Jeso nor the other leading Rajputs in Rav Malde's service could
blunt the Rav's enmity toward Merto, however, nor were they willing to
challenge his commands. They participated in open battle against Mertlyo Rav
Viramde at Reyam village27 ca. 1535. This conflict was precipitated by Rav
Viramde's occupation of Ajmer when the Muslim kileddr fled the city and left it
open upon the fall of Mandu to the Mughal Emperor Humayun. Rav Malde
demanded Ajmer from Rav Viramde, and when Rav Viramde refused to hand
over the city, Rav Malde sent his Rajputs into the lands of Merto and began
dividing them among his warriors. Rav Viramde then mounted a precipitous
attack on Reyam village in order to chastise Varsinghot Mertlyo Sahaiso
Tejslyot (no. 151), who had been one of his Rajputs, but had sided with Rav
Malde and received Reyam from him in pato. News of this coming attack
reached the garrison at Rarod,28 where Jeso was stationed along with Jaito
Pancainot, Kumpo Mahirajot, and other important fhdkurs of Marvar. They
rode to Reyam and took part in the bloody fighting at this village, during which
Mertlyo Rav Viramde was badly defeated and many of his Rajputs killed. Jeso
was again wounded here (see Vigat, 2:51-54, of the translated text for details
about this engagement).

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 59, records that ca. 1537 Jeso was a military
servant of Sisodiyo Udaisingh Sangavat (Rano of Citor, ca. 1537-72; no. 17) at
Kumbhalmer. How Jeso came to take service under Sisodiyo Udaisingh is
unclear. Kumbhalmer had come under siege in this period from the forces of a
pretender to the throne, Sisodiyo Vanvlr Prithlrajot, who had murdered
Udaisingh's uterine brother, Rano Vikramaditya (ca. 1531-36) at Citor. Sisodiyo
Udaisingh turned to Jeso and asked how he might liberate Kumbhajmer from
Vanvlr's threat. Jeso counseled Udaisingh to summon Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot,

27 R e y a m village: located fifteen miles southeast of Mer to .

28 Rarod vil lage: located forty-four miles northeast of Jodhpur and six mi les west of
Asop .
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whom Rav Malde had stationed at the garrison of Madanyo in Godhvar.29 Jeso
stated that when Kumpo received word, he would come and provide the
assistance and protection needed. Udaisingh was unsure of how to respond,
being fearful because of Rav Malde's forceful expansion out from Marvar
following his accession in 1532, particularly after his occupation of Ajmer ca.
1535, when he sent his armies to occupy large areas of central Rajasthan. The
Rav had also placed garrisons along the northern borders of Mevar and in
Godhvar. Slsodlyo Udaisingh remarked to Jeso:

Rav Malde became [as it were] Rahu30 and attacked our land,
and Kumpo is a military servant of Rav Malde's. [If we were] to
summon [him in] our distress, why would [he] come? (ibid.)

Jeso responded that Kumpo was his brother's son31 and that if Jeso's men came to
Udaisingh's assistance, Kumpo and his men would also come without delay.
Messages were then sent to Kumpo at Madarlyo, and Kumpo immediately rode
to Kumbhalmer with five hundred warriors. The Sonagaro Cahuvan, Akhairaj
Rindhirot (no. 9) of Pall village,32 who was Udaisingh's wife's father,33 had been
much involved in supporting Udaisingh as well. He played a leading role in
coordinating this effort in Udaisingh's behalf. He arrived with his own force of
Rajputs after Slsodlyo Udaisingh sent messages directly to him, requesting his
aid. With their arrival, Vanvlr's men lifted their siege and retreated before this
concerted force of Marvar Rajputs. Sonagaro Akhairaj was then instrumental in
seating Udaisingh on the Slsodlyo throne at Kumbhahner.

Little information is available about Jeso's activities during the period
between 1537 and 1544. Texts next record his presence at the battle of Samel34

in January of 1544. Jeso was again a military servant of Rav Malde and he
participated in the initial phases of this conflict. He is credited with killing one
of Sher Shah's leading warriors, Jalal Khan JalvanI, and with stealing Jalal
Khan's horses from under the eyes of Sher Shah himself. Jeso was apparently

29 M a d a n y o vil lage: located thir teen miles south-southwest of Nadul and thir teen miles
west-northwest of Kumbha lmer .

30 Rahu: the n a m e of a Dai tya or demon who is supposed to seize the sun and moon,
thereby causing eclipses (Platts, Dictionary, p . 585).

31 K u m p o Mahirajot 's and Jeso Bhairavdasot 's grandfathers were brothers. These m e n
were Akhairaj and Campo Rinmalot , both sons of Rav Rinmal Cundavat of Mandor .

32 Pal i village: located forty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

33 Kanota, Cdmpdvatom kd Itihds, 1:69, notes that it was because of Jeso
Bhairavdasot's strong advice that Sonagaro Akhairaj married a daughter to Slsodlyo
Udaisingh. The marriage took place some months prior to Udaisingh's succession to the
throne at Kumbhalmer ca. 1537.

34 Samel village: located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer.
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wounded at Samel prior to the main engagement, and he withdrew to join Rav
Malde during his exile from Jodhpur in the hills near Slvano.

Rav Malde immediately sought to reassert his authority in Marvar
following Sher Shah's death in May of 1545. He moved first against the
important and strongly manned garrison at Bhangesar,35 then under the charge of
Hajl AH Fateh Khan. Jeso was among the leading warriors sent against this
garrison. According to "Aitihasik Batam," p. 39, Jeso approached Rav Malde
prior to this campaign and entreated Mm, saying, "I was not able to die fighting
in the great battle [at Samel]." Jeso appears to have requested that he be sent
against Bhangesar to have another opportunity to die honorably in battle. He
was seventy-eight years old. Rav Malde gave him a prominent role in this
attack, and Jeso was wounded when the Rav's Rajputs overwhelmed the Muslims
of the garrison and then proceeded on to Jodhpur, which they also took into their
possession. Rav Malde paid Jeso great honor following this battle, giving him
an elephant, a litter in which to ride, and costly jewels.

Jeso now emerged as Rav Malde's most important thdkur. The Rav's
leading Rajputs from the period before Samel, Jaito Paficainot and Kumpo
Mahirajot, were both dead. "Aitihasik Batam," p. 46, states that "among the
fhdkurs and important men, Rathor Jeso Bhairavdasot became [the Rav's]
foremost counselor (pitchanai pradhdn)." Jeso received the lands for the village
of Au (Auvo) mpato at this time.36 Jeso is said to have founded Au following a
trip to Godhvar on a site where he had seen several lions. The sighting of lions
was a most auspicious sign.

Jeso used his position of influence with Rav Malde during this period to
have BagrI,37 the ancestral village of Jaito Pancainot's family, returned to this
family. The Rav had taken BagrI from the Jaitavats following the failure of one
of Jaito's sons, Mansingh Jaitavat, to perform military service after the battle of
Samel. At Jeso's persistence, the Rav relented and granted BagrI to another of
Jaito's sons, Prithiraj Jaitavat (no. 63). Much of Jeso's persistence appears based
upon his desire to ally Prithiraj Jaitavat firmly with the house of Jodhpur.
Prithiraj was himself a prominent thdkur of Marvar, and he soon thereafter
gained the esteem of the Rav and emerged as one of his leading military
commanders.

Jeso was also concerned for Marvar. Following Rav Malde's return to
Jodhpur after Samel, STsodlyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat of Cltor began
preparations to send raiding parties against him. Jeso knew that:

35 Bhangesar village: located sixteen miles west of Sojhat.

36 Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 655, states that Bhairavdas received An in 1545-46 after Rav
Malde's reoccupation of Jodhpur, while Kanota, Cdmpdvatom kd Itihds, 1:64, writes
that Rav Gango gave Jeso the lands of Au some years earlier in 1529 following the
battle of Sevakl.

37 BagrI village: located nine miles east-southeast of Sojhat.
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Today Rano Udaisingh [is] powerful, [and] we have just now
returned from a period of distress (vikhau). The Rajputs [and]
all the important men died fighting in the great battle [at Samel].
The Ravjfs rulership (thdkurdT) will become weak [from] a
confrontation today" ("Aitihasik Batam," p. 46).

Rav Malde paid great deference to Jeso as his pradhdn, and, on Jeso's advice,
agreed to marry one of his daughters to the Slsodlyo Rano and to give the Rano
horses, elephants, and fifty villages of Sojhat along with the whole of Godhvar in
dowry in order to placate him and ward off his attacks.

When Prithiraj Jaitavat learned that these arrangements were being
considered, however, he remonstrated strongly with the Rav, urging him not to
display any weakness before the Rano. Rav Malde then took heart and
determined to withhold his offer of marriage and dowry. Prithiraj Jaitavat was
later able to turn the Slsodlyos back when they began raiding into Marvar and to
prevent any humiliation of Rav Malde.

Rav Malde's confidence in Jeso remained undiminished, for he gave Jeso
Ml responsibility for the army of Jodhpur sent to conquer Pokaran38 from the
Bhatls of Jaisalmer in 1550. Following Jeso's success there, Rav Malde sent him
first against Baharmer in far western Marvar and then against Jaisalmer itself in
1552. Jeso besieged the fortress of Jaisajmer and pillaged the villages in the
surrounding countryside. When he returned to Jodhpur, the Rav awarded him
full responsibility for administration of the kingdom. Jeso was an old warrior
now of some eighty-five years.

Confusion surrounds the date and circumstances of Jeso's death. Both
Bhagavatsimh, Cdmpdvat Rdthaur, p. 31, and Sarma, Ddsapom kd Itihds, p. 29,
indicate that Jeso was killed in battle at Merto in 1562, fighting in the defense of
the Malgadh alongside Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65). However, Kanota,
Cdmpdvatom kd Itihds, 1:83, states that Jeso died at Au village in 1558-59 at
the age of ninety-one. He notes correctly that there is no mention in
contemporary sources of Jeso's death at Merto in 1562.

Jeso had eight wives and from twelve to twenty-one sons. One of his
daughters was married to Hado Rav Surjan Urjanot of Bundl (ca. 1554-68) (no.
6). Her son by Rav Surjan was Hado Dudo Surjanot.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 39-40, 44-47, 56-69; Bdnkidds, pp. 54;
Cdmpdvat Rathaur, pp. 18-31; Gehlot, Marvar, p. 160; Kanota,
Cdmpdvatom kd itihds, 1:58-88; Khydt, 1:27,' 111, 207, 2:164,
3:266; Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 655, no. 2, pp. 123, 128; Sarma,
Ddsapom kd Itihds, pp. 23-29; Vigat, 1:57, 63, 2:4-5, 48, 52-53,
"Parisist - 4: Davl ne Jivnl Mislarn rl Vigat," 2:475, 477.

38 Pokaran: located eighty-three miles northwest of Jodhpur.
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(no. 49) Jaitma! Jesavat (8-1)

Jaitmal Jesavat was a son of Jeso Bhairavdasot (7-1) (no. 48) and a
great-grandson of Campo Rinmalot (5-1), the founding ancestor of the Campavat
Rathors. He was born on January 10, 1489 of Hulnl PrabhaJcumvar, daughter of
Hul Mahesdas of Sojhat. Little is known about his life prior to the mid-1550s.
He was a military servant of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-1562) and
was among the select group of Rajputs from Marvar whom Rav Malde sent
under Rathor Devidas Jaitavat (no. 65) to fight at Harmaro39 in January of 1557.
Rav Malde's warriors joined with those of Pathan Hajl Khan, a former noble of
Sher Shah Stir. Together they defeated STsodTyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat (ca.
1537-72; no. 17) and his allied force of Rajputs.

In 1558, with the death of his father, Jaitmal succeeded to the rule of Au
village. His family retained possession of this village for the next several
generations. As thdkur of Au, Jaitmal assumed a position of great influence in
Marvar, particularly under Rav Malde's successor, Rav Candrasen Maldevot
(1562-81). Local texts indicated that Jaitmal developed a disagreement with Rav
Candrasen early in the Rav's reign. This disagreement arose when Rav
Candrasen had one of his stablehands, with whom he had become angry, seized
and killed in JaitmaTs camp where the stablehand had fled for protection.
Jaitmal afterwards proceeded to the home of Rathors Prithlraj Kumpavat (no. 97)
and Mahes Kumpavat (no. 98) and wept before them. Prithlraj then told Jaitmal
not to weep, saying:

[If] Paramesvar bestows [his blessing on me], then I, [born] of
Kumpo's stomach, would cause Candrasen to weep [and to
regret this act]. You should not be distressed for any reason.

Jaitmal apparently departed for his village of Au afterwards, where he stayed for
some time. But he remained involved with affairs at court, and a faction of
Rathors emerged in Marvar around both Jaitmal Jesavat and Prithlraj Kumpavat
that encouraged inroads into the kingdom on the part of several of Rav
Candrasen's brothers. These included the Rav's elder uterine brother, Udaisingh
Maldevot, who was then at PhaJodhT in northern Marvar, a half-brother, Ram
Maldevot, who was in Mevar, and another half-brother, Raymal Maldevot, who
came north from Slvano and began raiding in the area of Dunaro village.40

Udaisingh Maldevot's advance from PhaJodhI led to the battle of
Lohlyavat41 ca. 1563 when Rav Candrasen defeated Udaisingh's attempt to usurp
control of Jodhpur. Kanota, Campavatom kd Itihds, 3:771, notes that Jaitmal
was among those who counseled the Rav not to pursue and drive his brother

39 Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar .

40 Dunaro village: located thirty-two miles southwest of Jodhpur.

41 Lohiyavat village: located eighteen miles southeast of Phalodhl in northern Marvar.
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from Phalodhi following his victory, but to allow peace between them. Rav
Candrasen had summoned Jaitmal from Au, for Jaitmal is listed among Rav
Candrasen's principal thdkurs at this battle. Given his enmity toward the Rav,
his specific role in the fighting is unknown.

The faction of Rathors opposing Rav Candrasen next approached Ram
Maldevot and urged him to seek Mughal support for his cause. Ram did seek aid
from the Mughals, and the Rathors supporting his cause took part in mediations
between him and Rav Candrasen and were instrumental in Ram's acquisition of
Sojhat mjdgir in 1564.

Jaitmal's specific role in Marvar after this time is unclear. He seems to
have retired to his village of Au, for when the Mughals forced Rav Candrasen
into exile in the AravallTs in the mid-1570s, Jaitmal was not listed among those
military servants who accompanied him.42 JaitmaTs name does not appear with
relation to events after this time. No information is available about the
circumstances surrounding his death.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 51, 78; Bdnkidds, p. 56; Cdmpdvat
Rdthaur, pp. 29-31; Kanota, Cdmpdvatom hdltihds, 3:769-774;
Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 655, no. 2, p. 155; Sarma, Ddsapom kd
Itihds, p . 29; Vigat, 1:60, 67, 80, 2:59.

(no. 50) Ramo Bhairavdasot (7-2)
(no. 51) Amro Ramavat (8-2)
(no. 52) Sahaiso Ramavat (8-3)

Little information is available about Ramo (Ramsingh) Bhairavdasot and
his two sons, Amro and Sahaiso Ramavat.43 Ramo was a son of Bhairavdas
Campavat's (6-1) and grandson of Campo Rinmalot's (5-1), the founding
ancestor of the Campavat Rathors. He was Bhairavdas's ninth son, born in 1485-
86 some eighteen years after the birth of his brother, Jeso Bhairavdasot (no. 48)
(7-1). He served under Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62) and held the
village of Lodrau (or Kachrau) of Jalor in pato. He and his sons, Amro and
Sahaiso, were all killed in 1562 during the battle of Merto. They served under

42 Kanota, Campdvatom kd Itihds, 3:772, writes that Jaitmal did accompany Rav
Candrasen into exile and remained with him until his death in 1581. This statement
appears to be in error.

43 A m r o R a m a v a t and Sahaiso Ramava t have been identified on a n a m e basis only as
sons of R a m o Bhairavdasot , appear ing together as they do in lists of R a v Malde ' s
warriors who were kil led at Mer to in 1562. This writer has been unable to identify
them m o r e precisely from genealogical materials available for the Campava t Rathors ,
and their n a m e s do not appear in genealogical materials for other groups which would
provide an alternative identification. To complicate matters, Kanota, Cdmpdvatom kd
Itihds, 3:879, writes that Ramo Bhairavdasot had only one son named Chatrasingh.
Without other defining material, the placement of these Rajputs genealogically remains
moot.
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Rav Malde's commander, Rathor Devidas Jaitiavat (no. 65), and were stationed
at the Malgadh with Devidas when Mertiyo Rav Jaimal Viramdevot (no. 107)
and Mlrza Sharafu'd-Dln Husayn laid siege to the town. Following two months
of desultory fighting, Rav Malde's Rajputs agreed to give up the fort to Rav
Jaimal. As they left the Malgadh and made their way toward Satalvas.44 the
Mughals attacked, and Ramo and his sons died alongside Rathor Devidas as they
fought on the open plain (see Vigat, 2:65, of the translated text for details).

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 56; Bdnkidds, pp. 16-17; Cdmpdvat
Rdthaur, pp. 16-17; Kanota, Cdmpdvatom hdltihds, 3:877-879;
Sarma, Ddsapom kdltihds, p. 23, n. 1; Vigat, 1:62, 2:65.

44 Satalvas village: located just four miles southwest of Merto proper.
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Figure 21. Campavat Rathors
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Cundavat Rathors

(no. 55) Askaran Satavat (5-2)
(no. 57) Isar Gharsiyot (7-1)
(no. 53) Kanho Cundavat, Rav (4-1)
(no. 58) Mahes Gharsiyot (7-2)
(no. 56) Narbad Satavat (5-3)
(no. 59) Rajsingh Gharsiyot (7-3)
(no. 54) Sato Cundavat, Rav (4-2)

Rav Cundo VIramot and the Cundavat Rathors

The Cundavat Rathors comprise a loosely structured grouping of Marvar
Rathors tracing descent from Rav Cundo VIramot (3-1), ruler of Mandor in the
late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries. In the broadest sense, all
descendants of Rav Cundo's may be included within this grouping. However, by
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, many branches (sdkhs) of Rathors had
emerged from among Rav Cundo's sons and grandsons that became identified by
the names of more recent "founders." The designation Cundavat came to be
applied only to members from less prominent lines of descent from Rav Cundo,
for whom Rav Cundo was himself their most important ancestor.

By way of example, "Jodhpur Hukumat rl Bahl," pp. 142-143, a
manuscript whose compilation was begun during the reign of Jodhpur Raja
Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot (1638-78), contains the names of nine Cundavat
Rathors to whom the rulers of Jodhpur granted patos between the years 1623-68.
The Cundavats listed are descendants of only two of Rav Cundo's sons, Kanho
(4-1) and Ararkamal (4-4).

The Cundavats discussed in this section include Rav Kanho Cundavat,
Rav Sato Cundavat, two of Rav Sato's sons, and three of Rav Kanho's great-
grandsons. While Kanho's line continued after him, Sato's appears to have died
out after the deaths of his two sons. The Khydt of NainsI, 3:38, records that
neither had sons of his own. The descendants of these individuals are traced
with difficulty in the texts, however, and Vir Vinod, 2:804, notes that a branch
of Rathors did emerge among Sato's descendants bearing the name Satavat. In
general, Cundavats are mentioned rarely in the chronicles dealing with events of
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and they do not figure prominently in
the later history of Jodhpur.

Much uncertainty surrounds the people and events of the early period of
Rathor history in Marvar. It is not until the time of Rav Jodho Rinmalot (5-5),
ruler of Mandor and founder of Jodhpur (ca. 1453-89), that a strict chronology
begins to emerge. Of Rav Cundo himself it is possible to say with certainty only
that:
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1. He was raised in the household of a paternal relation, Rathor
Raval Malojl (Mallinath) of Mahevo in western Marvar, in the mid-
fourteenth century;

2. He became a Rajput of importance by the latter half of the
fourteenth century, and he established his seat of rule at Mandor in
central Marvar;

3. He became involved in hostilities with BhatI Rav Ranagde of
Pungal, whom he killed in battle;

4. He died in the early fifteenth century and was succeeded by
three of his sons in rapid succession: Kanho (4-1), Sato (4-2), and then
Rinmal (4-5).

In these volumes, ca. 1423 has been employed to designate the date of
Rav Cundo's death in order to establish a rough chronology for this early period.
This dating is conjectural, however. Among historians of Rajasthan and Marvar,
there is wide disagreement. G. H. Ojha states in his Rdjputdne kd Itihas,
4:1:231, for example, that there are only two certain dates for Rathor history
during the thirteenth, fourteenth, and early fifteenth centuries:

1. The date of Rav Siho Setramot's death in 1273, noted on a
memorial stone (devil) found at the village of Blthu near Pall in eastern
Marvar1 (Siho Setramot is considered the founding ancestor of the
Marvar Rathors);

2. The date of Rav Rinmal Cundavat's death ca. 1438. This
date is based upon the Ranpur Inscription of Slsodlyo Rano Kumbo
Moka}ot (ca. 1433-68). This inscription is dated V.S. 1496 (1439-40)
and records the Slsodlyo conquest of Mandor that followed immediately
upon Rav Rinmal's murder at Cltor.

Ojha, 4:1:212-213, also makes reference to two copper plate inscriptions
of Rav Cundo's from Marvar dated 1396 and 1421. But he discredits these as
not being authentic.

B. N. Reu is more direct in applying dating in his Marvar kd Itihds. He
states, 1:65, that Rav Cundo died on March 15, 1423. He does not substantiate
this date with any source reference, however. In addition, he notes, 1:60-61, that
Rav Cundo originally took possession of Mandor in 1394, basing this dating
upon an inscription found in the temple of Camunda Devljl, the kuldevi of the
Rathors, in the village of Camvdo2 which bears this date. The inscription does
not refer directly to Rav Cundo by name and it is fragmentary. But Reu argues
that Cundo would have been responsible for building this temple after his
conquest. Ojha does not mention this temple inscription at all. Kaviraja
Syamaldas, the author of Vtr Vinod, 2:803, gives the date of 1394 for Rav

1 Bithu village: located thirty miles south of Jodhpur and fourteen miles northwest of
Pall

2 Camvdo village: located fourteen miles west-northwest of Mandor.
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Cundo's conquest of Mandor, and then offers the date of 1408 for his death.
Both dates are presented without substantiation from primary source material.

These early historians of Marvar based their chronologies on the
available inscriptional evidence and on secondary sources from periods much
later than the events they referenced. The only local text of note to which they
had access was Nainsfs Khydt. The Vigat of NainsI was not available to them.
One short passage in Vigat, 1:38, provides some additional evidence about the
date of Rav Cundo's death to add to the controversy. It states that Rav Jodho
Rinmalot's mother, a BhatiyanI, was married to Rav Rinmal Cundavat, "in [the
settlement of] Cundo's vair." Local chronicles all contain stories about Rav
Cundo having been killed in battle fighting against the Bhatls from Jaisalmer.
Jodho Rinmalot was born April 1, 1416. This date of birth would mean that Rav
Cundo was killed some years prior, perhaps as early as 1408, a date given in
several sources.

It is not our purpose here to define a more exact chronology for this early
period of Rathor history, only to note that the period as a whole requires
extensive reworking from both Marvarl and other local sources.

Bdnkidds, p. 6; "Jodhpur Hukumat rl Bahl," pp. 142-143;
Khydt, 1:353, 2:306-316, 3:30-31; Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 64, no.
2, pp. 5, 56-65," 83-90; Ojha, 4:1:200-213; Reu, 1:58-67; Vigat,
1:21-26, 38; Vir Vinod, 2:803-804.

(no. 53) Kanho Cundavat, Rav (4-1)
(no. 54) Sato Cundftvat, Rav (4-2)

Very little is known about Rav Cundo Vlramot's two sons, Kanho and
Sato Cundavat, who succeeded him to the rulership of Mandor. The length of
their reigns is also uncertain. Figures given in the various texts range from
eleven months to two or three years for Kanho, and up to four years for Sato.
The chronicles consider both to have been weak and ineffective rulers, and both
were unseated in turn by half-brothers who turned against them. Rav Rinmal
Cundavat (4-5) eventually emerged as the ruler of Mandor, and it is his
descendants, beginning with Jodho Rinmalot (5-5), who firmly established
Rathor rule in central Marvar from the mid-fifteenth century onwards.

Kanho was Rav Cundo's youngest son, born of Rani MohilanI Sonam,
the daughter of Mohil Cahuvan Isardas of Chapar-Dronpur.3 Rani Sonam was
Rav Cundo's favorite wife in his old age, and the chronicles relate that he
designated her son to succeed him to the throne of Mandor over older, more
capable sons by other wives. The only significant event ascribed to Rav Kanho's
reign is his successful raid against the Sankhlo Pamvars of Jangalu.4 The
chronicles present varying reasons for this attack including a desire on the Rav's

3 Chapar-Dronpur: an area that later became part of southeastern Bikaner territory.

4 Jangalu: located one hundred miles to the north of Mandor.
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part of avenge his father, Rav Cundo's, death, and hostilities between the Rathors
and the Sankhlos unrelated to Rav Cundo.

Vigat, 1:385-386, includes mention of Bhagvatl Karniji in its short
record of Rav Kanho's reign. Karnljl was an important CaranI of the late
fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, who became integrally involved in the
affairs of Jodhpur and Bikaner.5 According to the Vigat, KarnTjI visited Rav
Kanho prior to his march on Jangalu in order to bless him and empower his
kingdom with an auspicious rite. The rite consisted of placing whole grains of
rice on the ruler's forehead, seen as a propitious sign. When Karnlji began the
ceremony, the Rav is said to have questioned her, asking why she was
performing the rite. When the CaranI replied that the kingdom would acquire
merit from it, the Rav only responded that he had no faith in such a ceremony.
He relied only upon his own devotions. The CaranI then became angry and
cursed the Rav, saying that the Rav would lose his kingdom and the rice would
forecast the number of days the kingdom would remain. It was not long
thereafter that Rav Kanho's half-brothers, Sato (4-2) and Rinmal (4-5), attacked
Mandor and usurped rule of the kingdom.

Sato Cundavat, an older son of Rav Cundo's born of his wife, the Gahlot
Tarade, then assumed control of Mandor as rav. He also ruled only a short time.
According to the chronicles, he gave one-half of the lands of Mandor to his
uterine brother, Ravat Rindhlr Cundavat (4-3), and delegated most of his
authority for managing the affairs of the kingdom to him. Rindhlr soon gained

5 Karniji was a Carani of the Kinryo sakh. She is worshipped as a tutelary deity
(lokdevi, kuldevi) among Rajputs of Rajasthan in general, and of Marvar and Bikaner in
particular, and is considered an incarnation of Saktl or the Divine Mother. According
to local belief, such incarnations generally only occur within the Caran jati. Karnljl and
before her, AvadjI, the kuldevi of the Bhatls of Jaisalmer, are both seen as successive
incarnations of BhagvatTHinglaj, a former manifestation whose shrine is near Las Belas
in Pakistan. Collectively, these manifestations are referred to as "Caurasl Caran" and
are worshipped widely in Rajasthan and other parts of western India by Rajputs and
Carans.

Karaljts traditional date of birth is September 21, 1387. She was born in the
village of Adho on the border between Jaisalmer and Marvar. Her birth name was
Ridhikuirivar, but during her life, she became known as KarnI ("the Doer"), or more
affectionately, Karnal Kiniyanl. Karnljl lived much of her life in the village of Desnok,
located nineteen miles south of Bikaner, where a series of shrines grew up dedicated to
her. They are still much attended today. She emerged during a formative period in the
history of Rajasthan and was closely associated with the establishment of both the
Rathor kingdoms of Jodhpur and Bikaner. Rav Biko Jodhavat (ca. 1485-1504; no. 42),
the founder of Bikaner, was a fervent devotee of hers. Karnljl is considered responsible
for initiating a series of marriage alliances between the Rathors of Marvar and Bikaner,
and the Bhatls of Jaisalmer that helped to unify and stabilize political relationships in
this area. Over and above these accomplishments, Karnljl is widely known for her
many miracles performed on behalf of members of all jdtis in western Rajasthan.

For more information about Karnljl, see: Kr. Kailash Dan S. Ujwal, Bhagwati
Shri Karniji Maharaj: A Biography (Ujlan [Marwar], n.d.).
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the enmity of Rav Sato's son, Narbad Satavat (5-3) (no. 56), which led both to
his and to Rav Sato's downfall (see infra).

Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 289, records that Rav Sato married one of his sisters
to the Muslim ruler of Nagaur, Khanzada Khan Shams Khan I DandanI (ca.
1405-18).6

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 18-19; Bdnkidds, p. 6; Khydt, 2:309-
314, 336-337, 3:30-31, 129-134; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 59-60,
66-68, 289, 299, 331-333; Ojha, 4:1:213-219; Reu, 1:68-70;
Vigat, 1:25-27, 385-386; Vir Vinod, 2:804.

(no. 55) Askaran Satavat (5-2)
(no. 56) Narbad Satavat (5-3)

Narbad Satavat was Rav Sato Cundavat's (4-2) eldest son. He assumes a
much greater prominence in the chronicles of Marvar than his younger brother,
Askaran, who finds mention by name only in passages dealing with his death in
battle. Narbad was sister's son (bhdnef) of the Sonagaro Cahuvans of Pall
village in eastern Marvar.7 Vigat, 1:26, records that "Sato's son, Narbad, was a
black-tailed scoundrel (Jcdl-punchiyo hhamvrdlo huvo)" During Rav Sato's
rule, he played the role of spoiler at Mandor. Narbad quickly came into conflict
with both his father's uterine brother, Ravat Rindhir, and with Rindhtr's son,
Napo Rindhlrot (5-4), over control of the lands and resources of the kingdom.

The Khydt of NainsI, 3:130, states that Narbad approached his mother's
brother (mdmo), a Sonagaro Cahuvan of Pall, and asked him whom he favored
more, Narbad or RindhTr's son, Napo, who was also a relation of the Sonagaros.
Narbad's mother's brother replied that they were both equal, but that Narbad was
special because he (the mother's brother) was living at Narbad's home. Narbad
then asked him to give Napo poison and kill him. The Sonagaro refused,
whereupon Narbad had one of his own servants Mil Napo with poison. Narbad
then gathered an army (katak bhelo layo) and drove Rindhir from the kingdom.

Narbad now assumed control over the affairs of Mandor, while Rindhir
joined his other uterine brother, Rinmal Cundavat (4-5) in Mevar. He said to
Rinmal, "Let's go! I will have the tiko of Mandovar [Mandor] given to you"
(Khydt, 3:132). They met with their sister's son, Slsodlyo Rano Mokal Lakhavat
of Citor (ca. 1421-33), and asked for his aid. The Rano gave them an army to
attack Mandor. Rindhir and Rinmal defeated Rav Sato and Narbad in battle ca.
1428. The Rano of Citor then seated Rinmal Cundavat on the throne at Mandor,
and took Sato and Narbad back to Mevar with him. Narbad had been badly
wounded during the fighting at Mandor, losing one of his eyes. The Rano had
his wounds cleaned and bound, and cared for him.

6 For further information about Shams Khan, see infra, "Khanzada Khans."

7 Pali village: located forty-five miles south-southeast of Mandor.
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Sato Cundavat died shortly after arriving in Mevar, but Narbad lived for
some years after. "The Rano showed [him] great affection (bahotpydr)" (Khydt,
3:141). He became a favorite of both Rano Mokal and of his son and successor,
Rano Kumbho Mokajot (ca. 1433-68). Rano Mokal granted Narbad the village
and lands of Kaylano8 in Godhvar in pap. Narbad lived both there and at the
court of Cltor, and he became widely renowned in Mevar for his bravery and
prowess as a warrior, and for his devotion to the throne of Cltor.

While "Narbad Satavat was ruling (raj karai) at Mandor" (ibid.), the
Sankhlo Pamvar, Sihar Cacagot, master of Run village,9 had offered his
daughter, Supiyarde, to Narbad in marriage. This offer was accepted and the
betrothal completed prior to Rav Sato's loss of Mandor to his brothers, Rinmal
and Rindhtr. News of the Rav's defeat quickly reached Run, and the Runeco
Sankhlos then withdrew their offer of marriage to Narbad and married their
daughter instead to the Slndhal Rathor, Narsinghdas Khindavat (no. 131), the
master of Jaitaran town in eastern Marvar.10

Narbad lived with this shame in Mevar. When the Rano learned of it, he
sent a camel rider (otht) to Sankhlo Sihar with the message, "Give the betrothed
to NarbadjI." The Runeco Sankhlos replied that Supiyarde was already married,
but they would give a younger sister of Supiyarde's to Narbad. "Come and
marry her," they said. Narbad would only accept the offer if Supiyarde herself
performed drti n at the wedding ceremony at Run village, and to this condition
the Sankhlos agreed. "Supiyarde will perform drti," they assured the Rano. But
when Slndhal Narsinghdas learned of this news, he refused to let Supiyarde
attend the wedding until she vowed that she would not perform drti. He then
allowed her to proceed to her father's home (pihar), but he sent a barber (Nat) to
spy on her.

It was impossible for Supiyarde to live up to her vow in the face of
threatened censure from the Sankhlos and fear of Narbad's withdrawal from the
marriage. So Supiyarde performed drti as Narbad entered her father's home, an
act which Narbad had purposely initiated. It set in motion a chain of events that
culminated in Supiyarde's flight from Jaitaran with Narbad, and the death of
Narbad's brother, Askaran, in battle against the Slndhals. When Supiyarde
returned to Jaitaran, she was confronted by her husband with the fact that she had
broken her vow. Narisnghdas Slndhal then beat Supiyarde, bound her hands and

Kaylano village: located thirty-eight miles south of Sojhat and nine miles east-
notheast of Nadul.

9 Run village: located fifty-eight miles northeast of Mandor.

10 Jaitaran town: located fifty-six miles east of Mandor.

11 Artr. a ceremony of adoration performed for a god or goddess by moving a platter
containing a five-wicked burning lamp, flour and incense around the head of the deity
in a circular motion. At weddings, this ceremony of adoration is performed before the
groom as he enters the bride's home, and is usually done by the eldest female member
of the bride's family. Lalas, RSK, 1:215; Platts, Dictionary, p. 39.
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threw her beneath her bed in her room. He summoned another of his wives to
the room and told her to sleep in Supiyarde's bed. Supiyarde protested, but
Narsinghdas refused to relent. Supiyarde then "took her husband's name," and
said:

Narsinghdas Sindha]! You have done what you must do, but
now [if I] were to come to your bed, [it would be as if I] were
coming to the bed of a brother (Khydt, 3:144).

A slave girl (chokn) quickly reported what had happened to Supiyarde's
husband's mother (sdsii), and she took Supiyarde under her protection.
Supiyarde arranged to send a message to Narbad at his village of Kaylano.
Narbad had said at the time of the wedding in Run that if there were any trouble,
she should send word to him and he would come for her. Narbad traveled to
Jaitaran as soon as her received Supiyarde's message, and arranged through a
servant for Supiyarde to slip away from the village. Narbad then fled with her
toward Godhvar in a cart. His brother, Askaran, met them on the return and
remained behind to confront the pursuing Slndhals, who killed him in a pitched
battle. The Slndhajs proceeded on into Godhvar where they looted Narbad's
village of Kaylano and took a number of Rathor women back to Jaitaran as
prisoners.

Narbad did not avenge his brother's death during his lifetime. Neither he
nor Askaran had sons of their own, so the vair remained unsettled for some
twenty years until the time of Rav Jodho Rinmalot of Mandor and Jodhpur (ca.
1453-89). In the mid-1450s, Rav Jodho sent his son, Dudo Jodhavat (no. 104),
to Jaitaran to kill Sindha} Narsinghdas Khihdavat's son, Megho Narsinghdasot
(no. 132), and end the vair. Dudo accomplished this feat in single-handed
combat with Megho on the field before Jaitaran village (see "Aitihasik Batam,
pp. 38-40, of the translated text for details).

Narbad remained in the Rano's service for the rest of his life. He took
part in the Slsodlyo occupation of Marvar under Rano Kumbho Moka]ot (ca.
1433-68) in 1439-40. This occupation followed Rano Kumbho's murder of Rav
Rinmal Cundavat at Cltor ca. 1438 and the subsequent Slsodlyo conquest of
Mandor. Rano Kumbho stationed Narbad at Mandor along with a number of his
leading warriors. Vigat, 1:32, records that the Rano said to Narbad:

Have Jodho [Rinmalot] killed quickly. [When you] have killed
Jodho, I will give you Mandor.

Narbad participated in operations against Rav Rinmal's chosen successor, Jodho.
But he was unable to capture or to kill him.

How long Narbad remained in Marvar is unclear from the chronicles.
Although the Slsodlyos held control of Mandor until ca. 1453, Narbad appears to
have returned to Mevar after only a few years for his name does not appear in
connection with any later events in Marvar. The chronicles record only one
other occurrence during his life. This concerned his gift of his one remaining
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eye to the Rano of Citor. This act of self-sacrifice occurred in the following
manner (Khyat, 3:149-150):

Narbad's people were heard praising Narbad one day at the court of
Citor, saying, "Today there is no Rajput the equal of NarbadjI in [all the] land.
Narbad is a great warrior." The Rano asked why they were praising Narbad so,
and they answered, "[When something is] asked of Narbad, [he] keeps nothing
[to himself]." The Rano then asked half in jest if Narbad would give whatever
was demanded, and Narbad's people replied that he would. The Rano thereupon
sent his personal attendant (khavas) to Narbad's camp to request from Narbad his
one remaining eye. Narbad immediately responded, "Very well, I will give [it]."
He took up one of his daggers and cut out his eye, placing it in a cloth and
handing it to the attendant who blanched white with shock. The attendant
quickly returned to the Rano with Narbad's eye. The Rano saw the eye and was
immediately filled with remorse. He went to Narbad and praised him for this
selfless act. He later increased Narbad's pap by one and a half times.

BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:106; Khyat, 2:336, 3:38-40, 129-133, 141-
150;'.Murarddn, no. 2. pp. 289-299; Ojha, 2:504-507, 4:1:216-
219; Reu, 1:69-70; Vigat, 1:26-27, 32-33, 387, 493-494; Vtr
Vinod, 2:804.

(no. 57) Isar Gharsiyot (7-1)
(no. 58) Mahes Gtiarsfyot (7-2)
(no. 59) Rajsingh Gharslyot (7-3)

Only scant information is available about Rav Kanho Cundavat's (4-1)
descendants, Isar, Mahes and Rajsingh Gharslyot. They all served in the armies
of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62) alongside their father, GharsI
Bharmalot (6-1). Both Mahes and his father rose to prominence following Rav
Malde's occupation of Merto and Ajmer ca. 1535. Vigat, 1:43-44, records that
GharsI Bharmalot received the pap of Jajpur12 from the Rav, while his son,
Mahes, was given Ajmer itself in pap}3

Mahes was forced to withdraw from Ajmer in late 1543, in the face of
Sher Shah Stir's approach from north India. In January of 1544 Mahes
participated in the initial fighting at the battle of Samel.14 But he withdrew from

12 Jajpur: modem Jahazpur, located seventy miles southeast of Ajmer.

13 BhatI, Satveksan, 3:105, states that GharsI Bharmalot was a great thakur, and that he
was stationed at the garrisons (thanos) of Kelvo, Kumbhalmer, and Kanhelo of Mevar
as a military servant under Rav Malde. This text also records that GharsI held the pap
of Thamvlo village, located twelve miles northwest of Ajmer and twenty-eight miles
east-southeast of Merto. Regarding GharsTs son, Mahes, this text notes that he held the
village of Plmpar in pap from Rav Malde. Pimpar is located thirty-three miles east-
northeast of Jodhpur.

14 Samel village: located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer.
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Samel along with Rathor Jeso Bhairavdasot (no. 48) and others to join the Rav
during his exile in the hills of southern Marvar near Slvano. He remained with
the Rav during Sher Shah's occupation of central Marvar and Jodhpur.

The chronicles do not mention Mahes or his brothers, Isar and Rajsingh,
in connection with any events between the years 1544 and 1553. But Mahes did
take part in an attack on Ajmer which would have occurred prior to 1554, when
Rav Malde again attempted the conquest of Merto (see "Aitihasik Batam," pp.
56-57, of the translated text for details).

"Aitihasik Batam" notes that Rav Malde gave an army to Rathor
Prithiraj Jaitavat (no. 63), one of his military commanders following Samel, and
sent him against Ajmer. Mahes Gharsiyot, who had previously held Ajmer in
pafo, was with this army. Several of Mahes's military servants managed to
climb the walls of the fort during the fighting, and proclaim a victory for
MahesjI. The chronicle states that this action deterred the Rinmalots15 who did
not wish to advance further, saying:

We would die [in battle], and the victory [would be the
Cundavat] Mahesji's, so for what reason [should we advance] ?

This attack was withdrawn soon after because of the intervention of the
Rano of Cltor on the side of the Muslims in the fort. Mahes's role following the
withdrawal is unclear. But the chronicle records that Prithiraj Jaitavat was much
ashamed, and went neither to the Rav's court nor to his home village of Bagrl.16

When Rav Malde sent his armies against Merto in 1554, Prithiraj argued that he
should also be allowed to attack Ajmer once again. But the Rav disagreed, and
Prithiraj then rode against Merto and was killed there in battle.

Mahes Gharsiyot was one of the select thakurs of Marvar whom Rav
Malde's commander, Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65), chose to accompany him
in alliance with Pathan Hajl Khan, a former noble of Sher Shah Stir's, against
Slsodlyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat of Cltor (ca. 1537-72; no. 17). These armies
met at Harmaro village17 in January of 1557, and were victorious against the
Rano and his allies. Then, in 1562, Mahes was among Rav Malde's military
servants stationed at the Malgadh in Merto under the command of Rathor
Devldas Jaitavat. He was killed here along with his two brothers, Isar and
Rajsingh, fighting against Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no. 107) and the
Mughal forces of Akbar under Mlrza Sharafu'd-Dln Husayn.

Mahes Gharsiyot granted the village of Bliija ro Vas18 to the Vlthu Caran
Dudo Vldavat in sdmsan. No date is recorded for this grant, but Mahes probably

15 Rinmalots: descendants of Rav Rinmal Cundavat of Mandor, ca. 1428-38.

16 Bagrl village: located nine miles east-southeast of Sojhat in eastern Marvar.

17 Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar.

18 Binja ro Vas: located twenty-one miles east of Jodhpur and twelve miles southwest
of Ptmpar.
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made it during the time he held Ajmer in pato from Rav Malde between 1535
and 1543.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 44-45, 51, 56-57, 74-75; Bankidas, pp.
14-17; BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:105; "Jodhpur Hukumat ri Bahi," pp.
142-143; Vigat, 1:43-44, 57, 62, 255, 2:66.
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Idareco Rathors

(no. 60) Narayandas Puftjavat, Rav of Idar

The Idareco Rathors

The Idareco (or Idarlyo) Rathors descend from Sonag Sihavat. Sonag
was a son of Rav Siho Setramot's (d. 1273), who is considered the founding
ancestor of the Marvar Rathors. Among Rav SHio's sons, Asthan Sihavat
established his rule at Kher1 and Mahevo in western Marvar, while Sonag
established himself at Idar. A third brother, Ajo (Ajmal), is said to have ruled at
Dhat in the Umarkot-Parkar area of what is now southwestern Pakistan.

According to Rathor traditions (VTr Vinod, 2:994-995), Sonag left
Marvar as a young man and went to Gujarat, where he took service under
Solanki Raja Bhlmdev of Anhilvaro-Pattan. He received lands there in return for
his service, and soon established himself in a position of power. Idar was then
under the rule of Koll Samvliyo Sor. His father, Koll HathI Sor, had been a
servant of Parihar Raja Amarsingh's. The Raja entrusted HathI Sor with the
administration of Idar when he joined Prithlraj Cahuvan in 1192 in battle against
Shlhab-al-dlh Mohammad Ghorl (d. 1206). Raja Amarsingh was killed in this
battle, and HathI Sor then assumed the rulership of Idar. This rule passed to his
son, Samvliyo, on his death.

Samvliyo was not a benevolent ruler. He is said to have gained the
distrust of his pradhan, Nagar Brahman, because he sought to force Nagar to
marry a daughter to him. Nagar complained to Rathor Rav Sonag. Rav Sonag
saw an opportunity and agreed to help. He gathered three hundred of his Rajputs
and came in secret to hide at Nagar's residence. Nagar then called Samvliyo Sor
for the marriage. Samvliyo arrived with his sdth in grand procession, and Nagar
received them with suitable hospitality, supplying them with much liquor to
drink. As soon as they were intoxicated, the Rathors fell on them with their
swords. Only Samvliyo escaped, fleeing toward the fort of Idar. Sonag's
Rajputs found and killed him there before the gate of the fort, and they used his
blood to place the tiko of succession on Sonag's forehead, confirming him as the
new ruler of Idar.

Sonag's assumption of rulership at Idar is placed in 1256-57.

(no. 60) Narayandas Pfinjavat, Rav

Little information is available about Rav Narayandas Punjavat. He ruled
Idar from the 1550s into the 1580s. He figures in the texts under consideration

1 Kher village: located sixty-two miles southwest of Jodhpur, near the great bend in the
Ltini River.
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because he took part in the battle of Harmaro2 in January of 1557 as an ally of
SIsodlyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat (ca. 1537-72; no. 17). Rano Udaisingh's
forces suffered defeat at Harmaro against the combined armies of Pathan Haji
Khan and Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62) under the command of
Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65).

Rav Narayandas maintained a presence in Idar during this period as an
ally of the Ranos of Mevar. He remained outside of Mughal control into the
mid-1570s. Akbar Ndma, 3:48-49, mentions that following Akbar's conquest of
Gujarat in early 1573, Akbar sent a force to Durigarpur by way of Idar, and
notes:

The Rana [of Udaipur] and other zamindars of the neighborhood
[including Rav Narayandas of Idar] were to be treated with
princely favours and to be brought to do homage, and the
disobedient were to be punished.

There was no recognition of Mughal suzerainty until a number of years
later, however, and Rav Narayandas remained ambivalent toward Mughal
control. Akbar Ndma, 3:59, mentions that in July/August of 1573, "Rai
Narain," the zamlnddr of Idar, joined with IkhtTyar-il-mulk in his revolt against
Akbar, but then notes, 3:92, that in September of 1573, following Akbar's
suppression of the revolt in Gujarat:

The Zamindar [of Idar], Narain Das Rathor, recognized the
arrival of the imperial officers as a great honour and went
forward to welcome them. He presented suitable gifts . . .

A note to this passage3 records that Abu'l Fazl noted of Rav Narayandas
that he was such an austere Hindu he only ate the grains of corn that had been
voided by a cow.

Recognition of the Mughals was short-lived, for Akbar Ndma, 3:268,
mentions that in September/October of 1576, Rav Narayandas "lifted his head in
sedition" with the Rano of Mevar, Pratapsingh Udaisinghot (ca. 1572-97). Rav
Narayandas was Rano Pratapsingh's wife's father (susro), and had joined with
him in his running battle against the Mughals. Vir Vinod, 2:995, states that
Akbar sequestered Idar at this time, but Akbar did not consolidate his control
over this area until his conquest of Idar in 1577. This Mughal victory was a
bloody, hard-fought affair, during which:

The daring Rajputs made ready their spears and encountered [the
Mughal force under Sher Khan]. There were wondrous hand-to-

2 Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar.

3 Akbar Ndma, 3:92, n. 2.
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hand combats. The jewel of courage was brought to the test and
acquired fresh brilliancy (Akbar Ndma, 3:281).

Rav Narayandas submitted to Akbar following the conquest and agreed
to send his son, Kumvar Viramde Narayandasot, to the Mughal court. Akbar
granted Idar to the Rav in return. No details are available about events following
the conquest, but Rav Narayandas appears to have been inconstant in his loyalty.
Akbar Nama, 3:389, notes that in early 1579:

As the government of Gujarat had been entrusted to Shihabu'd-
din Ahmad K., he (Wazlr) had been ordered to Idar. In a short
time the Rai of that country submitted and fell to supplication.
The country was given to him (the Rai) and he came to do
homage.

A last entry about Rav Narayandas in Akhar Ndma, 3:632, indicates that
the Rav remained in Mughal service after 1579. In December of 1583 he rode as
part of the left wing of the Mughal army which marched to put down Sultan
Muzaffar's rebellion at Ahmadabad in Gujarat. Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh
Maldevot (1583-95), who had only recently been confirmed as ruler of Jodhpur,
was also part of the left wing.

No further information is available about Rav Narayandas. The date and
circumstances of his death are unknown. He was succeeded in Idar by his son,
Viramde Narayandasot.

Akhar Ndma, 3:48-49, 59, 92, 280-282, 268, 389, 632;
"Aitihasik Batam," p. 51; Bankidas, p. 14; L. P. Tessitori, "A
Progress Report on the Work done during the year 1917 in
connection with the Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana,"
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, N.S. 15 (1919), p. 32;
Ojha, 4:1:158-165; Stanley Lane-Poole, The Mohammadan
Dynasties: Chronological and Genealogical Tables with
Historical Introductions (New York: Frederick Ungar
Publishing Co., republished 1965), p. 292-294; Vigat, 2:60; Vir
Vinod, 2:994-995.
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(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.

(no.
(no.

66)
65)
61)
63)
64)
62)

61)
62)

Bhakharsi Jaitavat
Devidas Jaitavat
Jaito Paftcainot
Prithiraj Jaitavat
Puranmal PrithTrajot
Udaisingh Jaitavat

Jaito Pancainot
Udaisingh Jaitavat

Jaitavat Kathors

(8-3)
(8-2)
(7-1)
(8-1)

t (9-1)
(8-4)

(7-1)
(8-4)

The Jaitavat Rathors descend from Jaito Pancainot, a son of Pancain
Akhairajot's (6-1) and grandson of Akhairaj Rinmalot's (5-1),1 whose father, Rav
Rinmal Cundavat, (4-1), ruled Mandor (ca. 1428-38). Among the Rathors of the
early sixteenth century, Jaito rose to a position of great power and influence
alongside his paternal cousin, Kumpo Mahirajot (no. 95). For more than twenty
years, from the early 1520s until his death in January of 1544 at the battle of
Samel,2 Jaito served under the Jodhpur rulers, Rav Gango Vaghavat (1515-32),
and his son, Rav Malde Gangavat (1532-62), as one of their foremost Rajputs.
Jaito assumed a preeminent position alongside Kumpo Mahirajot during Rav
Malde's rule as a commander of the Rav's armies in battle, as an administrator of
his kingdom, and as his close personal advisor.

Little information is available about Jaito's family. His father, Pancain
Akhairajot, appears to have succeeded to the rule of BagrI village3 sometime in
the latter half of the fifteenth century, following the death of his grandfather,
Akhairaj Rinmalot (5-1). BagrI had become Akhairaj's seat of rule in 1429-30
during his father, Rav Rinmal's, consolidation of authority at Mandor and
extension of his rule over areas of eastern Marvar. Texts vary in their discussion
of how BagrI came under Rathor rule. Some attribute its conquest from the
Sihdhals to Rav Rinmal, while others state that is was Akhairaj himself who
defeated and killed Carro Sindha] before BagrI. In all likelihood, Akhairaj
played a leading role in this eastward expansion of Rathor authority from
Mandor, and established a strong presence at BagrI early in his father's reign.
These lands were lost to Akhairaj and the Rathors ca. 1438, when Rav Rinmal
was murdered at Cltor and the Slsodlyos overran eastern Marvar and occupied

1 See supra, "Akhairajot Rathors," for more information about Akhairaj Rinmalot.
Vigat, 1:56, refers to Jaito Pancainot as an "Akhairajot," which was consistent with the
time in which he lived.

2 Samel village: located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer.

3 BagrI village: located nine miles east-southeast of Sojhat in eastern Marvar.
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Mandor. But when Rav Rinmal's son and chosen successor, Jodho Rinmalot,
reasserted Rathor rule at Mandor ca. 1453 and then founded Jodhpur in 1459, he
confirmed Akhairaj in his possession of BagrI village.

Pancain Akhairajot's activities in Marvar are unknown save for his
involvement in the promotion of Rav Sujo Jodhavat's (ca. 1492-1515) successor
to the Jodhpur throne in 1515. Rav Sujo's chosen successor (pdtvi kumvar) was
his grandson, Vlramde Vaghavat (no. 84). Vlramde did succeed to the throne,
but he was quickly deposed in favor of another of Rav Sujo's grandsons, Garigo
Vaghavat. According to the Khydt of NainsI, 3:80-81, the choice of successor
lay with a faction of Rathors who favored Garigo over Vlramde. The Khydt tells
the following story about Garigo's selection:

Four Mara thdkurs came to Jodhpur on some occasion during the latter
part of Rav Sujo's rale. The rains began while they were at Jodhpur, preventing
them from returning to their camps. Being in need of provisions, the thdkurs
sent word to Vlramde Vaghavat's mother, the Devrl Cahuvan Rarigade,4 asking
her to provide for them. The RajputanI replied that the thdkurs should cover
themselves with their own woolen garments and proceed to their camps. She
questioned, "Who will feed you here?" The thdkurs then sent word to Gango
Vaghavat's mother, the Cahuvan UdanbaT. This RajputanI responded in a very
different manner:

Thdkursl Please be seated in the hall of audience (darikhdno).
We will perform many services [for you].

The thdkurs came away very satisfied, and they sent a message to Gango's
mother as they were leaving:

"Your son, Gango, has the good fortune of [receiving] Jodhpur."
. . . Then the Rani had blessings conveyed [to the thdkurs].
And [she] said: "/F, we acquired Jodhpur only because of your
influence. He alone receives to whom you give."

This favoritism for Garigo Vaghavat's family played a key role in
securing Gango's later succession to the throne. Local texts indicate that
following Rav Sujo's death in 1515, this faction of thdkurs seated Gango on the
throne in place of his elder half-brother, Vlramde. "Aitihasik Batam," p. 37,
records that these thdkurs, who included Pancain Akhairajot and Bhairavdas
Campavat,5 unseated Vlramde and placed Gango on the throne in his stead. The
Khydt of NainsI, 3:81, notes that the thdkurs:

4 Khydt, 3:80, incorrectly identifies Viramde's mother as a Sisodni. One of Viramde's
father, Vagho Sujavat's, wives was a Ranavat Slsodnl. She was the mother of
Viramde's half-brother, JaitsI Vaghavat (no. 85).

5 For further information about Bhairavdas Campavat, see supra, "Campavat Rathors."
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grasped Viramde [Vaghavat] by the arm and took him down
from the fort [of Jodhpur], and [then] gave the tiko to Gango.

In compensation, Viramde Vaghavat received the lands of Sojhat as his share of
patrimony, a share with which he was never satisfied.

Pancain's son, Jaito Pancainot, succeeded his father to the rule of BagrI
village. Under Jaito, this village became the homeland (utan) of the Jaitavat
Rathors. BagrI was located very near Sojhat and came within Viramde
Vaghavat's share of land, and Jaito quickly became involved in the conflict that
emerged between Rav Gango of Jodhpur and his elder, half-brother, Viramde,
who was rav of Sojhat.

The feeling pervaded Rav Gango's court that as long as Jaito held BagrI
village and kept his vast there, Rav Gango's Rajputs would be unable to gain an
upper hand against Rav Viramde and his pradhdn, Mumhato Raymal Khetavat
(no. 159). Jaito was seen to straddle both sides of this conflict. The Khydt of
NainsI, 3:81-82, states:

So [Rav] Viramde does not [wish to] drive Jaito away. For what
reason? [Those with Rav Gango] said, "Jt, Jaito [is] a sirdar in
the [Jodhpur] army, [but] he enjoys [the rule of] BagrI.
[Therefore] he desires the well-being [lit. "the good"] of Sojhat."
Then Rav Gango said: "Jaitojl! Bring your carts to Bllaro
village.6 Leave BagrI!"

Jaito kept his vast at BagrI under the supervision of his dhdy-bhdi (lit.
"milk-brother"), Rero, who refused to vacate the ancestral lands. In an attempt
to prevent their having to leave, Rero went to Sojhat to seek out Mumhato
Raymal and kill him. Mumhato Raymal's wife discerned Rero's designs,
however, and Mumhato Raymal then killed Rero when Rero drew a weapon to
attack him. News of Rero's death quickly reached BagrI and spread fear among
the people of the vast. Only then did they make ready and depart the village for
Jodhpur territory.

When Jaito's people left BagrI, Rav Gango ordered Jaito to recruit Rav
Vlramde's leading warrior, Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot (no. 95), and bring him to
Jodhpur. Jaito accomplished this feat with the lure of a large grant of villages
worth one lakh, to be chosen from among Jodhpur's finest. He also had Rav
Gango send word to Kumpo stating that the conflict between Sojhat and Jodhpur
was of no real consequence, for Rav Viramde had no sons, and after his death,
Sojhat would revert to Jodhpur. Kumpo finally agreed to come to Jodhpur if
Rav Gango would not to attack Sojhat for one year. Rav Gango readily accepted
this condition, and shortly after Kumpo's arrival at Jodhpur ca. 1529, Rav Gango

6 Bllaro village: located twenty-one miles north-northwest of Bagn in Jodhpur
territory.
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was able to gain the upper hand against his half-brother. He eventually drove
Rav Viramde from Sojhat and then from Marvar altogether.

While Jaito played an important role in Marvar under Rav Gango, he
rose to particular prominence under Rav Gango's son and successor, Rav Malde
Gangavat (1532-62). Jaito became a leader of Rav Malde's armies and one of the
closest advisors to the throne.

Local texts present a picture of Jaito during Rav Malde's rule as a
powerful figure torn between loyalty and duty to the Rav and concern for the
lands of Marvar and the values of brotherhood among the Rathors, which Rav
Malde openly violated. "Aitihasik Batam," p. 57, describes Jaito as:

a great thdkur, one who upheld a great vow. [He] did not allow
Rav Malde to act improperly.

Jaito fell into disagreement with the Rav over the Rav's desire to conquer areas
of Marvar and beyond that were under the control of Rathors. Rav Malde spoke
of these conquests shortly after his accession, and Jaito remarked:

"The offense of killing one's family members/brothers
(gotrakadamb - lit. 'go^ra-destruction') will not be committed by
me" (ibid.).

Jaito's reply made the Rav feel downhearted, so Jaito quickly responded:

"Do not be downhearted. We will perform the tasks you tell [us
to do]. . . . " Then Jaitojl summoned Kumpo Mahirajot and had
the Ravjl grasp [his] arm. [And he] said to the RavjT, "Rdj,
[you] should uphold Kumpo's honor and prestige." And to
Kumpo, [he] said, "You should perform [whatever] tasks the
Rav tells [you to do]" (ibid., pp. 57-58).

The conflict between duty to one's master and the values of brotherhood
came most sharply into focus with respect to Rav Malde's hostility toward the
Mertlyo Rathors. Rav Malde had held enmity toward the Mertlyos since he was a
kumvar. When he became rav of Jodhpur, he pursued this hostility at every
opportunity. But Vigat, 2:48, 51, notes that Jaito, Kumpo Mahirajot, and other
of the Rav's Rajputs would not involve themselves in his plots and deceptions.
Following one unsuccessful intrigue planned in secret from Jaito and Kumpo,
Rav Malde "was disgraced in Jaito and Kumpo's presence." This intrigue
involved Rav Malde's drawing Mertlyo Rav Viramde Dudavat (no. 105) to
Jodhpur to participate in an expedition against the Sindhals of Bhadrajun.7 At
the same time, he incited Khanzada Khan Daulat Khan of Nagaur (no. 154) to
attack Merto, which had been left unprotected, and he drew Pamvar Pancain of
Catsu (no. 24) into the area to settle an old vair with the Mertlyos. He also

7 Bhadrajun village: located forty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur.
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urged Varsinghot Mertiyo Rav Gango Sihavat (no. 149) to move against Merto
and cause additional disruption. None of these ploys proved successful.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 58, records that when these intrigues against
Merto began, Mertiyo Rav Vlramde sent word to Jaito, asking him to entreat Rav
Malde to allow the Mertlyos to perform the Rav's service. Jaito did so, but to no
avail, for the Rav would not countenance any accommodation with the Mertlyos.

Rav Malde's Rajputs finally met Rav Vlramde in battle at the village of
Reyam8 ca. 1535. This battle followed Rav Viramde's occupation of Ajmer and
his refusal to hand over this city to Rav Malde when the Rav demanded it. Rav
Malde then moved into Merto lands and occupied them, distributing the villages
among Rajputs in his own service, one of whom was Varsinghot Mertiyo
Sahaiso Tejslyot (no. 151). Sahaiso was a former military servant of Rav
Viramde's, but he had left Rav Vlramde and taken service under Rav Malde.
Sahaiso received the village of Reyam in pap from Rav Malde in return for his
offer of service. This action so enraged Rav Vlramde that he launched a
precipitous attack against Reyam in opposition to the advice of his own Rajputs.
Jaito rode to Reyam along with Kumpo Mahirajot and other of Rav Malde's
Rajputs from the garrison of Rarod9 where he had been stationed, and he took
part in the bloody fighting there. Rav Vlramde was badly defeated and many of
his Rajputs killed. But Jaito was among those Rathors who prevented Rav
Viramde's death and allowed him to leave Marvar. Several sources state that
Jaito felt Rav Vlramde should live because he was a great warrior. Bdnkidds, p.
12, records that Jaito remarked to Kumpo Mahirajot:

Vlramde should not be killed: Vlramde is a great Rajput. If he
remains alive, he will bring someone [to aid him against Rav
Malde], and [thereby] shape his own death.

It was perhaps because of Jaito's outspokenness against gotrakadamb
that Rav Malde placed Jaito in command of his armies only when they marched
against Nagaur, which they conquered in 1536. The Rav's other campaigns
against both Rathors and other Rajputs prior to the battle of Samel in 1544 were
led by Jaito's paternal cousin, Kumpo Mahirajot. Jaito was stationed at the
garrison of Rarod prior to the conquest of Nagaur. Rarod is located midway
between Jodhpur and Nagaur, and one of Jaito's brothers, Acjo Pancainot (7-2),
was killed when the garrison came under attack from Nagaur. The Rathors
launched a series of raids into Nagaur territory in retaliation, and ultimately
undertook the conquest of Nagaur itself. To end the vair that had arisen with
Aclo's death, a daughter of the Tank Rajputs was married to Jaito, while Rav
Malde received Harsolav village10 and twenty-one others from Nagaur.

Reyam village: located fifteen miles southeast of Merto.

9 Rarod village: located forty-nine miles west-northwest of Reyam, and forty-four
miles northeast of Jodhpur.

10 Harsolav village: located twenty-nine miles south of Nagaur and six miles east of
Asop.
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Jaito himself received a gift of rs. 15,000 from the residents of Hiravari
village11 of Nagaur. He had made his camp in this village and the residents are
said to have made this gift in gratitude to Jaito for preventing the looting of their
homes. Jaito had a step well constructed with this gift in the nearby village of
Rajlanl.12

Jaito's activities during the years between 1536 and the battle of Samel
in 1544 are not recorded in the sources at hand. It is possible that he spent most
of his time with Rav Malde, either at Jodhpur or on tour during military
operations. The texts do not mention Jaito except in connection with the
conquest of Blkaner in 1542. Despite Jaito's concerns about the Rathor
brotherhood, there are indications that he could be both haughty and cruel in his
attitudes toward both Rathors and other Rajputs whom he met in battle. Jaito's
participation in the battle for Blkaner provides an example. It was on this
occasion that he accompanied Kumpo Mahirajot and the armies of Jodhpur
against Blkavat Rathor Rav JaitsI Lunkaranot (1526-42). They met at the village
of Sohavo (near Blkaner) in February of 1542. Rav JaitsI was killed there and
his army routed with great loss.

Jaito and Kumpo's actions at Sohavo are recorded in a manuscript from
Blkaner,13 which states that prior to the main engagement, Jaito and Kumpo sent
pradhdns to Rav JaitsI to order his submission to Rav Malde of Jodhpur. The
pradhdns were directed to say to Rav JaitsI, "You go before [Rav] Malde [and]
bow your nose." This manuscript indicates that while the Blkaner Rathors with
Rav JaitsI wished to submit to Rav Malde, a Sankhlo Pamvar , Mahes, who was
a military servant of Rav Jaitsfs holding villages of Blkaner in pato, shamed
them into fighting by proclaiming that "being killed on the field is honorable."

The pradhdns reported back to Jaito and Kumpo that they had been
unable to reach a settlement with the Blkaner Rathors because of the Sankhlo's
words. Jaito and Kumpo then sent for Sankhlo Mahes and asked him angrily
why he was trying to "ruin" the Rathors. Sankhlo Mahes replied that he had
merely caused the Blkaner Rathors to answer the Jodhpur proposal in an
appropriate manner.

11 Hiravari village: located four miles west-northwest of Harsolav village.

12 Rajlanl village: located ten miles south of Hiravari and eight miles south-southwest
of Harsolav. An inscription to one side of the stepwell contains details about its
construction. It was begun on October 23, 1537 and completed on October 29, 1540.
171 men and 221 women laborers worked along with 151 artisans and craftsmen. The
construction required 15 mans of cotton for cord and string, 520 mans of iron for
clamps and balls placed on the heads of hammers, 321 wagons to bring the iron from
the Aravalll hills, and 121 mans of jute. In addition, 221 mans of poppy, 721 mans of
salt, 1,121 mans of ghi, 2,555 mans of wheat, 11,121 mans of other grains, and 5 mans
of opium were brought to feed the laborers and craftsemen. See: Reu, 1:117, n. 1.

13 See: L. P. Tessitori, "A Progress Report on the Work done during the year 1917 in
connection with the Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana," Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, N. S. 15 (1919), pp. 44-46, for a complete reference to this work.
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After their victory at Sohavo, Jaito and Kumpo walked over the field
counting the fallen. They searched especially for Sankhlo Mahes's body, and
when they could not find it, they chided the Sankhlo in his absence, saying:

It looks as if the Sankhlo has fled. Nice indeed! After all the
fine things he was saying! [Now be sure that] if the Sankhlo is
[lying] anywhere, he is lying on the field of battle in [his]
women's apartments!

Soon thereafter, however, they found the Sankhlo lying on the field, moaning.
They asked him derisively if he moaned because he was in pain. He replied that
he moaned because inferior men had killed Rav JaitsT. Jaito and Kumpo then
abused the Sankhlo, exclaiming, "Throw dust in his mouth." An augur who
witnessed these happenings remarked, "This land, the Sankhlo [now] hold it in
[his] jaws."

In January of 1544 Jaito again assumed a major role in the affairs of
Marvar along with his paternal cousin, Kumpo Mahirajot. They gathered to
meet Mertlyo Rav Viramde Dudavat and Sher Shah Stir in battle at Samel.

Jaito's position before Samel, like that of his cousin, Kumpo's, was both
as leader of the Rav's forces and as protector of the lands of Marvar. The
circumstances that brought the rupture among Rav Malde's warriors and caused
the Rav to retreat from his camp at GirrT14 prior to battle are unclear. It seems
certain, however, that Mertlyo Rav Viramde was able to instill suspicions within
Rav Malde's mind about the loyalty of his Rajputs. Jaito and Kumpo both spent
much time in negotiations with the Rav through intermediaries. In the end, they
refused to obey his command to retreat before the Muslim army and leave the
land their ancestors had conquered open to the enemy. Rav Malde left his camp
precipitously on the night before the main engagement without informing either
Jaito or Kumpo, taking a large number of Rajputs with him in retreat.

With Rav Malde's departure, Jaito and Kumpo both realized that they
could not defeat the opposing forces in open battle. They decided, therefore, to
organize a surprise night attack. This stratagem failed, however, for the Rathors
were unable to locate Sher Shah's camp in the dark. The next day as the battle
closed, Jaito and Kumpo dismounted from their horses in the safety of a river
bank and ate opium with the water of the river, then rode off against the
opposing forces. They managed to destroy an advance guard of Sher Shah's
army, and Jaito himself is credited with knocking Jalal Jaluko, an Afghan chief
in Sher Shah's service, from his horse with his lance. He is said to have hurled
his lance with such force that he broke both of the horse's front legs (see
"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42-44 of the translated text for details of this battle).

Jaito was killed at Samel fighting alongside two of his sons, Devldas
Jaitavat (8-2) (no. 65), who was wounded (see infra), and Udaisingh Jaitavat (8-
4), who was killed. Udaisingh appears to have been one of Rav Malde's personal
retainers. The texts mention his being posted outside the Rav's tent as a
bodyguard prior to the battle.

[ Girri village: located ten miles west-southwest of Samel.
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"Aitihasik Batam," p. 44, records that after the battle and the Rathor
defeat, Sher Shah found the bodies of both Jaito and Kumpo lying on the field.
He had his men hold up Jaito's body in order to look at him. He then said to
Mertlyo Rav Viramde, who was with him, that Jaito had done so much, and that
if Rav Malde had stayed to fight, he might have lost the Empire of Delhi.

Jaito was sixty years old when he was killed at Samel.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 37, 39, 42-45, 57-58; Asop kd Itihds, pp.
16-17; Bdnkidds, pp. 12, 52-53; Gehlot, Marvar, p. 160; Khydt,
3:80-86, 95, 99-100; Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 639, no. 2, pp. 116-
120, 449-450; Reu, 1:117-118; Tessitori, "A Progress Report on
the Work done during the year 1917 in connection with the
Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana," Journal of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal, N. S. 15 (1919), pp. 43-46; Vigat,
1:46, 57, 63, 65, 2:48-49, 51, 57.

(no. 63) Prithiraj Jaitavat (8-1)

Jaito Pancainot's son, Prithiraj Jaitavat, was a powerful and influential
Rathor thdkur in Marvar under Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62). He
was born in 1524-25 during the rule of Rav Gango Vaghavat (1515-32). He rose
to a position of authority equal to that of his father's at an early age. Mahevco
Ravat Bhimvo of Baharmer and Kotro in western Marvar, against whom Prithiraj
came in battle, spoke of him as a Rajput with a "brown mustache, [whose] body
[is] of great height and stature, a. thdkur," and "a brother, a most excellent [one]"
("Aitihasik Batam," p. 47).

Following Prithiraj's death at the battle of Merto in 1554, a local
chronicle records that Rav Malde grew worried, for "there was no Rajput like
[Prithiraj]" (ibid., p. 50). Prithiraj was both ruthless and haughty as a warrior.
But he was also a man who commanded great respect on the field of battle. It
was said that he had received a boon from a JogI that prevented any weapon
from striking him from the front (Khydt, 3:120).

As early as 1540-41, when Prithiraj was approximately sixteen years of
age, he accompanied his friend, Udavat Rathor Tejsi Dungarsiyot (no. 138), on a
raid against the Pamvars of Catsu in central Rajasthan.15 Catsu lies some thirty-
five miles to the south of Amber. It was one of the areas over which Rav Malde
asserted his authority following his occupation of Ajmer ca. 1535. But the raid
on Catsu also appears to have been initiated by Tejsi Dungarsiyot who desired to
take revenge to settle an old vair against the Pamvars. He sent nine elephants to
Rav Malde as spoils of his success there. Rav Malde had a small fort built at
Catsu as an outpost of his kingdom.

15 See supra, "Pamvars of Catsu,11 and infra, "Udavat Rathors." It is possible that there
were a series of raids against Catsu in which Udavat Tejsi Dungarsiyot participated,
with the first of these coming as early as ca. 1536.
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Local chronicles do not record any of Prithiraj's activities between 1541
and January of 1544, when his father, Jaito Pancainot (7-1) (no. 61), and his
brother, Udaisingh Jaitavat (8-4) (no. 62), were killed in battle at Samel.
Prithiraj was at Samel, but he accompanied Rav Malde into exile in the hills near
Slvano. It is possible that he, like his brother, Udaisingh, had served as a
personal attendant of the Rav's, but unlike Udaisingh, he withdrew with the Rav
instead of remaining behind to fight and die.

Mansingh Jaitavat (8-5), another of Prithiraj's brothers, refused to follow
Rav Malde into exile, even when summoned to do so. He remained behind in
Marvar and met with Sher Shah's people to effect an accommodation. Mansingh
was thereby able to remain in possession of the Jaitavat village of BagrT.16

However, the Muslims later killed Mansingh for unexplained reasons.
Rav Malde quickly reoccupied Jodhpur following Sher Shah's death in

1545, and began returning villages to his Rajputs in pato. But he withheld BagrI
from Prithiraj, because of his anger about Mansingh's actions. It was not until
Rav Malde's pradhdn, Campavat Jeso Bhairavdasot (no. 48), intervened on
Prithiraj's behalf that Rav Malde granted BagrI to Prithiraj. "Aitihasik Batam,"
p. 46, records:

Jeso Bhairavdasot persisted very stubbornly and had BagrI given
[to Prithiraj]. Prithiraj was yet a young man.

A short time thereafter, Slsodlyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat of Mevar
(ca. 1537-72; no. 17) formed an army to march against Marvar in order to seize
lands that Rav Malde had taken from him earlier. The threat of this attack
worried Rav Malde greatly because most of his leading warriors had been killed
at Samel. He was forced to rely heavily upon his pradhan, Jeso Bhairavdasot, to
reach an accommodation with the Rano. Jeso advised the Rav to marry one of
his daughters to the Rano to placate him, and to give him a large dowry of horses
and elephants along with fifty villages from Sojhat and Godhvar. The Rav
agreed to do as Jeso advised, and letters of endorsement were made ready. But
Prithiraj then learned of this plan, and he strongly objected to any
accommodation with the Rano. He organized a concerted front of Marvar
Rathors instead. There was the "sway of the RavjI. [And] the paramount
influence of Rathor Prithiraj" ("Aitihasik Batam," p. 47).

In the face of this resolve, the SIsodlyos withdrew from Marvar and
hostilities were averted. Rav Malde's grant of BagrI to Prithiraj at Jeso
Bhairavdasot's bidding had proven beneficial.

One of Rav Malde's sons, Kumvar Ram Maldevot by his wife, Rani
KachvahlLachapdejI,17 imprisoned his father at the fort of Jodhpur in 1547 in an
attempt to seize power in Marvar. Kumvar Ram then approached Prithiraj and
asked him to join with him in the overthrow of the Rav. Prithiraj delayed his

16 Bagri village: located nine miles east-southeast of Sojhat.

17 See supra, "Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur," Malde
Gangavat, Rani no. 16, S - Ram.
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reply and informed the pradhan, Jeso Bhairavdasot, who then formulated a plan
with Prithlraj to free the Rav and to blockade the gates of the fort at Jodhpur
while Kumvar Ram was at a feast at Mandor. Prithlraj and Jeso Bhairavdasot
put their plan successfully into action, thereby preventing Rav Malde's
overthrow, and Kumvar Ram was forced to abandon Jodhpur for Gundoc18 along
with his mother and his personal retainers.

Prithlraj participated in several campaigns in western and northwestern
Marvar between 1550 and 1552 in order to bring these areas under Rav Malde's
control. In 1550 Prithlraj rode against Pha]odhl and Pokaran.19 Naravat Rathor
descendants of Naro Sujavat, a son of Rav Sujo Jodhavat (ca. 1492-1515), held
these forts. The Naravats were closely allied with the Bhatls of Jaisalmer, from
whom they had received daughters in marriage. When Rav Malde's force under
the command of his pradhdn, Jeso Bhairavdasot, approached PhalodhI, Naravat
Jaitmal Goindot sent word to Jaisajmer Raval Malde Lunkaranot (1549-60) for
aid. Raval Malde dispatched his son, Kumvar Harraj Maldevot, to Pokaran.
Fighting broke out at PhalodhI and then Pokaran, but Rav Malde's Rajputs were
able to occupy both forts. The Rav then sent his warriors against the Mahevco
Rathors of Baharmer and Kotro in western Marvar. They were also victorious
there and they brought Mahevco Ravat Bhlmvo into Rav Malde's service.

It was during these expeditions that Prithlraj's prowess as a warrior came
to Rav Malde's notice. Local chronicles differ regarding detail. Vigat, 2:4-5,
records that it was during the battle for Pokaran against BhatI Kumvar Harraj
Maldevot that Prithlraj's prowess was first evidenced. The Vigat relates that
when the fighting ended, several Rajputs came before the presence of the Rav
carrying lances that were red with the blood of battle, while Prithlraj approached
with a clean lance. The Rav noticed this difference and questioned Jeso
Bhairavdasot, concerned that Pnthiraj had done no fighting that day. Jeso then
showed the Rav the underside of Prithlraj's shirt, where Prithlraj had cleaned his
lance, and he told the Rav in great detail about Prithlraj's exploits during the
battle. He said, "The battle was won because of his valor." Rav Malde was very
pleased with Prithlraj.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 47, tells that it was following the campaign against
Baharmer and Kotro that Prithlraj came to Rav Malde's notice, and that it was
then that Prithlraj was promoted to be the commander of his army {sendpati).
During the action against Ravat Bhlmvo and the Mahevcos, Prithlraj is said to
have struck Ravat Bhlmvo with his lance (barchT) and then wiped the lance
clean of blood stains with his shirt. There were again questions about Prithlraj's
performance because his lance was clean, while those of other Rajputs still bore
the marks of fighting. When Ravat Bhlmvo was brought before the Rav,
however, he praised Prithlraj, saying:

18 Gundoc village: located fifty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

19 Phalodhl and Pokaran are located seventy-two miles north-northwest and eighty-three
miles northwest of Jodhpur, respectively.
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[this one with the] brown mustache, [whose] body [is] of great
height and stature, a thdkur . . . [he] struck me [with his] lance.

Ravat Bhirnvo added that Prithiraj was "a brother, a most excellent [one]." Rav
Malde is said to have held Prithiraj in very high esteem and to have made him
the commander of his army.

Rav Malde sent his Rajputs under Prithiraj and his pradhdn, Jeso
Bhairavdasot, against Jaisajmer in September or October of 1552. Prithiraj
proceeded to Mandor before his departure along with Rav Malde's son, Kumvar
Raymal Maldevot, and two purohits, Raymal and Neto, in order to worship at
the shrines there. He was then given leave to proceed against the Jaisajmer.
Upon reaching the land of the Bhatls, he looted and burned along the way to the
city of Jaisa|mer, where he encamped with his men in the city's gardens and
orchards. The Rava} of Jaisalmer remained closed within the fort during this
occupation. Scattered fighting took place in the city, but the Rathors left without
capturing the fort. Prithiraj did much damage while there, and had all of the
trees in the gardens and orchards cut down with the exception of one pipal tree,
alongside which he made his camp. This tree became known as ''Prithiraj's
pipal."

The Khydt of NainsI, 1:60, and "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 56-57, both
record that Prithiraj led Rav Malde's warriors in an attack against Ajmer. No
date is given for this expedition, but the Khydt states that Pathan Haji Khan was
in occupation of Ajmer at the time. This statement would be incorrect if Prithiraj
were involved in this attack. Haji Khan did not take possession of Ajmer until
1556, shortly before the battle of Harmaro20 against Slsodlyo Rano Udaisingh
Sangavat (ca. 1537-72; no. 17), which took place in January of i557. These
events took place two years after Prithiraj's death at the battle of Merto in 1554.

If Prithiraj did lead this attack against Ajmer, it would have taken place
in 1553-54. The sources relate that Prithiraj rode on the campaign with
Cundavat Rathor Mahes Gharslyot (no. 58), who had held Ajmer in pato from
Rav Malde during the years 1535-43. The Rathor army is said to have raided the
town and attacked the fort. Several of Mahes's retainers managed to climb the
walls of the fort and proclaim a victory for MahesjI. "Aitihasik Batam," p. 57,
notes that this action deterred the Rinmalots21 who were with Prithiraj,
dampening their enthusiasm to advance further. They said:

We would die [in battle], and the proclamation [of victory would
be the Cundavat] Mahesji's, so for what reason [should we
advance]?

The Muslims in the fort called upon the aid of Slsodlyo Rano Udaisingh, and
while Prithiraj wished to do battle with the Rano, his Rajputs resisted, saying:

20 Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar.

21 Rinmalots: the descendants of Rav Rinmal Cundavat, ruler of Mandor, ca. 1428-38.
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We will all die [together here]. Once before Rav Malde had
great fhdkurs, so [they] were all killed in battle. And if we die,
then the rulership (thdkurdi) [of Rav Malde] will become weak
(Khydt, 1:60).

The Rajputs then brought Prithlraj back to Marvar.
This action shamed Prithlraj. He stayed away from Rav Malde's court

and would not even enter his village of Bagrl. He preferred to encamp outside it.
In the following days, Prithlraj argued with the Rav in favor of another attack on
Ajmer. But the Rav would not hear of it. He sent Prithlraj instead against
Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no. 107) at Merto in March of 1554.

Prithlraj played a leading role in the events leading up to and during this
attack on Merto. He was again in command of Rav Malde's forces that
encamped at the village of Gangarro22 just to the northwest of Merto proper.
Prithiraj sent out raiding parties that pillaged the lands around the town. Both he
and Balavat Rathor Nago Bharmalot (no. 38) negotiated with Mertiyo Rav
Jaimal's pradhdns, the Jaitmalots Akhairaj Bhadavat (no. 69) and Candraj
Jodhavat (no. 74), when Rav Jaimal sent them to Rav Malde's camp to seek an
accommodation. Local sources present differing views of Prithlraj's role in these
negotiations. "Aitihasik Batam," p. 48, records that Prithlraj and a number of
other Rajputs entreated Rav Malde on behalf of the Mertiyos. But the Khydt of
NainsI, 3:116-118, portrays Prithiraj as a haughty and prideful thdkur who was
himself fully committed to the subordination of Merto to Jodhpur.

During the main battle for Merto, which occurred on the day following
the abortive negotiations at Rav Malde's camp, Prithlraj was in personal
command of a large ant ("division of the army") that came before the Jodhpur
Gate at Merto proper. He divided this am into two groups as the fighting began.
Here also, Prithiraj showed great prowess as a warrior. He is said to have killed
fourteen of MertTyo Rav Jaimal's Rajputs with his own hands. At some time
during the battle, he met with Rav Jaimal's young son, Surtan Jaimalot (no. 113),
whom he chided for coming before him, saying that Surtan should have sent his
father instead. Prithlraj then took Surtan's sword from him and awarded it to one
of his military servants, PTparo Gahlot HMgolo, to whom he had promised a
sword.

Prithiraj later confronted Jaitmalot Akhairaj Bhadavat, who had sought
him out. Prithiraj used an exceptionally demeaning tone with Akhairaj, calling
him a "dwarf and asking him why had had delayed so long in coming. Akhairaj
then attacked Prithiraj and managed to strike him from behind, knowing that this
was the only way he could defeat him. Prithiraj fell from Akhairaj's blows. As
he died, he is said to have left his curse upon Akhairaj.

Prithiraj's sister's son (bhdnej), Hul Gahlot Ray sal Ramavat, who was a
military servant of Mertltyo Rav Jaimal's, found Prithiraj lying on the field after
the battle, and he built a cover to shade Prithlraj's body from the sun. Rav

22 Gangarro village: located seven miles west-northwest of Merto.
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Jaimal learned of this action, and he became angry with Raysal. Raysal then left
Merto for the lands of Rav Malde of Jodhpur (see "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48-49,
of the translated text for a complete description of this battle and the events that
followed).

Prithiraj was thirty years old when he was killed at Merto.
There was much talk about Prithiraj at the court of Slsodlyo Rano

Udaisingh at Cltor in the wake of Prithiraj's death. Prithiraj's friend, Udavat
Tejsl Dungarslyot, was at Cltor at this time. The Rajputs there all acclaimed
Prithiraj and his killing of fourteen men with his own hands. They asked if there
were any among them who were his equal.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 46-50, 56-57, 60-62, 66; Akhar Ndma,
2:72; Bdnkidds, p. 13; Khydt, 1:60, 3:116-121; Mangilal Vyas,
Jodhpur Rdjya kd Itihds (Jaypur: Pancsll Prakasan, 1975), pp.
157-163; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 128-129, 459; Ojha, 4:1:310-
312, 317-318; Vigat, 1:59, 64-65, 2:4-5, 59.

(no. 64) Puranma! Prithirajot (9-1)

Puranmal Prithirajot was a son of Prithiraj Jaitavat's (8-1) (no. 63) and
grandson of Jaito Pancainot's (7-1) (no. 61), the founding ancestor of the Jaitavat
Rathors. Puranmal received his family's village of BagrI 23 in pato from Rav
Malde following his father's death. But he held this village only three years, for
in 1557 Rav Malde took it from Puranmal and granted it to Puranmal's paternal
uncle, Devldas Jaitavat (8-2) (no. 65). The Rav granted the village to Devldas in
reward for Devldas's success in battle at Harmaro24 against Slsodlyo Rano
Udaisingh Sangavat of Mevar (ca. 1537-72; no. 17). Puranmal received the
village of Paciak 25 and twelve others in pato from Rav Malde in compensation.

No information is available about Puranmal's activities while he was a
military servant of Rav Malde's. He was killed within eight years of his father's
death when he fought alongside his paternal uncle, Devidas Jaitavat, at the battle
of Merto in 1562. Rav Malde's Rajputs stood here against Mertlyo Rav Jaimal
and the Mughal forces of Akbar under the command of Mirza Sharafu'd-Din
Husayn.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 50, 52, 55; Bdrikldds, pp. 16-17;
"Jodhpur HukumatrlBahl," p. 191; Vigat, 1:61, 2:65.

23 Bagr i vil lage: located n ine miles east-southeast of Sojhat in eastern Marvar .

24 Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar .

25 Pac iak village: located three miles north of Bilaro and twenty-three miles north-
northwest of BagrI.
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(no. 65) Devidas Jaitavat (8-2)
(no. 66) Bhakharsi Jaitavat (8-3)

Devidas Jaitavat was a son of Jaito Pancainot's (7-1) (no. 61), the
founding ancestor of the Jaitavat Rathors. Devidas appears in the chronicles of
Marvar as a valorous if somewhat foolhardy warrior who possessed great
personal strength and determination. He always carried the honor of the
Jaitavats and of the Rathors before himself. He was involved in all of the major
campaigns of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62) between the years 1553
and 1562, and he rose to a position of influence under Rav Malde that paralleled
that of his elder brother, Prithlraj Jaitavat (8-1) (no. 63), and his father, Jaito
Pancainot.

Devidas was approximately fifteen years old when he was wounded at
Samel in January of 1544 fighting alongside his father. He was born in 1528-29
during the latter years of Rav Gango Vaghavat's rule at Jodhpur (1515-32), and
he grew up during the years of Rathor conquest and expansion out from Jodhpur
under Rav Malde Gangavat (1532-62).

Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, pp. 90-91, relates that following the battle of
Samel, it was initially thought that both Devidas and his father had been killed.
The women of the family heard this news at BagrI village,26 and they shaved
their heads and assumed the posture of widows in mourning as funerary rites
were performed for both Devidas and Jaito. However, Devidas was in fact not
killed. A wandering ascetic found him lying wounded on the battlefield and
took and cared for him. When Devldas's wounds were healed, he joined the
ascetic's band and became one of them, and he remained with these ascetics
(atitam) for the next "five to seven years."

The band of ascetics left Marvar not long after and traveled to Slrohl.
Devldas's sister had been married to the Rav of Slrohl (identity uncertain), and
on one occasion, the Rav invited the ascetics to come to the palace and take
food. Devidas went unrecognized at the court for he had assumed the garb and
posture of a holy man. But he did keep his sword and shield with him, and the
Rav saw these weapons and determined to steal them. He called seven Mainos
and said to them, "With such and such an ascetic are a sword and shield. So [if
you] take and bring [these weapons], I would give a reward."

One night at midnight shortly thereafter, the seven Mainos stole into the
quarters where Devidas and the ascetics slept. Devidas kept the weapons at his
side, and when the Mainos tried to take them, they inadvertently awakened him.
He immediately arose, took up his sword, and killed three of the Mainos. The
remaining four fled with Devidas in close pursuit. Nearby was a watercourse
filled from the rains, across which the Mainos ran. But Devidas could not follow
because he had been wounded and lamed by a sword blow to the foot. Unable to
continue his pursuit, Devidas exclaimed, "Thakurs! I shall not allow Jaitojfs
honor/reputation to depart," thereby declaring his readiness to fight and defend
his and his father's honor.

26 Bagri village: located nine miles east-southeast of Sojhat in eastern Marvar.
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The Mainos returned to the Rav of Sirohi and reported all that had
happened to him. The Rav then reasoned, "He brought up/mentioned Jaitojfs
honor/reputation; perhaps he is Devldas." The Rav went to the women's quarters
{rdvlo) of the palace afterwards and said to his young wife (bahu), if this were
her brother, she should recognize him. When the ascetics came to the rdvlo to
eat the next day, Devldas's sister stood behind a curtain to view them. She
immediately recognized her brother and had word conveyed to the Rav, "He
certainly is Devldas."

The ascetics ate and then rose to leave after their meal, and as they did,
the Ravjl grasped Devldas. Though Devldas protested that he was only an
ascetic, the Rav said they had recognized him. The Rav then took Devldas into
his company and treated him well, feeding him and making him comfortable,
and he arranged a marriage for him.

Rav Malde at Jodhpur learned soon after that Devldas was alive. He was
overjoyed. He sent his son, Kumvar Candrasen Maldevot (Rav of Jodhpur,
1562-81), to Sirohi with a litter, horses, and camels for Devldas, and with orders
to bring him back to Jodhpur.

Devldas returned to Marvar in 1550-51. It is uncertain how he began his
military career, but he appears initially to have taken service under Udavat
Rathor RatansI Khlmvavat (no. 141), from whom he held the village of
Banjhankurl27 in pap. It appears likely that he met Udavat RatansI through the
kumvar, for RatansI himself served under Kumvar Candrasen. Devldas took part
in the Rathor occupation of Ja]or in southern Marvar in 1553 as a military
servant of Ratansfs, and Jodhpur Rdjya Id Khydt, p. 91, records that Devldas
"[helped to] establish authority [there]." A year later in 1554 Devldas
participated in the battle for Merto as a member of Ratansfs sdth. Though he
played a much less distinguished role here than did his brother, Prithlraj Jaitavat,
he did confront Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no. 107) during the fighting.
He would have attempted to kill Rav Jaimal if RatansI Khlmvavat had not
stopped him and told him that Rav Jaimal's life should be spared.

Devldas left Udavat RatansI Khlmvavat's service following the battle for
Merto and Rav Malde's defeat there, and he entered into Rav Malde's service. It
is unclear why Devldas chose this time to join Rav Malde. A number of things
may have influenced his decision. His brother, Prithlraj, had been killed at
Merto and Devldas then sought a means to avenge his death. RatansI Khlmvavat
had stopped him from striking and killing Mertlyo Rav Jaimal during the
fighting at Merto, and this undoubtedly angered him. He also desired to acquire
his ancestral village of Bagrl.

Rav Malde honored Devldas when he entered his service. He knew the
strength that Devldas brought, and he reasoned that Devldas might be able to
achieve what Prithlraj was no longer able to do, namely, to conquer and hold
Merto.

Upon joining the Rav's service, Devldas immediately asked to be sent
against Merto. He wanted to avenge his brother's death. Rav Malde praised

27 Banjhankuri village: located five miles north of Jaitaran in eastern Marvar.
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Devidas and gave him 1,000 horses. Devidas took this sdth and besieged the
village of Reyam28 near Merto. No significant action took place, however. Rav
Jaimal wisely remained enclosed within the fort at Merto, not even venturing
forth to disturb Devldas's supply carts as they moved past Merto. Devidas was
forced to leave the area without having engaged the Mertlyos.

Devldas's activities during the next several years are unclear. There is no
record of Rav Malde's having granted him any villages in pato, and it is possible
that he remained in personal attendance on the Rav at Jodhpur, living in his vds
("residence, dwelling"). Then in late 1556 and early 1557, when Pathan Hajl
Khan, a former noble of Sher Shah Sur's, occupied Ajmer and asked for Rav
Malde's support against STsodlyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat of Mevar (ca. 1537-
72; no. 17), Devidas, who was now a seasoned warrior of some thirty years,
volunteered to lead the Rav's Rajputs into battle. Rav Malde was again pleased.
He allowed Devidas to hand-pick 1,500 warriors for his sdth, and he gave him a
horse and a sirpdv, exclaiming that "the shame of Marvar" rested upon his
shoulders ("AitihasikBatam," p. 50).

Devidas and his Rajputs performed well at Harmaro29 in January of
1557, when they and Hajl Khan's Muslim warriors defeated the allied force
under Sisodiyo Rano Udaisingh of Mevar. "Aitihasik Batam," p. 68, records that
the victory at Harmaro was due to the "paramount influence of Rathor
Devldasjl." Devidas sought out and killed the Baliso Cahuvan Sujo Samvatot
(no. 4) during the fighting there. Baliso Sujo was a military servant of the
Rano's, and Devidas challenged him on the field, saying:

Sujo, [be] alert, [for] today I demand [revenge for the deaths of]
Rathors Vliijo and Dhano [Bharmalot] (Vigot, 1:52).

Baliso Sujo's death settled a long-standing vair that had arisen twenty years
earlier when Baliso Sujo and his brothers defeated the Balavat Rathors in battle
near Nadul30 in southern Marvar, and killed the Balavat Vliijo Bharmalot.31

Rav Malde wished to make Devidas a large grant of villages including
Khairvo32 and eighty-four others in reward for his victory at Harmaro. But the
administrative officials concerned with revenue advised the Rav to ask Devidas
what he wanted. Devidas requested his home village of Bagrl. Rav Malde then
granted Bagrl village and eighty-four others in pap to Devidas, revoking the

28 R e y a m vil lage: located fifteen miles southeast of Mer to .

29 Harmaro vil lage: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six mi les
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar .

30 Nadul : located sixty-seven miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

31 See supra, "Balavat Rathors" and "Baliso Cahuvans" for complete details about this
batt le and the vair that emerged from it.

32 Khairvo village: located fifty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.
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grant he had earlier made to Devidas's paternal nephew, Puranmal Prithirajot (9-
1) (no. 64). He granted Puranmal the village of Paciak33 and twelve others in
compensation.

Mertlyo Rav Jaimal, who had been an ally of the Rano's at the battle of
Harmaro, was forced to vacate Merto and leave it open to Rav Malde's
occupation after the Rano's defeat. Rav Malde, in turn, sent Devldas to Merto to
place his authority over the town. Devldas secured Merto and then assumed
charge of the fort at Jodhpur, while Rav Malde had the old town and fort at
Merto razed. Nearby he had a new town built along with a fort called the
Malgadh. Prior to beginning construction, Rav Malde asked Devldas about the
advisability of building the Malgadh. Devidas's response was not sanguine. He
argued that such a fort would mean death for those who occupied it, for the fort
would be built on the plain, open to continuing attack by the Mertlyos who
would not easily relinquish their land. Rav Malde would not listen to Devldas,
however. He had the foundations for the new fort laid in March of 1558. The
fort was completed two years later, in 1560.

Rav Malde appointed Mertlyo Jagmal Vlramdevot (no. 124), to whom
he had granted one-half of the villages of Merto, as kileddr of the Malgadh, and
he placed Devldas at the fort with a large sdth of Rajputs. Devldas again
protested to the Rav about being stationed at Merto. He asked the Rav to put
someone else in his place, and stated that when the Mertlyos attacked the fort, he
would not leave even if the Rav ordered him to do so. Rav Malde would not
listen to Devidas's objections. He felt that this Rajput was perhaps the only one
who would be able to withstand an attack and preserve his authority at Merto.

Mertlyo Rav Jaimal and the Mughal forces of Akbar under Mtrza
Sharafu'd-Dih Husayn laid siege to the Malgadh in February of 1562. This was
an eventuality that Devldas had long foreseen. Rav Malde sent reinforcements to
Devldas with his son, Kumvar Candrasen Maldevot. But Kumvar Candrasen
found the situation at Merto untenable, and he withdrew with a large number of
Rajputs as his father had ordered him to do. He requested that Devldas also
leave. But neither the Kumvar's remonstrations nor those of Rav Malde would
alter Devidas's position. He would not appear ignoble by leaving Merto without
a fight.

Devldas proceeded to close himself within the fort with his Rajputs,
among whom were thirty-eight of Mertlyo Jagmal Viramdevot's, who had
elected to remain with Devldas and defend the fort. Jagmal himself had
withdrawn earlier after talking with the Mughals. In the days that followed,
skirmishes occurred as Devidas's Rajputs emerged from the fort to harass their
besiegers. But it was not until the Mughals exploded a mine beneath one of the
towers of the fort that the situation changed. Devldas then held talks with the
Mughals, agreeing to withdraw with his own belongings and not to bum the
stores inside.

The withdrawal from the fort began as an orderly process, but then
Devidas's Rajputs fired the stores to prevent them from falling into the Mughals'

33 Paciak village: located three miles north of Bilaro and twenty-three miles north-
northwest of Bagrl.
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hands. Devidas was himself injured by a kick from a horse which broke one of
his legs, and Devidas killed a Muslim who tried to lay hands on one of Rav
Malde's personal muskets, which a servant of Devldas's was carrying. Once
outside the fort, the Rajputs began moving off toward Satalvas, which lay four
miles to the southwest of Merto in the direction of Jodhpur. Mertlyo Rav Jaimal
then urged an attack on Devidas. He said to Mirza Sharafu'd-Dln that Devidas
was not the sort of Rajput to abandon the fort, that he would quickly bring Rav
Malde against them ("Aitihasik Batam," p. 55).

The Mirza agreed, and the Mughals and Rav Jaimal's Rajputs attacked
Devidas and his men on the open plain near Merto. Here on March 20, 1562
Devidas was killed along with one of his brothers, BhakharsI Jaitavat (8-3) (no.
66), and his paternal nephew, Puranmal Prithlrajot (9-1) (no. 64).

Devidas was approximately thirty-five years of age at the time of his
death.

There are many stories in the chronicles of this period that say Devidas
did not die on this day near Merto, but was only wounded and lived to reappear
some years later. Akbar Ndma, 2:250, states, for example:

Some said that Deo Das [Devidas] came out of this battle,
wounded; and some ten or twelve years afterwards a person
appeared in jogi's dress and assumed this name. Some
acknowledged him, and many rejected him. He lived for a while
and then was killed in some adventure.

Elsewhere, Akhar Ndma, 3:224-225, relates a story about a "Debl Das"
who reappeared in Marvar in 1575. Similar accounts appear in the Marvarl
chronicles with slight variations.34 They all record that Devidas was not killed
at Merto, but was taken from the field of battle by a holy man who cared for his
wounds and brought him back to health. Devidas became a sannydsi and
wandered about northern India with the holy man, visiting the shrines and holy
places. After some years, the holy man gave him leave, and Devidas then
reappeared as Devidas Rathor. He is said to have taken service under the
Mughals in order to make his name known. It was with the Mughals that he
returned to Marvar in the period of Rav Candrasen Maldevot's exile from
Jodhpur in the latter-1570s. He took up residence once again at BagrI and
became involved with the Mughals in their operations against Rav Candrasen.
He also became involved with Rav Kalo Ramot, a paternal nephew of Rav
Candrasen's, who held Sojhat in jdgir from the Mughals. This Devidas
eventually left service under the Mughals and sided with Rav Kalo during
hostilities that developed between him and the Mughals. According to Akhar
Ndma, 3:225, he was killed at Sojhat after he and a number of Rajputs with him
murdered Jalal Khan Qurchi in his tent and then attacked Shimal Khan Chela.

34 See, for example: "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 82-84; Aitihasik Tavankhvar Vartd, MS
no. 1234 (Caupasnl: Rajasthanl Sodh Samsthan), ff. 71-74.
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Other sources relate that Devidas then fled into the hills to join Rav Candrasen,
with whom he continued to fight against the Mughal occupation of Marvar.

A'w-i-Akban, pp. 491, 531; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 49-55, 67-
68, 82-84; Akbar Ndma, 2:248-250, 3:224-225; Bdnkidds, pp.
14-17; "Bat Rathor Devidas Jaitavat ri," Aitihasik Tavdfikhvdr
Vdrtd, MS no. 1234 (Caupasnl: Rajasthanl Sodh Samsthan), ff.
71-74; JodhpurRdjya kTKhydt, pp. 89-91; Khydt, 1:61-62, 240,
354, 2:162-163; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 418, 447, 571, 602;
Vigat, 1:47, 52, 60-61, 2:59-67.
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Of Merto:
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.

Of Sivano:
(no.

69)
68)
70)
76)
74)
73)
75)
78)
71)
77)
72)
67)

79)

Jaitmalot Rathors

Akhairaj Bhadavat
Bhado Mokajot
Bhairavdas Bhadavat
Bhojo Gangavat, Ravat
Candraj Jodhavat
Jodho Mokalot
Naraindas Candrajot
Sagto Sangavat
Sandho Mokajot
Sango Bhojavat
Sidho Mokajot
Udo Kanhardevot

Moto Jogavat

(M8-1)
(M7-1)
(M8-2)
(M7-5)
(M8-3)
(M7-2)
(M9-1)
(M9-2)
(M7-4)
(M8-4)
(M7-3)
(M5-1)

(S9-2)

The Jaitmalot Rathors

The Jaitmalot Rathors descend from Jaitmal Salkhavat (2-1), a son of
Rathor Rav Salkho (1-1), the fourteenth century ruler of Mahevo1 in western
Marvar. Jaitmal was a daughter's son {dohitro) of the Indo Parihars.

According to Rathor traditions, Jaitmal received the area of Sivano2 in
southwestern Marvar from his paternal relation, Rava] MalojT (Mallinath), who
had succeeded Rav Salkho to the rule of Mahevo. JaitmaTs exact relation to
Raval Malojl is unclear. Traditions concerning these early lines of Rathors vary
considerably in the texts. In some, Jaitmal is seen as MalojTs uterine brother,
while in others he is either a patemal nephew or a more distant patemal relation.

Jaitmal established himself at Sivano during the latter half of the
fourteenth century. Eight generations of Jaitmalots ruled there after him. Within
three generations of Jaitmal himself, however, the Jaitmalots became divided
between Sivano and Merto branches (see infra, Figure 24 and Figure 25).

Ednkidas, pp. 5-6; B. N. Reu, Glories of Marwar and the
Glorious Rathors (Jodhpur: Archaeological Department, 1943),
pp. xii-xiii; BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:108; D. P. Henige, The
Chronology of Oral Tradition: Quest for a Chimera (Oxford:

1 Mahevo town: located sixty-six miles southwest of Jodhpur.

2 Sivano town: located fifty-eight miles southwest of Jodhpur.
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Clarendon Press, 1974), pp. 201-206; Khyat, 2:280-284;
Murardan, no. 2, pp. 55, 308; Vigat, 1:16, 2:215-216.

The Jaitmalots of STvano

Little is known about the first five generations of Jaitmalot rulers of
STvano, descending from Jaitmal Salkhavat (2-1) to Ravat Vljo Tihanot (S6-1),
JaitmaTs great-great-grandson. Information becomes more plentiful for the rule
of Ravat VTjo's son, Rano Devldas Vljavat (S7-1). Rano Devidas was a
contemporary of Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot of Jodhpur (ca. 1453-89). His
name figures in the Marvarl chronicles because he came into direct conflict with
Rav Jodho over control of STvano.

This conflict emerged following Rav Jodho's grant of STvano to his son,
Sivraj Jodhavat, during his division of the lands of Marvar among his brothers
and sons following the founding of Jodhpur in 1459. Rav Jodho was aware that
Slvano was under the control of the Jaitmalots, and he devised a stratagem to
weaken their defenses and help his son wrest control of this area. He summoned
Jaitmalot Kumvar Devldas Vljavat and one of his brothers, Karan Vljavat (S7-2),
to Jodhpur on some official pretext, and while they were absent, dispatched a
force of Rajputs under Slndhal Apmal of Bhadrajun village3 against Devldas's
father, Ravat Vljo Tihanot (S6-1). SlhdhaJ Apmal succeeded in taking Slvano,
and during the fighting at the fort, killed Ravat Vljo.

Slndhal Apmal sent two camel messengers to Rav Jodho following his
victory, each carrying a bag of water from a well at Slvano as a visible sign of
the conquest. Jaitmalot Devldas saw these messengers approaching Jodhpur in
great haste from the direction of Slvano one day following the battle, as he made
his way to his camp on the outskirts of the city. He stopped them on the road to
question them. He learned that they were servants of Sihdha] Apmal's of
Bhadrajun on their way to Rav Jodho. Seeing the bags of water, Devldas
quickly discerned that Slvano had fallen. He fled Jodhpur for Jalor and Sacor4 to
the southwest, where he took refuge.

Rav Jodho proceeded to establish an outpost at Slvano fort, and he
dispatched his son, Sivraj, to assume authority there. However, as Sivraj
traveled to Slvano with his family and retainers to take occupation in his own
name, Jaitmalot Devldas Vljavat attacked the fort and occupied it. He assumed
foil authority there in his own name and adopted the title of rano. News of Rano
Devldas's victory quickly reached Sivraj and Rav Jodho. The Rav then declined
further attempts to take control of the area and left the Jaitmalots in possession.
Rano Devldas later attacked Bhadrajun and killed Slndha] Apmal along with a
number of his Rajputs in revenge for the death of his father.

Rano Devldas died several years later and was succeeded by his son,
Jogo Devldasot (S8-1). Jaitmalot rule at Slvano continued for another half

3 Bhadrajun village: located forty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur.

4 Jalor is located sixty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur, with Sacor sixty-six
miles further southwest of Jalor.
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century. Then in June of 1538, Rav Malde Garigavat of Jodhpur (1532-62)
defeated Jaitmalot Rano DMgarsI Karamslyot (SI0-1) in battle before Slvano.
From this time forward except for brief periods, Slvano remained under the
authority of the house of Jodhpur.

Some Jaitmalots from the Slvano branch migrated to Merto and took
service under the Mertlyo Rathors. Moto Jogavat (no. 79) (S9-2), a grandson of
Rano Devldas's, was one such Rajput (see infra).

Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 115; Ojha, 4:1:288; Vigat, 1:39, 2:216-219.

The Jaitmalots of Merto

(no. 67) Udo Kanhardevot (M5-1)

The Jaitmalots of Merto descend from Udo Kanhardevot, whose family
appears to have established the initial Jaitmalot foothold in this area. Udo
himself apparently left Slvano sometime during the mid-fifteenth century,
traveling first to Nagaur and then on to the area of Merto where he finally
settled. He met Rathors Varsingh Jodhavat (no. 145) and Dudo Jodhavat (no.
104) in 1461-62. They had received Merto from their father, Rav Jodho
Rinmalot (ca. 1453-89), during his division of the lands of Marvar among his
brothers and sons following the founding of Jodhpur in 1459. Udo took service
under the brothers. It was he who introduced them to the site near two ancient
tanks that later became Merto town. Varsingh and Dudo Jodhavat founded
Merto in March of 1462, and Varsingh then assumed authority there and adopted
the title of rav. He made Udo Kanhardevot his pradhdn, and he placed full
responsibility upon Udo for managing the affairs of the new kingdom (see Vigat,
2:37-39 of the translated text for details).

Little in known about the Jaitmalots who lived at Merto and served
under the Mertlyo Rathors after Udo Kanhardevot, except that they were
important military servants of the Mertlyos, and at least through the period of
Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no. 107), served as pradhdns of Merto. A
number of Jaitmalots followed Rav Jaimal to Cltor in 1562, when the Rav was
forced to vacate Merto in the wake of Mirza Sharafu'd-Dln Husayn's rebellion
from Akbar, in which he was implicated. Many of these Jaitmalots were killed
in 1568 during Akbar's bloody conquest of Cltor.

(no. 68) Bhado Mokajot (M7-1)
(no. 69) Akhairaj Bhadavat (M8-1)
(no. 70) Bhairavdas Bhadavat (M8-2)
(no. 71) Sandho Mokajot (M7-4)
(no. 72) Sidho Mokajot (M7-3)

Bhado Mokajot served as pradhdn of Merto under Mertlyo Rav
Vlramde Dudavat (no. 105). Vigat, 2:48, records that Bhado took part in a battle
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at Kusano village5 ca. 1530, during the latter period of Rav Gango Vaghavat's
rule at Jodhpur (1515-32). The battle developed when Rav Gango's son, Kumvar
Malde Gangavat, incited the dispossessed sons of Varsirighot Mertryo Rav Siho
Varsinghot (no. 147), Rav Bhojo Sihavat (no. 148) and Rav Gango Sihavat (no.
149), to attack Merto in an attempt to reassert their rights to this land. They
raided the market square at Merto and then moved away. Mertlyo Rav Viramde
sent a contingent of Rajputs under Jodho Rathor Khangar Jogavat (no. 82) in
pursuit. This sdth caught up with the raiders at the village of Kusano. Bhado
Mokalot and his brother, Sandho Mokalot (M7-4), both took part in the fighting
here. Rav Vlramde's Rajputs emerged victorious, but both Bhado Mokalot and
Khangar Jogavat were badly wounded.

Bhado's son, Akhairaj Bhadavat (M8-1), also served under Rav Viramde
as one of his trusted warriors. He held the position of pradhan under both Rav
Viramde and his successor, Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no. 107). It is not known
when Akhairaj assumed this position, but it is possible that his father, Bhado,
died from wounds received at Kusano and that Akhairaj became pradhan shortly
thereafter. BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:109, records that Akhairaj held the six villages
of Akhuvas, Dholerav, Lamblyo, Mugaddo Vado, Netrl, and Palrl inpato.6

Local texts portray Akhairaj as an astute and brave Rajput who had
dedicated his life to the preservation of Mertlyo rule at Merto. Following Rav
Malde Gangavat's succession to the Jodhpur throne in 1532, Akhairaj's capacities
were sorely tested, beginning immediately after the Rav's accession. Rav Malde
initiated an expedition against the Sihdhal Rathors of Bhadrajun in 1532-33, and
he summoned Rav Viramde from Merto to take part in this campaign. Rav
Viramde complied with this summons for military service and rode with his
warriors to Jodhpur, leaving Merto largely unprotected. Rav Malde then used
this opportunity to instigate yet another attack on Merto, this time urging Daulat
Khan (no. 154) to attack from Nagaur, and Pamvar Pancain (no. 24) to come
from Catsu in central Rajasthan and settle an old vair with the Mertlyos.

Rav Viramde suspected subterfuge on Rav Malde's part, but he dutifully
remained in the Rav's camp. Jaitmalot Akhairaj Bhadavat returned to Merto,
however, without Rav Vlramde's knowledge. Once at Merto, he prepared the
fort for an attack. Scouts he sent to the countryside soon informed him of the
approach of Daulat Khan's force from Nagaur. Akhairaj closed himself within
the fort while Daulat Khan's men pillaged the town. When they came before the

5 Kusano village: located twenty-eight miles southwest of Merto.

6 These villages are located as follows:
Akhuvas (i.e. Akhuvas): four miles south of Reyam and eighteen miles

southeast of Merto.
Dholerav (i.e. Dholelav): location uncertain, but in the vicinity of Reyam

which lies fifteen miles southeast of Merto.
Lamblyo: eighteen miles south of Merto.
Mugaddo Vado (i.e. Mugadro): fourteen miles south-southwest of Merto.
Netrl: location uncertain, but in the vicinity of Reyam.
Palrl: nineteen miles east-northeast of Merto.
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fort, Akhairaj led a small force of some fifteen to twenty warriors outside in a
desperate attempt to retain control, and he succeeded in routing the Khan's
forces. Akhairaj's brother, Bhairavdas Bhadavat (M8-2), was killed during the
fighting here.

Akhairaj and his paternal uncle, Sldho Mokajot (M7-3), were with Rav
Viramde later on, ca. 1535, when Rav Viramde took possession of Ajmer. They
were also among the Raputs who attempted to prevent Rav Viramde from
proceeding against Varsinghot Mertlyo Sahaiso TejsTyot (no. 151), a former
military servant of Rav Viramde's who had received Reyam village7 in pap from
Rav Malde of Jodhpur. It is not known whether Akhairaj participated in the
fighting at Reyam. But his paternal uncle, Sldho Mokalot, was badly wounded
there and many Mertlyos killed, leaving Rav Viramde with no choice but to flee
Merto and Ajmer in the face of Rav Malde's superior force.

Akhairaj accompanied Rav Viramde to eastern Rajasthan during his
exile form Merto. Both Akhairaj and Mumhato Khlmvo (no. 157) served as Rav
Viramde's pradhdns at Rinthambhor in representations there before the suheddr.
Their initial efforts failed, and Akhairaj was among those who counseled Rav
Viramde that he should turn elsewhere to find support to regain his lands. It was
Mumhato KMmvo who was able finally to arrange a meeting with the offer of
one of Rav Viramde's daughters in marriage to the subeddfs young son.

Akhairaj's role in the affairs of Merto during the years 1536-54 is
unknown. The texts next mention him and his paternal cousin, Candraj Jodhavat
(M8-3), in connection with the battle of Merto in 1554. In March of this year,
Rav Malde of Jodhpur prepared an expeditionary force to attack Merto and came
and encamped at the village of Gangarro.8 His warriors moved out from there to
raid the countryside around Merto proper. As news of these raids reached
Mertlyo Rav Jaimal, he dispatched his pradhdns, Jaitmalots Akhairaj Bhadavat
and Candraj Jodhavat, to Rav Malde's camp in an attempt to reach an
accommodation. Akhairaj showed great uncertainty about the wisdom of
proceeding to Rav Malde's camp. He told Rav Jaimal that even if he went, Rav
Jaimal should prepare for battle.

Akhairaj and Candraj met in Rav Malde's darbdr with the Rav and his
two leading advisors, Rathor Prithlraj Jaitavat (no. 63), the commander of his
armies, and Rathor Nago Bharmalot (no. 38). Neither the Rav nor his advisors
showed any desire for conciliation, and the discussions quickly dissolved into
verbal abuse and intimidation. Akhairaj and Candraj left filled with anger (see
Khydt, 3:116-118, of the translated text for details of this meeting).

The battle joined the following day, and Akhairaj himself sought out
Rathor Prithlraj Jaitavat. Prithlraj heaped abuse on Akhairaj when they met,
calling him a "dwarf and asking him why he had delayed so long in coming.
Akhairaj then deceived Prithlraj. He knew that Prithlraj had received a boon that
prevented his being struck from the front. Akhairaj managed to strike Prithlraj
from behind, and killed him. The Khydt of NainsI, 3:121, records that before

7 Reyam village: located fifteen miles southeast of Merto.

8 Gangarro village: located seven miles west-northwest of Merto.
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Prithiraj died, he left his curse upon Akhairaj. Akhairaj was later killed in this
battle along with his paternal cousin, Candraj Jodhavat.

(no. 73) Jodho Mokajot (M7-2)
(no. 74) Candraj Jodhavat (M8-3)
(no. 75) Naraindas Candrajot (M9-1)

Little information is availabe in the texts about these Jaitmalots. Jodho
Mokajot was ^pradhdn of Merto under Rav Vlramde Dudavat (no. 105). He
served in this capacity along with his brother, Bhado Mokajot (MlA) (no. 68).
Jodho's son, Candraj Jodhavat (M8-3), also served as pradhan of Merto under
Rav Viramde's successor, Rav Jaimal VTramdevot (no. 107). The texts mention
Candraj only with reference to events that occurred prior to and during the battle
for Merto in 1554. Candraj took part in the abortive negotiations at Rav Malde's
camp at the village of Gangarro along with his paternal cousin, Akhairaj
Bhadavat (M8-1) (no. 69). He was killed during the fighting at Merto the
following day. His son, Naraindas Candrajot (M9-1), was also killed there along
with his paternal cousin, Akhairaj Bhadavat.

(no. 76) Bhojo Gangavat, Ravat (M7-5)
(no. 77) Sango Bhojavat (M8-4)
(no. 78) Sagto Sangavat (M9-2)

No information is available about these Jaitmalots other than the dates of
their deaths. All were military servants of the MertTyos. Ravat Bhojo Gangavat
was killed in the battle at Reyam village ca. 1535, when MertTyo Rav Vlramde
(no. 105) unwisely led an attack on this village and was met by a superior force
of Rav Malde's Rajputs from the garrison at Rarod9. Ravat Bhojo's son, Sango
Bhojavat, and his grandson, Sagto Sangavat, both died in battle at Merto twenty
years later in 1554, also fighting against Rav Malde of Jodhpur.

(no. 79) Moto Jogavat (S9-2)

Moto Jogavat was a Jaitmalot of the Slvano branch who came to serve
under the Mertlyo Rathors. All that is known about him is that he was killed
during the battle for Merto in 1554, fighting under MertTyo Rav Jaimal (no. 107)
against Rav Malde's Rajputs from Jodhpur.

Bankidas, p. 167, records an additional footnote about the Jaitmalots.
He writes that by the early nineteenth century, many Jaitmalots had become
Muslims and had settled in areas of Nagaur.

9 Rarod village: located forty-nine miles west-northwest of Reyam and forty-four miles
northeast of Jodhpur.
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BdnkTdas, p. 167; BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:108-109; "Jodhpur
Hukumat ri Bahi," pp. 130-133; Khydt, 3:115-122; Murardan,
no. 2, pp. 130-131; Vigat, 1:59-60, 65, 2:37-39, 41, 48-50, 52-
55, 58-59.
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Figure 24. Jaitmalot Rathors of STvano

(1-1) RavSalkho
I

(2-1) Jaitmal Salkhavat (Jaitmalots)
I

(S3-1) Ravat Hapo Jaitmalot
I

(S4-1) Ravat Karan Hapavat
I

(S5-1) Ravat TUiano Karanot
I

(S6-1) Ravat Vljo Tihanot
I '

I I
(S7-1) Rano Devldas Vljavat (S7-2) Karan Vljavat

I
(S8-1) Rano Jogo Devldasot

I I
(S9-1) Rano Karamsl Jogavat (S9-2) Motojogavat

I
(SI0-1) Rano Dungarsi Karamsiyot
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(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.
(no.

80)
81)
88)
85)
82)
87)
89)
86)
83)
84)

Jodho Rathors

Acjo Sivrajot
Bhakharsi Dungarsfyot
Isardas Kalyandasot
Jaitsi Vaghavat
Khangar Jogavat
Kisandas Gangavat
Mahesdas Dajpatot, Rav
Sekho Stijavat
Vagho Sujavat, Kumvar
Viramde Vaghavat, Rav

(7-6)
(9-3)

(12-7)
(8-3)
(7-4)
(9-2)

(12-2)
(7-2)
(7-1)
(8-2)

The Jodho Rathors

The Jodho Rathors descend from Rav Jodho Rinmalot (5-1), ruler of
Mandor and Jodhpur (ca. 1453-89). In the broadest sense, this branch (sdkh) of
Rathors includes all the descendants of Rav Jodho. Many important cadet lines
emerged from his descendants, however, and established separate identities of
their own. "Jodhpur Hukumat rl Bahl," a Middle Marvarl text whose
compilation was begun during the reign of Maharaja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot of
Jodhpur (1638-78) (13-1), lists ten major branches of Rathors, for example, that
originated from Rav Jodho's sons and grandsons.1 These include:

From Rav Jodho's sons:

Bharmalots - from Bharmal Jodhavat
BUcavats - from Biko Jodhavat
Karamsots - from Karamsl Jodhavat
Mertlyos - from Dudo Jodhavat
Raypalots - from Raypal Jodhavat
Sujavats - from Sujo Jodhavat
Vldavats - from Vldo Jodhavat

From Rav Jodho's grandsons:

Khangarots - from Khangar Jogavat, a son of Jogo
Jodhavat

Naravats - from Naro Sujavat, a son of Sujo Jodhavat
Udavats - from Udo Sujavat, a son of Sujo Jodhavat

1 "Jodhpur Hukumat rl Bahl," pp. 125, 161, 192, 198, 202, 204-205, 207.
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With the exception of the Khangarot, Naravat, Raypalot, and Sujavat
sakhs, all of the branches listed above are treated in individual sections of these
Biographical Notes. These four above are not treated separately because their
members do not figure in the texts under concern, and only the founders of the
Khangarot and Sujavat branches are named in the translated materials. For
simplicity's sake, therefore, these founders are treated as Jodho Rathors, a
designation which is consistent with the periods in which they lived, before
groups emerged from among their descendants under separate identities.

Individuals included among the Jodhos are, then, members of the ruling
house of Jodhpur and their immediate families to the third or fourth degree of
removal. They do not include those individuals whose families, within one or
two generations after Rav Jodho, took on separate identities under designations
other than Jodho, i.e., Mertlyo, Bharmalot, Blkavat, etc.

(no. 80) Ado Sivrajot (7-6)

Aclo Sivrajot was a son of Sivraj Jodhavat's (6-6) and grandson of Rav
Jodho Rinmalot (5-1), ruler of Mandor and Jodhpur (ca. 1453-89). Ado's father,
Sivraj, received the lands of STvano2 in southern Marvar from Rav Jodho
following the founding of Jodhpur in 1459. This area was then under the control
of the Jaitmalot Rathors,3 who considered STvano their homeland (utan).

Rav Jodho attempted to extend his control over STvano on behalf of his
son. He planned a deception against the Jaitmalots, summoning two sons of the
ruler, Jaitmalot Ravat Vljo TThanot, to Jodhpur on some pretext in order to
weaken the Jaitmalot force at STvano, and then dispatched a contingent of
warriors under STndhaJ Apmal of Bhadrajun village4 against STvano. STndhal
Apmal attacked STvano fort and was able to kill Ravat VTjo and occupy the town
and fort in Rav Jodho's name. Rav Jodho then established an outpost at the fort,
and sent his son, Sivraj, to occupy it in his own name.

While Sivraj was enroute to STvano with his family and retainers,
however, Jaitmalot DevTdas VTjavat, a son of the former ruler, was able to retake
STvano fort. He established his own authority there and declared himself rdno.
News of this turn of events quickly reached Jodhpur, and Rav Jodho then
relinquished all plans of conquest. He gave the village of Dunaro5 to Sivraj in
place of STvano, and Sivraj established his line there. Within several
generations, a minor branch of the Marvar Rathors emerged bearing the name
"Sivrajot Jodhos."

2 Sivano town: located fifty-eight miles southwest of Jodhpur.

3 Sec supra, "Jaitmalot Rathors."

4 Bhadrajun village: located forty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur and twenty-
seven miles east of STvano.

5 Dunaro village: located thirty-two miles southwest of Jodhpur along the LunT River.
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Sivraj Jodhavat's son, Arjan (7-5), succeeded him as master (dhant) of
Dunaro village. Arjan's brother, Aclo Sivrajot (7-6), took service under the
house of Jodhpur and is mentioned in the texts as a military servant of Rav
Malde Gangavat's (1532-62) (9-1). He appears to have lived in Rav Malde's vds
("residence, dwelling"), for during much of his career, he was stationed at the
fort of Jodhpur.

Aclo was killed at the Jodhpur fort in January of 1544 while defending it
against attack from the Muslim forces of Sher Shah Stir's. Sher Shah's army
overran central and eastern Marvar following Rav Malde's defeat at the battle of
Samel6 on January 5 of that year. Ado is credited with killing Mamarak Khan, a
noble of Sher Shah's, during the fighting at the fort. This feat is commemorated
in asdkh:

Khddho Acal Mamdrakh Khan

(Acal [Aclo] ate up Mamarak Khan)

Aclo's wife, the BalTsT Cahuvan, became a sati following his death.
Aclo's thumb was severed from his hand for her, and she held it in her own while
she burned. This event was commemorated in a duho:

Acaljikd akhiydt, angutho ape abal,
Sdyarjdm lag sdkh, sdnjotdm Sivraj ut

(The oceans shall long bear testimony to Sivraj's son,
Of the fame Ado easily won by sending his wife his thumb.)

A cenotaph (chain) was built at the fort of Jodhpur in Aclo's memory.
Alongside it stood two other cenotaphs for Jeso BhatI Sankar Suravat (no. 2) and
Udavat (Baithvaslyo) Rathor TiloksT Varjangot (no. 143), who died with Aclo in
the defense of the fort.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 45; Gehlot, Mdrvdr, p. 201; Khydt, 2:180;
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 417, 420; Vigat, 1:39, 58, 65, 2:57, 217-
218.

(no. 81) Bhakhara Dungarsiyot (9-3)

BhakharsI Dungarsiyot was a grandson of Ado Sivrajot's (7-6) (no. 80).
The only information available about him is that he was a military servant of
Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62) (9-1). He was killed at Merto in
1562 fighting under Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65), Rav Malde's commander
at the Malgadh, against Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no. 107) and the
Mughal forces of Akbar under Mlrza Sharafu'd-Diti Husayn.

6 Samel village: located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer.
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"Aitihasik Batam," p. 56; Bankidas, pp. 16-17; Murardan, no.
2, p. 418; Vigat,'1:52, 2:65.

(no. 82) Khangar Jogavat (7-4)

Khangar Jogavat was a son of logo Jodhavat's (6-4) and a grandson of
Rav Jodho Rinmalot (5-1), ruler of Mandor and Jodhpur (ca. 1453-89). He spent
much of his life in the service of Mertlyo Rav VTramde Dudavat (no. 105) of
Merto. He was one of Rav Viramde's leading warriors entrusted with the
command of the Rav's forces in battle. Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 430, records that he
was a devout Rajput who held eleven vows regarding personal bravery and
prowess in battle. He twice ventured forth to avenge the deaths of close
relations.

Khangar's association with Merto and the MertTyos originated with his
father Jogo Jodhavat's settlement in the village of Khariyo7 in the early 1490s.
This settlement occurred late in Jogo's life, for he was originally associated with
the village of Kodhno8 in western Marvar. Jogo was born of Rani Hulnl
Jamnadejl, a daughter of Hul Gahlot VanvTr Bhojavat.9 With the founding of
Jodhpur in 1459, Rav Jodho divided the lands of Marvar among his brothers and
sons, and he gave Jogo and his uterine brother, Bharmal,10 the village of
Kodhno.

Jogo and Bharmal settled at Kodhno in the early 1460s. Jogo remained
much involved in the affairs of Jodhpur, however, and in 1474-75 Rav Jodho
placed him in control of the territory of Chapar-Dronpur to the north of Jodhpur,
which he had just conquered from the Mohil Cahuvans. This test of Jogo's
ability to rule proved his undoing. The Khydt of NainsI, 3:164-165, records that
after the conquest of Chapar-Dronpur:

There was a great gathering [in] the realm of the
Rathors. Rav JodhojT looked over this place [Chapar-Dronpur],
[and he] gave [it] to Kumvar Jogo. Afterwards he proceeded to
Mandor.

This Kumvar Jogo was a simple thdkur (bholo so
thakur). The land did not prosper with Jogo, and the Mohils
began to despoil [it].

7 Khariyo village: located forty-four miles northeast of Jodhpur and twenty-five miles
west of Merto.

8 Kodhno village: located twenty-eight miles west-southwest of Jodhpur.

9 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Jodho Rinmalot,
Rani no. 5, S - Jogo.

10 See supra, "Bharmalot Rathors."
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When it became clear that Jogo was not able to assert his authority and
protect the land, his wife, the Jhall, sent word to her husband's father (susro),
saying:

There is no auspiciousness (Jakhan) in your son. And the land
you/we have conquered is being lost [to the Mohils]. It would
appear [that] you should devise a remedy iildj kijyo) {ibid.,
3:165).

Upon receipt of this news, Rav Jodho recalled Jogo to Jodhpur, and he gave
authority over Chapar-Dronpur to logo's half-brother, Vldo Jodhavat.11

Jogo's specific activities in the years following his failure in Chapar-
Dronpur are unknown. He did emerge briefly as one of the candidates for the
Jodhpur throne ca. 1489. But he was quickly passed over in favor of another of
his half-brothers, Satal Jodhavat (6-2) (Rav of Jodhpur, ca. 1489-92).
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 422-423, records that all at court were initially prepared to
grant succession to Jogo. They made ready to place the ttko on his forehead.
But then Jogo stopped them and said, "I washed just now; allow my forehead to
dry a little." The gathering then considered Jogo "unworthy of the raj," and they
gave the kingdom to Jogo's half-brother, Satal, in his stead.

Jogo left Jodhpur afterwards and settled in the village of Kharlyo. He
also appears to have quit Kodhno at this time, leaving it entirely to his uterine
brother, Bharmal, who established his line there. Jogo spent the remainder of his
life at Kharlyo apart from the affairs of Jodhpur.

Jogo's son, Kharigar Jogavat, grew up within the realm of the Mertlyo
Rathors. He succeeded to the rule of Kharlyo upon Jogo's death. Mertlyo Rav
Viramde Dudavat granted the village to him in pafo along with twelve others.
Although Kharigar rose to be a leading Rajput of Rav Vlramde's at Merto, little
in fact is known about his life. The chronicles record only his involvement in a
few military operations in the area of Merto, and his venturing forth on two
occasions to avenge the deaths of close relations.

Khangar's activities are first mentioned when he took part in operations
ca. 1530 to protect Merto from the depredations of members of a rival branch of
the family. Kumvar Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur had formed a conspiracy with
the Varsinghot Mertlyos, Rav Bhojo Slhavat (no. 147) and Rav Gango Slhavat
(no. 148), whose family had originally controlled Merto. Kumvar Malde urged
them to re-claim their rightful shares of these lands which the family of Mertlyo
Rav Viramde had taken from them. Kumvar Malde nursed his own ill-will
against the Mertlyos for their failure to comply with his command to have an
elephant of the Nagaurl Khan's given to him following the battle of SevakI12 in
November of 1529. This elephant had run amok during the battle and fled
wounded toward Merto, and the Mertlyos had taken and cared for it.

11 See infra, "Vidavat Rathors."

12 SevakI village: located twenty-three miles northeast of Jodhpur.
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Kumvar Malde's conspiracy led to a Varsinghot Mertiyo raid on the
market square at Merto. It was here that Rathor Khangar Jogavat became
involved. He was one of the members of the pursuit party that went after the
raiders. They came to battle near the village of Kusano.13 Vigat, 2:48, records
that Rav Viramde placed full responsibility for the command of his forces upon
Rathor Khangar Jogavat, and the Mertiyo force under Khangar emerged
victorious. Both Varsinghots Rav Bhojo and Rav Gango were wounded during
the fighting at Kusano, as were Khangar and a pradhdn of Rav Vlramde's,
Jaitmalot Rathor Bhado Mokajot (no. 68).

These Varsinghot Mertryos remained disruptive figures in the area for
several years thereafter. Khangar met Rav Bhojo SIhavat again in battle near the
village of Kekldro.14 Here Khangar and his Rajputs killed Rav Bhojo and a
number of his men.

It is probable that Khangar died shortly after this time, for the chronicles
do not mention his name with relation to later events. The only other
information about him concerns his taking revenge for the deaths of two close
relations. The first occasion was ca. 1531 when he avenged the death of his
paternal uncle, Karamsl Jodhavat,15 against the Muslims of Narnol. Karamsl
was killed at Narnol in 1526, fighting in support of Bikaner Rathor Rav
Lunkaran Blkavat (1505-26; no. 44), who himself died there along with three of
his sons. Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 429-430, records that Khangar took service
under a Pathan in order to gain entry to the closely guarded fort at Narnol. In an
opportune moment, he then killed several of the Muslims at the fort and fled
back to his village of Kharlyo unharmed.

Some time later, Khangar is said to have avenged the death of a sister's
son (bhdnej) named Khlmvo against the Muslims of Multan. He was again
wounded during the venture and had to be carried back to Kharlyo.

A sdkh of Rathors emerged from among Khangar's descendants known
as Khangarot Jodhos. Vigat, 2:145, lists his village by the name Khariyo
Khangar ro ("Khangar's Kharlyo").

Gehlot, Mdrvdr, p. 201; "Jodhpur Hukumat rl Bahl," p. 205;
Khydt, 3:31, 164-165; L. P. Tessitori, "A Progress Report on the
Work done during the year 1917 in connection with the Bardic
and Historical Survey of Rajputana," Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, N.S. 15 (1919), pp. 72-73; Murdrddn, no. 2,
pp. 403, 422-423, 429-430, 586-587, 600-602; Ojha, 5:1:117-
118; Vigat, 1:39,2:48, 145.

13 Kusano village: located twenty-eight miles southwest of Merto.

14 Kekldro village: located fifteen miles south-southeast of Merto.

15 See infra, "Karamsot Rathors."
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(no. 83) Vagho Siijavat, Kumvar (7-1)

Vagho Sujavat was one of the younger of Rav Sujo Jodhavafs (6-3)
eleven sons. He was born of Rani BhatiyanI Sarangdejl (pihar name
Likhmlbal),16 daughter of Jaisajmer BhatI Kalikaran Keharot and sister of BhatI
Jeso Kalikaranot, whose descendants became the important military servants of
Jodhpur known as the Jeso Bhatls.

Vagho was born in 1457 or 1458. The chronicles agree neither upon the
year nor the day, giving dates ranging from December 4, December 7, and
December 16, 1457 to April 2, April 5, and April 6, 1458.17 Vagho was Rav
Sujo's chosen successor (pdtvT kumvar) to the Jodhpur throne. He died during
the Rav's lifetime, however, and one of his sons, Gango Vaghavat (8-1),
succeeded to the throne following Rav Sujo's death in 1515.

The chronicles contain few details about Vagho's life. He was bom
approximately two years before the founding of Jodhpur in 1459, and he grew up
under the rule of his grandfather, Rav Jodho Rinmalot (ca. 1453-89) (5-1).
When his own father, Sujo Jodhavat, ascended the throne ca. 1492 following the
brief rule of his paternal uncle, Rav Satal Jodhavat (ca. 1489-92) (6-2), he was
already thirty-five years old.

The Khydt of NainsI, 3:105, associates Vagho with the village of BagrI18

and records that after Rav Sujo's accession, "Rav Sujo make incursions into and
encompassed all of Marvar. [And he] stationed [his] son, Vagho, at BagrI." No
details are available about Vagho's activities at BagrI, nor is Vagho's relationship
with the family of Rathor Akhairaj Rinmalot known, for this family was closely
associated with BagrI and considered it their homeland (utan).19

Vigat, 1:392, includes mention of one tank called Vaghelav, which
Vagho had constructed just to the south of Sojhat. At the time of the
compilation of the Vigat in the mid-seventeenth century, this tank held water for
a short period following the rains, and two stepwells Vagho built inside the tank
gave sweet water for drinking. Vigat, 1:41, also records that Vagho gave one
elephant in charity as an honorable and pious gesture. The text does not indicate
to whom the elephant was given.

Vagho died at Jodhpur on September 3, 1514 from an illness. He was
fifty-seven years of age. His death occurred just one year prior to the death of
his own father, Rav Sujo Jodhavat, on October 2, 1515. Murdrddn, no. 1, pp.
225-226, no. 2, p. 104, records that before his death, Vagho told his father that if

16 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Sujo Jodhavat,
Rani no. 1, and "Jeso Bhatls" for a discussion of Rani SarangdejTs family and the
uncertainties surrounding the identity of her father.

17 See: "Aitihasik Batam," p. 36; Bdnktdds, p. 9; Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 226, no. 2, p.
104; Ojha, 4:1:269, n. 5; Vigat, 1:41. Jodhpur Rdjya kiKhydt, p. 68, gives the widely
varying date of Friday, April 15, 1468.

18 BagrI village: located nine miles east-southeast of Sojhat in eastern Marvar.

19 See supra, "Akhairajot Rathors" and "Jaitavat Rathors."
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one of his own sons were chosen to succeed to the Jodhpur throne, he would rest
in peace. Rav Sujo spoke with Vagho's elder half-brother, Sekho Sujavat (7-2)
(no. 86), seeking his support for such a choice. Sekho agreed to comply with his
father's wishes, and Rav Sujo then promised Vagho that he would designate
Vagho's son, Viramde Vaghavat (8-2) (no. 84), as his successor. This choice
ushered in seventeen years of conflict within the ruling family of Jodhpur, for the
Rathor thakurs close to the throne rejected Viramde as successor in favor of his
half-brother, Gango Vaghavat (8-1) (Rav of Jodhpur, 1515-32). Viramde was
relegated to Sojhat, where he ruled as rav until driven from Marvar in 1532.

Vagho had five wives, seven sons, and eight daughters of whom there is
record:

His sons listed under their mothers' names were:

1. Cahuvan Udanbal (pihar name)

S - Gango (8-1) - born May 6, 1484; succeeded Rav
Sujo to the Jodhpur throne in 1515 at the age of thirty-
one years.

S - SMghan - became an ancestral spirit (pitar).

2. BhatiyanI

S - Bhimv - had the fort of Dasorkot constructed;
sometime later, his half-brother, Gango Vaghavat,
poisoned and killed him.

S - Khetsi

3. Devrl Cahuvan Rangade of Sirohl

She received the title of rani.

S - Viramde (8-2) (no. 84).

4. Ranavat Slsodnl

S - JaitsI (8-3) (no. 85).

5. Cahuvan PohpambaT (pihar name)

S - PratapsI

Vagho's daughters are not listed by mother in the texts. They were
married into the following families:

D - DhanbaT - married to Slsodlyo Rano Sango Raymalot
of Cltor (1509-28). Her son by Rano Sango was RatansI
Sarigavat (Rano of Mevar, ca. 1528-31).
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D - (name unknown) - married to Sisodiyo Rano Sango
Raymalot of Cltor.

D - (name unknown) - married to Sisodiyo Rano Sango
Raymalot of Cltor.

Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 105, notes that Rano Sango was
satisfied after he had married a third daughter of the Rathors of
Jodhpur.

D - Khetubal - married to Hado Cahuvan Rav Narayandas
Bhandavat of Bundl (d. ca. 1527). Her son by Rav Narayandas
was Surajrnal Narayandasot (Rav of Bundl, ca. 1527-31).
Surajmal and Sisodiyo Rano RatansI Sangavat, his mother's
sister's son (see supra), killed each other during an outbreak of
hostilities in Mevar.20

D - Ratankumvar - married to Sekhavat Kachvaho Sujo
Raymalot of Amarsar in central Rajasthan. Her married name
was Amadsarl. Her son by Sujo Raymalot was Raysal Sujavat,
who rose to a position of great influence under Emperor Akbar,
and was known at the Mughal court as "Raysal Darbarl."

D - Larbal - married to SolankI Surtan Harrajot of Todo.
D - Bal - married to Kelhan BhatI Pancain Jaitslyot of

Vairsalpur.
D - Gangabal - died at the age of three years.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 36; BdnkTdds, p. 9; Gehlot, Mdrvdr, pp.
202-203; Jodhpur Rdjya kiKhydt, pp. 67-70; Khydt, 1:19, 102-
109, 319-320, 2:119, 3:86, 103-105, 215; Murdrddn, no. 1, pp.
225-226, 238-241, no. 2, pp. 103-106, 670; Ojha, 4:1:269;
Vigat, 1:41, 162, 392.

(no. 84) Viramde Vaghavat, Rav (8-2)

Viramde Vaghavat was a son of Vagho Sujavat's (7-1) (no. 83) by the
Devrl Cahuvan Rangade of Slrohl, and grandson of Rav Sujo Jodhavat (6-3),
ruler of Jodhpur (ca. 1492-1515). Viramde became designated successor (pdtvT
kumvar) to the Jodhpur throne upon the death of his father, Vagho, in 1514.
According to Murdrddn, no. 1, pp. 225-226, no. 2, p. 104, Vagho told his father
when he was dying that if one of his sons were chosen successor, he would rest
in peace. Rav Sujo conferred with an elder son and half-brother of Vagho's,
Sekho Sujavat (7-2) (no. 86), to gain his support for this choice, and then
promised Vagho that he would designate his son, Viramde, as successor.

Viramde did succeed briefly to the Jodhpur throne. But he and his
mother had alienated the thakurs of Marvar who were close to the throne, and
these thakurs unseated Viramde and placed his half-brother, Gango Vaghavat (8-
1) (Rav of Jodhpur, 1515-32), on the throne in his stead. Viramde was then

20 See supra, "Sisodiyo Gahlots," Rano Udaisingh Sangavat (no. 17), for further details.
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relegated to the lands of Sojhat. These were his bhaivant ("brother's share") of
Marvar, which he received along with the title of rav. Once at Sojhat, Viramde
became "deranged" and spent the next seventeen years fighting his half-brother,
Rav Gango, over land and authority in Marvar. He was finally driven from
Sojhat and then Marvar itself. He died some years after his banishment in
Mevar, where he had sought protection from the Slsodlyo Rano of Cltor.

Local chronicles are unanimous in their portrayal of Viramde Vaghavat
as a kumvar of the royal family of Jodhpur who was unfit to rule. Murdrddn,
no. 2, p. 106, states, for example:

Viramde used to make senseless statements, because of which
the Rajputs summoned Vagho's son, Gango, and gave him the
throne.

The Khydt of NainsI, 3:80-86, relates in some detail the sequence of events that
occurred prior to and following Vlramde's succession, which led to his
dethronement and relegation to Sojhat.

According to the Khydt, four Maru thakurs came to Jodhpur on some
occasion during Rav Sujo's later years of rule. While they were in the city, the
rains began, preventing them from returning to their camps. The thakurs were
in need of provisions and sent word to Viramde Vaghavat's mother, the Devri
Rangade, asking her to provide for them. They received only a curt reply from
the Devri that they should cover themselves with their own woolen garments and
proceed to their camps. The Devri stated, "Who will feed you here?" The
thakurs then sent word to Gango Vaghavat's mother, the Cahuvan Udanbal, who
responded deferentially, saying:

Thdkursl Please be seated in the hall of assembly (darikhdno).
We will perform many services [for you] (ibid., 3:80).

The thakurs came away very satisfied with their treatment, and when they left
Jodhpur, they sent a message to the Cahuvan Udanbal with the words:

"Your son, Gango, has the good fortune of [receiving] Jodhpur."
. . . Then the Rani had blessings conveyed [to the thakurs]. And
[she] said, "/F, we acquired Jodhpur only because of your
influence. He alone receives to whom you give" (ibid.).

Later, when Viramde succeeded to the throne, these thakurs, who
included Rathor Pancain Akhairajot 21 and Rathor Bhairavdas Campavat,22 led a
faction at court that deposed Viramde. They then had Gango Vaghavat
summoned from Idar, where he had gone to live, and they placed Gango on the
throne. Gango's accession took place on November 8, 1515. The Khydt of

21 See supra, "Jaitavat Rathors."

22 See supra, "Campavat Rathors."
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Nainsi, 3:81, records that when these thakurs took Viramde from the fort of
Jodhpur, they met Mumhato Raymal Khetavat (no. 159), a strong supporter of
Vlramde's and his family. The Mumhato is reported to have said:

"Hey! Why are [you] taking this chosen successor (pdtvT
kumvar) from the fort?" Raymal then brought Viramde back [to
the fort]. Then all [the Rajputs with Raymal] gathered right
there and said [to Rav Gango], "/F, [you] should give Sojhat to
Viramde." [And Rav Gango] made Viramde rav of Sojhat.

Viramde did acquire Sojhat as his share of the lands of Marvar due to
Mumhato Raymal's efforts. The Khydt of Nainsi, 3:81, notes, however, that
once at Sojhat:

Viramde became deranged (gehlo). [He] babbled [to himself],
"Hey! Is this Jodhpur?" Then Mumhato Raymal [became the]
protector [of] Sojhat. Viramde remained sitting [in his] bed.

This situation, defined by Rav Vlramde's apparent bed-ridden madness following
his dethronement and his unwillingness to assume a position subordinate to Rav
Gango of Jodhpur, led to the subsequent hostilities between Sojhat and Jodhpur.

Mumhato Raymal served as Rav Vlramde's pradhdn and the commander
of his warriors in battle during these years. He proved himself to be a capable
leader and enabled Sojhat to stand its ground before Jodhpur. Much of the
history of this struggle from the Jodhpur perspective relates to Rav Gango's
attempts to control alliances among the Rajputs involved in the fighting. Among
these Rajputs were Jaito Pancainot (no. 61) and Kumpo Mahirajot (no. 95). Jaito
Pancainot, son of Pancain Akhairajot, was a member of the original faction of
thdkurs who had seated Rav Gango on the throne. Jaito quickly emerged as Rav
Gango's leading warrior, but Jaito maintained ties with his ancestral village of
BagrI23 which had come within Rav Vlramde's share of lands. The Khydt of
Nainsi, 3:81-82, records the following observation:

So [Rav] Viramde does not [wish to] drive Jaito away. For what
reason? [Those with Rav Gango] said, "JT, Jaito [is] a sirdar in
the [Jodhpur] army, [but] he enjoys [the rule of] BagrI.
[Therefore], he desires the well-being [lit. "the good"] of
Sojhat." Then Rav Gango said, "Jaitojl! Bring your carts to
Bllaro village24. Leave BagrI."

The people of Jaito's vast eventually left BagrI in compliance with Rav Gango's
orders. But their departure did not occur until Mumhato Raymal had killed

23 Bagri village: located nine miles east-southeast of Sojhat.

24 Bllaro village: located twenty-one miles north-northwest of BagrI in Jodhpur
territory.
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Jaito's dhay-bhai ("milk-brother"), Rero, at Sojhat. When the news of his death
reached BagrI, the people of the vast became afraid and fled to the lands of
Jodhpur.

Rav Gango's next move was to bring one of Rav Vlramde's leading
warriors, Kumpo Mahirajot, to Jodhpur. He managed this change of allegiance
through the offices of Jaito Pancainot. Jaito offered Kumpo apafo worth a lakh,
to be selected from among the finest villages of Jodhpur, and he had Rav Gango
send a writing to Kumpo arguing that he should leave Sojhat because the
fighting between Sojhat and Jodhpur was of no import. Rav VTramde had no
sons and after his death, the lands of Sojhat would inevitably pass to Jodhpur.

Kumpo saw the wisdom of this reasoning and agreed to leave if Rav
Gango would not attack the villages of Sojhat for one year.25 Rav Gango readily
accepted this condition and brought Kumpo to Jodhpur ca. 1529. With Kumpo
came all the Rinmalots26 who were at Sojhat, and their departure further
weakened Rav Vlramde's position.

The Khydt of NainsI, 3:84, records that Kumpo became Rav Gango's
army commander and established a stable of horses on the borders of Sojhat:

Then [Kumpo Mahirajot] brought [horses] to Dhaujharo
[village27 near Sojhat] and established a stable. [He] stationed
four thousand of Rav Gango's household warriors (cindhar)28 at
[this] outpost . . . [and he] stationed [four of the Rav's] nobles
(umrdv) with [these men] and the horses.29

Kumpo used this large mobile force of Rajputs to raid into Sojhat and harass
Mumhato Raymal's forces. Even then, Mumhato Raymal was able to inflict a
severe defeat upon Rav Gango's warriors at Dhaulharo, and when he returned to
Sohat after the battle, he went before Rav VTramde and said:

25 This t imeframe seems a formality only, for in fact K u m p o himself appears to have
led raids into Sojhat within a short t ime after his coming to Jodhpur.

26 Rinmalots : descendants of Rav Rinmal Cundavat , ruler of Mandor , ca. 1428-38.

27 Dhaulharo village: located eighteen miles west-northwest of Sojhat.

28 Cindhar: this te rm also refers to men who were hired soldiers working for short
periods of t ime and who somet imes held small land grants. See: Lalas , RSK, 2:1:920-
921.

29 The establishment of this stable was an important military innovation in Marvar at
this t ime. For a discussion of this development and its significance, see: N. P. Ziegler,
"Evolution of the Rathor State of Marvar: Horses, Structural Change and Warfare," in
The Idea of Rajasthan: Explorations in Regional Identity, edited by Karine Schomer
et al. (Columbia, MO.: South Asia Publications by arrangement with Manohar
Publishers & Distributors; New Delhi: American Institute of Indian Studies, 1994), Vol
2, pp. 193-201.
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"I have brought your father's and grandfather's horses (bap-
dadaira ghora)." The baniyo [Mumhato Raymal] had caused so
much destruction that for two years, Rav Gango could not
recover (ibid, 3:$5).30

Rav Vlramde did not help his own cause during this time, however. He
alienated a powerful Rathor who sought to ally himself with Sojhat, and he
became involved with his paternal uncle, Sekho Sujavat (7-2) (no. 86), through
the ministrations of his wife, the STsodnT. This latter involvement estranged
Mumhato Raymal and ultimately brought Rav VTramde's downfall.

The Rathor who sought to ally himself with Sojhat was Uhar Hardas
Mokalot (no. 144). Hardas had held the lands of Kodhno village31 mpato from
Rav Gango, but he acquired the enmity of the Rav's son, Kumvar Malde
Gangavat (Rav of Jodhpur, 1532-62) (9-1), because of his failure to perform
expected service. Kumvar Malde had Hardas's pap revoked, and Hardas then
came to Sojhat. He offered his service to Rav Vlramde on the sole condition that
the Rav fight against Rav Gango and the house of Jodhpur. Rav Vlramde readily
accepted this condition and settled Hardas at Sojhat.

The Khydt of NainsT, 3:88, notes, however, that Rav Vlramde soon
alienated Uhar Hardas because of insensitive remarks he (Vlramde) made about
him. Hardas rode into battle one day on a horse from Rav VTramde's stable.
Both Hardas and the horse were wounded during the fighting, but when Hardas
returned to Sojhat, Rav Vlramde could only find fault with him for allowing his
horse to be injured. Hardas rebuked Rav Vlramde, calling him an unworthy
Rajput (kurajput), and he left Sojhat in anger for Nagaur, where he entered into
the household (yds) of Sarkhel Khan (no. 155) for a short period before moving
on to Plmpar.32 At Plmpar he allied himself with Rav Vlramde's paternal uncle,
Sekho Sujavat.

Sekho Sujavat, whom the Khydt of NainsI, 3:86, describes as Rav
Viramde's got-bhdi (lit. "golra-brotrier"), came to Sojhat in this same period to
meet with Rav Vlramde's wife, the Slsodnl. He told her that if she would have
him included on Rav VTramde's side in the struggle with Jodhpur, Rav VTramde
would gain the upper hand. Sekho was well aware that Rav VTramde had no
sons, and that any victory over Jodhpur would ultimately be to his favor. The
STsodnT turned to Mumhato Raymal Khetavat for advice. Mumhato Raymal told
her not to form an alliance with Sekho. But the STsodnT did not listen and
proceeded to include Sekho in the affairs of Sojhat. This alliance opened the

30 Jodhpur Raj'ya ki Khyat, p . 74 , records that Mumha to Raymal at tacked Dhaulharo in
February of 1532, considerably later than the t ime set forth in N a i n s t s Khydt, and that
h e did not capture any horses. This text speaks of Mumha to Raymal ' s disappoint ing
performance at Dhaulharo as a prelude to Ms defeat before Sojhat shortly thereafter.

31 Kodhno vil lage: located twenty-eight miles west-southwest of Jodhpur.

32 P lmpar village: located thirty-three miles east-northeast of Jodhpur.
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possibility that the lands of Sojhat would pass from Vagho Sujavat's family to
another of Rav Sujo Jodhavat's sons. Mumhato Raymal reasoned:

"Now [it is] not my dharma [to remain here as Rav VTramde's
pradhari]."

Then Raymal had word sent to Rav Gango, . . "I will die
in battle. [And I] will give the land [of Sojhat] to you" (ibid.).

The battle for Sojhat between Rav Gango and Mumhato Raymal was
delayed for some time. The Rav's attention was drawn first to the rebuilding of
his own forces, and then to a confrontation with his father's brother (kdko),
Sekho Sujavat, which culminated in the battle of Sevaki33 on November 2, 1529.
Both Sekho Sujavat and Hardas Mokalot were killed at Sevaki.

This conflict ended Sekho Sujavat's involvement in the affairs of Sojhat,
but it did not change Mumhato Raymal's position nor mitigate the hostilities that
lay between Sojhat and Jodhpur. In the early months of 1532, Rav Gango and
his son, Kumvar Malde, brought the army of Jodhpur before Sojhat to challenge
Mumhato Raymal.34 Khydt (ibid.) records that before riding out to fight against
the forces of Jodhpur, Mumhato Raymal came before Rav Vlramde and
circumambulated his bed with his right side facing the Rav in reverential
salutation. He grasped the Rav's feet in the manner of a son. He then left to
gather his sdth to meet Rav Gango and Kumvar Malde. Raymal was killed on
this day by Kumpo Mahirajot's hand.35

33 Sevaki village: located twenty-three miles northeast of Jodhpur.

34 Loca l chronicles give the following dates for the conquest of Sojhat: "Aitihasik
Batam," p . 38, states that Sojhat was taken on March 16, 1532, while Murdrddn, no. 2,
pp. 110-111, gives the date of March 2, 1532 for the batt le at Sojhat, and April 9, 1532
for the occupation of the fort. Bdnkidds, p . 9, provides the alternate date of March 17,
1532 for the battle. Jodhpur Rdjya kl Khydt, p . 74, also gives the date of Sunday,
March 17, 1532 for the batt le with Mumha to Raymal .

For an alternative opinion about the dating of this event, see Ojha, 4:1:277, n.
1. Ojha acknowledges the dates given in the khydts, but takes issue with them, stating
that they "cannot be considered trustworthy." He feels that the conquest of Sojhat
should b e placed before the batt le of Sevaki, which took place in November of 1529.
H e sites as evidence the fact that Slsodlyo Rano Sango Raymalot (1509-28) is
ment ioned in several khydts as having come to Rav Vlramde's aid, but then returned to
Mevar when he saw the strength of Rav Gango's army before Sojhat. Murdrddn, no. 2,
p . I l l , has such a reference to Rano Sango. But it records that Rano Sango attacked
Rav Gango after he had captured Sojhat. Adding to the confusion, ment ion of this
event occurs following discussion of the conquest of Sojhat itself on March 2, 1532, as
noted above. Rano Sango was killed in 1528.

35 Bdnkidds, p. 10, records that during the battle for Sojhat, Mumhato Raymal became a
kabandh, a body that keeps fighting after its head has been severed in battle. It is said
that when the kabandh's head falls off, a new eye opens in the area of its breast, by
which it "sees" (see Lalas, RSK, 1:413). BdnMdds notes that during the battle at
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Rav Gango now forced Viramde from Sojhat, relegating him to the
village of Khairvo36. But Murdrddn, no. 1. p. 641, notes that Viramde became
even more deranged at Khairvo and continued his depredations into the lands of
Jodhpur. Rav Gango then drove him from Marvar altogether. Viramde went to
Mevar, where Slsodlyo Rano Vikramaditya Sangavat (ca. 1531-36) granted him
the village of Indravaro in Godhvar37 for his maintenance. Even here Rav
Viramde continued to organize expeditions against Rav Gango's lands. On one
occasion his Rajputs attacked Campavat Rathor Jeso Bhairavdasot's (no. 48)
village of Rinslgamv.38 His forces suffered a severe defeat here. Shortly
thereafter, Rav Viramde met Rav Gango's warriors at Saran village,39 and he was
again defeated with great loss. Viramde then returned to Godhvar, where he
remained for the rest of his life. He died at Indravaro some years later. A
cenotaph was built in his memory above a tank at the village.

While at Sojhat, Rav Viramde granted the village of Pancvo40 to the
Slvar Brahman Purohit Narsingh Cothot in sdmsan.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 37, 58; Bdnkidds, pp. 9-10; Jodhpur
Rdjya kT Khydt, p. 74; Khydt, 3:80-86; Murdrddn, no. 1, pp.
226, 238-239, 639-641, no. 2, pp. 104, 106, 109-110, 302; Ojha,
4:1:271, 274-277; Vigat, 1:41-42, 389, 480.

Sojhat, a lakha lovn ("costly woolen") was thrown over the kabandh when it fell down
from its horse and lay on the ground.

An informant from Jodhpur, Sri Kailas DanjI Ujjval, describes the lovn as a
woolen mantle or shawl (odhnT) of light chocolate or maroon color (white and black
colors are permissable among certain groups) that is worn by a widow and remarks that
covering the kabandh with a fine, costly mantle was a respectable way for friends to
silence it. Sri Ujjval also notes that during a battle, opponents traditionally sprinkled an
"impious liquid," usually indigo water (nil ro pant), on the kabandh's body in order to
still it and make it fall down.

See infra, Mumhato Raymal Khetavat (no. 159), for further discussion about
Mumhato Raymal's career and death in battle before Sojhat and about kabandh.

36 Kha i rvo vil lage: located fifty mi les south-southeast of Jodhpur and twenty- two mi les
southwest of Sojhat.

37 Indravaro village: located in Godhvar one mile north of AhilanI village and twelve
miles south of Khairvo, on the north side of the Sumerl River.

38 R ins lgamv vil lage: located forty-three miles east of Jodhpur.

39 Saran vil lage: located eighteen mi les southeast of Sojhat.

40 Pancvo village: located sixteen miles northwest of Sojhat.
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(no. 85) Jaitsi Vaghavat (8-3)

JaitsI Vaghavat was a grandson of Rav Sujo Jodhavat (6-3), ruler of
Jodhpur (ca. 1492-1515), and a son of Vagho Sujavat (7-1) (no. 83) by his wife,
the Ranavat Slsodnl. Little information is available about JaitsFs life. He was a
military servant of Rav Malde Gangavat (9-1) of Jodhpur (1532-62). Murdrddn,
no. 1, p. 641, records that his "seat" was at the village of Bramhami41. Vigat,
1:455, observes that the village of Sldha Vasnl, located just three miles to the
southeast of Bramhami, was settled during Jaitsfs time. It is likely that this land
was incorporated within his pato. Vigat, 1:44, also lists Koslthal and Blsalpur in
Godhvar42 as areas JaitsI held following Rav Malde's seizure of this land from
Mevar in the years immediately following his accession to the throne in 1532.

JaitsI is credited with the murder of Varsinghot Mertlyo Rav Gango
Slhavat (no. 149) at Gango's village of Asop43 in 1543-44. Local sources do not
specify the reason for this murder. They state only that JaitsI surprised Rav
Gango one day while the Rav was sitting on the porch of his home, and killed
him.

One year later in 1544, JaitsI was among the thdkurs of Marvar who
rode with Rav Malde to confront Mertlyo Rav Vlramde Dudavat (no. 107) and
Sher Shah Sur at the battle of Samel.44 JaitsI took part in the initial fighting at
Samel on January 5. But "Aitihasik Batam," p. 44, lists him as one of the great
thdkurs who withdrew from Samel and joined Rav Malde in exile in the hills of
Slvano during the Muslim occupation of eastern Marvar and Jodhpur.

No further information is available about JaitsI. It is possible that he
was wounded at Samel and later died from these injuries. He had no sons.
Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 641, records that after his death, Rav Malde presented all
the hujddrs, Brahmans, and Rajputs of Jaitsfs vast to his own son, Kumvar
Udaisingh Maldevot (Raja of Jodhpur, 1583-95) (10-2), who kept them stationed
at Bramhami village.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 44-45; Bdnkidds, p. 9; Murdrddn, no. 1,
pp. 239, 641-642, no. 2, pp. 104, 586-597; Vigat, 1:44, 57, 220,
455.

(no. 86) Sekho Sujavat (7-2)

Sekho Sujavat was an elder son of Rav Sujo Jodhavat (6-3), ruler of
Jodhpur (ca. 1492-1515). His mother was a daughter of Sacoro Cahuvan

41 Bramhami village: located fifteen miles southeast of Jodhpur on the Luni River.

42 Blsalpur village: located twenty-five miles southwest of Nadul. The location of

Koslthal is uncertain.

43 Asop village: located fifty miles northeast of Jodhpur.

44 Samel village: located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer.
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Pithamrav Tejsiyot,45 whose father, Tejsi Varjangot, was Rav of Sacor in
southern Marvar.

Rav Sujo did not choose Sekho to succeed him to the Jodhpur throne.
The Rav conferred this honor first upon a younger son, Vagho Sujavat (7-1) (no.
83) by his wife, Rani BhatiyanI SarangdejI.46 Vagho fell ill and died in 1514,
however, at which time Rav Sujo promised Vagho that his son, Vlramde
Vaghavat (8-2) (no. 84), would succeed to the throne. Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 226,
records that before making this promise, Rav Sujo sought out his son, Sekho, to
obtain his support for this choice. Sekho assented to Vlramde's selection.

Sekho appears to have lived apart from Jodhpur during the latter part of
Rav Sujo reign. Murardan, no. 2, p. 302, notes that he had received the lands of
Pimpar47 from his father, and that he established himself there.

Rav Sujo died at Jodhpur on October 2, 1515 and was succeeded first by
his grandson, Vlramde Vaghavat, and then by Vlramde's half-brother, Gango
Vaghavat (8-1), whom a powerful faction of Rathor fhdkurs seated on the
throne. Local chronicles relate that Sekho did not hold loyalties or obligations
toward Gango Vaghavat, and that enmity quickly emerged between father's
brother (Icdko) and brother's son (hhafijo) as Sekho sought wider control of lands
in central Marvar and finally, the throne of Jodhpur itself.

Murardan, no. 2, p. 106, and Bdnkidds, p. 11, both include a story
which speaks of the emergence of enmity between Sekho and Rav Gango.
Sekho and Rav Gangojl are said to have been bathing together one day at a
spring with their Rajputs. The Rajputs began splashing water on each other in
fun, but their play soon turned serious as the sides opposed one another in mock
battle, each vowing not to retreat. Sekho is said to have set his mind against Rav
Gango at this time, while Rav Gango sought some means of conciliation. Rav
Gango later proposed a division of lands in Marvar, offering Sekho all the land
with karar grass, while he took the land with bhurat grass.48 Sekho is said to
have considered this proposal, but his pradhdn, Uhar Hardas Mokalot (no. 144),
would not hear of any accommodation with the house of Jodhpur and turned
Sekho against the offer. Uhar Hardas had settled in Sekho's vds (residence,
dwelling") and taken service under him solely on the condition that he fight
against Jodhpur. He spent all of his time with Sekho plotting battle strategy
against Rav Gango.

Sekho also involved himself in the affairs of Sojhat during this time,
where he sought an alliance with his brother's son, Rav Vlramde Vaghavat (8-2)

45 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Sujo Jodhavat,
Rani no. 2, S- Sekho.

46 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Sujo Jodhavat,
Rani no. 1, S - Vagho.

47 P impar village: located thirty-three miles east-northeast of Jodhpur.

48 Karar is a tall , thin-leafed grass m u c h used for fodder. It is more c o m m o n in eastern
Marvar . Bhurat is a burr-grass more common in the sandier tracts of central Marvar .
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(no. 84). Rav Viramde was himself engaged in on-going hostilities with Rav
Gango over contol of land in Marvar, and he accepted Sekho as an ally at the
behest of his wife, the Slsodnl.

Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 302-303, records that following Sekho's alliance
with Sojhat, Rav Gango's son, Kumvar Malde Gangavat (9-1), and Kumvar
Malde's mother's brother (mdmo), Devro Cahuvan Rav Akhairaj Jagmalot of
Slrohl, stopped to visit Sekho one day at Plmpar while hunting together on the
plains of central Marvar. Sekho showed them great hospitality, but Akhairaj
quickly noted the many horses, men, and provisions at Sekho's, and he grew
suspicious. He said to his sister's son (bhdnej):

"Sekho is not under your control." Malde replied, "He is not?
How so?" Then Akhairaj said, "If he is, then seize one of his
villages and see. If he is under your command, he will not raise
his head."

Kumvar Malde afterwards had one of Sekho's villages sequestered. This action
enraged Sekho and led him to begin overt preparations for battle against Jodhpur.

Sekho and Hardas then met with Khanzada Khan Muhammad Khan II
(Daulat Khan or Daulatlyo) (ca. 1526-36; no. 154) at Nagaur to enlist his aid
against Jodhpur. The Khydt of NainsI, 3:90, records that Uhar Hardas promised
to marry daughters to the Muslims in return for their support. When Sekho
questioned whose daughters Hardas meant, Hardas replied that if they were
victorious against Jodhpur, there would be many girls from whom to choose,
while if they lost, what would it matter (see Khydt, 3:89-90, of the translated
text for details). With this promise and assurances of victory over Rav Gango,
Daulat Khan agreed to join them. He brought eighty armored elephants and a
large number of Muslim warriors from Nagaur with him.

Rav Gango summoned the aid of his paternal relation, Bikavat Rathor
Rav JaitsI Lunkaranot of Bikaner (ca. 1526-42; no. 45), for this confrontation.
The opposing armies met at the village of Sevaki49 on November 2, 1529. Rav
Gango again attempted to conciliate Sekho before battle with another proposal
for the division of lands in Marvar. But neither Sekho nor his pradhdn would
consider the offer. Sekho sent word back to Rav Gango that he had prepared the
field for battle.

When the opposing forces closed, Rav Gango's warriors were able to
scatter the Nagaurl Khan's elephants with a shower of arrows, and Rav Gango
himself is credited with wounding the Khan's lead elephant, DariyajoTs, and its
mahout. The Muslims then fled the field, leaving Sekho and Hardas alone with
their Rajputs to confront Rav Gango and Rav Jaitsi. The Khydt of NainsI, 3:92,
records that "Sekho dismounted along with seven hundred men" to join with Rav
Gango in battle and that both Sekho and Hardas Uhar died fighting along with
their sons. The field fell to Rav Gango of Jodhpur who took with him many of
the Khan's elephants as the spoils of victory. "Aitihasik Batarn," p. 37, notes

1 Sevaki village: located twenty-three miles northeast of Jodhpur.
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that at Sevaki, the efforts of the Akhairajot Rathors, who had come with Rav
Gango, were much praised for their role in achieving this victory.

Rav Gango and Rav JaitsI of Bikaner found Sekho Sujavat after the
battle. He was lying on the field where he had fallen, still alive. Rav JaitsI
provided shade for Sekho and gave him opium to eat along with some water.
Khydt, 3:92, states that Sekho questioned who JaitsT was and why he had entered
hostilities between a father's brother and a brother's son, who quarreled over
land. He then warned Rav JaitsI that JaitsTs fate would be the same as his own
had been.

Rav JaitsI Lunkaranot was killed on February 26, 1542 fighting against
Rav Malde Gangavat's army of Jodhpur that conquered Bikaner.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 60, records another statement Sekho made before
he died. According to this text, Sekho said, "You should say to Rathor JaitsI
Udavat, [and you] should say to Tejsl Dungarslyot, [that] they should settle the
vair." Sekho referred to hostilities that existed between the Rathors of Jodhpur
and the Cahuvans of Suracand.50 The vair had begun when the Cahuvan ruler of
Suracand murdered a servant of Sekho Sujavat's. Sekho was unable to avenge
the death of this servant during his lifetime, and he asked these Udavat Rathors
to settle the hostilities for him. Sekho was JaitsI Udavat's (no. 139) paternal
uncle and Tejsl Dungarslyot's (no. 138) great uncle. Jaitsi Udavat later mounted
an attack on Suracand in 1534-35 to end the vair.51

Sekho's uterine brother, Devldas Sujavat, was with him at Sevaki, but he
survived the fighting. Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 431-432, notes that his Rajputs took
him from the field and would not allow him to die, telling him that Sekho
himself had already retreated in order to convince him to leave. Devldas then
withdrew along with his mother's brother, Sacoro Cahuvan Ajo Pithamravat
(Prithlravat). Both soon quit Marvar and took service under the Slsodlyo Rano
of Cltor, Vikramaditya Sangavat (ca. 1531-36). They were killed at Cltor in
1533 when it came under attack from the forces of Sultan Bahadur Shah of
Gujarat (1526-37).

Most of Sekho's family left Marvar following his death. Murdrddn, no.
2, pp. 306-307, reports that Sekho's son, Sahasmal Sekhavat (8-4), was driven
from the land and went to Bagar in the hills of western Mevar. One of
Sahasmal's sons did hold a pato village in Sojhat Pargano many years later, but
then revolted and left Marvar. A grandson is also said to have come back to
Marvar from Bundl in 1661, during the rule of Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot
(1638-78) (13-1).

Some years after Sevaki, a sdkh of Rathors emerged known as Sekhavat.
Both Bdnkidds, p. 11, and Murdrddn, no. 3, p. 76, note that many of Sekho's
descendants became Muslims and that in HadautI, the Rathor master of
Nahargadh was called navdb.

50 Suracand: a town located 125 miles southwest of Jodhpur.

51 See infra, "Udavat Rathors," for further details about this vair and its settlement.
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"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 37, 60; Bankidds, pp. 9, 11; Khydt,
1:135-136, 241-244, 3:88-92; Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 226, no. 2,
pp. 102-108, 302-307, 410-411, 431-432, no. 3, p. 76; Qjha,
4:1:270, n. 1, 276-280, 5:1:135-136; Vigat, 1:41, VSr Viiwrf,
2:808.

(no. 87) Kisandas Gangavat (9-2)

Kisandas Gangavat was a son of Rav Gango Vaghavat (8-1), ruler of
Jodhpur (1515-32). He was born of Rani Bhatiyanl Ladbal (pihar name), whose
father is unidentified in local chronicles.52

Only a few details are available about Kisandas's life. He appears first in
the texts as a military servant of Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Viramdevot of Merto (no.
107). He fought at the battle of Merto in 1554, when the Mertlyos defeated Rav
Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62) and his Rajputs under Rathor Devldas
Jaitavat (no. 63). "Aitihasik Batam," p. 50, mentions that when Rav Malde
began to leave his camp at the village of Gangarro53 after his defeat, a military
servant of Rav Jaimal's named Slsodlyo Megho drew near him and attempted to
strike him with his lance. Kisandas Gangavat and another Rathor, DungarsI
Udavat (no. 137), saw Megho and killed him before he could harm Rav Malde.
Mertlyo Rav Jaimal and others with him were infuriated when they learned what
had happened. Kisandas then fled Merto for Rav Malde's vas ("residence,
dwelling"), where he sought safety.

Kisandas remained in the service of Jodhpur for a time thereafter.
Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 632, notes that he held the pafo of Nandvan village,54 but
provides no details about his activities. He was inconstant in his loyalty to
Jodhpur, however, for when Rav Malde's son and successor, Rav Candrasen
Maldevot (1562-81) (10-1), fled Jodhpur to live in exile in the AravallTs and in
southern Rajasthan in the mid-1570s, Kisandas remained behind in Marvar. He
was unable to retain possession of his lands at Nandvan, however, in the face of
the Mughal occupation.

When and where Kisandas died is uncertain. Murdrddn (ibid.) notes
only that he was killed by the Thorls.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 50; Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 632, no. 2, pp.
112-113.

52 See supra, M a r r i a g e a n d Family Lists of the Rule rs of Jodfapur, Gango Vaghavat,
Ran i no. 5, S - Kisandas.

53 Gangarro village: located seven miles west-northwest of Mer to .

54 Nandvan village: located twelve miles south-southwest of Jodhpur.
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(no. 88) Isardas Kalyandasot (12-7)

Isardas Kalyandasot was a son of Rano Kalyandas Raymalot (11-9) of
Sivano55 and a great-grandson of Rav Malde Gangavat (1532-62) (9-1). Isardas
and his family played only minor roles in the affairs of Marvar during the period
under review. For the most part, they were military servants of the Mughals
following the departure of Isardas's grandfather, Raymal Maldevot (10-3), from
Marvar in the early 1560s, and they maintained only sporadic and inconstant
alliances with Jodhpur.

Raymal Maldevot (10-3)

Isardas's grandfather, Raymal Maldevot, was born of Rani Jhall Hiradejl,
a daughter of Jhalo Mano (Mansingh) Jaitslyot of Ha]vad.56 He served under his
father, Rav Malde Gangavat, during the early part of his life. Rav Malde
stationed Raymal at the fort of Sivano in southwestern Marvar after his conquest
of this area in 1538. Raymal was in possession of Sivano at the time of his half-
brother Candrasen Maldevot's succession to the Jodhpur throne in 1562. Shortly
thereafter, Raymal joined two of his other half-brothers, Udaisingh Maldevot
(10-2) and Ram Maldevot (10-4), in attempts to seize lands in Marvar from Rav
Candrasen and to challenge his authority to rule.

Rav Candrasen was successful in countering these moves against him.
He was able to force Raymal from the area of Dunaro57 where he had begun
raiding. He halted Ram Maldevot's depredations in the area of Sojhat and drove
him back across the Aravallls into Mevar. And he defeated his uterine brother,
Udaisingh Maldevot, in battle at Lohlyavat village58 ca. 1563.

Rav Candrasen later took Sivano from Raymal, forcing him to leave
Marvar for Mevar. Local chronicles do not indicate how long Raymal remained
in Mevar nor do they say anything about his activities there. He eventually
moved on to north India, where he took service under Mughal Emperor Akbar.
It is probable that Raymal was among the contingent of troops that Akbar sent
under the command of Shah Quli Mahrami against Rav Candrasen at Sivano in
1574-75, but the chronicles do not mention Raymal's name. Murdrddn, no. 1, p.
605, notes that following Slvano's conquest, however, Raymal received Sivano
in jdgtr. It is unclear from the sources how long he remained in possession.

Raymal Maldevot died in 1581-82.
Local sources record two of Raymal's marriages, one to a daughter of

Hado Rav Surjan Urjanot of Bundl (ca. 1568-1607) named Ratankumvar, and a

55 Sivano town: located fifty-eight miles southwest of Jodhpur.

56 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Malde Gangavat,
Rani no. 4, S - Raymal.

57 Duna ro village: located thir ty-two miles southwest of Jodhpur.

58 Lohlyavat vil lage: located eighteen miles southeast of PhalodhI in northern Marvar .
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second to a daughter of a Kachvaho Rajput also named Raymal. The identity of
this Kachvaho and the name of his daughter are unknown.

One of Raymal's daughters was married to Akbar's son, Prince Danyal,
on October 2, 1595. Akbar Ndma, 3:1040, mentions this marriage in passing,
and it is unclear from the text which of Raymal's sons or grandsons took part in
the marriage arrangements. It is possible that Raymal's grandson, Isardas
Kalyandasot, arranged the marriage in an attempt to create a firmer alliance with
the Mughals following his father Kalyandas Raymalot's revolt from Akbar and
death in battle at Sivano in January of 1589.

Akbar Ndma, 3:1040; Bdnkidds, p. 19; Jodhpur Rdjya ki
Khydt, pp. 98, 105, 122; Khydt, 3:152; Mangilal Vyas, Jodhpur
Rdjya kdltihds (Jaypur: PancsTl Prakasan, 1975), pp. 187-188,
198-203; Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 605, no. 2, p. 142, no. 3, p. 53;
Ojha, 4:1:326, n. 4, 333-334, 342-346, 360; Vigat, 1:55, 2:219-
220.

Kalyandas Raymalot (11-9)

Isardas's father, Kalyandas Raymalot, and Kalyandas's brother, PratapsI
Raymalot (11-11), were also Imperial servants of Mughal Emperor Akbar's.
Vigat, 2:219-220, notes that, following Raymal Maldevofs death in 1581-82,
both Kalyandas and PratapsI approached the Emperor regarding Sivano, and that
Akbar granted it to them in jdgir, giving the title of rdno to Kalyandas.
Murdrddn, no. 1, pp. 610-611, records in its genealogy of this family that
PratapsI received only a number of villages of Sivano from Akbar, not Sivano
itself.

Little is known about Rano Kalyandas's activities during the years
between 1581 and 1588. Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 605, mentions that Kalyandas
performed military service at Lahore. He also spent time in Marvar, for
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 629-631, records his involvement in a local dispute that
included two of his brothers, PratapsI and Kanho Raymalot (11-10), and a
number of their military servants. According to Murdrddn, Kalyandas's brothers
quarreled over the division of villages in Sivano following Kalyandas's receipt of
Sivano in jdgir. A military servant of Kanho Raymalot's named Jasvant Dasavat
blamed this quarrel on Mumhato Narayandas, who served under PratapsI
Raymalot. Jasvant is said to have told Kanho that "the cause of this enmity is
that shopkeeper (baniyo), Narayan." Mumhato Narayandas became angry when
he learned of Jasvant's remarks. He confronted him, and they fell into an open
quarrel during which weapons were drawn. But others around them intervened
and stopped the fight before anyone was hurt. Murdrddn notes that there was
much affection between Kalyandas and his brother, Kanho, and that Kalyandas
then gathered his sdth and attacked Mumhato Narayandas at his brother,
Pratapsfs, home. During the fighting there, a servant of Kalyandas's named
Raso Nagrajot was killed, and Mumhato Narayandas was badly wounded.
Murdrddn gives no further details about this skirmish, except to say that some
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time later, a Rathor friend of Mumhato Narayandas stole a number of
Kalyandas's horses, putting Kalyandas in a difficult position.

Rano Kalyandas revolted from Akbar in 1588. The circumstances
surrounding his revolt and his death in battle at Slvano in January of 1589 are of
interest and are recounted here in some detail:

Murdrddn records two different accounts of the revolt. In its section on
the reign of Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot of Jodhpur (1583-95) (10-2),
Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 188, states that, while at Lahore, Kalyandas killed a Saiyyid
who was an Imperial servant of Akbar during a quarrel. When Akbar learned of
this murder, he ordered the Moto Raja to kill Kalyandas. Kalyandas then fled
from the Imperial camp for Marvar, and he took refuge in the fort of Slvano.

Elsewhere in its genealogy of Raymal Maldevot's family, Murdrddn, no.
1, p. 605, states that Rano Kalyandas took offense when the Moto Raja married
his daughter, ManavatlbaT (popularly known as JodhbaT), to Akbar's son, Prince
Salim (Jahangir) ca. 1586.59 Kalyandas is said to have been angered by the Moto
Raja's actions and to have remarked:

Why has a daughter been married to the Turks? I will kill Prince
[Salim] and the Moto Raja!

When the Moto Raja learned of this remark, he informed Akbar. Akbar then
ordered the Moto Raja to kill Kalyandas, whereupon Kalyandas fled the Imperial
camp.

Vigat, 2:220, supports Murdrddrts latter entry, noting:

The Moto Raja married a daughter to Prince [Salim]. Then there
was a fight with Rathor Kalyandas.

In compliance with the Emperor's orders, the Moto Raja sent an
expedition against Slvano under Bhandarl Mano and two of his sons, Kumvar
Bhopat Udaisirighot (11-4) and Kumvar Jaitsingh Udaisinghot (11-6). But
Kalyandas entrenched himself in the fort and proved too strong an opponent. He
also led a daring night attack against the army from Jodhpur with fifty or sixty of
his men, creating havoc among its ranks and forcing its flight from the area. In
the face of this defeat, the Moto Raja received permission from the Emperor to
leave the Imperial camp. He returned to Marvar to lead a second, stronger
expedition against Slvano himself. This force allowed Kalyandas no quarter.
Realizing that his defeat was imminent, Kalyandas had his wives perform
jauhar™ and he then led his Rajputs outside to fight to the death.

59 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Udaisingh
Maldevot, Rani no. 10, D - Manavatibal.

60 Jauhar: a mass ritual suicide, performed by burning on pyres or leaping to death
from the walls of a fort in the face of defeat. T h e jauhar is generally performed by
w o m e n before their m e n sally forth to fight to the death in battle.
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The texts provide different dates for the events that occurred at Sivano.
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 190-191, records that the jauhar at the fort took place on
Thursday, January 2, 1589, and that Kalyandas then emerged with his Rajputs
and was killed in battle immediately thereafter. Vigat, 2:220, and "Aitihasik
Batam," p. 92, give the date of November 19, 1589 for the Moto Raja's conquest
of Sivano and Kalyandas's death. The latter date appears incorrect and is
unsupported in modern histories of Marvar. Ojha, 4:1:360, for example,
following Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, p. 123, gives the earlier date of Thursday,
January 2, 1589 for the Moto Raja's entry into STvano.

The Moto Raja received Sivano in jdgir from Akbar following this
victory.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 91-92; Bdnkidds, p. 19; Jodhpur Rdjya
ki Khydt, pp.' 122-123; Khydt, 1:239, 2:164-165, 173;
Murdrddn, no. 1, pp. 605-606, 610-611, no. 2, pp. 187-191,
629-631; Ojha, 4:1:360-361; V. S. Bhargava, Marwar and the
Mughal Emperors (Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1966), pp.
58-59; Vigat, 1:75-77, 2:219-220; Vir Vinod, 2:815.

(no. 88) Isardas Kalyandasot (12-7)

No information is available about the activities of Rano Kalyandas
Raymalot's son Isardas Kalyandasot prior to 1599-1600. He was then a military
servant of Rathor Sakatsingh Udaisinghot (11-3). Rathor Sakatsingh was a son
of Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot of Jodhpur (1583-95), who had received the
pargano of Sojhat in jdgir from Akbar in 1599-1600. He held this jdgir for one
year. Isardas was with him at the time.

Isardas appears to have left service under Sakatsingh in 1601-02,
following Sakatsingh's loss of Sojhat. He then went to live with his brother,
Narsinghdas Kalyandasot (12-8), at the village of Bhaundo61 of Nagaur.
Narsinghdas held Bhaundo in pato from Sisodiyo Rano Sagar Udaisinghot, who
had received Nagaur in jdgir from Emperor Jahangir upon his succession to the
Mughal throne. Isardas became involved in a vair at Bhaundo with the Jeso
Bhatls of Marvar which lasted for several years and which determined the
subsequent course of his life. This vair emerged in the following manner:

It is uncertain when Isardas arrived at Bhaundo, but it was sometime
between the years 1601 and 1612-13, for in the latter year Rano Sagar
sequestered Bhaundo village from Isardas's brother, Rathor Narsinghdas. The
Rano62 then granted this village to another of his military servants, Jeso Bhati

61 Bhaundo village: located fifty-three miles north-northeast of Jodhpur and twenty-five
miles southwest of Nagaur.

62 Local texts including Khyat, 1: 23-24, 2:156-158, Murdrddn, no. 2, 505-506, and
Bdnkidds, p. 119, all record that Sisodiyo Rano Sagar held Nagaur at this time, and that
both Rathor Narsinghdas and Bhati Surtan received Bhaundo village from him. A late
19th century source, "Parisist 1 (gh), Pargane Nagor rau Hal," Vigat, 2:422, states that
Sisodiyo Rano Sagar held Nagaur for only one year from 1605-06, and that Emperor
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Surtan Manavat, who was a brother Jeso Bhati Goyanddas Manavat, the
pradhan of Jodhpur under Raja Surajsingh Udaisifighot (1595-1619). Bhati
Surtan had taken service under Rano Sagar in 1612-13, and he occupied
Bhaundo by the end of this year.

While Rathor Narsinghdas vacated Bhaundo for Bhati Surtan, he
harbored resentments over the loss of this village. He then returned to Bhaundo
in May of 1613 with his two brothers, Isardas and Madhodas (12-9), and other
Jodhos in his sdth to challenge Bhati Surtan's rights to the village. Bhati Surtan
had constructed a small fort at Bhaundo, but he emerged from this fort with his
Rajputs to meet Rathor Narsinghdas before the village. In the pitched battle that
followed on May 16, 1613,63 both Rathor Narsinghdas and Jeso Bhati Surtan
were killed.

Jodhpur pradhan Jeso Bhati Goyanddas mounted a punitive expedition
against Bhaundo to avenge his brother's death when news of his brother's killing
reached him. Both Isardas and Madhodas Kalyandasot fled Marvar in the face of
his actions. But Bhati Goyanddas killed one of their paternal cousins, Jodho
Rathor Gopaldas Bhagvandasot, at Kankarkhl village64 near Merto, where he had
pursued him, to end the vair. This murder raised the ire of other Jodhos and
eventually led to Bhati Goyanddas's own death two years later in 1615.65

Isardas and Madhodas next appeared at Burhanpur in the Deccan in
1616-17. Here they sought out Raja Surajsingh of Jodhpur and entreated him to
end the hostilities with the Jeso Bhatls. Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 606, records that
they told the Raja:

whatever happened, we were not at fault. We are the sons of the
Raj, and you should not take it badly and refuse to retain us.
You should end the vair.

The Raja took these Rajputs under his protection, and he prevailed upon
Mahabat Khan to bring them into his service.

Jahangir then granted Nagaur in jagir to Kachvaho Madhosingh Bhagvantdasot, a
brother of Raja Mansingh Bhagvantdasot of Amber (1589-1614). Kachvaho
Madhosingh is said to have held Nagaur from 1606-16. It has not been possible to
verify Kachvaho Madhosingh's involvement with Nagaur from other sources. In its
genealogy of the Kachvahos of Amber, Nainsts Khyat, 1:299, for example, states only
that Madhosingh "was [a servant] of Emperor Akbar's [and held] the \jagir] of Ajmer
andMalpuro."

63 This is the date given by Ojha, 4:1:374 and Jodhpur Rdjya Id Khydt, p. 150.
Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 608, gives the date of May 18, 1613, while Bdnkidds, p. 119,
records the date of May 27, 1612.

64 Kankarkhl village: located nine miles south-southwest of Merto.

65 See infra, "Kumpavat Rathors," Kanhasingh Khlmvavat (no. 100), for further
discussion of this matter.
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Isardas remained in Mahabat Khan's service for several years thereafter.
But Vigat, 2:74, notes that Isardas was one of four Rathors who received villages
of Merto Pargano in jdgir from Prince Parvlz. Emperor JahangTr had made
Parvlz silheddr of Ajmer (including Merto) in 1623 following Prince Khurram's
revolt. Prince Parvlz divided the villages of Merto among his retainers, and he
granted four villages to Rathors who held service attachments either to Prince
Khurram or Mahabat Khan in an apparent attempt to influence their loyalties.
Isardas received the jdgir of Rohiso village.66 He apparently left Mahabat
Khan's service at this time, for Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 506, notes that Isardas killed
a Mertlyo Rathor named Govardhan Dvarkadasot "on the border." No village is
named, but Mertlyo Govardhan's brothers held villages of Merto, and this
incident may refer to an outbreak of hostilities that occurred when Isardas took
possession of Rohiso.

Murdrddn, no. 1, pp. 606-607, also records that Isardas left Mahabat
Khan's service to become an Imperial servant of Emperor Jahanglr's. It is
possible that this change occurred in 1623 when he received the jdgir of Rohiso
village, or shortly thereafter. Isardas was killed a few years later in 1628-29
during an outbreak of hostilities in the Deccan. Murdrddn (ibid.) does not
specify the circumstances surrounding these hostilities, but they may have been
connected with Khan-I-Jahan's revolt from Shah Jahan shortly after Shah Jahan's
succession to the Mughal throne in 1628.

Isardas's brother, Madhodas, accompanied him to the Deccan. He
became a favorite of Mahabat Khan's. But he later offended the Khan when they
were in Kabul over a family matter involving Emperor Shah Jahan and his wife,
Nur Mahal. A fight broke out at the Imperial camp with some of the Imperial
gunners, during which Madhodas and a paternal cousin, Akhairaj Kanhavat (12-
10), were both shot and killed. The specific date of this incident is uncertain.

Bdnkidds, p. 119; Khyat, 1:23-24, 291, 299, 2:156-158;
Murdrddn, no. 1, pp. 606-610, 612, no. 2, pp. 505-506; Vigat,
1:390, 2:74, "Parisist 1 (gh), Pargane Nagor rau Hal," 2:422.

(no. 89) Mahesdas Dalpatot, Rav (12-2)

Mahesdas Dalpatot was a son of Da|pat Udaisinghot (11-2) and a
grandson of Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot of Jodhpur (1583-95) (10-2). His
father, Dajpat, was the fourth of sixteen sons of the Moto Raja, born July 18,
1568 of Rani Cahuvan Ajayabdejl (pihar name Kankabal), a daughter of Sacoro
Cahuvan Mahkaran Ranavat.67

Only a few details are available from the chronicles about Dajpat
Udaisinghot's life. He was born during the period in which his father, Udaisingh
Maldevot, held the lands of Pha]odhl as his share of Marvar, while Udaisirigh's

66 Rohiso village: located fifteen miles southeast of Merto .

67 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Udaisingh
Maldevot, Rani no. 7, S - Dalpat.
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uterine brother, Rav Candrasen Maldevot (1562-81) (10-1), ruled at Jodhpur.
Dalpat spent his life in his father's service. The chronicles first mention his
taking part in an expedition against the Sindhals in 1586-87 along with three of
his brothers, Kumvars Bhopat (11-4), Bhagvandas (11-5) and Jaitsingh (11-6),
but the particulars of this expedition are unknown. Da]pat also spent time at
Lahore, both with his father and then, after his father's death in 1595, in service
to the Mughals.

Nainsfs Khydt, 1:233-235, records the names of several Sacoro
Cahuvans who were cdkars of Dalpat. They included Da]pat's mother's brother
(mdmo), SamvatsI Mahkaranot, a brother's son of SamvatsI named Bhan
Raymalot, and a paternal cousin of his, Sujo Ramavat.

The chronicles do not record whether Dajpat was with the Moto Raja
when he died at Lahore. Bdnkulds, p. 28, notes only that Dalpat was at Lahore
in 1597 and that he took part in an expedition against Bundelo Ran Dhaval along
with Jeso Bhati Goyanddas Manavat, pradhan of Jodhpur under Raja Surajsingh
Udaisinghot (1595-1619) (11-1).

Mughal Emperor Akbar granted Moto Raja Udaisingh sixty-five village
of Jaitaran Pargano in eastern Marvar and one-half of the town of Jaitaran68 in
jdgir in 1583 upon his succession to the Jodhpur throne. The other portions of
Jaitaran remained under the Udavat Rathors.69 When the Moto Raja died, Akbar
divided these sixty-five villages of Jaitaran among five of the Moto Raja's sons.
Dalpat received the jagtr of eighteen and one-half villages; the others were
shared among his brothers, Sakatsingh (11-3), Bhopat (11-4), Madhosingh (11-
7), and Mohandas (11-8). Vigat, 1:73-75, includes a list of these villages and
notes of Dajpat's that fourteen were suitable for khalso (khdlsd layak), while
four and one-half were villages given either in pap to military servants or in gift
(sdmsan) to Brahmans and Carans. These villages are listed below with their
locations noted in relation to Jaitaran town:

14 - suitable for khalso
1 - Agevo - four miles south-southwest of Jaitaran
1 - Boghani/BeghanI - ten miles southwest
1 - Balaharo - ten miles northeast
1 - Cavrlyo - six miles south
1 - Galnlyo - four miles west
1 - Kotro - twenty-two miles east
1 - Mahelvo - (location uncertain)
1 - Murraho - seven miles northeast
1 - Nlmbol - nine miles northwest
1 - Nlboro - (location uncertain)
1 - Rahelro - sixteen miles east-southeast
1 - Ramavas Bado - five miles northwest

Jaitaran town: located fifty-six miles east of Jodhpur.

69 See infra, "Udavat Rathors."
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1 - Rampuro - eleven miles south-southwest
1 - Ratrlyo - twenty miles east-southeast
14

4 1/2 - written and given in pato or in sdmsan
1 - Bhakhar Vasnl - three miles southeast of Jaitaran
1/2 - Blkarlal - eight miles northwest
1 - Bohogun rl Vasnl - ten miles northwest
1 - Khetavas - four miles west
I - Teja rl Vasnl - ten miles south
4 1/2

Dalpat gave the village Teja rl Vasnl in sdmsan to Aslyo Caran Tejo
Karamslyot in 1596. Vigat, 1:551-552, records in its description of this village
that this gift consisted of some fields Qchet) lying along the border between the
villages of Rampuro70 and Nimbahero.71 A new settlement (khero) was
established there. Vigat states further:

Rathor Dalpat formerly held 10 villages; [they] were pato
[villages], then [he] gave [Teja rl Vasnl to Caran Tejo
Karamslyot].

The reference to pato villages in this passage is confusing, but it may refer to
villages Dajpat originally held in pato from his father.

Dajpat died in 1600 at the age of thirty-one years. He had from five to
nine wives, five sons, and three to four daughters. His wives and sons born of
them (where known) included:

1. Kachvahl Raykumvar, a daughter of Rajavat Kachvaho Raja
Bhagvantdas Bharmalot of Amber (ca. 1574-89). Raja Mansingh
Bhagvantdasot (1589-1614) was her brother.

2. Bhatiyani Kusumkumvar, a daughter of Kelhan BhatI Goyanddas
Pancainot of Punga] and Vairsajpur. Her sister was married to Raja
Surajsingh Udaisinghot of Jodhpur (1595-1619).72

S - Mahesdas (12-2) (no. 89)

3. Vaghell(of Plthapur)

70 Rampuro village: located eleven miles south-southwest of Jaitaran.

71 Nimbahero village: located nine miles south of Jaitaran.

72 See supra, M a r r i a g e a n d Family Lists of the Rule rs of J o d h p u r , Surajsingh
Udaisinghot, Ran i no. 2.
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S - Jhunjharsingh (12-4)
S - Rajsingh (12-3)

4. Tumvar Sahibkumvar, a daughter of Tumvar Kesrlsingh of Lakhasar.

S - Jasvantsingh (12-5)
S - Kanhlram (12-6)

The places of marriage of three of Dalpat's daughters are known:

D - married to SlsodTyo Rano Karansingh Amarsinghot of
Mevar (1620-28).

D - married to Jaisalmer BhatI Khetsi Maldevot, a son of
Raval Malde Lunkaranot (1551-61).

D - married to Hado Harisingh Ratansinghot, a son of Rav
Ratansingh Bhojavat (ca. 1607-31).

Mahesdas Dalpatot was bom on December 27, 1596 during the period
his father held the jdgir of eighteen and one-half villages of Jaitaran Pargano
from Emperor Akbar.

Little is known about Mahesdas's early life. In his Ratldm kd Pratham
RdjyaJ3 pp. 7, 15, Raghublrsirnh associates Mahesdas's father, Dalpat, with the
village and area of Plsangan74 near Ajmer and states that Mahesdas, being three
years old when his father died, received Plsangan and surrounding villages in
jdgir and that he grew up at Plsangan.

Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 663, and Jodhpur Rdjya Id Khydt, p. 229, both
record that Mahesdas began his career as a military servant of Prince Khurram's
(Shah Jahan's). He may have taken service under Prince Khurram when the
Prince received Merto Pargano from the Emperor on the death of Raja
Surajsingh Udaisinghot in 1619. But he appears to have remained in the Prince's
service only a short time, for Vigat, 2:74, lists Mahesdas as the recipient of Badll
village75 of Merto Pargano from Prince Parvlz in 1623. Emperor Jahanglr had
appointed Prince Parvlz subeddr of Ajmer (including Merto) in 1623 following
the revolt of Prince Khurram from the Deccan. Upon assuming his position,
Prince Parvlz divided villages among his retainers, and he gave four villages of
Merto to Rathors who held service attachments either to Prince Khurram or to
Mahabat Khan. Mahesdas received one of these villages.

Jodhpur Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot (1619-38) (11-1) soon after received
Merto Pargano from Prince Parvlz in jdgir and placed his authority over this area

73 Raghubirsimh, Ratlam ka Pratham Rajya: Uski Sthdpnd evam Ant [Isa ki 17vim
Satdbdi] (NalDilll: Rajkamal Prakasan, 1950).

74 Plsangan village: located fifteen miles west-southwest of Ajmer.

75 Badll village: located twelve miles south-southeast of Merto and eight miles
northwest of Kurkl.
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in August of 1623. It was apparently during this period that Mahesdas took
service under the Raja, for he also received the village of KurkI76 in pato from
Raja Gajsingh. Because of the proximity of KurkI to Badll, Mahesdas may have
held these villages jointly in this period. However, it is unclear exactly how
Mahesdas directed his loyalties and service attachments at this time.

Raghubirsimh, Ratldm kd Pratham Rdj'ya, pp. 16-18, notes that
Mahesdas accompanied his father's mother (dddi), Sacorl Cahuvan Ajayabdejl,
on a pilgrimage to the holy places along the banks of the Narmada River in
1627-28. Fatigued by the long journey, Ajayabdejl fell ill and died at Sitamau77

on the return. Mahesdas had his paternal grandmother cremated along the banks
of a tank at Sitamau and built a cenotaph (chatrT) in her memory on this spot.

In January or February of 1628, Mahesdas and his brothers,
Jhunjharsingh (12-4), Rajsingh (12-3), and Jasvantsingh (12-5), left the service
of Jodhpur and became military servants of Mahabat Khan. Emperor Jahanglr
had died on October 27, 1627, and Prince Khurram (Shah Jahan) then succeeded
to the Mughal throne on February 4, 1628. While enroute from the Deccan to
Agra, the Prince stopped at Ajmer and on January 14, 1628 appointed Mahabat
Khan subeddr of Ajmer. It is then that Mahesdas and his brothers entered the
Khan's service.

Mahesdas and his brothers remained with Mahabat Khan over the next
six years. During this period, Mahesdas acquired a considerable reputation for
courage and valor in battle, and he was badly wounded in the Deccan during
Mughal operations against Ahmadnagar and Bijapur. With him in this period
were Kelhan Bhatls Rughnath Jogldasot and Jagnath Jogldasot, who were sons
of his mother's brother, BhatI Jogldas Goyanddasot. Jagnath Jogldasot's son,
Harnath Jagnathot, was also with him. His Sacoro Cahuvan relations including
his father's mother's brother, SamvatsI Mahkaranot, and Samvatsfs four sons,
Sadu], Balu, Gopaldas, and Acajdas, were also with Mahabat Khan's army.
During the siege of Daulatabad, Mahesdas's Kelhan BhatI relations were all
killed along with his own brothers, Jhunjharsingh and Rajsingh.

When Mahabat Khan died of fistula in the Deccan on October 26, 1634
Mahesdas proceeded north to present himself before the Emperor at the Imperial
darbdr and to offer his services once again to the Mughal throne. His reputation
preceded him, for the Emperor welcomed him into his service on January 5,
1635, and Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 663, notes that Mahesdas received Jajpur78 for his
vast at this time. He was also awarded a mansab rank of 500 zat, 400 suwdr.
The Emperor honored him at this time with a sword which he presented to
Mahesdas with his own hands.

Raghubirsimh, Ratldm kd Pratham Rdjya, pp. 33-34, notes that up until
this time, Mahesdas had held Plsangan and surrounding villages, which were his

76 Kurki vil lage: located twenty miles southeast of Merto .

77 Si tamau: located in Madhya Pradesh forty-eight miles north-northeast of Ra t lam and
one hundred ten miles east-southeast of Udaipur.

78 Jajpur: modern Jahazpur, located seventy miles southeast of Ajmer.
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family jagir, along with several villages of Titrod Pargano (modern Sitamau).
After receiving Jajpur in jdgir, Mahesdas had his family moved from PIsangan,
and his family remained at Jajpur for the next seven years.

In September of 1635, Mahesdas accompanied Prince Aurangzeb to the
East. The Prince had been placed in charge of the Imperial army sent against
Jhunjharsingh Bundelo, who was in revolt against the Empire. Mahesdas was
with Kachvaho Raja Jaisingh Mahasinghot (1621-67) and Khan Dauran during
operations against Bijapur and Golkunda in 1636-37. He returned to Agra with
Khan Dauran in March of 1637, and his mansah rank was increased at this time
to 800/600. Mahesdas remained in close attendance upon the Emperor from this
time forward. He was included among those mansabddrs who were responsible
for the Imperial guard and who were in attendance at the stirrup (hazir rakab).

Mahesdas's mansab rank was again increased to 1000/600 on March 11,
1638, and in August of that year, he accompanied Shah Jahan to Lahore. He
remained with the Emperor during his travels to Kabul and back to Lahore
between November of 1638 and February of 1640. While at Lahore, Mahesdas
granted a village of Jajpur Pargano to his rdjguru in sdmsan. He had previously
granted the village of Dabrl of Pargano Titrod to his rdjguru, and he now
changed the name of this village of Mahesdaspur. In addition, Mahesdas granted
the village of Caurano of Ratlam Pargano to his rdjpurohit in sdmsan.

Mahesdas took leave of the Emperor while the latter was in Kashmir in
August of 1640 in order to travel to Prayag to bathe in the Ganges. His eldest
son, Ratansingh Mahesdasot (13-2), accompanied him on this pilgrimage.
Mahesdas again joined the Emperor in November of 1640 upon the Emperor's
return from Kashmir.

Raghubtrsimh, Ratldm kd Pratham Rdjya, pp. 50-51, records an
incident involving Mahesdas's son, Ratansingh, which brought the Emperor's
close attention to the family and contributed to Mahesdas and his son,
Ratansingh's, favor at court. There was great celebration at the Imperial camp on
the occasion of the Emperor's fifty -first birthday in January of 1641, and the
Emperor gave the order for an elephant fight to take place as part of the
festivities. One of the Emperor's favorite elephants, Kaharkop, was brought
forward for the fight. Kaharkop was difficult to control, however, being in a
perpetual state of rut, and, while entering the arena, broke free from his
attendants and ran loose in the bazaar. He finally wandered into the vicinity of
the Imperial darbdr where a large crowd had gathered to watch the fight.
Mahesdas and his son, Ratansingh, were present there. Seeing the elephant loose
and drawing near to the Imperial presence, Ratansingh drew his dagger and ran
forward to distract the elephant and turn it away. The elephant charged
Ratansingh when it saw him approach, and grabbed him with its trunk, lifting
him off the ground. But Ratansingh showed great presence of mind, stabbing the
elephant several times. In an opportune moment, he was able to free himself
from the elephant's trunk, climb on the elephant's head and seat himself behind
its ears, where he continued to use his dagger to try and turn the elephant away.
The elephant finally fled from the crowd, and Ratansingh leaped down and
escaped unharmed.
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The Emperor was very pleased with Ratansingh's display of courage. He
praised him and considered that he deserved to be Mahesdas's designated
successor. The Emperor is said to have spoken to Mahesdas about this matter,
and to have greatly influenced Mahesdas's choice of Ratansingh as his successor
over another more favored son named Kalyandas (13-4). The Emperor
afterwards presented the elephant Kaharkop to Mahesdas, and he gave
Ratansingh a cavalry sword inlaid with gold.

Mahesdas's good fortune now began to increase. In April of 1641 his
rnansab was increased to 1000/800. He took leave for Jajpur shortly after, and
in October of this year, on the occasion of the eclipse of the sun, was at the holy
town of Puskar, near Ajmer. He took this opportunity to grant lands in Jajpur
Pargano in sdmsan to the Brahman Devo. Mahesdas then returned to Lahore to
be with the Emperor, who increased his mansab yet again on January 11, 1642
to 1000/1000.

In April of 1642 Mahesdas was at Lahore with the Imperial army during
operations against the Shah of Iran. When the army set out from Lahore, he
received a robe of honor and a horse as was customary and, in addition, was
given the gift of a banner. The banner was green and red in color, with gold wire
embroidery and border, a gift given to a mansabddr upon attaining the rank of
1000 suwdr. Mahesdas accompanied Dara Shikoh to Qandahar at this time and
then returned with him to Lahore.

Mahesdas's mansab was again increased on August 31, 1642 to
2000/2000. He received Jalor Pargano79 in jdgir along with the title of rdv from
Emperor Shah Jahan at this time. Jalor now became Mahesdas's place of
residence. He took leave of Shah Jahan and proceeded to Jalor in order to place
his authority over the area. His son, Ratansingh, was with him, and he had his
family come from Jajpur to join him.

Among those in Mahesdas's sdth when he went to Jalor were his sons,
Ratansingh, Raysal (13-3), Kalyandas (13-4), Phatehsingh (13-5) and
Ramcandro (13-6), and several of his brothers' sons. A number of Sacoro
Cahuvans were in Ratansingh's sdth. These Cahuvans were relations of
Mahesdas through his father's mother's brother.

At the time Mahesdas took control of Jalor, an incident occurred at the
village of Kaksl of Sivano, of which Vigat, 2:265, speaks in its description of
Kaksl village. Kaksl was a deserted hamlet (khero) located twenty-five miles
west of Sivano town at the time of the compilation of the Vigat in the mid-
seventeenth century. Farmers and herdsmen from nearby villages cut grass there,
and the farmers also cultivated some of its lands. A Rathor Rajput named
Kisandas Jasvantot settled this village around the time Mahesdas received Jalor
in jdgir. But Kaksl was included within Mahesdas's lands, and when Mahesdas
took control at Jalor, he killed Rathor Kisandas during a border dispute that

Jalor town and fort: located sixty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur in southern
Marvar. Jalor had been part of Jodhpur Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot's jdgir. Upon Ms
death in 1638 it reverted to Imperial khdlso, remaining as such until the Emperor
granted it to Mahesdas in 1642.
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broke out near this village. Vigat notes that the boundaries were later re-drawn,
and Kaksi was then taken from Jalor and officially included within the pargano
of Slvano.

Mahesdas soon returned to Agra to attend upon the Emperor, and in
March of 1645 he accompanied Shah Jahan once again to Lahore. The Emperor
appointed him kileddr of Lahore at this time, a position he held for one year. On
the occasion of the Emperor's birthday in January of 1646, Mahesdas's mansab
was again increased to 2500/2000. In February of this year, he rode in the
vanguard of the Imperial army under Prince Murad Bakhsh and Raja Vithaldas
Gaur that was sent against Balkh and Badakhashan.

On March 26, 1646 Mahesdas's rank was again increased to 3000/2000,
and he was presented with a kettledrum. Mahesdas was now among the leading
amirs of the Empire. His rank increased further to 3000/2500 as reward for the
Mughal victory when Shah Jahan received news of it at Kabul in July of 1646.

Following this campaign, Mahesdas remained in close attendance upon
the Emperor. The Emperor returned to Lahore on November 9, 1646, and
Mahesdas's rank was again increased to 4000/3000 in early 1647. He died
shortly thereafter on March 7, 1647 at the age of fifty-one years. He was
cremated at Lahore, and a cenotaph was built for him there. His turban was sent
to Jalor with news of his death, and his seventh wife, Candravat Slsodni
Saraskumvar, became a saU at Jalor.

Maathir-ul-Umard, 2:1:35, notes of Mahesdas that he was an
experienced soldier upon whom Shah Jahan placed great reliance. It states:

In the audience hall he used to stand behind the throne by the
side of a bench (sandalT), which was placed at a distance of two
yards from the royal sword and quiver. During riding he
followed at a fair distance.

Mahesdas had seven wives, six sons and five daughters. His wives and
sons born of them (where known) were:

1. Rajavat Kachvahl Kusumkumvarde, a daughter of Rajavat Kachvaho
Lunkaran of Amber.

S - Ratansingh (13-2) - born on Saturday, March 6, 1619 at
Balaharo village80 of Jaitaran Pargano in Marvar.

2. Sonagarl Amlokdekumvar, a daughter of Sonagaro Sakatsingh of
Jalor.

S - Raysal (13-3)
S - Kalyandas (13-4)

Balaharo village: located ten miles northeast of Jaitaran town.
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3. Hadi Surajkumvar, a daughter of Hado Rajsingh of Bundi.

S - Phatehsingh (13-5)
S - Ramcandro (13-6)

4. Gaur Pepkumvar, a daughter of Gaur Bhopatsingh of Sarvar
Manoharpur.

S - Surajmal (13-7)

5. Candravat Slsodni Saraskumvar, daughter of Candravat STsodlyo
Harisingh of Rampuro.

The places of marriage of three of Mahesdas's daughters are known:

D - married to Jaisajmer BhatI RavaJ Sabalsingh
Dayajdasot (ca. 1651-60).

D - married to Candravat STsodlyo Mohakamsingh
Amarsinghot, a son of Rav Amarsingh Harisinghot of Rampuro.
Mohakamsingh succeeded to the Rampuro throne.

D - married to Bund! Hado Rav Catrasa] Gopinathot (ca.
1631-58).

Mahesdas was succeeded at Ja]or by his eldest son, Ratansingh
Mahesdasot. Ratansingh held the rank of 400 zat, 200 suwdr prior to his father's
death. When Shah Jahan confirmed his jdgir of Jalor, he raised Ratansingh's
rank to 1500/1500. This rank was later increased to 2000/2000. Ratansingh held
Jalor until 1658, in which year he accompanied Rathor Raja Jasvantsirigh
Gajsinghot of Jodhpur (1638-78) to north India and was killed at the battle of
Ujjain fighting against the forces of Prince Aurangzeb, who was then in rebellion
against the Empire.

Athar AM, Apparatus, pp. 127, 149, 157, 180, 182, 185, 198,
200-202, 204-205, 210, 216, 238, 306, 319, 327; Bankidds, pp.
23-24; Jodhpur Rdjya kiKhydt, pp. 129-130; Khyat, 1:233-236,
246, 2:119, 177; Madthir-ul-Umard, 2:1:34-35; Murdrddn, no.
1, p. 636, no. 2, pp. 187, 193, 197, 663-665; R. P. Tripathi, The
Rise and Fall of the Mughal Empire (Reprint ed. Allahabad:
Central Book Depot, 1966), p. 442; Raghublrsimh, Ratldm kd
Pratham Rdjya, pp. 5-67; Reu, 1:178, n. 5; Vigat, 1:73-74, 496,
551-552, 2:74, 265, 415.
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Karamsot Rathors

(no. 94) Dhanraj Karamsiyot (7-2)
(no. 91) Jagmal Udaikaranot (8-2)
(no. 93) Mahes Pancainot (8-1)
(no. 92) Pancain Karamsiyot (7-1)
(no. 90) Udaikaran Karamsiyot (7-5)

The Karamsot Rathors

The Karamsot Rathors descend from Karamsl Jodhavat (6-1), a son of
Rav Jodho Rinmalot (5-1), ruler of Mandor and Jodhpur (ca. 1453-89). His
mother was Rani BhatiyanI Puram, a daughter of Kelhan BhatI Rav Vairsal
Cacavat, the ruler of Pungal and founder of Vairsalpur in northeastern Jaisalmer
territory.1

During his division of the lands of Marvar among his brothers and sons
following the founding of Jodhpur in 1459, Rav Jodho granted Karamsl and his
uterine brother, Raypal Jodhavat (6-2), the village of Nahadhsaro.2 Both
brothers initially settled there. Shortly after, their uterine sister, Bhagam, was
married to Khanzada Khan Salho Khan (Salah Khan, ca. 1467-69) of Nagaur,
and they received the two important villages of Khimvsar and Asop in sold
katdrt in return for the gift of their sister. KaramsT then settled at Khimvsar,
while Raypal occupied Asop.

The villages of Khimvsar and Asop lie sixteen miles apart along the
border separating Jodhpur from Nagaur, with Khimvsar situated fifty-four miles
north-northeast and Asop fifty miles northeast of Jodhpur, respectively. These
villages had been separate from lands the Rathors held since the time of Rav
Cundo Viramot of Mandor (d. ca. 1423) (3-1). Rav Cundo had been killed
defending these lands against an army of Bhatls and Muslims from the north.

1 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Jodho Rinmalot,
Rani no. 2, S - Karamsl.

2 Nahadhsaro village: located forty-five miles northeast of Jodhpur and eight miles
south of Asop.

3 Said katdrl (lit. "wife's brother-dagger"): the customary gifts of clothing, money
and/or land a sister's husband (bahanoi) gives to his wife's brother (sdlo) in return for
the gift of Ms sister. The giving of sold katdrl forms a special part of the wedding
ceremony, taking place after the bride and groom circumambulate the sacred fire. At
the appropriate time, the wife's brothers grasp either a sword or dagger, and then grab
the ear of the groom, demanding Ms gifts. See: Lalas, RSK, 4:3:5538; Census Report,
1891, pp. 33-34.
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They now returned to the Rathors and remained important border villages
demarcating the lands of Marvar from those of Nagaur.

Little is known about Karamsfs life from this time forward until his
death in eastern Rajasthan in 1526. Sometime after his settlement at Khimvsar,
he joined his paternal nephew, Rathor Rav Lunkaran Blkavat of Bikaner (1505-
26; no. 44), in an expedition against the Muslims of Narnol, then under the rule
of Sheikh Ablmlra.4 The Rathors fought at the village of DhosI near Narnol on
March 30, 1526, and Karamsi was killed there along with Rav Lunkaran and
three of the Rav's sons. Jodho Rathor Khangar Jogavat (no. 82), a paternal
nephew of Karamsi, avenged his death against these Muslims some years later.

The texts record one marriage of Karamsi to MangliyanI Dulde, a
daughter of Mangliyo Gahlot Bhoj Hanurot. Karamsi had four sons by
MangliyanI Dulde: Pancain (7-1), Dhanraj (7-2), Narain (7-3), and Pithurav (7-
4). Karamsi had a fifth son, Udaikaran (7-5), by a second wife whose name is
not recorded.

(no. 90) Udaikaran Karamsiyot (7-5)
(no. 91) Jagmal Udaikaranot (8-2)
(no. 94) Dhanraj Karamsiyot (7-2)

KaramsFs son, Udaikaran Karamsiyot, succeeded him to the rule of
Khlmvsar in 1526. Udaikaran held this village for several years while a military
servant of Rav Gango Vaghavat of Jodhpur (1515-32). Khimvsar was taken
from him in 1530, however, for his failure to report for military service at the
time of the battle of SevakI5 in November of 1529. Rav Gango fought at SevakI
against his father's brother, Jodho Rathor Sekho Sujavat (no. 86), over the
division of land and authority in Marvar.

No other information is available about Udaikaran Karamsiyot.
Udaikaran's son, Jagmal Udaikaranot, was a military servant of Rav

Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62). Jagmal received Khimvsar in pato from
Rav Malde, but sources are unclear when this grant was made. They do not
specify JagmaTs relationship with his paternal cousin, Mahes Pancainot (8-1)
(no. 93), who also held Khimvsar in pato from the Rav in this same period.
Jagmal was killed in 1554 at Merto along with his paternal uncle, Dhanraj
Karamsiyot, fighting under Rav Malde's commander, Rathor Prithlraj Jaitavat
(no. 63), against Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no. 107).

Udaikaran and Dhanraj's brother, Narain Karamsiyot (7-3), also served
under Rav Malde of Jodhpur. He held the pato of Nahadhsaro village.

4 Banktdas, p. 67, records that Karamsi was in the service of Rav Lunkaran at this time.

5 SevakI village: located twenty-three miles northeast of Jodhpur.
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(no. 92) Pancain Karamsiyot (7-1)
(no. 93) Mahes Pancainot (8-1)

Pancain Karamsiyot was an important military servant of Rav Malde
Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62). Rav Malde stationed Pancain at the garrison of
Nadul6 after the conquest of southern Marvar during the early years of his reign,
and he apportioned a substantial income from this area to him. Pancain was also
among Rav Malde's Rajputs who rode from the garrison at Rarod village7 to
Reyam8 ca. 1535 to do battle with Mertfyio Rav VTramde Dudavat (no. 105).
Following Rav Malde's victory there and the occupation of Merto, Pancain
participated in the occupation of Ajmer that same year. He was finally killed at
the battle of Samel9 in 1544, fighting against Mertlyo Rav Vlramde and Sher
Shah Sur.

Pancain's son, Mahes Pancainot, held the pato of KhTmvsar village from
Rav Malde after his father's death and served as one of his military retainers.
Sources do not indicate the year he received Khlmvsar in pato, nor do they
indicate Mahes's relationship with his paternal cousin, Jagmal Udaikaranot (8-2)
(no. 91), who also held Khlmvsar in pato in this period. Mahes was killed at the
battle of Merto in 1562, fighting under Rav Malde's commander at the Malgadh,
Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65), against Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no.
107) and the Mughal forces of Akbar under Mlrza Sharafu'd-Dlh Husayn.

Mahes granted the village of Damvrai rl Vasnl10 in sdmsan to the Caran
Gadan Devo.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 49, 56, 75; Bdiikidds, p. 67; Khydt, 3:96-
97; Murardan, no. 2, pp. 96-97, 118, 120, 600-602, 621, 636,
641; Ojha, 4:1:252, 5:1:117-118; Vigat, 1:40, 62, 336, 2:59, 65.

Nadul town: located sixty-seven miles south-southeast of Jodhpur in southern Marvar.

7 Rarod village: located forty-four miles northeast of Jodhpur and six miles west of
Asop.

8 Reyam village: located fifteen miles southeast of Merto.

9 Samel village: located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer.

10 Damvrai rl Vasnl: located thirty miles northeast of Jodhpur.
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Kumpavat Rathors

(no. 100) Kanhasingh Khimvavat (10-1)
(no. 95) Kumpo Mahirajot (7-1)
(no. 98) Mahes Kumpavat (8-3)
(no. 99) Mandan Kumpavat (8-4)
(no. 96) Pato Kumpavat (8-1)
(no. 97) Prithiraj Kumpavat (8-2)
(no. 101) Rajsingh Khimvavat (10-2)

(no. 95) Kumpo Mahirajot (7-1)

The Kumpavat Rathors descend from Kumpo Mahirajot, a son of
Mahiraj Akhairajot (6-1) and a grandson of Akhairaj Rinmalot (5-1). Akhairaj's
father, Rav Rinmal Cundavat (4-1), was ruler of Mandor (ca. 1428-38).

Kumpo's family was originally associated with the village of BagrI1 in
eastern Marvar. Vigat, 1:38, and BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:91, record that Rav Jodho
Rinmalot (ca. 1453-89) granted BagrI to Akhairaj Rinmalot following the
founding of Jodhpur in 1459, but it seems clear from other sources that
Akhairaj's association with BagrI dates from as early as 1429-30. Akhairaj
participated with his father in the consolidation of Rathor authority at Mandor
ca. 1428 and in Rav Rinmal's extension of rule over areas of eastern Marvar in
1429-30. Following Rav Jodho's reassertion of authority at Mandor ca. 1453 and
then the founding of Jodhpur in 1459, he confirmed Akhairaj in his possession of
BagrI village .2

Kumpo's father, Mahiraj Akhairajot, was born in 1458-59, the year
before the founding of Jodhpur. His eldest brother, Paficain Akhairajot (6-2),
had succeeded to BagrI village on Akhairaj's death. Mahiraj received the village
of Dhanerl3 and twelve others of Sojhat in pato on April 23, 1490 (Caitrddi) or
April 12, 1491 (Srdvanddi). He had a small fort built on a hill near the village
and established his residence there. Mahiraj lived another twenty-three years and

1 Bagri village: located nine miles east-southeast of Sojhat.

2 See supra, "Akhairajot Rathors," for more specific information about Akhairaj
Rinmalot.

3 Dhanerl (variously spelled Dhanahn/Dhanehn) village: located four miles northeast
of Sojhat town. Sivnathsimh, Kumpavat Rdthaurorn ka Itihds (GarasanI, Marbar:
Rathor BMmsimh Kumpavat, 1946), p. 115, lists the village as "Ghaneri," which is
incorrect.
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died on January 20, 15144 according to an inscription found at Dhaneri village
commemorating the sati of one of his wives, Hulnl Padma Devi.

Mahiraj died as a result of wounds received while fighting against Mers
who had stolen cattle from his village. The circumstances surrounding Mahiraj's
death are closely connected with the birth of his son, Kumpo (see infra).
According to ledgers of the Rani Mangas and Bholavat Bhats of Khagriyo
village of Bllaro Pargano,5 Mahiraj had four wives and one son:

1. Jeso BhatiyanI KarametlbaT (pihar name), daughter of Jeso BhatI
Bhairavdas Jesavat.6

S - Kumpo

2. SolankanI Damma Devi, daughter of SoJankI Pithal Gokuldasot.

3. Hulnl Padma Devi, daughter of Hul Hemraj.

4. BhatiyanI Harakha Devi, daughter of BhatI Kaniram Rajavat.

A memorial was built for Mahiraj at Dhaneri village before the temple of
Vaijnath Mahadev.7

Mahiraj's only son, Kumpo Mahirajot, rose to a position of preeminent
power in Marvar. His rise began during the reign of Rav Gango Vaghavat of
Jodhpur (1515-32), whose army commander (senddhipat) he became. It reached
its zenith under Rav Gango's son and successor, Rav Malde Gangavat (1532-62),
in the years between 1532 and 1544. Kumpo was killed at the battle of Samel8

in January of 1544.9

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 58, describes Kumpo Mahirajot as a great patron
(yado ddtdr), a great warrior (vado jhunjhdr), and a warrior who was adept in
battle (akhdrsidh rajput). This text also acclaims him as the avtdr of Sri
Vaijnath Mahadev because of his fine abilities as a leader of men and as a
warrior in battle. Under Rav Malde of Jodhpur, Kumpo became the most

4 Bhati, Sarveksan, 3:96, incorrectly gives the date of October/November, 1503, and
Asop kd Itihds, p. 17, records the date of October 20, 1503.

Sivnathsimh, Kumpdvat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, p. 120.

6 See supra, "Jeso Bhatls."

7 Sri Vaijnath Mahadev is a manifestation of the Hindu God, Siva.

8 Samel village: located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer.

9
Vigat, 1:56, gives Kumpo's name as "Kumpo Mahirajot Akhairajot" in its listing of

Rajputs killed at the battle of Samel. The designation of Kumpo as an "Akhairajot
Rathor" is appropriate for the period. A separate sdkh bearing the name "Kumpavat"
did not emerge until several generations after Kumpo's death.
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powerful and influential of the Rav's thakurs alongside his paternal cousin, Jaito
Pancainot (no. 61).10 He was Rav Malde's most excellent protector (sirdi caukt),
and in deference to him, a cotton-stuffed gown Qabayco) of Jaito Pancainot's was
provided for him to wear during the cold season. Unlike his paternal cousin,
Jaito, who appears from local texts to have been a man often torn between his
duty to Rav Malde and his concern for the values of brotherhood among the
Rathors, Kumpo emerges as a single-minded military commander and warrior
who set the example for bravery and cunning in battle, and for lavish display,
with which other prominent thdkurs of Rav Malde's often vied.

The sources give different dates for Kumpo's birth. These include
November 9, November 11, and December 26, 1502.u According to Kumpavat
traditions, his birth occurred under the following circumstances. His father,
Mahiraj, was without sons and is said to have received a boon from Vaijnath
Mahadev in return for his devotions and offerings before Mahadev's temple at his
village of Dhanerl. The God was pleased and manifested himself, impregnating
water from a nearby well which was then given to Mahiraj's wife, Jeso BhatiyanI
KarametXbaT, to drink. She bore a son named Kumpo, who was said to be the
avtdr of Mahadev. Kumpavat traditions related in Sivnathsimh, Kumpavat
Rdthaurom kd Itihds, pp. 115-118, state that a condition of this birth was that
Mahiraj not look at his son. It he did, he would bring his own death.
KarametlbaT and Kumpo were therefore sent to a nearby village to live, and is it
there that Kumpo was raised.

A number of years following Kumpo's birth, Mers rustled cattle from
Mahiraj fs village. Mahiraj set out in pursuit and drew near them at the village of
Saran.12 Kumpo, who was a now a growing boy of some twelve years, is said to
have learned of this raid and to have ridden after the Mers with a sdth from his
village. Both he and his father met and defeated the Mers before Saran.
Afterwards Mahiraj happened to come before his son. He did not recognize him,
but someone then told him who the boy was and reminded him of the
circumstances surrounding his birth. Knowing that his death was imminent,
Mahiraj called Kumpo to him and introduced himself, commending Kumpo for
his actions that day. Mahiraj then rode off with his men. Mers who had not
been killed in the battle had regrouped, and they now surrounded Mahiraj,
attacking and killing him.

Sivnathsimh, Kumpavat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, p. 120, states that
following Mahiraj's death, Kumpo's mother, KarametlbaT, took Kumpo to her

10 Jaito Pancainot and Kumpo Mahirajot were brothers' sons. Their fathers, Pancain
Akhairajot and Mahiraj Akhairajot, were both sons of Akhairaj Rinmalot. See supra,
"Jaitavat Rathors,11 for more information about Jaito Pancainot.

11 See: Bdhkidds, p. 53; Sivnathsimh, Kumpavat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, p. 117; Asop kd
Itihds, p. 19.

12 BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:96; Saran village is located eighteen miles southeast of Sojhat.
Sivnathsimh, Kumpavat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, p. 119, lists the village as SIriyarl,
located 10 miles north of Sojhat.
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pihar at the village of Taran, where he was raised by his mother's brother
(mamo), Acajdas. This information appears to be incorrect. Vigat lists no
village by the name of Taran for any of the parganos of Marvar. Jeso BhatiyanI
KarametlbaTs pihar village was Dhaulharo village13 of Sojhat, but KarametlbaTs
brother, Jeso Bhati Ac]o Bhairavdasot, was a prominent cdkar of the Rano of
Cltor (probably Rano Raymal Kumbhavat, ca. 1473-1509, or his son, Rano
Sango Raymalot, 1509-28), from whom he held the village of Tano14 and 140
other in pato. Aclo also held the village of Copro15 of Sojhat, where he kept his
vast. It is perhaps this Tano village which is meant, in which case, KarametTbaT
took Kumpo not to her pihar, but to her brother, asking him to assume
responsibility for raising Kumpo.

When Kumpo came of age, he proceeded to Merto, where he entered the
household of Mertlyo Rav Viramde Dudavat (no. 105). Rav VTramde granted
him the village of Mugadro16 for his maintenance. Little information is available
about Kumpo's activities while he was a military servant at Merto. There is
record only of his participation in an attack against the Sonagaro Cahuvans of
Pall village,17 who were military servants of Jodhpur. The texts give no reasons
for this attack. They are also unclear about subsequent events which led to
Kumpo's departure from Merto.

As op kd Itihds, p. 20, states simply that Kumpo fell out with Rav
Viramde and left Merto for Sojhat, while "Aitihasik Batam," p. 58, records that
following the raid against the Sonagaros, Kumpo said to Rav Viramde that he
wished to avenge the death of his father, Mahiraj, "bare-headed" (ughdrai
rndthai), that is, with the single-minded devotion with which one comes before a
god or goddess. It then notes, cryptically, that a particular garrison (thdno
vises), location undefined, became Kumpo's, and that afterwards he left Rav
Viramde of Merto for Sojhat, where he took service under Jodho Rathor Rav
Viramde Vaghavat (no. 84) in 1515-16. Sivnathsimh, Kumpdvat Rdthaurom kd
Itihds, p. 122, adds that when Kumpo arrived at Sojhat, he entered into the Rav's
household. The Rav granted him the village of Dhaneri which his father had
held before him in return. Rav Viramde is also said to have made him the
commander of his army (senddhyaks).

Khyat, 2:178. Dhaulharo village is located eighteen miles west-northwest of Sojhat
town.

14 Tano village: located in northern Mevar near Todgarh some sixty-four miles to the
northwest of Cltor. Jeso Bhati Aclo's father, Bhairavdas Jesavat, and grandfather, Jeso
Kalikaranot, had held this pato from the Rano before Aclo. See supra, "Jeso Bhatls,"
for details.

15 Copro village: located eighteen miles northwest of Sojhat.

16 Mugadro village: located fourteen miles south-southwest of Merto.

17 Pall village: located seventy-two miles southwest of Merto.
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Rav Viramde Vaghavat was an elder half-brother of Rav Gango
Vaghavat of Jodhpur (1515-32). Kumpo quickly became involved in the
struggles between Rav Viramde of Sojhat and Rav Gango of Jodhpur over the
division of land and authority in Marvar. This conflict emerged following Rav
Sujo Jodhavat's death in 1515. His grandson, Viramde Vaghavat, had succeeded
him to the Jodhpur throne, only to be deposed by a faction of Marvar Rathors
who favored Viramde's younger half-brother, Gango Vaghavat. Once in power,
Rav Gango granted Viramde the title of rav and the lands of Sojhat as his share
of Marvar.18 Rav Viramde never accepted this division, and during much of Rav
Gango's rule, he sought to recover his lost prestige and power. Rav Viramde
relied much on the support and leadership of his pradhdn, Mumhato Raymal
Khetavat (no. 159), during these years. Alongside Mumhato Raymal, Kumpo
was Rav Viramde's foremost warrior, and he led many successful attacks against
the villages and garrisons of Jodhpur.

Unable to gain an upper hand against Sojhat, Rav Gango ordered his
leading warrior, Jaito Pancainot, to bring Kumpo to Jodhpur. Jaito was Kumpo's
paternal cousin, and he lured Kumpo with an offer of a pato worth a lakh, to be
selected from among Jodhpur's finest villages. He also had the Rav send a
writing to Kumpo, stating that Rav Viramde had no sons and that after his death,
the lands of Sojhat would pass to Jodhpur. The import of these words was that
the conflict between Sojhat and Jodhpur was of no consequence and that Kumpo
should side with Rav Gango. Kumpo saw the correctness of this argument. He
sent word that he would come to Jodhpur if Rav Gango would agree not to attack
Sojhat for one year. The Rav readily accepted this condition, and ca. 1529
Kumpo took his leave of Rav Viramde Vaghavat and Mumhato Raymal.

All of the Rinmalots19 in Rav Viramde's service left Sojhat with Kumpo,
greatly reducing Mumhato Raymal's forces. Kumpo became the commander of
Rav Gango's army (senddhipat) at Jodhpur. The Khydt of NainsT, 3:84, records
that he organized a council of war and proceeded to lead many attacks against
Sojhat, taking many of its villages for Jodhpur. He also:

brought [horses] to Dhaulharo [village near Sojhat]20 and
established a stable. [He] stationed four thousand of Rav
Gango's household warriors (cindhar)21 at [this] outpost . . .

18 Sivnathsimh, Kumpdvat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, p. 122, states that it was upon Kumpo
Mahirajot's counsel that Viramde was given Sojhat as Ms share. This information is not
corroborated in contemporary sources and is, perhaps, a later addition to the lore about
Kumpo.

19 Rinmalots: descendants of Rav Rinmal Cundavat, ruler of Mandor (ca. 1428-1438).

20 Dhaulharo (or Dhavalairo) village: located eighteen miles west-northwest of Sojhat.

21 Cindhar. this term also refers to men who were hired soldiers working for short
periods of t ime and who sometimes held small land grants. See: Lalas, RSK, 2:1:920-
921.
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[and he] stationed [four of the Rav's] nobles (umrdv) with [these
men] and the horses.22

Rav Gango and his warriors were eventually able to defeat Mumhato Raymal in
battle before Sojhat in early 1532. Murdrddn, no. 2, p, 110, credits Kumpo
himself with killing Mumhato Raymal. Rav Gango then assumed full authority
over these lands, and he banished his elder half-brother, Vlramde, first to
Khairvo village23 and then from Marvar altogether. Kumpo made a number of
attacks against the Mers of Sojhat during this same period, looting and burning
their villages and killing many of their men in revenge for the death of his father.

With the succession of Rav Malde Garigavat to the throne of Jodhpur in
1532, Kumpo quickly rose to a preeminent position of power alongside his
paternal cousin, Jaito Pancainot. It was to Kumpo and to Jaito that Rav Malde
entrusted the leadership of his armies and the administration of his kingdom.
Both of these Rajputs were also his closest advisors.

Kumpo became involved in Rav Malde's desire to conquer lands under
the control of other Rathor brotherhoods and surrounding territories under the
rale of other Rajputs very early in the Rav's reign. "Aitihasik Batam" records
that Kumpo's paternal cousin, Jaito, spoke out strongly against the killing of
brothers (gotrakadamb - lit. "go^ra-destruction") to Rav Malde on one occasion
in his darbar, saying:

The offense of killing one's family members/brothers will not be
committed by me (ibid., p. 57).

Seeing the Rav become downhearted because of his objections, Jaito quickly
attempted to soothe his feeling, however. And he said:

"Do not be downhearted. We will perform the tasks you tell [us
to do]" . . . Then JaitojT summoned Kumpo Mahirajot and had
the Ravjl grasp [his] arm. [And he] said to the Ravjl, "Rdj,
[you] should uphold Kumpo's honor and prestige." And to
Kumpo, [he] said, "You should perform [whatever] tasks the
Rav tells [you to do]" (ibid., pp. 57-58).

22 The establishment of this stable manned with household warriors was an important
military innovation at this t ime in Marvar. For further discussion of its significance,
see: Norman P. Ziegler, "Evolution of the Rathor State of Marvar: Horses, Structural
Change and Warfare," in The Idea of Rajasthan: Explorations in Regional Identity,
edited by Karine Schomer et al (Columbia, Mo.: South Asia Publications by
arrangement with Manohar Publishers & Distributors; New Delhi: American Institute
of Indian Studies, 1994), pp. 193-201.

23 Khairvo village: located fifty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur and twenty-one miles
southwest of Sojhat.
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Rav Malde proceeded to plot against other Rathor brotherhoods despite
Jaito's objections, especially against the Mertlyos, for whom he had held great
enmity since he was a kumvar. Vigat, 2:48, 51, notes that Kumpo, Jaito and
other of the Rav's Rajputs would not involve themselves in these plots.
Following one unsuccessful intrigue against Mertlyo Rav Vlramde, planned
when Rav Vlramde was summoned to Jodhpur to participate in an expedition
against the Slndhajs of Bhadrajun,24 Rav Malde "was disgraced in Jaito and
Kumpo's presence."

Kumpo took part in his first major battle against the Mertlyos ca. 1535.
Mertlyo Rav Vlramde had occupied Ajmer this year, and when he refused to
hand this city over to Rav Malde upon demand, the Rav sent his Rajputs to
occupy Merto. He then began dividing Merto's villages among his military
servants. Rav Malde gave Reyam village25 to Varsifighot Mertlyo Sahaiso
Tejslyot (no. 151), a former military servant of Mertlyo Rav Vlramde. Sahaiso's
actions in taking service under Rav Malde and accepting one of Merto's villages
from him so enraged Rav Vlramde that he unwisely mounted an attack on
Sahaiso at Reyam against the better judgement of his own Rajputs.

Word of Rav Vlramde's advance on Reyam reached the garrison at
Rarod village,26 where Kumpo was stationed along with Jaito Pancainot, Rano
Akhairajot (no. 28), and other of Rav Malde's thdlcurs. These Rajputs rode to
Reyam and took part in the bloody fighting there, during which Rav Vlramde
and his warriors were badly defeated. Vigat, 2:53, states that Kumpo and Bhado
Pancainot (no. 32) had saiddnos played in celebration of the auspicious
occasion, but that Kumpo was among those Rajputs who prevented Rav Vlramde
from being killed and allowed him to leave Marvar. Texts indicate, however,
that Kumpo took this position only at Jaito Pancainot's urging.

Bdnkidds, p. 12, records that on another occasion, Jaito specifically
stopped Kumpo from harming Rav Vlramde, remarking:

Vlramde should not be killed; Vlramde is a great Rajput. If he
remains alive, he will bring someone [to aid him against Rav
Malde] and [thereby] shape his own death.

Rav Malde sent his warriors under the command of Kumpo and Jaito
against Nagaur in January of 1536. They conquered this land from the Khanzada
Khans,27 and in return for the victory, Rav Malde awarded Nagaur to Kumpo in
pap. Shortly thereafter, ca. 1537, Kumpo was stationed at the garrison village

24 Bhadrajun village: located forty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur.

25 R e y a m village: located fifteen miles southeast of Merto.

26 Rarod village: located forty-nine miles west-northwest of Reyam.

27 See infra, "Khanzada Khans."
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of Madanyo28 in Godhvar, which he also held in pato from the Rav. While
there, Kumpo received a summons for aid from Slsodryo Udaisingh Sangavat
(Rano of Mevar, ca. 1537-72). SlsodTyo Udaisingh's elder uterine brother, Rano
Vikramaditya Sangavat (ca. 1531-36), had been murdered at Cltor earlier that
year by a pretender to the throne, Slsodryo Vanvlr Prithlrajot. Udaisingh had
fled Cltor for Kumbhalmer in western Mevar in the wake of this murder, but
Vanvlr's forces had pursued him and besieged him there. Kumpo was in
communication with Campavat Jeso Bhairavdasot (no. 48), who had taken
service under Udaisingh in this period, and with Sonagaro Cahuvan Akhairaj
Rindhtrot (no. 9) regarding the situation in Mevar, and he rode to Kumbhalmer
along with these thdkurs in response to Udaisingh's appeal. They succeeded in
defeating Vanvlr's forces and either killing or driving Vanvlr from Mevar. They
then participated in Udaisingh's succession to the throne of Mevar at
Kumbhalmer fortress, in which Udaisingh's wife's father, Sonagaro Akhairaj,
played a leading role.29

Rav Malde ordered Kumpo to ride in pursuit of Mertlyo Rav Vlramde
during this same period. Rav Vlramde had fled Merto and Ajmer for Dldvano
and then for the home of his sagos, the Sekhavat Kachvahos of Sikargadh and
Amarsar in central Rajasthan. Kumpo proceeded first against Dldvano, which he
brought under the Rav's authority, then moved on to Fatehpur, Jhunjhanum,
Revas, Catsu, Lalsot and Malarno in central Rajasthan, all of which he
incorporated within Rav Malde's expanding domain.30

Then in late 1541 Rav Malde placed Kumpo in command of the army he
sent against the Blkavat Rathors of Blkaner. Once again, Kumpo emerged
victorious, defeating and killing Rav Jaitsi Lunkaranot (1526-42) in battle before
the village of Sohavo (near Blkaner) on February 26, 1542. Rav Malde awarded
Kumpo with the additional grants of Fatehpur and Jhunjhanum when he learned
of Kumpo's victory. These were given as an increase (yadhdro) on the news of
conquest. Later, when Rav Malde entered the occupied city of Blkaner, he
granted Blkaner itself to Kumpo in pato, and soon after the additional paps of

28 M a d a n y o village: located thirteen miles south-southwest of Nadul and thirteen miles
west-northwest of Kumbhalmer .

29 Sivnathsimfa, Kumpdvat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, pp. 131-132, 150, states that K u m p o
had also marr ied a daughter to SIsodlyo Udais ingh and that Kumpo 's posit ion as
Udais ingh 's wife's father was a strong incent ive for Ms providing support to Udais ingh
at this t ime . This marr iage is not confirmed in seventeenth century sources such as
NainsTs Khydt, wh ich ment ions only Sonagaro Akhairaj Rindhlrot 's mar r iage of a
daughter to Udais ingh prior to Udaisingh's succession. Kumpo 's marr iage of a daughter
to Udais ingh appears to be another later addit ion to the lore about this prominent
Rajput.

30 R a v M a l d e did not send Ktimpo against the Sekhavat Kachvahos . T h e reasons
behind Ms sparing of the Sekhavats are unclear. It is possible the R a v avoided such a
confrontation because the Sekhavats were sagos. See supra, Sekhavat Kachvaho
R a y m a l Sekhavat (no. 22) , for details about the Sekhavat marr iages wi th the house of
Jodhpur and with the MertJyos in tMs period.
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Sambhar and Didvano. By the end of 1542, Kumpo controlled a vast territory in
central and northern Rajasthan in his capacity as commander of Rav Malde's
armies of Jodhpur.

Kumpo's dramatic rise to power and authority in Marvar came to an
abrupt end at the battle of Samel in January of 1544. Here again, Kumpo was
the leader of Rav Malde's forces along with his cousin, Jaito Pancainot. Kumpo
had been at Blkaner at the time Sher Shah began his march toward Marvar, but
he had quickly vacated the fort there and returned to Marvar. Together he and
Jaito assumed roles as both army commanders and protectors of the lands of
Marvar. Sources are in conflict about the circumstances that brought the rupture
between Rav Malde and his Rajputs and caused the Rav to retreat precipitously
from his camp at GirrI31 on the day before the main engagement. It seems
certain, however, that Mertlyo Rav Vlramde was able to instill suspicions within
Rav Malde about the loyalty of his warriors. Kumpo and Jaito spent much time
in negotiations with the Rav through intermediaries. They could come to no
agreement, however, and in the end, they refused to obey his command to retreat
in the face of Sher Shah's army. They refused to leave the lands of their
ancestors open to an invader.

Kumpo and Jaito both realized after Rav Malde's departure with a large
force of Rajputs, that they could not defeat the Muslim army in open battle on
the plain. They then decided on a surprise night attack. But this action failed
because they could not located the Muslim camp in the dark. When the battle
closed the following morning, "Aitihasik Batam," p. 42, speaks of Kumpo and
Jaito dismounting from their horses in the safety of a river bank and eating
opium with the water of the river, then riding off to fight against the Muslims.
They were able to defeat an advance guard of Sher Shah's, but soon after were
both killed (see "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42-44, Khydt, 3:98-101, and Vigat, 2:56-
57, of the translated text for full details of this battle).

The Khydt of NainsT, 2:192, records that prior to this battle, Kumpo sent
one of his personal military servants, Jeso Bhatl Gango Varjangot, as his
pradhdn to negotiate with Sher Shah. Sher Shah imprisoned Jeso Bhatl Gango
for some days. Gango then either managed to escape or was released, for he
joined the Rathors in the fighting at Samel and was also killed there. Gango was
Kumpo's mdvliydlbhdl, his mother's family brother.32

Kumpo was forty-two years old at the time of his death at Samel.33 He
is said to have had twelve wives, elevens sons and three daughters.34 The most

31 G i r o village: located ten miles west-southwest of Samel.

32 See infra, Rajasthani Kinship Terminology, for a more complete definition of this
term. Gango was a son of Jeso Bhati Varjang Bhairavdasot, whose father, Bhairavdas
Jesavat, was the father of Kumpo's mother, BhatiyanI Karametibal. Gango was then
Kumpo's mother's brother's son.

33 "Aitihasik Batam," p. 58, incorrectly states that Kumpo was 35 years old when he
was killed at Samel.
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important of his sons were Prithiraj (8-2) (no. 97), Mahes (8-3) (no. 98), and
Mandan (8-4) (no. 99), all born of his BhatiyanI wife, the daughter of BhatI
Raypal Jaitslyot.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 40-44, 54, 57-59, 74-75; Asop kd Itihds,
pp. 16-44; Bdiikidds, pp. 12-13, 53; BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:96;
Khydt, 1:20-21, 207, 212, 2:152-153, 178,' 181, 192,' 3:81, 83-
84, 95, 99-100; Sivnathsimh, Kumpdvat Rdthaurom kd Itihds,
pp. 115-150; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 110, 115-121, 429, 449-450,
453; Vigat, 1:43-44, 56, 65, 2:48-49, 51-54, 57.

(no. 96) Pato (Pratapsingh) Kumpavat (8-1)

Little is known from the texts about Kumpo Mahirajot's (7-1) son, Pato
Kumpavat. Sources under review mention him only twice: at Rav Malde's camp
at Girri prior to the battle of Samel in January of 1544, and at the battle of Merto
in 1562, when he was killed.35

Pato appears to have been a personal retainer of Rav Malde's during the
period before Samel, holding the village of Sinlo36 in pato. "Aitihasik Batam,"
p. 42, records his being present at Rav Malde's camp at Girri, sleeping on the
ground near the Rav's bed. He was in the company of Rathor Udaisingh Jaitavat
(no. 62), Jaito Paiicainot's (no. 61) son. Both Pato and Udaisingh served as
personal bodyguards for the Rav.

Pato apparently withdrew from Girri with Rav Malde before the main
battle at Samel. Local texts do not mention that he took part in the fighting
there. Texts next mention him as one of the Rajputs stationed with Rathor
Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65) at the Malgadh at Merto in 1562. He died there
alongside Devldas Jaitavat, fighting against Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no.
107) and the Mughal forces of Akbar under Mlrza Sharafu'd-Dih Husayn.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42, 55; Asop kd Itihds, p. 44; Bdnkidds,
pp. 15-16; Sivnathsimh, Kumpdvat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, p.
151; Vigat, 1:62, 2:65*.

34 See: Sivnathsimh, Kumpdvat Rathaurom kd Itihds, pp. 148-150, for a complete
listing.

35 Asop kd Itihds, p. 44, incorrectly lists Pato as having been killed at the battle of
Samel.

36 Sivnathsimh, Kumpdvat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, p. 151, lists the name of this village as
"Sanla." Vigat has no listing for a village by this name. Sinlo is probably meant. The
exact location of Sinlo is obscure. It is not evident on modern maps, but it was an
important village in 17th century Marvar. Vigat, 1:463, states that is was located just
near the village of Jogravas, which lay fourteen miles west of Sojhat town.
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(no. 97) Prithlraj Kurapavat (8-2)
(no. 98) Mahes Kumpavat (8-3)

These two sons of Kumpo Mahirajot (7-1) (no. 95) rose to be important
thdkurs in Marvar. They had careers as military servants that followed different
paths but were also much intertwined.

Prithlraj was Kumpo's eldest son, born in 1522-23. He succeeded to the
village of Dhanerl37 following Kumpo's death. He was a prominent thdkur
during the latter part of Rav Malde Gangavat's rule at Jodhpur (1532-62) and in
the early years of Rav Candrasen Maldevot's reign (1562-81). He then left
Marvar in 1565-66 and took service under the Mughals. He remained in Mughal
service thereafter until his death in 1574-75.

Prithiraj's name first appears in the texts in a list of thdkurs whom Rav
Malde sent against Mertlyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no. 107) at Merto in 1554.
Prithlraj fought there under the command of Rathor Prithlraj Jaitavat (no. 63)
during Rav Malde's abortive attempt to usurp control of this land from the
Mertlyos.

Later in January of 1557, Prithlraj was among the select warriors of Rav
Malde's whom Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65) took under his command to join
with Pathan Hajl Khan at the battle of Harmaro.38 They defeated an allied force
of Rajputs there under SlsodTyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat of Mevar (ca. 1537-
72; no. 17).

Prithlraj fs brother, Mahes Kumpavat, appears in the texts for the first
time at the battle of Harmaro. He fought on the opposing side in this
engagement. "Aitihasik Batam," p. 51, records that Mahes was a military
servant of STsodlyo Rano Udaisingh and states:

Mahes had little wealth. [He] had one village of Mevar,
Nlprar,39 [in] pap. [At] that battle [of Harmaro], Mahesjl seized
an elephant of the Rano's [and] protected it. [He] brought [it to
the Rano], because of which Mahes gained esteem. Afterwards,
the Ranojl gave Mahesjl [the village of] Ball40 [along] with
seventeen [other] villages.

Mahes remained in Mevar for several years thereafter while Prithlraj
continued to serve under Rav Malde of Jodhpur. Prithlraj was included among
the Rajputs whom Rav Malde sent with his son, Kumvar Candrasen Maldevot, to
reinforce Rathor Devldas Jaitavat at the Malgadh at Merto in 1562. Merto had

37 Dhaneri village: located four miles northeast of Sojhat town.

38 Harmaro vil lage: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar .

39 Nlpra r vil lage: the location of this vil lage is uncertain.

40 Ball village: located sixteen miles south-southwest of Nadul in Godhvar.
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come under siege from the forces of Mertiyo Rav Jaimal Viramdevot and Mirza
Sharafu'd-Dln Husayn. Kumvar Candrasen found the situation at Merto
untenable and withdrew along with a large number of Rav Malde's Rajputs
stationed at the Malgadh. Prithlraj left with the Kumvar, but one of his brothers,
Pato Kumpavat (8-1) (no. 96), elected to remain behind with Devldas Jaitavat.
Both Pato and Devldas were later killed in battle on the plain near Merto.

Prithlraj emerged as one of the leading thdkurs of Marvar following Rav
Malde's death in November of 1562 and Kumvar Candrasen Maldevot's
succession in December of this year. He quickly joined a faction of Rinmalots
who initiated a series of intrigues to unseat Rav Candrasen and place one of his
brothers on the throne at Jodhpur. Prithlraj's brother, Mahes, appears to have
returned to Marvar at this time, for he was also involved in the conspiracies that
surrounded the throne.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 78, reports that these intrigues arose shortly after
Rav Candrasen's accession and were due to the Rav's alienation of a number of
his thdkurs. The text relates that one day Rav Candrasen became angry with one
of his stablehands. This servant fled and sought refuge in the camp of Campavat
Rathor Jaitmal Jesavat (no. 49). The Rav sent several of his Rajputs to Jaitmal
Jesavat's camp upon learning that the stablehand was there, and these Rajputs
seized and killed the servant. Jaitmal Jesavat later came before Prithlraj and
Mahes Kumpavat wept about this incident. Prithlraj tried to calm Jaitmal and
told him not to weep, saying:

[If] Paramesvar bestows [his blessing upon me], then I, [born] of
Kumpo's stomach, would cause [Rav] Candrasen to weep [and to
regret this act]. You should not be distressed for any reason.

The Rinmalots then encouraged Rav Malde's banished son, Ram
Maldevot, to make inroads into Marvar from his base in Mevar, and they were in
communication with Rav Candrasen's elder uterine brother, Udaisingh Maldevot
(Rav of Jodhpur, 1583-95), at Pha]odhi in northern Marvar, which Udaisingh had
received as his share of lands of Marvar upon Rav Malde's death. They also
encouraged another of Rav Candrasen's half-brothers, Raymal Maldevot, to come
north from SIvano and begin raiding Jodhpur lands.

Rav Candrasen was able to drive both Ram Maldevot and Raymal
Maldevot from Marvar, and he defeated his brother, Udaisingh, in battle at
Lohlyavat41 ca. 1563. Prithlraj Kumpavat and another of his brothers, Tiloksl
Kumpavat (8-5), were among Rav Candrasen's thdkurs at Lohlyavat, but given
their enmity toward the Rav, it is not known what role they played in the actual
fighting.

Following Udaisingh's defeat at LohTyavat, the Rinmalots realized that
they had accomplished nothing through these intrigues. Prithlraj Kumpavat and
Jaitavat Rathor Askaran Devldasot, a son of Devldas Jaitavat with whom Mahes
Kumpavat was later closely involved, then sent a large sum of money to Ram
Maldevot for expenses and urged him to seek Mughal support for his cause.

41 Lohlyavat village: located eighteen miles southeast of Phalodhi.
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Ram Maldevot soon appeared in Marvar with an army of Mughals. Prithiraj and
Askaran served as mediators in the negotiations between Rav Candrasen and his
half-brother, Ram Maldevot. They were influential in having Rav Candrasen
agree to grant Sojhat to Ram as his share of Marvar. Ram in turn received
Sojhat mjdgir from Emperor Akbar along with the title of rav.

Mahes Kumpavat apparently took service under Rav Ram Maldevot at
Sojhat following this award, while his brother, Prithiraj, left Marvar to offer his
service to Akbar. By 1572 Prithiraj had assumed a position of some influence at
Akbar's court as a son of Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot, whose name and renown
were well-known to the Emperor.

Prithiraj and Mahes again came into contact in 1572 during events that
followed Rathor Rav Ram Maldevot's death this year. A dispute arose between
Rav Ram's two sons, Karan and Kalo, over succession to rule at Sojhat. Mahes
Kumpavat and Askaran Devldasot became involved in this disputed succession
as arbiters. According to Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 591, Rav Ram's eldest son, Karan,
initially succeeded his father. Karan then showed favor for a Rajput named
Surajmal Prithlrajot,42 which angered both Mahes Kumpavat and Askaran
Devldasot. They then withheld their support from Karan and met with Karan's
younger brother, Kalo, offering their support to him. Within a short time, they
proceeded with Kalo to Emperor Akbar's court to petition the Emperor on Kalo's
behalf.

Mahes sought out his brother, Prithiraj, once at court. Prithiraj agreed to
present Kalo's petition to Akbar on the condition that Mahes speak with Kalo
and arrange to have the village of Khairvo43 given to him for his vast. " Aitihasik
Batam," p. 82, records that when Prithiraj presented Kalo's petition, Akbar asked
him for a full accounting of the situation in Marvar, but that

[Prithiraj] invented a story, saying that the Rajputs [who are] the
pillars of Marvar are [on] Kalo's side. Afterwards, the Emperor
[who] had recognized the names of [Mahes's and Askaran's]
fathers and grandfathers (maitrdm - lit. "mothers and fathers"),
also summoned [Mahes and Askaran] and questioned [them
about the succession at Sojhat].

According to Murdrddn, no. 1, p. 592, Akbar asked Mahes:

"Who is the eldest?" The thakur [Mahes] said, "The eldest is
Karan. But we are Kalo's military servants."

The Emperor spoke with other Rathors including Surajmal Prithlrajot, who
presented Karan's petition. But he judged in favor of Rav Ram's younger son,

42 The identity of this Rajput remains obscure.

43 Khairvo village: located . twenty-one miles southwest of Sojhat and included
administratively within Sojhat Pargano at this time.
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Kalo, and awarded Sojhat to him in jagir along with the title of rav. Akbar
afterwards retained Karan Ramot and Surajmal Prithiraj ot in his own service.

Akbar gave Rav Kalo and his party leave to return to Marvar. Mahes
avoided meeting his brother, Prithiraj, as they departed, and upon arrival in
Sojhat, had Rav Kalo grant the village of Khairvo to him for his own vast.
Prithiraj learned of this duplicity and complained before Akbar, saying that
Khairvo belonged with Jodhpur, not Sojhat. The Emperor then had Khairvo and
its surrounding villages included administratively with Jodhpur Pargano.
Khairvo remained attached to Jodhpur from this time forward.

Mahes remained in the area of Sojhat for several years thereafter, serving
under Rav Kalo Ramot. He held several villages in pato including Mandho and
Kantallyo.44 Sivnathsimh, Kumpdvat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, p. 674, states that
Mahes drove the Jhalo Rajputs from Khairvo village and made it his seat of rule
in 1573-74. Little else is known about his activities during this time.

Prithiraj apparently remained in Mughal service in north India following
this incident with his brother, except for one other occasion. Local texts mention
his return to Marvar for a brief period prior to his death in 1574-75 to help his
brothers, Mahes and Mandan (8-4) (no. 99), avenge the death of another brother
against the SihdhaJ Rathors of Sojhat.45

Within a short time after the settlement of these hostilities, Mahes
himself was killed in battle near Sojhat fighting against a contingent of Mughals
under Jalal Khan Qurchl. The Mughals had entered Sojhat in order to find Rav
Kalo Ramot, who had gained Emperor Akbar's disfavor. Murdrddn, no. 1, p.
593, records that while Rav Kalo was at the Imperial court on some occasion,
one of the women from the Imperial harem had visited his camp at Fatehpur
Sikri. Rav Kalo then fled before the Emperor's displeasure and took refuge in a
stronghold in the hills near Sojhat. When the Mughals arrived in Marvar, they
occupied Sojhat and many of its villages, and severe fighting broke out in several
areas.

Mahes was with Rav Kalo during this time, but he appears to have
withheld his full support. "Aitihasik Batam," p. 83, states that the people of his
vast including several mahdjans, cobblers, milkmen and others, came and spoke
disrespectfully to him. They said if Mahes would exert himself instead of
leaving everything to Rav Kalo and his people, the Mughals could be driven
from Sojhat.

The Mughal army drew near the hills where the Rathor camps were
located some days later. Fighting broke out, but the Mughals withdrew to wait
for the Rajputs to come out onto the plain to fight. Mahes's sdth then began
moving out from the hills. Mahes objected strongly, but his Rajputs disobeyed
Mm, leaving Mahes with no choice but to follow. Once the Rajputs were on the
plain, the Mughals advanced against them with their elephants, stampeding their

44 M a n d h o and Kanta l iyo are located six miles apart from each other, some fifteen
miles to the south-southeast of Sojhat proper.

45 See infra, Mandan Kumpava t (no. 99), for details regarding this vair and its
settlement.
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horses and causing many to flee. One elephant came after Mahes's horse and
caused the horse to bolt and throw Mahes. The elephant then pressed forward to
trample Mahes, but Mahes raised himself to a squatting position and threw his
lance, lodging it deeply in the elephant's face and forcing the elephant aside.
Mahes was later killed as the Mughals took the field.

Mahes Kumpavat died on January 9, 1576.46 The Mughals captured Rav
Kalo in 1577. They carried him in a bullock cart to Nadul in southern Marvar,
where they killed him.

Prithiraj Kumpavat granted two villages of Sojhat in samsan to Carans.
The dates of these grants are uncertain, but the villages and the Carans to whom
they were given were:

1. Repravas Tfjo47 - granted to Caran Barhath Devldas
Bhairavdasot.

2. Rama rl Vasni48 - granted to Caran Sandu Ramo Dharamslyot

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48, 51, 53-54, 78-79, 82-84; Asop kd
Itihds, p. 44; Bdnkldds, p. 53; "Bat Rathor Tejsl Kumpavat rl,"
ff. 65-66, and "Bat Mandan Kumpavat rl," ff. 66-70, in Aitihasik
Tavankhvdr Vdrtd, MS no. 1234, RajasthanI Sodh Samsthan,
Caupasnl; BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:99; Khydt, 3:123-128;
Sivnathsimh, Kumpavat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, pp. 155-157,
674; Murdrddn, no. 1, pp. 591-593; Vigat, 1:61, 71, 80, 82-83,
418, 485, 487, 489, 492, 2:63.

(no. 99) Mandan Kumpavat (8-4)

Among Kumpo Mahirajot's (7-1) (no. 95) sons, Mandan Kumpavat
achieved perhaps the greatest renown as a warrior. The texts portray him as a
Rajput who tolerated no ridicule of his family nor slight to his name. He was
much feared for his prowess in battle. Mandan led a migratory existence among
the kingdoms of Marvar, Mevar, and Vamsvalo following the death of his father,
Kumpo's, and the defeat of Rav Malde Gangavat's Rajputs at the battle of Samel
in January of 1544. He then took service under the Mughals like his brother,
Prithiraj Kumpavat (8-2) (no. 97), and finally returned to Marvar with Moto Raja

46 Sivnathsimh, Kumpavat Rdthaurom kd Itihas, p. 674, and Murdrdan, no. 1, p. 593,
both give the date V. S. 1632, Mdgh, sudi 8 for Mahes's death. Kumpavat Rdthaurom
kd Itihds converts the date to January 3, 1576, which is incorrect. The correct
conversion is as given above.

47 Repravas Tijo village: located eleven miles northwest of Sojhat.

48 Rama n Vasni village: located fourteen miles north of Sojhat.
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Udaisingh Maldevot (1583-95). He became a prominent thakur of Marvar who
served under the Jodhpur ruler while holding the village of Asop49 and
surrounding lands in jdglr directly from the Mughal Emperor. He died in 1594
from wounds received in battle.

Mandan was bom in 1526-27 in the village of Phulfyo50 of Sojhat. He
was approximately eighteen years old when his father was killed at Samel.
Local chronicles contain little information about Mandan's life or activities in
Marvar during the years leading up to and immediately following the battle of
Samel. He appears to have served with his father in Rav Malde's armies along
with one of his brothers, Prithlraj Kumpavat.51 Like his other brother, Mahes
Kumpavat (8-3) (no. 98), he left Marvar in the late 1540s or early 1550s and
proceeded to Mevar, where he sought service under the Rano of Cltor, Slsodlyo
Udaisingh Sangavat (ca. 1537-72; no. 17). Sources vary in their presentation of
events leading to his departure from Marvar. BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:97, records
that Rav Malde had given Mandan a village in pato, but that he became
ill/diseased and was unable to walk. He therefore could not report for military
service. Rav Malde then revoked his pato, and Mandan left Marvar soon after.
Sivnathsimh, Kumpavat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, p. 161, states that Mandan was
driven from the land by the Muslims following Samel, while Asop kd Itihds, p.
49, suggests that Mandan quit Marvar because of Rav Malde's much reduced
area of control after Samel, and his inability to provide lands for his Rajputs.

Mandan arrived at Cltor with a large contingent of warriors (sdth). For
some reason, he was not well received there. People at the Rano's court insulted
him and cast aspersions upon his band of retainers, saying they were only
members of his brotherhood, not his personal military servants. The Rano
suggested that his sdth was not his at all but rather that of Sankhlo Pamvar Abho
Bhojavat, a former military servant of Rav Malde of Jodhpur who was associated
with the Kumpavats. Mandan was a young man at this time and apparently did
not yet command sufficient respect among other Rajputs despite his father
Kumpo's stature. Angered by these insults, Mandan left Mevar and proceeded to
Vamsvajo, where the RavaJ welcomed him and granted him lands in pato for his
maintenance. Mandan remained in Vamsvajo for approximately one year. He
then returned to Cltor.

While enroute from Vamsvajo, Mandan received word from one of his
men who had remained behind at the RavaJ's court about a Varsirighot Mertlyo
Rathor named Samvajdas Udaisinghot (no. 152). This Rajput had come to
Vamsvajo and been given lands Mandan had previously held from the RavaJ.

49 Asop village: located fifty miles northeast of Jodhpur.

50 Phullyo village: located twelve miles south-southeast of Sojhat town.

51 Sivnathsimh, Kumpavat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, p. 161, states that Mandan was at the
village of "Raddavas" of Sojhat at the time of the battle of Samel, and that he succeeded
to the rule of this village following his father's death. Vigat has no listing of a village
by this name for any of the parganos of Marvar. Perhaps Hardhavas village is meant.
Hardhavas was a sizeable village eighteen miles east-southeast of Sojhat town.
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Mandan's servant reported that when the Rava] presented the lands to Samvajdas
and told Samvajdas that he had great honor to uphold for he had received the
pato of Mandan Kumpavat, a great Rajput of Marvar, along with a pato
belonging to another great Rajput of Vamsvajo, that Varsinghot Samvajdas, who
appears in the texts as a rather obtuse, thoughtless Rajput, replied that he had
received many such patos and did not know any Mandan, son of Kumpo.

This slur greatly angered Mandan, who vowed to avenge his honor
before Samvajdas. Several of Mandan's Rajputs cautioned him against involving
two Rathor brotherhoods in hostilities, but he would not be dissuaded despite the
sanctions against such actions. Mandan then returned to Vamsvajo and sought
out Samvajdas at his village. Mandan's sdth broke into Samvajdas's male
apartment (kotri) and killed thirty of his Rajputs there. Mandan himself then
cEmbed up to the second floor bedroom (mdllyo) where Samvajdas was hiding
with his wife, a Vadgujar woman. There he confronted Samvajdas's wife, who
remained behind alone while her husband fled into the neighboring house of a
Brahman. The Vadgujar faced Mandan wearing her husband's garments and
said, "Your brother has indeed fled; I stand [before you]" ("Bat Mandan
Kumpavat rl," f. 68). Mandan then went away, but he killed Samvajdas's mother
and wounded one of Samvajdas's elephants before he quit the village.52

News of this deed preceded Mandan's arrival in Mevar, and when he
returned to the Rano's court, he was summoned before the Rano and received
with great respect. The Rano praised his actions against Samvajdas and retained
Mm, presenting him with a sizeable grant of villages.

Mandan's activities during the ten year period from the mid-1550s to the
mid-1560s are uncertain. Ramkaran Asopa writes that Mandan went to Delhi at
the time of Akbar's succession to the Mughal throne in 1556, and that he
received the village of Asop and thirteen others in jdgir from the Emperor in
1557 {Asop kd Itihas, p. 49). Contemporary sources do not corroborate this
assertion. The Mughals had no authority in Marvar at this time. Asopa's
statement, therefore, must be disregarded. Mandan did take service under the
Mughals, however, for the Khydt of NainsT, 3:274, records:

[for] so many days, Emperor Akbar had granted Jhunjhanum [in
north-central Rajasthan] in jdgir to Mandan Kumpavat.

The Khydt offers no date for the grant. But based on other facts known about
Mandan's life, the ten year period from 1555-65 appears the most probable time
he would have held this jdgir.

Mandan left service under the Mughals in the mid-1560s to return to
Marvar and join Rav Candrasen Maldevot (1562-81). His reasons for leaving at
this time are unclear, but BhatI, Sarveksan1 3:97, records that "Emperor Akbar
requested a daughter [from Mandan], but [Mandan] would not give [him one]."
This text offers no further information, but Mandan's refusal may have provided

52 See n. I l l to "Aitihasik Batam," p. 53, of the translated text for further discussion of
this incident.
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the impetus for his return to Marvar. Rav Candrasen had been forced to abandon
Jodhpur in December of 1565 in the face of pressure from the Mughals, and had
proceeded to the stronghold at Bhadrajun53 where he established his court. Few
facts are available from sources, but Mandan appears to have remained with Rav
Candrasen into the early 1570s, when he again left Marvar, this time for Mevar
where he took service under Slsodlyo Rano Pratapsingh Udaisinghot (1572-97).
Mandan's departure from Marvar may have coincided with Rav Candrasen's
forced exile in the hills of Slvano beginning in 1574 and his subsequent retreat
across the Aravallls into Mevar and Vamsvalo.

Mandan received villages in pato from the Rano for his maintenance,
and Sivnathsimh, Kumpavat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, pp. 168-169, indicates that
Mandan took part with Rano Pratapsingh in his running battle with the Mughals
as they sought to impose their control in Mevar. Mandan was posted at the
thdno of Gogundo, and he fought in an important battle there against the
Mughals in 1578-79.

While serving under Rano Pratap, Mandan returned to Marvar and joined
his brothers, Prithlraj Kumpavat (8-2) (no. 97) and Mahes Kumpavat (8-3) (no.
98), in the settlement of an old vair with the Slndha| Rathors of Sojhat. This
vair had begun some years earlier when Sindha] Siho Bhandavat and his Rajputs
had killed one of the Kumpavat brothers near the village of Khairvo.54 Local
sources are in conflict about which brother was killed, naming both Goind (8-6)
and Tejsl (8-7). There is also confusion about the reason for the murder. Its
occurrence is related both to a dispute over horses and to a Sindha] raid on a
Kumpavat village.

The Khydt of NainsT, 3:123-128, contains an interesting account of this
vair and its settlement. Siho Sindha], the master of Kamjam-Pava village,55 was
in difficult circumstances, it is told. All of his horses had died. He remarked
one day while sitting with his Rajputs:

"Thdkursl [We have] no horses." Then Siho asked, "[Does
anyone knows] who has any horses?" [His] Rajputs said, "RajI
[There] are horses at Dhulharo village.56 But Goind Kumpavat
lives there." [Someone] said, "If [you] kill Goind, the horses
would come to hand." Then Siho said, "[We] must bring the
horses" (Khydt, 3:123).

Siho and his men then set out for Dhau]haro village. They killed Goind
Kumpavat there (according to this version) and took away two hundred of the
Kumpavats' horses.

53 Bhadrajun village: located forty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur.

54 Khairvo village: located fifty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

55 The identification and location of this village are obscure.

56 Dhaulharo or Dhavalairo village: located eighteen miles west-northwest of Sojhat.
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"Tejsi Kumpavat n Bat," f. 65, states that Siho Sindha] was filled with
remorse after Goind Kumpavat was killed. Goind's death brought back
memories of a costly vair with the Campavat Rathors, in the settlement of which
Siho's father, Bhando, had been involved. Some days after the Sindhal attack on
Dhau|haro village, Siho rode to Mahes Kumpavat's village near Sojhat. He put
his weapons aside when he arrived and seated himself before Mahes's doorway,
saying:

Feed me khic.51 This deed was committed by me (ibid.).

A Caran named Sandu Ramo Dharamslyot, to whom Mahes's brother, Prithlraj
Kumpavat, had given the village of Rama rl Vasnl in sdmsan, was present at this
time. Caran Ramo greeted Siho Sindhal and went to inform Mahes of his
arrival.

Mahes was at a loss about what to do. He asked Ramo for his advice.
Ramo said he should have khic prepared and given to Siho with the formalities
appropriate for such an occasion. He also suggested that Mahes could end the
vair in the same manner the Campavats had settled hostilities earlier with the
Sindhajs. At that time, Siho's father, Bhando, had cut off one of his fingers as an
offering to equalize the loss between the two brotherhoods. Mahes did not have
Siho fed khic, but he agreed with the other part of Caran Ramo's proposal.
When Ramo approached Siho, however, Siho took offense and left Mahes's
village in anger.

Mandan later learned of these events and reproached his brother, Mahes,
saying:

Mahes did a stupid thing (bhundo kdm kiyo). If Siho had come,
then [Mahes] should have fed [him] khic. Mahes did
[something] unprincipled [and destructive] (buro kiyo) (ibid.).

Siho Sindha| was a powerful local Rajput. Hostilities with him could only prove
costly for the Kumpavats.

Both Mandan and Siho were military servants of the Rano of Citor
during this period. They came together by chance during a feast at the Rano's
court. While Siho sat picking at his food (he could not eat for fear of Mandan),
Mandan came and stood in a mock confrontation before Siho's shoes, which Siho
had placed in the entryway to the hall. The Sindhajs saw Mandan's actions and
exclaimed:

57 Khic, a simple preparation of boiled wheat or millet and pulses (see Glossary to
Volume I), is a very ordinary subsistence food. Sakariya, editor of the Khyat, glosses
this passage (n. 7) as meaning, "Please punish [me]." Siho was seeking a means by
which the Kumpavats could take something from Mm to equalize their loss. He offered
Ms honor/reputation. He would be lowering Mmself to eat khic wMch they served.
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"Bravo! Oh, Siho! Your fate [stands there]; has Mandan
himself begun preparations for battle?" Then Siho spoke,
"Mandan will kill me. This act was a warning" (ibid., 1:124).

Siho left the vds ("residence, dwelling") of the Rano shortly thereafter
and proceeded to Jajor, where he entered the service of the Muslim ruler.
Mandan perceived, "Now Siho is gone." And he also left the Rano's vds and
returned to Marvar. There he began collecting a sdth. He went to the home of
Rathor Kalo Vidavat. He released his dagger, saying:

"Kalo! You [are] Vldo's son. If you would have [me] tie [this]
dagger on [you], then I would tie [it on]." Then [with] as many
of his sdth as were [present], with that many Kalo mounted and
joined [Mandan] (ibid.).

Mandan proceeded to the village of Devro Cahuvan Udaisi. Udaisi was
a sirdar with many sdth, all good Rajputs (bhald bhald rajput). But Udaisi had
married at the homes of both Mandan and Siho SihdhaL He was in a difficult
position, having alliances with both brotherhoods. The Khydt of Nainsi, 3:124,
states that Mandan's daughter was first wife and, therefore, favored in her
marriage (suhdgan), while Siho's daughter was second wife and less favored
(duhdgan). Mandan sent a Caran to Udaisfs home with a message for his
daughter. "Entreat Udaisi [on our behalf]." Mandan intended that Udaisi look
the other way. It was not his vair to settle with the Sindhajs.

Mandan afterwards went off with his sdth to lie in wait, and he
ambushed Siho, killing him along with a number of his Rajputs. He then left
with his men, fearful of what Devro Udaisi would do when he learned of Siho's
death. Udaisi soon received word of the battle and grew angry. He cried out
against Mandan:

"Fuck Mandan's mother! (Md jdrum MdndanrTl) [Mandan]
killed Siho [in] our valley?" Then Mandan's daughter grasped
hold of the edge of Udaisl's shirt and said, "What must you do
[now]? Do you go to take revenge? [Do not forget that you
married at my father's home and that my father] has placed curds
(daht) [on] your forehead" (ibid., 3:127).

Udaisi would not be mollified. He cried out angrily that Mandan had made him
an unworthy Rajput (kurajput).

Udaisfs Rajputs now gathered in the male apartment of his home (kotri)
and waited, armed and ready, for him to come and lead them. Siho Slndha]'s
daughter then appeared before them. She exclaimed:

Hey, unworthy Rajputs! . . . Mandan's daughter has prevented
[Udaisi from coming to lead you]. Is there no one born of a
RajputanI among you, [who is] protector of the shame of this
fort (in kofrfldjro rakhvdlo) (ibid.)?
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This RajputanFs words inflamed the Devros. One hundred and sixty armored
men (jand bagatriyd) then moved out from the village, riding double on
horseback. When they reached Mandan's camp, they dismounted in a group and
attacked Mandan and his men on foot, knocking down their shields and killing
all the sdth. Kalo Vldavat died fighting along with fifty of his Rajputs. Khydt,
3:128, records that he was only fifteen years old. Mandan himself was badly
wounded.

According to Khydt {ibid.), Rav Candrasen Maldevot of Jodhpur
emerged from his exile in the hills of Gughrot at this time and came to the
Kumpavats' aid. He led his Rajputs in an attack against the Devros, killing all of
the sdth. "There was such a battle (isro mdmlo huvo)" The Rav's men also
fought with the Sihdhals and inflicted a severe defeat on them. And Mandan
was carried from the field and his wounds were bound.58

Mandan joined Rav Candrasen during the final years of his exile from
Jodhpur following the settlement of this vair, and he remained with the Rav until
the Rav's death in 1581. Mandan then returned to Mevar where he served under
Slsodlyo Rano Pratapsingh Udaisinghot for a short period. Then in 1582-83 he
left Mevar for north India to join Rav Candrasen's elder uterine brother,
Udaisingh Maldevot (Moto Raja of Jodhpur, 1583-95), at Samavali (near
Gwalior). Udaisingh was a Mughal mansabddr holding Samavali in jdgir from
Emperor Akbar.

When Udaisingh Maldevot succeeded to the throne of Jodhpur in 1583,
Mandan acompanied him back to Marvar. He continued to serve under the Moto
Raja until his death in 1594. BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:97, states that he died in
Lahore, while Asop kd Itihds, p. 54, notes that he was killed during operations
against the Mahevco Rathors of western Marvar who refused to submit to the
authority of the Jodhpur ruler.59

58 T h e dating of the sett lement of this vair in the mid-1570s is conjectural. T h e
different sources indicate that Mandan and Ms two brothers, Prithiraj and Manes , were
all present in Marvar in this period and that they all took part in the fighting against the
Sihdhals. One of the sources places the start of the vair in Khairvo vil lage ("Bat
Mandan Kumpava t rl ," f. 69). This village was granted to Mahes in 1572, when R a v
Kalo Ramot received Sojhat in jdgir from Akbar. Mahes was then killed in batt le in the
area of Sojhat in 1576, but Ms brother, Prithiraj, died in 1574-75. T h e events must have
taken place between 1572-74.

T h e Khydt of NainsI, 2:188-189, also records that Jeso Bha t I Gopaldas Meravat
was with Mandan Kumpavat when he attacked and killed Siho Smdhal and that Bhat I
Gopaldas died in this batt le. Bha t I Gopaldas received a village inpato from Moto Raja
Udais ingh Maldevot (1583-95) in 1583. TMs date adds confusion to attempts at
chronology. In addition, Bdnkidds, p . 53 , writes that Slho Smdhal was kil led in 1570.
TMs date appears incorrect given other information available about Mandan 's and Ms
brothers ' whereabouts in this period but adds to the uncertainty about chronology.

59 Alternatively, Sivnathsimh, Kumpavat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, p . 172, states that M o t o
Raja Udais ingh sent Mandan against Raval Viram of Jasol. Fol lowing Ms victory there,
h e proceeded toward Sojhat, where he met Mughal troops of Pr ince Salmi (Jahanglr).
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Mandan held the village of Asop and surrounding lands in jagir directly
from the Mughal Emperor Akbar during this period. This award may relate to
services Mandan rendered while he held Jhunjhanum in jagir some years earlier.
Local texts are also unclear how long Mandan held Asop separately from
Jodhpur while he served under the Mo to Raja. Ramkaran Asopa writes:

In one old khydt, a description of the giving of the kingdom of
Jodhpur is written in this manner: "The Emperor, Sri Akbar,
gave the tlko [of succession] and Jodhpur to Raja Udaisinghjl;
[he] gave [Jodhpur] in the month jait (April/May) of 1583. He
sequestered [these lands] from the Saiyyids Hasam and Kasam.
Jodhpur came [with] a sirpdv, horses, [and a] mansab of 1,500
zdt, 700 suwdr. [It came] in 12 subdivisions (taphos) . . .
Among these [the Emperor] gave BHaro [tapho] to [Jaitavat
Rathor] Rav Vagh Prithlrajot. [And] Asop was given to
MandanjI" (Asop kd Itihds, p. 53).

Vigat, 1:77, confirms this record. It states:

[The Emperor] gave Jodhpur [to Raja Udaisingh] in April/May
of 1583. At this time, 2 taphos were [administratively] outside
[of Jodhpur Pargano]. Asop tapho was [given] directly to
Rathor [Mandan]60 Kumpavat. Bilaro to Rathor Vagh
Prithlrajot; 2 taphos separate . . .

Elsewhere, "Aitihasik Batam," p. 91, records that:

The 1 tapho of Asop had been [given] to Rathor
Mandan Kumpavat, so [in] 1585 the tapho of Asop became [the
Moto Raja's].

This entry seems to indicate that while Mandan held Asop in jagir from Akbar
during the first years after Raja Udaisingh's accession, this order changed in
1585 when Asop was included within the pargano of Jodhpur and made part of
the Moto Raja's jdglr. Mandan may then have received Asop from the Moto
Raja in pato while he continued to serve under him. It is also possible that he
continued to hold Asop directly from Akbar.61

Fighting broke out with these troops, during which he is said to have been mortally
wounded. This text gives the date of January 27, 1594 for Mandan's death.

60 Vigat lists the name incorrectly as "Bhan Kumpavat,11 not Mandan Kumpavat ,
probably a scribal error.

61 Sivnathsimh, Kumpavat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, p . 171, gives the date of March 11 ,
1586 (Caitrddi) = February 28, 1587 (Srdvanddi) for Mandan's receipt of Asop (and 11
other villages) in jdgir directly from the Emperor . This date cannot b e verified from
other m o r e contemporary sources and appears to be late. These villages are said to
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An inscription on a cenotaph built near the temple of Mahadev in
Dhanerl village records the date of Mandan's death along with the names of the
three wives who became satis:

Memorial (devlf2) [dated] January 27, 1594 - Raj Sri MandanjI
Kumpavat Rathaur, Mahasatl Damma BhatiyanI, Mahasatl
Kinka Cahuvan, Mahasatl Jasoda Slsodnl.

Mandan had eleven wives, nine sons, and two daughters. His son, Khimvo
Mandanot (9-1), succeeded him to the rule of Asop.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 53-54, 91; Asop kd Itihds, pp. 48-56;
Bdnkidds, p. 53; "Bat Rathor Tejsi Kumpavat rl," ff, 65-66;
"Bat Mandan Kumpavat rl," ff. 66-70; BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:97;
Khydt, 2:172, 181, 184, 187-189, 3:123-128, 274; Sivnalhsimh,
Kumpavat Rathaurom kd Itihds, pp. 161-175; Vigat, 1:77.

(no. 100) Kanhasingh Khimvavat (10-1)
(no. 101) Rajsingh Khimvavat (10-2)

Kanhasingh Khimvavat and his younger brother, Rajsingh Khimvavat,
were sons of Khimvo Mandanot (9-1), born of his first wife, Devrl KoramdevI,
daughter of Devro Jaimal Harrajot, and grandsons of Mandan Kumpavat (8-4)
(no. 99). Both achieved prominence in Marvar as important thdkurs, and under
Rajsingh, Asop village returned to this family. It now became the homeland
(utan) of the Kumpavat Rathors following Mandan Kumpavat's establishment of
his rule there. These Kumpavats continued the strong tradition of Kumpavat
service to the Jodhpur throne which had begun with their ancestor, Kumpo
Mahirajot (7-1) (no. 95).

KJiimvo Mandanot (9-1)

Kanhasingh and Rajsingh's father, Khimvo Mandanot, was born in 1549-
50. He remained behind in Marvar while his father, Mandan Kumpavat, traveled
first to Mevar and then to north India to join Udaisingh Maldevot at Samavali
(near Gwalior) in 1581-82. Khimvo took service under Rav Candrasen
Maldevot's son, Rav Raysingh Candrasenot, who had received Sojhat in jdglr
from Emperor Akbar in 1581. BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:97, states that he received
Idvo village63 of Merto from Rav Raysingh for his vast. Khimvo was at Sojhat

have been given in reward for Mandan's valorous performance against rebels in the East
against whom he was sent 1586-1587. The other villages included in this grant were:
Barm Ban, BarnlKhurad, Chaplo, Dapnl, Hingoll, Kubharo, Kukardo, Loharl, Narasnl,
Pelrl, RajlanI, Rarod, Radsar, Rampuro, and Surpuro.

62 Devil: a memorial (image/effigy) to a satl.

63 Idvo village: located eighteen miles northeast of Merto.
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when Rav Raysingh was killed in battle in Sirohi in October of 1583,64 and he
and Rathor Askaran Devldasot, a son of Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65), were among
the Rajputs of Rav Raysingh's vast who were sent from Sojhat to Jodhpur after
Rav Raysingh's death. Moto Raja Udaisingh retained these Rajputs in his own
service, and he posted Khlmvo to the garrison at Sojhat.

Khlmvo held the village of Dhanlo65 in pafo from the Moto Raja while
he was stationed at Sojhat. Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 183, records that the Moto Raja
drove Khlmvo from this village, however, and gave it to Khlmvo's brother,
Prayagdas Mandanot (9-2). The date of this occurrence is not recorded, but the
sequence in which the text lists this event indicates that the village was
sequestered ca. 1584. Asop kd Itihds, p. 56, states that Khlmvo then succeeded
his father, Mandan, to Asop village in 1593-94. Seventeenth century sources
available do not confirm that Asop village was granted to KhTmvo in pafo, and
the dating is also problematic. The Moto Raja's actions against Khlmvo at
Dhanlo village also indicate some uncertainty about Khlmvo's position.

It is known, however, that Khlmvo continued in the service of Jodhpur
under the Moto Raja's successor, Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot (1595-1619). He
spent much of his time between the years 1595-1608 on military tour with the
Raja in the Deccan. Khlmvo and several other of Raja Surajsingh's Rajputs
distinguished themselves at the battle of Bid city (near Ahmadnagar) in 1599-
1600 by capturing the red and white flag of Ahmadnagar. Raja Surajsingh
adopted these colors as his own, and in reward for Khlmvo's valor in this battle,
he granted Khlmvo the pafo of Idvo village which he had held before while
serving under Rathor Rav Raysingh Candrasenot.

Sources differ regarding details of Khlmvo's death. Asop kd Itihds, p.
57, states that Khlmvo was killed in 1608-09 during an outbreak of hostilities
with Hado Rajputs in Bundl, southern Rajasthan. Sivnathsimh, Kumpdvat
Rdfhaurom kd Itihds, p. 184, asserts that he was killed in November or
December of 1611 during a battle near Bhadrajun village.66 The fighting near
Bhadrajun is said to have taken place against Rajputs of Slsodlyo Rano
Amarsirigh Pratapsinghot (1597-1620) who had raided into Marvar after an
Imperial caravan. Alternatively, BhatI, Sarveksan 3:97, records that Khlmvo
died at Burhanpur in the Deccan in 1617-18.

Khlmvo had four wives and from six to nine sons.

Asop kd Itihds, pp. 56-58; BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:97; Sivnathsimh,
Kumpdvat Rdfhaurom kd Itihds, pp. 177-185; Murdrddn, no.
2, pp. 182-183; Vigat, 1:89, 105.

64 Sivnathsimh, Kumplvat Rdfhaurom kd Itihds, p. 177, states that Khimvo Mandanot
was present in Sirohi with Rav Raysingh. This assertion appears to be incorrect.

65 Dhan lo village: located twenty-seven miles due south of Sojhat.

66 Bhadrajun village: located forty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur.
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(no. 100) Kanhasingh Khnpvavat (10-1)

Kanhasingh Khlmvavat (also known as Kisansingh Khlmvavat) was a
sister's son (bhdnej) of the Devros. He was born on November 7, 1583. Little is
known about his early life. He appears to have entered the service of Jodhpur as
a young man and become a military servant of Jodho Rathor Gajsingh
Surajsinghot, under whom he served while Gajsingh was a kumvar and later
when Gajsingh succeeded to the Jodhpur throne as rdjd in 1619.

Kanhasingh was with Kumvar Gajsingh in 1614-15 during Mughal
operations in Mevar against Slsodlyo Rano Amarsirigh Pratapsinghot (1597-
1620). Emperor Jahangir had placed Prince Khurram in charge of these
operations, and the Prince established outposts at a number of different locations
throughout Mevar. He appointed Jodhpur Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot (1595-
1619) to the thdno of Sadrl in Godhvar.67 It was here that Kanhasingh was
stationed, and he is said quickly to have earned a reputation for courage and
resourcefulness. Kanhasingh went on to attain considerable prominence in
Marvar as a warrior and as an administrator.

Both Asop kd Itihds, p. 58, and Sivnathsimh, Kumpdvat Rdthaurom kd
Itihds, p. 185, assert that Kanhasingh succeeded to Asop village when his father,
Khimvo, died. Seventeenth century sources available do not confirm this
assertion, and it is unclear if Kanhasingh ever received this village in pato.
Sivnathsimh, Kumpdvat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, p. 193, also states that Jodhpur
Raja Surajsingh sequestered Asop from Kanhasingh because Kanhasingh took
part with Jodho Rathor Rav Kisansingh Udaisinghot of Kisangadh in the actions
that resulted in the death of Raja Surajsingh's pradhdn, Jeso BhatI Goyanddas
Manavat, at Ajmer in 1615. Rathor Kisansingh was a son of Moto Raja
Udaisingh Maldevot (1583-95) and half-brother to Raja Surajsingh. He appears
to have nursed several grievances against BhatI Goyanddas. Goyanddas had
driven him from Marvar in 1600-01 following a series of disputes over land
holdings. He nevertheless remained involved in affairs in Marvar, and when
BhatI Goyanddas killed a paternal cousin of his in 1613 he sought to avenge his
death against the pradhdn. He and his Rajputs attacked BhatI Goyanddas's camp
at Ajmer on May 26, 1615 and murdered him to settle the vair. The above
source states that when Raja Surajsingh took Asop from Kanhasingh,
Kanhasingh left Marvar for Rathor Kisansingh's kingdom of Kisangadh and
returned to Marvar only in 1619 when Gajsingh succeeded to the Jodhpur throne.

There are a number of problems with the account in Sivnathsimh,
Kumpdvat Rdthaurom kd Itihds. As noted above, it seems doubtful that
Kanhasingh ever held Asop in pato. Khydt, 2:155, records that Jeso BhatI
Goyanddas received Asop in 1606-07 and held it along with Lavero68 and other
villages while he served as pradhdn of Jodhpur under Raja Surajsingh. Asop

67 Sadri village: located fifteen miles south of Nadul.

68 Lavero village: located thirty-four miles north-northeast of Jodhpur.
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remained in Bhati Goyanddas's pato until his death in 1615, and on his death, it
passed to his two sons, Ramsingh and Prithiraj. It appears that one reason
Kanhasingh may have joined Rav Kisansingh in the hostilities at Ajmer was
because Goyanddas held possession of Asop. This village did not return to
Kanhasingh's family until 1619, when Raja Gajsingh took it from Jeso Bhatls
Ramsingh and Prithiraj Goyanddasot and awarded it to Kanhasingh's younger
brother, Rajsingh Khimvavat (see infra).

Kanhasingh may also have joined with Rav Kisansingh to help settle the
vair between the Jodho Rathors and the Jeso Bhatls which emerged when Jeso
Bhati Goyanddas killed Jodho Rathor Gopaldas Bhagvandasot. Rathor Gopaldas
was a son of Rav Kisansingh's brother, Bhagvandas Udaisinghot.69 He had been
in the sdth of his paternal relation, Jodho Rathor Narsinghdas Kalyandasot,70

who had held Bhaundo village71 of Nagaur as a cdkar of Slsodlyo Rano Sagar
Udaisinghot. Rano Sagar had taken this village from Narsinghdas in 1612-13
and given it to another of his cdkars, Jeso Bhati Surtan Manavat, who took
service under him that year. Bhati Surtan was a brother of Bhati Goyanddas
Manavat. Bhati Surtan took possession of Bhaundo in December of 1612, but
hostilities broke out some months later in May of 1613, when Rathor
Narsinghdas and his sdth returned to Bhaundo and challenged Bhati Surtan's
rights to possession of the village. Bhati Surtan emerged from the small fort at
Bhaundo to meet them, and during the pitched battle before the village which
followed, Rathor Narsinghdas and Bhati Surtan were both killed. Rathor
Gopaldas Bhagvandasot was wounded but managed to flee along with others of
Narsingdas's sdth, including Narsinghdas's brothers, Isardas and Madhodas
Kalyandasot. When Bhati Goyanddas learned what had happened, he rode from
Jodhpur to avenge Surtan's death. Isardas and Madhodas Kalyandasot managed

The relationships among the Jodho Rathors listed here is as follows:

Rav Malde Gangavat
I

Moto Raja Udaisingh Malde vot Raymal Malde vot
I I

I I i
Rav Kisansingh Udaisinghot Bhagvandas Udaisinghot Kalyandas

I Raymalot
I I

Gopaldas Bhagvandasot Narsinghdas
Kalyandasot

70 See supra, "Jodho Rathors," Isardas Kalyandasot (no. 88), for more information about
Narsinghdas Kalyandasot.

71 Bhaundo village: located fifty-three miles north-northeast of Jodhpur and twenty-five
miles southwest of Nagaur.
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to escape. But Bhati Goyanddas caught up with Gopaldas at the village of
Kankarkhl72 near Merto and killed him there to settle the vair.

Gopaldas Bhagvandasot's paternal uncle, Rav Kisansingh Udaisinghot,
sought to avenge his death in turn. Angered that his brother, Raja Surajsingh of
Jodhpur, would take no action against his pradhdn, Rav Kisansingh made a
precipitous attack on Bhati Goyanddas's camp at Ajmer and killed him on the
night of May 26, 1615 while he was with Raja Surajsingh in attendance upon
Emperor Jahangir.

Local sources including Khydt, 2:155, Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 255-258,
and Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, pp. 130, 145, 150-152, assert that the Emperor
himself was involved in Bhati Goyanddas's murder. The latter two sources
openly state that Rav Kisansingh complained before the Emperor about Rathor
Gopaldas's death and that the Emperor then ordered him to kill Bhati Goyanddas.
That Emperor Jahangir ordered Kisansingh to kill Bhati Goyanddas is
questionable, the best contemporary source for what happened being the
Emperor's own writing:

On the night of Friday, the 15th, a strange affair
occurred. By chance on that night I was at Pushkar. To be brief,
Kishan, own brother to Raja Suraj Singh, was in great
perturbation through Gobind Das, the Vakil of the said Raja
having some time ago killed his nephew, a youth of the name of
Gopal Das. . . Kishan Singh expected that, as Gopal Das was
also the nephew of the Raja (Suraj Singh), the latter would kill
Gobind Das. But the Raja, on account of the experience and
ability of Gobind Das, relinquished the idea of seeking revenge
for his nephew's death. When Kishan saw this neglect on the
part of the Raja, he resolved to take revenge for his nephew, and
not allow his blood to pass away unnoticed. For a long time he
kept this matter in his mind, until on that night he assembled his
brothers, friends, and servants, and told them that he would go
that night to take Gobind Das's life, whatever might happen, and
that he did not care what injury might happen to the Raja. The
Raja was ignorant of what was happening, and when it was near
dawn Kishan came with Karan [Ugrasenot], his brother's son,
and other companions. When he arrived at the gate of the Raja's
dwelling he sent some of the experienced men on foot to the
house of Gobind Das, which was near the Raja's. He himself
(Kishan) was on horseback, and stationed himself near the gate.
The men on foot entered Gobind Das's house, and killed some of
those who were there on guard. Whilst this fight was going on
Gobind Das awoke, and seizing his sword in a state of
bewilderment was comng out from one side of the house to join
the outside watchmen. When the men on foot had finished
killing some of the people, they came out of the tent to

72 Kankarkhl village: located nine miles south-southwest of Merto.
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endeavour to find out Gobind Das, and, meeting him, they
finished his affair (killed him). Before the news of the killing of
Gobind Das reached Kishan, he, unable to bear it any more,
dismounted and came inside the dwelling. Although his men
protested in a disturbed state that it was not right to be on foot,
he would in no way listen to them. If he had remained a little
longer and the news of his enemy having been killed had
reached him, it is possible that he would have escaped safe and
sound, mounted as he was. As the pen of destiny had gone forth
after another fashion, as soon as he alighted and went in, the
Raja, who was in his mahall (female apartment) awoke at the
uproar among the people, and stood at the gate of his house with
his sword drawn. People from all sides were aroused and came
in against the men who were on foot. They saw what the
number of men on foot was, and came out in great numbers and
faced Kishan Singh's men, who were about ten in number. In
short, Kishan Singh and his nephew Karan, when they reached
the Raja's house, were attacked by these men and both of them
killed. Kishan Singh had seven and Karan nine wounds.
Altogether in this fight 66 men on the two sides were killed, on
the Raja's side 30 and on Kishan Singh's 36. When the sun rose
and illumined the world with its light, this business was
revealed, and the Raja saw that his brother, his nephew, and
some of his servants, whom he considered dearer than himself,
were killed, and the whole of the rest had dispersed to their own
places. The news reached me in Pushkar, and I ordered them to
burn those who were killed, according to their rites, and inform
me of the true circumstances of the affair. In the end it became
clear that the affair had happened in the manner in which it has
been written here, and that no further enquiry was necessary
(Jahanglr, 1:291-293).

BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:98, states that Kanhasirigh became an Imperial
servant in 1620-21 and that he did service in the Deccan and at Burhanpur. He is
said to have received the village of Plpavar,73 where he stationed his rdvlo. This
information is difficult to reconcile with other information known about
Kanhasirigh, unless it is assumed that he served under Raja Gajsirigh at this time.
Kanhasirigh did become an important military servant under Raja Gajsirigh.
Asop kd Itihds, p. 58, mentions that Raja Gajsirigh granted several villages to
Kanhasirigh in pato in reward for his military services in the Deccan. These
villages included Barlu, Ratkurfyo and Kharlyo of Jodhpur Pargano, Pimpar
subdivision (tapho), and the village of Nahadhsaro of Asop tapho.74

73 Vigat does not list a vi l lage by this n a m e for any of the parganos of Marvar . Perhaps
P impar is meant . P impar is located thirty-three miles east-northeast of Jodhpur.

74 These vil lages are located as follows:
B a r l t i : twenty mi les nor th of P impar town.
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Kanhasingh was placed in charge of the internal affairs of Marvar during
the early 1620s and worked with the assistance of PancolT Raghodas, a kdmddr
of Raja Gajsingh. He also took part in the transfer of Merto Pargano from Prince
Parvlz to Raja Gajsingh when the Prince granted Merto to him in jdglr. This
transfer took place on August 8, 1623, and both Kanhasingh and Bhandarl Luno
(no. 156), the pradhdn of Jodhpur, proceeded to Merto to present the orders
from Prince Parvlz to Abu Kabo (Abu Muhammad Kambu), the amin, and to see
that the transfer was made in an orderly fashion.

Asop kd Itihas, p. 59, notes that Raja Gajsingh sent a force under
Kanhasingh to confront Rajputs of Slsodlyo Rano Karansingh Amarsinghot of
Mevar (1620-28) who were raiding and looting villages in Marvar in the area of
Nadul75 in Godhvar. Kanhasingh achieved a significant victory here, but this
text states that as a result of this victory, Kanhasingh "became very arrogant and
stopped reporting for service." The Raja then sequestered his pato of Asop
village and granted it to his younger brother, Rajsingh (see infra). The validity
of this information regarding Asop is in doubt, as noted above.

Some uncertainty also surrounds the date and circumstances of
Kanhasingh's death. Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 221, records that he was killed in
battle in 1624 during the conflict at Damdama on the confluence of the Tons and
the Ganges Rivers (near Allahabad). It was here that Imperial troops under
Mahabat Khan fought with Prince Khurram (Shah Jahan), then in rebellion from
his father, Emperor Jahangir. Raja Gajsingh was present with the Imperial
troops at this battle.

Vigat, 1:114, and Jodhpur Rdjya kl Khydt, p. 186, indicate that
Kanhasingh was killed near Balundo village76 of Jaitaran during an outbreak of
hostilities with Abu Kabo and his men. Dates given for this occurrence range
from 1621-22 in the Vigat, which seems clearly wrong, to 1622-23 in Jodhpur
Rdjya kiKhydt. Asop kd Itihds, p. 59, notes alternatively that a history of Asop
Thikano asserts Kanhasingh was killed during a battle with an army from
Udaipur (no date given), while Bhati, Sarveksan, 3:98, records that he died at
Burhanpur in the Deccan and offers yet another date of 1630-31 for his death.

Kanhasingh had five wives and seven sons.

Asop kd Itihds, pp. 58-60; Bhati, Sarveksan, 3:98; Mahdrdj Sri
Gajsinghji kl Khydt, MS no. 15666, Rajasthan Pracyavidya
Pratisthan, Jodhpur, pp. 23-24; Jahangir, 1:291-293; Jodhpur
Rdjya ki Khydt, pp. 130, 145, 150-152, 186; Khydt, 2:155-156;
Sivnathsimh, Kumpdvat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, pp. 185, 192-

R a t k u n y o : twelve miles north-northeast of Pimpar .
Khariyo: six miles east-southeast of Pimpar.
Nahadhsaro: eight miles due south of Asop.

75 Nadu l vilage: located sixty-seven miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

76 Ba lundo vil lage: located fifty-five miles east of Jodhpur and eight miles nor th of
Jaitaran.
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196; Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 221, 255-258; Ojha, 4:1:379-382;
Vigat, 1:108, 113-114,2:75.

(no. 101) Rajsingh Khimvavat (10-2)

Following Kumpo Mahirajot (7-1) (no. 95) and Mandan Kumpavat (8-4)
(no. 99), Rajsingh Khimvavat was perhaps the most illustrious of the Kumpavat
Rathors of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. He held varying positions of
influence in Marvar from personal retainer to Kumvar Gajsingh Surajsinghot
(Raja of Jodhpur, 1619-38) to pradhdn of Jodhpur. He served d&pradhdn under
both Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot and his son and successor, Raja Jasvantsingh
Gajsinghot (1638-78) from 1624-25 until his death in 1640. While a servant of
Jodhpur, he was also a Mughal mansabddr holding the village of Asop in pato
from the Jodhpur ruler and in jdgir from the Mughal Emperor. His life was as
much involved with the affairs of Marvar as with the Mughal court, and he
performed the role of diplomat on numerous occasions.

Rajsingh was born on either April 11, 1586 (Caitrddi) or March 31,
1587 (Srdvanddi). He initially served in the Deccan with his father, Khimvo
Mandanot, then returned to Marvar in 1606-07 and, at the order of Raja
Surajsingh, was taken into Kumvar Gajsingh's service as one of his personal
retainers. He received the village of Bahlo77 from the kumvar this same year.
Vigat, 1:101, also notes that he accompanied Kumvar Gajsingh from Plsangan
village78 to Marvar in 1614-15, when Raja Surajsingh was posted to the Deccan
under orders from Emperor Jahanglr.

Sivnathsimh, Kumpavat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, p. 214, indicates that
Rajsingh was with Raja Surajsingh when the Raja traveled to the Deccan in
1615. The Raja received leave on June 5 of that year to return to Jodhpur and,
pleased with Rajsingh's attendance upon him, awarded him the village of Idvo of
Merto79 which his father, Khimvo, had held before him. Emperor Jahanglr
granted Jalor Pargano to Kumvar Gajsingh mjdgir in 1616-17, and ordered him
to take authority there from the Blharl Pathans. Rajsingh accompanied the
kumvar on this campaign. They successfully took control of Jalor fort, but they
had to repeat this feat three years later in 1619 following the Pathans reassertion
of their rule.

Raja Surajsingh of Jodhpur died in September of 1619 at the thdno of
Mehkar in the Deccan. Upon Gajsingh Surajsinghot's succession to the throne as
rdjd at Burhanpur on October 5, 1619, he placed Rajsingh in charge of the fort at
Jodhpur and awarded him with the pato of Asop village. Sivnathsimh,
Kumpavat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, p. 217, states that Rajsingh received Asop in

77 Bah lo vil lage: located thir ty- two miles east-southeast of Jodhpur.

78 P l sangan vil lage: located fifteen mi les west-southwest of Ajmer.

79 Idvo village: located eighteen miles northeast of Merto.
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reward for his earlier services during the Jalor campaign.80 Asop was taken from
Jeso Bhatls Ramsingh and Prithlraj Goyanddasot at this time. Rajsingh was later
with Raja Gajsingh and Prince Khurram in the Deccan in 1621-22. He again
displayed great courage and resourcefulness and was rewarded with the
additional pato of Rarod village.81 Rarod was taken from Jeso BhatI Venldas
Goyanddasot, a brother of Ramsingh and Prithlraj.

In 1619-20, not long after Raja Gajsingh's succession to the Jodhpur
throne, military retainers of his seized the mal and ghdsmdri revenues of Merto
from Prince Khurram's officers there under Abu Kabo (Abu Muhammad
Kambu), the amln. Rajsingh spent several weeks in negotiations with Abu Kabo
over this seizure. He finally agreed to a cash settlement of rs. 50,000 and he
stationed Mumhato Velo (no. 160) at Merto to look after the Raja's interests.
Hostilities broke out soon after between Mumhato Velo's and Abu Kabo's
servants. Mumhato Velo then asked Abu Kabo for a written release from all
obligations, and the amln had a deed of discharge made and brought it to Velo at
Merto.

A final settlement about Merto was delayed for several years. Following
Prince Khurram's rebellion in 1623, Prince Parvlz was appointed suheddr of
Ajmer (including Merto), and negotiations began with him over the transfer of
Merto Pargano to Raja Gajsingh. Rajsingh played an important role in
petitioning Prince Parvlz through Navab Mahabat Khan for this transfer. The
Prince eventually agreed to the transfer, and he had the certificate of appointment
(tdllko) written and given to Raja Gajsingh. Rajsingh's brother, Kanhasingh
Khlmvavat, and Bhandarl Luno (no. 156) brought the tdllko to Merto.
Hostilities broke out with Prince Parvlz's men there, but Raja Gajsingh was able
to assume full authority on August 8, 1623.

Rajsingh continued to play a diplomatic role in the affairs of Marvar
throughout his life. Merto had not been written into the dargdhl mansah of Raja
Gajsingh at the time of the original transfer to him in 1623. It had only been
granted to the Raja in jdgfr. After Rajsingh became the new pradhdn of Jodhpur
upon the death of Bhandarl Luno in 1624, he proceeded to Lahore with Fidal
Khan to petition the Emperor himself to have Merto written officially into Raja
Gajsingh's Imperial mansab. Rajsingh accomplished this task and returned to
Marvar in 1625-26.

80 Asop kd Itihas, p. 59, states that Rajsingh received Asop village in pato after it was
sequestered from his brother, Kanhasingh, shortly before Kanhasingh's death. This
information appears to be incorrect (see supra, Kanhasingh Khlmvavat). Khydt, 2:157,
states very clearly that Rajsingh received Asop village in 1619-20, when it was taken
from Jeso BhatI Ramsingh and his brother, Prithlraj. Their father, Jeso BhatI
Goyanddas Manavat, had received Asop in 1606-07 in pato from Jodhpur Raja
Surajsingh (1595-1619) while he was pradhdn of Jodhpur. He held Asop under his
death in 1615, at which time this village was granted to his two sons, Ramsingh and
Prithlraj.

81 Rarod village: located forty-four miles northeast of Jodhpur and six miles west of
Asop.
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Rajsingh performed other military service for Raja Gajsingh. He
accompanied Kumvar Amarsingh Gajsinghot and an Imperial force sent against
Mahabat Khan, who had rebelled against Emperor Jahanglr and fled the Imperial
camp while enroute from Lahore to north India in 1626-27. Mahabat Khan took
refuge in the hills of Mevar, and then made contact with Prince Khurram in the
Deccan. Rajsingh was again in Jodhpur with Raja Gajsingh at the time of
Jahangir's death in October of 1627.

Emperor Shah Jahan appointed Rajsingh pradhdn of Jodhpur following
Raja Gajsingh's death in early May of 1638. The Emperor made this
appointment while Rajsingh was at Agra in attendance upon the Emperor and
Raja Gaj singh's eleven year old son, Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot. The Emperor
himself placed the tiko on Jasvantsingh's forehead, confirming his succession to
the Jodhpur throne on May 29, 1638. Shah Jahan paid specific recognition to
Rajsingh at this time for his services to the throne. On August 16, 163882 the
Emperor gave him a sirpdv of one lakh rupees and granted Asop village to him
mjdgir along with the mansah rank of 1,000 zdt, 400 suwdr.83 Rajsingh also
received apap from the Raja worth a lakh.

Rajsingh was much involved with the affairs of Marvar at the Mughal
court during the next several years. Much of his effort there related to settling
Raja Gaj singh's accounts with the Imperial treasury and ensuring that the
different parganos of Marvar were written correctly into Raja Jasvantsingh's
dargdhi mansab. Rajsingh's mansah rank was increased in 1639-40 to 1,000
zdt, 600 suwdr, which he held until his death very shortly after.

Rajsingh died suddenly at Jodhpur on Monday, November 23, 1640.
The manner in which he died, as related in Asop kd Itihds, pp. 62-64, is of
interest and is recorded here in some detail:

It is said that young Raja Jasvantsingh slipped out of the fort of Jodhpur
in disguise on the night of November 22 and went into the city with one of the
kopdh stationed at the fort. It was a hot night, and the Raja entered into one of
the tanks of the city to swim while the kotvdl patrolled the area. The tank in
which the Raja swam was considered to be the dwelling place of evil spirits
(bhut\ and one is said to have entered the Raja's body. When the people of the
city came to the tank at first light to bathe, they found the Raja lying
unconscious and feverish along its edge. They quickly raised the alarm and had
him carried back to the fort.

The Raja's body was placed on a bed at the fort, and those present, who
included all of the high officials of the kingdom, proceeded to bargain with the
spirit possessing Jasvantsirigh's body. The spirit refused to depart. The officials
finally obtained a promise from the spirit that it would leave the Raja's body if
someone of equal stature offered himself in the Raja's stead. Rajsingh

82 Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khyat, p. 263, n. 5 gives this date. Sivnathsimh, Kumpdvat
Rdthaurom kd Itihas, p. 222, records the date July 12, 1638 (Adhika Srdvana), August
11, 1638 (Nija Srdvana).

83 Sivnathsimh, Kumpdvar Rdthaurom kd Itihds, p. 222, has written incorrectly that he
received a mansah of 1000/4000.
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immediately stepped forward. He drank water consecrated with a spell while
circumambulating Raja Jasvantsingh's body, and the spirit then left the Raja's
body and took possession of Rajsingh's, whereupon Rajsingh immediately died.

A cenotaph was built in Rajsingh's memory at the Kaga Bagh in
Jodhpur. Shah Jahan himself offered two pairs of golden urns in Rajsingh's
memory, one of which was placed in the fort of Jodhpur and the other in
Rajsingh's home at Asop. Rajsingh's wife, BhatiyanI Rajkumvar, daughter of
Jaisa|mer BhatI Vardesjl, and three khavds became satis at Jodhpur when his
body was cremated.

According to Sivnathsimh, Kumpavat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, pp. 226-
227, Rajsingh had eight wives, nine sons and three daughters. His son,
Mukandas (Nahar Khan) Rajsinghot by his wife, Sekhavat Kachvahl
Sirekumvar, daughter of Sekhavat Kachvaho Isardas Jalamsinghot, succeeded
him to the rule of Asop.

Asop kd Itihds, pp. 60-70; Athar Ali, Apparatus, pp. 164, 167,
183; Bdnkldds, pp. 29-30; BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:97; Mahdrdj Sri
Gajsinghji kl Khydt, pp. 22-23, 36-37; Sri Mahdrdj Sri
Jasvantsinghji ki Khydt, MS no. 15661, Rajasthan Pracyavidya
Pratisthan, Jodhpur, pp. 183-184; Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, pp.
149-i50, 263; Khydt, 2:154-157; Mundiydr ri Rdthordm fi
Khydt, pp. 133, 136; Ojha, 4:1:382-384, 413-16; Sivnathsimh,
Kumpavat Rdthaurom kd Itihds, pp. 185, 213-227; Vigat,
1:101, 108-111, 124-125, 496, 2:74-75.
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Mahevco Rathors

(no. 102) Hapo Varanghot, Ravaj (9-1)
(no. 103) Meghraj Hapavat, Raval (10-1)

The Mahevco Rathors

The Mahevco Rathors descend from Malojl Salkhavat (Raval Mallinath)
(2-1), a fourteenth century Rathor warrior. Rava] Mallinath is said to have
established Rathor rule at the village of Kher1 in Mahevo,2 western Marvar. He
is a prominent figure in local traditions, much celebrated for his legendary
prowess as a warrior. There is a fair held each year in March at the village of
Tilvaro (near Kher) in his remembrance.

Raval Mallinath's son, Jagmal Malavat (3-1), succeeded him to the rule
of Mahevo and Kher. The area of Mahevo then became divided into four
portions among JagmaTs sons. Mandlik Jagmalot (4-1) succeeded to Mahevo,
the most prominent of these sections. It is from Mandlik that the Mahevco rulers
known by the title of raval descend.

(no. 102) Hapo Varanghot, Rival of Mahevo (9-1)

Raval Hapo Varsinghot of Mahevo and his brother, Ugo Varsinghot (9-
2), became involved in the fortunes of the Jodhpur throne during the period of
Rav Malde Gangavat's rule (1532-62). The Mahevcos had maintained a separate
and independent existence from Jodhpur prior to this time. Then in 1545 Raval
Hapo and his brother, Ugo, joined Rav Malde's warriors in an attack on the
Muslim garrison at the village of Bhangesar.3 Sher Shah Sur had placed an
outpost at this village following his victory at the battle of Samel4 in January of
1544, in the aftermath of which he had occupied Jodhpur and much of eastern
Marvar.

The Mahevco involvement in the fortunes of Jodhpur appears linked to a
series of marriage alliances between the Mahevcos and the Jeso Bhatls of
Marvar, who served under Rav Malde and were some of the most steadfast

1 Kher village: located on the northern side of the Luni River some sixty-two miles
southwest of Jodhpur and five miles due east of Tilvaro, which is situated on the
southern side of the Luni River. Both villages are near the Pacpadro salt pits.

2 Mahevo (modern MallanI): the name of an area of western Marvar and also a village
located sixty-six miles southwest of Jodhpur and five miles south of Kher.

3 Bhangesar village: located sixteen miles west of Sojhat.

4 Samel village: located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer.
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supporters of the throne.5 Rava] Hapo's mother was a Jeso Bhatiyani, daughter
of Jeso BhatI Rano Jodhavat, who held the village of Valarvo6 and fifteen others
in pato from Rav Malde. Jeso BhatI Rano's son, Kisno Ranavat, had taken a
wife from the Mahevcos in return. During the period of Rav Malde's exile from
Jodhpur following his defeat at Samel, Jeso BhatI Kisno went to Mahevo to live
with his sister's son (bhanej), Rava] Hapo. Then upon Sher Shah's death in
1545, Kisno received summons from Rav Malde to report for military service.
The Rav was organizing an expedition against the Muslim garrison at Bhangesar.
Jeso BhatT Kisno brought Rava] Hapo, Hapo's brother, Ugo, and several hundred
other Mahevcos with him. They assembled with Kisno's father, Jeso BhatI Rano
Jodhavat, and the rest of Rav Malde's warriors under the command of Campavat
Rathor Jeso Bhairavdasot (no. 48).

Both Mahevco Ugo Varsinghot and Jeso BhatI Rano Jodhavat were
killed during the fighting at Bhangesar. Rava] Hapo and his mother's brother
(mdmo), Jeso BhatI Kisno Ranavat, were wounded. Rava] Hapo then returned to
Mahevo and apparently died shortly thereafter, perhaps from wounds received at
Bhangesar. The texts do not mention his name with reference to events after this
battle.

(no. 103) Meghraj Hapavat, RavaJ of Mahevo (10-1)

Rava] Hapo's son, Meghaj Hapavat, succeeded him to rule at Mahevo.
The Mahevco involvement with Jodhpur continued under Rava] Meghraj. His
name appears first in a listing of Rav Malde's warriors chosen to fight under
Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65) at the battle of Harmaro7 in January of 1557.
Here Rav Malde's army joined with Pathan Hajl Khan, a former noble of Sher
Shah Stir's, in battle against an allied force under Slsodlyo Rano Udaisirigh
Sangavat of Mevar (ca. 1537-72; no. 17). Rava] Meghraj returned to Mahevo
following this engagement, and continued his rule there, offering nominal
allegiance to Jodhpur until the time of Rav Malde's son and successor, Moto
Raja Udaisingh Maldevot (1583-95), when Mahevo came officially under the
Jodhpur throne.

Rava] Meghraj participated in several military expeditions under Rav
Malde's immediate successor, Rav Candrasen Maldevot (1562-81). Shortly after
Rav Candrasen's accession to the Jodhpur throne, Candrasen became involved in
conflict with his elder uterine brother, Udaisingh Maldevot, over the division of
land and authority in Marvar. Raval Meghraj was with Rav Candrasen when the
Rav met Udaisingh in battle at the village of Lohlyavat8 in northern Marvar ca.

5 See supra, "Jeso Bhatis."

6 Valarvo village: located eighteen miles north-northwest of Jodhpur.

7 Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar.

8 Lohlyavat village: located eighteen miles southeast of Phajodhl in northern Marvar.
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1563. Ten years later in 1573, Raval Meghraj again fought alongside Rav
Candrasen, this time unsuccessfully against Mughal forces at Slvano in
southwestern Marvar.

Udaisingh Maldevot succeeded to the throne of Jodhpur in 1583
following the death of his brother, Rav Candrasen, in 1581 and a short interim
period in rulership during continuing Mughal operations in Marvar. At the time
of the Moto Raja's succession, Emperor Akbar granted the Raja the jdgir of
Mahevo along with Jodhpur and other areas of Marvar. The Moto Raja met with
Raval Meghraj afterwards and granted Mahevo to him in pato in return for his
pledge of support and service. That same year, RavaJ Meghraj accompanied the
Moto Raja to Slvano, which they occupied. The RavaJ again accompanied the
Moto Raja in 1585 when Akbar sent him to Gujarat on an expedition against
Sultan Muzaffar III (1561-73; 1583; in revolt until 1593). The Moto Raja
granted the Raval four additional villages near Mahevo in pato in return for his
services in Gujarat.

Raval Meghraj's son, Kalo Meghrajot (11-1), died while a young man.
The Raval designated his grandson, Viramde Kalavat (12-1), in 1586-87 as his
successor to Mahevo. He then went on pilgrimage to Mathurajl, where he is
reported to have sacrificed himself in the Ganges River. He died in 1590-91.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 39-40; Bdnkidds, pp. 14, 49; Hardayal
Singh, Brief Account of Mallani (Jodhpur: n.p., 1892), pp. 19-
21, 28-29; "Jodhpur Hukumat rl Bahl," p. 117; Khydt, 2:164;
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 127, 155-157, 308-315; Vigat, 1:54, 60,
63, 73, 2:59, 220.
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Figure 29. Mahevco Rathors

(1-1) RavSalkho
I

(2-1) Raval MallTnath Salkhavat (Mahevcos)
I

(3-1) Raval Jagmal Malavat
I

(4-1) Raval Mandlik Jagmalot
l "

(5-1) Raval Bhojraj Mandllkot
I

(6-1) Raval Vldo Bhojrajot
I

(7-1) Raval Nisal Vldavat
' I

(8-1) Raval Varsirigh Nisalot
L

I I
(9-1) Raval Hapo Varsinghot (9-2) Ugo Varsinghot

I
(10-1) Raval Meghraj Hapavat

I
(11-1) Kalo Meghrajot

I
(12-1) Raval Vlramde Kalavat
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Mertiyo Rathors

(no. 110) Aclo Raymalot (8-7)
(no. I l l ) Arjan Raymalot (8-8)
(no. 114) Balbhadar Surtanot (10-1)
(no. 123) Cando VIramdevot (8-3)
(no. 104) Dudo Jodhavat, Rav (6-1)
(no. 118) Dvarkadas Jaimalot (9-8)
(no. 128) Gopaldas Sundardasot (11-3)
(no. 115) Gopaldas Surtanot (10-2)
(no. 122) Indrabhan Kanhldasot (11-2)
(no. 109) Isardas VIramdevot (8-5)
(no. 124) Jagmal VIramdevot (8-6)
(no. 116) Jagnath Gopajdasot (11-1)
(no. 107) Jaimal VIramdevot, Rav (8-1)
(no. 127) Jaitmal Pancainot (8-9)
(no. 126) Kalo Jagraalot * (9-17)
(no. 121) Kanhidas Kesodasot (10-3)
(no. 119) Kesodas Jaimalot (9-3)
(no. 120) Narhardas Isardasot (9-15)
(no. 112) Prayagdas Arjanot (9-18)
(no. 106) Raysal Dudavat (7-2)
(no. 108) Sadul Jaimalot (9-14)
(no. 113) Surtan Jaimalot (9-1)
(no. 125) Vagh Jagmalot (9-16)
(no. 105) Viramde Dlidavat, Rav (7-1)
(no. 117) Vithajdas Jaimalot (9-11)

Mertiyo and Varsinghot Mertiyo Rathors

The Mertiyo and Varsinghot Mertiyo Rathors descend from Dudo
Jodhavat (no. 104) and his elder uterine brother, Varsifigh Jodhavat (no. 146),
respectively. These two brothers, sons of Rav Jodho Rinmalot (ca. 1453-89) (5-
1), received the area of Merto from their father following the founding of
Jodhpur in 1459.

Dudo and Varsingh participated together in the founding of Merto and in
the establishment of a strong Rathor presence in eastern Marvar. But they soon
became divided among themselves, and both they and their descendants
proceeded along different lines of development.

Those Rathors treated in this section descend from Dudo Jodhavat.
They assumed authority at Merto and became known as Mertlyos. Those who
descend from Dudo's brother, Varsingh Dudavat, became known as Varsinghots
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or Varsingtiot Mertfyos. They are treated in a separate section entitled
Varsinghot Mertiyo Rathors (see infra).

(no. 104) Dudo Jodhavat, Rav of Merto (6-1)

- iDudo Jodhavat was bom on September 28, 1440 of Sonagan Campa, a
daughter of Sonagaro Cahuvan Khlmvo Satavat2 of Pall village3 in eastern
Marvar. He grew up during a period of STsodlyo rule in Marvar. Rav Jodho's
father, Rav Rinmal Cundavat (ca. 1428-38) (4-1), was murdered at Cltor ca.
1438. Jodho Rinmalot fled Cltor in the wake of his death for Marvar and then
Jangaju, an area some one hundred miles to the north of Mandor, while the
STsodlyos under Rano Kumbho Moka|ot (ca. 1433-68) overran eastern Marvar
and occupied Mandor. Jodho Rinmalot and his Rajputs spent the next fifteen
years re-establishing Rathor authority. Jodho finally succeeded in the conquest
of Mandor ca. 1453, and he then assumed his rightful position as rav of Marvar.

Dudo was approximately thirteen years old when his father became rdv,
and he grew to maturity at his father's court. The Khydt of NainsI, 3:38-40, tells
of his becoming involved in the settlement of an old vair with the Slndha]
Rathors of Jaitaran4 while a kumvar. This vair had arisen some twenty years
earlier when the Sindhals killed Dudo's grandfather's brother's son, Cundavat
Rathor Askaran Satavat (no. 55).5 The Khydt records that Rav Jodho sent Dudo
to Jaitaran to end the hostilities. Dudo killed Slndha} Narsinghdas's son, Megho
(no. 132), in single-handed combat before the village. Rav Jodho gave Dudo a
horse and a sirpdv in recognition of this feat.

Rav Jodho divided the lands of Marvar among his brothers and sons
following the founding of his new capitol of Jodhpur in 1459. He granted the
lands of Merto to Dudo and Dudo's elder uterine brother, Varsingh Jodhavat (no.
146). Dudo and Varsingh brought their carts to this area in 1461-62, and with
guidance from Jaitmalot Rathor Udo Kanhardevot (no. 67), located the site of
two ancient tanks known by the names of Kunda] and Bejpo. The chronicles
record that they founded Merto near these tanks on March 7, 1462.

Dudo and Varsingh then proceeded to settle the land. They made
Jaitmalot Udo Kanhardevot their pradhdn, and together they secured the area
from the Sankhlo Pamvars who inhabited many of the villages. They brought

1 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Jodho Rinmalot,
Rani no. 4, S - Dudo.

2 See supra, "Sonagaro Cahuvans."

3 Pall village: located forty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

4 Jaitaran village: located fifty-six miles east of Jodhpur and thirty-six miles south-
southwest of Merto.

5 For details about the beginning of this vair, see supra, Askaran Satavat (no. 55) and
Narbad Satavat (no. 56) under "Cundavat Rathors."
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Dango Jats from the Savalakh area of Nagaur to settle and farm the land, and
they recruited Rajputs from many different branches (sdkhs) to serve under
them.

Varsingh, the elder brother, assumed control as rdv of Merto during this
early period, while Dudo lived at the village of Rahan.6 Although Dudo and
Varsingh worked as one, Vigat, 2:38-39, relates that an omen appeared on the
site of Merto before its founding, foretelling the eventual emergence of Dudo
and his descendants to dominance at Merto. The omen assumed the form of two
lions, one larger (representing Varsingh) and one smaller (signifying Dudo). The
larger lion roared, but was then driven away, while the smaller one went into a
nearby cave and sat down. An augur who witnessed this event forecast that
Varsingh's sons and grandsons would not live at Merto after his death, but that
Dudo's descendants would.

Discord eventually arose between the two brothers. Dudo then left
Merto and traveled north to join his half-brother, Blko Jodhavat (no. 42). Biko
was in the process of establishing his own kingdom to the north of Nagaur in an
area that became known as Bikaner.

A famine fell across Merto not long after Dudo's departure, and for want
of provisions the people attached to Varsingh began to leave. Rav Varsingh
attacked the rich trading city of Sambhar to the northeast of Merto and looted
much wealth in an effort to provide for his people and retain them at Merto. The
Cahuvan ruler of Sambhar appealed to the suheddr of Ajmer, Malu Khan, who
was a subordinate of the Patsah of Mandu, to punish Varsingh for this
aggression. Rav Varsingh also became involved in a dispute with Rav Satal
Jodhavat of Jodhpur (ca. 1489-92) at this time over the division of land and
authority in Marvar. Malu Khan entered into this dispute as well, as an arbiter.
Demanding a heavy tribute for the looting of Sambhar and for a favorable
settlement in Marvar, Malu Khan drew Rav Varsingh to Ajmer and then
imprisoned him. News of Varsingh's capture quickly reached Dudo, who
brought Rav Biko Jodhavat from Bikaner to join forces with Rav Satal of
Jodhpur and confront Malu Khan at Ajmer. Malu Khan released Varsingh in the
face of this threat, but he soon after brought an army against Merto, looting and
burning villages and taking prisoners. He was finally met and defeated in battle
at the village of Kusano7 on March 1, 1492 by the combined force of Rajputs
under Rav Satal, Dudo and Rav Varsingh. Dudo himself is credited with killing
two of Malu Khan's leading warriors, Siriya Khan and Mir Garula, and with the
capture of Siriya Khan's elephants.

Rav Varsingh died within a short time thereafter. Vigat, 2:46, relates
that his death resulted from a slow poison that Malu Khan had given him while
he was imprisoned at Ajmer. Varsingh was succeeded by his son, Siho
Varsinghot (no. 147), as rdv of Merto. Siho quickly proved incompetent, and
from all sides, people began to press upon the lands of Merto. Murdrddn, no. 2,
p. 445, records that those around Rav Siho struck a bargain with Rav Sujo

6 Rahan village: located ten miles north-northeast of Merto.

7 Kusano village: located twenty-eight miles southwest of Merto.
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Jodhavat of Jodhpur (ca. 1492-1515), giving him one-third of the villages of
Merto in return for his protection. But the Rav moved quickly to occupy not
only those villages granted to him, but Merto itself. Rav Siho's mother, the
Sankhll Pamvar, then called an assembly of the panco:

Then Siho's mother said, "If you were to give the land to Rav
[Sujo8], all the land would be lost. Because of this [eventuality],
if you summon Dudo and give [him] the land, then what harm
[would come]? If you were to give the land to Dudo [and] make
Dudo master of Merto, then the land will pass from [those of]
my womb, but it will not leave the issue of the mother of my
husband (sdsu). The land will remain within this house. But if
you were to give the land to [Rav Sujo], then the land would
pass from [this] house. There is no doubt about this
[eventuality]. For this reason, I say, have Dudo summoned,
place the tfko [of succession on his forehead], and having made
him master, protect yourselves (Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 445-446).

The panco heeded the Sankhll's words and summoned Dudo ca. 1492
secretly from Sarvar village9 where he had established himself after returning
from Blkaner, taking "the best villages in all directions," and where members of
his hhdlbandh also settled. The panco granted Dudo one-half the revenues of
Merto in return for his protection, the other half remaining with Rav Slho
Varsinghot. Dudo quickly drove Rav Sujo's men from the area and established
his own authority. A short time later in 1495-96, he moved Rav Slho himself
from Merto one night while Slho was intoxicated, and placed him in the village
of Rahan to the north of Merto proper. From this time forward, Dudo asserted
preeminent control over Merto for himself and his sons, and he assumed the title
of rav.

Rav Dudo died two years later in 1497-98 at the age of fifty-seven years.
Rav Dudo established a strong tradition within his family of granting

villages in sdmsan to Brahmans and Carans in the style of a local ruler. Four of
Rav Dudo's village grants are recorded in the texts:

1. Bambhan Vas10 - granted to the Gujargaur Brahman Ram
Tllavat.

2. Bljo]!11 - granted to the Roharlyo Caran bdrhaths, Pato and
Devo Icot.

8 The text has incorrectly entered the name "Gango." Rav Gango Vaghavat was Rav
Sujo's successor and ruler of Jodhpur (1515-32).

9 Sarvar village: located forty-nine miles due north of Merto and twenty-five miles
east-northeast of Nagaur.

10 Bambhan Vas: located nine miles north-northwest of Merto proper.

11 Bijoll: located twenty-eight miles northeast of Merto.
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3. Khanpur12 - granted to the Jaghath Caran Potalo, son of Kalo
Samravat.

4. Parbat ka Khet13 - granted to the Ratnum Caran Palo tJdavat.

Dudo had two wives of whom there is record, one daughter and five
sons. His wives were the Sisodni Candrakumvar, daughter of STsodlyo Varsingh
of Devallyo, and the Cahuvan Mrigkumvar, daughter of Cahuvan Mansingh of
Bambavdo. His daughter's name was Gulabkumvar. Her place of marriage is
unknown. Dudo's sons were:

Viramde (7-1) (no. 105)
Raysal (7-2) (no. 106)
RatansI (7-3)14

Raymal (7-4)
Pancain (7-5)

BdnkTdds, pp. 8, 59; Khyat, 1:21, 3:39-40; Gopalsimh Rathor
Mertiya, Jaymalvamsprakas> arthdt, Rajasthan Badnor kd
Itihds = Jayamal Vansa Prakasha, or, The History of Badnore
(Ajmer: Vaidik Yantralay, 1932), pp. 59, 71-72; Murdrddn, no.
2, pp. 96-99, 101, 444-446; Qjha, 4:1:251, 253-254, 261, n. 1,
262, 263, n. 1; Reu, 1:99, 103, n. 5, 105, 106, n. 1, 107; Vigat,
1:39-40, 2:37-39, 41-42, 45-47, 108, 152, 165-166, 175-176,
184-185.

(no. 105) Viramde Dudavat, Rav of Merto (7-1)

Viramde Dudavat was a son of Rav Dudo Jodhavat (6-1) (no. 104) and
grandson of Rav Jodho Rinmalot, ruler of Mandor and Jodhpur (ca. 1453-89).
He was bom on November 19, 1477, during the period that his father, Dudo,
lived in northern Rajasthan with his half-brother, Biko Jodhavat (no. 42). Little
is known about Vlramde's early life. He was fifteen years old when his father
was summoned back to Merto and eighteen years old when his father assumed
rulership as rav at Merto in 1495-96. Two years later in 1497-98, Viramde
himself succeeded his father as rdv of Merto.

It was perhaps in this period from 1492 to 1497 that Viramde came into
conflict with Rathor Udo Sujavat of Jaitaran village.15 tJdo Sujavat was a son of

12 Khanpur: located seventeen miles east-northeast of Merto.

13 Parbat ra Khet: a khero of Rahan village, located ten miles north-northeast of Merto.

14 RatansI Dudavat had no sons and only one daughter of record. Her name was
Mlrambal. She was married to Sisodiyo Gahlot Bhojraj Sangavat, a son of Rano Sango
Raymalot of Cltor (1509-28). Her marriage took place in 1516-17. Mlrambal achieved
considerable prominence in Rajasthan as a bhaktl poetess (Khyat, 1:21).
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Rav Sujo Jodhavat of Jodhpur (ca. 1492-1515) who had established his seat of
rule at Jaitaran in the early 1480s.

According to Udavat traditions, Viramde came to Jaitaran on some
occasion when Udo had fallen ill and was unable to defend the town, and he rode
off with a number of Udo's mares. Udo set out in pursuit as soon as he was able
and came upon Viramde and his party at a village to the south of Merto proper.
Udo demanded the return of his horses. When Viramde refused, a battle ensued
during which Udo is said to have emerged victorious. Udo then retrieved his
mares and, according to Udavat traditions, made Viramde lay down his dagger
and promise that from that day forward, Mertlyo sirdars would not strap on
daggers.

This story is not mentioned elsewhere in the Rathor chronicles, and the
date given in the Udavat material for Vlramde's stealing the horses is
problematic. The event is said to have taken place in 1484-85. Viramde was
only seven years old at this time, and he was in all likelihood in northern
Rajasthan with his father, not in the vicinity of Jaitaran. While the date is
incorrect, it is possible that if there was conflict between Viramde and Udo, it
emerged at the time Dudo Jodhavat was establishing himself at Merto following
his return ca. 1492. It may have been part of a wider series of conflicts that took
place with Rav Sujo Jodhavat and the house of Jodhpur over control of territory,
with Udo Sujavat drawn in because he was Rav Sujo's son.16 The Mertlyo
promise not to strap on daggers appears dubious, however.

Rav Vlramde's succession to rule at Merto in 1497-98 ushered in a
period of turmoil, for his reign is a chronicle of conflict between the Mertlyos
and the rulers of Jodhpur. The beginnings of this conflict were seen during the
early struggles of Rav Varsingh and Dudo Jodhavat with their half-brothers, Rav
Satal (ca. 1489-92) and Rav Sujo Jodhavat (ca. 1492-1515) of Jodhpur. Rav
Viramde Dudavat maintained a truce with Rav Sujo's successor, Rav Gango
Vaghavat (1515-32), based on occasional military service to Jodhpur. He
accompanied Rav Gango to Idar to assist the Rathor ruler there in the defense of
his territory against encroachments from Sultan Muzaffar II (1511-1526) of
Gujarat. Rav Viramde and his two brothers, RatansI Dudavat (7-3) and Raymal
Dudavat (7-4), also came with a contingent of Mertlyos to join the force Rav
Gango sent with Slsodlyo Rano Sango Raymalot of Cltor (1509-28) to fight
against the Mughal Babur at Khanua.17 Both RatansI and Raymal were killed at
Khanua on March 17, 1527 during Rano Sango's abortive attempt to stem the
Mughal advance into north India.

15 Jaitaran village: located fifty-six miles east of Jodhpur and thirty-six miles south-
southwest of Merto.

16 See infra, "Udavat Rathors," for more information about Udo Sujavat and the
traditions surrounding the conflict between Udo and the Mertlyos.

17 Akbar Ndma, 1:261, lists a "Dharam Deo, ruler of Mirtha," with 4,000 Rajputs at
Khanua. This Dharam Deo was Rav Viramde Dudavat of Merto.
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The lines of conflict became more firmly drawn toward the end of Rav
Gango's reign with the growing influence of Rav Gango's son, Kumvar Malde
Gangavat, at the court of Jodhpur. According to the chronicles, Kumvar Malde's
enmity toward the Mertiyos emerged following the battle of Sevaki18 on
November 2, 1529. Rav Gango of Jodhpur and his ally from BIkaner, Rathor
Rav JaitsI Lunkaranot (1526-42) (no. 45), met and defeated Rav Gango's paternal
uncle (kdko), Jodho Rathor Sekho Sujavat (no. 86), and his ally from Nagaur,
Khanzada Khan Daulat Khan (no. 154), at Sevaki. A prize elephant of Daulat
Khan's named DariyajoTs ran amok during the battle and fled toward Merto,
where it was captured and its wounds bound. Kumvar Malde later demanded the
elephant from the Mertiyos. But they demurred, requesting that Kumvar Malde
first come to Merto and take food with them. Kumvar Malde came, but he
refused to eat until the elephant was delivered. The Mertiyos in their turn also
refused, leaving Kumvar Malde with no choice but to return to Jodhpur empty-
handed. Malde carried this insult with him for the rest of his life. Despite Rav
Viramde's later attempts at reconciliation, Malde would only countenance a
Merto strictly subordinate to the rule of Jodhpur.19

Kumvar Malde plotted against Merto soon after Sevaki with the sons of
Rav Slho Varsinghot, Rav Bhojo (no. 148) and Rav Gango Slhavat (no. 149).
He used as a goad their desire to reassert their father's authority. This intrigue
led to their raid on the market square at Merto ca. 1530. They fled to the
southwest in the direction of Jodhpur following the raid, only to be caught by a
pursuit party from Merto under the command of one of Rav Viramde's leading
warriors, Jodho Rathor Khangar Jogavat (no. 82). They fought a pitched battle
near Kusano village,20 where Rav Bhojo and Rav Gango suffered a severe defeat
and were both badly wounded.

Rav Vlramde again attempted a reconciliation after Malde's succession
to the Jodhpur throne in 1532. He answered Rav Malde's summons for service
for an expedition against the Slndhal Rathors of Bhadrajun.21 But Rav Malde
used the opportunity provided by Rav Viramde's absence from Merto to plot
further against him. Rav Malde sent word secretly to Daulat Khan at Nagaur,
urging him to attack and pillage Merto, now left unprotected, to settle the old
score with the Mertiyos for their taking his prize elephant after the battle of
Sevaki in 1529. He prodded Pamvar Pancain Karamcandot (no. 24) of Catsu in
central Rajasthan to come against the Mertiyos to settle a long-standing vair that
had arisen some time before with the murder of Pamvar Akho Sodhavat (no. 23).

18 Sevaki vil lage: located twenty- three miles northeast of Jodhpur.

19 Mer t iyo R a v Vl ramde was not the only vict im of Malde 's overweening pride. M a l d e
h a d t w o Bharmalo t Rathors w h o had fought wi th Sekho Sujavat at Sevaki, ki l led upon
Ms succession to the Jodhpur throne in 1532. For further details, see supra, "Bharmalot
Rathors ."

20 Kusano vil lage: located twenty-eight miles southwest of Mer to .

21 Bhadrajun vil lage: located forty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur.
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And he had Varsinghot Rav Gango Sihavat ride into the area of Merto with a
contingent of warriors.

While Rav Vlramde suspected subterfuge, he remained in Rav Malde's
camp as expected. But his pradhan, Jaitmalot Akhairaj Bhadavat (no. 69),
slipped away without leave and reached Merto in time to prevent Daulat Khan's
force from taking the fort. He was able to drive the Muslims from Merto with a
small but determined band of warriors. Rav Vlramde's brother, Ray sal Dudavat
(7-2) (no. 106), also drove Pamvar Pancain from Airilyavas village.22 preventing
his attempt to exact revenge. Varsinghot Rav Gango's depredations also came to
naught.

Then all opportunities for reconciliation ended, for ca. 1535 Rav
Vlramde occupied Ajmer when the Muslims evacuated the city upon the fall of
Mandu to the Mughal Emperor Humayun. Rav Malde of Jodhpur in turn
demanded that Rav Vlramde hand over Ajmer to the house of Jodhpur, under
whose authority Malde felt it properly belonged. When Rav Vlramde refused,
Rav Malde occupied Merto town and began parceling out the villages of Merto
among his military servants. Rav Malde gave the village of Reyam23 to
Varsinghot Mertlyo Sahaiso Tejslyot (no. 151), who had left Rav Vlramde's
service to become his military servant. This action on Sahaiso's part so enraged
Rav Vlramde that he mounted a precipitous attack on Reyam against the better
judgment of his Rajputs. Rav Vlramde was handed a severe defeat by Sahaiso
Tejslyot and his men who, prior to the battle, donned saffron robes and emerged
to seat themselves on blankets before the village, signifying their readiness to die
in battle, and Rav Malde's Rajputs, who rode to Reyam from their garrison at the
village of Rarod.24 Rav Vlramde himself narrowly escaped death that day. Only
the efforts of several of Rav Malde's leading warriors including Jaito Pancainot
(no. 61), Ktimpo Mahirajot (no. 95), Jeso Bhairavdasot (no. 48), and Bhado Pan
cainot (no. 32), prevented his being killed. These Rathors carried reservations
about Rav Malde's open hostility toward other Rathor brotherhoods. Jaito Pan
cainot in particular considered his actions against them gotrakadamb (lit. "gotra-
destraction"), against which there were severe sanctions.

Rav Vlramde was driven from Merto and Ajmer following his defeat at
Reyam, and all of his lands were usurped by the house of Jodhpur. He fled north
to Dldvano and then east to Slkar territory (near Amber), where he remained for
some time with his sago, Kachvaho Raymal Sekhavat (no. 22). He eventually
moved on to Rinthambhor and then Delhi, where he met with Sher Shah Stir
(1540-45).

Sher Shah showed much sympathy for Vlramde's cause. He had heard
similar complaints from the Rathors of Blkaner, whose lands Rav Malde's armies
occupied in 1542. Sher Shah proceeded with a substantial force against Jodhpur

22 Alniyavas village: located twenty miles southeast of Merto .

23 Reyam village: located fifteen miles southeast of Merto.

24 Rarod village: located forty-four miles northeast of Jodhpur and forty-nine miles
west-northwest of Reyam.
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in late 1543. The opposing armies met at Samel25 on January 5, 1544. Some
five thousand or more of Rav Malde's warriors died here in battle. Rav VTramde
was with Sher Shah's force before Samel, and the chronicles relate that he was
able to divide the ranks of Jodhpur and raise enough suspicion in Rav Malde's
mind that the Rav retreated from the field precipitously on the night before the
main engagement. Rav Viramde received Merto in jagir from Sher Shah
following the victory, and he returned there to rule until his death a short time
thereafter in February or March of 1544. He was approximately sixty-seven
years of age.

There are discrepancies in the sources regarding the number of wives
Rav Viramde had, as well as the number of his children. Murdrddn, no. 2, pp.
459, 549, mentions two wives, a TankanI who was the mother of his son, Jaimal
Viramdevot (8-1) (no. 107), and a Solankanl who was the mother of his son,
Sarangde (8-2). A modern source, Mertiya, Jaymalvamsprakds, p. 106, which
draws upon the "khydts of the Kulgurus, Bhats and Ranimangs," lists four wives.
This text unfortunately does not indicate which wives bore which sons. The
wives were:

1. Solankanl Kalyankumvar, daughter of Rano Kesavdas of
Nlvarvaro.

2. Solankanl Gangakumvar, daughter of Rav Phatehsirigh of
Nlvarvaro and Visalpur.

3. Slsodnl Gorjyakumvar, daughter of Rano Raymal
KumbhavatofCltor(ca. 1473-1509).

4. Kachvahl Mankumvar, daughter of Raja Kisandas of Kalvaro
(near Amber).

This source also lists three daughters and their places of marriage:

D - Syamkumvar - married to STsodlyo Ravat Sango of
Madarlyo in Godhvar.

D - Phulkumvar - married to STsodlyo Ravat Pato Jagavat of
Kelvo.

D - Abhaykumvar - married to Cahuvan Rav Raghavdas of
Gangor.

These references are of interest because they show that Rav Viramde
married a daughter from the ruling family of Citor and gave one of his daughters
in marriage to the important Sisodiyo Rajput, Pato Jagavat,26 whom the Mughal
Emperor Akbar was later to acclaim a great warrior alongside Rav Viramde's
son, Jaimal, at the battle of Citor in 1568.

25 Samel village: located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer.

26 Cundavat STsodlyo Gahlot Pa to Jagavat, son of Jago Singhot. See Khydt, 1:66-70, for
a genealogy of the Cundavat sdkh of the SlsodTyo Gahlots, which includes ment ion of
Pato Jagavat.
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Rav Viramde had between nine and thirteen sons.27 Some of these sons
figure in the texts under discussion. They have been given biographical note
numbers and are included on the genealogical charts. These sons were:

S - Jaimal (8-1) (no. 107)
S - Sarangde (8-2)
S - Cando (8-3) (no. 123)
S - Mandan (8-4)
S-Isardks'(8-5)(no. 109)
S - Jagmal (8-6) (no. 124)

The names of other sons listed in the various sources are mentioned here
for reference only. They include:

S - Pratapsingh
S - Prithlraj
S - Karan (Khemkaran)
S-Aclo'
S-Blko
S - Sekho
S-Kan

Rav Viramde granted several villages in samsan to Brahmans and
Carans. These were:

1. Bhamvall Caranam rl28 - granted to the Khirfyo Caran
Mandan Khimvsuravat.

2. Gohro Khurad29 - granted to the Ratnum Caran Karan
Sukhavat.

3. Kherl Campo30 - granted to the Jagarvall Brahman Ramo
Dungavat.

4. Samva]Iyavas Khurad31 - granted to the Srlrnall Brahman
Vyas Jagde Ramdevot.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 42-44; Akbar Ndma, 1:261; Bankidas,
pp. 12, 59-60, 62; Khyat, 3:93-102, 115; Mertiya,

27 For the variant lists, see: Bankidas, p . 60; Mertiya, Jaymalvamsprakas, pp . 107-111;
Murardan, no. 2, pp. 459, 507, 520-521, 526, 549, 550, 555.

28 Bhamval l Caranam rl: located twenty-two miles northeast of Merto, near Deghano.

29 Gohro Khurad: located just near Altavo, to the northeast of Merto.

30 Kherl Campo: located ten miles northeast of Merto, near Modro.

31 Samvallyavas Khurad: located fifteen miles due north of Merto, near Rahan.
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Jaymalvamsprakas, pp. 63, 106-111; Murardan, no. 2, pp. 116-
120, 124-125, 128, 447-459, 507, 520-521, 523-524, 526, 549-
550, 554-555, 574; Ojha, 4:1:274, 279-280, 285-287, 296-309,
314; Vigat, 1:42, 2:47-58, 163-164, 175, 185-186, 198.

(no. 106) Raysal Dudavat (7-2)

Raysal Dudavat was a son of Rav Dudo Jodhavat (6-1) (no. 104) and a
grandson of Rav Jodho Rinmalot (5-1), ruler of Mandor and Jodhpur (ca. 1453-
89). The chronicles describe Raysal as a great warrior who was skilled in battle.
He was one of the influential fhakurs of Merto during Rav Vlramde's reign, and
he was a strong internal force against the house of Jodhpur. Raysal played a
prominent role in the early conflicts between Merto and Jodhpur, and he appears
primarily responsible for the Mertlyo refusal to accede to Kumvar Malde
Gangavat's demand that they hand over the Nagaurl Khan's elephant following
the battle of SevakI32 on November 2, 1529.

Raysal was with Rav Vlramde during the occupation of Ajmer ca. 1535,
and he fought with the Mertlyos against Rav Malde's Rajputs at Reyam village33

that same year. He was badly wounded there and had to be carried back to
Ajmer where he died shortly after. He was a Rajput whom Rav Malde greatly
feared, and the Rav sought specific news of Raysal after his victory at Reyam
before proceeding against Ajmer.

Bdnkfdds, p. 59; Khyat, 3:94-95, 97-98; Murdrddn, no. 2, p.
571; Vigat, 2:50-52.

(no. 107) Jaimal Viramdevot, Rav of Merto (8-1)

Jaimal Vlramdevot was a son of Rav Vlramde Dudavat (7-1) (no. 105)
by his TankanI wife and a grandson of Rav Dudo Jodhavat (6-1) (no. 104), the
founding ancestor of the Mertlyo Rathors. Jaimal was born on July 8, 1508 and
succeeded his father to the rulership of Merto in 1544 at the age of thirty-six
years. He ruled Merto intermittently for a quarter of a century until his death in
early 1568 at the battle of Cltor.

Rav Jaimal reigned in relative peace at Merto for the first ten years of his
rule after the battle of Samel in 1544. Rav Malde of Jodhpur (1532-62) was
engaged in rebuilding his armies and in the conquest of other territories in both
Marvar and surrounding areas during these years. In 1554, however, Rav Malde
again turned his attention toward Merto, and Jaimal, like his father, then spent
the remainder of his life engaged in conflict with the house of Jodhpur. Rav
Jaimal emerged victorious from the first of these encounters, a skirmish on the
outskirts of Merto town near the ancient tank of Kundal. The chronicles state
that Sri Caturbhujjl, the patron deity of the Mertlyos, of whom Jaimal was a

32 Sevaki village: located twenty-three miles northeast of Jodhpur.

33 Reyam village: located fifteen miles southeast of Merto.
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fervent devotee, became manifest during this battle and was responsible for the
Mertlyo victory.

In this engagement, Rav Malde lost one of his most able commanders,
Rathor Prithiraj Jaitavat (no. 63). The Hul Rajpiit Raysal Ramavat, a military
servant of Rav Jaimal's holding Phalko village34 and twelve other in pato, was a
sister's son (bhdnej) of Prithiraj. Raysal found Prithiraj lying on the ground
after the battle, and he built a cover to shade his body from the sun. This action
greatly angered Rav Jaimal, and Hul Raysal then abandoned Merto and took
service under Rav Malde.

Some desultory fighting continued after the battle for Merto in 1554.
Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65), Prithiraj Jaitavat's brother, led a strong force of
several thousand Rajputs against Reyam village35 in an attempt to avenge his
brother's death. Rav Jaimal remained enclosed within the fort at Merto,
however, and no significant engagements with Devldas occurred. Devldas was
eventually forced to withdraw from the area.

Rav Jaimal left Merto with an army in late 1556 to join Slsodlyo Rano
Udaisingh Sangavat of Mevar (ca. 1537-72; no. 17) during his conflict with
Pathan Hajl Khan, a former noble of Sher Shah Sur's. Hajl Khan had occupied
Ajmer in this year. By January of 1557, both sides had assembled large forces,
with Rav Malde of Jodhpur sending warriors under Rathor Devldas Jaitavat to
support Hajl Khan. The opposing armies finally met at Harmaro36 on January
24, 1557.

Hajl Khan's and Rav Malde's forces emerged victorious at Harmaro, and
when Rav Jaimal returned to Merto, he found Rav Malde already in the process
of consolidating his authority over the area. Slsodlyo Rano Udaisingh himself
came to Merto and took Rav Jaimal back to Mevar, refusing to allow him to die
in battle there. Jaimal then took up residence at the court of Cltor and began a
period of service under the Rano.

Sometime earlier, two of Rav Jaimal's brothers, Sarangde (8-2) and
Mandan (8-4), had been killed during an outbreak of hostilities with some
So]ankl Rajputs near Todo in central Rajasthan. Sarangde was a sister's son
(hhdnej) of the Sojankls, and Rav Jaimal himself had married a Sojankanl and
was their daughter's husband (jamdt). These relationships may in some way
have been related to the killings, but sources do not specify. Rav Jaimal's
brother, Cando Viramdevot (8-3) (no. 123), killed a So]ankl named Naraindas at
Cltor to settle this vair, but it finally ended only when the Solankls gave Rav
Jaimal another of their daughters in marriage.

Rav Jaimal met with the Mughal Emperor Akbar at Sambhar in early
1562 while Akbar was enroute from Ajmer to north India. Akbar agreed to assist
Jaimal in the recovery of his lands from Rav Malde. He sent Mlrza Sharafu'd-

34 Phalko village: located fourteen miles south-southwest of Merto.

35 Reyam village: located fifteen miles southeast of Merto.

36 Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar.
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Din Husayn and a force of some 7,000 Mughals with Rav Jaimal against Merto.
This force laid siege to the Malgadh in February of 1562 and, following several
weeks of desultory fighting, were finally able to explode a mine under one of the
towers of the fort. Only then did Rav Malde's commander, Rathor Devldas
Jaitavat, hold talks with Rav Jaimal and the Mughals and agree to vacate the fort.
Rav Jaimal could not allow Devldas simply to leave the fort, however, for he
feared later retribution. He urged the Mlrza to attack and kill Devldas and his
Rajputs as they moved off in the direction of Satalvas, a village four miles to the
southwest of Merto, on March 20, 1562. He argued that Devldas was not the
sort of Rajput who would abandon the fort, but was only leaving in order to
bring Rav Malde against them. The Mlrza and Rav Jaimal rode after Devldas
and his men, killing many of them including Devldas on the plain before Merto.

Rav Jaimal afterwards assumed full authority at Merto in his own name
and received these lands in jdgir from Akbar. After a period of consolidation
during which Rav Jaimal developed a close relationship with Mlrza Sharafu'd-
Dln, Akbar's governor of Ajmer and Nagaur, he sent his son, Vlthaldas (9-11)
(no. 117), with the Mlrza to Agra to wait upon the Emperor at court. The Mlrza
then rebelled against Akbar in October of 1562, and Rav Jaimal and his sons
immediately became involved. Jaimal's son, Vlthaldas, fled Agra with the Mlrza
and came to Merto to report the turn of events to his father. Another son, Sadul
Jaimalot (9-14) (no. 108), was killed bringing the Mlrza's family and retainers
from Nagaur. Rav Jaimal himself escorted Sharafu'd-Dln to the borders of
southern Marvar to ensure his safety and, afterwards, knowing that his
association with the Mlrza meant certain censure from Akbar and the revocation
of his jdgir, returned to the Slsodlyo court at Cltor by way of the AravallTs. He
had already sent his family to Vadhnor.37 The Rano again accepted Jaimal into
his military service and granted him a large pap of villages for his
maintenance.38

Rav Jaimal remained at Cltor in the Rano's service for the remainder of
his life. One of his brothers, Isardas Viramdevot (8-5) (no. 109), was with him,
as were a large number of Rajputs who had accompanied them from Merto. In
February of 1568 both Jaimal and Isardas were killed at the battle of Cltor
against Emperor Akbar, along with some two hundred other Mertiyos and a large
number of Jaitmalot Rathors, who were military servants of the Mertlyos. Akbar
himself shot Rav Jaimal as Jaimal directed operations to fill a breech in the wall
of the fort, and Jaimal died shortly afterwards.39 His death is said to have greatly
dampened resistance at the fort against the Mughal attack.

Akbar took possession of Cltor on February 24 or 25, 1568. In tribute to
Rav Jaimal's bravery, Akbar had a stone column placed before a door to the Red

37 Vadhnor village: located forty-seven miles south-southwest of Ajmer in northern
Mevar.

38 See: Vigat, 2:69, of the translated text for details.

For a discussion of the controversy sur
484 to Vigat, 2:68, of the translated text.

39 For a discussion of the controversy surrounding Rav JaimaFs death at Citor, see n.
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Fort at Agra with Rav Jaimal's likeness carved seated upon an elephant.
Alongside him on a second column Akbar placed the likeness of Cundavat
Slsodlyo Pato Jagavat,40 another brave Rajput killed in this battle. Sisodlyo Pato
Jagavat had married a daughter of Rav Jaimal's father, Rav Vlramde Dudavat,
and Jaimal was Pato's wife's brother (solo).

Rav Jaimal had seven wives, fourteen sons and two daughters of whom
there is record. His wives and their sons were:41

1. SolankanI (elder)

S - Surtan (9-1) (no. 113)

2. SolankanI (junior)

S - Kesodas (9-3) (no. 119)
S - Madhodas (9-2)
S - Goyanddas (9-4)

3. Kachvahl

S - Kalyandas (9-5)

4. Kachvahl - daughter of Rajavat Kachvaho Raja Askaran Bhimvrajot
of Gwalior.

S - Naraindas (9-6)
S - Narsinghdas (9-7)
S - Dvarkadas (9-8) (no. 118)

5. Kachvahl

S - Harldas (9-9)

6. Vaghell

40 See Khyat, 1:32, 66-70, for references to this Rajput and a genealogy of the Cundavat
Slsodlyos.

41 This listing is taken from Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 462-463, 470-471, 473, 480, 487,
489, 491-493, 499, 502, 504-507. The recent history, Mertiya, Jaymalvamsprakds, p.
159, lists only three wives. According to this source, they were SolankanI
Kevalkumvar, daughter of Rano Rindhirsingh of Lunavaro, Nirvan Cahuvan
Vinaykumvar, daughter of Raja Kesavdas of Khandelo, and SolankanI Padmakumvar,
daughter of Ray Kesrlsingh of Desurl. This source does not list sons by mother, and
includes the names of two more sons than Murdrddm Anopsingh and Acaldas (see pp.
160-164).
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S - Ramdas (9-10)
S-Vlthaldas(9-ll)(no. 117)
S - Mukanddas (9-12)
S - Syamdas (9-13)

7. (unknown)

S - SaduJ (9-14) (no. 108)

Rav Jaimal's two daughters and their places of marriage were:42

D - Gumankumvar - married to Cahuvan Rav Bakhtavarsingh of
Gangor.

D - Gulabkumvar - married to Slsodlyo Gahlot Ravat Pancain.

Rav Jaimal granted the following villages in sdmsan to Brahmans and
Carans:

1. DabrlyanT Khurad43 - granted to the Pokarano Brahman
Purohit Kelan Cutravat.

2. Harbhu rl Vasni44 - granted to the SrimalT Brahman Vyas
Gotam Gensar.

3. Jodhravas Khurad45 - granted to the Vlthu Caran Malo
Tejavat.

4. Modrlyo46 - granted first by Varsinghot Mertlyo Rav Slho
Varsinghot (no. 147) to Khirlyo Caran Siho Candravat and later by Rav
Jaimal to KhirTyo Caran Cahar Mandanot.

5. Rallyavto Khurad47 - granted to the Khirlyo Caran Motol
Mandanot.

6. Rama Caranam rl Vasnl48 - granted to the Jaghath Caran
Ramo Dharamavat.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48-55; Akbar Ndma, 2:248-249; A. L.
Srivastava, Akbar the Great, Vol. 1, Political History: 1542-

42 This list comes from Mertiya, Jaymalvamiprakai, p. 159.

43 Dabr lyan l Khurad: located eight miles nor th of Mer to , near Rahan .

44 Harbhu r l Vasnl : located three miles southwest of Mer to , near Moka lo .

45 Jodhravas Khurad: located sixteen miles north-northeast of Mer to , near Rahan .

46 Modr lyo vil lage: located sixteen miles northeast of Mer to , near Modro .

47 Ral lyav to Khurad: located twenty-six miles east-northeast of Mer to , near Deghano .

48 R a m a Caranam r l Vasnl: located jus t four miles from Mer to .
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1605 A.D. {2nd ed. Agra: Shiva Lala Agarwala & Co., 1972), p.
109; Bdnktdds, pp. 13-16, 60-62; Khydt, 1:32, 112, 3:115-19,
121-22 ; Mertiya, Jaymalvamsprakds, pp. 159-164; Murdrddn,
no. 2, pp. 128-129, 459-463,'470-471, 473, 480, 487, 489, 491-
493, 499, 502-508, 549, no. 3, p. 172; Vigat, 2:58-60, 63-69,
110-111, 119, 139, 163-164, 176, 197; Vir Vinod, 2:75, 80, 82.

(no. 108) SadflJ Jaimalot (9-14)

Sadul Jaimalot was a son of Rav Jaimal Viramdevot (8-1) (no. 107) and
a great-grandson of Rav Dudo Jodhavat (6-1) (no. 104). He held the village of
Kurki49 mpato from Rav Jaimal.

Sadu] appears to have spent most of his short life in his father's service at
the court of Merto. He became caught up in the aftermath of Mirza Sharafu'd-
Dih Husayn's rebellion from Akbar in October of 1562 and his flight from Agra
to Rajasthan. Sadul was sent to Nagaur with a small sdth to bring the Mlrza's
family and military retainers to Merto. They managed their escape from Nagaur,
but the Mughal officers in pursuit caught up with them on the outskirts of Merto.
In the pitched battle that ensued, Sadul was killed along with forty of his men.

BdnkTdds, p. 61; Murdrddn, no. 2, p, 470; Vigat, 2:67-68.

(no. 109) Isardas Viramdevot (8-5)

Isardas Viramdevot was a son of Rav Vlramde Dudavat (7-1) (no. 105)
and grandson of Rav Dudo Jodhavat (6-1) (no. 104), the founding ancestor of the
Mertlyo Rathors. Only a few details are available about Isardas's life. He lived
at Merto, holding the villages of Kekihd50 and Alnlyavas51 in pato from Rav
Jaimal. The chronicles record that during the battle of Merto in 1554 against
Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62), Isardas stole some of Rav Malde's
horses while they were watering at a local tank. He appears to have been only a
young man at this time. Isardas later followed Rav Jaimal to Mevar in 1562,
when Jaimal was forced to forfeit Merto in the wake of Mtrza Sharafu'd-Dln's
rebellion against Akbar. He was killed at Cltor in early 1568 during the great
battle against Emperor Akbar.

Ednkidds, p. 60; Khyat, 1:32, 3:118; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 507-
508.

(no. 110) AdoRaymafot (8-7)

49 Kurk i vil lage: located twenty miles southeast of Merto .

50 Kekind village: located fourteen miles south-southeast of Merto.

51 Alnlyavas village: located twenty miles southeast of Merto.
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Ac]o Raymalot was a son of Raymal Dudavat (7-4) and a grandson of
Rav Dudo Jodhavat (6-1) (no. 104). Little information is available about Aclo or
his family. Aclo's father, Raymal, held the village of Rahan52 in pato from his
brother, Rav Vtramde Dudavat (7-1) (no. 105). Raymal accompanied Rav
Viramde and a contingent of MertTyos to north India with STsodlyo Rano Sango
Raymalot of Citor (1509-28) to meet the Mughal Babur at Khanua. He was
killed there in battle on March 17, 1527. Raymal had married a daughter to
Sekhavat Kachvaho Sujo Raymalot, a son of Kachvaho Raymal Sekhavat's (no.
22).

Aclo Raymalot succeeded his father to Rahan village and appears to
have spent much of his life there while nominally in the service of Mertlyo Rav
Jaimal Viramdevot (8-1) (no. 107). The chronicles present Aclo as a Mertlyo
who sought his own advantage and who preferred not to become involved in the
series of conflicts between Merto and Jodhpur. He chose to sit at home instead
of responding to Rav Jaimal's summons for military service and did not report,
for example, during the battle for Merto in 1554 against Rav Malde Gangavat of
Jodhpur (1532-62). He died a natural death some years later.

Aclo granted the village of Ada ra Khet53 in sdmsan to the Vlthu Caran
Abo Tejavat.

Harnath Singh Dunlod, The Sheikhawats & their Lands
(Jaipur: Raj Educational Printers, 1970), p. 10; Khyat, 3:116;
Murardan, no. 2, pp. 555, 560; Vigat, 2:165.

(no. I l l ) Arjan Raymalot (8-8)

Arjan Raymalot was a son of Raymal Dudavat (7-4) and grandson of
Rav Dudo Jodhavat (6-1) (no. 104). He served under Rav Jaimal Viramdevot (7-
1) (no. 107) of Merto, holding the village of Idvo54 in pato from the Rav. The
chronicles portray Arjan, like his brother, Aclo Raymalot (8-7) (no. 110), as an
uncertain supporter of Rav Jaimal in his conflicts with the house of Jodhpur.
Arjan also hesitated to answer Rav Jaimal's summons for service during the
battle for Merto in 1554. But unlike Aclo, he eventually came, and he fought
well during the main engagement. Then in 1562 he followed Rav Jaimal to
Mevar in the wake of Mlrza Sharafu'd-DTn's rebellion against Akbar. He was
killed at CTtor in early 1568 in the great battle against Emperor Akbar.

Bankidas, p. 104; Khyat, 3:115-116, 119; Murardan, no. 2, p.
556.

52 Rahan village: located ten miles north-northeast of Merto.

53 Acla ra Khet: specific location uncertain, but probably in the vicinity of Rahan.

54 Idvo village: located eighteen miles northeast of Merto.
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(no. 112) Prayagdas Arjanot (9-18)

Prayagdas Arjanot was a son of Arjan Raymalot (8-7) (no. I l l ) and a
great-grandson of Rav Dudo Jodhavat (6-1) (no. 104). Little is known about
Prayagdas's life from sources at hand. He appears only once in the chronicles of
NainsT {Khydt, 3:119-120) as a military servant of Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (8-1)
(no. 107), who participated in the battle for Merto in 1554 against Rav Malde
Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62). Prayagdas was a young man at this time. The
Khydt portrays him as both a loyal and enthusiastic supporter of Rav Jaimal, and
as an untried, injudicious warrior in battle. Rav Jaimal welcomed him to the
battle and exclaimed that he always forgave Prayagdas for his indiscretions
because he appeared for service.

The Khydt records that Prayagdas was killed in this battle while trying to
force his bow over Rav Malde's head. Other information from Murdrddn, no. 2,
p. 557, indicates that this was not the case. This text states that Prayagdas
followed his father, Arjan Raymalot, to Cltor in 1562. He remained there with
his father and other Mertlyos in Rav Jaimal's service until after the battle of Cltor
in 1568, in which his father was killed. He then became a military servant of
Rav Jaimal's son, Surtan Jaimalot (9-1) (no. 113). He received the pato of
Slrasno village55 from Surtan in 1572. Prayagdas continued his service under
Surtan's son, Gopaldas Surtanot (10-2) (no. 115), following Surtan Jaimalot's
death in Bihar in 1589-90. Murdrddn records that he was killed at Bid city in
the Deccan with Gopajdas in 1599-1600 during Mughal operations there against
Ahmadnagar.

Khydt, 3:119-120; Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 557.

(no. 113) Surtan Jaimalot (9-1)

Surtan Jaimalot was the son and chosen successor of Rav Jaimal
Viramdevot (8-1) (no. 107) of Merto. He was bom of Rav Jaimal's elder
SotenkanT wife. Surtan's name first appears in the texts with reference to the
battle of Merto in 1554, at which time he was only a youth. He came before Rav
Malde's commander, Rathor Prithlraj Jaitavat (no. 63), near Merto's Jodhpur
Gate, and he thrust his lance at Prithlraj. Prithlraj easily warded off this blow,
and he then took Surtan's sword away from him and presented it to one of his
own military servants, Plparo Gahlot Hlngojo, to whom he had promised such a
weapon. Prithlraj afterwards chided Surtan that his father, Rav Jaimal, should
have come in his stead.

Surtan accompanied his father to Cltor in late-1562 in the wake of Mlrza
Sharafu'd-Dln's rebellion from Akbar. Then in 1568, following Rav Jaimal's
death in battle at Cltor, Surtan took up residence at the fort of Bor56 near the
village of Rupjl in the hilly area of western Mevar. The Rano of Mevar,

55 Sirasno village: located twelve miles northeast of Merto.

56 Bor village: located twelve miles northeast of Kumbhalmer in western Mevar.
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Sisodiyo Udaisingh Sangavat (ca. 1537-72; no. 17), had granted this fort to
Surtan and his younger half-brother, Kesodas (9-3) (no. 119), mpato. Surtan's
vast remained in this village for a number of years. The Mertryos constructed a
temple to their patron deity, Sri CaturbhujjT, at Bor.

Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 462, records that after Rav Jaimal's death at Cltor,
the Mughal Emperor Akbar sought the offices of Rajavat Kachvaho Bhagvantdas
Bharmalot (Raja of Amber, ca. 1574-89) to call Surtan from Mevar. The
Emperor wished to offer Merto in jdgir to Surtan in return for Surtan's obeisance.
Surtan is said to have replied that his dharma demanded he remain in the service
of the Rano for one year, after which he would be free to leave.

The texts disagree about events during this period of Surtan's life. The
following basic chronology emerges:

Surtan remained in Mevar at Bor fort for one or two years after the battle
of Cltor along with his half-brother, Kesodas, and other Mertryos. He then
proceeded to the Mughal court in 1570-71 and made obeisance to Akbar. The
Emperor awarded him with the jdgir of Malarno in eastern Rajasthan (near
Rinthambhor). Then in 1572-73 Akbar granted Surtan the jdgir of one-half the
villages of Merto. Akbar had already granted the other half of Merto's villages in
jdgir to Surtan's half-brother, Kesodas. The chronicles note that there was
friction between Surtan and Kesodas when Surtan returned to Merto and began
dividing his villages among his retainers. This disagreement caused Kesodas to
leave Merto to seek redress from the Emperor.

Akbar sequestered all the villages of Merto from Surtan and Kesodas in
1577-78. Vigat, 2:70, records that Akbar's action resulted from the Mertlyos'
mistreatment of a wet-nurse of the Imperial court who passed through Merto
enroute from Gujarat to north India. Akbar gave Surtan the jdgir of Sojhat
Pargano in eastern Marvar in exchange. Surtan held this jdgir until 1582-83.
Surtan's assumption of authority at Sojhat fell on the death of Rav Kalo Ramot, a
grandson of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62), who was killed by the
Mughals in 1577. Akbar also granted Surtan the village of Sarvar57 where
Surtan's vast remained for several years. Surtan's great-grandfather, Rav Dudo
Jodhavat (6-1) (no. 104), had occupied this village in the late fifteenth century.

Several years later, Rav Candrasen Maldevot of Jodhpur (1562-81)
emerged from his exile and overran the area of Sojhat. Sources are unclear
whether Surtan retained Sojhat during this time. There was a great deal of
disruption locally until Rav Candrasen's death in 1581. Akbar then granted
Sojhat in jdgir to Rav Candrasen's son, Rav Raysingh Candrasenot, in 1582-83,
at which time Surtan's involvement with this area ended.

Surtan did not hold lands in Merto again until 1586. He was much
involved in Imperial military service in the interim between 1582 and 1586,
particularly in Gujarat with the subeddr, Khan Khanan Mirza 'Abdu'r-Rahlm.
Akbar Ndma, 3:632, 656, records that Surtan was in Gujarat both in December
of 1583 and in September of 1586. In 1583 he had campaigned against Muzaffar

57 Sarvar village: located forty-nine miles north of Merto and twenty-five miles east-
northeast of Nagaur.
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Khan III (1561-73; 1583; in revolt until 1593), riding as part of the Mughal army
center. Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot of Jodhpur (1583-95) was also present
riding in the Mughal right wing. In 1586 several of Surtan's retainers were
responsible for killing two Jareco Rajput bandits who had plagued the city of
Ahmadabad. As a reward for this service, the subeddr used his offices to obtain
the return of Surtan's (and Kesodas's) jdgirs of Merto. Vigat, 2:70, records that
Surtan's vast came back to Merto on February 12, 1586 after an absence of nine
years.

During the next few years, Surtan spent most of his time on military tour
for the Mughals in eastern India. He was killed in 1589-90 in Gokul (Bihar)
during Mughal operations under Kachvaho Raja Mansingh Bhagvantdasot of
Amber (1589-1614) against the Afghans.

Surtan granted the following villages of Merto in sdmsan to Carans:

1. Lunglyo58 - granted to the Adho Caran Durso Mehavat.
2. Neta rl Vasnl59 - granted to the Ratnum Caran Sankar

Hlngo]avat.
3. Ratanavas60 - RatansT Dudavat (7-3) had originally granted

this village to the Mlsan Caran Ratno Dahavat. Surtan Jaimalot later
took it from Ratno and granted it to the Caran Barhath Cutro Jaimalot.

The chronicles record the following duho about Surtan Jaimalot:

Surtan said to the Patsah,
"I shall enjoy my land so long as two things are not
done,
Giving [you] a daughter [in marriage],
And allowing you to see [my] wife."

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 48; Akbar Ndma, 3:632, 656; Bdnkidds,
pp. 62, 104; Khyat, 1:291, 297, 302, 3:120; Murdrddn, no. 2,
pp. 462-464, 471; R. P. Tripathi, The Rise and Fall of the
Mughal Empire (Reprint ed. Allahabad: Central Book Depot,
1966), pp. 308-311; Vigat, 1:389-390, 2:69-72, 111, 165, 185,
212.

(no. 114) Balbhadar Surtanot (10-1)

58 Lung iyo village: located fifteen miles southeast of Mer to , near R e y a m .

59 Ne ta rT Vasnl : located seventeen miles north-northeast of Mer to , near Rahan .

60 Ratanavas village: located thirty miles northeast of Merto, near Altavo.
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Balbhadar Surtanot was a son of Surtan Jaimalot (9-1) (no. 113) and
grandson of Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (8-1) (no. 107) of Merto. He was a sister's
son (bhdnej) of the Bhatl Rajputs. Following the death of his father, Surtan, in
Bihar in 1589-90, Balbhadar received the jdgir of one-half of Merto from Akbar.
His paternal uncle, Kesodas Jaimalot (9-3) (no. 119), continued to hold the other
half of Merto from Akbar during this same period.

Little is recorded about other aspects of Baibhadar's life. He was killed
in the Deccan while in Mughal service in 1596-97. Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 464-
465, records that Balbhadar became involved in a fight with a Turk one day at
his camp, and died from wounds received. The text provides no explanation for
the hostilities.

Balbhadar granted the village of Dagsurlyo61 in sdmsan to the
Dhadhvarlyo Caran Moko Mandanot.

Balbhadar achieved the the rank of 300 zdt as a mansabddr in Mughal
service. He died without sons and was succeeded at Merto by his brother,
Gopaldas Surtanot (10-2) (no. 115).

A'tn-i-Akban, p. 563; Athar Ali, Apparatus, pp. 24, 28;
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 464-465; Vigat, 2:72, 140, 491; Vir
Vinod, 2:208.

(no. 115) Gopaldas Surtanot (10-2)

Gopaldas Surtanot was a son of Surtan Jaimalot (9-1) (no. 113) and a
grandson of Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (8-1) (no. 107) of Merto. The chronicles
describe Gopaldas as a stout, powerfully build Rajput who was very generous.
Upon the death of his brother, Balbhadar Surtanot (10-1) (no. 114), in 1596-97
in the Deccan, Gopaldas received Baibhadar's share of one-half the village of
Merto in jdgir from Akbar. He had been in Mughal service prior to this time and
he continued to serve until his death in 1599-1600 at Bid city in the Deccan
during Mughal operations against Ahmadnagar under the command of Sher
Khwaja. He died there along with two of his paternal uncles, Kesodas Jaimalot
(9-3) (no. 119), who also held one-half of Merto in jdgir from Akbar, and
Dvarkadas Jaimalot (9-8) (no. 118).

The Khydt of NainsI, 2:97-98, notes that Bhatl Surtan Harrajot, a son of
Bhatl Raval Harraj Maldevot of Jaisalmer (1561-77), was also killed at Bid city
with Gopaldas. Gopaldas's brother, Balbhadar, was a sister's son (bhdnej) of the
Bhatls. Bhatl Surtan Harrajot may have been a sago of Gopaldas's family.

Gopaldas had two wives of whom there is record, a Cahuvan and a
Slsodnl. The Slsodnl was a daughter of Rano Pratapsingh Udaisinghot of Mevar
(1572-97) and mother of Gopaldas's son, Jagnath Gopaldasot (11-1) (no. 116).

Akbar Ndma, 2:1136; Bdnkidds, p. 62; Khydt, 2:97-98;
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 465-466; Vigat, 2:72.

61 Dagsunyo village: located twenty-four miles west-southwest of Merto.
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(no. 116) Jagnath Gopajdasot (11-1)

Jagnath Gopaldasot was a son of Gopaldas Surtanot (10-2) (no. 115) and
great-grandson of Rav Jaimal Viramdevot (8-1) (no. 107) of Merto. He was born
of Gopaldas's Slsodnl wife and was daughter's son (dohitro) of Slsodlyo Rano
Pratapsingh Udaisinghot (1572-97). Jagnath served under the Mughals as had
his father, and, following his father's death at Bid city in the Deccan in 1599-
1600, he succeeded to Gopaldas's share of one-half the villages of Merto. He
held this jdgir for only a short time, however. Beginning with the spring crop
(undlT) of 1602, Akbar granted Jagnath's jdgiri rights to Raja Surajsingh
Udaisinghot of Jodhpur (1595-1619). In compensation, Jagnath received the
village of Run62 in jdgir.

Vigat, 2:72-73, suggests that part of the reason for Jagnath's loss of his
share of Merto was discord between himself and Dhlravat Kachvaho Raja
Ramdas Udavat (no. 19). Raja Ramdas was a personal favorite of Emperor
Akbar's with the position of petition-bearer at the Mughal court. No details are
available about the source of conflict. But it is suggested that Raja Ramdas
petitioned the Emperor in favor of Raja Surajsingh. A granddaughter of Raja
Ramdas was married to Raja Surajsingh following Ramdas's death.63

Jagnath died in 1609-10 at Ahmadabad in Gujarat. He had a large
number of sons and a segment of Mertlyo Rathors called Jagnathot later emerged
bearing his name.

Bdnkldds, p. 62; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 465-466; Vigat, 2:72-73.

(no. 117) Vlthajdas Jaimalot (9-11)

Vlthaldas Jaimalot was a son of Rav Jaimal Viramdevot (8-1) (no. 107)
and sister's son (bhdnej) of the Vaghelo Rajputs. He spent his early years at the
court of his father, Rav Jaimal, at Merto. During Rav Jaimal's forced exile from
Merto in the period between 1557-1562, he accompanied him to Mevar. Then
with the reoccupation of Merto in 1562 following the Mughal siege of the
Malgadh and the defeat of Rav Malde's commander, Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no.
65), Rav Jaimal sent Vlthajdas to the Mughal court in the accompaniment of
Mlrza Sharafu'd-Din Husayn. Vlthajdas was at court only a short time, for he
was forced to flee Agra with Mlrza Sharafu'd-Din when the Mlrza rebelled
against Akbar in October of 1562. He returned to Merto with the Mlrza,
bringing news of the events to his father.

The chronicles supply no details, but Vlthajdas undoubtedly went with
Rav Jaimal to Cltor this same year and lived there until his father's death during
the battle of Cltor in 1568. Vlthaldas then apparently remained with his half-

62 Run vil lage: located twenty miles northwest of Merto .

63 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Surajsingh
Udaisinghot, Rani no. 17.
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brother, Surtan Jaimalot (9-1) (no. 113), in Mevar at the Bor fort.64 When Surtan
received one-half of Merto in jdgir from Akbar in 1572-73, Surtan gave
Vlthaldas the two villages of Kekind65 and Alnlyavas,66 which his paternal uncle
'(kdko), Isardas Viramdevot (8-5) (no. 109), had held before his death at the
battle of Cltor.

Vlthaldas occupied these villages for several years. He then left Merto
to become a military servant of Slsodlyo Rano Pratapsingh Udaisinghot of Cltor
(1572-97). He was killed in Mevar at the battle of Haldlghati67 in June of 1576
fighting against the Mughals. Vlthaldas's uterine brother, Ramdas Jaimalot (9-
10), was also killed at Haldlghati.

Vigat, 2:71-72, states that in 1583 Vlthaldas was in Gujarat with his
brother, Surtan Jaimalot, on military tour with Khan Khanan. While Vlthaldas
may have accompanied Surtan to Gujarat on some occasion, the date of 1583
seems at variance with other facts known about Vlthaldas's life.

Vlthaldas married one of his daughters to the Sekhavat Kachvahos of
Khandelo. Kachvaho Girdhardas Raysalot, the ruler of Khandelo, was his
daughter's son (dohitro). Girdhardas's father, Raysal Sujavat, was the daughter's
son of Jodho Rathor Vagho Sujavat (no. 83).

Bdnkldds, p. 61; Khyat, 1:320-321; Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 489;
Vigat, 2:67-72.

(no. 118) Dvarkadas Jaimalot (9-8)

Dvarkadas Jaimalot was a son of Rav Jaimal Viramdevot (8-1) (no. 107)
and a sister's son (hhdnej) of the Kachvahos, born of a daughter of Rajavat
Kachvaho Raja Askaran Bhimvrajot of Gwalior.

Little is known about Dvarkadas's life prior to 1572-73. In this year his
elder half-brother, Surtan Jaimalot (9-1) (no. 113), received one-half of Merto in
jdgir from Akbar. Following receipt of this grant, Surtan gave Dvarkadas the
village of Lamblyo68 in pato. At some point, perhaps on Surtan's death in 1589-
90 in Bihar, Dvarkadas took service under the Mughals, and he then received
Lamblyo mjdgir.

Dvarkadas was killed in 1599-1600 in the Deccan during the battle at
Bid city near Ahmadnagar. He was part of the Mertlyo contingent under Sher

64 B o r village: located twelve miles northeast of Kumbha lmer in western Mevar .

65 Keklhd village: located fourteen miles south-southeast of Merto .

66 Alnlyavas vil lage: located twenty miles southeast of Mer to .

67 Haldlghati: a narrow defile in the Aravallls located some eighteen miles northeast of
the fort of Gogundo and eleven miles southwest of Nathdvara.

68 Lamblyo village: located eighteen miles due south of Merto.
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Khwaja. He died there along with his half-brother, Kesodas Jaimalot (9-3) (no.
119), and a son of Surtan Jaimalot, Gopaldas Surtanot (10-2) (no. 115).

Bdnkidds, p. 62; Khydt, 1:290, 303, 2:177; Murdrddn, no. 2,
pp. 504-505; Vigat, 2:72.

(no. 119) Kesodas Jaimalot (9-3)

Kesodas Jaimalot was a son of Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (8-1) (no. 107)
and a sister's son (bhdnej) of the Sojanki Rajputs, born of Rav Jaimal's junior
So]ankanl wife.

Some unclarity exists in the texts regarding events of Kesodas's life,
particularly in the immediate aftermath of Rav Jaimal's death at Citor in 1568.
The following basic chronology emerges:

Kesodas joined his half-brother, Surtan Jaimalot (9-1) (no. 113), at the
fort of Bor69 near Rupjl village in the hills of western Mevar after the battle of
Citor. Slsodlyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat (ca. 1537-72; no. 17) had granted this
fort jointly to Kesodas and Surtan in pato. Kesodas appears to have left Mevar
in 1570-71 and proceeded without Surtan to the Mughal court, where he made
obeisance to Akbar. Akbar then granted Kesodas the jdgir of one-half the
villages of Merto.

Kesodas's primary ally at the Mughal court was his paternal uncle,
Narhardas Isardasot (8-5) (no. 120), a son of Rav Jaimal's brother, Isardas
Vlramdevot (8-5) (no. 109). Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 512-513, records that after
Narhardas's father, Isardas, and Rav Jaimal were killed at Citor, Narhardas broke
allegiance with Surtan Jaimalot, who was Rav Jaimal's chosen successor, in
favor of Kesodas. While Kesodas and Surtan both remained in Mevar,
Narhardas proceeded to the Mughal court and advocated Kesodas's rights to
Merto before Akbar. Murdrddn further states that Narhardas gave his sister,
Purambal, in marriage to Akbar at this time and then joined the Imperial service.
Narhardas was successful at court, for he later had an official writ from the
Emperor granting jdgiri rights to one-half of Merto sent to Kesodas in Mevar.
Kesodas then proceeded to the Mughal court and made obeisance to the Emperor
in return for the confirmation of his jdgir. Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 471, specifically
records that Kesodas received one-half of Merto prior to Surtan Jaimalot.

This chronicle is at variance with information recorded in Vigat, 2:69-
70. The Vigat states that neither Kesodas nor Surtan went to the Mughal court
until 1571-72 and even then did not receive Merto in jdgir for some years
thereafter. Surtan Jaimalot held the jdgir of Malarno (near Rinthambhor) from
Akbar during this interim period, and it was only later that both brothers received
shares of Merto. The Vigat gives precedence to Surtan's story as Rav Jaimal's
chosen successor to rule at Merto, but this information appears incorrect. As
noted above, Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 471, states specifically that Kesodas received

69 Bor village: located twelve miles northeast of Kumbhalmer in western Mevar.
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his share of Merto prior to Surtan. In addition, Kesodas did have representation
at the Mughal court in the person of MertTyo Narhardas Isardasot.

There are other precedents from this period to indicate that Emperor
Akbar made decisions about whom to award lands and position based upon the
support those individuals received at his court. An example comes from the
family of Rathor Rav Ram Maldevot. Rav Ram was one of the sons of Rav
Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62). He received Sojhat in jdglr from Akbar.
On his death in 1572, Akbar presented Sojhat in jdglr to Ram's younger son,
Kalo, along with the title of rdv, bypassing Rav Ram's elder son, Karan. Akbar
appears to have made this decision based upon the strong support Kalo received
at court from two influential Rathors from Marvar, Prithlraj Kumpavat (no. 97)
and Mahes Kumpavat (no. 98).70

Kesodas assumed control of his villages in Merto in 1570-71. His half-
brother, Surtan, was not granted jdglrl rights in Merto until 1572-73, at which
time conflict broke out between the two brothers over the division of villages.
Kesodas left Merto with his paternal uncle, Narhardas Isardasot, and proceeded
once again to the Mughal court to seek redress. Vigat, 2:70, states that Kesodas
married his daughter to the Emperor at this time in return for the jdglr of one-
half of Merto. Murdrddn does not mention this marriage at all. From the A yln-
i-Akban, pp. 323, 594, it is apparent that Kesodas married a daughter to Prince
Sallm (Jahanglr), not to Emperor Akbar.71 Kesodas then returned to Merto
where he remained in possession of his village until 1577-78.

70 For m o r e about these Rajputs and their involvements in Sojhat, see supra, "Kumpavat
Rathors ."

71 The re is some question about which "Kesodas Rathor" marr ied a daughter to Pr ince
Sallm. T h e quest ion is compl ica ted by conflicting evidence in the texts, and by the fact
that th ree different Kesodas Rathors are ment ioned in the Mugha l sources of the period:
Mer t iyo Rathor Kesodas Jaimalot , Varsinghot Mert lyo Rathor Kesodas "Mara"
Bhimvot , and Bikavat Ra thor Kesodas Amarsinghot .

B lochmann ment ions in his notes to the AyTn-i-Akbarl, p . 232, n. 4, that a
daughter of a "Raja Keshu Das Rathor" was one of Jahangir 's wives and the mother of
Ms daughter , Baha r Banu B e g a m , born A. H. 988 (A. D . 1591).

Elsewhere in this same text, p. 563, n. 302, Blochmann lists a "Kesu Das, son
of Jai Mai," as a mansabddr of Akbar's with the rank of 300 zdt. He confuses this
Kesodas Jaimalot with "Kesu Das Marii," who is mentioned several times in Jahangir's
Memoirs (Jahanglr, 1:21, 79, 170, 296-297, 390, 410). This Kesodas Mara was
Kesodas Bhimvot, a MertTyo Rathor of the Varsinghot sdkh, descended from Rav
Varsingh Jodhavat (no. 146), one of the original founders of Merto. Kesodas Maru rose
to a position of considerable influence under Akbar, from whom he held the jdglr of
Vadhnor in northern Mevar. Under Jahanglr, Kesodas Maru remained active in the
affairs of the empire, and he reached the mansab rank of 2000/1200. Toward the end of
Jahangir's reign, he apparently went mad and frittered away his lands and wealth. He is
said to have begun beating his wives and causing disturbances locally, and he was
eventually shot and killed by his son, Karan Kesodasot, who was in turn poisoned by
one of Kesodas's wives (see: Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 584-585).

Lastly, Blochmann, p. 594, n. 408, refers to a "Keshu Das, the Rathor" who
was a mansabddr of 200 zdt, and notes that he served in Gujarat in early 1585.
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Kesodas accompanied Raja Raysingh Kalyanmalot of Bikaner (1574-
1612), Shah QulT Mahram-i Baharlu, Shimal Khan Chela, and others during
operations in Marvar in 1574 against Rav Candrasen Maldevot of Jodhpur
(1562-81). Then in 1577-78 Akbar sequestered both Kesodas's and Surtan's
jdgirs of Merto because of the Mertiyos' mistreatment of a wet-nurse from the
Imperial court who passed through Merto while enroute from Gujarat to north
India. Akbar granted Kesodas the village of Nagelav72 in compensation.
Kesodas then moved his vast to Nagelav, where they were to remain for the next
nine years.

Merto was finally returned to both Kesodas and his half-brother, Surtan,
in 1586 and Kesodas then resumed residence at Merto.73 Nothing is recorded
about his activities during the period from 1577-86, nor during the period
following the return of Merto in jdgir from 1586-99. In all probability, Kesodas
spent much of his time on military tour for the Mughals. He was killed in 1599-
1600 in the Deccan during Mughal operations against Ahmadnagar. He
undoubtedly took part in the battle at Bid city where the Mughals were hard-
pressed by the troops of Sultana Cand Blbl until reinforcements arrived under the
command of Abu'1-Fazl.

Kesodas was a mansabddr in the Imperial service with the rank of 300
Zdt

Blochmann identifies this Kesodas as a son of "Ray Ray Singh's brother" of Bikaner
and states that he was killed in a private quarrel in Akbar's 36th Regnal year (1592).
Blochmann states that it was this Kesodas Rathor who married a daughter to Prince
Sallm (Jahanglr). This Kesodas was BIkavat Rathor Kesodas Amarsinghot, a son of
Amars ingh Kalyanmalot , the brother to Raja Raysingh Kalyanmalot , ruler of Bikaner
(1574-1612). Kesodas Amarsinghot was killed in 1590 as a result of hostilities which
arose following his father's rebellion against Akbar in the same year (see: Ojha,
5:1:180).

Without further evidence, it is difficult to know for certain which of these
Kesodas Rathors married a daughter into Akbar 's family. It appears that Blochmann is
incorrect in his judgement that it was Kesodas Amarsinghot 's daughter who was married
to Pr ince Sallm. T h e fact that the Rathor who married a daughter to Sallm is referred to
in Mughal sources as "Raja" points rather toward Kesodas Jaimalot or to Kesodas
Bhimvot , bo th of whom had greater stature than Kesodas Amarsinghot.

Vigat, 2:70, appears in error in its statement that Kesodas Jaimalot married a
daughter to Akbar, but the reference to a marr iage into Akbar's family would seem to
point to Rathor Kesodas Jaimalot as the Kesodas Rathor who gave his daughter to the
Mughals .

T h e date of the marr iage is uncertain. According to Mughal sources, Pr ince
Salnn's first marr iage took place in February of 1585 to the daughter of Kachvaho Raja
Bhagvantdas of Amber (ca. 1574-89). Kesodas Jaimalot 's marr iage of his daughter to
Prince Sal lm would then have occurred sometime thereafter, ca. 1586.

(A note of thanks to Frances Taft for details regarding the Amber marriage).

72 Nagelav village: located eighteen miles southwest of Ajmer.

73 See supra, Surtan Jaimalot (no. 113) for details about Merto's return to Surtan and
Kesodas.
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A'in4-Akban, pp. 323, 563, 594; Abd al-Qadir ibn Muluk Shah
Bada'unl, Muntakhabut'Tawdrikh. Translated from the
Original Persian and Edited by George S. A. Ranking (Reprint
ed. Karachi: Karimsons, 1976 [1898-1925]), 2:352; Akbar
Ndma, 3:113, 678; Athar Ali, Apparatus, p. 25; Bdnkldds, p.
62; Jahanglr, 1:21, 55-56, 79, 170, 296-297, 390, 410;
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 462-464, 471, 512-513, 584; Ojha,
5:1:170, 180; Tripathi, The Rise and Fall of the Mughal
Empire, pp. 329-335; Vigat, 2:69-70, 72, 491; Vir Vinod,
2:209.

(no. 120) Narhardas Isardasot (9-15)

Narhardas Isardasot was a son of Isardas Vlramdevot (8-5) (no. 109) and
a grandson of Rav Viramde Dudavat (7-1) (no. 105). He is described in the
texts as a very powerfully built, brave Rajput warrior. No information is
available about Narhardas's life prior to the death of his father at the battle of
Cltor in 1568. Isardas Vlramdevot had fought and died there along with his
brother, Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (8-1) (no. 107), in the great battle against the
Mughal Emperor Akbar. Narhardas was apparently at Cltor with his father and
the other Rajputs in Rav Jaimal's service. But his specific activities during the
battle are unknown. Narhardas broke relations with Rav Jaimal's son and chosen
successor to rule at Merto, Surtan Jaimalot (9-1) (no. 113), following this battle,
and sided with Surtan's younger half-brother, Kesodas Jaimalot (9-3) (no. 119).
While Surtan and Kesodas remained in Mevar for some time living at the fort of
Bor in the hills of western Mevar which Sisodiyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat (ca.
1537-72; no. 17) had granted them in pato, Narhardas proceeded alone to the
Mughal court to petition Emperor Akbar on Kesodas's behalf for the lands of
Merto. According to Murdrddn, no. 2, p 471, Narhardas's petition was
successful. Narhardas obtained an Imperial writ assigning one-half of the
villages of Merto in jdgir to Kesodas and had this sent to Kesodas in Mevar,
summoning him to court to perform obeisance before the Emperor.

Narhardas then joined the Imperial service and received the jdgir of
Vadhnor74 in northern Mevar from Akbar. He married his sister, Purambal, to
Akbar at this time. Kesodas also granted Narhardas villages in Merto in pato
when he took possession of his lands there. These villages included Reyam75

and Padukham rl VasnI.76

Narhardas had no sons. He spent his later years at Merto serving under
Kesodas Jaimalot. No information is available about the date or circumstances of
his death.

74 Vadhnor vil lage: located forty-seven miles south-southwest of Ajmer.

75 R e y a m village: located fifteen miles southeast of Merto .

76 Padukham r l VasnI: located four miles north-northwest of Mer to .
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Narhardas granted the village of Santhano Sarangvas77 in samsan to the
Pankh Golval Brahman Banopal (or Gopal) Lakhavat.

Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 471, 512-513; Vigat, 2:69-70, 112, 211.

(no. 121) Kanhidas Kesodasot (10-3)

Kanhidas Kesodasot was a son of Kesodas Jaimalot (9-3) (no. 119) and
grandson of Rav Jaimal Viramdevot (8-1) (no. 107). Little is known about
KanhTdas from records available. He received Kesodas's share of one-half the
villages of Merto in jdgir from Akbar in 1599-1600, following Kesodas's death
in the Deccan. He held this jdgir until his death a short time thereafter in 1601-
02.

There is some disagreement in the chronicles about the date of
Kanhldas's death. Vigat, 2:77, places his death in 1604-05, while Murardan,
no. 2, p. 471, records that he died in the Deccan in 1601-02. He apparently
served under the Mughals all of his life, and he was active in Akbar's Deccan
campaign against Ahmadnagar. The date of 1601-02 for Kanhldas's death
appears appropriate, given what is known about his son, Indraban Kanhldasot
(11-2) (no. 122) (see infra).

While holding the jdgir for one-half of Merto, Kanhidas granted the
village of Ghanam78 in samsan to the Jaghath Caran Khlmvo Venldasot.

Murardan, no. 2, p. 471; Vigat, 2:72-73, 112, 185.

(no. 122) Indrabhan Kanhldasot (11-2)

Indrabhan Kanhldasot was a son of Kanhidas Kesodasot (10-3) (no. 121)
and great-grandson of Rav Jaimal Viramdevot (8-1) (no. 107) of Merto.
Indrabhan succeeded to his father Kanhldas's position at Merto in 1601-02 but
with much attenuated jdgiri rights to villages there. According to Murdrddn,
no. 2, p. 472, Indrabhan received only the village of Keklnd79 and twenty-two
others from Akbar in jdgir. The remainder of his father's share was given to the
Raja of Jodhpur, Surajsingh Udaisihghot (1595-1619). Indrabhan's attentuated
share of villages was then taken from him in 1604-05 and granted to the Jodhpur
Raja. Ojha, 4:1:370, gives the date of May 30, 1605 for the Raja's receipt of all
of Merto.

No information is available about whether Raja Surajsingh in turn
granted Indrabhan his villages of Merto in pato. Vigat, 2:73, records only that in
1604-05 the important thdkurs of Merto went to the Mughal court with a
contingent of some 2,000 horse to petition Akbar in favor of Indrabhan's rights

77 Santhano Sarangvas village: located eighteen miles east-southeast of Mer to .

78 G h a n a m village: located twenty-five miles northeast of Mer to , near Al tavo.

79 Keklnd village: located fourteen miles south-southeast of Mer to .
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to Merto. Their petition was denied. Akbar gave full support to the rights of the
ruler of Jodhpur to authority over Merto, rights which the Mughals continued to
recognize for the next three-quarters of a century.

No information is available about the date and circumstances of
Indrabhan's death.

Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 472; Vigat, 2:73.

(no. 123) Cando Viramdevot (8-3)

Cando Viramdevot was a son of Rav Viramde Dudavat (7-1) (no. 105)
and a grandson of Rav Dudo Jodhavat (6-1) (no. 104). The chronicles describe
Cando as a large, powerfully built Rajput. His life stands in contrast to those of
most of his brothers, for Cando stood apart from Merto and served much of his
life in the armies of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62). For reasons
unexplained in the texts, Cando gained the enmity of his father, Rav Viramde,
and he was driven from Merto during his youth. It is possible that he posed a
threat to his brother, Jaimal Viramdevot (8-1) (no. 107), who was Rav Vlramde's
chosen successor. No specific information is available about their mothers or the
circumstances leading to Cando's banishment.

The chronicles do not specify when Cando left Merto and took service
under Rav Malde. But in 1546-47 Cando received the pato of Asop village80

from Rav Malde. Asop is an important village in Marvar, and Cando's receipt of
this grant indicates that he held a position of some influence at Rav Malde's
court. Cando retained Asop until 1552-53 when he received Balundo village81 in
pato.

Cando was present with Rav Malde during the Rav's abortive attack on
Merto in 1554, and following Rav Malde's defeat there, Cando appears to have
become disaffected, for he retired to his village of Balundo. He did not
participate in Rav Malde's occupation of Merto after the battle of Harmaro82 in
January of 1557, nor was he included in the division of Merto's villages among
Rav Malde's military servants that followed.

Cando's failure to report for service gained Rav Malde's ire, and in 1559
the Rav sent his hujddr, Mangllyo Gahlot Vlram Devavat (no. 14), the hakim of
Merto, to Balundo with a contingent of Rajputs to drive Cando from the village.
This action occurred just prior to Rav Malde's grant of one-half the villages of
Merto on July 28, 1559 to Cando's brother, Mertlyo Jagmal Viramdevot (8-6)
(no. 124). On the day Mertlyo Jagmal received his pato of villages, the Rav had
Jagmal swear an oath (devaco) that he would not retain Cando in his service.

Asop village: located fifty miles northeast of Jodhpur.

81 Balundo village: located fifty-five miles east of Jodhpur and eight miles due north of
Jaitaran.

82 Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar.
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Cando then quit Marvar and joined his brother, Rav Jaimal Vtramdevot
(8-1) (no. 107) in Mevar. Rav Jaimal was at CItor in the service of SIsodlyo
Rano Udaisingh Sangavat (ca. 1537-72; no. 17) from 1557-62. While at CItor,
Cando became involved in the settlement of the Mertlyo vair with the SoJankI
Rajputs. The Sojankls had killed two of his brothers, Sarangde (8-2) and
Mandan (8-4), some years earlier near Todo in central Rajasthan. In revenge,
Cando killed a Soknkl named Naraindas at CItor. He left Mevar afterwards,
apparently because of difficulties that arose from this killing, and returned to
Marvar. The vair with the Sojankls was finally ended only after Rav Jaimal was
given another daughter of the Solafikls1 in marriage. Rav Jaimal was himself a
sago of the So]ankls, having married a Solankanl. His brother, Sarangde, was
also sister's son (hhdnej) of the Solankls. These relationships may in some way
have been responsible for the outbreak of hostilities which started the vair.

Cando joined Rav Malde's service once again following his return to
Marvar, and in 1560-61 Rav Malde returned the pato of Asop village to him.
Cando held this grant until 1562-63. He was stationed at the fort of Jodhpur as
kileddr during these two years. He assumed this position following Rathor
Devldas Jaitavat's (no. 65) posting at the Malgadh at Merto.

With the fall of Merto to Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot and the Mughals under
Mlrza Sharafu'd-Dln Husayn in early 1562, Cando again left Rav Malde's active
service to sit in his village of Asop. When Mlrza Sharafu'd-Dln rebelled from
Akbar in October of 1562, Husayn Qull Khan became Akbar's new governor at
Nagaur. He summoned Cando to Nagaur on some pretext in 1563-64 and had
him killed there. Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 527, records that the Khan had his men
fall upon Cando as Cando ascended the ladder leading up to the platform upon
which the Khan was seated. No reason is given for this murder. The Mughals
may have felt that Cando posed a threat, and was by association, implicated in
the Mirza's rebellion.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48-49, 99; Khydt, 2:121; Murdrddn, no.
2, pp. 526-527, 549, no. 3, pp. 171-172; Vigat, 1:47, 2:63.

(no. 124) Jagmal Vlramdevot (8-6)

Jagmal Vlramdevot was a son of Rav Vlramde Dudavat (7-1) (no. 105)
and grandson of Rav Dudo Jodhavat (6-1) (no. 104), the founding ancestor of the
Mertlyo Rathors. Like his brother, Cando Vlramdevot (8-3) (no. 123), Jagmal
left Merto early in his life and became a military servant of Rav Malde Gangavat
of Jodhpur (1532-62). He received the village of Khairvo83 in pato from the
Rav.

JagmaTs name is not mentioned in the chronicles with regard to any of
Rav Malde's important military undertakings prior to the battle of Harmaro,84

83 Khairvo village: located fifty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

84 Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar.
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which took place on January 24, 1557. Jagmal's name appears in a list of
prominent thdkurs of Marvar who fought at Harmaro under the command of
Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65). Rav Malde's troops had joined with Pathan
Haji Khan against an allied force under Sisodiyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat of
Cltor (ca. 1537-72; no. 17).

Jagmal continued in Rav Malde's service after Harmaro and was
rewarded with the pato of one-half of the villages of Merto in July of 1559. This
grant followed Rav Malde's occupation of Merto. Mertlyo Rav Jaimal
Vlramdevot (8-1) (no. 107) had been an ally of the Rano's at Harmaro, and the
Rano's defeat left Merto forfeit to Rav Malde.

Rav Malde had Jagmal swear an oath (devaco) on July 28 in the temple
of Mahamaya at PhalodhI village85 near Merto before his son, Kumvar
Candrasen, and several members of his administrative staff including Mangllyo
Vlram Devavat (no. 14), Pancoll Neto Abhavat (no. 162) and Cahuvan Jhanjhan
Bhairavdasot (no. 7). Jagmal brought Mertlyo Jaitmal Pancainot (8-9) (no. 127)
and Purohit Bhanldas to PhalodhI to witness this swearing. Jagmal affirmed
enduring loyalty to Rav Malde and his son, Kumvar Candrasen, and swore that
he would neither retain his half-brother, Cando Vlramdevot (8-3) (no. 123), nor
one of his own sons, Vagh Jagmalot (9-16) (no. 125), in his service. The texts
give no reasons for the inclusion of Jagmal's son, Vagh, in this prohibition.86

Jagmal divided his villages among his own personal retainers, and took
up residence at Merto proper as kileddr of the Malgadh. Construction on this
fort was completed in 1560-61. Then in early 1562 the Mughals under Mlrza
Sharafu'd-Dln Husayn laid siege to the Malgadh in league with Jagmal's half-
brother, Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot. Jagmal was present at the Malgadh during the
initial stages of the siege. But he held negotiations with the Mughals and Rav
Jaimal, and then withdrew with a small contingent of his military servants,
leaving all of his personal property behind in the fort. Rathor Devldas Jaitavat
(no. 65), who was posted with Jagmal at the Malgadh, remained inside with a
large force of Rajputs including thirty-eight of Jagmal's own men who had
refused to leave. Most of these men were later killed when the Mughals and Rav
Jaimal attacked Rathor Devldas and his men as they withdrew from the fort in
the direction of Satajvas, a village four miles to the southwest of Merto.

With the loss of Merto and Rav Malde's death in November of 1562,
Jagmal left Marvar and proceeded to the Mughal court. He offered his service to
Emperor Akbar. Within a year, Jagmal's half-brother, Rav Jaimal, to whom
Akbar had given Merto mjdgir following its conquest in 1562, had fled Merto
for Mevar in the wake of Mlrza Sharafu'd-Dln's rebellion in October of that year.
Akbar thereupon granted one-half of Merto to Jagmal in jdgir, reserving the
other half as Imperial khdlso. Jagmal married one of his daughters to Akbar at
this time. He lived for several more years at Merto and died a natural death in
1570-71.

85 Phalodhi village: located nine miles northwest of Merto.

86 See Vigat, 2:62, of the translated text for specific details of this swearing.
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Jagmal granted several villages in sdmsan to Brahmans. These
included:

1. Camvadlyo Adho87 - half of this village was granted to the
Sivar Brahman Purohit Bhavanldas Tejslyot.

2. Jagnathpuro88 - granted to the Srimajl Brahmans Davo and
Jagnath Sadaphajot. This grant was made in 1559-60.

A'Tn-i-AkbarT, pp. 339-340; "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48, 51;
Akhar Ndma, 2:248-249, 305; Bdnkidds, pp. 14, 16, 60;
Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 520-524; Ojha, 4:1:322-324; Reu, 1:138-
139; Vigat, 1:60, 2:59, 61-63, 110, 138, 212; Vir Vinod, 2:812-
813.

(no. 125) Vagh Jagmalot (9-16)
(no. 126) Kalo JagmaSot (9-17)

Vagh and Kalo Jagmalot were sons of Jagmal Vtramdevot (8-6) (no.
124) and grandsons of Rav Vlramde Dudavat (7-1) (no. 105). About Vagh we
know only that Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62) forbade his father,
Jagmal, from retaining him in his personal service while Jagmal held the pato of
one-half of the villages of Merto between July of 1559 and March of 1562. The
circumstances behind this censure are not known.

Of Kalo Jagmalot there is more information. It was his uterine sister
whom his father married to Akbar in 1562. Kalo followed his father into
Mughal service at this time, and he received the jdgtr of Thamv]o village,89 near
Ajmer. His activities after this time are unknown. Mwdrddn, no. 2, p. 524,
states only that he died at Thamvlo village.

A paternal uncle of Kalo's, Mertlyo Jaitmal Pancainot (8-9) (no. 127),
had no sons, and adopted Kalo into his family. The date of this adoption is
unrecorded.

Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 447, 524; Vigat, 2:63.

(no. 127) Jaitmal Pancainot (8-9)

Jaitmal Pancainot was a son of Pancain Dudavat (7-5) and a grandson of
Rav Dudo Jodhavat (6-1) (no. 104). No information is available about JaitmaTs
father. Jaitmal himself was a military servant of Rav Malde Gangavat of
Jodhpur (1532-62). He appears in the chronicles first in association with

87 Camvadiyo Adho village: located seven miles southeast of Merto.

1 Jagnathpuro village: located sixteen miles southest of Merto, near Reyam.

} Thamvlo village: local
miles northwest of Ajmer.

89 Thamvlo village: located twenty-eight miles east-southeast of Merto and twelve
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Mertiyo Jagmal Viramdevot (8-6) (no. 124). Jaitmal was present as a witness on
behalf of Jagmal on July 28, 1559 when Jagmal swore an oath of loyalty to Rav
Malde in the temple of Mahamaya at Phalodhl village near Merto, prior to his
receipt of one-half of the villages of Merto in pato from the Rav.

Jaitmal is mentioned later as part of the contingent of Rajputs under
Rathor Devidas Jaitavat (no. 65) who fought in defense of the Malgadh at Merto
in 1562 against Mertiyo Rav Jaimal Viramdevot (8-1) (no. 107) and the Mughal
forces of Akbar under the command of Mlrza Sharafu'd-Dln Husayn. Jaitmal
was killed at Merto during this conflict.

Jaitmal had no sons. He adopted Mertiyo Jagmal Vlramdevot's son,
Kalo Jagmalot (9-17) (no. 126), into his family. The date of this adoption is
unrecorded.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 56; Bdnkidds, pp. 16, 51; Murdrddn, no.
2, pp. 447, 524; Vigat, 1:62, 2:63, 66.

(no. 128) Gopaldas SOndardasot (11-3)

Gopaldas Sundardasot was a son of Sundardas Madhodasot (10-4) and
great-grandson of Rav Jaimal Viramdevot (8-1) (no. 107). Among the Mertlyos
of the mid-seventeenth century, Gopaldas alone rose to a position of great power
and influence d&pradhdn of Jodhpur under Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot (1638-
78).

Little information is available about Gopaldas's family. His grandfather,
Madhodas Jaimalot (9-2), was the uterine brother of Kesodas Jaimalot (9-3) (no.
119), born of Rav Jaimal's junior SolankanI wife. Madhodas apparently served
under Kesodas, from whom he held the village of Reyam90 in pato. Local
chronicles do not specify when the grant was received. Kesodas Jaimalot
himself received his jdglr of one-half the villages of Merto in 1570-71, retained
it until 1577-78, then held this grant again between the years 1586-1599/1600.
About Madhodas it is known only that he held Reyam in pato for a number of
years and that he died prior to Kesodas's death in 1599-1600.

Gopaldas's father, Sundardas Madhodasot, also held Reyam in pato. But
he did not immediately succeed to this village on his father's death. Murdrddn,
no. 2, pp. 493, 498, records that Sundardas's brother's son, Jasvant Mohandasot
(11-4), received Reyam in pato from Kesodas Jaimalot on Madhodas Jaimalot's
death. Jasvant Mohandasot served with Kesodas in the Deccan, and he took part
along with Kesodas in Mughal operations against Ahmadnagar. Both Jasvant
and Kesodas were killed in 1599-1600 during the battle of Bid city. Upon
Jasvant's death, Sundardas Madhodasot then received Reyam in pato in 1600-01
from Kesodas's son and successor, Kanhldas Kesodasot (10-3) (no. 121).

How long Sundardas continued to hold Reyam is unclear. It appears that
it was only for a short time, for in 1601-02 Kanhldas was also killed in the
Deccan, and his son, Indrabhan Kanhldasot (11-2) (no. 122), succeeded to an

90 Reyam village: located fifteen miles southeast of Merto.
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attenuated jdgir in Merto including Kekmd91 and twenty-two other villages.
Akbar then took these villages from Indrabhan in 1604-05 and granted them to
the ruler of Jodhpur, Raja Surajsifigh Udaisinghot (1595-1619). No further
information is available about Sundardas Madhodasot.

Sundardas's son, Gopajdas Sundardasot, was a military servant of
Kanhldas Kesodasot and of his son, Indrabhan Kanhldasot. Gopajdas left
Indrabhan Kanhldasot in 1615-16, however, and settled in the lands of Raja
Surajsingh of Jodhpur, under whom he took service. He received the pato of
Reyam village from the Raja soon thereafter.

Merto was sequestered from Jodhpur in 1619 upon the death of Raja
Surajsifigh. The new ruler, Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot (1619-38), then granted
Gopajdas the village of Gundoc92 in compensation for his loss of Reyam.
Gopajdas again received Reyam in pato in 1623-24 upon the return of Merto in
jdgir to the house of Jodhpur. Reyam remained in Gopajdas's pato until his
death in 1668. Vigat, 2:199, notes in its description of Reyam that while
Gopaldas held the village, the people of his vast lived on the east side of the
village, the remainder of the village being inhabited by Jat cultivators.

Only limited information is available about Gopajdas's life. He became
involved in the transfer of authority over Merto to the Raja of Jodhpur during the
early years of Raja Gajsingh's rule. Prince Khurram (Shah Jahan) had received
Merto in jdgir following Raja Surajsingh's death in September of 1619. He then
sent the amin, Abu Kabo, to Merto, and Abu in turn entrusted the two halves of
Merto to kirons. Abu's hdkmi lasted two years, after which Prince Khurram
divided Merto among his military servants and retainers. Slsodiyo Gahlot Raja
Bhim Amravat (no. 15) was one of Prince Khurram's servants who held villages
in Merto at this time. Abu's presence continued in the area, however, in the
continued assessment of revenue and the collections of taxes through the kirons
and their men. Mertfyo Gopajdas was wounded at Merto on May 9, 1622 during
a disagrement over taxes with Abu Kabo's men that turned into a running battle
during which a number were killed and wounded on both sides.93

Gopajdas's specific activities during the next twenty years are not
recorded in local texts at hand. But he remained in the service of the Jodhpur
rulers, for in 1642-43, he was appointed pradhdn of Jodhpur under Raja
Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot (1638-78). Gopajdas's appointment came upon the
Raja's dismissal of Campavat Rathor Mahesdas Surajrnalot from this post.
Gopajdas held the position of pradhdn for the next six years until 1648-49.

During his tenure as pradhdn, Gopajdas took part in Mughal operations
under Prince Augangzeb against the Uzbeks in Balkh and Kabul in 1646-47.
Although very costly to the Mughals, this campaign was nominally successful in
settling affairs in this area. Raja Jasvantsingh gave Gopajdas a village as a

91 Kekind village: located fourteen miles south-southeast of Merto.

92 Gundoc village: located fifty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

93 See Vigat, 1:113-114, for details of this confrontation and lists of dead and wounded
and also Vigat, 2:13, of the translated text for background information.
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bonus (yadharo) upon news of the success. This grant was later converted to a
cash payment of rs. 4,000.

Gopaldas stepped down as pradhdn of Jodhpur in 1648. Two years
later, in 1650-51, he took part in one of the most important military undertakings
in Marvar during this period, the conquest of the fort of Pokaran from the Bhatls
of Jaisalmer. The pargano of Pokaran had been written into the jdgir of the
Jodhpur rulers since the time of Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot (1595-1619), but
they had possessed no authority over the area from the time Rav Candrasen
Maldevot (1562-81) mortgaged Pokaran to the Bhatls in the latter-1570s to raise
money during his exile in the AravallTs. The Jodhpur rulers had not attempted to
take possession after their award of jdgir because the ruling family of Jaisalmer
were sagos of Jodhpur. The ruling line of Jaisajmer changed in 1650, however,
and Raja Jasvantsingh then chose to reassert Rathor authority over Pokaran. He
placed Gopaldas in command of one of the three wings of his army of 2,000
horse and 4,000 foot. The Rathor campaign against Pokaran was Raja
Jasvantsingh's first major military undertaking and his first victory following his
succession to the Jodhpur throne at the age of twelve years in 1638. Raja
Jasvantsingh awarded Gopaldas a cash bonus of rs. 4,000 following the victory
at Pokaran.

Gopaldas died on July 24, 1668. He had held sipato with a valuation of
rs. 35,700, including Reyam and twenty-one other villages. He had also
received a monthly salary of rs. 275 while he was pradhdn of Jodhpur between
the years 1642-1648.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 55; Bdnkidds, pp. 30, 64; "Jodhpur
Hukumat rT Bahl," p. 161; Sri Mahdrdj Sri Jasvantsinghji ki
Khydt, MS no. 15661, Rajasthan Pracyavidya Pratisthan,
Jodhpur, p. 186; Khydt, 2:201; Mundiydr fi Rdthordm rlKhydt,
p. 136; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 493-494, 498; Ojha, 4:1:422-423;
Tripathi, The Rise and Fall of the Mughal Empire, pp. 454-
458; Vigat, 1:113-115, 2:199, 291, 299, 302-303, 305.
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Rinraalot Rathors

(no.130) Bhan Bhojrajot, Rav (8-1)
(no. 129) Singhan Khetsiyot (7-1)

The Rinmalot Rathors

The Rinmal or Rinmalot Rathors descend from Rav Rinmal Cundavat
(4-1), ruler of Mandor (ca. 1428-38). In the broadest sense, this group includes
all of Rav Rinmal's sons and descendants. The texts from the period under
review use the term "Rinmal/Rinmalot" to refer to those Rathors who were Rav
Rinmal's heirs to the lands of Marvar. The term is applied in this broad sense to
distinguish these Rathors from other Rathors, such as the SIndhals and the
Uhars, and from Rajputs of clans different from the Rathors.1

Many powerful branches {sdkhs) of Rathors emerged from Rav Rinmal's
sons and their descendants. These sakhs include, to name but a few, the Jodho
Rathors from Rinmal's son, Jodho (ruler of Mandor and Jodhpur, ca. 1453-89),
the Akhairajot Rathors from Rinmal's son, Akhairaj, and the Kumpavat Rathors
from Rinmal's great-grandson, Kumpo Mahirajot (no. 95). By the mid-
seventeenth century, lists of Rathor sdkhs such as those found in "Jodhpur
Hukumat rl Bahl," do not refer to a Rinmal or Rinmalot sakh. They refer, rather,
to the more particularistic groupings of Marvar Rathors that emerged from
prominent descendants of Rav Rinmal's dating from more recent periods.

The heading "Rinmalot" is used in this section to designate two of the
less prominent descendants of Rav Rinmal about whom there is limited
information. Where appropriate, mention is made of Rathor sdkhs that later
emerged among their descendants.

(no. 129) Singhan Khetsiyot (7-1)

Singhan Khetsiyot was a great-grandson of Rav Rinmal Cundavat,
descending from Rav Rinmal's son, Jagmal Rinmalot (5-1), and Jagmal's son,
Khetsi Jagmalot (6-1). Jagmal Rinmalot died as a young man during his father
Rav Rinmal's lifetime. During Rav Jodho Rinmalot's division of the lands of
Marvar among his brothers and sons following the founding of Jodhpur, Rav
Jodho gave Jagmal's son, Khetsi Jagmalot, the village of Netram2 as his share.
Khetsi settled at Netram and a sakh of Marvar Rathors known as Khetsiyot later

1 See: "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48, 50, 54, and Vigat, 2:66, of the translated text for
examples of this usage.

2 Netram village: located twenty-one miles north-northeast of Jodhpur.
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emerged bearing Ms name. No further information is available from texts at
hand about this Rinmalot.

KhetsFs son, Slnghan Khetslyot, appears in the chronicles as a military
servant of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62). Singhan was posted at
the fort of Jodhpur, and he died in the defense of the fort when it came under
attack from the forces of Sher Shah Sur following the battle of Samel3 in January
of 1544.

No other information is available about this Rajput.

Gehlot, Mdrvdr^ p. 161; "Jodhpur Hukumat rl Bahl," pp. 141-
142; Khydt, 2:12, 141; Vigat, 1:39, 58, 2:57, "Parisist 4 - Davl
ne JlvnT Mislam rl Vigat," 2:476.

(no. 130) Bhan Bhojrajot, Rav of Cadi (8-1)

Bhan Bhojrajot was fourth in line of descent from Rav Rinmal Cundavat
(4-1) through Rinmal's son, Rupo Rinmalot (5-2), and his grandson, Sado
Rupavat (6-2). It was Rupo Rinmalot who received the village of Cadi4 from his
brother, Rav Jodho Rinmalot, following the founding of Jodhpur in 1459. This
village was the homeland (utan) of the Lahuvo Bhatls. Rupo was able to take
this area from the Bhatls and then establish himself and his family at Cadi. A
sakh of Rathors later emerged from among his descendants bearing the name of
Rupavat. Cadi village became the homeland of these Rupavat Rathors.

Bhan Bhojrajot was a contemporary of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur
(1532-62). The Khydt of NainsI, 2:137-138, describes him as the master (dhant)
of Cadi and refers to him by the title of rav. He appears to have led a relatively
independent existence at Cadi, a village which lay near the northern borders of
Marvar territory. He became involved with Jodhpur in 1552 during Rav Malde's
operations against the Kelhan Bhatls of Punga] and the BhatI ruling family of
Jaisajmer.

References in Nainsl's Khydt to relations between the Bhatls of PungaJ
and the Rathors of Jodhpur in this period are difficult to interpret. It appears that
prior to 1552 when Rav Malde moved against Purigal and Jaisajmer, the Kelhan
Bhatls attacked and overran Cadi and other villages of this area. The Khydt
mentions three battles that Rav Malde's Rajputs fought in and around Cadi and
Kamu.5 They were severely tested during these battles by the Kelhan Bhatls
under Rav Jeso Varsinghot of Pungaj. Bhan Bhorajot's brother, PrithMj
Bhojrajot (8-2), was killed at the battle for Cadi, and another of Bhan's brothers,
Ranagde Bhojrajot (8-3), died along with seventeen of his men at a battle near
the village of Lakhasar in the territory of Blkaner.

3 Samel village: located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer.

4 Cadi village: located fifty-eight miles north of Jodhpur.

5 Karnu village: located six miles east-northeast of Cadi
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Rav Bhan remained in Rav Malde's service following operations in the
early 1550s. In 1562, he was stationed at the Malgadh at Merto with Rathor
Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65). The Malgadh came under siege this year, and Rav
Bhan was killed during the fighting against Mertiyo Rav Jaimal Viramdevot (no.
107) and the Mughal forces of Akbar under Mirza Sharafu'd-Dlh Husayn.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 55; BdnkTdds, pp. 16-17; Gehlot, Mdrvdr,
p. 161; "Jodhpur Hukumat rl Bahi," p. 129; Khydt, 2:137-138;
Vigat, 1:38, 61, 2:65, "Parisist 4 - DavT ne JTvnl Mislam rl
Vigat," 2:476.
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Figure 31. Rinmalot Rathors
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Sindhal Rathors

(no. 136) Campo Karamsiyot
(no. 134) Dedo Kojhavat
(no. 133) DungarsI
(no. 132) Megho Narsinghdasot
(no. 131) Narsinghdas Khindavat
(no. 135) Rindhir Kojhavat

The Sindhal Rathors

The Sindhals are a very old Rajput group in Marvar. According to local
chronicles, they descend from Sindhal Jopsahot, a great-grandson of Rav Siho
Setramot, who is considered the founding ancestor of the Marvar Rathors. Little
is known in fact about Rav Siho other than the date of his death: October 9,
1273. This date is recorded on a memorial stone (devil) dedicated to a Rathada
(Rathor) Siho, son of Setram, found at the village of Blthu1 in central Marvar.
Siho's son, Asthan, is associated in the chronicles with the villages of Pali2 in
eastern Marvar and with Kher3 in western Marvar. Asthan is said to have
founded his capitol at Kher. No specific information is available regarding
Asthan's son, Jopsah Asthanot, or Jopsah's son, Sindhal Jopsahot.

The precise genealogical relationship of the Sindhals to other branches
of Marvar Rathors is very conjectural given the extremely doubtful nature of this
type of information prior to the time of Rav Rinmal Cundavat of Mandor (ca.
1428-38) and his son, Rav Jodho Rinmalot (ca. 1453-89). Richard Saran has
suggested that the Sindhals may be an old Rajput group from Marvar that
became incorporated within the Rathor clan (kul) at some time during the early
history of this area. Saran notes that, by the end of the sixteenth century, the
Sindhals were probably firmly established as Rathor Rajputs.

BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:114, records that Sindhal was the uterine brother of
Uhar, the founding ancestor of the Uhar Rathors (see infra). Sindhal is said to
have settled in central-western Marvar and to have founded the village of
Bhadrajun,4 while Uhar settled at Kodhno5. This same text, 3:114-115, presents

1 Bithu village: located thirty miles south of Jodhpur and fourteen miles northwest of
Pall in central Marvar.

2 Pall village: located forty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

3 Kher village: located sixty-two miles southwest of Jodhpur, just near the great bend in
the LunI River.

4 Bhadrajun village: located forty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur.

5 Kodhno village: located twenty-eight miles west-southwest of Jodhpur.
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an abbreviated genealogy for the Sindhals, listing thirteen generations of names
in direct line of descent from Sindhal Jopsahot, beginning with his son, Asal
Slhdhalot, and ending with Sadul Aclavat. No information is given about these
Sindhals, nor is there specific genealogical information about the Sindhals
mentioned in the texts under review. These Rajputs figure in the history of this
period primarily because of their presence in areas of eastern Marvar that came
under increasingly heavy attack from the Rathors of Jodhpur from the time of
Rav Sujo Jodhavat (ca. 1492-1515). These lands were eventually incorporated
within the sphere of Jodhpur.

B. N. Reu, Glories of Marwar and the Glorious Rathors
(Jodhpur: Archaeological Department, 1943), p. x; BhatI,
Sarvekmn, 3:114-115; Gehlot, Marvar, p. 72; "Jodhpur
Hukumat'rlBahl," 146; Ojha, 4:1:152-16(1

(no. 131) Narsinghdas Khindavat
(no. 132) Megho Narsinghdasot

Sindhal Narsinghdas Khindavat was the master (dhant) of Jaitaran
village6 in eastern Marvar during the time of Rathor Rav Sato Cundavat's rule at
Mandor (ca. 1424-28). He appears in the chronicles because of a vair that
emerged between the Sindhals of Jaitaran and the Rathors of Mandor and
Jodhpur over the death of Rav Sato's son, Askaran Satavat (no. 55).

The emergence of this vair involved a complex set of circumstances
surrounding Rav Sato's son, Narbad Satavat (no. 56), the betrothal of a daughter
of the Sankhlo Pamvars of Run village7 named Supiyarde to Narbad, the
withdrawal of this betrothal, the marriage of Supiyarde to Sindhal Narsinghdas
Khindavat of Jaitaran, and finally the flight of Supiyarde from Jaitaran with
Narbad Satavat. It was during Narbad's flight from Jaitaran with Supiyarde that
Askaran Satavat became involved. The Sindhals had come in pursuit, and
Askaran was killed in a pitched battle near Narbad's village of Kaylano8 in
Godhvar as he sought to prevent their advance. The Rano of Mevar became
involved with both sides in this affair as arbiter. The vair was settled finally
during the reign of Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot of Jodhpur (ca. 1453-89). Rav
Jodho sent his son, Dudo Jodhavat (no. 104), to kill Sindhal Narsifighdas's son,
Megho Narsinghdasot, and end the hostilities. Dudo accomplished this feat in
single-handed combat before Jaitaran.9

6 Jaitaran town: located fifty-six miles east-southeast of Mandor.

7 Run village: located fifty-eight miles northeast of Mandor.

8 Kaylano village: located thirty-eight miles south of Sojhat and nine miles east-
northeast of Nadul.

9 See supra, "Cundavat Rathors," Askaran Satavat (no. 55) and Narbad Satavat (no. 56),
for full details of events surrounding Askaran's death and "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 38-40,
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The Smdhals maintained their hold over Jaitaran into the early fifteenth
century. The Rano of Cltor, Slsodlyo Kumbho Mokajot (ca. 1433-68), asserted
his authority over the area following his murder of Rathor Rav Rinmal Cundavat
at Cltor ca. 1438, but the Sindhajs remained in possession of these lands as
nominal servants of the Rano. Rav Sujo Jodhavat of Jodhpur (ca. 1492-1515)
and/or his son, Udo Sujavat, later attacked Jaitaran and drove the Sindhals away.
Jaitaran then came under the authority of Jodhpur. Rav Sujo granted this land to
his son, Udo Sujavat, from whom descend the Udavat Rathors of Jaitaran.10

Bdnkidds, p. 48, records that the descendants of Narsinghdas Khindavat
took up residence in Mevar after they were driven from Jaitaran, occupying
villages the Rano granted to them.

Bdnhidds, p. 48; Khyat, 3:38-40, 141-148; Vigat, 1:493-495.

(no. 133) Dungarsi

DungarsI SlndhaJ was a military servant of Rav Malde Gangavat of
Jodhpur (1532-62). He was killed at the battle of Merto in March of 1554,
fighting under Rav Malde's commander, Rathor Prithtraj Jaitavat (no. 63),
against MertTyo Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no. 107).

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 49; Murdrdan, no. 2, p. 129; Vigat, 1:59,
2:59.

(no. 134) Dedo Kojhavat
(no. 135) Rindhir Kojhavat

These two Slndha]s are mentioned in a list of Rajputs who were killed at
the battle of Harmaro11 on January 24, 1557. They were military servants of Rav
Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur and fought at Harmaro under Rathor Devldas
Jaitavat (no. 65). They were among the 1,500 Rajputs from Marvar that Devldas
selected to ride under his command and join with Pathan Hajl Khan against an
allied force of Rajputs under Slsodlyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat of Mevar (ca.
1537-72; no. 17).

No other information is available about these two Rajputs.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 51-52; Bdnkidds, p. 15.

of the translated text for the story of how Dudo Jodhavat killed Smdhal Megho
Narsinghdasot.

10 See infra, "Udavat Rathors," for information about Udo Sujavat and a more complete
discussion of the issues surrounding the conquest of Jaitaran.

11 Harmaro village: located fifty-five miles south-southwest of Ajmer and six miles
south of Vadhnor in northern Mevar.
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(no. 136) Campo Karamsiyot

Slndhal Campo Karamslyot was a military servant of Mertlyo Surtan
Jaimalot's (no. 113). His name appears in the Marvari chronicles because of an
important service he performed for Surtan in Gujarat. Mertlyo Surtan was on
tour for the Mughals in Gujarat in the early 1580s. Campo Slndhal and other of
Surtan's military servants killed two Jareco Rajput bandits who had been
terrorizing the city of Ahmadabad. This action came to the attention of the
siibeddr of Gujarat. In reward, the subeddr used his office to help Surtan regain
his jdgir of one-half the villages of Merto from Emperor Akbar.12

Vigat, 2:70-72.

12 See supra, "Mertiyo Rathors," Surtan Jaimalot (no. 113), for details. Surtan's brother,
Kesodas Jaimalot (no. 119), also regained his jdgir of one-half the villages of Merto as
a result of Surtan's actions.
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Udavat Rathors

(no. 142) Bhimv Kilandasot (11-1)
(no. 137) DMgarsi Udavat (8-1)
(no. 139) JaitsI Udavat (8-3)
(no. 140) Khimvo Udavat (8-2)
(no. 141) Ratansi Khimvavat (9-3)
(no. 138) Tejsipungarsiyot (9-1)

The Udavat Rathors

The Udavat Rathors descend from Udo Sujavat (7-1), son of Rav Sujo
Jodhavat (Jodhpur ruler, ca. 1492-1515) and grandson of Rav Jodho Rinmalot
(ruler of Mandor, ca. 1453-89; founder of Jodhpur, 1459). Udo was born on
November 16, 1462, from the womb of Rani Mangliyanl.1 His descendants, the
Udavats, are also called Jaitaranfyo Rathors, a name derived from Jaitaran town,2

which he (or possibly his father) had taken from the Sindhal Rathors. Jaitaran
and its surrounding villages became the homeland (utari) of the Udavat sdkh.

According to one tradition, the first settlement (ad sahar) in the Jaitaran
region was the village of Agevo.3 Jaitaran town itself is said by NainsI to have
been settled in 1468-69 during the reign of Rav Jodho. This tradition is at
variance with the information given in the story of Dudo Jodhavat (no. 104) and
Sindhal Megho (no. 132) (Khyat, 3:38-40), which indicates that Dudo had not
yet obtained Merto when he fought Megho at Jaitaran. Since Dudo and Varsingh
Jodhavat (no. 145) settled Merto on March 7, 1462, Jaitaran town must have
been founded before this date, unless the date for the foundation of Merto is
incorrect. It appears, however, that the date given for the settling of Jaitaran is
simply wrong. Traditions concerning the lives of Cundavat Rathors Askaran
(no. 55) and Narbad Satavat (no. 56) indicate that Jaitaran was under the rule of
the Slndhals during the reign of Rav Rinmal of Mandor (ca. 1428-38). The
Vigat states that Rav Jodho took Jaitaran and Sojhat from Rano Kumbho of
Mevar (ca. 1433-68) shortly after his conquest of Mandor (1453). Thus the date
given by NainsI for the founding of Jaitaran cannot be accepted.

Even though Rav Jodho had taken Jaitaran from the Rano, the Slndhals,
who had been serving the Slsodlyo ruler, could not be driven from the area.
They continued to hold Jaitaran until at least 1482. The Vigat notes that before

1 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Sujo Jodhavat,
Rani no. 3, S- Udo.

2 Jaitaran town: located fifty-six miles east of Jodhpur.

3 Agevo village: located four miles south-southwest of Jaitaran.
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Sujo became ruler of Jodhpur (ca. 1492), he settled his son Udo in Jaitaran and
drove away the Slhdhals, but another tradition relates that Udo, angry with his
father, had entered the service of the ruler of Jaitaran, Sindhal KMmvo, who had
given him the village Lotaudhrl4 in grant. While living there, Udo plotted to
take Jaitaran. One day all the Slhdhals except KMmvo left in a marriage
procession. Udo went to Khimvo's residence and killed him. Ramkaran Asopa
and Kisansimh Udavat, two twentieth-century historians of the Udavat family,
have argued that this event took place in V.S. 1539 (A.D. 1482-83).

Alternatively, Mangilal Vyas recently suggested that Udo, aided by his
father, established control over Jaitaran much later. He quotes as evidence a
couplet giving the date of March 8, 1509, for Udo's grant of the village
Taluklyo5 to his purohit, Bhojraj. Bhojraj had consecrated Udo as ruler of
Jaitaran; in exchange, Udo gave him this village. Vyas believes that the
consecration and the grant of the village must have occurred at roughly the same
time; by this reasoning, Udo's taking of Jaitaran with Rav Sujo's aid occurred
around 1508 or 1509.

An anonymous local khydt from Thikano Raypur indicates that Udo
conquered Jaitaran in 1482 and sat on the throne there on April 10, 1483.6 Then,
between February of 1485 and December of 1486, he had a fort built in the town,
at a cost of 81,000 rupees. The earlier date for the conquest of Jaitaran seems
more likely. Udo would have been about twenty years old if he took Jaitaran in
1482, but nearly fifty if he accomplished this in 1508 or 1509. One of his father
Sujo's other sons, Naro Sujavat, had already established a separate domain for
himself by 1476. 1482 would not have been too soon for Udo to have done the
same.

Some years later the STndha|s, driven from Jaitaran, went to Mevar and
appealed to Rano Raymal (ca. 1473-May 24, 1509) for aid. The Rano gave them
twelve villages and military assistance for an attack on Jaitaran. Udo was able to
repell the attack, but in it the Caran Nibs! Khetslyot was killed. Asopa (p. 22)
states that in gratitude for this sacrifice Udo gave Nlbsfs son the village Giyasnl
(i.e., Gehavasnl).7 The defeated Sindhajs returned to Mevar.

Very little else is known about tJdo's reign at Jaitaran. According to one
story, he became involved in a dispute with Rav Viramde Dudavat (no. 105), the
ruler of Merto from 1497-1544. The circumstances of the dispute are as follows:

When Khimvo Sindhal was killed in 1482, his MangliyanI wife (Udo's
mother's sister), before becoming a safl, cursed Udo, saying that his body would
become leprous and his descendants would be unable to retain his kingdom.

4 Lotaudhri village: located eight miles northwest of Jaitaran.

5 Taluklyo village: located five miles northeast of Jaitaran.

6 The Raypur khydt is described in BhatI, Sarveksan, 1:48-52.

7 NainsI (Vigat, 1:551) indicates that Khimvo Udavat (no. 140; 8-2) gave this village to
the Kavlyo Caran Nimbo Khetavat. Gehavasnl village is located eight miles south-
southwest of Jaitaran.
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And indeed, soon afterward Udo developed leprosy. In 1484-85, while he was
very ill, Rav Viramde of Merto stole some of his mares. Too sick to take
immediate action, he appealed to a holy man, Gudar Baba, for whom he had
performed many devotions. With the blessing of Gudar Baba, his body was
miraculously restored, and he set out after Viramde.

Viramde had encamped at Lffiyam village8 about ten kos from Jaitaran.
He and his companions were about to eat a meal when Udo arrived with his
retainers in pursuit of the horses. After Viramde refused to return all of the
horses, a battle occurred. Viramde was defeated. Then Udo told Viramde to put
down his dagger and promise that in the future the Mertlyos would never tie on a
dagger. And in fact from that day forward the Mertlyo sirdars never tied one on
again. Thus the story ends.

The date given, 1484-85, cannot be correct, as Viramde would have been
only seven years old at that time. Nor was he Rav of Merto until 1497. If there
was a conflict between Viramde and Udo, it must have occurred after 1497, or
the representation of Viramde as Rav of Merto in this story is inaccurate. An old
song (git) quoted by Asopa (p. 22) mentions the quarrel but does not refer to
Viramde by name. One cannot say if the "son of Dudo" (Dudavat) in the git was
Viramde at all. Possibly there was enmity between Udo and one of Dudo
Jodhavat's other sons. Without further evidence, a final judgment is not
possible. Either the story about Viramde and Udo is a complete fabrication, or
the date is wrong, or someone other than Viramde was involved.9

According to the anonymous Raypur khydt (BhatI, Sarveksan, 1:49),
Udo died on May 5, 1503. Both Asopa and Kisansimh Udavat have given a later
date, May 12, 1511, for his death. The later date seems much more likely.
Sources also differ about the number of his wives and sons. Asopa (pp. 23-26)
provides the following lists:

Four wives, all of whom became satis when Udo died:

1. Senior wife Slsodnl Anopkumvar of Cltor.
2. A Gaur wife, Phulkumvar of Rajgadh.
3. JadvanjI Mankumvar of Karoll.
4. Sonagarl Nandkumvar of Mallargadh.

Seven sons:

1. Malamsimh (i.e, Malde).
2. Dungarsl.
3. Jaitsl.

8 Lilly am (i.e., Niliyam) village: located eighteen miles north-northeast of Jaitaran and
thirteen miles south-southwest of Merto.

9 See supra, "Mertlyo Rathors," for additional discussion concerning the conflict
between Udo Sujavat and the Mertlyos
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4. Net si.
5. KhetsT.
6. Vanvir.
7. Khlmvkaran (i.e., Khimvo).

Kisansimh Udavat has examined (p. 16, n. 3) the Udaibhdn Cdmpdvat ft' Khydt,
a seventeenth-century text containing a genealogy of the Udavats, which records
that he had eleven sons:

1. Khimvkaran (i.e., Khimvo).
2. Dungarsl.
3. Malde.
4. Bhan.
5. Jaitsl.
6. Khetsl.
7. Netsl.
8. Mansimh.
9. Lunkaran.
10. Bhojraj.
11. Bhim.

A gutaka, or anthology of documents, also noticed by Kisansimh Udavat (p. 18,
n. 1), provides a list of five wives, eight sons, and one daughter, as follows:

1. SekhavatjT Rani Javar Kumvar, daughter of Durjansal
Mahesdasot of CokdI. She had one son, Lunkaran.

2. Rani Hulfnl] Naval Kumvar, daughter of Samarathsimh
Salamsimhot of Plsan. She had two sons, DungarsI and Khimvo.

3. Rani Sankhli Anand Kumvar, daughter of Mansimh Ridmalot
of Kota. She had two sons, Netsl and Khetsl.

4. Rani Cahuvan Chel Kumvar, daughter of Pa[h]arsimh
Padamsimhot of Cltalvano. Her two sons were Vanvir and Malde.

5. Rani Ranavat Sire Kumvar, daughter of Madhosimh
Dalpatsimhot of Rampur. She had one son, Jaitsl, and one daughter,
Jadav Kumvar.

During his reign at Jaitaran, Udo gave two villages to Brahmans:
Taluklyo, to Purohit Bhojraj Kumpavat, a Slvar Brahman, and Bhakharvasnl,10

to the SrlrnaJI Brahman Bhakhar Narharot.

Ramkaran Asopa, Itihds Nihdj, arthdt, Marudesdntargat
Svasthdn Nibdjddhipati Udavat Rdthaur Rdjvams kd Itihds
(Marvar: ThikanaSriNlbaj, [1931]), pp. 11-26; Khyat, 3:38-40;
Kisansimh Udavat, Udavat Rdthaur Itihds (Jaitaran: Vlr Rav

10 Bhakarvasni village: located six miles west of Jaitaran.
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Sri Ratansimh Rathaur Smrti Bhavan Niyas, 1982-83), pp. 8-18;
BhatI, Sarveksan] 1:48-52;' Vigat, 1:35, 493-495, 513, 543, 547;
Mangilal Vyas, Jodhpur Rdjya kd Itihds (Jaypur: Paiicsll
Prakasan, 1975), pp. 66-69, 307.

(no. 137) Diingarsi Udavat (8-1)

After Udo Sujavat died in 1511, his eldest son, Malde (8-4), sat on the
throne in Jaitaran, while DungarsI held Nimbaj,11 NetsI Raypur,12 JaitsI (no. 139;
8-3) Chimplyo Khusyaipur,13 Khimvo (no. 140; 8-2) GirrI,14 and KhetsI
Juntho.15 Vanvir was living in Chlmpfyo Khusyaipur, apparently under the
supervision of JaitsT. Probably several of these sons had received their lands
prior to Udo's death, just as he had obtained Jaitaran during his father's
lifetime.16

Exactly how long Malde remained in control of Jaitaran is uncertain.
NainsI does not include Malde among the Udavat rulers of Jaitaran in the list he
provides in his Vigat (1:495). Perhaps this omission signifies that Malde's reign
was short and unremarkable. But Asopa, in his history of Nimbaj (p. 25),
suggests that Malamsimh (i.e, Malde) adopted Ratansi Khimvavat (no. 141; 9-3),
one of the sons of Khimvo Udavat. Since Ratansi was born August 18, 1520,
possibly Malde was still ruling Jaitaran at this time. The anonymous khydt from
Raypur, however, contains the following story:

... Maldejl went to the Bhatls' [residence], Blkamkor, to marry a
second time. At that time, his brother Rav KMmvkaranjI [i.e.,
Khimvo] was ruling in GirrI. JaitsI, who was in Chimplyo, said
to him: "Brother, the throne of Jaitaran is ours; [if] you
command, we shall go [there] and establish [our] authority."
KMnvkaranjI spoke: "These words are correct; the throne is ours
...." Then KMmvkaranjI rode from GirrI with 1,000 horses. He
went to Jaitaran and established [his] authority .... The people

11 Nimbaj village: located six miles southeast of Jaitaran.

12 Raypur village: located ten miles south-southeast of Jaitaran.

13 Chimplyo Khusyapur village: located seven miles south of Jaitaran.

14 GirrI village: located thirteen miles east-southeast of Jaitaran.

15 Juntho village: located eleven miles south of Jaitaran.

16 Udo's uterine brother, Prag, had obtained Devil village of Jaitaran (which the Vigat,
1:513, calls Devil Pirag ro) during Rav Sujo's reign. He had come with Udo from
Jodhpur and was very close to his brother. His descendants are known as Pragdasot
Udavats although they do not descend from Udo himself. Jodhpur Rdjya hi Khydt, p.
67; Kisansimh Udavat, Vddvata Rdthaura Itihds, p. 16.
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[and] Rajputs all came and paid respects [to him] (Sarveksan,
1:49).

The khydt notes that DungarsI Udavat was also involved in the taking of
Jaitaran. Apparently not long after deposing Malde, Khimvo left Jaitaran under
Dungarsfs control and concerned himself more with the affairs of GirrI and of
Vadhnor, which he had received from Rano Sango of Mevar (ca. 1509-28; see
B.N. for Khimvo Udavat, infra).11

The exact date of Dungarsfs acquisition of Jaitaran is unknown, but it is
evident that he was ruling at least as early as 1529, when Rathor Sekho Sujavat
(no. 86) was killed at the battle of Sevakl. The chronicles relate that at the time
of this battle the Rathors had a vair involving the Cahuvans of Suracand, a town
about 125 miles southwest of Jodhpur near the mouth of the LunI River. Sekho,
dying on the battlefield, sent a message to JaitsI Udavat (no. 139; 8-3),
Pungarsfs brother, and TejsT (9-1; no. 138), Dungarsrs son, telling them to
retaliate against the Cahuvans. Several years later, in 1534, JaitsI attacked
Suracand. TejsT also had prepared to attack, but JaitsT moved first.

The tradition indicates that, at the time of Sekho Sujavat's death in 1529,
Tejsl was an Udavat of some prominence, old enough to be considered capable
of settling a vair. This fact is important for dating Dungarsrs period of rule in
conjunction with details given in another tradition. It is recorded that when
DungarsI was thdkur of Jaitaran, Pamvar Karamcand, Ravat of Catsu (no. 24;), a
town about thirty-five miles south of Jaipur, had come to the village of Nimbaj
(six miles southeast of Jaitaran) and looted it. When DungarsI did nothing,
Karamcand sent his pradhdns to DungarsI and forced him to marry a daughter to
the Pamvars. At this time Tejsl was a young boy, incapable of avenging the
insult. Thus one can conclude that the sack of Nimbaj took place before Tejsl
matured and began taking an active part in the affairs of the Udavat sdkh,
beginning around 1529, and so Dungarsrs rule must have begun in Jaitaran
before this date.

DungarsI is described as an indolent (susto) thdkur, a strongly pejorative
term for a Rajput in a warrior society that commended heroic actions. Pamvar
Karamcand, after looting Nimbaj and observing that DungarsI had done nothing
at all, remarked to his companions that there was an "empty field" in Jaitaran, a
slur demeaning Dungarsrs ability to protect his people. It was left to Tejsl to
settle with the Pamvars, which he did probably around 1540-41, but possibly
before 1536 (see B.N. no. 138 for Tejsl, infra). Tejsl sacked and looted Catsu,
took the kotrt in the city, and captured nine elephants, which he sent back to Rav
Malde (Jodhpur ruler, 1532-62). The Pamvars subsequently sent their pradhdns
to Jaitaran to arrange a peace. They offered a daughter in marriage to the
Udavats. At this time DungarsI spoke up, suggesting that he be the one to marry
the Pamvar woman. Tejsl agreed, but the Pamvars objected, saying that
DungarsI was an eighty-year old man who required servants to tie the cord of his

17 Dungarsi was Khimvo's uterine brother, a bond which may explain why Khimvo
would have entrusted him with Jaitaran.
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pajama bottoms. Finally they relented, but observed that they would know "a
daughter died," a statement suggesting that they felt DungarsI himself would
soon die and the Pamvar woman would have to become a saU. They sent the
betrothal coconut to DungarsI. Tejsl accepted it on his behalf.

It seems that soon after the raid on Catsu (1540-41) DungarsI
relinquished his rather feeble control of the thdkurdi of Jaitaran to his more
ambitious son, Tejsl. NainsI lists Tejsl as Dungarsrs successor, and it is known
that Tejsl himself left Malde's service around 1545, when Malde punished him
for certain transgressions. Thus at some time between 1540-41 and 1545 he
must have succeeded DungarsI at Jaitaran. Probably he did so after his heroic
feats against the Pamvars.

Possibly, however, DungarsI remained on as the nominal ruler of
Jaitaran while Tejsl managed the affairs of the thdkurdi. According to one story,
Raval Pratapsingh of Vamsvalo (ca. 1550-70; no. 12) told Jasvant Dungarslyot
(9-2), who had entered the Rival's service, that Rav Malde had done wrong in
taking Jaitaran from DungarsI while sons like Jasvant were living. In reply,
Jasvant referred to Tejsl as the master (dhani) of Jaitaran and suggested that
TejsFs actions in 1545 were to blame for Malde's seizure of Jaitaran. The story
might mean that DungarsI had held Jaitaran up to 1545 though Tejsl was the
effective ruler (dhant).

DungarsI, despite being very old (although undoubtedly not as old as the
Pamvars had said in what must have been a moment of exaggeration sparked by
anger), lived on for many years after the loss of Jaitaran. He is mentioned as
having been at the battle of Merto in 1554, where he and Rathor Kisandas
Gangavat (no. 87) killed SIsodlyo Megho before Megho could assassinate
Malde. He was Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot's supporter at this time. At some point
thereafter, he went to Mevar, where he stayed until his son, Jasvant Dungarsryot
(9-2), received Jaitaran from Rav Malde after the death of RatansI KMnvavat in
1558. He accompanied Jasvant to Jaitaran and remained there with him until
Mughal pressure on the area forced them both to withdraw to Borar18 in 1560.
DungarsI is recorded still to have been living as late as 1566, when Jasvant was
killed fighting the Mughals. A JosI had told DungarsI that his son would not
come back alive from the battle with the Mughals; he had tried to stop Jasvant
from leaving but to no avail.

DungarsI had six sons:

1. Tejsl (9-1), the eldest.
2. Jasvant (9-2).
3. Vlramde.
4. Sagto.
5. Pato.
6. Vairsal.

18 Borar village: located fifteen miles southeast of Jaitaran.
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During his rule of Jaitaran, Dungarsi granted the village Jaina Vasni19 to
the Srlmall Vyas Brahman Jaino Ramavat and the village Jodhavas20 to the
Mehudu Caran Jodho Sarangot.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 50, 60-62, 72-73; Asopa, Itihds Mbdj,
pp. 23-26; Kisansimh Udavat, tlddvat Rdthaur Itihas, pp. 16-
17, 27, 92-96; BhatI, Sarveksan, 1:49, 234; Vigat, 1:495, 497-
498, 547, 550.

(no. 138) Tejsi Dungarslyot (9-1)

The account of Tejsfs life given in "Aitihasik Batam" suggests that he
was an extraordinarily rapacious and truculent Rajput. In the words of the author
of his biography, "Tejsi was particularly outstanding in his individual actions
(kdm) and in the pursuit of personal gain (arath)." He is called "a great Rajput,
victorious in innumerable battles." His career indeed was filled with heroic
moments, but also with periods of poverty and years of wandering while in exile
from his homeland in Marvar.

By the time of Sekho Sujavat's (no. 86) death at Sevakl in 1529, Tejsi
had already become a thdkur of some prominence (see B.N. no. 137 for
Dungarsi Udavat, supra). Subsequently he acquired notice by avenging an old
feud with the Pamvars of Catsu. This event probably took place in 1540-41,
when Rav Malde of Jodhpur (1532-62) is said to have asserted his authority over
Catsu.21 It is likely that Tejsfs attack on Catsu was sanctioned by Malde, who
then extended his suzerainty over the looted town. Tejsi sent nine elephants
captured from the Pamvars back to Malde.

Possibly the raid on Catsu took place earlier, perhaps before 1536. The
biography of Tejsi states that when he had matured, he decided to take revenge
for the insult the Pamvars had done his father years before. He summoned his
friend, Rathor Prithlraj Jaitavat (no. 63), and formed a sdth to attack Catsu. On
the way, they encountered a Pathan, Burhan, an old friend of Prithlraj % who, it
is said, had formerly been in the services of Rav Malde but later had left and
settled in the household of the ruler of Nagaur. At first Tejsi and Prithlraj
attempted to deceive Burhan, saying that the sdth was a wedding party and that
Tejsi was going to marry a Kachvaho woman. Burhan noticed the armor and the
lances, told them he knew the truth, then mounted up and joined them for the
raid on Catsu.

19 Jaina Vasni: located four miles southeast of Jaitaran.

20 Jodhavas: located three miles southwest of Jaitaran.

21 Vyas, Jodhpur Rdjya kd Itihds, p. 95, notes that Rav Malde had control of Catsu and
other lands to the east of Marvar by 1540-41, but Somani has suggested that the
conquest of Catsu occurred in 1538-39. See Ramvallabh Somani, "Maldev aur
Blramdev Mertiya ka Sanghars," Maru-Bhdrati, 15:4 (January, 1968), p. 19.
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If it is true that Burhan was in the service of the ruler of Nagaur at this
time, then the raid may have taken place before Rav Malde took Nagaur in 1536.
However, the story is ambiguous: the chronicler may simply have been
delineating events in the life of Burhan preceding his encounter with Tejsi and
Prithlraj and not asserting that he was still in the service of the Nagaur ruler.

Shortly after the Catsu raid, Tejsi seems to have taken control of Jaitaran
from his father, who perhaps remained the nominal thdkur (see B.N. no. 137 for
DungarsI, supra).

In 1545, Tejsfs actions caused the loss of Jaitaran. His biography says
that hard times (dukdl) had come to the land. His hujddrs wandered around
trying to get loans, but nothing was obtained. Then the hujddrs wrote a letter to
Tejsi recommending that he seize half the funds in the possession of certain rich
Vanlyos in his vast, but he refused, saying that God (Paramesvar) did not wish
him to torment the people of this vast. At this time, Sher Shah's soldiers,
stationed in Marvar after the battle of Samel in 1544, attacked the fort at Sivano
(southwestern Marvar). Rav Malde, who held Sivano but at the time of the siege
was elsewhere, expressed a desire that someone go there and aid the besieged
soldiers. Tejsi accepted the assignment on the condition that Malde pay him
100,000 phadiyos.22 An agreement was worked out: his hujddrs would remain
with Malde, who would pay them when news came of his successful entrance
into the fort. He was able to get inside the besieged fort at Sivano, where he
remained for several days. Then came news that the Patsah, Sher Shah, had died
(1545), and the Muslim soldiers immediately departed. When day broke, Tejsi
and the other Rajputs inside were astonished to see that the Muslims had given
up the siege. Then Malde sent a message explaining what had happened and
summoning Tejsi into his presence. Tejsi went first to his vast, then proceeded
to Malde. His hujddrs told him on the way that Malde had paid them off, but he
noticed that Malde had given the hujddrs phadiyos in only fair condition
(suhdld-sd). A phadiyo in excellent condition (suhdld gddhd) was worth five
dugdnis (a dugdni was equal to one-fortieth rupee); one in fair condition fetched
only four. He decided he had to take another 100,000 dugdnis from Malde's
hujddrs.

Tejsi came to the Rav's darhdr several days later. He was sitting outside
Malde's chamber; Abho Pancoll (no. 161) attempted to pass by him and enter.
He rudely told Abho to give him the 100,000 dugdnis and be off. Abho stalled;
meanwhile someone told Malde what happened. Irritated, Malde called Tejsi
into his chamber. He told him not to hold up his hujddrs and said that if there
was anything to give, he (Malde) would give it. Tejsi, using informal, blunt
language, told Malde to give him 100,000 dugdnis. The Rav, who had been
eating before Tejsi came in, became so infuriated that he threw his gold plate on
the ground, whereupon Tejsi picked it up and made off with it. This serious
breach of conduct cost Tejsi and his father Jaitaran.

22 Phadiyo: a small silver coin of varying value. See Dasarath Sarma, "Phadiya, Dukra
aur Dugani," Mani-Bhdratl, 8:2 (July, 1960), pp. 49-51.
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Prior to the episode with the plate, Tejsi had been staying in Bhadrajun
(a town forty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur) along with many other
thakurs who had left their lands during the period of distress following Sher
Shah's great victory at Samel in 1544. While in Bhadrajun, Tejsi acquired fame
by killing the Slndhals Vido and Visa]. He had established a guro near the town.
The Sindhajs Vido and Visa] came to the guro and stole the livestock. He
received word, formed a pursuit party of seven or eight horsemen, and set out
after them. The Slndhals were quickly apprehended and a skirmish began. Tejsi
had loaned his vdgo to one of his Rajputs a few days previously; the Rajput was
struck down in the fighting. The Slndhals thought they had killed Tejsi. They
began shouting. Tejsi himself had fallen and was lying underneath his horse.
He identified himself, and then, as both Slndhals came after him, rose up and
struck the one in front, Vido, a blow in the chest with his lance. The lance
penetrated to the backbone. In the process of jerking out the lance, Tejsi struck
Visa}, who had come up from behind to strike him, a blow in the head, fracturing
Vlsal's forehead and driving pieces of bone into his brain. The two bodies, one
lying in front of Tejsi, the other behind, were dragged away by the Sihdhajs1

military servants.
Shortly afterward Tejsi was driven from Bhadrajan by Malde because of

his misconduct involving the golden plate. Apparently around this time he went
to Jalor, where in his youth he had been friends with the son of Malik Budhan
Biharl, 'All Sher (d. 1525), his pagfihadal hhai ("brother through the exchange
of turbans"). He received in grant the village Seno,23 formerly a possession of
the Boro Cahuvans, along with twelve others. He came to Seno and camped.
During the night, thieves came and stole a small box of gold bars lying under his
bed. He continued to sleep, but when the thieves were gone his wife, who had
been awakened during the theft, woke him and told him what had happened.
Tejsi picked up his sword and his stick and went after the thieves. He managed
to get ahead of them, then concealed himself at a narrow gap through which
passed the road on which they were coming. He struck down three of the thieves
with his sword, then killed the fourth, who was running away with the box, with
the stick. He hit him so hard the stick wrapped completely around the thief s
body. Tejsi threw the dead thieves in the bushes and went back to camp. In the
morning, the bodies were discovered along with his stick. In the words of the
chronicle, "then all knew [that] Tejsi killed these men."

It is said that Rav Malde drove Tejsi from Seno village of Jalor as well.
Tejsi continued his wanderings, settling finally in Las Munad village24 and
entering the service of the Rav of Sirohl. While he was staying in Las Munad,
the Sultan of Gujarat, Mahmud III (1537-54), attacked Sirohl. The Rav fled.
Tejsi, however, came to Sirohl from his village, and when the Gujaratis learned
he was there, they abandoned the attack. He acquired considerable renown for

23 Seno village: located thirteen miles south-southeast of Jalor and twenty miles
northwest of Sirohl.

24 Las Munad village: identified as Las village, located sixteen miles north of Sirohl.
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his part in the town's defense. The attack on Sirohi probably took place in 1551,
when Mahmud began a series of assaults on Rajput principalities bordering
Gujarat.

At some time thereafter, Tejsl entered the service of the Sultan of
Gujarat. He was serving there at the time the slave Burhan assassinated
Mahmud III (February 5, 1554). Tejsfs biography mentions that he
subsequently killed Burhan; another source is more specific, stating that he killed
Burhan on February 16, 1554. Persian sources, however, make no mention of
his involvement in Burhan's execution, which took place shortly after the
Sultan's murder.

It is said that after the Sultan died, three of his umrdvs were dividing up
his wealth. TejsT went to where they were and was able to persuade them to give
him a quarter-portion of the Sultan's personal valuables. After receiving his
quarter-share, he had the gall to take in addition a golden vessel and a silver leg
of the Sultan's dholiyo. Despite this affront, the umrdvs allowed him to leave.

A few days afterward TejsT left Gujarat, went to Mevar, and settled in
the service of Slsodiyo Rano Udaisingh Sangavat (ca. 1537-72; no. 17). He was
given a pato for the village Dhulop,25 where he kept his vast, but he himself
resided at the Rano's court. In the darhdr, the talk was all about Rathor Prithlraj
Jaitavat (no. 63), TejsFs old friend, who had recently died fighting at Merto
(1554), but who, before dying, had cut down fourteen men in combat. Tejsl
heard the talk, but he disparaged Prithlraj, saying "he did not kill one sirdar."
The Mevar thdkurs began whispering among themselves: "TejsT will kill a
sirdar."

A few years later, in 1557, HajT Khan, a former noble in the service of
Sher Shah Sur, and Rano Udaisingh joined in battle at Harmaro near Ajmer.
Many great thdkurs fought on the side of the Rano (see Vigat, 2:60), and HajT
Khan was aided by Rav Malde, who sent Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65) with a hand-
picked sdth of 1,500 Rathors to Harmaro. Before the battle, TejsT recalled what
he had said about Prithlraj never killing a sirdar and announced that he
personally would kill HajT Khan and that "the palaces of the sons of DungarsT
would be on the field of Harmaro." At this point BalTso Sujo (no. 4) retorted that
he would "have a little hut built nearby." Tejsfs statement quickly became the
talk of both camps. HajT Khan heard about it. He asked DevTdas what sort of
Rajput Tejsl was. DevTdas made rather a tongue-in-cheek remark, saying first
that "dying and killing was in the hands of Fate," but then adding that TejsT was
a great Rajput of Marvar. Hajl Khan understood his meaning. At the time of the
battle, he took many defensive precautions. He himself put on armor, then sat
inside an armored compartment on an elephant. He had 500 foot soldiers take up
clubs and surround the elephant. He also kept some horsemen nearby. Besides
all this, he made the Rathors take up the harol ("vanguard") position ahead of
the main body of his army.

25 Dhulop village: perhaps the modern village of Dhanop, located fifty miles south-
southeast of Ajmer.
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Tejsi himself was heavily armored. Even his horse was covered with
armor, so much so that "there was no uncovered spot." When the battle began,
he was confronted by his brother Rathors in the harol. They lifted their lances to
kill him, but he put forth an appeal, saying that he was their brother and that if
they killed him, his vow would be unfulfilled and the Slsodlyos would laugh at
the Rathors. They spared him. Urging on his horse, Tejsi forged ahead into the
Muslim army. He was struck and wounded several times, but he fought his way
to where Hajl Khan was. With his customary impudence, he shouted out:
"Where is the little SindhI?" (Sindhuro, a diminutive of Sindhu, "man of
Sindh," referring to Hajl Khan). Hajl Khan forbade his sdth to kill Tejsi. He
descended from the elephant, mounted a horse, and joined weapons with him.
He struck him in the head; Tejsi knocked out two of his teeth. After this brief
skirmish, the Khan's nearby military servants cut down Tejsi. His death occurred
on January 27, 1557.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 51, 60-69, 99; M. S. Commissariat, A
History of Gujarat (vol. 1, Bombay: Longmans, Green & Co.,
Ltd., 1938; vol. 2, Bombay: Orient Longmans, 1957), 1:430-
433; Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency: Volume V, Cutch,
Pdlanpur, and Mahi Kdntha (Bombay: Government Central
Press, 1908), pp. 318-319; Kisansimh Udavat, Uddvat Rdthaur
Itihds, pp. 55-56; Vigat, 1:60, 495, 2:60; Vyas, Jodhpur Rdjya
kdltihds, pp. 95-98.

(no. 139) Jaitsi Udavat (8-3)

After Udo Sujavat's (7-1) death in 1511, Jaitsi became the thdkur of the
village Chlmplyo-Khusyalpur. This village was Jaitsfs share of his father's
landholdings around the town of Jaitaran. Soon Jaitsi, along with his two
brothers, DungarsI (no. 8-1) and Khlrnvo (8-2), connived to dethrone another
brother, Malde (8-4), Udo's successor at Jaitaran (see B.N. no. 137 and 140,
respectively, for details).

Jaitsi was one of Rav Malde's (Jodhpur ruler, 1532-62) most important
Rajputs. He along with his brother, KMmvo Udavat, are mentioned as being
among the great thdkurs of Marvar who refused to enter into Malde's plots
against Mertiyo Rathor Rav Vlramde Dudavat (no. 105) in 1532. In 1534, he led
an attack against Suracand, a town 125 miles southwest of Jodhpur, to settle an
old vair with the Cahuvan Rajputs there. According to one tradition, the
Cahuvan ruler of Suracand had murdered a servant of Sekho Sujavat (no. 86).
Sekho, dying on the battlefield of SevakI in 1529, had sent word to Jaitsi and
Tejsi Dungarslyot (no. 138; 9-1) telling them to avenge the feud with the
Cahuvans. On September 17, 1534, Jaitsi took revenge for the murder of
Sekho's servant by killing the ruler of Suracand during the attack on the town
(see B.N. for DungarsI Udavat, supra).

A second account of this vair, contained in the Jaitsi Uddvat n Vdt
("Story of Jaitsi Udavat"), provides more details and may be considered an
example of how a story might grow in the telling over a period of centuries. In
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this account, Rav Gango sends Dungarsi, Tejsi, Jaitsi, and a certain Jagnath
(identity unknown), to comfort a dying Sekhojl after the battle of Sevakl. As
they tend to him, he reveals the origin of the vair with the Raja of Suracand. It
seems his servant, Rajo Sundo, had been offered by the Raja as a sacrifice to a
mother goddess in a temple there. Before the sacrifice took place, the servant
had said:

Rajajl! I am a Sundo Rajput; I dwell in the vds of Sekho
Sujavat, and I became angry with my master and brought [my]
food [and] water here [to camp]. And you are killing me [now]
without bloodshed [or other] offence on my part. But fhdkurl I
have a master who will not live without taking up the vair
[incurred by my death] ("Jaitsi Udavat," p. 159).

Sekho had never found an opportunity to avenge Rajo Sundo, but as he
lay dying, he entrusted the task to Jaitsi:

Jaitsi, brother's son! You excel in being a Rajput. You are one
who pursues old vairs. Take up that vair [of Rajo Sundo]
("Jaitsi Udavat," ibid.).

Jaitsi agreed to avenge Sekho. For many days he pondered the
difficulties of the task:

He constantly thought about ending that vair. Sleep did not
come to him at night. He put [his] shield on [his] knees and
remained seated above [his] dholiyo like the Lord of the Yogis.
He sighed all day long. In just this way lived Jaitsi ("Jaitsi
Udavat," p. 160).

Finally he made preparations to depart for Suracand. He took with him
twenty-five of his Rajputs. At every step along the way the omens were
auspicious:

... The omen-readers interpreted the omens and said: "These
omens [indicate that] the Raja of Suracand shall come into
[your] hands, and [that] we shall incur good fortune. There shall
be the business of battle, [which] is the dharma of the Ksatriya.
Moreover, you will kill the Raja of Suracand" ("Jaitsi Udavat,"
p. 162).

On the seventh day, Jaitsi and his men arrived at Rajavas, a village four
or five kos from Suracand. Here they encountered a women drawing water from
a well, whom they asked to serve them. After she had done so, she astonished
them by remarking: "Who among you is Jaitsi Udavat?" They had no idea how
she knew he was with them. They thought she might be a goddess. As it
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happened, she was Harkumvarl, the daughter of a Caran from Balaharo village26

near Jaitaran. Her father, Karamanand, had married her to the son of Caran
Aldan Khirlyo of Rajavas. She knew all about Jaitsi and his obligation to
avenge Sekho Sujavat. She warned him that the Raja of Suracand had taken
many precautions. Hundreds of Rajputs were posted on watch around Suracand.
She advised him as follows:

Come to my father-in-law's [in Rajavas]. There you should ask
for me by name. Next, my father-in-law's people (sdsriyd) will
ask you: "Where is [your] vdsl .... [Of] what sdkh [are you]?"
Then you should say: "I am [of] the Gaur sdkh;27 [my] vds is
Tlvljl [village]; my name is Sarvan. I am going on to Suracand
for military service" ("Jaitsi Udavat," p. 165).

Then the people would ask Jaitsi what his connection with Harkumvarl was. He
was to tell them that she was the sister's daughter (hhdnejt) of Samdan Asiyo,
his Caran, who had asked him to meet with Harkumvarl when he passed through
Rajavas on his way to Suracand. He was to give her some presents.

When Jaitsi went to Rajavas, everything happened as Harkumvarl had
said. She was asked by her in-laws to identify him, and she confirmed the false
identity she had given him previously. Thus no one suspected who he actually
was, and the Raja of Suracand knew nothing of his presence nearby. Soon Jaitsi
was able to penetrate Suracand, where again the Raja was about to offer a man as
a sacrifice in the temple of the mother goddess. Jaitsi confronted him and said:

Raja [of] Suracand! I demand from you [revenge for] the vair
[incurred by the death] of Rajo Sundo. [If] there is the essence
of a Rajput (Rajpufi) in you, display it ("Jaitsi Udavat," p. 173).

But there was nothing from the Raja. His retainers attempted to defend him and
a struggle broke out. Many men were killed, but Jaitsi prevailed. He cut off the
heads of the slain and constructed a tower of skulls (Bdbar-kof)2S before the
mother goddess. He told her:

"Mother! Are you satisfied, or are you not satisfied? If you are
not satisfied, then once again I shall offer up [human sacrifices
for you]." Then the mother goddess, pleased, said: "For so
many days I would demand men [be sacrificed to me]. Now, as
of today, I am satisfied" ("Jaitsi Udavat," p. 174).

26 Balaharo village: located ten miles northeast of Jaitaran.

27 i.e., a Rajput of the Gaur family (one of the thirty-six Rajput ruling families).

28 Bdbar-kot: literally, a "Babar-tower," named after the Mughal Emperor Babur
(1526-30), who was believed to have constructed towers of skulls after Ms victories in
north India.
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She announced her support for Jaitsi. He left Suracand safely and returned to
Chimplyo-Khusyalpur. Thus ends the story.29

Jaitsi subsequently received important positions under Rav Malde. He is
recorded to have been made commander of two garrisons in the Godhvar region
of southeastern Marvar, Koslthal and Blsalpur. Here he distinguished himself by
driving off the Slsodlyo Rano of Mevar, Udaisingh Sangavat (ca. 1537-72; no.
17), who had attacked Kosithal. Jaitsi also held at least part of the region around
Vadhnor (located forty-seven miles south-southwest of Ajmer) in pato from Rav
Malde. One source states that he alone held Vadhnor; another indicates that he
and his brother KMmvo Udavat (no. 140; 8-2) shared the grant of Vadhnor and
700 surrounding villages. It is more probable that the grant was shared between
the two, for Khlmvo had taken the town from the Vagarlyo Cahuvans (see B.N.
140 for Khlmvo Udavat, infra) and thus would have had a claim to the area.

Jaitsi is called a great Rajput, one who caused Death (Mrtyu) to rise up
among his foes and make them cry out for protection. It is said that he settled
many vairs for the Rathors as well. He died along with sixteen of his men
fighting against Sher Shah Stir at Samel in 1544. During his lifetime, he made
three village grants to Brahmans: (1) Morvl VadI,30 to Purohit Raja Cohothot
Slvaut; (2) Morvl Khurad,31 to the Rajguru Brahman Varsingh Plthavat; (3)
Brampurl,32 to Dungar Padmavat, another Rajguru Brahman.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 60, 75; "Jaitsi Udavat," in Rdjasthani
Vdtdm: Rdjasthani Bhdsd mem likhit Prdcln Kahdniyom kd
Sangrah, ed. Suryakaran Parik (Dilll: Navayug-Sahitya-
Mandir, 1934), pp. 155-175; Kisansimh Udavat, Udavat
Rdthaur Itihds, pp. 23-24, 38, n. 4; Khydt, 3:100; Reu, 1:113,
n. 2; BhatI, Sarveksan, 1:234; Vigat, 1:44, 497-498, 543-544,
2:57; Vyas, Jodhpur Rdjya kd Itihds, p. 98.

(no. 140) Khlmvo Udavat (8-2)

Khlmvo Udavat was born on August 16, 1480. Before 1511, the year
his father died, and while he was still a kumvar, he obtained the village of Girrl.
GirrI became the center of Khlmvo's domain. Here he kept his vast and had a

29 Reu , 1:113, n. 2 , states that after the batt le of Sevaki, Sekho Sujavat, dying on the
battlefield, asked R a v Gango to avenge his servant, offered as a sacrifice by the
Cahuvans of Suracand. Subsequent ly Gango sent some men , who kil led fourteen of the
Cahuvans1 m e n and thus avenged Sekho. R e u does not ment ion Jai ts i as one of those
sent to Suracand.

30 M o r v l V a d I vil lage: located six miles east-southeast of Jaitaran.

31 M o r v l Khurad village: located one-half mi le east-northeast of M o r v l Vad I vi l lage.

32 B r a m p u r l vil lage: located five miles east-southeast of Jaitaran.
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fort built. A commemorative poem concerning Ms residence at Girri has
survived:

Dwelling in the fort above Girri [was Khimvo], a thorn
to [his] enemies.

The Kamdhaj [i.e., Rathor] drove the foe [from the
land];

he satisfied the demonness (dakan) with offerings [of
human flesh].

The sources say that Khimvo was a great thdkur, one who upheld a vow
to destroy the enemy on the battlefield. During the reign of his grand-father, Rav
Sujo Jodhavat (ca. 1492-1515), it is likely that KhTmvo and Sujo's other
grandsons and sons were at least nominally loyal to Jodhpur, but after Rav
Gango's circuitous accession to the Jodhpur throne in 1515, Rav Viramde
Vaghavat (no. 84) of Sojhat, Sekho Sujavat (no. 86) of Plmpar, and Khimvo
aligned themselves with the growing power of Rano Sango of Mevar (ca. 1509-
28). On January 16, 1518, Khimvo received Vadhnor from the Rano. Probably
shortly afterward he and his brothers Dungarsi (8-1) and Jaitsi (8-3) joined
together and wrested Jaitaran from the rule of his half-brother Malde (8-4).
Perhaps, if it is true that Malde adopted Ratansi, Khimvo's son (no. 141; 9-3),
the seizure of Jaitaran occurred after August 18, 1520, the date of Ratansts birth.
Khimvo evidently left Jaitaran under the rule of his uterine brother, Dungarsi,
while he himself returned to manage the affairs of Girri, his homeland, and
Vadhnor (see B.N. no. 137, supra).

For reasons unknown, Khimvo abandoned Vadhnor in 1525. Perhaps
the Rano had transferred Vadhnor from Khlmvo's control in that year. Khimvo
apparently did not offer his allegiance to Rav Gango at this time, nor did he
involve himself in the dispute between his uncle Sekho and Gango. In 1529,
following the battle of Sevaki, Khimvo was not one of the Udavat fhdkurs
addressed by Sekho with regard to the vair incurred by the murder of Sekho's
retainer in Suracand. He seems to have had nothing to do with the politics of
Marvar during this troubled period. Possibly he remained in the service of Rano
Sango even after leaving Vadhnor, but the sources are silent on his activities.33

The rapid rise of Rav Malde of Jodhpur following his accession in 1532
and a period of tumultuous political developments in Mevar very likely
persuaded Khimvo to enter the service of the young Jodhpur Rav. Early in
Malde's reign he achieved a position of prominence among the Rav's military
servants. He is mentioned as one of the notable fhdkurs who refused to condone
Malde's early plotting against Mertiyo Rathor Rav Viramde Dudavat (no. 105) in
1532. Subsequently he took Vadhnor from the Vagariyo Cahuvans, who had
been granted the town during the reign of Rano Sango. Khimvo had taken the
village of Vagad, in the domain of Rano Udaisingh Sangavat (ca. 1537-72; no.

33 With one exception: the Raypur khydt states that he ruled Jaitaran after leaving
Vadhnor, but this is not correct. Bhati, Sarveksan, 1:49.
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17), from the Vagariyos; then, after he followed this triumph by taking Vyavar
(thirty miles southwest of Ajmer), the Vagariyos fled to Vadhnor, which Khimvo
also captured. Rav Malde formalized his possession of the town by granting it
and 700 neighboring villages to him and his brother Jaitsi in pato.

Little else is known of Khimvo's life. He along with three hundred and
nine of his men died fighting against Sher Shah's troops in the great battle of
Samel in 1544. He and his brother Jaitsi are said to have negotiated with Jaito
Pancainot (no. 61) and Kumpo Mahirajot (no. 95) and arranged Rav Malde's
flight before the battle took place. Khimvo then set off with Malde, the Rav's
hand on his. But Jaitsi told him that it was very far to Jodhpur (i.e., he wouldn't
make it back to Samel in time for the battle), a subtle way of reminding him that
his duty lay in fighting to the death against the armies of Sher Shah and not in
escorting Malde in flight from the battlefield.

Khimvo had seven sons34 and at least one daughter by two wives:

1. Rani Sekhavatjl of Navalgarh (Mehtap Kumvar), who had
five sons:

1. Bhanldas.
2. Kanh.
3. Bhopatsimh.
4. Karansimh.
5. Madhosimh.

2. Rani Gaurjl of Rajgarh (Indrakumvar), who had two sons and
one known daughter:

Sons:
1. Ratansl.
2. Suratsimh.

Daughter:
1. Sayar Kumvar.

Both wives became satis after Khimvo's death in 1544.
Khimvo gave one village in grant to a Caran: Gehavasnl,35 to Kavlyo

Nimbo Khetavat.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 59-60; Asopa, Itihds Nlbdj, pp. 26-43;
BhatI, Sarveksan, 1:49; Kisansimh Udavat, Uddvat Rdthaur
Itihds, pp. 19-49; Khyat, 3:100-101; Vigat, 1:56, 497-498* 518,
2:48, 57.

34 Asopa, Itihds Nibdj, p. 43, only mentions three sons: Ratansi, Bhamdas, and Kanh.

35 Gehavasni village: located eight miles south-southwest of Jaitaran.
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(no. 141) Ratansi KMmvavat (9-3)

The two twentieth-century historians of the Udavats, Ramkaran Asopa
and Kisansimh Udavat, both suggest that Khimvo was the ruler of Jaitaran
during much of his life. Asopa states that Khimvo succeeded his father in 1511
and continued to rule without interruption until his death in 1544. Kisansimh
Udavat believes that Khimvo entrusted his brother DurigarsT with Jaitaran after
Rav Malde gave him and JaitsT Vadhnor in pato. But this cannot be correct, as
DungarsI was ruling Jaitaran before 1529. If Dungarsi received Jaitaran from
Khimvo, he most likely would have done so during Khlmvo's period of service
in Mevar (see B.N. no. 137 and 140, supra). Kisansimh Udavat also believes
Khimvo was ruling Jaitaran when he died in 1544, without saying how or why
DungarsI might have abandoned the town. And both Asopa and Kisansimh
Udavat make RatansI KMmvavat KMmvo's immediate successor at Jaitaran.
They both ignore the evidence in seventeenth-century sources which suggests
that DungarsI and then his son Tejsl ruled Jaitaran until 1545 (see B.N. no. 138,
supra).

RatansI Khimvavat was born on August 18, 1520. Nothing is known of
his activities from his birth until his father's death in 1544. At some time
between 1545, when Jaitaran was lost to Tejsl Dungarslyot, and 1558, the year
of Ratansfs death, he acquired authority over Jaitaran, for he is listed in the
Vigat (1:495) as one of the Udavats who held the town, which Rav Malde
Gangavat (Jodhpur ruler, 1532-62) had given him. Possibly Surtan Jaitslyot, one
of JaitsI Udavat's (no. 139; 8-3) sons, also controlled Jaitaran for a brief period
after 1545, for the Vigat (1:548) states that "when Rathor Surtan [Jaitslyot] held
Jaitaran, half of Khinavrl [village] was in the khalso" It is equally possible,
however, that Surtan held Jaitaran at some point after Ratansfs death. The
sources simply are too vague to allow a more concrete opinion.

RatansI, unlike his famous father, Khimvo, had a mostly undistinguished
career. In September-October of 1550, Rav Malde, beginning to reassert his
dominance in Marvar, had taken Pokaran town (about eighty-three miles
northwest of Jodhpur) and then proceeded southwestward to seize Kotro36 and
Baharmer.37 A garrison (thdno) was left at Baharmer under Ratansfs authority.
Ravat Bhlm, the dispossessed ruler, went to Jaisajmer and obtained BhatI assis-
tance for an attack on the garrison. The Vigat (1:63-64) records that RatansI fled
ignominiously, with the result that all the camp equipment was looted.
According to this source, Baharmer was lost in 1551-52; another source gives
April-May, 1553.

RatansI is also mentioned as one of the great fhdkurs who took part in
Rav Malde's unsuccessful attack on Merto in 1554. Prior to the attack, Rav
Malde divided his troops into two anis, one near the Jodhpur Gate of Merto
under the command of Prithlraj Jaitavat (no. 63), the other under RatansI near the

36 Kotro: located seventy miles southwest of Pokaran.

37 Baharmer: located eighty-four miles southwest of Pokaran.
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Bejpo Tank. Mertiyo Rav Jaimal Viramdevot (no. 107) successfully defeated
Prithlraj and his men near the Jodhpur Gate, then turned around to attack the
other ani, which was at that moment coming to the entrance of the Bejpo after
looting Merto town and taking the nearby villages under control. A fierce
struggle broke out; Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65), a military servant of Ratansf s, was
about to kill Jaimal when RatansT asked that Jaimal be spared. Subsequently
Devldas left Ratansfs service and became an important retainer of Rav Malde's.

In 1557, Rano Udaisingh Sangavat, Slsodlyo ruler of Mevar (ca. 1537-
72; no. 17), and Hajl Khan, a former noble of Sher Shah's who had acquired
independent control of Alvar in northeastern Rajasthan, engaged in battle at
Harmaro near Ajmer. Rav Malde had sent a large contingent of troops under the
command of Devldas Jaitavat to aid Hajl Khan. The Khan's victory in this battle
attracted the attention of the Mughals, who sent troops to put him down.
Subsequently, he fled into Marvar, where Rav Malde allowed him to stay in the
villages of Lotaudhrl and Nlmbol38 in Jaitaran Pargano. Shortly afterward he
went to Gujarat. The Mughal Emperor, Akbar, ordered that whoever had
protected Hajl Khan was to be killed, and, as a result, a Mughal contingent under
the command of Muhammad Qasim Khan attacked Jaitaran in 1558. On March
1439 of that year RatansT Khlmvavat died along with thirty-three other sirdars
defending the town. At least four other Udavats, Goyanddas, Kisandas, and
Kano (Kandas), sons of JaitsT (8-3), and Bhanldas, a son of Khlmvo's (8-2), died
along with RatansT.40 The Akhar Nama (2:102-103) has a brief but vivid
description of the capture of Jaitaran:

(The victorious heroes by the strength of their swords
and the might of their courage conducted many of the stiff-
necked Rajputs to the Abyss of annihilation and took possession
of the fort.) The surface of that country was cleared from the
rubbish of stubborn rebels.

38 N imbo l vil lage is seven miles northwest of Jaitaran; L o t a u d h n village is one mi le
southwest of Nimbol .

39 Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, p . 9 1 , gives March 13, 1558 (V.S. 1614, Caitra, Vadi 9) as
the date of the batt le, but a contemporary inscription has March 14, 1558 (V.S. 1614,
Caitra, Vadi 10). Kisansimh Udavat (Uddvat Rdthaur Itihds, p . 68), has read the
inscription as V.S . 1615, Caitra, Vadi 10, which is correct for March 14, 1558 if the
year is Caitrddi but converts to March 3, 1559 if the year is Srdvanddi. This later date
would p lace the taking of Jaitaran in Akbar's fourth regnal year, whereas the Akhar
Ndma indicates that the event took place in his third. The text of the inscription is
given by Asopa, Itihds Ntbdj\ p . 5 1 , n. 1.

Asopa, Itihds Nihdj, pp . 49-50, indicates that three other Udavats , Narayandas
Sangavat, Nagraj Gangavat , and KhetsT Parbatot, died along with Ratansl . W e have not
been able to trace their exact ancestry.
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Vyas has suggested that Rav Malde, angered by Ratansfs allowing
Jaimal Viramdevot to escape death at Merto in 1554, may have refused to send
aid to Ratansi in 1558. Inexplicably, Jaimal himself is said to have accompanied
the Mughal contingent to Jaitaran in 1558.

Ratansi had at least three wives, ten sons, and one known daughter, as
follows:

1. Rani Sekhavatjl Kesarkumvar. She had three sons and one
daughter:

Sons:
1. Kilandas.
2. Raghodas.
3. Kesavdas.

Daughter:
1. Mohankumvar (KanakavatI Bal), who was

married to Raja Mansingh of Amber.

2. Rani Bhatlyanljl Joravarkumvar. She had three sons:
1. Ram.
2. Narhardas.
3. Manlram.

3. Rani DevrljI. She had two sons:
1. Gopaldas.
2. Gokuldas.

Two other sons of Ratansfs are known:
1. Udaisingh.
2. Bhavanldas.

Two of Ratansfs wives, Rani Sekhavatjl and Rani Bhatlyanljl, became
satis after he was killed in battle.

During his lifetime, Ratansi made three grants to Carans and Brahmans:
(1) Dehurlyo,41 to Purohit Kandhal Bhojavat Slvar; (2) Gehavas,42 to the Caran
Gel Ratnavat Kharlyo; (3) Lakhavasnl,43 to the Caran Lakho Dasavat Kachela.

Asopa, Mhds Nibdj, pp. 43-53; Ayin-I-Akban, p. 379;
"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 48-50, 99; Akbar Nama, 2:102-103;
Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khyat, p. 91; Khydt, 1:62, 297; Kisansimh
Udavat, Uddvat Rdthaur Mhds, pp. 50-91; Vigat, 1:59, 63-64,

41 Dehur iyo village: located four miles northeast of Jaitaran.

42 Gehavas village: located ten miles northeast of Jaitaran.

43 Lakhavasnl village: located seven miles west-southwest of Jaitaran.
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70, 495, 498-499, 523, 542-543, 551-552; Vyas, Jodhpur Rajya
ka Itihas, pp. 171-173.

(no. 142) Bhimv Kilandasot (11-1)

Following Ratansi Khlmvavat's death defending Jaitaran in 1558, the
Mughals apparently abandoned the area. Rav Malde (Jodhpur ruler, 1532-62)
was able to assert his authority over Jaitaran shortly afterward. The sources
indicate he gave the town to DungarsI Udavat's (no. 137; 8-1) son, Jasvant (9-2),
who had been until then a military servant in Gujarat employed by Rav Punjo of
Idar.44 Jasvant came to Jaitaran along with his father, whom he brought from
Mevar. He was unable to hold the town for long because of increased Mughal
pressure against Marvar. During 1560 he went to Borar, a village in the Mer
territory east of Jaitaran, where he suppressed the local Mer people and built a
large fort.45 After Rav Malde died in 1562, Jasvant continued in the service of
Jodhpur as a supporter of Rav Candrasen (Jodhpur ruler, 1562-81), Malde's
successor. He died fighting against the encroaching Mughals at the battle of
Ramgadh (a small hamlet located just east of Borar) on October 28, 1566, along
with many others, including at least three Udavats: Ratansi, son of JaitsT (no.
139; 8-3), and Udaisingh and Bhavanldas, sons of RatansT (9-3).

In 1571-72, four of Ratansfs surviving sons, Gopaldas, Narhardas, Ram,
and Kilandas (10-1) met with the Mughal mansabdars holding Jaitaran and were
allowed to bring their vast to the village of Asarlal just east of the town. For the
next few decades they held Jaitaran town as military servants of the Mughal
Empire. In 1583, Akbar gave Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot of Jodhpur
(1583-95) sixty-five villages of Jaitaran Pargano, but the sons of Ratansi
continued to hold the town and the rest of the pargano's villages. When Moto
Raja died in 1595, his sons received sixty-five villages while Kilandas and
Gopaldas Ratanslyot each were given half of Jaitaran town and a share of the
remaining villages. This situation lasted until December, 1604, when Akbar
gave Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot (Jodhpur ruler, 1595-1619) all of the pargano.
In this same year Kilandas Ratanslyot received Raypur, a large village near
Jaitaran, from Surajsingh. Kilandas died fighting along with fifty retainers in a
skirmish with some Cahuvan Rajputs in 1617-18.

Bhimv Kilandasot was one of the seven46 sons of Kilandas Ratanslyot.
He first distinguished himself in 1599-1600, when Raja Surajsingh's troops

44 Asopa , Itihas Ntbdj, p . 5 3 , states that Kilandas Ratansiyot (10-1), one of RatansTs
sons, succeeded M m at Jaitaran in 1558, but Asopa's opinion is not corroborated by any
pr imary source; Ki landas , who was born in 1543, would only have been fifteen in 1558,
very l ikely too young to assume such, an important post in such difficult t imes .

45 Jodhpur Rajya Id Khydt, p. 92, notes that on June 13, 1560, one of Akbar's officers
came to Merto Pargano, took prisoners from fifteen villages, and returned to Ajmer.
Around that time, "from fear of the Mughals, Jaitaran became deserted."

46 Asopa, Itihas Nibdj, p. 56, mentions only five sons.
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besieged Sojhat. Bhimv is listed among the sirdars of the Raja's who were
wounded at this time. Only scattered references to Bhlmv's activities in
subsequent years appear in the sources available. He was one of a number of
Rathors who together killed a certain Dalo San at Burhanpur on December 1,
1610. On May 26, 1615, he was wounded when Jodho Rathor Kisansingh
Udaisinghot attacked Raja Surajsifigh's camp at Ajmer and killed Jeso BhatI
Goyanddas Manavat.47

Bhimv is listed as a recipient of the village of Anandpur, headquarters of
Tapho Anandpur, a subdivision of Merto Pargano. It would appear Shahzada
Parvlz granted him the village in 1623-24 while Parvlz was subeddr of Ajmer
during the rebellion of Shahzada Khurram. Apparently Bhimv was Parvlz's
servant during this period.48 In May of 1624 an Imperial army under the
command of Parvlz and Mahabat Khan met Khurram's forces at the village of
Damdama on the confluence of the Tons and Ganges Rivers. Bhimv was
wounded in this battle. Bdnkidds states that Bhimv survived only through the
exertions of Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot (Jodhpur ruler, 1619-38), who had him
picked up and removed from the battlefield. Gajsingh retained Bhimv in his
service and gave him the villge Nlmbaj of Jaitaran Pargano along with several
others for his maintenance.

When Shah Jahan became Mughal Emperor in 1628, Bhimv entered
Imperial service once again. The Emperor gave him two large land grants in
Ajmer Pargano on the Marvar border, Bamval49 village with thirty-two others,
and Thamvlo,50 which he made his residence, with twelve. He received a
mansab of 1,500 zdt, 600 sawdr at this time.51 Bhimv continued to be an
important Imperial military servant based in Thamvlo for the next several years.
In 1638, when Raja Gajsingh died, Bhimv made an attempt to secure Jaitaran
Pargano in jdgir from Shah Jahan. According to one source, the pargano had
actually been transferred briefly to Bhimv, who had accepted the area at an
assessment of 200,000 rupees (another source says 250,000 rupees), a sixty
percent increase over the evaluation of the pargano under Gajsingh. Such an
arrangement effectively gave the Mughals a promise of more troops for their
money, since Bhimv presumably would have to maintain forces in accordance

47 Jeso Bhati Goyanddas Manavat was Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's pradhan at this
time.

48 T h e Vigat (2:74) is not clear on this point. B h i m v is listed as hav ing received (or
hav ing he ld) Anandpur , but one does not know for certain from whom. H e may have
been Pr ince Khurram's retainer.

49 B a m v a l village: located ten miles nor th of Ajmer and thirty miles east of Mer to .

50 T h a m v l o village: located twenty-eight miles east-southeast of Mer to and twelve
miles nor thwest of Ajmer.

51 B h i m v is to b e identified as the "Bhlm Rathor" or "Bhim Sen (i.e., BMmvsI or
BMmvs imh) Rathor" of the Mugha l Persian chronicles. See Athar AM, Apparatus,, pp .
101," 133, '135 , 147,° 191 .
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with the new, higher evaluation. His motives in this case appear to have been a
desire to regain the town of Jaitaran, lost to the Udavat sdkh since 1604, and
perhaps a wish to assert himself as the dominant Udavat Rathor in Marvar.
Whatever his aims, his plans were frustrated by Kumpavat Rathor Rajsingh
KJiimvavat (no. 101), Raja Jasvantsingh's (Jodhpur ruler, 1638-78) pradhdn.
Rajsingh petitioned the Mughals, saying that Jaitaran was the source of expense
money for Jasvantsingh's army and that the new Raja's power would be seriously
reduced if the pargano were given to someone else. After a cash sum of
200,000 rupees was given to the Mughals, Jaitaran was given to Jasvantsihgh,
who agreed to hold the pargano at an evaluation of 200,000 rupees thereafter.
The story is an excellent example of how evaluations of individual pargano^
were inflated by the actions of local officers attempting to improve their
positions by making deals with the Mughals.

According to the Udaibhdn Cdmpdvat ri Khydt, an important
seventeenth-century document examined by Kisansimh Udavat, Bhimv
abandoned military service and went to Vrndavan after his unsuccessful attempt
to obtain Jaitaran Pargano. He may have died there in 1638-39. Alternatively,
Lahorl, a Mughal historian, indicates that he remained in Imperial service and
died in 1644-45. At the time of his death, his Imperial rank was 1,500 zdt7 1,000
sawdr.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 68-73, 80, 86, 95, 97; Asopa, Itihds
Nihdj, pp. 53-56; Athar AM, Apparatus, pp. 101, 133, 135, 147,
191; Bdnkldds, p. 27; Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, p. 92;
Kisansimh Udavat, Uddvat Rdthaur Itihds, pp. 93-94, 1-8, 10-
12 (second group); Vigat, 1:69-70, 99-100, 124, 495-496, 2:74.
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Udavat (Baithvasiyo) Rathors

(no. 143) Tiloksi Varjangot (5-2)

The Udavat (Bafthvasiyo) Rathors

One of the complexities of Rathor family history is that for some time
two distinct Rathor branches in Marvar were referred to as "Udavat Rathors":
the Udavats of Jaitaran, discussed in the preceding section, and the Udavats of
Baithvas village.1 By the mid-seventeenth century, the term "Udavat" was
mainly used for the Udavats of Jaitaran, although they were also known as
"Jaitaranryo Rathors," and the Udavats of Baithvas were generally called
"Baithvaslyo Rathors."

The Baithvaslyo Rathors are the descendants of Udo TribhuvansJyot.
TribhuvansT (or TribhavansI, as he is listed in one source) was the son2 of Rav
Kanharde Udavat, ruler of Mahevo in western Marvar during the early
fourteenth century. After Rav Tido was killed at the siege of Slvano ca. 1308,
Kanharde succeeded him as Rav of Mahevo. He had two sons, Kanharde and
Salkho, by different wives. Kanharde was the heir-apparent, his mother was
Tldo's favorite wife, and so Salkho was forced to wander about in his youth
trying to find a livelihood. He was captured by the Muslims and imprisoned in
Gujarat when Tido was killed. Kanharde, however, was able to succeed Tido as
the leader of the Mahevo household when the Muslims withdrew. Two yogis
rescued Salkho from prison and brought him back to Mahevo, where he received
a one-village land grant from Kanharde as his share of Tldo's lands. He also
inherited a small number of TTdo's retainers and servants, whom he took with
him to populate his village, newly renamed SalkhavasT (Khydt, 2:280, 3:23-24;
Vigat, 1:15,2:216).

One day Salkho went to Mahevo for food. He impressed a laborer into
service and had him carry the provisions back to his settlement. On the way,
they came upon four lions seated in the road gnawing bones. As the lion is the
symbol of the Rajput, Salkho immediately recognized them as an omen. He sat
motionless in the road while the laborer summoned an augur. The augur
perceived that the lions indicated that Salkho would have four sons, who would
conquer much land, be powerful men, and possess much energy. Moreover they,
not the sons of Kanharde, would rule Mahevo. And indeed, soon four sons were
born: two, Malo (the eldest) and Jaitmal, of one rant; two others, Vlramde and

1 We have been unable to locate Baithvas village, which is not listed in the Vigat of
NainsT.

2 The Jodhpur Rajya Id Khyat, p. 31, indicates that Tribhuvansi was Kanharde1 s
brother.
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Sobhat, of another (Khyat, 2:280-281; Rathauram n Vamsavali nai Pidhiyam
nai Phutkar Vdtdm, partially edited and translated by L. P. Tessitori in idem, "A
Progress Report on the Work done during the year 1917 in connection with the
Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana," Journal of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal N.S. 15 (1919), pp. 31-43; Vigat, 1:15).

Malo is described as "a very far-sighted man, a portion of a god" (Vigat,
1:16). He was a boy when Salkho died, so he took up residence with his uncle,
Kanharde. He became one of Kanharde's armed retainers. An extremely
precocious and aggressive youth, Malo shocked Kanharde's Rajputs one day
during a hunt by grabbing his uncle's garment and refusing to let go until given
some land:

He said: "Kanhardejl! I demand a portion of the land. I shall
not let go!" He said much, but he did not let go. [Kanharde's]
Rajputs remained standing apart. No one came close (Khyat,
2:281).

Kanharde admired his brash act. Impressed with his nephew, he gave him one-
third of the Rathor lands and made him his pradhdn. The other Rajputs
observing all this remarked to themselves that "whoever appoints a kinsman
pradhdn is about to lose his domain" (Khydt, 2:282).

Soon Malo was presented with his first problem. The Sultan of Delhi
had sent revenue collectors to each of the major fortresses held by the Muslims
in Rajasthan with instructions to put the surrounding countryside under taxation.
Kanharde summoned all of his Rajputs. He asked them what should be done
about the collectors coming to Mahevo. Malo suggested taking them into the
various villages around Mahevo ostensibly to realize the land revenue and then
killing them one by one. His plan pleased everyone. But, on the appointed day
of the executions, while the other Rajputs were killing the Sultan's agents in the
villages, Malo took the chief collector home as his guest. He told him,
"Kanharde has killed all of your men. But I will not kill you" (Khydt, 2:282-
283).

The collector, grateful, soon went back to Delhi. He petitioned the
Sultan:

Kanharde has killed all of your men. And my enemy, Malo,
kept me alive. Malo is an excellent servant of the Sultan. He is
worthy. He is a man loyal to his master (Khydt, 2:283).

The Sultan summoned Malo to Delhi and granted him jurisdiction over Mahevo
with the title of rdval. He dismissed him when they learned that Kanharde had
died in Mahevo and had been succeeded by his son Tribhuvansl.

Malo returned to Mahevo with the backing of the Sultan. He fought and
defeated Tribhuvansl, who fled wounded into the Rajasthan Desert. Tribhuvansl
was saved by the Indo Rajputs, his relatives through marriage, who sheltered him
and bandaged his wounds. But Malo perceived that his supremacy in Mahevo
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would be insecure while Tribhuvansi lived, and so he arranged for his
assassination:

Tribhuvansi had a brother, Padamsi, whom [Malo] deceived. He
told him: "If you kill Tribhuvansi, I shall give you the throne
[of Mahevo]." Then Padamsi, being greedy, went and mixed
arsenic in the turn leaf bandages meant for Tribhuvansi. The
bandages were poisoned. Tribhuvansi died (Khyat, 2:283-284).3

Padamsi came to Mahevo to collect:

He said: "Give me the throne." Malo said: "One does not
obtain a throne like this!" He said: "JT, take two villages. Eat
sitting [there] !"4 Then he gave Padamsi two villages of Mahevo
and dismissed [him] (Khydt, 2:284).

Nothing is known of Tribhuvansfs son Udo except that he took up
residence in Baithvas village and that he had at least two sons, Vijo and Varjarig
Udavat.

(no. 143) Tiloksl Varjangot (5-2)

Tiloksl Varjangot was one of Udo Tribhuvanslyot's grandsons.5

Although little information is available concerning Tiloksfs career, it is evident
that he was a Rajput of some importance among Rav Malde's (Jodhpur ruler,
1532-62) military servants. He held the garrison of Bljapur,6 a former
possession of the Ballso Cahuvans situated in the Godhvar region of south-
eastern Marvar. While stationed there, he had the fort and gates of Bljapur
constructed. Subsequently Rav Malde appointed him kileddr of Jodhpur fort, a
position he held at the time of Sher Shah's invasion of Marvar. He was one of
several Rajputs who died in heroic fashion defending the fort in 1544, holding
out as long as possible and then sallying forth to fight to the death against the
besieging army. Rav Malde had chains built for Tiloksl and the other important
Rajputs who were killed during the siege.

3 The date of TribhuvansTs death is not known. His daughter Kumarde was married to
Raval Kehar Devrajot of Jaisalmer (ca. 1361-97). After Raval Kehar died in 1397,
Kumarde became a sail. An inscription commemorates this act. Cf. Khyat, 2:280, n. 1.

4 This sentence implies that Padamsi may enjoy the rule of two villages (literally, "eat"
them) and not make further attempts to acquire the throne of Mahevo (i.e, remain
"sitting").

5 The genealogical link between Udo Tribhuvanslyot and Tiloksl Varjangot is not
certain; it is possible that Tiloksl was Udo's great-grandson and that Varjang was in fact
Udo's grandson, not Ms son.

6 Bljapur is twenty-five miles southwest of Nadul in Godhvar.
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"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 45, 75; BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:110-111;
Khyat, 3:101; Vigat, 1:58, 65, 2:57, 3:77
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Uhar Rathors

(no. 144) Hardas Mokajot
(no. 145) Bhan Kajavat

The Uhar Rathors

The Uhar Rathors are a very old Rajput group in Marvar. According to
Marvarl traditions, they descend from Uhar Jopsahot, a great-grandson of Rav
Siho Setramot, who is considered the founding ancestor of the Marvar Rathors.
Little is known in fact about Rav Siho other than the date of his death: October
9, 1273. This date is recorded on a memorial stone (devil) for a Rathada
(Rathor) Siho, son of Setram, found at the village of Blthu1 in central Marvar.
The chronicles associate Siho's son, Asthan Sihavat, with the villages of Pall2 in
eastern Marvar and with Kher3 in western Marvar. Asthan is said to have
established his capitol at Kher village. No specific information is available
about Asthan's son, Jopsah Asthanot, or Jopsah's son, Uhar Jopsahot.

The genealogical relationship of the Uhars to other branches of the
Marvar Rathors is very conjectural given the extremely doubtful nature of this
type of information prior to the time of Rav Rinmal Cundavat of Mandor (ca.
1428-38) and his son, Rav Jodho Rinmalot (ca. 1453-89). Richard Saran has
suggested of the Sihdhal Rathors (see supra) that they are a Rajput group that
became incorporated within the Rathor clan (hit) at some time during the early
history of the Rathors of Marvar. The same may also be true of the Uhars.

BhatI, Sarvaksan, 3:114, records that Uhar was the uterine brother of
Sihdhal, the founding ancestor of the Sihdhal Rathors. Uhar is said to have
settled in the area of Kodhno4 in western Marvar while Sindhal settled in central-
western Marvar and founded the village of Bhadrajun.5

B. N. Reu, Glories of Marwar and the Glorious Rathors
(Jodhpur: Archaeological Department, 1943), p. x; BhatI,
Sarveksan, 3:112-114; Gehlot, Marvar, p. 72; "Jodhpur

1 Bithu village: located thirty miles south of Jodhpur and fourteen miles northwest of
Pali in central Marvar.

2 Pall village: located forty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

3 Kher village: located sixty-two miles southwest of Jodhpur, just near the great bend in
the LunI River.

4 Kodhno village: located twenty-eight miles west-southwest of Jodhpur.

5 Bhadrajun village: located forty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur.
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Hukumat n Bahl," p. 138; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 46-47; Ojha,
4:1:152-160.

(no. 144) Hardas Mokajot

Uhar Hardas Mokajot appears in the Marvarl chronicles in association
with two prominent Rathor figures of the early sixteenth century, Rav Viramde
Vaghavat (no. 84), a grandson of Rav Sujo Jodhavat of Jodhpur (ca. 1492-1515),
and Sekho Sujavat (no. 86), a son of Rav Sujo. Both Rav Viramde and Sekho
Sujavat became involved in conflicts with Rav Sujo's successor to the Jodhpur
throne, Rav Gango Vaghavat (1515-32), over land and authority in Marvar.
Hardas Mokajot entered into these conflicts to avenge himself against the house
of Jodhpur for perceived past wrongs that he and his brotherhood had suffered at
their hands.

Details are unclear, but Hardas's enmity toward Rav Gango and the
house of Jodhpur appears to be related to the fortunes of the Uhar Rathors of
Kodhno in western Marvar. The Uhar Rathors had been in possession of
Kodhno and surrounding villages prior to and during the rule of Rav Rinmal
Cundavat of Mandor (ca. 1428-38) and his son, Rav Jodho Rinmalot (ca. 1453-
89). The Uhars considered these villages their homeland (utari). Rav Jodho
then divided the lands of Marvar among his brothers and sons following the
founding of Jodhpur in 1459, and he granted Kodhno to his two sons, Jogo and
Bharmal Jodhavat.6 Jogo and Bharmal proceeded to take possession of Kodhno
in the early 1460s, and they forced the migration of the Uhars south to Mahevo.

By the time of Rav Gango Vaghavat of Jodhpur some sixty years later,
the descendants of Bharmal Jodhavat, who had remained at Kodhno, had begun
to lose control of Kodhno to the Bhatls from Jaisajmer. Rav Gango began
recalling families of Uhars from Mahevo to reoccupy the villages in order to
maintain Rathor authority there. Kodhno itself eventually came under Uhar
control, and in the 1520s Uhar Hardas Mokajot, who was a military servant of
Rav Gango, held Kodhno in pato along with one hundred and forty other
villages.

Khydt, 3:87, records that Uhar Hardas was a powerful Rajput, much
feared by other men, but that he would not perform even "the simplest service."
He came to Jodhpur to pay his respects to the Jodhpur ruler and to reaffirm his
vows of loyalty and service only at the time of the Dasraho festival in the fall of
the year. Hardas gained the ire of Rav Gango's son, Kurnvar Malde Gangavat,
for his lack of service, and the Kumvar had Hardas's pato revoked and given to
another Uhar named Bhan Kajavat (no. 145). Khydt relates in rather amusing
fashion that because Hardas was such a fearsome warrior, no one dared come
near him to inform him that his pato had been revoked. Uhar Bhan allowed him
to stay at Kodhno while he went to perform military service for the house of
Jodhpur. Several years passed in this manner. Then Bhan's and Hardas's

6 See supra, "Jodho Rathors" and "Bharmalot Rathors," respectively.
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hujdars fell to fighting at Kodhno, and Hardas finally learned the truth of his
situation (see Khydt, 3:87-88, of the translated text for details).

Hardas now left Kodhno and proceeded to Sojhat. Sojhat was under the
control of Rav Gango's half-brother, Rav Viramde Vaghavat (no. 84), who was
himself engaged in on-going hostilities with Jodhpur. Hardas offered his
services to Rav Viramde solely on the condition that the Rav continue his fight
against Jodhpur. Rav Viramde readily accepted Hardas's offer of service, and
Hardas quickly became involved in skirmishes with Rav Gango's forces.

Khydt, 3:88, records that Rav Viramde soon alienated Uhar Hardas,
however, because of his lack of concern for Hardas's welfare as one of his
military servants. Rav Viramde displayed this lack of concern one day after
Hardas had ridden into battle on one of the horses from the Rav's stable. Both
Hardas and the horse were wounded during the fighting. Uhar Bhan Kajavat was
present at this conflict as one of Rav Gango's warriors. His relationship with
Hardas had apparently remained amicable, for Khydt notes that Bhan "picked up
Hardas" after the battle and had him sent him back to Sojhat.

When Hardas returned to Sojhat, Rav Viramde could only find fault with
him because he had allowed his horse to be injured. The Rav showed little
concern for Hardas's own wounds. Hardas then rebuked the Rav, calling him an
"unworthy Rajput" (kurajpuf), and left Sojhat in anger for Nagaur.

Hardas entered into the household (yds) of Sarkhel Khan (no. 155) at
Nagaur for a short period before proceeding on to Plmpar7 and the home of
Sekho Sujavat. Sekho was the paternal uncle of Rav Gango Vaghavat of
Jodhpur. He had received Plmpar and surrounding villages as his share of
Marvar on the death of his father, Rav Sujo Jodhavat, in 1515. He sought wider
control and authority in Marvar, however, and when Hardas offered his services
under the same conditions he had specified to Rav Viramde of Sojhat, Sekho
gladly welcomed him and retained him as his pradhdn. Sekho and Hardas then
began to plot in earnest against the house of Jodhpur, and they drew in Khanzada
Khan Daulat Khan (no. 154) from Nagaur as an ally. Their conspiracy
culminated in the battle of SevakI village8 on November 2, 1529. Rav Gango's
superior stance at SevakI forced Daulat Khan to flee with great loss, and both
Sekho Sujavat and Hardas Mokalot were killed along with many of their Rajputs
(see Khydt, 3:87-92, of the translated text for details of this battle and the
events which surrounded it).

Khydt, 1:361, 3:87-92; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 97-98, 403-404,
422-423; Vigat, 1:39, 293.

7 Pimpar village: located thirty-three miles east-northeast of Jodhpur.

8 SevakI village: located twenty-three miles northeast of Jodhpur.
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(no. 145) Bhan Kajavat

Bhan Kajavat was the son of Uhar Kajo Kharhathot, of whom nothing is
known. The exact relationship between the families of Bhan and Hardas
Mokalot (no. 144), the two leading Uhars of the early sixteenth century, is also
unknown.

Bhan rose to a position of some prominence during the reign of Rav
Gango Vaghavat of Jodhpur (1515-32). Rav Gango had given him a pato for the
village Bavalll9, and then after Hardas failed to perform military service, Kumvar
Malde Gangavat gave Bhan all of Kodhno. Shortly thereafter Bhan's and
Hardas's hujddrs fought in Kodhno. Hardas left for Sojhat and military service
under Rav Vlramde Vaghavat (no. 84) upon finding out that Bhan, and not he,
held the pato from Kumvar Malde. Bhan and Hardas continued to have an
amicable relationship, however, for Bhan had Hardas picked up and sent back to
Sojhat after Hardas and the horse he was riding were badly wounded during a
skirmish with Rav Gango's Rajputs from Jodhpur.

In 1529 at SevakI, Hardas was killed fighting against the forces of Rav
Gango and Kumvar Malde. Bhan, still in possession of Kodhno, was now the
leading Uhar in Marvar. He was included among Rav Malde's pradhans. At
some point after 1535 he constructed a plot against the Akhairajot Rathors
Kanho and Bhado Pancainot (no. 32). He had them poisoned and killed at a
feast given by Rav Malde.10 Undoubtedly the initiative for this assassination
came from Malde himself. According to one source,

Rav Malde gave [them] poison in the biros.11 It was the feast of
Dlvali. He stood up, gave them the hiros, and said: "You go
home." During the night [Bhado Pancainot] went to [his home],
DantTvaro.12 While going, he died. Bhan Uhar organized the
plot against Bhado and Kanho both.

In 1544, the Sur Emperor, Sher Shah, came to Marvar to fight the battle
of Samel against Rav Malde. Prior to the battle, Malde had gone to Sojhat and
begun to assemble his army. Bhan did not show up. Malde was not the sort of
ruler who would fail to notice this breach of service. His pradhdn, Jaito
Pancainot (no. 61), constructed a plan, and Malde selected Jagmal Uhar to carry
it out. Afterward Bhan did come to Sojhat; Jagmal attacked him and killed him

9 Bavalli village: located eleven miles southwest of Kodhno proper.

10 Murardan, no. 2, p. 120, lists Bhado as having been killed at the battle of Samel in
January of 1544. See supra, "Akhairajot Rathors."

11 Biro: betel leaf with lime, spices, etc., folded to be eaten and distributed at
ceremonial occasions.

12 Dantlvaro village: located eighteen miles due east of Jodhpur.
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as he was climbing the embankment around the town. This event occurred either
late in 1543 or early 1544, just before Samel.

BhatI, Sarveksan, 3:96, 113; Khyat, 3:87-88.
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Varsieghot Mertiyo Rathors

(no. 148) Bhojo Sihavat, Rav (8-1)
(no. 149) Gango Sihavat, Rav (8-2)
(no. 150) Jeso Sihavat, Rav (8-3)
(no. 151) Sahaiso Tejsiyot (8-4)
(no. 152) Samvaldas Udaisinghot (10-1)
(no. 147) Siho Varsinghot, Rav (7-1)
(no. 146) Varsingh Jodhavat, Rav (6-2)

(no. 146) Varsingh Jodhavat, Rav of Merto (6-2)

Varsingh Jodhavat was a son of Rav Jodho Rinmalot, ruler of Mandor
and Jodhpur (ca. 1453-89). He was born of Sonagarl Campa,1 daughter of
Sonagaro Cahuvan KMmvo Satavat of Pall village2 in eastern Marvar. No
information is available about Varsingh's date of birth. But Varsingh was the
elder of Sonagarl Campa1 s two sons, and was born prior to 1440, the year of the
birth of Varsingh's younger brother, Dudo Jodhavat's (6-1) (no. 104).

Varsingh grew up during the period of STsodlyo rule in Marvar following
the murder of his grandfather, Rav Rinmal Cundavat (4-1), at Cltor ca. 1438.
For fifteen years thereafter, Varsingh's father, Jodho Rinmalot, fought to reassert
Rathor authority at Mandor. Jodho finally succeeded in the conquest of Mandor
ca. 1453. Six years later in 1459, he founded his new capitol of Jodhpur high on
a sandstone ridge overlooking the central plain of Marvar, five miles to the south
of Mandor. Rav Jodho then divided the lands of Marvar among his brothers and
sons. He gave the lands of Merto to his two sons, Varsingh and Dudo.

The two brothers settled in the area of Merto in 1461-62. They became
acquainted with the Jaitmalot Rathor Udo Kanhardevot (no. 67), who lived in the
area and offered his services. Udo showed them the site of two ancient tanks
called Kundal and Bejpo. They were pleased, and they founded Merto town near
this site on March 7, 1462.

Varsingh and Dudo proceeded to establish their authority and to settle
the land. They made Jaitmalot Udo their pradhdn and gave him full
responsibility for governing the land. The chronicles relate that they drove
Sankhlo Pamvars from several villages to secure the area and then brought
Dango Jats from the Savalakh area of Nagaur to populate and farm the villages.
During this initial settlement process, Varsingh, the elder brother, assumed

1 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Jodho Rinmalot,
Rani no. 4, S - Varsingh.

2 Pall village: located forty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.
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control at Merto proper and took the title of rav, while Dudo, the younger, lived
at the village of Rahan.3

Both brothers cooperated with each other in the founding of Merto and
in the settlement of the land. They eventually quarreled, however, and Dudo
then left Merto to join his half-brother, Biko Jodhavat (no. 42) (Rav of Bikaner,
ca. 1485-1504), who was in the process of founding his own kingdom in the area
of northern Rajasthan that became known as Bikaner. The time of Dudo's
departure is uncertain, but it probably occurred in the later 1480s, toward the end
of the rule of his father, Rav Jodho, at Jodhpur. Rav Varsingh appears to have
ruled Merto in relative peace during the last ten years of Rav Jodho's life. But
with Rav Jodho's death in 1489, Varsingh became involved in a series of
conflicts over land and authority in Marvar that soon brought his own death.
These conflicts involved Rav Jodho's successor to the throne of Jodhpur, Rav
Satal Jodhavat (ca. 1489-92), and the subeddr of Ajmer, Malu Khan, a
subordinate of the Patsah of Mandu.

The chronicles tell of a famine that fell across Merto and other parts of
Marvar at this time. They relate that poor harvests and lack of food caused many
of Rav Varsirigh's men, who had come with his family from Jodhpur, to leave
Merto. Out of desperation, Rav Varsingh mounted an attack on Sambhar, the
rich trading city to the northeast of Merto, which he looted of much wealth. This
aggression brought him into direct conflict with Malu Khan of Ajmer, to whom
the Cahuvan ruler of Sambhar appealed for redress.

Rav Varsingh also fell out with his half-brother, Rav Satal Jodhavat of
Jodhpur. Varsingh demanded additional lands and villages from Jodhpur, which
he claimed were his by right of patrimony. Rav Satal eventually acceded to Rav
Varsingh demands, but Malu Khan became involved in this dispute as an outside
arbiter. Rav Varsingh struck a bargain with Malu Khan, agreeing to pay a tribute
of rs. 50,000 to settle his account regarding Sambhar, and to enlist Malu Khan's
support in acquiring Jodhpur itself.

Exact chronology of events is unclear, but it appears Malu Khan brought
an army from Mandu and began to ravage the lands of Merto and Jodhpur when
Rav Varsingh failed to live up to his part of the bargain. The three brothers, Rav
Varsingh Jodhavat of Merto, Rav Satal Jodhavat of Jodhpur, and Sujo Jodhavat
(Rav of Jodhpur, ca. 1492-1515), then met and defeated Malu Khan in battle at
Kusano4 on March 1, 1492. Malu Khan fled from the field, but he soon brought
another army from Mandu and demanded concessions from Varsingh. Rav
Varsingh finally met with Malu Khan at Ajmer, where the Khan allayed his
suspicions with presents and much flattery, then imprisoned him in an
unsuspecting moment. Word of Rav Varsingh's capture spread quickly both to
Rav Sujo at Jodhpur and to Dudo Jodhavat in Bikaner. Shortly thereafter, the
combined forces of Rav Sujo of Jodhpur, Dudo Jodhavat, and Rav Biko
Jodhavat of Bikaner marched on Ajmer to force Rav Varsingh's release. Malu
Khan reluctantly agreed to release Varsingh rather than confront the Rathors in

3 Rahan village: located ten miles north-northeast of Merto.

4 Kusano village: located twenty-eight miles southwest of Merto.
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battle, and Rav Varsingh then returned to Merto to assume his former position of
authority.

Rav Varsingh died suddenly at Merto several months after this
confrontation. Vigat, 2:46, records that Malu Khan had given Varsingh a slow
poison when he imprisoned him at Ajmer, which killed him in six months. Rule
at Merto then passed to Varsingh's son, Siho Varsinghot (7-1) (no. 147).

Rav Varsingh granted the following villages in samsan to Brahmans and
Carans:

1. KamvJIyo5 - to the Khirryo Caran Dharmo Candanot.
-\62. Kharri (Kharhari) - to the Khirryo Caran Lumbo Candanot.

Dudait.
3. Pancdoli ra Vas7 - to the Sivar Brahman Purohit Kanho

4. Siha ri Vasnl8 - to the Jaghath Caran Bakhal Candanot.
5. Tukri9 - to the Sivar Brahman Pi

exchange for Kamvjlyo village (see supra).
5. Tukri9 - to the Sivar Brahman Purohit Khido Kanhavat in

BankTdds, p. 57; Khyat, 3:28; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 96-97, 99,
101, 444-446, 583-584; Vigat, 1:39-40, 2:37-39, 41-46, 106-
107, 128-129, 139, 151-152.

(no. 147) Siho Varsinghot, Rav of Merto (7-1)

Siho Varsinghot was the son of Rav Varsingh Jodhavat (6-2) (no. 146)
and the grandson of Rav Jodho Rinmalot (ca. 1453-89). He succeeded Rav
Varsingh to the rulership of Merto in 1492. The chronicles all relate that SHio's
accession to rule was not auspicious. It soon led to the decline of Varsingh's line
and to the ascendancy of Varsingh's younger uterine brother, Dudo Jodhavat (no.
104), and his descendants. The fall of Varsingh's line from Merto had been
foretold in an omen that appeared on the site where the new city of Merto was to
be founded. The omen took the form of two lions, one larger (representing
Varsingh, the elder) and one smaller (signifying Dudo). The larger lion had
roared and had then been driven away, while the smaller had gone into a nearby
cave and sat down. An augur who witnessed this event forecast that Varsingh's
sons and grandsons would not live at Merto after his death, but that Dudo's
would.

5 Kamvliyo village: located seventeen miles south of Merto, near Anandpur.

6 Kharri village: located fifteen miles south of Merto, near Anandpur.

7 PancdolT ra Vas: located five miles southeast of Merto.

8 Siha ri Vasnl: located twelve miles west of Merto.

9 Tukri village: located seventeen miles west of Merto.
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By all the chronicles, Rav Siho was incompetent to rule. Most cast him
as a drunkard who remained intoxicated much of the time. Others describe him
as weak and stupid. Upon his succession, Merto became subject to inroads. To
protect the lands, those around Rav Siho struck a bargain with Rav Sujo
Jodhavat of Jodhpur (ca. 1492-1515), offering him one-third of the villages of
Merto in return for his protection. The Rav accepted this offer and sent his men
to occupy villages in Merto, but he quickly moved to sequester Merto itself.
Alarmed at these developments, Siho's mother, the SankhlT Pamvar, called
together the panco. Murarddn, no. 2, pp. 445-446, records the following
statement of the Sankhirs to the assembly:

Then Siho's mother said, "If you were to give the land to Rav
[Sujo10], all the land would be lost. Because of this
[eventuality], if you summon Dudo and give [him] the land, then
what harm [would come]? If you were to give the land to Dudo
[and] make Dudo master of Merto, then the land will pass from
[those of] my womb, but it will not leave the issue of the mother
of my husband (sdsil). The land will remain within this house.
But if you were to give the land to [Rav Sujo], then the land
would pass from [this] house. There is no doubt about this
[eventuality]. For this reason, I say, have Dudo summoned,
place the ttko [of succession on his forehead], and having made
him master, protect yourselves" (Murarddn, no. 2, pp. 445-446).

The panco considered the SankmTs words prudent, and they called Dudo
Jodhavat back to Merto and agreed to give him one-half of the revenues from the
land in return for his protection. Dudo returned in 1492-93. Within a short time,
he was able to drive Rav Sujo's Rajputs from the land and secure his family's
territory. He then moved Rav Siho out of Merto as well in 1495-96, having him
carried in a wagon to Rahan11 village north of Merto one night while he was
drunk. Dudo then asserted preeminent rights over Merto for himself and his
family, and he assumed the title of rav. The family of Varsingh Jodhavat
remained subordinate to Dudo's from this time forward.

Rav Siho granted the village of Modriyo12 in sdmsan to the Khirlyo
Caran Siho Candravat.

BdnkTdds, p. 59; Murarddn, no. 2, pp. 444-446, 583-584;
Vigat, 2:46-48, 108, 176.

10 The text had the name "Gango" in place of Sujo here, which is incorrect. Rav Gango
Vaghavat was Rav Sujo's successor to the rulership of Jodhpur (1515-32).

11 Rahan village: located ten miles north-northeast of Merto.

12 Modriyo village: located sixteen miles northeast of Merto, near Modro.
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(no. 148) Bhojo Sihavat, Rav (8-1)
(no. 149) Gango Sihavat, Rav (8-2)
(no. 150) Jeso Sihavat, Rav (8-3)

Bhojo, Gango, and Jeso Sihavat were sons of Rav SIho Varsinghot (7-1)
(no. 147) and grandsons of Rav Varsingh Jodhavat ((6-2) (no. 146), one of the
original founders of Merto. Vigat, 2:47, refers to them by the title of rav and
describes them as "great, fearsome warriors." They appear to have succeeded
jointly to Rav Siho's land and position at Rahan village as nominal heads of one-
half of the territory and revenues of Merto. With the death of Rav Dudo
Jodhavat (6-1) (no. 104) in 1497-98 and the succession of Rav Dudo's son, Rav
Viramde Dudavat (no. 105), to Merto, any possibility of their acquiring wider
influence in Merto, however, quickly receded.

The three brothers had different careers with varying involvements in
Merto itself. Of Rav Jeso Sihavat we know only that he was a military servant
of Sisodiyo Rano Sango Raymalot of Mevar (1509-28). He accompanied Rano
Sango to north India in 1527 and took part in preparations for the battle at
Khanua, where an allied force of Rajputs under Rano Sango's leadership
attempted to stem the Mughal Babur's advance into India. Bdnkidds, p. 58,
records that Rav Jeso died of dysentery on March 16, 1527, the day prior to the
battle.

Rav Jeso granted the village of Rabhlavas13 in sdmsan to the Ratnum
Caran Bharam Rupavat.

Jeso's brother, Rav Bhojo Sihavat, moved away from Rahan to his own
village of KurkI,14 which Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 586, says that he first settled. Rav
Bhojo emerged from this village to cause a great deal of local disturbance during
attempts to reassert rights to a greater share of the land and authority in Merto.
Sometime during the early to mid-1520s, Rav Viramde Dudavat drove Bhojo out
of KurkI and gave this village to his own brother, RatansI Dudavat.

Rav Bhojo then settled in the village of Jaitavas (or Jaitgadh),15 which he
found deserted. He and his brother, Rav Gango, soon became involved in an
intrigue with Kumvar Malde Gangavat (Rav of Jodhpur, 1532-62).16 Kumvar
Malde played upon the two brothers' enmity toward Rav Viramde Dudavat and
goaded them into an attack on the market square at Merto ca. 1530. This attack
proved a complete failure, and Rav Vlramde's Rajputs under the command of
Jodho Rathor Khangar Jogavat (no. 82) pursued Bhojo and Gango and their men

13 Rabhlavas village: located thirteen miles southwest of Merto, near Mokalo.

14 Kurki village: located twenty miles southeast of Merto.

15 Jaitavas village: located fifteen miles southeast of Merto, just to the north of Reyam.

16 Vigat, 2:48, incorrectly states that all three brothers were involved here. These events
took place several years after Rav Jeso's death at Khanua in 1527.
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from Merto, finally bringing them to battle near the village of Kusano,17 where
they killed many of their Rajputs and wounded both of the brothers.

Rav Malde continued to plot with Rav Bhojo and Rav Gango following
his accession to the Jodhpur throne in 1532. He organized a series of raids
against Merto with the connivance of Rav Gango Slhavat, Daulat Khan of
Nagaur (no. 154), and Pamvar Pancain Karamcandot of Catsu (no. 24). Rav
Malde instigated these actions at the time he called Rav Vlramde Dudavat to
Jodhpur to take part in an expedition against the Slndha] Rathors of Bhadrajun.18

With each of these parties, Rav Malde played on a different theme: With Rav
Gango, the possibility of reasserting Varsihghot rule at Merto; with Daulat Khan,
the opportunity of settling an old score left unfinished from the battle of Sevakf
on November 2, 1529, when the Mertlyos captured a prize elephant of the
Khan's; and with Pamvar Pancain, the chance to end a vair with the MertTyos.
These intrigues failed, however, due in large measure to the valiant efforts of
Rav Viramde's pradhdn, Jaitmalot Akhairaj Bhadavat (no. 69), in protecting
Merto.

Rav Bhojo came into conflict with Rav Vlramde sometime later at the
village of Kekldro.19 And there, Rav Viramde's commander, Khangar Jogavat
(no. 82), and his Rajputs killed Rav Bhojo along with a number of his men.

Rav Bhojo's brother, Rav Gango Slhavat, lived for a number of years
outside Merto. He took service under Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur in 1532-
33 and remained with the Rav for ten years. He held the village of Asop20 in
pap. Then for unexplained reasons, Rav Malde had one of his military servants,
JaitsI Vaghavat (no. 85), kill Rav Gango in 1543-44. Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 586,
records only that JaitsT Vaghavat took Rav Gango by surprise one morning and
killed him while he was sitting on the porch in front of his house. This text
records the following sdkh regarding Rav Gango's death:

Gallery seated, Gango murdered.

BdnkTdds, p. 58; Murdrddn, no. 2, pp. 584, 586-587; Vigat,
2:47-50, 112, 141.

(no. 151) Sahaiso Tejsiyot (8-4)

Sahaiso Tejsiyot was a son of TejsT Varsinghot (7-2) and a grandson of
Rav Varsingh Jodhavat (6-2) (no. 146), one of the original founders of Merto.
Little information is available about his family. His father, Tejsl, lived for some

17 Kusano village: located twenty-eight miles southwest of Merto.

18 Bhadrajun village: located forty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur.

19 Kekldro village: located fifteen miles south-southeast of Merto.

20 Asop village: located fifty miles northeast of Jodhpur.
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years at the village of Reyam.21 which his grandfather, Rav Varsingh, granted to
TejsT for his maintenance. Tejsl was killed there during an outbreak of hostilities
with some Kachvahos.

Sahaiso himself was initially a military servant of Mertlyo Rav Vlramde
Dudavat (no. 105), but it is unclear from sources at hand if he held any lands. It
is possible that he did not succeed his father to Reyam village, for he left Rav
Vlramde and took service under Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur when Rav
Malde occupied Merto ca. 1535 and began distributing the villages of Merto
among his military servants. The Rav gave Sahaiso the pato of Reyam and five
other villages in return for his service. The chronicles relate that Sahaiso's
acceptance of this pato so enraged Rav Vlramde that he mounted a precipitous
attack against Reyam from his base at Ajmer against the better judgment of his
Rajputs.

Word reached Sahaiso of Rav Vlramde's impending attack, and appeals
for aid were dispatched to Rav Malde at Jodhpur and to his garrison at Rarod,22

where the Rav had stationed a large sdth with some of his best warriors
including Kumpo Mahirajot (no. 95), Rano Akhairajot (no. 28), and Jeso
Bhairavdasot (no. 48). Sahaiso donned a saffron robe (kesafiyo) on the morning
of battle and proceeded outside the village gates along with five hundred
Rajputs, where cloths were spread upon the ground. They all took seats to wait,
ready to fight and die in the defense of their village. Rav Malde's sdth from
Rarod soon arrived to join in the bloody fighting that took place that day at
Reyam.

Sahaiso survived this battle and remained in Rav Malde's service for a
number of years after. He then fled from Marvar. Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 587,
records that Sahaiso feared for his life after Rav Malde had Sahaiso's paternal
uncle, Rav Gango Sihavat (8-2) (no. 149), killed at his pato village of Asop23 in
1543-44. Sources available do not provide reasons behind Rav Gango's murder,
nor do they give details about Sahaiso's flight from Reyam.

Sahaiso's son, Veno Sahaisavat (9-2), was killed during the battle at
Reyam ca. 1535.

Sahaiso granted the village of Lunkaran rl VasnT24 in sdmsan to the
Slvar Brahman Purohit Girdhar Jlyavat.

Bdnkidds, p. 58, 60; Khydt, 3:95; Murdrddn, no. 2, p. 586;
Vigat, 2:52-53, 112,212.

21 Reyam village: located fifteen miles southeast of Merto.

22 Rarod village: located forty-nine miles west-northwest of Reyam village.

23 Asop village: located thirty miles west-northwest of Merto.

24 Lunkaran rl VasnT: located just to the south of Reyam village.
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(no. 152) Samvajdas Udaisinghot (10-1)

Samvaldas Udaisinghot was a grandson of Rav Jeso Slhavat's (8-3) (no.
150) and fourth in line of descent from Rav Varsingh Jodhavat (6-2) (no. 146),
one of the original founders of Merto. No information is available about
Samvaldas's family or his early life. He appears first in the texts as a military
servant of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62) at the battle of Samel25 in
January of 1544. Samvaldas survived the fighting at Samel, but he left Rav
Malde's service soon afterwards in the wake of the Muslim occupation of eastern
Marvar and Jodhpur, and traveled to Mevar where he sought service under
Slsodlyo Rano Udaisihgh Sangavat (ca. 1537-72; no. 17). Samvaldas was
refused patronage in Mevar for rather curious reasons that display some
interesting characteristics of this Rajput.

"Bat Mandan Kumpavat rl,"26 ff. 66-70, relates that Rano Udaisingh
honored Samvaldas when he first arrived at Cltor, and sent several of his
personal servants to assist Samvaldas at his camp. Instead of receiving the
Rano's servants with appropriate regard, however, Samvaldas proceeded to insult
them by asking an older man among them to perform the menial task of wanning
water for his bath, and "putting his hands on" others when they did not respond
quickly enough to his demands. This touching of the servants infuriated the
Rano who then refused to retain Samvaldas as his military servant.

Other sources confirm that Samvaldas was both crude and boastful, and
that he often created problems for himself because of his loose tongue and his
obtuse, insensitive manner. Incidents that occurred after his leaving Mevar bear
out these propensities.

Samvaldas proceeded to Vamsvalo after his offer of service was refused
in Mevar. The Raval of Vamsvalo welcomed him, and granted him two patos.
One of these had been held by Rathor Mandan Kumpavat (no. 95), who was in
Vamsvalo just prior to Samvaldas's arrival. The other had been the pato of an
important Rajput of Vamsvalo. When presenting these patos to Samvaldas, the
Raval suggested that Samvaldas should be honored to received lands held by
Mandan Kumpavat, a great Rajput of Marvar, and lands held by a great Rajput of
Vamsvalo. Samvaldas could only reply in his oblique fashion that he had
received many such grants, and that he did not know any Mandan, son of
Kumpo.

A servant of Mandan Kumpavat's happened to be at the Raval's court at
this time. He overheard Samvaldas's slight and informed Mandan about what
had happened. Mandan was greatly offended, and vowed to avenge his honor
before Samvaldas. Several of his Rajputs cautioned him against involving two
Rathor brotherhoods in hostilities, but he was not dissuaded.

25 Samel village: located twenty-four miles southwest of Ajmer.

26 "Bat Mandan Kumpavat rl," in Aitihdsik Tavarikhvar Vdrtd, MS no. 1234,
RajasthanT Sodh Samsthan, CaupasnT, ff. 66-70.
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Mandan then returned to Vamsvajo and sought out Samvaldas at his
village. Samvajdas had learned of Mandan's vow, and he immediately became
alarmed when he heard riders approaching. His wife, a Vadgujar, tried to
reassure him. But Samvajdas explained to her that Mandan Kumpavat had come
to challenge him because of his insult of Mandan at the Rano's court.

Mandan and his Rajputs broke into the male apartment (kotrt) of the
house while Samvaldas and his wife were talking, and killed thirty of
Samvajdas's Rajputs. Mandan himself then climbed to the second floor bedroom
(mdliyo) where Samvajdas was hiding. Samvaldas leaped down into the house of
a neighboring Brahman and took refuge at the last minute. In his absence,
Samvaldas's Vadgujar wife confronted Mandan wearing her husband's garments,
and saying, "You brother has indeed fled; I stand [before you]." Mandan then
went away. But while going, he killed Samvajdas's mother and wounded one on
Samvaldas's elephants. Samvajdas's actions of fleeing and leaving his wife to
face Mandan in his stead, and then allowing Mandan to kill his mother and
wound one of his elephants greatly dishonored him.

Samva|das's name disappears from the chronicles following this series of
events until his re-emergence in Marvar in the early 1560s as a military servant
of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur. He was at the Rav's court prior to the battle
of Merto in 1562. The Rav sent him to Merto with his son, Kumvar Candrasen
Maldevot, and other Rajputs to reinforce Rathor Devldas Jaitavat (no. 65) and
the Rajputs stationed with him at the Malgadh. While Kumvar Candrasen left
Merto soon after when he realized that the situation there was untenable,
Samvajdas remained behind with his men to support Rathor Devldas.

The chronicles relate that one night after Samvaldas's arrival at the
Malgadh, he once again created problems for himself because of injudicious
remarks he made. On this occasion, he offended Rathor Prithlraj Kumpavat (no.
97), a brother of Mandan Kumpavat, and Sonagaro Mansingh Akhairajot (no.
10), both of whom were present at Rav Malde's camp. He called Prithlraj a
vaniyo ("moneylender, Baniya"), and referred to Mansingh as a little one-eyed
man, casting aspersions upon the prowess of both these warriors. Prithlraj
Kumpavat and Mansingh Akhairajot reciprocated in kind, making disparaging
remarks about Samvaldas and his dishonorable actions before Mandan Kumpavat
in Vamsvajo (see "Aitihasik Batam," pp. 53-54, of the translated text for details
of this interesting exchange).

Samvajdas remained at the camp despite the ill-will he had generated,
and soon after proved himself to be a brave if somewhat foolhardy warrior. He
carried out a night attack against the Mughal camp, killing a number of Mughal
soldiers and causing great commotion among their ranks. Several of his men
were killed here, however, and Samvajdas's foot was badly wounded. His
Rajputs finally remonstrated with him and brought him from the field in order to
prevent further bloodshed.

Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot (no. 107) and MTrza Sharafu'd-Dln Husayn
brought a force from the Mughal camp the following morning and caught
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Samvaldas and his Rajputs near the village of Reyam,27 where they had
withdrawn. There the Mughals killed Samvajdas.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 53-54; Bdnkidds, pp. 16, 58; "Bat
Mandan Kumpavat ri," in Aitihasik Tavankhvdr Vdrtd, MS
1234, Rajasthani Sodh Samsthan, Caupasnl, ff. 66-70; Vigat,
2:63-64.

27 Reyam village: located fifteen miles southwest of Merto.
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Figure 34. Varsinghot Mertiyo Rathors
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Vidavat Rathors

(no. 153) Kalyanmal Udaikaranot (8-1)

The Vidavat Rathors

The Vidavat Rathors descend from Vldo Jodhavat (6-1), a son of Rav
Jodho Rinmalot (5-1), ruler of Mandor and Jodhpur (ca. 1453-89). Vldo was
born of Rani Sankhll Narangdejl, a daughter of Runeco Sankhlo Pamvar Mandan
Jaitavat.1 Vigat, 1:39, records that Rav Jodho gave Vldo and his elder uterine
brother, Biko Jodhavat (no. 42), the areas of Jangalu2 and an open desert tract to
the north of Jangalu. This tract was to become the new kingdom of Bikaner
during his division of the lands of Marvar among his brothers and sons following
the founding of Jodhpur in 1459. Vigat then states with much foreshortening of
time, that "Rav Biko sat on the throne [at Bikaner]. And [Rav Jodho] gave Vido
Ladnum [and] Dronpur, the lands of the Mohils, with one hundred and forty
villages."

Vido's and his brother Biko's association with Jangalu dates more
precisely from the mid-1460s, when they first went to this area at the request of
Jangalvo Sankhlo Napo Manakravat (no. 26). Napo Sankhlo had come to Rav
Jodho's court at Jodhpur to seek aid against the Baloc, who were raiding the
Sankhlos' lands and driving the Sankhlos away. Napo Sankhlo offered Biko
Jodhavat his support and that of all the Sankhlos in regaining these lands. Biko
and Vldo Jodhavat then rode forth with their contingents of retainers. While
Biko Jodhavat made himself master (dhani) at Jangalu, securing this land for the
Sankhlos, and proceeded upon the conquest of his own kingdom (of Bikaner) to
the north,3 Vldo and his descendants settled in the areas of Ladnum and Chapar-
Dronpur to the south and southeast of Bikaner, respectively.

Vido's association with Ladnu and Chapar-Dronpur followed the
conquest of these areas by his father, Rav Jodho, between the years 1466-74.
The Khydt of NainsI, 3:158-166, relates the story of this conquest. It tells that
Rav Jodho had married one of his daughters, Rajambal,4 to Ajlt Samvatsiyot, the

1 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Jodho Rinmalot,
Rani no. 3, S - Vldo. Uncertainties regarding the identity of this Rants father are
discussed in this section.

2 Jangalu village: located some one hundred miles to the north of Jodhpur, and twenty-
four miles due south of Bikaner .

3 For more information about Biko Jodhavat, see supra, "Bikavat Rathors."

4 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Jodho Rinmalot,
Rani no. 2, D - Rajambal.
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powerful leader of the Mohil Cahuvans of Chapar-Dronpur. As Rav Jodho
himself grew in stature, he began to contemplate ways to bring the land of the
Mohils under his own authority.

One time when Mohil Ajlt came to Mandor, Rav Jodho perceived, "If
Ajlt were killed, then the land would come [into my hands]" (Khydt, 3:158).
The Rav then began to plot Ajlt's murder. But Ajlt's wife's mother (sdsu), Rani
BhatiyanI Puram, learned of this plan and sent word to Ajlt's pradhdns and
personal attendants (khavds):

The Ravjl has conspired against you; if you stay, then [you] will
[only] have trouble (ibid., 3:159).

Ajlt's pradhdns and nobles (umrdvs) quickly devised a means to take Ajlt from
Mandor without his knowledge of Rav Jodho's plot. They knew that if they told
him of the plot, he would not leave, for he had vowed never to flee from battle.
They told him instead that the Yadavs had come against Ajlt's father's brother's
son, Rano Bachraj Sangavat, and that Rano Bachraj was under siege in Chapar-
Dronpur and had sent word asking Ajlt to come quickly to his aid.

Ajlt and his men had the drums sounded, announcing their departure,
and they set out from Mandor. When Rav Jodho heard the drums, he
immediately realized that his plot had been exposed, and he gave pursuit. The
parties drew near each other in the vicinity of the towns of Chapar and Dronpur.
It was here that Ajlt's pradhdns confessed to Ajlt that they had brought him
away from Jodhpur when they received a warning from his wife's mother. Their
words greatly offended Ajlt, who said, "You have caused my firm vow (sahlo
pan) to be diminished" (ibid., 3:160).

A battle followed, during which Ajlt was killed along with forty-five of
his men. Rajambal became a sati after Rav Jodho's return to Mandor with news
of her husband's death. A great enmity (sablo vair) then broke out between the
Rathors and the Mohils.

The Rathors [were] strong, [and] the thdkurdi of the Mohils was
strong, but [there was] little unity between the brotherhoods
(bhdibandhe mel ghano koinahim) {ibid.)

A year slipped by as Rav Jodho waited patiently for an opportunity to attack.
When one arose, he gathered together the whole brotherhood and came upon the
Mohils. He met Ajlt's father's brother's son, Rano Bachraj Sangavat, in battle
and killed him along with two hundred and sixty-five of his men (mdnas). Rav
Jodho then assumed control over Chapar-Dronpur in his own name. Khydt,
3:166, gives the date of 1466-67 for Rav Jodho's victory.

Rano Bachraj's son, Kumvar Megho Bachrajot, was not killed in this
battle, and Rav Jodho was unable to settle the land in the face of his attacks. The
Rav quickly perceived that while Megho lived, he would not be able to bring the
land under his control. He returned to Mandor after only two months, leaving
the land once again to the Mohils.
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Rano Megho died some years later. Dissension then broke out among
the Mohils. The land became divided among the brothers (bhdydm vant hut).
Khydt, 3:161, states, "The kingdom (thdkurdt) grew weak. There became
sixteen shares." The Mohils bickered among themselves over these shares, and
seeing their weakness, Rav Jodho again mounted an expedition against Chapar-
Dronpur. The Mohils offered no resistance this time, and Rav Jodho was able to
establish his authority over the land in 1474-75.

Khydt states that during this period, two Mohils from the former ruling
family, Rano Vairsal Meghavat, the son and successor to Rano Megho
Bachrajot, and Vairsal's younger half-brother, Narbad Meghavat, who was the
daughter's son {dohitro) of Rav Jodho's elder half-brother, Rathor Ravat Kandhal
Rinmalot (5-2), left Marvar in search of support for the recovery of their lands.
Narbad Meghavat eventually proceeded to Delhi to petition Bahlul LodI, Afghan
ruler of the Sultanate (1451-89), for his support. Rathor Vagho Kandhajot (6-4),
who was Narbad Meghavat's mother's brother (mdmo), was with him. Sultan
Bahlul LodI agreed to help, and he ordered Sarang Khan Pathan, siibeddr of
Hisar, to march against Rav Jodho with five thousand of his warriors.

Khydt, 3:162-164, records that Rav Jodho came with six thousand of his
Rajputs to confront Sarang Khan and the Mohils. The armies encamped on the
borders of Chapar and Fatehpur and made preparations for battle. According to
Khydt, 3:163, Rav Jodho, knowing of Rathor Vagho Kandhalot's presence with
the opposing army, summoned Vagho in secret before the battle and reproached
him, saying:

Fine! You [there], brother's son (bhattjo)l [You] strap on a
sword on behalf of the Mohils [and march] against us. Will you
have [your] elder brothers' wives (hhojdydm) and women
(bairdm) imprisoned?

Vagho Kandhalot then realized that what he had done was not proper. He
became Rav Jodho's ally, promising to do what the Rav thought best. Vagho
said to the Rav that the Mohils' horses were weak and slow of foot, and that he
would, therefore, have them fight on foot, while he would inform the Pathans
that they should fight on horseback.

The Mohils will fight on foot; their force will be [on the] left,
and the force of the Pathans will be on the right. Thus, when
[the armies] gather, the Mohils' sdth will be on foot; you should
thrust [your] horses upon them. The sdth [will be] on foot, so
[it] will run away. The Turks will be riding; [you] should attack
them with your swords. Those who are to die will die; the other
Turks will flee {ibid., 2:163-164).

On the day of the battle, the Rathor sdth rode upon the Mohils with their
horses. The Mohils could not withstand this attack on foot and fled from the
field. Rav Jodho's warriors then fought a great battle with Sarang Khan. Khydt,
3:164, records that Sarang Khan was killed and remained on the field with five
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hundred and fifty-five of his men (manas), while the rest, being wounded, fled.
The field came into Rav Jodho's hands. He returned to Dronpur and proceeded
to consolidate his control over the land.

Rav Jodho afterwards placed his son, Jogo Jodhavat (6-3), in charge of
the land. Jogo was a simple thdkur (bholo so thdkur) and soon proved himself
incompetent to rule. The Mohils made continuing inroads from the countryside.
Kumvar Jogo's wife (vahu), the Jhall, sent word to her husband's father (susro),
saying:

There is no auspiciousness (lakhan) in your son. And the land
you/we have conquered is being lost [to the Mohils]. It would
appear [that] you should devise a remedy (ildj kijyo) (ibid.,
3:165).

Rav Jodho gave Chapar-Dronpur to his son, Vldo Jodhavat, and he
recalled Jogo to Jodhpur. Vldo quickly reversed the misrule that had developed
under Jogo and established a firm authority in his own name. To settle the
conflict with the Mohils, he allowed them to return to their lands and granted
these lands to them in pato in return for their military service (cdkrT). Vldo also
married among the Mohils, taking a daughter of Mohil Jabo Snigatot as his wife.
Jabo Singatot was a rich and influential thdkur and he presented Vldo with a
large dowry of one hundred horses, two hundred camels, and wealth the equal of
a lakh of rupees. In return, Vldo helped Jabo drive a faction of Mohils from the
area with whom Jabo was in conflict. Vldo thereby:

established firm authority. [He] again settled Dronpur. [And
he] made Dronpur a large habitation (yadivasfi) (ibid., 3:166).

Vldo now assumed the title of rav.
There are inconsistencies in the material in Nainsf s Khydt regarding Rav

Jodho's conquest of Chapar-Dronpur and his battle with Sarang Khan.
Elsewhere, Khydt, 3:21-22, states that Rav Jodho came to battle with Sarang
Khan when his son, Blko Jodhavat (6-2) (ruler of Blkaner, ca. 1485-1504), called
him to help settle the vair caused by the death of Rathor Kandhal Rinmalot (5-2).
This vair is said to have arisen a number of years after Rav Jodho's conquest of
Chapar-Dronpur. KandhaJ Rinmalot was instrumental in helping Blko Jodhavat
consolidate his rule at Blkaner, and after the foundation for the new fort at
Blkaner was laid in 1485, Kandhal went to live in the area of Hisar. There he
began raiding and looting villages, and he soon came into conflict with the
subeddr, Sarang Khan. They met in battle ca. 1489. During the fighting,
Kandha} was killed.

Rav Jodho is then said to have ridden to join his son, Rav Blko, in
avenging Kandhal's death. It is told that they met Sarang Khan in battle near
Chapar and Dronpur, and during this battle, Rav Blko's own son, Naro Blkavat,
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Is credited with killing Sarang Khan.5 It appears from this material that Rav
Jodho's conflict with Sarang Khan and Sarang Khan's death came later, not at the
time of Rav Jodho's conquest of Chapar-Dronpur itself.

Ojha, 4:1:246-248, notes that Daydldds n' Khydt, which gives a detailed
history of Bikaner, also presents a different version of the conquest of Chapar-
Dronpur. Daydldds ri Khydt records that it was after Vldo Jodhavat had
assumed his position of rule in Chapar-Dronpur that the Mohils, Rano Vairsal
and Narbad Meghavat, came against him with Sarang Khan. Rathor Kandhal
Rinmalot's son, Vagho Kandhalot, was with the Mohils. Vldo Jodhavat was
unable to maintain his position in the area in the face of pressure from the
Mohils, and he retreated to Bikaner where he took refuge with his uterine
brother, Rav Biko Jodhavat.

Rav Biko is said to have sent an appeal to his father, Rav Jodho, at
Jodhpur at this time, asking for help in recovering the lands of Chapar-Dronpur.
But Rav Jodho demurred and refused this request. The Rav's wife, Rani HadI
Jasmadeji,6 was angry with Vido because he had refused her the lands of
Ladnum, which she had requested. Vido thereby gained Rav Jodho's
displeasure.

Biko Jodhavat then gathered his own army and rode with his paternal
uncle (kdko), Ravat Kandha] Rinmalot, and others against the Mohils. The
Johlyo Rajputs are said to have joined with Rav Biko on this campaign.
Sometime before the battle, Rav Biko summoned Kandhal's, son, Vagho
Kandhalot, in secret from the enemy camp, and reproached him, saying:

My paternal uncle, Kandhal, became such [a great warrior] that
he destroyed the kingdom of the Jats and established authority
over a new region [which became my kingdom of Bikaner],
while you [KandhaJ's son] have come against me . . . Doing as
you have done is not proper.

Biko's words shamed Vagho, and he then became Biko's ally against the Mohils.
As in the story from NainsTs Khydt, he gave his word that he would advise the
Mohils to fight on foot, and that Sarang Khan's army would be on the right.
Biko's force emerged victorious. Rav Biko then entrusted his uterine brother,
Vldo, with the rule of Chapar-Dronpur and returned to Bikaner.

5 The dating of Kandhal's death and the following battle against Sarang Khan are
conjectural. Major K. D. Erskine, ed. Rajputana Gazetteers: Volume III-A, The
Western Rajputana States Residency and the Bikaner Agency (Allahabad: The
Pioneer Press, 1909), p. 315, places Kandhal's death in 1490. This date falls after Rav
Jodho's death, which according to most sources took place on April 6, 1489. This date
is unconfirmed by inscriptional evidence, however, and is, therefore, also conjectural.
See: Ojha, 4:1:250, n. 2.

6 Rani Hadi Jasmadeji was Rav Jodho's favored wife. It was her sons who succeeded
Rav Jodho to the throne of Jodhpur. See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the
Rulers of Jodhpur, Jodho Rinmalot, Rani no. 1.
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There is no mention in this account of Sarafig Khan's death, which
appears to have occurred only later, when the combined Rathor armies met him
in battle while avenging the death of Kandhal Rinmalot. Ojha prefers Dayaldas's
account of the final conquest of Chapar-Dronpur. He notes that the VTdavats had
always been closely allied with Bikaner, not with Jodhpur. VTdo and Biko were
uterine brothers who had come to this area together, and very early developed
strong ties of support. Ojha states that is appears more credible that Vido would
have turned to his brother, Biko, for support, than to his father, Rav Jodho.

Bankidas, pp. 8, 80; Erskine, ed. Rajputana Gazetteers:
Volume III-A, The Western Rajputana States Residency and
the Bikaner Agency, p. 315; Kami Singh, The Relations of the
House of Bikaner with the Central Powers, 1465-1949 (New
Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1974), pp. 24-25; Khyat, 3:21-
22, 31, 158-166, 230-231; Murardan, no. 2, p. 98; Ojha,
4:1:244-250, 5:1:101-105; Vigat, 1:39.

(no. 153) Kalyanmal Udaikaranot (8-1)

Kalyanmal Udaikaranot was a son of Udaikaran Vldavat (7-1) and
grandson of Rav Vido Jodhavat (6-1), ruler of Chapar-Dronpur in the late
fifteenth century. No information is available about his family, except the date
of the death of his father, Udaikaran, in 1518-19. Local sources provide no
details about the circumstances behind his death.

Kalyanmal succeeded to the rulership of Chapar-Dronpur. He was a
military servant of his paternal grandfather's brother's son, Rathor Rav Lunkaran
Blkavat (7-3), ruler of Bikaner (1505-26; no. 44). Kalyanmal was also closely
associated with the Sekhavat Kachvahos of Amarsar and Sikargadh (near Amber)
in central Rajasthan. Kachvaho Raymal Sekhavat (no. 22) was Kalyanmal's
maternal grandfather and close companion. He also served along with
Kalyanmal under Rav Lunkaran of Bikaner.

Accounts about Kalyanmal center upon his involvement in the Blkavat
Rathor campaign against the Muslims of Narnol in eastern Rajasthan in 1526.
Rav Lunkaran set out on an expedition against Narnol in this year with a
contingent of Vldavats in accompaniment. They passed through Chapar-
Dronpur on their way to Narnol. Khydt, 3:151, records that Rav Lunkaran
remarked as he viewed Kalyanmal's lands, "This place is such that some
kumvar [of mine] should be kept [here]."

Kalyanmal overheard this remark and immediately became suspicious of
the Rav's intentions. He and his men continued on with Rav Lunkaran to
Narnol. But Kalyanmal withheld Vldavat support from Rav Lunkaran during the
battle with the Muslims at the village of DhosI (near Namol). Rav Lunkaran was
killed there on March 30, 1526 along with three of his sons.

Rav Lunkaran's son, Rav JaitsI Lunkaranot (8-3), succeeded him to the
throne of Bikaner (1526-42; no. 45). He brought Chapar-Dronpur under direct
attack, holding Kalyanmal directly responsible for his father's and brothers'
deaths. Kalyanmal was forced to flee his homeland in October of 1527, and take
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refuge at Nagaur. Rav Jaitsi then placed Kalyanmal's father's brother's son,
Sango Samsarcandot (8-2), on the seat of rule at Chapar-Dronpur.

Kalyanmal's activities after this time are uncertain. The date and
circumstances of his death are also unknown.7

Khydt, 3:101-102, 151-152; L. P. Tessitori, "A Progress Report
on the Work done during the year 1917 in connection with the
Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana," Journal of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal, N.S. 15 (1919), p. 12; Ojha, 5:1:117,
n. 3, 118, 123-124.

7 See: Khyat, 3:101-102, of the translated text for material that mentions Kalyanmal
in association with Mertiyo Rav Viramde Dudavat in the period immediately following
the battle of Samel in January of 1544. This material appears of dubious historical
validity, and has, therefore, not been included in this Biographical Note (see n. 113 to
Khydt, 3:101, for an explanation).
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Figure 35. Vidavat Rathors
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Khanzada Khans

(no. 154) Muhammad Daulat Khan (DaulaUyo) (8-1)
(no. 155) Sarkhe! Khan

The Khanzada Khans of Nagaur

Nagaur and its surrounding areas of the Savalakh1 were under the control
of a Muslim family known as "Khanzada" or "Nagaurl" from the beginning of
the fifteenth century and into the mid-sixteenth century. This family adopted the
title of khan and was related by blood to the sultans of Gujarat.

The first ruler of this line was Shams Khan I (ca. 1405-18) (2-2). He
was called "Dandanl" ("of the teeth") because of his large protruding front teeth.
Shams Khan I Dandanl was a younger brother of Zafar Khan (2-1), who in 1405-
06 became Sultan Muzaffar Shah, the first independent Muslim ruler of Gujarat.
Their common ancestor was a Tank Rajput named Sadharan from Thanesar in
the Punjab, who had converted to Islam and taken service at the court of Sultan
Muhammad b. Tughluq (1325-51) at Delhi. Sadharan found favor with the
Sultan who awarded him the title of Wajihu '1-Mulk and promoted him to the
office of cupbearer (shardbddr). Sadharan's two sons, the elder, Zafar Khan (b.
June 30, 1342), and his younger brother, Shams Khan, became cupbearers at the
court of Firuz Shah Tughluq (1351-88), and were eventually promoted to the
rank of amir.

In 1391 during the reign of Muhammad Shah III Tughluq (1389-92),
Zafar Khan was sent to Gujarat to quell the rebellion of the local governor. Zafar
Khan's brother, Shams Khan, either went with him or followed soon after. Zafar
Khan placed his authority over Nagaur and surrounding areas on his way to
Gujarat, and placed Jalal Khan Khokhar at Nagaur as governor, while he
proceeded on to Gujarat. He was able to assert his authority in Gujarat, and over
the next decade as Sultanate rule under the Tughluqs at Delhi collapsed, he
proclaimed independent rule and assumed the title of Sultan Muzaffar Shah in
1405-06 at his capitol of Patan.

Following his assumption of rale, Sultan Muzaffar sent his brother,
Shams Khan Dandanl, to replace Jalal Khan Khokhar at Nagaur. Shams Khan I
Dandanl ruled there ca. 1405-18. He and his successors up until the time of

1 The Savalakh constitutes an area of central and northwestern Rajasthan that includes
Nagaur, Dldvano, Sambhar, Khatu, and Ladntim.

Nagaur: located seventy-five miles north-northeast of Jodhpur.
Dldvano: located fifty-four miles east-northeast of Nagaur.
Sambhar: located ninety-five miles east-southeast of Nagaur.
Khatu: located thirty-six miles east-southeast of Nagaur.
Ladnum: located fifty-two miles northeast of Nagaur.
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Muhammad Khan I (ca. 1495-1520) adopted the title of "Masnad-i 'all," which
signified their independence at Nagaur.

Shams Khan I was succeeded by his son, Firuz Khan I (3-1), who ruled
for over thirty years, ca. 1418-51. He spent the first part of his reign protecting
his territory against inroads from STsodlyo Rano Mokal Lakhavat of Cltor (ca.
1421-33). Rano Mokal was able to wrest control over the eastern regions of
Nagaur territory. An inscription of Firuz Khan's brother, Mujahid Khan (3-2),
dated May 31, 1437, records that the Rano held authority over Dldvano and
Sambhar, areas over which Mujahid Khan later reasserted his own authority.
The Rathors of Mandor also made inroads into Nagaur in this period under Rav
Cundo Vlramot. Rav Cundo is said to have captured Nagaur and then to have
been killed fighting a combined army of Bhatls from Jaisalmer and Muslims ca.
1423.2

Mujahid Khan exercised independent rule over these eastern areas from
1435-36 through the end of Firuz Khan's rule. Ahmad Shah, Sultan of Gujarat,
was active in the area, making an expedition against Cltor in 1432-33 and
coming to Nagaur. Firuz Khan offered the Sultan a large sum as booty, but the
Sultan declined, an indication of the good relations that held between these two
regions at this time.

With Firuz Khan's death in 1451-52 and the succession of Firuz Khan's
son, Shams Khan II (4-1), to rulership at Nagaur, Mujahid Khan quickly entered
into the affairs of Nagaur and usurped rule from Shams Khan. Shams Khan fled
to Mevar where he sought the aid of STsodlyo Rano Kumbho Mokalot (ca. 1433-
68) in the recovery of lands. Rano Kumbho agreed to help Shams Khan on the
condition that part of the fortification walls at Nagaur fort be destroyed when the
town was recovered. Shams Khan accepted this condition and, with the Rano's
help, succeeded in the recovery of Nagaur. Mujahid Khan was forced to flee to
Malwa where he sought the protection and aid of Sultan Mahmud (1436-69).

Shams Khan II soon fell out with Rano Kumbho and fled to Gujarat
where he sought the aid of Sultan Qutb-al-dln Ahmad Shah (1451-58). Over the
next several years, Shams Khan and Mujahid Khan vied for control at Nagaur.
The Rano, who maintained his authority in this area, had to deal not only with
pressures from Gujarat and Malwa, but also with the Rathor resurgence in
Marvar under Jodho Rinmalot (ruler of Mandor and Jodhpur, ca. 1453-89). The
Rano fought a decisive battle at Nagaur in the period before 1454-55 against an
army of the Sultan of Gujarat, during which the Sultan's army was badly
defeated. The KIrtistumbha inscription from Cltor commemorates the Rano's
victory and proclaims that the Rano stole Nagaur from the Sultan, demolished
the fort there, captured many elephants and took many Muslim women prisoners,
and then turned Nagaur into a pasture for grazing.

The Rano was finally forced to withdraw from Nagaur following his
defeat at Ajmer in 1454-55, when Sultan Mahmud Khaljl regained control of this

2 See supra, "Cundavat Rathors," for more information about Rav Cundo. Some
historians place Rav Cundo's attack against Nagaur and his death in battle as early as
1408, during the rule of Shams Khan I Dandanl.
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town after a fierce battle lasting five days. Shortly thereafter, Sultan Qutb-al-din
Ahmad brought an army from Gujarat onto Mevar. He forced the Rano to agree
to abandon Nagaur and never again to enter this territory. Mujahid Khan was
then able to assert his authority at Nagaur in 1454-55, and he remained in power
there for the next thirteen years until 1467-68.

Mujahid Khan's descendants continued to rule at Nagaur until January of
1536, but from 1495 onwards, the Khanzada rulers ceased using the title "Majlis-
i 'all." Omission of this title in inscriptions may indicate some diminished
independence, but local inscriptions make no reference to Delhi or Gujarat, so
their status is unclear. It is known that during the reign of Muhammad Khan I
(ca. 1495-1520) (6-1), there was acknowledgment of the LodI Sultan in Delhi.
Two of Muhammad Khan's sons sought to overthrow and kill him (Muhammad
Khan). They fled to the court of Sikandar LodI (1488-1517) at Delhi upon their
plot being discovered, and Muhammad Khan then sent gifts to the LodI court
and acknowledged the Sultan. He ordered the Sultan's name to be read in
khutba at Nagaur, and to be printed on coins minted at Nagaur. This
acknowledgment appeased the Sultan but appears to have been nominal, for the
Khanzada family continued to rule independently at Nagaur. This independence
was fostered by the fact that the Rano of Mevar was no longer a force in the
region, and relations between the Khanzada family and the Rathors of Marvar
also remained peaceful. Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot's marriage of a daughter to
Salho Khan (Salah Khan,3 ca. 1467-69) may have contributed to these good
relations. It appears that in this period the Khans maintained control over a
sizable region around Nagaur including the towns of Dldvano, Ladnum, Khatu
and Jay el4.

Muhammad Khan II (ca. 1526-36) (8-1) was the last of the Khanzada
rulers at Nagaur. He is mentioned in Middle Marvarl sources by the name of
Daulat Khan or Daulatlyo. Information about him is limited and details about
Rav Malde's conquest of his kingdom in January of 1536 when he sent the army
of Jodhpur under his commander, Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot (no. 95), are few.
One document about Nagaur notes:

The rule of the khans of Nagaur came to an end when Maldev,
the Raja of Jodhpur, took possession of Nagaur, apparently not
without fierce resistance. It still echoes in the memory of people
of Nagaur that the collapse of Islamic rule was followed by the
demolition of the palaces of the khans in the fort, and most of
the mosques and tombs in and around the town. The upper parts
of the fort and the parts of the town wall which were also
destroyed were later reconstructed by Maldev, reusing the stones
of the demolished buildings, including their inscriptions. It is in

3 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Jodho Rinmalot,
Rani n. 2, D - Bhagam.

4 Jay el: located twenty-seven miles east of Nagaur.
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these walls that the epigraphs of the buildings of the Ghurids,
the Khaljls, and the khans themselves are to be found.5

This same source also notes that:

The descendants of the khans continued to live as a
distinguished family in Nagaur, but apparently without [any]
official position. They retained the title of khdnzdda, but their
names do not appear among the nobles of the Mughal court.6

Dasharatha Sharma, Lectures on Rajput History and Culture
(Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1970), pp. 63-69; Khydt, 2:310-
315; M. A. Chaghta'i, "Nagaur--A Forgotten Kingdom,"
Bulletin of the Deccan College Research Institute, Vol. Ill,
Nos. 1-2 (November, 1940), pp. 166-185; Mehrdad Shokoohy
and Natalie H. Shokoohy, Nagaur: Sultanate and Early
Mughal History and Architecture of the District Nagaur, India
(London: Royal Asiatic Society, 1993), pp. 1-20, 173; Ojha,
2:607-620; Vigat, 1:25, "Parisist 1 (gh) - Pargane Nagor rau
Hal," 2:421.

(no. 154) Muhammad Daulat Khan (PauSatiyo) (8-1)
(no. 155) Sarkhel Khan

Members of the Khanzada Khan family figure in the texts under review
in connection with the following events:

The Battle of Sevakf - November 2,1529

Rav Gango Vaghavat of Jodhpur (1515-32) spent much of his reign
immersed in conflict over territory and authority in Marvar with his half-brother,
Rav Vtramde Vaghavat (no. 84) of Sojhat,8 and with his paternal uncle, Sekho
Sujavat (no. 86), thakur of Plmpar village in central Marvar.9 One of Rav
Gango's important military servants, Uhar Rathor Hardas Mokalot (no. 144),
added to the RaVs difficulties by shifting his allegiance first to Rav Viramde at
Sojhat and then to Sekho Sujavat. Hardas also entered into the household (yds)

5 Shokoohy and Shokoohy, Nagaur: Sultanate and Early Mughal History and
Architecture of the District Nagaur, India, p. 20.

6 Ibid.

7 Sevaki village: located twenty-three miles northeast of Jodhpur.

8 Sojhat: located forty-six miles southeast of Jodhpur

9 Plmpar village: located thirty-three miles east-northeast of Jodhpur.
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of Sarkhel Khan at Nagaur for a short time before joining Sekho Sujavat. Hardas
and Sekho's plotting led directly toward preparations for battle, with Rav Gango
summoning the aid of his paternal relation from Blkaner, Rav JaitsI Lunkaranot
(ca. 1526-42), while Sekho and Hardas approached the Khanzada Khans at
Nagaur. Khyat, 3:90, records that Hardas offered to marry daughters to Sarkhel
Khan and Daulat Khan in exchange for their support. The Muslims accepted this
offer, and Sekho Sujavat then brought them to the village of Beral,10 where they
encamped in wait for the approaching army of Jodhpur.

The identity of Sarkhel Khan is uncertain. He appears to have been a
member of the Khanzada family with a position of importance, for he
commanded the force of eighty elephants brought from Nagaur to take part in the
battle. The name Sarkhel is perhaps the Middle Marvarl term for the Persian
sar-khail, commander of a troop of horse or company of men (khail).11 The
Rathor chronicles may mistakenly have used this term as the man's personal
name, when in fact it was his title as Daulat Khan's military commander.

The battle at SevakI was a decisive victory for Rav Gango. Daulat Khan
and Sarkhel Khan fled ignominiously from the field after suffering loss of men
and elephants, and both Sekho Sujavat and Hardas Mokalot were killed.

The attack against Merto, ca. 1532

Soon after becoming ruler of Jodhpur in May of 1532, Rav Malde
Gangavat began plotting against Mertlyo Rav VTramde Dudavat (no. 105). Rav
Malde had held enmity toward the Mertiyos since the battle of SevakI, when the
Mertiyos captured one of Daulat Khan's prized elephants that had ran amok from
this battle, and later refused to give this elephant to Kumvar Malde when he
demanded it. Rav Malde used the Mertiyos' capture of the elephant to goad
Daulat Khan into attacking Merto while Rav Viramde and other Mertiyos were
drawn from Merto to take part in an expedition against the Sihdha]s of
Bhadrajun.12

Rav Viramde grew suspicious of Rav Malde's intentions while in the
Rav's camp, and he sent a Rebarl messenger to Merto with a warning. Jaitmalot
Rathor Akhairaj Bhadavat (no. 69), a pradhdn of Merto, also suspected
subterfuge. He left Rav Vlramde's camp without requesting leave from Rav
Viramde and reached Merto just as the Rav's messenger arrived with his
warning. Akhairaj took refuge in the fort at Merto with a small band of Rajputs.
Soon after, Daulat Khan entered Merto and began to loot the town. He then
invested the fort as Akhairaj watched from a tower. Akhairaj later sallied forth
from the fort with a band of dedicated Rajputs and drove the Khan and his
retainers from Merto after a bloody clash.

10 Berai village: located five miles north of Sevaki.

11 Platts, Dictionary, pp. 498, 648.

12 Bhadrajun village: located forty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur.
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Daulat Khan retired to Nagaur after this defeat. He is not mentioned
again by name in the Marvarl sources. The only other information about Daulat
Khan is that he was given a daughter of Rav Malde's in marriage.13 This
marriage probably took place shortly after Rav Malde's accession in 1532, when
he sought aid from the Khanzadas against the Mertiyos.

"Aitihasik Batam," pp. 37, 74; Chaghta'I, "Nagaur: A Forgotten
Kingdom," p. 176; Khydt, 3:85, 90-93; Murarddn, no. 2, pp.
106-108, 114, 145; Ojha, 4:1:210-212, 276-279, 287; Vigat,
1:43, 2:49-50.

13 See supra, Marriage and Family Lists of the Rulers of Jodhpur, Malde Gangavat,
Ramn. 16, D - Jasodabal.
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Figure 36. Khanzada Khans of Nagaur
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Bhandaris

(no. 156) Liino Goravat

The Bhandaris

Bhandarl is the name of a branch of the Osvaljdti. The members of this
branch claim descent from the family of Cahuvan Rav Lakhan (eleventh century)
of Nadul1 in southern Marvar. Rav Lakhan's three sons are said to have been
converted to Jainism by the Jain sage Jasbhadrasuri. Some of their descendants
later took service under local Rajput rulers, and it is they who became known as
"Bhandarl." The term itself means "one in charge of a treasury; a small treasury;
one associated with the kitchen; also, a branch of the Cahuvans."2 Originally,
Bhandaris may have performed administrative functions in the local treasuries of
Rajput rulers.

The Bhandaris of Marvar trace descent from a Bhandarl Samro, who was
a military servant of Slsodlyo Rano Kumbho Mokalot of Cltor (ca. 1433-68).
holding the village of Nadul in pap from the Rano. When Rathor Rav Rinmal
Cundavat of Mandor (ca. 1428-38) was murdered at Cltor ca. 1438, Bhandarl
Samro was among the Rano's servants stationed at the garrison at Jllvaro village,
which guarded the entrance to a pass in the Aravalll hills leading from Mevar
into Marvar. During the fighting between the Rathors and the pursuing Slsodlyos
that occurred as Rav Rinmal's son, Jodho Rinmalot, and his Rajputs fled Mevar,
Bhandarl Samro was killed. Before his death, Samro is said to have entrusted
his son to Jodho Rinmalot, who brought this son with him into Marvar. From
that time onward, Bhandaris were in the service of Jodhpur. One text refers to
them as "servants from the beginning" (thetu cakar).

Census Report, 1891, pp. 412, 417; "Jodhpur ra Cakram rl
Vigat," in Mumhato NainsI, Marvar ra Pargandm ft Vigat, vol.
2, edited by Narayansimh BhatI (Jodhpur: Rajasthan
Pracyavidya Pratisthan, 1969), pp. 478-479; Munshi Hardyal
Singh, The Castes of Marwar: Being Census Report of 1891,
2nd edition, with an introduction by Komal Kothari (Jodhpur:
Books Treasure, 1990), p. 131-132.

(no. 156) Luno Goravat

Bhandarl Luno (Lunkaran) Goravat was in the line of descent from
Bhandarl Samro of Nadul. Luno was an important member of the Jodhpur
administrative service under both Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot (1595-1619) and

1 Nadul is sixty-seven miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

2 Lalas, USX, 3:3:3255.
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his son, Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot (1619-38). Luno first came into prominence
in the year 1608, when he, Jeso Bhatl Goyanddas Manavat, and MunsI Kesav
began the installation of the Sursagar Tank in Jodhpur. In 1610-11 these same
three men had the Padmanabhjl Temple in GanganI village3 renovated. Then,
during 1612-13, Surajsingh's patrdm, Sobhagde, had the Sobhagdesar Tank built
in Chljar village (in Kutch). After the tank was built, the village was resettled
and Bhandarl Luno had a garden begun there. Toward the end of Surajsifigh's
reign, Luno became more involved in the activities of Kumvar Gajsingh. In
1616-17 the Mughal Emperor Jahangir had written the pargano of Jalor4 into
Gaj singh's jdglr and ordered the Kumvar to take Jajor from Pahar Khan and the
Biharl Muslims then in control.5 Kumvar Gajsingh then organized an expedition
against Jalor and seized the fort from the Blharls on August 30, 1617. Bhandarl
Luno was included in this expedition. Then, in the year 1618-19, Raja
Surajsingh departed for the Deccan and ordered Luno, Gajsingh, Vyas Natho,
and Kumpavat Rathor Rajsingh Khimvavat (no. 101) to assume supervision of
the Jodhpur domains.

After Raja Surajsingh died in 1619, Bhandarl Luno soon attained
positions of high importance in the regime of the new Raja, Gajsingh. The
Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt (p. 187) notes that in the year 1624 Bhandarl Luno
became Raja Gaj singh's pradhdn,6 and that previously he had held the divdngi,
or position of divdn, of Jodhpur. Probably while he was divan, Luno
participated in the transfer of authority over Merto Pargano from Prince Parviz to
Gajsingh in 1623. In this year, Kumpavat Rathor Kanho (Kanhasingh)
Khimvavat (no. 100) brought the deed of transfer from Prince Parvlz's court to
Merto. Bhandari Luno then became involved in negotiations with Prince
Parvlz's men at Merto over the transfer, and both he and Kanho were entrusted
with establishing Raja Gaj singh's authority there.

Very soon after Bhandarl Luno was made pradhdn in 1624, he died. He
was succeeded in this office by Kumpavat Rathor Rajsingh Khimvavat. A line
of Luno's descendants became known as Ravdaira BhandarTs.

Bdnkidds, p. 176; "Jodhpur ra Cakram rl Vigat," p. 479;
Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khyat, pp. 152, 154, 168, 187; Mahdrdj Sri
Gajsinghji ki Khydt (MS no. 15666, Rajasthan Pracyavidya
Pratisthan, Jodhpur), pp. 24, 112; Mundiydr ft Rdthordm ft
Khydt (MS no. 15635, no. 2, Rajasthan Pracyavidya Pratisthan,

3 Gangani (or Ghangani) village is seventeen miles northeast of Jodhpur.

4 Jalor town and fort are sixty-eight miles south-southwest of Jodhpur.

5 According to a ms. entitled Jalor Pargand ft Vigat, Prince Khurram held Jalor from
Jahangir, and Khurram gave the pargano to Raja Surajsingh. But it was Kumvar
Gajsingh who took control of the town. Jodhpur Rdjya la Khydt, p. 152, n. 1.

6 "Jodhpur ra Cakram rl Vigat," p. 479, indicates that Bhandarl Luno was made
pradhdn in 1617 following Raja Gaj singh's conquest of Jalor. This statement appears
incorrect and is not supported by other sources.
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Jodhpur), p. 133; "Nivanam n Vigat," in Mumhato Nainsi,
Marvar ra Parganam ft Vigat, vol. 1, edited by Narayansimh
BhatI (Jodhpur: Rajasthan Pracyavidya Pratisthan, 1968), pp.
583,'588, 594; Vigat, 1:102, 108, 2:75.
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Mumhatos

(no. 157) Khimvo Lalavat
(no. 158) Nago
(no. 159) Rayraal Khetavat
(no. 160) Velo

The Mumhatos

During the last few centuries, the term Mumhato1 has had several
different meanings in Marvar. Derived from the Sanskrit mahdnt ("great"),2 it
has been used to refer to the agents or officials of ruling men. Over time, since
only members of certain subdivisions of the Osval jati served in this capacity,
members of these subdivisions became known as Mumhatos. A list of these
"mutsaddf Osvals," as they were called, was compiled during the reign of Raja
Ajltsingh Jasvantsinghot (1707-24) of Jodhpur based on information contained
in an old register (baht) dated V.S. 1640 (A.D. 1583-84), from the reign of Moto
Raja Udaisingh Maldevot (1583-95):

Bhandsali Mumhatos. During the reign of Rav Cundo
Vlramot (d. ca. 1423), BhandsalT Sukno became his servant. A
few decades later, when Rav Jodho Rinmalot (ca. 1453-89) had
fled Mevar, and Marvar was occupied by Rano Kumbho
Mokalot's (ca. 1433-68) troops, one of Sukno's descendants,
Surto, attacked the SIsodlyo military outpost in Mandor. He
killed Aharo HMgolo and Mumhato Rainayar, the commanders
of the garrison, and took the town. From Surto's time onward
the Bhandsali Mumhatos were in the service of the Jodhpur
rulers.

1 We have preferred the spelling Mumhato, which occurs in the texts translated, to
Mumhata, given by Sakariya in his glossary of Middle Marvarl terms, and Muhto, the
form which appears in his RHSK (2:1075). Cf. Badrlprasad Sakariya, "Khyat mem
Prayukt Pad, Upadhi aur Virudadi Visist Sangyaom ya Sabdom kl Arth sahit
Namavall," in Mumhato NainsI, Mumhata NainsT viracit Mumhata Nainsm Khyat,
edited by Badrlprasad Sakariya, vol. 4 (Jodhpur: Rajasthan Pracyavidya Pratisthan,
1967), p. 204. Lalas, in his RSK, 3:3:3779, gives the spelling Mumhata but defines
the word under the spelling Mahta (3:3:3612).

2 R. S. McGregor, The Oxford Hindi-English Dictionary (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1993), s.v. "mahto," p. 798.

3 Mutsaddi (A. mutasaddl): a writer, clerk.
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Samdariya Mumhatos. When Rav Sujo Jodhavat (ca.
1492-1515) married Rani Likhml of Jaisalmer, they came with
her to Jodhpur as part of her dowry (ddyjo). Rav Sujo gave one
of them, Mumhato Gumno, a sirpdv, and from that time onward
they were servants of the Jodhpur rulers.

Kocar Mumhatos. Their service also dates from the
time of Rav Sujo Jodhavat. Rav Sujo's wife, Rani Likhml
(BhatiyanI Sarangdejl) lived part of her life in PhalodhI in
northern Marvar with her son, Naro Sujavat. While she was
there, the Kocars became her servants. Later, during the reign of
Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot (1583-95), several Kocars, Belo,
Phato, and Dhiro, entered his service and received sirpdvs. They
remained in the service of Jodhpur thereafter.

Bachavat Mumhatos. Their service dates from the
reign of Rav Malde Gangavat (1532-62).

Bagreca Mumhatos. Service attachments of this
branch date from the reign of Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot
(1583-95).

Daphtari Mumhatos. During the reign of Raja
Gajsingh Surajsinghot (1619-38), the son of Mumhato Malu,
Kesodas, took up residence at the Jodhpur daphtar. The service
of the Daphtari Mumhatos dates from this time.

Vaid Mumhatos. Originally they were Pamvar Rajputs
who became Osvals. They migrated from Blkaner to Marvar at
an unspecified time. Their name, Vaid ("physician"), comes
from one of their ancestors, who successfully treated one of the
Sultans of Delhi for an eye ailment.

To this list one may add the Muhanots, the family in which Muhanot NainsI was
born. NainsI himself is sometimes referred to as "Mumhato NainsI."4

By the late nineteenth century, an entire separate branch of the Osval
jdti, the Mumhato or Muto Osvals, had emerged. The author of the Hindi
Census Report, 1891 (p. 418) notes that

The officials of jdgirdars, and also those Mahajans who for
protection have become part of the bass! (i.e., vast) of jdgirdars,
are called Mutos.

When a Muto became wealthy enough, he could buy his freedom from the vast.
But the claims of the jdgirddr might still imperil him, as an old saying, "a Muto
does not become a ruined Baniya," suggests. The implication is that the jdgirddr

4 Mumhato is not to be considered a variant of Muhanot ("descendant of Mohan") as
suggested by Sakariya, "Khyat mem Prayukt Pad, Upadhi aur Virudadi Visist
Sangyaom ya Sabdom kl Arth sahit Namavall," p. 204.
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would not seize the funds of someone in his vast, who would be under his
protection, as easily as he would the funds of an independent Baniya.

The Hindi Census Report of 1891 does not include the Bhandsalls,
Samdariyas, or tothers mentioned above among the Mutos; they are categorized
as Osvals only. But the English version of this report considers Bhandsalls,
Bagrecas, Vaid Mumhatos, and Kocars to be Mutos. The Muhanots are not
included among the Mutos by either version of the report, although Muhanot
Nainsi is referred to as "Mohta" or "Muta (Mumhato) Nainsl."

Census Report, 1891, 3:411-412, 417-418; "Jodhpur ra Cakram
rl Vigat," in Mumhato Nainsl, Mdrvdr rd Pargandm n Vigat,
vol. 2, edited by Narayansimh BhatI (Jodhpur: Rajasthan
Pracyavidya Pratisthan, 1969), pp. 479-480; Munshi Hardyal
Singh, The Castes of Marwar: Being Census Report of 1891,
2nd edition, with an introduction by Komal Kothari (Jodhpur:
Books Treasure, 1990), p. 131, 133-135.

(no. 157) Mumhato Khimvo Lalavat

Mumhato Khimvo Lalavat was a kdmddr in the service of Mertlyo
Rathor Rav Viramde Dudavat of Merto (ca. 1497-1544; no. 105). The texts
mention Khimvo as a member of Rav Vlramde's forces ca. 1535, when Rav
Viramde occupied Ajmer. Later in this same year, when Rav Malde Gangavat of
Jodhpur (1532-62) drove Rav Viramde from Marvar and Ajmer, Mumhato
Khimvo accompanied him into the areas of central and eastern Rajasthan where
Rav Viramde lived in exile. Upon reaching Rinthambhor,5 Rav Viramde sent
Mumhato Khimvo and his pradhdn, Jaitmal Rathor Akhairaj Bhadavat (no. 69),
to meet with the navdb of the fort. Mumhato Khimvo is credited with devising
the strategy that finally obtained an audience with the navdb and led to Rav
Vlramde's eventual meeting with Sher Shah Sur in Delhi ca. 1543. This strategy
involved the offer of a daughter of Rav Viramde in marriage to the young son of
the navdb.

The sources at hand provide no further information about Mumhato
Khimvo and his life.

Khydt, 3:95, 98-99; Vigat, 2:54-55.

(no. 158) Mumhato Nago

Mumhato Nago was a kdmddr in the service of Blkavat Rathor Rav
JaitsI Lunkaranot of Blkaner (ca. 1526-42; no. 45). The texts under review
mention Nago only once, as a companion of Kumvar Bhlmraj Jaitslyot, who
accompanied the kumvar to Delhi to meet with Sher Shah Sur. Kumvar Bhlmraj
had been sent to Delhi following his father Rav Jaitsf s death in battle in 1542,

5 Rinthambhor is sixty-five miles southeast of Jaipur.
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fighting against the forces of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62), which
had occupied Blkaner.

Ojha, 5:1:136-138; Reu, 1:123; Vigat, 2:56.

(no. 159) Mumhato Raymal Khetavat

Mumhato Raymal Khetavat belonged to the Vaid subdivision of
Mumhatos, who claim descent from Pamvar Rajputs. He played a prominent
role in the affairs of Sojhat and Jodhpur between the years 1515 and 1532 when
he was in the service of Rav Vlramde Vaghavat (no. 84), grandson of Rav Sujo
Jodhavat of Jodhpur (ca. 1492-1515). Raymal became associated with Vlramde
Vaghavat and his family while Vlramde was a kumvar living in his grandfather's
court at Jodhpur. According to the Khydt of NainsI, four Maru thdkurs came to
Jodhpur on some occasion during Rav Sujo's last year of rule. One of these
thdkurs was Raymal,6 who went to his home in Jodhpur. The other three went
to the hall of assembly (dankhdno). Then the rains began. And then

... these thdkurs sent word to Vlramde's mother, a Slsodnl:7 "Jt,
the rains have prevented us [from leaving the hall of assembly].
You should look after us." Then the Rani sent word: "Wrap
[yourselves with] woolens and depart for [your] camps, thdkurs.
Who will feed you here?" (Khydt, 3:80).

The thdkurs were highly dissatisfied with her response, and so sent word to
Gango Vaghavat's mother, Udanbai Cahuvan, who had them stay in the hall of
assembly, supplied them with what they required, and in general treated them
with great deference. In gratitude, they promised the throne of Jodhpur to her
son, Gango.

Very soon thereafter, Rav Sujo died. These thdkurs, who included
Rathor Bhairavdas Campavat8 and Rathor Pancain Akhairajot,9 led a faction at
court that deposed Vlramde. They then had Gango Vaghavat summoned from
Idar, where he had gone to live, and they placed him on the throne. His
accession took place on November 8, 1515. The Khydt of NainsI (3:81) records
that when these thdkurs were leading the deposed Vlramde down from the fort

6 To our knowledge, this is the only incidence in Middle Marvari chronicles of a non-
Rajput being referred to as a thdkur.

7 According to other sources, Vlramde's mother was not a Slsodnl, she was Devn
Rangade. See "Jaitavat Rathors," n. 4, supra.

8 Sec supra, "Campavat Rathors."

9 See supra, "Jaitavat Rathors."
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of Jodhpur, they met Mumhato Raymal Khetavat, a strong supporter of Viramde
and his family. Raymal is reported to have said:

"Hey! Why are you taking that chosen successor (pdtvTkumvar)
down from the fort?" Then Raymal brought Viramde back [to
the fort]. Then they all gathered and they said: "JT, give
VTramde Sojhat." They made VTramde Rav of Sojhat.

And so, through Mumhato Raymal's efforts, Viramde acquired Sojhat as his
share of the lands of Marvar. When Rav Viramde went to Sojhat, Mumhato
Raymal accompanied him there.

The Khydt of NainsI (3:81) records that after Rav Viramde settled at
Sojhat, he became deranged from his desire to take Jodhpur from Rav Gango.
And in the absence of Rav Viramde's leadership, it was Mumhato Raymal who
led Rav Viramde's warriors in battle and organized his campaigns against Rav
Gango. As hostilities grew,

If [Rav] Gango would plunder one village of Sojhat, then
[Mumhato] Raymal would plunder two villages of Jodhpur.
They lived like this, as their battle continued.

For a period of years, Mumhato Raymal was very successful in his
campaign against Jodhpur, and his warriors won a series of victories against
those of Rav Gango. The Khydt of NainsI explains this situation by noting that
one of Rav Gango's leading commanders, Rathor Jaito Pancainot (no. 61), kept
his vast in his ancestral village of Bagri (located nine miles east-southeast of
Sojhat), which lay within Rav Viramde's share of lands. Jaito's position,
therefore, straddled both sides of this conflict.

Rav Gango eventually ordered Jaito to leave Bagri and bring the people
of his vast to lands that were under Jodhpur rule. Jaito sent messages to his
dhdy-bhdi (lit. "milk-brother"), Rero, at Bagri, asking him to abandon the village
and bring the people to Bllaro. But Rero refused to leave, because the original
order had come from Rav Gango and not from Rav Viramde. When Mumhato
Raymal then continued to defeat Rav Gango's warriors in battle, Rav Gango
summoned Jaito and rebuked him for not vacating Bagri. Jaito, in turn, ordered
Rero to leave the ancestral village immediately. This command brought Rero
into potential direct conflict with Mumhato Raymal. Rero reasoned that if he
were to kill Mumhato Raymal, he and the people of Jaito Paiicainot's vast would
not have to leave Bagri. So he proceeded to Sojhat to seek out Mumhato
Raymal, who welcomed him and took him to pay respects to Rav Viramde's
Slsodnl Rani:

He took Rero and went [to pay] respects to the Rani. Raymal
went and paid [his] repects. Then she said: "JT, Sir! Who is
he?" Then he said: "JT, he is the dhdy-bhdt of JaitojI." Then he
had [him] touch [her] feet. While they were returning, she took
him aside and said: "Sir! Do not trust him! I perceive he has an
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inauspicious look." Then Raymal said: "Ji, he is one of ours."
But the Slsodnl said: "Sir! Do not trust him."

Then Mumhato Raymal and Rero proceeded to the hall of assembly.
Rero realized that if they entered the hall, there would be too many men present
for him to murder Mumhato Raymal. He decided to kill him right there. He
struck at the Mumhato with his sword, but just then Raymal bent down to pick
up a stone to throw at a bird. The sword grazed his back. Raymal turned around
and with one blow of his own sword cut off Rero's head. After this fiasco, Jaito
Pancainot's people fled BagrI in fear of the Mumhato.

Although Mumhato Raymal was able to maintain his position in this
period, he did lose one of his most capable warriors, Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot
(no. 95), to Jodhpur ca. 1529. Kumpo had been lured to Jodhpur with the offer
of a large grant of villages. He agreed to this offer upon the stipulation that Rav
Gango not attack Sojhat for one year. Rav Gango accepted this condition, and
Kumpo then proceeded to Mumhato Raymal to request his leave. He told the
Mumhato that he was leaving because Rav Viramde had no sons and when he
died, the lands of Sojhat would return to Jodhpur. He implied that there was no
benefit to a continued struggle, a line of reasoning made plain to him during his
prior negotiations with Jodhpur. Mumhato Raymal was displeased and said:

Kumpojl! [Rav Gango] would put [his] foot on [Mumhato
Raymal] Khetavat's chest and remove Viramde's dholiyo from
Sojhat [and] you are leaving?

In other words, Kumpo had chosen the wrong moment to abandon his allegiance
to Sojhat. And worse, all of the Rinmalots10 in Sojhat followed him to Jodhpur.
Raymal was left with only seven hundred mounted retainers.

For a period of time thereafter, Rav Gango appeared to have the upper
hand. Kumpo advised him to seize a few villages of Sojhat each year. He had
the Rav establish an outpost in Dholharo village11 on the border of Sojhat, where
a large number of clndhars12 were stationed along with a stable of horses. Four
umrdvs were placed in command of the men and horses. But Rav Gango grew
careless; he left the outpost to celebrate Holi in the village where his vast
resided, on the assumption that Raymal would also be observing Holi and would
not attack Dholharo. Given an opportunity, Raymal swept down on the outpost
and put four thousand men to the sword. He brought the horses captured in the

10 Rinmalots: descendants of Rav Rinmal Cundavat, ruler of Mandor, ca. 1428-38.

11 Dholharo village is eighteen miles west-northwest of Sojhat.

12 See supra, "Jodho Rathors," n. 28.
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battle back to Sojhat.13 The Khydt of NainsT (3:85) states that Rav Gango could
not recover for two years.

It was during this time that Sekho Sujavat (no. 86), the ruler of Plmpar,
suggested to Rav Vlramde's Slsodnl wife that she join forces with him. NainsI
has written:

Then Sekho Sujavat, who was Viramdejfs got-bhdl^
came [to Sojhat]. He came and met with the Slsodnl [Rani]. He
said: "You should join me, in order that the weighing pan of
your [scale] be heavy. Rav Gango would not be a match [for
us]." (Khydt, 3:86)

The Slsodnl agreed to join Sekho against the advice of Mumhato Raymal. She
joined forces with Sekho and Rav Vlramde's retainers fought alongside him at
the battle of Sevaki in 1529.

Raymal, discouraged that his advice was no longer being followed, sent
word to Rav Gango. He enjoined the Rav to come to Sojhat:

Now you come, I will fight ... I will die fighting. [And] I will
give the land [of Sojhat] to you.

Rav Gango and his son, Kumvar Malde Gangavat, then rode to Sojhat to
meet Mumhato Raymal in battle early in 1532. Before he went out to confront
them, Raymal circumambulated Rav Vlramde's bed in a clockwise direction (as a
worshipper would an idol) and respectfully grasped the Rav's feet in the manner
of a loyal retainer or a son. Then he gathered his sdth and went to face Rav
Gango. He died fighting that day. Rav Gango took Sojhat.

The Khydt of Bankidas (p. 10) has an interesting description of what
happened in this battle:

The Vaid Mumhato, Raymal, [was] in Sojhat. Ravjl Gangojl
[and] Kumvar Maldejl went upon Sojhat. [During the battle],
when Raymal became a kabandh, [his] sword moved with [what
had been] the intent of [his] eye [and] made pieces of a boy
(betdrd batakd kiyd). They wrapped the [headless] corpse with
an expensive woolen when it fell from the horse to the ground.

A kabandh is a body that keeps fighting even after its head has been
severed in battle.15 The word comes from Kabandha, the name of a headless

13 Jodhpur Rdjya ki Khydt, p. 74, records that Mumhato Raymal attacked Dholharo in
February of 1532, considerably later than the time set forth in Nainsfs Khydt, and that
he did not capture any horses.

14 Got-hhdv. close male relation. Vlramde was Sekho Sujavat's half-brother's son.

15 Cf. B.N. no. 84 for Jodho Rathor Vlramde Vaghavat, n. 35, supra.
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demon in the Aranyakanda or Forest Book of the Ramayana who confronts
Rama and his younger brother, Laksmana:

... there, facing them, stood the giant Kabandha, a creature
without head or neck, his face set in his belly. The hair on his
body was bushy and wiry, he towered over them like a
mountain, a savage creature like a black storm cloud and with a
voice like thunder. And in his chest, darting glances, thick-
lashed, tawny, prodigious, wide, and terrible, was a single eye.16

Bdnkidds, by saying that Raymal had become a kabandh, is indicating that he
lost his head, but he also is implying that Raymal had the evil, ugly, yet
powerful demeanor of Kabandha in the Ramayana. And just as Kabandha was
struck down by Rama and Laksmana, so too was Mumhato Raymal struck down
by their descendants, the Rathors of Jodhpur, who, unlike Raymal, were Rajputs.
To compare Raymal to a rdksasa, or demonic creature, may be Bdnkidds's way
of explaining what was to him an anomaly: an extraordinarily powerful man in
middle period Marvar who was not a Rajput.

Bdnkidds, pp. 9-10; Khydt, 3:80-86; Murdrddn, no. 1, pp. 639-
641; no. 2, pp. 109-111; Vigat, 1:42.

(no. 160) Mumhato Velo

Mumhato Velo was a kdmddr in the service of Raja Gajsingh
Surajsinghot of Jodhpur (1619-38). Vigat, 2:74, mentions Velo in connection
with Raja Gajsingh's occupation of Merto in 1619-20. Following his succession
to the Jodhpur throne in 1619, Raja Gajsingh had sent Kumpavat Rathor
Rajsingh Khlmvavat (no. 101) and Mumhato Velo along with a contingent of
retainers to Merto with the order to seize the mdl and ghdsmdn revenues of this
pargano from the Mughal officers of Prince Khurram under the supervision of
the amln, Abu Muhammad Kambu (Abu Kabo). Rajsingh Khlmvavat and
Bhandarl Luno (no. 156) spent several days in negotiations with Abu. And
Mumhato Velo was then stationed in Merto with the amin, during which time a
fight broke out between their servants. When a settlement was finally reached,
Mumhato Velo accepted the deed of discharge which Abu Kabo had drawn up

16 The Ramayana of Vdlmiki: An Epic of Ancient India, vol. 3, Aranyakanda,
introduction, translation, and annotation by Sheldon I. Pollack; edited by Robert P.
Goldman (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991), p. 72. See also
Siddhesvarsastrl Citrav, Bhdratavarsiya PrdcTn Caritrakos (Puna: Bharatiya Caritrakos
Mandal, 1964), p. 115; Vettam Mani, Purdnic Encyclopaedia: A Comprehensive
Dictionary with Special Reference to the Epic and Purdnic Literature (4th ed.,
reprinted. Delhi: Motilal Banaridass, 1979 [1974]), p. 362; Margaret and James
Stutley, Harper's Dictionary of Hinduism (New York: Harper & Row, 1977), p. 136.
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and sent to him at Merto. A final settlement of affairs at Merto and full transfer
of this pargano to Raja Gajsingh was delayed until 1623.

Vigat, 2:74.
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PancoIIs

(no. 161) Abho Jhajhavat
(no. 162) Neto Abhavat
(no. 163) Ratno Abhavat

The PancoIIs

The PancoIIs are a branch of the Kayasth jdti, which is widespread in
north India. In Marvar, the Kayasths are divided into two main groups: the
pardesis, or outsiders, and the desfs, or natives. The desi Kayasths are all
Mathurs, one of the twelve major subdivisions of this jati, and locally are known
as PancoIIs. Some say they received their name because they originally came to
Marvar from Pancolpura, a village near Delhi. Others say they are called
PancoIIs because of their knowledge of the five (pane) elements. Still others say
that in the beginning there were four castes, the Brahman, Ksatriya, Vaisya, and
Sudra; the Kayasths, who were not included in this scheme, formed a fifth, hence
the name Pancoll (frompane, "five," and oil, "line," "occupation"). And finally,
there is the tradition that five Mathur Kayasths came with Rav Asthan Sihavat
from Kanauj to Marvar in the thirteenth century; they fought in a battle with an
unnamed Muslim ruler's army at Pall1 and died along with the Rav. Their
descendants, who remained in Marvar, are called PancoIIs.

It is believed that there are eighty-four khdmps of PancoIIs, but in
Marvar only seventeen are to be found, and of these only three are important:
the Manakbhandarls, Jhamariyas, and Bhivanls, each of which may be discussed
in turn:

(1) The Manakbhandarls. They are the PancoIIs of most ancient origin
in Marvar; their ancestor, Kulpatray, came to Sambhar2 in the seventh century
and was the first man to produce salt there, an endeavor which pleased the local
ruler, Raja Manakdev Cahuvan, who granted Kulpatray an annuity from the salt
revenues. His ancestors enjoyed the rights to this annuity as late as the
beginning of the twentieth century.

(2) The Jhamariyas. Their ancestor, Khlmsl, received an appointment
from Ghiyasuddln Tughluq to the position of silbeddr, or local governor, at
Khatu,3 at around the time in the fourteenth century when Rathor Rav Cundo
Vlramot (d. ca. 1423) had taken the fort of Mandor from its Muslim commander.
Ghiyasuddlh, angered by Cundo's action, was about to send an army to Marvar,

1 Pali town is forty miles south-southeast of Jodhpur.

2 Sambhar town located fifty miles northeast of Ajmer and eighty miles east-northeast
of Merto.

3 Khatu town is thirty-five miles east of Nagaur.
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but Khimsi negotiated a compromise by which Cundo was allowed to retain
possession of Mandor. In gratitude, Cundo made Dhanraj, Khlmsfs son, his
pradhdn. From then on, the Jhamariya PancolTs held important posts in Marvar
and received rich rewards, as is apparent from the magnificence of the residences
they built in Jodhpur after it was founded in 1459.

(3) The Bhivanls. Soda, the father of their ancestor Bhian, was in the
service of the ruler of Delhi, but incurred his displeasure and was ordered to be
put to death. Bhian went to Marvar and took refuge in Khatu, where he married
Jhamariya Khlmsrs daughter.

Over the centuries the PancolTs of Marvar were active in court
administration and military service, as suppliers and treasurers, and as agents or
pleaders (vakil). They have held important positions under the Jodhpur rulers,
including divan, pradhdn, bagsl, etc.

Census Report, 1891, pp. 397-400; Munshi Hardyal Singh, The
Castes of Marwar: Being Census Report of 1891, 2nd edition,
with an introduction by Komal Kothari (Jodhpur: Books
Treasure, 1990), pp. 124-126.

(no. 161) Abho Jhajhavat
(no. 162) Neto Abhavat
(no. 163) Ratno Abhavat

Pancoll Abho Jhajhavat was an important kdmddr in the administrative
service of Rav Malde Gangavat of Jodhpur (1532-62). He held responsibility for
overseeing the fiscal affairs of the kingdom. The "Jodhpur Hukumat rl Bahl"
(pp. 116-117) records that Abho received the two villages of Nandvan and
Nahnado (or Nahervo)4 in pato from Rav Malde for his maintenance, while
various important umrdvs gave him eighteen others.5

Pancoll Abho served under Rav Malde until his death at the battle of
Merto in 1554. He was included in the contingent of warriors under the
command of Rathor Prithiraj Jaitavat (no. 63) that Rav Malde sent against
Mertlyo Rathor Rav Jaimal Vtramdevot (no. 107) in this year. Pancoll Abho
was killed here along with one of his sons, Ratno Abhavat. Another of his sons,
Neto Abhavat, is listed as also having been killed at Merto in 1554. However,
Neto's name appears in the Vigat (2:62) under a listing of Rav Malde's servants
who witnessed the swearing of Mertlyo Rathor Jagmal Vlramdevot (no. 124) at
the temple of Mahamaya in Phajodhl village6 of Merto ca. 1559. Mertlyo
Jagmal had proceeded to the Mahamaya temple for his swearing of oaths to Rav
Malde prior to his receipt of the pato for one-half the villages of Merto from the
Rav.

4 Nandvan is twelve miles south-soutwest of Jodhpur, and Nahervo is forty-seven miles
south of Jodhpur.

5 Vigat, 1:54, says nineteen other villages.

' Phalodhi village is nine miles northwest of Merto.
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No other information is available about these Pancoll servants of Rav
Malde.

"Aitihasik Batam," p. 64; "Jodhpur Hukumat n Bahl," pp. 116-
117; Murardan, no. 2, p. 130; Vigat, 1:45, 54, 2:59, 62.
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RA JASTHANI KINSHIP TERMINOLOGY
(from Middle Marvarl sources)

Antevar1

Auldd1

(var. Oldd)

Bdbo3

Bahan4

Bahanof

Baku6

(var. Vahu)

Bdf

Bairs

(var. Vair)

Balak9

Bap10

Beto11

(f . Belt)

Bhdbht2

Bhdf3

Bhaibandh14

wife; woman; harem, zenana; the female apartment of a
royal household.

family; issue, progeny, offspring; lineage, clan,
dynasty.

B

father; father's elder brother; father's father or
grandfather; term of respect for an elder.

sister; woman born of the same clan (yams) or
brotherhood (bhaibandh).

sister's husband.

wife; newly married woman, bride; son's wife; woman,
female.

sister, daughter; girl; mother; general term of reference
for a woman or female.

woman, female; wife; faithful and devoted wife;
enmity, animosity, hostility.

infant, baby, child; one who is inexperienced,
immature; one who is playful, frolicsome.

father; progenitor, procreator.

son; boy, young male relation; term of affection for one
who is like a son; offspring, progeny.

elder brother's wife.

uterine brother, bom of the same mother; brother; male
of the same gotra, clan (yams) or brotherhood
(bhaibandh).

(lit. "brother-bound") brotherhood; those related by ties
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Bhdnef5

(var. Bhdnejo)

Bhdnji16

(var. Bhdnejt)

BhaUjo11

(f. Bhafiji)

Bhdyap18

(var. Bhdipo)

Bhojdt9

Chokro20

(f. Chokrt)

Choru21

Dado22

(f. Dddi)

Ddvro23

(f. Zlov/i)

Devar24

Dhanf5

Dhdy-hhdt6

Dikro (var. Dikro)21

(f. ZWfcrf; var. Dikft)

Dohitro28

(f. DohitrT)

of male blood to a comman ancestor,

sister's son.

sister's daughter,

brother's son.

brotherhood; those who share ties of male blood to a
common ancestor; alliance, friendship.

elder brother's wife.

C

boy, male child; son; issue, progeny; slave boy.

son; boy, male child; progeny, offspring; young
servant, slave boy.

D

father's father; term of respect for an elder brother or an
elder male.

son; young boy; male child.

husband's younger brother,

husband; master, lord.

milk-brother; male to whom one is related through
sharing the nipple or milk of a wet-nurse (dhdy); son of
the woman who suckles a boy.

Among Rajputs, a wet-nurse was generally a
Rajputani who raised her own son with the son of the
ruler or thdkur whom she nursed, as his dhdy-hhdi.

son; young boy.

daughter's son; grandson.
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Dolo29

Duhagan3

Dumat-bhdi3

marriage custom whereby a father sends his daughter,
seated in a litter or sedan, to the groom's house for the
wedding; generally indicative of a ranked relationship,
where an inferior gives a daughter to a superior.

married woman who has lost the favor of her (living)
husband; wife who is disregarded and out of favor;
widow.

brother born of the father's co-wife or step-mother;
half-brother.

Ghardhani32

Ghardno33

Got-bhdi
GofllGotiyo
Gotra34

Gothiyo 35

husband; master of the house.

family; clan, lineage, brotherhood; offspring, progeny;
those related by ties of male blood to a common
ancestor.

man or brother born of the same gotra.
person born of the same gotra.
clan, lineage, family (yams, kul); those sharing ties of
male blood to a common ancestor and the same gotra
designation (usually the name of a god or sage \rst\).

friend, companion, boyhood friend; one with whom
one shares food communally, as at a feast (goth).

Jamai36

Jeth31

Kabllo38

Kadumbo39

Kdko40

Kaput1

Khdmp42

daughter's husband,

husband's elder brother.

K

family, clan, lineage; offspring; progeny; harem, the
women who reside with the wife of a ruler (rani) in the
women's quarters.

family, clan, lineage.

father's brother; paternal uncle.

bad boy; unworthy, underserving son.

clan, lineage (yams, kul), brotherhood (bhdfbandh);
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Kut3

those sharing ties of male blood to a common ancestor;
segment, part, piece.

clan, lineage (yams, gotra), brotherhood; those sharing
ties of male blood to a common ancestor.

Larko44

(f . Larkt)

Loharo-beto

Loharo-bhdt5

Md46

boy; son; young male child.

younger son.

younger brother.

M

mother; paternal grandmother.

Mahaf

Mdmdno49

(var. Mumd.no)

Mami

Mdmo50

Mdntt1

Mast2

Mavliyai-bhai ,-53

Nandno54

Ndno55

(f. Ndnt)

woman, female; pretty, young woman; wife; beloved
favorite.

parents, mothers and fathers; elders; elders honored as
mothers and fathers; ancestors, forefathers.

mother's brother's home; maternal grandfather's home.

mother's brother's wife,

mother's brother.

husband, master, lord; man; relation; ally, friend;
warrior, strong and powerful man.

mother's sister; maternal aunt.

blood or uterine brother; brother bom of the same
mother; half- or step-brother; mother's family brother,
that is, first cousin on the mother's side; mother's
brother's son (or) mother's sister's son.

N

mother's father's home,

mother's father; maternal grandfather.
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Parvdr56

Pef!

Pldhf*

Plhar59

Poto (var. Potro)60

(f. PoG\ var. Potrt)

Purvaf1

Putra62

(f. Putrt)

family; dependents, relations; those who share ties of
male blood to a common ancestor; those dependent on
a particular person for their maintenance and
nourishment.

abdomen, belly, stomach; foetus; son; offspring,
progeny; those sharing ties of male blood to a common
ancestor.

(lit. "generation") a genealogy.

married woman's father's home; maternal parent's
home.

son's son; grandson.

elder brother; ancestor, forefather,

son; young boy.

Sddu63

(var. Sddhu)

Sagdf4

Sago65

Sago-bhai

Sago-bahan66

Sdkh67

Sah6*
(f. Salt)

wife's sister's husband.

betrothal; alliance; relationship, connection.

relation through marriage; one to whom one gives
and/or from whom one receives a daughter in marriage
(also referred to as sagpan); ally; uterine, born of one
mother.

uterine brother,

uterine sister.

(lit. "branch, as of a tree") clan, lineage (yams, kul,
gotta), brotherhood; those related by ties of male blood
to a common ancestor.

wife's brother; term of abuse.



Samf9

Saput10

Sasro11

Sdsriyo12

Sasif3

(var. Sasu/Sds)

Sok74

(var. Sauk)

Suhlgan15

Susro16

(var. Sasuro/Sasro)
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husband; god, ruler, master.

good, dutiful son; worthy son; warrior, fighter,

home of one's husband or wife's father,

those of the home of one's husband or wife's father,

mother of one's husband or wife.

co-wife.

woman whose husband is living; woman who is not a
widow; woman who is favored/loved by her husband.

father of one's husband or wife.

Tdbar11

Vams{78

boy (or girl) child.

V

family, clan, lineage (gotra, kul), brotherhood;
offspring, descendants; those related by ties of male
blood to a common ancestor.

1 Khyat, 3:30-31; Lalas, RSK, 1:11; Sakariya, RHSK, p. 85.
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Bharmal Jodhavat (Bharmalot Rathor) 17, 178, 183, 256, 259-260, 416
Bharmal Kanhavat (Cundavat Rathor) 223
Bharmal Prithirajot, Raja (Rajavat Kachvaho) 128, 138, 144
Bharmalot Rathor(s) 5, 17, 178-183, 256-257, 259, 342, 416
Bharo, Rav 43
Bhati(s) 5, 21, 48, 68-69, 71, 78, 107, 178-179, 192, 194, 202, 208, 215-216,

236-237, 294, 356, 370, 379, 390, 403, 416, 440
BhatiyanI (Jodho Rathor Vagho Sujavat's wife) 263
BhatiyanI (Kumpavat Rathor Kumpo Mahirajot's wife) 307
BhatiyanI (Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot's mother) 215
BhatiyanI (Sonagaro Cahuvan Lolo Ranavat's mother) 107
BhatiyanI, Rani (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's wife) 48
BhatiyanI, Rani (Rathor Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot's wife) 59
BhatiyanI, Rani (Slsodlyo Gahlot Rano Udaisingh Sangavat's wife) 92, 122
Bhatiyanljl, Rani (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's wife) 48
Bhat(s)' 127, 344
Bhavanldas Ratanslyot (Udavat Rathor) 405-406
Bhavanldas Tejslyot (Slvar Brahman purohit) 367
Bhavansl/Bhimvsl, Rano (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 123
Bhavsingh Chatrasalot, Ravraja (Hado Cahuvan) 44
Bhavsingh Mansinghot, Raja (Kachvaho) 52, 58
Bhian Sodavat (BhivanI Paficoll) 459
Bhlm/Bhlmvo, Ravat (Mahevco Rathor) 234, 236-237, 403
Bhim Amravat/Amarsinghot, Raja (Slsodlyo Gahlot) (no. 15) 118-119, 126,

154, 369
Bhim Rathor (Udavat Bhlmv Kilandasot) 407
Bhirn Sen Rathor (Udavat Bhlmv kilandasot) 407
Bhim Udavat'(Udavat Rathor)' 389
Bhimdev, Raja (Solahkl) 224
Bhlmraj Jaitsiyot, Kumvar (Blkavat Rathor) (no. 47) 191, 195, 198, 451
Bhlmv Cundavat (Bhlmvot Rathor) 184-185, 188-190
Bhlmv/Bhlm Harrajot, Raval (BhatI) 29, 57, 78
Bhlmv Kilandasot (Udavat Rathor) (no. 142) 386, 406-409
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Bhlmv Vaghavat (Jodho Rathor) 263
Brnmvot Rathor(s) 5, 184-190
Bhlmvraj Prithlrajot (Kachvaho) 33, 144
Bhimvsi/Bhimvsimh Rathor (Udavat Rathor Bhlmv Kilandasot) 407
Bhihdo (Dungarot Devro Cahuvan) 98
BhivanI PancolTs 458-459
Bhoj, Ray (Hado Cahuvan) 102
Bhoj Hamirot (Mangllyo Gahlot) 295
Bhoj Kanghalot (Kachvaho) 136
Bhoj Surjanot, Rav (Hado Cahuvan) 100-103
Bhojo Gangavat, Ravat (Jaitmalot Rathor) (no. 76) 247, 252, 255
Bhojo Sandavat (Jangalvo Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Bhojo Sihavat, Rav (Varsinghot MertTyo Rathor) (no. 148) 250, 260-261, 342,

420,424-425,430
Bhojraj Akhairajot (Sonagaro Cahuvan) 109, 112
Bhojraj Jaitmalot (Bhojrajot Rathor) 14
Bhojraj Kumpavat (STvar Brahman purohif) 387, 389
Bhojraj Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 33
Bhojraj Mandlikot, Raval (Mahevco Rathor) 335
Bhojraj Sadavat (Rinmalot Rathor) 381
Bhojraj Sarigavat (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 340
Bhojraj Udavat (Udavat Rathor) 389
Bhojrajot Rathor(s) 14
Bholavat Bhats 299
Bhopat/Bhopatsingh Udaisinghot (Jodho Rathor) 42, 53, 154, 278, 282, 291
Bhopatsimh KMnvavat (Udavat Rathor) 402
Bhopatsin'gh (Gaur) 289
Bhupal Chatramanot, Kumvar (Jadav) 63
BiharlMal, Rajah (Kachvaho) 138-139
BlharlPathan(s) 89, 327, 447
Bikaner Rathor(s) 13-14,195,232
Blkavat Rathor(s) 5, 17, 191-198, 256-257, 305, 431, 436, 438
Biko Jodhavat, Rav (Blkavat Rathor) (no. 42) 16-17, 68-69, 158-159, 188-

189, 191-194, 202, 216, 256, 338, 340, 421, 431, 434-436, 438
Biko (Vikramsingh) Raysinghot, Ravat (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 119, 126
Biko Viramdevot (Mertlyo Rathor) 345
Birbar, Raja 114
Boro Cahuvan(s) 395
Brahman (purohif) 185
Brahman(s) 86, 94, 194, 282, 314, 339, 350, 367, 389, 400, 405, 422, 428, 458
Burhan (slave) 396
BurhanPathan 393-394

Cacag Viramot (Runeco Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Cacagde, Raval (BhatI) 78
Caco Vairslyot^ Raval (BhatI) 18, 78
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CaghataiKhan 138-139
Cahar Mandanot (Khirlyo Caran) 350
Cahuvan (Mertlyo Rathor Gopaldas Surtanot's wife) 356
Cahuvan, Rani (Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot's wife) 18
CahuvanjI, Rani (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's wife) 47
CahuvanjI, Rani (Rathor Rav Sujo Jodhavat's wife) 21
Cahuvan(s) 73-74, 80,' 103-104, 107, 194, 274, 338, 391, 397, 400, 406, 421,

446
Campabal (Rathor Rav Gango Vagha vat's daughter) 25
Campabal, Rani Sonagarl (pihar name; Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot's wife) 17,

108,337,420
Campabal, Rani Vlrampurl (pihar name; Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's

wife) 53
Campavat Rathor(s) 5, 13, 18, 82, 163, 173, 199-212, 228, 265, 316, 452
Campo Karamslyot (SIndhal Rathor) (no. 136) 382, 385
Campo Rinmalot (Campavat Rathor) 13, 163, 199-203, 206, 209-210, 212
Camunda Devljl 214
Cand lOianot (Dhiravat Kachvaho) 137
Candabal, Rani Slsodnl (pihar name; Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's wife)

38
Cando Durgavat (Candravat Slsodryo Gahlot) 57
Cando Viramdevot (Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 123) 336, 345, 347, 364-366, 374
Candrabhan Jaitslyot (Naruko Kachvaho) 58
Candraj Jodhavat (Jaitmalot Rathor) (no. 74) 175, 238, 247, 251-252, 255
Candrakumvar, Slsodnl Gahlot (pihar name; Mertlyo Rathor Rav Dudo

Jodhavat's wife) 340
CandramatI (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 42
CandramatlbaT (Rathor Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot's daughter) 56
Candrasen Maldevot (Rav of Jodhpur; Jodho Rathor) 10-11, 28, 30-32, 37-40,

45, 62, 92-93, 105, 110, 114-116, 130, 166-167, 209-210, 241, 243-245,
275-276, 282, 91, 308-310, 314-315, 318, 320, 333-334, 354, 361, 366,
370, 406, 428

Candrasen Pancavat (BhatI) 54, 78
Candrasen Patavat, Rav (Sodho Pamvar) 52
Candrasen Raysinghot, Rano (Jhalo) 29, 45
Candrasen Uddhranot, Raja (Kachvaho) 144-145
Candrav Jodhavat (Jodho Rathor) 15
Candravalbal, Rani Kachvahl (pihar name; Rathor Rav Gango Vaghavat's wife)

25
Candravat Slsodlyo Gahlot(s) 5, 122-124
Candravatlbal (Rathor Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot's daughter) 56
Candravatljl, Rani Slsodnl (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 35
Candro Arlsinghot (Candravat Slsodlyo Gahlot) 122
Candro Bhavanslyot/Bhlmvslyot (Candravat Slsodlyo Gahlot) 122-123
Candro Hamlrot (Candravat Slsodlyo Gahlot) 123
Caran>ir 216
CaranI 216
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Caran(s) 86, 94, 134, 185, 216, 282, 312, 317, 339, 350, 355, 399, 402, 405,
422

CarmatlbaT, Rani Gaur (pihar name; Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot's wife)
61

Carro/Cardo (Slndhal Rathor) 163,227
Catrasal Goplnathot, Rav (Hado Cahuvan) 60, 103, 289
Caturangdejl, Rani Pamvar (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's wife) 51-52
Caturbhujjl, Sri 347,354
CaurasI Caran 216
Cavro(s) 31," 47
Chaghata'I Khan 138
Chaju Sajanot (Candravat Slsodlyo Gahlot) 123
Charan 134
Chatraman/Chatrasal Mukandot, Raja (Jadav) 63
Chatrasingh Ramavat (Campavat Rathor) 210
Chel Kumvar, Rani Cahuvan (pihar name; Udavat Rathor Udo Stijavat's wife)

389
ChirmlKhan 41
Chohil Rajpalot, (Runeco Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Clbo Devro Cahuvan(s) 88
CundavatRathor(s) ' 6, 213-223, 337, 383, 440
Cundavat Slsodlyo Gahlot(s) 344, 349
Cundo Viramot, Rav (Cundavat Rathor) 11, 22, 169-170, 177, 183, 190, 198,

212-216, 223, 246,' 290, 294, 297, 331, 374, 381, 409, 414, 430, 438,
440, 449, 458-459

Cutro Jaimalot (Caran bar hath) 355

D

Dahlyo Rajput(s) 157, 180
DaloSah 407
Dalpat, Rav (Cahuvan) 30
Dalpat Raysinghot, Raja (Blkavat Rathor) 142
Dalpat Udaisinghot (Jodho Rathor) 44, 281-284, 287, 291-292
Dalthambhan Jasvantsinghot (Jodho Rathor) 63
Dametlbal (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 43, 140
Damma BhatiyanI (Kumpavat Rathor Mandan Kumpavat's wife) 320
Damma Devi, SolankanI (Akhairajot Rathor Mahiraj Akhairajot's wife) 299
Dammajl, Rani Sonagarl (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 31
Damo (Brahman purohit) 185
DangoJats 338,420
Danyal (Mughal Prince) 29, 277
Daphtarl Mumhato(s) 450
Dara Shikoh, Sultan (Mughal Prince) 64, 182, 287
Dariyajois (elephant) 273, 342
Daso Patalot (Rathor) 173-174
Datman Das (Dhlravat Kachvaho) 131
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Daulat Khan/Daulatiyo (Khanzada Khan) (no. 154) 179, 204, 230, 250-251,
273, 342-343, 417, 425, 441, 443-444

Davo Sadaphalot (Srimali Brahman) 367
Dayaldas Sikhravat (Sacoro Cahuvan) 60
Debl Das (Devldas) 244
Deccani(s) 118, 182
Dedo (Mangllyo Gahlot) (no. 13) 116
Dedo Kojhavat (Slndhal Rathor) (no. 134) 382, 384
Deo Das (Devldas) 244
Devldas Bhairavdasot (Caran bdrhath) 312
Devldas Cacavat, Raval (Bhatl) 18, 78
Devidas Jaitavat (Jaitivat Rlthor) (no. 65) 75, 77, 84-85, 105, 110, 116, 122,

159,165-166, 168, 176, 208-209, 211, 221, 225, 227, 233, 239-246, 258,
275, 296, 307-309, 321, 333, 347-348, 357, 365-366, 368, 380, 384,
396, 404, 428

Devldas Jaitmalot (Hado Cahuvan) 14
Devldas Sujavat (Jodho Rathor) 21, 274, 290
Devldas Vljavat, Rano (Jaitrnalot Rathor) 248-249, 254, 257
Devo (Brahman) 287
Devo (Gadan Caran) 296
Devo Bafigavat (Hado Cahuvan) 14, 103
Devo Bhadavat (Mangllyo Gahlot) 116
Devo Icot (Roharlyo Caran bdrhath) 339
Devraj Mulrajot (BhatI) 78
Devrajot Rathor(s) 105
Devrl, Rani Cahuvan (Slsodlyo Gahlot Jagmal Udaisinghot's wife) 92
Devrljl, RanT Cahuvan (Udavat Rathor RatansI Khimvavat's wife) 405
Devro Cahuvan(s) 5,' 62, 86-98, 130,'318, 322
Devsen (Cahuvan) 46
Dhanbal (Jodho Rathor Vagho Sujavat's daughter) 263
Dhanbal (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 41
Dhano Bharmalot (Balavat Rathor) (no. 39) 83, 85, 171, 173-177, 242
Dhanraj Karamsiyot (Karamsot Rathor) (no. 94) 294-295, 297
Dhanraj KhimsTyot (Jhamariya Paiicoli) 459
Dharam Deo, ruler of Mlrtha 341
Dharbal, Ran! Bhatiyani (plhar name; Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 34
Dharmo Candanot (Khirlyo Caran) 422
DhamTvarah (Pamvar) 157
Dhiravat Kachvaho(s) 127-137
Dhiro (Kocar Mumhato) 450
Dhiro Malakot (Dhiravat Kachvaho) 127, 137
Dinmindas Ramdasot (Dhiravat Kachvaho) 131
Dropdabal, Rani Had! (plhar name; Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 33
Duda (Hado Cahuvan) 100
Dudo (Asiyo Caran) 92
Dudo Akhairajot, Rav (Devro Cahuvan) 25, 97
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Dudo Jodhavat, Rav (Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 104) 17, 108, 193, 202, 219, 249,
256, 336-341, 346,'351-354, 364-365, 367, 371, 374-377, 383-384, 386,
388, 420-424, 430

Dudo Surjanot (Hado Cahuvan) 100-103, 208
Dudo Tejslyot (Dungarot Devro Cahuvan) 98
Dudo Vldavat (Vlthu Caran) 221
Dujansal Varsinghot, Rav (Kelhan BhatI) 34, 42-43, 47
Dulde, MangliyanI (Karamsot Rathor Karamsl Jodhavat's wife) 295
Dungar (Dungarot Devro Cahuvan) 97-98
Dungar Padmavat (Rajguru Brahman) 400
Dungarot Devro Cahuvan(s) 86-88, 97-98
Dungarot Rathor(s) 13
Dungarsi (Slndhal Rathor) (no. 133) 382, 384
DungarsI Aclavat (Jodho Rathor) 290
Dungarsi Dujansalot, Rav (Kelhan BhatT) 39-40
DungarsI Karamslyot, Rano (Jaitmalot Rathor) 249, 254
DungarsI Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 35
Dungarsi Rinmalot (Dungarot Rathor) 13
DungarsI Udavat, Rav (Udavat Rathor) (no. 137) 150-151, 275, 386, 388-394,

396-398, 401, 403, 406, 409
Durgavatlbal (Rathor Rav Maide Gangavat's daughter) 30
Durgo Acjavat, Rav (Candravat Slsodlyo Gahlot) (no. 18) 118, 122-125, 141
Durjansal Karamslyot (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 51, 56, 149
Durjansal Mahesdasot (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 389
Durso Mehavat (Adho Caran) 94, 355
Dvarkadas Girdhardasot, Raja (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 61, 149
Dvarkadas Jaimalot (Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 118) 336, 349, 356, 358-359, 375

FidalKhan 328
Firuz Khan I (Khanzada Khan) 72, 440, 445
Firuz Khan II (Khanzada Khan) 445
Firuz Khan III (Khanzada Khan) 445
Firuz Shah Tughluq 439

Gadan Devo (Caran) 296
Gahlot(s) 102
Gajo (Dungarot Devro Cahuvan) 98
Gajsingh Surajsinghot (Raja of Jodhpur; Jodho Rathor) 10-11, 45, 51, 54, 56-

59, 64, 94, 142, 180-181, 284-285, 287, 291,' 322-323, 325-329, 369,
373, 407, 447, 450, 456-457

Gangabal (Jodho Rathor Vagho Sujaval's daughter) 264
Gangabal (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 46
Gangabal (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's daughter) 35
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Gangadeji (or Rarigadeji), Rani Pamvar (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's
wife) 53

Gangadeji, Rani Sankhll (Rathor Rav Gango Vaghavat's wife) 24
GangajaJ (horse) 187
Gangakumvar, SolankanI (pihar name; Mertlyo Rathor Rav Vlramde Dudavat's

wife) 344
Gango Bhairavdasot (Sacoro Cahuvan) 106
Gango Campavat, Rano (Sodho Pamvar) 34
Gango Sihavat, Mav (Varsinghot Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 149) 230-231, 250,

260-261, 271, 342-343, 420, 424-426, 430
Gango Udavat (Jaitmalot Rathor) 255
Gango Vaghavat (Rav of Jodhpur; Jodho Rathor) 10-11, 24-26, 33, 178-179,

189, 195, 203-204, 207, 227-230, 234,'240, 250, 262-270, 272-275, 290-
293, 295, 299, 302-303, 339, 341-342, 398, 400-401, 414, 416-418, 423,
442-443, 452-455

Gango Varjangot (Jeso BhatI) 306
Gaur(s) 61, 64, 66, 145, 152, 399
Gel Ratnavat (Kharlyo Caran) 405
GharsI Bharmalot (Cundavat Rathor) 220, 223
Ghiyasuddih Tughluq 458
Grmrids 442
Girdhar Jlyavat (Slvar Brahman purohit) 426
Girdhardas Raysalot (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 149, 358
Gobind Das (Goyanddas Manavat; Jeso BhatI) 324-325
Godaro Jats 192
Goind Kumpavat (Kumpavat Rathor) 315-316, 331
Goind Ranavat (Akhajrajot Rathor) (no. 29) 162, 164-165, 169
Gokuldas Ratanslyot (Udavat Rathor) 405
Gopal Das (Gopaldas Bhagvandasot, Jodho Rathor) 324
Gopal Lakhavat (Parlkh Golval Brahman) 363
Gopal Mahirajot (Sankhlo Pamvar) 22
Gopaldas, Rav (Khlcl Cahuvan) 43
Gopaldas Bhagvandasot (Jodho Rathor) 280, 323-324
Gopaldas Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 31,47
Gopaldas Meravat (Jeso BhatI) 318
Gopaldas Ratanslyot (Udavat Rathor) 405-406
Gopaldas Samvatslyot (Sacoro Cahuvan) 285
GopaSdas Sundardasot (Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 128) 336, 368-370, 377
Gopajdas Surtanot (Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 115) 336, 353, 356-357, 359, 372,

375
Gopaldejl, Cavrl (Jodho Rathor Askaran Candrasenot's wife) 38
Goplnath Ratanslyot (Hado Cahuvan) 103
Gordhan Askaranot (Rajavat Kachvaho) 39
Gorjyakumvar, Slsodnl (pihar name; Mertlyo Rathor Rav Vlramde Dudavat's

wife) 344
Gotam Gensar, Vyas (SrlmaJI Brahman) 350
Govardhan Dvarkadasot (Mertlyo Rathor) 281
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Goyand Rinmalot (Rinmalot Rathor) 12
Goyanddas Jaimalot (Mertlyo Rathor) 349, 375
Goyanddas Jaitslyot (Udavat Rathor) 404
Goyanddas Manavat (Jeso Bhatf) 44, 54, 76, 79, 280, 282, 322-325, 328, 407,

447
Goyanddas Pancainot (Kelhan BhatI) 50, 283
GudarBaba 388 '
Gujaratis 395
Gulabkumvar (Mertlyo Rathor Rav Dudo Jodhavat's daughter) 340
Gulabkumvar (Mertryo Rathor Rav Jaimal Viramdevot's daughter) 350
Gulabkumvarbal, Rani BhatiyanI (plhar name; Rathor Raja Surajsingh

Udaisinghot's wife) 50
Gumankumvar (Mertlyo Rathor Rav Jaimal Viramdevot's daughter) 350
Gumno (Sarndariya Mumhato) 450

H

Hada 102
HadI, Rani (Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's wife) 40
Hado Cahuvan(s) ' 2-3, 5, 14, 28, 33, 99-103, 120, 321
Hado Vijaipalot (Cahuvan) 103
Hajl All Fateh Khan 207
Hajl Khan Pathan 28, 81, 84-85, 99, 113, 119, 122, 124, 166, 176, 196, 209.

221, 225,'237, 242, 308, 333, 347, 366, 384, 396-397, 404
Hamir, Rano (Sisodlyo Gahlot) 123
Hamlr Naravat (Naravat Rathor) 72
Hamir Sankarot (Jeso BhatI) 76
Hamlr Vlkavat (Sacoro Cahuvan) 37
Hamo Napavat (Hado Cahuvan) 103
Hamsabal, Rani Idarecl (plhar name; BhatI Raval Malde Lunkaranot's mother)

35
Hamsbal (Rathor Rav Cundo Vlramot's daughter) 163, 184, 199
Hamsbal (Rathor Rav Malde Gafigavat's daughter) 28, 147
Hamspal Mehadot (Runeco Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Hapavat Rathor(s) 14
Hapo Jaitmalot, Ravat (Jaitmalot Rathor) 254
Hapo Rinmalot (Hapavat Rathor) 14
Hapo Varsinghot, RayaJ (Mahevco Rathor) (no. 102) 332-335
Harakha Devi, BhatiyanI (Akhairajot Rathor Mahiraj Akhairajot's wife) 299
Harakhambal, Rani BhatiyanI (plhar name; Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh

Maldevot's wife) 42-43
Harakhandejl (married name of Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's daughter,

Sajnambal) 29
Harakhandejl, Rani BhatiyanI (Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's wife) 39
Harakhbal, Rani BhatiyanI (plhar name; Rathor Rav Satal Jodhavat's wife) 20
Harbhu Mahirajot (Sankhlo Parnvar) 69-71, 193
Harbolam (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's olganf) 45
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Hardas Mokalot (Uhar Rathor) (no. 144) 268-269, 272-273, 415-418, 442-443
Harldas Jaimalot (Mertlyo Rathor) 349, 375
Harisingh (Candravat Slsodlyo Gahlot) 289
Harisingh Ratansinghot (Hado Cahuvan) 284
Harkumvarl (CaranI) 399
Harnath Jagnathot (Kelhan BhatI) 285
Haro Narandasot (BhatI) 78
Harraj Maldevot, RavaJ (BhatI) 22, 29, 38, 78, 236, 356
Harraj Rudavat (Dungarot Devro Cahuvan) 98
HathI Sor (Koll) 224
Hemraj (Hul Gahlot) 299
Hindu(s) 132-134,225
Hinglaj, BhagvatT 216
Hingolo (Aharo Gahlot) 449
Hmgolo (Plpa:ro Gahlot) 238, 353
Hiradejl, Rani Devrl (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's wife) 53
Hiradejl, Rani Jhall (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 29, 276
Humayun (Mughal Emperor) 121, 146, 154, 195, 205, 343
Husayn QullKhan 101, 110, 167, 365
Hushang Ghtirl 123

Idareco (Idarlyo) Rathor(s) 80, 224-226
Ikhtlyar-il-rnulk 225
Imaratdejl, Rani Cahuvan (Rathor Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot's wife) 56
Indambal, Cahuvan (pihar name; Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 30
Indo Parihar(s) 247,411
Indrabhan Kanhfdasot (Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 122) 336, 363-364, 368-369,

372,375
Indradejl, Rani Cahuvan (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 30
Indrakumvar (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's daughter) 54
Indrakumvar, Rani Gaurjl (pihar name; Odavat Rathor Khlmvo Udavat's wife)

402
Indravatlbal (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's daughter) 29
Isar Gharsiyot (Cundavat Rathor) (no. 57) 213, 220-221, 223
Isardas (Mohil Cahuvan) 215
Isardas Jalamsinghot (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 330
Isardas Kalyandasot (Jodho Rathor) (no. 88) 256, 276-277, 279-281, 293,

323
Isardas Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 35
Isardas Ranavat (Akhairajot Rathor) (no. 30) 162, 164-165, 169
Isardas Viramdevot (Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 109) 122, 336, 345, 348, 351, 358-

359, 362, 374, 376
Islam Shah 113
Ismail Qull Khan 167
IsmayalKulI 167
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FtimldKhan 93

Jabo Snigatot (Mohil Cahuvan) 434
Jadav Kumvar (Udavat Rathor Udo Sujavat's daughter) 389
Jagannath (Jagnath Bharmalot, Rajavat Kachvaho) 139, 141
Jagat Gosa'in (Emperor Jahanglr's wife) 46
Jagat Singh (Kachvaho) 102
Jagat Singh (Sisodlyo Gahlot) 118
Jagatsingh Jasvantsinghot (Jodho Rathor) 62
Jagatsingh Mansinghot (Rajavat Kachvaho) 102
Jagde Ramdevot, Vyas (Srlmall Brahman) 345
JaglsambaT, Rani BhatiyanI (pihar name; Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's

wife) 40
Jagmal (Pamvar) 155
Jagmal (Uhar Rathor) 418
Jagmal Jodhavat (Jodho Rathor) 18
Jagmal Karamcandot, Ravat (Pamvar of Catsu) (no. 25) 150, 152-156
Jagmal Lakhavat, Rav (Devro Cahuvan) 24, 27, 30, 88
Jagmal Malavat, Raval (Mahevco Rathor) 332, 335
Jagmal Prithlrajot (Rajavat Kachvaho) 144
Jagmal Rinmalot (Rinmalot Rathor) 13, 378, 381
Jagmal Sahgavat (Khlmvo Bhatl) 48
Jagmal Suravat (Balo) 31
Jagmal Udaikaranot (Karamsot Rathor) (no. 91) 294-297
Jagmal Udaisinghot (Sisodlyo Gahlot) 92-95
Jagmal Udaisinghot, Raval (Aharo Gahlot) 102
Jagmal Viramdevot (Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 124) 104-105, 116, 243, 336, 345,

364-368, 371, 374, 376, 459 '
Jagmalot Rathor(s) 13
Jagnath 398
Jagnath Bharmalot, Raja (Rajavat Kachvaho) (no. 20) 56, 124, 138-142, 144
Jagnath Gopajdasot (Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 116) 130, 336, 356-357, 372, 375
Jagnath Jogldasot (Kelhan Bhatl) 285
Jagnath Sadaphalot (Srlmall Brahman) 367
Jagnathot Mertlyo Rathor(s) 357
Jago Singhot (Cundavat Sisodlyo Gahlot) 344
Jagrlip Jagnathot, Kumvar (Rajavat Kachvaho) (no. 21) 56, 138, 141-142,

144
Jagrupdejl, Rani Cahuvan (Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot's wife) 60
Jahanglr (Mughal Emperor) '45-46, 51, 58, 102, 118-119, 124, 127, 131-133,

139, 142, 154, 180, 278-281, 284-285, 318, 322, 324, 326-327, 329,
360-361, 373, 447

Jaimal (Uhar Rathor) 173-174
Jaimal, Rav (Idareco Rathor) 35
Jaimal Devrajot (RupsI Bhatl) 48
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Jaimal Harrajot (Devro Cahuvan) 320
Jaimal Jaicandot (Chapanfyo Rathor) 119
Jaimal Kalavat (Kelhan BhatT) 48
Jaimal Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 35
Jaimal Rupsfyot (Kachvaho) 43, 140, 144
Jaimal VIramdevot, Rav (Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 107) 75, 77, 101, 105, 110,

116, 122, 140, 147, 159, 165, 168, 175, 196, 211, 221, 238-239, 241-
244, 249-252, 258, 275, 295-296, 307-309, 336, 344-354, 356-359, 362-
366, 368, 371, 374-375, 377, 380, 384, 392, 404-405, 428, 459

Jaino Ramavat (Srlmall Vyas Brahman) 393
Jaisingh Mahasinghot, Raja (Kachvaho) 53, 58, 286
Jaisinghde Bharmalot (Bharmalot Rathor) 178-179, 183
Jaisinghde Varjangot, Rav (Sacoro Cahuvan) 104, 106
Jaiso Varsinghot, Rav (Kelhan BhatT) 39
Jaisukhdejl, Rani Candravat STsodanI (Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot's

wife) 62
JaitaranTyo Rathors 386, 410
Jaitavat Rathor(s)' 4, 6, 162-163, 203, 207, 227-246, 262, 265, 300, 452
Jaitmal Goindot (Naravat Rathor) 236
Jaitmal Jaisirighdevot (Bharmalot Rathor) 179, 183
Jaitmal Jesavat (Campavat Rathor) (no. 49) 199, 209-210, 212, 309
Jaitmal Paiicainot (MertTyo Rathor) (no. 127) 336, 366-368, 376
Jaitmal Rinmalot (Rinmalot Rathor) 14
Jaitmal Salkhavat (Jaitmalot Rathor) 247-248, 254-255, 410, 414
JaitmalotsofMerto 6,247,249-253,255
Jaitmalots of Slvano 6, 116, 247-249, 254
Jaitmalot Rathor(s') 116, 175, 247-255, 257, 348
Jaito Pancainot (Jaitavat Rathor) (no. 61) 2, 4, 109, 164-165, 172, 204-205,

207, 227, 229-235, 239-241, 246, 266-267, 300, 302-304, 306-307, 343,
402, 418, 453-454

Jaito Sajavat (Jhalo) 29, 37, 41, 81, 121
JaitsT Baro Tejravat, Raval (BhatT) 78
JaitsTDevIdasot, Raval (Bhatl) 30, 78, 194
JaitsI Karanot, Raval (BhatT) 78
JaitsI Khlmvavat, Rav (KhTmvo Bhatl) 34
JaitsI Lunkaranot, Rav (Blkavat Rathor) (no. 45) 41, 109, 146, 191, 195,

_ 198, 232, 273-274, 305, 342, 436-438, 443, 451
JaitsI Udavat (Udavat Rathor) (no. 139) 274, 386, 388-391, 397-403, 406, 409
JaitsI Vaghavat (Jodho Rathor) (no. 85) 228, 256, 263, 271, 290, 425
Jaitsingh Udaisinghot (Jodho Rathor) 43, 278, 282, 291
Jaivantam (or JevantabaT), Rani DevrT (pihar name; Rathor Rav Gango

Vaghavat's wife) 26
JaivantdejT, RanT Jadam/Jadav (Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot's wife) 61
Jalal Jaluko (Afghan) 233
Jalal Khan JalvanT 206
Jalal Khan Khokhar 439
Jalal Khan QurchT 244,311
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Jam Sah (Jareco) 58
Jambeg 96
Jamnadejl, Rani TankanI (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 34
Jamnadeji/JanandejT, Rani Hulnl (Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot's wife) 17, 178,

259 "
Jamotlbal (Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's daughter) 37, 130
Jangalvo Sankhlo Pamvar(s) 15-16, 22, 157, 159, 161, 215
Jankumvarbal, Rani Kachvahl (pihar name; Rathor Raja Jasvantsirigh

Gajsinghot's wife) 61
Jareco(s) 355,385
Jasbhadrasurl (Jain) 446
Jashar, Rani BhatiyanI (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 31
Jaskumvarjl, Rani Jadav (pihar name; Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot's

' wife) 63
Jasmadejl, Rani HadI (Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot's wife) 14, 20-21, 189, 193,

435
Jasmadejl, Rani Kachvahl (Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot's wife) 61
Jasoda Slsodnl (Kumpavat Rathor Mandan Kumpavat's wife) 320
Jasodabal (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 43
Jasodabal (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's daughter) 32, 444
Jasodabal, Rani Aharl (pihar name; Rathor Raja Surajsifigh Udaisinghot's wife)

51
Jasodajl, Rani Sonagarl (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's wife) 47
Jasrangdejl, Rani Gaur (Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot's wife) 61
Jasrupdejl, Rani BhatiyanI (Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot's wife) 60
Jasrupdejl, Rani Slsodnl (Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsirighot's wife) 62
Jasvant Dasavat 277
Jasvant Dungarslyot (Udavat Rathor) 392, 406, 409
Jasvant Jodhavat (Jodho Rathor) 15
Jasvant Mansinghot (Sonagaro Cahuvan) 57
Jasvant Mohandasot (Mertlyo Rathor) 368, 377
Jasvantdejl, Rani BhatiyanI (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's wife) 42-

43
Jasvantdejl, Rani HadI (Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot's wife) 60
Jasvantsingh Dalpatot (Jodho Rathor) 284-285, 292
Jasvantsingh Gajsingfiot (Raja of Jodhpur; Jodho Rathor) 1, 10-11, 57, 60-66,

213, 256, 274, 289, 291, 327, 329-330, 368-370, 373, 408
Jasvantsirigh Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 35
Jasvantsirigh Surajsinghot (Jodho Rathor) 51
Jasvantsingh Udaisinghot (Jodho Rathor) 45
Jat(s) 192,369
Javar Kumvar, Rani Sekhavatljl (pihar name; Udavat Rathor Udo Sujavat's wife)

389
Jayatsingh Bhojavat (Kachvaho) 136
Jesal, Rava| (BhatI) 78
Jeso Bhairavdasot (Campavat Rathor) (no» 48) 102, 109, 164, 199, 203-210,

212, 221, 235-237, 270, 305, 333, 343, 426
Jeso Bhatl(s) 3, 5, 21, 68-79, 262, 279-280, 299, 301, 323, 332-333
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Jeso Bhatiyani (Jeso Bhati Rano Jodhavat's daughter) 333
Jeso Kalikaranot (Jeso Bhati) 3, 21, 68-79, 262, 301
Jeso Sihavat, Rav (Varsinghot Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 150) 420, 424, 427, 430
Jeso Varsinghot, Rav (Kelhan Bhati) 379
Jeto Khlmvavat (Clbo Devro Cahuvan) 95
Jevantabal /Jaivantam, Rani Devrl (plhar name; Rathor Rav Gango Vaghavat's

wife) 26
Jhall (Jodho Rathor Jogo Jodhavat's wife) 260, 434
Jhalo(s) 28, 81-82, 122, 172, 311
Jhamariya Pancolis 458-459
Jhanjhan Bhairavdasot (Sacoro Cahuvan) (no. 7) 104-106, 366
Jhanjhansl Sajanot (Candravat Slsodlyo Gahlot) 123
Jhanjho (Dungarot Devro Cahuvan) 98
Jhunjharsingh Bundelo 286
Jhufijharsingh Dalpatot (Jodho Rathor) 284-285, 292
Jltmal Devot (Hado Cahuvan) 14, 103
Jlvo (Sacoro Cahuvan) 48
Jlvo Gangavat (Sacoro Cahuvan) 48, 106
Jlvo Goyanddasot (Sacoro Cahuvan) 48
Jlvo Urjanot (BhatT) 21
Jodhbal (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 46, 278
Jodho Jesavat (Jeso Bhati) 73, 79
Jodho Mokajot (Jaitmalot Rathor) (no. 73) 247, 252, 255
Jodho Rathor(s) 6, 14, 17, 21, 25, 31, 62, 146, 256-293, 323, 378, 416, 454
Jodho Rinmalot (Rav of Mandor and Jodhpur; Jodho Rathor) 1, 10-21, 23, 70-

71, 73-74, 107-108, *158-159, 161, 163-164, 171, 173, 177-178, 183-
193, 198, 200, 202, 213, 215, 219, 223, 228, 248-249, 256-257, 259-
260, 262, 290-294, 297-298, 336-337, 340, 346, 374-379, 382-383, 386,
409, 414-416, 420-422, 430-436, 438, 440-441, 446, 449

Jodho Sarangot (Mehudu Caran) 393
JogI 234,244
JogI (Kachvaho) 39
Jogldas Goyanddasot (Kelhan Bhati) 285
Jogo Devldasot, Rano (Jaitmalot Rathor) 248, 254
Jogo Jodhavat (Jodho Rathor) 17, 178*, 183, 256, 259-260, 290, 416, 434, 438
Johlyo Rajputs 435
Jopsah Asthanot (Rathor) 382, 415
Joravarkumvar, Rani Bhatiyani {plhar name; Udavat Rathor RatansI

Khimvavat's wife) 405
JosI 392
JunsI Kuntalot, Raja (Kachvaho) 137

K

Kabandha 455-456
Kachhwaha 102
Kachvahl (Mertlyo Rathor Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot's wife) 349
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Kachvahl(s) 147
Kachvaho(s) 43, 127, 138-146, 280, 358, 393, 426
Kaharkop (elephant) 286-287
Kajo Kharhathot (Uhar Rathor) 417
KalavatlbaT (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's daughter) 35
Kalhan, Raval (BhatI) 78
Kalikaran Keharot (Bhati) 21, 68-70, 78-79
Kalo (Pamvar) 86
Kalo Jagmalot (Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 126) 336, 367-368, 376
Kalo Jaimalot (RupsI BhatI) 48
Kalo Meghrajot (Mahevco Rathor) 334-335
Kalo Mehajalot, Rav (Devro Cahuvan) 48, 53, 88-89, 96-97
Kalo Ramot,*Rav (Jodho Rathor) 94, 244, 310-312, 318, 354, 360
Kalo Samravat (Jaghath Caran) 340
Kalo Surjanot (Bhimvot Rathor) 189-190
Kalo Vldavat (Rathor) 317-318
KalyanbaT, Rani Hadl (pihar name; Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot's wife)

' 60
Kalyandas Harrajot, Raval (BhatI) 57, 69, 78
Kalyandas Jaimalot (Mertlyo Rathor) 349, 375
Kalyandas Mahesdasot (Jodho Rathor) 287-288, 292
Kalyandas Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 35
Kalyandas Raymalot, Rano (Jodho Rathor) 276-279, 293, 323
Kalyande Rajadevot, Raja (Kachvaho) 127, 137
Kalyandejl, Barl Rani Cahuvan (Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's wife) 37
Kalyandejl, Barl Rani Kachvahl (Rathor Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot's wife) 56
Kalyankumvar (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's daughter) 51
Kalyankumvar, SolankanI (pihar name; Mertlyo Rathor Rav Vlramde Dudavat's

wife) 344*
Kalyanmal Jaitslyot, Rav (Blkavat Rathor) (no, 46) 109, 191, 195-196, 198
Kalyanmal Udaikaranot (Vldavat Rathor) (no. 153) 146-147, 194-195, 198,

431,436-438
Kamalu'd-Dlh Husayn Diwana 93
Kamdhaj (Rathor) 400
Kamlavatlbal (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 43
Kamlavatlbal (Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's daughter) 39
Kamo Goyandot (Gadalo Kelhan BhatI) 44
Kamran (Mughal Prince) 195
Kamvlavatlbal, Rani Devrl (pihar name; Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's

wife) 52 ' '
Kan Shaikhavat 100
Kan Vlramdevot (Mertlyo Rathor) 345
KanakavatI Bal (Udavat Rathor Ratansl Khlmvavat's daughter) 405
Kandhal Bhojavat (Slvar Brahman purohit) 405
Kandhal Rinmalot, Ravat (Kandhajot Rathor) 13, 159, 191-192, 198-199, 202,

"433-436,438
Kandhalot Rathor(s) 13
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Kangar (Khangar Jagmalot; Rajavat Kachvaho) 139
Kanghal Patalot (Kachvaho) 136
Kanh Khimvavat (Udavat Rathor) 402
Kanharde Tldavat, Rav (Rathor)" 410-411, 414
Kanharde Vljalot (Jaitmalot Rathor) 255
Kanhasingh/Kanho (or Kisansingh) Khimvavat (Kumpavat Rathor) (no. 100)

280, 298, 320, 322-323, 325-326, 328, 331, 447
Kanhidas Kesodasot (Mertfyo Rathor) (no. 121) 336, 363, 368-369, 372, 375
Kanmram Dalpatot (Jodho Rathor) 284, 292
Kanho Cungavat, Rav (Cundavat Rathor) (no. 53) 213-216, 220, 223
Kanho Dudalt (Slvar Brahman purohif) 422
Kanho Gangavat (Jodho Rathor) 25
Kanho Jaitslyot (Bikavat Rathor) 196, 198
Kanho Maldevot ( Jodho Rathor) 32
Kanho Pancainot (Akhairajot Rkthor) 166, 168-169, 418
Kanho Raymaiot (Jodho Rathor)' 277,293
Kantram Rajavat (BhatI) 299
Kankabal, RanT Cahuvan (pihar name; Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's

wife) 43, 281
Kankade, Rani SolankanI (pihar name; Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's

wife, Nachrangdejl) 41
Kankande, Rani BhatiyanI (pihar name; Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's wife,

Sobhagdejl)38'
Kankavatlbal (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's daughter) 28
Kankumvar, Rani HadI {pihar name; Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot's

wife) 60
Kankundebal/Kukamdebal (pihar name; Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's wife)

39
Kano/Kandas Jaitslyot (Udavat Rathor) 404
Kaptirdejl, Rani BhatiyanI (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's wife) 44
Karamanand (Caran) 399
Karamcand Raghavdasot, Ravat (Pamvar of Catsu) 150-154, 156, 391
Karamcand Rinmalot (Rinmalot Rathor) 12
Karametl, Rani HadI (SIsodlyo Rano Sango Raymalot's wife) 120
KarametlbaT (Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's daughter) 37-38
KarametlbaT, Jeso BhatiyanI (pihar name; Akhairajot Rathor Mahiraj

Akhairajot's wife) 74, 299-301, 306
Karametljl, Rani BhatiyanI (Rathor Rav Gango Vaghavat's wife) 26
Karamsl Jodhavat (Karamsot Rkthor) 15, 256, 261, 294-295, 297
Karamsl Jogavat, Rano (Jaimalot Rathor) 254
Karamsl Sahasmalot (Aharo Gahlot) 46
Karamsl Sahasmalot (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 149
Karamsot Rathor(s) 6, 15, 256, 261, 294-297
Karan (Ugrasenot; Jodho Rathor) 324-325
Karan, Raja (Ramdas Darbarl Udavat; Dhlravat Kachvaho) 132-133
Karan Cacagdevot, Raval (BhatI) 78
Karan Hapavat, Ravat (Jaitmalot Rathor) 254
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Karan Kesodasot (Varsinghot Mertiyo Rathor) 360
Karan Ramot (Jodho Rathor) 94* 310-311, 360
Karan Sukhavat (Ratnum Caran) 345
Karan Vljavat (Jaitmalot Rathor) 248, 254
Karan Vlramdevot (Mertlyo Rathor) 345
Karanot Rathor (s) 13
Karansimh Khimvavat (Udavat Rathor) 402
Karansingh Arnravat/Amarsinghot, Rano (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 118, 126, 284, 326
Karansingh Sursinghot, Raja (Bikavat Rathor) 65
Karansingh Udaisinghot (Jodho Rathor) 49
Kamal Klniyanl 216
Kami ("The Doer") 216
Karnljl, BhagvatI Sri (Caranl) 192, 216
Karno Rinmalot (Karanot Rathor) 13
KasumbhabaT, Rani SodhI {pihar name; Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 33
Kasumbhadejl, Rani Vaghell (Rathor Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot's wife) 58
Kasmirdejl, Rani Candravat Slsodnl (Rathor Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot's wife)

57
Kathiyamjl, Rani Jamvall (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 31
Kayasth/afc" 458
Kayasth(s) 458
Kehar Devrajot, Raval (BhatI) 21, 68, 78-79, 412
Kelan Cutravat (Pokarano Brahman purohit) 350
Kelhan Bhatl(s) 20, 34, 48, 68-69*, 78, 285, 379
KeUian BhatiyanI, Rani (Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's wife) 40
Kelhan Keharot,' Raval (Bh^tl) 68-69, 78
Kesardejl, Rani NarukI Kachvahl (Rathor Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot's wife)

58-59'
Kesarlsingh Pritmrajot (Bharmalot Rathor) 181-182
Kesarkumvar (Slsodlyo Gahlot Rano Amarsingh Pratapsinghot's daughter) 95
Kesarkumvar, Rani Sekhavatljl (pihar name; Udavat Rathor RatansI

KMmvavat's wife) 405
Kesav (MunsI) 447
Kesavdas, Raja (Cahuvan) 349
Kesavdas, Rano (SoJankI) 344
Kesavdas Ratanslyot (Udavat Rathor) 405
Keshu Das Rathor, Raja 360
Keshu Das, the Rathor 361
Kesodas Amarsinghot (Bikavat Rathor) 360-361
Kesodas Jaimalot (Mertiyo Rathor) (no. 119) 336, 349, 354-356, 359-363,

368, 372, 375, 3*85
Kesodas Maluvot (Daphtarl Mumhato) 450
Kesodas "Maru" Bhlmvot (Varsinghot Mertiyo Rathor) 57, 360-361
Kesodas Udaisinghot (Jodho Rathor) 45
Kesrisingh (Tumvar) 284
Kesrlsingh, Ray (So]ankl) 349
Kesu Das Maru (Varsinghot Mertiyo Rathor) 360
Kesu Das, son of Jai Mai 360
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Kevalkumvar, Solankani (pihar name; Mertiyo Rathor Rav Jaimal Viramdevot's
wife) 34*9

Khaffl Ullah Khan 64
KhaljTs 442
KhanDauran 286
Khan Jahan LodI 181-182
KhanKhanan 129,358
Khan Napavat (Dhlravat Kachvaho) 137
Khangar (Asiyo Caran) 92
Khangar Jagmalot (Rajavat Kachvaho) 138, 144
Khangar Jogavat (Jodho Rathor) (no. 82) 250, 256, 259-261, 290, 295, 342,

424-425
Khahgarot Jodho Rathor(s) 256-257, 261
Khan-I-Jahan 281
Khanzada Khan(s) 4, 6, 32, 72, 217, 304, 439-445
KhMijM 111
Khemkaran Viramdevot (Mertiyo Rathor) 345
Kheto Hamirot, Rano (STsodTyo Gahlot) 123
KhetsI Jagmalot (Rinmalot Rathor) 13, 378-379, 381
KhetsI Jaitslyot (Bikavat Rathor) 195, 198
KhetsI Maldevot (BhatI) 41,78,284
KhetsI Parbatot (Odavat Rathor) 404
KhetsI Samvatslyot (Solankl) 52
KhetsI Udavat (Odavat Rathor) 389-390
KhetsI Vaghavat (Jodho Rathor) 263
Khetslyot/Khetsot Rathor(s) 13, 378
Khetubal (Jodho Rathor Vagho Sujavat's daughter) 264
Khetubal (Rathor Rav Sujo Jodhavat's daughter) 22-23, 33
Khldo Kanhavat (Slvar Brahman purohit) 422
Khimsl (Jhamariya Pancoll) 458-459
Khlmvkaran Udavat (Udavat Rathor) 389-390
Khlmvo (Rajput) 261
Khlinvo (Sindhal) 387
Khimvo Bhatl(s) 34
KJiimvo Bharmalot (Clbo Devro Cahuvan) 88
Khimvo Lalavat (Mumhato) (no. 157) 251,449,451
Khlmvo Mandanot (Ktimpavat Rathor) 93, 320-322, 327, 331
Khimvo Mokalot, Ravat (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 126
Khlmvo Satavat (Sonagaro Cahuvan) 17, 108, 112, 337, 420
Khimvo Udavat (Udavat Rathor) (no. 140) 386-387, 389-391, 397, 400-404,

409
Khimvo Venldasot (Jaghath Caran) 363
Khlmvsl Anakhslyot, Rano (Jangalvo Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Khurram (Mughal Prince) 45-46, 118-119, 154,' 180481, 281, 284-285, 322,

326, 328-329, 369, 373, 407, 447, 456
Khusrau, Sultan (Mughal Prince) 131, 142
Khwaja Abul Hasan TurbatI 181
KhwajaglFath Ullah 129-130
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Kilandas Ratansiyot (Udavat Rathor) 405-406, 409
Kilande Rajadevot, Raja (Kachvaho) 137
Kinlyo CaranI 216
Kinka Cahuvan (Kumpavat Rathor Mandan Kumpavat's wife) 320
Kiratsingh Udaisinghot (Jodho Rathor) 43
Kisandas, Raja (Kachvaho) 344
Kisandas Gangavat (Jodho Rathor) (no. 87) 25, 256, 275, 290, 392
Kisandas Jaitslyot (Udavat Rathor) 404
Kisandas Jasvantot (Rathor) 287
Kisansingh Bhojavat (Kachvaho) 136
Kisansingh Daulatsinghot (Pamvar) 129
Kisansingh Khimvavat (Kumpavat Rathor) 322
Kisansingh Udaisinghot, Rav (Jodho Rathor) 45, 322-325, 407
Kishan Singh (Kisansingh Udaisinghot, Rav; Jodho Rathor) 324-325
Kisnavatlbal (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisifigh Maldevot's daughter) 44
Kisnavatlbai, Rani Kachvahl (pihar name; Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's

wife, Sobhagdejl) 51
KisnavatijI, Rani Kelhan BhatiyanT (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 31
Kisno Kalhanot (Tank) 34
Kisno Ranavat (Jeso BhatT) 333
Kocar Mumhato(s) 450-451
KolTsingh (of DantTvaro) 93
Koramde, Rani BhatiyanI (Rathor Rav Rinmal Cundavat's wife) 12, 14
Koramde, Rani HadI (Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot's wife) 14
KoramdevI, Devrl (Kumpavat Rathor Khimvo Mandanot's wife) 320
Ksatriya 398, 458
Kulgurus 344
Kulpatray (Manakbhandarl Pancoll) 458
Kumarde (Rathor TribhuvansI Kanhardevot's daughter) 412
Kumbho Mokalot, Rano (Slsodiyo Gahlot) 18, 70-73, 123, 126, 152, 158, 163,

184-185, 199-200, 214, 218-219, 337, 384, 386, 440-441, 446, 449
Kumpavat Rathor(s) 4, 6, 74, 162-163, 202, 280, 298-331, 360, 378
Kumpo Jodhavat (Jodho Rathor) 15
Kfimpo Mahirajot (Kumpavat Rathor) (no. 95) 18, 70-73, 123, 126, 152, 158,

163, 166, 172, 184-185, 195, 199-200, 204-207, 209, 214, 218-219, 227,
230-234, 266-267, 269, 298-310, 312-314, 320, 327, 331, 343, 378, 402,
426-427, 441, 454

KumvarsI Khimvavat, Rano (Jangalvo Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Kuntal Kalyandevot, Raja (Kachvaho) 137
Kusumkumvar, BhatiyanI (pihar name; Jodho Rathor Dajpat Udaisinghot's wife)

283
Kusumkumvarde, Rajavat Kachvahl {pihar name; Jodho Rathor Mahesdas

Dalpatot's wife) 288
Ky am KhanI Muslim(s) 194
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Lachaldeji (or Laldeji), Rani Bhatiyani (Rathor Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot's
* wife) 57

Lacham, Rani Devrl (BhatI Raval Kehar Devrajot's wife) 69
Lachamdejl, Baharmerl Rathor (BhatT Raval Lunkaran Jaitslyot's mother) 27
Lachapdejl (or Lachaldejl), Rani Kachvahl (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife)

32, 147, 235 *
LachbaT, Rani Aharl (pihar name; Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 33
LadbaT, Rani Bhatiyani (pihar name; Rathor Rav Gango Vaghavat's wife) 25,

275
LadbaT, Rani Jarecl (pihar name; Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's wife)

52 " "
Ladbal, Rani Sonagarl (pihar name; Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 31
Ladljl, Rani Devrl (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisifigh Maldevot's wife) 48
Lahuvo Bhatl(s) 379 '
Lakhan, Rav (Cahuvan) 446
Lakhansen Karanot, Raval (BhatI) 78
Lakhavat Rathor(s) 13
Lakhman, Rano (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 122-123
Lakhman Bhadavat (Akhairajot Rathor) (no. 33) 162, 165-167, 169
Lakhman Jodhavat (Jodho Rathor) 18
Lakhman Keharot, Raval (BhatI) 78
Lakho Dasavat (Kachela Caran) 405
Lakho Khetsot, Rano (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 163, 184, 199
Lakho Ramavat (Kachvaho) 136
Lakho Rinmalot (Lakhavat Rathor) 13
Lakho Sahasmalot, Rav (Devro Cahuvan) 88, 94
Laksmana 456
LaksmlharayanjI 193
Lalbal (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's daughter) 31-32
Lalo (Caran) 194
Larbal (Jodho Rathor Vagho Sujavat's daughter) 264
Likhml, Rani Slsodnl (pihar name; Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 35
Likhmlbal, Rani Bhatiyani (pihar name; Rathor Rav Sujo Jodhavat's wife) 21,

69, 70-73, 75°, 262, 450
Likhmldas Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 35
Lilavatlbal (Jodho Rathor Sakatsingh Udaisinghot's daughter) 45
Lilavatlbal (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 46
LodI Sultan 441
Loharljl, Rani SodhI (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 33
Lolo Ranavat (Sonagaro Cahuvan) 18, 107-108, 112
Lord of the Yogis 398
Lumbho Candanot (Khirlyo Caran) 422
Lunkaran (BhatI) 68-69
Lunkaran (Rajavat Kachvaho) 288
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Lunkaran Bikavat, Rav (Bikavat Rathor) (no. 44) 33, 69, 146-147, 191, 193-
195, 198, 261, 295, 436, 438 '

Lunkaran Jaitslyot, Raval (BhatI) 24, 27, 30, 45, 78, 122
Lunkaran Karanot, Raval (BhatT) 78
Lunkaran Kelhanot (Kelhan BhatI) 68
Lunkaran Sujavat, Rav (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 28, 147, 149
Lunkaran Udavat (Udavat Rathor) 389
Luno/Liinkaran Goravat (Bhandarl) (no. 156) 326, 328, 446-447, 456
Luno Harrajot (Dungarot Devro Cahuvan) 90, 98

M

Madhodas Jaimalot (Mertlyo Rathor) 349, 368, 375, 377
Madhodas Kalyandasot (Jodho Rathor) 280-281, 293, 323
Madhosimh Dalpatsirnhot (Ranavat Sisodlyo) 389
Madhosimh KJiirnvavat (Udavat Rathor) 402
Madhosingh Bhagvantdasot (Kachvaho) 280
Madhosingh Udaisinghot (Jodho Rathor) 43, 282, 291
Madno Patavat (Rathor) 91
Mahabat Khan 119, 181-182, 280-281, 284-285, 326, 328-329, 373, 407
Mahadev (Siva) 300,320
Mahajans 450
Mahakumvar (Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot's daughter) 61
Mahapo Sangavat, Ravat (Pamvar of Catsu) 152, 156
Mahasingh Jagatsinghot, Raja (Kachvaho) 47,131
Mahav Raygur (Brahman purohit) 111
Mahes (Sankhlo Pamvar) 232-233
Mahes Gharsiyot (Cundavat Rathor) (no. 58) 213, 20-221, 223, 237
Mahes Kumpavat (Kumpavat Rathor) (no. 98) 209, 298, 307-313, 315-316,

318, 331, 360
Mahes Pancainot (Karamsot Rathor) (no. 93) 294-297
Mahesdas (Hul Gahlot) 209
Mahesdas Dajpatot, Rav (Jodho Rathor) (no. 89) 256, 281, 283-289, 292
Mahesdas Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 35
Mahesdas Surajmalot (Campavat Rathor) 369
Mahevco Rathor(s) 6, 80, 187, 202,' 236, 318, 332-335
Mahipal Rajpalot (Jafigalvo Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Mahiraj* Akhairajot (Akhairajot Rathor) ' 163, 202, 298-300, 331
Mahiraj Gopaldevot (Jangajvo Sankhlo Pamvar) 22
Mahiravan Jaitslyot (BhatI) 30, 78
Mahkaran Ranavat (Sacoro Cahuvan) 43, 56, 281
Maino(s)' 240-241
Majlis-i 'all 441
Malak Akhairajot (Kachvaho) 137
Malamsimh Udavat (Udavat Rathor) 388, 390
Malde Glngavat (Rav of Jodhpur; Jodho Rathor) 4, 10-11, 22, 24, 27-37, 41,

43, 47-48, 72, 74-77, 80-85, 99, 104-105, 108-110, 113-114, 116, 119,
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121-122, 124, 146-147, 151-154, 159, 164-168, 171-176, 179, 195-196,
203-211, 220-222, 225, 227, 230-244, 249-252, 258, 260-261, 268-269,
271, 273-276, 290-293, 295-296, 299-300, 303-309, 312-313, 323, 332-
333, 342-344, 346-348, 351-354, 360-361, 364-369, 371, 379-380, 384,
391-397, 400-406, 412, 414, 416, 418, 424-428, 441, 443-444, 450-452,
455, 459-460

Malde Lunkaranot, Raval (BhatI) 35, 41, 53, 78, 236, 284
Malde Pancainot, Raja (Pamvar of Catsu) 153, 156
Malde Udavat (Udavat Rathor) 388-391, 397, 401, 409
Maldeo (Malde Gangavat, Rav; Jodho Rathor) 140
Maldev, Raja of Jodhpur 441
Malhan Cahuvan(s) 72,74-75
Malik''Ambar 119, 132
Malik Budhan Biharl 395
Malik Khan-I-Jahan 89
Mallinath, Raval (Rathor) 214, 247, 332, 335
Malo (SolankI) 70
Malo Singhot (Jhalo) 28
Malo Tejavat (Vlthu Caran) 350
Malojl Salkhavat," Raval (Mahevco Rathor) 214, 247, 332, 410-412, 414
Malu (Daphtarl Mumhato) 450
Malu Khan 187-188, 193, 202, 338, 421-422
MamarakKhan 258
Manakbhandari PancolT(s) 458
Manakdeji, Rani Devrl (Rathor Rav Gango Vaghavat's wife) 24, 27, 30
Manakdev, Raja (Cahuvan) 458
Manakrav Lunkaranot (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 28
Manakrav Punpalot, Rano (Jangalvo Sankhlo Pamvar) 158, 161
ManavatTbai/ManTbaT (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 46,

278
ManavatlbaT (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's daughter) 29, 278
Manbhavatlbal (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's daughter) 51
Mandalo Rinmalot (Rinmalot Rathor) 13
Mandalot Rathor(s) 13
Mandan/Mando Jaitavat (Runeco Sankhlo Pamvar) 16, 191, 431
Mandan KJiimvsuravat (KhirTyo Caran) 345
Mandan Kfimpavat (Kumpavat Rathor) (no. 99) 298, 307, 311-321, 327, 331,

427-428
Mandan Rinmalot (Mandanot Rathor) 14
Mandan Runavat, Rano (Runeco Sankhlo Pamvar) 16
Mandan Siharot, Rano (Runeco Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Mandan Vlramdevot (Mertlyo Rathor) 345, 347, 365, 374
Mandanot Rathor(s) 14
Mandlik, Rav (Jadav/Jadam) 30, 51
Mandlik Jagmalot, Rava| (Mahevco Rathor) 332, 335
Mando Jaitslyot, Rano (Runeco Sankhlo Pamvar) 15-16
MangliyanI (Khimvo Sindhal's wife) 387
MangliyanI, Rani (Rathor Rav Sujo Jodhavat's wife) 22, 386
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Mangllyo Gahlot(s) 116-117
Manlram Ratanslyot (Udavat Rathor) 405
Mankumvar, JadvanjI (pihar name; Udavat Rathor Udo Sujavat's wife) 388
Mankumvar, Kachvahl (pihar name; Mertlyo Rathor Rav Viramde Dudavat's

wife) 344
Mano (Bhandarl) 38,278
Mano Gudo 35
Mano Harrajot (Dungarot Devro Cahuvan) 90, 98
Mano/Mansingh Jaitavat (Jhalo) 29, 276
Mano Nlmbavat (Jeso BhatI) 79
Mano Sujavat (Devro Cahuvan) 87, 97
Manohardas Gopaldasot (Gaur) 61
Manohardas Kalyandasot, Raval (BhatI) 59-60, 78
Manorathdejl, Barl Rani Slsodnl (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's wife)

50
Manorathdejl, Rani SolankanI (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's wife) 52
Manrangdejl, Rani Rajavat Kachvahl (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's

wife) 45,50
Mansimh Ridmalot (Sankhlo Pamvar) 389
Mansimh tJdavat (Udavat Rathor) 389
Mansingh (Cahuvan) 340
Mansingh Akhairajot (Sonagaro Cahuvan) (no. 10) 107, 109-112, 428
Mansingh Bhagvantdasot, Raja (Rajavat Kachvaho) 38-39, 102, 114, 131, 133,

139, 144, 153, 280, 283, 355, 405
Mansingh Dudavat, Rav (Devro Cahuvan) 25, 39, 86-87, 92, 97
Mansingh Gangavat (Jodho Rathor) 24, 33
Mansingh Jaitavat (Jaitavat Rathor) 207, 235, 246
Mansingh Pratapsinghot, Raval (Aharo Gahlot) 115
Mansingh Tejslyot (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 42-43, 149
Mansukhdejl, Rani Sonagarl (Rathor Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot's wife) 57
Marvar Bhatl(s) 21
Marvar Rathor(s) 4, 13-15, 21, 74, 150, 171, 185, 213-214, 224, 235, 302, 378,

' 382, 415
Masnad-i 'all 440
Mathur Kayasths 458
Meghambal, Rani Sodhljl (pihar name; Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's wife)

40
Megho (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 275, 293
Megho Bachrajot, Rano (Mohil Cahuvan) 432, 433
Megho Bhairavdasot (Sacoro Cahuvan) (no. 8) 104-106
Megho Narsinghdasot (Slndhal Rathor) (no. 132) 219, 337, 382-384, 386
Meghraj Hapavat, Raval (Mahevco Rathor) (no. 103) 332-335
Mehado Palanslyot, Rano (Runeco Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Mehajal Jagmalot (Devro Cahuvan) 97
Meho Tejslyot (Jeso BhatI) 40
Mehtapkumvar, Rani Sekhavatljl (pihar name; Udavat Rathor Khlmvo Udavat's

wife) 402
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Mero (Devro Cahuvan) 35
Mero Sujavat (Jhalo) 27-28
Mer(s) 202, 299-300, 303, 406
Mertlyo Rathor(s) 1-3, 6, 17, 80, 140, 147, 153-154, 164, 171-172, 175, 204-

205, 230-231,242-243, 249-252, 256-257, 260-261, 275, 304-305, 308,
336-377, 385, 388, 425, 443

MirGarula 338
MirKaian 93
Mir Khan 64
Mir Malik 104
MirTuzuk 64
Mirambal (Mertlyo Rathor RatansT Dudavat's daughter) 340
MMmbal (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's daughter) 34
Mirza 'Aziz Koka 124
Mirza Hakim 140
Mirza Hindal 146
Mirza Kaiqubad 142
Mirza Khan 124
Mirza Khan Khanan 'Abdu'r-Rahlm 355
Mirza Muhammad Hakim 124, 142
Mirza Sharafu'd-Dln Husayn 76-77, 105, 110, 116, 138-139, 159, 165, 168,

211, 221, 239,' 243-244, 249, 258, 296, 307, 309, 348, 351-353, 357,
365-366, 368, 380, 428

Mirza Sharifu-d-dln Husain 138-139
Mirza Yusuf Khan 141
Mlyam Hasan Khan Sur 147
Mohakamsingh Amarsinghot (Candravat Slsodlyo Gahlot) 289
Mohandas (Dahlyo) 180
Mohandas Baluvot (Bharmalot Rathor) 181, 183
Mohandas Madhodasot (Mertlyo Rathor) 374
Mohandas Udaisinghot (Jodho Rathor) 43, 282, 291
MohanI (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's pdtar) 54-55
Mohankumvar (Udavat Rathor RatansI Khlmvavat's daughter) 405
Mohil Cahuvan(s) 192, 200, 202, 259-260,' 431-435
Mokal Balavat (Kachvaho) 145, 149
Moka] Kharhathot (Uhar Rathor) 179
Mokal Lakhavat, Rano (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 18, 119, 126, 163, 184, 199, 217-218,

440
Mokal Udavat (Jaitmalot Rathor) 255
Moko Mandanot (Dhadhvarlyo Caran) 356
Mota Rajah (The Fat Rajah) 140
Moto Jogavat (Jaitmalot Rathor) (no. 79) 247, 252, 254
Motol Mandanot (Khirlyo Caran) 350
Mrigavatlbal (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's daughter) 53
Mrigkumvar, Cahuvan (pihar name; Mertlyo Rathor Dudo Jodhavat's wife) 340
Mughal(s) 24, 32, 37, 46, 64, 76-77, 84, 86, 90-93, 95-96, 99-102, 105, 110,

114-116, 118, 120, 122, 124, 127-133, 139, 141-142, 154-155, 159, 165-
168, 180-181, 195-196, 210-211, 221, 225-226, 239, 243-245, 258, 264,
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275-277, 281-282, 285, 296, 307-312, 314-315, 318, 322, 327, 329, 334,
341, 348, 351, 353-361, 363-368, 380, 385, 392, 404-406, 408, 428-429,
442, 456

Muhammad Daulat Khan (Daulatiyo) (Khanzada Khan) (no. 154) 32, 439,
442-443

Muhammad Khan I (Khanzada Khan) 194,440-441,445
Muhammad Khan II (Khanzada Khan) (no. 154) 32, 273, 441, 445
Muhammad Qasim Khan 404
Muhammad Shah III Tughluq 439
Muhanots (Mumhatos) 450-451
Mujahid Kambu 129
Mujahid Khan (Khanzada Khan) 72, 440-441, 445
Mukandas (Nahar Khan) Rajsinghot (Kumpavat Rathor) 330
Mukanddas Jaimalot (Mertlyo Rathor) 350, 375
MulakChand 64
Mulraj Jaitslyot, Raval (BhatI) 78
Mumhato(s) 449-457
Mumhato/Muto Osvals 450-451
Mufyo Rajslyot (Jangalvo Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Murad Bakhsh (Mughal Prince) 124, 141-142, 288
Muslim(s) 2, 4, 94-95, 122, 132, 145-146, 159, 167, 175, 185, 187-188, 192-

194, 205, 217, 221, 233, 235, 237, 242, 244, 252, 258, 261, 271, 273-
274, 294-295, 306, 313, 317, 332-333, 343, 394, 397, 410-411, 427,
436, 439-440, 443, 458

MuzaffarKhan 100

N

NabhavatlbaT, Rani Candravat Slsodanl (pihar name; Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh
Gajsinghot's wife) 62

Nachrangdejl, Barl Rani SolankanT (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's
wife) 41

Nagar Brahman 224
Nagaurl Khan(s) / Khanzada Khan(s) 260, 273, 346, 439
Naglha BaT (Dhiravat Kachvaho Ramdas Udavat's daughter) 129
NagnecIjT 189, 193
Nago (Mumhato) (no. 158) 195-196, 449, 451
Nago Bharmalot (Balavat Rathor) (no. 38) 83-85, 121, 171-177, 238, 251
Nagraj Akhairajot (Akhairajot Rathor) 167, 170
Nagraj Gangavat (Udavat Rathor) 404
Nahar Khan (Mukandas) Rajsinghot (Kumpavat Rathor) 330
Nal ("barber") 185,218
NainsI (Muhanot) 450
Nandkumvar, Sonagarl (pihar name; Udavat Rathor Udo Sujavat's wife) 388
Napo Dhiravat (Dhiravat Kachvaho) 137
Napo Jltmalot (Hado Cahuvan) 103
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Napo Manakravat, Rano (Jangalvo Sankhlo Pamvar) (no. 26) 16, 157-159,
161, 192, 431

Napo Rindhirot (Cundavat Rathor) 217, 223
Napo Sujavat (Jodho Rathor) 22
Narain Das, Rai (Idareco Rathor) 225
Narain Karamslyot (Karamsot Rathor) 295, 297
Naraindas (Solankl) 347, 365
Naraindas Candrajot (Jaitmalot Rathor) (no. 75) 247, 252, 255
Naraindas Jaimalot (Mertlyo Rathor) 349, 375
Narandas/Narayandas Bhandavat, Rav (Hado Cahuvan) 22-23, 103, 264
Narandas Patavat (BhatI) 78
Narangdejl (married name of Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's daughter,

KankavatlbaT) 28
Narangdeji/Navrangdejl, Rani Jhall (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 27-29
Narangdejl, Rani SankhlT (Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot's wife) 15-17, 191, 431
Narangdejl, Rani Vlrampurl (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's wife) 53
Naravat Rathor(s) 21, 236, 256-257
Narayandas (Mumhato) 277-278
Narayandas Piinjavat^ Rav (Idareco Rathor) (no. 60) 224-226
Narayandas Sangavat (Udavat Rathor) 404
Narbad Bhandavat (Hado Cahuvan) 103
Narbad Meghavat (Mohil Cahuvan) 433, 435
Narbad Satavat (Cundavat Rathor) (no. 56) 201, 213, 217-220, 223, 337, 383,

386
Narhardas Isardasot (Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 120) 336, 359-360, 362-363, 376
Narhardas Ratanslyot (tJdavat Rathor) 405-406
Narhardas Udaisinghot (Jodho Rathor) 41
Naro Bikavat, Rav (Blkavat Rathor) (no. 43) 191, 193, 198, 434
Naro Sujavat (Jodho Rathor) 21, 71-72, 202, 236, 256, 387, 450
Narsingh (Slndhal Rathor) 200-201
Narsingh Cothot (Slvar Brahman purohit) 270
Narsingh Tejslyot (Durigarot Devro Cahuvan) 88, 98
Narsingh Udaikaranot, Raja (Kachvaho) 145, 149
Narsinghdas Jaimalot (Mertlyo Rathor) 349, 375
Narsinghdas Kalyandasot (Jodho Rathor) 279-280, 293, 323
Narsinghdas Khindavat (Sihdhal Rathor) (no. 131) 218-219, 337, 382-383
NarukTjI, Rani Kachvahl (Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot's wife) 63
Nasiru'1-Mulk Plr Muhammad SarvanI 84
Nathavat Rathor(s) 14
Nathkumvar (BhatI Raval Harraj Maldevot's daughter) 22, 29
Natho, Vyas 447
Natho Jodhavat (Jodho Rathor) 18
Natho Rinmalot (Nathavat Rathor) 14
Natho Sujavat (Jodho Rathor) 22
Navab Hindal 145-146 '
Naval Kumvar, Rani Huhil (pihar name; Udavat Rathor Odo Sujavat's wife)

389
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Neto (Brahman purohit) 237
Neto (Pancoll)' 38
Neto Abhavat (Pancoll) (no. 162) 366, 458-459
NetsI Lunkaranot (Bikavat Rathor) 194, 198
NetsI Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 35
Nets! Sihavat (Akhairajot Rathor) (no. 36) 162, 168, 170
NetsI Udavat (Udavat Rathor) 389-390
NetsI Vlramot (Sacoro Cahuvan) 105-106
Nlba(Bhatl) 72
Nlbsl Khetslyot (Caran) 387
Nlrnbhayat Slndhals 108
Nlmbo Anandot (Jeso BhatI) 72, 79
Nlmbo Jodhavat (Jodho Rathor) 11, 14, 164, 290
Nlmbo Khetavat (Kavlyo Caran) 387, 402
Nirvan CahuvanjI (Kachvaho Mokal Balavat's wife) 145
Nlsal Vldavat, Raval (Mahevco Rathor) 335
Norafigdejl, Rani Jarecl (Rathor Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot's wife) 58
Norangdejl, Rani Kachvahl (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's wife) 54
Nur Mahal (Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan's wife) 281

O

Ordat (Kachvaho) 127
Osvaljdti 446,449-450
Osvals 450-451

Padamsi Kanhardevot (Rathor) 412, 414
Padkhan (Jadav) 54
Padma Devi, Hulnl (Akhairajot Rathor Mahiraj Akhairajot's wife) 299
Padmabal, Rani Devrl (pihar name; Rathor Rav Gango Vaghavat's wife) 24,

27,30*
Padmakumvar, Solankanl (pihar name; Mertlyo Rathor Jaimal Vlramdevot's

wife) 349
Padmavatlbal, Rani Slsodnl (pihar name; Rathor Rav Gango Vaghavat's wife)

24
Pahar Khan (Blharl) 447
Pahar Khan (Jadav) 54
Paharsimh Padamsimhot (Cahuvan) 389
PalansI Chohilot (Runeco Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Palo Udavat (Ratnum Caran) 340
Pamvar(s) 391-393*, 450, 452
Pamvars of Catsu 5, 42, 51, 53, 150-156, 234, 393
Pancain (Pamvar) 86
Pancain, Ravat (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 350
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Pancain Akhairajot (Akhairajot Rathor) 169, 203, 227-229, 246, 265-266, 298,
' 300, 331, 452

Pancain Dudavat (Mertlyo Rathor) 340, 367, 374, 376
Pancain Jaitsiyot (Kelhan BhatI) 264
Pancain Karamcandot, Ravat (Pamvar of Catsu) (no. 24) 150, 152-154, 156,

230, 250, 342-343, 425
Pancain Karamsiyot (Karamsot Rathor) (no. 92) 294-297
Panco Haravat (BhatI) 78
Pancoll(s) 458-460
Pancu Vlramdevot (ManglTyo Gahlot) 21
Paramesvar 88, 209, 309, 394
Parbat Anandot (Jeso Bhati) 77, 79
ParvatlbaT, Rani BhatiyanI (pihar name; Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's

wife) 53
ParvatlbaT, Rani Cundavat Slsodnl (pihar name; Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's

wife) 27
Parvlz (Mughal Prince) 51, 119, 142, 180-181, 281, 284, 326, 328, 373, 407,

447
Patal Udaikaranot (Kachvaho) 127-128, 136
Patar Udavat (Kachvaho) 136
Patavat Rathor(s) 13
Pathan(s) '85,' 172, 261, 327, 433
Pato (Cibo Devro Cahuvan) 88-89
Pato Dungarslyot (Udavat Rathor) 392
Pato Icot (Roharlyo Caran hdrhath) 339
Pato/Patal Gangavat, Rano (Sodho Pamvar) 33
Pato Jagavat, Ravat (Cundavat Slsodlyo Gahlot) 101, 344, 349
Pato Kanhavat (Akhairajot Rathor) (no. 35) 162, 168-169
Pato/Pratapsingh Kiimpavat (Kumpavat Rathor) (no. 96) 298, 307, 309, 331
Pato Rinmalot (Patavat Rathor) 13
Pato Samvatslyot (Dungarot Devro Cahuvan) 95
Pato Ugavat (BhatI) 78
Patsah of Mandu ' 153, 187, 338, 421
Patu Hamlrot (Ranavat), Rano (Mangllyo Gahlot) 22
Pemavatlbal (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 43
Pemkumvarbal, Rani BhatiyanI (pihar name; Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh

Gajsinghot's wife) 60
Pepkumvar, Gaur (pihar name; Jodho Rathor Mahesdas Dalpatot's wife) 289
Pertap, Raul (Aharo Gahlot) 114
PeshrauKhan 129
Pharasram (or Ram) Udaisinghot (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 42
Phatahsingh Ladkhanot (Naruko Kachvaho) 63
Phatehsingh, Rav (SolankI) 344
Phatehsingh Mahesdasot (Jodho Rathor) 287, 289, 292
Phato (Kocar Mumhato) 450
Phulam, Rani BhatiyanI (Rathor Rav Satal Jodhavat's wife) 20
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Phulambai, Rani Bhatiyani (pihar name; Rathor Rav Gango Vaghavat's wife)
" 24

Phulambai, Rani Borl (pihar name; Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's wife,
Ratanadejl) 52

Phulkumvar (Mertlyo Rathor Rav Viramde Dudavat's daughter) 344
Phulkumvar, Gaur (pihar name; Udavat Rathor Udo Sujavat's wife) 388
Pimaikumvar (Rathor Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot's daughter) 56
Pirag/Prag Sujavat (Jodho Rathor) 22
Pithal Gokuldasot (Solanki) 299
Pithamrav TejsTyot (Sacoro Cahuvan) 21,271-272
Pitho Anandot (Jeso BhatI) (no. 1) 68, 75-77, 79
Pithurav Karamsiyot (Karamsot Rathor) 295, 297
PohpambaT, Cahuvan (pihar name; Jodho Rathor Vagho Sujavat's wife) 263
PohpambaT, Rani Barl Jadam/Jadav (pihar name; Rathor Raja Surajsingh

Udaisihghot's wife, Suhagdeji) 51
PohpamvatTbaT (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's daughter) 28, 114
PohpamvatTbal, Rani VaghelT (pihar name; Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife)

'30
Pohpavatljl, Barl Rani Cundavat Slsodnl (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife)

27
Pohpavatljl, Rani Bhatiyani (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's wife) 42,

47
Potalo Kalavat (Jaghath Caran) 340
Prabhakumvar, Hulnl (pihar name; Campavat Rathor Jeso Bhairavdasot's wife)

209
Prabhavatlbal (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisihghot's daughter) 54-55
Prag/Pirag Sujavat (Jodho Rathor) 22, 390
Pranmatlbal (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 46
Pratapdejl, Rani Slsodnl (Rathor Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot's wife) 57, 60
Pratapkumvar (Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot's daughter) 61
PratapsI Lunkaranot (Blkavat Rathor) 194, 198
PratapsI Raymalot (Jodho Rathor) 277, 293
PratapsI Vaghavat (Jodho Rathor) 31, 263
Pratapsingh Jaisinghot, RavaJ (Aharo Gahlot) (no. 12) 113, 115, 392
Pratapsingh Surajsifighot (Jodho Rathor) 50
Pratapsingh/Pratap Udaisihghot, Rano (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 86, 88, 90-92, 95,

109-110, 114, 118, 120, 122,' 126, 139, 141, 225, 315, 318, 356-358
Pratapsingh Vlramdevot (Mertlyo Rathor) 345
Prayagdas Arjanot (Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 112) 336, 353, 376
Prayagdas Mandanot (Kumpavat Rathor) 321, 331
Prayagdasot Udavat Rathors 390
Premaldejl, Rani Bhatiyani (Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's wife) 39
PremaldejI/PremdejI, Rani Jhall (Rathor Rav Gango Vaghavat's wife) 26
Prithlraj (BhatI) 34
Prithiraj (Cahuvan) 224
Prithlraj Baluvot (Bharmalot Rathor) (no. 40) 178, 180-183
PrithMj Bhojrajot (Rinmalot Rathor) 379, 381
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Prithiraj Candrasenot, Raja (Kachvaho) 33, 43-44, 140, 144-145
Prithiraj Dujansalot (Bhati) 34
Prithlraj Goyanddasot (Jeso Bhati) 323, 328
Prithlraj Jaitavat (Jaitavat Rathor) (no. 63) 105, 175, 207-208, 221, 227, 234-

241, 246, 251-252, 295, 308, 347, 353, 384, 393-394, 396, 403-404, 459
Prithlraj Jasvantsinghot (Jodho Rathor) 61
Prithlraj KOmpavat (Kumpavat Rathor) (no. 97) 209, 298, 307-313, 315-316,

318,331,360,428
Prithlraj Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 31 -32
Prithiraj Netslyot, Rav (KMnvo Bhati) 34
Prithlraj Rathor 181
Prithiraj Raymalot (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 121, 126, 151
Prithlraj Raysinghot (Jadav/Jadam) 61
Prithiraj Sujavat (Devro Cahuvan) 87, 94
Prithiraj Sujavat (Jodho Rathor) 22
Prithiraj Udaisinghot (Gangavat), Rava| (Aharo Gahlot) 33, 113
Prithlraj Viramdevot (Mertlyo Rathor) 345
PMjo(Ravofldar) 406*
PunpaJ Lakhansenot, Raval (Bhati) 78
Punpal Udavat, Rano (Jangalvo Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Punraj, Rav (Baharmer Rathor) 29
Purambal (Mertlyo Rathor Narhardas Isardasot's sister) 359, 362
Puramjl, Rani BhatiyanI (Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot's wife) 15, 294, 432
Puran Mai (son of Kan Shaikhawat) 100
Piiranmal Prithfrajot (Jaitavat Rathor) (no. 64) 227, 239, 243, 244, 246
Puranmal Prithiraj ot (Raj a vat Kachvaho) 144
Puranmal Udaisinghot (Jodho Rathor) 45
Purbal (Rathor Raja Gajsingh Stirajsinghot's daughter) 56
Purbal, Rani Kachvahl (plhar name; Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's

wife) 42
Purbai/Purambal, Rani Sonagarl (pihar name; Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's

wife) 32
Purbanlbal, Rani Cahuvan (plhar name; Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's

wife) 46
Purbanljl, Rani Cahuvan (Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's wife) 40

Q

QasimKhan 141
Qullj Khan 133, 141

R

Raghavdas, Rav (Cahuvan) 344
Raghavdas Mahapavat, Ravat (Pamvar of Catsu) 156
Raghodas (Pancoli) 326
Raghodas Ratanslyot (Udavat Rathor) 405
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Rahu 206
RaiofSirohl 92
Rai Rai Singh (Raja Raysingh Kalyanmalot, Blkavat Rathor) 91-92
Rai Sal/RaTsal (Raysal "Darban" Sujavat; Sekhavat Kachvaho) 128, 132, 141
Rai Singh (Candrasenot; Jodho Rathor) 93
Rainayar (Mumhato) 449
Raj Singh (Rajsingh Askaranot, Rajavat Kachvaho) 139
Raja Cohothot Slvaut (Brahman purohit) 400
Raja of Suracand (Cahuvan) 398-399
Rajambal (Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalofs daughter) 15, 431-432
Rajavat Kachvahl, Rani (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's wife) 43
Rajavat Kachvaho(s) 5, 138-144
RajbaT, Rani Jadam/Jadav (pihar name; Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 30
Rajkumvar (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 45
Rajkumvar/Raykumvarbal (Rathor Rav Gango Vaghavat's daughter) 24
Rajkumvar, BhatiyanI {pihar name; Kumpavat Rathor Rajsingh KMmvavat's

' wife) 330
Rajkumvarbal (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's daughter) 28, 34
Rajo (Sundo Rajput) ' 398-399
Rajo Sujavat (Jhalo) 30
RajpaJ Vairslyot (Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Rajpan, Bhat (of Udehl) 127
RajputanI 228, 317-318
Rajput(s) 2-4, 25, 42, 64, 68, 71, 76, 80, 82-84, 87, 89-91, 93-95, 99-101, 104-

105, 108-110, 113-114, 116, 120-122, 124, 127, 130-133, 139, 141, 145-
146, 150, 152-153, 157-158, 164-168, 171-174, 182, 186-187, 194, 204-
210, 214, 216, 220, 224-225, 227, 229-239, 242-244, 248, 250-252, 260-
261, 265-268, 270, 272, 274, 278-280, 296, 303-304, 306-318, 321-322,
326, 337-338, 341, 343, 346-349, 356-357, 359-360, 362, 364-366, 368,
378-379, 382-384, 391, 393-400. 404, 406, 410-412, 415, 418, 423-428,
433, 435, 443, 446, 452, 456

RajsT Kumvarslyot, Rano (Jangalvo Sankhlo Parnvar) 161
Rajsingh (Hado Cahuvan) 288
Rajsingh Askaranot, Raja (Rajavat Kachvaho) 41, 138, 144
Rajsingh Dajpatot (Jodho Rathor) 284-285, 292
Rajsingh Gharsiyot (Cundavat Rathor) (no. 59) 213, 220-221, 223
Rajsingh KMmvavat (Kumpavat Rathor) (no. 101) 298, 320, 323, 326-331,

408, 447, 456
Rajsingh Surtanot, Rav (Devro Cahuvan) 94-97
Ram Bhadavat (Akhairajot Rathor) 167, 169
Ram Das (Dhlravat Kachvaho) 128-129, 131, 133
Ram Das, Raja (Dhlravat Kachvaho) 133
Ram Jaisinghdevot (Bharmalot Rathor) 179, 183
Ram Kamvravat (Cahuvan) 24
Ram Maidevot, Rav (Jodho Rathor) 27, 32, 110, 167, 209-210, 235-236, 276,

291, 309-310, 360
Ram Pancainot (Kelhan BhatI) 39
Ram Ratanslyot (Rathor) 93, 95
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Ram Ratanslyot (Udavat Rathor) 405-406
Ram Tilavat (Gujargaur Brahman) 339
Ram/Pharasram Udaisinghot (Slsodiyo Gahlot) 42
Rama 456
RambhavatlbaT (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 41
Rambhavatljl, Rani HadI (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 33-34
Ramcandrajl, Thakur Sri 124
Ramcandro Mahesdasot (Jodho Rathor) 287, 289, 292
Ramcandro Raymalot (Naruko Kachvaho) 46
Ramdas "Darbari" Udavat, Raja (Dhlravat Kachvaho) (no. 19) 5, 54, 95,

127-137, 357
Ramdas Jaimalot (Mertlyo Rathor) 139-140, 350, 358, 375
Ramdas Malhan (Cahuvan) 73-75
Ramdas Patarot (Kachvaho) 136
Ramkumvar, Ran! BhatiyanI (pihar name; Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife,

UmadejT) 27
Ramkumvar, Rani HadI (pihar name; Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot's

wife) 60
Ramkumvar, Rani Sonagari (pihar name; Rathor Rav Rinmal Cundavat's wife)

199
Ramkumvarbai (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 46
Ramkumvarbai, Rani BhatiyanI (pihar name; Rathor Raja Gajsingh

Surajsinghot's wife) 57
Ramo/Ramsingh Bhairavdasot (Campavat Rathor) (no. 50) 199, 210-212
Ramo Bhojavat (Kachvaho) 136
Ramo Dharamavat (Jaghath Caran) 350
Ramo Dharamslyot (Sandu Caran) 312, 316
Ramo Dungavat (Jagarvall Brahman) 345
Ramsingh Baluvot (Bharmalot Rathor) 181-183
Ramsingh Goyanddasot (Jeso BhatI) 323, 328
Ramsingh Tejslyot (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 42-43, 149
Ramsingh Udaisinghot (Jodho Rathor) 45
Ran Dhava] (Bundelo) 282
Ranagde, Rav (BhatI) 214
Ranagde Bhojrajot (Rinmalot Rathor) 379, 381
Ranagde Lakhamslyot, Rav (Pungal BhatI) 12
Ranavat Rathor(s) 165
Ranavat Slsodnl (Jodho Rathor Vagho Sujavat's wife) 228, 263, 271, 452
Rangade, Devrl Cahuvan (Jodho Rathor Vagho Sujavat's wife) 228, 263-265,

452
Rangadejl (or Gangadejl), Rani Pamvar (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's

wife) 53
Rangadejl (or Singardejl), Rani Kachvahl (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's

wife) 54, 134
Rangkumvar, Rani BhatiyanI (pihar name; BIkavat Rathor Blko Jodhavat's wife)

i94
Rangray (Hajl Khan's pdtar) 84
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RanlManga(s) 299
RanlbaT, Rani Devrl (pihar name; Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's wife)

48
Ranimang(s) 344
Rano of Cltor/Mevar 25, 47, 68, 73, 80-81, 101, 186, 189, 220-221, 225, 243,

265, 383
Rano Akhairajot (Akhairajot Rathor) (no. 28) 121, 162, 164-165, 169, 304,

426
Rano Jodhavat (Jeso BhatI) 333
Rano Madajetsot (Sankhlo Pamvar) 16
Rano Madasinghot (Sankhlo Pamvar) 16
Raso Nagrajot 277
Ratan Ramavat (Kachvaho) 136
Ratanadejl, Rani Aharl (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 33
Ratanadejl, Rani Borl (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's wife) 52
RatanavatI (Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot's daughter) 62
Ratanavatlbal (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's daughter) 28
Ratanavatlbal, Rani Kachvahl (pihar name; Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh

Maldevot's wife) 43
Ratanbal, Rani BhatiyanI (pihar name; Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 30
Ratankumvar (Jodho Rathor Vagho Sujavat's daughter) 147, 264
Ratankumvar, HadI Cahuvan (pihar name; Jodho Rathor Raymal Maldevot's

wife) 276
RatansI Campavat (Campavat Rathor) 202, 212
RatansI Dudavat (Mertlyo Rathor) 152, 204, 340-341, 355, 374, 424
RatansI Dudavat, Rav (Hado Chauvan) 103
RatansI Jaitslyot (Udavat Rathor) 406
RatansI Khimvavat (Udavat Rathor) (no. 141) 241, 386, 390, 392, 401-406,

409
RatansI Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 33
Ratansl/Ratansingh Sangavat, Rano (SIsodlyo Gahlot) 113, 120-121, 126, 151,

263-264
RatansI Sekhavat (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 32, 147, 149
Ratansingh Bhojavat, Rav (Hado Cahuvan) 284
Ratansingh Bhojrajot, Ravraja (Hado Cahuvan) 61
Ratansingh Mahesdasot, Rav (Jodho Rathor) 286-289, 292
Rathor (Kumpavat Rathor Mandan Kumpavat's daughter) 317
Rathor(s) 1-3, 5-6, 28,*31, i i , 47-48, 53, 61, 66, 68, 71, 84-85, 93-94, 102,

107-109, 146, 154, 158, 163-165, 167, 171, 178, 184-186, 188-189, 191,
193-194, 200-201, 203, 205, 209-210, 213, 215-216, 219, 224, 227-228,
230-234, 237, 240-241, 247, 256-257, 259, 261, 263-264, 268, 272, 274,
278, 281, 284, 287, 294-295, 298, 303-304, 306, 310-311, 314, 332,
336-337, 341, 343, 378-379, 382-383, 391, 397, 400-401, 407, 410-411,
415-416, 420-421, 427, 432-433, 436, 440-441, 443, 446, 456

Ratno Abhavat (Pancoll) (no. 163) 458-459
Ratno Dahavat (Mlsan Caran) 355
RavofSlrohl 240-241,395
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Ravajof Jaisalmer 237
RavajofVamsvalo 313,427
Ravat Hamavat (Devro Cahuvan) 89
Ravat Ramkaran (Cahuvan) 24
Ravat Sekhavat (Dungarot Devro Cahuvan) 87, 98
Ravdaira Bhandarls 447
Ray Ray Singh (of BTkaner) 361
Raykumvar (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 41
Raykumvar, Kachvahl (plhar name; Jodho Rathor Dalpat Udaisinghot's wife)

°283
RaykumvarbaT (Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's daughter) 39
RaykumvarbaT (or Rajkumvar) (Rathor Rav Gango Vaghavat's daughter) 24
RaykumvarbaT, Rani Cahuvan (plhar name; Rathor Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot's

wife) 56 *
RaykumvarbaT, RanT Cahuvan (plhar name; Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh

Gajsinghot's wife) 60
Raymal (Brahman purohit) 237
Raymal (Kachvaho) 276
Raymal Dudavat (MertTyo Rathor) 147, 152, 204, 340-341, 352, 374, 376
Raymal Dujansalot (Kelhan BhatT) 42-43, 47
Raymal Kumbhavat, Rano" (STsodTyo Gahlot) 18, 75, 126, 151, 194, 301, 344,

387
Raymal Khetavat (Vaid Mumhato) (no. 159) 229, 266-270, 302-303, 449,

452-456
Raymal Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 29, 209, 237, 276-278, 291, 293, 309, 323
Raymal Raypalot (Akhairajot Rathor) 167, 170
Raymal Sivavat, Rav (Candravat STsodTyo Gahlot) 123
Raymal Sekhavat (Sekhavat Kachvaho) (no. 22) 145-149, 194, 305, 343, 352,

436
Raypal JaitsTyot (BhatT) 307
Raypal Jodhavat (Jodho Rathor) 15, 256, 294, 297
Raypal Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 35
Raypal Nagrajot (Akhairajot Rathor) 167, 170
Raypalot Rathor(s) 15,256-257
Raysal "DarbarT" Stijavat (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 54, 128-129, 140, 147, 149,

264, 358
Raysal Dudavat (MertTyo Rathor) (no. 106) 153, 336, 340, 343, 346, 374
Raysal Gangavat (Sodho Pamvar) 34
Raysal Mahesdasot (Jodho Rathor) 287-288, 292
Raysal Ramavat (Hul Gahlot)" 238-239, 347
RaysT Mahipalot, Rano (Jangalvo Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Raysingh Akhairajot, Rav (Devro Cahuvan) 25, 97
Raysingh Candrasenot, Rav (Jodho Rathor) 38, 62, 93-95, 320-321, 354
Raysingh Kalyanmalot, Raja (BTkavat' Raihor) 46, 90-91, 109, 142, 179, 196,

198,361
Raysingh Mansinghot (Jhalo) 29
Raysingh Vaghavat, Ravat (STsodTyo Gahlot) 126
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Rebarl 443
Rero (dhdy-bhal of Jaitavat Rathor Jaito Pancainot) 229, 267, 453-454
Ridhlkumvar (Karnljl, CaranI) 216
Rindhir Cundavat, Ravat (Cundavat Rathor) 216-218, 223
Rindhir Khlmvavat (Sonagaro Cahuvan) 108, 112
Rindhir Kojhavat (Slhdhal Rathor) (no. 135) 382, 384
Rindhir Udavat (Devro Cahuvan) 97
Rindhlrsingh, Rano (SolankI) 349
Rinmal Cundavat (Rav of Mandor; Rinmalot Rathor) 11, 17-18, 71, 107-108,

158,'162-164, 169-171, *177, 183-186, 189-190, 198-201, 206, 212, 214-
219, 221, 223, 227-228, 237, 246, 267, 290-291, 293, 297-298, 302,
331, 337, 374, 378, 381-382, 384, 386, 409, 414-416, 420, 430, 438,
446

Rinmal Salkhavat (Devro Cahuvan) 97-98
Rinmals/Rinmalots/Rinmalot Rathor(s) 6, 13-14, 221, 237, 267, 302, 309, 378-

381,454
Rudo Tejslyot (Dungarot Devro Cahuvan) 98
Rughnath Jogldasot (Kelhan BhatT) 285
RukhmavatI (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's daughter by apatar) 35
RukhmavatTbal (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 47
Rukhmavatlbal (Rathor Rav Candrasen Malde vot's daughter) 38
RukhmavatlbaT, Rani STsodnl (pihar name; Rathor Raja Gajsingh Surajsinghot's

wife) 57
Runeco Sankhlo Pamvar(s) 15-16, 157, 161, 218, 383
Rupavat Rathor(s) 13, 379
Rupkumvar (Kachvaho Raja Bhavsirigh Mansinghot's daughter) 52
Rupkurnvarbal (Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot's daughter) 18
RupkumvarbaT, Rani SlsodnT (pihar name; Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh

Gajsinghot's wife) 62
Rupo Rinmalot (Rupavat Rathor) 13, 379, 381
RupslBhatI(s) 48,78
RupsI Lakhmanot (RupsT Bhati) 78
RupsI Vairagi Prithlrajot (Kachvaho) 44, 144
Rupsingh Bhojavat (Kachvaho) 136
Rupsingh Jodhavat (Jodho Rathor) 18
Rupsingh Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 35
RupvatlbaT (or RupmatTbal), Bar! Rani Kachvahl (pihar name; Rathor Raja

Gajsingh Surajsinghot's wife) 56, 142

S. Deora (Surtan Bhanot, Devro Cahuvan) 93
Sabalsingh Daykldasot, Rava} (Bhati) 289
Sabajsingh Mansinghot (Kachvaho) 39
Saba]sifigh Surajsinghot (Jodho Rathor) 51
Sablrabal, Rani Sonagarl (pihar name; Rathor Rav Gango Vaghavat's wife) 25
Sacoro Cahuvan(s) 5, 48, 104-106, 282, 287
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Sadharan (Tank) 439
Sado Rupavat (Rinmalot Rathor) 379, 381
Sadul Aclavat (Slhdhal Rathor) 383
Sadul Gangavat (Jodho Rathor) 25
Sadul Jaimalot (Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 108) 336, 348, 350-351, 375
Saduf Maldevot, Raji (Pamvar of Catsu) 42, 53, 153-154, 156
Saduj Raymalot (Akhairajot Rathor) 167, 179
Sadul Samvatslyot (Sacoro Cahuvan) 285
Sagar Udaisinghot, Rano (STsodlyo Gahlot) 95, 279-280, 323
Sagto Dungarslyot (Udavat Rathor) 392
Sagto Rinmalot (Rinmalot Rathor) 12
Sagto Sangavat (Jaitmalot Rathor) (no. 78) 247, 252, 255
SahParbat 153
Sahaiso Ramavat (Campavat Rathor) (no. 52) 199, 210-212
Sahaiso Tejsiyot (Varsinghot MertTyo Rathor) (no. 151) 205, 231, 251, 304,

343,420,425-426,430
Sahasmal Askaranot, Raval (Aharo Gahlot) 46, 51, 115
Sahasmal Maldevot (BhatI) 53, 78
Sahasmal Raymalot (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 149
Sahasmal Sekhavat (Jodho Rathor) 274, 290
Sahasmal Sobhavat, Rav (Devro Cahuvan) 97-98
Sahibdejl, Rani JarecT (Rathor Raja Surajsifigh Udaisinghot's wife) 52
Sahibkumvar, Tumvar {plhar name; Jodho Rathor Dalpat Udaisinghot's wife)

284
Sahlot Rajput 83
SahodrambaT, Rani BhatiyanI (plhar name; Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's

wife) 39
Sahodramjl, Rani Kachvahl (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 33
Sahodramjl (or Soharadejl), Rani Sankhll (Rathor Rav Sujo Jodhavat's wife) 22
Saiyyid Hasam 319
Saiyad Hashim 91
Saiyyid Hashim Barha 90-91
Saiyyid Hashim Bokharl 93
Saiyyid Kasam 319
Saiyyid Khan 140
Saiyyid Khan Jahan Barha 65
Saiyyid 278
Sajan Candravat (Candravat Slsodlyo Gahlot) 123
Sajnambal (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's daughter) 22, 28-29
Sajnambal, Rani BhatiyanI (pihar name; Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh

Maldevot's wife) 45
Sakatsingh (Sonagaro Cahuvan) 288
Sakatsingh Udaisinghot (Jodho Rathor) 44-45, 279, 282, 291
Sakatsingh Udaisinghot (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 50
Saktl (The Divine Mother) 216
Salabat Khan Raushan Damlr 64-66
Salah Khan (Khanzada Khan) 15, 294, 441, 445
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Salhaidi Bharmalot (Rajavat Kachvaho) 128
Salho Khan (Khanzada Khan) 15, 294, 441
Salim (Mughal Prince) 46, 131, 278, 318, 360-361
Salkho Tldavat, Rav (Rathor) 3, 11, 169-170, 177, 183, 190, 198, 212, 223,

24*6-247, 254-255, 290, 297, 331, 335, 374, 381, 409-411, 414, 430, 438
Sambhusingh (Dhiravat Kachvaho Ramdas Udavat's sister's son) 130
Samarathsimh Salamsimhot (Hul Gahlot) 389
Samdan (Asiyo Caran) 399
Samdariya Mumhatos 450-451
Samro (Bhandarl) 446
Samro Narsinghot (Dungarot Devro Cahuvan) 87-89, 94, 98
Samsarcand Vidavat (Vidavat Rathor) 438
Samvaldas Ramot (Akhairajot Rathor) 167, 169
Samvajdas Udaisinghot (Varsinghot Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 152) 313-314, 420,

'427-430
SamvatsI Jodhavat (Jodho Rathor) 17, 23
SamvatsI Mahkaranot (Sacoro Cahuvan) 282, 285
SamvatsI Raymalot (SolankI) 41
Samvllyo Sor (Koli) 224
Sandavat Rathor(s) 14
Sandho Mokajot (Jaitmalot Rathor) (no. 71) 247, 249-250, 255
Sando Punpalot (Jangalvo Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Sando Rinmalot (Sandavat Rathor) 14
Sango (SolankI) 92 '
Sango (Vaghelo SoJankI) 58
Sango, Ravat (Pamvar of Catsu) 156
Sango, Ravat (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 344
Sango Bhojavat (Jaitmalot Rathor) (no. 77) 247, 252, 255
Sango Maldevot (Pamvar of Catsu) 51, 53, 154, 156
Sango Raymalot, Rano (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 24, 82, 120, 126, 146, 151-153, 204,

263-264, 269, 301, 340-341, 352, 391, 401, 424
Sango Sujavat (Jodho Rathor) 22
Sango Samsarcandot (Vidavat Rathor) 195, 437-438
Sankar Hmgolavat (Ratnum Caran) 355
Sankar Sfiravat (Jeso BhatI) (no. 2) 68, 76, 79, 258
Sankhll Pamvar (Varsinghot Mertlyo Rathor Varsingh Jodhavat's wife) 339,

423*
Sankhlo Pamvar(s) 5, 15-16, 22, 157-161, 192, 215-216, 232, 337, 383, 420,

431
Sankhlo Vagh Baharot (Pamvar) 157, 161
Santokhdejl, Rani BhatiyanI (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's wife) 45
Sarang Khan Pathan i595* 192-193° 202* 433-436
Sarangde, Rani MangliyanI (Mangllyo Gahlot Pancu Vlramdevot's daughter)

21
Sarangde Vlramdevot (Mertlyo Rathor) 344-345, 347, 365, 374
Sarangdejl, Rani BhatiyanI (Rathor Rav Sujo Jodhavat's wife) 21, 69, 262, 272,

450
Saraskumvar, Candravat Slsodnl Gahlot (pihar name; Jodho Rathor Mahesdas
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Dalpatot's wife) 288-289
Sarkhel Khan (Khanzada Khan) (no. 155) 268, 417, 439, 442-443
Sarupdejl, Rani Jhall (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 29-30, 37, 41, 81-82,

172
Sarvan(Gaur) 399
Sarvandejl, Rani MangliyanI (Rathor Rav Sujo Jodhavat's wife) 22
Satal Jodhavat (Rav of Jodhpur; Jodho Rathor) 10-11, 15, 20, 187-190, 193,

202, 213, 260, 262, 290, 338, 341, 414, 421
Sato Cundavat, Rav (Cundavat Rathor) (no* 54) 107, 162, 213-218, 223
Sato Lolavat (Sonagaro Cahuvan) 112
Satrasal, Jam (Jareco) 52
SatyabhamabaT (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 29, 45
Sayar Kumvar (Udavat Rathor Khlmvo Udavat's daughter) 402
Sayar Rinmalot (Rinmalot Rathor) 12
Sekhavat Kachvaho(s) 5, 145-149, 305, 358, 436
Sekhavat Rathor(s) 274
Sekho, Rav (BhatI) 192, 194
Sekho Mokalot (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 145, 149
Sekho Rudavat (Dungarot Devro Cahuvan) 98
Sekho Sankarot (Khetslyot Rathor) 38
Sekho Sujavat (Jodho Rathor) (no. 86) 21, 179, 189, 204, 256, 263-264, 268-

269, 271-274, 290^ 295, 342, 391, 393, 397-401, 416-417, 442-443, 455
Sekho Vlramdevot (Mertlyo Rathor) 345
Shah Beg Khan Khan-dauran 132
Shah Jahan (Mughal Emperor) 45-46, 58, 61, 64-65, 118, 154, 180-182, 281,

284-289, 326, 329-330, 369, 407
Shah of Iran 287
Shah Qull Khan 131,139
Shah Qull Mahram-I Baharlu 276, 361
ShahbazKhan 129-130
Shaikh Abu'1-Fazl 102, 225, 361
Shaikh Baha'ud-Dln Majdhub BadayunI 100
Sham Sheru'1-Mulk 154
Shams Khan I DandanI (Khanzada Khan) 217, 439-440, 445
Shams Khan II (Khanzada Khan) 72, 440, 445
Shams Khan Kyam Khan 19
Sheikh (Sekho Mokalot, Sekhavat Kachvaho) 145
Sheikh Ablimlra 146, 194, 295
Sheikh Burhan Chishtl 145
Sher Khan 225
SherKhwaja 356,359
Sher Shah Sur (Afghan) 2, 4, 31-32, 76, 84, 109, 113, 119, 122, 124, 146-147,

165-166, 172, 175, 196, 206-207, 209, 220-221, 233-235, 242, 258, 271,
296, 306, 332-333, 343-344, 347, 379, 394-396, 400, 402, 404, 412,
418, 451

Shlhab-al-dm Muhammad Ghorl 224
SMhabu'd-dln Ahmad Khan 226
Shimal Khan Chela 244, 361
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Sidho Mokalot (Jaitmalot Rathor) (no. 72) 247, 249, 251, 255
SigardejT, Rani Cavrl (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's wife) 47
Sihar Cacagot, Rano (Runeco Sankhlo Pamvar) 161, 218
Siho, son of Setram, Rathada (Rathor) 382, 415
Siho Akhairajot (Akhairajot Rathor) 170
Siho Bhandavat (Slndha} Rathor) 315-317
Siho Candravat (Khirlyo Caran) 350, 423
Siho Setramot, Rav (Rathor) 16, 214, 224, 382, 415
Siho Varsinghot, Rav (Varsinghot Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 147) 250, 338-339,

342, 350, 371, 420, 422-424, 430
Sikandar Khan (Bihar! Pathan) 172
SikandarLodI 145,441 '
Sikhro Mahkaranot (Sacoro Cahuvan) 56
Sindhal (Sindhal Rathor Siho Bhandavat's daughter) 317
Sihdhai Jopsahot (Sindhal Rathor) 382-383, 415
Sindhal Rathor(s) 153, 162,' 200-201, 203, 218-219, 227, 230, 250, 282, 304,

* 311, 315-316, 318, 337, 342, 378, 382-387, 395, 415, 425, 443
Sindhi 397
Sindho Rinmalot (Rinmalot Rathor) 14
Singardejl (or Rangadeji), Rani Kachvahl (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's

wife) 54, 134
Singhan Khetsiyot (Rinmalot Rathor) (no. 129) 378-379, 381
Slnghan Vaghavat (Jodho Rathor) 263
Sire Kumvar, Rani Ranavat (Udavat Rathor Udo Sujavat's wife) 389
Sirekumvar, Sekhavat Kachvahl (pihar name; Kumpavat Rathor Rajsingh

Khlmvavat's wife) 330
Siriya Khan" 338
Slsodlyo Gahlot(s) 2-3, 5, 71, 80-81, 86, 88, 90, 92, 113, 118-126, 151-152,

158, 163, 172, 180, 184-187, 199-201, 206, 208, 214, 219, 227, 235,
264, 337, 397, 420, 446, 449

Slsodnl (Jodho Rathor Rav Vlramde Vaghavafs wife) 268, 273, 453-455
Slsodnl (Jodho Rathor Vagho Sujavat's wife) 452
Slsodnl (Mertlyo Rathor Gopaldas Surtanot's wife) 356-357
Slsodnl, Rani (Devro Cahuvan Rav Surtan Bhanot's wife) 96
Slsodnl, Rani (Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot's wife) 18
Sitabal, Baharmerl Rathor (pihar name; BhatI Raval Lunkaran Jaitslyot's

mother) 27
Sitabal, Rani Rajavat Kachvahl (pihar name; Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh

Maldevot's wife) 43
Siva 299
Slvo Chajuot, Rav (Candravat Slsodlyo Gahlot) 123
Sivraj Jodhavat (Jodho Rathor) 17, 248, 257-258, 290
Sivrajot Jodho Rathors 257
Sobhagdejl, Rani BhatiyanI (Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's wife) 38
Sobhagdejl, Rani Kachvahl (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's wife) 51, 56,

447
Sobhat Salkhavat (Rathor) 411,414
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Sobho (sikdar) 50,58
Sobho Harbhamot (Janga]vo Sankhlo Pamvar) 50, 58
Sobho Rinmalot (Devro Cahuvan) 97-98
Soda(BhivanlPancoli) 459
Sodhal Hamspalot (Runeco Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Sodho Baharot (Pamvar) 157
Sodho Pamvar(s) 40, 157
Soharadejl (or Sahodramdejl), Rani Sankhll (Rathor Rav Sujo Jodhavat's wife)

22
Solankl(s) 41, 104, 179, 347, 359, 365
SoJankanT (Barl) (MertTyo Rathor Rav Jaimal Viramdevot's wife) 349, 353,

365
SolankanI (Lohrl) (Mertryo Rathor Rav Jaimal Viramdevot's wife) 349, 359,

368
SolankanI (Mertlyo Rathor Rav Vlramde Dudavat's wife) 344
SolankanI, Rani (Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot's wife) 17
Sonag Slhavat (Rathor) 224
Sonagarl, Rani (Rathor Rav Rinmal Cundavat's wife) 107
Sonagaro Cahuvan(s) * 5, 32, 47, 107-1 i i , 162, 217, 301, 337
Sonam, Rani MohilanI (pihar name; Rathor Rav Cundo's wife) 215
Sonbal (Rathor Rav Gango Vaghavat's daughter) 24
SringardevI (Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot's daughter) 18
Sudra 458
Suhagdejl, Rani Barl Jadam/Jadav (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's wife)

51
Suhagdejl, Rani Cahuvan (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisifigh Maldevot's wife) 46
Suhagdejl, Rani NarukI Kachvahl (Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's wife) 37
Suja'atKhan 113-114
Sujavat Rathor(s) 256-257
Sujandejl, Rani BhatiyanI (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's wife) 50, 52
Sujandejl, Rani Lohrl Jadam/Jadav (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's wife)

54
Sujkumvarbal (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's daughter) 35
Sfijo Jodhavat (Rav of Jodhpur; Jodho Rathor) 3, 10-11, 15, 21-23, 33, 68-75,

147, 164, 184, 187-190, 193, 202-203, 228, 236, 256, 262-265, 269,
271-272, 290-293, 302, 338-339, 341, 383-384, 386-387, 390, 401, 409,
414, 416-417, 421, 423, 450, 452

Sujo Puranmalot (Rajavat Kachvaho) 138, 144
Sujo Rajavat (Jhalo) 30
Sujo Ramavat (Sacoro Cahuvan) 282
Sujo Raymalot (Akhairajot Rathor) 167, 170
Sujo Raymalot (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 147, 149, 264, 352
Sujo Rindhlrot (Devro Cahuvan) 87, 97
Sujo Samvatot (Ballso Cahuvan) (no. 4) 80-85, 122, 172-174, 176, 242, 396
Sukhkumvar (Slsodlyo Gahlot Rano Amarsingh Pratapsinghot's daughter) 95
Sukno (Bhandsall Mumhato) 449
Sultan of Delhi 411,450
Sultan Ahmad Shah 440
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Sultan Bahadur Shah 121, 152-154, 205, 274
Sultan Bahlul LodI (Afghan) 73, 433
Sultan Khusrau (Mughal Prince) 131, 142
Sultan Mahmud 440
Sultan Mahmud III 28, 395-396
Sultan Mahmud Khaljl 440
Sultan Muhammad b. Tughluq 439
Sultan Muzaffar 226
Sultan Muzaffar II 341
Sultan Muzaffar Khan III 334-335
Sultan Muzaffar Shah 439, 445
Sultan Qutb-al-din Ahmad Shah 440-441
Sultana Cand Blbl 361
SundarbaT (Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot's daughter) 18, 107
Sundardas Madhodasot (Mertlyo Rathor) 368-369, 377
Sundo Rajput 398
Supiyarde (Sankhll Pamvar; Sihdha} Rathor Narsinghdas Khlhdavat's wife)

218-219, 383
Stir (Malhan Cahuvan) 74-75
Suraj Singh, Raja (Jodho Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot) 324-325
SurajdejT, Rani Kachvahl (Rathor Raja Gajsingh Suraj singhot's wife) 58
Surajdejl, Rani Slsodnl (Rathor Rav Candrasen Maldevot's wife) 38
Surajkximvar, HadI Cahuvan (pihar name; Jodho Rathor Mahesdas Dalpatot's

wife) 288
Surajmal Khlmvavat, Ravat (SIsodlyo Gahlot) 126
Surajmal Lunkaranot (BhatI) 45, 78
Surajmal Mahesdasot (Jodho Rathor) 289, 292
Surajmal Narandasot, Rav (Hado Cahuvan) 22-23, 33-34, 103, 120-121, 264
Surajmal Prithlrajot (Rathor) 310-311
Surajsingh Udaisinghot (Raja of Jodhpur; Jodho Rathor) 10-11, 44-45, 50-55,

58, 76, 94, 96, 115, 130, 134, 154, 167, 179-180, 280, 282-284, 291,
321-322, 324-325, 327-328, 357, 363, 369-370, 372-373, 406-407, 446-
447

Suratsimh Khlmvavat (Udavat Rathor) 402
Surjan Urjanot, Rav (Hado Cahuvan) (no. 6) 40, 99-103, 208, 276
Surjan Varjangot (Bhimvot Rathor) 189-190
Sunnalhan (Cahuvan) 74-75
Suro Bhairavdasot (Jeso BhatI) 76, 79
Suro Narsirighot (Dungarot Devro Cahuvan) 87-88, 95, 98
Sursingh Bhagvantdasot (Kachvaho) 43
Sursingh Surtanot (Devro Cahuvan) 94-97
Surtan Bhanot, Rav (Devro Cahuvan) (no. 5) 62, 86-98
Surtan Harrajot (BhatI) 356
Surtan Harrajot (SojankI) 264
Surtan Jaimalot (Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 113) 238, 336, 349, 353-356, 358-362,

'372,375,385 '
Surtan Jaitslyot (Udavat Rathor) 403
Surtan Manavat (Jeso BhatI) 75, 79, 279-280, 323
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Surtan Surajmalot, Rav (Hado Cahuvan) 28, 34, 99, 103
Surtandejl, Rani Aharl (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's wife) 51
SurtanjI (Cahuvan) 46
Surto (Bhandsall Mumhato) 449
Syamdas Jaimalot (Mertlyo Rathor) 350, 375
Syamdas Sujavat (Devro Cahuvan) 87, 97
Syamkumvar (Mertryo Rathor Rav Vlramde Dudavat's daughter) 344
Syamsingh (Rajput) 131

Taj Bibi (Emperor Jahangir's wife) 46
Taj Khan Jalorl 90-91
Tank Rajput(s) 231,439
TankanI (Mertlyo Rathor Rav Vlramde Dudavat's wife) 344, 346
Tarade, Gahlot (Rathor Rav Cundo's wife) 216
Taramatljl, Rani Cahuvan (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's wife) 48
TarsonKhan 90
Tejo Karamslyot (Aslyo Caran) 283
Tejo/Tejmal Bfkavat, Ravat (STsodlyo Gahlot) (no. 16) 118-120, 126
Tejrav Cacagdevot (BhatI) 78
Tejsl Alanot (Dungarot Devro Cahuvan) 98
Tejsf Bhojavat (Jangalvo sknkhlo Pamvar) (no. 27) 157, 159, 161
TejsT Diingarsiyot (Udavat Rathor) (no. 138) 84-85, 150-151, 154-155, 234,

239, 274, 386, 391-398,'403, 409
Tejsl Jaitmalot (Bharmalot Rathor) 183
Tej si Kumpavat (Kumpavat Rathor) 315, 331
Tejsl Raymalot (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 149
TejsT Rinmalot (Tejslyot Rathor) 14
Tejsl Urjanot (Akhairajot Rathor) (no. 34) 162, 168-169
Tejsl Varjangot, Rav (Sacoro Cahuvan) 272
TejsT Varsinghot (Varsinghot MertTyo Rathor) 425-426, 430
Tejslyot Rathor(s) 14
Tejsingh Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 35
ThakursI Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 35
Thorl(s) 275
TTdo, Rav (Rathor) 410,414
Tlhano Karanot, Ravat (Jaitmalot Rathor) 254
Tiloksl Kumpavat (Kumpavat Rathor) 309, 331
TiloksT Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 35
Tiloksl Parbatot (Jeso BhatI) (no. 3) 68, 77, 79
Tiloksl Rupslyot (Kachvaho) 44
Tiloksl Sujavat (Jodho Rathor) 22
Tiloksl Varjangot (Udavat Baithvaslyo Rathor) (no. 143) 258, 410, 412, 414
Tilokslbal (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's daughter) 46
Timuride 102
Tlpu/Tlvu GudI (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's pdtar) 35
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Tirmanray Raysalot (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 54, 149
Todarmal, Raja 129
Togo Suravat (Dungarot Devro Cahuvan) 95, 98
TribhuvansI (TribhavansI) Klnhardevot," Rav (Rathor) 410-412, 414
Tughluqs 439
Turk(s) 94, 278, 356, 433

U

Uchrangdejl, Rani SodhI (Rathor Raja Surajsingh Udaisinghot's wife) 52
Udai Singh (Jaimalot; Kachvaho) 140
Udaikaran Junslyot, Raja (Kachvaho) 127-128, 136-137
Udaikaran Karamsiyot (Karamsot Rathor) (no. 90) 294-295, 297
Udaikaran Vldavat (Vldavat Rathor) 147, 198, 436, 438
Udaikumvar, Cahuvan (plhar name; Jodho Rathor Vagho Sujavat's wife) 24
UdaikumvarbaT (Rathor Raja Jasvantsingh Gajsinghot's daughter) 63
UdaikumvarbaT, Rani BhatiyanI (plhar name; Rathor Raja Gajsingh

Surajsinghot's wife) 59
UdaisI (Devro Cahuvan) 317
Udaisingh Jaimalot (Kachvaho) 140, 144
Udaisingh Jaitavat (Jaitavat Rathor) (no. 62) 227, 233, 246, 235, 307
Udaisingh Jesavat (Varsinghot Mertlyo Rathor) 430
Udaisingh Maldevot (Moto Raja of Jodhpur; Jodho Rathor) 10-11, 28-31, 34,

38-39, 41-50, 53, 56, 76, 94-96, 110, 140, 154, 179, 209, 226, 271, 276,
278-279, 281-282, 291-292, 309, 312-313, 318-323, 333-334, 355, 406,
449-450

Udaisingh Ratanslyot (Udavat Rathor) 405-406
Udaisingh Raysinghot, Rav (Devro Cahuvan) 25, 97
Udaisingh Sangavat, Rano (Slsodlyo Gahlot) (no. 17) 24, 35, 38-39, 42, 50,

81-82, 84-85, 92, 99-101, 104, 108-110, 113, 115, 118-122, 124, 126,
151, 153, 165-166, 168, 172-173, 176, 196, 205-209, 221, 225, 235,
237, 239, 242, 264, 305, 308, 313-314, 316-317, 333, 347-348, 354,
359, 362, 365-366, 384, 396, 400-401, 404, 427

Udanbal, Cahuvan (pihar name; Jodho Rathor Vagho Sujavat's wife) 24, 228,
263,265,452

Udavat (Baithvaslyo) Rathor(s) 6, 410-414
Udavat Rathor(s) 6, 22,'150, 203, 234, 256, 274, 282, 341, 384, 386-409, 410
Udavat Rathors (of Blkaner) 14
Uday Singh, Rana (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 125
Udhal, Vagheli (Cavro Raval Aso's wife) 31
Udo Bhairavdasot (Sacoro Cahuvan) 106
Udo Candot (Dhlravat Kachvaho) ' 127-128, 137
Udo Kanhardevot (Jaitmalot Rathor) (no. 67) 247, 249, 255, 337, 420
Udo Lakhavat (Devro Cahuvan) 97
Udo Munjavat (Jangalvo Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Udo Ramavat (Kachvaho) 136
Udo Rinmalot (Udavat Rathor of Blkaner) 14
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Udo Sujavat (Udavat Rathor) 22, 203, 256, 340-341, 384, 386-390, 397, 409
Udo Tribhuvanslyot (Udavat Baithvaslyo Rathor) 410, 412, 414
Ugo VairsIyot'(Bhatl) 78
Ugo Varsinghot (Mahevco Rathor) 332-333, 335
Ugrasen Candrasenot (Jodho Rathor) 37-38
Uhar Jopsahot (Uhar Rathor) 382, 415
Uhar Rathor(s) 178-179, 378, 383, 415-419
Umadejl, Rani BhatiyanI (Rathor Rav Malde Gangavat's wife) 27, 32
Urdat (Kachvaho) "l27
Urjan Bhlmrajot (Vaghelo SolankI) 17
Urjan Narbadot (Hado Cahuvan) 99, 103, 120
Urjan Pancainot (Akhairajot Rathor) 169
Uttamdejl, Rani Kachvahl (Rathor Moto Raja Udaisingh Maldevot's wife) 43
Uttamdejl, Rani Slsodnl (Rathor Rav Gango Vaghavat's wife) 24
Uzbeks 369 '

Vadgujar (Varsinghot Mertiyo Rathor Samvaldas Udaisinghot's wife) 314, 428
Vagh JagmaSot (Mertiyo Rathor) (no. 125) 336, 366-367, 376
Vagh Prithlrajot, Rav (Jaitavat Rathor) 319
Vagh Surajmalot, Ravat (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 126
Vaghell (Mertiyo Rathor Rav Jaimal Vlramdevot's wife) 350
Vaghell (Jodho Rathor Dalpat Udaisinghot's wife) 283
Vaghelo(s) 35,357 '
Vagho Amarsinghot (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 142
Vagho Kandhalot (Kandhalot Rathor) 433, 435, 438
Vagho Pithamravat (Sacoro Cahuvan) 47
Vagho Sujavat (Jodho Rathor) (no. 83) 11, 21, 31, 71, 120, 147, 228, 256,

262-265, 269, 271-272, 290-293, 358, 414
Vagho VTjavat, Rav (Boro Cahuvan) 52
Vagarlyo Cahuvan(s) 400-402
VaidMumhatos 450-452,455
Vaijnath Mahadev, Sri 299-300
Vairavat Rathor(s) 13
Vairo Rinmalot (Rinmalot Rathor) 13
Vairo Varsinghot (Hado Cahuvan) 103
Vairsal Bhlmvot (Bhlmvot Rathor) 184, 187-188, 190
Vairsal Dungarslyot (Udavat Rathor) 392
Vairsal Cacavat, Rav (Kelhan Bhati) 15, 294
Vairsal Gangavat (Jodho Rathor) 24
Vairsal Meghavat, Rano (Mohil Cahuvan) 433, 435
Vairsal Prithlrajot (Kumpavat Rathor) 95-96
Vairsal Sankarot (Jeso Bhati) 76
VairslLakhmanot, Raval (Bhati) 78
VairsI Lunkaranot (Blkavat Rathor) 147, 194, 198
Vairsi Ranavat (Akhairajot Rathor) (no. 31) 162, 164-165, 169
VairsI Vaghavat (Sankhlo Pamvar) 157, 161
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Vais Dhundhanji (Cahuvan) 46
Vaisya 458
ValTsa Cahuvans 80
Vanlyo(s) 394,428
Vanvir, Rano (of Vlrampur) 53
Vanvir Bhojavat (Hul Gahlot) 17, 178, 259
Vanvir Jesavat (Jeso BhatI) 73, 79
Vanvir Jodhavat (Vanvlrot Rathor) 15
Vanvir PrithTrajot (STsodlyo Gahlot) 81, 108-109, 121, 126, 165-166, 205-206,

305
Vanvir Rinmalot (VanvTrot Rathor) 14
Vanvir Singhavat (Sacoro Cahuvan) 47
Vanvir Udavat (Udavat Rathor) 389-390
Vanvlrot Rathor(s) 14-15
Vardesjl (Bhatlj 330
Varjang Bhairavdasot (Jeso BhatI) 306
Varjang Bhimvot (Bhimvot Rathor) (no. 41) 184-190, 193
Varjang Patavat, Rav (Sacoro Cahuvan) 104, 106
Varjang Udavat (Udavat Baithvaslyo Rathor) 412, 414
Varsingh (STsodlyo Gahlot) 340
Varsingh Dvarkadasot, Raja (Sekhavat Kachvaho) 61, 149
Varsingh Hamavat (Hado Cahuvan) 103
Varsingh Jodhavat, Rav (Varsinghot MertTyo Rathor) (no. 146) 17, 108, 187-

188, 193, 202, 249, 336-338, 341, 360, 371L, 374, 386, 420-427, 430
Varsingh NTsalot, Rava} (Mahevco Rathor) 335
Varsingh (VairsT) Naranot, Rano (Sodho Pamvar) 34
Varsingh PTthavat (Rajguru Brahman) 400
Varsinghot MertTyo Rathor(s) 6, 17, 260-261, 336-337, 374, 420-430
Velo (Mumhato) (no. 160) 328, 449, 456-457
VenTdas Goyanddasot (Jeso BhatT) 328
Veno Sahaisavat (Varsinghot MertTyo Rathor) 426, 430
VTdavat Rathor(s) 6, 17, 159, 191, 194-195, 198, 202, 256, 260, 431-438
Vldo (Rathor)' 317
VTdo (STndhal) 395
VTdo, Ravat (Mahevco Rathor) 187
Vldo Bharmalot (Balavat Rathor) (no. 37) 85, 171-172, 175-177
VTdo Bhojrajot, Raval (Mahevco Rathor) 335
VTdo Jodhavat, Rav (VTdavat Rathor) 16-17, 159, 191-192, 198, 202, 256, 260,

431, 434-436, 438
VTdo Surjanot (Bhimvot Rathor) 189-190
ViharTyos 89
VTjal Jaitmalot (Jaitmalot Rathor) 255
Vijaysingh Surajsinghot (Jodho Rathor) 52
Vijairaj (DahTyo) 104
VijaisT Alanot (Cahuvan) 104
VTjo Bhimvot (Bhimvot Rathor) 184, 187, 190
VTjo Harrkjot (Dungarot Devro Cahuvan) 37, 86-96, 98, 130
Vljo Tlhanot, Ravat (Jaitmalot Rathor) 248, 254, 257
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Vljo Udavat (Udavat Baithvasiyo Rathor) 412, 414
Viko Kisnavat (Tank) 34
Vikramadit Maldevot (Jodho Rathor) 34
Vikramaditya Sangavat, Rano (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 24, 108, 120-121, 126, 153,

204-205, 270, 274, 305
Vihamji, Rani Vagheli (Rathor Rav Jodho Rinmalot's wife) 17
Vinaykumvar, Nirvan Cahuvan (pihar name; Mertlyo Rathor Rav Jaimal

Vtramdevot's wife) 349
Vlnjo Bharmalot (Balavat Rathor) 83, 85, 173-174, 176-177, 242
Viram, Raval 318
Vfram Devavat (Mangllyo Gahlot) (no. 14) 116, 364, 366
Viram Salkhavat (Rathor) 3, 11, 169-170, 177, 183, 190, 198, 212, 223, 246,

290, 297, 331, 374, 381, 409-410, 414, 430, 438
Viram Sodhalot (Runeco Sankhlo Pamvar) 161
Viram Udavat (Sacoro Cahuvan) 105-106
Viramde Dudavat, Rav (Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 105) 2-3, 108, 146-147, 151-

154, 164-166, 172, 174-175, 204-205, 230-231, 233-234, 249-252, 259-
261, 271, 296, 301, 304-306, 336, 340-346, 349, 351-352, 362, 364-365,
367, 371, 375-377, 387-388, 397, 401, 424-426, 437, 443, 451

Viramde Dungarsiyot (Udavat Rathor) 392
Viramde Kalavat (Mahevco Rathor) 334-335
Viramde Narayandasot (Idareco Rathor) 226
Viramde Surajmalot (Slsodlyo Gahlot) 62
Viramde Surajsinghot (Jodho Rathor) 53
Viramde Vaghavat, Rav (Jodho Rathor) (no. 84) 203-204, 228-230, 256, 263-

270, 272-273, 290, 301-303,*401, 416-418, 442, 452-455
Vlrbhan Bhojavat (Hul Gahlot) 17
Virbhadro Ramcandravat, Rav (Vaghelo Solanki) 29
Viro (Naruko Kachvaho) 37
Visal (Sindhal) 395
Vlthaldas, Raja (Gaur) 61, 64, 288
Vfthaldas Jaimalot (Mertlyo Rathor) (no. 117) 147, 336, 348, 350, 357-358,

375

W

Wajihu'1-Mulk (Sadharan) 439, 445

Y

Yadavs 432
Yusufzai tribesmen 141

ZafarKhan 439,445
ZainKhanKoka 141
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Zain Khan Kokaltash 101
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INDEX OF PLACE NAMES

Abu 86, 91, 95
Abugarh 91
Acla ra Khet 352
Agevo 282,386
Agra 44, 53, 58, 64, 101, 129-130, 134, 181, 285-286, 288, 329, 348-349,

351, 357
AhilanI 74-75
Ahmadabad 52-53, 179, 226, 357, 385
Ahmadnagar 141-142, 285, 321, 353, 356, 359, 361, 363, 368
Ajmer 27, 42, 44, 54, 73, 76, 81 n. 4, 84, 99 n. 3, 108, 113 n. 1, 119, 122 n. 5,

124, 138, 141, 146, 151-154, 165 n. 13, 166 n. 15, 168, 172, 176 n. 11,
180, 187, 193, 196 n. 9-10, 205-206, 209 n. 39, 220-222, 225 n. 2, 227
n. 2, 231, 234, 237, 238, 239 n. 24, 242, 251, 258 n. 6, 271 n. 44, 280 n.
62, 281, 284, 299 n. 8, 304-305, 308 n. 38, 322-324, 327 n. 78, 328, 332
n. 4, 333 n. 7, 338, 343, 344 n. 25, 346-348, 361 n. 72, 362 n. 74, 364 n.
82, 365 n. 84, 367, 384 n. 11, 396, 400, 402, 404, 406 n. 45, 407, 421-
422, 426, 427 n. 25, 440, 451, 458 n. 2

Akbarabad -see Agra
Akhuvas (i.e. Akhuvas) 250
Allahabad 326
Alnlyavas 153, 343, 351, 358
Altavo 345 n. 29, 355 n. 60, 363 n. 71
Alvar (Mevat) 84, 146 n. 4
Amand 123
Amarsar 5, 28, 32, 43, 145-146, 149, 194, 264, 305-306, 436
Amber 33, 38-39, 43-44, 46 n. 19, 52-53, 58, 102, 114, 127-129, 131, 136-

140, 142, 144-146, 149, 150, 153, 155, 234, 280 n. 62, 283, 288, 343-
344, 355, 405, 436

Amratdo 99
Anandpur 407, 422 n. 5-6
Anhilvaro-Pattan 224
Antrl 123
Aral 52
Aravalll (Mountain Range) 28, 73, 80 n. 1, 88, 110 n. 11, 120, n. 3, 122, 139

n. 1, 150, 158, 172, 185, 204, 210, 275-276, 315, 348, 370, 446
Asarlal 406
Asop 15, 164 n. 9, 172 n. 1, 205 n. 28, 231 n. 10, 271, 294, 296 n. 7, 313,

319-323, 325-330, 364, 425
Au -see Auvo
Aurangabad 60
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Aiivo 179, 204, 207-210

B

Badakhashan 288
Badll 284
Bagar 34, 113, 121,274
Bagrf 12, 95, 162-163, 207, 221, 227, 229, 235, 239, 240, 242, 243 n. 33,

262, 266, 298, 453-454
Baharmer 27, 29, 87, 157, 208, 234, 236, 403
Bahlo 327
Baijnathjl 51
Baimhgatl 69, 70, 71
Baithvas' 410,412
Balkharo 282, 288, 399
Balapur 47
Ball 80,308
Balkh 288,369
Balsamand Lake 45
Balundo 326,364
Bambavdo 340
Bambhan Vas 339
Bamval 407
Banar 13,200
Bandkavgarh 29,56
Banero 152
Bangash 131, 133-134
Bafijhankurl 241
Banswara -see Vamsvalo
Barlu 325
BarniBarl 320 n. 61
BarnlKhurad 320 n. 61
Baull 128
Bavalll 418
BeghanI -see Boghanl
Bejpo (Tank) 337, 404, 420
Benares 99, 101
Bengal 43, 129-130
Beral 443
Bhadrajun 13, 37-38, 96, 110, 130, 153, 230, 248, 250, 257, 304, 315, 321,

342, 382, 395, 415, 425, 443
Bhakhar Vasnl 283, 389
Bhamvali Caranam ri 345
Bhangesar 175, 207, 332-333
Bhatner (Hanumangarh) 195
Bhaundo 70, 72-75, 279-280, 323
Bhavf ' 185, 188
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Bhetnaro 179
BhinaT 76
Bhltrot 94
Bhuj ' 43
Bid 142, 321, 353, 356-357, 359, 361, 368
Bihar 129, 353, 355-356
Bijapur 285-286
Bijapur (of Godhvar) 412
Bljoll 339
Blkamkor 390
Blkaner 12-14, 17, 18 n. 27, 33, 41, 65, 68 n. 1, 71 n. 7, 90, 109, 142, 146-

147, 158-159, 179, 188-189, 191-196, 200 n. 8, 202 n. 12-13, 205, 215
n. 3, 216, 232, 261, 273-274, 295, 305-306, 338, 342-343, 361, 379,
421, 431, 434-436, 443, 450-452

Blkarlal 283
Bllaro 53, 60, 178, 229, 243 n. 33, 266, 299, 319
Binja ro Vas 221
Blrpur 118
Blsalpur 271,400
Blthu 214, 382, 415
BoghanI 282
Bohogun rl Vasnl 283
Bor 354,358-359
Borar 392,406
Bramhaml 271
Brampurl 400
Bundl 5, 14, 20-22, 28, 33, 40, 44, 60-61, 99, 101-103, 120, 208, 264, 274,

276, 288-289, 321
Burhanpur 51-54, 57-58, 154, 280, 321, 325-326, 407

Cadi 13,379
Camvadlyo Adho 367
Camvdo 214
Canadh (Cunar) 101
Catsu 5, 42, 51, 53, 146, 150-156, 234, 250, 305, 342, 391-394, 425
Caurano 286
Causa 43
Cavrlyo 282
Chahotan (Cohatan) 157
Chapar ' 15, 146-147, 159, 192, 194-195, 200, 202, 215, 259-260, 431-437
Chaplo 320 n. 61
Chljar 447
Chimpiyo Khusyapur 390, 397, 400
Cltor 17-18, 24-25, 35, 38-39, 42, 50, 68 n. 1, 70-73, 75, 92, 99, 100-101,

108-109, 113, 119-124, 146, 150-154, 158, 163, 165-166, 176, 184-186,
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194, 196, 199, 204-205, 207, 214, 217-221, 227, 239, 249, 263-264,
274, 301, 305 , 313, 337, 340 n. 14, 344-349, 351-354, 358-359, 362,
365-366, 384, 388, 420, 427, 440, 446

Cohatan -see Chahotan
Cokdi 389
Cokrl 186
Copro 74-75,301
Corau 61
Cotllo 202
Cunar -see Canadh

D

Dabrl 286
Dabriyani Khurad 350
Dagsurlyo 356
Daharo 83
Damdama 119, 181, 326, 407
Damvrai ri Vasni 296
Dantlvaro 93, 166, 418
DarmI ' 320 n. 61
DatanI 62,93
Daulatabad 132, 182, 285
Deccan 45, 47, 50-54, 57-58, 62-63, 102, 118-119, 124, 131-133, 154, 180,

182, 280-281, 284-285, 321, 325-329, 353, 356-357, 359, 361, 363, 368,
373, 447

Deghano 345 n. 28, 350 n. 47
Deharo 174
Dehurlyo 405
Delhi 60-61, 70, 73, 145, 196, 234, 314, 343, 411, 433, 439, 441, 450-451,

458-459
Delvaro Pass 185
Deosa 138
Desnok 192, 216 n. 5
Desurl 41, 52, 349 n. 41
Devallyo 118-119, 121, 126, 340
Devil Piragro 390
Dhanerl 298-301, 308, 320
Dhanlo 12, 162
Dhanop 396 n. 25
Dhat 224
Dhaulharo 74, 267, 268 n. 30, 301, 302 n. 20, 315 n. 56, 454
Dhavalairo -see Dhaulharo
Dholelav -see Dholerav
Dholerav (i.e. Dholelav) 250
Dholpur 182
DhosI 194, 295, 436
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Dhulop 396
Dhundhar 138
Dldvano ' 146, 151, 305, 343, 439 n. 1, 440-441
Dronpur 15, 146-147, 159, 192, 194-195, 200, 202, 215, 259-260, 431-432,

434-437
Dudhvar 13
Dunaro * 209, 257-258, 276
Dungarpur 28, 33, 46, 51, 92, 113-115, 121, 139, 225
Dvarkajl 99

Fatehpur 151, 305, 433
Fatehpur Sikri 129

Gadha-Katanga 101
Gagrun (Gaguran) 185-186
Gaguran -see Gagrun
Galnlyo 282
Gangani (or Ghangani) 447
Gangarro 238,275
Ganges River 54, 119, 132, 181, 286, 326, 334, 407
Gangor 344,350
Gehavas 405
Gehavasnl 387,402
Ghanam 363
Ghangani -see Gangani
GirrI 233, 306-307, 390-391, 400-401
Giyasnl 387
Godhvar 41, 52, 57, 74, 80, 82, 83 n. 8, 109, 166, 172, 201, 206-208, 218-

219, 235, 270-271, 305, 308 n. 40, 322, 326, 344, 383, 400, 412
Gogundo HOn. 11, 118, 120 n. 3, 139 n. 1, 315, 358 n. 67
Gohro Khurad 345
Gokul 355
Golkunda 286
Gondwana 118
Gopasar 39
Gopasarlyo 39 n. 13
Gughrot 318
Gujarat' 28, 51, 62, 73, 85, 93, 96, 104, 118, 121, 124, 129, 132, 139, 152-

154, 179, 205, 224-226, 274, 334, 341, 354-355, 357-358, 361, 385,
395-396, 404, 406, 410, 439-441

Gundoc 181, 236, 369
Guro 185
Gwalior 5, 29. 39, 45, 50, 144, 318, 320, 349, 358
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H

HadautI 274
HaldighatI 110, 120, 139
Halvad '29,45,276
Hanumangarh -see Bhatner
Harbhu rl Vasni 350
Hardhavas 313 n. 51
Harmaro 81, 84-85, 99, 113, 119, 122, 124, 166, 176, 196, 209, 221, 225,

237, 239, 242-243, 308, 333, 347, 364-366, 384, 396
Harsolav 231, 232 n. 11
Hibhavan 63
HingolT 320 n. 61
Hlravarl 232
Hisar ' 159, 192, 202, 433-434
Hungamv 44

Idar 31, 35, 46-47, 58, 88-89, 139, 224-226, 265, 341, 452
Idvo 320-321, 327, 352
India 2, 32, 42, 46, 48, 54, 62, 76, 82, 119, 121-122, 129, 131, 140, 142, 145-

146, 152, 153 n. 9, 181-182, 196, 199, 204, 216 n. 5, 220, 276, 289,
311, 318, 320, 329, 341, 348, 352, 354-355, 361, 399 n. 28, 424

Indravaro 75,270
Indus River 131
Iran 287

Jabalpur 101
Jagnathpuro 367
Jahazpur -see Jajpur
Jaina Vasni 393
Jaipur 43 n. 11, 145 n. 2-3, 146 n. 4, 150 n. 1, 451 n. 5
Jaisalmer 5, 9, 18, 21-22, 24, 27-30, 35. 38, 41, 45, 53-54, 57, 59-60, 68-70,

73, 75, 78, 107, 122, 178, 194, 208, 215, 216 n. 5, 236-237, 262, 284,
289, 330, 356, 370, 379, 403, 412 n. 3, 416, 440, 450

Jaitaran 42, 150, 162, 200-201, 203, 218-219, 241 n. 27, 282-284, 288, 326,
' 337, 340-341, 364 n. 81, 383-384, 386-394, 397-399, 400 n. 30, 32, 402

n. 35, 403-408
Jaitavas 424
Jaitgadh -see Jaitvas
Jajpur' 153, 220, 285-287
Jakhaniyo 65
Jalor ' 89-90, 104, 118, 172, 210, 241, 248, 287-289, 317, 327-328, 395, 447
Jangalu 5, 16, 71, 157-159, 161, 191-192, 202, 215-216, 337, 431
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Jaso] 318 n. 59
Javll 181
Jay el 441
Jhufijhanum 19, 151, 305, 314, 319
Jhurll 185
Jllvaro 446
Jodhavas 393
Jodhpur 1-3, 5, 8, 10-15, 27-34, 37-38, 41-48, 51-54, 56-63, 68-70, 72-77, 80-

84, 92-93, 94 n. 13, 95-96, 99, 104, 107-109, 113-116, 121-122, 124,
130, 134, 146-147, 150 n. 2, 151-154, 157 n. 2, 158-159, 163-166, 167
n. 18, 168, 171, 172 n. 1, 173, 175-176, 178-181, 184, 187-189, 191-
193, 195-196, 200-204, 206 n. 32, 207, 209-210, 213, 216, 219-221, 224
n. 1, 225-232, 234-236, 238-241, 242, 244, 247 n. 1-2, 248-252, 256-
260, 262-276, 278-285, 289, 294-296, 298-299, 301-304, 305 n. 30, 306,
308-309, 311, 313, 315, 318-330, 332-334, 336-344, 346-347, 351-355,
357, 360-361, 363-365, 367-370, 372-373, 378-379, 382 n. 1-5, 383-
384, 386-387, 391, 393, 395, 397, 401-404, 406-408, 412, 415 n. 1-5,
416-418, 420-421, 423-425, 427-428, 431, 434-436, 440-443, 446-447,
449.454, 456, 458 n. 3, 459

Jodhpur Gate (of Merto) 175, 238, 353, 403-404
Jodhravas Khurad 350
Jojavar 166, 167 n. 17
Jumna River 60, 130
Junagadh 61
Juntho' 390

K

Kabul 133, 281, 286, 288, 369
Kachrau -see Lodrau
Kaksl 287-288
Kala Bagh 330
Kalandharl 89
Kaivaro 344
Kamlam-Pava 315
Kamvlam 201
Kamvliyo 201 n. 13, 422
Kanauj 458
Kandu 167
Kanhelo 220 n. 13
Kankarkhl 280,324
Kankor 63
Kantallyo 311
Kaparro 13, 199, 200, 203
Karauil 63
Karnu 379
Karoll 388
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Kashmir 130,286
Katakharo 99
Kaylano" 201, 218-219, 383
Kekldro 261,425
Kekind 351, 358, 363, 369
Kelvo 27, 32, 220 n. 13
Khagriyo 299
Khairavad 99
Khairvo 29, 37, 41, 72-73, 74 n. 16, 81-83, 83 n. 8, 122, 173, 204, 242, 270,

365
Khamnor 110 n. 11, 120 n. 3, 139 n. 1
Khandelo 5, 54, 61, 149, 349 n. 41
Khanpur 340
Khanua 82, 120, 146, 152, 153 n. 9, 204, 341, 352, 424
Kharharl -see KharrI
Kharlyo 259-261, 325
Kharlo 12, 171, 180
KharrI 12, 171, 422
KhatQ 439 n. 1, 441, 458-459
Khejarlo 56
Kher * 187, 224, 332, 382, 415
Kheri Campo 345
Khetavas 283
Khlmvsar 15,294-296
Khoh 155
Kiraro 70-71
Kisangarh 45,322
Kodhno' 47, 178-179, 259, 268, 382, 415-418
Korarndesar 68 n. 1, 192, 202
Koslthaj 271,400
Kota 389
Koto 99
Kotro 234, 236, 403
Kotro (of Jaitaran) 282
Kubharo 320 n. 61
Kudano 181
Kukardo 320 n. 61
Kumbhalmer 82, 88, 108-109, 121-122, 165-166, 168, 172, 205-206, 220 n.

13, 305, 354 n. 56, 358 n. 67, 359 n. 69
Kundal (Tank) 337, 347, 420
KurkI 152, 284 n. 75, 285, 351, 424
Kusano 188, 202, 250, 261, 338, 342, 421, 425
Kutch 447

L

Ladnum 431, 435, 439 n. 1, 441
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Lahore 45, 47-48, 50-52, 57, 60, 179, 282, 286-288, 328-329
Lakhasar 284, 379
Lakhavasnl 405
Lalsot 305
Lambryo 250, 358
Lambo 185
Las Belas 216 n. 5
Las Munad 395
Lavero 72,322
Llllyam (i.e., Nlllyam) 388
Lodrau 210
Loharl 320 n. 61
Lohiyano 25
Lohiyavat 110, 209, 276, 309, 333
Lotaudhri 387,404
Lunavaro 349 n. 41
Lunavas 13
Lunglyo 355
LunI River 187 n. 5, 224 n. 1, 257 n. 5, 271 n. 41, 332 n. 1, 382 n. 3, 391, 415

n. 3
LunI (Village) 128
Lunkaran ri Vasni 426

M

Madarlyo 109, 206, 305, 344
Madhya Pradesh 285 n. 77
Mahamaya Temple 105, 366, 368, 459
Mahelvo 282
Mahesdaspur 286
Mahevo 80 n. 2, 178, 187, 214, 224, 247, 332-334, 410-412, 416
Malarno 305, 359
Malgadh 104, 110, 116, 168, 211, 221, 243, 258, 296, 307-309, 348, 357,

365-366, 368, 380, 428
MallanI 332 n. 2
Mallargadh 388
Malpuro 280 n. 62
Malwa 73, 113-114, 121, 124, 131, 185 n. 2
Manaklav 48
Mandal 54, 142, 152
Mandho 311
Mandor 1-2, 22, 33-34, 50, 54, 59, 71, 107, 108, 158, 162-164, 171, 178, 184-

186, 191, 199-201, 206 n. 31, 213-219, 227-228, 236-237, 256-257, 259,
267 n. 26, 294, 298, 337, 340, 346, 378-379, 382-383, 386, 416, 420,
431-432, 440, 446, 449, 454 n. 10

Mandovar -see Mandor
Mandu 123, 153, 154 n. 15, 187, 205, 338, 343, 421
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Maroth 145
Marvkr 1, 3-5, 7-9, 12-15, 17, 21, 28, 32, 37-38, 41-42, 44, 47-48, 50, 52-53,

" 58, 63, 68, 69 n. 2, 71-72, 74-75, 79, 80, 82-83, 87, 93, 94 n. 13, 95-96,
102, 105, 107-110, 111 n. 12, 112, 114-116, 119, 121-122, 130, 147,
150, 157-158, 162-163, 165-166, 167 n. 18, 168, 171-173, 178-181,
184-188, 191, 195-196, 199-201, 202 n. 14, 203-210, 213-215, 216 n. 5,
217-219, 221, 224, 227-228, 230-231, 233-236, 238, 240-241, 244-245,
247, 257-259, 262, 264-266, 270-280, 282, 287 n. 79, 288, 294-296,
298-299, 301-304, 306, 308-315, 317-318, 320-322, 326-329, 332-334,
336-338, 346, 348, 354, 360-361, 364-366, 370, 378, 382-384, 393-394,
396-397, 400-401, 403-404, 406-408, 410, 412, 415-416, 418, 420-421,
426-428, 431, 433, 440, 442, 446, 449-454, 456, 458

Masudo 42, 154
Mathurajl 30, 39, 53, 57, 62, 201, 334
Mau (modern Mhow) 43
Mehagro 104
Mehkar 327
Merto 1, 6, 51, 58 n. 14, 75, 77, 85, 93, 104-105, 108, 110, 116, 119, 130,

146-147, 152-154, 157, 159, 164 n. 10, 165, 168, 172 n. 2, 175-176,
180, 181 n. 12, 186, 193, 196, 201 n. 11, 202, 205, 208, 210, 211 n. 44,
220-221, 231, 234, 237-239, 241-244, 247, 249-252, 255, 258-261, 275,
280-281, 284, 295-296, 301, 304-306, 307-309, 320, 324, 326-328, 336-
344, 345 n. 28-29, 31, 346-348, 350 n. 43-48, 352-369, 371-373, 380,
384-388, 392, 403-404, 407, 420-428, 443, 447, 451, 456-457, 458 n. 2

Mevar 25, 27, 32, 34, 45, 47, 52, 54, 57, 60, 62, 68 n. 1, 73-75, 80-82, 84, 86,
88, 90-92, 99, 101, 104, 109-110, 113-115, 118-124, 126, 139 n. 1, 142,
151-153, 163-166, 168, 172-173, 179-180, 184-185, 189, 196 n. 10, 199,
200, 204, 206, 209, 217-219, 220 n. 13, 225, 235, 237 n. 20, 239 n. 23,
242, 263-265, 270-271, 274, 276, 284, 301 n. 14, 305, 308-309, 312-
315, 318, 320, 322, 326, 329, 333, 347, 348 n. 37, 351-352, 354, 356-
359, 360 n. 71, 362, 364 n. 82, 365-366, 384, 386-387, 391-392, 396,
400-401, 403-404, 406, 424, 427, 440-441, 449

Mevat 138, 146 (see also Alvar)
Mhow -see Mau
Miniyarl 57
Mirtha -see Merto
Modrlyo 350,423
Modro 345 n. 30, 350 n. 46, 423 n. 12
Mogro 185
Mokklo 350 n. 44, 424 n. 13
Morvl Khurad 400
MorviVadI 400
Mugaddo Vado (i.e. Mugadro) 250
Mugadro 250, 301
Mukandpur 56
Multan 261
Murraho 282
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N

Nadul 80, 83, 85, 91, 107, 162, 173-174, 176, 199, 201 n. 10, 206 n. 29, 218
n. 8, 242, 271 n. 42, 296, 305 n. 28, 308 n. 40, 312, 326, 412 n. 6, 446

Nagaur 4, 15, 28, 32, 41, 57-58, 64-65, 70, 72, 74-75, 138, 142, 157 n. 3, 167
n. 18, 179, 204, 217, 231-232, 249-250, 252, 268, 273, 279, 280 n. 62,
294-295, 304, 323, 338, 339 n. 9, 342, 348, 351, 354 n. 57, 365, 393-
394, 417, 420, 425, 437, 439-445

Nagelav 361
Nahadhsaro 294-295, 325
Nahargadh 274
Nahervo 459
Nahnado -see Nahervo
Nainvay 99
Nandvan 275,459
Nandvano 185
Narasnl 320 n. 61
Narmada River 285
Namol 146, 194-195, 261, 295, 436
Nathdvara 110 n. 11, 120 n. 3, 139 n. 1, 358 n. 67
Navalgarh 402
Nayanagar 52,58
Neta ri Vasni 355
Netram 13,378
Netrl ' 250
Nevata 128-129
Newata - see Nevata
Nlboro 282
Nlllyam -see Lffiyam
Nimbahero 283
Nimbaj ' 150, 390-391, 407
Nlmbol 282,404
Nlprar 308
Nltoro 95, 96 n. 17
Nlvarvaro 344

O

Orissa 102

Paciak 239,243
Pacpadro 332 n. 1
Padmanabhji Temple 447
Padukham ri Vasni 362
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Pakistan 157 n. 1, 216 n. 5, 224
Pall 17, 32, 57, 107-110, 111 n. 12, 122, 165-166, 200, 206, 214, 217, 301,

337, 382, 415, 420, 458
Pain 165,250
Paiicdoli ra Vas 422
Pancolpura 458
Pancvo 270
Panvar 58
Parbat ra Khet 340
Parbatsar 44, 152-153
Parkar 224
Partabgarh 119
Patan 99
Patan (in Gujarat) 439
Pelrl 320 n. 61
PhagI 37
Phalko 347
PhalodhI (of Merto) 105, 116 n. 2, 366, 368, 459
PhalodhI (Town)" 42, 44, 50-51, 69 n. 2, 70-72, 110 n. 8, 116 n. 1, 157 n. 3,

164, 167 n. 18, 202, 209-210, 236, 276 n. 58, 281, 309, 333 n. 8, 450
Phuliyo 99, 152, 313
Plmpar 199 n. 3, 201 n. 11, 220 n. 13, 221 n. 18, 268, 272-273, 325, 401, 417,

' 442, 455
Plpavar 325
Plsan 389
Plsangan 152, 284-286, 327
Plthapur 283
Pokaran 105, 202, 208, 236, 370, 403
Poona 62-63
Prayag 286
Pungal 12, 15, 39, 50, 68 n. 1, 214, 283, 294, 379
Punjab 101, 141, 439
Pushkar -see Puskarjl
Puskar -see Puskarjl
Puskarjl 31, 54, 287, 324-325

Q

Qandahar 182,287

Rabhlavas 424
Raddavas 313 n. 51
Radsar 320 n. 61
Rahan 58, 147, 181 n. 12, 338-339, 340 n. 13, 345 n. 31, 350 n. 43 & n. 45,

352, 355 n. 59, 371, 421, 423-424
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Rahelro 282
Rahln -see Rahan
Rajasthan 1-2, 9, 93, 94 n. 13, 104, 109, 113-114, 121, 123, 142, 150 n. 1,

151-152, 157-158, 166, 179, 181, 214, 216 n. 5, 234, 250, 264, 275,
295, 305, 321, 340-341, 347, 351, 365, 404, 411, 421, 436, 451

Rajavas 398-399
Rajgarh 388,402
RajlanI 232, 320 n. 61
Rajvo 179
Rallyavto Khurad 350
Rama Caranam ri Vasni 350
Rama ri Vasni 312, 316
Ramavas Bado 282
RambarlBagh 130
Rampur 389
Rampuro 35, 57, 59, 62, 122, 124, 289
Rampuro (of Asop) 320 n. 61
Rampuro (of Jaitaran) 283
Ramsen 87-89,92
Rangta Plilalabad 134
Ranthanbur -see Rinthambhor
Rarod 164-165, 172, 205, 231, 252, 296, 304, 320 n. 61, 328, 343, 426
Ratanavas 355
Ratkurlyo 325
Ratlam 285 n. 77, 288
Ratrlyo 283
Ravalvas 111
Ravar 58
Ravi River 130
Raypur 387, 390, 406
Rayslsar 157
Red Fort 44, 101
RepravasTljo 312
Revas 305
Reyam 31, 164-166, 172, 180, 205, 231, 241, 251-252, 296, 304, 343, 346-

347, 355 n. 58, 362, 367 n. 88, 368-370, 426, 429
Rinchorjl Temple 100
Rinslgamv 203-204,270
Rinthambhor 40, 61, 99-101, 120-121, 132, 343, 354, 359, 451
Rlvam 56
Rohath 180 n. 8, 187
Rohila 35
Rohlso 281
Run 5, 15-16, 157, 161, 218, 357, 383
Rupjl 359
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Sacor 21, 104, 106, 248, 272
Sadrl 322
Sahil 13, 171
Salavas 185
SalkhavasI 410
SamavalT 42, 46, 48, 318, 320
Sambhar 146, 151, 153 n. 8, 202, 306, 338, 348, 421, 439 n. 1, 440, 458
Samel 4, 32-33, 48, 76, 109-110, 165-166, 168, 172, 174-176, 196, 206-208,

220-221, 231-233, 235, 240, 258, 271, 296, 299, 306-307, 312-313, 332-
333, 344, 346, 379, 394-395, 400, 402, 418-419, 427, 437 n. 7

Samvaliyavas Khurad 345
Samvatkuvo 34
Sanduro 13
Sanganer 129, 138
Sangantr -see Sanganer
Sanla 307 n. 36
Santhano Sarahgvas 363
Saran ' 204, 270, 300
Saranvahl 97 n. 1
Saranvo 97 n. 1
Sarvar 339, 354 n. 57
Sarvar Manoharpur 289
Satalvas 211,348,366
Sathlano 47
Saurashtra 99
Savalakh 338, 420, 439
Sayano 52
SekhivatI 145-146
Seno 395
SevakI 179, 195, 203-204, 207 n. 36, 260-261, 273-274, 295, 342, 346, 391,

393, 397-398, 400 n. 29, 401, 417, 425, 442-443, 455
SIdhaVasnl 271
Siha rl Vasnl 422
Slkar 343
Sikargadh 145-146, 305, 436
SIlvo 65
Sindh 199,397
Sinlo 307
Slrasno 353
Slriyarl 52, 300 n. 12
Slrohl 5, 24-25, 27, 30 n. 15, 41, 62, 86-93, 94 n. 14, 95-98, 104 n. 1, 130,

240-241, 263-264, 273, 321, 395-396
Sirso 195
Sltamau 285-286
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SIvano 6, 110, 116, 205, 207, 221, 235, 247-249, 252, 254, 257, 271, 276-
279, 287, 309, 315, 334, 394, 410

Sivrar 38
Sobhagdesar (Tank) 447
Sobho 195
Sohavo 232-233,305
Sojhat 32, 44 n. 15, 72, 74, 93, 94 n. 13, 95 n. 16, 110, 162-164, 165 n. 12,

166 n. 16, 167 n. 17, 175 n. 10, 179 n. 7, 200, 201 n. 10, 202-204, 207
n. 35, 208-210, 218 n. 8, 221 n. 16, 227 n. 3, 229-230, 235, 240 n. 26,
244, 262-263, 265-270, 274, 279, 298, 300 n. 12, 301-303, 307 n. 36,
308 no. 37, 310-313, 315-316, 318 n. 58, 320-321, 332 n. 3, 354, 360,
386, 401, 407, 417-418, 442, 452-455

SomNadI 114
Srlhagar 151
Sumerl River 74 n. 16, 75 n. 17
Suracand 274, 391, 397-399, 401
Surpuro 320 n. 61
Sursagar (Tank) 447
Swat (Sawab Bajaur) 132

TalukTyo 387, 389
Tanano 68 n. 1
Tano 68 n. 1, 70, 73-75, 301
Taran 301
TejarlVasnl 283
Thamvlo " 220 n. 13, 367, 407
Thanesar 439
Tilvaro 187,332
Titrod 286
Todgarh 73, 301 n. 14
Todo 5, 56, 142, 144, 264, 347, 365
Tons 119, 181,326,407
TukrI 422

U

Udaipur 54, 110 n. 11, 118, 120 n. 3, 139 n. 1, 225, 285 n. 77, 326
Udehl 127
Umarkot 33-34, 40, 52, 157, 224

Vadhnor 81 n. 4, 99, 113 n. 1, 122 n. 5, 124 n. 8, 166 n. 16, 176 n. 11, 196 n.
10, 209 n. 39, 221 n. 17, 225 n. 2, 237 n. 20, 239 n. 24, 242, n. 29, 308
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n. 38, 333 n. 7, 347 n. 36, 348, 360 n. 71, 362, 364 n. 82, 365 n. 84, 384
n. 11,391,400-403

Vagad 401
Vaghavas 47
Vaghelav 262
Vaijnath Mahadev (Temple) 299-300
Vairsalpur 34, 39, 48, 50, 264, 283, 294
Valarvo 333
Vamsvalo 92, 102, 113-115, 312-315, 392, 427-428
Vavrl *116
Vikdmpur 20, 34, 39-40, 42, 47-48
Vlsalpur 344
Vrndavan 408
Vyavar 402
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